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OH PTER XIX.
SP A.NISH SPOLIATIO S: COMl\IISSION UNDER .ARTICLE XXI. OF THE TRE.A TY BETWEEN THE UNITED
ST.ATES AND SP.AI_r OF OCTOBER 27, 1795.
In his message to Congress of December 5,
•
·
1793, touchrng
the relat10ns
of th e U Ill'ted
· E
States with the belligerent powers m urope,
Washington said:
'' The vexations and spoliation understood to have been
committed on our vessels and commerce by the cruisers and
officers of some of the belligerent Powers appear to require
attention. ':rhe proof of these, however, not having been
brought forward, the descriptions of citizens supposed to have
suffered were notified that, on furnishing them to the Executive, due measure8 would be taken to obtain redress of the
past, and more effectual provisions against the future. Should
such documents be furnished, proper r"epresentations will be
made thereon, with a')ust reliance on a redress proportioned
to the exigency of the case." 1
In a report to the President of March 2, 1794, Edmund Randolph, then Secretary of State, referring to this passage, said
that when he came into the Department of State he found a
large volume of complaints, which the notification to persons
to send in their proofs had called forth, in relation to attacks
on the commerce of the United States by the British, French,
Spanish, and Dutch. Against the Spaniards, said Randolph,
"the outrages of privateers are urged." The cases of complaint against the British were . 32; against the French, 26;
against the Spanish, 10; against the Dutch, 1. 2 France declared war against Spain March 16, 1793. Spain issued a
counter declaration March 23, in which it was stated that the
two countries had really been at war since February 26, on
Belligerent
. Spoliations.

1

Am. State Papers, For. R el. I. 141, 142.
4.23, 424, 461.
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which day a commission against Spain, found on board a
French privateer, was dated. May 25, 1793, Spain entered
into an alliance with Great Britatn. 1 On May 26, 1794, Washington transmitted to Congress a copy of a certificate, communicated by the Spanish commissioners in the United States
to the· Secretary of State, without which American vessels
could not be admitted to Spanish ports. This certificate was
in the form of a sworn statement to be made by the shipper of
the cargo that it was the growth or produce of the United
States, and that no part of it was the produce of France or
her colonies, or had receiverl. any advantage or improvement
in France or any of her dependencies, or had in any manner
contributed to her revenues.2
On November 1, 1794, the President nomiThMio~~s Ptinsc~ey's nated Thomas Pinckney as . envoy extraordission o pam.
.
nary and minister plenipotentiary to Spam,
for the purpose of negotiating on the various questions pending between the two countries. 3 When Pinckney arrived at
Madrid on June 28, 1795, he found that William Short, who
had been acting as the diplomatic representative of the United
States in Spain, had already been in communication with the
court on the treatment of American vessels, and that the Duke
of Alcudia, while stating that no general orders on the subject
could be published, had on the 6th day of April assured him
that American vessels would be treated by Spain in accordance with the stipulations of the treaty between the United
States and France. This assurance the Duke repeated in a
conference which he held with Messrs. Pinckney and Short
jointly.4
This assurance involved a very considerable
Position of Spain. concession to the United States, and the duke
was not disposed to construe it in as broad a
sen ·e as that which the American diplomatists ascribed to it.
1

- - - - - - --

-

.A.m. , tatc Papers, l!'or. Rel. I. 277, 425.
2
.A.m. tat<' Papel'B, For. Rel. 1. 463.
:i .A.m., 'tate Papers, For. Rel. I. 469,533.
4
fr. Pinckney to the, ec. of , 'tate, ,July 21, 1795, .A.m. State Papers, For.
I el. I. 53!. Of J\.Ianuel Godoy, Dnke of Alcudia, afterward the Prince of
Peac· ', it has been saitl that he" was a ruilcl enli<Thtene<l and intelligent
• •
I
'
;,,
'
m1111 ·ter, so far as the t'nitecl tates ·ere C'Oncerned · capahle of (Tenerositv
au~ of cou~age.' quite the equal of Pitt or Talleyr~n(l in cliplo~~lCY, an~l
th 'IT sup nor 10 resources." (.A.dams's History of the United States I.
3-18.)
'

By a <1e<'I'(', i.- 11 <I
the war-a I ken· ·
produl'e, a 11<l e, · ,
Frau<'e au<l paid
ish ports, thon
ordin a nce ( on
in substance p
of the armed
neutral flag sh
tain as to what co
prudent, before giving
priu ·i1 l'
whether that power would ad 1 th
Spain therefore permitted h r
1"
to bring into her port_s neutral v
l ~ Jacl 'U with Fr ' 11 ·b produce, till that point should be cleared up· and th
f
Alcudia was inclined to construe what : M essrs. Piuckue and
Short deemed his assurance, as an "offer ' to extend the principle of free ships free goods to American ve els, provided
that France should, in conformity with Iler treaty with the
United States, pursue the same course. Pinckney, however,
contended that the statements made by the duke to Mr. Short
constituted fo effect an "agreemeut" to apply the principle of
free ships free goods to American vessels, and insisted tbat,
in view of the provisions of the treaty between the United
State and France, aud the assurances France had given the
T

1
The declaration of the Empress of Russia of 1780, which formed the
basis of the armed neutrality 1 announced the following principles:
"Article I. That all neutral vessels ought to navigate freely from one
port to another, as well as upon the coasts of the powers now at war.
Art. II. That the effects belonging to the subjects of the belligerent
powers shall be free in neutral ships, excepting al ways contraband goods.
Art. III. That Her Imperial Majesty, in consequence of the limits abo·ve
fixed, will adhere strictly to that which is stipulated by the tenth and
eleventh articles of her treat,y of commerce with Great Britain, concerning the manner in which she ought to conduct toward all the belligerent
powers . Art. IV. That as to what concerns a port blocked up, we ought
not, in truth, to consider as such any but those which are found so well
shut up by a fixecl and sufficient number of vessels belonging to the power
which attacks it that one can not attempt to enter into such port without
evident danger. Art. V. That these principles above laid down ought to
serve as a rule in all proceedinO's whenever there is a question concerning
the legality of prizes." (Wb:;ton's Dip. Cor. Am. Rev. III. 608. See,
generally, ].<"'auchille's La Diplomatie Fra,n<;;aise et la Ligue des Neutres de
1780 ..)
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United States that she would observe the treaty, orders should
be given to Spanish vessels of war and privateers no longer to
bring into Spanish ports .American vessels laden with produce
belouging to Frenchmen, so that the delays, waste, and
annoyance resulting from turning vessels from their course,
and from bringing· them in only to be sent away, might be
prevented. 1
In the course of his correspondence with
Particular Com- the Duke of Alcudia, Pinckney particularly
plaints.
discussed several cases of capture. On .August 6, 1795, he called attention to the case of the brigantine
"JJifaria, of Boston, laden with provisions belonging to France ·
and taikeu into Santander on June 11, and to that of the .American ship Liberty, of New York, which was freighted at Bordeaux by an .American house to take a cargo, consisting partly
of whale oil and dried codfish, to Bilbao. The Liberty was
captured at ea and carried into Bilbao by a Spanish privateer, who had the cargo condemned as good prize, under the
de r e is ued at the commencement of the war, by which it
wa ordained that French produce, as well as that of foreigner which had been landed iu France and bad paid duty there,
, hould uot be admitted into Spanish ports. Pinckuey maintained that the decree could not have been intended to apply
to a ca e like that of the Liberty, in which entrance duties
were not paid to France, and in which the property had not
chang d. Moreover, said Pinckney, the decree was modified
by tbe principle of the ordenanza, by which the cargo, even
if the ve el had belonged to Frenchmen, could not have been
ondemn d. 1
On tll 14th of ugust the duke replied that tlrn King had
dir cted the mini. ter of marine to order the liberation of the
faria and Liberty, and that Ili faje 'ty had also directed
' that h captain of the Providence be paid for tlle pitch, tar,
and turp ntine, taken from him at Santamler, as coutraband
arti le ; ' and that '' in like manuer re ·titution be made for
th argo f lie merican brio-antine Abigail, of New York,
on i.'ting of iron, te ~1, board , and paints, confiscated by
th marj11 judge of antander." 2
On u u. t 30 Pinclrney called attention to the case of the
hip Bet ey, of Philadelphia, which, after being detained for
1

Am. tate Papers, For. Rel. I. 536.

2

Id. 537.
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more than two years, while the master was pursuing his suit
against the captors, was still detained, though the master bad
obtained a favorable decree from the tribunal of appeal, who
. were to judge bis process in the last resort, because the captors were trying to have more judges appointed to pronounce
defii1itive sentence. 1 On the 3d of September he presented
the· case of the Three Friends, at Santander, and asked for the
restoration of the vessel, on the strength of the ordenanza and
the duke's statement of the 6th of .April. "The circumstance,"
said Pinckney, "of this vessel having been found in the possession of Frenchmen can not change the case, because she
would not have been deemed good prize if she bad been carried
into France; and even if all the cargo belonged to Frenchmen,
it would be restored here, according to the last dispositions of
His Majesty." 2 On September 13, he called atteution to the
case of the vessels Rooksby and Greenway, carried into Cadiz
in 1793 by the Spanish frigate Santa Oa,thalinda. It was supposed that these vessels bad been put in thorough repair at
the royal dock yards, but an agent who bad been sent to Cadiz
found that the repairs bad not been made. ".As to what :regards the freight and other demands," said Pinckney," I have
no doubt but we shall be able to arrange them amicably, at
the same time we regulate the principles of several other claims
of the same nature.'~ 2
On September 15, the Duke of .Alcudia, who had now become the Prince of Peace, replied that orde1·s bad long since
been given for the "repairing and refitting of the said vessels,
agreeably to what has been propof,ed; but without attending
to the pretended reclamations, for the reasons mentioned in
my letters to .:Vlr. Short upon this subject." 3
On October 23, Pil!-ckney wrote to the prince that his excellency apparently had not received correct information as to the
immediate liberation of .American vessels taken since the 6th
0f April, since, out of the five carried· into Santander-the Liberty of New York, the JJfaria of Boston, the Providence of
Philadelphia, the Abigail of New York, and the Three Friends
of Salem-the Liberty wa~ detained one hundred and ten days,
the Three Friends was at last accounts still detained, and the
three others put to sea without part of their cargoes, though ·
1

Am. S~ate Papers, For, Rel, I. 538.

2

ld. 589.

3

Ibid. 539.
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the latter had been ordered to be restored. 1 Though Pinckney
did not admit any distinction between vessels taken before and
those taken after the 6th of April, maintaining that the duke's
assurance should opei1 ate retrospectively as well as prospectively, he referred to tlle date because the Prince of Peace in
a note of the 18th of October had made such a distinction,
saying that captures made before the date in question should
be judged according to the general orders issued at the time;
while vessels detained rince that Ume should be treated "in
the same manner as those which were then brought from the
coast of Cantabria." 2
•
.
. ..
Of the eight vessels particularly mentioned
Ultimf acte Di s~ostition in the preceding correspondence, there cero omp1ams.
.
.
tainly were four, and probably were :five, m
re~pect of which compensation was obtained through the international commission to whfoh this chapter relates. Indeed,
the :first awards of the commission were made in the cases of the
R,oolcsby and Green10ay, which were taken into Cadiz in 1793. 3
It eems that an award was made also in the case of the Betsey. 4
In the five remainiug cases-the ves.sels taken into Santanderawards were made in favor of the Liberty and the Three
Friends/) Of the Maria, Providence, and Abigail no mention
is made in the list of awards ; though, in a note to a list of the
award transmitted by one of the commissioners to Mr. Pickering, Secretary of State, on January 2, 1800, it is stated that
no papers bad appeared in tlle case of the" schooner" Maria,
which His Catholic Majesty bad ordered to be restored. 4 This,
probably, is the vessel mentioned in Mr. Pinckney's note of
October 23 as having put to sea.
September 20, 1795, Pinckney addressed to
Proposal of Arbitra- th p •
f p eace a no t em
· wu1c
1.: h h e reviewe
·
d
tion.
· e rmce o
at length the whole subject of the claims
again t Spain for the capture of American vessels by her menof-war and privateers. The war between Spain and France
1

.Am. , tate Papers, }""or. Rel. I. 545.

2

Am., tate Papprs, For. Eel. I. 544.

3 The a.wards in these cases we1·e made December 27, 1797.
In the case
of the Rookaby the amonnt was $15,535 .79; of the Greenway, $14,846.39.
In each case interest at the rate of 6 per cent was allowed from a specified date on the amount awarded.
4
Am. State Papers, For. Rel. II. 283.
5
The -n,ward in the case of the Liberty was for $4,260.98; in the case of
the 1'tree Friends, $2,088.50. Each award bore interest.
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had then been brought to a close by the treaty which won for
the Duke of Aicudia the title of El Principe de la Paz-Prince
of Peace. 1 Pinckney declared that the principle on which the
claims were based was that neutrals had the right to pursue
their commerce unmolested, provided that they did not attempt
to carry to either belligerent warlike stores or attempt to trade
with places that were besieged or blocked up. This doctrine
was, said Pinckney, founded on reason and supported by the
most enlightened writers; it was embodied in late treaties;
it was established by the armed neutrality of 1780, of which
Spain approved, and its acceptance by all the nations of the
two hemispheres, except one, had placed on a certain basis that
which should thenceforth be the law of nations on the subject.
Hence he proposed that the decisions upon the vessels that
had been captured should be governed by the principles of the
armed neutrality, and that commissioners should be named on
both sides for the purpose of determining the reimbursements
which might be due on this account. Moreover, by the fourteenth article of the ordenanza de corso, said Piuckney, His
Majesty had declared that he would observe the same conduct
in this respect as his enemies, and France was bound by her
treaty with the United States to observe tho~e principles, and
had acted accordingly. If, as was alleged, a considerable number of American vessels engaged in lawful traffic had been
seized and carried into Spanish ports, particularly in the West
Indies, where their cargoes were ultimately carried off by force,
without their proprietors knowing in many cases whether they
were judicially condemned; if it were true that half of the
crews of some of the vessels died in captivity, and the rest
abandoned the vessels and cargoes rather than face the dangers of so destructive a detention, and if the sentences of condemnation in the islands were based on acts which were not
offenses against the law of nations, it could not be doubted
that His Majesty would order propei· measures to be taken for
repairing the wrongs done under color of his authority. If
the facts alleged did not exist, the commissioners would demonstrate it. 2
· On September ·23 the prince replied: '' On
st
Discussiot~ of iPu- the same terms as we have determined the
1a 10ns.
American prizes in Europe, since the neutrality of the .United States with France in the present war has
1
2

Annnal R egister, XXXVIII. (1795) 297.
Am. State Papers, For, Rel. I. 539.
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been known, shall be judged the prizes which may have been..
made in America. But this matter being very different from.
the system of a treaty stipulating positive regulations for the
future, there is no necessity of including it therein." 1 On
October 5, Pinckney, referring to this note, said it only remained to explain what the principles, on which the cases
were to be decided, were. As objection was made to inserting
the matter in the treaty, he bad embodied the details in a
separate convention, which he inclosed. 2 The prince thought
the same objection would apply to inserting tLe matter in a
separate convention as to inserting it in the general treaty. 2
Subsequently, however, he agreed to advise the King to conclude a separate convention; and with that view Pinckney
submitted an article in the same sense as his prior arguments,
the ubstance of it being that the claims should be decided in
accordance with the rule in the treaty between the United
States and France. On the 12th of October the prince declared that the King never would permit the matter to be
included in a treaty or convention. 3
Further discussion ensued, and on the 24th
Conclusion of a
·
of
October, being unable to effect an arrangeTreaty.
ment either as to captures or as to a port of
depo it on the Mississippi, Pinckney asked for his passports. 4
Three days later, however, on October 27, 1795, a treaty was
signed, of which an eminent historian has said that it "never
received the credit it deserved; its large concessions were
taken as a matter of course by the American people, who
a sumed that Spain could not afford to refuse anything that
America asked, and who resented the idea that America asked
more than he had a right to expect. Fearing that the effect
of ,Jay' treaty would throw the United States into the arms
of England at a moment when Spain was about to declare
war, Godoy conceded everything the Americans wanted. His
tr aty provided for a settlement of the boundary between
a chez and ..i.: ew Orlean ; accepted the principle of 'freehips free good ,' o obnoxious to England; gave a liberal
de:finiti n of ontraband such as Jay had in vain attempted
to get from Lord Grenville; created a commission to settle
the claim of American citizens again t Spain on account of
1

Am.

tate Papers, For. Rel. I. 540.

2

Id. 542.

3

Id. 543.

4

ld. 545.
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illegal captures in the late war; granted to the citizens of the
United States for three years the right to deposit their merchandise at New Orleans without paying duty; and pledged
the king of Spain to continue this so-called entrepot, or 'right
of deposit,' at the same place if he found it not injurious to bis
interests, or if it were so, to assign some similar place of
deposit on another part of the banks of the Mississippi." 1
The provisions of the treaty for the settleArticle XXI.
ment of the American claims for captures are
to be found in the twenty-first article, by
which the high contracting parties agreed to refer "all differences on account of the losses sustained by the citizens of the
United States in consequence of their vessels and cargoes
having been taken by the subjects of His Catholic Majesty
during the late war between Spain and France," to three
commissioners who were to sit in Philadelphia, and to examine and decide the claims in question " according to the merits
of the several cases, and to justice, equity, and the laws of
nations." The principle and mode of accom!J?.Odation thus
adopted were similar to those embodied in the seventh article
of the Jay Treaty; but the stipulation in the latter treaty
that governmental compensation should be made only where
"adequate compensation can not, for whatever reason, be now
actually obtained, had, and received, * * * in the ordinary course of justice," was omitted. "The proposal of the
British principle of accommodation," said Pinckney, "came
from the Spanish negotiator, and was urged on strong grounds.
I trust, however, that this is, upon the whole, better than the
British arr.angement. , There was, at first, a rooted repugnance here to insert this * * * article in the treaty, in
which objection the national pride seemed most concerned), z
The te~t of Article XXI is as follows:
" In order to terminate all differences on account of the
losses sustained by the citizens of the United States in con-.
sequence of their vessels and cargoes having been taken by
the subjects of His Catholic Majesty, during the late war
between Spain and France, it is agreed that all such cases
sball be referred to the final decision of commissioners, to be
appointed iu the following manner. His Catholic Majesty
shall name one commissioner, and the President of the United
1
2

Adams's History of the United States, I. 348-349.
Am, State Papers, For. Rel. I. 546.
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States, by and with the advice and consent of their S011ate,
shall appoint another, and the said two commissio11er shall
agree on the choice of a third, or if they cannot agree so, they
shaJl each propose one person, aud of the two names so proposed, one shall be drawn by lot in the presence of tlle two
original Commis ioners, and the person whose name shall be
so drawn shall be the third Oornmissioller; and the three
Oommi ioners so appointed shall be sworn impartially to
examine and deci<le the claims in questiou, according to the
merits of the Mveral cases, and to jm,tice, equity, and the
law, of nations. The said Commissionsers shall meet and sit
at Philadelpllia; and iu tbe case of the death, sickness, or
necessary ab ence of any such Commissioner, his place shall
be supplied in the same manner as be was first appointed, and
the uew Oommis ioner shall take the same oatlls, a11d do the
same duties. They shall receive all complaints and applicati011s authorized by this article, during eighteen rnontbs from
tbe day on wl1ich they shall assemble. They shall have power
to examine all such persons as come before them on oath or
affirmation, touching- the complaints in question, and also to
receive in evidence all testimony, authenticated in such manner a~ they shall think proper to require or admit. The award
of tlle said Commissioners, or any two of them, shalJ be final
and conclusive, both as to tlie justice of the claim and the
amount of the sum to be paid to the claimants; and His Catholic Majesty undertakes to cause the same to be paid in specie,
without deduction, at such times aud places, and under such
conditions as shall be aw~rded by the said Commissioner:,,.1' 1
Of the proceedings of the commission under
. l
1
r
b
t h.1s artic
e, on y a meager out rne can e
given. On the supposition that the article
was annulled by the twelfth article of the treaty between the
nited States and Spain of February 22, 1819, commonly
called the Florida Treaty, the impression has very generally
prevailed that it was never fully and finally carried into effect ; 2
Proceedings of Commission.

1
Treaties and Conventions between the United States and Other Powers,
1776-1 87, pp. 1013-1014.
2
In the volnme of Treaties and Convention between the United States
and ther Powers, 1776-1887, p. 1013, whero .Article XXI. is printed, it is
stated, in a note to the article: "This article jg annulled by Article XII.
of the trnaty of February 22, 1819." The statement is hardly correct.
Article XII. dedates that the treatv of 1795 "remains confirmed in all and
ach of its articles ex<·epting th~ 2, 3, 4, 21, and the second ~lause of the
twenty-second article, which, having been alterncl by this treaty, or having received their entire execution, am no longer valid." The history of
thi declaration is that the Spanish negotiator of the treaty of 1819 propose l that the treaty of 1795 should be confirmed. The .American negotiator accepted the proposal, but adverted to the fact that _some of its pro-
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and this impression was confirmed by the fact that the records
of the commission were missing, and that there was no record in
the Department of State of the paymeut of the awards. These
circumstances are, however, capable of explauation. As to
the payment of the awards, it is to be observed that His
Catbolic Majesty undertook "to cause them to be paid * * *
at such times and places and under such conditions as shall be
awarded by the said commissioners." As a matter of fact, the
commissioners made the awards payable in. Spain, usually or
uniformly at Cadiz, directly to the claimant, bis Jawful attorney, executor, administrators, or assigns; and the awards were
delivered by the commission to the claimant or his representatives, to be paid accordingly. 1 But where are the records
visions; such as those relating to boundaries, were to be altered by the
new treaty, while others had been "fully executed:" (Am. State Papers,
For. Rel. IV. 530.) Article XII. was among the latter. It was not "annulled." It was only declared to ha-Ye "received its entire execution."
1 See Mr. Gresham, Sec. of State, to the Sec. of the Treasury, December
12, 1894; Mr. Adee, acting secretary, to Mr. Chester, April 24, 1895. (MS.
Dom. Let.) Also 1 Report of the Register of the Treasury, April 28, 1800,
Am. State Papers, Finance, I. 662. No record of the payment of the awards
was made in tlie Treasury of the United States. In a letter to Mr. David
Ingersoll of April 5, 1799 (MS. Dom. Let. X. 285), Mr. Pickering, Secretary
of State, said :
"Sm: I enclose two copies of the award of the Commissioners under
the Spanish treaty, allowing you 446.75 dollars for damages sustained by
the capture of the sloop Folly whereof you were master. These you must
forward to Madrid, to be presented at the Royal Treasury before they can
be paid at Cadiz. The triplicate I shall myself forward to David Humphreys Esq. Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States at Madrid.
Three copies of the award are given, to multiply the chances of its arrival.
You can no doubt find some merchant who has a correspondent at Cadiz.
You may address the two awards h1closed to Mr. Humphreys, or to Moses
Young, esq., Consul General of the United States at Madrid, to be presented at the Royal Treasury. You will direct to whom the order for payment shall be sent at Cadiz."
'fhe following instruction of John Marshall, Secretary of State, to Mr.
Hnmphreys, of September 23, 1800 (MS. Instructions to United States
Ministers, V. 383), discloses the fact that the awards were then in course
of payment:
"The President has directed me to request your particular attention to
the claim of Messrs. Gregorie & Scobie, 011 the Government of Spain. This
claim is precisely stated in their memorial which is enclosed marked No. 1.
"The award made in their favor on the 28th day of May 1799 by Mr.
Clarkson and Mr. Breck two of the commissioners appointed under the
21st article of our treaty with His Catholic Majesty for the sum of eight
thousand four hundred and eighty-seven dollars and two and one half
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of the commission f They are not in the archives either of the
United States or, so far as we have been able to ascertain, of
Spain; but at least some of them were in 1823 in Philadelphia, in tlie possession of Peter Lohra, formerly secretary of
the commission. In the Department of State, at Washington,
there is an old volume which on examination was found to
contain a copy of tlie award of the commission; and at the
end of the awards there is a certificate, dated December 29,
1823, and igned by Peter Lohra as "Notary Public and formerly ecretary of the Commis ion," in which it is stated that
the awards were "faithfully copied from the several original statements and awards made by the said commissioners
cents will be transmitted by tho o gentl men to their correspondent in
pain.
"As this award is made in conformity with the treaty between the two
11atioJJs, the faith of the , panish Government iH pledged for its payment,
and the Prcsid nt insti·ucts you to claim a performance of the stipulation
which has been entered into.
"\Vo nnderstarnl that the obje tiou made by the Court at Madrid when
this award was presented, was, that the panish commissioner bad not
sign c.Ut. The validity of this objection eannot be admittecl. His Catholic Majesty has bouucl himself in the most solemn form to pny any award
made by two of the Commissioners. The words of that part of the article a.re 'The award of the said commissioners or any two of thern, shall be
final and conclusive, both as to ·the justice of the claim and the amoun t
of the sum to be paid to the claimants: And his Catholic Majesty undertakes to cause the same to be paid in specie, without deduction, at such
times and places, a.nd under such conditions as shall be awarded by the
said Commissioners.'
"To refuse to pay in spe-cie the snm thus awarcled by two of the commissioners, is to violate the plain words of the article, and consequently
to break the faith of ·the nation.
"We cannot aclmit that in such a case the award is to be revised and
its merits reconsidered. But if eveu this might be done, still the decision
ourrht to be in favor of the claim.
"The abstract herewith transmitted No. 2, from the proceedings of the
commissioner , exhibits the motives which induced Don Joseph Ignatius
iar, the commissioner on the part of His Catholic Majesty, to withhold
his signa.tnre.
"1hi is, that the claimant~ were not citizens of the United States at
the time of the acknowledgment of onr independence by Great Britain.
"The injury is admitted and its amount correctly ascertained. The
person who claim were, not only when the treaty was made, but also
when the injury was sustained, according to our laws citizens of the
nitecl tates. In this state of things the treaty stipulates, 'in order to
terminate all differences on account of the losses sustained by the citizens
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by virtue and in pursuance of the said Treaty and remaining
of record in my office." It appears, therefore, that these papers
were then in Peter Lohra's possession. What afterward became of them it has not been possible certainly to ascertain.
Lohra died in 1827, leaving no will. Some of his papers are
now in the hands of his descendants, but they do not include
any of the records of the commission. I am informed however
by Mr. Stone, the late accomplished librarian of the Historical
Society of Pennsylvania, that there is '' undoubted evidence
that Lohra's private papers, or a portion of them, were, about
1833-1835, in the hands of a person in New Orleans who died
of the yellow fever." 1
of the United States, in consequence of their vessels and cargoes having
been taken by the subjects of His Catholic Majesty,' 'that all such cases
shall be referred to the final decision of commissioners.'
·
"The right of naturalizing aliens is claimed and exercised by the different nations of Europe as well as by the United States. When the laws
adopt an individual no nation has a right to question the validity of the
act, unless it be one which may have a conflicting tHle to the person
adopted. Spain therefore, cannot contest the fact that these gentleme~
are American citizens.
"If this inadmissible power was to be set up by His Catholic Majesty,
it ought to have been asserted when the treaty was formed. He ought
then to have discriminated between our citizens. He ought then to have
promised compensation only for the captured vessels and cargoes of those
who were citizens of the United States when our independence was acknowledged by Great Britain; not having done so then, it is too late now
to attempt this odious discrimination. He has promised in terms which
. expressly include Messrs. Gregorie & Scobie, and every principle of good
faith and national honor requires that he should perform the promise thus
made.
"We must suppose that this claim has been inadvertently rejected, and
that on calling the attention of the Spanish Government to its real merits,
it will, accor<ling to the stipulations of our treaty, be paid in specie. Pay1ri.ent in no other medium can be received."
1
In the archives of the Department of State there is the following letter:
"DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Trenton, Sept. 1st. 1798.
Esq.
·
"Sm: By the direction of the Secretary of State, I enclose you his
check on the Bank of the United States for one hundred and fifty dollars;
on account of your salary as Secretary to the Commissioners under the
twenty-first article of the Spanish treaty-agreeably to your request of
the 28th ultimo.
"With respect, your obt. &c.
"PRTEU LOHRA,

(MS. Dom. Let. X. 77).

"HAZEN KIMBALL."
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The names of the commissioners were Joseph
Ygnat. Piarez 1 Matth. Clarkson and Sam'l
SlOll
'
'
·
Breck. In his speech to Congress of November 23, 1797, President Adams stated that the" commissioners
appointed agreeab1y to the twenty-first article of our treaty
with Spain met in Philadelphia, in the summer past, to examine and decide on the claims of our citizens for losses they
have sustained in consequence of their vessels and cargoes
having been taken by the subjects of His Catholic Majesty
<luring the late war between Spain and Fr-!lince. Their sittings
have been interrupted but are now resuilled." 2 In his speech
of December 8, 1798, he tated that tlle "commissioners had
adju ted most of the claims." 3 The first award bore date
December 27, 1707, and was as follows:
Results ~f Comm.is-

'' To all to whom these presents shall come Greeting
"The Commi iouer. duly appointed for carrying into Effect
the Twenty-first Article of the Treaty of Friemlship, Limits
an<l avigation between Ili,• Catholic Majesty and the United
tate of Am rica, dated at San Lorenzo Real tlle Twenty
seventh day of October One thousand seven hundred and
ninety :five, having attentiv ly examined the Claim of Abel
Harri of Portsmouth iu the State of New llampsllire Merchant a Citizen of the United Sfate together with the several
A ·count aud Document exhibited by him in SUP11ort thereof
for Detention Freight and Primage in the case of the Ship
Books by w1iereof atlrnniel Jones was Master, captured on or
about the Sev 'uteenth day of Augu t One thousand seven
hundred and uinety three by His Oatlwlic MajetSty's Frigate
anta Catalina, ·omrnanded by Don Diego Choquet do award
that th um of ] ifteen thousand five hundred and thirty :five
Dollars aud , eventy nine Cent with Interest thereon at the
rate of ix per Centum p r Anuum from the Twentieth day of
pri] On thou 'and ,·even hundred and ninety six m1til the
ame be di charged, shall be paid to the Raid Claimant his
lawful ttomey Exe ·ntor
dmini trators or Assigns in Spe·ie without deduC'tion at the City of 1 adiz iu the Kingdom of
Spain within three month after this A ward shall have been
e hibited at the Royal Treasury at Madrid.
" iven nuder the hand. and eal of the aid Commissioners,
at tlrn City of Phil, delphia in the State of Pennsylvania the
1 In some places the name is writt n a
if it ,Yere Diarez. The first
panish commissioner was 'efior Viar, who was succeeded by Seiior
Piarez. ( ee fr. Pickering, ec. of , tate, to the Chev. de Yrujo, Spanish
miniister, fay 3, 1797, L . Dom. Let. X. 38.)
z Am. tate Papers, For. Rel. I. 4.5.
3 1<1. 48.
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twenty-seventh day of December One thousand seven hundred
. and ninety seven Having signed this award together with a
Duplicate and Triplicate thereof either of which being paid
the others to be void.
.
[L. s.]

"JOSEPH YGN.A.T. Pr.A.REZ
"MAT'.I.'H. CLARKSON
"S.A.M'L. BRECK

"Attest
PETER LOHR.A.,

Secretary.
"DollarH 15535. 79 Cents."
This award furnisheu · the model, in point of form, for those
that followed. The last one bears date December 31, 1799. 1
The awards were forty in number, and aggregated to the sum
of $325,440.07 ·V
Each award, however, bore interest at tbe rate of 6 per cent.
per annum from a date therein specified till discharged. 3
1 "The commissioners for executing the twenty-fifth article of
the
treaty between the United States and Spain:

"DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Dec. 2, 1"/97.
"Gentlemen: I have the honor to enclose the opinion of the AttorneyGeneral of the United States on the question whether the commissioners
for executing the twenty-first article of the treaty between the United
States and Spain may lawfully make awards previous to the expiration of
the eighteen months during which the claims are receivable; his opinion
being that the treaty contains no limitations as to the time of making
your award.
"TIMOTHY PICKERING."

(MS. Dom. Let. X. 257.)
2 At p. 283, Am. State Papers, For. Rel. II., there is a list of the awards
made by the commission up to November 16, 1799. This list embraces
thirty-seven awards, amounting to $320,095.07½, exclusive of interest.
Only three awards were afterward made, amounting to $5,345, exclusive
of interest.
3 Appropriations by Congress to defray the expenses of the United States
in carrying the treaty of 1795 into effect may be found in 1 Stats. at L.
609,723; 2 Stats. at L. 66, 120,269.)

CHAPTER XX.
CASE OF THE "COLONEL LLOYD ASPINWALL."
On January 17, 1870, the Colonel Lloyd
Aspinwall, an American merchant steamer of
71.46 tons register, left Port au Prince, in
Haiti, for Havana. All her papers were in regular order, her
manifest was legalized by the Spanish consul at Port au
Prince, and in view of the fact that an insurrection prevailed
in Cuba she was provided with an official letter or passport
from the consul of the United States to commanders of Spanish men of-war in the Bahama Channel. She was the bearer
of important dispatches from the minister of the United States
at Port au Prince to his government, as well as of dispatches
from the commander of an American man-of-war to the admiral iu command of the West India squadron. On the 18th of
January the steamer encountered strong winds and high seas
and began to leak, so that she was compelled to proceed
slowly and change her course. On the morning of the 21st of
January, when from four to six miles offshore and not far from
the port of Nuevitas, she was bailed by a Spanish man-of-war.
She replied by displaying the American flag, and continued on
her course. About twenty minutes later however she was
brought to by the firing of a shot by the man-of-war, and an
officer and a boat's crew from the latter came on board and tookpossession of her. The master handed the steamer's papers
to the officer in order that he might see that she was on a legitimate voyage. The officer declined to examine either the
papers or the vessel, saying that he had orders to take her to
Nuevitas. The master then protested against the vessel's
detention, at the same time exhibiting the packages of official
correspondence above described.
On the arrival of the steamer at Nuevitas,
The tVest~el's De- at about 3 o'clock in the afternoon of the 21st
en 10n.
of January, the master was ordered on board
the Spanish man-of-war, which he found to be the Hernan
Seizure of the
Vessel.
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Corte • He took with him and exhibited to the comman ding
officer the ship's papers, and stated that he had on board of
the steamer di patches of importance for the Government of
the United States .. The commanding officer examined the
sbip's paper and said that he would send them ashore, but
}IS to the official correspondence declared to be on board the
teamer he made no response. Meauwhile she was left in
charge of an armed force. On the 22d of J·anuary, howe ver,
some Spani h officials came on board and examined both
the steamer and her crew, and sealed up the master's t runk,
which contained_ the official correspondence in question a s well
a other papers. On the 27th of January the steamer was
taken in tow by the Spanish man-of-war San Francisco for
Havana, where she arrived on the 29th. At Havana no communication wa, a11owed between the steamer and the s hore
till the 7th of February, when some officials came on b oa rd,
accompanied by a delegate of the vice-consul-general of the
nited State , to be preseut at the breaking of the seals of the
ma ter'H trunk. It was not however till the 13th of February
that the master of the steamer was permitted to go ashore and
ee the Am ricau consul. On the 25th the master and crew
enteied a prote,'t and demand for indemnity at the Un ited
tate con ulate. In this protest they declared that they had
not -g.p to that tim beeu informed of tlJe reaso11s for the seizure of the steamer or for their own detention as prisoners. 1
On March 5, 1870, Mr. Fish, who was then
Protest of Mr. Fish. Secretary of State, made the seizure of tlrn
Colonel Lloyd Aspinwcill and the detention of
her ma ter and crew the subject of an earnest note to Mr.
Lopez I oberts, the pani ·h miui ter at Wasbiugton. In a
communication to Mr. Lopez Roberts of the lGth of the precedin July, Mr. i h had declared that the "freedom of the
ocean 'could "nowhere aud nnder no circumstances be yielclP.d
by the nited State ," and that the United 8tate8 could not
"a1low their ve . el' on tlie high eas, whatever may be their
cargo, to be embarra eel or interfered with," unless Spain
hould claim or be acknowledged to be at war with Cuba, and
lnv become entitled by public law to the rights of a belligereot.2 eferring llOW to thi. declaration, Mr. Fish expre . ed
be hope that the pani h Government would, when t he matter should have been brought to its attention, "offer to the
1

'.

Ex. Doc. 108, 41 Uong. 1 seas. 114-120.

2

1d. 51.
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Government of the United States a suitable apology for the
indignity to the flag of the United States, and to the person
of the bearers of dispatches to this governmeut, and for the
interference with the dispatches of the officers of thi government to this Department and to the admiral in command of
the squadron of the United States in ·t hose waters." Mr. Fish
also requested Mr. Lopez Roberts, in the exercise of the discretion with which he was un<l.erstood to be invested," to cause
the Colonel Lloyd Aspinwcill to be forthwith set at liberty, and
a proper compensation to be made to the owners, and to all
other persons who have suffered by the seizure or detention." 1
On the 6th of April 1870 Mr. Fish teleOrder of Release. graphed to Mr. Sickles, then minister of the
United States at Madrid, to whom a copy of
the note to Mr. Lopez Roberts had been communicated, that
the authorities at Havana still held the steamer; that no reply
had been made to the demand for her release, and tliat the
President was "not satisfied with this long delay." Mr. Sickles
was therefore instructed to ask the Spanish Government for
an answer, and for the release of the steamer. 2
Mr. Sickles immediately sought an interview with Mr. Sagasta, the Spanish minister of state, who informed him that
he had receivefl a dispatch from Mr. Lopez Roberts inelosing a
copy of Mr. Fish's note, and that he had also received a report
from Havana announcing the capture of the steamer "under
suspicious circumstances" and stating that the case was und·ergoing examination in the prize court. Mr. Sagasta said that
immediately on receipt of Mr. Roberts's dispatch orders had
been sent to the captain-general of Cuba to release the
steamer, if it appeared on investigation that she was an
American vessel, leaving the question of iudemnity for further
discussion; and that, in order to avoid delays, Mr. Roberts
had been instructed to communicate directly with the Cuban
authorities. Mr. Sickles replied'' that the Government of the
United States could not recognize the jurisdiction of a prize
court" in tbe case; that" such jurisdiction could only exist in
consequence of a state of war, and that the United States had
received JJO notification that a state of ~ar" existed; that
"the Lloyd Aspinwall was an American vessel, and at the time
of her capture engaged in the transport of dispatches of officers of the United States Government;" that '' these facts
1

'.

E ~ . Doc. 108, 41

ong. 2 sess. 120-121.

2

Id.122.
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could have been promptly ascertained by the executive authorities; that instead of this, ueady three months had elapsed
since the seizure," and that he hoped Mr. Sagasta would see
to it that peremptory orders were given for the vessel's release.
Mr. Sagasta observed that tile decision of the prize court
would be given with all possible promptness; but, when Mr.
Sickles insisted upon a prompt decision of the case by the
executive, Mr. Sagas ta assured him that, accepting llis assertion of "the nationality of the vessel" and of the fact that
'' she was employe<l. in carrying dispatches of the United States
officers," orders would at once be telegraphed to the captaingeneral of Cuba to have the steamer immediately released,
and that the question of indemnity would be considered
promptly. 1 On the following day, April 9, Mr. Sagasta communicated to Mr. Sickles a copy of a telegram of that date
from the minister of ultramar to the captain-general of Cuba,
which read as follows: "As it appears to thii-; government~by
the official declaration of that of the United States, that the
vessel Aspinwall was going on an errand of service, and with
official dispatches, your excellency will order tllat she be
immediately released, giving notice of this to this ministry
and to the representative of Spain in Washington . Your
excellency is authorized to resolve, in the most friendly and
conciliatory sense, any question arising in the matter."
.
.
When this order was received at Havana,
D e1ays in Execution
. .
.
of the Order.
the authoritie replied that the steamer coul<l
not legally he given up without a document to
go on file in he court in wllich the case was pending, as proof
of the fact that he was an American ves ·el and at the time
f her captur bearin r di patche . Mr. Sa,ga ta, after couultin the ouncil of mini.·ter , rnque te<l l\fr. Sickle to give
him a ta m •nt in writiug to that effect, saying that upon
r ' ipt fit order wouhl b i.· ned for the relea.· e of the vesnl h
h , tat m nt would be ent to Ilavana as Ieffal
f t .i u. if th r I a. . .i. Ir. ic·kle , wlJile he <lid not
<· t m, l ing . uch , ,·tat m n , declin d to fnmi.·h a <locum n t g n r · r<l , . vicl<>nc in a a.· of whi<'h he claimed
h · lll't ha 1 110 juri. diction. Ir. aga ta replied that
would 11 b u; · 1 a.· id nee in that e11.-e, but
1m ke it th ba i.~ of a tatemeut
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of its own that it bad learned from a diplomatic communication the facts asserted, which wouldjustify the order of release.
The discussion then assumed a wider range. Mr. Sickles represented to Mr. Sagasta that the fact that the steamer was
"engaged at the moment of her capture in the transport of
dispatches, though greatly aggravating the circumstances of
outrage to the American flag, was not the essential point in
the case;" that the demand of the United States was founded
on the fact that a Spanish cruiser had in time of peace exercised authority that could belong to Spain only in time of war;
and he intimated that the "assertion of belligerent rights by
the judicial tribunals of Spain, with the concurrence of the
government, might well be taken as a sufficient declaration to
other nations that a state of war existed." Mr. Sagasta answered "that the question at issue might be divided into two
parts: one, the question of the nationality aud lawful errand
of the Lloyd Aspinwall, which would be decided by the mere ·
assertion" of the Government of the United States, through
its minister; and '-the other, the question of the right of the
Spanish Government to make captures in given cases, which
was a subject for full and deliberate discussion, upon which
he was ready at any time to enter." Be thought, however,
that it would be well to settle the former question immediately
in the manner he had suggested; that the case "could not be
taken out of the court by a declaration of want of jurisdiction,
because the Spanish Government sustained the right to capture in analogous cases, and in this case the officers who made
the capture asserted that it was made, not on the high seas,
but within the maritime jurisdiction of Spain." 1
After this interview Mr. Sickles telegraphed
Final Arrangement t M
F. b t t·
th
h
h ..
for the Release.
o r. 1 1s , s a rng
at t e aut or1ties at
Havana had reported that they had no power
to take the case out of court, and that the council of ministers
had decided to order the release of the vessel forthwith on
receiving from him a "formal demand in writing for her surrender as an American steamer carrying official despatches."
He inquired whether he should make this demand. 2 Mr. Fish
immediately replied: "Make demand. Request orders to be
sent by telegraph for immediate release." 3
1
2

S. E x . Doc.108, 41 Cong. 2 sess.126-128.
Id.126.

3

Id. 128.
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· In accordance with these instructions Mr. Sickles addressed
to Mr. Sagasta on April 15, 1870, the following note:
"Referring to our interview of yesterday, and in accordance
with the request then made by your excelle11cy, I have the
honor to state that I am informed by my government that the
United States steame_r Colonel Lloyd Aspinwall, on the 21st of
January last, while proceedi_ng from Port-au-Prince to the
Ha,v~ma, on a legitimate and lawful voyage, and bearing official
despatches of agents of the United States Government, was
forcibly seized by the Spanish man-of-war Hernan Cortes, and
taken to the Havana and placed under the guns of another
Spanish man-of-war in that port, where she still remains, with
all her papers detained by force.
"I have therefore to demand, in obedience to the instructions
of my government, the immediate release of the steamer Lloyd
Aspinwall, together with all her papers, officers, crew, and
cargo; and this without pr~judice to the further demands for
reparation which the government of the United States has
made or shall make by reason of this offence to its honor and
dignity. And in view of the delay which has occurred in
responding to the just reclamations heretofore made in this
case, I have also to ask that the necessary orders for the release
of the vessel and her appurtenances be sent by telegraph, and
that your excellency will have the goodness to inform me of
their execution." 1
To this note Mr. Sagasta, on the 21st of April, replied:
"In view of the explicit declarations which have been made
by the Secretary of State of the United States, Mr. Hamilton
Fish, in his note of the 5th of March last, to the minister plenipotentiary of Spain at Washington, as well as verbally in
varions intervi ews held with that representative, showing that
the teamer Colonel Lloyd Aspinwall, at present detained in
apostadero 2 of Havana, belongs to the merchant marine of the
United States, and was bound on a legal voyage, bearing
important official de patches of the American minister in
Hayti for the government, and from the commander of one of
the war ve sels of the same nation for the admiral of the West
India . quadron the regent of the Kingdom has decided to
accede to the de ire mauife.,ted by yot1 in the name of the
Cabinet at Washington, and to give the requisite orders to
the 1iaval commander at the Havana, so that in virtue of the
before mentioned declarations tbe ve. sel may be relea ed,
wi tho~t prej_lldice to_ the que. tion of right to which ber capture
ha. gtven r1. e, leavmg the proceedings to continue and the
qu tion of indemnity to be ettled bereafter. 3
i,'. E .·. Doc. 108, 41 Cong. 2 ae a. 129.
!1
3

Dock yard.
'.Ex.Doc. 10 , 41 'ong. 2 aess.130.
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On the 28th of April the marine court of
Havana, before which · the ·case was pending,
"in obedience to the orders of the supreme government of the nation," formally delivered the steamer to Mr.
Biddle, the consul-general of tlle United States, the master having, by direction of tbe owners, refused to receive her without a
tender of damages. The master and crew were also placed at
full liberty. On the 30th of April Mr. Biddle requested the
delivery into bis band·s of the register and other papers belonging to the vessel, as well as the return to her of one of the
crew, who was missing. The absence of the latter was satisfactorily accounted for, and on the 6th of May the Sp~uish
admiral ·in command of the Havana station trauswitted to Mr.
Biddle what the latter, in his report to the Department of
State, described as "all the detained papers and despatches."
The admiral, in his letter of transmittal, described tbem as
"seven parcels, which appear to be correspondence, the logbook and documents belongiug to the American steamer Colonel Lloyd .Aspinwall." 1 ·
On the 10th of May the steamer, a survey having previously
been held to determine tlle extent of her damage, sailed for
.
·
Key West. 2
. .
On the 25th of May Mr. Fish proposed to Mr.
Arbitration as to Lopez Roberts that "tbe claim of the ow~ers
Damages.
of the steamer Lloyd .Aspinwall for damages
on account of the seizure of that vessel by a Spanish man-ofwar, and her subsequent detention at Havana," be "referred
to two commissioners, one to be selected by tlie Spanish and
the other by this government, with power to both to name an .
arbiter in the event of their disagreeing, and that the place of
their meeting be iu the city of New York." 3 This proposition
to submit to arbitration the question of damages growing out
of the seizure and detention of the steamer was suggested by
the owners, who stated that they had no authority to make
any proposition on the part of the crew for their imprisonment
and loss of personal effects. 4
On the 16th of June Mr. Roberts informed Mr.
Arbitrators and
.
.
u .
Fish of the acceptance by the Spamsh Govmpire.
ernment of his proposition for an arbitration,5
and on the 23d he acquainted Mr. .Fish that Mr. Ju~n M.

_ Release of the Vessel.

1

4

2

5

S. Ex. Doc. 108, 41 Cong. 2 sess. 133-138.
Id.138.
3 Id.139

Jd.135-136.
Id, 140.
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Ceballos, a Spanish merchant in New York, had been appointed
as commissioner on the part of Spain. On the same day Mr.
Fish notified Mr. Roberts of the appointment of Mr. John S.
Williams, of the shipping :firm of Williams & Guion, as commissioner on the part of the United States. In informing Mr.
Williams of his appointment, Mr. Fish said:
"The minii;ter of Spain has selected Mr. Juan Ceballos to
act as the referee on the part of Spain. Your first duty will be
to agree on some third party to act as the umpire on questions
on which the referees fail to agree, and to report his name to
this Department. You will then, at as early a date as possible, proceed to take proof of the damage in such form and
under such conditions as may be determined by the referees.
In case the referees agree upon an award you will sign it in
duplicate, returning one copy to this Department and one
copy to the minister of Spain at Washington. In case you do
not agree you will certify to the umpire the points on which
you fail to agree, together with all the evidence taken concerning the same. 1
On the 1st of August the arbitrators informed the two governments that they had selected Mr. Johannes Rosing, consul
of the North German Union at New York, as umpire.
On the 15th of November 1870 Mr. WillUmpire's Award. iams transmitted to Mr. Fish a copy of Mr.
Rosing's decision and a ward. The total amount
awarded was $19,702.50 in gold. The text of the award was
as follows:
"To Messrs. JU..A.N M. CEBALLOS, Esqr.
JORN s. WILLI.A.MS, Esqr.
"Referees in the case of tbe steamer Col. Lloyd Aspinwall,
for damages consequent upon her detention by the
Spanish Authorities in Cuban Ports. January 1870.
"GENTLEMEN: The minutes of your meetings for the settlement o~ this case with Exhibits annexed, together with your
respect1ve opinions expressed to me independently in writing,
have been before me for some time. Apart from the circumstance tbat. the crowded state of the busilwss of my consular
office, a I forewarned you, left me little time to reflect on the
ma ter, ~ oon perceived that a ca e of considerable difficulty
and delicacy was ubmitted to my decision on which I was
loth to pronounce.
'
' be verY: :Wide di crepancy in the respective awards js
har_d to conciliate; the remote and occult nature of the tran a t10n up n which the ·omputation mu t be ba ed and the
1

•

Ex. Doc.108, 41 Cong. 2 sess. 140-143.
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imperfect state of the evidence before me have made me hesitate
more than once. I might have asked for a completion of the
evidence, but for remembering that to insist upon such a thing
would have belonged to the respective Referees, and that as
arbiter I was called upon simply to pronounce upon the case
as it was laid before me.
"I miss particularly any statement ~s to the engagements
the steamer in question was under when interrupted in her
voyage, and every estimate of damages has theretore to be
made on analogies and vague computations. While admitting
that a government more even than an individual should be
held to make most liberal compensation for an unwarranted
interference with legitimate business, still the claims for damages would have to be circumscribed either as lucrurn cessans
or as damnum emergens. From this view I come to the following points for my guidance. I find that the Hteamer in question was interrupted in a voyage begun the 17th of January,
and by consequence of this act prevented from engaging in
any other pursuits till, after having been released, she was
ready again to sail, which she did, leaving Havana the 10th
of May, making, both days included, 114 days to be considered. As to the rate of compensation $300 and even higher
sums per day have been mentioned as what she might earn
under circumstances. It is not asserted, however, much less
proved, that she did earn as much when her business was
broken up; it seems hardly probable that so small a steamer
of 71.40 tons, fit only for a despatch boat or tug, worth not
more than $25,000, could expect such returns for any long
period. In fact her owner and captain speak of round trips
occupying 12 days, which she performed for $2,000. It is not
shown that her trade was of any regular character, assuring
earnings even at this rate for any length of time. It is claimed
that in the eight months preceding the seizure the steamer
had earned in gross $34,700, to which statement no exception
is taken. Eight months comprisillg 240 days, she might have
earned under similar favorable circumstances during the 114
days in proportion the sum of $16,482.50. Under this supposition the steamer would have earned in one year more than
double her value. I will give her the benefit of these most
favorable circumstances; no allowance however can be made
at the same time for all ordiuary expenses for running the
ship and keeping her in proper condition.
"Therefore I cannot award the whole bill of repairs, made
out at Havana, but only one half of the same which may be
occasioned by the exposure of the ship in her protracted idleness, say $1,000. 01 her expenses I cannot recognize, as
rather larger ones of similar character would have been occasioned by her being in service.
"Something would seem to be due to the crew of the vessel
as indemnification for their imprisonment, as it were. For
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although the men may have received their full wages for no
work, they have suffered wrong in their forced idleness. I
would award to all of them as per list of Exhibit E, two months
of their wages according to the amounts set forth by the master,
including $175 per month for the latter, making an aggregate
of $1,220.
"To the owners something is due for their trouble, expenses,
loss of interest, etc., occasioned by this incident. One thousand dollars may be award on that account. To recapitulate I
would determine the indemnification to be made by the Government of Spain for the seizure of the Steamship Col. Lloyd
Aspinwall as follows:
'' I. To the owners of the ship1. For 114 days interruption of trade, gol<l. ........ _.. $16, 482. 50
2. For repairs of ship, gold . _..... ___ . _..... _..... _..
1, 000. 00
3. For expenses in prosecuting claim, gold............
1,000.00
Total gold ................ _... _....... _. . ...... $18,482.50
''IL To the crew of the ship as per list of, Exhibit E. annexed,
gold . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 220. 00
Total a warded, gold . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19, 702. 50

" Very respectfully
'f(Signed)
''NEW YORK, November, 1870.
".A. true copy.

JOHANNES ROSING.

"ERWIN ST.A.MM.ANN, M. D.,
Vice Consul North German Union."
"COPY OF EXIIIBIT E.

" Sfr. Col. Lloyd Aspinwall.
KEY WEST, May 23d, 18"/0.
"List of Crew with wages per month:
Charles H. McCarty, master .........••.............. $175 per month ·
George Shaw, mate ...•...... -·---- .......... ____ . .. .
50 "
"
40 "
,,
John Burns, 2nd mate .............................. .
John Weeks, seaman .................. . ...... .. . ... .
30 "
"
Charles Wilson, seaman ..... __ . _............. _____ ..
30 "
"
30 ,.
George D. Green, cook .. _._ ................. __ . . .. .. .
Hiram Wood, engineer ............ _... _............ . 100 "
"
Charles Palmer, 2nd engineer .. __ . __ ._ ....... _...... .
75 "
"
John Priest, fireman ....................... _... _. _.. .
40 "
"
Anderson Douglass, fireman ....................... _.
40 "
"
"(Signed)
"CIIAs . H. McCARTY, Master." 1
1
An informal arbitration, such as that which has just been described,
seem to have been contemplated by the nite<l. States and Spain in 1868
in tb.e ·ase of the ruestl'a 1 'eiiora de R eg la, a Spanish vessel, in relation to
which the President sent a me age to Congress iu January 1868. (H. Ex .
oc. 89, 40 'oug. 2 sess.) The 1. uestra Seiiol'a ,le Reg la was a side-wheel
steamer of about 300 tons, built in Tew York in 1861 for a panish railway
·ompany iu 'nba. '\Yhlle on her way to Havana, after tlelivery to an agent
of the company, she put in at Port Royal, in South Carolina, where the
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quartermaster of the United StateR at that point offered to purchase her
for the government. The master declined to sell her; and on November
29, 1861, she was seized by order of General Sherman as a prize, on the
ground that she had on board (( a large number of letters, treasonable in
their nature, written by insurgents to their confederates in other parts of
the United States and in foreign countries." (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State1
to Mr. Tassa1·a1 Spanish minister, December 10, 18617 Dip. Cor. 18627 517.)
No judicial proceedings however were then instituted for lier condemnation, and on the 16th of December her master chartered her to the
United States as a ferryboat for $200 a day. She was used in this way t.ill
about March 1, 1862, when she was sent to New York for trial. After she
was libeled her owner filed a claim for her; but on August 22 Judge
Betts 7 of the district court of the United States for the southern district
of New York7 eritered an order setting forth that the Navy Department
desired to obtain possession of the vessel 7 and directing h-er to be handed
over to that Department wheneve,r there should be deposited with the
court, subject to its :final decree 7 the amount at which she should be
appr:ti!;!ed. Three appraisers were appointed, two of whom valued the
vessel at $28,000 and the other at $30,000; and she was immediately deliYered to the Navy Department, though no deposit was ever made. On
June 20, 18637 the district court entered a decree diTecting the vessel to be
restored 7 but reserving all questions of costs and damages for further
hearing; and on October 15, 18637 the court7 on agreement of counsel, entered a stay of further judicial litigation, to the end that the question of
damages might be adjusted by the United States and Spain.
On the 7th of January 1868 President ,Johnson recommended to Con- ·
gress that an appropriation be made to enable the $28 7 00Q at which the
vessel was appraised to be drawn from the Treasury. At the same time he
stated that it was "proposed to appoint a commissioner on the part of this
government to adjust 7 informally, in this case, with a similar commissioner
on the part of Spain 7 the question of damages; the commissioners to name
an arbiter for points on which they may disagree. When the amount of
the damages shall thus have been ascertained, application will," he said,
'' be made to Congress for a further appropriation toward paying them."
(H. Ex. Doc. 89, 40 Cong. 2 sess.) January 15, 1868, Mr. Sumner7 from
the Committee on Foreign Relations, reported a, resolution to carry the
recommendation of thfl President into effect. The bill passed the Senate7
and was sent to the House. On February 5 it was referred to the Committee on I<'oreign Affairs, but no further action upon it appears to have
been taken.
On May 20, 1870, Mr. J. C. Bancr'oft Davis, Acting Secretary of State7
informed the Spanish minister that it would be more satisfactory to the
United States if the parties interested should apply to the conrt7 which
still retained jurisdiction of the case, for such further relief as justice
demanded. On the 2d of the following June the case was referred to one
of the commissioners of the court to ascertain the damages. On May 207
1871, he reported that the amount due was $214 7 884, and a decree was
entered accmdingly. This sum included $200 a day for detention of the
steamer from November 29, 1861, to June 20, 1863, the date of the decree
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of restoration, with interest at 6 per cent; the value of the vessel, with
interest from the latter date; the expenses of au agent who attended to
the vessel; and $5,000 as coµnsel 's fee for defendin g her. On appeal tho
Supreme Court of the United States, while declaring that the vessel was
not lawful prize of war or subject to capture, doubted whether the case
was not "more properly a subject of diplomatic adjustment than determination by the courts," and held that the amount decreed to be paid
"was greatly excessive, and the allowance for counsel fees wholly unwarranted." The decree was therefore reversed (The Nuestra Senora de Regla,
17 Wall. 29), and the case again referred to a commissioner; and on March
8, 1879, another decree was entered for $308,932.38. This sum included no
counsel fees, but, with this exception, comprised substantially the same
allowances as the prior decree. An appeal was again taken to the Supreme
Court, which allowed $35,000 for the detention of the vessel for 175 days,
from t1e day of her seizure to June 9, 1862, when she was libeled and
surrendered to the district court, and $30,000 for her value-in all $65,000;
and on this sum allowed interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum from
June 20, 1863, the date of the order of restitution, till a new decree should
be entered by the court below in accordance with t,his opinion. (The Ruestra Senora de Reg la, 108 U. S. 92; Oct. term, 1882.) December 10, 1883, the
district court entered a decree for $144,822.50, of which $65,000 represented
principal, and $79,822.50 interest on the latter sum at 6 per cent from Jnne
20, 1863, to the date of the decree. By au act of Congress of May 1, 1884
(23 Stats. at L. 15), the Secretary of the Treasury was authorized to pay
to the owner of the vessel or its legal representative the amount named in
the decree of the district court of December 10, 1883, with interest from
the date of t~e decree.

CHAPTER XXI.
S~ANISH CLAIMS COMMISSION: AGREEMENT OF
FEBRUARY 12, 1871.
The year 1868 was a year of revolution in the
dominions of the Spanish Crown. Within two
weeks after the 17th of September, when General Prim landed at Cadiz and the insurrection against the
reigning dynasty began, Isabella II. was_ a -fugitive iu France,
and the forces of the revolution were on their triumphant
march to ·the capital. On the 3d of October Marshal Serrano,
who in the preceding July :fled to the Canary Islands in order
to escape arrest at the hands of the governmeut, entered
Madrid with his troops and met with an enthusiastic reception.
On the 7th of the same month the Rtreets were thronged to
welcome the entrance of General Prim. A provisional gov- .
ernment was immediately formed, and was recognized by the
representatives of various powers on the 25th of October.
On the 10th of October 1868, while these
Insurrection in Cuba. events were taking place in Spain, but without
any concert of action, an insurrection broke
out at Yara, in the Island of Cuba, and was quickly followed
l>y risings at Manzanillo, Tunas, and Manibio. The forces of
the government were immediately called into service by Captain-General Lersundi, but in spite of announcements of insurgent defeat, the movement rapidly spread in the eastern and
central departments of the island, where the insurgents, though
deficient in arms and in organization, were numerous and were
favored by the wildness of the country. On the 11th of February 1869 Marshal Serrano, the president of the provisional
government at Madrid, in his speech at the opening of the
Coustituent Cortes, referred to the insurrection in CulJa in the
following terms: "The Revolution is not responsible for this
rising, which is due to the errors of past governments; and
we hope that it will speedily be put down and that tranquillity,
Revolution in.Spain.
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based upon liberal reforms, will then be durable. Slavery will
be abolished, but without precipitation and without compromising the prosperity of the Antilles." 1
.
Early in January .1 869 a new captainCaptam-General general, Domingo Dulce, who represented the
Dulce.
.
· S pam,
· arrive
· d
ideas
of the h.b eral movement m
in Havana. On the 12th of that month he issued a decree
which began with the words" Oblivion of the past and hope
for the future." In this decree he declared that he was inspired
by a desire to enter on a course which should unite all causes
and conciliate all ambitions. With reference to the insurrection that began at Yara, he proclaimed an amnesty to all
political o:ffendei·s and the termination of all prosecutions for
po1itical offenses; and he extended the benefits of this proclamation to all who should lay down their arms within forty
days. 2
The liberal policy of Captain-General Dulce
The Spanish ::volun- encountered an obstacle which he did not fully
teers.
· t e. Th e 1ea d ers m
· th e msurrect10n
·
·
an t·ic1pa
represented the native Cuban or creole element of the population, and aimed at independence. On the other hand, there
was a large Spanish and loyal element, of which the most conspicuous and most powerful component was the local militia
organization known as the Spanish or" Catalan'' volunteers.
Thi· organization, which was first formed early in the :fifties·
for the d fen e of the island against the Lopez :filibustering
movement , was composed of Spanish residents, who, coming
thith 1· to secure their fortune by industry and commerce, furni ·h d an uuu:ually l,trge proportion of young and able-bodied
men fit for military duty. When the insurrection. broke out in
1 u the voluuteer organization had dwindled to comparatively
mall dimen.·ion,·, but Captain-General Lersundi, who bad only
about five thou ·and regular Spaui h troops, extended it by the
er ·atio11 f n w r ·gim nt , until he had ten thousand volunt ·r · in JI, v ua arnl upward of thirty thousand outside. In
h hi t f i .- angm ntation, a different material from that
hi ·h i w • .- original} ·omposed was incorporated into the
1 g, nization. ln:t ad of th
~lite of the youIJg Spa.nish resid
·omvo ·ed tb body of it, there was incor>rm l> rt of th
pan. 101J1. 1 71.

record in the case of Miguel
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porated a large, reckless, turbulent, and sanguinary element, .
over whom their officers, who were men of position and wealth,
confessed that they could exert but little control.1 Of this
element Mr. Hall, consul of the United States at Mantanzas,
said that it was composed of "the worst elements of the Spanish (peninsular) part of the population-men of brutal and
sanguinary instincts, that would, if left to themselves, riot in
fire and blood." 2
Between forces so antagonistic, so radically
Decrees as_ toinfi- diverse in their aims, and at the same time so
dencia.
.
.
•
little
subJect
to author1ty,
t b e con t est na t urally developed great intensity of feeling and gave rise to frequent acts of cruelty and destruction. While many persons
charged with di1sloyalty to Spain were shot, the insurgents
destroyed towus and private dwellings and burned the crops
on the plantations. 3 Under such conditions, Captain-General
Dulce's attempt at conciliation, made three months after the
insurrection began, utterly failed of its intended effect. In this
predicament be fou.n d himself unable longer to resist the loud
• and urgent demands that were made upon him for the adoptiou
of rigorous measures of repression; and on the 12th day of
l(ebruary 1869 he issued a decree in which it was declared
that the crime of in.fidencia, as well as all aggressions by word
or act against any of the representatives of the government,
would be tried by cqurt-martial. This proclamation was next
day followed with another, denouncing as in.fidencia various
acts tending to disturb public order and tranquillity, or to
attack the national integrity.
On the 24th of March Captain-General Dulce
Denunciation of In- issued another decree, in which it was declared
tercoursewithEn.
.
emies.
that vessels captured m S pamsh waters, or on
the high seas near the Island of Cuba, having
on board men, arms, .and munitions of war, or articles that could
in any manner contribute to promote or foment the insurrection,
wllatever their derivation and destination, should, after examination of their papers and register, de facto be considered
as enemies of the integrity of the territory, and be treated as
pirates in accordance with the ordinances of the navy; and that
all persons captured in such vessels would, without regard to
S. Ex. Doc. 7, 41 Cong. 2 sess. $3-86.
Id. 26.
3
Id. 10, 61-66; Appleton's Ann. Cyc. 1869, pp. 210,211,214,216.
1

2
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numbers, immediately be executed. 1 Referring to this decree
Mr. Fish, who was then Secretary of State, said that the captain-general of Cuba seemed to have "overlooked the obligations of his government pursuant to the law of nations, and
especially its promises in the treaty between the United States
and Spain of 1795." Under" that law and treaty,"said Mr.Fish,
the United States expected "for their citizens and vessels the
privilege of carrying to the enemies of Spain," whether those
enemies were "Spanish subjects or citizens of other countries,
subject only to the requirements of a legal blockade, all merchandise not contraband of war." Articles contraband of war,
"when destined for the enemies of Spain," were '' liable to
seizure on the high seas," but the -right of seizure was "limited
to such articles only, and no claim for its extension to other'
merchandise, or to persons not in the civil, military, or naval
service of the enemies of Spain," would be "acquiesced in by
the United States." The United States could not, Mr. Fish
declared, "assent to the punishment by Spanish authorities of
any citizen of the United States for the exercise of a privilege"
to which he might be "entitled under public law aud treaties;"
and in conclusion he expressed the hope that the decree would
be recalled, or that such instructions would be given as would
prevent "its il1egal application to citizens of the United States
or their property." 2
On the 16th of April a decree, dated the
Decree as to Aliena·
·
· l
.
·
f P
t
1st
of that month, was published
m
the 0lj]icia
t10n o roper y.
Gazette at Havana, by which the alienation of
property was forbidden, except under the supervision of certain officials, and all sales not so made were declared to be
null and void. Mr. Fi h asked that this decree also might
be modified so that it should not be applicable to the property
of citizens of the United States. 3
• Ex. Doc. 7, 41 Cong. 2 sess. 12.
1fr. Fish to fr. Lopez Roberts, April 3, 1869, S. Ex. Doc. 7, 41 Cong.
2 sess.12.
3
ess. 19-20. In a note to General Sickles of
• Ex. Doc. 7, 41 Cong. 2
•• ptember 12, 1 70, Mr. , 'aga ta, then panish mininster of state ~aid
that tbi decree, while it offered no obstacle to lawful transaction~, and
al_l manner of <1 aling hacl been carried on since its publication without
hmdrance, was a re(J'nlation demanrlecl hy the condition of affairs in the
i land, which mad it important to prevent those in rebellion, including
notonl_' P. rsons:\·bo bacl t: kc•n up arms, hnt also the emigres who fomented
the tnfe in foreJO'U ·onntries, from making simulat d sales and contracts
l
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On the 4th of April Count Valmaseda, the
commander of the Spanish volunteers at BayCount Valmaseda.
.
· ·b
amo, Issued
a procl amat10n
y w h"ICh I·t was
declared that every man from the age of :fifteen years upward,
found away from his habitation and not showing a justifiable
motive therefor, would be shot; that every unoccupied habitation would be burned by the troops, and that every dwelling
not flying a white flag, as a sign that its occupants desired
peace, would be reduced to ashes. Mr. Fish, in the name of
the President, protested " against such a mode of warfare,"
and asked that such steps be taken that no person having the
right to claim the protection of the United States should "be
sacrificed or injured in the conduct of hostilities on this basis.m
Besides the decrees and proclamations that have been
described, there were yet other measures adopted by the
authorities in Cuba at this time, which, though they did not
at once become the subject of diplomatic correspondence, have
an important bearing on the agreement of arbitration subseqneutly concluded, and may now be referred to in their chrono- .
logical order.
.
Soon after the outbreak of the in~urreetion in
The Central Repub- C b
·
· 1an d ,
lican Junta.
n a, a 1arge nurn b er of na t 1ves
o f t h e 1s
some of them representing the wealthier part
of the creole population, came to the United States; and in the
gloomy state of affairs that prevaile,l early in 1869, whell an
hopes of concilation disappeared, ." the emigration of Cubans
greatly increased." 2 On the 5th of April Mr. Roberts, the
Spanish miuister at Washington, attracted attention to the
efforts which "disloyal Spaniards of Cuba" were making in
the United States, not only to mislead public opinion, but also
to fit out "piratical expeditions" against tbe legitimate governmeut of the faland. In this rela.ti.o n be particularly referred to
:Proclamation of

by which they might continue in tho possession of their property, while
they used the revenue from it for the support of the insurrection. (For.
Rel. 1871, 710.) This decree was not withdrawn, nor was it modified, but
it was followed by two circulars, prescribing the formalities of supervision and t'xtending them to mortgages. The consul-general of the
United States at Havana, nearly four mouths after the decree was issued,
reported that, its execution being prompt, it gave to transactions an official character and countenance which, in those times, the merchants considered a desirable thing. (S. Ex. Doc. 7, 41 Cong. 2 sess. 62.)
1
S. Ex. Doc. 7, 41 Cong. 2 sess. 20-21.
2
Appleton's Ann. Cyc. 1869, p. 210.
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the proceedings of the organization known as the Central
Republican Junta of Cuba and Puerto Rico, which had its
headquarters in the city of New York, and which had "dared
to send an agent to Washington" in the "vain hope" that he
would be received by the government "as the representative
of the rebels." "The rebels," said Mr. Roberts, "have no
communication with each other; they occupy no place as a
center of operations, nor have they in the whole island a
single city, a single town, a single vil1age or hamlet, nor even
a point on the coast, where they might collect their forces and
date their orders and proclamations; * * * and their only
mode of warfare is to apply the incendiary torch to estates,
thus reducing to ashes and ruins the whole wealth of the
island, if not prevented by Spanish soldiers." In view of these
circumstances, Mr. Roberts suggested that the time was opportune for the issuance by the President of a proclamation similar to that published by President Fillmore on the 25th of
A.pril 1851 in relation to Lopez's proceedings against Cuba, in
which it was declared that all persons who should connect
themselves with a hostile expedition, in violation of the laws
and neutral obligations of the United States, would not only
subject themselves to the heavy penalties denounced against
such offenses, but would "forfeit their claim to the protection"
of the government, or to "any interference on their behalf, no
matter to what extremities" they·might be "reduced in consequence of their illegal conduct." 1
Replying on the 17th of April to the note of Mr. Roberts,
Mr. Fish adverted to the fact that when President Fillmore's
proclamation was issued in 1851 the internal peace and quiet
of Cuba were undisturbed, and that the movement then on
foot in the United States was designed to incite an insurrection. At the present time, said Mr. Fish, a portion of the
people of Cuba had for more than six months been in arms
again t the government of Spain in the island, and they were
eeking, a they alleged, relief from oppression. How just
their om plaint might be, it was not his purpose to discuss;
he adverted to the fact merely with a view to illustrate the
entire difference between exi ting circumstances and those
that xi ted when President Fillmore issued his proclamation,
and while the ympathy of the people of the United States
1

•

Ex. Doc. 7, 41 Cong. 2 seas. 13-16.
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had ever manifested itself in favor of another people striving
to secure for itself more liberal institutions and the right of
self-government, and was, no doubt, strongly enlisted in favor
of a more liberal government in Cuba, and while there pervaded the whole American people a special desire to see the
right of self-government established in every region of the
American hemisphere, so that it should be independent of
transatlantic control, the Government of the United States
did not intend to depart from its traditional policy, but would
execute in good faith the laws that had been enacted for the
observance of its international duties of neutrality and friendship.1
Meanwhile the authorities in Cuba, urged
Embargo of Estates. on by the more strenuous partisans of Spain,
were adopting measures to· bring under their
control the property of the island and to cut off the sources of
insurgent supplies. The representative of the il!_surgents in
the United States, to whom Mr. Roberts referred, was Jose
Morales Lemus, who was also the president of the Republican
Junta in New York. On the 15th of April 1869 a decree was
published by Captain-General Dulce in the Official Gazette at
Havana, by which an embargo was placed on the property of
the insurgent representative and fifteen other persons who
were named in the decree. On the 17th another decree was
pubiished, by which an administrative council was created· for
the custody and management of embargoed property. But of
more far-reaching importance was a decree issued on the 20th
of April, by which it was declared that, in view of the losses
caused by the insurgents, and in accordance with a system
which it was indispensable to follow in order at once to terminate the insurrection, there should be comprehended in the
decree of the 15_th, relating to the embargo of the property of
Jose Morales Lemus and others, all persons against whom it
might be proved "that they had taken part in the insurrection, within or without the island, whether with arms in the
hand or by aiding it with arms, munitions, money, and articles
of subsistence." 2
1

S. Ex. Doc. 7, 41 Cong. 2 sess.16-18.
For text of this decree see infm, Digest: S. Ex. Doc. 108, 41 Cong. 2 sess.,
223-229; C!rculars and Decrees of the Captain-General of the Island of
Cuba: New York, 1869.
2
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gain t this decree the Government of the
nitetl States did not at once protest. A more
.
. was th en m
· con t emp 1acompreh ens1ve
po1icy
tion, which, if it had been successful, would probably have
r ult d in the peedy incorporation of Cuba into the American
uion.
ot only wa Spain at this time without a permanent
gov rument, but the Carlist conspiracies and republican upri i11g in the penin ula caused many persons to believe that
h would be unable to subdue the iusnrrection in her colony;
and it w~1' under tood that there were persons in power at
Madrid, ho did uot regard the concession of Cuban independen ea an impo ibility.
In the spring of 1869 Mr. Paul S. Forbes, a
Mission of Mr.
citizen of the United States, bad an interview
Forbes.
with Marshal Prim, then president of the
couucil of mini ·t rs and commander-in -chief of the army, as
w 11 a· with "other leading personages in tlrn Spanish capital,"
which led Pre ideut Grant to send him as a special a~d confidential agent to Madrid, with a view to secure the terminati 11 of ho ·tilities in Cuba aud the independence of the island.
Mr. Forl>e ' in tructions were substantially the same as those
ub equently given in the same year to General Sickles, the
n w 111ini t r of the United States to Spain, who was directed
to oft:.r to the cauinet at Madrid the good offices of the United
tat on the following basis: (1) 'Ihe acknowledgment by
pain of Ouban independence. (2) The payment by Cuba to
pain of a 'Um of money a' an equivalent for the relinquishm nt by tlie latter of all her rights in the island, including·
publi · property of every description, such payment to be
cured by a ple<lge of the Cuban cu::;toms. (3) The abolition
of lavery. (4) An armi tice pending negotiations. General
'i kl wa al ·o instructed, if the Spani h cabinet should make
it a sine qua non that the nited States guarantee the paym ut f the um promised by Cuba,, to say that the President
w ulc.l not bject to the a umption of such a liability, sllould
'ongr , a nt to it. In the event of the good offices of the
nit l tate being accepteJ, General Sickles was directed to
Ir po e an arly conference in Wa ·hington between the duly
authoriz d r pr entative of Spain and Cuba, and in this
relation i a intimated that the condition of tlie contest in
uba might not ju tify a much longer withholding from the
revo1ntio11ar party of the rights of belligereucy. 1
Proposals for Cuban {
Independence.

1

H. Ex. Doc.160, 41 Cong. 2 sess.13-17.
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When General Sickles arrived at Madrid
toward the end of July, he found that Mr.
.
·
· h
Forbes had acquamted Marshal Prim wit
the purport of his instructions, and that the latter had not
received them with favor. General Sickles therefore deemed
it prudent to postpone formal action upon them; but he soon
learned, in an interview with Marshal Prim, that Spain W< ,uld
not entertain the question of an armistice. Prim declared that
he was disposed to meet the question frankly and practically,
and that he was perhaps somewhat in advance o(the views of
his colleagues; but he also declared that Spain would not consider the question of independence while the insurgents were
in arms, and that Cuba could be heard only through deputies
elected to the Cortes. 1
..
The coHditions on which, if offered by the
Conditions Proposed u "t d St t
. was WI"II"mg t o
by General Prim.
Ill e
a es, M ars h a l r I'lm
treat, were: (1) That the insurgents ~hould
lay down their arms. (2) That Spain should grant a full and
free amnesty. (3) That the people of Cuba should vote by
universal suffrage on the question of their independence. (4)
That the majority having declared for independence, Spain
should grant it, the Cortes consenting, and that Cuba should
pay an equivalent, guranteed by the United States. 2 These
conditions were not regardeu l>y the United States as affording an acceptable basis of negotiation. The proposition that
the insurgents should lay down their arms was, said Mr. Fish,
"incapable of attainment as a preliminary." Nor was it pracArrival of Gen~ral
Sickles in Madrid.

1

H. Ex. Doc. 160, 41 Cong. 2 sess. 19, 21.
Id. 22-24. In a subsequent interview with General Sickles Marshal .
Prim said that some of his colleagnes did not appreciate as be did the cost
of carrying on th e w:tr in America; that they were greatly influence<l by
popula r sen timent in Spain, which took no account of any sacrifice of life
or mon ey wh en the honor of the nation was believed to be involved; that
Mr. Sil vela, th e minister of state, being a lawyer and a parliamentary
lea d er, w as n aturally in clined toward a purely legal and legislative solution, w hil e he liimself, if he were alone, would say to the Cubans: "Go,
if you will; make good the treasure ) ' OU have cost us, and let me bring
hom e our army and fle et, a nd consolidate the liberties and r esources of
, p ain.' ' He d eclared, however, th at the great difficulty in the way was
the defiant attitude of the insurgents, and that the United States made a
mistake in proposing an armistice and asking Spain to treat with them on
the b asis of independence while th ey had arms in their hands. He was
s ure that no human power could obtain from the Spanish people the
smallest concession so long as the r ebellion maintained its footing. (Id.
25-27.)
.
2
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ticable, owing to the disorganization of society in Cuba, the
terrorism that prevailed, and the violence and insubordination
of the volunteers, to ascertain the will of the Oubans by a vote.
As to the will of the majority, he declared that there could be
no question; it had been recognized and admitted; and an
armi tice should immediately be agreed upon to arrest carnage
and the destruction of property. 1
For a month negotiations proceeded informWitbdrawal of Offer ally but as they yielded no result General
of Mediation.
. '
.
· t ruet·10ns
Sickles,
actmg
upon tel egrap h.1c ms
that the proposals of the United States, unless accepted by
the 1st of October, would be withdrawn, on the 3d of September formally communicated them to the Spanish Government
and asked for an early decision. 2 For several weeks the subject of Cuban independence had been mooted in the public
pre , and although General Sickles said he had reasons for
u pecting that the discussion was "stimulated by agents of
American parties," who had "undertaken to purchase Cuba
from pain as a private enterprise," it could not be asserted
that the prospects of the detachment of the island had improved. After the communication of General Sickles's note
of the 3d of September they rapidly declined. It seems that
intimati n of the purport of the note were given out, aud
that they were received by the public as indicating the purpo e of the nited States to recognize the insurgents as belligerent unless the offer of mediation was at once accepted. 3
Great excitement followed. The tone of the press became
di tiuctly hostile, and the Spanish funds exhibited a sudden
fall. Loud demands were beard on every hand that the forces
in uba hould be augmented. The Spanish cabinet, without
in t rm rejecting the good offices of the United States, asked
that the offer of mediation be withdrawn. On the 28th of
eptemb r General Sickle , acting under the instructions
of hi governm nt, complied with this request, at the same
time ayin that if o ca ion should thereafter arise when the
nit d State might contribute by their friendly cooperation
t th et lem nt of the trife in Cuba, the President would
be bapp t a i ·t in pr moting a result o conducive to the
int re t both of pain and of America. 4 It has been said that
1

•

Ex. Do .160, 41 ·cong. 2 ess. 25.

~ Id. 25, 32-36.

a Id. 37.
4

ld. 33, 37, 41, 42, 46, 48, 53, 56.
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there is reason to believe that Prim's subsequent assassination was due to the enmities excited by his views concerning
Cuba. 1
On the 28th of November 1869 General
Spanish Forces in Sickles reported that tbe minister of the coloCuba.
nies _had informed him that tbe government
was about to adopt measures for Puerto Hico, which would
include self-government, freedom of the press, public schools,
and the gradual abolition of slavery, and that these reforms
would in good faith be extended to Cuba when hostilities
ceased and deputies were elected to tbe Oortes. In subsequent dispatches be stated that since the beginning of November 1868, 34,500 troops had been sent to the island, and that
the army there numbered 107,400 men, including the 40,000
volunteers on garrison duty. 2
The tender of its good offices having been
th
Comup:aidntss otf e unproductive of any result, the Government
mte ta es.
.
of the Umted States was left to pursue tbe
various complaints to which the contest in Cuba bad continued
to give rise. It bas been seen that, after the quick collapse of
Captain-General Dulce's policy of conciliation, the fierceness
of the conflict was greatly intensified. On the 2d of June
1869 Captain-General Dulce, because of his too liberal views,
was forced by the volunteers to resign bis post in favor of his
Mr. Cushing to Mr. Fish, November 4, 1874, For. R el.1875, II.1078.
H. Ex. Doc. 160, 41 Cong. 2 sess. 64. When Mr. J<.,ish read this account
of the" army of Cuba" h e said: "The public interest felt in the United
St ates in the Cuban struggle has decreased since the :flagrant violations
of l a w by t he agents of the insurgents became known and alienated the
popular sympathy . Had the Cuban Junta expended their money and
energy in sen ding to the insurge~ts arms and munitions of war, as they
might h ave done consistently with our own statutes and with the law of
nations, inst ead of devoting them to deliberate violation of the Jaws of the
Unit ed States; and had they, in lieu of illegally employing persons within
th e dominion of the United States to go in armed bands to Cuba, proceeded
thith er una rmed themselves to take personal part in the struggle 'for
indep enden ce, it is possible that the result would have been different in
Cuba, and it is certain that there would have been a more ardent feeling
in the United Stat es in favor of their cause and more r espect for their own
sincerity and personal coura ge. You are yourself a personal witness of
the strength of the sympathy which the President and all the members
of the Cabinet felt for them before they made these unlawful demonstrations." Mr. Fish to General Sickles, January 26', 1870, H. Ex. Doc.160, 41
Cong. 2 sess. 69.
1

2
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second in command, General Espinar. The example set at
Havana was quickly followed by the volunteers a,t Matanzas,
who on the 3d of June required Brigadier-General Lopez Pinto,
the governor of the jurisdiction appointed by the provisional
government of Spain, who was a friend of Captain-General
Dulce, to surrender his command to Colonel Domingo Leon,
of the regular cavalry. General Espinar was soon succeeded
by General Caba1lero de Rodas, who had figured in the suppression of republican uprising~ at Cadiz,1 and who retained
the post of captain-general till December 1870, when he in
turn was succeeded by Count Valmaseda. These changes
foreshadowed a continuance, rather than an amelioration, of
the condition of affairs agaim;t which the United States had
protested.
On tbe 0th of June 1870, Mr. Fish invited the earnest
attention of Mr. Roberts "to the irregular and arbitrary manner in which the persons and properties of citizens of tl1e
United States" were '' taken and held by tlle Spanish author
ities in the Island of Cuba." He said that the Governme11t of
the United States was informed that the sweeping decrees
of April 18GD had been put in operation against the property
of citizens of the nited Stateg, in violation of the seventh
article of the treaty of 1795, which provided that such property" hould not be subject to embargo or <leteutiou for any
public or private purpose whatever." 2 It was understood
said Mr. Fi h, that by arbitrary and unusual proceeding8, not
prosecuted by or<ler and authority of law, but '' in the exerci e of extraordinary functions ve ' ted iu" or employed '' for
1

1

Appleton's Ann. Cyc . 1869, p. 214.
provisions of this article are as follows: "And it is agree,1 that
the snbject~ or citizens of each of the contracting parties, their vessels or
effect,, ball not b liable to auy emhargo or detention on the part of the
other, for any military xp dition or other pnulic or private purpose whatever, aod in all ca es of seizure, detention, or arrest for debts contracted
or off uc· committed by any citizen or subject of the one party within
th jurisdiction of the other, the same shall he made and prosecuted by
order and authority of law only, and according to the regular course of
proc ding u nal in such cases. The citizens and subjects of both parties
ball be allowed to employ such advocates, solicitoni. notaries, agents,
and factor , a th y may j ndge proper, i11 all their affairs, and in all their
trial at law, in which th y ma he concernecl, before the tribunals of the
other party; and such a,rrnts shall have free access to b~ present at the
pr ce dings in u ·h an. ei:i, ancl at the takin<r of all examinations and
evidenc which may be exhibited in the said trials."
z The
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the occasion by the supreme political authority of the islan_d ,"
citizens of the United States had been deprived of their property forcibly and without notice, and" without opportunity to
them or their agents to be present at any proceedings in regard
thereto, or at the taking of examination or evidence;" that
they had not been allowed "to employ such advocates, solicitors, notaries, agents, and factors, as they might judge proper,"
and that, although in many instances their property had been
taken when they neither were in the island nor -had been
within the jurisdiction of Spain since the outbreak of the insurrection, it was notorious that by going to Cuba "after the
official denunciation of their alleged conduct, they would subject themselves to arbitrary arrest and summary military trial,
if not to the uncontrolled violence of popular prejudice."
Mr. Fish also presented to Mr. Roberts a list of citizens of
the United States who had preferred complaints "of arbitrary
arrest, and of close incarceration without permission to communicate with their friends, or with advocates, solicitors,
not3:ries, agents, and factors, as they might jud.g~ proper."
In some of these cases, he said, the parties had been released;
in others, they were understood to be still in custody. In
some cases, also, arrest had "been followed by military trial
without the opportunity of access to advocates or solicitors or
of communication with witnesses, and without those personal
rights and legal protections which the accused should have
enjoyed;" and these "summary .trials" when ending in conviction, had "heen followed by summary execu~ion." "What
has been already done in this respect," said Mr. Fish, in concluding his specification of complaints, "is unhappily past
recall, and leaves to the United States a claim against Spain
for the amount of the injuries that their citizens have suffered
by reason of these several violations of the treaty of 1795-a
claim which the undersigned presents on behalf of his government with the confident hope that the Government of Spain,
recognizing its justice, and making some proper and suitable
provision for ascertaining the amount which should rightfully
come to each claimant, will also order tlrn immediate restoration to the citizens of the United States of their properties
which have been thus embargoed, and the release of those citizens of the United States thus held, or their immediate trial
under the guaranties and with the rights accorded by the
treaty.'' 1
1

S. Ex. Doc.108, 41 Cong. 2 sess. 239; For. Rel. 1871, 698.
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When Mr. Fish addressed this note to Mr.
Roberts, he supposed that tlie latter was still
possessed of certain extraordinary powers with
which he was invested by the Spanish Government in l 869, in
relation to matters arising in Cuba; and when he found that
these powers had been withdrawn, in view of the "favorable
situation" in the island, he sent a copy of the note to General
Sickles, with instructions '' to bring the whole su~ject to the
notice of the Spanish Government." General Sickles was
particularly instructed (1) to say that the President hoped
that immediate teps would be taken "for the relea~e of all the
citizens of the United States * * * held in custody in
Cuba in violation of the provisions of the treaty of 1795, or
for th ir immediate trial under guaranties, and with the rights
ecured by the treaty;" (2) to "ask for the restoration to the
itizen of the United States of their properties and estates,"
o far a they had "been arbitrarily embargoed in violation of
the pro vi ion of the treaty;" (3) to "endeavor to secure some
moue for the early indemnification and satisfaction to tbe several partie * * * of the amounts which should rightful1y
· me to ea ·h claimant for the illegal detention of his property
or hi per on;" and (4) to say that it was "extremely desirable''
to have the inve tigation conducted in the United States. The
Pre id nt had, said Mr. Fi1;;b, "respected the Spanish claim of
.-over ignty over the I la11d of Cuba," during the pending cont t, again t a ·trong ·ympatbetic pressure from without;"
and pain owed it to th United States, as well as to her own
traditional en e of ju tice, that her sovereignty should not
be u d "for th 01jpre ion and injury of the citizens of the
Demands for
Redress.

f,

cl

t
1{

•~

,

i
i

41 Cong. 2 se s. 212-245; For. Rel. 1871, 697. In retrong sympatheti · pre ure from without," Mr. Fish
ind the effort that were made to inclnce the President
·1
1<1 nee of the in.·urgcnt 0 ·overnment.
The insured 'tat s for such recognition ( Appleton's Ann.
12; , . Ex. Doc. 7, 4.1 Cong. 2 ses . 101-118);
mpathetic pre nre from without" may be
u ' 6 of H, pre. entativrs, on April 9, 1869, by
a r . olntion, which was offered by General
laring that the p ople of t he United tates
of C'uba '' in their patriotic efforts to secure
Ii. h a republican form of government," and
ort of the Hou e to the President whenever, in his
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General Sickles executed his instructions in
a note to Mr. Sagasta Spanish minister of
'
.
state, of the 26th of July 1870. 1 Referrmg
in the course of this note to the various proceedings of which
Mr. Fish had complained as violations of the treaty of 179i\
General Sickles observed that there was no allegation on the
part of Spain ''that the .courts of law were closed in the Havana, where most of these proceedings occurred, or that the
functions of the civil authority could not be performed in any
of the principal towns of the island." He declared that by
the seventh article of the treaty each of the contracting parties had "expressly renounced all right to embargo or detain
the property of the citizens or subjects of the other," and that
this renunciation included "every possible case in which the
power could be exercised;" that "no exigency of war, no requirement of the public service, no civil •disorder" was "permitted by the stipulations of the .treaty to sanction or excuse
these prohibited acts of spoliation," and that it was the plain
purpose of the contracting parties to secure for their citizens
Negotiati~nsof General Sickles.

opinion, a republican government should in fact be established, and he
should "deem it expedient to recognize the independence and sovereignty of such government." (Appleton's Ann. Cyc. 1869, 202; Arni. Reg.
1869, 282.) The President.not only declined to take this step, but he also
refrained from r ecognizing the insurgents as belligerents. At this time
the controversy as to the Alabama claims was still pending, and one of the
questions involved in it was that of Great Britain's recognition of the
belligerency of the Confederate States. The views of Mr. Fish on this subject are set forth in this work, Bupm, I. 513. As to his attitude on the <]Uestfon of r ecognizing a state of belligerency in Cuba, Mr. J.C. Bancroft Davis,
who was then Assistant Secretary of State, has made the following important histori cal statements: "There was a brief time when the President
contemplated the possibility of such a solution. It was then that, taking
a vacation from Washington, he left behind him such a proclamation, with
his signature, but without direction.s to affix the great seal and the attest
of the Secretary of State. Mr. Fish, while conceding that such a solution
might become neces8ary, was of opinion that it was not so at that time.
He regarded it as leading up to the acquisition of Cuba, to which he was
opposed. Its inhabitants were oue-half Spaniards, or of Spanish origin,
not speaking our language and not familiar with our laws. The other half
added to the disqualification of alienage and ignorance of our laws the
fact that they were still in bondage, and would come to us freshly enfranchised, to increase the difficulties which the work of reconstruction was
then imposing on the country." (The Atlantic Monthly, February, 1894,
217-218.)
1 For. Rel. 1871, 701.
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or subjects "the protection of the laws of the land and of the
courts of law, and of the essential safeguards for the administration of justice in all prosecutions for any offense alleged to
have been committed against the good order, peace, and dignity of the common wealth."
To this note Mr. Sagasta on the 12th of
Statement of Mr.
September
made an extended reply. While
Sagasta.
adverti11g to the fact that no complaint had
ever been made to the SpB,nish Government of any foreig11er
having been injured by the enforcement of the earlier decrees
against which the United States had protested-and particularly by the enforcement of the proclamation of Count Valrnaseda of the 4tn of April 1869, which was, said Mr. Sagasta,
"doubtless a stratagem of war"-he declared that the Spanish
Government wn:s convinced that in the contest in Cuba it had
not exceeded nor even fully made use of the rules laid down
in the instructions for the armies in the field issued by the
Government of the United States during the civil war. 1
1 Mr.
agasta particularly referred to articles 15 and 85, which are as
follows:
"15. Military necessity admits of all direct destrnction of life or limb
of ai·med enemies and of other persons whose destruction is incidentally
unavoiclable in the armed contests of the war; it allows of the capturing
of every armed euemy and every enemy of importance to the hostile government or of peculiar danger to the captor; it allows of all destruction
of property and obstruction of the wa~·s and channels of traffic, travel, or
communication, and of all withholding of sustenance or means of life from
the enemy." "" * "
" 5. War-rebels are persons within an occupied territory who rise in
arms UCTarnst the occupying or conquering army or against the authorities
establi:hed by the same. If captured, they may snffer death, whether they
ri ' 0 sin 11ly, in small or lar,re bands, and whether called upon to do so by
th ir own, hut expelled, government or not. They are not prisoners of
war; uor are they, if discoYered and secured before their conspiracy has
matured to an a ·tual ri ing, or to armed Yiolence."
neral i kle , in his note of tho 14.th of October, replied to Mr.
, 'aga ta' ob ervations on these arti ·Jes as follows:
"The itation given by your excellenc·y from the 'Instructions for the
Armie in tb Fi Id,' is u d by Mr. , tanton, 'ecretary of vVar during the
onfii ·t, do not in any manner ju tify the t_yle of war embodied in Count
alma <la's ord r. The fifte nth article "" "" "" is a conci e statement
f th right of anuie. in the field in time of war, which each party to the
c·ont t ma lawfully exerci e, snbje ·t to tlie reclamations of other nations
wh ·n the p r. on of n ntral uff r injury or their property is appropriated
rd tro · d. The eighty-fifth article • .. .. applies to the inhabitants
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As to the protest against the em bar goes,
Mr. Sagasta complained that claims had been ·
bargoed Esta.tes.
presented by the United States, without its
first h aving been ascertained in each case whether the claimant was entitled to the privileges of a foreigner; but he also
contended that Article VII. of the treaty of 1795 was inapplicable to the subject. It consisted, as be maintained, of three
clauses, the first of which related only to the embargo or detention of vessels or effects, for the use of a military expedition,
or for other public or for private purposes-in a word, the
embargo commonly known by the name of angaria. 1 The second
clause did not relate to estates or property, but only to the citizen himself, when apprehended or arrested either for debts or
for offenses; and the third merely specified the rights of defense which should be guaranteed to him in that case. Mr.
Sagasta argued that the embargoed estates had not been taken
for auy of the objects expressed in the first clause of the article, but solely for the purpose of preventing their proceeds
from being applied to the sustenance and encouragement of
the insurrection; and that the provisions of the treaty did not
limit the right of either contracting party to take measures
against those who were engaged in hostility and conspiracy
against its security and pub}ic peace. By the fifth section of
the act of July 17, 1863,2 the Government of the United States,
said Mr. Sa.gasta, made it the duty of the President, in order
to insure the speedy termination of the rebellion, to cause the
seizure of all the estates and pr9perty, ·money, stocks, and
credits, of certain specified classes of persons, and to apply
the proceeds of what was seized to the support of the army of
the United States; and on the 22d of July 1862 the Secretary of War of the United States, by authority of the PresiQue sti0n as to Em-

of conquered t erritory, occupied by an invading army, who rise in arms
against it or against the authorities it has established. If the American
compilation is entitled to the honor your excellency accords to it, of being
the first codification of the laws of war, Count Valmaseda'8 order must
have found its inspiration in anoth er epoch, when public opinion had not
imposed upon belligerents the amenities of civilization." (For. Rel. 1871,
724-725. )
1 Hantefenille's Des Droits et des Devoirs des Nations Neutres (Paris,
1868), chap. de l' Angarie; Block's Dictionnaire General de la Politique, art.
L' Angari e ; Lawrence's Wheaton (1863), 512.
2 12 Stats. at L. 590.
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dent, issued an order directing the military commanders of
Virginia, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, and Arkansas, to seize and appropriate all personal
and real property in the districts under their command which
might be necessary for the supply of their troops and for any
other military purpose. 1
1 The act of 1862 applied to civil and military officers of the Confederacy,
and to '' any person who, owning property in any loyal Stato or Territory
of the United States, or in the District of Columbia, shall hereafter assist
and give aid and comfort to such rebellion." Replying to Mr. Sagasta's
argument, General Sickles, in his note of October 14, 1870, said:
'' Your excellency, in the course of some general observations on the subject of embargoes, appears to :find an analogy between the decree promulgated by the Captain General of Cuba and the act of Congress approved
July 17, 1862, for the confiscation of the property of persons in rebellion
against the United States. To analyze these measures and point out the
very numerous and essential particulars in which they differ as well in
substance as in procedure, would extend this note to an incovenient length,
and it is believed tha,t a brief reference to two or three of the many features which distinguished them will be sufficient. The act of Congress is
a law, and is based on the precedeuts found in the legislation of constitutional governments; the decree of the superior political governor is the
arbitrary act of an executive officer whose authority seems to be undefined. The act of Congress is execnted only by the courts of justice, in
conformity with the maxim of a humane code which declares that no person can be deprived of life, liberty, or property without the judgment
of a judicial tribunal; the decree is enfor~ed at pleasure, ex parte, by the
governor and even by subordinate executive officers of districts, without
the intervention of a court. The act of Congress appliP-s only to the
property of persons who commit within the territory of the United States
the offenses denounced by the act; the decree is executed indiscriminately,
as well for acts done beyond as within Spanish jurisdiction. And, finally,
not to make the numeration tedious, the act of Congress applies only to
offenses committed after the enactment of the law, while the Spanish
decree de lare on its face that its penalties shall be visited retrospectively for a ts clone before its promulga,tion. Nor am I able to see the
coincidence your exce:!lency discovers between the decree of embargo and
the order of the merican Secretary of War dated June 22, 1862, directing
th command rs of the armies to appropriate within the theater of operaions whatevAr the found necessary for military purposes. This necessity
of war i recogniz d by the usage of nations, and when the property of
ali n is taken under such circumstances the right of i<lemnity is never
denied. .At the beginning of the Am ri ca.n war the parties in the contest
w re formally re ·ognized by pain as b lligerents, and in the order your
excAllency cites the nited tates Gov<"rnment on]y exercised a right
b lon iog to a bellig rent. ~ hen the conflict in Cuba, which began two
year a , hall acquire the same character, the parties to it may appeal
to he law and precedents of war to ju tify their acts." (For. Rel. 1871,
726-727).
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.As to tbe cases of arrest and military trial,
Mr. Sagasta asserted that there was not a single case, except where persons were apprehended with arms in their hands and shot, in which the penalty
!J ad not been commuted and the accused turned over to his
consul, to be sent out of the country.
In conclusion, Mr. Sagasta said that, in order
Condi tions of
that the Spanish Government might do justice
Redress.
to the claims of .American citizens, it would be
indispensable, (1) "that they should prove their citizenship
before the Spa-nish authorities," and "present their demands
in due form in each particular case," and (2) that they should
show that they bad "appeared before some tribunal, or that
the consul bad marle the proper reclamation in their name, and
that the Spanish authorities had failed in making reparation."
Replying to Mr. Sagasta's note, General
Reply of General Sickles argued that in the removal of the emSickles.
bargoes in certain cases there was an admission of a, right to indemnity; that, in these cases at lea~t, as
well as in those in which persons had been released on proof
of their citizenship, the formalities suggested by Mr. Sagasta
bad already been complied with; that if, as Mr. Sagasta had
observed, property was embargoed in Cuba not pursuant tQ
any law, but by the superior political authority as a military
expedient, adopted for the purpose of diminishing- the resources
of a seditious combination, it was difficult•to see on what ground
or with what hope a citizen of the United States could appeal
to the courts. The case seemed to be one requiring the action
of the United States and Spain. He therefore stated that the
conditions of arbitration proposed by Spain were objectionable
to his government, which could address no other authority than
that of His Highness the Prince Regent. · The procedure indicated by Mr. Sagasta would, said General Sickles, require the
President to inform the claimants that they could not be heard
through their government-aconclusiou that might be regarded
as a rej ection of the amicable means on which the President had
relied for the arrangement of the pending differences. In con·
clusion, General Sickles said:
"I have, therefore, to submit for the further consideratjon
of your excellency the proposition, that the representative of
Spain in Washington be authorized to agree with the Secretary of State of the United States upon the several cases,
together with the papers and proofs relating to them, that
cases of Arrest.
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shall be submitted to the arbitrators; that the said arbitrators, one to be chosen on the part of the United States by the
Secretary of State, and the other, on the part of Spain, by the
Spanish minister in Washington, shall firs'li select an umpire,
to decide questions upon which they may differ, and thereupon
proceell to determine the amount of indemnity to be paid to
each claimant; and that, to facilitate the disposition of the
business, the arbitrators be named on the part of the two governments without delay." 1
In his annual message to Congress of DeUrgent Proposals for cem ber 5, 1870. the President stated that he
a Mixed Commis- ha d mad e proposals
'
· 1or
.f'
to S pam
an ar b"t
1 rasion.
tion, and that if the pending negotiations
should unfortunately and unexpectedly be without result it
would then become his duty to communicate the fact to Congress and invite its action on the subject. On the 12th of
December Mr. Fish t"ransmitted to General Sickles fu11 powe1s
to conclude a convention for a mixed commission, and in so
doing mentioned the following points as being of importance :
(1) That the convention should be received in WaHhiugton
not later than the 1st of February, in order that it might be
submitted to the Senate before adjournment. (2) That tl.Je
commissioners should sit at Washington; that they slwuld
have full power to make rules as to the presentation aud proof
of ·claims, and that they should, before making such ruleR,
agree upon an umpire, to whom all questions of difference
should be referred. (3) That the commissioners should not
have jurisdiction of claims growing out of contract. (4) That
a reasonable time should be allowed for the presentation of
proofs. (5) Tl.tat claims, as well as the proofs in suvport of
them, should be presented to the commission only through the
Government of the United States, and that each government
might employ one person as agent or counsel to represent it
lJefore the commission. (6) That, as all the claims were against
Spain, that government should be responsible for the expenses
of the cornmis ion; but that if persistent objection should be
made to thi cour e the expenses might be defrayed by a percenta.ge to be deducted from the amount awarded. 2
The chief point of difficulty in the negotiaDifficulty as to Mill- .
.
· tary Tribunals.
t1 n related to the recognition which Mr.
agasta. ought t obtain for the military tribunal in 1 uba. On one occa ion he sngge ted that there
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should be two commissions, one to pass upon legal questions
and the other to assess damages in cases in which the Spanish
authorities should be adjudged to be in fault. 1 This suggestion, while it was not considered by the United States as insuperably objectionable, was thought to involve a course of procedure that was unnecessary, expen~ive, and dilatory ;1 and it
was not renewed. But Mr. Sagasta insisted that no indemnity should be allowed either where the injuries complained of
resulte,l from the judgment of a civil or military court or from
other judicial proceedings prosecuted agreeably to Spanish
law and procedure, or where the claim of American citizenship
had been disallowed by a Spanish civil or military tribunal.2
These conditions ·w ere regarded by the United States as entirely
inadrnissible. 3 General Sickles, while assuring Mr. Sagasta
that the United States did not expect the Spani_sh Government
to submit the adjudications of its courts to the review of ~
"foreign tribunal," maintained that the jurisdiction of an international commissi?n rested upon a different principle. He·
argued that it was the duty of every nation to see that justice
was done to its citizens by foreign nations; that if the foreign
authorities failed to do justice in a particular case it was competent for the government of the party aggrieved to q.emand
iudemnity from the government in fault, and that if the two
governments failed to agree it was the better pra.ctice of modern times, instead of resorting to reprisals, to refer the questions at issue to an international tribunal for final adjustment.
He ;:iJso objected to placing the adjudications of the civil and
military tribunals on the Rame footing, saying that it could
scarcely be expected that the decrees of courts-martial and
military commissions proceeding summarily would be accepted
by the United States as a compliance with the provisions of
the seventh article of the treaty of 1795.
~r. Sagas ta replied that military courts had al ways held a recognized place in Spanish jurisprudence, and that, when acting ·
within legal limitations, their jurisdiction should be recogntzed
as valid. He admitted, however, that he would not claim for
the acts of a military court, proceeding summarily and without regard to judicial forms, the same respect as was accorded
to those of the regular tribunals; and he said that the judgments of the tribunals in Cuba, confiscating the property of
1
2

For. Rel. 1871, 735, 741.
Id. 743.

5627-Vol. 2 - 4

3

Id. 748.
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citizens of the United States who were not at the time within
the jurisdiction, were not considered in Spanish law as final,
and would not be deemed to exelude the matter involved from
the action of the commission.
These views were expressed by Mr. Sagasta
Change in the Span- in a conference with General Sickles on Deish Government.
.
.
cember 23.1 On the 28th Marshal Prim, while
driving in his carriage from the palace of the Cortes, was
fired upon and dangerously wounded by a party of armed
men who had placed themselves near the palace of the minister of war, where Prim resided. 2 He died on the 30th of
December. 3 On the 2d of January 1871 the Duke of Aosta
reached Madrid and took the oaths of office as Amadeo II. On
the 5th of ,T anuary the formation of _a new cabinet was announced, in which Senor Don Cristino Martos succeeded Mr.
Sagasta as minist~r of state, General Serrano succeeding
Marshal Prim as president of the council, and Mr. Sagasta
becoming minister of the home department. 4
.
The negotiations now proceeded rapidly to
Conclusion of an
•
I n an 1n
· t erview
· w1'th G eneral
Agreement.
a conel us10n.
Sickles on the 25th of January Mr. Martos
suggested that inasmuch as a formal treaty or convention
would have to be laid'before the Spanish as well as the American Senate, an arrangement might sooner be completed by
following the plan adopted in the case of the Colonel Lloyd
Aspinwall. As to the jurisdiction of the arbitrators he expressed certain views, which on the 30th of January he
embodied in a formal note. In this note Mr. Martos said that
the purpose of the Spanish Government "was solely to save
the independence of the judicial power in all matters relating
to the e sential features of its judgments and the ordinary
£ rrnalities of legal proceedings," but that if it appeared that
the latter had not been observed, and especially that ,, the
guarantees and stipulations in favor of the two contracting
partie in the treaty of 1795" had been infringed, the decisions
of th tribunals were "undoubtedly subject to arbitration,"
and would "have to be adjudged by the commission." "So
that,' aid Mr. Marto , "if by chance any American citizen
1

h, December 23, 1870, For. Rel. 1871, 748-749.

2
3

•

ld. 751.
752-754.
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should present a reclamation against the sentence or decision ·
pronounced by a tribunal or military commission of the Island
of Cuba arising from the insurrection, and if it shall appear
that in his case any of the ordinary proceedings were not
observed in the judgment, or that the guarantees enumerated
in the seventh article or in any other of the treaty were infringed, the arbitrators shall have power to invalidate such
decision and to award, in consequence, the indemnity that
may be equitably due." As to the effect of the decisions of
the tribunals in Cuba on the question of citizenship, he declared
that all the Government of Spain required was that American
citizens against whom proceedings bad been instituted or
decisions pronounced by the authorities should at the time
have alleged "their quality as foreigners" against the enforcement of such proceedings or decisions, and that those who,
after having had the necessary opportunity, bad omitted to
comply with that requirement, should have no standing before
the commissiou. 1
With the communication of this note the essential differences between the two governments disappeared, and on February 12, 1871, an agreement was formally and :finally concluded
by executive authority for a mixed commission to sit in Washingtou, and to consist of two commissioners, one to be appointed
by the Secretary of State of the United States and the other
by the minister of Spain in Washington, and an umpire to be
chosen by the commissioners.
In the digest of the decisions rendered by
The Naturalization
. .
.
. ·
the
comm1ss10n that was orgamzed under this
.
Quest 10n.
agreement it will be found that in the course
of its proceedings the power of the commission to inquire into
the validity of the naturalization of various claimants of Spanish origin who appeared before it as naturalized American
citizens became a subject of serious controversy. It is therefore a matter of interest, as bearing upon the views of the contracting parties, to examine the prior correspondence touching
the stipulations that related to the determination of the question of citizenship.
Mr. Sagasta, in his note of the 12th of September, written
in answer to General Sickles's first presentation of the claims,
declared that the good faith of the United States had been
imposed upon. He said that many of ~he persons whose
1

For. Rel.1871, 761, 765-768.
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claims had been laid before him had "never possessed a right
to foreign nationality;" that a large proportion of the natives
of Cuba who had given th'eir allegiance to the United States
had "done so with the studied intention of making use of it
at some future day as a shield for their criminal designs,"
and that numerous instances might be cited of individuals
who had ''lived in the Island of Cuba as Spanish citizens and
did not remember their American citizenship until affairs
went against them." And in order that Spain might be protected against improper claims he proposed to require that the
claimants" should prove their citizenship before the Spanish
authorities." 1
General Sickles, in his reply of the 14th of October, rejected
this condition, but he said that the Government of the United
States would not be disposed to extend its protection to persons who had not the right to invoke it. It was, he declared,
to be presumed, until the presumption was "overcome by
proof," that aliens who had '' deliberately renounced, after
an uninterrupted residence of five or more years within the
territory of the Union, all allegiance to any other government," and had "thereupon become citizens of the United
States," were "sincere in their solemnly avowed purpose;"
and if it should be made to appear that any claimant in whose
behalf the United States had intervened was not a citizen
thereof, or "having been naturalized in conformity with its
laws" had by his own act forfeited or relinquished his acquired
nationality, his case would be dismissed by the American
government. 2
In an instruction to General Sickles of the 18th of N ovember Mr. Fish, referring to this correspondence, observed that
Mr. Saga ta might have misapprehended one point in the offer
of the nited States. It was, said Mr. Fish, contemplated
that every claimant would be required "to make good before
the commi ion hi injury and his right to indemnity;" naturalized citizen of the nited States would, if Spain insisted
on it, "be required to show when and wllere they were naturaliz d; it would "be open to Spain to traverse this fact, or to
how that from any of the cam,es named" in his" circular of
Octob r 14, 1 9," whi h relat d to the forfeiture of adopted
ci iz n hip by variou act inconsi t nt with its retention, the
applicant had 'forfeit d hi acquired right. ," and it would be
1

For. Rel. 1871, 708.

2
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"for the commission to decide" whether "each applicant had
established bis claim." 1
The substance of this instruction was communicated by
General Sickles to the Spanish Government. 2
In a note of the 30th of January 1871, Mr. Martos, Mr.
Sagasta's successor as minister. of state, submitted to General
Sickles six bases for a convention, of w4ich the second, relating to naturalized citizens, was as follows:
" Second. The commission of arbitration shall also take
cognizance of the reclamations of those Spaniards naturalized
as American citizens who, having asserted their acquired
nationality before the tribunals or military commissions, have
had their allegations disallowed. In these cases the commission of arbitration shall have full powers to decide whether the
claimants possess the qualifications of American citizens or
not. The commission having recognized the quality of American citizenship in the claimants, they will posRess all the rights
.:t. o which the first paragraph (the first basis) refers.'' 3
All the bases proposed by Mr. Martos were communicated
by General Sickles to Mr. Fish by telegraph on the day on
which they were snbmitted. 4
As to the second basis, the only suggestion Mr. Fish made
was that it seemed to exclude naturalized citizens who had not
,~ asserted their nationality before Spanish tribunals." 5 It is
obvious that this sll'ggestion related to the first clause, which
purported to invest the arbitrators with jurisdiction of the
claims of naturalized citizens only where such citizens had
"asserted their acquired nationality before the tribunals or
military commissions," and not to the seconu clause, conferring
on the arbitrators "full powers" to decide whether the claimants possessed "the quality of American citizenship," or to
the last clause, referring to the rights of the claimants when
the arbitrators had." recognized" that quality in them. On the
7th of February General Sickles communieated to Mr. Martos
a draft of articles of agreement, in which it was proposed
that the arbitrators should have jurisdiction "of all claims
presented to them by the Government of the United States
For. Rel. 730.
General Sickles to the Minister of State, January 8, 1871: For. Rel.
1871, p 755.
3
For. R el. 1871, 767.
4 Id. 763-764.
5 Id. 764-765.
1

2
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for injuries done to citizens of the United States by the
authorities of Spain in Cuba since the 1st day of October
1868;" and, in regard to the determination of the que~tion of
citizenship, there was the following provision:
"No judgment of a Spanish tribunal disallowing the affirmation of a party that he is a citizen of the United States
shall prevent the arbitrators from hearing a reclamation presented in behalf of said party by the United States Government; uevertbeless, in any case heard by the arbitrators, the
Spanish Government may traverse the allegation of American
citizem;;hip, and thereupon competent and sufficient proof
thereof will be required." 1
In a subsequent conference Mr. Martos informed General
Sickles that he had fouud his draft " entirely satisfactory in
al! esse.ntial particulars," but that he had "noted a few slight
amendments," to which he had no doubt General Sickles would
a ent. 2 One of these amendments was the insertion, after
the sentence above quoted, of the words: "The commission
haviug recognizvd the quality of American citizens in the
claimants, they will acquire the rights accorded to them by
the present stipulations as such citizens." 3
All Mr. Martos's amendments were accepted, 4 and on the
11th of February General Sickles communicated to him the
final text of the agreement,5 which was formally concurred in
by Mr. Martos on the following day. 6 The stipulation, as thus
:finally e tablished and as it stood in the agreement, was as
follow :
" o judgment of a Spanish tribunal disalJowing the affirmation of a party that he i a citizen of the United States shall
pr vent the arbitrator from hearing a reclamation presented
in behalf of aid party by the United States Government.
ev rthele
in any ca e heard by the arbitrators, the Spanish
~ rnment may traver e the allegation of American citizen~1p, and th _reupon competent and sufficient proof thereof
will . b reqmr ~- Th_e. commission having recognized the
qu. hty of . m r1 an c1t1z n in the claimants, they will acqmr the right, accorded them by the present stipulations as
u h itiz n .''
tt
n pr

h, tin the development of these stipulations
me l for the limitation or abridgment of
1
F r. el. 1 71, 679.
!l I. 770.
3 ld. 1 71, 772.

4Id. 771.
Id. 773.
6 Id. 774.
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the power of the arbitrators to require "competent and sufficient proof," not merely, as Mr. Fish in his instruction of
November 18 suggested, of th~ ''fact" of naturalization, but,
as provided in the :final agreement, of the allegation of "American citizenship," whether such citizenship was claimed by birth
or by naturalization.
From the preceding review it will have been
Object of
. the
. Com- seen that the agreement of F eb ruary 19.:.1, 1871 ,
m1ss1on.
d .
. II
. .d
is to be considere , h1stor1ea y; as an mm ent
of the Cuban insurrection of 1868. That character is yet more
clearly indicated by the fact that the agreenment, while comprehending all claims for injuries inflicted since the 1st of
October in that year, :fixed no day beyond which claims might
not be presented. It was evidently the intention -of the contracting parties to establish a tribunal which should afford the
means of settling the controversies continually arising. On
January 12, 1877, Mr. 011-shing, then minister of the United
States at Madrid, and Mr. Calderon y Collantes, Spanish minister of state, signed a protocol concerning judicial procedure
in the United States and in Spain, by which it was declared
that no citizen of the United States residing in the Spanish
dominions "charged with acts of sedition, treason, or conspiracy against the institutions, the public security, the integrity
of the territory, or against the supreme government, or any
otber crime whatsoever," should be "subject to trial by any
exceptional tribunal, but exclusively by the ordinary jurisdiction, except in the case of being captured with arms in hand;"
and that those who might be taken with arms in hand should
be tried by an ordinary council of war, under the provisions
and guaranties of the law of April 17, 1821.1 On the 7th of
June 1878 Mr. Mantilla, the Spanish minister at Washington,
announced that the insurgent chiefs in Cuba had accepted
terms of peace, and that the pacification of the island was complete.2 On the 23d of February 1881 an .additional article to
the agreement of 1871 was concluded at Washington, by-which
it was provided that no claims should be presented to the commission after the period of sixty days from that date unless
reasons for delay should be established to the satisfaction of
the arbitrators, who might in that case ext~nd the period by
1
2

Treaties and Con ventions of the United States, 1776-18a7, 1031.
For. Rel. 1878, 816.
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not more than thirty days. It was also provided that the commission should determine all claims within a year from May
12, 1881, unless in a particular case justice should require an
extension. In consequence of the death of the arbitrator as
well as of the advocate of the United States, it became necessary for the two governments, by a protocol of May 6, 1882, to
extend the existence of the commission till the 1st of tlie following January, though it was agreed that decisions rendered
by the umpire after that date should be respected. The umpire
found it necessary to avail himself of this stipulation. A final
agreement for the closing up of the business of the commission
was signed June 2, 1883.
. . .
The commission was organized on May :n,
Orgamzation of the 1871 b . w·11·
T Ott o an d S e11or
- J >on Luis.'
Commission.
, Y I mm .
afterward the Marquis, de Potestad, as arbitrators, respectively, for the United States and Spaiu.1 Prior
to his appointment as arbitrator on May 3, 1871, Judge Otto
was Assistant Secretary of the Int"e rior. His commission as
arbitrator was signed by Mr. Fish as Secretary of State. The
commission of Senor de J'otestad, who was at that time secretary of the Spanish legation, bore date May 5, 1871, and was
given by Mr. Roberts, the Spanish minister at Washington.
Judge Otto held the post of arbitrator for the United States
till March 20, 1877, when be relinquished it for tlie position of
reporter of the Supreme Oomt of the United States. He was
succeeded on April 18, 1877, by Kenneth Rayner, of North
Carolina, who had been a member of Congress and a judge of
the first Alabamai Claims Court. Mr. Rayner resigned on the
30th of June 1877, to accept an appointment as Solicitor of the
1
Tbe arbitrators made and subscribed the declaration required by the
convention, as follows:
"We the undersigned Arbitrators, one appointed by the Secretary of
State of the United tates, and one by the Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary of 'pain at Washington, in pursuance of an
arrangement of arbitration between the two Governments of February
12th, 1871, for th
ettlement of certain claims of citizens of the United
tates again t , 'pain, do solemnly d clare that we will impartially hear
and determin , to the be t of onr judgment, and accordino- to· public law
and ~he Treaties in force between the two countries, and ;be stipulations
of said arrang m nt, all such claim a hall, in conformity therewith, be
laid b for u on th part of the Gov rnment of the United , tates.
11
1ay 31, 1 71.
\VILLIAi\1 T. OTTO,
"..Arbitrator on the Part of the nited tates.

"Lt'I, DE POTE TAD,

"Arbitrator on the Part of Spai?i."
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Treasury, and was succeeded by Joseph Segar, of Virginia,
who had been a Unionist member of Congress from that State,
as well as an unsuccessful contestant for a seat in the United
States Senate. Mr. Segar died rmddenly on the 30th of April
1880, and his place was :tilled on the 17th of the followingmonth by the appointment of Joseph J. Stewart. Mr. Stewart
died 011 the 20th of January 1882, and was immediately succeeded by Mr. James Lowndes, of the District of Columbia
bar, who appeared and subscribed the necessary declaration ou
February 4, and who continued in the discharge of the functions of arbitrator for the United States till the commissiou
was dissolved.
On the 27th of May 1880 the Marquis de Potestad, owing
to ill health, resigned his post. He was succeeded on the 5th
of the following month by Count Jose Brunetti y Gayoso. OIi
the 29th of January 1881, however, the latter resigned, and 011
the 5th of February the Marquis de Potestad again appeared
as the arbitrator for Spain. 1
The first umpire of the commission was Baron Lederer,
envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of AustriaHungary at Washington, who was appointed by the arbitrators at their first meeting. He appeared on the 10th of J mrn
1871, sigui:fied bis acceptance of the post, and subscribed the
necessary declaration. 2 His recall compelled him on April 24,
1874, to resign. His successor was M. Bartholdi, the envoy
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of France, who
1 May 29, 1880, Senor Don Felipe Mendez de Vigo, Spanish minister, in a
note to Mr. EvartsJ Secretary of State, proposed ·the appointment of
Count Brunetti y Gayoso as arbitrator ad interim, during the absence of
the Marquis de Potestad on account of ill health. Mr. Evarts, replying
on .June 7, 1880, took the ground that the agreement of 1871 made no provision for temporary appointments, but only for :filling a complete vacancy
whenever it might occur. This position Mr. Evarts maintained in another
note of June 14, 1880. July 4, 1880, Mr. Mendez de Vigo reported that bis
government bad authori7-ed him to appoint Count Brunetti permanently
as arbitrator on the part of Spain. January 25, 1881, Mr. Mendez de Vigo
informed Mr. Evarts that the King of Spain had appointed Count Brnnetti as chargJ d'affaires to Bolivia, and bad designated the Marquis de
Potestad to succeed him as arbitrator. Mr. Evarts acknowledged the
reception of this note January 27, 1881; and the Marquis de Potes tad
resumed the post of arbitrator, as above stated .
2
"I the undersigned Umpire appointed by the Arbitrators assembled at
Washington in pursuance of an ana11!.tement of arbitration between the
Governments of the United States of America and Spain, of February
12th, 1871, for the settlement of certain claims of citizens of the United
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held the post of umpire from July 11, 1874, till January 10,
1877, on which date, having then ceased to hold his diplomatic
office at Washington, he sent to the arbitrators from Paris his
resignation of his position in the commission. M. Bartholdi
was succeeded as umpire by Baron A. Blanc, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of Italy, who, after retaining
the post from February 20, 1878, till April 27, 1880, was sue.
ceeded on May 27, 1880, by Count Carl Lewenhaupt, the envoy
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of Sweden and
Norway.
The advocates for the United States were as follows: Caleb
Cushing, appointed May 3, 1871, resigned November 22, 1871;
Thomas J. Durant, appointed November 22, 1871, died February 3, 1882; Charles 0. Suydam, appointed February 7, 1882.
The advocates for Spain were: James M. Carlisle, appointed
May 5, 1871, died May 19, 1877; John D. McPherson, appointed
February 8, 1878.
The secretaries of the commission were: George 0. Moore,
May 31, 1871, to July 12, 1873, when be resigned; George .A.
Matile, July 15, 1873, to April 27, 1876, when he also resigned;
Eustace Collett, May 1, 1876. Mr. Collett was also disbursing
agent of the commission.I
In order to facilitate the business of the
Taking of Testimony
• •
· d S tates
.Ill cUb a.
comm1ss10n,
the advocate for the U mte
.
on December 16, 1871, suggested the format10n
of a subcommission to take testimony in Cuba. On June 8, 1872,
this suggestion was approved by the commission, and was then
duly communicated to the governments of the United States
aud Spain. The subcommission was organized at Havana on
the 30th of January 18n, as follows: Commissioner for the
United States, Henry 0. Hall, consul-general of the United
States at Havana; commissioner for Spain, Don Antonio
Batanero, who resigned 'December 31, 1881, and was succeeded
by Don Juan Llasera y Garrido; secretary, Don Jose Amor.
tate against pain do solemnly declare that I will impartially hear and
determine, to the best of my jndgment, and according to public law and
the Tr aties in force between the two countries and the stipulations of
aid arrangement, all suc·h matters as sh~tll, in conformity therewith, be
laid before me for determination by the sa,id Arbitrators on behalf of the
respectiv 'oYernm nts.
(, igned)
"LEDERER."
• ee fr. Fi h to fr. Ja.y, MS. Instrnction to Au tria, II. 22, as to Baron
Leder r acceptanc of the post of 11mpire.
1
Ir. ish, • e ·. of tate, to Me srs. Otto and Potestad, May 13, 1876, MS.
Dom, Let.
III. 386.
'
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On the 10th of November 1874 the Department of State of
the United States notified tbe commission that Ramon 0.
Williams had been appointed an acting member of the subcommission during the temporary absence of Mr. Hall.
Further information in relation to this subcommission and
its proceedings will be found in the collection of rules governing procedure under the agreement of February 12, 1871.
It bas heretofore been stated that the arbiAdjournment.
trators :first met on the 31st of May 1871; and
after effecting an organization they directed
the secretary to inform the Secretary of State of the United
States and the Spanish minister that they were ready to receive
any communication from the respective governments. They
adjourned December 27, 1882, sine die. 1 The last awards of
the umpire were ·:filed on February 22, 1883.
.
Out of f,,rty-two persons whose claims were
Restu1ts m Forty- presented by Mr. Fish in his note to Mr.
wo 0 a.ses.
.
Roberts of June 9, 1870, the names of eleven
do not appear in the proceedings of the commission. Out of
the remaining thirty-one who appeared before it, personally or
by representatives, the claims of Reven-Emilio .H'. Cabada,
Rafael Estrado, Gregorio Gonzales, Manuel Ponce de Leon,
Martin Mueses, Augustin Santa Rosa, and Emilio de Silvawere dismissed by the arbitrators without assignment of
reasons. Another claim-that of Danford, Knowlton & Co.was dismissed on the ground that a denial of justice was not
shown. Two claims-those of A. T. Simons and Moses Taylor
& Co.-were dismissed for noncompliance with the rules. Two
other claims-those of M. C. Speakman and Albert Wyethwere dismissed by the umpire on the ground that the claimants
were engaged in a hostile expedition. One claim-that of Jose
Govin y Pinto-was dismissed by the arbitrators because no
damage was shown; but the good faith of the claimant's
naturalization was attacked. The arbitrator for the United
States said that the evidence raised a suspicion of fraud, but
<lid not establish it; the arbitrator for Spain held that fraud.
was established. The evidence showed that the claimant
<leclared his intention on August 2, 1852, and that he was
naturalized August 12, 1867; it was not shown that be resided
in the United States before his naturalization, though in the
1
S. Ex. Doc. 86, 46 Cong. 2 sess.: gives a detailed report of the sessions and work of the commission from May 31, 1871, to January 24, 1880.
In 1871 there were 5 sessions; 1872, 15; 1873, 23; 1874, 23; 1875, 34; 1876
10; 1 77, 3; 1878, 6; 1879, 21; in January, 1880, up to January 24, 3.
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summer he was accustomed to visit Saratoga. He lived in
Ouba, where his property was. Three cases- t hose of Jose G.
Angarica, Ramon F. Criado y Gomez, and Jose Maria Ortegawere dismissed on the ground of illegal or frau dulent naturalization. In :fifteen cases-those of Joaquin Garcia Angarica,
Jose Vicente Brito, Teodoro Cabias, Ynocencio Casanova, J.M.
Delgado, James M. Ed wards, Henry Fritot, Charles J emot,
John A. Machado, Cristobal Madan, Fausto Mora, Juan F.
Portuondo, John E. Powers, R amon Rivas y Lamar, and
John C. Rosas-awards were made in favor of the claimants.
But iu three of the cases the follow ing facts may be noted: In
the case of J.M. Delgado the naturalization was contested,
but was admitted by the umpire; the evidence tended to show
that Delgado was absent from the U niterl States most of the
time from 1861 to 1866, the five year s preceding his naturalization. In the case of Cristobal Madan the umpire, Oount
Lewenhaupt, admitted the claimant to appear as an American
citizen, but it appeared that he was natnraHzed under the law
relating to minors, without havin g r esided in the United States
the three years preceding l1i s majority. Ramon Rivas y Lamar
was charged with contributing mon ey to aid the insurg·ents.
There were various entries of m011 ey under bis name in the
books of the Cuban Junta in New York, but the umpire held
that this was not enough to prove th at the mon ey was contributed by the claimant, though , 1f it were, it would be fatal
to his claim.
The final report of Mr. Collett, the secreSummary of Commission's Work. tary of the commission, of March 31, 1883,
gives t he follo win g summary of its work:
umber of
claims.

.A.mounts (excl us ive of
inter es t).

Dates.
Claimed.

-- -

- -1 - - - - - 1 - - - -

I

Jt'chruaryl2,1871,to ,J11nt,:l0,l872 .....
90
111111
J
:w, 18721 to Jum, au, 1 n .... · .. · 108 : : ~ ·4. ·3. ~ : :2:: : : :4:5:: .$: ·1·,: .,..
~ ~7:,:7:8:6:·_:0:3:
June 30, 1873, toJnn 30, 1 71 .. ......
,June30,174,toJune30,175 ........
1
1
5
6
772,932.50
,June:J0,175,toJune30,17ti .... . . . .
3
9
3
12
3,210.8::12.39
,Jun 30, l 7fi, toJ1me30, 1877........
3
5
2
7
470,348.8'0
Jnn :10, 1877, to J1111e 30, lRi . . . .. . . .
2
9
1
10
1, 147,092.98
,June 30, 1 78, t-0 Jun 30, l8i9.... .. ..
2
2
1
a
154,719.47
June :10, I 70, to ,Jun :io, 1 80........
8
6
2
8
416,258.24
,Jun 30, 1 0, to June :10, 1881........
7
6
7
1:1
1,619,257.00
Jun ,JO, I 81, to.Jun11:JO, 1 2........ ......
14
1
t.i
8,03 ,9W.10
June:JO,l 2,toJune30,1883 ..............
10 11
21 12,823,'42.82
Total..._ .. ••. •. . . . .......

······11401

.A.warded.

:i::: :$:0:_:2:0:0:·_. o~o~
117, 0:15.00
75ti, 180.00
5,585. 00
500. 00
60, 000.00
15, 100. DO
155,690.33
34, 000.00
142,559.62

105135140 30,313,581. 32 j 1,293, 450. 55
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The whole number of cases, as appears from the docket of
the commission, was 140, of which 3.~, or .25 per cent, were
allowed, and 105, or .75 per cent, were dismissed. But, of
these 140 cases, 3 (No~. 51, 60, 122) were withdrawn by the
advocate of the United States, and 7 (Nos. 3, 12, 33, 53, 70, 07,
100), after a first dismissal, were refiled under new numbers
(Nos. 129, 125,130,115,126,131,139), leaving thus 130 original
cases, 35 of which, or .27 per cent, were allowed, and 95, or .7 3
per cent, were dismissed.
Of the 35 cases allowed, 11, or .31 per cent (.085 per cent of
the total), were allowed by the commission, and 24, or .6!:> per
cent (.185 per cent of the total), by the umpires, as follows:
Baron Lederer ..... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
M. Bartholdi. ...... _....... ____ ........ -- ...... -- .... -- .. -- .. -- 5
Baron Blanc .. ______ ....................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Count Lewenhaupt. _.......................................... 16

or
or
or
or

.03
.14
.06
.46

Of the 95 cases dismissed, 67, or .70 per cent (.515 per cent
of the total), were dismissed by the commission, and 28, or .30
per cent (.215 per cent of the total), by the· umpires, as follows:
Baron Lederer ........ _. _ . ____ ... ___ ....... _...... _.. . . . . . . . . . . 2 or .02
M. Bartholdi. ........... _...................... -· .- - ____ ........ 11 or .12
Baron Blanc .... ____ .. _.. _......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 or .05
Count Lewenbaupt ........................ _..... _...... _... . . . . 10 or .11

Of the 67 cases dismissed by the commission, 37 were dismissed for '' noncompliance with the rules of the commission;"
that is to say, on account of being entirely abandoned by the
claimants from the first, and no effort, made to prosecute them
from the time they were filed. The remaining 30 ca8es were
dismissed on various grounds after being completed and submitted to the commission. ·
Of the whole amount claimed ($30,313,581.32, exclusive of
interest), the sum of $1,293,450.55, or .0426 per ce11t, was
allowed; $38,785.60, or .03 per cent, being allowed by the commissioners, and $1,254,664.95, or .97 per cent, by the umpire,
as follows:
Baron Lederer .......•.................. _. _..... __ .
M. Bartholdi . ____ ............ __ . _. __ .. _.. ______ . __
Baron Blanc .. ___ ... _... _... _.. ____ .. _.. _... _... __ _
Count Lewenhaupt .. _....................... _... __
By the commissioners ....................... __ .... _

$1, 200. 00
865, 315. 00
73, 600. 00
314,549.95

or
or
or
or

. 001
. 669
. 057
. 243

1, 254, 664. 95 or . 970
38, 785. 60 or . 030

Total ......... __ . _..... _.. - _.. __ .... __ .. _.. . 1, 293, 450. 55 or 1. 000
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An analysis of a full tabular statement, given in Mr. Collett's report, of the disposition of each of the 140 cases that
were filed, shows that the 105 that were dismissed were rejected
on the following grounds:
Want of prosecution under the rules, 40; want of jurisdiction, 14; no title to recover, 13; identity with another claim, 7;
forfeiture of citizenship, 6; citizenship denied, -! ; no proof of
injury, 4; want of evidence, 3; no proof of damage, 3; withdrawn, 3; not a citizen at time of injury, 3; no denial of justice,
1; citizenship not proved, 1; contract claim, 1; claim diplomatically settled, 1; noncompliance with order of commission, 1.
Immediately after the conclusion of the
Expenses.
agreement of February 12, 1~71, Congress provided for its execution by appropriating $15,000
for the payment of the share of the United States in the
expenses of the commission. 1 Appropriations were thereafter
regularly.made for that purpose. 2 The whole sum contributed
by the United States for expenses was $126,324.59. 3
The agreement stated that the expenses of the arbitration
would be defrayed by a percentage to be added to the amount
awarded; that the compensation of the arbitrators and umpire
should not exceed $3,000 each, and that the same allowance
should be made to the advocate of each government. These
stipulations were not adhered to. The allowances actually
made were sometimes more and sometimes less than those
stated, according to the necessities of the case.
Spain began to pay the awards in 1877, 4 and
Payment of Awards. when the money was distributed to the claimants 5 per cent was provisionally reserved by
the Department of State till the commission should take the
final step of adding a percentage to the amount of the awards
in order to meet the ex1Jenses of the arbitration. The sums
1

Act of March 3, 1871, 16 Stats. at L. 495.
..A.ctsof February 22, 1873, 17 Stats. atL. 474; February 18, 1875, 18Id. 327;
February 26, 1877, 19 Id. 238; June 4, 1878, 20 Id. 98; January 27, 1879, Id.
274; fay 14, 1880, anu February 24, 1881, 21 Id. 140, 345; July 1, 1882, 22
Id.134.
3
ee Mr. Frelinghuysen io Mr. Reed, December 15, 1882; same to Mr.
Foster, June 22, 1883; M . Inst. to Spain. The Congressional printer
printed numerous documents for the commission, the cost of which printing was borne equally by the United tates and Spain. (Mr. Fish to Mr.
Durant, January 21, 1873, M ' Dom. Let. vol. 97, p. 369.)
~ For. Rel.1877, 497-503, 521-fJ25, 777.
2
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so reserved were invested in United States bonds and were
eventually paid to the claimants without iuterest. The claimant in one case demanded interest, and sought by mandamus
to compel the Secretary of State to pay it. The writ was
refused on the ground that the sum withheld by the Secretary
of State must be considered as withheld by the United States,
and· that the government was not liable for interest. 1
By an agreement of June 2, 1883, concluded
Concluding Details. by the Acting Secretary of State and the
Spanish minister, provision was made for the
winding up of the business of the commission alld the dispo-,
sition of its records. 2 In accordance with this agreement, the
sum of $9,000 was appropriated by Congress for the purpose
of uniting with Spain in the presentation of testimonials to
the three umpires who successively served with the commission.3
1 U.S. ex rel Angarica v. Bayard, Secretary of State, 127 U.S. 251, 8 Sup.
Court Reporter, 1156.
2 23 Stats. at L. 732.
3 Actof July 7, 1884, 23 Stats. atL. 236. This appropriation was based upon
the expenditure of $6,000 for each testimonial, Spain contributing half
that amount in each case. The agreement was duly carried into effect.
(Mr. Bayard, Secretary of State, to Mr. Curry, minister to Spain, ,June 26,
1886, MSS. Dept. of State.)

CHAPTER XXII.
CASE OF THE "MASONIC."
On May 16, 1878, the American bark Masonic,
Nichols, master, sailed from New York for
Nagasaki, Japan, with a cargo of 16,500 cases
of petroleum. On the 5th of the following November she put
into Manila, in the Philippine Islanrls, in distress; but on the ·
12th of December, her sails and rigging having been repaired,
she sailed for her destination. She again encountered heavy
seas and was obliged to put back to Manila, where she arrived
January 12, 1879; and as she was too badly damaged to continue on her voyage, permission was obtained from the customs
authorities to transfer her cargo to the British schooner Mt. Lebanon, for Nagasaki. The transfer was made while the vessels
were anchored at a considerable distance from the shore and
in rough water. The local officials who were put on board to
supervise the transfer claimed that the <_;argo turned out to be
22 cases short of the 16,500 packages specified in the manifest,
and for this deficieMy a fine of $100 a case, amounting to
$2,200, was imposed on the captain and denounced against the
vessel. Having no funds, and deeming the fine to be wrongful,
the captain made a protest to the chief officer of the customs.
He was informed, in reply, that his protest could not be received
till his fine was paid. The vessel was then seized and held in
custody by five customs officers, though the American fiag·was
kept flying at her mizzenmast. In course of time orders were
received from her owners in New York to sell her, and the
United States vice-consul informed the customs authorities
that the bark would be sold at auction, at the same time handing them an inventory of everything on board. At first the
customs authorities claimed a prior right to sell the vessel, but
they subsequently informed the vice-consul that they would
permit him to make the sale, holding him responsible for the
Seizure of th e
Masonic.

5627-Vol. 2 - 5
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proceeds. The vice-consul declined to assume any responsibility to the Manila officials, and on February 24 postponed the
sale indefinitely, at the same time protesting to the governorgeneral against the whole proceeding. The authorities then
sold the vessel themselves. On the unloading of the Mt.
Lebanon at Nagasaki it was found that the Manila authorities
had in reality made a mistake, and that there was no shortage
in the number of cases.
When the Department of State was informed
Diplomatic Protests. of these facts, it laid them before the Spanish
minister at. Washington with a view to effect
a prompt adjustment of the case. The minister, after reading
the papers, replied that the certificate made at Nagasaki of the
unloading of the Mt. Lebanon merely stated that there had
been dis~arged from her 16,500 cases, and that it was to be
supposed that the cases missing at Manila had been added after
the transshipment of the Masonic's cargo at that port. There
was no evidence, however, that the JJft. Lebanon had touched
at any port between Manila and Nagasaki; and under the circumstances the Department of State instructed the minister of
the United States at Madrid at once to bring the case to the
attention of the Spanish Government, and to express an earnest desire for its early consideration and settlement. 1 Soon
afterward he was informed that the United States consular
officer at Manila had been directed to protest against all the
proceedings; 2 and he was instructed to impress upon the Spanish Government not only the groundlesimess of the particular
prosecution, but also the principle "that vessels driven by
stress of weather to seek refuge in Spanish harbors * * *
should be exempted from the operation of the Spanish customs
law except in so far as it is strictly necessary for the prevention of smuggling and the enforcement of sa,nitary regulations.m
To the representations
of the United States,
.
. c
D1p1omatic orre.
the Spamsh Government replied that, the
spondence.
governor of the Philippines having determined
the ca e to be a proper one for legal proceedings, an investigation had been in tituted by royal order before the council of
1
Ir. Hay Acting 'ec. of State, to Mr. ~'airchild, July 6, 1880, M .
ept. of tate.
2
1fr. Evart , , 'ec. of tate, to 1r. R<'e<l, October 18, 18 O, MS . Dept. of

'tat .
3
~lr. E-rnrt , ec. of, 'tate, to Mr. Pairchild, January 6, 1881, MS . Dept.
of, tat .
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administration, and was then pending, and that the continued
delay in the disposition of the case was due to the refusal of
the representatives of the JJfasonic to file a bond with sureties
for the payment of any expenses which might be in~urred by
the board of examination. 1 The United States protested
against the requirement of such a bond under the circumstances; and asked, besides, that the judicial proceedings in
the Philippines be discontinued, and that the case be disposed
of by the authorities at Madrid. 2 The Spanish Government,
while waiving the execution of the bond, on legal grounds
declined to order the discontinuance of the judicial proceedings,
but directed the Manila authoritjes to hasten their conclusion.3 The Government of the United States expressed appreciation of this action,4 but instructed its minister at Madrid
to say that an adverse decision by the authorities at Manila,
after the incontrovertible evidence of innocence which had
been produced by the United States, "would be regarded as .
so far a denial of justice to an American citizen as to require
us to present an ultimate appeal in the premises directly to
the supreme government at Madrid, claiming to be heard
thereon, without prejudice, however, to such rights as the
owner of the Masonic may have before the Consejo de Estada." 5
On June 9, 1883, the section of contentious
Administrative and litigation at Manila pronounced a final senJudicial Proceed.
.
tence. The parties to the smt were, as stated
ings.
in the sentence, the administration of the
customs on the one band and the Messrs. Ker & Co., of Manila,
representing Captain Nichols, on the other. The sentence recited that the Masonic arrived at Manila in J annary, 1879, in
distress; that on the 10th of the month the Messrs. Ker & Co.,
as agents of the bark, solicited from the board· of the treasury
authority to transfer the cargo witliout observing the usual
formalities; that the board, deeming itself, after consultation
with the customs authorities, incompetent to grant the request,
resolved on the 11th of January to transmit it to the central
Mr. Reed to Mr. Blaine, April 7, 1881, MSS. Dept. of State.
Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hamlin, November 23, 1881, MSS. Dept.
of State.
3 Mr. Hamlin to Mr,. Blaine, August 5, 1882, MSS. Dept. of State.
4 Mr. Hunter, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Hamlin, November 8, 1882,
lHSS. Dept. of State.
5 Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Reed, November 17, 1882, MSS.
Dept. of State.
1

2
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administration of customs; that on the 15th of January the
Messrs. Ker & Co. presented a new petition, accompanied
with a protest of the captain of the .Llfasonic as to her enforced
arrival, and with the report of two experts as to her unseaworthy condition, and asked for permission to transfer her
cargo to the lift. Lebanon by means of boats; that on January
17 the collector of customs authorized the transshipment under
the supervision of a clerk of the customs and an officer of carbineers; that when on January 30 the transfer was complete
it appeared by the report of those officials and the receipt
of the master that 22 cases were missing; that on the 6th of
February a fine of $2,200 was in accordance with the customs
regulations imposed on the captain or agents of the vessel;
that on the next day the captain gave notice of an intention to appeal to the general board of the treasury; that, the
time for the payment of the fine having passed, thQ vessel
was embargoed; that on the 11th of February the captain
entered an appeal in due form to the central administration of
customs, praying for the revocation of the fine and embargo
and for indemnity for any losses which he had suffered or
might suffer in consequence of those measures; that the case
was then sent by the center of customs, with an adverse report, to the treasury board, and that on the 26th of March a
decree was issued by the general superintendent of the treasury confirming the action of the customs administration.
The sentence recited that the Messrs. Ker & Co., as the representatives of Captain Nichols, presented a petition to the
section of contentious litigation, praying for the judicial annulment of the decree of March 26, for the removal of the :fine,
and for indemnity. On this petition the court, as stated in
the eutence, held that, although the customs laws of the .
Philippines (articles 161 and 176) exacted of all vessels complian ·e with the formalities therein prescribed, the requirement properly applied only to vessels destined for the ports of
the arcbip l, go; that it was clearly shown that the JJfasonio
wa not le tined for Manila, but was forced in by stress of
weatb r; that to a. cribe the reported absence of 22 out of
16
of petroleum to the wrongdoing of tbe captain,
implied negligence on the })art of the authorities,
ra her than an rror in the count, was under the circum tance
of b a e unrea nabl , and that the provi ions of the genral law of the penin ula (article 207 aud 217) to which the
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general superintendent of the treasury had appealed in his
decree of March 26, 1879, were not in force in the islands. On
these grounds the court revoked the decree, ordered restitution of the tine, and directed an indemnity to be paid to Captain Nichols for any loss and damage which he might prove
that he had suffered.1
On September 25, 1883, Mr. Frelinghuysen
Discussions at
inclosed a copy of this sentence to Mr. John
Madrid.
W. Foster, then minister of the United States
at Madrid, with an expression of the hope that in view of the
completion of the judicial proceedings at Manila the case
would be speedily adjusted. The matter was duly presented
to the Spanish Government, but the authorities in the .Philippines bad sought to obtain ·a review of the sentence at Madrid,
and the diplomatic consideration of the case was again delayed.
On the 19th of September 1884, however, Mr. Foster informed
Mr. Eldnayen, then Spanish minister of state, that he had been
instructed to insist that the position originally assumed by his
government might be accepted, and that steps might at once
be taken to adjust the claim diplomatically, and he adverted to
the fact that the case had been twice presented by the President to Oongress. 2 On the- 16th of October the council of
state, having completed the examination of the case, rendered
a definitive decision in favor of the vessel. 3 Mr. Elduayen
thought that this should be accepted as a sufficient protection
of the rights of the American claim.ants. They bad, he said,
been charged with violating the laws of Spain, to which they
became subject on touching Spanish territory; the proceedings
bad followed the regular legal course, except that as a special
favor to the United States the complainant was dispensed from.
giving bonds, and the case bore from the beginning to the end
no indication of outrage.
MSS. Dept. of State.
F or Rel. 1885, 679. President Arthur, in his annual message of December 6, 1881, referred to the case as one of great har<lship, but expressed
the expectation that the whole matter would be adjusted in a friendly
spirit. Again, in his annual message of December 4, 1883, he referred
to the fact that the Manila court had decided in favor of the <vessel, and
expressed the hopo that the Spanish Government would not withhold the
speedy reparation which its sense of justice should impel it to offer for
the unusual severity of its subordinate colonial officials.
3
The sentence of the council of state was published in the Gaceta of
October 27, 1884.
1

2
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Mr. Foster replied that he could neither concur in nor accept these conclusions, but that
trat1on.
.
instead of attempting an argumentative answer to them he would submit a suggestion in the interest
both · of justic.e and of harmony. The United States bad
awaited for nearly six years the result of the judicial proceedings, in which it had finally been decid.ed that the authorities
of the Philippines had acted without law or justice. It would
add another wrong to the original injustice if the American
citizen whose property had been seized and confiscated should
be required to go to Manila and follow up the judgment by
seekin g to recover from those authorities the losses aod injuries sustain ed by him. His means had been taken from him.
Mr. Foster therefore suggested that as the decisions of the
Spanish courts had established the injustice which bad been
done, the mode of settlement originally suggested by the
United States· should be adopted. Responding to this suggestion, .Mr. Elduayen obtained from the minister of ultramar
authority to settle the case in accordance with the decision of
the council of state, leaving the amount of damages to be
determined by an arbitrator named by common accord . Mr.
Elduayen proposed that six months should be allowed for the
rendering of a decision, and that the amount awarded should
be paid at Washington within six montbs 1 with interest at 6
per cent from the day of the decision to the day of payment.
The United States accepted this proposition, with the qualification that the award should be payable in American gold.
This qualification was, however, subsequently waived, it being
left to the arbitrator to determine in what money the award
should be paid. 1
For the post of arbitrator Mr. Elduayen proSelection of an Arbi.
. .
trator.
posed Baron Blanc, then Italian mm1ster at
Madrid, who ba<l at one time served as umpire
in the then recent Spanish claims commis ion at Washington.
Thi propo. a,1 the nited States promptly accepted; 2 and on
the 28th of February 1 5 the Spanish minister of state and
the charge d'affaire ad interim of the United States addressed
to Baron Blanc the followfag note: 3
Agreemen~ of Arbi-

"MINISTRY OF STATE,

''Palace, February 28, 1885.
''E CELLE~CY: The Government of Ilis Majestytbe King,
my auO'u t overeign, and the Government of the United tates
1
2

For. Rel. 1 5, 67 , 687, 696.
Id. 678-6 3, 687.

3

Id. 1885, 699.
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of Amer.ica have agreed to submit to the decision of an arbitrator the sum which, as indemnification, the Spanish treasury
must pay to the owner of the North American bark Maso·nic,
in virtue of the decreed sentence of the council of state of the
16th of October 1884, and both Governments, recognizing the
gifts of rectitude and justice which adorn your excellency,
have not hesitated a moment in indicating you as the most
proper person for the discharge of that delicate commission.
"We therefore have the honor to invite your excellency to be
pleased to accept the power which the Governments of Spain
and of the United States grant you in order that, in a period
which cannot exceed six months, you may examine the damages
and injuries duly proved by the owner of the Jvlasonic, and
determine the pecuniary indemnification which you justly and
equitably believe ought to be assigned to him, in view of the
liquidation of the interested party and of the antecedents of
the question, which will b e .furnished to your excellency in the
ministries of ultramar and of state and in the legation of the
D nited States at this court.
"We avail ourselves, &c.,

''J. ELDU.A.YEN,
"DWlGHT T. REED."

To this communication Baron Blanc made the following
response: 1
"LEGATION OF IT.A.LY,

"Madrid, Ma,rch 2, 1885.
"Mr. CHARGE n'AFF.A.IRES: I have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of your communication dated the 28th of February last, in which you inform me that the Government of
His Majesty the King of Spain and the Government of the
United States of America, having agreed to submit to the decision of an arbitrator the amount which the Spanish treasury
must pay as indemrnfication to the owner of the North American bark Jlfasonic, in virtue of the decreed sentence of the
council of state, dated the -16th of October 1884, the two governments had done me the honor to invite me to accept their
powers in order that within a period which cannot exceed six
months, I might examine the damages and injuries duly proved
by the owner of the JJ!fasonic, and_ determine the pecuniary
indemnifi'cation which in justice and equity 'I believe ought to
be assigned to him in view of the liquidation of the interested
party, and of the antecedents which will be furnished me by
the ministries of ultramar aud of state and by the legation of
the United States in Madrid.
"BP1ieving it my duty to ask the Government of the King,
my august sovereign, authorization to accept so honorable a
charge, and it having conceded such authorization, I put
myself at the disposition of the governments of Spain and of
1

For. Rel. 1885, 700.
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the United States to fulfill in the most faithful manner possible
the commission mentioned in the cited communication.
"In giving to you my sincere thanks for the :flattering
phrases with which you were pleased to inform me of a confidence for which I am profoundly obliged, I avail myself, &c.,
''BLANC.

"I have directed a similar communication to the minister of
state."
On the 27th of June 1885_ Baron Blanc
The Award.
communicated to Mr. Foster and to the Spanish minister . of state a copy of his decision.
In acknowledging· its receipt Mr. Foster expressed his high
appreciation of the promptness and impartiality with which
Baron Blanc had discharged his trust; 1 and on the 20th of ,Tuly
Mr. Bayard, then Secretary of State, sent to Mr. Foster for
delivery to Baron Blanc a letter in which he said: "I take
great pleasure in assuring you of the President's high appreciation of your services in this matter, which, as on a former
well-remembered occasion, have been so effective in bringing
to a prompt and satisfactory conclusion questions of controversy between the two governments." 2
The award was as follows:
"ROYAL LEGATION OF ITALY.

'' The undersigned, requested by a collective note of his
excellency the minister of state of His Majesty the King of
Spain and of the charge d'affaires of the United States at
Madrid, dated 28th February ultimo, in the name of the respective governments, to decide in justice and equity, as arbiter,
within a period not exceeding six months, the amount of the
pecuniary indemnity to be paid by the Spanish treasury to
the owner of the North American vessel Masonic in virtue of
the decreed sentence of the council of state of Spain of October 16, 1884, and in accordance with the damages and injuries
duly proved by the claimant, ha received from the high parties
to form hi· decision the following documents:
"From his excellency the minister of state of Spain the
note of 30th May ultimo, containing estimates in support
of which are produced as proof: three documents, among
which i an account of los es and damages claimed by the
owner of the Masonic by way of compromise and without
proof , the 6th .A.ugu t 1883, and amounting, including interest,
calculated up to August 7, 1883, to 49,i56.59; which claim
1

For.
l. 1 :-, 7r-726.
Baron Blanc duly acknowledged the reception of this letter August 7,
1 5. ( or. el. 1885, 748. )
~
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bis excellency the minister of state, in the same note of 30th
May, .t aking as a basis the two other doc_uments produc_ed by
him as proofs, that is to say, the expediente prepared m the
ministry of state, and the sentence of the council of state of
October 16, 1884, answers by an offer which he agrees to accept
by way of equity, and notwithstanding the omission up to
that time by the claimant of legal proofs with· regard to the
value and profits of the vessel, an offer amounting to $9,354.32,
including interest calculated up to August 7, 1883.
"From his excellency the minister of the United States the
notes of April 20, May 30, and June 11, containing estimates
in support of which are produced as proofs seventeen documents, the knowledge of which has been offered at the same
time to the Spanish Government; documents recapitulated
besides in a memorandum which concludes with an account
of the losses and damages claimed in strict right as being
proved to have been suffered by the owner of the Masonic
through the seizure and embargo of bis vessel, this latter
account amounting in all, with interest calculated up to the
15th June instant, to $64,639.78.
"From the conviction which the undersigned has acquired
after a careful examination, the differences of estimate manifested in an equal spirit of equity and justice by the high parties, as to the amount of indemnity to be granted, originate
almost entirely from the fact that by reason either of the distance or of the different jurisdictions through which the procedures and negotiations have been followed, the documents
produced as proofs were not in their totality in the posRession
of each one of the high parties when their respective estimates
were formed.
"The undersigned, to discharge in its eutire integrity the
commission with which both governments have honored him,
had therefore to solve these differences of estimate by basing
his decision upon the documents produced by both parties as
proofs.
"The undersigned, having enlightened his conscience in the
best possible way by the scrupulous verification of the proofs
submitted in the arbitration, in virtue of the powers which
have been conferred upon him by both governments, declares
in justice and equity that in conformity with the letter and
spirit of the decreed sentence of the council of state of Spain
of 16 October 1884, according to his personal knowledge and
estimation, the sum to be paid as an indemnity by the Spanish
treasury to the owner of the Masonic, both as capital and
interest up to the date of the present decision, is $51,674.07.
"Done at Madrid June 27, 1885.
''BLANC"
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The grounds of his decision were set forth
by Baron Blanc in a memoir which he sent to
his own government. He afterward gave a
copy of the paper to Mr. Foster, with p_ermission to communicate it to the Government of the United States. The paper,
translated, is as follows: 1
Grounds of the
Award.

"Memoir concerning the reasons for the decision rendered by the
arbiter as to the indemnity to be paid by Spain to the owner of •
the 'Masonic.'
'' L-V .A.LUE OF THE VESSEL.

"In the account presented in 1883 by the claimant, without
proofs and by way of amicable compromise, $14,500 are claimed
as the value of the Masonic when seized.
"In the offers made by way of equity by bis excellency the
minister of state (note memorandum of May 30), the value of
the 11fasonic is fixed at $6,000.
"In the account presented at the arbitration on the same
date, of 30th May ultimo, by his excellency the minister of the
United States, by way of strict right and the proofs, $22,000
are claimed as the value of the Masonic when seized.
"Among the documents in clue form, according to the laws
of the United States, presented to arbitration, those of disinterested origin in the claim prove that the building of the
Masonic, done in 1864, cost, rigging and accessories not included, $41 1000; that the ship, on her departure from New
York, was worth from $23,000 to $25,000, and, according to the
most precise estimate, $45 per register ton 539.80, viz, $24,291,
the rigging and effects being by themselves woruh $6,838.45,
and the copper sheets covering the bottom, $2,000; that her
conditions as to solidity were cer·tified as good on the lGth of
May 1878, on her departure from New Y-ork, by the Bureau
Veritas, which classed her Al.I, the register of the American
Shipmaster ' Association clas. ing her on its own part Al.l½,
"But after her forced detention at Manila (January, 1879)
the Masonic had. experienced damages which diminished her
value. The cost of repairs of those damages was estimated
by Captain ichol ~ (Blanchard ,?) and by the Mate Geun, in
their affidavit , and without other proof, at $3,000, having
reference to h current price in the Houg-Kong docks; aud
by official information not produced at the arbitration, but
, tated by hi excellency the minister of state to have been
given by the coniandancia, de ingenieros of marine at fanila,
·wb re, a. cording to tb~ documents produced by the claimant,
th r pair are more difficult and expeu. ive, at , 20,000.
' It appear that the vi e-consul of the nited States at
1

For. Rel. 1 5, 729.
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Manila proposed to sell the ship, but that this proposition was
expressly occasioned, not by the seriousness of the damages,
but by the wish to avoid her confiscation with the total lo~s. of
the value, on account of the refusal of the customs authorities
to admit any protest or appeal before the fine should be paid,
and on account of the inability on the part of the captain to
pay the fine for want of money; besides, the proposition was
not accepted by the captain, who affirmed, and the mate also,
that there was no authority to sell.
"As to the appraisement of damages, the fact does not seem
conclusive that after the seizure and the order of sale issued by
the administration of the Philippines, and against which the
consulate of the United States, supported by his government,
openly presented a protest of nullity, the ship did not find a
bidder at any price in the pultlic auction which took place;
besides, in regard to this transaction, no document was presented at the arbitration, nor were any documents so exhibited
relative to the final sale by the Spanish administration of the
ship as wreck for $1,141.90.
"An official report, not produced at the arbitration, but
declared by his excellency the minister of state as having been
given by the comandancict de ingenieros of marine at Manila,
appraises the ship at $6,000, that is to say, less than a third
of the sum appraised by the same comandancia for the repairs;
however, this appraisementis expressly based upon the affirmation that the damages were not caused by bad weather, but by
a condition of radical and actual decav of the vessel.
"The undersigned, in view of the above, unavoidably considers the offer of $6,000 as one of those which the Spanish
Government makes upon general grounds and before the production of the contrary proofs which were subsequently presented at the arbitration.
"On the other hand, with respect to the claim of $22,000, · ·
based on the appraisement of the damages at $3,000, the
opinion of the undersigned is that the proofs furnished by the
claimant, not being unimpeachable as to the latter figure, and
the claimant being liable to be considered as bound by the claim
of $14,500 made by him in 1883, the only one, according to the
declaration of his excellency the minister of state, of which the
Spanish Government is officially aware, the appraisement of
$14,500 made upon the investigrution at the time the seizure
took place, presented by the claimant in 1883 to tihe Spanish
Government, and produced at the arbitration by bis excellency
the minister of state, remains a document for the benefit of
Spain against the appraisement exceeding that amount.
"In view, therefore, of the principles of equity and of the
sense of concilia,tion which ought to prevail in an arbitral
decision, the undersigned reduces the indemnity for the value
of the ship to $14,500. He does not adjudge any interest on
that amount, for reasons to be set forth below.
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"II.-V .A.LUE OF THE EARNINGS OF THE 'MA.SONIC,'
"The claimant appraises them at $5,000 annually net.
Whilst refusiug that indemnity, in consequence of the reports
which represented the ship as not being worth being repaired
and unable to render profitable service, yet the Spanish Government recognizes in principle the admissibility of proofs of
ordinary and reasonable earnings pf a vessel in good condition
and ready to go to sea.
''The proofs produced in the arbitration having established
that the Masonic was in a normal state, in good coudition of
service, and ready to go to sea after repairs which it, has not
been shown would have exceeded an ordinary character, the
undersigned considers himself bound to determine the probable value of the earnings lost by the claimant on acco?-nt of
the seizure. It is certified by witnesses not interested m tbe
claim that from 1874 to 1877 the net profits of the Masonic had
not been less than $5,000 a year.
"The same valuation presented by the claimant bas been
incidentally discredited by the Spanish Government as exaggerated, noting that the rates of freight at the time of the
seizure were lower than ever before, a remark which would
give to the earnings of the Masonic in 1879 a decisive impor~
tance in the valuation of probable profits for subsequent years.
'' The charter party, produced in authentic form l>y th_e
claimant, proves that for the transportation by the Masonic
from New York to Naga~aki, whither it was bound, of 7,500
(16,500 ~) cases of petroleum, there was paid 47½ cents per_ case,
say $7,837.50. It is alleged, but not proved, that the claimant
would have received, besides, a supplementary fee of 5 per cent,
the customary commission, say $391.87.
"It is proved that Bursley, a New York merchant, dec~aring that he considered the Masonic as a ship of good Rervice,
was negotiating to charter the Masonic back from the Philippines to New York, offering $8 per ton of freight (50 per ceut
greater tban the register tonnage), say about $6,500; it is
alleged, but not proved, tbat t•be claimaut would be entitled to
the same 5 per cent customwry com,mission.
.
"The voyage of the Masonic from New York to Nagasaki
aud back, feasible in one year, would therefore have paid, if
the ,·eizure had not intervened, from $14 000 to $15 000.
"Th e ya1ua t·_ion of the expenses, for a ' sailing vessel
'
of 54 0,
ton: reg1 ter, 1t does not, seem ought to exceed two-thirds ot
that amount .
.'' The documents produced do not furnish the undersigned
with ~ata to ~odify, by rea on of the o cillationR of the prices
f ~r 1gbt. aft r th year t11e eizure took place, the valuation
which wonld r ult from tue above of the probable earnings
f r the foll wing y ar .
' In general, it doe not appear uurea ·onable to admit that
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a well-classed vessel, which has not reached the end of her
normal duration, produces annually 12 per cent of her cost of
cons tructiou.
"The undersigned must therefore admit the annual payment
of $5,000 as net earnings lost from the 7th of May 1879, that
is to say, two months after the seizure, which took place on
t.he 7th of March, a time deemed necessary for the repairs to
be made at Hong-Kong, up to the date of the arbitral decision.
'' WHh regard to the interest on the annual earnings asked
by the claimant from the date of tLe expiration of each year,
it is stated, in opposition to this demand among others, in the
note memorandum of tLe Spanish Government of 30th J\fay
ultimo, that the delays which have occurred in the settlement
of this matter are chargeable to the claimant, who, bound to
submit himself in bis petitions to the administrative jurisdiction to tbe Spanish laws, refused at first to give the legal bond
required for the proceed~ng instituted by Kerr & Co., at Manila,
in the name of the captain of the vessel, before the council of
administration of the Philippines.
"On the other hand, it is established by the documents Nos.
1 and 2, produced by his excellency the minister of state-~' That the decision of the council of state of October 16, 1884,
confirms entirely the decision given on the 9th of June, 1882,
by the section of contentions of the council of administration
of the Philippines, which had decided that, as the fact upon
which the fine and seizure had been based, that is to say, the
missing ou board of 22 cases of petroleum mentioned in the
manifest, should have been correctly ascertained, which ·was
not the case (the cargo having been afterwards proved to be
complete), the fine imposed and the seizure effected were in
every case illegal, and that the owner of the Masonic was entitled to an indemnity for the damages and losses which be
should <luly prove to have been suffered by him.
"That the grounds upon which the two decisions above mentioned are based imply the entire confirmation of the proofs of
tlrn facts aud reasons of right furnished through a diplomatic
channel siuce 1879 by the Government of the United States
against the fine and the seizure.
'' That in 1882 the governor-general of the Philippines had
officially acknowledged the reasons for the seizure to be unfounded; that excessive severity bad been exercised towards
a ship of a friendly nation bound to a· port of a third power,
aud arrived by stress of weather without any intention of or
attempt at a commercial operation at Manila.
"That an indemnity was unavoidable, which could but
increase with the delays; that an immediate solution was
desirable, which was within the power of the government;
finally, that the refusal of the claimant to give a bond in the
pending administrative procedure was admissible.
''That, in fact, by royal order of 19 July, 1882, the claimant
was excused from furnishiug the bond.
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"That by the resolution of the council of ministers of t
same period, the minister of ultramar was authorized :fi.nal1y
settle the question as he might deem most opportune.
"In consequence, the undersigned'' Considering the just regard due to the position of t
claimant, represented by the Government of the United Sta •
as being a respectable citizen, almost ruined by the loss of h
means of livelihood, who 1 however, does not ask_ for comp_e
sation for losses which are not correcctly appraisable durm
the past six years.
"In conformity with the spirit of impartiality which _h_as:
characterized the opinions of the government of the Pb:hppines and of the two administrative councils which have given
their decision in the matter in a contentious way;
"In conformity with the sense of high equity of the declarations of his excellency the minister of state, inasmuch as he
admits in principle the 6 per cent interest from the 7th March,
1879, on the cash capital which in equity and justice may bear
interest, a11d inasmuch as in the offer of total indemnity made
by the note of 30th May he includes the interest on the total
capital which he found then proved;
.
''Adjudges the interest asked on the net earnings capitalized at the end of each year from the 7th May, and therefore
does not adjudge the supplementary interest for the value of
the ship.
"Ill.-EXPENSES . OF TELEGRAMS.

"The sum of $250, admitted by the Spanish Government, is
adjudged, besides the interest for six years at 6 per cent.
"lV.-P.A.YMEN'l'S MADE TO CAPT.A.IN NICHOLS.

"The claimant asks $3,443.41.
"The accounts signed by Nichols prove payments made of
$1,967.20, of which $484 are for expenses of return from Manila
to New York, which the undersigned acknowledges oug·ht to
be admitted, and $G9 for wages, which must be excluded, a
already embraced in the calculation of the net annual earni11g .
. either ~oes the undersigued deem r~coverable an account
1gued iclwl , amounting to $1,258.20, for Nichols's journey
fr?m ew York to Manila, rnade previous to the seizure, when
.r 1ehol was ent to take the place of the deceased captain.
"Finally, the balance of the amount claimed on this item i ·
~ je ted a it i note tal>liHhed by proofs, the claimant declarrng h ha.· lo t the vouchers.
On the otber band, the pani h Government offers 500;
but the u~1<l r igned, ina much a::, th e Spaui h Government
ml>ra · .· m that arnou11t salary which becomes inadmi sible
after h a ljucli ati n by th arbiter of then t earnings doe
11 t hinl he ougl1 to all w the ·laimant the be11eut of said
o.ff r ar~ l r clue· ,-· tb_ in<l. muity for thi Hem to 484, in additH 11 o mt r ·t for >'I
ar , t 6 l> r c nt.
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"V.-EXPENSES P .AID '.l'O C.APT.AIN GENN.

"The claimant asks $294 for wages and expenses incurred
as a consequence of the seizure.
"The wages cannot be admitted as recoverable; but the
seizure having prevented Genn from returning to New Y ork
on board the J.lfasonic, the sum of $250, admitted by the Spanish Government for the journey back of Nichols, is adjud ged
by the undersigned for the return expenses of Genn; in addition 6 per cent interest duriug six years.
" Vl.-CONSUL.AR FEES PAID.

'' The claimant asks $83, an amount estimat.e d by the minister of 'the United States not to be excessive, the consuls of t he
United States being authorized in such cases to charge for
their services as notaries. However, as there is no proof t hat
the whole of that amount was paid for the two consular documents produced before the arbitration, the indemnity is reduced
by the under~igned to the $25 offered by the Spanish Government, in addition to 6 per cent interest during six years.
"VIL-FEES TO THE LA.WYERS OF NEW YORK.

"The proof not being produced, the indemnity asked of
$1,500 is reduced to the $500 offered by the Spanish Govern-

ment.

No interest has been asked.

"VIII.-TR.AVELING EXPENSES BETWEEN NEW YORK .AND
W .ASHING'l'ON.

" In spite of the likelihood and moderation of the amount of ·
$360 asked, of the di:fficuHy of the proofs for such expenses, and
of the assurance given by the Government of the United St ates
as to the honesty of the claimant, the undersigned does not
think that be can deviate from the principle not to admit what
is not proved by formal documents. For this item, as it is not
admitted by the Spanish Government, the undersigned does
not adjudge any reimbursement.

P .A.PER .AT MA.NIL .A..
"The de_m and of $25, admitted by the Spanish Government,
is adjudged. No interest has been claimed."
. . July 20,1885, Mr. Elduayen formally notified
Payment of the
.
.
Mr. Foster that the Spamsh Government, conA war.
d
sidering the decision of the arbitrator as binding and without appeal, would take the necessary measures to
pay the sum awarded in the manner agreed upon. 1 The money.
was · duly paid. It was distributed by the Department of
State. 2
"IX.--EXPENSES OF STAMPED

1

For. Rel.1885, 733.
Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Milliken, May 6, 1886, MS. Dom. L et.
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CHAPTER XXIII.
CASE OF THE BRIG '-GENERAL ARMSTRONG":
CONVENTION BETWEEN '11HE UNITED STATES
AND PORTUGAL OF FEBRUARY 26, 1851.
About noon on the 26th of September 1814
the brig General Armstrong, an American privateer, Samuel 0. Reid, commander, having
seven guns and a crew of ninety ~en, put into the port of
Fayal, in the Azores, within the jurisdiction of PortugaJ.i
The object of the brig's entrance was to obtain a supply of
fresh water, and for that purpose the governor of the islands,
Elias Jose Ribeiro, readily granted permission, at the same
time ordering the privateer to depart before noon of the following day. The crew were therefore employed during the
afternoon in taking in fresh water, when, between the hours
of 7 and 8 o'clock, as the sun was setting, a British squadr~:m,
consisting of the 74-gun ship Plantagenet, Capt. Robert Lloyd,
the 38-gun frigate Rota, Capt. Philip Somerville, and the 18-gun
brig-sloop Carnation, Capt. George Bentham, appeared in the
roadR. Of these vessels the Oarnatfon was the first to enter
the port. She anchored within pistol shot of the privateer, and
Hostilities at Fayal.

1
Some of the English publications give the commander's name as
Champlin. In fact, the brig was on a former cruise commanded by Guy
R Champlin. Captain Reid was a native of Connecticut; he died in New
York City in 1861. Lossing (Field Book of the War of 1812, p. 1001) gives
an appreciative account of his life. Roosevelt (Naval War of 1812, p. 338)
Htates that the brig had at Fayal one long 24 and 8 long 9s. According to
Captain Heid's report she had only seven guns. Guernsey (New York City
and Vicinity During the War of 1812-1815, II. 300) states that on her :first
cruise she carried nineteen guns and a hundred and :fifty men, but on her .
second only seYen guns-six long ~sand one "Long Tom," a" 42-pounder"and ninety men . The "42-pounder" seems to have been a 24. It was
delivered by the Portuguese Government in 1892 into th@ custody of the
United States. (Mr. Adee, Acting Secretary, to Mr. Reid, June 16, 1892,
MSS. Dept. of State.)
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was soon followed by the Plantagenet and Rota. Escape being
thus rendered impracticable, Captain Reid deemed it prudent
to remain quiet, relying · on the protection of a neutral port..
His suspicions were however soon aroused by the exchange of
· signals between the ships, and in apprehension of an attack
be cleared for action and ordered the privateer to be warped
inshore, close under the guns of the castle. While be was
thus employed he saw four boats approaching "well manned
and apparently as well armed." Believing that they intended
to board the brig, he hailed them and warned them to keep
off, but as they continued on their course be ordered bis men
to fire, which they did, killing and wounding a number of the
men in the boats. On the privateer a seaman was killed and
the first lieutenant wounded. In bis account of the affair, on
which the foregoing narrative is based, Captain Reid states
that the enemy, having met with a "warmer reception" than
they expected, "~ oon cried out for quarters and hauled off." 1
Governor Ribeiro did not witness what had
Intervention and Re- taken place; but soon after 9 o'clock in the
port of Governor
•
h
· d
· t·
f
Ribeiro.
evenmg e receive a commumca 10n rom
Mr. Dabney, the American consul at Fayal,
stating that an attempt had been made by "four or five armed
boats to surprise and carry off" the prt°vateer; that the boats
ha<;! been repulsed, but that a new and more formidable attack
was feared. "I therefore pray your excellency," said Mr. Dabney, ''to protect this American vessel, as far as possible, either
by force or by representations to the British commanders, to
the effect that they should abstain from a conduct so reprehensible; and I also pray your excellency to allow the Americans
on shore to go on board to aid in the defense of the said vessel
in a contest so unequal, if the English should persist in attacking the vessel again." Governor Ribeiro refused to allow the
force of the privateer to be increased, but he at once wrote
to the commander of the British squadron, requesting him to
abstain from any hostilities. He tben repaired to the castle,
where, as he reported to his government, he ''learned that a
boat had been sent from the British ships of war to examine
the privateer, and on its return three others had been sent
armed; and that, the captain of the privateer not wishing to
allow them to come on board of his vessel, a fire was begun on
1

S. Ex. Doc. 14, 29 Cong. 1 seas.; Am.

tate Papers, Naval Affairs, 495.
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both sides. the result of which was that the second officer of
the privat~er was wounded, and two English were killed and
s~ven wounded." -He then considered the affair terminated,
and supposed his letter would receive the attention of the
British commander. But about 11 o'clock he perceived by the
light of the moon that the latter was d preparing new attacks
and insults." About ten minutes past 12 o'_clock a great number of boats, of which he could count twelve, attacked the
privateer and a fight ensued, lasting twenty-eight minutes.
The British forces, numbering about three hundred men, were
"almost entirely destroyed." The British consul told him that
the loss in killed and wounded amounted to a hundred and
sixteen men, and it was generally believed to have been
greater. He himself saw three of the boats wjthout a single
person in them. J:1he total loss on the privateer was two killed
and seven wounded.
Ten minutes after the fight was ended Governor Ribeiro
received from the commander of the British squadron a note,
which, though it did not mention the former's communicat'ion,
evidently was written in reply to it. In this note the British
· commander declared that one of the boats of the Plantagenet
'' was, without the slightest provocation, fired on by the American schooner General .Armstrong, in consequence of which two
men were killed and seven wounded;" that '' the neutrality of
the port," which he had "determined to respect," had thereby
been violate1l; that "in consequence of this outrage" he was
"determined to take possession" of the vessel, and that he hoped
the governor would order the forts "to protect the force employed for that purpose." At 1 o'clock on .the morning of September 27 Governor Ribeiro answered that, from the accounts
which he had received, the British boats made the fir$t attack,
and that the commander of the British forces should give public evidence of the good understanding existing betWieen his
sovereign and the Prince Regent of Portugal by putting an
end to the hostilities begun at 8 o'clock on the preceding evening. At2 o'clock in the morning Governor Ribeiro, no response ·
to this letter having been received, wrote again, asking the
British commander ''to suspend hostilities" till he should have
had a conference with him on the subject. He received a reply
through the British consul to the effect that, as the Americans
had been "the first to violate the neutrality" of the port, the
commander of the British squadron would "send a brig to fire
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on the American schooner," and that if this brig "should encounter any hostilities from the castle," or the governor "should
allow the masts to be taken from that schooner," he would
"regard the island as an enemy" and "would treat the town
and castle accordingly." Pursuant to this threat, an attack
upon the privateer was begun at a quarter past 6 by the Carnation. At first it was repulsed, but Captain Reid, who had
been informed by Mr. Dabney of the purport of the British
commander's communication to Governor Ribeiro, perceived
that further resistance was useless, and at half past 7, having
scuttled the privateer, he and his crew went ashore, taking
with them their baggage and part of the ship's provisions and
rigging. At 8 o'clock the Carnation returned, and after cannonading the privateer, which was then fast on: the rocks, for
a quarter of an hour, sent boats to sack and burn her. At 9
o'clock her destmction was practically complete. On land
some houses were damaged and three persons wounded by the
British fire.
Such, in substance, was the report of Governor Ribeiro, made
to his government on the 28th of December, of what•he described as "a horrible and bloody combat, occasioned by the
madness, pride, and haughtiness of an insolent British officer,
who would not respect the neutrality maintained by Portugal
in the existing contest between His Britannic Majesty and the
United States of America."
The report of Mr. Dabney, made to bis own
Report of Mr. Dabney. government October 5, 1814, was to the same
effect. "In the face of the testimony of all
Fayal arid a number of respectable strangers who happened
to be in this place at the moment, the British commander," said
Mr. Dabney, "endeavors to throw the odium of this transaction
on the American captain, Reid, alleging that he sent the boats
merely to reconnoiter the brig, and without any hostile intentions. The pilots of the port did inform them of the privateer
the moment they entered the port. To reconnoiter an enemy's
ve el in a fri~ndly port at night with four boats, carrying, by
th b , t accounts, one hundred and twenty men, is certainly a
trange proce ding." 1
1

The French journals of ctober 22, 1814, pnhfoihed extracts from
...fr. Dahney's report. A lett r published by Cobbett, which was sio-ned
0
"H • K , ., " an d was sa1·a to b e f rom "an English
·
gentleman at Fayal/'
gave an account somewhat similar to that of Mr. Dabney. (Cobbett's
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September 27 Captain .R eid entered before
Mr. Dabney a protest, which was sworn to
Reid.
by himself and by the first and third lieutenants and the sailing master, surgeon, captain of marines, and
four prize masters of the brig. This protest, after describing
the arrival of the brig at Fayal, runs as follows:
Prote st of Captain

"That during the said afternoon his crew were employed in ·
taking on board water, when about sunset of the same day,
the British brig· of war Oa.rncition, Captain Bentham, appeared
suddenly doubling rounrl the northeast point of this port.
She was immediately followed by the British ship Rota, of 38
guns, Captain P. Somerville, and the seventy-four gun ship
Plantagenet, Captain Robert Lloyd, which latter, it is understood, commanded the squadron; they all anchored about
seven o'clock, p. m., and soon after, some susp1c10us movements on their part indicating an intention to violate the
neutra1ity of the port, induced Oa,p tain Reid to order his brig
to be warpnl in shore, close under the guns of the castle; that,
in the act of doing so, four boats approached his vessel, filled
with armed men. Captain Reid repeatedly bailed them, and
warned them to keep off, which they disregarding, he ordered
his men to fire on them, which was done, and killed a11d
wounded several men. The boats returned the fire, and killed
one man, and wounded .the first lieutenau t; they then fled to
their ships, and prepared for a second and more formidable
attack. '.I1he American brig, in the meantime, was placed
Letters on the Late War between the United States and Great Britain
[New York, 1815], 286.) Mr. Dabney's report appeared in the New York
Evening Post of December 12, 1814. The :first news of the affair seems to
have been brought to New York by a passenger on the ship Isaac Chauncey,
which arrived November 25. (Evening Post, November 26, 1814.) The most
satisfactory historical account is that given iri Adams's History of the
United States, VIII. 202, in which the report of Captain Lloyd is reproduced from the manuscript in the British archives. Accounts may be found
in Coggespall's History of American Privateers, 370; Roosevelt's Naval
War of 1812, 338; McMaster's History of the People of the United States,
IV. 118; Perkins's History of the Political and Military Events of the Late
War between the United States and Great Britain, 356; Ingersoll's History
of the Second War between the United States and Great Britain, second
seril's (Philadelphia, 1852), I. 43, 44. Ingersoll says: "Tbe privateer certainly fired :first and drew the first bl~od. But who was the aggressor
became a question which is not yet determined. Truth, always difficult
of ascertainment, is hardly ever discovered by human testimony where
passions are exeited by bloodshed between armed foes." The arbitration
was pending when this statement was published. In 1833 there was
printed in New York "A Collection of Sundry Publications and Other
Documents in Relation to the Attack made During the late War upon the
private armed brig General Arrnstrong."
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within half cable's length of the shore, and within half pis
shot of the castle. Soon after midnight, twelve, or, as so
state~_fourteen boats, supposed to contain nearly four hundr
men, with small cannon~ swivels, blunderbusses, aud oth
arms, made a violent attack on said brig, when a severe con
fiict ensued, which lasted near forty minutes, and termina~
in the total defeat and partial destruction of the boats, wit
an immense slaughter on the part of the British. The loss of
the Americans in the actions was, one lieutenant and one sea
man ki1led, and two lieutenants and five seamen wounded
At daybreak the brig Carnation was brought close in, a~
began a heavy cannonade on the American brig, when Captam
Reid, finding further resistance unavailing, abandoned t~e
vessel, after partially destroying her, and soon after the ~r1tish set her on fire. The said Captain Reid, therefore, desires
me to take his protest, as he by these presents does most s~lemnly protest against the said Lloyd, commander of the .s~l,ld
squadron, and against the other commanders of the British
ships engaged in this infamous attack on his said vess~l, wh~n
lying in a neutral, friendly port; and the said Captam Re1_d
also protests against the Government of Portugal, f?r the!r
inability to protect and defend the neutrality of this their
port and harbor, as also against all and any other State or
States, person or persons, whom it now doth or may concern,
for all losses, costs, and damages that have arisen, or may
arise, to the owners, officers, aud crew of the said brig General
Armstrong, in consequence of her destruction and the defeat
of her cruise, in. the manner aforesaid." 1
In a report to Rear-Admiral Brown, made
·
·
on the d_ay after the destruct10n
of t b e priva.
teer, Captain Lloyd gave the following vers10n
of the beginning of hostilities:
Report of Captain
.
Lloyd .

"On the evening of the 26th instant I put into this port for
r~freshments, prev!o_us to my return to Jamaica. In sh~re w~s
d1scovered a susp1e1ous vessel at anchor. I ordered 0aptam
Bentham of the Carnation to watch her movements, and sent
~be pinnace a_nd cutter of this ship to assist birn on that serv1Ce; but o~ his per_ceiving her under way, be sent Lieut. Robert
Fausset~ m the prnnace, about eight o'clock, to observe her
proceedrngs. On bis approaching the schooner he was ordered
to ke~p off ?r they would fire into him, upon 'which the boat
wa 1mmediately backed off· but to his astonishment be rec iv d a brnad ide of round' grape and musketry which did
'
'
' them to
·on .d
I era ble damage.
He then
repeatedly
requested
leav off firing, a. he wa not come to molest them· but the
nemy till continued hi de tructive :fire until they had killed
1

•

Ex. Doc. 14, 29 'ong. 1 sess.
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two men and wounded seven, without a musket being returned
by the boat." 1
In an affidavit made before the British conAftidavit of Lieuten- sul at Fayal September 27, 1814, and confirmed
ant Faussett.
·
,
by the oaths of the master and first seaman of
the pinnace, Lieutenant Faussett declared:
'' rrhat on Monday, the 26th instant, about eight o'clock in
the evening, he was ordered to go in the pinnace or guardboat, unarmed, on board Her Majesty's brig Carnation, to
know what armed vessel was at anchor in the bay, when Captain Bentham of said brig ordered him to inquire of said vessel
(which, by information, was said to be a privateer). When
said boat came 11ear tbe privateer, they bailed (to say the
Americans), and desired the Englh,b boat to keep off, or they
would fire into her; upon which Mr. Faussett ordered bis men
to back stern, and with a boat-hook was iu the act of so doing,
when the Americans, in the most wanton manner, fired into
said English boat, killed two and wounded seven, some of
them mortally; aud this notwithstanding said Faussett frequently called out not to murder th.em; that they struck and
called for quarters. Said Fam~sett solemnly declared that no
resistance of any kind was made, nor c,mld they do it, not having any arms, nor, of course, sent to attack said vessel. Also,
several Portuguese boats, at the time of said unprecedented
attack, were goiug ashore, which, it seems, were said to be
armed." 2
Both the report, of Captain Lloyd and the affidavit of Lieutenant Faussett confirmed the statement of Mr. Dabney that
information bad been obtained from the pilots as to the character of the privateer; and, although the affidavit seems to
imply -t hat this intelligence bad not reached Captain Lloyd,
the latter's report refutes the implication. His situation after
the fight was one of great difficulty. Deprived of the support
which success even in wrongdoing often brings, and forced to
explain a disastrous defeat incurred in what the friendly
Portuguese governor as well as the enemy denounced as a
flagrant breach of neutrality, he would hardly have omitted
by inadvertence what was not only an obvious proof but an
almost essential condition of innocence; a1,d his failure to state
that be was ignorant of the character of the privateer may
thPrefore be accepted as an admission that be knew it. A.ll he
could say was that on putting into port a ''suspicious vessel"
-

1

Captain Lloyd's Report, Adams's History of the United States, Vol. II.

202.
2

Br. and For. State Papers, XL V. 494.
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was "discovered." Nor did he explain why it was necessary
to reinforce the boats of' the Carnation with two from his own
ship in order to ''watch" the privateer; nor why 011e of those
boats, if t.heir only object was merely to '' observe her proceedings," was so near when last warned off as to be able to back
astern with a boat book. It does not imply any doubt of the
truth of Lieutenant Faussett's statement as to the object of
his approach, to say that the information he sought to obtain
evidently was of a very accurate kind, and precisely such as
would have been useful, not to the Portuguese boats which
were going ashore, but to the British armed boats which were
close by "observing the proceedings" of the privateer. The
privateer was seeking to avoid a conflict, not to provoke one.
It was a natural supposition on the part of Captain Reid that
the British boats were engaged in an attempt to board him;
and, being indisposed to submit without resistance to capture,
he fired.
Captain Lloyd stated in his report that
Captain Lloyd's Ac- "this conduct" on the part of the privateer, in
th0
countof
Brig's "violating the neutrality" of the port, left him,
Destruction.
as be conceived ," no alternative but that of
destroyiiig her,'' and that he ordered that step to be taken
immediately. His report narrates what ensued:
''Finding the privateer was warping under the fort very
fast, Captain Bentham judged it prudent to lose no time, and
about twelve o'clock ordered the boats to make the attack. A
more gallant, determineu one never was made, led on by Lieutenants Matterface, of the Rota,-and Bowerbank of this ship;
and every officer and man displayed the greatest courage in
the face of a heavy discharge of great guns and musketry.
But from her side being on the rocks (which was not known at
the time~' and every American in Fayal, exclusive of part of the
crew, bemg armed and concealed in these rocks, which were
immediately over the privateer, it unfortunately happened
wllen these brave men gained the deck they were under the
painf~l n~ce ' ity of returning to their boats, from the very destructive fire kept up by those above them from the shore, \vhn
w re in complete security,-and I am grieved to add, not
before many live were 1o~t exclusive of the wounded."
ccordi11g to ome reports at the time the British loss was
63 kill d and 110 wounded. According to the official report,
it wa 34 killed and '6 wounded.1
1

James, Taval History of Great Britain (Chamier's ed.), VI. 349; Allen,
Battl s of the Briti h 'avy (eel. 1833), II. 4 7. Bell's Week ly Messenge,- .
Loudon, cto ber 23, 1814, p. 343, aouo1111cecl that "the American privateer
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We have seen that Mr. Dabney, in bis :first
·
communication to Governor Ribeiro,
requested
him to protect the privateer "as far as possible, either by force, or by representations to the British commanders." In his report of the 5th of October he stated that
the governor, '' indignant at what had passed, but feeling himself totally unable, with the slender means he possessed, to
resist such a foree" as that of t,h e British, '' took the part of
remonstrating, which he did in forcible but respectful terms."
Governor Ribeiro, in his report of the 28th of Septeml>er, said
that although be was '' perfectly aware that force should be
repelled by force," and that this was "permitted by right,"
yet "the unfortunate and miserable condition" of the island's
defenses prevented him from protecting its neutrality by arms.
On the 27th of September Captain Reid protested "against
the Government of Portugal for their inability to defend the
neutrality .of this their port and harbor," and for the resulting
loss of the privateer. It was conceded on all sides that the
authorities of the island were not in a position to make effective resistance to the force of the British squadron, not only
because the number of soldiers on the island was small, but
also because the artillery in the castle of Santa Cruz and the
other forts was in a ruinous condition.
The agents of the privateer, Messrs. Havens
Claim Against Por.
and
Jenkms, of New York, on December 19,
t uga.1
1814, transmitted to Mr. Monroe, then Secretary of State, a copy of ~tain Reid's protest and certain
other papers, and, saying th~t~y believed themselves to
have "an equitable claim on the Government of Portugal for
the damages sustained" by the loss of the vessel, stated that
her cost and outfit amounted at the time of her sailing to
$30,000. They expressed the hope that the United States
would "demand compensation for the damage." They also
Defenseless Condition of Fayal.

Genera l .111-nistrong, of eighteen guns, was destroyed at Fayal the end of
last month by the _b oats of His Majesty's ships Plantagenet, Rota, and Carnation, after a great resistance, in which our loss was 135 men killed and
wounded.'' An extract from a Kingston, Jamaica, newspaper, published
in the New York Evening Post, December 12, 1814, stated that the fight
was begun by the firing on a boat that was "going ashore." Marshall, in
bis Royal Naval Biography, III. 243, says of Captain Lloyd: "During the
late war with the• United Sta.tea we find him commanding the Plantagenet,
74, on the American station, where he captured a great number of coasting vessels. He has no t l>een erriployed since the peace." This is all; the
affair at E ayal is not mentioned.
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inclosed Mr. Dabney's account of expenditures for the brig,
amounting to $700, chiefly for supplies for the crew and for
their passage to the United States.
At this time the Portuguese Court, temporarily driven from
Europe, was at Rio de Janeiro. Mr. Monroe therefore addressed to Mr. Thomas Sumter, then minister of the United
States at that capital, the following instruction:
"DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

"Washington, January 3, 1815.
"Sm: You will receive herewith a protest and certain other
documents (Nos. 1 to 5) concerning the destruction of the
American private armed vessel General Armstrong, which was
effected, after a gallant resistance, by a vastly superior British
naval force, in the port of Fayal, in violation of the neutrality
of Portugal. The growing frequency of similar outrages on
the part of Great Britain renders it more than ever necessary
for the Government of the United States to exact from nations
in amity with them a rigid fulfillment of all the obligations
which a neutral character imposes. 'fbe President does not,
however, entertain a doubt of the promptitude which the
Prince Regent will manifest, particularly when he is informed
of the aggravated nature of this case, to maintain the relations of justice between the two countries, by asserting the
rights of his own dominion, and those of a belligerent power
in friendship with him, founded, as they are, on the plaiu and
acknowledged principles of public law. You are requested to
bring all the circumstances of the transaction distinctly to the
view of the Portuguese Government, and to state the claim
which the injured party has to immediate indemnification." 1
Ten days before this instruction was sent
Correspondence at
•
· d
the
Portuguese Government, havrng receive
.
Rio de J aneiro.
·
Governor Ribeiro's report, to which was
annexed bis correspondence with Mr. Dabney and the British
commander, had voluntarily entered into correspondence with
1
S. Ex. Doc. 14, 29 Cong. 1 sess. 20. In an instruction to Mr. Sumter
of ovem her 13, 1815, Mr. Monroe said: "It is hoped that a sense of what
is due to their own dignity, as well as a sense of justice to the citizens of
the United States who have suffered by the lawless capture and destruction of their vessels and property by British cruisers within the t erritorial
jurisdiction of Portugal, will induce the Portuguese Government to adopt
effectual mea ur ' s tc, cause rep aration to be made. This point should bo
pr s ed as far as it may he useful or proper to do so. I shall cause a
statem nt of the various cases transmitted to this Department to be made
out and forwarded to you, and I will take th at occasion to write vou more
fully on the subject." (MS. Instructions to United States .Ministers,
III. 2.)
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Mr. Sumter on the subject. In communicating to the latter
on the 23d of December 1814 a copy of Governor Ribeiro's
l'eport and its accompaniments, the Marquis d' Aguiar, then
minister for foreign affairs, said that His Royal Highness the
Prince Regent, having adopted a system of strict neutrality
in the contest unhappily raging between the Unites States
· and Great Britain, had heard with the greatest grief '' of an
occurrence so repugnant to his sentiments and so contrary to
established principles," but that he flattered himself that the
citizens of the United States would "not have reason to complain of the Portuguese governor in that conflict, having used
his utmost power to prevent the evil that occurred." His
Royal Highness could not~ said the Marquis d' Aguiar, "avoid
viewing this affair in the light it is represented, as attacking
his sovereignty and independence, by the manifest violation
of his territory in the infringement of its neutrality;" and he
had therefore immediately caused a note on the subject to be
addressed to the British minister at Rio de Janeiro, and had
at the same time "directed bis minister in London to make the
reclamation so serious an offence requires." 1
Besides giving Mr. Sumter a copy of the report of Governor
· Ribeiro, the Marquis d' Aguiar also communicated to him,
confidentially, a copy of his note to Lord Strangford, the
British minister. . In this note the Marquis d' Aguiar commented upon "the outrageom, manner" in which the commander of the British squadron had violated the neutrality
of the port of Fayal by " audaciously attacking" the General
Armstrong under the guns of the castle, notwithstanding the
remonstrance of the governor; upon the "base attempt" of
that commander to ascribe his ·violent measures to the Americans, by pretending with "the most manifest duplicity" that
the latter, in "repelling the British armed barges," "were consequently the aggressors;" and upon his "arroga,uce" in threatening to cousider the port as enemy's territory if the goveruor
should attempt to prevent him from taking possession of the
American.privateer. The" censurable moderation" of the governor during these outrages would, said the Marquis d'Aguiar,
have induced His Royal Highness to punish him if it bad not
appeared that he was governed by a wish to save the inhabitants of the island from the ravages which the British com1

S. Ex. Doc. 14, 29 Cong. 1 sess. 22.
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mander bad threatened to commit. In conclusion, the n,
stated that the Prince Regent had directed the Portugu
minister at London "to require satisfaction and indemnific
tion not only for his subjects, but for the American privatee
whose safety was guaranteed by the protection of a neutr
port." 1
In 1818 Mr. John Quincy Adams, then Secretary of Sta
addressed a note to the Portuguese minister concerning th
claim, concluding as follows: "It is hoped that yonr govern
rnent will, without further delay, grant to the sufferers by th
transaction the full indemnitw to which they are by the law o
nations entitled."
With this communication the diplomati
Revival of the
correspondence
was closed for a period o
Claim.
nearly twenty years; and in the meantim
claims in behalf of the owners, officers, and crew of th
privateer were presented to Congress. On June 30, 1834, a
appropriation was made of $10,000 to be distributed as priz
money among the officers and crew aud the legal representa
tives of such as might be dead. 2 Shortly before this appropriation was made Captain Reid presented a memorial to the
Department of State touching the claim against Portugal; but
Mr. McLane, who was then Secretary of State, replied that
tbe situation of that country was '' such as t_o render the present an unsuitable time for presenting any claim, however jus-t,
upon the government." Mr. McLane added, however, that
when the political affairs of Portugal became settled the
memorial would "receive all proper attention," and that such
measures would be adopted '' as the circumstances of the case
may appear to justify." 3
In the following year Mr. Asbury Dickins, as Acting Secretary of State, writing to Mr. Kavanagh, minister of the United
States at Li bon 1 in relation to claims, said that "another
claim" which "appeared to tlie Department of State, upon
the statement submitted. in uehalf of the parties interested, to
be well founded," and which he was "accordingly instructed
to present to the Government of Portugal," was that of tbe
1
The Marquis d'Agniar to Lord Strangford, December 22, 1814, S. Ex.
Doc. 14-, 29 Cong. 1 se s. 21.
~6. 'tat . at L. 603.
3
Mr. McLane, ec. of tate, to Captain Reid, .June 2, 1834, S. Ex. Doc.14,
29 ong. 1 ess. 23.
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brig General Armstrong. "The Portuguese authorities at that
place having failed,'' said Mr. Dickins, '' to afford to this .vessel
the protection to which she was entitled in a friendly port,
which she bad entered as an asylum, the government is unquestionably bound by the law of nations to make good to the sufferers an the damages sustained in consequence of the neglect
of so obvious and acknowledged a duty. Captain Reid, who
commanded the privateer, and who represents himself to be
the agent for the parties concerned, will be requested to transmit to you the necessary documents to establish the claim and
to show the amount of damages tow hich the persons interested
are entitled. The opinion given by the Department bas no
reference to the amount demanded, but only the principle upon
which the claim is asserted." 1 On May 26, 1835, Mr. Forsyth,
who was then Secretary of State, acquainted Captain Reid
with the purport of these instructions, and informed him that
any papers which he might wiAb to send to Mr. Kavanagh as
evidence in the case would be forwarded by the Department,
if he should prefer that mode of transmission. In response
to this invitation Captain Reid sent to the Department of State
certain documents which Mr. Forsyth, on October 22, 1835,
transmitted to Mr. Kavanagh "without examination," at the
same time observing that the Department was not to be understood "as expressing any opinion in respect to their sufficiency
for the purpose for which they were designed" or as to "t,be
amount of the claim" which be was to make; and that it was
not thought necessary to add anything to the instructions
already given.
Mr. Kavanagh duly acknowledged the receipt of the documents, but after exap'.lining them decided, before presenting the
claim, to ask for further instructions. He observed that the
estlmate of the value of the brig and her outfit rested solely
on the testimony of Mr. Havens, one of her ·;gents; that on
January 23, 1817, a committee of the Senate reported adversely a petition in behalf of the owners, officers, and crew
for remuneration for the brig's destruction; that on March 4,
1818, the Committee on Naval .Affairs of the House reported a
bill to grant the officers and crew $10,000, but that it did n.ot
appear why it did not pass; and that 1 while the affidavit of
Mr. Havens valued the brig and her outfit at $42,000, Captain
1

S. Ex. Doc. 14, 29 Cong. 1 sess. 23-24.
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Reid's estimate of the loss and damage to the owners, offi
and c~ew was $200,800. He had therefore delayed the p
entaion of the claim for the reason (1) that he desired to
tain such instructions as the Department of State might d
it proper to give on a full view of all the evidence which t
p?rties had transmitted; (2) that it appeared that a correspo
ence took place at Rio de Janeiro in 1814, but that there
nothing in bii:!legatfon to show the result; and (3) that be w
fearful that the presentation of the claim under these circu
stances might afford a pretext for postponing the settleme
of other claims "the validity of which bad been already
mitted before the receipt of Captain Reid's documents."
Department of State refrained however from giving furtb
instructions, beyond directing Mr. Kavanagh to use bis
judgment. "As it is well understood," said Mr. Forsyth, "th
after asking the interference of their government to proc
redress for the injuries they suppose themselves to have s
tained, the parties must abide by such settlement as that go
ernment may make, you will, after a careful examination
the evidence, demand from the Portuguese authorities th
highest amount of damages which in your judgment a pruden
and conscientious man would feel himself justified in askin
were he prosecuting bis own claim." 1
February 17, 1837, Mr. Kavanagh presented the claim to th
Portuguese Government, inclosing with his note three doclli
ments, marked A, B, and C, consisting, respectively, of Mr.
Dabney's letter to Governor Ribeiro of September 26, 181
requesting his interposition; Captain Reid's protest of Se
tember 27, 1814, and Mr. Dabney's letter to Governor Ribei
of September 30, 1814, inclosing a copy of the protest. 0
the 4th of September 1837 Mr. Kavanagh reported that, whil
he had had no written answer to his note, the minister fo
foreign affairs had told him that, although he was not yet prepared to give a definite decision, the claim appeared to b
"inadmis ible; that the Portuguese force at Fayal was at th
time of the destruction of the privateer totally incompetent to
resi t the a sailing British squadron; and that the command r
of the fort had done all in hi power to dissuade the a sailan
from their threatened attack." Mr. Kavanagh also stated th
the mini ter for foreign affairs had on two or three occa ion
r ferred "to the great daruagA u tained by Portuguese com-
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merce from armed vessels sailing under the flag of ~i\..rtigas,
whose prizes were all alleged to have been taken into the ports
of the United States, and there wasted or destroyed without
any indemnity to the sufferers."
In March 1840 a letter was addressed by a representative of
the claimants to ·President Van Buren. 1 It was answered by
Mr. Forsyth with the statement that the case had been
repeatedly presented to the Portugue~e- Government, but
without success, "~he claim having been deemed inadmissible,
on various grounds;" but that the instructions of the charge
d'affaires of the United States at Lisbon required him to urge
the matter whenever there was room to expect a favorable
result.
In March 1841 Mr. Webster succeeded Mr.
Instructions of Mr. Forsyth as Secretary of State, but, although
Webster.
.
.
. letters rn regard to the claim were addressed
to hjm in the ensuing June and November, it was not till January 15, 1842, that he sent instructions to the legation at
Madrid on the subject. In these instructions he directed
Mr. Barrow, who bad succeeded Mr. Kavanagh as charge
d'affaires at Lisbon, to make himself "acquainted with the
circumstances, and address a note to the minister of foreign
affairs on the subject." Continuing, be said:
"The amount of the claim the department will not attempt
to fix; but its jm,tness, I believe, has not been denied. If, in
the course of your discussion of the claim, there should arise
a disposition on the part of the Portuguese Government to
compromise the claim, you will inform this department immediately of it. If the inadmissibility of the claim is made to
depend upon the defect of evidence, or upon any other cause,
you will ascertain precisely what further evidence is required
in addition to that whieh has already been communicated by
Captain Reid, and will be found on file in your legation; or in
what manner the difficulties, wb.ether real or assumed, that
have so long delayed the settlement of what appears to be a
just demand, may be removed." 2
Mr. Barrow duly executed his instructions and received from
the minister for foreign affairs a promise of consideration; but,
owing to a change in the foreign office, the fulfillment of the
promise was delayed. · On .August 3, 1843, however, Mr. Gomes
de Castro, who bad then become minister for foreign affairs,
made a formal reply. .After expressing surprise that the claim
1 Samuel C. Reid, jr., to President Van Buren, March 29, 1840, S. Ex.
Doc. 14, 29 Cong. 1 sess. 37. ·
2 8. Ex. Doc. 14, 29 Cong. 1 sess. 40.
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should have been revived after a silence of so many years,
said that all accounts agreed that the American brig, und
the pretext that four boats from the British vessels were a
proaching her, fired upon them, killing some of the men a
wounding others. The United States alleged that the bo
contained armed men who bad a hostile intention. Great B ·
ain affirmed that they carried only inoffensive men, who we
going ashore from their ships on duty, and that they casua
met the American brig when she was preparing to leave t
port of Fayal. It was undeniabl e, said :Mr. Gomes de Castr
that the first shot came from the privateer, thus constitutin
her the aggressor. N evertbeless, although the Portugue
authorities were utterly unable to prevent hostilities, tlie go
ernor hail employed every means of persuasion to attain th
end. The British Government bad subsequently apologiz
to that of Portugal for the rashness of its officers, and ha
indemnified the inhabitants of Fayal for the damages inflict
upon them by the British fire; although, by the course of re
soning employed by the United States, tlrn British Gon~rnme
might rather have expected an apology for the attack mad
by tlie priva,teer in the Portuguese territory. In conclusio
Mr. Gomes de Castro expressed the hope that the United State
would perceive that no just ground existed for demanding a.
indemnity from Portugal.1
When the note of Mr. Gomes de Castro w
Decisions of Mr. Up- received in Washington, Mr. Upshur, who ha
shur and Mr. Cal,
· t
houn.
then become Secretary of State, commumca
a copy of it to Mr. Samuel C. Reid, jr., a so
of Captain Reid, who had succeeded the latter as the activ
agent of the claimants. Mr. Reid in reply contested th
conclusions of the note, and expressed confidence that the gov
ernment of the United States would "feel it incumbent an
due to its own honor to make a peremptory demand for sat
i faction in the premises." Mr. Upshur, answering this solicitation, said : 2
"DEP.A.R'l'MEN1' OF S1'.A.TE,

"Washington, January 10, 1844.
At the repeated instance of yourself aud others intere te1l m the ca:e of the privateer Gcnera,l Armstrong, this go
r:nmeut ha _again an<l again i11 , tructed its repre entative a
L1 bon to bnng the claim to tbe 110tice of the Government o
"

I~:

1

•

Ex. Do ·. u, 29 Uong. l ses . 4.8.

2

Id. 54,
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Portugal. This has been done, and every argument has been
employed to induce Portugal to acknowledge the justice of the
claim, and to make due reparation. All these efforts, of which
you are well aware, have proved unavailipg, and the Department of State is unwilling, under all the circumstances, to
renew the application, having every reason to believe that all
future applications will prove as fruitless as those that are
past. Argument and importunity have been exhausted, and
this government can see nothing in the circumstances to justify
or warrant it in having recourse to any other weapons.
' ' I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
"AP. UPSHUR.
"SAMUEL C. REID, Jr., Esq., New Orleans.''
Of this decision the agent of the claimants sought to obtain
a reconsideration both by Mr. Upshur and, after his death, by
lVlr. Calhoun, but without success. Mr. Calhoun, in ·a letter
to Senator Johnson of Louisiana of August 4, 1844, said:
"The case of the General Arm::Jtrong was disposed of by my
predecessor upon grounds which appeared to me to be judicious
and proper. Of this Mr. Reid had been duly informed; and I
can see no good reasou under the circumstances for renewing
the claim or for continuing a correspondence on the subject."
In consequence of this action of the executive department of the government the matter was brought by the claimants to the
attention of the Senate, by which a resolution, offered by Mr.
Johnson, was on January 8, 1845, adopted requesting the
President "to cause to be communicated to the Senate copies
of all the correspondence, evidence, and papers on file in the
State Department in the case of the brig General Armstrong
against the Government of Portugal, and to communicate to
the Senate the causes which have retarded an adjustment of
the said claim, and of the proceedings still in progress to
effect the object.'' President Polk, December 15, 1845, communicated to the Senate the "correspondence, evidence, and
papers" embraced in the resolution. 1 On the 19th of the following May Mr. Atherton, from the Committee on Foreign
Relations, to whom the President's message was referred, submitted a report, which, after describing the engagement at
Fayal and particularly referring to the communication of Mr.
Dabney, the report and correspondence of Governor Ribeiro,
the diplomatic correspondence of the United States, the note
Action of the Senate.

1

S. Ex. Doc. 14, 29 Cong. 1 sess.
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of Mr. Gomes de Castro, and the decision of Mr. Upshur
affirmed by Mr. Calhoun, concluded as follows :1
"The committee, as has been previously intimated, do
suppose it is expected that they slwuld express an opinion
the decision of the State Department, as indicated in the 1
ters of Mr. Upshur and Mr. Calhoun. They suppose this d
sion must be founded rather on the inability of the Portugu
force at Fayal to protect themselves and others against Brit·
insolence and aggression, and an unwillingness on the pa~t
t.he United States Government to interrupt friendly relat1O
with a government like that of Portugal, by pressing a ch•.
to extremity, however aLstractly just, which arose under c
cum stances like those attendiug this case, than on any facts
arguments. contained in the letters of Senor de Castro. * •
"The subject bas only during the present session b
brought to the notice of the committee. Taking into view~
assumptions contained in the letter of Senor de Castro, wh1
they cannot but regard as entirely gratuitous and unfound
and adverting to the fact that no rPply has been made to t~
letter, the committee would suggest the subject for the cons1
eration of the Department of State to decide whether furth
proceedings may not be called for in the case.
"2d. Although no memorial or petition ha,s been re~erred
the committee, written arguments and statements havmg ~e
submitted in behalf of those interested, the committee mfi
that the main object of the call for the documents under~
sideration was to make them the foundation of a claim agam
the United States.
"In entering on the second aspect of the case, it is proper
remark that the gallantry of Uaptain Reid and his crew
duly estimated by the committee. Their heroic conduct h
received the meed of their country's approbation. So highl
has it been appreciated by Congress, that an act passed i
1834 to distribute ten thousand dollars among the officers an
crew of the General Arrnstrong. This donation is believed
be without precedent in similar circumstances, and marks th
peculiar sense entertained by Congress of their deserts. Bu
in relation to the claim of the ·owners of the General Arrnstro
?n the Government of the United States, the committee cone
111 the report of the naval committee of the Senate, made Ja~
nary 20, 1817, and are not aware of any principle on which 1
can be allowed. If such a precedent were admitted, all claim
by our citiz.en , a~ain ·t foreign nations for spoliations mu t,.
once, be at1 fied from our national treasury. When indemm
for. poUation i obtained by our government from a foreign
natl n the government become " liable to tlie citizens who a
iutere.·ted, but not before.
nd although it is undoubted!
th <luty of g vernm nt to pro ·ecute the claim of it citizen.· again, tfor ign nation , and to eek redre s by all pmden
1

, •
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and proper means, yet it must be left to its discretion to judge
what those means shall be. Nor does their-failure impose any
obligation on the government to assume the office of redressing
the wrong by recompense from its own coffers.
'' Besides, this is a claim on the United States, not on account
of spoliation committed by Portugal, but on account of a violatfon by Great Britain of the neutral rights of Portugal, which
Portugal, a third party, failed to enforce. And whether this
violation of neutral rights arose from the weakness or the connivance of the Portuguese authorities, the Government of the
United States must decide as to the time and the method of demanding, and especially as to the propriety of enforcing redress.
In no event-neither by the probability nor improbability of
obtaining redress from Portug·al-can the duty be imposed on
tLe Government of the United States of indemnifying the
claimants out of our own treasury.
"The committee, therefore, recommend the adoption of the
following resolution:
'' Resolved, That the Committee on Foreign Relations be dis. charged from the further consideration of the message and
accompanying documents in the case of the General Armstrong,
and that the same be laid upon the table.'J
The adverse rulings of Mr. Upshur and Mr.
Course of Mr.
Calhoun
remained undisturbed till 1849, when
Clayton.
Mr. Clayton became Secretary of State. Mr.
Clayton reopened the case, and on the 28th of April instructed
Mr. G. W. Hopkins, the new charge d'affaires at Lisbon, to
give it his 1 ' earliest attention." In obedience to this command
Mr. Hopkins, on June 28, 1849, addressed to the Conde de
Tojal, then Portuguese minister for foreign affairs, an extended
note in which he reviewed the whole case. He quoted at length
from Governor Ribeiro's report, and from the notes of the Marquis d'Aguiar to Lord Strangford and Mr. Sumter, and, after
repelling by these evidences the charge tu.at the privateer
was the aggressor, maintained that Portugal was bound to
make indemnity for her destruction, both ou tlte ground that
the government was under a positive obligation either to enforce its neutrality or to afford compensation for any injury
resulting from its failure to do so, as well as on the ground tltat
the governor had not used all the means he possessed for requiring the neutrality of the port to be respected. Mr. Hopkins also argued that the liability of Portugal was recognized
in the note of the Marquis cl'Aguiar to Lord Strangford. 1 In
conclusion, Mr. Hopkins said that, unless further negotiation
should promise something else than delay, he must insist on
1

Br. and For. State Papers, XLV. 465; supra, 1081.
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being informed of the Portuguese Government's final decision
at least as early as· the 1st of the next October, in default of
which the President would be justified in regarding further
delay as a denial of justice and in taking such steps '' as the
rights of bis injured fellow-citizens may require."
The Portuguese Government's reply was made on the 29th
of September. The Conde de Tojal, referring to tbe occurrences at Fayal in 1814, argued that Governor Ribeiro wrote
his report under great excitement.; that he was not present at
the commencement of the hostilities, but based his statements
on the information given him by the American consul; and
tbat the note of the Marquis d' Aguiar to Lord Strangford
could not have any greater force than the report on wbieh it
was founded. He also pointed out that, according to the governor's report, the British barge which approached the American privateer was unarmed; and he declared that this fact was
affirmed by Uaptain Lloyd, and supported by the deposition
of Lieutenant Faussett. 1
The argument of the Conde de Tojal was ree11forced by Mr.
De Figauiere, the Portuguese minister at Washington, who on
tbe 9th of November 1849 presented to Mr. Ulayton an argumentative memorandum in which he contended that Captain
Reid's allegation that the movements of the British vessels
were suspicious did not justify his begiuuing hostilities, nor
overcome the unqualified allegation of the British commander
that his boat had no hostile intention. Portugal was, declared
Ir. De Figaniere, tl1e victim of both belligerents. Sbe wa
not bound to have every place in her dominions so fortified as
to enforce her neutrality upon any belliger nt who might di·regard it.
oreover, after 1843, the Portuguese Government
bad re on to think that the claim would not be renewed.
'rlie Portugne e Go-vernment afterward offered to arbitrate
all the cl im of the nitetl tat .
'oncle cle Tojal stated that iu 1 14 Lord
mini t rat Li bon "to CTiv the Portngn s
tructi1m of the General Ann"
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On March 8, 1850, Mr. Clayton instructed l\fr. James B. Clay,
who had succeeded Mr. Hopkins at Lisbon, that the President
would not refer the claims to arbitration. He further instructed Mr. Clay that this answer would be sent by a man-ofwar, and that if, after waiting a reasonable time for an adjustment of the claims of the United States, none should be made,
he would demand his passports; but that he might await the
decision of the Portuguese Government for twenty days, or
even longer if necesi-;a1·y. 1
Upon the rec_e ipt of these instructions, which
Portugal's ~ina~ Of- were borne to him on a man-of-war, Mr. Clay
fer of Arbitration.
.
.
•
at once renewed his correspondence with the
Portuguese Government; and on the 6t,h of July 1850 the
Conde de Tojal, after several notes had been exchanged, said
that,, yielding to the force of circumstances, and without entering anew into the question of the justice or injustice of the
claims presented by the Government of the United States, and
solely for the preservation of peace, the Government of Her
Most Faithful Majesty is ready to pay the mentioned claims to
tlie amount of 91.727 dollars, according to the account of Senhor Olay, with the sole exception of the first to which he
alludes-that of the privateer General Armstrong. As to this
claim, the undersigned cannot depart from the proposition
which, in this respect, be has already made to Senhor Olay,
that so important a claim should be submitted to a third
Power." 2
On the 11th of J u1y Mr. Olay replied that all the claims
were "believed by his government to be entirely just, and none
more so than that of the privateer General Armstrong," aud
that his instructions did not allow him to entertain any proposition which had not for its object "the adjustment and final
settlement of every claim, without exception." He therefore
demanded his passports, which were sent to him on the 13th
of July, with an expression of regret that the offer of arbitration had been declined. ''No government," said the Conde de
Tojal, "could pretend to infallibility in respect of its own opinions, and the refusal to submit the case of the privateer to
arbitration, a proposed by tbe weaker party, was calculated
to produce the impression that there were doubts as to the justice of the claim presented by the stronger." 3
1

Br. and .For. State Papers, XLV. 506.

2

1d. 550.

3

Id. 551.
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When this correspondence was received in
Washin 6O'ton President Taylor was dead and
'
Mr. Webster had succeeded Mr. Clayton as
tration.
Secretary of State. On September 5, 1850,
1\Ir. Webster wrote to Mr. De Figaniere, and after quoting the
offer contained in the note of the Conde de Tojal to Mr. Clay
of the 6th of July, said that the President, sincerely wishing to
preserve relations of amity with Portugal and to bring pending questions to an immediate close, accepted it.1 In execution
of the agreement thus concluded, Mr. Webster and Mr. De
Figaniere signed, February 26, 1851, a treaty by which provision was made for the sett,l ement of all the claims but that of
the General Armstrong by the payment of $91,727, the sum
offered by the Conde de Tojal, and for the submission of that
claim to arbitration. The stipulations in regard to the arbitration were as follows:
''A.rt. Il. The high contracting parties, not_ being_ able to
come to an agreement upon the question of public law mvolved
in the case of the American privateer brig General . Ar1nstrong, destroyed by Britisb vessels in the waters of the 1s]and
of Fayal, in September, 1814, Her Most :F aithful Majesty has
pl'oposed, and the United States of A. merica lJave consented,.
that tbe claim presented by the American Government, in behalf
of the captain, officers, and crew of the said privateer, should
be _submitted to tbe arbitrament of a i::::.overeign, potentate~ or
chief of some nation in amity with both the high contractmg
parties.
"Art. III. So soon as the consent of the sovereign, potentate
or ehi_ef of some ~riendly nation, who shall be cho_sen by the
two high contractrng parties, shall have been obtamed to aet
as arbiter in t1:1e afore aid case of the privateer brig Gener'!'l
Armstrong, co-pie: of a\1 correspondence which has passed m
reference to ahl claim between the two Governments and their
l'e. pective repre:entative. , hall be laid before the arbiter, to
who:e deci. ion tlle two high contractiug parties bind them·elves to ubmit.' 72

Mr. Web ster's Acceptance of Arbi-

Award of the Arbi-

trator.

A. arbitrator under thi agreement the contractiug partie:, on the ugge tion of the Unid tate ·: cho; tb , Pre iuent of the French
apol on. On pril a 1 5~ Mr. William C.
r of h • ~nit ·d ~'tat . at Pari and the
ame capital,
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communicated to the Marquis de Turgot, minister of foreign
affairs, twenty-one documents, embracing the correspondence
referred to in the treaty. 1 November 30, 1852, the arbitrator
rendered the following award:
"Nous Louis Napoleon, President de la Repu bliq ue Frangaise:
,, Le Gouvernement des Etats Unis et celui de Sa Majeste la
Reine du Portugal et des Algarves, nous ayant, aux termes
d'une Convention, signee a Washington, le 26 Fevrier, 1851,
demande de prononcer comme arbitre sur une reclamation relative au corsaire Americain, le General Arrnstrong, detruit dans
le port de Fayal, le 27 Septembre, 1814:
'' Apres nous etre fait rendre un compte exact et circonstancie des faits qui ont cause le di:fferend et apres avoir murement
examine les documents duement paraphes, au nom des deux
Parties, qui ont ete mis sous nos yeux par les Representants
de I'une et de l'autre Puissance:
"0onsiderant qu'il est constant, en fait, que les Etats Unis
etant en guerre avec Sa M~jeste Britannique, et Sa Majeste
Tres Fidele conservant la neutralite, le 26 Septembre, 1814, le
brick Americain, le General Armstrong, commande par le Capitaine Reid, legalement pourvu de lettres de marque, et arme
en course, etant sorti du port <le New York, jeta l'ancre dans
le port de Fayal, l'une des Hes .A.gores, faisant partie des Etats
de Sa Majeste Tres Fidele:
· "Qu'il est egalement constant que, le soir du meme jour, une
escadre Anglaise commandee par le Commodore Lloyd, entra
dans le meme port:
"Qu'il n'est pas moins certain que, durant la nuit suivante,
sans respect pour Jes droits de souverainete et de neutralite de
Sa Majeste Tres Fidele, une collision sanglante eclata entre
les Americains et les Anglais, et que, le lendernain, 27 Septembre, un des vaisseaux de l'escadre Anglaise vint se placer
aupres du corsaire Americain pour le cannoner; que cette
demonstration, accompagnee d'effet, determina le Oapitaine
Reid, suivi de son equipage, a abandonner son navire et a le
detruire:
'' Oonsiderant que, s'il parait constant que, dans la nuit du
26 Septembre, des cbaloupes Anglaises commandees par le
Lieutenant Robert Fausset de la marine Britannique, s'approcherent du brick Americain, le General Armstrong; il ne
l'e, t pas que les hommes qui les montaient fussent pourvus
d'armes et de munitions:
"Qu'il resulte, en effet, des documents produits que ces
cbaloupe s'etant approchees du brick Americain, !'equipage
de ce brick, apres les avoir helees et sommees de s'eloigner, fit
feu incontinellt et que des hommes furent tues sur les chaloupes
Anglai e , et d'autres blesses, dont quelques uns mortellement,
1
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sans que l'equipage de ces chaloupes ait tente de repousser
immediatement la force par la force : ·
"Considerant que le rapport du Gouverneur de Fayal etablit
que le Capitaine Americain ne recourut a la protection du
Gouvernement Portugais qu'apres que le sang avait deja coule,
et lorsque le feu ayant cesse, le brick le General Armstrong
vint se mettre a l'ancre sous le chateau, a la distance d'un jet
de pierre; que ce Gouverneur affirme n'avoir ete informe .
qu'alors de ce qui se passait dans le port:
"Qu'il est intervenu a plusieurs reprises aupres du Commodore Lloyd pour obtenir la cessation des bostilites et se plaindre de la violation du territoire neutre:
"Qu'il s'est effi.cacement oppose a· ce que des matelots
Americains qui etaient a terre s'embarquassent dans le brick
Americain pour prolonger une lutte contraire aux lois des
nations:
"Que la faiblesse de la garnison de l'ile et le delabrement
constant de l'artillerie qui garnissait les forts rendaient impossible de sa part t,o ute intervention armee:
"Considerant, en cet etat de choses, que le Capitaine Reid,
n'ayant pas recouru, des le principe, a !'intervention du souverain neutre, et ayant employe la voie des armes pour repou~se~
une injuste agression dont il pretendait etre l'objet, a ams1
meconnu la neutralite du territoire du souverain etranger, et
degage ce souverain de l'obli gation ou il se trouvait de lui
assurer protection par toute autre voie que celle d'une intervention pacifi.que
4
' D'ou il suit que le Gouvernement de Sa Majeste Tres
Fidele ne saurait etre responsable des r esultats d'une collision
qui a eu lieu, au mepris de ses droits de souverainete, en violation de la neutralite de son territoire, et sans que les officier
ou lieutenants locaux eu sent ete requi en temps utile et mis
en demeure d'accorder aide et protection a qui de droit:
"Pourquoi, nou avons decide et nous declarons que la
reclamation forrn(,e par le Gouvernement des Etat Unis contre
~ ~~je ti! Tre Fidele n'e t pa. fondee, et qu'aucune inrl~mmt ,11.e ~ due p~r le Portugal, a 1 occa ion de la perte du brick
Am ·ricam, arm•! en conr. e le Glnera,l Armstrong.
' Fait _et i n ~ e_n d~mble expMition, ous le sceau de l'Etat,
au P hu de. Tmlerie , le 30 jour du mois de ovembre de
l an de GrflCe 1 -2.
[L. S .]
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claim relative to the American privateer General Armstrong,
which was destroyed in the port of Fayal, on the 27th of September, 1814.
"After having caused ourseh to be corr~ctly and circumstantially informed in regard to the fa~ts which have bee~ the
cause of the difference, and aUer havmg maturely exam11:1ed
the documents duly signed, in the name of the two parties,
which have been submitted to our inspection by the representatives of both Powers:
"Considering that it appears as a fact that, the United
States being at war with Her Britannic Majesty, and Her
Most Faithful Majesty preserving neutrality, the American
brig General Armstrong, commanded !}Y Captain Reid,. legally
provided with letters of marque, and armed as a privateer,
having sailed from the port of New York, did, on the 26th
September, 1814, cast auchor in the port of Fayal, one of the
Azores Islands, constituting part of Her Most Faithful Ma,
jesty's dominions;
'' That it is equally clear that, on the evening of the same
day, an English squadron commanded by Commodore Lloyd,
entered the same port;
"That it is no less certajn that, during the following night,
without respect for the rights of sovereignty and of neutrality
of Her Most Faithful Majesty, a bloody encounter took place
between the Americans and the English, and that, on the 27th
September, one of the vessels belong_ing to the English squadron ranged herself a.Iongside the American Privateer, for the
purpose of cannonading her; that this demonstration, accompanied by the act, caused Captain Reid, together with his crew,
to abandon his vessel and destroy her;
"Considering that, if it be clear that, on the night of the 26th
of September, some English longboats, commanded by Lieutenant Robert Fausset, of the British Navy, approached the
American brig, the General Armstrong, it is not clear that
the men who manned the boats were provided with arms and
ammunition;
"That it appears as a fact, from the documents which ha-ve
been produced, that, those longboats having approached the
American brig, the crew of the latter, after having hailed
them and summoned them to haul off, immediately fired upou
them, and that some men were killed on board the English
boats, and others wounded, some of them mortally, without any
attempt having been made on the part of the crew of the boats
to repel, immediately, force by force;
"0011 idering that the report of the Governor of Fayal proves
that the American Captain did not apply to the Portuguese
Goverumen t for protection until blood had already been shed,
and that when the fire had ceased the brig General Armstrong
came to anchor under the castle, at the distance of a stone's
throw; that the governor affirms that it was only then that he
wa informed of what wa pa sing in the port;
"That he several times interposed with Commodore Lloyd,
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with a view to obtain a cessation of hostilities and to complain
of the violation of neutral territory;
''That he effectively prevented some American sailors, who
were on land, from embarking on board the American brig, for
the purpose of prolonging a conflict which was contrary to tlrn
law of nations;
.
"That the weakness of the garrison of the island, and the
undoubted decay of the guns in the forts, rendered all armed
intervention on his part impossible;
" Considering, in this state of things, that Captain Reid,
not having applied, in the beginning, for the intervention of
the Neutral Sovereign, and having had recourse to arms for
the purpose of repelling an unjust aggression of which he
claimed to be the object, thus failed to respect the neutrality
of the territory of the foreign sovereign, and released that
sovereign from the obligation to afford him protection by any
other means than that of a pacific interveution;
"From which it follows that the Government of Her Most
Faithful Majesty cannot be held responsible for the results of
a collision, which took place in contempt of her rights of sovereignty, in violation of the neutrality of her territory, and
without the local officers or lieutenants haviug been requested
in proper time and warned to grant aid and protection to those
to whom it was due;
:, Therefore, we have decided and we declare that the claim
presented by the Government of the United States against
Her Mo t Faithful M~jesty has no foundation, and that no
indemnity is due by Portugal, in con .. eq u011ce of the loss of
the American brig, the privateer General Armstrong.
"Done and sigued in duplicate, under the ea,l of the State,
at the Palace of the Tnilerie , on the thirtietli day of the
month of ovember, in the year of grace one thou and eight
hundred and :fifty two.
(SEAL.)

"L. NAPOLEON.

' By the Prince Pre. ident:
DROUYN DE L'HUY '."
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"pretendait," i. e., "claimed," "alleged," or '' stated/ himself
to be the object of an unjust aggression. The arbitrator did
not discredit this allegation, but he held that Captain Reid, by
resorting to force, without having "at the beginning" invoked
the protection of the neutral sovereign, released that sovereign
from the obligation to protect him otherwise than by good
offices.1 What was meant by the phraRe ''at the beginning"
the award does not explain, but it evidently referred either to
the arrival of the British squadron or to the time when suspicions first arose as to its intention8. It could not have
referred to the moment when the attack was made, for then
there would have been no opportunity to apply to the
authorities.2
On August 17, 1852, the Senate adopted a
Prote st on Behalf of resolution requestiug the President to lay bethe Claimants.
.
.
fore 1t all correspondence touchmg the case of
the General Armstrong since President Polk's message of 1845.
1 Hall, while be does not comment upon the decision, discloses by quotatio_ns, made with bis usual intelligent discrimination, the real ground of
the award. (Int. Law, 4th Ed. 648-649.)
2 The view that a belligerent by failing to observe neutrality forfeits
his claim to neutral protection is sustained by a dictum of the United
States Supreme Court. Early in 1815 the British Ahip .Anne was captured
near the Spanish port of Santo Domingo by the American privateer Ultor,
b·efore the close of hostilities between the United States and Great
Britain in that quarter. The ship was brought to New York and libeled,
and the Spanish consul put in a claim for restitution. A question was
raised as to the place of capture, but the court thought that it was
within territorial waters. The demand for restitution was, however,
r ejected on the ground that the Spanish consul had not, 'I Jirtute officii,
authority to make it. Bnt the court observed that there was another
point in the case: "It is a fact that the captured ship first commenced
hostilities against the privateer; * * * and it is no excuse to assert
that it was done under a mistake of the national character of the -privateer, even if t his were entirely made out in the evidence. While the ship
was lying in neutral waters she was bound to abstain from all hostilities
except in self-defense. * * * When, therefore, she commenced hostilit ies she forfeited the neutral protection, and the capture was no injury for
which any redress could be rightfully sought from the neutral sovereign."
(The Anne, 3 Wheaton, 435, 447.)
A Portuguese armed merchant vessel, having on the high seas mistakenly attacked as a piratical cruiser a United States man-of-war, was
captured by the latter and libeled under the act of March 3, 1819, for a
piratical aggression. She was restored, but the American commander was
held exempt from costs and damages for subduing her and bringing her
in for adjudication. (The Marianna Flora, 11 Wheaton, 1.) See Calvo,
Le Droit Int . (4th ed.), IV. 535.
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Owing to the pendency of the arbitration no answer to this
resolution was made, but on January 24, 1853, the President
communicated to the Senate a copy of the award. 1 On the 23d
of February, however, the Senate made another request for
the correspondence. President Pierce on the 12th of the next
December answered it by transmitting a report of Mr. Marcy,
Secretary of State, saying that it was not deemed necessary
"to make a formal reply." "The decision of the arbiter,"
declared the report, "was unfavorable to the claim, and therefore it is clear that all liability on the pa.rt of Portugal to pay
the same is, by the stipulations. express and implied, of the
convention, entirely at an end." 2
The Secretary of State, in advising the President to withhold the correspondence, and in insisting on the :finality of the
award, acted upon the assumption that the proceedings iu
Congress were due to the renewal in that q_uarter of an effort
which had previously been made before the Department of
State by Mr. Samuel C. Reid, jr., to have the award set aside.
On January 8, 1853, Mr. Reid, having seen a notice of the
award in the public press, addressed to Mr. Everett, who was
then Secretary of State, a protest with a view to have the
awaru. rejected, or, if that should not be done, to lay the foundation for a claim against the United States. "This case was,"
declared Mr. Reid, "submitted to arbitration by treaty stipulations between the governments of the United States and Portugal, without the knowledge or consent of the claimants, after
a peremptory demand for the claim had been made, and I wish
this prote t to appear patent on the records of the Department
of tate of the United States, so that the rights of the clahnant ag in t their own government hall not be prejudiced or
compromitted.' .. Ir. Everett replied that the award "must be
con idered a decisive.'
In January 1 54 Mr. amuel C. Reid, jr., preAppeal to Congreu. euted to ongre
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port, accompanied with a bill to direct the Secretary of State
to examine and adjust the claims growing out of the destruction of the privateer and settle them on principles of justice
and equity. The report proceeded upon the ground (1) that
the claim against Portugal was just; (2) that Mr. Webster
refused to transmit to the arbitrator an argument by Mr.
Samuel C. Reid, jr., on the ground that the terms of the treaty
uid not allow it; (3) that the decision was made without consultation with the minister of the United States at Paris, and
without inviting him at any time to make any explanation or
argument on the part of the claimants; (4) that to accord an
indemnitywould stimulate citizens to emulate the conduct of
Captain Reid; (5) that if the United States acted on the principle that its citizens were always to be compensated for any
injuries they might suffer from the violation by belligerents of
the law of nations, other countries would be more earnest in
maintaining the inviolability of their territory.
May 29, 1854, Mr. Perkins from the Committee on Foreign
Affairs presented to the House of Representatives a report
~xpressing the same conclusions as that of Mr. Slidell.
June 23, 1854, the Senate proceeded to conDebate in the Senate. sider the bill as in Committee of the Whole. 1
The debate was opened by Mr. Slidell, who
argued that the submission to arbitration was made without
the knowledge or consent of the claimants; that they had no
opportunity to plead their rights before the arbitrator; and
that the decision was made in disregard of the facts. He
maintained that the government had no right to submit the
claim to arbitration unless with the consent of the parties.
Mr. Clayton thought that the claim should be paid" on high
principle of state policy." There was nothing in the history
of the war of 1812 to equal the daring and courage of Captain
Reid and his men. The governor of Fayal enforced his neutrality against the Americans, but not for their protection.
The claim was submitted to arbitration without the claimants'
consent, and even if the government had the power to do such
a thing, it was bound at least to give the claimants an opportuu ity to be heard. But, without reference to any technicalitfo , be thought that the money paid to the claimants would
be well disposed of.
Mr. Toombs declared that there was "not a single principle"
1

Cong. Globe, XXVIII., part 2, p. 1486.
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on which the government w as bound to pay the claim. He
considered it clear that the attack was made on the privateer
by the British; but as there appeared to be some doubt on the
point he did not wish to pass upon it. He thought it exceedinglydoubtful wbetl1er Portugal was liable for thedaruage,even
assuming that Great Britain was the aggressor. .Arbitration
was a proper mode of deciding the case. The United States
had done its full duty. If, in the w ar then raging between
Russia on the one side and Turkey and her allies on the other, a
Russian vessel should be attacked and destroyed by the other
belligerent in a place in the Chesapeake Bay where the United
Stat,es had no armaments and no vessels of war, he could not
consider the United States bound to pay for it. Portugal had
a right to make war against England for the wrong done to
her, but there was no justice in making her pay damages for
an act done in violation of her rights.
M.r. Pratt expressed the opinion that the argument made on
behalf of the claimants amounted to placing in their hands
the war-making power, or imposing on the government the
obligation to pay their claim.
Mr. Seward took the view that the question was not so much
whether the United States was "bound" to pay the claim, but
whether it was" right" to pay it. It would have been just to
make good the damage to the claimants even before seeking
reparation from Portugal.
Mr. Bayard said his sympathies led him to vote for the
claim. Moreover, while he had no doubt as to the power of
tbe government to submit tlie claim to arbitration, be thought
the treaty was misconstrued and an injustice done to the claimant. wl1en an op1)ortunity to l>e heard wa denied them.
Mr.Cha:ecoincided with theopiuion expre ed by Mr. Pratt,
an<l ob, erved that ... lr. eward, eeming to feel the weakne
of tbe argument, drawn from law and u ao-e
had defended the
0
ch im "u1,on tbe :imple ground of :ome g neral quity."
Ir. B ·H co11 ·icl r <l he argum nt again t the obligation of
li · go ·rnm ·n omul , v . I> rhal), , a· t tl1 exception taken
· Ir. B :ard; but h • hcmN"ht i CJod p 1i •y i11 a a ·e of uch
·. r, rdin r · <l, ri11 r allll gall, ntr · to be ·t w .· me bouu y.
h ·
· u l 1 ii rm , 1 n <·eel •n .
1 · l, · · mm ·n 1, 1 · r. ~1 · np m Ir. ' ward: "rgnm nt
b
l
1·1 ra ·I n , , · th ·1· im but hat it wa
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The vote on the bill resulted as follows:
Yeas: Messrs. .Atchison, Bayard, Bell, Brown, Clayton,
Dodge of Iowa, Foot, Gwin, James, Pettit, Seward, and
Slidell-12.
Nays: Messrs . .Allen, Chase, Dawson, Dixon, Dodge of Wisconsin, Evans, Fessenden, Fitzpatrick, Geyer, Gillette, Hamlin, Pratt, Rockwell, Stuart, Sumner, Thompson, of Kentucky,
Toombs, Toucey, "V\r ade, Walker, and Williams-21.
The bill was rejected.
On July 28, 1854, however, the Senate, on motion of Mr.
Geyer, agreed to reconsider its vote, and the bill went to the
calendar. 1
January 26, 1855, the bill was again taken up in the Senate
and a substitute was offered by Mr. Weller, of California, limiting the amount that might be allowed by the Secretary of
State to $131/W0. The Senators who had participated in the
previous debate urged the same reasons as before for and
against the passage of the bHl.
•
Mr. Stuart, in opposition to the claim, inquired whether the
government was prepared to adopt the principle that a private
claimant against a foreign government should have control over
the mode of negotiation for the adjustment of the claim. 2
Mr. Brown supported the bill on the ground that the government bad'' mismanaged" the case.
Mr. Fessenden denied any legal liability on the part of the
government. The idea that the claimant had a right to insist
that the government should go to war on account of bis claim,
and should not resort to any of the modes of amicable adjw;;tment pointed out by the law of nations, was, he declared,
"pre-po terous.''
·
Mr. Jones briefly spoke a,gainst the bill, saying that its
advocates seemed to differ among themselves as to the facts on
which they supported it.
Mr. Weller thought that the claim should "by every principle ofju tice" be paid; he did not "stand upon technicalities."
.Mr. Daw on did not consider the claim in its origin just
agaiu t Portugal, since she was unable to protect t11e privateer.
Mr. Ca maintained the liability of Portugal, and thought
that there were also "equitable subjects" connected with the
a e that justified a grant by the government for the losses
u tained.
1

2

CoBg. Globe, XXVIII., part 3, p. 1987.
Cong. Globe, XXX. 403.
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Mr. Butler considered that it was competent for the governmentto submit the claim to arbitration, and that the government
could not be put into the position of an insurer against an
adverse decision.
Mr. Houston took the view that the government bad "compromised" the rights of the claimants" without their full assent
and acquiescence."
The vote being taken, it stoodYeas: Messrs. Bayard, Bell, Benjamin, Brown, Cass, Clayton, Cooper, Dodge of Iowa, Douglas, Foot, Houston, Jones,
of Iowa, Morton, Pettit, Reid, Rockwell, Rusk, Seward, Thomson, of New Jersey, Weller, Wells, and Wrigbt-22.
Nays: Messrs. Allen, Brainerd, Bright, Brodhead, Butler,
Chase, Olay, Dawson, Eyans, Fessenden, Fitzpatrick, Gillette,
Hunter, Pearce, Stuart, Sumner, and Wade-17.
The bill therefore passed the Senate; but it
Reference to the
.
· Cl ·
Court of Claims.
was afterward referred to the Court of auns
for a report. The case was argued before that
tribunal by Messrs. Charles O'Conor, P. Phillips, and Samuel
C. Reid,jr., on behalf of the claimants, and by Mr. Montgomery
Blair, Solieitor-General, for the government; and on March 17,
1856, Chief Justice Gilchrist delivered the opinion of tbe court,
Blackford, J., dissenting, sustaining the claim and directing
that testimony be taken as to damages. 1 The testimony establi bed damage to the amount of 70,739; but on a rehearing
of the ca 'e Scarburgb, J., who had previou ly concurred with
hi f Ju tice Gilchri t, changed hi view and delivered an
opinion concurring with Judge Blackford. Thus the court
finally r j cf d the claim, Gilchri t, C. J., di senting. 2
The argume11t for and against the claim
Opinion of Judge
Blackford.
w re, with on exception, fully discussed iu
th opinion of Judge Blackford. They are
, nffi ·i nt1y di ·lo ,1 in th following pa ages from that
pinion:

.

· quiry to b made i relative to
tb demand of the claimant'
vidence, a to
the aggr t that firing

. Iis. Doc. 142, 35
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may have been justifiable in se~f-defense. . Whether. it was s?
or not, is a question upon which there is contra,dwtory evidence. * * *
,. It appears to me, from. an examination of the evidence of ·
those persons having any personal knowledge of the affair,
which evidence is contradictory, and none of which is impeached, that the question of fact in controversy as to whether
the privateer or the British ships were the aggressors, was a
fair one for negotiation betwet:~n the United States and Portugal, and to be referred, if they could not agree, . to some
·
proper tribunal for adjudication.·
"There is another inquiry relative to the
Liability of Portugal. demand of the claimants against Portugal,
and that is whether, supposing the British
vessels to have been the aggressors, the laws of nations rendered Portugal liable for the loss of the privateer 1
'' Had the privateer, instead of being destroyed, been captured only by the British, and had afterwards come illto the
possession of Portugal, there is no doubt but that Portugal
would have been bound to restore the vessel to the original
owners; nor is there any doubt but tba,t the governor of Fayal,
if he had had the power, would have been tound to endeavor
by force to prevent the disaster. But the difficulty as to these
matters is, that the privateer having been destroyed could not
be restored, and that the governor had no means by which he
could have prevented, by force, the destruction of the privateer. The above stated question, therefore, whether, supposing the British to have been the aggressors, Portugal was
liable by the laws of nations to pay for the privateer, is not
entirely free from doubt. And the cause of the doubt is, that
the privateer was never in the possession of Portugal, and
there was no neglect of duty by the governor of Fayal. Chancellor Kent, in one part of his commentaries, says: 'It is not
lawful to make neutral territory the scene of hostility, or to
attack an enemy while within it; and if the enemy be attacked,
or any capture made under neutral protection, the neutral is
bound to redress tbe injury and .effect restitution.' (1 Kent's
Com. 117.) But on a subsequent page his language is as follows: 'A neutral has no right to inquire into the validity of a
capture, except in cases in which the rights of neutral jurisdiction were violated; and in such cases the neutral power
will re: tore the property, if found in the bands of the offender,
and within its jurisdiction, regardless of a,ny se'lltence of condemnation by a court of a belligerent captor. It belongs
solely to the neutral government to raise the objection to a
capture and title, founded on the violation of neutral rig_b ts.
The adverse belligerent has no right to complain when the
prize is duly libelled before a, competent court. If any complaint is to be made on the part of the captured, it must be by
bis government to the neutral government, for a fraudulent,
or unworthy, or unnece sary submission to a violation of it~
5627-Vol 2-8
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territory; and such submission will naturall y pr ovoke retaliation.' (1 Kent's Oom. nl.) If this last cited paRsage fro m
Kent be the law, Portugal was not liable, b ecause it is certain
that the governor of Fayal <lid not s ubmit t o the outrage
fraudulently, or unworthily, or unnecessarily. But, on t he
contrary, he endeavored, as soon a s b e bad noticed of the hosti1e acts, to prevent, by peaceable mea.ns, t h e further violation
of the neutrality of the port; and b e bad n o otller means by
which it could be prevented. Wh eaton's lan guage is as follow : 'Where a capture of enemy's property is made within
neutral territory, or by armaments unlawfully fitted out within
tbe same, it is the right a s well as the duty of the 11eutral
state, where the property thus t aken comes iuto its possession,
to restore it to the original own ers.' (Wheaton's International
Law, 494.) This doctrin e of Wheat on agrees with that laid
down by Kent in the p assage last above cited from bis Commentaries. Kent there says, t h at in cases in which the rights
of neutral jurisdiction are viol ated 'the neutral power will
re 'tore the property if found in t be b ands of the offender aud
within its jurisdiction.' This doctrine of these eminent .American authorR is decidedly in favor of Portugal; for if her 1iability clepeuded on her having possession of the privateer, be
certainly was not liable, the vessel having been destroyed by
the British ship .1
1 The question of a secon d ar y liabili t y on the part of the offending belligerent is referred t o in t h e following letter :
"DEPARTMENT OF TA.Tlt , July 2G, 1815.

",JOH.· Q-cL-cY ADA.:-.1 , Es(l_.
' rn : In the al, ence of the , ecretary of State, but by his order, I have

th honor to enclose the prote t of the ma ter of the schooner Baltimore,
by which it appear· that the ve. el wa capturetl iu a, very unju ti fiabl
manner by the boat of everal Briti h men-of-war within the ,juri diction of ,_pain . The •c·rretary of , tate i aware that in the first instance
'pain on ht to 1, held accountable for thi outrag upon our rights and
h •r ncutralitv; hut in the pre ·ent deranged state of onr diplomatic 1·elaith tha lJOWn, h tliink an attempt ought to be made to procure
tion
r dr
to the offerer clircc1Jv from th Briti ·h Government. Yon will
be pl
d, her for· t fa , th. ca ,. before that government, in the mann rand
uch im ·, ·birh you may d err:. b13 t ·alculat d for that purpo e.
· I ha· he honor to he, ·c.,

"Jou.·

GRA.IIAlI."

i ter , VIII. 5 .)
trc:d within Bnenos Ayrean jnri Kirk, nited
t s minister, of
act that t
laim wbi h bad
ic on ac •o
of th captnr
to tho reco ition of Bueno
ap. of ti
;vbich hacl in
tion of the claim in xp di nt
acl . (. 1.'. In truction · to th
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'' The question respecting the liability of Portugal, under the
circumstances of the case, does not appear to be settled by
foreign writers on th~ laws of nations. B;ynkershoek may_ be
considered to be agamst the Portuguese side of the question.
(Bynkershoek on th~ La~ o~ War, 59, 60.) But Kliibe!, who
is a much later writer, 1s m favor of Portugal. This last
na,med author says 'that the neutral is not to allow, voluntarily, that either of the belligerent parties shall commit, upon
its neutral territory, either continental or maritime, any hostile
acts.' (Kliiber's Law of Nations, page 86, section 284.) Portugal was not accountable for the outrage, according to the authority of Kliiber, because it is clear that the governor of
Fayal did not allow, voluntarily, the breach of the neutrality of
the port. This doctrine of Kliiber is substantially the same
with that of Kent last referred to; the latter author saying, that
the complaint against the neutral government must be for 'a
fraudulent, or unworthy, or unnecessary submission to a violation of its territory.' That there was no such submission in
this case is shown by the corre~pondence between the governor
and the British commander during the night of the 26th of
September aforesaid. Indeed, Captain Reid's protest confines
bis complaint to the inabUity of Portitgal. That protest says:
'And the said Captain Reid also protests against the government of Portugal for their inability to protect and defend the
neutrality of this their port and lrnrbor.'
. t f A b"t
"It appears to me, therefore, that the quesPropne
y o r i ra- t·
.
1ve d rn
. th e present
ti
10n of publ"1c l aw mvo
on.
case, as well as the question of fact before referred to was a very proper subject to be submitted by the
governments of the United States and Portugal to arbitration. * * *
"Those questions, both of fact and of law, had been the
subjects of negotiation for more than t_hirty years previously
to 1851, when the treaty between the two governments was
entered into submitting the controversy to arbitration, which
resulted in an award, by the President of the .lfrench republic,
against the validity of the claim.
Li bility f u •t0 d
"In consequence of that award, the claima st ;
m
ants have abandoned their claim against Pora es.
tugal; but they now turn round and demand
the amount, namely, one hundred and thirty-one thousand six
hundred dollars, against the United States. The ground of
this demand is, that the Secrei aries of State, and the President and Senate of the United Stat,es, have Jost, by mismanagement, the claim against Portugal, and have thus made
their own government liable for the amount. There are several charges of mismanagement insisted on which will be particularly noticed.
of the charges, which is that of negCharges of Mi eman- l "One
. th e nego t·1at10n,
.
. of a sh ort
agement
ect 1u
a d m1ts
.
·.
answer. rrbe delay which occurred, from the
tune the claim was presented soon after it originated, till 1837,
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is accounted for by the disordered state of the government of
Portugal du.ring that -period. * * *
"Another charge of mismanagement of the claim relates to
the submission to arbitration.
1
' The claimants say that our government received a bonus
from Portugal as a consideration for referring the case. * * *
There is surely nothing in this treaty to sup-port, in the slightest degree, the idea that the submission of the case, by the
President and Senate, was in con sideration of a bonus, or for
any other purpose than that of having the claim properly alld
legally investigated and determined. The treaty provides for
the payment of all the claims except that of the General Armstrong, and refers that claim to arbitration; and that is the
whole of the treaty as regard s the submission. It is unnece sary surely to notice any further this extraordinary charge
.
against the treaty-making power of the United States.
"Another charge is, that our government had no author_ity
to submit the case to arbitration without consulting the cla1mants. This uosition is untenable. * * * The correct view
of thi matter is, that as soon as our government was induced
by the claimant to interfere, the controversy became au affair
of tate, to be treated of between the two governmeuts as
other differences between nations are treated; that is to say,
by negotiation, arbitration, and such other modes as are recognized by the law,· of nations.
" nother charge of mismanagement is the refusal of the
~ e?retary of State, Mr. Webster, to forward to the arbiter a
wntteu argument of the claimant . * * *
'It appear. to me that the language of the treaty shows
tha tlte_arbiterwa to determine the case upon the corresponden · which had taken place on the subject between the ~wo
gov rnmeut ·. That corre. ponde11ce bad been very extensive,
and h~d b ~n conducted with great ability on both side . The
<p1 t~cm: o~ fa ·t and of law belonging to tbe case had been
full· mve tlgat d bJ the rreutlemen to whom the bu iues was
·. 11fi<led. It would
m to have b en proper, under those
IT um tanc , for tbe partie to submit the ea e to tbe arbiter,
UJ?On th ·orr_ . poncl ne; without further argument l>y either
ot th •m. It 1 prop r al:o to ad<l that if a· the claimant
!'OD nd -Ir.
~ ·b ·t r r fu. al t forward 'tbe argument wa
1mprop ~ 1t
a guilty f wrong to the claima11t . Now
tu l· · 1 · I 1 tlrn fi r any .-u •h wron )' l>y a public offi •er
tit '•o, rum n i no liabl to th indiYidual injured. The
l urru " f ,J , g . r n thi · ;nb.i c·t i. a>' follows: 'In tlie
n ·•· pl, · . a.
h liabili y of pub1ie ag nt. for tort or
n, m h . · 1 of th ir ,~ 1H·y, it i, plain that th
. lf 1 110 r<!. p 11:ihl for the mi ·fea:auce , or
r 1 "11 er n
. r omi . ion. Jf <1 uty f the. ubordinat
·mpl · in h 1muli · rvie ; for it do '
tarau
~ 11y per. 11: th Jid lity of , 11
r arr ·nt h m it ·mploy · inc• that would
J
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involve it in all its operations, in endless embarrassments, and
difficultie~, and losses, which woulrl be subve!'sive of the public interests; and, indeed, !aches are _never imputable to the
government.' (Story on .Agency, sect10n 319.)
"To place 'this ch~rge in its true light, I must borr~w t~e
argument of au eminent statesman. ~r. W_ebster, rn _his
refusal to forward the argument, was either right or wrong.
If Mr. Webster was right, there is an end of the charge. If
Mr. Webster was wrong, then there is an end of the charge
also; because the government is not liable for the wrong of a
pnb1icofficer in his action reRpecting a private claim. So that
whether Mr. vVebster was right or wrong, there is no ground
for the charge.
"The claimants make one more cbarge of mismanagement
of their claim, 11amely, -that the award should have · been
rejected as not beiug within the terms of the submission.
"The claimants say that the arbiter bas decided on the facts
of the case, when be was only authorized to decide a question
of Jaw. * * * The second article commences by saying,
that the parties disagreed respecting the question of public
law; but when the article comes to state the agreement to
submit, it Rays, that, her Most Fait1Jful Majesty bas proposed,
and the United States of .America have consented, that the
claim preseuted by the .American government in behalf, &c.,
sh ould be submitted to the arbitrament, &c.; and the third
article, in order to enable the arbiter to determine the merits
of the claim, directs that copies of all the correspondence, in
reference to the claim, should be laid before him. It seems
therefore, to be very clear that the merits of the claim, that
is, both the facts and the law, were submitted to the arbiter,
.
and were to be decided by him. 1 .
P
f G
"But
there
is
another
and
more
enlarged
O
owers
t overn- view of this case, which it is proper to notice.
men·
"I consider when, at the request of a person
presenting a claim on a foreign nation, our government asent.· to interfere in bis behalf, its ·action may be by negotiatiou , compromise, arbitration, or even by reprisals or war.
But in tlrn adoption of any such measure, the government,
by the understanding of the- parties, and by the laws of
1
\Vhen Mr. Charles B. Hadduck was appointed to succeed Mr. Clay as
charge d'affo,ires of the United , tates at Lisbon, Mr. ·webster on March
20, 1851, transmitted to him a protocol in relation to the submission of the
case to the umpire. Mr. ·wcbster observed "that the points for the consideration and decision of the arbiter have reference both to the amount
of the claim and its validity ." (H. Ex. Doc. 53, 32 Cong.1 sess. 85.) The
protocol was accepted by tbe Portuguese Government with "two slight
alterations in form," one of which merely substitut.ed the word "dupliate" for '' triplicate" in r espect of copies of certain papers, and the other
of which made it "appear more clearl y that the arbiter was to decide upon
the amount as well as validity of the cbim." (Id. 87.)
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nations, exercises its own judgment and discretion. * * *
The judgment and discretion of our government in the
pre ent case were exercii;;ed by the President and Senate in
referring, by a treaty with Portugal, the claim in question
to the arbitrament of the President of the French republic,
and by the executive department in its negotiation s with
the Portuguese authorities before and after the submission.
Thi exerci e of judgment and discretion by the treatymaking power, and by the executive department, was political
in it nature, and is entirely independent of the judiciary.
The result wa an award of the arbiter, upon the merits, in
favor of Portugal. The award must be considered final and
concla ive. • • •
"I have very little more to say in regard to
A Question of Bounty. this suit. I have shown that it was upon the
repeated solicitation of the claimants, that our
government caused the claim to be presented to the Portuguese
Government; and that the facts and the law on which the
claim wa founded were disputed by Portugal; that there was
an able corre pondence on the subject during several yeari
between the two governments; that the case was far from
beiug a clear one, either as to facts or to Jaw, for eith er of the
partie ; tliat tlle parties not being able to agree, referred, by
treaty tbe matter in di pute to arbitration; that the evidence
and the law were placed before the arbiter in conformity to
the term of the treaty, and that an award was rendered by
the arbiter in favor of Portugal. rrhe reason, no doubt, of the
claimant application to our government for assistance was,
that they had no hope, by their own efforts, to obtain anything
from Portugal. The a istance applied for was given in the
mode which our government thought most advisable, an d
which wa in accordance with the laws of nations. The f'ai lnre of the cau e before the arbiter was becaut:ie the claim did
not appear to him to be well founded. I know of no ground,
unc1 r tho e circnm. tance , upon which the United States can
b h ld liabl for the claim in a court of justice governed as
thi ·ourt i · by le al principle . The bravery of the officer,
and er w of h privateer in the conflict at Fayal cannot be
t ~igh]y admir <1. For their valor on that occasion, they
1 d fr m
n r
in l 4, an appropriation, as prize
of teu th u:and dol1ar . For any farther compe11 awbi h h pr nt claimant may believe tbemselve,
n i 1 th
mu rel· in my opinion, not upon any legal
right but upon the lib r lity f Congre .1
J d e arburgh tated that it was upon
h
nnd tba he nited State received a
:bona· £ r re£ rring th ·laim to arbitration
n UIT
· he judgment of the court directing
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the taking of testimony. But he bad come to the conclusion
that while there was '' some plausibility" in this view, there
was "no compromise" and "no bonus." ''The United States,"
said J udg-e Sca,rburgh, '' agreed to accept the proposal of PortnO'al
to pay the other claims provided for in the treaty, and
0
•
to refer this claim to arbitration. Their authority to do this
is clear beyond dispute. The act, therefore, is valid. It is not
only valid., but final and conclusive."
Chief Justice Gilchrist adhered to his former opinion. Having argued the case on the merits and come to the conclusion
that the origina,l claim against Portugal was valid, he decl_a red
tliat be was "unable to perceive what good and sufficient
reasons there were that required the United States" to submit
the claim to arbitration; and be therefore held that the United
States ought to pay it. He also maintained that an injustice
had been done in not affording the claimants '' an opportunity
to be beard" before the arbitrator.
It bas been said that all the arguments for
Final Payment
of an·d agams
· t th e c1aim
· were CtIScusse
1•
dm
· J u dge
.
t h e Cl aim.
Blackfor d' s oprnion,
.
. one except10n.
.
That
with
exception was the argument based on the assertion that the
correspondence exchanged at Rio de Janeiro in 1814-15 was
not laid before the arbitrator. By a message of January 28,
1853, President Fillmore transmitted to the House of Representatives a mass of corresponclence touching generally on the
uhject of claims against Portugal. 1 By this correspondence
it appeared that on March 20, 18iH, Mr. Webster instructed Mr.
Hadduck, who had been chosen to succeed Mr. Olay at Lisbon,
"to compare and authenticate, jointly with the Portuguese
Government," copies of the correspondence to be submitted to
the arbiter. "You will understand, of course," said Mr. Webter, "that the e copies are limitl>d to such communications as
have passed between the American legation and the Portugne e Government at Lisbon, and between this department
and the Portugue elegation at Washington." 2 On the 12th of
tlle following July however Mr. Webster, in order to provide
"again t the omission of a,ny important part df the earlier portion of the corre pondeoce," namely, "that which passed in
1 U and 1 15, in Rio de Janeiro, where the Court of Portugal
at that time re ided, and which it could uot have been intended
to exclude,'' tran mitted to Mr. Hatlduck a "printecl copy" of
1

H. Ex. Doc. 53, 32 Cong. 1 sess.

2

ld. 85.
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President Polk's message of December 15, 1845, with which
tbe correspondence in question was communicated to the
Senate. On the 17th of July, five days after this supplementary instruction was signed at Washington, Mr. Hadduck, acting under the instructions of March 20, signed and
sealed at Lisbon a protocol relating to the submission of the
case to the arbiter. 1 The contents of this protocol were
not disclosed; but, on the assumption that it specified the
papers which were to be submitted, and that the correspondence transmitted with the supplementary instruction was not
included in it, it was argued that the United States bad incurred a liability by failing to present to the arbitrator a very
material part of the evidence embraced by the convention.
Ir. Blair' reply to this argument was twofold. In the first
place he contended that, as the correspondence in question
wa in the archives at Lisbon, it was the merest assumption
to ay that it was not included in the protocol. But, even if
it wa not included, he in the second place maintained that
''no manner of injury" could have resulted from its absence,
ince every material pait of it was supplied by the correspondenc exchanged at Lisbon, in which Governor Ribeiro's report,
and the notes of the Marquis d' Ag·uiar to Lord Strangford
and nir. umter were textually quoted at length and commented upon. Judge Blackford did not discuss thi question
in bi opinion. But ,Judge carburgh took the ground that,
in tbe ah. ence of evidence to the contrary, it was proper to
a. ume that the printed document ent with the supplementary in truction wa pre nted to the arbitrator, si11ce it did
n t app ar that the c pies of the papers which were submitted
~ 1 pr pare l at or before the . igning of the protocol.
It nb qu ntly tran pired, however, that the printed docum nt w, 11 t in lnded among the papers ubmitted to tbe
}rbitr, t r an<l tbi. ·ircom ·t < nc wa adopted a the principal
fonn t ti n of
B w r port made by Mr. Ma on, from the
•or ign R lation jn favor of paying the claimhi<:.h re pre 11 t cl the amount of damage estabh
onrt of laim , le, the 10,000 previou 1
:Ir. Ma on report, referring
im
id:
e part of the gov -n med corre pond-
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ence was not before the arbitrator, still no injury could have
resulted to the claimants, because all the material facts contained in it were referred to or otherwise cited in so much of
the correspondence as was exhibited. Still, the committee are
of opinion that the failure to exhibit it, as required by the
convention, is a matter of just complaint by the claimants,
because, amongst .other reasons, it cannot be known what inference or conclusions might be drawn by the arbitrator by
reason of its absence.
" Nor do the committee mean to Ray that, had that evidence
been before the court, it would have made a clear case of demand in law against the government; but they advert to it as
a further equitable consideration in favor of the claimants." t
As it was thus substantially conceded that'' all the material
facts" contained in the Rio <le Janeiro correspondence "were
actually referred to or otherwise cited" in the correspondence
exchanged at Lisbon-a correspondence embraciug twenty-one
·diplomatic notes which probably would fill upward of a hundred closely printed octavo pages-it is not easy to conjecture
what unfavorable inference the arbitrator could have drawn
from the omission merely to present in separate form papers ·
extensively quoted and elaborately discussed in the corre
spondence submitted to him. For example, Mr. Hopkins in a
note of June 28, 1849, which fills over shteen closely printed
octavo pages, quotes Governor Ribeiro's report, the Marquis
d' Aguiar's note to Lord Strangford, the Marquis d' Aguiar's
note to Mr. Sumter, Mr. Dabney's report, and other early documents.2 Uaptain Reid's protest formed an accompaniment of
another note. Indeed, the report of Governor Ribeiro and the
Rio de Janeiro correspondence formed the subject of a large
part of the correspondence exchanged at Lisbon. Neverthele , the bill for the relief of the claimants passed the Senate.
It was not acted upon by the House.
In 187 the claim against the United States was revived, 3
1

Sen. Report, 34-7, 46 Cong. 1 sess. 23.
In the printed list of twenty-one diplomatic communications submitted
to the arbiter, the fifth is described as ''Note de Mr. Hopkins, de 28 de
,Julbo, de 1 47." (S. Report 347, 46 Cong. 2 sess. 25,) Mr. Hopkins was not
at Lis hon in July, 1847. The description is erroneous. The note intended
to he deAcribed is, as is shown by an examination of the original pa.pers,
the note of June 28, 184-9. (Mr. Vignand, Sec. of Embassy, to Mr. Moore,
larch 20, 1 97, inclosing a statement of M. Girard de Riane, Director of
the Archive of the Fren ·h Foreign Office.) Two other papers are des -ribed in the printed li t as bearing date in 1847, when in fact they belong
to 1849.
• 3 • Ii . Doc. 21, 45
ong. 3 s s .
2
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and in the following year it was laid by the agent of the
claimant before the Pre ident. The President referred it to
the Department of tate, where the examiner of claims rendered an opiuion upon it, which was communicated to the
chairman of the Committee on Appropriations of the Senate
at the chairman request. In this opinion the examiner of
claim tated that the history of the case was '' contained in
three printed volume ," which he had "examined sufficiently"
to enable him" to state with correctness" the" few preliminary
fact ' e · ential to a con ideration of the claim. On.e of these
fact which he aid wa '' clearly established," was that•' this
.Bdti, h fie t"-the three ve' els at Fayal-" intended for tbe
capture of :r-ew Orlean , was kept busy by tbe A.rrnstrong Jong
enough to enable G ueral ,Jackson to reach that eity and save
it.' A, the Briti h fleet when it sailed under Sir Edward
akeu!Jam from Jamaica for New Orleans on the 26th of Nov mber 1 14 co11-'i ted. of upward of fifty sail and a large
army the ' preliminary fact" thu tated seems to have been
omewbat mi ·onceived. Another "preliminary fact" was
that the demaud on Portugal for reparation" was continued ·
und r v ry admini tratiou from Pre i<lent Monroe to Filln10r .' Thi· ·tatement quite ove.rlo11ked the second administration of Monroe, the admini tration of the younger Adams,
tbe fir. t a1lmini tration of Jack on, and the aclmjnistrations
f' T ·]er and 1 lk, in three of which the claim was not pressed,
and in two of which th overnment refn ed to press it. On
tlJe and ne r tw other '' preliminary facts" the opinion
wa xpre ·ed that th
nited t.ates bad, "under all the cirum~t, uce in ·urre I an obli ation to their own citizen," which
tb gov rnmeut wa: bound under the extraordmary circumtan . of thi ·a· , in equity, in morals, and in honor, to
l
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of justice and equity," to the amount of $70,739 as proved before the Court of Claims. The bill was taken up .April 13, 1882,
and Mr. Pendleton made some remarks upon it. 1 He stated
that in submitting the evidence to the arbitrator the correspondence at Rio de Janeiro was "excluded;" that it "never
was preseuted to the arbitrator," and that the adjudication
was made "upon the ground that there had been no infraction
of the neutrality of Portugal." He further stated that in the
"excluded" correspondence Portugal "had declared in the
strongest possible terms, and it was practically admitted by
Great Britain, that there had been a breach of neutrality at
the time it occurred." "I do not care to place this claim,"
said Mr. Pendleton in conclusion, ''upon any particular and
special legal ground, althou1h I think it is defensible upon
several. I wish gentlemen to vote for it either because it
appeals to patriotism, to good feeling, to an admiration of
the heroism of our countrymen which was displayed on that
occasion."
Mr. Platt was the only other Senator who spoke. He said
that he had examined the claim and must record his vote
against it; that the only ground on which it could be put, and
upon which it was going to pass the Senate, was "that stated
by the Senator from Ohio, that it appeals strongly to the imagination." The vote was-yeas, 41; nays, 13.
The bill passed the House on the 17th of .April under a suspension of rules by a vote of 136 to 36. 2
It was permitted to become a law May 1, 1882, without the
President's approval. 3
1

Cong . Record, Xlll. part 3, p. 2843.
Id. pp. 2957-2960.
3
22 tats. at L. 6!:17: By an act of March 2, 1895, Congress directed that
a balance of the fund remaining unexpended under the act of 1882 by reason of the failure of certain beneficiaries to appear should be "applied for
the liquidation and settlement of the claims of Samut·l C. Reid," on the
"von hers on file" in the Department of State. (28 Stats. at L. 843.) By a
report of Mr. Ray, from the Committee on the Judiciary of the House, of
Februar,v 9, 1897 (H. Report 2848, 54 Cong. 2 sess. ), it appears that no
mon y had be n paid to Mr. Reid under the act, on the ground that the
necessary vouchers had not been filed. He was allowed under the act of
1 2 the sum of $32,595.60, which represented one-half of the amount
awarded to the owners of the brig, and 40per cent of the amount awarded
to tbe officers and crew, for hi servi es 10 prosecuting the claim. From
the percentage allowed him a igomt>nts of upward of $14,000 for money
lent, fee to attorneys, etc., were deducted.
2
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During the debates in the Senate in 1855 a letter from Mr.
l\Iarcy, ecretary of State, to Mr. J.M. Mason, then chairman
of the Committee on Foreign Relations, was read, in which the
former aid: "l can not countenance the principle that where
thi go,Ternment is called on by a citizen of the United States
to interpo e for recovering claims against any other government, proceeds in good faith for that purpose and fails in its
object, or obtains what may be regarded as an inadequate
indemnity, it places itself in a situation to be called on to pay
the claim: or to satisfy the expectations of the claimants." It
may fairly be maintained, as the result of our investigation of
the record , that this principle was not violated in the present
in tauce. When those who advocated the payment of the
·laim attempted to argue it on legal grounds, they invariably
xhibited uch radical differences of opinion as to render 1t
only the more apparent that there was no legal ground on
which it could be supported. Till the discovery was made
that the Rio de Janeiro correspondence was not separately
pre ented to the arbitrator, the most effective legal argument
m to have been that, becau e an agent of the claimants
w, · not allowed to submit a statement to the arbitrator, they
w re "denied a hearing.' This argument, however, will not
b ar xarnination. In the fir t place, the claimants were not
partie.· to the arbitration; the parties were the governments
of the rnite<l tat and Portugal. The claimants could be
hearcl only tbrougll their government, and it belonged to the
gov rnment a a nece ary incident of its power to conduct
for io-n intercour e, to determine what repre entations should
r. hould not h made. In the thou and of cases which the
nit cl ~ tat . ha.. nbmitted to arbitration, it llas never in a
. in 1 in ·tau · fail <l t exer ·i e thi es ential right of govern m nt:. In the. coud place there wa no denial of a l1earin(J'
x 1,t in th .·ame · n · a here ha he n such a denial i 11
Jmndr d f irnilar ·, · . The claimant had for years beeu
h cl throu h 1t fr o ernm nt h only organ through which
h ~ · uld ·b beard a , 11: , n 1 th y were heard before th
, rbi ra r -1 1 tl
lah >r, t and able c rguments of t11 ir
' v rnu n . m, <l an r i rated at their in tanc , and ernbr in
· ry oin a i · · <: \'" r laid befor him in the rl.ip1 m fo ; IT p nd rn· . \. t
h
mi ion eparat ly to
pr -- nt h ~ >j l • ,J
· IT . p nd n · it i apparent that
i a . uru 1 ii · n
iru , £ rm quite i tinct from that
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which it originally bore. From the vague suggestion in 1858
that it might have created an inference, the nature of which
it was not attempted to define, it had come to involve in 1882
the exclusion from the arbitrator of a practical admission by
Great Britain that she had violated the neutrality of the port.
The payment of the claim was, in fact, an exercise by the
government of the power to reward by its bounty the performance of acts which deserve public recognition. And such
was the theory on which the Department of State acted in the
distribution of the fund. By a joint resolution of March 2,
1867, it was made unlawful to pay any account, claim, or
demand a,gainst the United States that accrued or existed
prior to April 13, 1861, to any person who in any manner sustained the rebellion. 1 The question having arisen whether
this provision applied. to the distributees under the act of
1882, Dr. Francis Wharton, then Solicitor of the Department
of State, held that it did not, for the reason, among others,
that they bad no claim against the United Stotes prior to the
passage of that act, "which gave them the fund in question
as a gratuity.2
In none of the discussions of the case of
Questibonli of ~eutral the General Armstrong, mcluding that before
0 gat1on.
.
the Court of Claims, was there an exhaustive
examination of the question of neutral obligation. The arguments of the agents of the claimants, as well as those of the
representatives of the United States at Lisbon, for the most
part assumed that if it were established that the British were
the aggre, sors the liability of Portugal was perfect, and, from
t he point of view of the claimants, it was not desirable to say
an ything which might sel'm to impair this position. Mr. Hopkius trongly maintained that the British having been the
aggressors, Portugal was bound to make indemnity for the
<le truction of the privateer, without regard to the question
whether the a utlJOrities possessed either the disposition or the
mean to afford protection. On the part of Portugal it was
maintained that th e duty of a neutral government extended to
the employment of all the means in its power and no further,
and it does not discredit the communications of the Portuguese
mi ni:ters for foreign affairs to say that the most impressive
pre:entation of thi view was contained in a very able 11ote
1

~

• , • • Rev. , tat. sec. 3480 .
Opinion of J anuary 1, 1889, M 'S. Dept . of State.
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of Mr. De Figaniere, the Portuguese miI;1ister at Washington,
which was not among the papers submitted to the arbitrator.'
It is admitted that the commission of hostile acts by one
belligerent against another within the waters of a friendly
st.a te is a violation of international law for which the neutral
may demand reparation. 2 Enemies may, says Grotius, 3 "lawfully be killed in their own country, in the enemies' country,
in a country that belongs to nobody, or on the sea. But that
we may not kill or hurt them in a neutral country proceeds
not from any privilege attached to their persons, but from the
right of that prince in whose dominions they are." We are
informed by Livy that the inviolability of the neutral jurisdiction was acknowledged even by the ancients. On a certain
occasion, during the Second Punic War, Scipio, having conquered the greater part of Spain, resolved ~o seek the alliance
of the Numidian King, Syphax, with a view to attack the
Carthaginians in Africa. For this purpose he sailed from New
Carthage with two galleys only. It happened that at the same
time Hasdrubal Gisgo was on bis way to the dominions of
4
Syphax, in order to seek his alliance for the Carthaginian .
When Scipio arrived Hasdrubal was at anchor with seven
galleys, and with this overwhelming force the temptation to
effect the capture of the Roman general was very great. But
before the Carthaginians could weigh anchor Scipio was borne
by a strong wind into the port, and, as Livy says, '' they
durst not attack him in the King's haven." 5 In more recent
1
Mr. De Figani re to Mr. Clayton, July 9, 1850, H. Ex. Doc. 53, 32 Cong.
1 sess. 101.
2
Ha.utefeuille, Des Droit et des Devoirs des at ions N entres en Temp
de Guerre faritime (Paris, 18-18), I. 412-415; Ortolan Diplomatie de la Mer,
II. 2 7; pton, Law of ations ( ed. 1863), 346.
3
De Jur. Bel. ac Pac., Lib. III. c. IV. s c. VI. part 1.
4
Liddell, Hi tory of Rome, 3:-6.
·
nia momentum yphax affectanti res erat Africre opuerrae rex bello jam expertus ipsos Carthaginien e ,
· ,te ad Hispaniam, qnod freto exiguo dirimuntur,
e r•m , cipioratu <1na, qnoniam aliter non po et
., . . Iarcio Tarracone, L ilano Carthagin
cone itin rilm magnis ierat, atl pra idiuro
' . La lio dnabu qninquerimibus ab ar. lnrirnnm r mi , int rdum et leni adjuFort • ita. incidit, ut eo ip
or
1 trir ·mibn portum invectu
·ori
con. 11 c:ta • duae quinquere
aud
nt opprimi1p1 a pluribus,
am
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times the Venitians and Genoese being at war, their fleets met
at Tyre, "and would have engaged in the very Haven, but
were there interdicted by the Gouvernour; but yet with this
proviso, that if by consent they would go out of the protection
of the Port, and at open Sea decide the cause, they had t~eir
freedom; and accordingly they sailed forth and engaged." 1
Likewise on a certain occasion it happeded that'' Cornelius de
Wit, Commander of a Ship of War of the States Gener~l, and
Captain Harman, Commander of one of His Majesty's Frigates," being at Calais, the former sent a· challenge which was
"as briskly accepted by the latter, but both were interdicted
tbe execution of tlle same in the Port, but out of the protection of the same they might decide the question; which they
did to the no small Fame of the last; for in that dispute, of
380 men then on board the States Man of War there were
scarce 100 whole Men in her, and Harman having entered and
taken her, brought her at his Stern in Triumph to the Port
agai11." 2
In 1864 France claimed the right as a neuCase of th e Kear- tral to forbid the corrunission of hostile acts
sarge.
by beiligerents within such distance of the
shore as would expose persons and property there to injury.
In June of that year the United States man-of-war Kearsarge
arrived off Cherbourg in quest of the Confederate cruiser Alabamia, which then lay in that port. The Kearsarge did not
enter, but kept off at a distance of three miles or more, waiting for the Alabama to come out. On the 16th of June M.
Drouyn de l'Huys, then minister of foreign affairs, informed
Mr. Dayton, the minister of the United States, that the Alabama had been notified to leave Cherbourg, and that, as she
had profe ed entire readiness to meet the Kearsarge, he was
apprehen ive lest each might attack the other "as soon as
they were three miles off the coast." In this relation M.
Drouyn de l'Huys said '' that a sea fight would thus be got
portum int,rarent, possent, nihil aliud quam tumultum ac trepidationem,
s_imul militum ac nautarum, nequiquam armaque et naves expetlientum,
fecerunt. Percussa enim ex alto vela paulo acriori vento prius in portum
intulerunt quinqueremes cimun Poeni ancoras molirentur; nee ultra tumultum ciere quitiquam in regio portu audebat." (Livius, Ab Urbe Conclita (eel . par Riemann ct Homolle, Paris, 1889). Lib. XXVIII. s. XVII.
par. 10-16.)
1 folloy, De Jure Maritimo (5th eu.), 12.
2 lbid.
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lll) in th fac of France, and at a distance from their coast
~·ithiu re, ch of th guns used on shipboard in these days.
'fhat tl1 di tan
to which the neutral right of an adjoining
·ov rnmeut extended from the coast was uusettled * * *
an<.l that, in a word, a fight on or about such a distance from
their coa t would be o.ffensive to the dignity of France, and they
woul<.l not perrm,it it." Mr. Dayton replied that he knew no
rnle but that of the tbree-mile limit; but that, if nothin g would
be lost and riskell by having the fight farther off, he bad no
objection. In communicating this conversation to Captain
Winslow, of tbe Kearsarge, Mr. Dayton said tha,t he did not
su-ppose that the French Government" would have, on princil)les of international law," the least right to interfere with him
"if three miles off the coast·" but that if he would ''lose
'
nothing" by fighting six or seven
miles off shore instead of
three, he had better do so. 1 The Alctbama was sunk on tlle
19th of June about five miles off Cherbourg. It seems that
the fight began at a greater distance from land, but moved
nearer as it proceeded, and that at the end Captain Semme
trie~ to make the shore. During the engagement a French
man-of-war, which l1ad followed the Alabama out of Oherbourg, lay at least three miles off. Mr. Seward, in an instruction to Mr. Dayton of July 2, 1864, said: "I approve of your
instructions to Captain Winslow. It will be proper for you,
nevertheless, wbile informing M. Drouyn <le l'Huys that I do
· Mo in a spirit of courtesy toward France, to go further and
inform him tbat tbe United States do not admit a right of
France to intel'fere with their ships of war at any distance
exceeding three miles." 2 In this case no question arose as to
the rigbt or tbe duty of a nation to require the observance of
.neutrality wit11in its jurisdiction. These were as urned. But
t1ie remon trance of tlie French Government seems to have
im1)lied tbat a di:tinction might, under tbe circnm tauces, liav
been m <le b tween wliat wa due fr m the neutral to the belligerent and wh, wa. <lne from the neutral to it:elf. It wa
uot ·u .' · ted tha tl1 • n •ntral could be required to protect
111 r n • gain. lu! ho. tiliti of the oth r beyoud the
n
-mil limi
r h, i h, 11 th ri"lit to do o · but it wa.
fi 1, ~.i liin : <·erta171 cli.,tance ~u1d n t b
·lar
lia
1 ·au
~.oul 1 l · off •n. i\·e to the di,ruity of

d'

• Id. 121.
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The right of the neutral to forbid hostile
Use of Neutral Terri- acts by one belligerent against another within
tory_as :Base of Op- its jurisdiction forms merely 0110 aspect of the
erations.
•
· ht s an d du t·ies.
genera] subJect
of neutra1 rig

As one belHgerent can not lawfully attack another within a
neutral port, so likewise be is forbidden to make such a port
the base of hostile operations. On December 5, 1665, Sir Leoline Jenkins gave an opinion to His Hajesty in council on the
cas" of the ship St. Anne, of Ostend, which was brought into
Dover by a Portuguese privateer. 1 Tbe privateer, it appeared,
was a small shallop fitted out at Dover, and manned chiefly by
British subjects, but commissioned by the King of Portugal,
who had given his privateers leave to arm· in such port or kingdom as should be convenient for them, they to bring their
prizes in to Portugal to be judged. Sir Leoline Jenkins said
there were two questions in the case. One was whether the
commission of the privateer was good; the other whether the
capture was in violation of the protection due to·persons coming into British harbors or ports. It seems that the ship was
not taken within his Majesty's '' chambers," though it was captured somewhere in the channel. In reply to the second question , Sir Leoline Jenkins said:
"The Second Question is, as I humbly conceive, best resolved
out of a D eclar ation, which your Majesty's Grandfather of
blessed Memory published in the Year 1604, in Reference to
these Hostilities, in these Words:
"; Our Pleasure is, that within Our Ports, Havens, Roads,
Creeks, or other Places of our Dominion, or so near to any of
our said Port s or Havens, as may be r easonably construed to
be within that Title, Limit, or Precinct, there shall be no
Force, V iolence, or Surprise, or Offence suffered to be done,
either from Man of War to Man of War, or from Man of War
to Merch ant , &c. but tlia.t all, of what Nation soever, so long
as they sh all be wi thin those Ports and Places of Jurisdiction,
or where Our Officers may prouibit Violence, shall be understood to be under Our Protection, and to be order'd by Course
of Justice, &c. A ud that Our Officers and Subjects shall prohibit, a~ much as in them lies, all hovering of Men of War, &c.
so 11ear the E ntry of an y of our H aven s or Coasts; and that
they hall r eceive and succor all Merchants and others, that
shall fall within th e Da nger of any ~mch as shall await our
<Joa. t~, in o near Places, to the Hindrance of Trade to and
from our Kingdom s.'
' So that, con idering this Shallop set out of your Majesty's
1

Life of ir Leol ine J enkins, by William Wynne, II. 727, London, 1724-.
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I ort, where it hovered for Prey, ince it was mann'd for the
m t Part with your Maje ty' Su~jects, contrary to the Meaning of tbe 4th and 6th Article of tJ1e Treaty with Spain, made
in the Year 1630; ince the arpri al was made in the Night,
no by Force of rm but by abusing your M3:jesty's Name
and uthority; , ince the true Commission was neither prete111l ,d, . uewed. nor indeed on Board at the Time of the u~.pture· I am of Opiuion that the Capture was unduly made,
and that the O ·teuder ought to have his Ship and Goods
re:tored to him; and that the Commander in the Shal1op,
and the Enligh on Board, deRerve to be punisb'd. All
wbi ·h I do with all Ilumility submit to your Majesty's Royal
"\ i·<lom.

On July 1-! 1790 tbe Briti h frigate L' Espeigle was lying in
b, Eat rn i m ·, within Pru' ian juri diction, when four
Dut ·h .·hip:, amono- which wa the Twee Gebroeders, came
along. The Briti h frigate lay where he was, but some of
11 r boat. w re mauu d aud, eut out on the high seas to captur t11 ·l1iv:, wllich th y did. Lord Stowell said that "the
y •r • a<:t of : ~ll(ling ont l>oat to effect a capture" was "itself
an a ·t dir ctly hostile-not complete, indeed, but inchoate, and
·loth d with all the character of hostility." Ile directed the
v : · 1' to be r tored. 1
It ha been ugge teu. by Bynkershoek 2 that
ExbcepBtynkion Snggheskted a l>elli <>· r nt may pur, ue a vessel w bich he bas
y
ers oe .
attack don the high sea into neutral water
,Tum/er t opia1. Thi· ugge:tion ha been almost universally
ond mn cl. r . E. 1 Marten 3 declare that "hostilities
ral t rritory must violate the rights
b gun or contiuued i
·
·
utral power, and therefore the law of
g rent power to begin or continue hosor on the part.· of the sea, under the
p
o the ame effect is Azuni.4
y Wheaton, "that he had
a
in
tion] mentioned in the writany fthe European nation , tbe
· g the inference open tl.lat,
er r ted upon authority
t
. Th&e·
·
owe
. R b.162, 164.

-.
:
. I. c. VIII.
'L· ·of. -ation , Lib. ·nr. c. VI. se . 6.
4
faritime La,·, Part II. c. I. Art. I . sec. 4.
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reason to believe that he meant to confine the doctrine within
narrower limits than have since been sought to be given to it.
Be this as it may, it is sufficient to observe that the extreme
caution with which he guards this license to belligerents is
wholly inconsistent with the exercise of it. For how is an
enemy to be pursued in a hostile manner within the jurisdiction of a friendly power without imminent danger of injuring the subjects and property of the latter," 1 Pistoye and
Duverdy declare that belligerents can not, without violating
the rights of the neutral, "either pursue or fight each other"
within his waters. 2 Phillimore pronounces Bynkershoek's
suggestion inadmissible. 3
1 ·wheaton, Law of Maritime Captures and Prizes, 57; Int. Law, Lawrence's ed. of 1863, p. 721.
2 Traite des Prises Maritime, I. 94.
3 Int. Law (3rd ed.), III. 285.

"DEPARTMENT oir STATE, Nov. 25, 1806.
Esq.
Sm: In the month of Sept. last, the French ship of war L'Impetueux of
74: guns being disabled by a gale of wind, and makiug for an asylum, was
fired upon and afterwards burnt by the British ship Melampus and two
others, on tbe coast of North Carolina, within the limits of our jurisdiction.
The enclosetl communication from the Navy Department which bad instituted an inquiry through Capt. Barron, into the circumstances of the case,
proves that this outrage on the sovereignty and neutrality of the United
States, was committed so near the shore, that neither ignorance nor even
doubt can be pleaded by the British Commancler. I enclose also a letter
on the subject from Genl. Turreau, the French Minister Plenipotentiary
near the United States.
"You will observe, that in the report of Capt. Barron no mention is
made of the rlistance from the shore, at which the firing and pursuit by
the British ships commenced. Should it be alleged, or even, contrary to
probab ility, be ascertained that the distance was m·o re than a marine
league, and the authority of Bynkershoek be cited, as justifying the continuance of a combat or pursuit, begun w~thout, into the waters of the
neutral jurisdiction, you will be able to reply, 1st. That he alone seems
to countenance such a doctrine (Quest. Iur. Pub. L. I. Chap. VIII.), no
preceding or succeeding authority on public law being found which makes
any uch exception to the general immunity of neutral territory. 2d.
That if the first attack was not within the n eutral limits, it was pretty
certainly so near to them, that the continued hostility must be regarded as
premeditated, and not as resulting from the heat of t he pur~uit, a condition, tho' not th only one, reqnfred by Bynkershoek, in favor of the
ailant; 3d. That the destru ction of the F r ench ship, whilst aground at
o mall a di tan ·e from the shore, must have been executed with a deliberation wholly inconsistent with the plea countenanced by that writer;

'' JA:i\1ES MONROE,
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From the in_v iolability of neutral territory it
result that a belligerent is legally bouud to
. .
Restitution.
~
re tore, on the app1icat1on ot the neutral, enemies' property which he may have captured within the latter's
juri diction or by mean of hostilities there committed.1 "The
anctity of a claim of territory," said Lord Stowell in a wellknown ca e, "i undoubtedly very high. * * * When the
fact i e tabli bed it overrules every other con sideration. The
capture i done away; tbe property must l>e restored, notwith Rtanding that it may belong to the enemy; and if the captor
hou]d appear to have erred willful1y, and not merely through
ignorance, be would be , ubject to further punishment." 2 Acting upon tbi doctrine, Lord Stowell ordered the Spanish ship
Anna, which was captured by a Briti, h privateer within a mile
r two of some of the mall mud i lands at the mouth of the
Mi i ippi, to be re 'tored. 3 He intimated, however, that he
was di ·po ed to agree with Bynkershoek' uggestion a to

Belligere~t ~ty of

4th. You will b able particularly to oppose to Byrikershock tbe authority
of the Jmlcre of the Briti h lligh Court of Admiralty Sir William Scott,
in hi deci ion 20th ...Tov. 1 05, on the case of the schooner A nna, which
wa <'apturecl within the t rritorial limits of the United Stat 'S . His
words a cordinfl' to. r port autl.ienticated by the proctors, are, 'It is said
the pursnit b au before, and that altho' you may not begin within the
n utral territory, you may pur ne there, and I should l>e inclin ed to coinicl with tl.Jat, if th captor had been out on a legal crnize, anrl. had legally
ummooed the ve el to nrrender, and the capture hacl been made witho ut
violenre.' You will find al o by what su · ·eecls, that no distinction was
admitted by the judg b tween a ship of war .a11d a privateer.
"The Pr sifont in tructs you to represent this case to the British Govrnm nt, which cannot fail at once to perceive the insult and injury wh ich
hav h en ommitted and he will not permit himself to doubt that its
ju tic and it friendly re pe ·t for the nited State , will be ruanifosted
by xemplary pr c edin" against the offender , and by enabling thi
'overnment otb rwi e to fulfil the re pon;ibility under which it has been
hron rbt to th t of a nation in amity. These just expectations of the Presid at ar no
little ren rtbened, by the tenor of the letter from the
Briti h Board of Admiral y to dmiral Bakley, written in con sequence of
yoor r pr ota ion on th nbject of Capt. Whitby, and communicated
in ~·uor d patch of pt. 13th la t, which has ju t been recei vecl.
I h ve th honor to be · c.,
"JAMES MADI O

Hni ters VI. 367.)
aptor and Prizes 57 .
. Rob. 15, 16.

"
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hot pursuit so far as to admit that, if a vessel should flee to
some uninhabited place in neutral territory, like the little mud
islets in question, in _order to escape visitation and search, he
would not stretch the point so far as, on that account alone, to
hold the capture illegal. '' But," says Phil1imore, "even in
this case the neutral State itself would bave a clear right, if
it ehose to intervene, to insist on a restitution of the property.
The sound doctrine is thus stated by Lord Stowell: 'that when
the fact [of neutral territory] is established, it overrules every
other consideration. The capture is done away; the property
must be restored, notwithstanding that it may belong to the
enemy.'"
On March 4, 1801, the Danish minister at London demanded
the restitution of certain Swedish ships which bad been captured by the English frigate Squirrel in a port of Norway. On
the 18th he demanded restitution of a French ship captured
by the Achilles un<ler similar circumstances. March 24 Lord
Hawkesbury replied that the complaints, so far as they related
to the Swedish ships, having been ascertained to be well
founded, His Majesty's government would signify in the strongest manner it disapprobation of the conduct of the offending
officer, and would cause the ships in question to be released. 1
Such being the duty of the belligerent, what
The Question of Neu- .
:
.
tral Duty.
1s the duty of the neutral, Mr. Hopkms, m
one of his notes to the Conde de Tojal, referred
to the case cited by Vattel2 of the Dut0h East India fleet
which, having put into Bergen, in Norway, in 1666, in order to
avoid a British squadron, was attacked by the English admiral. '' But," says Vattel, ,: the governor of Bergen fired on the
assailants; and the court of Denmark eornplained, though perhaps too faintly, of an attempt so injurious to her rights and
dignity." The action of the governor of Bergen was within
bi. admitted right; and it is not only the right but the duty of
the neutral to cau e its neutrality to be respected. But, if its
neutrality is vio1ated by the seizure or destruction of enemies'
property within it jurisdiction, i' it under an absolute obligation to the injured belligerent, from which it can relieve itself
if need be only by going to war, to compel the offending belligerent to re tore or pay for the property, or else to restore or
pay for it it em
1
2

Ortolan, Dip. de la, Mer. II. 432.
Law of ations, Lib. III. c. VII. sec. 132.
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By variou early treatie. it wa
ipulate<l that if the property of eith r party "houlu be captured within the juri diction
of the other, the latter, being at the time neutral, hould do it
utmo t t-0 restore it, but at the owner's expen e. 1 Byn ker. hoek
con idered this rule unju t. If, for example, the captor honld
eize the property and go away, was the private person to
mak war to regain it. By later tr atie , however, the stipulation a to expen e wa omitted, and it was proviue<l that the
contracting partie hould u e "all the means in their power"
to effe t re titution. And "if," ay Bynker hoek, ''it is tlle
duty of the prince to do this, even by all the means in hi
power, he will do it at hi own expense, even by war, if no
oth r argum nt (ratio) uffi.ce ." 2 MoJloy refer to a case in
which the Dutch ' a . . aulted, took, burnt and poiled," some
En Ii lt m rcbantmen in the neutral water of Hamburg; "for
which action,' he ay "and not pre erving the peace of their
P rt, they, (the Hamburrrhers) were by t11e Law of Nation
adjudged to an wer th damage, and I thiu k they have pai<l
mo ·tor all of it ince." 3 He make no statement of the cas
b yond tbi un ati factory ver ion of it.
fay 12, 1670, ir Leoline Jenkins gave the
Opinion of Sir Le~ Ki ng an op1mon
• · on a memoria
· 1 of t]1e D utch
lin e Jenkins.
amba ador cone ruing the Dutch ship Postillon.4 It app ar cl that thi hip, while at ancl10r in the
En Ii h port of Torbay on March 29 di ·covered four French
hip makin -at her.
he ·ut her cable and ran aground for
b tt r e ·urity, bu the Fren h hip then ent out four boa.ts,
manned and arm rl, wbi ·h under th conduct of a frigate seized
the Postillon on ar t he bore that bullet fell on the laud.
3

s belonging to the People or Inhabra.1 ower, b taken in the Harbour
D"'ing to the People or Inliabitaut
ort, or Offino-., or Jnrisdiction the
oblig 11 in like maimer with th1
iog aocl brin"'ing back the said
ir wn r . But all this shall be
o whom it con rn ." (Treaty
m well, a Prot, tor of E11gland,
land .
t W tmin ter, April 5,
oodon, 1732), III. 74.)
II., ".dn hosteni aggredi vel persequi
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The deputy vice-admiral went on board the French admiral's
vessel and, in the name of the King of England, demanded
restitution of the ship and cargo as being unduly seized and
carried away in a British port. The French admiral refused
to give her up and took her away, saying that he would leave
it to his King to settle the matter.
Sir Leoline Jen kins said :
"That the Matter of Fact was thus, I have all Reasons to
believe, because it agrees with the Information I bave from
Sir John Fowell your Majesty's Vice Admiral in those P.arts;
and I humbly conceive it to be a Violation of that Security,
which .All Parties in War ought, by the Law of Nations, to
suffer each other to enjoy in your Majesty's Ports. And as
your Majesty's Vice A<lmiral used bis Endeavours to prevent
the said Violation, so the French Commander is more deeply
in the Wrong, in that the .Action here is not of a desperate
Caper, but of a Commander of Note; who being admonish'd
by tlle proper signal, and spoken to by the proper Officer to
forbear Hostility~ has more violated the Reverence due to your
Majesty's Ports, tbau I have known bitberto in any case that
has fallen within the Compass of my Observation.
"That there is a reparation most justly due to your Majesty,
and to your Majesty alone in this Case, is my humble Opinion;
yet I know not how that Reparation can be reputed a full and
satisfactory one, unless the Ship and Goods that were taken
out of your Majesty's Protection be restored, or else the full
Equivalent thereof with the Damages; ;tis true, the Dutch are
now in a Capacity to make a direct Demand of such a Restitution from tlle French, yet if the wrong Doer do carry away
and enjoy the Fruits of his Violences, and the innocent ally be
forced to sit clown by his Loss, the Rights of Ports, where
every Man promises to bimself Safety from bis Enemy, (as it
were upon the Publick Faith) will be. tbonght not asserted to
tbe full, since tlley consist not only in the Reverence due to the
Govern ment, but in the Indemnity of All Parties for the Punishment of au unjust Vio1encr, such as this is; and which
undoubtedly belongs to your M~jesty, and to your Majesty
alone to punish; the .Affront to Authority must in the first
Place be expiated, but then tbe Loss to tlle Party violated
ought, a I humbly conceive, to be fully made up. However,
the Time and Manner of dernandiI1g this Reparation, is not
(cannot be) pre cribed by any Rule of Law that I know of;
therefore I shall not pre, ume to speak any Thing in it; Your
~Iaje tv', Rea, ou, of State, and your Royal Resentmeut, being
the proper 1'1easures for this Demarnl.'' 1
In tbi opinion the mea ure of reparation due from the belligerent to the neutral for hi violation of the neutral territory
1

Life of Sir Leoline Jenkins, II. 777.
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i clearly defined, but it is stated tbat the "time and manner"
of demanding tbis reparation are not pre cribed by any law,
but mu t depend upon His Majesty's "Reasons of State" and
"Royal Resentment."
On the morning of the 18th of August 1759
The Affair at Lagos. the Toulon fleet of seven vessels, while on its
way to Havre under the command of M. de la
Clue, was cba ed by a British fleet of sixteen ships of the line
and two frigates under .the command of Admiral Boscawen.
running :fight ensued, and on the following- momiug l\I. De
la Clue had only four ve els left-tbe Ocean, the Redoubtable,
the Temeraire, and the Modeste. His po ition was then such
that escape eemed impo ible, and, being near the Portuguese
fortr
of Lago , in Algarve, be determined to run his ship
aground and burn them, trusting to the protection of the neutral t rritory for aYing their crews. The Ocean was the fir" t
v ·el to go a liore. She wa beacl1ed near the fort of A]madana, aud an officer was ent to the commaudaut to expres
the h pe that, if the English should at.tack her, be would
lefend her. The Redoubtable grounded near the fol't of Ezaria.
The Temeraire did not go a bore, but anchored near the fort
of iguera and a k d for protection. The :Modeste anchored
everunder another fort, and likewi e a ked for protection.
th 1 , the Tern 'raire and the .Mode te were attacked by the
Engli h and carried away, while the Ocean and the Redoubtable, though aground, were fired on and burnt.
b n Pitt fir t heard of thi incident he ba tened to instruct
h Bri ti h mini t r at i bon to expre s regret for any violati n of territory which might have been committed. He was
no t attempt to ju tify what the law of nations condemned;
but if tb r had b n an actual violation of the coasts of
in extenuation" that the action
th m. ...loreov r,' all rea onab1e
·
' honor" would, said Pitt, be
onal mark 011 a great admiral
•ice to bis country, or on anyy ina<lmi . ible a well a the
:u taken.' Tue Kiug would
.
an xtraordinary mi sion to
honl d turn out to be of s uffi •
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At this time the prime minister of Portugal was the famous
Conde d'Oeyras, better known as the Marquis de Porn bal. He
represented in strong terms the injury done to Portugal, and,
wlJile refusing to accept as satisfactory the expressions of the
British minister, demanded the restoration of the vessels that
were carried a,;ay. 1 This demand seems to have given Pitt
much annoyance. The Earl of Kinoul was appointed special
ambassador extraordinary to Lisbon, and in a "most secret"
instruction to him Pitt referred to the demand for restitution
as "unexpected," and said that notwithstanding the "friendly
and confidential" declaration of the Conde d'Oeyras "that a
compliance therewith was not expected,'' it was attended with
difficulty and inconvenience. A refusal would be made use of
both by euemies and by neutrals. A total declination of discu::-sion would look like peremptoriness, and the going far into
one" would open an ample and litigious field for every hireling
and ill-intentioned pen aU over Europe to inveigh against the
naval preteusions of England, already too much the common
objed of envy and calumny." Under these circumstances Lord
Kinoul "was not to enter into much controversial reasoning,"
but to ''touch lightly" on the continuous character of the fight,
and add that English officers would be admonished to be more
careful in the future. 2 It seems that Lord Kinoul afterward,
in the presence of the diplomatic corps at Lisbon, made a
speech in this sense, and that the Portuguese Government
investigated the conduct of the commaudants of the forts at
Lagos, who were charged with having made "a very feeble
resistance" to the Euglish. It does not appear, however, that
anyone was punished. The French Government demanded
that Portugal procure restitution of the captured ohips, and
her failure to do so was mentioned when in 1762 France and
Spain declared war against her. But it was not the cause of
the hostilities on the part of France. 3 The war was -preceded
by a demand on the part of France and Spain that the King
of Portugal join their amance against England. They gave
him eight day in which to answer. The Spanish declaration
of war recite<l that neither representations ''founded in justice
and utility" nor" fraternal persuasions" had been able to'' alter
the King of Portuo-al' blind affection for the English." The
French declaration recited the alliance between France and
1
!l
3

Ortolan, Dip. de la Mer. II. 317.
fahon's History of England, II. 581-582.
Fla san's Diplomatie Franyaise, VI. 179,467.
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pain t curb tbe exce ive ambition of the Engli h Crown;
their invitation t the King of Portugal to join their allian
bi ' u:pi iou and dangerou neutrality;" Spain's
'motive· of the mo t tender friend hip and affinity;" the
P rtugue Kinu' ' blind devotion to the will of England,"
and the fact that ' moderation:, had been "thrown away" 011
him. ud pendently of these common motives each governm nt bad, aid tlie French declaration, separate grievances,
and it then r ,fi rr d to the demand for the re titution of the
hip and to au att mpt on the part of the Portuguese Court
tor ulat th precedence of amba sadors by the date of tlleir
c mmi :ion .1
In 17 1, during the reign of Loui. .., IV., an English squadron command ~d by Commodor • J olmstm1e was, while at an·hor at Port Praya, in the Uape Verde !Rlands, in tbe
domi11io11 of I rtug, 1, a tacked by a French fleet under
the command of M. D ufferu.
either ide took any prize
from th· o lt r, and aft r the attack wa over M. De 'uffem,
who had be n r i ted by the P rtugue e fort as well as by
th En 1i h. hip continued 011 hi conrs '. IT e, ubsequelltly
r · ived the , ppr bation of hi govemment; perliaps, says
Ort Ian fo retaliation for th action of the English at Lagos.
It: m.· tha h wa' a Ii ntenan t on the Ocean on that occaiou , nd wa: ·arri <l a pri 'oner to Eu fand. 2
By th for goino- pr cedent it appears (1)
Results
of Prece- tl1at tl I cornm1. :1011
. of b o t1·1·t·
dents.
1 ies b y one be1U r nt acrain ·t another in neutral territory is
violation f the law of nation ; (2) that such.violation in10]. "EYeryone knows the utmost and
h,iuJ7i>9,onsomeoftbe(Frenc·b)Kiug's
ortugne e forts at Lagos. His :Majesty
king to procure him restitution of tho e
: hi
rs, in contempt of what was <1ne to tbe
of ,j
ea. the ·overeignty and territory of their
r (a
entJy ,ioh~ted l,y the mo t scall(1alous infraction of th
ign · and of nations) in answer to the repeat cl
· · ·o
amba :arlor on thi bead, ma.cl only varrue
with an air of incliffer nee tha horc1erccl on derision.'' (The
'ing' '1 rlaration of war a1rainst Portnga.l, er ailles, .June 20,
n11al Re~d ter 1762, p. (220).} , c Fla an, Diploma.tie Fran{·ai e,
Lor,1 .Mabon, reforri
'r nch and pani h <leclarat1ons,
r mark : "
wa an,.- tlf,
more de:titnte-I will not say of
ooflr on
venofplnn
xt." (Hi toryofEngland,II.457.)
DiJ>. d J,
II. 320.
1
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volves au ofieuse to the ,neutral nation, and that reparation
from the offending belligerent is due to that nation alone; (3)
that, if property was captured, it is the duty of the offending
belligerent to restore it on the demand of the neutral; (4) that
natiorn; have by numerous treaties pledged themselves as neutrals to use "all the means in their power" to protect or effect
tlrn restitution of property in such cases; but (5) that the manner in. which this obligation must be discharged was not
ascertained either by any express rule or by any general
understanding.
Turning to the diplomatic history of the
American Prece- United States, we find that the character of
dents.
.
. sueh cases b as on cer t am
.
the ob1·1gat10n
m
occasions, when that government held the position of a neutral,
been specifically discussed and defined. By early treaties
with France, the Netherlands, and Prussia, 1 the United States
bound itself by a reciprocal_engagement to endeavor" by all
the means in its power" to protect and defend in its ports or
waters, or in the seas near its coasts, "the vessels and effects"
belonging to the citizens of the other parties, and to "recover
and restore" to the right owners any such vessels or effects
as should there be taken from them. • In the first war of the
French Revolution the Government of the United States, being
neutral, received complaints of the seizure of British vessels
by French cruisers within its jurisdiction, as well as of the
sale within its jurisdiction of British vessels which were capturecl on the high seas by French cruisers fitted out iu violation of its neutrality. At that time the United States bad no
treaty with Great Britain similar to those with France, the
Netherlands, and Prussia, but in a note to the British minister
of September 5, 1793, 11'. Jefferson said that it was the opinion
of the President that the United States should observe toward
bi nation the same rule, and even "extend it to captures
made on the high seas and brought into our ports, if done by
ve. els which ba<l been armed within them." Continuing, Mr.
Jefferson, referring to three vessels whieh, after having been
captured near the coast, were brought into the port of Philadelphia, where they then lay, said:
"Having, for particular reason-s, forborne to use all the means
in our pou:er for the restitutiou of the three vessels mentioned
1

France, February 6, 1778, Art. VII.; Netherlands, October 8, 1782, Art.

T.; Prussi,, eptember 10, 1785, Art. VII.
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in my letter of August 7th, the President thought it incumbent
on the United States to make compensation for them; au d
though nothing was said in that letter of other vessels taken
under like circumstances, and brought in after the 5th June,
and before the date of that letter, yet where the same forbearance had taken place it was, and is bis opinion, that compensation would be equally due. As to prizes made under the
ame circumstances, and brought in after the date of that letter,
tbe Pre ident determined that all the means in our power
should be used for their restitution. If these fail, as we should
not be bouud by our treaties to make compensation to the
other Powers, in the analogous case, be did not mean to give
an opinion tltat it ought to be done to Great Britain. But
still, if any cases shall arise subsequent to that date, the circum tance of which shall place them on similar ground with
those before it, the President would think compensation
equally incumbent on the United States."
By thi' note tbe obligation of the United States to use "an
the means in it power" was confined to the exercise of those
m an within it own jurisdiction, and such was th e construction given to the note by the board of commissioners under
rticle VII of the Jay Treaty. 1 By the neutrality act of 1794
he court of the United States were expressly invested with
power to restore property brought within the jurisdiction
under th circumstances which Mr. Jefferson described. 2
During the fir t admini tration of President Monroe a corr pondeuce took place between the United States and Portual in re<1ard to depredations on Portuguese commerce by
privat er aid to have been fitted out in the United State, ,
and to have been commanded by .American captains and
manned by American crews. 3
1
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In this relation Mr. John Quincy Adams, who was then Secretary of State, declared:
"The Government of the United States having used all the
means in its power to prevent the fitting out and arming of
ves els in tlrnir ports to cruize against any nation with whom
they are at peace, and having faithfully carried into execution
the laws enacted to preserve inviolate the neutral and pacific
obligations of this Union, cannot consider itself bound to
indemnify individual foreigners for losses by captures, over
which the United States have neither control nor jurisdiction.
For such events no nation can in principle nor does in practice hold itself responsible. A decisive reason for this, if
there were no other, is the inability to provide a tribunal
before which the facts can be proved.
"The documents to which you refer must of course be ex
parte statements, which in Portugal or in Brazil as well as in
this count.ry could only serve as a foundation for actions in
damages, and for the prosecution and trial of the persons supposed to have committed the depredations and outrages alleged
in them. Shoultl the parties come within the jurisdiction of
the United States there are courts of admiralty competent to
a certain the facts upon litigation between them, to punish the
outrages which may be duly proved, and to restore the
property to its rightful owuers should it also be brought
within our jurisdiction, and found upon judicial inquiry to
have been taken in the manner represented by your letter. _
By the universal laws of nations the ob ligations of the American government extend no further." 1
By the Treaty of Washington of 1871 the neutral is required
to use "due diligence" to prevent violations of neutrality
within its jurisdiction by one belligerent to the detriment of
the other. The tribunal of arbitration held that "due diligence" must be exercised "in exact proportion to the risks"
to which either belligerent might be exposed by the neutral's
failure to fulfill its obligations-in a word, that "due diligence"
was a question of circumstances. AnJ it was only in cases in
which the tribunal found that there had been an absence of
uch diligence-an absence of due diligence within the neutral
juri diction-that Great Britain was held liable to make comI en. ation for tlte consequent injuries.
The principal authority for the view that the neutral, if it
fail to obtain re titution or compensation from the offending
belligerent by peaceful means, must declare war at all hazards,
or el e make compensation itself, seems to be the expression
1
Ii-. Adams to the Chevalier Correa de Serra, March 14, 1818, H. Ex.
Doc. 53, 32 Cong. 1 seas. 166.
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of Bynker bo k that if it i the duty of the prince to effect
re titution by all the means in hi power," he will "do it at
hi own exp n e, even by war, if no other argument suffice.''
It i e-vident, however, that a declaration of war might, as a
mean · of obtaining ither re titution or compensation, assume
th form of a, reductio ad absit,rdum. If Great Britain and.
1 ran
hould be at war and a fleet of ironclads of tlie one
honl<l capture aud. de troy a, irnilar fleet of the other in tlie
water of ome small state, would. the latter be required to
make a, futile declaration of war in order to disclrnrge itself
fr m liability for an enormous damage which it could nt>ither
pr v nt nor repair· Only, it woul<l. eem, on the theory that a
b JliO't•r ot may though he ha' a mned the risk of destructi 11, at any time require a neutral to assure him agaiust it by
ut rin 1r th latter wat r . It js indeed true, as Vattel
ob rv ,·, that nation "are naturally equal, and illllerit from
11, tur th
am obligation.- mid l'io·hts ;" that "power or
w aku ,_. <1 • uot in tbi re pect produce any differe11ce ;"
tha ' a mall republi · i n le,·' a overeign tate tllan the mo t
p w rfol kingdom; and that ''whatever i · lawful for 011
n ti n i , 1nally lawful for any ot.her, aud whatever is unjuRitiabl in tll one i equally 'O fo the otller." 1 But it is qujte
<· n ·i, t nt with 11 thi to take into account a nation's resource
in
t rminiug whetli r it ha for the purpo ·e of discharging
it' blig, tion
itb r of protection or of rrparation, in fact
mpl
cl in , n a tnal , n e ' , 11 he mean iu it power."

CHAPTER XXIV.
FRENCH AND AMERICAN CLAIMS COMMISSIO~:
CONVENTION OF JANUARY 15, 1880.
In a previous chapter an account has been
given of the settlement of the claims of British
Convention.
.
. d S ta t es growmg
. out
subjects agamst
the U mte
of the civil war in the latter country. On December 25, 1863,
l\fr. Dayton, then minister of tbe United States at Paris,
iuclose<l. to Mr. Seward a copy of a note of the 23d of that
month from M. Drouyn de l'Huys, the imperial minister for
foreign affairs, in which the latter expressed regret that the
Cabinet at Wasllington had not given assurances ju regard to
"the indemnifications, so equitably due to so many French residents, for injuries of all kitids, which they have suffered in the
United States." 1 Mr. Seward expressed surprise at this complaint. He saiu that most of the claimants were believed to
have been residents of the insurgent territory, and that France,
by recognizing the insurgents as belligerents, might be expected
to have accept,e<l a11 the responsibility of that measure, and to
be content to regard her subjects domicile<l. in tbe belligerent
territory as identified with the belligerents themselves. But,
waiving' this question for the moment, he observed that the
United States had long since proposed to the French Government a convention for the adjustment of claims of its citizens,
and that tllis -proposition was- still pending; and he also adverted to the fact that the President had, in his last annual
me age, recommended tlle establishment of a special tribunal
for the settlement of claims of foreigners which had originated
ince the commencement of the civil war. 2 Mr. Dayton brought
the e in tructious to the attention of M. Drouyn de l'Huys,
Conclusion _of th e

1
7

Dip. Cor. 1864, part 3, p. 12.
~1r. eward to Mr. Dayton, January 12, 1864, Dip. Cor.1864, part 3, p.17.
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who made a memorandum of the points and promised to conider them further. 1 The negotiations thus begun, though for
long period intermitted, ended in a convention, which was
igned January 15, 18 O, by Mr. Evarts, Secretary of State, and
I. Outrey, the French mini ter at Washington, for the adj u tmeut of the claim of French citizens against the United
"tate growing out of the civil war in the United States, and
of citizen of the nited State again t France arising during
the 'late war between France and Mexico," and the Francoerman war and the In urrection of the Commune.
. . .
The fir t two articles of the convention,
Jn.ncsdicti~n- of th0 which define the jurisdiction of the commi ·
omnussion.
ion, are as follows:
"ARTICLE I.
" 11 laim on tlie part of corporations, companies or private individual , citizen ' of tbe United tate , upou the Governmeut of Fra11 · ari ing our of act committed against the
p r 011 r property of cibzen of the United States not in the
· rvic of the enemie of Fran ·e, or voluntarily givi11g aid
aud comfort to
y the French civil or miJit.-1ry authoriti
b
r within the territory of France, it
·ol
d
, dnring the late war between li'rance
·· g the war of 1870-'71 between France aud
nt civil <ii, turba11ces lrnown as the
une;' and on the oth er hand, all
ration , companies or private indipon the Government of the United
c mmitted against the persons or
France not in tbe Rervice of the enemies
r voluntarily giving aid and comf11rt to
··
uthorities of t11e Oovernm nt
eas or within the territ s, dming the peri d
of April, eighteen l1uny of .A.ugu t, eighteen
to t.hre Comniis ionre ident of the uited
ent, and the third by

ARTI LE

II.
ituted, hall be competent
p n all tb claims of the
m by the citizen of either
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country, except such as have been alre~~y d1plomaticall1, judiciallror otherwise by competent author_1ties, ~eretofore disposed
of by either Government; but no claim or item of damage or
injury based upon tbe emancipation or loss of slaves shall be
eutertaiued by the said Commission."
In order that a claim migbt come within the jurisdiction of
the commission, it was necessary, under these articles1. That it should be the claim of a citizen of one of the contracting parties.
2. That it should have arisen out of acts committed by the
civil or military authorities of the defendant government.
3. That such acts should have been committed upon the
high seas, or within the territory of one of the contracting
parties.
·
4. That the claim, if against France, should have arisen either
during the late Franco-Mexican war, or the Franco-German war
of 1870-'71 aud ''the subsequent civil disturbances known as
the 'Insurrection of the Commune'"; or, if against the United
States, between April 13, 1861, and August 20, 1866.
5. That the claimant must JlOt have voluntarily given aid
and comfort to the enemies of the defendant government.
6. That the claim must not have been disposed of by either
government "diplomatically, judicially, or otherwise by competent authorities."
7. That it must not be for the loss or emancipation of slaves.
By Article IV. the commissioners were reMiscellaneous
Pro- qmre
. d t o mee t m
. th e Cly
.t of W as b.rngton at
..
VlSlOllS,
.
.
the earheRt convement time within six months
after the exchange of the ratifications of the convention, and,
as their first act in so meeting, to make and subscribe a solemn
declaration impartially ~nd carefully to examine and decide,
to the be t of their judgment and according to public law,
ju tice, and e 1uity1 without fear, favor, or affection, all claims
laid before them. The concurring judgment of any two commi. ·. ioners was made sufficient for the decision of any intermediate que tion and for every final award.
By an act of June 16, 1880, 1 adopted for the
Act to Execute the
. th e conven t·10n rn
. t o eff'ect,
Convention.
purpo e of carryrng
the Pre ident was authorized to appoint a
c mmi: ion r and an agent on the part of the United States,
at . alarie · of not more than 8,000 and $5,000, respectively,
1

21 , ·tats. at L. 296.

5(j27- rol. 2--10
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make u h provision for contingent expenses and for
takiu t timouy for th
uited tate a to him should seem
prop r. For all the e pnrpo e and for the payment of half of
th ·alary of the third ·ommi ioner, who e compensation was
n t to xceed ,_. . 000 a year, the act appropriated $100,000.
he a ·t al o au horized the commis iouer on the part of the
nited tate , in conjunction with the other commissioners, to
make rul , and re(Tulation for the conduct of business, and
direct d that at tbe t rmination of the commi sion the records
houl<l. be depo ited in tbe Department of State, except that
pi or duplicate of pap r produced by either government
mi ht bed po ired in tead of the originals. Where a witness
pro cl to be recalcitrant, the com mi sioner were authorized to
i ·ue a commi ion to take lli te timony, and if he happened
to be in th
nited tate , provision was made for compelling
him to te tify.
In accordance with the provisions of the conth0
Orgacniza~o~ of
v ntion the Pre ident of the United States
OUl.lIUSBlOll,
•
appointed as comm1 sioner Mr. Asa 0. Aldis,
who had be n a member of the outbern Claims Commission.
be r nch overnment appointed M. L. de Geofroy, who was
nee eded May 24, 1 83, by M. . A. Lefa.ivre. The Emperor of
Brazil c ppointed a third commi ioner, the Baron de Ariuos.
n th part of the nited State the Hon. George S. Boutw 11 app ar d a a ent a d counsel. A i tant counsel for the
nit d tate erved a follows: Mr. John Davis till July 6,
1 ~·
illiam Hayden Edward from July 6, 1882; Hartwell
P. Heath from ovember 1, 18 3; Francis M. Boutwell from
T

auc th duties of agent and counsel were

t of agent wa filled till April 4, 1881, by
ho wa succeeded ou that day by M. Paul
din wa ncceeded June 16, 1881, by M.
ho erv d till the ·lo ·e of the com mi ion.
art of France appeared the Marquis
run. He wa a sisted by Mr. AlexOct,o er 15, 1881, and also by Mr.
mb r 1-, 18 .
drick serv d a secretary on the
from he begfoning to the clo e of
Langel acted a ecretary on the
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part of France till April 26, 1882; and from January 16, 1883,
Mr. Jules Boeufve acted in a similar capacity. 1
December 1, 1880, Mr. Peddrick officially informed Mr.
Evarts that the commissioners met at the Department of State
in Washington on November 5, 1880, and made and su_bscribed
the declaration required by Article IV. of the convention; that
they then adjourned to November 23, to meet on that day
at the office of the commission; and that on November 23 they
adopted rules for the regulation of their procedure. ''The commi io11ers have therefore," said Mr. Peddrick, "directed me
to further inform your excellency that they are now ready to
proceed to the transaction of the business of the commission,
and that in conformity with Article VIII. of the convention,
which provides that every claim shall be presented within a
period of six months, reckoned from the day of their first meeting for business after notice to the respective governments,
the commissioners have appointed Wednesday, the 22d day of
December 1880, as the day of their first meeting after the
notice herewith given." Mr. Evarts duly acknowledged the
receipt of this notice. 2 The commissioners established their·
office at 1518 H street.
March 10, 1881, Mr. Boutwell addressed a
Inspection of Papers. letter to Mr. Blaine, in which he stated that ·
he had information that there were "papers
in the War Department which relate to the -rights of claim1 From time to time other persons were employed in various capacities
in connection with the commission. E. C. Bartlett was employed as
stenographer, at a salary at first of $1,800, and afterward of $2,500.
(H. Ex. Doc. 235, 48 Cong. 2 sess. 592.) June 3, 1881, Mr. Peddrick
wrote to Mr. Blaine that the official work of the commission had so increased as to render further assistance necessary. Since the 22d of the
preceding December more than 450 cases had been filed, and the number
increased from day to day; and in all these cases it was necessary to keep
a record of the various papers, to supervise the printing of them, to enter
notices and is ue commissions for the taking of testimony, and to perform
various other duties, besides keeping a journal of the proceedings of the
commission. fr. Peddrick had also heen appointed disbursing agent. In
the performance of these duties he had had one assistant, and he now
a ked for the appointment of another, which was granted. Hartwell P.
Heath was appointed second assistant secretary. On the request of Judge
Aldis, 1r. Peddrick was authorized March 5, 1883, to appoint an additional clerk to the commi sion.
2
~fr. Evarts, ec. of 'tate, to Mr. Peddrick, December 9, 1880, H. Ex.
Doc. 235, 4 Cong. 2 se s.
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ant b fore tbe Fr nch and American Claims Oommi. sion
under th tr aty of January 15, 1880, which the agent and
un 1 for th
nited tate Government and the claimants
may hav occa. ion to examine." To this end he ugg·ested that
ru a ·nre · hould b taken by the Department of State to obtain from th War Department the custody of the papers or an
opportunity for the examiuation of them by the parties intert d. 'l'o thi . ugge tion, which was duly conveyed to the
War Departm nt, the ecretary of War replied that, as there
wa no eparate record or docket of claims in which French
itiz n were int re t d, it would not be practicable to undertak to earch for and tran fer to the Department of State the
pap r r lating to uch laim , and that the only practicable
emecl to be "that which was pursued by the Briti. h
and merican and the nited States and Mexican Claims
Oowmi ion' which was for the Department of State at the
in tanc of th ag nt of the United States to call upon the
War Depc rtment for information or papers in specific cases,
givin th nam of the claimant in each case, and such other
data a mi<1bt be attainable, o as to enable the War Departm nt to forni ·h certified copie of such papers as might be
d ir <l. In variou a e applications were made by the agent
of the nit d tate to the Department of State for leave for
laimant to in pect and to obtain certified copies of papers in
that or in the ar Department. 1
July 11, 1881, the president of the commi Cessation of Fune-- ·ion Baron de Arino after announcing that
tiona of French
'
'
.
.
. .
leave a granted to file new memorial rn
Comllllmoner.
two ca e tated that he and the American
· ·
nd signed a decision in the case
atior etc., . The United State ,
oy, the ·ommi ioner on tbepart
m noti ·e that he bad retired from
.· functi n a commission el' had
liberty to pronounce judgment in
po tpone it till a commi ioner
e Ge froy' place. Ooun el for
· terruption of the proceeding
ofroy would
m nt of M. e
th t kinO' of t timony.
y
' ng. 2 sea . 273-275.
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Article III. of the convention it was provided that in case the
· office of commissioner became vacant, the vacancy should be
filled within three months from the date of its occurrence.
With reference to this provision the eighth article stipulated
that, in case "the proceedings of the commission " should be
"interrupted by the death, incapacity, retirement, or cessation of the fonctions of any one of the commissoners," the
periou of two years within which the commissioners were
required to complete their labors should "not be held to
include the time during which such interruption may actually
exist." By another clause of Article VIII. t,he time for the
pre entation of claims was limited to six months from the first
meeting of the commissioners for business; but it was also
provided that tbe·commissioners might in a particular case
extend the time for presenting the claim "to any time not
three months longer." Nothing was stipulated as to the effect
of an interruption of the proceedings upon the requirements
touching the presentation of claims or the taking of testimony,
unless the term "proceedings of the commission" should be
held to include those processes. Under these circumstances
counsel for the United States contended that the commission,
since one of its members had retired, should not pass upon
the question raised by counsel for France as to the taking
of testimony; but he also contended that the interruption
caused by the retirement of M. De Geofroy was not of such a
character as to prevent the running of the three months in
the cases in which the time for filing memorials had been
extended. Counsel for France, on the other hand, maintained
that the retirement of M. De Geofroy not only prevented the
making of final decisions, but that it also stopped the running
of the additional time granted for the filing of memorials, and
besides precluded any action on applications for leave to file
memorials. The two commissioners, after retiring and conferring with M. De Geofroy, announced that they "were of
opinion that the retirement of M. De Geofroy would not stop
the taking of evidence or the action of the two remaining commi ioners on all interlocutory questions," and that it could
not" extend the time of three months allowed for filing memorial under Article VIII. of the treaty." The commission then
adjourned to October 12, 1881, a period of three months.
When the commi. ion met again on that day, a letter was read
from ~1. De Geofroy of October 10, saying that he was ready to

11
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mmi. ion.
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fi r the taking of testimony in the
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From time to time during the proceedings
of the eommission correspondence took place
Claims.
between the two governments and their respective agents in regard to the withdrawal of certain claims
of which it was affirmed that the tribunal had no jurisdiction.
This question was :first raised in the case of David Piaggo v.
France, No. 2 on the American docket. It has been seen that
the jurisdiction of the commission was confined to claims for
injuries committed "upon the high seas or within the territory of France," or "upon the high seas or within the territorial
jurisdiction of the United States." In the case of David
P iaggo, the agent of the French Government requested the
agent of the United States to withdraw the claim on the ground
that the acts complained of occurred at Matamoras, in Mexico,
during the French occupation of that place, and therefore
were not committed within the territory of France. "In conformjty with the text of the convention," said the French
agent, "and by virtue of the instructions which have been
given to him, the French agent has al ways taken scrupulous
care to exclude claims founded either upon [the] loss or
emancipation of slaves, or upon acts of war which were to be
imp uted to the Confederates. Convinced that you are animated by the same spirit, I ask you, Mr. Agent, to withdraw
the claim of David Piaggo." The question was referred by
the agent of the United States to his government. On the
20th of April 1881 Mr. Blaine instructed Mr. Boutwell that
the view expressed by the agent of France accorded with that
held by the United States. "The injuries," said Mr. Blaine,
"upon which the claim is founded did not occur on the high
seas nor in France; and the only remaining question being
wheth er Mexico was a colony or a dependency of France, I find
no difficulty in deter:miping that it never was." 1
ovember 18, 1881, M. Outrey, the French minister at Washin ,ton, asked Mr. Blaine to cause the claim of Isaac Taylor,
a citizen of the United States, to be withdrawn under Article
II. of the convention, on the ground that it had been dispo ed of by the competent authorities of France. The claim
wa for the value of certain merchandise shipped at New
York in 1 70 on the .Magdalena, a German vessel, for Bremen.
The merchan<li e was seized by a French vessel of war, and
Wi thdrawal of

1

H . E x. Doc. 235, 48 Cong. 2 sess .
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the Court of Claims with the character of a final disposition
of the claim. October.3, 1883, the agent of France demanded
the withdrawal of four claims against- France-the Arizona
:Mining Company,No.13; GeorgeGoodman,No.16; Willustun
and Duttun, No. 17; Humphrey E. Woodhouse, No. 7. On
the 24th of October Mr. Boutwell declined to reply in regard
to cases Nos. 13, 16, and 17 till the case of Le More was disposed of. In the case of Woodhouse, No. 7, which was a prize
case, he contended that there had been no decision that
touched the subject-matter of the claims set forth in the
memorial.
The claim of Le More gave rise to a long corPowerof Com~ssi~n respondence. The amount of the claim was
to Determme its
.
own Jurisdiction. $350,726.46, which was alleged to represent
the value of 830 bales of cotton, situated in
Louisiana, which were seized by the UnitP;d States fleet under
Admiral Porter and taken to Cairo; Illinois, where they were
libeled in the district court of the United States as prize. In
this court the decision was adverse to the claimants, aud it
was :finally affirmed by the Supreme Court of the United
States. 1 But, though the proceedings were in rem, the claimants were at every stage represented by counsel. While the
case was still before the courts the French legation at Washington endeavored to bring on a diplomatic discussion of
it; but in this the Department of State declined to concur,
on the ground that the claimant had not exhausted bis judicial remedies. After the case was decided by the Supreme
Court the claimant's counsel moved foT a rehearing on the
ground of an alleged error in the record prejudicial to his
right , but the motion was denied. The case was then again
laid before the Department of State. That Department, however, declined to reconsider it, maintaining that the record disclosed no failure of justice such as would justify a recourse to
diplomacy. As to the demand for the withdrawal of the claim
from the cognizance of the commission, Mr. Frelinghuysen,
who had succeeded Mr. Blaine as Secretary of State, declared that the ca e was even more clearly disposed of by competent authority than was Taylor's case, and that it should be
rithdrawn. Meanwhile the commission had ordered the case
to be ubmittecl, and the French Government assumed the position that neither government could interfere to cause the
16

Wallace, 521.
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In March 1884 the commission dismissed the claim of Le
More as well as the four American claims above mentioned,
' of jurisdiction.
for want
'
We have seen that the United States withQuestion as to "Tar- drew the claim of David Piaggo against France
ritorial Jurisdic- from the cognizance of the commission betion,"
cause the acts on which the claim was based
were committed at Matamoras, in Mexico, and not within the
"territory" of France or of any of her dependencies. .A. similar question arose in the case of Joseph Chourreau, ~ citizen of
France, against the United States, No. 43 French docket,
though not on a request for withdrawal. The claim of Ohourreau was based on the seizure of cotton and other personal
property by the military authorities of the United States on
December 31, 1863, in the parish of Iberia, in Louisiana. In
the English text of the convention the language used in respect of aets of the authorities of the United States was not
precisely the same as that employed in respect of acts of the
authorities of France. The acts for which France was to be
held liable were described as acts committed on the high seas
or within the "territory" of France. The acts for which the
United States was to be held liable were described as acts
committed on the high seas or within the" territorial jurisdiction" of the United States. .A.n effort was made in the case of
Chourreau to give substantial effect to this difference in phraseology. Counsel for the United States, seeking to have the
claim dismissed by the commission, contended that while the
"legal juri diction" of the United States extended over all
their territory, it was for the time being suspended as to the
territory in which the Confederacy bore sway; that the "territorial" jurisdiction was confined to that part of the territory
which was in the actual possession and control of the United
tate ; and that the words "territorial jurisdiction," in the
English text of the convention, were <lesigned to exclude that
part of the rightful territory of the United States over which
the nited States Government bad not at that particular time
actual juri diction. Counsel for France combatted this view
on principle a well as upon the fact that in the French text
of the convention the word " territoire" was used alone as the
equivalent of the words" territorial jurisdiction." 1 A majority
of the commi iouers went so far as to sustain the position of
1

H. Ex. Doc. 235, 48 Cong. 2 sess. 231, et seq.
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Mr. Boutwell, had been suspended for three months on account
of the cessation of the functions of the French commissioner.
It was obvious that, as the result of this condition of things,
the commission would be unable to complete the business
before it within the two years allowed by the convention of
1 o. On the 19th of July therefore a new convention was
signed at Washington for the purpose of extending the existence of the commission till July 1, 1883. This convention was
duly ratified; and the two governments by an identic note
conveyed to His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil their desire
to have the services of the Baron de Arinos as third commissioner continued through the extended term. 1 The Baron was
permitted to serve to the end of the commission.
The first extension of the life of the commisSecond Extension. sion did not, however, i;:uffice for the completion
of its labors. On February 3, 1883, the American commissioner advised Mr. Frelinghuysen that the commissioners and counsel were unanimous in the opinion that the term
of t he commission should be further extended. Of the 745 claims
before the commission, 203 had been disposed of. Of the 542
th a t remained, there were 94 which might be determined without argument, leaving 448 to be decided on hearings. Both
governments and many of the claimants we:r;e still taking tes.
timony, and must continue to take it till April or longer. It
would thus be impossible to finish the work of the commission
by t he 1 t of July, even ff the parties were deprived of their .
right under the convention of 1880 to make oral arguments.
If a further extension of time were refused, probably 300
French claims and half of the American claims would fail for
that reason. It was therefore suggested that a new convention should be made, extending the term of the commission to
,larch 1, 1884, and that this convention should also provide
that no evidence or testimony should be presented to or received by the commission after July 1, 1883. Such a stipulation wa deemed important, in order that a period of eight
mont h prior to the proposed day of adjournment might be
ecured for the printing of evidence, the making and printing of brief: , and the examination and decision of cases.
February 8, 1883, a convention on these lines was concluded
.
'
.
and it wa duly ratified. It provided that no evidence should
e pre:ented to or received by the commission after July 1,
1

H. Ex . Doc. 235, 48th Cong. 2 sess. 17.
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tend cl the term of the commi sion to April 1,

Adjournment and
Final Award.

far •h 31 1 84, the commissioners brought
h ir 1, bor to a clo e, and in so doiug rend r d th followhig :final award:

1

'

FFI E OF 'l'HE COMMISSION,

o. 151 II treet, Monday, March 31, 1884.
Pur nant to adjournment th
ommi ion met at 12 o'clock
1

[.

.

1d
b

1
t

Pr ident; Monsieur A. A. Lemi iouers; Monsieur Grimaud
Charle A. de Cbambruu, Oounepnblic; Hon. Geo. S. Boutwell,
·ted State , and the Secretaries.
nt, tlrn ecretary then read the

w
THE FINAL

in

W .A.I~D.

d ommi ion r appointed under, and
I. of the onvention between the United
the Fre11 h Republic, concluded the
y, 1 o, fir t statino- that Mon ieur A.
ty fourth day of May, 1883, ucceeded
a ComrnL ioner on the part of the
w make this our final award of and
matt r referred to u by said Convention, as

v rnment of the United States of
'overnment of the French Republic,
date hereof, the sum of six
five hundred and sixty- ix
5, 66.35) without interest,
rticle X. of the Conction of the several
ie , or private indirnment of the nited
ain t the persons or
the period compri ·ed
1, and the twentieth
he aggregate of th
tai11 claimant by th
de in writing and
d eparate award ,
·on, and are hereby
to annexed.
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"II.
"All other such claims on the part of citizens of France
again t the United States, which have been presented and
pro ecuted for our award, have been and are hereby disallowed
or dismissed, in manner and form as will appear by the several
eparate awards in writing concerning the same, signed as
afore aid, and which are among the records of the Commission.

"III.
'' We award that the Government of the French Republic
hall pay to the Government of the United States within twelve

months from the elate hereof the sum of thirteen thousand six
hundred and fifty-nine francs and fourteen centimes (13,659 frs.
14 cents.,) without interest, subject to the deduction provided
for by Article X. of the Convention aforesaid, for and in full
ati faction of the several claims on the part of corporation,
companies, or private individuals, citizens of the United States,
upon the Government 6f France arising out of acts committed
against the persons or property of citizens of the United States
during the late war between Fra11ce and Mexico, or during the
war of 1870-1871 between France and Germany; and the subequent civil disturbance known as the" Insurrection of the
Commune," said sum being the aggregate of the principal sums
and interest allowed to certain claimants by the several separate awards to that effect made in writing and signed by us, or
uch of u as assented to said separate awards, which are
among the records of this Commission, and are hereby referred
to, printed copies of which are hereto attached.
"IV.
"All other such claims on the part of citizens of the United
tate against the Government of the French Republic which
have been presented an<l. prosecuted for our award have been
and are hereby disallowed or dismissed in manner and form as
will appear by the several separate awards in writing concerning the ame, signed as aforesaid, and which are among the
records of this Commission.
"V.

Certain other claims and parts of claims on the part of citizen of France against the United States, and on the part of
citizen of the nited States against France, were also prented, but were afterwards, and before any award was made
thereon, withdrawn by the Agent of the United States or by
the A 0 ent of the French Republic, as will appear by the
r cor<l of the proceeding of the Commission, printed copies
· hicb,duly approved by the Commissioners, will be delivered
ach Government herewith.

115
I.
to

veral eparate awards made au<l.
t of thi , our final award, aud to a
ttaehed giviug the number of each
f the claimant, the cllaracter of the claim,
d th timewbenitaro e, tbcamountdairned,
the claim, and where an allowance has been
tip, 1 um and int re t in each case allowed.; it
it that tlJ pr c di11g of thi Commission ~ hall
and effect named an<l. provided in Article X I. of
I, ~
,t l

n.

Wa hington, thi thirty-fir t day of March, A. D.
"BARON DE ARIN OS,

President, and Commissioner
appointell by the Emperor of Brazil.
"A. LEFAIVRE,
" om-mis ioner on the part of the French Repitblic.
" . 0. ALDIS,
'' omnii · ioner on the part of the United States.

ner on the part of the French
rd, be 'Olemnly declares that he
r
inciple · set forth as well by M.
,
r, a by him elf in the dissenting
at wer
em."
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.
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o
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of France, had a claim against the United States for cotton
taken from him during the civil war, and the United States
admitted its liability to him to the amount of $2,425.15. Some
time after the war he died, leaving a widow and three children. His widow qualified as his administratrix, and as such
prosecuted the claim before the commission, which allowed the
um of $2,020.94, with interest at 5 per cent from May 1, 1863.
Thi sum was, as the commission stated, awarded for the value
of the cotton, less one-sixth, which represented the interest of
a child, a Mrs. Bodemiiller, whose husband had been naturalized as a citizen of the United States. On the ground
that the nationality of the wife followed that of the husband,
the commission refused to allow anything on her interest because she was, at the time when the award was rendered, a
citizen of the United States. Subsequently Mrs. Bodemliller, having become a widow, brought suit against the United
States under the act of March 3, 1881, providing for suits
against the government in certain cases. 1 The jurisdiction of
the court was denied on the ground (1) that the claim was a
''war claim;" (2) that it had been rejected by the commission;
(3) that the action of the plaintiff, if she had any, was against
the French Government.
The court, Boarman, J., said that, although the claim before
its allowance by the commission was a "war claim," the pending cause of action did not appear to be of that character, and
that the validity of the plaintiff's demand depended on the
power of the commission to deduct her share of the succession.
This act of the commission was, said Judge Boarman, an exerci e of power "of the highest judicial kind." Assuming that
Congre s could constitutionally vest such power in the commi ion, it did not appear that Mrs. Bodemiiller had ever submitted to the commisE1.ion the cause of action which she set up
in the pending suit. In her capacity as one of the heirs to her
father': uccession, he was not, said Judge Boarman, so repre ented by the admini tratrix a as to make the commis~ion's
award, and the unwarranted deduction made by it on the sum
allowed to the ucces ion, res adjudiccita as to her." Judge
Boarman accordingly overruled the exception to the jurisdiction. He di mis:ed the uit, however, on the ground that the
debt due by the United States was due to the succession, and
that in the ab ence of any pleading or proof showing the
1

24 Stats. at L. 505.
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ri ht f the plaintiff, a an heir to the succession, to bring a
uit f' r h r elf under the ucce ion law of Louisiana, the
right to bring the action remained in the administratrix of the
·uc
·on.
t wa then in tituted again t the United States by the
d
tratrix, bnt it failed on a plea of the statute of
limitati n .1
The second ca e to which we have adverted was finally
adjudicated by the Supreme Court of the United States. 2 In
t ·
the original claimant was L. F. Foucher, Marquis
e, a citizen of France, who once owned a plantation in
. In 1862 this plantation was occupied by Federal
b ncamped upon it, u edit as a pasture, and built
pital. In 1865 a military commission, sitting at New
ecommend d that Foucher be paid by the United
um of $36,433.33; but ~be claim was not settled,
the act of Congress of February 21, 1867, by which
nm nt wa forbidden to pay any claim for the occur injury to real e tate by the authorities of the
te dur· er the civil war. 3 In 1869 Foucher died,
wid w
nive al legatee; and in 1877 the widow
g
j t uni r al legatees her nephews and
the at were ttled np, the executors were disd the ucce ion were consid red as finally closed.
bad e er been received on the war claim, and no
as made of it in the distribution of the estates.
ben the commi ion wa in talled under the treaty of
e claim wa revive<l. By the rules of the commis ion
aim ant was required to file a memorial, and, if the orig. ·
·
i ex cutor or admini ·trator, or the
e tate, wa required to appear, uule s
creditor , and that the estate
· r. and Mr . Foucher were
ppointed dative testamend in the wills. In
a memorial enticutor of Foucher,
d the claim in the
and joined with him a
1
:i

11

nn el, to fr. f ore, February 9, 1 97.
1 , 10 'op. Ct. Rep. 335; March 3, 1890.
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claimant all parties interested in the successions of Mr. and
r . Foucher. All these parties were citizens of the United
tates, except Paul Louis Burthe and Dominique Frangois
Burthe, who were citizens of France; and from these Denis
filed a power of attorney. Later they filed a sepa.rate petition
or memorial in person.

!

In June 1883 the commission rendered the following award:
"ARTHUR DENIS

vs.

No. 603.

THE UNITED ST.A.TES.

"We allow this claim at the sum of nine thousand and two
hundred dollars, with interest at five per cent from April 1st,
1865."

After deducting costs and expenses, Mr. Denis had $5,280
1eft for distribution; and this sum he,. as dative executor, proposed to distribute among all the legatees. The two French
legatees, however, claimed the whole of it. The supreme court
of Louisiana, McEnery, J., delivering the opinion, held that
although awards for damages inflicted by the civil and military
authorities of the United States could be made by the commission only in favor of French citizens, yet that, as the award in
que, tion had been made "in favor of the representative of a
deceased French citizen, to his dative testamentary executor,
and paid to him as such," and had been "placed in his possession as an asset of said succession, to be disposed of in the
cour e of its administration," the money should be distributed
among all the legatees without regard to their nationality. 1
Fenner, J., dissented on the ground (1) that under the treaty
as interpreted by the commission, neither country could recover
from the other any award except where the actual clairnauts,
by whatever title, whether by descent, devise, or conveyance,
were, at the date of the award, citizens of the country recovering; (2) that it was shown by evidence properly admitted
that the claim, to the extent of the interest of the American
colegatee , was substantially abandoned by their own counsel,
and that the amount awarded was only that portion of the
claim which properly belonged to the French legatees; (3)
that tl1e executor prosecuted the claim and received. the fund,
not a executor merely, but as attorney in fact, of all the legatee: aud was bound to pay the money to the persons for whose
benefit the award was made.
1

Succession of De Circe, 41 La. An. 506.
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th upreme court of Louisiana was reversed
on.rt of the nited States. Field, J., delivf the 1. tter tribunal, said that "independprovi ion of the treaty, it could not
bat the award should inure to the benefit
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eq uently Vasse brought an action of assumpsit for the recovery
of the money against Comegys and Pettit in the circuit court of
the United States for Pennsylvania; and it appeared that when
he made the return of his effects to the commissioners in bankruptcy, the claim against Spain for spoliations was not in the
chedule. At the trial a verdict for the sum claimed was rendered subject to the opinion of the court, and the court gave
judgment on the facts in favor of Vasse. The defendants then
obtained a writ of error. The opinion of the Supreme Court
wa delivered by Mr. Justice Story. He said that the decision
of the commissioners upon the validity and amount of the
claim was conclusive and final, but that they did not possess
''the authority to adjust all conflicting rights of different citizens to the fund so awarded." The commissioners were to
look to the original claim against Spain, and for that purpose
it was "wholly immaterial" upon whom the claim might, in
the intermediate time, have devolved, or who was the original
legal a contradistinguished from the equitable owner, '' provided he was an American citizen." The award of the com-.
mi ioners therefore presented no bar to the action, if the
plaintiff was entitled to the money awarded by them. The
next question considered was whether the claim against
Spain for indemnity passed to Vasse by the abandonment.
The court held that it did. Finally, did the claim pass_ to
the as ignees under the bankrupt act, which covered "all the
e tate, real and personal, of every nature and description, in
law and equity," of the bankrupt, The court held that it did.
The judgment of the circuit court was accordingly reversed,
and a judgment was ordered to be entered in favor of Comegys
and Pettit. The claim was from first to last in American
hand .1
1 The view taken by the upreme Court in Comegys v. Vasse of the legal
nature of a claim against a foreign government for an unjust condemnation i 1,roader than that expres ed by 'ir Thomas Plumer, master of the
roll . in aruphell v. :\Iullett, 2 Swanston, 555 (1818-19). In this caso it
w held that the sums paid by the British Government on the awards
under rticle YII. of the Jay Treaty were not recovered by the claimants
on'· the ground of right;" that "right" comprehended only what might
b "enforced in a court of justice;" and that the treaty, in stipulating for
· an indemnity for unjust condemnations, merely gave a "bounty" to_the
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Mr. .Boutwell's
Report.

On the adjournment of the commission Mr.
Boutwell addres ed to the Secretary of State
the following letter: 1

"FRENCII .A.ND AMERICAN CL.A.IMS COMMISSION,
' IR:

"1518 B Street, Washington, JJfarch 31, 1884.
I have the honor to inform you officially that the

1r n ·hand American Claims Commission completed its busin
at the se sion he1d this day, and presented and signed
th final award a required by tbe 9th article of the conventi on.
The everal awards against the Government of tbe United
tat amount to $319,595.02; the interest thereon amounts to
, :or 971.33. This makes an aggregate of $625,566.35.
'The award agaio t the Freueh Republic, including intert, amount to the um of 13,659.14 francs.
' Tbe docket of the Commission shows that 726 claims were
pre e11ted again t the United State , and that the aggregate of
aid claim wa 17,581,000. The intereRt at 5 per cent., would
h, v amounted to an equal sum. This would have made
, · 5 000,000 iu all; the awards, therefore, are less than 2 per
ent. of th um claimed.
hi r ult bows that many of the claims were unfounded
and other greatly exaggerated. The chief expense incident
to the defen 'e of the claims ha ari en from these facts. It is
tirnated that the priuted record of the te timony, motions,
and pl adiug , will amount in the aggregate to about 100,000

a

.

' I am ab1e to say, a tbe result of my acquaintance with the
u in
of the ommi' ion, that the claimants against the
v rnm nt of the nited States have had due allowance
mad for the lo e u tained by them as far as their claims
were , upported by proof: .
'In two or three in tan e claims against the :French Govrm nt have been di all wed when, as it seemed to me, the
pro fr ju tifi d an award.
' pon th wb 1 , however, I am prepared to say that I acpt b
rk of th
ommi ion a. a just and equitable perf. rmau of th u y impo ed upon them by the couveutiou .
Th JU ti n r i d and the li cu ious and decision of
t~
mmi , i n bav r iuir d a interpretation in some partwular · n
nly f th tr a y b twe n France and the nited
tat · f b 1:-t1i f anuary 1 O, but also of the treaty be• 11
r n
nd h
nited tate
f 1803, the treaty
w n Ital
which ice and Savoy we!'.'
~ 1 ran
e ween ermany and Fran
wh1 h h
nd orraine were ced d o ·
f ·itizen hip have b en rai. ed, di •H. Ex. Doc. 235, 4 Cong. 2 8

88.

616.
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"As the time approached for the completion of th~ business
of the Commission the .duties of the counsel were mcreased,
and I have had no opportunity to prepare such a report o~ the
proceedings of the Commission as their importance reqmred.
If in your opinion, such a report is necessary, I shall be ready
any time to undertake its preparation.
"As my official relations with you, and with the Department
of State, are now at an end, I take great satisfaction in expre sing to you my thanks for the confidence and constant
support that I have received at your hands.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

at

,~ GEORGE

s.

BOUTWELL,

"Agent and Ooiinsel for the United States."
Mr. Frelinghuysen, in acknowledging the receipt of this
letter, expressed appreciation of the . manner in which the
interests of the United States had been ~ared for by the agent
and counsel of the United States and his assistants. He also
stated that he had asked Congress to provide for the preparation and printing of a :final report of the proceedings of the
commi sion. This report Mr. Boutwell made on the 10th of
May 1884, and it was duly printed. In the course of this
report, Mr. Boutwell said:
" The claims against the Government of the United States
arose out of transactions that occurred between the years 1861
and 1866. The sufferers, for much the larger part, were residents of the States engaged in the rebellion, and the injuries
for which they demanded compensation had been inflicted by
the armies of the United States, sometimes by the orders of
the officers in command, and in other cases without specific
authority. The claimants bad knowledge of the events connected with the losses for which they demanded compensation.,
and t hey had, also, the means of gathering and using whatever t estimony was in existence in support of their demands.
Some of these claims were fraudulent in whole, and others
were g reatly exaggerated. The preparations for the defense
hy the United States could only be made after the testimony
on the part of the claimants had been introduced. In many
in ·tance claims were defeated, or the amounts as set forth in
the memorial were greatly reduced, by documentary evidence
obtained from the various Departments of the Governments,
and e p ecially from the papers and documents known as the
'Rebel rchive .' In a majority of cases, however, the defense
con i. ted in large part of oral testimony, given sometimes by
neighbor8, ometimes by negroes who were slaves upon the
plantation. where the events occurred, and sometimes by offi·er of the army who b ad knowledge of the transactions to
which t he claims related. The time that bad elapsed and the
defect of memory were serious difficulties which in some cases
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. Wh n the names of officers were obpo d to hav knowledge of the transacnd inquir often resulted in information
died or that their re ' idences were unions and inquirie. incident to the ded to delay and to the expenditure of
oney. But, as tbe combined principal
m again t the United States amounted
it e med to me wi e to continue the
important case a, Jong as there was
tru twortbv information could be ob·tify the Oommis ion either in making
· g the claim.
·t th
nited tates the defense was
or the Unit d tate , and the briefs
red and made in each case either by
e of bi a, i tant .
'i rance, pecial counsel, who repre. imant , b, d ebarge of the everal
e takiug of the te. timony, prepared their
ain
ted the mode of conducting the
m
n each case, however, the counta
d an oral argument in behalf of
n
a iv n by the counsel for the
bat the ca would be argued ora11y by
u t for an oral argument was made by
1mant. 1
ere filed , n examination was made from
emorial by the ·om1 el for the United
nt, for the purpo e of ascertaining
ad in all r spects complied with the
. ear v. Fran e, o. 9, American docket, the
United tate , at the instance of special counsel,
n h ar the latter as well a himself. The motion
nsel then appealed to the Department of State,
enial and asking to b appointed specially to
in the cas . The Department of State r fus d
e claims pre ented to the French commission are
ernm ntal claim growing out of injuries to prirty inflictecl by the government again t which
• or th claims within its juri, di tion the
of the diplomatic clepartments of the two
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counsel r pr ent not th claimm
ocl it i of the utmost importance
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terms of tbe treaty, or whether the facts as set forth in the.
memorial justified the intervention of a demurrer on behalf of
the United States."
By the act of June 16, 1880,1 Congress approExpens~s ~fth800m- priated the sum of $100,000 toward defraying
Jlll8S1on.
the expenses of the commission. On the 24th
of February 1881 Mr. Boutwell made the following statement
touching the charges incurred up to that time:
"FRENCH .A.ND AMERICAN CL.A.IMS COMMISSION,

"1518 H Street, Washington, February 24, 1881.
"SIR: I have the honor herewith to submit a statement of
the expenditures arising in the execution of the treaty between
the United States and France, bearing date January 15, 1880,
and cliargeable to the appropriation made by the act of June
16, 1880, as follows:
1. Rent of office for the Commission .... _.. - - . -.. $2,400.00
2. Salary of the Commissioners . - .... - - ........ . 12,000.00
3. Salary of the counsel and agent for the United
States . . . . . . . . . . . . . .·..................... - 5,000.00
4. Salary of the assistant counsel for the United
States_ ....................... . .......... . 3,500.00
5. Salary of the secretary of the United States .. . 3,000.00
6. Salary of the stenographer to the counsel for
the United States .............. , ......... . 1,soo.00 .
7. Salary of the clerk to the secretary for the
United States ........................... . 1,500.00
8. General disbursements for the quarter ending
December 31, 1880 (including pay of two messengers, furniture for offices, printing, stationery, &c.) ........................ _.... . 1,595.02

Total. ............. _. _....... _. . . . . . . . $30, 795. 02
"There are now in the employment of the Commission, on the
part of the nited States, a special agent and an attorney, the
latter receiving $100 a week and the former $6 per day and
their neces ary traveling expenses.
'The attorney is engaged in taking testimony in Louisiana,
and the special agent is occupied in investigating the character of the claimants and the nature of the claims.
' By order of the Commission, proposals were sent to the
principal printing establishments in this city for terms, &c., and
the contract for printing was awarded. to the Messrs. Gibson
Brother. at the rate of 00 cents per printed page for fifty
co1 ie of memorial , pleadin gs, testimony, &c.
Iemorials have been filed in one hundred and sixty cases,
· verin<.r claim aggregating about three million dollars.
1

21 Stats. at L., 296.
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and in mo ·t f tb et timony will be taken. This testimony
will all be print d, toO'ether with the memorials, pleadings,
and brief: a pr pared by the coun el for the respective Governm ut.
" Very re pectfully,
'' EORGE S. BOUTWELL,
"Ooimsel for the United States."
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itlg 100 a week and expenses was Mr. W. 0. Denegre, a
member of the bar of New Orleans. His allowance was afterward increased to $150 a week and expenses. Most of the
claims before the commission arose in Louisiana, a circumtance which necessitated the examination of many witnesses
and the prosecution of numerous investigations in that State.1
After June 16, 1880, Congress appropriated for the expenses
of the commission the sums of $50,000,2° $75,000, 3 $75,000, 4
25,000.5
By an act of March 3, 1885,6 the sum of $594,288.04 was

appropriated for the payment of awards against the United
States; and by an act of August 4, 1886, 7 the further sum of
15,639.16 was appropriated '' for payment of the amount necessary to strike a balance with France, after the payment, under
the final award made by the late French and American Claims
Commission against the United States, of the claims of French
citizens against this government," under the convention of
January 15, 1880. 8
.
.
In the history of the present commission
Delays m Transaction · t •
•
t ances have b een men t·10ned.
of :Business.
cer am mrcums
in explanation of the extensions of time which
the two governments concurred in granting. It is proper,
however, to state that the delays in the performance of the
business of the commisRion became, in the spring of 1883, after
the conclusion of the second extensory convention, the subject
1

H. Ex. Doc. 235, 48 Cong. 2 sess. 277-281.
arch 3, 1881, 21 Stats. at L. 455.
3 August 7, 1882, 22 Stats. at L. 302.
"February 26, 1883, 22 Stats. at L. 430.
6 22
tats. at L. 583.
6 23
tats. at L. 478.
7 24
tats. at L. 256.
8 The joint expenses of the commission were $96,952.76.
By Article X.
of the convention the joint expenses were to be defrayed, so far as possible, by a 5 per cent deduction from the awards. This deduction yielded
1,409.49-$31,278.21 on the awards to F rench citizens and $131.18 on the
a arcl to citizens of the United States. There was thus left the sum of
$65,:- 3.27 to be equally borne by the two g ov ernments on account of the
join expense . France however, from t ime to time during the sessions
of the corumi ion, made advances on account of the expenses in question
ithout regard to the deductions subsequent ly to be made from the a wards~
hn came about that t here was a balance due her on that account at
he clo e of the commission of $15,ti39.16. (Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to
, cLane, July 27, 1888, '1 • Inst. to F rance.)
~
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of a discussion between the commjssion and the counsel for
the French republic. The discussion began with a public
statement by counsel dated March 19, but presented on the
20th, iu the uature of an attack on the commission, its procedure, and its jurisprudence. On the same day counsel for the
United State pre ented a statement for the purpose of showing that the busine s of the commission had not been unduly
retarded. On April 16 the commissioners themselves issued a
tatement, in which they fully reviewed all the charges of
conn el for France. ThL statement closed the incident. It
contain much that is valuable as an expo ition, both of the
procedure of the commission and of the principles which it
applied in it deci. ions. The statement of counsel for France
and the reply of the commissioners are as follows :
"STATEME 'T OF TIIE COUNSEL FOR THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.
"IN THE MATTER OF Tiill DESPATCII OF BUSINESS.

"The following extract is taken from the proces verbal of the commis ion:
' 'The president of the Commis ion then made the following statement:
"' 'inc the 23d of January last; only fourteen ca es have been submitted
to tb Commi · ·i on for its judgment. At this time there are no briefs
awaiting our consideration. In view of this fact, my colleague as well as
· ·
o urge it upon conn el to present more briefs, and that as
·
le; and that this may be properly enforced, the secretaries
a
o enter this statement upon the record.' (Minutes of the
larch 15, 1 3.)
onncement indicates that the Commissioners are perplexed
a
ted at the want of despatch and progre s in the busine s
h
ommi ion, counsel for the E rench Republi c proposes, by way
o
rand information, to sngge t some of the causes which in his
opinion have la
ntribntecl, if they have not produced, the results
of whirh t
o
on r now complain.
'
ng
, and in their order, mav be enumerated numerous
de
11 t
l
ation of questions of juri diction a.nd principle,
\'
ffc<•
C
f c. <: •
'
t. '
, cl interruption incident to th discus!:lion and th
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" The inevitable tendency of all this has been to inspire claimants and
their attorneys with doubt and want of confidence, which has resulted in
the withholding of cases.
"I.
"TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION.

"(A) The docket of the Commission and the record show that this issue
was made on the 10th of January 1882 by the counsel for the United States
in the case of Joseph Chourreau v. The United States, No. 43, and the same
was sustained and the claim disallowed by two Commissioners on the .28th
of February 1882, as not within the territorial jurisdiction of the United
tates.
"Subsequently, on the 1st of April 1882, two Commissioners decided to
refer the question to the respective governments for determination. On
the 13th day of May 1882' a communication was received from the two
governments overruling the position of the counsel for the United States
and repudiating the principle and grounds upon which two Commissioners
·
had dismissed the claim of Chourreau.
"On the same day the decision reached by Chourreau was set aside, in
conformity with the declarntion of the governments.
"From the 10th of January 1882 to the 13th day of May 1882, a period
of four months was lost. Pending the discussion of this issue claim an ts
whose cases would be ruled by the decision hesitated to proceed and
declined to submit their cases. (Statement of counsel for the French Republic, filed April 13, 1882.)
'' THE OWNERSHIP OF SLA.VES QUESTION.

"(B) This issue, which affect ed a large majority of claims, was also
raised by the counsel for t.he United States on demurrer in the case of
De Laureal, No. 97, and Bleze Mote, No. 282, on the 14th a,nd 16th days of
February 1882. On the 12th day of May 1882 counsel for the French Republic moved the dismissal of the demurrers interposed by the United
States in these cases as 'frivolous.'
"On t he 23d day of May 1882 the Commissioners took th e subject under
advisement; but np to this date the determination of this jurisdictional
question, which it is the usage of courts and commissions on such losses
to di pose of in lirnine, remained in ab ey an ce or in the bosom of the Commis ioners until the 3rd day of J anu ary 1883. On that day, and in making
an award in favor of the cl aimant Pierre Nougue (No. 323) v. The United
tate , t h e president announced t hat in deciding that case 'he, th e president, and t he Commissioner on t bP. part of F r an ce overruled t he objections
rai. e<l lly the counsel for the United States t o t h e cl aim grounded. upon
the alleged ownership of slaves by the cla imant .' (Minutes J anuar y 3,
1

3.)

"!Jurin" all th js time- that is from tbe 14t h day of F ebruar y 1882 to
the 3rd clay of January 1883, a period of nearl y twel ve months-a majorit y
of the cla.in1ants w re l eft in absolute ignor ance ancl doubt wheth er the
ommi ioners would take juri dict ion of their cases. Meanwhil e counsel
for the rrench Republic was Ul'ging a decision. I n tbat condition and
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situation of affairs claimants or their attorneys could not be expected to
undergo labor and expense to take testimony on the merits and to prepare
cases which might be excluded from consideration on a question of law.
"THE ARREST AND IMPRISONMENT QUESTION.

"(C) On the 17th day of June 1882 the case of Dubos v. The United
States was submitted, and on the 5th day of March 1883-a gap of nine
months-two Commissioners awarded claimant the sum of eight hundred
dollars, a sum which wilJ not probably compensate him for the time,
labor, and expense incurred in prosecuting the case.
"II.
"THE MUI.TIPLICATION OF GENERAL ORDERS INCONSISTENT WITH THE
RULES.

"In the opinion of counsel this method of procedure has been productive only of delay and confusion, owing to the utter impossibility of
understanding or of carrying out the several orders.
"Ut.Jetjs there be a recognized and inflexible practice, there cannot exist
anything deserving the name of law.
"Whenever the practice of a tribunal varies the law is vague and
uncertain, and where the law is vague and uncertain justice is a stranger.
"Since the soundness of these principles cannot b e questioned, it may
be asserted that the orders of May 6 1882 and of Novembel' 20 1882, in
setting asiclo some of the most vital rules adopted. by this Commission,
have created confusion, and instead of tending to facilitate the despatch
of business have greatly embarrassed it.
"III.
11

A WANT OF CONSISTENCY AND UNIFORMITY IN TilE JURISPRUDENCE OF
TllE COMMISSION.

"In proof of this it is only nee ssary to cite two or tbr o instances by
way of illustration:
"In tb ca e of Parr nin v. The United States, No. 62, where the claim-

ant t tined that he had no intention of r turning to France-and wher
tha qu stion of e prit d retour was fully pres nt d and argued-two
'ommi ionr:r on the 29th of Juno 1882 recognized the claimant as a
itizPn of Franc , and ruadr. in award in his favor.
"In the ca ·r. of mer ·. The nited ·tates, o. 284, where the claimant
ha<l declar d hi. int ntion to b come a citizen of the United 'tate , and
had vot d a municipal le tioo , the three ommis ioners on the 12th
,January 1 2 r cognized claimant as a citiz n of France, and made an
aw· rrl in l1i fav r.
In th r·a e of Hnot ·. Th
. 535-apparently a.
u
of ,juri. die ion w re
t C'
Parr oin and Omer,
2
d to con ider c]aim1
aim for want of,jnri. dicti n.
nited tat s, ·o. 1 2, where the
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testimonv showed that claimant's husband had been brutally wounded
and mai~ed while resistin(l' the capture of his property upon his own
0
1 .
premises, two Commissioners on the 28th of June disallowed the c ~1m.
" In the case of Dubos v. The United States, No. 26, where claimant
was arrested and imprisoned by General Butler for about ten weeks, two
Commissioners on the 5th of March 1883 made an award in favor of the
claimant for eight hundred dollars.
"THE DUTIES OF THE COMMISSIONERS.

"The Commissioners have been vested by the convention of January 15
1880 with the exclusive power 'to investigate and decide said claims in
such order and 'in such manner as they may think proper.' (See Article V.)
"Under this article of the convention it is for the Commission to take
the necessary steps to provide for the despatch of business, neither agents
nor counsel have compulsory process to bring the cases before the Commi sion.
"WHAT POLICY HAS

BEEN PURSUED

BY COUNSEL FOR THE FRENCH

REPUBLIC.

"On the 25th of January 1882 the counsel for the French Republic
moved the Commission to issue such order as it might deem proper to
expedite business, and suggested the following form of order-that is to
say:
'' 'First. That on January 27, and at the hour of 12 noon, and on the
following days, until the whole docket has been gone through, the secretaries shall proceed to call the claims as recorded in their respective
dockets, in the order in which said claims have been presented to the
Commission; and that whenever a claim is reached which is not ready for
final submission, cause for obtaining further delay must be shown by or
on behalf of claimants, or of the defendant government, and the Commil ion will decide what extension of time, if any, _shall be granted.
" ' econd. On and after the 1st of March next all demurrers will be
re erved for decision when cases are submitted on the merits.'
"And in su1,port of bis motion, as aforesaid, the counsel for the French
Republic made some remarks which he concluded as follows:
"' Let us fully understand the meaning of the motion. It is intended
to lay down a plan for work, and not merely to ascertain the condition of
the calendar. ·what I am endeavoring to find is some arrangement for the
dispo. ition of these cases. The time has come, after one year's preparation, to dispose of them.
' 'I ay to my friend that if these cases are not decided before the 23d of
-December 1882 the laches will be charged to one side or the other, and the
ide on which the charge of being guilty of laches will rest will be respon_
ible for the miscarriage of this Commission. If there were cases preented t, this orumission, and whlch should not have been disposed of by
r -on of the failure of the nited tates to comply with the rules, then I
h nld ay that in my judgment the Government of the United tates would
b re ponsib1c. ·uc·h are the reasons why I ask the Commission to adopt
h" mo ion.'
"The orumi ion ord r d the call of the do k t, but instead of enacting
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such measures as would have resulted in the speedy disposition of each
case, the Commission ordered that' when the whole docket has been called
the Commissioners will make such orders as may be required for the despatch of business.' (See Minutes, January 28, 1~82, p. 2). After the empty
formality of the call of the docket had been gone through, that is to say,
on the 10th of February 1882, the counsel for the French Republic made
the following motion:
"'First. That this Honorable Commission order that all the cases now
closed on both sides shall be submitted to them for final determination
within the next forty days.
"' Second. That on the 15th day of April n ext, a second call of the
docket shall be made, at which time appropriate measures shall be
adopted to further expedite business.'
"Said motion was not acted upon; instead of enforcing the rules, as
should have been done, the Commission successively enacted the orders of
May 6, 1882 and November 20, 1882.
"In conclusion, it is respectfully submitted that nothing short of an
immediate adoption of the proposition made by the counsel for the French
Republic on the 25th of January 1882 can save the Commission from failure.
"FACTS AND STATISTICS.

"It is further submitted that a careful investigation of the work accomplished up to the 1st instant shows the following facts:
":First. Cases disposed of...... . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
210
"Second. Amount claimed as principal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2, 941, 909
"Third. Sums awarded, excluding interest...................
$27,870
which awards represent 0.95 per cent of the sums claimed.
"The result thus far is so unsatisfactory that we forb ear comment.
"CHA . A. DE CHAMBli UN,
" Counsel for the French Republic.
"ALEX. PORTER MORSE,
'
11

"

WA

1

Assistant Counsel.
March 19, 1883."
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,, Under this pretense the French counsel and assistant counsel have
made an attack upon the conduct of the Commission, alleging:
"I. The Commissioners by delaying the decisions in" (.A.) The Chorreau case, 'so-called territorial jurisdiction;'
"(B) The De Laureal ancl Bleze Mote cases, as to the ' ownership of
slaves question;'
"(C) The Henri Dubos case, 'arrest and imprisonment question,' have
prevented claimants from preparing their cases.
"II. That the Commissioners have multiplied orders 'inconsistent am1
incoherent,' 'utterly impossible to be understood or carried out,' 'creating confusion and elfibarrassing instead of facilitating the despatch of
bu iness,' and 'setting aside some of the most vital rules of the Commission.' They refer to the orders of May 6 and November 20.
"III. That the decisions of the Commission are inconsistent, and to
illustrate this they cite five cases.
"This paper was read by the counsel in public meeting, with the request
that it be entered on the records, and this to the surprise of the Commissioners, and before its tone, language and substance were fully appreciated. We declined to have it then entered upon the records, and took it
under consideratio11.
"That it is disrespectful and an unprovoked attack upon the general
conduct of the Commission is obYious. It is improper and discourteous
both in the manner of its introduction and in its language and substance.
Iu any ordinary court of justice such misconduct of counsel would be
promptly punished. vVe may exclude it from our records, for it is obvious
that our proccs verbal is not to be the receptacle and record of such accusations. Bnt it has been publis1rnc1 in French and English, and is no doubt
intended for the ears of the French Minister of Foreign Affairs and the
American Secretary of State.
"International commissions must rely for security for orderly and
respectful proceedings before them upon the sense of professional duty
an<l propriety and upon the courtesy of counsel appointed by the government. . If~ jnstead of these, discourteous language and groundless complaints appear, and unfounded charges defaming the conduct, the orders,
and the decisions of the Commission are made in a public meeting and
sought to be put upon our records, it seems to be the dnty of the Commissjoners to report such misconduct of counsel to the government that
appointed them.
W\Ye regret that this necessity has arisen. Our duty to preserve good
order and respectful proceedings ju the meetings of the Commission, and
to protect our conduct from unjust aspersions, as well as our respect for
the :French Republic (than which no nation is more observant of all the
proprieties and courtesies in·the conduct of public tribunals), whose coun1 ha attacked the Commission, make this duty necessary.
"If we take no notice of tbese charges the authorities of France might
think them true, and that therefore we do not answer them.
" ne member of this Commission is the Commissioner on l)ehalf of the
F rench Re1rnblic. 'hall h e b e thus assailed by the counsel of his own
oven m •nt and remain silent, and thus be subject to the imputation that
h · accn ations are true.

5627- ,.. ol. 2--12
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"For this occasion and under these circumstances we decide to notice
the accusation of the French counsel; and as this statement will be
entered upon our r ecords, and transmitteu to the Minister of Foreign
Affairs of France and to the Secretary of State of the United States, we
allow the paper of the French counsel to go with it, and to be entered
upon our records.
"We take up these charges in the order in which they were presented.
"THE CASE OF CIIOURREAU, AS TO TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION.

"This case w as submitted on the 28th of January 1882, not on the 10th
of January, a incorrectly stated by the French counsel.
'' It was decided on February 28, j-ust one month after.
"The United tates counsel contended that the property was destroyed
on the theater of war, iu a place alternately overrun by tlrn troops of
both armies, and so was not in the territorial jurisdiction of the United
'tate . The claimant contended that it wa within the territorial jurisdiction of the United tates. Both counsel in their briefs usecl the phrase
'territorial jurisdiction' as used in the English text of the convention,
and no refer nee to the French text and no intimation of any difference
in th texts were made.
"The maj r ity of this Commission thought the act was not committeu
within the territorial jurisdiction of the nited tatos. l!'rom the 28th
day of February to the 29th day of March nothing more was done with
the ca , but on the 29th of March the connsel for France moved the
ommis ion to reconsider it decision, statin" that the words 'territori:: l
juri diction' were used in the English te, t, but that the word' territoire'
wa. in the French t xt; that a conilicting oustruction was givPn to the e
di.ff rent texts of the treaty, and thiit the meaninrr of the two governm nts in u ing the e different words in the two texts of the treaty should
be left to the government to scttl .
" fr. De ofroy, theF1·ench 'ommissioner, on the 1st of April c·xprcssed
bi convi tion that the Er nch text rendered exactly the intention of the
two government , and that the difference wa ·au ed by an error in tranribing the Engli h text.
"Imm dia.t ly , on th 1st of pril, th
ommi ion ref rred. the question
t th two ov rnments to d •termine what they m aut b,r using th 'e differ n word , and announ,· d that the Corumi iou would not clecicle any
<l •p nding on th ,1u stion tilJ th decision of the government · was
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ill be een that the Commission was prompt in deciding the case
t in:tance; that when the difference in the two texts of the
t ppeared we immediately referred it to the two governments; that
dul II we coulll to go on with business, and that the French counsel,
1muw to act for a majority of claimants, did his best to delay all busind prevent any from being done for a whole month.
1

"THE OWNERSHIP OF SLAVES QUESTION,

'B · the law of }'ranee a French citizen who owns slaves anywhere
orJi it hi French citizenship. But to this general law there are some
ptions. If the owner of slaves had owned them before the 29th of
pnl 1 , or owned them by succession, inheritance, by gifts testamentry, or inter viYos, or by marriage agreements, such ownership did not
or a forfeiture of citizenship.
" this law created a penalty, we required the United States to prove
rictly that the claimant did not come within the exceptions; and in this
a few case in which the United States claimed a loss of citizenship
!av bolcling were allowed, because there was nothing to show but
b 1t the claimant held the slaves under the exceptions and lawfully.
''Tbe charge which the French counsel make is that owing to our delay
m de irling the question presented in the Bleze Mote case, 'from the 14th
of .February 18 2 to the 3d of January 1883, a majority of the claimants
er left in absolute ignorance and doubt whether the Commission would
k • jurisdiction of their cases. Meanwhile the counsel for the French
.H public was urging a decision.'
"Let us turn to tho record to show that this statement is wholly incorr ~
.
"On February 16 1882 the counsel for the United States demurred to
ho memorial in the cases of Bleze Mote and De Laureal, on the ground
th t the claimant admitted that he ' was a slave owner before and during
b late war.' But this admission of claimant was not in the memorial,
bot appeared in bis testimony. It is needless to say that a demurrer can
only apply to facts stated in the memorial or otherwise ascertained.
There wa: no stipulation of counsel that this slaveholding of Bleze Mote
or was not unlawful, though the United States counsel assumed it was
dmitted to be unlawful.
"1n upport of his demurrer the United States counsel :filed a brief on
February 16 1 82 claiming that the slaveholding was unlawful; that this
could Le proved by any proper parol evidence; that this Commission on
such eddence could find the fact, aud that the judgment of a French
court declaring the forfeiture was not necessary. On the 8th of May he
et the ca e for bC'aring on the demurrer.
'' Tlle l' rench coun el did not join in demmrer, but on the 12th of May
DlO ·ed 'to :et a:ide the· clemurrer for tho following reason, : (1) That the
demurrers do not set forth any ground of defence; (2) that they am frivolo ; (3) that they are sp aking demurrers; (4) that they are feigned
demu rrer · ; (5) tliat they a.re pleas to the jnrisdiction uud ·r the form of
derutu-rer:,.'
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• It i ne cU
to ay that upon uch a motion-attempting to turn the
c1u tion UT)OD trifling technicalitie -the main question could not be
decided.
'' :r thing conld bav been devi ed more completely to obstruct the decision of the maiu <1ue tion and div r the discussion to petty and frivo lou.· t choic liti s than tlrn motion of t,be assistant French counsel.
''Th a i taut French conn el, though now asserting that' meanwhile'
(that i , from F braary 14 1 2 to January 3 18 3) he 'was nrging a clecision,' aclmi t (l in court that h , had never given any attention to the cxaminn.tiou of the pap r in th ca es bofor the 8th of May-that is, bad
wh llyn gl ct d therofor eigbty-tbr eday -and Mr. Boutwell comp]aiued
that no u ti wa. taken of th d murrer or brief for sev nty-fi ve days,
' onn l lrnving n glect cl to ob erve the ru] s of the Commission,' and
that th as. i taut French counsel' hacl no right to be heard 011 his motion.'
'' pon this dispute between counsel they agreed to postpo11e the
di us ion.
"
11 th 22d of )fay th a i taut .l!'rench coun el filed auothor sta,tem nt i11 upport of lii motion to sot asid the demurrer, and 'formally
declin cl to nt r forth r into th arrrurnent on the merits of the grounds
of the denrnrr r .' He thn in i ted upon discus ing his motion to set
a ill , and wonld not ar rne th main <1ue tion. The nit ·cl , tates coun1, by his hrief f .May 22, iguor d th motion to et asi<l , and argued the
main qu stiou. Thus both in i tecl on different qu .'tions, and as the
pl ading t o<l th ruaiu qu stion, a to the effect of slaveholding upon
.fr •n ·h citiz ·u hip and what proof of it wa ueces ary, could 110.t be
r ach <l aocl c1 cid d at all. As the ruain question coul(l not bo doci<1cc1,
w 1 ft the ca to : wait ah aring on tho merits.
"Thu th JU tt rs stooll till tob •r 191 82. Then tho French counsel
J
'
·
th motion to set aside.
'
an answer on OYemher 20.
thl' French counsel JHed a, bri f by specia
·u which the main qu ·tiom1 were very
ab]
,
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not final
s .
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h
ion a11cl consultation, and when tho whol periotl
f
·emb r 2.- (nine months and eleven days) was
,
·h counsel in inattention to the cases, or in
f
icalitie
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•r-ten day · after the Bleze fote and Do
L
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recor<l proves that the statement that nearly a year s delay was
by the neglect of the Commission to decide the point is wholly

"III.
"IN REGARD TO THE CASE OF HENRI DUBOS,

"1. Claim for unlawful arrest and imprisonment vary so greatly as to
f: t upon which compensation is demanded that one is scarcely ever
~
lent or tc ·t for another. Probably there is not another case pend-

b for u like Dnhos's.
Th act for which tho parties were arrested, the mode of arrest, the
d of trial, tho extent of imprisonment, the injuries suffered, and the
101 for damarres arc so different in different cases that the preparation
ach <·a fl must be by itself and cannot depend on another.
'· 2. The ca e of Dubos was submitted June 17 1882. Two briefs,
onnting to twenty-five pages on each side, were presented, and on the
Ii h of .June cotmsel on both sides argued the case orally at great length.
e ommi sion adjourned on June 30 till October.
l1i record shows how diligently the Commissioners were occupied
r to the adjournment, and that t,h ere was no time for consultation or
mination of that case.
' n Octoher 21 all the Commissioners were again in session, and abo_u t
b l t of,. ·ovemher began the examination of this case.
' Ju e.·amining tho Dubos case the questions of the authority of General
Bo I r to d<·clare martial law, the extent and exercise of his powers under
i it application to foreigners, the legal limitations upon its arbitrary
x r i , and tho measure of damages were to be considered. These were
n
nnd Yery important questions. They were strictly questions of law,
nd li_!!htly affecting the preparation of other cases. The time we took
o xnmine tbi case was no more than was necessary, especially as the
mmi. ioner disagreed.
"3. The French conn. el complain that our award 'will not probably compen ate for the time, labor, and expense incurred in prosecuting the case.'
·by i thi ugge. tion ma.de~ Is it the duty of the French counsel to
look after th pecuniary interests of the e]aim agents, and to advise the
Commi ion rs that instead of deciding 'according to public ]aw, equity,
and jn tice,' they should shape their awards so as to secure the claim
a~en against pecuniary loss~
"Ihc ommi ioners who allowed the claim carefully considered all the
briefl , argnro nts, and precetlents presented by the French counsel, and
mad
H'h an award as they thought just, and they decline to review it
on thi complaint.
"IV.

"The nineteenth rule of this 'ommiRsion , as originally adopted, prov-ided : '\Yhen the time bas expired for taking proo~·s, or the case bas been
clo ed on both ·ide , the proofs will be printed. The argument for the
clairoant hall be filed within fifteen days after the papers shall have
been printed; the argument for the de~ ndant fifteen days th~reafter; the
reply h r to in ten days, and the case shall stand for hearing ten days

thereafter.'
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"Tbe rule contemplated that all the evidence on both sides might be
ta.kc-n before the time for taking proofs had expired, and in such case the
printino- of the evidence and the making of the briefs shonld proceed at
once. But in all cases when the time for taking evidence expired, then
the printing of the evidence and the making of briefs should immediately
follow as by the rule.
"Of cour e no briefs could be expected till the ·taking of evidence on
both aid a was closed, or till the time therefor had expired.
"Under this rnle we acted till Novemb r 20 1882-nearly two years .
"As the pecia.l counsel for claimants cannot appear before ns or present their 1)ri fs, but are reqnhed, as in all international commissions, to
present their briefs to the counsel of the government of which they are
·itiz ns, who, if he approves them, pr sen ts them to us, and as the counsel
for France mu t present the briefs, it was his duty under the rnles to conult with the private counsel, to select the cases closed on both sides, and
in the first in tance and within tho fifteen days to present the briefs of
·laimant . As the private counsel are numerous, the claims being scatter d amon a great many lawyers, tho French counsel have many to help
in makino- th, e brief, a.nd thern is no reason or excuse for not presenting
th brief~ in all ases within fifteen days.
"The nit d tates counsel can do nothing until the claimants' opening
briefs are filed; then he must reply in fifteen days.
11

OF THE FREQUENT EFFORTS OF THE

OMMISSIONERS TO SPEED TIIE

DISPATCJI OF BUSINESS.

"1. To ru certain the condition of the docket we ordered a call of it on
thel tof:F bruary 18 2,andrequiredcounsel 'tostatetheconditionofthe
p nding ca s and how far they are prepared and ready for submissiou,
and how mo h further time will be required to take the testimony in each
ca and to clos th• cases and submit them.'
"The call of the clocket was completed on February 6. We hoped this
woulcl have the effect of . peeding claimants in presenting briefs and in the
takin,,. of heir eviden e.
"From the tabnlar statement then made it appeared that forty cases
w re practically closed on both side . The Freuch conn el ruovecl, on
ehru ry 10, that they b submitted within forty days, but as that was
pr ci · ly vbat rul 19 r quired, such pecial order was needless, and the
ca e wer 1 ft to tand upon the general rule.
'Hi duty under rol 19 was to pre ent his briefs in these forty cases
within fifte n day . It would th n be the duty of the United States
coon 1 to fil hi hri f within fifteen days, and the closin ,. brief of claiman h aJrl th 11 b fil din ten days.
' R tw n the 9th day of February ancl the 23d of larch 18 2, t n
a· only er nhrnitt d. Brtween the 23cl of March and the 27th of
pril mor than a month not a ingle ca e was submitted, although .the
r main in thirty ca
011gb t to ha-v be n so bmitted by the 22d of March.
I pp ar from th rerri r that in twenty of the. e cases no opening
l,rief had 1 n filerl by the Fren<·h counsel up to the 6th of Ma1·ch 18 2,
although they ongh to have been .filed by the 21st of February. In thi
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state of things we felt it our cluty to again call the attention of counsel to
the subject of submitting cases and presenting briefs. But no allusions
in our orders or requests to any neglect of counsel on either side have ever
been made.
"THE REQUEST OF A PRIL 29 1882.

"2. On the 29 of April 1882, we again called the attention of counsel
.
to this subject in these words:
"' There is another subject to which the Commissioners call the attention of counsel.
" 'The term of the Commission expires on the 22 day of December, or
at the latest on the 22 of next March. If the whole intervening time is
constantly devoted to the examination of cases it will be necessary to
decide more than two cases each day in order to finish the whole work of
the Commission. It is apparent, therefore, that cases ought to be got
ready at once for the examination of the Commission, so that they may
from this time have cases in their b ands to be examined and decided. The
secretary r eports to us that there are now twenty-five cases fa which the
t stimony is closed on both sides. If briefs could be prepared at once in
these cases instead of taking the forty days given by the existing rules,
so as to enable us to begin the examination of cases, it would greatly
promote the despatch of business.'
"This was a r equest, not an order. It was made in the desire to promote the despatch of business, and it was hoped that it would be met in
the same spirit.
"The counsel for the United States had moved on the 26 of April for
an order r equiring claimants to close taking testimony in all cases by
June 1. The claimants had already had from one year in many cases to
over four months in all cases over and above the three months granted
them by the general rules in which to take their t estimony. Notwithstandin g this the French counsel and the special counsel for claimants
requested and urged that the time for them to t ake testimony be extended
at l east to June 30 and stated various reasons therefor.
"THE CALL AND ORDER OF MAY 6.

'' 3. Upon the 6 of May we complied with their requests, and ordered
that the claimants have till June 30, instead of June 1, to take their testimony, and the United States till November 10, and that after November 10
claimants, if wishing to take rebutting testimony, must apply immediately,
1:10 that all testimony could be closed by December 10.
"The Commission then added these words to the order:
"' It is obvious that this distribution of time leaves but a, very short
p eriod for the Commissioners to examine all the evidence in all the cases
an<l to properly decide them and complete the work of the Commission,
especially if the large mass of ca es be left to accumulate and to remain
undisposed of till December.
"' To avoid such accumulation we call the attention of counsel to the
pre ent condition of the business, with the hope that they will immediately
present their briefs in all those cases in which the testimony is closed on
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both sides. There are about thirty such cases, and we shall direct them
to be called this morning in order to ascertain whether they may not be
got ready for h earing and decision in a few d ays.
"'There are about one hundred and fifty-three cases in which the claimants have closed the taking of their testimony. In these cases the United
States counsel can now proceed to take t estimony. In many we hope
testimony has already been taken. If the_se cases could be closed b_y the
1st of July, and then submitted to us for decision, it would prevent the
accumulation of business toward the end of the term of the Commission
and greatly promote the despatch of business.'
"The thirty cases were then called; the record shows there were thirtysix.
"This was the third time we had been obliged to call for briefs not filed
according to the rules.
"This order of May 6 did not alter any of our •existing rules. It only
extended the time for the claimants to take their t estimony-an extension
granted to them as a favor and at their urgent request. It did not alter
the rule as to submitting cases and making briefs. It only sought to
ascertain whether cases 'closed on both sides,' and which b ad been so
clos d since February 10, 'might not be got ready for hearing and decision
in a few days.' But no order to that effect was made, nor was a,llusion
ma<l.e to anyone's being in default, although the French counsel or claimants' counsel should have filed briefs in fifteen days from February 10
and were then (May 6) delinquent in about twenty-five cases for over two
months.
"It is of this order that tbe counsel for France say: 'That the orders of
May 6 and November 20, in setting a1;ide some of the most vital rnles
adopted by this Commission, have created confusion, and instead of tending to facilitate the despatch of business have greatly embarrassed it.'
"Instead of this statement being true, it will be seen that the order of
May 6 did not set aside any rules. It extended the time for taking testimony
beyond the times fixed by the rules, and this extension was grnnted at the
urgent reque t of the Fr nch counsel and claimants and in behalf of their
interests. If such an extension had not b een granted to claimants who
np to that time bad neglectecl or been unable to fake their testimony, a
largenumberof the claimants would have been cut off from proving their
daim. and could not have obtained any allowance. The order of May 6
wasneces ary, clear, ancl u efulforthe de. patch of bn iness, and especially
indulgent to th claimants. It pnt the ta.king of testimony by both sicles
n a fair and just basis. It is appended and we refer to it.
"OF
I

SE' .'

MITTED .L~D BRIEF' FILED BETWEE.i: :MAY 6 AND
JUNE 30.

s lo .don both sid s were called in the public meet-

in
i"

efs bad be n filed prior to May 6, l caving twentyo l1e filed, and in which b y thP rules, the claimha.v b,! n fil d by 1fay 21. Betwe n :\fay 6 an<l
re ubmitt d.
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"In ten of the twenty-eight cases the French counsel had filed opening
briefs before June 30, l eaving eighteen in which he had not filecl an opening brief. Indeed, in sixteen of t hese cases no openin,g briefs have been
filed up to March 20 1883.
"On the 30 of June, the last meeting before the adjournment for the
summer, the French assistant counsel moved for forty days additional time
to take rebutting testimony in thirty-six cases, a nd for from thirty to
sixty days to take t estimony in chief in one hundred other cases . As
rebutting testimony cannot p roperly be taken (see rule 14) until ';:i.fter
the proofs on the part of the United States shall have been closed,' 'when,
if the claimants desire to take r ebutting proof, the Commission will accord
a reasonable time th erefor,' t he Commission granted thirty days to take
the rebutting proof and in th e other one hundred cases extended the time
of claimants to thirty days more. At the expiration of thirty days (July
30) the testimony on both sides would be closed in these thirty-six cases,
and then, under the rulei,;, b y the 10th of September 1882 these thirty-Rix
additional cases should have been briefed and submitted, making, with the
previous twenty-seven cases, in all sixty-three. Indeed, it was reasonable
to expect that from t he one hundred and fifty-three cases referred to in the
order of May 6 a large n umber would be briefed and submitted for decision
by the time we met again on the 3d of October.
''The Commission met again on the3d of October. Between the 30th of
June and the 3d of October only four cases had been submitted. On the
3d of October two more cases were submitted-six instead of sixty-three.
"On account of illness Mr. De Geofroy was not able to attend the meetings of the Commission till the 21st of October.
"NOTICE OF OCTOBER 21 1882.

"5 . .A.t the meeting of the 21st of October the Commission made the following statement:
'''The Commissioners have had nuder consideration the matter of the
extension of time to t ake testimony. Heretofore the Commission has
been liberal in affording both sides opportunities to complete their testimony, but the limitation put upon the continuance of this tribunal comp els us to be hereafter very rigid in passing upon applications for further
time to take testimony, and the counsel for the governments and all other
parties interested must t ake notice that hereafter no further extension of
time will be allowed, except upon urgent reasons given, properly supported
by official statements or affidavits.'
"Motions on behalf of the claimants for the extension of time to take
testimony continued to be made by the French counsel, and at the meeting
of November 11 the subject was fully discussed by the counsel of both
governments.
"On the 13th of November Mr. Boutwell, the counsel for the United
States, presented a st atement showing the condition of the business of
the Commission on November 12 and the form of an order wnich he wished
the Commission to adopt in r eO'ard to filin" briefs and granting extensions
of time to take t estimon'y . The conrn;el ·for France replied to the statement and presented bis form for a.n order on the snhject.
"It was obvious that some general order must be wa<l limiting tho
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time for taking testimony on both sides, or the business of the Commission
could not be :finished in the time prescribed by the convention.
"It further appeared that between the 3d of October and the 20th of
November, a period of forty-eight days, only twelve cases had been briefed
and submitted. At that rate, instead of closing the busin ess by the 1st of
Jnly 1883, the time prescribed by the convention, it would take between
five and six years to finish the business.
·
"It was plain that the existing rnles w ere wholly insufficient, and the
practice under them led to endless defays and would defeat the objects
for which the Commission was established. More stringent rnles, not
merely requesting more briefs, but requiring them at stated periods, wern
necessary.
"THE ORDER OF NOVEMBER 20 1882.

"6. For these reasons the order of November 20 was adopted, whic h is
appended to this report, but need not here be set forth in full. The following orders, which refer to the making and submitting of briefs, were
then made :
'

11

0PI ION AND ORDER RELATIYE TO TIIE BGSINESS OF THE COMMISSION.

"'When the order of May 6 was made i.t was expected that the term of
this 0111mission wonlcl e. pire on the 22d day of March 1883. The order
th n made contemplated that the taking of testimony should cease in
Decem1)0r 1 82, so that the Commission should have three months after aU
the te tim011y _was taken to exam ino and deciue the cases.
"' ince then th term has been extended to Jniy 11883-three months
and eight days.
"'This extension ena.bles us to extend the time of the claimants and of
the two governments for taking te:timony for three months and eight
days.
"'The question now is, How shall we proceed to distribute this timB
among the parties so as be. t to promote the despatch of business and to
nal.Jl th parties to present all their testimony f
111
1. We cannot assume that the governments will again extend the
time b yond. Jnly 1.
mu ·t make our order on that basis, that the Commission will not
x nd b yon cl .July 1.
' 'II. There will probably he about five hundred cases to be examined
aocl d cicl cl by h
'ommi · ion between this elate and. the 1st of ,July;
ha i. about thre ca. e for Yery working day, or eighteen cases per
w k.
"'To complet th work of tbe Commi sion it is ab. olntely necessary
that b,· bu in
ba.11 b o arran"' 1l an,L the ases so et for taking testirnonv ao,l . o di po ,,l of by counsel, th t a constant suppl y of cases
r •ady for l ·i"ion hall henceforth he fnrni heel to the omm1s 10ners,
and o that th J,' may ahvay have on hand daily three cases for examination and deci. i n.
· 'III. b r arc now ixty-R~v n ca s ·lo ed on both sides and in
·hich l,riefr can at on · • be wade.
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"'It is ordered that in these cnses briefs be prepared, fiJed, and furnished by the counsel of th e French Republic to the counsel of the nit cl
States, and that briefs in reply be prepared, filed, and fnrnisbecl by the
counsel of the United States to the counsel of the French Republic, a
follows:
"Briefs by French coilnsel.

8 by November 25.
10 additional by December 2.
10 additional by December 9.
13 additional by December 16.
13 additional by December 23.
13 additional by December 30.

JJ,eplies by coiinsel/01· the United States.

8 by December 2.
10 additional by December 9.
10 additional by December lf>.
13 additional by December 23.
13 additional by December 30.
13 additional by January 6 1883.
"'The counsel of the French Rep ublic will, upon consultation with
special counsel, select the cases in which briefs are to be prepared as a bove.
'"If the counsel of the French Republic shall desire to :file briefs in
reply to the United States briefs, he must do so within one week from the
day on which be receives the United States briefs. At the expfration of
the week the case will be deemed submitted to the Commissioners for decision, unless the counsel wish to be heard orally. If either of the counsel
wishes to ue heard orally, he must give notice in writing thereof on or
l>efore the third day after the expiration of such last week to the adverse
counsel and to the secretary, who sba,11 inform the president of the Commission. The Commissioners will :fix a day for such hearing. At the end
of the oral arguments the case will be 0onsidered as submitted~
"'After the 30 of December briefs in eighteen cases must be prepared
weekly by the French counsel and furnished to the American counsel, and
briefs in reply weekly by the American counsel.
" 'The cases before the Commission cannot be completed and decided by
the Commissioners by the 1st of July next unless the weekly average of
eighteen cases be supplied to the Commissioners for decision after December 30.'
"It is of this rule that the French counsel say it 'has been productive
only of delay and confusion, owing to the utter impossibility of understailding it or of carrying it out.'
11
I s this true f
"Could not the French counsel and the special counsel for claimants
understand that they were required to furnish eight briefs by November
25, ten by December 2, ten by December 9, and so on in such cases as the
French counsel might select upon consultation with claimants' counsel,
instead of furnishing in all cases briefs in fifteen cfays after the cases we:e
closed, as required by the original rulef The impossibility was not rn
understanding either the old rule or the n ew one, or in carrying ~~em
out. The trouble arose from disregarding them. The new rule, reqmrrn g
a specific nnmber of briefo at stated periods, was so clenr and exact that
it l eft the counsel no excuse for delay or neglect, and if obeyed would
secure the indispensable de, patch of husin ss.
. .
.· . lian,,.N1.
11 In no other respect was the rnfo as to the prepm ation of hi J<'is c .
,.,
h · ·t· t1v" to
"As it was the duty of the French counsel to take t e rni ia
'
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select the cases for briefing and to make the opening brief, his rigbt and
his duty in that respect were left untouched by the new orc1er. Indeed,
the order expressly stated: 'The counsel of the French Republic will, upon
consultation with special counsel, select the cases in which briefs are to be
prepared as above.' The special counsel could not appear l,efore us except
through the French counsel; could not present their briefs to us, but were
obliged to present them to the Frooch counsel, who submitted them to us
as they saw fit. It was for him, therefore, to consult with the special
counsel, to inform them of what our rules required, and to demand compliance with them. We could make our orders only upon him, not them,
and require obedience of him 1 not them.
"In this order there was nothing obscure, nothing difficult to do. If
obeyed, the desired despatch of business was secured.
"\Ve waited to see how the order would work. If it furnished ns 'the
c·onstant supply of cases ready for decision,' we should be satisfied, and
should not, prol)ably, inquire as to the exact and literal compliance with
the rule.
"On the 22 of November six cases were furnished, and we hoped we
should get enough to keep us constantly employed. In December eigbtren cases were furnished. In January they fell off to seven. In February
there were only eleven. And in March, up to the 15th, there were only
three.
"On the 15th of March we were without a single case for examination;
the 'constant supply' had failed.
"In the preceding statement we have shown that these orders were
clear and not to be misunderstood by anyone; that they were necessary on
a ·count of the neglect in furnishing briefs as required by the rules; that
they were well calculated to speed the despatch of business, and that the
delays in submitting briefs have been occasioned, not by any defect in the
rule , but by the neO'ligence of the p:uties who should have furni shed
them.
"WIIAT THE FRENCH COON, EL SHOULD TIA VE DONE.

"7. But on this point we may add, if there were anything iu tl1e orders
which se •med obscure and conflicting to the French counsel, why did they
not tat to the ommi. sion the difficulties they enconntered in nndertanuing and applying the orders or their diffi ·nlties in procnring briefs
from ho: i l,onn(l to comply with the orders? If thry bad. really desired
the '11• pat,·h of bu ine s they hould have done ·o, ancl the Commisioner wonld at one· h:we xplain<'d or modified the orders or <'nforcecl
them l,y final d ere and thn haYe relieve,1 them. Instead of this they
have qniPt]y acqni c .cl in and acted un<ler the order of Jovember 20 for
four month and until the 20th of .larch an<l then for the first time,
in tea<l of a in" th ir all "el 11ifliculti s that they might be removed,
li Y hav
ithont provoc tiou a:sail •d the Commi sion with gronndless
cl1 r " ancl rroneon ru ertion . aucl pt' ent the. e a. excuses for not
complyinrr with the rule. of he 'ommi ion requiring briefs.
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"V.
"OF THE .ALLEGED INCONSISTENCY IN OUR DECI 'IO
THE FORFEITURF OF FRENCH CITIZENSHIP 'BY ..tL E T
IN A FOREIGN COUNTllY WITHOUT INTENT TO RET R T,•
TION 17, CH.APTER II, CODE CIVIL.

A'DEl' ·E '.

"1. The Commission hold. that mere residence and verbal declaration of
an intent not to return are insufficient to work a forfeiture of Fr nch
nationality. There must be a declaration in writing before a court of
record, sworn to by the claimant, of an intent to remain her and become
a citizen, like the declaration of intention to become a citizen which is
the first step in naturalization. Mere verbal declarations chano-e from
~ime to time, and are easily proved to be one thing to-<lay and another
thing to-morrow.
"2. They hold further that the written declaration of an intent to become a citizen and to remain here, though requisite, is not concln ive
proof of the intent to remain ' sans esprit de retour' when the evi<lence
shows that the p arty after making his declaration changed his intention
(as he had the right to), refused to perfect his :naturalization, and always
after claimed and reserved his right to remain a French citizen.
"In Parrenin's case (No. 62) there was no written declaration, but ouly
verbal declarations of an intent to remain and not to return to France,
accompanied with the declaration: 'I have never intended to become an
American citizen; I have always wished to preserve my nationality.'
Hence we held him to be a F rench citizen.
"In Omer's case (No. 284) he says: 'I have never renounced my allegiance to France. Some time before the war I made application for naturalization papers in the circuit· court, but the application never was perfected, and I have never taken an oath to any other government.' It
is not clear whether he means that he applied for papers declaring his
intention to become a citizen and. renounce allegiance to France, and this
was not perfected, or that he made his declaration of intention, but did
not perfect his naturalization by taking the second step. If the first, his
case was like Parrenin's; but if the last, though prima facie sufficient, it
was rebutted by proof that he had changed his intention and al ways
claimed publicly to be a French citizen for more than twenty years, and
was regarded by his neighbors as a Prench citizen. Upon the whole evidence we thought that his application for naturalization papers . before
the war, even if construed to be a declaration of intention (which was
doubtful), was fully rebutted _b y hi1:1 uni.form conduct to the coutrary for
more than twenty years, and we therefore held him to be a French
citizen.
"In Huot's case (No. 535) the French counsel charges the Commission
with a want of <·ons ist.enc·y in their decisions, becanse 'the facts affecting
the question of jnris(liction were practically similar to those developed
in tho ca es of Parreuin and Omer,' arnl yet we refnse to consider him a
French citizen.
"1. Mr. llnot was asked (Record, p. 26): 'Have yon ever filetl a, <leclaration of intention to bec-ome a citizen of the 1 nitcd , 'tates; ancl if so,
where aud when ?'-Answer. '!have; j II Fornaudiu~1, Florida, in 1876, before
Judge Hillyer, clerk of the circuit ·onrt in Nassau County, Flori,1a.' On
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page 61 of the record the declaration is shown: ' I, C. H. Huot, do declare
on oath that it is my bona fide intention to become a citizen of the United
States and to renounce forever all allegiance and :fidelity to all or any
foreign prince, potentate, state, and sovereignty whatsoever, and particularly to the Republic of France.-C. H. Huot.'
"Here, then, is the written declaration, which did not exist in Parrenin's
case-the indispensable requisite to prove an 'establishment without
intent to return.'
"2. But as this only made a prima facie case, we must look further and
ascertain whether there may not be evidence to prove that h e had changed
bis intention to r emain in this country.
"He was asked (p.26): 'Isityourintention to remain in this country,'Answer. 'It is my present intention to remain.' He went to France in
1863 on a visit and stayed about two months. He was asked: 'When you
visited France, as mentioned in your direct examination, was it with the
intention of returning to the United States f '-Answer. 'It was my intention to return.'
"There was no evidence to show an intent to return to France or an
intent not to become a citizen of the United States, but the contrary was
fully shown.
"This case, instead of being 'similar to that of Parreniu and Omer in
the facts affecting the question of jurisdiction,' is totally unlike it on that
vital point.
"In the case of Coulon (182) and Dubos (26) the alleged inconsistency
is very obscnrely stated. 'l'be allegation is that though Coulon was brutally wounded while r esisting the capture of his property upon his own
premi cs (as if the military authorities of the United States were making
'the capture'), yet we rejected his claim, while we allowed the claim of
Dubos, who wa arrested and imprisoned by General Butler.
"In Coulon's case there were two witnesses to the main facts-Mme.
oulon, the claimant, and Mme. Hema.rd.
"Mme. oulon's testimony, where she differs from Mme. Hema.rd, we
thought unreliable. fme. Hemard testified that about forty negro soldiers came into the orange grove; that 'they came in pellmell; one
jumped the fence; others came in the gate. I did not see any officers; all
w re colore(1.' 'They were stealing oranges and breaking the trees'oulon told them to top. One of th colored soldiers told him it was
non of hi lrn in . I tolc1 ::\Ir. 'oulon he had better go away. The color l ldier told him if he dic1 not go away he would shoot him. He then
bot him.'
' \Y can allow onl · 'c·laims ari. i11g out of acts ·ommitted by the civil
or military autho1iti of the c;nited , tates.' ·u •hare the words of the

1

. e i, in th1• opinion of tbe ('ommis ion, enough
t 1·0111mittccl by the authorities of the nitecl
act of : lawl •. negro olclier.
o omcer was
tur of hi property, and th 'capture' was

th a ·t ·as ommitt d by G n ral Bn 1 r, and was
ar,l · nd I'r i1l n Liutoln.
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"The governments which ha,e establi h <l this ('0111111i. i 11, HJ 1111 c U•
sidering the facts here stated, will not fail to oh en how ·011 t wt :nul
frequent have been our effortH to 1kspatl'l1 tho lrnsi11 s if th1• 'u111mi
and that the delays in t aking testi mony, in 11umi1 tiug 1·a, t• , and )>l't' •uting briefs have not ariseu from :.1 11ything clone or omit l'tl Ly t h1• 'ouuni •
sioners. If we have b een iu error, it is that w hu.v b"l'll oo i111l 11l" ut
to claimants in granting extensions of time to tak • h ir t . tim u y-t 11
error whi<;ih it ill becomes the <.;o unsel of th e daim:rnts t o <·omplniu f.
C(

BARO .

r

J)E ARI ~

()",I

"Bra;; ilian Commi ion r.
"A. 0. ALDJ ~,
"Comrnission er on the part of tlw nit <l tail' .
. "I c?ncur in the conclusions of my colleagues, although I do u t fi llow
tuem Ill all the developments and particulars into which h
h. Y
entered.
y

"~bile believing th at some time might possibly have lJ n av d in
ndymg the Dubos case (arrest and imprisonment) 1 I :find the reproa h
of delay entirely unfounded in the 'sla ves q nestion ,' in which, it s e ms to
me, the counsel lost themselves in the labyrinth of their roundabout
proceedings.
st

"So, in my opinion, the charge of delay in the 'territorial-jurisdiction
question' is wholly unfounded.
"I_n regard to the accusation of' inconsistency in the decisions,' I might
consider myself as not directly brought iu tJuestion; my votes up to this
d~y have alway::; b een 'consistent.' However, I cannot help agreeing
:V1th my colleagues that the enumeration given by the counsel for France
~n the third section of their paper is itself sufficiently 'incoherent.' For
m stance, one does not understand what is the affinity they establish between Coulon's case aud that of Dubos.
"~ut leaving aside details, I avail myself of the occasion to decline the
absolute obligation of so-called 'consistency' that the counsel would pretet1d to impose upon us; that is to say, of deciding cases that are in some
r espects similar as if they were alike in all. The cases submitted to the
Commissioners' judgment are very seldom identical; all present particular
circumstances which determine the Commissioners' decision, so one has no
right to reproach them as 'incoherent' because they decide in a different
manner d ifferent casm1.
"As for the orders, I have signed them with my colleagues and I accept
entirely my part of the respon s ibility.
"It is equally inadmissible to lay the fault upon these orders so as to
jnstify the procrastination in the submission of the claims and to assume
that successive orders have abolished tl.Je rules. The orders have been
made because the agent and counsel ou both parts were not observiug
the rules ancl to try to bring them back to the rules; in fact, to remedy
the inertia wherever it came from . If they bave not h eeo efficacious, th e
fanlt is with those ·who llave not been willing to r ega rd tberu .
. 1s
. absolutely rPvers10
. 1r matter t o assume t o <lict•,te
to the Com" Yet 1t
'
.
missioners th ei r dnties · to contend hy a, false interpretation of th0 f,_fth
' it is their provrnce
.
article of tl.Je tr aty that
to sec a f tei. tJ· 10 I>resentat1on
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of the claims; in short, to require the Commissioners to perform the duties
which have been assigned to the agent and counsel.
"The duty of the agent and counsel is to prepare and present the claims
according to the rules; the duty of t he Commissioners is to decide them
afterwards in the order which they believe to be proper. No argument
can prevail which seeks to change this distinction of duties and to shift
responsibilities.
'' If, as they pretend, the agent and counsel have no power to compel
the claimants and their special attorneys, will the Commissioners be more
able to do sof Can the Commissioners step into their phtce and hunt for
the claimants f The agent and counsel forget that it was only through
them that the Commissioners can h ave communication with the claimants.
"In conclusion, ( join with my colleagues in rej ecting the charges preferred against the Commission. I fin·d tbe language used in the paper
presented to be disrespectful. Finally, I protest in particular against the
loss of precious time occasioned by such useless controversy.

"Lours

D:ii: GEOI<'BOY,

Comrnissioner on the part of the l!'1·ench R epublic.
"ORDER OF NOVEMBER 20 1882.

"When the order of May 6 was made, it was expected that the term of
the Commission wonld exp ire on the 22d clay of March 1883. The order
then made contemplated that the ta,king of testimony should cease in
December 1 2, so that the Commissioners should have three months after
all the testimony was taken to exa,mine and decide the cases.
"Siuce then the term has been extended to July 11883-three months
and eicrht days.
"This extension enables us to extend the time of the claimants and of
the two governments for taking testimony for three months and eight days.
'Th rpm tion now is, llow shall we proceed to di tribute this time
amon ' the partie o as b ·t to promote the despa·tch of business and to
enable the partie to pre ent all their testimony
"I. We cannot assume that the governments will again extend the
time beyond July 1.
"\ c mn t make our order on that basis, that the Commission will not
•:t nd b 01111 July 1.
'II. Th re, ill probably be about five hundrecl ca es to be examined
an<l r1 cidetl by the 'ommi.-. ioner between this date aud th 1st of next
,Jnlv; tha. i , about three cases for every working day, or eighteen cases
I> r 1t· k.
"T rompl t
the 'ommi sion it is absolutely necessary
·
that th bu in
arranged an<l the a. e
set for taking teshy ,·onu , 1, that a eon
t snpply of cases
forth he furni. h •cl tot
om missioner , ancl
c 011 baud dail · three
is for xamination
cl on h th i<les aud in whic-h
f: b pr par ,1, fi1 d, and furnished
o h onn · ·1 of th· rnit d 'tates,

FRENCH CLAIM,

11

COMMIS I

and that briefs in reply be prepared, filPtl, and furni, h cl b
of the United States to the counsel of tho Fr nch Pepnblic a
"Briefs by French con11scl.

8 by November 25 .
10 additional by December 2.
10 additional by December 9.
10 additional by December 16.
13 additional by December 23.
13 additional by December 30.

Re.plies by counsel of the C'n itecl tat
8 by Decemb r 2.
0

10 additional by Dec mber 9.

10 arlditional
13 additional
13 additional
13 additional

by D c mber 16.
by Decemb r 23.
by December, 0.
by January 6 1 '3.

"The counsel of the French Republic will, upon consultation with
special counsel, select the cases in which briefs are to be prepared as
above.
"If the counsel of the French Republic shall desire to :file briefs in reply
to the United States briefs, he must clo so within one week from the day
on which he receives the United States briefs. At the expiration of tho
week tb.e cases will be deemed submitted to the Commissioners for decision
unless the counsel wish to be heard orally. If either of the counsel wishes
to be heard orally, he must give notice in writing thereof on or before tho
third day after the expiration of such last week to the adverse counsel
and to the secretary, who will inform the president of the Commission.
The Commissioners will .fix a clay for such hearing. At the end of the oral
arguments the case will be considered as submitted .
11
After the 30th of December the briefs in eighteen cases must be prepared weekly by the French counsel and furnished to the American counsel, and briefs in reply weekly by the American counsel.
"The cases before the Commission can not be completed and decided by
the Commissioners by the 1st of July next unless the weekly average of
eighteen cases be supplied to the Commissioners for decision after December 30.

"IV. Besides the sixty-seven cases closed on both sides, there are one
hundred and thirty-one cases closed by claimants. It is ordered that these
cases receive the immediate attention of the connsel of the United Sta tes,
and the testimony to be t aken and the cases closed as soon as possible on
the part of the United States, so that the rebutting testimony of the
claimants may be taken and the cases closed on both sides at as early a
date as possible. A sufficient number should be closed on both sides by
December 30 to furnish at least eighteen cases weekly thereafter for submission to the Commissioners. The United States ruust close their testimony in twenty-five cases by December 10, and in forty more cases by
December 24.
"As fast as the taking of testimony on the part of the United States is
closed in the cases closed by claimants (and which are estimated as above
as being one hundred and thirty-one), notice thereof sliall be immediately
given to the French counsel or agent, aud the claimants in such cases shall
take their rebntting testimony within thirty days from the day such
notice is given .
11
V. It is ordered that fa the cases closed by claimants June 30 1883
(which are estimated at one hundred and nine) the counsel for tho
United State ruay have till the 3d day of January for the taking of th e
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testimony . On that day the taking of testimony for the United States
must close in all of those cases.
"In all other cases the counsel ·for the United States may have to and
inclusive of the 3d of February to take testimony on behalf of the United
States. On that day the taking of testimony on behalf of the United
States must close.
"From this date to the 3d of February the time is appropriated to the
taking of testimony by the United States. And the claimants are not
p ermitted to take testimony either 'in chief in support of their claims or
in rebuttal , excep t in rebuttal in the one hundred and thirty-one cases
above mentioned, when notice is given by the United States counsel that
the taking of testimon y is closed on the part of the United St ates, or by
stipulation with the United States counsel, or,.in cases of special necessity,
by application to the Commissioners and upon special order.
"After the 3d of February and until the 10th of March the claimants
may take testimony in rebuttal. At that time (March 10) their taking of
testimony in rebuttal must close.
" :From the 5th of February to the 10th of March the counsel for the
United States is not to take testimony on behalf of the Unitetl States,
except by stipulation with the counsel of the French Republic, or in cases
of special necessity by application to the Commissioners and upon special
ord r.
"VI. In the one hundred and twenty-sh cases in which the claimants
have tak n no t estimony it is order ed :
"That if the claimants intend and desire to take t estimony they must
present an application for leave to take t estimony, must set forth by affidavit the causes of the delay in not taking t estimony heretofore, and
mu. t how that they have not b een n egligent therein, and fil e the same
with th secretary and give notice to the adverse government by the 10th
day of Dec mb r.
"Th adv rse government may have till December 20th to answer the
sam.
"The ca e of St. Roman against The United States (No. 703) u eing of
thi clas is subject to this order.
' YII . .1..~otice of the tim and plac of taking testimony, etc., instead
of cig?tcen days, is to b, six days for any place within 1,500 miles of
Wa hmgton, and on day for each 250 additional miles.
'' ARINOS.
"GEOFROY.

"A. 0. ALDIS."

CHAPTER XXV.
THE CARLOS BUTTERFIELD CL.AIM: CONVENTION
BETWEEN THE UNITED ST.ATES .AND DENM.ARK
OF DECEMBER 6, 1888.
By a convention signed at Copenhagen December 6,1888, the United States and Denmark
agreed to refer to Sir Edmund Monson, then
British minister at .Athens, as sole arbitrator, what was described as "the claim of Carlos Butterfield and Company, of
which Carlos Butterfield, now deceased; was the surviving
partner, for an iudemnity for the seizure and detention of two
vessels-the steamer Ben Franklin and the barque Catherine
Augusta-by the authorities of the island of St. Thomas, of the
Danish West India Islands, in the years 1854 and 1855; for
the refusal of the ordinary right to land cargo for the purpose
of making repairs; for the injuries resulting from a shot fired
into one of the vessels, and for other wrongs."
It was provided that the arbitrator should receive '' duly
certified copies of all documents, records, affidavits, or other
papers heretofore filed in support of or against the claim in
the proper department of the respective gover:rµnents," and
that each government should at the same time furnish to the
other copies of the papers presented by it to the arbitrator.
It was agreed that each government should file its evidence
befol'e the arbitrator within seventy-five days after its receipt
of notice of his acceptance of the position, and that each
should be allowed seventy-five days thereafter within which
to file a written argument. The arbitrator was to render his award within sixty days after the date at which the
arguments of both parties should have been received. The
expeu es of the arbitratiou, including the compensation of a
cle.rk at the rate of not more than $200 a month, if the arbiAgreemen~ of Arbitration.
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t.rator should request such aid, were to be defrayed by the two
governments in equal moieties.
December 7, 1888, Mr. Rasmus B. Anderson,
Notification of the
·
·
d on t he
·t t
by
whom the convent10n
was s1gne
Arb1 ra or.
.
d .
part of the United States, transm1tte 1t to
the Department of State; and on June G, 1889, Mr. Blaine, who
had then become Secretary of State, informed him of its ratL
fl.cation, and observed that the next step to be taken was to
notify Sir Edmund Monson and invite him to accept the post
of arbitrator. Mr. Blaine suggested that the best mode of
performing that act would be for the United States and Denmark to instruct their diplomatic representatives at Athens
to address to Sir Edmund a joint note, as was done in the
analogous case of the lYiasonic. 1 To this end Mr. Blaine
in closed to Mr. Anderson a draft of a joint note, and, to meet auy
possible objection, a draft of an identic note also. 2 The Danish mini. ter at Washington, however, suggested.. that bis government might find difficulty in communicating with Sir
Edmund.. Monson through its representative at Athens, who
wa only a consul. Mr. Blaine therefore authorized Mr.
Ander on, if such difficulty should be found to exist, to sign
with the Danish minister for foreign affairs a joint note, or to
write a 'ep arate but identic note, to be sent out from Copenhagen. There was, however, one point, said Mr. Blaine, to ue
clearly under tood, and that wa '' that the date of the receipt
of noti e from which the seventy-five clays allowed for the submi.· ion by each government of it ca. e to the arbitrator are
to be counted, is the date of the receipt by the department for
for i n affair of uch government of the notice of the arbitrator
· eptance.' The dir ctor- 11era1 of tbe Danish departm n f foreign affair deem u it preferabl to Rend separate
icl ntic not , in order to avoid the delfrate question a. to
wh ·h uld ,ign fir t.
n c n e(] u nc the Dani b minister
fi r t r i n affair and Mr. nder. on on July 1, 1889, e11t to
L mund Mon. on eparate bu id ntic note. , soliciting
· · I tan of the p t f arbitrat r. On the th of July
• lmuu l . . Ion. on rep1i d a·· p ing th tru t.
"\Yben, ir Edmu
Briti h mini t r a
ad been tran ·f rr<·

on was origina,lly selected
iagen. When tho conv nens.
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The history of the claim thus agreed to be
submitted to arbitration was peculiar. On
February 2, 1855, Mr. Marcy, who was then
Secretary of State, called the attention of M. Bille, the Danish
charge d'a:ffaires at Washington, to an'' outrage" committed on
the 21st of the preceding December '' by the officer commanding the forts at the island of St. Thomas, Danish West Indies,
by firing upon the American steamer Benjamin Franklin,
which had been regularly cleared at the custom-house." Mr.
Marcy said that a detailed statement of the occurrence had
been communicated to the Department of State by the commer,~ial agent of the United States at St. Thomas, who represented the attack upon the steamer as having been entirely
unprovoked; and he expressed the hope that M. Bille might
be in possession of facts which would "serve to exculpate
or palliate the conduct of the officer by whose orders the act
of violence adverted to was committed." On the next day M.
Bille communicated to Mr. Marcy a report on the occurrence
from the authorities at St. Thomas, and the matter was not
then further pressed.
May 4, 1860, Mr. Cass, as Secretary of State, transmitted
to Mr. James M. Buchanan, then minister of the United States
at Copenhagen, a letter from an attorney in the city of Washiugton, accompanied with a mass of papers, relating, as Mr.
Cass said, "to a claim of Messrs. Carlos Butterfield & Co.
against the Government of Denmark for damages, losses, and
expenses occasioned by the alJeged unlawful acts of the public
authorities of the island of St. Thomas in detaining, etc., the
steamer Benjamin Franklin and bark Catherine Augusta, vessels belonging to them. In order that you may have in your
possession," continued Mr. Cass, '' everything necessary to a
full understanding of this claim, which you are instructed to
present without delay to the Government of Denmark, I transmit, in addition to the papers mentioned above, a copy of a
brief correspondence which took place in 1855 between the late
Secretary of State and the Danish charge cl'a:ffaires in this
city on tl.10 subject of the firing into the Benjamin llranklin."
This was the whole of the instruction. The "brief correspondence" referred to consisted of the notes of Mr. Marcy and M.
Bille, to which we have adverted.
On June 20, 1860, Mr. Buclrnnan presented the claim to the
Danish Government, and in so doing stated among other things
Antecedents of th0
Claim.
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that '' the bark and the steamer were detained on one pretext
or another by the authorities at St. Thomas from about the
time of theil' arrival, in the month of September 1854, until the
time of their departure, in the month of May 1855." This
statement betrayed a mii:iconception of the evidence. The
attorney by whom the papers were laid before the Department
of State described the claim as one for damages for "the
detention of, and other acts of aggression in relation to," the
ve sels iu question. He did not venture to say that they bad
been detained for any partfoular period. The instructions to
Mr. Buchanan merely referred to the "detaining, etc.," of the
vestiels. 1
By a note of August 10, 1860, the Danish minister of foreign
affairs denied that bis government had incurred any liability;
and the claim slumbered till May 2, 1866, when Mr. Seward, as
ecretary of State, inclosed to Mr. Yeaman, then minister of
the United States at Copenhagen, a statement presented by
some attorney. in ew York, and directed him to "recall the
attention of the Danish Government to the subj ect." Mr.
Yeaman did o on the 20th of the following August, in an energetic note to the minister of foreign affairs, with which he
inclo ed a copy of the statement of the New York attorneys.
In tbi tatement the claim was estimated at $301,814.m~, excluive of intere t. Again the Danish Government denied a11y
liability. But before its reply was made Mr. Seward, in
acknowledging the receipt of a copy of Mr. Yeaman~s note,
ob erv d thatwhil l1i "argument in favor of the claim" wa
' lumiuou and, trong," "no definitive opinion upon the subje t could be formed till the answer of the Danish Government h ul l hav b n received. 2
·

1
H. Ex. oc. 33, 45 Cong. 3 se s.10.
· Id. 71. .Ir., 'c•ward' g neral attitude on the subject may be inferred
from the fo1lowiurr letter, in relation to an analogous case:

"DEPART)IE.'T OF

TATE,

' Washington, ··epte-rnbet 6, 1867.
" I

"r
!th
1 ho
ord ·
Tho
infor
o •o~

. l'. B '

K

'

' .,

· m:.:: I have· t a

rcw

01'k.

dg thr r cei pt of y our letter of tho
in r lation to t
decl dot ntion at the island of , t.
ca '
'mpl ·m
~·ar ·hipp cl hy tl1e 1Jark Patmos. In
np
)' nr
for au answer in s ason for the 't.
i1 <
th in. tant, I am ohlig cl to ·p al' from imperfect
an
for confine my.· lf to saying tbat yon will do well
11ir
thy th xp ctati ou that th ruit d ,'tate will h
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The claim remained without further action till.June 23, 1869,
when Mr. Fish, as Secretary of State, in a note to the Danish
minister at Washington, referring to the fact that the claim
had been twice presented and twice rejected, proposed arbitration of it. The Danish minister promised to bring the proposition to the knowledge of his government. In April 1874
the Department of State informed Mr. Cramer, then minister
of the United States at Copenhagen, that it had not as yet been
advised of the intentions of the Danish Government, and
instructed him to renew the proposition. The Danish Government endeavored to show that the claim should be withdrawn;
and, although the claimants afterward sought to obtain some
action by Congress,1 the correspondence bad been suspended
for nearly twelve years when, in a note of February 18, 1886,
Mr. Rasmus B. Anderson, then minister of the United States
at Copenhagen, renewed, under instructions, the proposal of
arbitration, which the Danish Government at length accepted.
By the evidence in the case it appears that
·
The Alleged Jeizure
.
.
the
steamer Ben Franklin, of
813 tons, and the
an d Det ent 101.1.
·
bark Catherine Augusta, of 351 tons burden,
were cleared at New York in September 1854 for the port of
St. Thomas in the Danish West Indies. Though the real proprietors were Carlos Butterfield & Co., the vessels were cleared
in the name of J. N. Olcott, who, '' as a matter of convenience,"
held the title and appeared in the registry and clearance as
owner. Prior to her departure from New York the Ben .Franklin was seized, on the application of the Venezuelan consul, on
the ground that she was engaged in a hostile expedition, in
violation _o f the neutrality of the United States. The Oa,therine Augusta bad left New York on the 2d of September laden
with cannon, muskets, and munitions of war. The Ben .Franklin was seized by the Federal authorities at New York on the
13th, when on the point of departing. A civil war in Venezuela bad not long before been brought to a close, and it was
very slow to dispute the right of Denmark to construe her neutral obligations as requiring her to prevent the departure of articles contraban<l. of
war stored in one of her ports without ample secudty against their being
conveyec.1 to a belligerent engaged in hostilities with a· power with which
Denmark is at peace.
"Your obedient servant,
WILLIAM H. SEWARD/'
(MS. Dom. Let. vol. 77, p. 71.)
1 H. Report 672, 46 Cong. 2 sess.
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a matter of common report in the .American press, both in the
United States and elsewhere, that General Paez, the leader of
the unsuccessful party, who had sought refuge in the United
States, was fitting out an expedition there for the purpose of
renewing the contest. It was suspected that the two vessels
in question constituted the expedition, and that its preparation for hostilities would be completed by the transfer of an
armament from the Catherine A. ugusta to the Ben Frankz✓in at
some place outside of the United States. .After a brief detention however the Ben Franklin was discharged by reason of
the infirmity of the complaint; but she was required to give
bond in the sum of $20,000 as a guaranty that her destination
was not illegal. She cleared for St. Thomas September 19.
The Ben Franklin arrived at St. Thomas on the 29th of
September and the Catherine Augusta on the next day. Under
the circumstances the latter vessel would not have been per_
mitted to enter the port if she had not been in distress. But
on her way from New York she had encountered heavy weather,
and had suffered . considerable damage. Her mainmast was
sprung so that it could not be repaired; many of her sails
were split or blown away; her jib boom was gone; her rigging was badly injured, and some of her yards and topmasts
required to be replaced. .A survey was made by two .American
1:shipmasters, and on the 9th of October they recommended that
the cargo should be discharged in order that the necessary
repairs to the vessel might be made. It does not appear that
permission to land the cargo was then applied for. But on
the 15th of October Mr. H. H. Berg, the governor of the island,
addressed to Mr. Ruhl, the acting commercial agent of the
United States, the following letter:
"GOVERNMENT HOUSE, ST. THOMAS,

'' October 15, 1854..
"Sm: I consider it a duty clue to an .Agent of a friendly nation to inform you that communication ha been made to me
on tbe part of the Republic of Venezuela rebtive to the ~
.American ship , the Bark Catharine .Augusta (partly laden
with ammunition of war) and the teamer BeriJamin, Franklin,
lying in thi · lrnrbor, namely tllat the ultimate intention of
their voyage is hostile to the peace and tranquillity of the said
Republic.
" , this overnment ·an not permit it ubj ct aiding, abetting, or ·ounteuancing un<l rtakiug whi ·h tend to di turb
th p a ·e aud tranquillity f auy mnical nation, order have
b eu given to exact a curity which pr liminary ha been
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fixed at $20.000, from the consignees of the vessel Messrs.
Moron & Oo., that no such illegal expedition be carried out,
and until the security is given they are interdicted having anything to do with the said vessels and their cargoes, at the same
time and until the security is given the police is ordered to
prevent all Danish subjects from aiding or repairing the suips.
"Having made you this communication I have no doubt
that also you on your part as acting commercial agent of the
United States, will take all the measures which may be in
your power to prevent effectually any traffic with said ships
or cargoes 1 contrary to the rights as well as to the duties of
peaceful nations.
"I have the honor to be, sir, your most obt svt,
"H. H. BERG."
The purport of this letter was that the Danish authorities,
having been advised on the part of Venezuela that the destination of the vessels was hostile, required of the consignees at
St. Thomas, as a condition of permitting the vessels to be fitted for sea, a pledge that they would not carry out the illegal
design in which they were suspected of being engaged. And
in this relation it is proper to advert to the coincidence that on
the 9th of October Mr. Eames, then United States minister at
Caracas, addressed a letter, a copy of which he duly communicated to the Department of State, to Mr. Hehn, the United
States commercial agent at St. ~I.1homas, saying that on the
preceding day the minister of foreign affairs of Venezuela had
informed him that he had just received intelligence from the
Venezuelan consul at St. Thomas that a steamer and '' two
other vessels" had arrived there from the United States with
arms and munitions of war intended to be introduced into
Venezuela in aid of the revolutionary movements which had
lately taken place in that country. From the same source
the minister of foreign affairs said that he had learned that
another steamer was expected soon to arrive at St. Thomas
with the same object, anu that he feared that all or some of
the vessels formed part of a military expedition set on foot
in the United States against the Government of Venezuela.
Mr. Eames replied that he bad no information on the subject.,
except that be had uuderstood that there were private letters
in Caracas from St. Thomas stating that all idea of a military
expedition at that time against Venezuela by the friends of
General Paez had been abandoned. 1
A reply to Goveruor Berg'· letter was made on the 19th of
--------l

IL Ex. Doc. 33, 43 Cong. 3 se s. 3.
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October by Mr. Helm, who had been temporarily away from
his post on leave of absence. At this time Mr. Olcott, the
ostensible owner of the vessels, had arrived at St. Thomas,
and the reply obviously was written after a conference with
him, as well as with the other parties interested. It was as
follows:
"O0MMERCI.A.L AGENCY OF THE U . S. OF A.
"AT THE ISL.A.ND OF ST. THOM.AS,

" Oct 19th, 1854.

"SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
communication of the 15th instant to Mr. Ruhl, then acting
Commercial Agent of the United States of America, at this
Island, on the subject of the two American vessels, to wit the
Bark Catharine A11gusta, and the steamer Ben}amin Franklin,
in which you say '' you have received information that the ultimate intention of their voyage is hostile to the Republic of
Venezuela." I have the gratification to say in reply, that
whatever may have been tbe original intention of the parties
in the embarkation of these two vessels, that I have assurances upon which I rely, that there is now no ho::;tile intention
on the pcirt of the owners or agents of these vessels towards any
Government or nation whatever. It affonls me great pleasure

to say further, that I will co-operate with yo ur Excellency in
preventing any breach of the Laws of Nations, treaties, or any
interruption of the friendly relations existing between this
Government and the United States as well as all friendly
nations.
"The conditiorn:; you require previous to the repairs being
done to the Bark are not o~jectionable in any degree; yet it is
the opinion of the owner, Captain, Consignee, and a survey of
competent American shipmasters, that the Bark which is in
di tress cannot be repaired without discharging her cargo,
which consi ts of Ammunition, Cannon, Guns, &c. &c.
'' The partie propose to execute the bond you require with
the additional condition that no part of it will be removed
after b in()' lauded, without your con ent, which of course
would not be given until you were fully atis:fied of its legal
an l peaceful di po ition.
' I tller fore very re pectfully ask that upon the execution of
tb bond afor said which in my opinion i ample guarantee to
bi , a w 11 a. to th G vernment which I have the honor
t r pr .· nt. a tbi I Ian cl that no injury can be done eitber to
he
n zn Ian Repnbli or to any other nation, that permis. i n l e giv for h di charge of the cargo and repairs nece ar t pl e he Bark in a eawortby condition.
he honor to be ery re pectfu.Hy your obt. servt.,
I ha
"OH. J. HELM,
\ r

" U. ~ . Goml. Agt.
11 nc
. H. BER'
orernor of tlte I. ·land of t. Thoma· ."
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Several points in this letter are to be noted: (1) That the
original unlawful destination of the vessels was not denied;
(2) that the conditions prescribed by Governor Berg in respect
of the repairs of the Catherine Augusta were conceded by the
parties in interest to be unobjectionable; (3) that they themselves proposed to add to the bond the condition that no part of
the cargo should be removed without satisfactory assurance
being given of its lawful disposition; and (4) that Mr. Helm con.sidered it proper to cooperate with the colonial authorities in
order that the neutrality of Denmark might not be violated by
the citizens and vessels of his nation. These points were also
prominently brought out in a dispatch from Mr. Helm to Mr.
Marcy of November 30, 1854. In this dispatch Mr.Helm stated
that when he returned to St. Thomas he found there the vessels
in question, one in ballast and the other loaded with cannon,
muskets, and ammunition, "which," observed Mr. Helm, "I
presume, were originally destined for the revolutionary party
in the republic of Venezuela, but which expedition was abandoned before they sailed from New York, as I have every reason
to believe." The authorities had, he said, refused to permit the
cargo of the bark to be discharged till his arrival, when the
governor agreed that it might be done under his supervision.
"The cargo was then discharged by me," added Mr. Helm, '',and
an inventory taken, and is not to be removed from its place of
storage until the governor of this island and myself shall be
satisfied that it goes in a legal and proper channel." 1
The cargo, consisting of 18 cannon, 5,000 muskets and other
arms, 600,000 cartridges, and 5,000 pounds of powder, was
stored partly in the wa:rehouses of the consignees and partly
in those of the government, and the repairs of the bark were
proceeded with; but they were not completed till the 19th of
December, and the bark was not pronounced seaworthy till
the 20th. Permission, however, to reload the cargo was not
then asked for, the reason being that neither the vessels uor
the cargo had been disposed of. By the papers presented to
the Department of State by the Washington attorney in 1860
it appeared that on September 18, 1854-, Mr. Olcott, being then
in New York, sent to Mr. Jose Gener, in the city of Mexico,
a power of attorney, with the statement that he was "desirous
of a market for the ale of two vessels, with their equipments,
such as clothing for so]diers, muskets, ammunition, etc." He
1

TI. Ex. Doc. 33, 45 Cong. 3 sess. !'i.
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said tbat he was about to sail for St. Thomas, ''hoping to find
a market the.re for these vessels and their cargoes," .which he
then described. "At the same time," added Mr. Olcott, '' I
wish to see what can be done in Mexico with them. Probably
you may be able to sell them to that government for war
vessels, as they are well calculated for that purpose. You are
authorized to sell them, with all their appurtenances, for
$500,000 * * * If I should be able to effect an operation
(for I intend to offer them for sale to St. Domingo, Venezuela,
and other neighboring governments), I shall take care that it
will be conditional until I hear from you." It seems that in
the latter part of October Mr. Gener offered the vessels and
cargo to the Messrs. Cammet & Co., of the city of Mexico, for
the Mexican Government; that on the 10th of November the
Messrs. Camrnet & Co. made a proposition, but a week later
withdrew it on the report that the vessels bad been ''detained"
at St. Thomas as "suspicious;" that the negotiations were
afterward renewed, but were broken off when news was
received of the firing on the Ben Franklin; and that on March
31, 1855, Gener wrote that he bad sold the vessels and cargo
to the Mexican Government, but at a price greatly below
what he could have obtained for them but for the occurrences
at t. Thomas. He considereu that those occurrences had
"pr~judic d the interest of l\'.Ir. Olcott to the amount of at
least from $250,000 to $350,000."
It wa not till May 7, 1855, tbat Mr. J. T. Pickett, as attorney
for fr. Olcott, informed Governor Berg that he had received
in truction to di patch the ve . els to Mexico to be incorporated into the 1:exican navy, and asked for permission to reship ·
1
Berg objected to the documents which
e ton the ground tllat, being witnessed
otar , they were not legalized according
ark; and be al o referred to the bond
. )I
., which could not, he said,
that the ve, l and cargo
of
n1
. On the 9th of May, howth 1 al de tination of the
.
b
. Tb ta k wa · completed
.vb
11 aro
a. to the payment
01
• •rnor th i1
r . Moron &
th
e<l to pay d.u on it int.he
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ae ·ount of other than the
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original owners. Mr. Pickett contended that the sale was not
to be complete till the delivery of the vessels and cargo in a
Mexican port, and therefore that no duty should be exacted.
The attorneys of the claimant in 1866, in their statement to
the Department of State, said: "The papers do not show how
this dispute was terminated, but a clearance was finally
granted, dated tlle 26th of May 1855." 1 The Danish memorial
to the arbitrator stated that the question was '' settled in conformity with the wishes of the owner." As the claim never
embraced any specific item for duties, the statement in the
· Danish memorial seems to have been correct.
Such was the "seizure" and the seven months' "detention"
of the Ben Franklin and Catherine Augusta. They were sent
to St. Thomas, according to their own account, for a market.
As security against a violation of the neutrality of the port,
they were required to give a bond, which was furnished by
tlleir consignees, not to carry into effect an alleged unlawful
expedition. After the repairs of the Catherine Augusta were
completed, they remained five months in port, awaiting a sale.
While the vessels were thus lying in the
The Firing in to the
.
port of St. Thomas the Ben Franklin was charBen Franklin.
tered by the '' Royal British Mail Steam Ship
Company" for a voyage to Barbados and return. When
starting out on this voyage, she was fired into under circumstances which may be briefly narrated. The port of St. Thomas
is on a bay formed by two points of land projecting into the
sea. At the base of the bay are the town and the fort, while
on each point there is a battery, that on the left being known
as the Prinds Frederick and that on the right as the Miihlenfeldt. According to the regulations of the port, the master of
an outgoing vessel was required, after obtaining his clearance
at the custom-house, to have H visaed at the fort. Ordinarily
this was sufficient, but by a regulation which bad been in
force for many years no vessel, even though her clearance had
been visaed, was allowed to leave the port after sunset without a special permit, called a night pass. Whenever such a
permit was granted, information of its issuance was at once
communicated to the Prinds Frederick battery, in order that
the ves el on giving ber name might be permitted to depart.
If no such permit had been granted, the fort was directed to
1

II. Ex. Doc. 33, ,15 Cong. 3 sess. 64;
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stop the vessel, first by two shots, one forward and the other
aft, as a warning, and then, if those were 11ot heeded, by others
directed at her until she should lie by. To this regulation
men-of-war obviously were not subject, and tlie vessels of the
Royal British Mail Steam Ship Company were specially exempted from it by a royal Danish ordinance of September 11,
1840, which placed such vessels ou the same footing as menof war. In the present case the Ben Franklin had been chartered by the superintendent of the company for a single voyage.
The company's signal flag was given her, but she sailed under
.American colors, and no application wai:; made to the Danish
authorities to accord her the privilege enjoyed by the company' ships. She was cleared in the ordinary way, and no
night pa s was demanded. On her way out at 11ight she was
hailed. It was asserted in behalf of the steamer that she
, topped on the first shot being fired. This the garrison denied.
4-t any rate four shots were fired, the third oue of which
passed through the cabin of one of the passengers, fortunately
injuring no oue. The Danish authorities placed the blame on
the superiniendeut of the steamship company, because of his
neglect to apply for a night pass or for exemption from the
requirement. In behalf of the ship it was maintained that, as
it was well known at the fort and at the custom-house that
the v s el had been chartered by the company, the garrison
houl<l have been notifie<l..
'Ihe incident was brought by Mr. Marcy to the notice of the
Dani. h mini ter at Wa hingtou, with the result which has
already been indicated. It was al o made the subject of energ ic r pre. ntation by the British Government, through its
· · ter at Copenhagen, who a ked for full reparation to the
·
amage done to the teamer, and also for the
11 of the offender . The Danish Govern~ · · · yin th matter, maintaining that the
·
t night without a pa could not be
ice of the steamship
· in the
al perm
n of the authorities,
the c
the Ben Franklin
at th
tom-hou e and an
l wbi<-h tliiug the boat of the
cc:
m

a military court of inquiry
h purpo of makiug an
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investigation. The harbor master, who also was in the service
of the steamship company, stated that before noon on the 21st
of December he was informed that the steamer Ben Franklin
had been chartered by the English company to carry to Barbados the mails, merchandise, and passeng~rs which had arrived by the packet from Europe; that not long- afterward a
soldier from the fort came and said that, as the Ben Franklin
had shifted her position, it was supposed that she was going
to leave port, but that the fort had not been advised of her
intended departure, and that in reply he requested the soldier
to say that "the steamer's commander should have reported
before he left his anchorage, but he i:s only at present going
alongside the steamer from Europe to take on board mails and
passengers for Barbados, being chartered for the company's
account, and will be cleared as usual by the consignee."
Major Castonier, the commandant of the fort, stated that
when, on the morning of the day in question, the steamer
seemed about to leave without having been cleared at the fort,
the sentinel at the battery asked whether he should stop her
by firing. He answered in the negative, but directed him to
hold himself in readiness, and at the same time sent a man
to the harbor master to inquire whether the ship intended to
depart. The reply he received was that "the steamer had
placed herself alongside of another steamer in order to take
on board some passengers, and would then apply to the fort for
clearance." Nothing was reported to him as to her taking
merchandise and mails, nor as to her having been chartered
by the English company. After he heard the firing in the
evening, the first lieutenant, Baron de Rosenkrantz, arrived
at the fort and said that he had heard in the town that the
steamer would take the mail and passengers of the Royal
British steamer .Parana. In consequence he ordered the boat
at once to be sent from the port to the battery to learn why
they had fired, and to order them not to arrest the Ben Frcmklin if she should attempt to leave. The distinctive flag of the
English company's steamers served as the distinctive tlag of
a large number of other vessels. The fact that the American
steamer had raised the flag had not attracted the attention of
anyone at the fort.
Various other witnesses testified to the same effect. The
commandant at the battery testified that when he fired he
could not see the flag of the Ben Franklin, and that be knew
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nothing of her being chartered to the English company; but
that, as he had seen her emitting smoke in the afternoon, and
had not been informed that she had a night pass, he conceived
the idea that she intended to slip out at night.
The injury to the steamer was tern porarily repaired the next
morning, and she made the voyage to Barbados, returning in
about twelve days.
.
The argument before the arbitrator in supArgument m ~up- port of the claim was prepared and signed by
port of the Claim.
.
the attorneys, 1 and was formally transmitted
by the Department of State to Sir Edward Monson through
the nited States minister at Athens. It claimed indemnity
for tbe following acts:
"First. The seizure and <l.etention of the American bark
Catherine A 1-lgusta.
'' Second. The refusal to her of the ordinary right to land
her cargo for tbe purpose of making repairs, and herein of the
exaction of unu ual, onerous, and illegal conditions.
"Third. The seizure and detention of the steamer Ben
Franklin.
"Fourth. The wrongful firing of a sbot into the last-named
teamer and the injuries resulting therefrom."
In support of this claim the argument stated that " Carlos
Butterfield, a citizen of the United States, a merchant of high
standing both in the city of New York and the city of Mexico,
who bad had large dealing with the Government of Mexico
with re pect to the building and :fitting out of ships of war for
that government, had, a early as the month of May 1854,
month before the departure of the two ve8sels in question
fr m the port of ew York, vi 'ited the city of Mexico for the
among other , of effecting a sale of those vessels to
v rnment;'' that 'being referred by that government
mmet ·~ o. who w r th n buying ve el and munitions
f w, ran army an navy , upplie for th government, he
mad a rbal ·ontra ·t with that firm for the ale of the two
1. nam <l witll 1uipm ,nt , tog ther with pecified kind
and 1uantiti · f arm· ancl th r munition· and material · of
w r, fr h · :um f 3 0 0 ·' and that, ''r turning to
w
rl· h h ,r
n ·1ucl l hi.· 11 gotiati n for th purchase of
v . . 1· , n l ·arO'o .- , ; .'tip,11 t d in the verbal agreem nt; r <ri, rin,,.. th 1 in h 11, me of John . Olcott, his
r
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agent, as a matter of convenience, the latter holding the legal
title of the vessels for the benefit of Carlos Butterfield & Co.;"
and that they '' were properly and legally cleared from the
port of New York and dh,patcbed for the port of St. Thomas,
from whence they could most conveniently be delivered to the
Mexican Government should the negotiations then in progress·
with Cammet & Co. be successfully and formally concluded."
The arg'1,ment further alleged that upon the arrival of the
Ccritherine Augusta at St. Thomas she was denied the right to
land a part of her cargo in order that she might make repairs;
that before she was permitted to receive aid the governor
"exacted from her owners a bond in the extreme penalty of
$20,000, notwithstanding which he afterward refused her the
right to reload her cargo and detained her for a long period
of time, exacting duties upon the cargo;" * * * that be
"sti.11 further detained the vessel until the 26th of May 1855,
when, damaged by the seaworms prevalent iu that port during
her detention, she was permitted to proceed;" and that, beside·s the damages sustained by the bark by reason of her
detention, a "more serious damage" was incurred in consequence of "the loss of the sale of the vessel to the Mexican
Government, caused by the delay and the suspicions attaching
to her from her seizure by the Danish authorities;" that the
Ben Franklin, on arriving at St. Thomas," shared the detention
of the Catherine Augusta as a suspected vessel, and was compe1led to await the release of the latter in order to fulfill the
conditions of their joint delivery;" that in the mean time she
was fired on and injurerl; and that on her return from Barbados "she was, notwithstanding that every effort was made
to secure her release, still further detained till the .26th day of
.\lay 1855, when, in a damaged condition, caused by seaworms
in the harbor <luring her <letention and by the effect of the
shot, she was finally released and permitted to depart."
On the basis of these allegations it was argued (1) that the
Ca.therine Augusta was not accorded the rights due to vessels
iu <li:-;tress; (2) that there was no reasonable ground of suspicion in respect of either vessel; (3) that, even assumi11g tl..lat
the cargo of tiie Catherine Au,giista, had a l>el1igereut desti11atio11, this circumstance wonl<l have involved merely a dealing
in contraband, which neutral governments were not calleu
5G:t7-Vol. 2--14
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upon to prevent; and (4) that the dismissal of the proceedings
against the Ben Franklin at New York made the question
as to the lawfulness of the destination of the vessels res
judica,ta. 1
Altogeth~r the sum of $272,153.87 was demanded, exclusive of interest, which was claimed from May 26, 1855, to the
date of the award. The principal amount was made up as
follows: (1) Loss on the sale of the vessels, $185,000; (2) repairs to the Ben Franklin at Norfolk and Baltimore, after she
left St. Thomas, $38,846.26; (3) repairs to the Catherine Augusta at Pernambuco, while on her way from St. Thomas to
San Blas, Mexico, $16,863.43; (4) expenses of agents and other
costs attending the sale and transfer of the vessels, $6,020.18;
(5) expenses, including the wages of the crew, of the Oa,therine
Augusta during her detention at St. Thomas, $ 8,568; (6) similar expenses on account of the Ben Franklin, $16,856.
The argument presented to the arbitrator
Argument againa t against the claim was contained in a memorial
th
e Claim.
submitted by the Danish Government. In
this memorial it was stated that when the vessels in question arrive<l at St. ThomaR the Crimean war was goin g on,
privateering was still sanctioned by international law, and
th re wa"' an apprehen ion that the Russian Government migl1t
i ue letters of marque to American vessels to capture English
and Fr nch merchant ships. At the same time preparations
were going on in Mexico for an insurrection, which soon afterward broke out, and in Venezuela the recent insurrection,
though it had been suppre ed., might easily break out auew.
nder tbe:e circum tance it wa the duty of the Danish Gov1
In view of tbe suggestion that tho busine s of the vessels was at most
to he vi wed merely as a dealing in contraband-a suggestion which
oc ·u in th ,li plomatic ·orrespondence-it is proper to notice in a letter of
.. Ir. 'en r to the ~le · r . 'amm t & 'o., of October 20, 1854, the following
pa · a" :
I will d liver o yon, in the port of t. Thoma , one steamer and a
hark f war, they being rtady for ea, *
" armed and furnished
with pr \'i ion and roatnial. of war a follows:
am r, • .. * with 1 wivel gun, 24-pound r, reenforced; 6
guo , 2i-pound1•r. on the upp r deck · 2 ,uns, 6-pountler ; 1 brass gun,
6-p und r for ignal ; 2 howitzer , 12-pounder · powder and other materi I f ar
· on<· hark
" with 4 guns, 12-pounders; 2
gun, pounder · po d·r and otb r mat rial ofwar. * " *n
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ernment to exercise the most crupulon
time center so important as St. Thoma , nd it m '
bound to do so in regard to the ve el iu que 'tion , hi ·h
r
publicly reported to have left New or] with the int n i n of
arming themselves illegally in foreign territory with tb
non and other war material which the bark carried in h r b Id.
The Government o.f Venezuela had watched their movement
and through the Danish consul at Caracas, as well a brough
the Venezuelan consul at St. Thomas, requested the governor
of the Danish Antilles to prevent the vessels from leaving St.
Thomas, and if possible to seize the arms and munitions which
might be found on boar<l. Under these circumstances the
governor, in order to guard against the charge that the Danish Government had permitted foreign vessels within its territory to be put in condition to continue a hostile expedition
against a friendly state, merely required from the consignees
a bond, to the conditions of which the parties readily assented.
One of the chief objections of the Danish Government to the
claims was, said the memorial, based on the relatively long
time which elapsed before it was presented, as well as on the
strange manner in which the United States· bad in the course
of more than thirty years taken up the case and then let it fall.
The firing on the Ben Franklin was the subject of immediate
representations, but the American Government did not press
~he matter either as to the alleged insult to the :flag or
as to the demand for indemnity for individuals. Six years
later the attention of the Danish Government was called to the
detention of the two vessels; but this matter, too, seemed to
be·abandoned, when. it was revived in 1866. Its subsequent
reappearances and disappearances, concluding with a suspension of twelve years, showed, continued the memorial, that the
parties interested in the case did not consider it well founded.
Persons whose testimony was important to the Danish Government were dead. Papers had disappeared, and it was only
after a long search and almost by chance that the Danish Government procured the documents relating to the proceedings
against the Ben Franklin at New York in 1854, some of the
Judicial arcbives having been destroyed by fire.
As to the firing on the Ben Franklin, the Danish memorial
contended that the vessel was not entitled to the privileges enjoyed by the steamers of the English company; that the com-
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mandant at the fort did not know that she was transporting
the English mail; that the captain, instead -of obtaining a
night pass, contented himself with sending the customs clearance to the fort by a clerk, who said nothing about the vessel's
being chartered by the English company nor about her going
out at night; that the inspector of customs, who was also master of the port, was the only one who knew of the charter of
the ship by the company; and that the whole responsibility for
the firing on the ship must fall upon the captain conjointly
with the superintendent of the company. As to the allegation
that the steamer reversed her machinery immediately after the
first shot,, the Danish memorial said that this assertion was
contested not only by the persons who were at Prinds Frederick battery, but also by those at the opposite battery, by the
crew of the boat at the quarantine station, and by the captain
and second officer of an English vessel anchored in the port,
who unanimously affirmed that the steamer kept on her course
till after the fourth shot. Assuming it to be the case, however,
that the machinery was immediately stopped, but that the ship
continued to move, the commandant at the battery could not be
blamed for concluding that she did not wish to obey the order,
but sought to escape. The Danish memorial also argued that, as
the steamer was swift, a11d as it was impossible in the obscure
light to see where the shot fell, the hitting of the vessel was
at most an accident for which those who neglected to comply
with the regulations of the port alone were responsible.
·
The Danish memorial, in discussing the legality of the measures adopted by Governor Berg in order to prevent a violation
of neutrality, observed that on the American side there seemed
to be au impression that the Danish Government bad seized
aud detained the ships on the ground that they were engaged
in commerce in arms and munitions of war. This reasoning
wa erroneous. The ve sels and cargo were neither seized nor
detained at St. Thom.as. If fal e reports on the subjeet wtre
circulated in Mexico, Denmark could not be held responsible
for them. The governor, whose duty it was to prevent any
unlawful expedition again ·t a friendly state, merely reqmred,
·011form.ab]y to the Danish laws, a guaranty of their pacific
de:ti11ation. Ioreover, by an ordinance passed in 1817 and
re11 ewed in 1 5-! the importation and exportation of arms
fur military purpose. wa forbidden; but, under the circum-
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stances of the case, perm
The ships were at all tim
obtaini11g the consent oft
consignees merely stipula
and, as the claimants declar
tion, it could not have interfi r l
The same thing was true as to the co1Hli
cargo.
Not only was there no seizure nor detention but tbe u tion at issue ha<l nothing to do, said the Dani h memorial
with commerce in arms aud munitions of war. Tl.le ve l
were constructed to serve as vessels of war, and one of th m
besides llaving a great quantity of other war materials, bad
cannon on board inte11ded to arm the other. Nevertheless, the
colonial government did not comply with the demand of Venezuela to seize the arms and munitions on their arrival at St.
Thomas, but contented it~elf with asking a mo<lerate security.
The Government of the United States had adopted strict rule
on the suQject of neutrality by the act of 1818, and had made
claims against England for the alleged neglect of neutral
obligations during the war of secession. By the treaty of
Washington of May 8, 1871, a neutral state was required to
exercise due diligence to prevent the commission of unneutral
acts within its jurisdiction. This was precisely what the Danish Government bad done, and it bad done nothing more. Its
measures were not only legitimate according to the laws of
nations, but they were formally acquiesced in by the parties in
interest, and were in fact partly suggested by the American
commercial agent.
The memorial then discussed the question of damages.
January 22, 1890, Sir Edmund Mouson
Award.
addressed to Mr. Blaine, then Secretary of
State of the United States, a note accompanied
with bis award. The note and award were received at the Department of State February 10. They were as follows:
"ATHENS, January 22, 1890.
''SIR: I have the honor to transmit to you herewith my
award as arbitrator u11der the Convention signed at Copenhagen by the representatives of the United States and of Denmark, on the 6th of December, 1888, for the settlement of the
claim of Carlos Butterfield and Company.
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"A duplicate of this award will be forwarded to the Danish
Government.
'' I have the honor to be, Sir,
''Your most obedient humble servant,
"EDMUND MONSON.

"The Honorable JAMES G. BLAINE,
" Secretary of State, Washington."
AWARD.

"The undersigned, Her Britannic Majesty's envoy extraordinary and miuister plenipotentiary to His Majesty the King
of tlle Helle11es, having been nominated by a convention
signed at Copenhagen on the 6th of December, 1888, arbitrator in respect of tl.le claim preferred by the Government of
the United States against that of Denmark for compensation
due by the latter to the former on account of the alleged seizure aud detention in the years 1854: and 1s.:;5 of the steamer
Ben Franklin and the bark Catherine Augusta by the authorities of the island of St. Thomas, in the Danish West Indian
Islands, bas had before him, and has duly considered, the evidence tendered by the re ' pective parties to the said convention, and has carefully studied the arguments in which the
merits of the case are set forth according to the views of the
two gover111neuts.
"Tbe argument of the United States places the question
before the arbitrator as follows: What indemnity is due from
the Government of Denmark tor losses and injuries growing
out of the following wrongful acts committed by the Danish
authorities at the island of St. Thomas, West Indies:
"Fir:t. The seizure and detention of the American bark
Catherine Augitsta.
'' Second. Tb.e refusal to her of the ordinary right to land
her cargo for the purpose of making repairs, aud herein of the
exaction of unusual, onerous, and illegal conditions.
"Thiru. The seizure and detention of the steamer Ben
Franklin.
"Fourth. The wrongful firing of a shot into the last-named
steamer, and the iujurie re ulting therefrom.
"The argument of the United States contends that, as it is
indubitable that a vessel iujured by the elements bas a right
to put into a friendly port for repairs, and a further right to
land her cargo in order to effect such repairs, and as it is
equ_ally in_dubitable that a peaceful vessel may not, under
ordrnary c1rcum tance. , be fired into and the 1i ves of those on
board. imperilled, the mere tatement of the case, with regard
to _the fact . of wbicb there i uo material divergence in the
evidence pre ented by the re peetive parties, establishes, under
he principles of international law, an indubitable ground
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upon which the claim fi r
p rmi cl
to rest.
"The Danish Government, n tbe otb r han<l • r 0 ·n
first place, that, setting a,, i~e he ~ri 0 -inal m riL f
altogether, the amount of tune wlnch, a all w _d t
_I. I '
before the claim was first pre ented, and th rn t rrmtt )11
manner in which it was sub equently pre ed, cou titn
in
themselves a conclusive objection to the validity of th ]aim.
"It appears convenient to settle _thi pre~imina~y_ poi11t at
once; and the arbitrator has no difficulty m dec11lmg- t~at
although neither Butterfield and Compauy nor the
mt d
States Government have used due diligence in tbe pro ecutiou
of tbe claim, and have thereby exposed tllemselves to the
legitimate criticism of the Danish Government ou their dilatory ~ction, the delay caused thereby can not bar tbe recovery
of just and reasonable compensation for the alleged injuries,
should the further consideration of the merits of the case
result in the decision that such compensation is due.
"Those merits depend, as is legitimately stated in the Danish
argument, upon the answers which the arbitrator must return
to three questions which relate to the legality of the measure
adopted by the Danish authorities with regard to the two vessels-measures which, as aforesaid, are described by the argument of the United States as "seizure and detention." The
question of the tiring upon the Ben Franklin will be treated
separately.
·
'• The three questions above referred to are-" (1) Had t.he local authorities legitimate grounds of suspicion warranting them in taking precautio11s ?
·
'' (2) Is there reasonable ground for objecting to the nature
and extent of the measures taken by those autl10r-itiesf ·
"(3) Were those measures allowed to remain in force for a
longer period t ban necessary f
"First. The careful consideration of the whole corresponde?ce set forth in the evidence submitted by the respective parties bas led Urn arbitrator to decide the first question in tbe
affirmative, and he consequently declares that the authorities
of St. Thomas were warranted in taking precautions to prevent the possible violation of the neutrality of the port by
acts of the nature of an equipment of armed vessels intended
to operate against a friendly power.
"Second. In deciding the second question, the arbitrator
must point out that the words 'seizure and dt:>tention' constitn te an erroneous description of the measures taken by the
Dauish authoritie8. Those measures consisted in exacting
from the corn;;ignees a l>ond of moLlerate amount, for which
their personal guaranty was accepted, that the vessels, if
allowed to be repaired, would 11ot be employed for purposes of
aggression agaillst a power with which Denmark was at peace;
and in a subsequent guarnuty that the cargo, com~istiug of
0
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munitions of war, which had to be landed in order that the
ships might he repaired, should not be replaced on uoard or
re-exported withont satisfactory proof beillg given to the
authorities as to its destination being a legitimate one, this
latter precaution being obligatory on the governor in virtue of
the htw which forbids the free export of arms. The Rh1ps were
in no sense seized nor detained, and the precautionary measures
proposed by the governor of the ii-;Jaud were cheerfully acquiesced in by the consignees and the commercial agent of the
United States. The arl>itrator is of opinion that these measures were reasonal.Jle, and in no sense oppressive, and that
they can not be considered to have been extorted uuder duress.
'' Third. It appears from the correspondence that no request
for permii,i,sion to reload the cargo was made to the governor
of St. Thomas until the 7th of May, 1855, and that tlla~ permission was almost immediately granted; nor is there in the
evid1·nce presented to the arbitrator any thing to warrant the
presumption that had such a request been preferred at an
earlier date it would have been refused. The arbitrator must,
thP.refore, decide that the precautionary measures were not
mai11tai11e<l longer than was necmi~ary.
"The conelu,-ions arrived at by the arbitrator on these points
will, therefore, have the effect of disallowing all claim for compensation for the mea~ures taken by t,h e Danish authorities at
St. Thomas in regard to the vessels Ben Franklin and Catherine
.Augusta conjointly.
"There remains the question of the firing upon the Ben
Franklin.
''The arbitrator is of opinion that the temporary engagP,ment
of the steamer by the representatives of the Royal Mail Steamship Company to convey passengers and mails to Barbadoes
did not ipso facto entitle her to the enjoyment of those privileges accorded by the Danish Government to the regular
packets of the company, in virtue of. which they were allowed
to leave the port of St. Thomas at night without complying
with the formalities imposed on all other merchant vessels, including even Danish mail packets. It is clear that the captain
of the Ben Franklin neglected to comply with these formalities,
and con ' equently the Danish Government can not be fixed
with the responsib.lity of what unfortunately ensued. It is
pertinent to add that t,he assertion that the action of the command~nt of the fort was subsrquently diRapproved by his
uper10r,· an<l that he was dismissed from his appointment is
al> olutely erroueou .
' The arbitrator bas therefore only further to declare that
neither in re p t of the firing upon the Rteam-ship Ben Franklin aJJy more than in t he treatment of that steamer and of ber
con or the Catherin A -ugitsta, is any compensation due from
the Daui h Government.

THE CARL

B

l:..

"In testimony of whieh th , r
hand and seal, in dupli ·at
n th
uary, in the year of our Lor
th
ninety.
[SEAL.]
1An appropriate testimonial, in th
ilY r , n ·i
sented to Sir Edmund Mon on by the
and
nm,
nition of his services as arbitrator.
nbj t wa
tioned to him he expressed hesitation a to r ceivino- nnytbino-.
Blaine then instructed the minister of the nit •cl tate in London to j in
with the Danish minister at that capital in reque tinlY Lord aJi bur. to
authorize Sir Edmund to accept a t.e timonial. In this relation Mr. Blaine
said: "The propriety of Sir Edmund's accepting a testimonhtl from th
two governments for his voluntary services bas never been donbted. It
has grown to be a custom in international arbitrntious, such as that und r
the treaty of December 6, 1888, between the United States and Denmark
to recognize the services of the arbitrator by some suitable present, as a
voluntary offering on the part of the governments which have profited
through his kindly action. And the Department does not recall a case in
which the UnitedStatesGovernmenthas been one of the interested parties
where this course has not been followed." (Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln,
April 19, 1890, MS. Inst. to Great Britain.) This statement was made and
is of course to be understood with reference to arbitrators other than the
head of a state. Where the arbitrator is the head of a state, the recognition of his individual services is always confined to an expression of
thanks, though, where he is authorized to delegate his functions as arbitrator in whole or in part to other persons, it is not unusual to present
some other testimonial to the latter.

. . I

CHAPTER. XXVI.
UNITED ST.ATES AND MEXICAN CLAI 18 COM 11SSION: CONVENTION OF .APRIL 11, 1839.
.August 24, 1821, General O'Donoju, commander of the armies of Spain, and Senor Don
Mexico.
.Augustin Iturbide, then leader of the movement for Mexican independence, signed at Cordova a treaty
of peace by which it was provided that Mexico should be recognized as an independent nation and in future be called the
Mexican Empire. 1 On the 14th of the ensuing November a
provisional junta invested Iturbide with the title and powers
of emperor, and on the 19th of May 1822 the constituent congress declared his election to that office. 2 The Spanish Cortes,
however, refused to ratify the treaty of peace, and civil disturbances redoubled the disorders which had previously existed. During the war with Spain the developmeut of party
strife had been checked, but no sooner bad the struggle for
independence practically come to an end than the struggle
of parties began. The Loyalists, strongly supported by the
Church party, desired to place on the throne Ferdinand of
Spain; the Republicans desired the establishment of a federal
republic; the Iturbidists, comprising a large part of the army,
desired to maintain the government of their chief. October
31, 1822, Iturbide virtually proclaimed himself temporary dictator by dissolving the constituent congress and establishing
a representative junta to exist until a new congress should
assemble. 3 But his reign was of brief duration. On the 19th
Revolutions in

1 Br. and For. State Papers, VIII. 1238; IX. 431.
It .w as stated in the
treaty that the Spanish Government then held in Mexico only the fortresses of Vera Cruz and Acapulco, which had not tho means of resisting
a well-directed siege.
2 Br. and For. State Papers, IX. 434, 799.
3 ld. 802.
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of March 1823 he abdicated the throne and announced his intention to go into exile, and early in the 'following month the new
constituent congress declared his coronation null and void and
annullerl the acts of his government.1 On the 1st of the following October, hostilities having been committed by the Spanish governor of the castle of San J nan de Ulloa, at Vera Cruz,
while negotiati0ns for independence were in progress between
the commi~sioners of Spain and of Mexico, war was declared
against the former cou11try. 2 In 1824 the constitution of the
Uuited Mexi<-an States was proclaimed, and General Victoria ·
was chosen as the first President. The first constitutional
Congress was installed January 1, 1825. 3 Not long afterward,
though the state of war with Spain still continued,4 revolutionary out breaks occurred in Durango and other parts of the
revublic, involving a part of the army. 5 This condition of
thing~ soon appeared to become chronic. In the executive
messages to the Congress, which, owing to the absences of the
President on military duty, were often communicated by the
Vice-President, there are constant references to conspiracies, uprisings, and attempted secessions. In the message of
April 15, 1830, for example, it is stated that Yucatan had refused to return to the federal system, and that the public
peace l1ad been broken in the States of Mexico and Michoacan.
Towns bad been pillaged and contributions exacted from t.he
inhabitants. 6 At the opening of the Congress on January 1,
183~, it was announced that public order bad been restored;
but at the close of the s~ssion in the ensuing May it was stated
that a new revolution had broken out at Vera Cruz on the 2d
of January, and that the nation had in the mean time suffered
all the evils of a civil war. The occupation by the revolutioni ts of the custom-houses at Vera Cruz and Tampico had compelled the government to resort to forced loans; and the
remittance of dividends on the foreign debt bad been interrupted.7 In thi revolution the government was overthrown,
1

Br. and For. State Papers, IX. 802.
21d. X. 1024-10~7, 1070.
3
Br. and For. State Papers, XII. 878, 983; XIII. 695-701.
4
The state of war with pain was not formally terminated till 1836.
(Br. and For. tate Papers, XXIV. 10 5.)
6
Br. and For. tate Papers, XV. 1204.
6 Id. XVII. 1019.
7
Id. XIX. 1282.
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and on December 26, 1832, General Manuel Gomez Pedraza
assumed the presidency of the nited M ""ican State ~ at
Puebla· 1 but after a tenure of le than ix months he was
' by Santa Anna, who had begun to play a promment
.
succeeded
part in the military and political affairs of the country. On
his accession to the presidency Santa Anna declared that his
heart had been '' overwhelmed with delight at the triumph of
liberty." 2 But in a speech at the clo e of an extraordinar
sessiou of Congress in the following December he referred to
the perilous crisis in which the country had been placed
during the year, saying that a comdderable part of the regular
army had been seduced, tl.tat religious fanaticism bad been
aroused, and that disorganizing principles had been proclaimed. The nation bad been obliged to incur new charges
and obligations; but the rebels of the south must succumb. 3
Ori Jan nary 4, 1835, he announced that peace existed over the
whole republic. Nevertheless, iu. the following July an extraordinary session of Congress was called in consequence of the
"unjust, imprudent, and rash revolution of Zacatecas." 4 In
the same year the insurrection broke out in Texas. 5 In 1838
friendly relations with France were interrupted, and a :French
naval force blockaded the principal ports of the country and
committed other acts of hostility, in consequence of the failure
of the Mexican Government to adjust the numerous claims for
injuries and losses which French residents in Mexico had sustained iu their persons and property. 6
Br. and For. State Papers, XX. 1129, 1406.
Br. and For. State Papers, XX. 1286.
3 Br. and For. State Papers, XXII. 1447.
4 Br. and For. State Papers, XXIII. 269.
December 15, 1835, the Congress
uttered a constitutional decree defining the rights and obligations of inhabitants of the Mexican territory. (Br. and For. State Papers, XXIII. 257.)
5 Br. and For. State Papers, XXV. 683.
6 Br. and For. State Papers, XXVI. 725-1099; XXVII.1176.
March 9, 1839, ·
a claims convention and treaty of peace were concluded, by the former of
which Mexico agreed to pay a certain sum of mouey to France to satisfy
the claims of French citizens prior to November 26, 1838. It was further
agreed that the question whether Mexican ships and their cargoes, sequestered during the blockade and subsequently captured b;y the French after
the declaration of war, should be considered as legally acquired by capture,
should be submitted to the arbitration of a third person. (Br. and For.
State Papers, XXIX. 224.)
1

2
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The brief allusion in the preceding para-

Claims of th0 United graph to the numerous revolutions in. Mexico
States.
. -not mten
.
d- ed t o suggest reproach . Th ey
1s

had their origin in historical conditions of which the country
was the victim-conditions of which it was easy for an unscrupulous man to take advantage, but of which certain general
and deep-seated differences of opinion and of interest were
the ultimate cause. 1 Nevertheless, they were in their immediate effects deplorable. However desirous the government
might be to perform its duty, they rendered it powerless either
to prevent the commission of wrongs or to fulfill its promises
to repair them. Under such circumstances many persons sufferred actual injury, while a large opportunity was afforded to
adventurers. The claims of foreign governments steadily
accumulated, while the complaints of their citizens over the
delay of redress year by year grew louder. The remonstrances
of the United States began as early as January 18~8.2 On
January 5, 1835, President Jackson sent to the House of Representatives the first of a series of executive communications
on the subject, accompanied with a report from Mr. Forsyth,
then Secretary of State. The substance of the report was that
the minister of the U ntted States in Mexico had from time to
time made various representations to the Mexican Government in regard to the claims of citizens of the United States;
that, owing to the disturbed condition of the country, his representations bad not been attended with success; but that, in
a dispatch written in the preceding October, he had expressed
the opinion that, after the meeting of the Mexican Congress
iu January, the state of affairs would be such as to enable him
to conclude in a satisfactory manner the negotiations then
pernling. 3 In 1836 the Mexican Government sent Mr. Gorostiza as a special minister to the United States, but he terminated his mission in consequence of an order given by President
Jack on to General Gaines with regard to ad vanciug his troops
under certain contingencies into territory claimed as a part of
Texas for the purpo 'e of protecting the frontier from Indian
depredations. To thi incident President J a_ckson referred in
1
The Philo uphy of the Mexican Revolutions, by M. Romero, North
American Review (1 96), CLXII. 33; Mexico: Its Revolutions, by George
E. hurch, Tew York, 1866.
2
H. Ex. Doc. 351, 25 ong. 2 sess.
3
H. Ex. Doc. 61, 23 Cong. 2 sess.
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his annual message of December 5, 1 36, 1 aying that, , bil
correspondence was thus interrupted, the ancient complamt
of injustice made on behalf of citizens of the United tat
were disregarded, and new causes of dissatisfaction had ari en;
but that he hoped by tempering :firmness with courtesy and
acting with great forbearance upon every incident that bad
occurred or that might happen, to do and obtain Justice,
and jlihus avoid the necessity of again bringing the subject to
Cie view of Congress. On the 6th of February 1837, however,
he sent a special message to both Houses of Oongress,2 in
which he recommended the passage of an act authorizing
reprisals in the event of the Mexican Government refusing to
make an amicable settlement upon another demand therefor
made from on board of one of the United States vessels of war
on the Mexican coast.
The somewhat sudden change in the PresiThe Gorohsltitza Pain- dent's tone was due to the action of Mr.
P e.
.
.
Gorostiza, who had written and sent to the
members of the diplomatic corps at Washington a pamphlet
re:tlecting on the course of the United States in respect of Texas.
On April 20, 1836, Mr. Gorostiza exchanged with Mr. Forsyth
the ratifications of an additional article to the treaty of limits
between the two countries for the purpose of securing the completion of the survey of the boundary. Subsequently Mr. For. syth informed him of the order to General Gaines, to which
reference has heretofore been made. The substance of Mr.
Forsyth's communication, according to Mr. Gorostiza's own
memorandum of it, was that orders would be given to General
Gaines to take such a position as would enable him to preserve
the territory of the United States and of Mexico from Indian
outrages, and the territory of the United States from any violation by Mexicans, Texans, or Indians during the disturbance in
Texas; that the troops of the United States would be ordered
to protect the commissioners and surveyors of the two governments when they should meet to execute the treaty of limits,
and that if the troops should, in the performance of their duty,
be advanced beyond the point which Mexico supposed to be
within the United States, this was not to be taken as evidence
of a desire to establish a claim to territory, but only as a pre1
2

S. Ex. Doc. 1, 24 Cong. 2 sess.
S. Ex. Doc. 160, 24 Cong. 2 sess.; H. Ex. Doc. 139, 24 Cong. 2 sess.
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cautionary provision, which would be abandoned whenever
the disturbances in that region should cease, if the marking
of the line should show it to be within the limits of Mexico. 1
Mr. Gorostiza fancied that he discerned in this communication
a design on the part of the government to claim territory to
which the United States was not entitled, and in his pamphlet
he gave free expression to his suspicions. 2 Ile said that he
found at the seat of government few persons who were not
interested, actually and materially, in favor of Texas-one
because he owned lands, bought at a very low price or accepted as a gift, another because he was engaged in speculation in slaves, provisions, or munitions of war, and yet another
because he had friends or relations in the service of Texas;
and if anybody in Congress or out of it raised his voice in defeuse of equity and right, they all charged upon him at once
and declared that he was sold out to Mexico. Be further declared that he had scarcely arrived in Washington when he
was told that at a certain" White House" it had been asserted
that the Sabine was not the Sabine, but that the rea,1 Sabine
was the Nueces; and that, when the time came to exchange the
ratifications of the treaty of limits, scarcely had the documents
been signed. and sealed when the Secretary of State made a
communfoation which '' served to dispel in part the mist concealiug the deformities in the faintly appearing picture."
The President's message of the (ith of FebMr. Van Buren's
.
Measures.
ruary was rnferred to the appropriate committee in tbe Senate and in the House, and on
February 24 Mr. Howard made from the Committee on Foreign
Affairs a report which, after reviewing the relations between
the United. States and. Mexieo, closed v\-ith a resolution to the
effect that, while the circumstances would warrant measures
to obtaiin immediate reparation, yet, as an evidence of a desire
to preserve peac~ful relations, the President be requested to
make another "t--olemn demand in the most impressive form"
upon the Government of Mexico for redress. 3 This resolution
wa not acted upon by the House, which expired on tlte 4th
of \Jar h; bnt an appropriation was ma<le for the outfit and
, alary of a miui ·ter to Mexico whenever, in the opinion of the
1

H. Ex. Doc. 256, 24 Cong. 1 ses .
Tho pamphlet was eut to Con •aess b y President Van Buren Fel>ruary
26, 1 3 . (H . Ex. Doc. 190, 25 Cong. 2 sess.)
3
H. Report 2 1, 24 ong. 2 ses .
2
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President, diplomatic intercou e with that power could b
honorably renewed. Acting upon thi provi ion, a w 11 a
upo n the suggestion contained in the unadopted r olution,
the President caused the archive of the 1 gation f tlrn
United States in Mexico to be brought to Wa hington, wh re
they were examined, and where a li:st wa made out of nch
un adjusted claims as were deemed to be free from doubt.
This list, with the papers relating to the fifty-seven claim
mentioned in it, was sent to the City of Mexico by a special
messenger, who was instructed to make a solemn demand for
redress, and also to ask for an explicit and unequivocal di. avowal by Mexico of Mr. Gorostiza's act in circulating his
pamphlet. 1 These demands were presented to the Mexican
Government in July 1837, and in the same month a new minister, Senor Francisco Pizarro Martinez, was accredited to the
United States. He brought with him assurances of a sincere
desire to arrange all pending differences, and was received
with similar assurances. 2
In Congress opinions differed as to the course
Opinions in
which
should be pursued. Mr. Howard, from
Congress.
the Committee on Foreign Affairs, presented a
report suggestive of decisive action on the part of the United
States. Mr. Cushing submitted a minority report in which he
expressed the view that the errors of the Mexican Government
were in so great a degree the direct result of the disorders and
revolutionary changes induced by her struggle for independence that it became the honor of the United States to receive
her overtures with indulgence. 3
John Quincy Adams presented a series of four resolutions. 4
The first declared that ·the just claims of citizens of the
United States ought not to be sacrificed or abandoned by the
United States; the second, that the e;xisting relations between
the two countries would not justify the United States on any
principle of international law in resorting to any measure of
hostility against the Mexican Government or people; the third,
that in the existing state of the · relations between the two
S. Ex. Doc. 1, 25 Cong. 2 sess.
of President Van Buren, December 5, 1837, S. Ex. Doc. 25 Cong.
2 sess. Satisfactory assurances were subsequently given in regard to the
Gorostiza pamphlet. (S. Ex. Doc. 320, 27 Cong. 2 sess.179.)
3 H. Report 1058, 25 Cong. 2 sess.
4
H. Res. No. 6, 25 Cong. 2 sess.
1

z Message

5627- Vol 2--15
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countries there was nothing that could justify the continued
suspension of amicable negotiations between them; and the
fourth, that the President of the United States be requested to
resume amicable negot.iations with the Government of Mexico.
In April 1838 Mr. Forsyth accepted a propNegotiatio~ of a osition from Mr. Martinez to enter upon a neConvention.
. .
·
by
got1at1on
for the settl emen t of th e cl an11s
1
arbitration. The offer was accepted, but definite proposals
for a convention were not exchanged till the followillg August.
On the 28th of that month Mr. Martinez presented to Mr.
Forsyth a memorandum in which the claims of the United
States were divided into three classes: (1) Those in which the
principles involved were admitted by both governments; (2)
those in which the two governments agreed as to the facts
but differed as to points of law; (3) those ill: which there was
no agreement either as to the law or the facts. In order to
determine all these claims it was proposed that each government should appoint two commissioners, and that the four so .
appointed should meet in the City of Mexico; that, wherever
thPy should agree, their decision should be final; but that,
where they should not agree, the case should be submitted to
an umpire. It was also proposed that special instructions
should be given to the.commissioners by their respective governments on questions of international law, and that these
in tructions should embrace two subjects : (1) Losses in consequence of revolutionary movements; (2) indemnifications for
denials of justice by the judichtl authorities. As to the first
subject, Mr. Martinez proposed that the commis~ioners should
be in tructed that a government is not responsible for losses
incurred in political convulsions unless it has failed to take all
the precaution necessary for preserving order; and as to the
1
April 23, 1838, President Van Buren, in response to a resolution, sent
to th House a. report from Mr. Forsyth in regard to the alleged attack of
a. Mexican armed ve sel on the American steamboat Columbia. Mr. Forsyth had no information on the subject except what he had derived from
the newspaper . (H. Ex. Doc. 347, 25 Cong. 2 sess.) May 2, 1838, President an Buren transmitted to the Hou e a further report from Mr. Forsyth, with a note from Mr. Martinez, explaining the erroneous character
of the rumors which ha.d been published. (H. Ex. Doc. 360, 25 Cong. 2
es .) April 26, 1838, President Van Buren sent to the House a great mass
of corre pondenc relating to the 1:exican claims, running back to J anuary 17, 1 2 . When print d it filled a volume of 821 pages. (H. Ex. Doc.
351, 2- Cong. 2 sess.)
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second, that there should be no responsibility unless the judicial decision was either notoriously unjust or notoriously contrary to the principles of international law. He also proposed
that no claim against Mexico should be admitted which arose
prior to 1821.
In a memorandum presented to Mr. Martinez on the 31st of
.August, Mr. Forsyth expressed the opinion that it would be
unnecessary to make any classification of claims in the convention, and t_hat, as the commission was to be a sort of joint
judicial tribunal, it would not be proper for the commissioners
to receive instructions from the executive of either country.
He also said that while the existence of documentary proofs in
Mexico afforded a plausible reason for selecting tlle City of Mexico as a place of meeting, yet as the complainants would need
the assistance of lawyers, and might at times be required to
attend sessions of the board personally, he considered Washington the more convenient place. . On the 3d of September
he sent to Mr. Martinez an English version of a convention as
agreed upon between them, in order that it might be translated into Spanish. On the same day Mr. Martinez proposed
to Mr. Forsyth that the United States should join with Mexico
in submitting'' all complaints, claims, and differences" between
the two countries to the King of Prussia. This proposal Mr.
Forsyth declined, on the ground that his powers did not .extend
to anything beyond the claims under consideration, and that
the President was of opinion that there were certain causes
of complaint directly affecting the national character whieh
did not admit of compromise. This statement referred to the
complaints of Mexico touching the attitude of the United
States towarrl Texas.1 .A convention for the settlement of the
claims of individuals was signed September 11, 1838.
1
May 20, 1838, the Mexican Congress adopted a decree consisting of two
articles, by the first of which the government was authorized to arrange
the claims of the United States by submitting them to arbitration. .By
the second article, the government was authorized, in case the United
States should deny the satisfaction which Mexico bhould ask, or delay
it beyond the time which should be fixed by treaty, or "continue the
open aggressions already committed," to close the ports of the nation to
the trade of the United States, "to prohibit the introduction and use of
its manufactures, to establish :1 period for the consumption or · exportation of those already on hand, and to take all measures required for the
purpose and for the safety of the republic." ( H. Ex. Doc. 351, 25 Cong.
2 sess.)
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The convention of 1838 was not carried into
Convention of April effect, in consequence of the failure of Mexico
. . the prescri'b e d peno
. d to auth orize
. th
w1thm
· e
exchange of ratification~. For some time the reason for this
failure was a matter of uncertainty. According to one report,
it was due to the fact that the minister for foreign affairs was
preparing to go to J ala pa to negotiate with Admiral Baudin,
the commander of the Fren~h forces, and was entirely occupied
with that affair: According to another report, it was due. to
the circumstance that the King of Prussia, who was empowered
to appoint the umpire under the conventiou, bad not consented
to do so. 1 That the latter was the explanation finally given by
the Mexican Government is recited in the couvention concluded
by Mr. Forsyth and Mr. :Martinez April 11, 1839.
By this convention it was provided that '' all claims of citizens of the United States upon the Mexican Government, statements of which, soliciting the interposition of the Government
of the United States, have been presented to the Department
of State or to the diplomatic agent of the United States at
Mexico" prior to the signature of the convention, should be
referred to a board of four commis:::iioners, two of whom should
be appointed by the President of the United States, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, and two by the
President of the Mexican republic. It was also provided that
the board should have two secretaries, versed in the English ·
and Spanish languages, to be appointed by each government
iu the same manner as the commissioners.
In the event of the commissioners differing
Provision. for an rn
. oprn10n
• •
• re1a t'ion t o th e c1aims
·
m
sub nu·tted
Umpue.
to them, they were required, jointly or severally, to draw up a report or reports, stating in detail the points
on which they differed and the grounds on which their respective opinion were formed; and it was agreed that, such report
or report , with authenticated copies of all documents on which
they were founded, should be referred to the King of Prussia.
But a the document relating to the claims were so voluminou that it could not be expected tllat His Majesty would be
willing or able per onally to examine them, it was stipulated
that he hould appoint a per on to act as umpire in his behalf; that the per on o appointed hould proceed to Wash11, 1839.

1

H. Report 320, 25 Cong. 3 seas.
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ington; that his traveling expenses should be paid, and that he
should receive as compensation for his services a sum equal to
a half of the compensation of a United States commissioner
added to a half of that of a Mexican commissioner. In order to
carry this stipulation into effeet, it was agreed that the plenipotentiaries of the contracting parties should, immediately after
the signature of the convention, address to the Prussian minister
for foreign affairs a joint note, to be delivered by the minister
of the United States at Berlin, inviting the King to appoint
an umpire to act in his behalf; and in the event of his declining to do so, it was stipulated that a similar invitation should
be extended to Her Britannic M~iesty, and in the event of her
declining, to the King of the Netherlands.
Mexico obliged herself to pay the awards of
Provision ,.for Paythe comm1ss10ners
· ·
·
but as
d
an d .of t h e umpire;
ment of AWar s. .
1t might not be convement for her to pay at
once the sums found to be due, it was provided that the Mexican Government should be at liberty from time to time, as the
awards were rendered, to issue treasury notes bearing interest
at the rate of 8 per cent from the dates of the awards in payment of which they were respectively issued. The notes were
to be receivable for import or export duties at the maritime
custom houses of the republic, and were to bear interest till so
received; but in order that they might not be presented in
such amounts as to produce the very inconvenience which their
issuance was designed to prevent, it was stipulated that the
government should not be obliged to a.c cept notes for more
than a half of any one payment of duties.
By an act approved June 12, 1840,1 provision
Act of Congress. was made for the appointm·e nt by the President of the United States of two commissioners and a secretary, in conformity with the terms of the convention. The salary of each commissioner was fixed at $3,000
a year, and of the secretary at $2,000. The President was
authorized to make provision for contingent expenses. All
communications to and from the secretary, on the business of
the commission, were made transmissible through the mails
free of charge. At the close of their labors the commissioners
were required to report a list of awards to the Secretary of
State; and it was provided that the records of the commission
should be deposited in the Department of State.
1

5 Stats. at L. 383.
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The commissioners were required to meet
in Washington within three months after the
.
exchange of. the rat1'ticat10ns
of th e conven t·10n.
The ratifications were exchanged ·at W asbington April 7, 1840.
On the part of the United States, President Van Buren, on
June 16, 1840, appointed as commissioners William L . .Marcy
and John Rowan. 'rhe former had already bad a long and
almost.continuous career in the public service, beginning with
a command in the New York militia during the early part of
the war of 1812, and subsequently extending to various positions in the civil government, among which were those of a
justice of the supreme court of New York, governor of the
State, and a Senator of the United States. Mr. Rowan also
had been a Senator of the United States; and he had served
as a judge of the court of appeals and bel<l various other civil
positions in Kentucky, to which State he emigrated at an early
age from Pennsylvania.
As secretary on the part of the United States, the President
appointed Alexander Dimitry, native of Louisiana, "a man
of uncommon culture." 1
On the part of Mexico, President Bustamente appointed as
commissioners their excellencies Pedro Fernandez del Castillo, first comptroller of the general appropriation fund, and
Joaquin Velazquez de Leon, first officer of the war and navy
department. By their respective commissions each of tbem
was appointed "a plenipotentiary of the Mexican republic" as
well as a commissioner.
As secretary on the part of Mexico, President Bustamente
appointed Senor Don Lucas de Palacio y Magarola.
Mr. Rowan arrived in Washington ou the 8th of July, and
Mr. Marcy on the 23d of the same month; and as nothing had
then been heard as to the appointment of commissioners by
Mexico, they met from da,y to day, in a room in the building
occupied by the Department of State, till the 30th of July, on
which day they cau ed a notice to be published to the effect
that th y bad adjourned t ill the 17th of August when, if the
Mexican commi,'sioner should then attend, the board would
organize and proceed to bu 'ine s. Claimants were invited in
Meeting_ of_ th e Comnuss1on.

a

1

Lanman's Biographical Annals, 1876, 121. Mr. Dimitry was once translator in the Department of tate, and in 1859 was appointed minister
re ident to Co ta Rica and ~icaragua.
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the mean time to forward their claims and documentary evidence to the Department of State.
On August 17, 1840, the day appointed, the Mexican commissioners having in the mean time arrived, the four commissioners and the two secretaries assembled at the Depai:tment
of State and presented their commissions and certificates of
their oaths.
By Article I. of the convention the comm1sQuestion as to Oaths. sioners of the two governments were required
to "be sworn impartially to examine and de. cide upon" the claims laid before them; and by Article II. the
secretaries were required to ••be sworn faithfully to discharge
their duty in that capacity." At the meeting on the 17th of
.A.ugust the American commissioners and secretary presented
certificates of oaths taken before a justice of the peace of the
District of Columbia. The Mexican commissioners, not having taken oaths before their government, and not feeling at
liberty to subject themselves to the laws of the United States,
subscribed oaths in the presen·ce of each other; and the Mexican secretary was sworn in the presence of the Mexican_
commissioners. The American commissioners, doubting the
validity of oaths thus administered, submitted on the 19th of
August a formal paper in which they argued that an oath in
order to be valid must be administered by a public functionary
duly authorized to perform that act, and that the Mexican
commissioners were not authorized to perform such an act,
they being under their commissions invested with power only
as commissioners and ministers plenipotentiary, which <lid uot
carry with it authority to administer oaths. "The .American
commissioners," said Messrs. Marcy and Rowan, "have not
been able to satisfy themselves that the right to admiuister
oaths is inherent in _mini~ters of even general plenipotentiary
P<?Wers. Such a power, they are ready to concede, may be
specially delegated to such ministers; but if ministers of general plenipotentiary powers might administer oaths in virtue
of their official station-, it does not follow that ministers with
special plenipoteutia.ry powers as to a particular matter would
have that authority." The Mexican commissioners on the 21st
of August replied that, as the convention diu not prescribe
the manner of taking the oath, their government bad given _
them special instructions to the effect that they might agree
with their colleagues on some mode which woulu not jeopardize
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"the principles of independence" and "the dignity of both
governments." They accordingly proposed that the commissioners proceed to take an oath among themselves. The .American commissioners declined this proposal on the ground that
they bad already fulfilled the requirement · of the convention
by their oath before the justice of the peace.
The ground on which the Mexican commissioners objected
to taking an oath before a judicial authority of the United
States was that, by virtue of '' their twofold character as commissioners and as plenipotentiaries," which had been conferred
upon them by their government and admitted by the United
States, they enjoyed" the immunities which the law of nations
ascribes to public ministers,1 one of which is the exterritoriality which embraces freedom from the laws, other than those of
the country which they represent." They also defended their
administration of oaths to each other on the ground that that
mode of taking an oath was in conformity with the laws of Mexico, to which alone they as public ministers were amenable.
'rhey stated that by the constitution and laws of Mexico the
President of the republic possessed the power, with the consent
of bis council, to make regulations for the fulfillment of the laws;
that in the exercise of this power he might regulate the administration of oaths and delegate the power to receive them; and
that, as he had instructed the commissioners to agree with their
colleagues as to the administration of the oath required by the
convention, which was a law in Mexico, the oath they had taken
was valid according to the laws of their country. .At the
same time they reiterated their readiness to transmit in writing their oath to their government, and to file with the commission a copy of their communication to the minister of foreign relations.
On the 22d of August the American commissioners, while
reaffirming their opinion that the authority to administer oaths
wa not included in a plenipotentiary power, either general
or pecial, unless expressly included in it, expressed their
atida ·tion with the statement of their Mexican colleagues
' that, accordiug to the organization, constitution, and laws
and u;age' of Mexico, the President of tba,t r epublic bas
the right of delegating the power of administering oaths to the
foreign miui 'ter and agents of that government; and that
the term. of their commi ions would be construed in Mexico to
1

Marten's Diplomatic Guide, Art. 12, Cap. I.
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convey the power which they claim here in reference to their
oath, and to give validity to its exercise." This expression on
the part of the American commissioners would have disposed
of the question of oaths, if it had not betrayed a certain misapprehension as to the precise position of the Mexican comm1ss10ners. This position the latter sought to clarify by
submitting on the 25th of August a formal memorandum, in
which they declared that they had "never sought to establish,
as a principle, that the power of plenipotentiaries, general or
special, involves the authority to receive oaths;" that they
concurred with their American associates in the opinion "that
this authority can only be the effect of a subsidiary act;" but
that they found such an "act," '' not in their powers, but in
the special instructions which they have received in the matter
in question, and the purport of which they have communicated
to the commissioners of the United States of .America."
With the reading of this memorandum the question was
closed, the American commissioners admitting the oaths which
the Mexican commissioners and their secretary had taken. 1
The commissioners then declared themOrganization of the
.
selves
duly orgamzed as a board, and authorBoard.
ized the secretaries jointly to give public
notice of the fact. It was further resolved that the minutes
of the proceedings should be approved from day to day, and
that the joillt signatures of the secretaries should be a due
authentication of the fact. The secretaries were also directed
to inform the secretaries of state of their respective governments of the readiness of the board to receive communications
relative to the subjects falling within the sphere of its duties;
and after agreeing as to the appointment of messengers,2 the
commissioners adjourned to the 27th of August. They did
not meet again however till the 28th, when they held their
first session as a board for the transaction.of business. On
that day they received from the .Acting Secretary of State of
the United States "all the documents in the possession of the
1
S. Ex. Doc. 320, 27 Cong. 2 sess. 93-101. December 21, 1840, i;he Mexican commissioners presented a communication from the department of
foreign relations of Mexico! of October 8, sanctioning the oath they had
taken.
2 January 8, 1841, the board appointed a clerk to each secretary at a salary of $1,500, subject to the Mexican government's approval of the allowance, which was duly given, as a proper contingent expenditure. (S. Ex.
Doc. 320, 27 Cong. 2 sess. 162.)
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Department of State" relating to the claims to be adjusted,
together with a list thereof which the secretaries were requested to sign and return as a receipt.
The King of Prussia, having been duly
Appoint~ent of requested to appoint an umpire, designated
Umpire.
· · t
for that office Baron Roenne, then mm1s
er
resident of Prussia at Washington. On the 29th of August
the secretaries, by direction of the commissioners, addressed
to him a joint note, which was communicated both in English
and in Spanish, duly informing him of the board's organization.
At a meeting of the board on the 31st of
Controversies as to .August, the .American commissioners, after
Functions and Pro- an exc b.ange of views
·
· M ex1can
·
w1'th th e1r
co1cedure.
l
·
·
t
leagues, presented the fol owmg proJec of
rules for the government of procedure:
"1st. The board will commence its session at 10 a. m., and
sit till 3 p. m. And will design.ate in the minute of each adjournment the day when it will sit again.
"2ud. The board will take up the cases in alphabetical
order, and c,1nclude their consideration of the cases, in the
order in which they are taken up, unless their consideration
shall be suspended, or postponed for further proof, or some
other reasonable cause, and so of the cases successively.
"3rd. The members of the board will consider each case,
and the facts necessary to the just decision of it, in a judicial,
and not in a forensic or diplomatic spirit; and in their consideration of it, in order to expedite business, will interchange
their opinions and reasonings, verbally and informally, in the
view of arriving at a full and fair understanding of the case, re- ·
sorting to written communications and arguments only in the
di cussion of important principles, or matters afl'eeting the
merits of the case, and will make out their definitive opinions
an<l arguments in support thereof in writing, under their hand
and ' eals, according to the requirements of the convention.
In settling the minutes of the proceedings, the board shall determine what part of the written arguments, or opinions, shall
be written therein.
"4th. Th,~ claimant when he, or she, asserts the claim by
ag·ent , shall, when requireu, present to the board a succinct
written narrative of the facts, in. both the English and Spanh,h
lan guage , npon which the claim is based, and a translation
jut~ the Engli ~ or Spanish language of all <locumentaryproof,
rel, cl upon for 1t i-mpport, and tlio e of the English into the
Spani.·ll, and tl.1o ' e iu the pani h language into the English,
autl all the mot100 made by uch claimants :--hall in like manner be m~ule out in ~vriti_ng in the two afore "aid 1a11guages,
and ·o of the rca ourng m support thereof and of the main
ca ·e.
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"5th. The position of the members of the board, in relation
to each other, during the session, shall be selected by tbt,mselves, with an eye to their ease and convenieuce, without indicating any inequality, the slightest, between tliem; they
co11sideri11g themselves personally equal, iu their fmwtional
character, and so of their secretaries.
'"6th. Rhould questions of ari incidental charader arise, in
the progret-<S of their consideration of the cases, they will discuss and dispose of them according to the principle of the 3rd
of the forf'going· rules.
"7th. The casual absenC':e of any one of the American or
Mexican Oommis~ioners shall not prevent the meeting of the
board; the consideration or discussion of matters before it
may proceed, but no final decision shall be made without
the presence of a full board.
"8th. If it so bappeu that a meeting of the board shall .n ot
be formed at tlle time to which it f,;hall have been adjourned,
those present, or _any one in the absence of the others, shall
specify the time of the next meeti11g thereof, selecting the
earliest period at which ·there is a prospect for forming a
board.
"JOHN ROWAN

"W. L. MARCY."
Ou the 2d of September the Mexican commissioners set forth
their views in a counter project. To the first and fifth rules
they assented. The sixth they considered as included i11 the
third, and therefore superfluous. They accepted the seventh
in its "essence," with the proviso that, if the absence of one or
two of the members of the board should be necessarily prolonged beyond eight days, some mode of supplying bis or their
vote and signature should be agreed on in order that the con~
clusion of the business might not be impeded. The eighth
rule they considered unnecessary. To the second, third, and
fourth rules, relating to the order of examination of claims,
the character of the commissioners' functions, and the right of
the claimants to have immediate access to the board, they
objected.
For the alphabetical order in the examinaOrder of Examina- t·
•
th· e 1u.exrnan
1\,.•
• •
d e.
10n
of cl aims
comm1ss10ners
ti on of Cl aims.
sired to substitute the chronological order,
baRed upon the time at which each claim arose. This order
they declared to be "in harmony with the most impartial justice, with the interests of the claimants, with those of Mexico,
and with the method of payment contemplated by the convention." They argued that, as the eonvention provid~d for the
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issuance by Mexico of treasury notes from time to time as the
awards were rendered, it was just that the claimants who bad
suffered longest should be the first to have their claims examined and paid. The American commissioners contended for
the alphabetical order, on the ground that it was the most convenient and certain and involved the least labor and delay in
preparing the papers for the use of the commission. The
Mexican commissioners however did not insist on the adoption of their view, and in the end neither the alphabetical nor
the chronological order was observed in the examination of
claims, though an alphabetical list of them was made. The
claims were usually taken up in the order in which they were
ready for examination .
.As to the third rule, the Mexican commisCharacter of the
•
d th e opm10n
· · th a t 1·t_ was unBoard's Functions. s10ners expresse
necessary to de.fine the character of the board's
functions, and that no declaration on the subject ought to be
made; but, while the American commissioners strongly contended that the functions of the board were judicial, their
Mexican colleagues maintained the view that they were diplomatic. The American commissioners doubtless were led to
raise the question by reason of the circumstance that the Mexican commissioners were actually invested with a diplomatic
character; and the same circumstance accounts for the insistence of the Mexican commissioners on the view that the functions of the board were not purely judicial. But, apart from
this phase of the question, which affected the privileges and
immunities of the Mexican commissioners rather than the manner in which they should perform their duties, the controversy
wa of litt1e actual moment. The Mexican commissioners declared that they bad'' imbued themselves with the obligations
impo ed upon them, and with the cha,racter and spirit in which
they are to proceed. They know," they continued, '' that it
mu t be one of sincere desire for p6ace and concord; * ·* *
that they have sworn on their honor and in their conscience to
examine and to decide impartially on the claims which may be
pr ·ented to tbem in conformity with the convention; that
th ir deci ion are to be governed by the principles of justice,
th law of 11atiou , and the tipu1ation of amity and commerce
betw en )1 xi ·o an<l. the nited t~.t es." After this declaration the di cu ion a tbe American commis ioners subsequently tated, "appeared to dwindle down into a question in
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regard to tbe name rather than the nature of the thing;" and
it was therefore discontinued. 1
The most substantial difference between the
Question of Access commissioners related to the fourth rule, which
to the Board.
·
involved the question of allowing tbe claimants and their attorneys directly to communicate with and
appear before the board. By Article IV. of the convention it
was provided that " all documents which now are in, or hereafter during the continuance of the commission constituted by
this convention may come into, the possession of the Department of State of the United. States in relation to the aforesaid
claims shall be delivered to the board. The Mexican Government," the article continued, "shall furnish all such documents
and explanations as may be in their possession for tbe adjustment of the said claims according to the principles of justice,
the law of nations, aud the stipulations of the treaty of amity
and commerce between the United States and Mexico of the
5th of April 1831, the said documents to be specified when
demanded at the instance of the said commissioners." Under
this article the Mexican commissioners contended that the
board could '" receive no documents unless from the departments of the respective governments, ancl. i:q. the form and
manner in which they may be transmitted from the same."
The American commissioners declared that they differed, toto
coelo, from their associates on this subject. They declar(}d that
"the right of an individual to be heard, either by parol or in
writing,'' was an ''inherent right of man;" that in the cases
before the board each claimant was 4' the actor or plaintiff, the
1 S. Ex. Doc. 320, 27 Cong. 2 sess. 215.
The unsubstantial character of
the difference as to functions, except so far as it affected the privileges
and immunities of the Mexican commissioners, was again very clearly disclosed in a correspondence between those commissioners and Mr. Webster.
The former having inquired of Mr. Webster whether certain claims had
not been withdrawn by the United States from the cognizance of the
board, Mr. Webster sent in reply certain papers, and, whi.le adverting to
the fact that the Mexican commissioners were invested with a plenipotentiary character, stated that it belonged to the board as a judicial body to
determine whether the claims were still before it. The Mexican commissioners in their response declared that the character of plenipotentiaries
had been conferred upon them by their government for the purpose of
''securing to them the honor and the independence necessary for every
public minister who is destined to perform difficult and important functions in a foreign country," but that this "personal honor" "had nothing
to do with their functions as commissioners." (Id. 187.)
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state of :Mexico the reus or defendant, and the board of commissioners thejudex or judge," 1 and that it was" the right of
both parties to be heard, each ·by his agent or counsel (if he
shall so choose), in writing or viva voce, as he may select."
The discussion of this difference continued till the 5th of
October. On that day Mr. Marcy moved that the petitions of
William S. Parrott and John Baldwin, two claimants, addressed
to the board and specifying certain documents to be asked of
the Mexican Government, be received for action. The motion
was lost by the adverse votes of the Mexican commissioners,
one of whom offered a resolution to the effect that the petitioners be informed that their ''documents" would be received
by the board if they should reach it through the Department
of State. To this resolution Mr. Marcy offered an amendment
to the effect that "a petition or paper" "asking" for '' documents" need not come through that channel. This amendment gave rise to a discussion, in consequence of which no
action· was taken on the resolution or the amendment.
So far the commissioners bad succeeded in
Rules Adopted, agreeing on only five comparatively unimportant rules, and, as any further a:greement on
the subject seemed to be impracticable, t.be secretaries were
directed to enter and number them. They provided (1) that
the board should sit from 10 a. m. to 3 p. m.; (2) that, on the
failure.of the board to meet pursuant to an adjournment, any
member present might designate the time of the next meeting;
(3) that at the sessions of the board the members might select
their positions with an eye to convenience, without indicating
any inequality; (4) that any member of the board might ask
for a vote on any question submitted to it; and (5) that the
ecretaries should "form an index in alphabetical order" of all
the claims that had been "transmitted to the board from the
Department of State." These rules furnished no direction to
the claimant as to bow their cases should be prepared, or as
to how they should be brought before the board.
1
To this expre sion the Mexican commissioners objected as "offensive
to the dignity and independence of the Mexican republic." The American commi . ioner explained tbat they had not used the word reus as
importing anything disrespectful, but merely as indicating a party defendant; that in every contested case there mu t be two parties, and that the
con vention desi!!llated Ameriran citizens as parties in interest on the one
hand and the lexicau republic on the other.
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For the purpose of enabling the secretaries
to prepare an index of the cases and <locuCla1ms.
. .
.
th e b oar d on tl1e
ments then m
its possess10n,
7th of October resolved to take a recess till the members should
· be notified that the papers were prepared. In consequence,
the board did not meet again till December 21. On the
~ucceeding day the American secretary communicated to the
board a ·r equest from the agents of a certain elaimant to be
permitted to appear an:d present bis case to it. Mr. Marcy
moved "that the said agents be allowed to appear according
to their request." On this motion the American commissioners
voted yea and the Mexican nay, and it was lost. The Mexican commissioners then offered the following resolution:
''Resolved, That whatever written explanations, documents,
or petitions the claimants or their agents may desire to present
to the board in support of the justice of the claims which are
submitted to its investigation will be received and considered,
coming to the board through the Department of State." •
The American commissioners, perceiving that, while this
re~olution did not in terms deny direct access to the claimants
and their agents, the channel of communication mentioned in
it was the only one which the Mexican commissioners would
consent to open, voted for it, and it was unanimously adopted.
On the 23d of December it was resolved, on motion of the
Mexican commissioners, that '' 'whatever paper, explanation, or
petition the claimants or their agents might in the manner
above indicated present to the board, should be communicated
both in English and in Spanish."
By these resolutions the claimants were informed as to the
mode in which they might present their cases to and communicate with the board, but all personal access to it continued to
be denied to them and their agents. It should, however, be
observed that the convention made no provision for the appearance before the commission of claimants or their agents, or for
the representation of either government by counsel before it;
nor does the Government of the United States appear to have
taken, or to have thought of taking, any steps toward being
so represented.
Whenever documents were de~ired by claimants from either
government, the commission, by a re::-olution, directed the
secretaries to communicate to such government a list of the
docutDents, with a respectful official note requesting that they
be furnislled.
Mode of ~resenting
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The first claim examined by the commissioners on the merits was taken up for that
purpose December 29, 1840.1 The first claim
submitted to the umpire was referred to him on the 13th of
January 1841; and, as it was the first to be so referred, Messrs.
Marcy and Castillo were appointed by the board to lay it before
him in person. This they did on the 14th of January.
The procedure of the board in considering the cases on their
merits may briefly be described. The proofs of the claimants
were usually accompanied with a memorial, in which the principal circumstances of the case were stated; and, as has been
seen, all the papers were required to be submitted both in
English and in Spanish. When the papers came before the
board, the American commissioners took the set in Engli sh
and the Mexican that in Spanish; and if it was found that
there was a deficiency in the proofs, an opportunity was
afforded to the claimant to supply it. 2 If the case was found
to be re.ady to be proceeded with, it was orally discussed at
the board; and if points of difference developed which it was
impossible to remove, so that it became necessary to send the
case to the umpire, each side made out and presented to the
other a succinct statement of the facts of the case and the points
arising therefrom, and the reports submitted to the umpire
were confined to the points and statements of fact so interchanged. In some cases in which, after the interchange of
points and statements, there seemed to be a possibility of
agreement, the oral discussions were continued. But if further
discussions seemed to be useless, the next step was to prepare
reports for the umpire.
The preparation of these reports proved to
Reports to the
be
by far the most laborious part of the duties
Umpire.
of the commissioners. The transactions out
of which the claims arose were generally very complex; and
the fact that most of them occurr~d many years previously, in
a foreign country, and "amid political revolutions and civil
commotion ," made it'' exceedingly difficult in some instances

Disposition of Cases.

1

Ex. Doc. 320, 27 Cong. 2 sess. 160.
Though the claimant or his agent could not be present at the board to
a certain, by what o ·curred there, the difficulties interposed, yet if in
attendanc , he wa. soon made acquainted indirectly with them; but
when such wa not the case much delay often resulted from want of t his
knowledg ." (Report of 1es rs. Marcy and Brackenridge, S. Ex. Doc.
320, 27 ong. 2 seas. 235.)
2

•

"
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to determine whether the wrongdoers were the functionaries
of the existing political power, rebels against that power, revolutionists while the country was in a state of anarchy, or lawless depredators assuming to be clothed with authority merely
to facilitate the perpetration of wrong." Great difficulties
were also encountered in disposing of cases that involved the
application of the Mexican municipal law. The actual legislation of Mexico, as it then existed, was found to be "exceedingly imperfect," and hardly to afford "a system of laws."
What ordinances of Spain, or decrees of the Code of the Indies,
were in force after the independence "was not explicitly
declared by any act brought to the notice of the board;" and
the decisions of the tribunals tended rather to confuse than to
clear up this matter. Moreover, "the shiftings of political
power caused a like instability in the tribunals; their records
· were voluminous and obscure; and it was sometimes exceedingly difficult to ascertain the true. state of facts, even as they
appeared before the courts, or the distinct principles of law
upon which these courts placed their adjudication." Such
was the s-tatement of the American commissioners. 1 Under
the circumstances their reports to the umpire covered more
than fifteen hundred closely written foolscap pages; and the
reports of the Mexican comn;:tissioners were fully as voluminous.
By Article III. of the convention it was
End of the Commis.d d h
h
. .
.
sion.
prov1 e t at t e comm1ss10n should terminate its duties within eighteen months from
the time of its meeting. It therefore came. to an end on February 25, 1842, no provision for the extension of its existence
having been made. Eighty-four claims had been presented,
and of these thirty had not been fina,lly decided. Of the cases
referred to the umpire sixteen remained undecided, but in all
the undecided cases the reports either of the American or the
Mexican commissioners were made only on or after the 19th of
February, when it was too late for the umpire, who was then
engaged in the examination of prior reports, even to read
them; but in none of the undecided cases was the report of
the Mexican commissioners later than that of the American,
while in most of them it was from ten to twelve days earlier.
This difference in time was, however, of little practical importance, since the umpire, who was barely able to act upon the
1

S. Ex. Doc. 320, 27 Cong. 2 sess. 235-236.

5627-Vol 2-16
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cases already before him, could not have decided the new cases
if both reports had been submitted on the day on which the
earlier one was presented. Several cases had also remained
unacted upon by the commissioners. The state of the business
and the practical results of the board's labors may be gathered
from the following table:
A.mount .

.A.mount of claims decided by the board witho1it reference to the umpire .
.A.mount claimed ...•.......... . .............. _. _._ .. ___ ...... _.... _... _- ·.. .
A.mount allowed-,_ .. __ ·· -_. -- . ... . -··· -··· .... _....•......••......•... - . ••.

$595,462.75
439,393.82

Rejected on their merits at the board .
.Amount claimed. __ ...... -.. - - .. - - . -- _... __ .. __ . _. _.. __ . _. _.. _. ______ _• _... -

51,492.25

Decided by the board not to be within the convention .
Amount claimed. __ ._-··._. -- -··. _···-··· - . . . _. .. __ -- ---- -- __ __ .... -- ---·· -·

9,278.26

Claims on which the board dijfered, which were reported to the umpire for
decision, and on which allowance was made.
Amount claimed. _____ _-- - --- - . . . -- . . --·-· ... _··- ..... - .. __. .. - .... · -. --· - - . 5, 844, 260. 44
Amount allowed by America.n commissioners _. _. _.... __ . _. _.. __ .... _. __ ... 2,334,477.44
Amount allowed by Mexfoan_commis11io11 ers ____ _··-·- ____________________ _
191,012. 9-l
Amount allowed by the umprre . __ . __ . ____ . _. __ . . _•. _. __ ..... _. _.... ... ... . l, 586, 745. 86

Rejected by the umpire on the merits .
.A.mount claimed . _____ ... __ _ . -.. - - - -- - -- ·-- - ___________ . __ . _____ . •.... ......
Amount allowed by American commissioners ... ___ . __ .. .. _.... _; ..... ____ _

59,967.40
57,754.42

Decided by the umpire not to be within the cognizance of the board.
Amount claimed . ___ .. ... _... -- . - .... - - . ---- __ ___ _.. ____ . _.... _. _..... ____ __
.A.mount allowed by American commissioners ._ .. _... _......•.. _.. : ._. __...

88,351.78
86,080. 01

Returned by the umpire undecided.
Amount claimed ___ . ___ .. ___ .••••. - - - - - . .. ....... _.... _................. _... 1, 864, 939. 56
A.mount allowed by American commissioners .................. _......... __
928,627. 88

Oases submitted too late to be considered by the board.
Amount claimed .. . -·· .......... -.... - .... ..... ........ _.. _.. ·· -·. _.... ... .

3,336,837.05

'£otal awarded by the umpire .. .......... _. __ .... ... .... ... _.. . ....... 1,586,745.86
Total ~warded by the American commissioners, on reference to the
um-plre _···-·· ....... ___ . - . -- ............... ___ ........ .. __ ... ____ .. 2,334,477.44
Total ~warded by Mexican commissioners, on reference to the
um-pire .................. - - - . - -..... _.. ___ . _______ : • . ____ . ___ . ___ .. _
191, 012. 94

February 26, 1842, the day after the close
of the commission, the Mexican commissionand its Cause.
ers addressed a note to Mr. Webster, for the
purpo e of placing on file in the Department of State an explanation which they had sought to have recorded on the
minute of the board, but to the entry of which the American
commi ioners had objected. The purport of the explanation
wa that they had constantly endeavored to accomplish the
d ci ion of the claim embraced by the convention; that, in

Unfinished :Business
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spite of these endeavors and of the notices repeatedly published, the claimants had become active in the presentation of
their claims only during the last two months of the commission; that many claims had been presented in the last month,
and that some had befm filed even on the last day; and that,
while the necessary result of these conditions was that much
business remained unfinished, the Mexican Government, "from
the beginning of the convention to the expiration of the labors
of the mixed commission, had religiously fulfilled all the engagements contracted in that agreement." The American
commissioners, on being furn isl.led l>y Mr. Webster with a copy
of this note, replied that, while a uumber of important claims
bad not been adjusted, the responsibility for this partial failure was a question to be settled by an appeal to the facts
stated in the minutes of the board. They t.h cn referred to the
prolonged discussion of the question of access, and to the "indirect arid circuitous" mode of communication to which claimants were :finally restricted, as, in their opinion, '' in some
measure" causes of failure. They also stated that "many
cases" presented to the board in time to have been finally acted
on were suspended, "some of them" at the instance of the
Mexican commis-sioners, in order that documents might be obtained from Mexico; and that, though "most of them were
decided," the time employed upon them when they were at
length brought up for action prevented action upon others.
They further adverted to the fact that several cases were for
some time suspended on the alleg-ation of the Mexican commissioners that tlley bad been withdrawn from the cognizance of the board; and to the circumstance that the differences of opinion on the merits of cases involved the necessity
of consuming much time in preparing elaborate reports to the
umpire. And :finally, they remarked that if the board could
have continued in session two months longer all the claims
presented to it would have been adjusted. Upon the statement of the Mexican commissioners as to the great delay in
the presentation of claims, they made no comment, except to
say that it was probable that the claimants at first waited for
the promulgation of rules on the subject, and that, for some
time after the claimants ascertained how their papers might
be presented to the board, "there were not so many claims
prepared for its action as could have been conveniently disposed of."
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Present conditions render it easy to form calmer judgments
concerning Mexican affairs than were possible in 1842; and,
without regard to the propriety or impropriety of entering on
the minutes such an explanation as the Mexican commissioners
sought to record, it is proper to say that the proceedings of
the board furnish very cogent evidence of the sincerity of the
efforts of those commissioners ~nd of their government to
carry the convention into effect. Out of the four months that
elapsed from the meeting of the commission till the adoption
of the resolution directing the presentation of claims through
the Department of State, two months and a half were spent
by the secretaries in preparing an alphabetical index of documents already presented by that Department. In spite of
public notices, the claimants were so late in appearing that the
board in June 1841, nearly ten months after its first meeting
and six months after the establishment of the mode of presenting claims, ~aused to be sent to the persons who seemed from
an examination of the papers on the files to be interested in
cases which had not been prepared,·and which were not known
to be in the way of being prepared, the following circular:
"WASHINGTON,

June 16, 1841.

" CLAIMS ON MEXICO.

"Notice is hereby given to all persons having claims upon
the Republic of Mexico, which were submitted by the Convention of April 11, 1839, to the mixed commission now sitting in
the City of Washington, that more than half the time limited
by the said Convention for the session of the said Commission
has already exptred, and that it will close its labors within nine
months from this date, yet not one-half of the claims which it was
organized to adjust have been prepared for its consideration.
In consequence of a want of prepared cases, the business of
the Board has been delayed. Claimants are, therefore, hereby
urged to complete the preparation of their cases with the least
po sible delay, to the end that the commission may be enabled
to accomplish the objects for which it was instituted.
"By order of the Board of Commissioners."
While the statements of the Mexican commissioners as to
the delay in the preparation of claims were not in fact controverted, the content· of this circular strongly support their
view a to the effect of that delay in preventing the completion of the work of the commi..sion. That view also derives
support from the record ' of the umpire, to whom forty-seven
ca es were ubmitted after January 3, 1842. Where it became
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necessary to obtain papers from Mexico, the process was necessarily attended with delay; but we have the statement of the
American commissioners that the most of the cases in which
that process was employed were fully decided. It is true that
in one case, that of William S. Parrott, it was strongly intimated that the Mexican Government bad not exerted itself to
send certain papers which bad been asked for, but its general
course in such matters did not enforce the suspicion. On the
contrary, iu their final report the American commissioners, in
discussing another question, say: "The Mexican commissioners were furnished with documents by their government, which
were declared and appeared to be originals, taken from the
courts of justice and the executive departments; and a considerable part, also, of those sent by Mexico, on requisition,
-were undoubtedly the original records." 1 When we cor:.sider
the insecurity of the means of transportation in Mexico at the
period in question, the readiness disclosed by this statement
to send out of the country to a distant foreign place the originals of important public records in order to avoid delay is a
fact upon which comment is supertluous. To the cases alleged
by the Mexican commissioners to have been withdrawn by the
United States from the cognizance of the boar_d we shall refer
hereafter; 2 but it ·suffices here to say that the American commissioners addressed an inquiry on the subject to the Department of State on the 12th of November 1841, and that the
first reply of that Department was made on the 23d of December and was inconclusive.
In August and September 1841 a suspension
th0
sBuspend~ion °!
of
the proceedings of the board took place in
oar s 5ess10ns.
consequence of the resignation of Mr. Rowan
as a commissioner. On the 9th of the former month the Mexican commissioners, having heard of Mr. Rowan's resignation,
formally stated that they considered it essential to the regular
conduct of business that his place should be filled, and they
moved that the sessions of the board be suspended till his
successor should be appointed. On motion of Mr. Marcy, further action was postponed till the 11th of August. On the
12th the board was declared by the Mexican commissioners to·
be de facto suspended till the appointment of Mr. Rowan's
successor, and it did not meet again till the 20th of September,
1
2

S. Ex. Doc. 320, 27 Cong. 2 sess. 237.
Infra, 1241.
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when Mr. H. M. Brackenridge appeared and filed his commission, together with an oath taken before a justice of the peace. 1
Whether any delay in the completion of the business of the
board is to be ascribed to this prolonged vacancy is a question
which the records do not answer.
By the act of June 12, 1840, it was provided
Disposition of
"that the records, documents, and all other
Papers.
papers in the possession of the commission, or
its officers, or certified copies, or duplicates thereof, shall be
deposited in the office of the Secretary of State." While this
law seemed to assume the right to require the commissioners
to make a certain disposition of their records, the American
commissioners " did not insist upon the validity of the act of
Congress, so far as it attempted to prescribe duties to the
board, but they contended that the documents, papers, etc.,
should be left at the disposal of the two governments." 2 In
this contention the Mexican commissioners <.lid not concur;
and a resolution was adopted directing the secretaries to return
to the Department of State the papers transmitted to the
board on or before August 26, 1840, in cases not acted on by
it. The American commissioners then proposed that all the
papers which had at any time come to the board from the
Department of State should be returned to it. To this proposition the Mexican commissioners declined to accede, and no
conclusion was reached. On February 26, the day after the
close of the commission, the American members informed Mr.
Webster that their Mexican colleagues "intended to retain,
not only the papers sent to the board from Mexico, on requisitions made pursuant to the convention, but also Mexican
records which bad been procured without the intervention of
the board." Ou the 2d of March Mr. Webster brought the matter to the notice of the Mexican commissioners, and requested
them to transmit to the Department of State the originals or
copies of all papers in their possei,,sion which might have been
used in the consideration of claims before the board, the orig1
Mr. Brackenridge, like Mr. Rowan, was born in Pennsylvania, but
though he had for some time resided in Florida, h e was when appointed
again a citizen of his native tate. Ile had been active in politics, in
diplomacy, and in law, and bad once filled a judicial station. He was
al o well known a an author.
2
Rep rt of le srs. Marcy and Brackenridge, S. Ex. Doc. 320, 27 Cong.
2 8 . s. 238.
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inals, if they insisted upon retaining them, to be returned
when copies should have been made. The Mexican commissioners replied that at the commencement of the labors of the
commission it was agreed that all papers should be presented
both in English and in Spanish, and that as a result each side
possessed a complete set of papers; t,bat it was upon these
papers that the commissioners on each side had made their
decisions, and that, as the provisions of the act of 1840 had
been fulfilled with regard to the United States, the Mexican
commissioners should be allowed to retain for their government the papers in their possession. In the cases held not to
be within the jurisdiction of the board, they stated that they
had taken the pains to separate and return to the archives of
the commission all the original documents. And in conclusion
they declared that although they had opposed, as they were
bound to do, the proposition to leave with the_board all the
documents, the effect of which would have been "to defraud
their own government of its right to know what had been
done, and to examine the bases and proofs on which have been
founded the decisions so onerous to its treasury," yet, they
had been so far from wishing to deprive any claimant of the
documents on which he based his claims, that they might on
their part "ask for an exchange, or for the delivery, of various important original documents which remained annexed to
the English documents presented by the claimants."
The subject does not appear to have been further discussed.
Accompanying the message of President
Services of the
Tyler
to the Senate of June 13, 1842, 1 there
Umpire.
were several communications in which there
were passages reflecting upon the umpire, Baron Roenne. In
a letter to the Department of State of March 31, 1841, the
agents of certain claimants, taking time somewhat by the
forelock, protested against his residing at New Brunswick, in
New Jersey, or at any other place than Washington, while
engaged in the duties enjoined upon him by the convention.
Some time afterward one of the same agents protested in the
same manner against some of his decisions, and still later
charged him with having '' disregarded his duty and broken
the convention" by his decision on certain matters submitted
to him. In a message to the Senate of August 8, 1842,2 Presi1
2

S. Ex. Doc. 320, 27 Cong. 2 sess. 16, 20, 21.
8. Ex. Doc. 412, 27 Cong. 2 sess.
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dent .T yler, referring to these letters, stated that, as the resolu- .
tion had called for all communications addressed to the
Department of State by any of the claimants, the papers in
question were copied and transmitted without attracting attention. Had they been noticed, their transmission to the Senate,
if they had been transmitted at all, would have been accompanied by a disclaimer on the part of the Executive of any
intention to appro-ve such charges. "The Executive," said
President Tyler, "has no complaint to make against the conduct. or decisions of the highly respectable person appointed
by his sovereign umpire between the American and Mexican ·
commissioners."
The decisions of Baron Roenne were expressed in the form
of simple awards, stating hii, conclusions, but not the reasons
on which they were based. He declined to accede to the
request of the American commissioners, in a certain case, to
communicate to them, before his final decision, the objectfons
which he was understood to entertain to a particular claim, on
the ground that the convention did not authorize him to do
so. 1 On a certain occasion, the agent of a claimant against
whom he had rendered an award wrote him a letter for the
purpose of showing that his decision was erroneous. He sent
the letter to the commissioners with a request that they inform
the writer that the duties of the umpire were, by Article VII.
of the convention, restricted to the decision of the points on
which the commissioners could not agree, and that he could
not enter into any correspondence in regard to claims with the
claimants or their agents.
By the same article it was provided that authenticated
copies of the proofs should accompany the reports of the commissioners to the umpire ·in cases of difference. As a strict
compliance with this provision would have entailed great
labor, expense, and delay, the umpire at the instance of the
board consented to receive, instead of copies, the papers used
by the commissioners, and to return them with _his decision.
Thi · was done in all cases.
fr. Webster, as Secretary of State, on
Baron Roanne's
Reports.
March 16, 1843, wrote to Mr. Wheaton, who
was then minister of the United States at
rlin, that it was under tood that Baron Roenne made in
ach ca e decided by him a report to hi government of the
1

M, '. Dept. of , tate.
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facts and principles on which his conclusjons were founded.
Mr. Wheaton was instructed to signify to the Prussian minister for foreign affairs the wish of the United States to possess, confidentially, copies of the reports. 1 The minister for
foreign affairs, Baron von Bulow, declined to give them, on the
ground (1) that the general principles involved in the cases
had formed the subject of a correspondence between the Prussian minister for foreign affairs and Barou Roenne, and (2)
that the reports ought not to be communicated to the United
States without the consent of Mexico. The Government of
the United States then sought to obtain the report in the case
of Aaron Leggett alone, and as a reason therefor stated that
the claimant believed that the decision of the umpire, by which
the larger part of the claim allowed by the Americau commjs.
sioners was rejected, was induced by evidence which was not
before the commissioners and which was forged and false.:.i
The Prussian Government replied that while the reports of the
umpire left no room to doubt that the claimant's" supposition"
that he had acted on papers which were not before the commissioners was "entirely gratuitous," Baron Roenne bad been
asked for further explanations on the subject, and that he had
stated that the correspondence of the mixed commission in the
archives of the Department of State would show that be had
not in any case acted upon documents which were not known
to both parties. The Prussian Government further disclosed
the fact that the decision of Baron Roenne in the case of Leggett had been produced, so far as it was adverse to the claim,
"by the simple circumstance that * * * the proofs * * *
had appeared insufficient." But, in order to meet the wishes
of the United States so far as was deemed proper, Baron von
Bulow instructed Baron Gerolt, then Prussian minister at
· Washington, that be might read the report in the case of Leggett to the Secretary of State of the United States and the
Mexican minister at that capital. More than a year had now
elapsed since Mr. Wheaton was instructed to endeavor to
obtain the reports, and tlle offer of the Prussian Government
in the case of Leggett came before Mr. Calhoun, who had then
become Secretary of State. Mr. Calhoun gave to the matter
"deliberate attention," and '' arrived at conclusions very dif:
1

H. Ex. Doc. 83, 30 Cong. 1 sess. 52.
Mr. Upshnr, Sec. of State, to Mr. Wheaton, November 13, 1843, fl. Ex.
Doc. 83, 30 Cong. 1 sess. 54.
2
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ferent" from those on which the Department of State bad
previously acted. "I have," be instructed Mr. Wheaton,
"frankly stated to the baron [Gerolt] my belief that the whole
proceeding originated in error and misconception; and I have
signified to him that, as this government is entirely satisfied
that Baron Roenne acted in this case, as in all others, with
that love of justice and integrity for which bis character was
eminently distinguished, it feels constraiued by duty, as well
as by delicacy, to decline the offer made by the Prussian Government to communicate confidentially the information which
had been solicite<l by this government under impressions
which, it is conceived, ought never to hav~ had existence.
The very supposition strikes at the root of all faith in the
convention itself, and would, probably, be attended by the evil
consequence of making all the other claimants unduly dissatisfied with the decisions in their cases."
The declination of the Prussian Government in 1843 to make
public the reports of Baron Roenne has been steadily adhered
to. ''The government of His Majesty," said Baron von Marschall, imperial minister for foreign affairs, in a note to Mr. Ubl,
American ambassador at Berlin, of May 22, 1897, "shares the
opinion held by the Prussian Government in 1843, according
to which a similar request made by the then envoy of the
United States of America, Mr. Wheaton, was declined for the
reason that a statement of the principles which guided Mr. Von
Roenne was not permissible because they were established by
a detailed correspondence between himself and the ministry.
'fhe report of the minister resident without the instructions of
the ministry would, therefore, not be sufficiently clear; to make
known these in::~tructions would, however, be contrary to prevailing general lffinciples. Moreover, Mr. Von Roem1e at the
time restricted himself to stating the reasons for bis decisions
in so far only a was neces ary to justify the decisions in the
eyes of bi. government. Completeness can not, therefore, be
claimed for the e statements, as it was agreed beforehand that
the deci.' ion of the umpire were to be final and without appeal,
and would therefore be made known to the parties without
giving auy r a 011.. Time alone can not diminish the strength
of th' rea on, then given against the publication of the material in q ue. tion.' 1
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On several occasions, w bile the board was
in session, Mr. Webster was appealed to in respect.of• some matter on wh.1ch 1. t h a d assume d
to act. In all such cases be consistently maintained the position that it was an independent body, in whose proceedings
it would be manifestly improper and unwarrantable for the
Executive to intervene-a position em_inentl.r sound in law and
wise in practice. 1
November 12, 1841, the American commissioners inquired
of Mr. Webster whether certain claims bad, as the Mexican
commis~ioners contended, been withdrawn from the cognizance of the board. December 23 Mr. Webster in reply inclosed an extract from an instruction of Mr. Forsyth to Mr.
Ellis, minister to Mexico, of May 3, 1839, and a copy of a note
of the latter to the Mexican minister for foreign affairs of
November 6, 1839, and stated that, as the execution of the
convention was by the convention itself and the act of Congress confided exclusively to the commissioners, it was not
considered to" be the province of the Department of State to
express an opinion on the point. The cases in question involved the acts of various Mexican officials, such as the seizure
on the high seas of the American schooner Topaz and the
killing of her captain and crew. In some of the cases the diRmissal of an officer was demanded, in others a reprimand, and
in others yet an infliction of punishment, and in at least one
instance an assurance was asked for that no disrespect to the
flag of the United States was intended. In bringing these
several matters to the attention of the Mexican Government,
Mr. Ellis bad declared that they were "not embraced in the
convention signed * '"' ~~ on the 11th of April last." Under
these circumstances the Mexican commissioners, on January
16, 1842, formally inquired of Mr. Vvebster whether the reservation made by Mr. Ellis "positively excluded the personal
interest," in the cases, and whether "there only remain to be
arranged between the two governments the subjects which
relate to their flag, their honor, and their prerogatives." Mr.
Jurisdiction of th0
:Board·

1
In a report accompanying President Tyler's message of June 13, 1842,
Mr. Webster stated, in response to an inquiry embraced in a resolution of
the Senate, that if the Mexican Government had given any instructions
to its commissioners as to the discharge of their duties, the fact had not
been made known to the Department of State. (S. Ex. Doc. 320, 27 Cong.
2 sess.1.)
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Webster, on the 21st of January, answered that while it was
not "the province of the Executive of the United States to
express an opinion upon the business which the conventio~
has confided to the board of commissioners," yet he would add,
for the pqrpose of information, that "if all claims of citizens
of the United States involved in the case of the schooner
Topaz, or in any other cases em braced by the first article of the
convention, shall be considered and disposed of by the board
according to the terms of the convention, it is certain that this
government will not deem them a subject for any further
negotiation with that of the Mexican republic." ''The mixed
commission under the convention with that republic," said
Mr.Webster, "has al ways been considered by this government
essentially a judicial tribunal, with independent attributes and
powers in regard to its peculiar function s. Its right and duty,
therefore, like those of other judicial bodies, are to determine
upon the nature and extent of its own jurisdiction, as well as
to consider and decide upon the merits of the claims which
might be laid before it." 1 On this statement the personal
claims in question were held . by the board to be within its
jurisdiction, and were duly examined.
The same position was maintained by Mr. Webster in other
cases. On June 21, 1841, one of the claimants, named Santangelo, requested him to direct the diplomatic representative of
the United States in Mexico to ask the government for certain
papers which the commission had on an equal-division refused
to demand. Mr.Webster declined to grant the request, saying
that the functions of the Department of State in relation to
the claims were" expressly limited by the convention to the
transmission to the board of commissioners of such documents
as the Department may receive." 2 Subsequently, when the
request was renewed, be deciared that the Executive of the
United States had "no right to interfere for the redress of our
citizens who may uppose themselves to have been aggrieved
by deci. ion ' of the commissioners under the convention with
the Mexican republic. That body is in effect a J·udicial body
.
'
'
an~,l 1t
belong to it. members alone to
determine
the rights of'
cla1mant under the convention." 3
1

,'. Ex. Doc. 320, 27 Cong. 2 sess. 185.·
2ld.17-19.
1 1d. 20.
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In the cases presented to the hoard various
rates of interest were demanded; and as most
of the claims were of long standing, some
exceeding twenty years, the whole amount demanded on this
score was very large. What was the legal rate of interest in
Mexico was not satisfactorily settled. The government had
not legislated on the subject, and the Spanish laws, to which
it was necessary to resort, did not give an explicit answer.
Five per cent per annum seemed to be the rate best supported
by the evidence. But, while tbe legal rate appeared to be low,
the conventional rate was usually very high, it sometimes being
as much as 3 per cent a month. The claimants often demanded
the highest conventional rate, but the allowance in all cases,
except a few in which a higher rate was stipulated for in contracts made in the United States, was 5 per cent. 1
In a communication to the c_ommissioners of July 10, 1841,
the umpire held that in the cases in which Mexico should
desire to avail herself of the privilege of issuing treasury notes
in payment of the awards, the principal sum and the interest
adjudged up to the date of the award should together form
the amount for which the notes, bearing interest at 8 per cent,
should be emitted. 2
Several claims were presented to the board
Liability of Eelliger- -'-'
.
. of money, arms, and other thmgs
.1or
supp1res
t
ens.
.
to the Mexicans when they were engaged in
their struggle for independence, but no objection to the allowance of such claims on the ground of their unneutral character
appears to have been made. On the contrary, ~he Mexican
commissioners concurred in their allowance, and the awards
upon them were among the earliest made. In three such
cases, involving claims for money, arms, and other supplies furnished in 1815, 1816, and 1817, final judgments amounting to
nearly $200,000 were made directly by the commissioners themselves. Certain other claims of the same kind were referred
to the umpire, not, however, upon international grounds, but
only upo·n questions of fact or of the proper rate of interest.
The liability of the Mexican Government for propert; seized
' by the patriot forces before the recognition of Mexican independence by any foreign power was admitted in the awards.
Interest.

1
2

S. Ex. Doc. 320, 27 Cong. 2 sess. 237.
MS. Records of the Commission.
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The decisions of the commissioners and the
umpire appear under their appropriate heads
Claims.
.
·
1ve d
in the digest.
The most of t h e cases mvo
the alleged wrongful seizure of property; and in many instances
the act complained of was committed by the customs authorities. Several claims were allowed for overcharges of duties.
Two claims were allowed for specie seized while in transit
through the country by officers of the government, aud devoted
to the government's use. In c~rtain cases awards were made
on account of vessels which the government impressed illto its
service, while in one case an awa.rd was made for the building
and in another for the repairing of a vessel for the government. One claim was allowed for the use of houses occupied
by troops; one for a forced loan, and one for unjust expulsion.
Several awards were rendered in favor of the claimants on the
ground of their unlawful imprisonment.
It may be observed that the commissioners concurred in
rejecting only three claims on the merits and four on the
grou11d of a want of jurisdiction; and that of the latter only
one was stated in such form that the board conld consider it.
The umpire rejected :five claims on the merits and six on jurisdictional grounds. Among the latter were two cases in which
it did not appear that the claim had been presented. either to
the Department of State at Washington or to the diplomatic
agent of the United States in Mexico prior to the signature of
the convention, as was required by .Article I. In a number
of cases in which the umpire rendered awards iu favor of the
claimants, t.J::ie reference to him embraced only the rate of interest to be «lliowed, or other questions of amount, the Mexican
commissioners having admitted something to be due.
After the termination of the commission,
Delays in Payment. attorney for claimants whose demands had
been rejected asked that the convention an<l.
all the proceedings under it be declared null aud void, while
he attorney for the more fortunate claimants as strongly
objected to uch a cour e. 1 The Government of the United
tate~etermined to treat as final and conclusive the decisions
that had already lieeu rendered, and to enter into negotiations
for the adju ·tment of the unfinished busine s. These negotiation were cornplicat d by two causes-the Texan question and
tbe poverty of the Mexican trea ury. The former served to

General C~aracter of

1

•

Ex. Doc. 320, 27 Cong. 2 sess. 20-30.
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render all intercourse between the two governments difficult
and precarious; 1 the latter-the lack of money-rendered the
Mexican Government unable to discharge its pecuniary obligations either to the United States or to other powers. 2 This
circumstance made it necessary to enter into another convention for the purpose of providing for the payment of the
awards under the convention of 1839. Such a convention was
concluded at the City of Mexico January 30, 1843, by Mr.
Waddy Thompson on . the part of the United States and
Messrs. Bocanegra and Gorostiza on the part of Mexico. By
this convention it was agreed that the Mexican Government
should, on the 30th of the ensuing April, pay all interest then
due on the awards, and within five years from that day, in
equal installments every three months, all the principal and
accruing interest. These payments, both of interest and of
principal, were to be made in gold or in silver money, in the
City of Mexico, "to such person as the United States may
authorize to receive them;" and for the fulfillment of this obliga·tion the Mexican Government pledged tbe direct taxes of
the republic, but without restricting the United States to that
fund. To each payment the Mexican Government agreed tu
add 2½ per cent for freight and other charges.
By Article VI. of the convention of JanuA New Claims Con.
.
.
ary
30, 1843, 1t was provided that a "new
vent 10n.
convention" should be entered into for the
settlement of "all claims of the government and citizens of
the United States against the republic of :Mexico" not finally
decided by the late commission in Washington, and of "all
claims of the government and citizens of Mexico against the
United States." Referring to this article, Mr. Upshur, as
Secretary of State, July 25, 1843, directed Mr. Thompson to
negotiate a new convention, which should embrace all unsettled
claims that might have been presented to the late commission,
whether they were actually presented to it or not. Mr. Upshur
objected, however, to the inclusion of claims of the two governments with those of their citizens. Such a provision bad
been desired by Mexico, and it was understood that its object
was to bring within the convention her complaints as to the
course of the United States in respect of Texas. Mr. Thompson was instructed to insist upon its omission. When be
1
2

H. Ex. Doc. 49, 27 Cong. 2 sess.; H. Ex. Doc. 266, 27 Cong. 2 sess,
Br. and For. State Papers, XLI. 738, 740.
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received his instructions he at once opened negotiations, and
in October 1843 Mr. Bocanegra, minister for foreign affairs.
and Mr. Trigueros, minister of finance, were appointed as
plenipotentiaries to adjust with him a convention. November 20 a convention was concluded. 1 By its first article it
provided that all claims of citizens of Mexico against the
United States, and all claims of citizens of the United States
against Mexico, "which, for whatever cause, were not submitted to, nor considered, nor finally decided by the commission, nor by the arbiter," under the convention of 1839, should
be referred to a boa,r d of four commissioners, two of whom
should be appointed by each government. By .Article V. it
was provided that the claims which were considered by the
umpire under that convention, but not decided by him, ·should
be referred to the umpire under the new convention, who was
to be the King of Belgium. By .Article XV. all claims of
either government against the other were included, but a
special mode was provided for their adjustment. It was stipulated that if the commissioners should unanimously or by a
majority vote render a decision on such a claim, the decision
should be submitted to both governments for their acceptance
or rejection; but that if the two governments could not agree,
or if the board should have been unable to reach a conclusion,
the whole case, and not merely the points of difference, should
be referred to the umpire. 1
The stipulations in regard to governmental
The Mexican War. claims the United States declined to approve,
and the Senate struck them out. The convention, as thus amended, was presented to the Mexican Government, but that government, while not iu terms rejecting it,
withheld its ratifications. The difficulties as to the Texan
question and as to claims progressed together. 2 In 1844 the
iexican Government ceased to pay installments under the
convention of January 30, 1843. The interest due .April 30,
1843, wa paid, as were also the installments of principal and
interest due on the 30th of July and October 1843, and the 30th
of January 1844. On April 26, 1844, Benjamin E. Green was
empowered by Pre ideut Tyler to demand and receive the
fourth in tallment of principal and accrued interest, which
became due 011 the 30th of that month. A month afterward
1
IL Ex. Doc. 158, 28 Cong. 2 seas.
z H. Ex. Doc.19, 28 Cong. 2 sess.
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he wrote from the City of Mexico that the money had not been
paid, and that in fact the government did 11ot have it. One
at least of the prior installments had been provided for by
means of a forced lo~n; 1 and when the fifth became due the
fourth yet remained unpaid. Orders for the payment of the
money were given to the agent of the United States, but when
they were presented to the Mexican trea~mry no money on
them could be obtained; and soon afterward, in consequence
of a sudden change in the government, the payment of all
orders on the treasury was suspended. 2
In December 1845 another revolution took place in Mexico,
and on the 29th of that month the greater part of the garrison
of the City of Mexico ''pronounced" for the revolutionists.
On the following day General Herrera resigned the presidency,
and on January 2, 1846, General Paredes entered the capital
with his troops and formed a junta for a provisional government, though the country seemed to be generally opposed
to him. May 11, 1846, President Polk sent his message to
Congress declaring that American blood had been shed on
American soil and that war existed by the act of Mexico. 3 , In
the course of his message he said that "the grievous wrongs
perpetrated by Mexico upon our citizens throughout a long
period of years remain unredressed, and solemn treaties, pledging her public faith for this redress, llave been disregarded."
With the message he communicated to Congress certain correspondence between Mr. Slidell, formerly minister of the United
States to Mexico, and the Mexican Government. Among the
subjects discussed in it was that of claims. In a note to the
Mexican minister for foreign affairs of December 24, 1845, Mr.
Slidell referred to the claims not decided under the convention
of 1839 and to the unrati:fied convention of November 20, 1843.
He declared that upon the reference of the latter as amended
to Mexico that government had "interposed evasions, difficulties, and delays of every kind," and had never decided
whether it would accept the amendments or not, though pressed
by the United States to do so, and that additional claims had
been presented till tliey together reached the "enormous
aggregate of $8,491,603."
H. Ex. Doc. 83, 30 Cong. 1 sess.
H. Ex. Doc. lM, 28 Cong. 2 sess.; S. Ex. Doc. 81, 28 Cong. 2 sess.
:i S. Ex. Doc. 337, 29 Cong. 1 sess.; President Polk's Administration, by\.
James Schouler, Atlantic Monthly (1895), LXXVI. 371.
'\.
1

2

5627-Vol. 2--17
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By an act of Aug u st 10, 1846,1 the sum of
$320,000 was appropriat ed b y Congress for the
.
.I!
h
purpose of payin g to the claimants the 1ourt
and fifth installments due under the convent ion of J-anuary 30,
1843. The claimants were required to r elinquish their rights
to the installments to the United States, and accept in discharge of them 5 per cent scrip payable in five years. By an
act of July 29, 1848,2 the Secretary of the Treasury was directed
. to pay all liquidated but, unpaid claims against Mexico under
the conventions of 183!) and 1843, on the surrender by the
claimants of their certificates under the act of September 1,
1841.3
February 2, 1848, a treaty of peace beTreaty of Guadalupe tween the United States and Mexico was
Hidalgo.
signed at Guadalupe Hidalgo. The ratifications were exchanged at Queretaro on the 30th of t he following May. By this treaty the United States made a large
extension of their boundaries. As part of' the consideration
for the territory so acquired they agreed not only to pay t he
liquidated claims under the conventions of' 1839 and 1843- an
obligation executed by the act of July 29, 1848, which has just
been referred to-but also to "discharge the Mexican republic
from all claims of citizens of the United States not heretofore
decided against the Mexican Government," 4 and "to make
satisfact,ion for the same, to an amount not exceeding three
and one-quarter millions of dollars." 5
For the purpose of executing this engagement as to the
unliquidated claims, the United States agreed to establish a
'.'board of commissioners," whose a wards should be "final and
PaymdtendtColf _Liquiae
aims.

1

9
<z 9

ts. at L. 94.
s. at L. 265.
3
ction 7 of the act of J une 12, 1840 (5 Stat s . at L. 383), t b e Secretary
of the Treasury wa directed, at the close of the commission under the
·
f l 39, t o i sue certificates to the cl aimantt. for t h e amounts
m, and to r eceive an d distr ihnte all rnoneys
that convention. From time t o t im dming
ion the claiwants, as awards were mad to
ary of tho Treasnry for certific·ates; but be
horiz cl to i:auP any till the cl ose of the comml1 ·rl, 1 1 (5 ,·tats. at L . 452), he was authorthe a.ward wer made. (II. Ex. Docs. 51 and
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conclusive," and who should be "guided and governed by the
principles and rules of decision prescribed by th~ first and fifth
articles of the unrati:fied convention" of November 20, 1_843;
and in no case were they to allow "any claim not embraced by
these principles and rules." 1
The Mexican Government engaged to furnish on the application of the board, made within a period to be fixed by Congress,
and transmitted by the Secretary of State of the United States,
any books, records, or documents in its possession or power,
which the board should deem necessary to the just decision of
any claim; but it was provided that no such application should
be made till the claimant should have stated on cath or affirmation the facts which he expected to prove by the papers.
By an act of March 3, 1849,2 the President
Act of March 3• was directed to appoint, by and with the ad1849.
vice and consent of the Senate, a board of
commissioners to sit in Washington and examine all claims of
1 These articles were as follows: "Article I. All claims of citizens. of the
Mexican republic against the government of the United States which shall
be presented in the manner and time hereinafter expressed, and all claims
of citizens of the United States against the government of the Mexican
republic, which, for whatever cause, were not subruit.t ed to, nor consid- ·
ered, nor finally decided by the commission, uor the arbiter appoint,e d by
the convention of 1839, and which shall be presented in the manner and
time hereinafter specified, shall be referred to four commissioners, who
shall form a board, and shall be appointed in the following manner, that
is to say: Two commissioners shall be appointed by the President of the
Mexican republic, and the other two by the President of the United States,
with the approbation and consent of the Senate. The said commissioners,
thus appointed, shall, in presence of each other, take an oath to examine
and decide impartially the claims submitted to them, and which may
lawfully be considered, according to the proofs which shall be presented,
the principles of right and justice, the law of nations, and the treaties
between the two republics * * * Article V. All claims of citizens of
the United States against the government of the Mexican republic, which
were considered by the commissioners, and referred to the umpire appointed
under the convention of the 11th of April 1~39, and which were not decided
by him, shall be referred to, and decided by, the umpire to be appointed,
as provided by this convention, on the points submitted to the umpire
under the late convention, and his decision shall be final and conclusive.
It is also agreed that if the respective commissioners shall deem it expedient, they may submit to the said arbiter new arguments upon the said
claims." It is needless to say that the claims of citizens of Mexico against
the United States, mentioned in Article I., as just quoted, being unprovided
for in the treaty of peace, remained extinguished by the war,
2 9 Stats. at L. 393,
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citizens of the United States under the foregoing stipulations.
It was provided that the commissioners should have a secretary versed both in English and in Spanish; and they were
authorized to appoint a clerk and to make rules and regulations. All records and papers in the Department of State
relating to the claims were required to be delivered to the
board, and at the close of its sessions all its papers were
to be deposited in that Department. The commissioners were
authorized, during a year from the time of their organization
as a board, to apply for papers in the possession of the Mexican Government. Each commissioner was allowed an annual
compensation of $3,000; the secretary, $2,000; the clP-rk,
$1,500. The President was authorized to make provision for
contingent exp~nses. At the close of their la,bors the commissioners were directed to report a list of their awards to the
Secretary of State, who in turn was required to certify a copy
of it to the Secretary of the Treasury in order that the awards
might be paid. It was provided that the awards should be _
paid either in 6 per cent stock redeemable at the pleasure of
the United States, or in money, at the option of the United
States. The board was required to terminate its business in
two years from the day of its organization. 1
The act contained a special provision for
Provision as to Con- th d
.
.
f
d . h .
tested Rights.
e etermmat10n o conteste rig ts m respect of the awards. By this provision a
person claiming an interest in an award which had been made
in favor of another person might, within thirty days from the
date of the award, give notice of an intention to contest the
claim to tbe Secr~tary of the Treasury; and he was required
al o to file with the district attorney of the United States a
bond with sufficient ecurity for the payments of costs and
damage growing out of the contest. When this was done, it
wa provided that the amount awarded should be left in the
Tr a ury of the nited tat , subject to the deci ion of the
ourt of h
nited tate thereon; and the party claiming
h um awarded, or any part thereof, was authorized to liti"c t hi· right by a bill in equity in the circuit court of the
1
By an act of .. larch 3, 1 31 (9 ,'tat . at L. 617), the erretary of tho
Tr ury wa au horized to 11 to k l)earing not moro than 5 per cent
int r1• t and r deemable in t n y ar , for the pnrpos of paying the
a \"a.rd ..
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United States for the District of Columbia. It was further
provided that any injunction granted by the court on such a
bill should be respected by the Treasury Department.1
March 24, 1849, the following notice was
Organization of the published in the newspapers:
Board.

"DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

"Washington, March 24, 1849;
"Pursuant to the 4th section of the act of Congress, approved 3d March, 1849, entitled '.An act to car~y into effect
certain stipulations of the treaty between the U mted States of
America and the Republic of Mexico, of the second day of February, one thousand eight hundred and forty-eight,' notice is
hereby given that the Board of Commissioners created by that
act will meet in the city of Washington on Monday, tbe sixteenth day of .April next, to receive and examine all claims of
citizens of the United States upon the Republic of Mexico
which are provided for by the treaty aforesaid and which may
be presented to the said Board of Commissioners, and to decide
thereon according to the provisions of the said treaty, and of
the first and fifth articles of the unratified convention concluded
at the City of Mexico on the twentieth day of November, one
thousand eight hundred and forty-three.
"JOHN M. CLAYTON."
.At noon on .April 16, 1849, the day announced in the notice,
there ·met at the City Hall in Washington George Evans, of
Maine, and Robert T. Paine, of North Carolina, who had been
appointed by President Taylor as commissioners. The third
commissioner, Caleb B. Smith, of Indiana, did not appear till
the following day. Messrs. Evans and Paine produced their
1 In the case of the ship Henry Thompson, which was returned by Baron
Roenne undecided, Williams & Lord appeared as owners of the cargo. In
June 1845 Williams assigned half his interest to one Warner, who in
August 1845 assigned it to W. B. Hart. In October 1845 Williams assigned
to Hart the other half of his interest, and about the same time Lord
assigned to Hart all his interest. In June 184-7 Hart, who had thus become
the apparent owner of the whole claim, assigned it to W.W. Corcoran. In
.January 1845, however, Williams, who had not then made any assignment,
assigned half of his interest to one Judson; but Judson filed no notice of
the fact in the Department of State, nor did he allege any interest till 1851
when Corcoran had prosecuted the claim to judgment and received an
award under the act of 1849 of about $15,000 as legal owner of tb.e whole
claim. Corcoran had in 1847 given notice to the Department of State of
Hart's assignment to him. He knew nothing of the assignment to Judson.
It was held that Corcoran had both an equitable and a legal title under the
award of the board, and must prevail against Judson, who had only an
equitable title. (Judson v. Corcoran, 17 Howard, 617.)
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commissions and oaths, which were read and :filed. 1 The commission and oath of William Carey Jones, as secretary to the
board, also were read and :filed. The board was then declared
to be duly organized.
It was announced that the sittings of the board would be
held at the same place daily, beginning at 11 o'clock a. m., and
that an opportunity would be given at the opening of each
sitting for the presentation of motions, applications, and
papers. It was also announced that the regular business of
the board would not be taken up, nor any case be heard or
acted on, till all the commissioners had met and rules of procedure had been adopted and published.
Various papers presented by claimants were ordered to be
filed, and the secretary was directed to notify the Secretary of
State of tbe board's organization and of its readiness to receive
from him such records~ documents, and papers as might be in
the Department of State having relation to the claims to be
decided.
The secretary was also directed to inform the Secretary of
State that in the opinion of the board the services of a messenger were necessary, and respectfully to request that provision might be made for the employment of a person in that
capacity, and for the payment of other contingent expenses . .
The board then adjourned till 11 o'clock the next morning.
When the board reassembled on the mornFurther Record.
ing of the 17th of April Mr. Smith appeared,
and bis commission and oath were read and :filed. Two days
afterward the papers in the Department of State having relation to the claims were received.
1
The oath of Mr. Evan s, which was taken before one of the judges of
the ircuit court for the District of Columbia, was as follows:
"I? George Evans! of the State of Maine, having been appointed by the
Pr ulent, of the nitecl States, by and with the advice and consent of the
enate, a commis ioner under the act of Congress approved tlle 3rd of
farch, 18-19, entitlecl 'An a ·t to ·arry into effect certain stipulations of the
tr aty between th
nit u. ta.te. of America and tbo Republic of Mexico,
0
~ th s' ·on<l day of F bruary, one thousand eight hundred ancl fortyigbt;' a1Hl h vin"' b en duly c·ommi ione,l a su h ommissioner, do
h rel1 ' ol runl · w ar that I will ·npport the onstitution of the Unite<l
't~t , nil that I will truly an<l faithfnlly di charge the duties of my said
office an rf ll · nd faithfully ·x cute the tru.si; committed to me.

"

th

w

"GEO. EVANS.
<:rib <l b for m<', ,James Dunlop, as. istant judg of
onrt of the nit,
tat , on th .Uh day of April, 1849."

m to an,l n

·ir ·ui
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April 21 a set of rules, previously submitted by Mr. Evans,
was adopted. Mr. Evans then submitted rules in relation to
testimony, which were adopted after consideration . .
On the 24th of April the board appointed a clerk and a
messenger. _
.
During the sessions of the board two changes took place m
the office of secretary. After holding the position for three
months Mr. Jones was succeeded by Edwai'd William Johnston, who was in turn succeeded during the last month of the
commission by Charles W. Davis.
June 28, 1850, the board caused a notice to
Close 0 ~ t~e Com= be published that no memorial would be
m1ss1on.
.c
received after February 1, 1851, unless 1or
special cause supported by affidavit; and on April 15, 1851,
in accordance with the act of Congress, the business of the
board was brought to a close. 1 On that day the commissioners
certified their awards to the Secretary of State, and directed
the transmission to him of their records and opinions. They
made the following report of their proceedings:
" OFFICE OF COMMISSIONERS ON
CLAIMS AGAINST MEXICO.

"To the Honorable DANIEL WEBSTER,
"Secretary of State.
"SIR: The Commission instituted by virtue of the Act of
Congress of March 3rd, 1849, entitled 'An Act to carry into
effect certain stipulations of the treaty between the United
States of America and the Republic of Mexico, of the second
day of February one thousand eight hundred and forty eight,'
having expired, the undersigned, appointed Commissioners in
pursuance thereof, have the honor respectfully to report that
they have concluded the business committed to them, by the
Act aforesaid, and agreeably to its provisions they herewith
transmit, to be deposited in the Department of State, the
Journal of the proceedings of the Board, and all the Records,
Documents and Papers which have come into its possession.
"They also report herewith in conformity with the 6th section of the Act aforesaid, a 'list of all the several awards
made by them.'
"The whole amount awarded upon all the
Amount Awarded. claims allowed by the Board, is Three millions
two hundred and eight thousand three hundred and fourteen dollars and ninety six cents ($3,208,314.96).
1
April 10, 1851, the boarcl reversed its prior decision on the claim of
Joseph W. H enry, on the strength of new testimony.
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"Interest at the rate of five per cen t per
annum upon all claims growing out of contracts or for loss of property from the origin
of the same, respectively, to the close of the Commission, bas
been allowed, and is embraced. in the amounts awarded to the
several claimants named in the list herewith transmitted.
"With a view to exhibit to claimants and
Awards.
others who may be interested in the sums
a11owed, the awards have been entered up at
length, in two volumes, designating the amount of principal
and of interest in each case. These volumes are also herewith transmitted.
'' The opinions, to which the Board bas come,
in the several cases decided, have been
Opinions.
recorded in three volumes, which are also sent
with this report.
"The Board was organized on the 16th day
of April 1849, the time appointed by the PresSessions.
ident of the United States, and has held five
sessions as follows.
"The first, commencing on the 16th of April 1849 and closing on the 28th of the same month.
"The second, commencing on the 4th of June 1849 and closing on the 22nd of the same month.
"The third, commencing on the 5th of November 1849, and
closing on the 27tli of March 1850.
''The fourth, commencing on the 17th June 1850 and closing
on the 28th of the same month.
"The last, commencing on the 18th of November 1850 and
closing on the 15th of April 1.851.
'' The business of the Board has l>een proMemorials.
ceeded with, at its several sessions, with the
utmost practicable despatch. The whole number of memorials presented is two hundred and ninety two,
but as it often happened that several persons united in one
memorial, this number cloes not accurately exhibit the number
of claims which have been preferred.
"Forty of the memorials thus presented
Disposition of Claims. were rejected upon inspection, as they did not
.
. set f~rth fact. which, if proved, would constitu~, valid claim agam t the Republic of Mexico.
Two hundred and fifty-two were received and of the ·e
o~ . ~undr_ <l and eighty two were u tainetl by the proof~
• lnb_1t d m ·upport of the am , and the claims set forth
~h ~r m w r adJndged to be valid and were allowed accordInterest.

rn ctly
; h

r m~ mrng eventy not b ing in the opinion of the
Bo.' rel u. t· m 1 Y h proof· off red m their upport were
acl.1_11cl~ ·cl n to 1, , valid and w re not allowed.
'
· h : ,·h 1 nnrnh r of awarcl a: appear: by the li ,t tfans· l 1. u • hundr '1 ~ 11 l nin y •ight.
·
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"No claim has been presented which has not received the
carefnl scrutiny of the Board.
''.It has not beeu practicable in the accumulated pressure of
business, thrown upon us at the close of the Commission, to
prepare as was intended, a tabular statement of the nature and
amount of the several claims that have been passed upon. The
Docket, herewith sent, it is believed, will fornish full information upon these points.
-' In closing their labors the undersigned have the honor to
tender to Mr. Webster the assurances of their high personal
regard.
"GEO. EV.A.NS
"0.A.LEB B. SMI'l'H
"ROBT. T. P .A.INE,

" Commissioners." 1
After the commission had adjourned and its
awards were published, much dissatisfaction
with its decisions was expressed by disappointed claimants and their ·agents. This was not in itself an
unusual circumstance, but the complaints generally heard upon
such an occasion were in the present instance accompanied
with charges that the proceedings of the board had been irregular and that personal and official influence had been employed
to obtain awards. These charges chiefly centered about the
claim of George A. Gardiner, a dentist, in whose favor an
award was made for $428,747.50. While his principal counsel
was a former minister to Mexico, one of his associate counsel
was a son-in-law of one of the commissioners. Another associate, who was a brother of the Secretary of the Treasury, was
said also to be a brother-in-law to another commissioner.
Another associate was a well-known friend of the Secretary
of State, and still another, so rumor said, was the Secretary of
the Treasury himself; and the belief was growing that the
claim itself was fraudulent.
April 8, 1852, Mr. Olds, of Ohio, offered in the House of
Representatives a resolution asking the President for information as to the claim and as to the allegation that a member of
the Cabinet bad received a part of the award. 2 This resolution
encountered objection, but on the 28th of June Mr. Olds offered
another to raise a committee of investigation, and this was
agreed to. 3 The Speaker appointed as members of the comThe Gardiner Case.

1

S. E x . Doc. 34, 32 Cong. 1 sess.
Cong. Globe, XX. part 2, p. 1207.
3 Cong. Globe, XX. part 2, pp. 1628, 2301, 2312.

2
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mittee Mr. Andrew Johnson, of Tennessee; Mr. Goodrich, of
Massachusetts; Mr. Chapman,of Connecticut, and Mr.Preston
King, of New York. The special object of the committee was
to investigate the connection of Mr. Corwin, th en Secretary of
the Treasury, with the claim. 1 The committee, after due investigation, found that Mr. Corwin had, while a Senator from
Ohio, been of counsel and had held an assignment of a part of
the claim, but that he disposed of his interest before he became
Secretary of the Treasury and had ever afterward refused
either to act as counsel or to consult with other counsel in
relation to the case. The committee expressed th e opinion
that the claim was the product of forgery and false swearing,
but discovered nothing to implicate counsel in its fraudulent
concoction. 2
A committee of investigation was also appointed in the
Senate, the members being Messrs. Soule, Brodhead, Bayard,
Pratt, and Clarke. It was in session for more than a year,
and thoroughly investigated the merits of the claim. In bis
memorial to the commission Dr. Gardiner, as be was commonly
called, bad stated that he was a native-born citizen of the
United States, and that in 1844 he was engaged in mining in
the State of San Luis Potosi on a very large scale, employing
500 men and having much machinery, including steam engines.
He represented that he had invested in the enterprise $330,392,
and that he was making a clear profit of about $10,000 a
month, when on October 24, 1846, he was, in violation of the
treaty of 1831, suddenly expelled from the country on the approach of the American army, and was thus "compelled to
abandon his immense establishment," which the Mexican soldier , after rifling it of everything that could be removed, set
on fire, o that it "was left a heap of ruins." He claimed
500,000, with intere t, and supported his demand with books
of account and affidavits bowi:ng bis pos. ession of the mine,
the value of the fixtures, the monthly profits, the quantity and
quality f the or on hand, and variou other pert.inent matter .
me of the pap r · were authenticated by the Mexican
1

1

2312, 2413, 211 , 2463; XXV.A-pp. 832. 1030.
y the act of Fl·bruary 26, 1853, sec. 3, it
ator or ·
tative to act ::u; agent
im again
tl tat •s. (10 tats.
2,2~ ,2
1,313, 365,391,445,
09 1
, al o, ac t of June
. of
1782.
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legation at Washington. Gardiner did not exhibit a specific
title deed to the mine, but he produced a certificate of .Francisco Fernandez, prefect of Rio Verde, State of San Luis Potosi,
that "in the book of registry of mines in his office, pertaining to
the year 1844, at folio 15, is to be found an entry, bearing date
July 12 of the same year, to the effect that Mr. G. A. Gardiner
has denounced an old mining district of silver, etc., situated
on a branch of the Sierra Madre, opposite Serro Gordo, in the
Sierra of Huasteca, county of Lagunillas, in the said department," etc. It was also recited that on the same day an order
was issued vesting in the petitioner "the rights and privileges
conceded to restorers of abandoned mineral districts," and
that the districts consisted of three shafts, designated Tr-inidad, Dolores, and San Jose, the whole mine being known by
the name of La Sierra,. It was also recited that "appropriate
deeds and titles constituting bim [Gardiner] the legitimate
and sole owner of the mine" were delivered to him. On
March 12, 1850, the board decided to allow the claim, reserving the question of amount. On the 15th of April it awarded
to George A. Gardiner $321,560, arid to W. W. Corcoran, as
assignee of one-fourth of the claim, $107,187.50, making a
total of $428,747.50.
In June 1852, while the Senate committee was in session,
Senor Jose Antonio Barragan, comptroller-general of the rents
of the State of San Luis Potosi, arid other witnesses arrived
in Washington from Mexico, and indictments were found in
the courts of the District of Columbia against Dr. Gardiner
for forgery and false swearing; against bis brother, J olm
Cbarl~s Gardiner, for false swearing; and against John H.
Mears for transmitting false papers from Mexico. 1 It appeared
1 Mears himself had a claim on which the commission awarded $153,300.
He did not come to Washington, but was represented by Dr. Gardiner as
attorney in fact.
Gardiner was first indicted only for false sweari:ag. In this relation the
following letter is of interest:
"The President has referred to this Department your letter of the 6th
instant, expressing an expectation, as the counsel of Dr. Gardiner, that so
much of the funds awarded to the Doctor under the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo as might be necessary to indemnify bail for him, on account of
the crime for which he is now imprisoned, may justly be claimed under
the arrangement for his return to the United States from Europe. The
President directs me to say in reply, that on recurring to his l etter to you
of 30th July last, he does not concur in the views which you have
expressed, and does not feel authorized to yield to your request. It will
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that the seal of the prefecture of Rio Verde on Gardiner's
papers was genuine, but that it was surreptitiously and fraudulently employed. The seal of the State of San Luis Poto~i
was, wherever it appeared on the papers, forged. It was only
a clumsy imitation of the genuine seal.
While the indictments were pending the Senate committee
decided to send a commission to Mexico to make on the spot
an investigation of the story of Dr. Gardiner's despoilment.
The commission consisted of Messrs. Henry May, James K.
Partridge, and Buckingham Smith, Capt. Abner Doubleday
of the Army, and Lieut. W. W. Hunter of the Navy. The
committee invited Dr. Gardiner to accompany the commissioners, but, though he at first accepted the offer, he afterwards
declined to go. The commissioners sailed from New Orleans
for Mexico October 27, 1852. When, about the middle of
December, they reached Lagunillas, in the department of Rio
Verde, where the mine was alleged to be, they found that Dr.
Gardiner and two accomplices bad got there before them, and
bad been engaged in preparing their principal Mexican confederates for the investigation. One of the confederates, however, who had received only a small part of th~ money Gardiner
be recollected that when that arrangement w as made Dr. Gardiner stood
indicted for false swearing, by which it was alleged that he had fraudulently obtained a large amount of money from the Treasury of the United
States. The Doctor was then in England, and a portion of the fnnds
which he had thus obtained was in the hands of his bankers here. The
United tates had no m eans of l>ringing him to this country for trial. It
was therefore thought that jf this money had l>een fraudulently obtained
by him it should be returned to the Treasury of the Unitecl States, and
that if he were convicted of the crime with which he was charged 1t
wonld be. Bnt no trial or conviction could be had unless he voluntarily
stood trial. If, then, he was permitted to use a portion of this fund to
indemnify his bail, and should forfeit his recognizance, the funds thus
pledged wonlcl by the very arrangement go back into the Treasury.
Therefore, uncl r the peculiar circumstances of that ca e, the pledge was
permittecl to he made. · But now the Doctor has been indicted :f or fL distinct offense, is in th en tody of the law, and, if guilty (as we have a
right to pre· ·um from the indictment that he i , so far as th1s matter is
,·onc rnecl until the contrary appeari;), then the very fund which is her
a k d to h pl d" d to euable him tog t bail is a fond which, in eqmty
a11cl ju tic , now h ·long to the nit cl tates, and the effect of granting
hi r <1n • ·t would 1J that the Tnited 'tates would virtually liecome his
hail. Thi , iu the pr . ·nt :.c pe ·t of thin"·, th Pre iclent docs not feel it
right to <lo, ancl th r fore• direct m reRp, ·tfnlly to d cliue yonr request."
(~h . Hun .1, .\,·tin~ .' n tary, to llr .. J. )1. ('arlisle, .July 7, 1R52, M, ,
I >0111. L •t. •• L. 2'2 .)
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had promised him, made a full confession of the forgeries and
other frauds connected with the transaction. The result of
the commission's investigation were summed up at the conclusion of its report thus:
"1. That George A. Gardiner is not, and never was, a eitizen of the United States. 1
"2. That neither the said Gardiner nor John H. Mears ever
owned or were interested in a silver or quicksilver mine, or any
kind of mine, in the State of San Luit:i Potosi, in Mexico.
"3. That neither said Gardiner or (sic) Mears was ever
expelled from that State.
"4. That during nearly the whole period of time in which
said Gardiner alleges he was engaged in San Luis Potosi working his mines he was, in fact, at places remote from that State
engaged as a manager of a small mining concern, as a dentist 1
and as a peddler in small wares.
"5. That every paper presented by both said Gardiner and
Mears as coming from Mexico in support of their claims is false
and forged.'' 2
Dr. Gardiner returned to the United States on the same
steamer as the commissioners. He was twice tried before the
Senate committee made its report, and being convicted was,
on his second trial, seutenced to undergo ten years' imprisonment. He immediately committed suicide. The principal
prosecuting officer in the trial of Gardiner was Philip Richard
Fendall, esq., then United States attorney for the District of
Columbia. His argument on the second trial was published. 3
From his son, Reginald Fendall, esq ., of Washington, I have
the following interesting account of the closing incident of the
trial:
"My father was assisted by the Hon. H_e nry May, of Baltimore, at that time a member of Congress from Maryland.
"Dr. Gardiner's counsel were Joseph F. Bradley and James
M. Carlisle.
"Mr. May's brother, Dr. John Frederick May, was at that
time the leading physician of Washington, and was present in
court when the verdict was rendered.
"Immediately after it was rendered Dr. Gardiner asked for
a glass of water. He was standing at the time, and he was
seen to throw something into bis mouth just before swallowing
He seems to have been either a British or a Spamsh subject.
S. Report 182, 33 Cong. 1 sess. 149.
3 Argument of Philip R. F enda.11, United States.attorney for the Districs
of Columbia, on the Trial of George A. Gardiner in the Criminal Court,
District of Columbia, March Term, 1853, for F alse Swearing: Washington,
1853.
1

2
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the water. Dr. May saw this 1 or else was immediately told of
it. Anyhow, he hurried to the Capitol, called bis brother out
from the House, and toid him to get an order from my father
to allow no one to be with Dr. Garq.iner except the jail officials.
The order was given.
"Within a very short time after .the case was ended Dr.
Gardiner was dead. His stomach was immediately pumped,
and it brought up not only a large.quantity of arsenic but the
paper in which it was wrapped when it was swallowed.
"It was well that tbe government acted so promptly and
positively in the matter, because there was intense feeling
about the trial and it was claimed by Dr. Gardiner's friends
that he was an innocent man and that the shock of the conviction had broken his heart,.
"Quite a number of exciting incidents occurred during the
trial, one of which was a statement made by Mr. Bradley in
his argument to the effect that be would rather see his house
burned down, with his wife and children in it, than have the
jury bring in a verdict of conviction." 1
The report of the Senate committee was presented by Mr.
Brodhead on the 28th of March 1854. it recommended that
the Executive be directed to take steps to test the liability in
law or in equity of all or any persons who bad received any of
the money paid to Gardiner or Mears to refund it to the United
States, and a resolution directing the institution of such proceedings was introduced. 2 Bills had, however, already been
filed against Gardiner in the United States circuit court in
Washington and in New York, and in July 1852 injunctions were
obtained restraining Corcoran and Riggs, of Washington, wbo
l 'fhe follow ing letter, relating to the Gardiner t rial, is interesting in its
bearing on th e t1ubject of diplomatic privilege:

,, DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

"Washington March t 1, 1853.
"I lllLIP R. ]:<1ENDALL, Esq.,
"U.S. Dist. Attorney, 9·c.
" IR: Ref rring to yonr letter of the 28th ultimo, in which you mention
the advantage that would accrue in the proper prosecution of the Gardiner
ca , hou1cl th Mexican minister consent to appear as a witness, I have
to inform you that m reply to the earne t solicitations of this Department
Ir. I.,. rrainzar fe ls compelled to decline appearing publicly in this case.
B ul di· l:urning all acc1uaintau e with th facts rn volved, the minister
of Me i ·o think that he cannot con i. t •nt1y with his official position ·
participat in the ju,hcial proceeding in reference to which his pr~sence
ha be n invoked.
"I am, c.,
"W. L. 1ARCY"
, 7 5, 21~.
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held between $90,000 and $100,000, aud the New York Life
Insurance and Trust Company, which held $130,500 of moneys
or securities belonging to Gardiner, from handing them over.
March 29, 1855, a decree in favor of the United States was
entered in Washington, but the papers in the suit seem to have
been lost. The bill filed in New York prayed that the award
" may be adjudged and declared void, and the said George A.
Gardiner may be decreed ·to restore, refund', and repay" the
moneys received thereon from the United States; and the court
on June 14, 1859, decreed ''that said award be, and the same
is hereby, in all things reversed and annulled." In the two
suits the United States recovered in all about $250,000. 1
Both the Senate and the House committee
Criticis~o~ th e com- expressed the ~pinion that the investigation of
m1ss1on.
.
b
. .
.
Gardiner's claim y the comm1ss10ners, prior
to its allowance, was not so thorough as it should have been;
but the Senate committee went further and criticised the commission with much severity, saying: 2
" Whilst the committee are of opinion that the commissioners
have in general exhibited decided abilit,y in the opinions prepared by them, they can not hut express their regret that there
were irregularities in their proceedings scarcely compatible
with a judicial inquiry, and still less with a judicial determination which was intended to be a final disposition of claims
in which were involved the rights of the citizens on the one
side and the obligations of the Government on the other. The
papers, it appears from the evidence, were kept with little care,
and the mode adopted by the commissioners of deciding on the
validity of the claims without making an award as to the
amount, though the amount was in fact agreed upon and registered in private memorandum books by the commissioners,
and, in some cases, made known on private application, was,
in the opinion of your committee, calculated to excite suspicion,
and ought not to have been adopted. And this course of action
appears the more objectionable from the fact that claims were
in some cases favorably acted. upon which were represented by
gentlemen whom it is difficult to suppose were employed from
any benefit to be derived from professional skill. Besides, it
is in eviden ce that such persons were related to, or had very
intimate personal intercourse with, some of the members of the
board of commissioners or others holding high official stations.
" The committee are also of opinion that there was palpable
carelessnes and neglect upon the part of the commissioners in
some of the cases, and especially in those of Gardiner and
1
2

H. Ex. Doc. 103, 48 Con g. 1 sess. 749.
S. Report 182, 33 Cong. 1 sess. 3,
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Mears. The fact of an amount exceeding $500,000 being
awarded upon a mere assertion of title, without any effort being made either by the parties to produce the title or to show
its loss or destruction, or on the part of the commissioners to
require such production or proof of such loss or destruction,
they being authorized to require it, is evidence of want of
attention, if not of gross neglect."
These animadversions upon the conduct of the commission ers have on various occasions, some of them comparatively
recent, served as the basis of injurious statements in the press
and elsewhere touching the commis-sion's action, which would
not, perhaps, have been made if those who uttered them had
carefully considered the committee's report or bad been acquainted with the characters of the men whose course was
brought into question. Though Mr. Paine, who was specially
charged with the papers in the Gardiner case, was not a man
of great distinction, bis character and his connection with the
claim were, so far as the evidence shows, absolutely unimpeached even by so much as a suspicion. The other commissioners, Mr. Smith and Mr. Evans, to whom the report refers
in what it says touching the employment of persons related to
or having intimate personal intercourse with some of the members of the board, were both men of high repute. Mr. Smith
wa afterward a member of President Lincoln's Cabinet, and
ended his days as a United States district judge. Mr. Evans
was a man of commanding ability. Ex-Senator Bradbury, of
Maine, who, though a contemporary of Mr. Evans and for
many years a political opponent, still survives, says of bim:
''Of all our New England men I rank him uext to Webster."
)Ir. Robert 0. Winthrop, who was with him in the famous
' me ' on Capitol Hill, and who knew him well, called him "a
r ally great man." 1 When he entere<l. the Senate he was placed
at the h ad of the Committee on Finance, "a distinction never
b for or, inr.e conferred upon a new member." 2 Mr. Webster
declared that he under tood the :finances of the country as
w ll a , allatin and rawford did. 3 To men of this type,
1
; or"e Evan. : Addre . hy Hon. William L. Putnam before the Maine
, 'tatc Bar A. ociation February H, 1 9-L
·Blaine, Tw_enty Y ar of ongre ·, I. 70-72. The American Review
for Jnly 1 7 contain a. portrait of Mr. Evans and a sketc·h of his career
np to th. t time.
3
Tb E(( tern Ar{IU8 (Portland, Iaine) of Ionc1ay, April H, 1 67, contains
a. notic of Ir. Evan·' death, which occurr •tl in Portland on the preced-
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whose lives have been without taint, posterity owes it to be
careful of their reputation. It is indeed much to be desired
that all officers of government, whether in judicial, legislative,
or executive station: should be placed beyond the reach of
personal influence. But, although it is to be deplored, it 11evertheless is a fact that interested parties are, in the employment of their agents, so often swayed by other considerations
than that of the "benefit to be derived from professional
skill," that the public officer must be deemed unfortunate
whose action, though it may bear no trace of partiality, is
assailed on that ground. AF; to the statement 1n the report
that the papers were '' kept with little care," it may be observed that no complaint was made before the committee of
.the loss of any documents, though, after the papers were
deposited in the Department of State and the commission had
ceased to exist, some of them were fraudulently extracted by
a claimant. 1 The practice of the board in withholding the
announcement of its decisions perhaps was not a wise one.
According to Mr. Paine, the commissioners thought that its
adoption would preserve them from the applications of dissatisfied claimants and their agents, and that after a conclusion
was reached evidence might be adduced which would materially affect the award. This explanation was a very obvious
and reasonable one, and certainly involved nothing unlawful.
Whether it justified the course of the commissiouers was a
practical question, not a legal or moral one.
In respect of the actual disposition of claims, it may be said
that the committee found, apart from the cases of Gardiner and
Mears, nothing to condemn. On the contrary, putting aside
those cases for the moment, it may be said that the results of
the investigation remarkably vindicated the commission. The
committee actually reexamined sixty-three claims which had
been decided by the commission, and heard all persons who
had anything to allege against its awards. One claim agent
testified that he llad "heard it said" that he was not successful
with bis cases because he was "too honest." Another complained that the commissioners had sought evidence against
his claims from the Department of State. Other causes of
discontent were uttered. But, apart from the report as to
Gardiner and Mears, the committee asked to be discharged
1

II. Ex. Doc. 98, 32 Cong. l sess.

56~7-Vol. 2-18
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from all the sixty-three cases submitted to it except those of
Jonas P. Levy and Jose Maria Jarrero. In these cases the
committee, against the opinion of Mr. Bayard, recommended,
on the ground of a "plain mistake in law," the pas.;;;age of a bill
to refer the claims to the accounting officers of the Treasury
for reexamination and settlement. The bill was passed, but,
after the Fifth Auditor of the Treasury ·had reported in favor
of allowing Levy $54,669.40, Mr. Guthrie, then Secretary of
the Treasury, being of opinion that the claim was groundless, referred it to the First Comptroller, who disallowed every
item of it. Levy again appealed to Congress, and secured a
reference to the Court of Claims, ,vbich also reported the case
adversely. 1 On July 22, 1868, Mr. Sumner, froni the Senate.
Committee on Foreign Rdatio11s, submitted a report reviewi1:'.lg
and rejecting the claim. 2 Mr. Frelinghuysen presented to the
Senate, June 11, 1874, another adverse report, 3 and Mr. Beu.
Wilson submitted to tu.e House, April 16, 1880, a similar report.4 The decision of the commission in this case appears to
have stood remarkably well the ordeal of reexamin ation, after
it was declared to involve a "plain mistake in law."
Iu another case, that of Alexander A. Atoclla, the committee was equally <l.ivided, Messrs. Soule and Brod bead voting
to reverse the board's decision, and Messrs. Bayard a11d Pratt
to u tain it. Atocha continued to appeal to Congress, and
finally obtained the passage of an act to refer his case to the
Court of Claim .';, The grouud of bis claim was bis alleged
wrongful expulsion from Mexico. He was a personal friend
of anta Anna and a financial agent of bis administration,
and he wa at Santa Anna's house when the revolution which
gave ri ·e to tbe claim began. The Mexican Government, in a
n, then Umted States minister to Mexico,
note to M
wh had
ain t the expul ion, ju ti.tied it on the
gr
'wa~ on of the principal age11tR who
·
o ernmeut, a i, 11otorious, and as l1is
n, him elf well know ." Mr. Shannon
arge, and it wa.- ·hiefly upon lii~ tacit
1
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admission of it that the commissioners relied in rejecting the
claim. After the adjournment of the commission the claimant
produced a dispatch from Mr. Shannon to t,he Government of
the United States denying the truth of the charge and explaining why he did not reply to it. The Court of Claims rendered
in favor of Atocha's administratrix a judgment for $207,852;60,
to be disch.arged by the payment of $207,449.37, the unexpended balance of the fund of $3,250,000. The Court of Claims
had, before it not only Mr. Shannon's explanatory dispatch,
but also a mass of testimony then recently taken in Mexico.
"The case made in 1873 is," said the court, ''essentially different from that made in 1851." Congress in fact set aside the
award of the commission in order that the claim might be
reheard on new evidence, and the decision of the Court of
Claims, instead of heing a reversal of the commission's decision, was virtually a judgment on a new case.
We may now consider for a moment the action of the commission in allowing Gardiner's claim, and for this purpose we
may include with it that of Mears. Before t1le commission
met Gardiner had secured the services of men of standing and
ability, and, what js more to the point, had been able to effect
assignments for value to persons who would not willingly have
lent themselves to a scheme dependent for its success on forgery and perjury. He seems to have been a man of peculiar
plausibility, and some light may be thrown on the fact of his
large popular support by the reputed remark of a well-known
lady that she ''had known many good men," but that Dr.
Gardiner was ''the best man" she had ever known. His principal assignee was Mr. W.W. Corcoran, certainly a man of more
than ordinary sense and discernment. His counsel were men of
undoubted rm;pectability. When his claim was first presented
to the commissioners, they seem to have suspected, not that
it was forged and fraudulent, but that it was exaggerated, because it did not appear how Gardiner obtained the capital to engage so extensively m miiiiug operations. Gardiner, however, completely satisfied them on this point. He explained
to them his early connections with mining speculations and
operations, and his studies in chemistry and mineralogy. He
told how at length he became connected with Perez Galves,
tlrn Mexican "mining king," and obtained means to carry out
his undertakings. He exhibited a long correspondence between Galves and himself, all apparently genuine, but in fact
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forged. He produced a register of the products of hiR mines,
kept by l\lexican officials. At length all tbe dou bts of the
commissioners were dissipated and they considered the case
one of the best establi~becl before- tlJe board. They often remarked, so the secretary of the commission testified , upon tbe
delicacy and propriety of Dr. Gardiner's conduct, an d they at
length increased the amount which they bad origin ally determined to allow him. With one exception, bis proofs were
apparent1y perfect, and in respect of that exception it is easy
to entertain an erroneous impreRsio11. When the committee's
report says that the board made its award without requiring
the claimant to produce his '' title" to the mine, or proof of its
loss or destruction, it evidently refers to tlrn deed or deeds recited in the certi~cate of the prefect of Rio Verde, and rejects
the certificate itself as evidence of title. Obviously the commission treated this certificate, in connection ,vith oth er official
acknowledgments of ownership, as sufficient to establish title,
at least as against Mexico. It was stronger evidence of tit]e
than that on which Sir Edward Thornton awarded larger sums
on the Weil and La Abra claim~, the history of which will appear in the next chapter; and ·w hile this circumstance by no
means excuses the commissioners for any failure to exact the
utmo ·t llroof of Gardiner's claim, it does ten<l. to show that
men of undoubted probity may, even where the evidence is not
o full as may reasonably be required, deem it their dut y to
r , olve a doubt in favor of a claimant. To err in so doiug is
11 t to be guilty" of want of attention, if not of gross neglect."
term wa, .fixe<l. within which the board, under the act of
1, 49, wa required to complete its labors, and at the expiration of that p riod it adjourned. Tbe committee oft.be Senate
r p rt d two year afterward in the light of the report of its
own p cial · mmi, ion to Mexico, and of Gardiner's trials,
convi tion and , uic1de. Aft r all these tran actions were
r many bing,• app ared to be obviou or u picious which
mi .,ht n t have er at d a doub b fore.
Th
mmitt found that th opinion f the board "in gen:
ral xhibit d d ·id l ahility. Thi. was not trange, since
man f th m w r pr par l h · Ir. lwan , . It . eem that he
< • ·upi d
r m n t h hird 11 r of th hou e in wh1 h tbe
mrni. :i n , , t , ml h r wrot on oprnion:
nding them
wh n mpl .d to th th r · mm1; ·1on r,' for approval.
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In the case of Louis S. Hargous a claim was

:o~- presented involving the settlement of certain

Decisions as to
ers and Jumtliction.

accounts relating to contracts with the Mexi.
t·mg th e amoun t
can Government. In est1ma
to be awarded it became necessary to decide how far the settlement of the accounts was to be regarded as evidence of the
amount dne. It was urged by claimant's counsel that the
whole amount of the claim, as it was adjusted by the Mexican
Government on the final settlement, should be regarded as an
ascertained balance not open to question or inquiry. It was
alleged to be a " solemn and full admission of the Mexican
Government before there was any expectation that the United
States would assume the debts due to A.merican citizens by
Mexico." The commissioners said:
'' This assumption may be correct, and yet it does not follow
that the whole amount admitted by Mexico to be due is a valid
claiLH under the treaty. The power to ascertain the amount
and validity of the claims is, by the terms of the treaty, conferred upon this board, organized in conformity with its provisions. In the exercise of this power it is the duty of the
board to examine all the items which go to make up the claim,
an d if any of them shall be found to be of such a character as
uot to be embraced within the meaning of the treaty, they
shoul<l be excluded.
"It is contended by the claimant's counsel that the liability
of the United States under the treaty is to pay the claims of
every class and description exi~ting at the date of the treaty,
and admits of no exception. In construing this clause of the
treaty the board has not been governed by the literal meaning
of the words used. A construction giving to the terms used a
meaning and effect sanctioned by numerous precedents, based
on a similar clause which may be found in sev~ral treaties, ba.s
appeared the best means of carrying out tbe true intent of the
contracting parties. Iu accordance with this construction several claims have been rejected which were held by citizens of
the United States at the date of the treaty, and which were
unquestionably claims binding upon the Mexican Government.
The claims of F. M. Dimond, Parrott & Wilson, May, admini trator of Slacum, and heirs of Colonel Young, were of this
description. These claims were rejected because they were not
American in their origin. It was held by the board that without this essential character they were not embraced in the
treaty.' 1
In one of the memorials presented to the board it was set
forth that in 1817 Augustus P. Ohateau and Julius de Mun
made an expeu.ition to the head waters of the Arkansas River;
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that they carried a large quantity of merchandise and a number of men for the purpose of trading with the Indians an d
trapping for furs; and that, being within territory claimed by
the United States, they and their property were there forcibly
seized by an armed force sent out by order of the governor of
New Mexico and carried into Santa Fe, where they were
imprisoned and their goo<ls confiscated by order of a military
court. This seizure took place in May 1817, and complaint
thereof was laid before the Secretary of State of the United
States early in the following year. Demand for redress was
immediately made by the United States upon the King of
Spain, and indemnity sought for the injured parties. It did
not appear that reparation was promised by Spain, but when
the board of commissioners under the Florida Treaty of 1819
was organized, for the purpose of ascertaining the amount an d
validity of the claims against Spain, which the United States
had undertaken to pay, the claim in question was presented to
the board by the parties in interest. The board rej ected the
claim, but gave no reason for so doing. The claimants, however, in a letter to the Secretary of State of the United States
of May 1825, alleged that their claim was rejected on the
ground that it was not em braced iu the treaty of 1819. This
view appears to have been adopted by the Government of the
nited States, for on May 27, 18~5, instructions were sent to
the minister.of the United States in M'3xico to demand redress
from that government. On these facts tlie commissioners
under the act of 1849 said:
'The United State , by the treaty of 2d of February 1848,
having as umed to pay tlie claims of their citizens again st
:Iexico, and having through _the different departments of the
g vernment recognized this claim specifically as one for which
M xico wa liable b fore the aid treaty was concluded, it only
remain for thi board to examine its justice and amount. The
vidence how that the wrong wa committed upon territory
·laimed at the time by the nited States, aud that the parties
iojur d were th u pur mng a peaceful and legitimate bm,iness.
It i true that pain al ' O claimed this territory, but . be bad
n po ·e ion of it by occupancy or otherwi ' e, and citizens of
h
nit d "tat , temporarily there and for the purposes of
trad , i'.1t r.fi ring in. n<? way with the rights of Spain, were
here with th p rm1 1011 and und r the protection of their
n o rnm nt..
• • Th , evidence in the ca e clearly
: h . th. t b , ~ur
a made, ancl that, too, upon grounds
~b1. ~ h1
a,r d 1
mp lled to a cide wholly in ufficient to
JU 1fy th
t, or t give juri iiction to a foreign court over
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the claimants or their property. It was clearly a wrong;
* * * and this board is of opinion and does decide the
aforesaid cl~im of Pierre Chateau, jr., to be a valid claim
under the treaty of 2d February 1848."
In the case of William S. Parrott, whose claim remained
undecided by the commission under the convention of 1839
because the American commissioners, owing to the failure of
the Mexican Government to furnish certain important papers,
refused to join in submitting it to the umpire, it was contended before the commissioners under the act of 1849 that
the "refusal of Mexico to furnish the papers in question warranted an award in favor of the claimant to the full extent
of his demand." The commissioners said:
"The board can not at this time decide what may be the
effect of a refusal on the part of Mexico to furn~sh any documents, records, or other proofs in her possession which a, claimant may deem necessary to a just decision of his claim. They
are, however, clearly of opinion that a refusal to furnish such·
proofs to the mixed commission, under the treaty of 1839, does
not present a sufficient reason to authorize this board to award
to a claimant 'tbe full extent of his demand,' on a statement
by him of what such records or documents would have proved.
''The statement of the Secretary of State, in hi::, instructions
to our minister in Mexico (referred to in the argument before
this board) of the construction which the government would
place on such refusal, furnishes no rule of decision binding on
this board."
Several memorials presented to the board
Procedure and
were
signed and sworn to by a person who, as
Practice.
the commissioners observed, could have had
"no personal knowledge upon the subject of them." 1 The
rules of the board required the statement and the oath of the
claimant himself, a,nd this requirement could not, said the commissioners, "be performed by any other person, especially
where the injury is of the character set forth in these memorials, and many of the facts must be exclusively in the knowledge of the party complaining." 2 The commissioners observed,
however, that '' extreme cases" might" possibly occur when a
striet adherence to this rule would obviously operate to do
1

Memorials of James W. Zacharie.
memorials alleged that the claimants were expelled from _Mexfoo
and subjected to various other wrongs, and that they had never become
subjects of the Government of Mexico, or taken an oath of allegiance
thereto.
z The
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injustice," and that when such cases arose they would be "considered and disposed of according to their peculiar circumstances." Such a case was held to h ave been established
where the claimant, who had "not been in the United States
since the organization of ·the board," was still "absent at sea,
on a voyage to China," and where "the documents filed with
the board" contained "sufficient evidence" t o "establish the
validity of the claim inde11endent of the allegation or oath of
the party himself." 1 So, also, in another case, where the
memorial was not '' subscribed and sworn to by t he claimant
himself," the commissioners admitted it u pon "evidenre that
the claimant, whose residence for some years bad been in Chihuahua, Mexico, bas removed to California, and t hat all efforts
to obtain his signature and oath have been u11 availing by reason of remot~ residence and the uncertainties of communicatfon
with that State." Moreover, there was, among the proofs filed
in the case, a statement of the claim made and subscribed and
sworn to by the claimant on May 12, 1848, befor e the orgaui1.;ation of the board. '' This statement," said the commissioners,
"contains many of the particulars required by our rules. The
proofs iu the ca::;e, which are shown to be ent itled to our confidence., supply the omissions, and we are sati 'fied that all the
material facts are established, independent of the oath of
the claimant. We therefore decide to receive the memorial.
The claim grows out of the expulsion of Douglass from Chihuahua in September 1846, and is similar in all respects to those
of George E ast, William Meservy, and other..,, already allowed
by the board."
On t he other hand, in yet ano ther case, the memorialist,
Pi rre Bonfil ', a erted that he wa the attorn ey of one Jacques
L no, and a ' UCh pre nted the claim. It appeared, however,
1
Ca of F reder ic Freeman. T b claim in this case grew out of t h e
alleged illeiral impri onment of Fretiman at T ab asco in 1832. When the
memorial ,...-a fir ·t 11re ·euted the commissioners, Februar y 2 , 1850, rejected
·
·
· "
· · d aocl sworn t o by a n attor ney of the claimf.' Apr il 1 , 1 - 1, they decided, as above
: :i11ti [Freeman] wasatt hattirne [1 32J
'onsolatio n . Th cir ·umstanres of the ca e
board on the ·1aim of Philo B. ,John on,
wh re it was d c ided t hat the outrage
1i<i gr nnd of claim against ~1exico. I n
s th lJOarcl now <1 cides t hat t h o claim of
hi. m ·morial i valid, and allows the 1:1ame
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that the power of attorney under which he acted was given in
February 1842, and was limited to the disposal of the property
which his principal had in the city of New Orleans. The commissioners said:
"We have frequently decided that memorials must be subscribed by the claimants themselves and verified by 1heir own
oaths. In a few instances these rules have been relaxed, where
it appeared tbat the claimant from his absenee or remote resideuce could not have had knowledge of what was required,
and where it was also clearly proved by other and independent
testimony that the groun<ls of claim were in every particular
sustained. This case does not come within the scope of these
exceptions. The memorialist resides in New Orleans; the principal, Leno, is alleged to live in Tabasco. No reason is shown
why the principal did not or could not prefer the claim in his
own name and support it by his own oath."
The commissioners repeatedly decided that claims originally
belonging to partieR who had since deceaseu must be presented
by their legal representatives, and not by their heirs. "The
board," said the commissioners, "has not the means of deciding questions touching the distribution of iutestate estates,
which depend upon local laws and involve inquiries as to domicil and many other topics of which we are furnished with no
evidence. Besides, it may happen that the riglits of creditors
are involved, who are entitled to be paid before any distribution can be made. We are, therefore, of opinion that the
memorials of Rufus K. M. Bayn um and others [heirs of James P.
Baynum, deceased] be not received." 1
The commissioners did '' not usually dt·em it necessary to
look beyond the letters of ad ministration for proof of the death
of the party iu whose right the claim had its origin, assuming
that the court which granted them had sufficient evidence of
that fact." But in one case the "circumstances" were "so
peculiar" that they thought "further proof" might "properly
be l'equired." The claim in question originated in 1841.
" Certain papers'; were ''produced as evidence, appearing to
be originals;" but "they were not verified as such, and therefore could not be received as satisfactory proof." The commis- ·
foners further said:
"It appears from them [the papers l that in 1844 McKenny
[the original claimant 1was in the City of Mexico, presenting
1 The same action was taken , for the same reasons, upon the memorial of
George A. Porter and others, the" surviving chil<lren" aud ': heirs at law"
of "Ann P. Boulden, fol'merly Ann P. Portel', who died in the year 1838."
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the claims now set up to that government for adjustment, and
that he deposited the papers with Mr. Black, the United
States consul there, autboriziug him to settle the same for the
sum of $20,000. A letter from Mr. Black, dated September
10, 1S49, is among the papers, to the effect that he does not
know where McKennythen was, that be had addressed a letter
· to him at Comitau, but had received no reply. The inference
is thence drawn that McKenny is not now Jiving, and upon
that inference alone it is understood the administration of his
effects has been granted. It is a matter of serious question
whether the orphans' court of this district has power to grant
administration upon the estates of persons wlio have died
elsewhere leaving no local property to be administered upon.
But upon that we give no opinion. We however feel at liberty
to require evidence of the death of the party, before we receive
a memorial in the name of au administrator, where, as in the
present case, it appears there is nothing but a mere presumption arising from not having received a reply to a letter
addressed to him." 1
A question was raised as to whether any claim at all had
been presented to the board in a certain case. · The commissioners said:
"No memorial bas been filed in this case, and the only evidence before the board that Mr. Buchanan ir1tended to present
a claim is furnished by a letter of Hon. Andrew Ewi11g, addressed to the board, in which be says: 'Enclosed you will
please find the papers in a claim relating to Henry R. Buchanan,
a citizen of '.rennessee, against Mexico, for spoliations committed on his property by Governor Armijo, the Mexican governor
of Santa Fe, at tbe close of the ·celebrated Mier expedition.'
The papers accompanying Mr. Ewing's letter present no claim
again t the government of Mexico."
June 12, 184D, Aaron Leggett addressed a letter to the commi ioners, a king tliat an application be made to the Mexican
mini t r in v a hington for a certain paper which was alleged
to be in hi po ses ion. The commissioners declined to grant
th reque,· , aying that Article V. of the Treaty of Guadalup Hidal 1YO of ebruary 2, 1 48, pojnted out the only mode
whi h th board ould pur 'Ue in obtaining proofs suppo ed to
b in the po. ·e ion of the Mexican Government. Mr. Leg, t h n mad oath to tbe truth of the tatements contained
in l1i, le r c nd r que t d h board to apply to the :M exican
J
v rnm n in th mann r pr crib d by the treaty. June 22,
·a
nt
o

, ad.mini
trator of
arc-11 11,
I i ·tri ·t

of Jarues G. A. McKenny.
tate of" James G. McKcuny,
y 'the judge of the orphans'
umbia/'
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1849, the comrnissiouers decided not to grant the request, on
the ground tbat, though the papers relating to Mr. Leggett's
claims against Mexico, as preferred to the mixed commission
under the convention of 1839, had been transmitted to tbe
board by the Secretary of State of the· ITr1ited States, the
claim ant had not as yet presented a memorial to the board
setting forth the claims which he intended to prefer before it,
and thq,t, in the absence of such a memorial, they could not
perceiv~ that the paper specified by Mr. Leggett, which was
the report of the 11exican commissioners to the umpire under
the convention of 1839, was "necessary to the decision of any
claim" which he might prefer.
By Article I. of the convention of 1839 the
.
Effect of Convention • ·. . t·
· · ?r~amze
· d th ~reof
_
JUnsc11c 10n of th e comm1ss10n
1839
under was, as has been seen, hm1ted to claims
against Mexico, statements of which, soliciting tbe interposition of the Government of the United States, had been presented "either to the Department of State or to the diplomatic
agent of the United States at Mexico" prior to the signature
of the convention. No such restriction was imposed upon the
commissioners under the act of 1849. "The mixed · commission ," said those commissioners, in a case before them, "refused
to consider the claim * * * on the ground that it bad not
been presented to the State Department or to the minister of
the United States in Mexico previous to the date of the treaty.
No objection to the examination of the claim by this board
ex1. ts on that ground." The claim was allowed. 1
But by Article X. of the convention of 1839 it was agreed
that the decisions of the umpire should be" final and conclusive ;" and by Article XII. the United States agreed ·' forever
to exonerate the Mexican Government from any further accountability for claims" which should "either be rejected by
the board or the arbiter," or which," being allowed by either,"
should" be provided for by the said government in the manner
before mentioned;" that is to say, by payment of the awards
either in ca h or by the issuance of treasury notes. The comm18 ' io11er · und(•r the act of 1849 applied the bar of these stipulation in various cases. Thus, in the case of the claim of Manuel de Oala, growing out of his imprisonment and the seizure
1
:\1emorial of 'amuel t. ,John. 'l'he same decision was made in t.be
1·a,w:, among others, of Nicolas Ricardi, Thomas B. Colleret., and Charles
IJauforth , surviving :partner of Goodwin, Clark & Co.
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and confiscation of his vessel, the schooner Rebecca and Eliza,
and her cargo, the Au.ierican commis:::;iouers m1<ler the conven_tion of 1839 allowed $52,000, while the Mexican commissioners
declined to allow anything. The umpire awarded $5,867. It
was alleged before the commissioners under the act of 1849
that this award was made solely on account of the con:fisc,l.tion
of the vessel and the imprisonment of De Cala, and that the
value of the cargo was by some unacconutable ovendgbt wholly
overlooked by the umpire. The commissioners said:
"This board bas no means of knowing upon what groun<ls
the decision of the umpire was made; nor has it any power of
correcting his errorR, mistakes, or omi:::;:::;ions, even if tbere was
clear evidence of the existence of such errors or omh;sions.
The whole claim of De Uala was submitted to the umpire, and
in his decision he recapitulated miuutely the several items
allowed by the American commissioners, and immediately
states the amount for which, in his opinion, Mexico should be
held responsible. * * * The board is of opinion that the
decision of the umpire was final and co11clusive, and tbat
by the terms of the convention of 1839 Mexico was released
from any further claim or liability growing out of the transactions upon which it was founded."
Charles Callaghan presented a claim to the commission under
the convention of 1839 for injuries sustained by the <lete11tion
of the brig Ann at Vera Cruz in 1829. Upon a <lisagreemen t
between the American and Mexican members of the board, the
ca e was referred to the umpire, who awarded. to the memoriali t the full amount reported in his favor by the American
commis ioner . This amount was paid to him i11 the same
manner as all the other awards under that convention. He preented a claim, however, to the commissioners under the act of
1 40 upon the ground (1) that the .American commissioners au d
the umpir did not allow him a rate of interest large enough
to indemnify him for beiug deprived for so long a period of hii;
·apital; (2) that he bad mployed an attorney to prosecute bis
-laim und .r th convention of 1839, to whom, by agreement,
be paid J.3 per cent of what wa rec iv d, for w11ich amount lrn
·laim d r imbur m nt, and ( ) that be old below par some
f th
nit d ~ 'tat 3 per ent to ·1~ which he rec ived on tl.Je
and wa 11 itled t reimbur ·em nt for the discount.
ommi. ,·i n r · 1i mi d th claim, 'aying that it wa
'uffi ·i n > r mark that, by th pr vi ·ion of tile conventi n f h 1th pril
n ..l l xi o wa for v r acquitted and
di. ·h r ·<l fr m all forth r <·<·ounb h1lity for claims whi ·h
. h uld b • r J • ·t 1 i h r by h , :ai l hoard or by the umpire,
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or which, being allowed by either, should be provided for by the
Government of Mexico in the manner therein stipulated. This
claim is of tllat description."
In one case a rnemorialist, whose claim was adjudicated by
the umpire under the convention of 1839, contended that this
adjudication should not be regarded as conclusive, (1) because
he had united with several other claimants against Mexico •'in
a protest against the conclusion of that convention," and (2)
because the claim was improperly presented to the commission
thereunder by '' a person having no authority to do so, and
who was uot furnished with all tlie documents necess·a ry to
sustain it.'' The commissioners, under the act of 1849, said:
''The first objection is wholly frivolous, and the second is
not sustained by the proofs which were before the former
board. Much of the testimony appears to have beeu furnished
by the present claimant himself. The claim was in part, at
least, in his name, filed by one having or assuming to have full
authority to do so. The memorialist must have been aware
that the claim was pending, and could have furnished the
documents for no other purpose than to sustain it. It does
not appear that he gave any notice to tbat board that the
attorney representing him was not authorized to do so. We
can not regard it in any other light than as having been definitely settled by the formm· board, agreeably to the terms of
the convention of 1839, and consequently Mexico was wholly
discharged from all further liability on that accou:it." 1
In the case of William S. Parrott, in which the American
commissioners, under the convention of 1839, refused to join in
submitting the claim to the umpire because certain essential
documents, for which the board had applied to the Mexican
Government, had not been furnished, the commissioners,
under the act of 1849, held that the claim could "be regarded
in no other light than as one of the class of claims which were
presented to the mixed commission, and which were not
decided or referred to the umpire upon a difference of opinion
between the Mexican and American commissioners. All such
claims," they continued, "must come before this board as new
case:;;, to be decided upon the proofs to be submitted by the
parties, in conformity with the rules prescribed by the board."
Of all the claims before the commissioners
Claim of Aaron
Leggett.
under the act of 1849, the claim of Aaron Leggett had attained. the greatest notoriety. It
wa pronounc d by the comm1s ioners to be a" claim 11ovel m
1

Memorial of A. 'r. Brittmgham.
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its character and circumstances," presenting questions that
bad "not arisen in any case yet considered" by them, and
"implicating in no smaU degree the integrity and good faith
of some of the functiouaries of Mexico and other persons who
were parties to the transactions" out of which it grew. The
memorial to the commissioners was prepared by William L.
Marcy, and among the documents filed by the memorialist there
was an opinion by Chancellor Wal worth. 1 The claim raised
an interesting question as to the powers of the commissioners
touching a case in respect of which an award was made by
the mixed commission under the convention of 1839.
Leggett was a claimant before that commission for an indemuity for losses sustained in 1832 by the forcible seizure
and impressment into the Mexican military service of a steamer
called the Bellona, with which he was navigatin g the waters
of the Tabasco River uuder an exelusive privilege for the
period of ten years obtained in 1831. The injuries resulting
from tbis interruption of his commercial operations were
alleged to be very great, ending iu his entire ruin and bankruptcy. It appeared tbat he had entered into exten sive arrangement and operations for obtaining ancl shipping logwoocl from
the Tabasco wateri::; to Europe and to the United States, and
the object of tbe steamer was to tow vessels of Rmall draft
lad n with logwood from place, up the river where it was cut
to the mouth of the river and across the bar, where it wa' to
be tak n on board of ves els of larger size and thus sent
abroad. Leggett bad made contracts for cutting large quantitie' of the wood, had al o i.:;ent out small vessel s to be employed a lighter ' upon the river , aud had chartered large
ve · · 1 , ·hip· and brig , to be brought to the bar, near the
m uth of th river. Th ·teamer arrived in the Tabasco River
in J uu 1 2, and th oth r ves el 'OOn after; and everything
m d lik ly to re ·ult favorably when, in con ·equence of a
neral r vo1ution which th n broke out, extendrng to the
tat f aba ·o th t am r and ome of the smaller ve .,els
w r t, k n o : ·ion of and pre·· d into the Mexrnan servic i r th tran:portation f tro p upplie of war, and other
purr : ·. In n · r1u n ·e of ln: th whole undertaking was
banc'!llor Walworth on the claim of Aaron Leggett, under
,., :r of Ji bruary 1 . ~·ewYork: ·. \V.Benedict, No.16
1 1 .
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broken up. The vessels which Leggett had chartered, having
lain by for some months, and the t,ime of their charters expiring, departed iu ballast, and Leggett was compelled to pay
large sums as damages to the owners for nonperformance of
the charter parties. Some of his vessels were greatly injured,
and the steamer, after she was finally surrendered to him,
sauk and was totally lost, as be alleged, in consequence of
injuries she bad sustained in the Mexican service. Being unable, by reason of his heavy losses, to place another steamer
on the river, he lost his exclusive right of steam navigation,
which was granted to another person.
The claims presented by Leggett to the mixed commission
embraced all the losses resulting from these proceedings, including items for the damages he was obliged to pay to contractors for cutting and furnisbbig wood and to the vessels
chartered by him, for the loss of the profits on the several
cargoes which be had ready to supply to these vessels, and for
the general breaking up of his business. His claim was accompanied by a vast mass of testimony. The Mexican and
th~ American commissioners differed in opinion in regard to
the validity of the claim, the former rejecting it entirely and
the latter reporting to the umpire in favor of it, and fixing the
damages to which he was entitled at the sum of $407,079.41,
exclusive of interest.
The umpire decided in favor of the claim, awarding damages
to the amount of $99,487.94; but there was nothing to show
the particular items of claim allowed by him, nor the manner
in which his computation was made, nor whether interest was
included.
Leggett alleged that the result at which the umpire arrived
was produced by false, forged, and spurious evidence, of which
he ha<l no knowledge or means of knowledge until after the
award was made. The evidence thus cllaracterized purported
to be a record of testimony taken before the judge of the court
of primary Jurisdiction at Tabasco, in November 1834, by order
of the executive government of Mexico, in which there was an
alleged deposition of "Pieper & Loba<le," a commercial firm
of Taba co, and an alleged letter of Dennis Gahagau, Leggett' agent, written iu reply to one from Pieper, and introduced among the documents by Pieper at Gahagan's solicitation. The depo ition and letter went. trongly to show that
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Leggett's losses were very small, that be had no means to carry
on the extensive operations which he had projected, that it
was impossible to have obtained the quantity of logwood necessary to freight tbe vessels which he had chartered, and that
his statements in regard to his claim were worthy of little
confidence.
The American members of tbe mixed commission, though
they did not suspect that the evidence was spurious, urged
that it was entitled to little weight, while the Mexican members relied upon it almost entirely in opposing the claim. One
of the Mexican commissioners afterward made a deposition
to that effect. Tbe evidence was regarded on both sides as
the most material in the case.
After the adjournment of the mixed commission it was ascertained that Mr. Lobade was not a party to the deposition purporting to be signed by bis firm, aud that be possessed no
knowledge whatever in regard to it. He made a deposition
to that effect. It was also shown that Pieper was very inimical
to Leggett, and that he was very active in the proceedings
before the judge at Tabasco. Mr. Gahagan deposed that, tbe
letter purporting to have been written by himself was a forgery. Other parts of the evidence in question were shown to
be purion . Opinions were obtained from three lawyers of
Tabasco, to whom the record was ::mbmitted, to the effect t hat
the whole proceeding was irregular and. illegal; that some of
the witues es were incompetent; that Leggett was entitled to
be notified of the time and place and to be present when the
witu ses were sworn; . and that there were various other fatal
objections to the document as evidence before the tribunals of
Mexico.
Leggett contended that the just amount of hi s claim before
the mixed commi ion was largely dimiuisbed by means of this
, puriou, proof, and that Mexico, having introduced awl u:::;ed
i for that purpo e wa re ponsible for the damages wbich he
had th r ~by su tained. The commis iouers . under the act of
1 49 to wb m thi argument wa n<ldres~ed, said: .
~h_ r i no rea. on to suppose that the umpire bad any
:'n_ pl 10n tba th d ·um nt -wa' 11ot genuine, * * * and
it 1'. pr . UT? d tba he a ·t cl upon it as such and gave it tbe
w_ 1 ht wlu ·h h thought be1011ged to it. What that was, in
h1 , pm1 n w ar wholl mutble to determrne. It is no-t
comp t nt for u. to revi, e the proceedings or opinions of thQ
0
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umpire, nor to reopen cases by him decided. Under circumstances like these disclosed bere we can not doubt that a court
of chancery wot\ld :-et aside awards or otber legal proceedings
between parties and order a new trial of the whole case, but
we have no such power.
"The application for redress is made to us upon the ground
of a new and iudependent wrong, distinct from t.be original
grounds of claim preferred to the former board, and the extent
of damages claimed is the diminution of the award made by
the umpire in consequence of the false testimony interposed
by Mexico to defeat bis just demand."
·
On this ground the commissioners held that Leggett was
entitled to an award, but they declared that they were "at a loss
to determine by what rule or upon what principle to estimate
the damage." The claim.ant bad, they observed, very soon after
the decision of the umpire was made known, applied through
his government to that of Prussia for a copy of the detailed
report made by the umpire to his sovereign, which was understood to contain the grounds of his decision in the case, but
tbis was refused. It was not, therefore, the fault or neglect of
the claimant that they were not in possession of the materials
which would enable them to estimate the extent of the loss
sustained with more precision. They also referred to the history
of the claim and to the labor an<l expense involved in its
prosecution, and they finally awarded $75,000 as principal,
together with $34,296 as interest, in all $109,296.
Leggett presented a claim to the mixed commission under the
convention between the United States and Mexico of July 4,
1868, on the ground of the alleged insufficiency of this award.
This claim the commission, January 20, 1872, dismissed.
It was repeatedly decided by the board that
Contract Claims. claims growing out of contracts were included
in the renunciation of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, and therefore were proper subjects of allowance.
In making this decision the board declared that it had followed the rule of construction adopted by the commissioners
under the treaty with Spain of 1819, called the Florida
Treaty, as well as that of the mixed commission under the
treaty with Mexico of 1 39. 1 Moreover, the'' broad and com1,rehen. ive term. " used in Article XIV. of the treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo left "no room to doubt that it was the
1

1emonal of Louis S. Hargous.

5627- ol. 2--19
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inteution of the two governments to provide as well for the settlement of claims * * * founded in contract" as of thuse
based upon torts. This construction'' was given to the treaty
of 11th April 1839, by the joint commission organfaed in accordance with its provisions, and that commisRion adjudicated and
allowed numerous claim s of citizens of the United States
which rested wholly upon contract." The "first and fifth
articles of the unratified convention or" the 20th of November
1843, by using the same terms which were employed in the
convention of 11th April 1839, sanctioned the construction
which bad been given to those terms by the joint commission;"
and the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, for the execution of
which the board was organized, provided that "the first and
fifth articles of the unrati:fied convention" should '' be followed
as the rule of construct.ion."
.
In one case a claim was made on account of a contract for
war steamers. It appeared that in 1844: one Rubio contracted
with the Mexican Government to furnish four war steamers,
for which be was to receive 500,000. Before anything had
been done by him in execution of the contract he transferred
hi intere t in it to L. S. Hargous & Co. The transfer was
ratified by the government. Two of the steamers were built
and afterward sold for account of tbe Mexican Government.
The government consented to the E:ale and was credited with
the proceed . The price agreed to be paid for these vessels
was therefore lleld to be a valid claim. The two other steamer bad not been built, but it was alleged that llargous & Co.
bad given ecurity for their delivery. The original contract
with Rubio pecifi.ed no time within which the ve!-,sels were to
be delivered, bu 150 000 were to be paid by the g·o vernment
in thirty day a r the x eution of the co11tract, "and the
other pay
the work progre ed." Order were i.~sued
r
y
t
o1 amount, but they were 11ot paid,
·o q
of th i d fault that the two tearnn w
old, th government agreeing to bear
' · a ·
· ·
·
and settlement of the
r
then agreed to give an
nr
ol am nnt of the claim
not built.
two .'t an
rend r the
ord r and
unpai<l,
' 11 a · the
r1•nn
, giving curity for the
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delivery of the steamers at a subsequent time. In accordance
with this agreement the papers were surrendered and the
security for the steamers was given.
Claimant's counsel contended that there was but one contract in relation to the steamers-the original contract in 1844.
The commissioners did not concur in this conclusion. The old
contract, it was admitted, had, they said, been violated by the
government. A new agreement was made. The "original
orders, contracts, and vouchers " were surrendered. · A new
mode of payment was agreed upon; security for the delivery
of the vessels was given and accepted. Nothing, in short~ of
the original contract was left but the price of the vessels.
This was, then, a new contract, a,nd the rights accruing to
Hargous & Co. growing out of this transaction could only be
based on this contract. The commissioners tp.ought it" a very
singular omission" that none of the witnesses specified the
. time agreed upon for the delivery of the vessels, when the last
agreement was made and security for their delivery was given.
Whether the time had elapsed or not could not be ascertained
from the evidence. It was admitted, however, that they had
not been delivered; and this being the condition of matters at
the date of the treaty, the question arose, said the commissioners, Was the liability of Mexico for the purchase money of
the vessels not delivered assumed by the United States, The
contract was an executory one, not performed on either side.
Whether there had been any violation of its terms by Hargous
& Co. could not be ascertained from the evidence. The Government of Mexico had failed to pay the money agreed upon,
which failure, it was not unreasonable to .infer, furnished the
other parties with an excuse for not delivering the vessels.
The real cause might have been the existence of the war. But,
whatever the fact might be, the "obligation of the United
States to pay the claims of their citizens against Mexico must,"
aiu the commissioners, "be construed to apply only to such
claims as existed * * * upon contracts then executed aud
for which Mexico had received a consideration. The actual
indebtedness of .Mexico, at the date of the treaty, for services
rendered, or money or property then received, was transferred
to the United States. Tl.Je obligation to pay for property
thereafter to be delivered, upon a contract wholly unexecuted,
remamed unchanged." The commissioners also said:
' . . nother objection to this item of the claim grows out of
the fact that the contract was made during the war between
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the United States and Mexico. The new agreement to deliver the vessels, accompanied with security for its perform
ance, was made while the two nations were at war. The contract was, for this reason, absolutely void.
"It is contended that Mexico could not have avoided the contract upon that ground, aud therefore the United States can
not. We have before shown that the liability of the United
States under the treaty is not coextensive with that of Mexico
anterior to its date. It is not necessary now to inquire whether
Mexico could avail herself of the illegality of the contract
to avoid its obligation. If it shall be couceded that she was
justly responsib1e for its performance, it does not follow that
the responsibility was transferred to the United States by the
treaty.
"A question involving a principle somewhat similar was
decided by the court of appeals of the State of Maryland in
the case of Gill, trustee, v. Oliver et al. The suit grew out of
contested claims to an award made by the mixed commission
under the treaty of 1839 with Mexico. The claim before the
mixed commission was for supplies furnished to General Mrna
in 1816 in aid of the expedition in favor of Mexico against the
authority of Spain. One of the parties interested in the award
had made an assignment under the insolvent laws of Maryland
in 1817. The trustee for the creditors brought an action to recover his interc.-t in the awards, upon the ground that a ll his
claim pas ed to the trustee by virtue of the assignment for the
benefit of his creditors. The court held that the original
contract with Miu a in 1816, being in violation of the 11eutrahty
act of Congress, was illegal and void, and therefore did not
create uch a debt as would pas to the assignee by tlle insolvent law of Maryland.
"But when the ::\1exican Government, about 1825, adopted
the contract of General iina and acknowledged its liability
to pay tho e entitled, the court regarded it as a renewed o bligation which was purged of the illegality which tainted the
origi11al contra ·t, and it therefore con ' titnted a legal and valid
·!aim. Thi. laim, it wa hel<l, pass~d by a ubsequent a .-1gnmeut, nnaffect d by any claim of tbe tru. tee in in olvency.
'Tb ·a' before u commencl itRelf 1 ss fa.vorabl y to a
our of
or equi than the claim ba ed upon the original
ntra t' with G n ral l\lina. In that ca an act of Oongre,
p .-.- <1 to pr . rv th n ntrality of the country was violated,
but_ h ,' uppli •., fnrni.-h 1 w r not t b u, d again. t the
mt l, at .-. In th pr <>n C'a ~ th v .-.-<>1,' of war were to
forni. h c~ to a tu tio11 h 11 at war with th country of the
1' r.- n m, km . be. ·ontraet. By very prin ·iple of national
law
• w 11 , . Jn, 1 ·_ .-11<-11 a c·o11trac· wa. ab.-olutely void,
, ud n Jr t nd 1 ·hum ~rowi,w ont of i <·}111 e nfor •ed.
• \Y ~ <l ti > wi. h h.v th ·.'e remark·
be n11d r. tood a , im I :hing in h :li 1 ht .- d T, th patrio i ·m r purity of
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purpose of Mr. Hargous, the claimant. It is in evide~ce ?efore the board that the settlement and the renewed obhgat10n
and security to furnish the steamers were effecttd by Mr. Voss,
who was not a citizen of the United States. At the very
time these transactions occurred the claimant was detained in
custody by the Mexican Government as a prisoner for no
other reason than that be was an American citizen. It is also
in evidence that after he was released lie fully vindicated bis
patriotism by most efficient aid to the Army of the United
States in Mexico. These factR, however, do not change the
l~g·al question. Voss was bis partner, and the business was
t r ansacted and the contracts were made in the name of the
firm. The claimant's interest in the matter is as much affected .
by what was done by his partner as though it was done by
himself. He can not now claim the benefit of a contract made
by another in bis name which he had no legal right to make
himself.
"It is only necessary to say further, to express the views of
th e board, that such a contract, being absolutely void when
made, so far as regards tl.te claimant, acquires no force or validity by virtue of the treaty. The United States in assuming to
pay the claims of their citizens incurred no liability to pay
clairus based upon contracts which the parties could not legally
make. The claim growing out of the contract for the steamers
was one which the Government of the United States, in the
absence of any treaty, could never have interposed its authority to enforce. It is such a claim as a citizen of the United
States could not have acquired, consistently with his obligations to his country.
'' The counsel contends that the claimant is entitled to damages, if not to the price of the two steamers not delivered.
The evidence presents no ground upon which any damages
can be awarded. All the rights of the parties growing out
of the contract rnade in 1844 were surrendered upou the
final settlement in 1846. The claimant can ouly look to the
obligation of the Mexican Goverument given upon that
sett lement for redress. So far as the United States is bound
under the treaty to pay that obligation be is entitled to an
award. For any other claims growing out of it he must look
to Mexico. * * *
..
" In every v.iew of the subject the board is of opinion that
all claims growing out of the contract for the two steamers is
not v alid and must be disallowed." 1
1 The money award s of the commissioners unucr the act of 1849 are given
in the follo wing t able :
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- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - Principal.

Claimant.

I

Iu terest.

--Total.

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- --1-- -- - 1 _ _ __
Daniel Collins ................. _............... .... .
Dexter Watson .... .. ............................... .
Nathan C. Folger, assignee of Charles Guenet ...... .

i~~!1:ll1.
%r~;:r::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Samuel St. John ........................... ...... . _..
Elisha H. Saulnier .................................. .
Nicholas Ricardi. ............. . ..................... .
Richard S. Coxe, trustee of Union Land Company ... .
Richard S. Coxe, trustee of Trinity Land Company .. .
William H. Sumner, George Curtis, and Anthony
Dey, trustees ... .. .................... ..... ...... . .
John and Peter Laffler, surviving partners . ......... .
Georg_e and Peter La~ei- ....... : .................... .
Ann .ti. Coxe, executrix, N athamel Cox:e ...... ... .... .
Calvin J. K,eith, administrator of Samuel Elkins .... .

. ¾vfJfa~ f.aPi~~itt·~: :::: :: ::::: ::: ::::::: ::::: :: ::::

!~~tt~y: n::: : \Il\%((t

Franklin Cooper, a ssignee of William Barton ...... .
John Christian ........... . ......................... .
Joseph Bolles .. ..... .............. . .. . ........ .... .. .
Andrew M-yer and Joseph Myer, executors ......... .
R)ioda McRae ...................................... .
Isaac Graham ...................................... .

i,~!~~i:-F!:~7~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
John Parrott ... ........ ...................... . . .. _. .

W!~3i~~~
c?i~:,~~: :: ::: .·::: :::::::: ::: ::::: :: ::::::
Franklin Chase ....... ...... . . .. . ....... ........ ... . .
0

John E. Gary, administrator of Louis P. Cook, gross
awardof ................ .................. ..... ... .
Daniel E. Smith ........ .............. .............. .
Edward M. Robinson, executor of Fleming ......... .
t~~tn-:ila~~d~~·e·r· ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
James W. Zacharie, assignee of Francis Chete ..... .
Andrew J. Brame .. ................................. .

~~nf~~~k:tc"h::::
:::: :: ::: :: :::: ::::::::::: ::: :::
Mar~aret Ward, administratrix of Elliot Ward .... .
J obn Bronte .. ..... ...... ........................... .
Jeremiah C. Ferry ancl Jam es ·w. Angus ........... .
James W. Zacharie, a signee of A. C. Bredall, gross
awar<l of. ......................................... .
John Belden ........................................ .
John Powell, asRigne of Thoma,i Powell ........... .
Je s E. Bacon, acfmiuistrator of William I. Ru ell.
John Bronner, r ceiv r of the P lican Insurance

i;sr~f;:~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~

Andr w Wyli ,.jr., administrator of 'amu !Baldwin.
John II. Mear ...... ...... ..... .. ............. ... ... .
orge .•. Down11 :111,l Georr :. Ow n .............. .
J m L. Rudolph . ................................. .

$2,809.37
$3,625.00
750. 00 ··---------1,185. 65
829. 95 I
1, 3:12. 29
2,404.16
667. 25
l, 177.
900. 9:1
00 I
2,000 . 00
2,950. 00
12,000 00
3, 0::1. 50
3,000.00
18,272. 70
40,606.40
29,202.60
34,356.64
25,000. 00
25. 000. 00
6,125.00
25,000.00
575. 00
1,000.00
69,671. 35
40,684 00
81,633.64
47,649.33
73, 307. 03
457,375.26
43, 75(1. 00
71,000.00
450. 00
2,000. ()0
500 . 00
2,000.00
12,000.00
60,000.00
612. 50
3,500.00
34 ,296. (\0
75,000.00
1,
169. 70
2,228.00
467. 25
890. 00
472.
50
902. 00
971. 25
1,850. 00
1,
345.
30
799. 20
4,234.50
7, 146. 00
13,125.
00
25,000.00
300. 00
1, 500 . 00
750 . 00 --- ·· ·· ··-13. 5H. 00
50, 000.00
5. 625. 00
4,500.00
48. 207. 50
38, 578.79
6, 073 . 00
27,500.00

$6,434.37
750. 00
2,015.60
3,736.45
845. 18
3,900.00
14,950.00
6,037.50
58,879.10
63,559. 24
50,000.00
31,125. 00
1,575.00
110,355.35
129,282.97
530,682. 29
114,750.00
2,450.00
2,500 . 00
72,000.00
4,112.50
109,296. 00
3,397. 70
1, 357.25
1,374.50
2,821.25
2,144.50
11,380.50
38, 125.00
1,800.00
750. 00
63,541.00
10,125.00
86,786.29
33, 573.00
2,816.66
3,375.00
1,633. 93
428,750.00
3,750. 00
6,975.00
1,042.40
11,750.00
317.55
1,850.00
7,175.00
9,166.00

2,816.66
1,500.00
l , 096. 45
350,000.00
3,000.00
3,000 . 00
839 . 00
5, 000.00
227. 50
1, 000.00
5,000.00
7,801.00

--- 1.·------·
875 00

10,000.00
71,550 . 00
5,874. 26
1,000.00

-----------·
34,881. 0()
7,048.64
1,100.00

10,000.00
106,431.00
12,922.90
2,100.00

1. 584. O.!
3, 6tl2. 50
10, 000.00
2,500.00
50,000.00
125,000. 00
774. 00
1,000.00

349. 80
2,632.35
2,500 00
478 . 50
25,000.00
28,125.00
167. 70
250. 00

l. 933. 82
6 294. 85
12,500.00
2,978.50
75,000.00
153, 125. 00
941. 70
1,250.00

537 . 48
78,750.00
750. 00
3,975 00
203. 40
6,750.00
90. 05
850. 00
2,175. 00
1,365.00

r award tl1 following: "And it app aring that th
h<· um of . ,000, part of the aaid amount, to Geor~o
, in trust for tlw bent-fit of creditors named in said
ard to h mad to tlwtu for that amount. do hereby
1d E,l~ar :. Yan Winkle th said 1111m of $88,000, and
111 of
1;,750, h •in~ tO"l'.tbtr the whole amount of tho
wing: "And it apJI ari11g that th e aid - orge . Gar•
daim to W11liam \V . Corcoran, an<l r q ue tell
hi mun for tha pr"portion of the amount n,llowed, do
nlln r th nm of :i:n.,,62.!i0 an,l to \Villiam \V. Corcoran
~1·tbn lh whol 11111oun allow •don ;ud claim."

,r tb11 . ai,l
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Claimant.

Principal.

San forth Kidder ..•.•.........•......................
:Francisco del Hoya, administrator Francis Arenas . .
Jessie E. Brown, schooner Alert ...... .......... . .... .
Joseph Andrews ................. ... ................. .
Jonas P. Levy ...................................... .
John Claiborne, administmtor of Thomas Hassam .. .

¥~;~b~~~ffc~b~ii~;~::::::::::::
:::: :: ·::: :·: :: :: ::~
Theophilus Labruere ............................... .
John T. Bullock, administrator of Edward Hill.. ... .
Jonah Rogers, administrator of Augustus Rogers . . .
Thomas 0. Larkin ........... : ...................... .
Thomas 0. Larkin and.Talbot H. Green .. . ...... .... .
Joseph B. Eaton ...... .......... ...... .. ...... ...... .
Benjamin T. Reed ................................... .
MargaretP. Hallet, administratrix of John Hallet .. .

·i>;~-t~·~;.

IntereRt.
$40. 25
9,000.00
1,100.00
920. 00
675. 00
1,500.00
4,830.00
1,309.00
1,199.28
7,405.31
2,850.00
3,958.61
896. 65
618. 45
1,825.92
1. 907. 56
. 250. 00

$120. 00
10,000.00
1,000.00
800. 00
3,000.00
2,000.00
8,400.00
1,760.00
2,598. 21
29,621.25
3,800. 00
12,516.62
3, 71 l. 87
2,414.75
6,212.62
2,195.94
1,000.00

~:~;7e~t'ga6:f~~ih; ·s~{~~i~i~i
~r" G~~i~i~;.
Clark & Co ........................................ . 14,407.38 10,294.97
347. 70
833. 33
Hannah Ulrich ..................................... .
1,080.55
Lucius H. Armstrong and James JacksoL .......... .
4,322.33
1,784.83
George W. Van Stavoren ........................... .
7,260.41
295. 57
729. 93
James S. Thayer, administrator of James Treat ..... .
Frederic E. Radcliffe, administrator of .A ugnstus
729. 93
295. 57
Radcliffe .......................................... .
Samuel Jobson ..................................... .
4,477. 80
1,1)90. 96
Edward Hoffinan ................................... .
750. 00
281. 25
John A. Robinson ...... ........... .................. . 12,062.48 .
4,117.36

6h~~ilsiiti~:!::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:
WillITt~WR!~ri~~;o·r·~~:::::: ::: ::: ::: : :: : :: : : : : : : : :
~J~!!s:u~le~ii"iii::::::: :: : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Lewis H. Polock .................................... .
Ann Y. Kelly, administratrix of"\Villiam H. Lee ... .
William S. Meservey ...... ......... . ....... ... ..... .
Frederic Bange and Albert Southmayd ............. .
John C. Jones .... ...... ....... ............ ......... .
0

t;f?l~i:~:::~:s~:~:::~:::::::::::::: ~:: : : : : :

?!;f
ei~sMili~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Henry Breese ....................................... .
Joachim Fox ........................................ .
Pierre Suzeneau, administrator of Emile Suzenean ..
Adolph Suzeneau ................................... .
French Strother ...................... .. .. .. .... . ... .
ElisbaD. Smith ........................... : ......... .
George East ........................................ .
Archibald Stevenson ............ . .... ..... .... .... . .
Simeon Remer ....... .. ............... ..... .... . .... .
Sanfortb Kidder ....... .. ...... . .... ...... .......... .
Schooner Susannah, James H. Clay . . .......... . .... .
Brig Splendid, Atlantic Insurance Co ............... .
James Cochrane ........................... .. ....... .
Mercantile Insurance Co ........................... .
Ship Henry Thompson, RichardandJolmHartsnoru a
John Galbraith, assignee of Francis B. \Vehster b ... .
Mary Hugbe", administratrix of George Hugl1es ... .

~=~rli?~a~~~~~::~~:::
::::::: ::: :: ::::: :: :::::::: :::
Schooner Eun,, Thomas B. Cottrell ....... ......... .
Henry May, adroinistor of Ann P. Bouldin ......... .
·ew Orleans Canal and Banking Co .... ............ .
Malcom Sandeman & Co .... . ....................... .
JamesReed ......................................... .
James Reed, assignee of Frederic A. Sav.yer ...... .. .
James Reed, assigne~ of Bennet & Sharp .. .......... .
James Reed, assignee of Brandon, McKenna &
,vright ........................................... .

6ti0. 00 ........... .
3, 650. 00
912. 50
1, 275. 00
765. 00
2,804.00 ........... .
2, 260. 00
208. 00
600. 00
205. 00
3, 019. 00
1, 584. 50
2, 740. 3'.7
. 936. 13
5, 000. 00
1, 000. 00
2, 855. 98
713. 99
2, 921. 75
2, 040. 22
5,855.74
2,204.63
2,000, 00 ........... .
5, 000. 00
1, 250. 00
500. 00
125. 00
1,000.00
250. 00
1, 000. 00
250. 00
500. 00
125. 00
500. 00
125. 00
500. GO
125. 00
1, 000. 00
250. 00
2, 500. 00
625. 00
5, 000. 00
1, 000. 00
14, 500. 00
2, 900. 00
1, 000. 00
250. 00
1, 500. 00
375. 00
2,816.66 . .......... .
2,375.00
1,645.12
750. 00 ........ ... .
10, 654. 54 1 15, 282.16
900. 00
801. 30
fiOO. 00 ..........•.
20, 000. 00 I •. • ..•••••••
6ti0. 00 1. . . . . . • • • • • .
500. 00 ........... .
200. 00 \
140. 00
22, 656. 53
18,567.09
2,571.00
1,799.70
832. 64
582. 82
6,625.00
4,637. 50
376. 25
245. 00
9, 415. 63
6, 590. 94
3, 799. 50

I

2, 659. 72

Total.
$160. 25
19,000.00
2,100.00
1,720.00
3,675. OU
3,500.00
13,230.00
3,069.00
3,797.49
37,026.56
6,650.00
16,475. 23
4,608.52
3,033.20
8,038.54
4,103.50
1,250.00
24,702.35
1,181.03
5,402.88
9,045.24
1,025.50
1, O\l5. 50
5,568.76
1,031.25
16,179.84
600. 00
4,562.50
2,040.00
2,804.00
2,468.00
805. 00
4,603.50
3,676.50
6,000.00
3,569.97
4,961.97
8,060.37
2,000.00
6,250 00
625. 00
1,250.00
1,250.00
625. 00
625. 00
625. 00
1,250.00
3,135.00
6,000.00
17,400.00
1,250.00
1,875.00
2,816.66
4,020.12
750. 00
25,936.70
1,701.30
600. 00
20,000.00
660. 00
500. 00
340. 00
41,223.62
4,370.70
1,415.46
11,262.50
621. 2f>
16,006.57

6,459. 22

a This award was divided, Hardiog receivinl! $243 ancl Hartshorn $1,458.30.
bOf this award $1 0 was allotted to Galbraith and $120 to C. P. Van Ness and Francis
A. Dickins.
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Claimant.

Principal.

William H. Rogers ... . .............. .... ...... . .... .
Richmond Sherwood, administrator of Oran Sherwood
James Love, administrator of Pallas Love .. . ....... .
Pierre Chouteau, jr., arlministrator d e bouis uon . ... .
John W. Simonton and J ohn A. Heath .............. .
Philo B. Johnson ........... .. ...................... . .
Harrison C. Allensworth . . .....· ..................... .
James M. Gatewood ................................. .

t~~r:a~it~~~:::
:: ::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: .·::::::
Hezekiah D. Maulsby, ·administrator of George C.
Alfrecl ... . ........ ....... ....... .... ...... ........ .
Desha Burton .................... ................... .
JohnW.Burton ......... ................ ... ......... .
James I. Kendall. .......................... .. ..... . . .
Daniel Slack and Gc,orge \V. Hat,bawa:v ... .... ...... .
Augustus Leftwich, assignee of Charles R Kennedy .
Henry P. Bates, administrator of ,Johnson H. Halford .
Roderic T. Higginbotham ... . .......... ... .. . ....... .
Jiimes Reed, assignee of Andrew Moore ............ .
Schooner Orient, John Baldwin ........ .. ........... .
Schooner Orient, Asa Fish, CharlPs Mallory, Stephen
Morgan, George Wolff, Simon Fish, H enry Ashley,
Lyman Dudley, and others ... . .............. . ..... .
Norman Sherwood .......................... ...... .. .
Hiram Couch ....... ..................... .. ......... .
Robert C. Patterson ............................. .. .. .
Nathan Barkley ...................... .. ..... .. ..... .
James C. Duvall, administrator of Z. M. P. Duvall. ..
Stewart Foster, administrator of Charles Jroster .... .
Samuel Collins .......... ...... ...................... .
Nathan Barkhiy, administr!l,tor of Moses Nolan . .. . .
Margaret Meade, administratrix of Richard W.
Meaue . .... .......... ... .... ...... .. .............. .
Schoon er Felix, James Johnston, administrator of
I. P . Wallaco ..................................... .
Ship John, J3enjamin Holbrook ......... . ........... .
John Belden .. ............... ... . ... ........... ... .. .
Schooner William A.. 1'urner, J arueA O' Flaberty .... .
Ship ]Ienry 1'hompson, \Villiam \V. Corcoran as•
si1:,rnee of R. B. Williams anrl Joseph H.Lord .' .....
Dorcas Ann Plumer, administratrix. of Robert Plumer
Schooner Patrick B. Hayes ..... ....... ............. .
William Iloman ....... .' ............... ........... .. .
Schooner Gardiner, William H.l!'reeman , administra.
tor of E,lmund B . Freeman ....................... .
.:lchooner Oornelian, Clia11ncey Child, Iler.ekiah Child.
Srhooner Cornelian, John ·mith .................... .
Schooner Topaz, John \Vilkins, xecutor of Samuel
Lowder ........................................... .
choonor Topciz, Samuel Thurston, aclmini!1trator of
TIPnry Ry1ler ............................... ..... .
choo11!'l', 'uperior, George B. Fisk ............. .... .
.'choonn 't. Croix, William D. :McCarty assignee
or John \\Toolsey ... . ..... . ............ .' .. ........ .
· •h~o!lor Gardi!ler , J obn A. Bradstr(, t, Nathaniel 1f.
'\! lntmore, ao.ministrator of :-iimon Hradstre<•t·
,Jo eph Adams, a. sil!Jl
of William B. Grant'.
. Jam ·..i R. H~ron, a .. ib'lll' of William R. Grant..'. .
• ch1101;1<·: Eclip~e. Jolrn •. ·wa :v, Jolin C11rth1,
n1lrm01. tra~or of Almer Curti. ; \\'illiam L wis,
,;;!,~;~~~~.nJ:t~1~~; , ancl .._\ lmer Lan~ . ......... .... .
1
(!harh• JI. CooJ><·r .. ::::~::::::::··-----··---· ....•..
.'anford :1· rk , t!x cutor of ,J
· ·• · • · •·• · · · • •• •· • · ·

Interest.

Total.

$60:!. 88
$853. 98
4,517.49
6,453.66
650. 00 ---·· ··· ·--·
51,392.00
30,380.00
886. 66
2,193.83
750. 00 -----------650. 00 ------- ---- ·
600. 00 ---·- ------750. 00 -----------500. 00 ------------

$1,456. 6
10,971.15
650. 00
81,772.00
3,080.49
750. 00
650. 00
600. 00
750. 00
500. 00

----·-----1, 176.54

1,000.00
4,543.54
2,869.72
2,110.03
4,829. 21
3,174.64
1,470.90
4,405 00
11,487.18
71,400.00

] , 000. 00
3, 367.00
2,124.97
I, 652. 96
3. 499. 54
2,139.20
1, 277.00
2,900.00
7, 168. 93
42, uoo. 00

744. 75
457. 07 1
1,329.67
1,035. -14
103. 90 I
1,505.00
4. 318. 25
29,400.00

3,500.00
5,000.00
1,000.00 ----·---- --660. 00 --------- -- 650. 00 -----------800. 00 -- - ······-··
800. 00 -----------·
840. 00 -----------660. 00 ············
425. 00 · ·· · ······ · ·

a8, 500. 00
l, 000. 00
660. 00
650. 00
800. 00
800. 00
840. 00
660. 00
425. 00

2,500.00

3,291.66

5,791.66

2,550.00
500. 00
4,208.33
5,555.00

3,261.87
387. 50
1, 134. 54
2, 6(W. 25

5,811.87
887. 50
5,342.87
8,221.25

8,136.00
2,905.20
2,880.33
110. 00

6, :!15. 00
2,312.06
3,312. 2::l
,7. 75

15,051.00
5,217.26
6, ]92. fi6
187. 75

f>~2. 00
6,400.00
1,000.00

37!l. 40
2,586.66
400. 00

921. 40
8,986. 66
1, 400.00

8, 100.00

7,837.50

15, !)37. 50

2,900.00
2,500.00

2, 80~. 66
2,947.92

5,703.66
5,447.92

1, 50il. 00

1,157.81

2,657.81

6,347.00

4, 442. !JO

b 10,789.90

c4,043.00
2, f>OO. 00
1,621.00
532. 00

<l3, OGG. 06
625. 00
851. 00

7,109.66
3,125.00
2,472.00
532. 00
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on a follow : A~n 'F i. h . ·1 1 062.50; Chari s :\!allory,
mro Ill' to th11 •otal amount of tho awarrl.
. Brad trN·t , 2.6!l7A7;
athani ·l \Vbitmor ,
ami- H. Bvron, . 1,:~K.74.

1hn

lly lo th1• clailnant a.~ follows: John
. , was y,
-~h:11
1,121,03; William L •wis, $1, 421.93;
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CHAPTER XXVIII.
UNITED STATES AND MEXICAN CLAIMS COMMISSION: CONVENTION OF JULY 4, 1868.
We have seen that by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo the United States discharged
Mexico from all claims of citizens of the United
States which arose prior to February 2, 184.8, the date of the
signature of the treaty. By Article XXI. of the same instrument the contracting parties, with a view to secure the peaceful
adjustment of future differences, engaged that, if any disagreement should thereafter arise between them, they would not
resort to reprisals, aggression, or hostility of any kind, until
the government which deemed itself aggrieved should have
"maturely considered in the spirit of peace and good neighborship whetller it would not be better that such differences
should be settled by the arbitration of commissioners appointed
ou each side, or by that of a friendly nation." And it was
further provided that if arbitration should be proposed by
either party, it should be '' acceded to by the other, unless
deemed by it altogether incompatible with the nature of the
difference, or the circumstances of the case.m This provision
General Arbitral
Agreement.

1 The text of the article is as follows: "Article XXI.
If unhappily any
disagreement should hereafter arise between the governments of the two
republics, whether with respect to the interpretation of any stipulation
in this treaty, or with respect to any other particular concerning the political or commercial relations of the two nations, the said governments,
in the name of those nations, do promise to each other that they will en<leavor, in the most sincere and earnest manner, to settle the differencee
so arising, and to preserve the state of peace and frienclshi]J in which the
two countries are now placing themselves, using, for this end, mutual rep-•
re ·entations and pacific negotiations. And if, by these means, they should
not be enabled to come to an agreement, a resort shall not, on this account,
b e had to reprisals, aggression, or hostility of any kind, by the one republic against the other, until the government of that which deems itself
aggrieved shall have maturely considered, iu the spirit of peace and good
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for tbe future proved to be not untimely, for within the next
twenty years each country was destined to be the scene of
disorders which taxed to the utmost the resources of diplomacy,
The war between the United States and Mex.
Pressure of Foreign .
.{' ·
.
1co
had scarcely come to a close wh en 1.oreign
Clfil~
•
powers renewed tbeir pressure upon Mexico
for the settlement of claims. Indeed, wbile the war was still
in progress a convention was concluded between Mexico and
Spain for the payment of the latter's demauds. 1 In 1851 a new
convention was signed because the old one had not been fulfi.lled.2 Similar engagements with other powers remained
unexecuted. Foreigu war and intestine strife rendered tbe
nation unable to meet its obligations. Various percentages of
the receipts of the custom-ho_u ses were pledged for the payment of the foreign debt, but they were not always collectible
even by tbe government itself. 3 On May 15, 1856, Ignatius
Comonfort, in the exercise of powers conferred upon him by
the plan which wa,s published at Ayutla and amended at Acapulco, proclaimed, as Vice-President of the republic, a provisional constitntion. 4 In the following year the present federal
constitution of Mexico was adopted. Oomonfort took au oath to
support it and was elected constitutional President for the four
years beginning December 1, 1857. On the 17th of the same
month he sought to overthrow the constitution, and placed
11imself in t,be hands of the Clerical party. It was then that
Benito Juarez, who had been governor of the State of Oaxaca,
and who as chief justice of the republic was ex officio VicePresident, came to the front as the leader of the Liberal party.
He trove to stem the tide of reaction, but as the City of Mexico was in the hands of the Church party, he was compelled to
fly from the capital. He e, tabli bed hi government :first at
Qu retaro, then at Guanajuato, and then at Guadalajara, but
neighbor hip wheth r it would not ue better that such differen<'e should
h ettl ,l by the c rbitration of commi sioners appointed on each side, or
hv that of a fri ndly nation. And hould such cour e be proposed by
, it hall lw accede<l to bv the other, unl ss deemed by 1t altopatihl with th uatnr of th differ nc , or th circumstance

n
r.
r.
,.

m,1 For. , tat,· Pap .r , XLVIII. 1301.
Pa1,er., .'L"\ III. 13 3.
l'ap r .'LI. 7. 710. 71:i, 7;';1· XLYIIL lBOl, 1303;
LI. ,17.
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at last be was compelled to leave the country. In the City of
Mexico a military g-overnment had been set up by General
Zuloaga in place of that of Comonfort, but Zuloaga was soon
succeeded by General 1VIiramou, who had from the beginning
been the favorite of the Church party. The diplomatic corps
at the City of Mexico, who bad entered into relations with the
Zuloaga government, continued theni with the government of
Miramon. In 1858 Juarez returned to Vera Cruz and established a government; but in the same year the United States,
because of the complaints of ill treatment of American citizens,
broke off diplomatic relations with Mexico altogether. 1
October 31, 18Gl, France, Great Britain,
Convention between a11d Spain entered into a convention with
France Great Brit· t
'
re1erence to com b"me d operat·ions agams
ain, and Spain.
Mexico for the enforcement of claims. The
ratifications were exchanged at London November 15, 1861.
The claims which it was sought thus to enforce were of various
kinds. Complaints were made by the British Government of
.f.'

·

1 "It does not appear, upon an examination of the records of this Department, that any answer was maue to the dispatch of Mr. Forsyth of January 1858 in relation to his recognition of the government of Zuloaga; nor
has there been fonnd any communication from the Juarez government in
regard to the action of Mr. Forsyth adverted to." (Mr. Hunter, Second
Assistant Secretary, to Mr. Ashton, December 7, 1870, MS. Dom. Let. vol.
87, p. 204. The following instructions of Mr. Cass relate to the subject of
recognition in Mexico at the period in question: To Mr. Forsyth, July 15,
1858; to Mr. Churchill, December 27, 18:'>8; to M_r. McLane, March 7 and
April 25, 1859.) "In reply to your letter of the 16th instant, inquiring
whether General Robles presented to this government any new letter of
credence as minister of the Zuloaga organization, or was formally received
as such by the President or the Secretary of State, I have to inform you
that upon a careful examination of the files of this Department it <loes .
not appear that General Robles presented a letter of credence to this government from Zuloaga. From the period of Mr. Forsyth's dispatch to
which you refer, of January 29, 1858, to the time of General Robles's
return to :Mexico, in Angust 1858, considerable correspondence passed
between him and 1fr. Cass, but none relating to the recognition by this
goYcrnment of Zuloaga. It may be pertinent to add that on the 29th of
~larch 1838 General Robles addressed a note to Mr. Cass, informing him
that he had received a letter from Zuloaga to President Buchanan announcing his election lio the Presidency of Mexico and req nesting him to appoint
a time when ho could deliver it in person to the President. In reply, Mr.
Ca s named a time when be agreed to accompany him to the Executive
Ian ion for the pnrpose stated." (Mr . .J. C. B. Davis, Acting Secretary,
to fr. Ashton, September 20, 1 71, MS. Dom. Let. vol. 90, p. 559.)
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the seizure by generals of the Constitutional party of large
sums of money belonging to British subjects, and of variou ·
other wrongs inflicted on such subjects. 1 August 24, 1860,
Earl Russell instructed Mr. Matthews, the British representative, to break off relations with the government of General
Miramon and retire with his legation to J alapa. After Matthews's withdrawal the legation building in the City of Mexico,
which was still under lease by the British Government, was
entered and robbed of about $600,000 belonging to British
bondho1ders. 2 March 30, 1861, Sir C. L. Wyke was sent as
British minister to Mexico, and, the Constitutional government having triumphed 1 was directed to enter into relations
with it if it had acknowledged the liability of Mexico for the
claims of British subjects. On November 21, 1861, a convention was concluded for the settlement of British claims, but it
was r~jected by the Mexican Congress. 3 The French and.
Spanish demands embraced large claims, which were either
recognized or created by the Miramon government, and the
justice of which Juarez refused to admit. Among the French
claims there was one for $15,000,000 worth of bonds issued by
Miramon through the agency of Jecker, a Swiss banker, for
the purpose of raising a 1oau of $750,000. The bonds fell into
the hands of Jecker's French creditors. Claims to the amount
of 1~,000,000 were made for torts on French subjects. Combiued with the demands touching the Spanish pecuniary claims,
there wa a complaint that the Spanish minister was abruptly
di ·mi sed by the Juarez govP,rnment. 4
By the convention of October 31, 1861, the
Hostile Operations.
contracting parties agreed to concert the
men. ures nece sary for ~eizing and occupying
b variou. fortre e and military position s on the Mexican littoral in ord r to give mor efficacious protection to the per ons
all(l pr perty of their ub,i ct a well a to secnr the xecutiou of th' ob1in-ati n ·ontra<'t d toward them by the Mexican
rc•pul lie.
ut th y al.· a
d that th y would not, in th
mploym nt of m a, ur .· of co •r ·ion, mak, any acqui 'ition of

3
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territory or take any particular advantage, or exercise in the
domesti; affairs of Mexico any influence incompatible with its
political independence. It was further agreed that a commission of three persons, one to be chosen by each of the contra_cting parties, should be created, with full power to determme
all questions that should arise as to the disposition of any
moueys which might be recoverable from Mexico, having
regard to the respective rights of the contracting parties.
And fi nally, in order that their proceedings might not seem
to have an exclusive character, they agreed to communicate a
copy of tbe convention to the United States and to invite that
government to accede to it. 1
Hostile operations were begun in May 1862. Ou the 8th of
that month a French blockade was declared of the ports of
TamJlico and Alvarado, and on the 28th the port of Mazatlan also was blockaded. The commissioners of the allied
powers had their first meeting in Mexico January O, 1862, the
Spanish commissioner being General Prim and the British
representatives Sir C. L. Wyke and Commodore Dullop. At
this conference the commissioners seem to have acted barmo11iou ly. 2 On April 11, 1862, however, Wyke reported that
things had taken an unfavorable turn in consequence of the
French having extended protection to General Almonte and
other leading men of the Reactionary party who had been bani,:hed from the country. On this question of the intervention
of the French in the domestic affairs of Mexico tlle concert
of the pow('rS was destroyed. The United States bad declined
to join them in coercive measures; and as Great Britain and
Spain refused to acceue to the policy of intervention, France
•
wa.- left to pursue her way alone. 3
During all these years of turmoil and conClaims of the United fl. t .
M . th
l . t f ..
states and Mexico. IC m
exico e comp arn s o mtizens of
the United States had been steadily accmnulating. In an instruction to Mr. Corwin, minister to .Mexico,
of pril 6, 1861, Mr. Sewaru said:
'I find t1ie archives here foll of complaints against the
Iexican Government for vio1ations of contracts and spoliations
and cruelties practice<l against American citizens. These
c mplaiut: have b('en louged in this Department from time to
1

Br. and For., 'tat" Pn.pers, LI. 63.
- Br. anc1 For . , ta.te PaJ)ers, LIII. 396.
3
Br. and For. , 'tate Papers, LIII. 530,573; LIV. 538,539,542, 944.
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time durinJ the long r ign of civil war in which the factions
of ![ 'xi ·o have kPpt that country invol ved, with a view to
having them made tbe ba is of dema u ds for indemnity and
sa,t i faction when ver govern meut s hould regain in that country ullici nt solidity to a ssume a charact er for r esponsibility.
It i not the Presid nt's intention to send for ward such claims
at the pre ' ent moment. He willingly d efers t he perfor~ancc
of a duty which at any time would seem un g racious u~til tb_e
incoming administrat.ion in Mexico shall h ave h ad time, if
possible, to cement its authority and reduce th e yet disturbed
elements of society to order and harmon y . You will, l~owever,
be expected, in some manuer which will be marked with firJ?-·
ness as well as liberality, to keep the :i;overnment the~e ~n
mind that such of these claims as shall be foun d j ust w11l m
due time be presented and urged upon its consideration. 1
Claims of Mexican citizens against the U nited States also
had arisen, and while the civil war existed in t he United
States they continued to spring up. But tb e greater part of
them, relating to Indian depredations, the movements of filibusters, and other injurious acts, long antedated that period.
On July 4 1868 Mr. Seward, as Secretary of
.
Convention of July
'
'
R
·
State
of the United States, and Mr. om~ro,
.
4 1868
as envoy extraordinary and minist er plempo'
tentiary of Mexico, concluded a convention for the adjustment
of all claims of the citizens of either country against the government of the other.- An examination of its provisions will
disclose the fact that it was framed on the lines of the convention between the United States ~md Great Britain of li'ebruary
8, 1853, which Mr. Seward in view of the success of tbe London
commission, adopted as a' model for bis claims treaties. It
provided tbat "all claims on the part of corporations, companies, or private individuals, citizens of th e United St ates,
~p_on_ the government of the Mexican republic, arising from
lnJu~ies to their perso11s or property by the authorities of the
Mencan republic, and an claims on the part of cor poratiou ~,
companies, or private individuals citi:ten s of the Mexican
republic, upon tbe Government of 'the United Stat e. , arising
f
. . rom rnJ_uries to their persons or property by th e aut boritie of
t,h ~ mted States," which had been "presentefl to either govrnment for it. interpo ition witb the other" in ce February
2• ~ 4:, , a~d which r mained un ettled, as well a· any oth r
clalm ' wh1ch might be pr<'. ented within a . p ecifi rl tim , . bonld
1

Dip. 'or. 1 61, p. 65.
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be referred to two commissioners, one to be appointed by the
President of the United States, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, and the other by the President of the
Mexican republic. Every claim was required to be presented
to the commissioners within eight months from tbe day of their
first meeting; but it was stipulated that, for reasons satisfactory to the commissioners, or, if they should differ, to the
umpire, the period might be extended for no~ more than three
months .
.Any vacancy in the commission was to be filled in the same
manner as the original appointment was ma,de.
The commissioners were required to meet in
Provisions as to the W h • t
· mon th s a ft er th e _exCommissioners.
as mg on w1·th·1n s1x
change of the ratifications of the convent10n,
and, before proceeding to business, to "make and subscribe a
solemn declaration," which should be entered on the record of
their proceedings, that they would "impartially and carefully
examine and decide, to the best of their judgment and according to public law, justice, and equity, without fear, favor, or
affection to their own country, upon all such claims above specified as shall be laid hefore them on the part of the governments of the United States and of the Mexican republic,
respectively."
The commissioners were also req11ired "to examine and
decide upon every claim within two years and six months from
the day of their first meeting."
..
.After having met and made the necessary
Provisions as to an
.
.
,
declarat10n
m regard to the performance of
.
Umpire.
their duties, it was provided that the commi~sioners should "then name some third person to act as an
umpire in any case or cases on which they may themselves
differ in opinion;" and in case they should be unable to agree
on such third person, it was stipulated that they should "each
na~e a person,'' and that '' in each and every case" in which
they should "differ in opinion as to the decision which they
ought to give" it should be '' determined by lot" which of the
two per ons so named should "be umpire in that particular
case." The person or persons chosen to act as umpire were
required to make and subscribe a solemn declaration in a form
similar to that already made a,n d subscribed by the commis' ioner . .Any vacancy in the post of umpire was to be filled
in the ame manner a the original appointment.
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The person or persons to act as umpire baving been named, it was provided that the
commissioners should "c011jointly proceed to
the investigation and decision of the claims which shall be
presented to their notice, in such order and in such manner as
they may conjointly think proper, but upon such evidence or
information only as shall be furnished by or on behalf of tlieir
respective governments." Th ey were "bound to receive and
peruse all written documents or statements which may be
presented to 1hem by or on behalf of their respective governments in support of or in answer to any claim."
The contracting parties thus expressly adopted the mode of
procedure which formed a subject of difference between tbe
commissioners under the convention of 1839-the mode of
nquiring the claims and evidence to be presented through one
or the other of the two governments; and they empowered
the commissioners c011joi11tly, or, if they differed, the umpire,
"to decide iu each case" whether any claim had or bad not
"been duly made, preferred, and laid before them, either
wholly or to any, arnl what, extent, according to the true intent
and meaning" of the convention. But, in order to facilitate
the examination of claims, they provided that the commissioners should, if required so to do, her,r '' one person. on each
sjde on behalf of each government ou each and every separate.
claim;" aucl to this end they furth~r stipulated that it should
be ·'competent for e iCh government to name one person to
attend the commissioners a agent on its behalf, to pre.~ent
and support claims on its behalf, and to an wer claims made
upon it, and to represeHt it generally in all matter connected
with the investigation and decision thereof~"
bould the commiR ioncrs fail to agree in pinion upon any
iudividual elaim, tb y were dir cted to "call to their a i. tance th umpire whom they may have agreed to name, or who
may be <let rmine<l by lot, a the ca e may be;'' and " uch
umpir ', aner having examined the evid n e adduced for and
again ·t th claim, and aft r haviug heard, if required, one
p r:on on a ·h id a. afor aid," wa. r quired to "decide
th r upon finally and without app al.' It wa provid d that
the d i:ion of th ·ommi. · i n r, or of th umpire, a: tll
mjgbt b :honld b
given upon neh claim in writiug and
bould b
ign d by tb m r . p ctiv ly · and tha it, hould
Mode of Inve stigating Claims.

0
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"designate whether any sum which may be allowed shall be
payable in gold or in the currency of the United States."
The commissioners and the umpire were reRecord of Proceed•
.
qmred
to keep '' an accurate recor d an d cormgs.
rect minutes of their proceediugs, with the
dates;" and they were authorized to "appoint two secretaries
versed iii the language of both countries to assist them in the
transaction of the business of the commission."
It was agreed that each government should
Provisions as to
.
. .
pay its
own comm1ss10ner,
and that the amount
E xpenses.
paid, wllich should be the same in the case of
each commissioner, should not exceed $4,500 a year in United
States currency. The salary of each secretary was not to
exceed $3,500 a year in the same currency. The compensation of the umpire was to be determined at the close or the
commission. And :finally, it was stipulated that the whole
expenses of the commission, including contingent expenses,
should be defrayed by a ratable deduction on the ari10unt of
the sums awarded by the commission, not to exceed 5 per cent
on t11e sums so awarded, and that the deficiency, if any, should
be "defrayed in moieties by the two governments."
By an act approved April 7, 1869, Congress
Act of Congress. providedforcarryingtheconventionintoeffect.
It authorized the appointment of a commissioner at a salary of $4,500, of an agent at a salary of $4,000, and
of a secretary at a salary of $2,500. The President was empowered to make provision for contingent expenses and for advances to the umpire. The commissioner of the United States
was authorized, in conjunction with the commissioner of Mexico, to make rules and regulations for the government of procedure. The Secretary of State was directed to transmit to
the commission all papers in his custody relating to the busi1rn before it, and it was provided that at the close of the
eommi sion its records shou1d be deposited in the Department
of tate. A saving clause was, however, inserted to the effect
that this provision should 110t prevent the Mexican commisioner from depositing "certified copies or duplicates" of
paper" produ_cecl ou behalf of his government instead of the
original . In ca e a, witness whose testimony wa::; deemed
by either party to be important should refuse to testify, the
commi ·ioners were empowered to i ·sue a commission to some
5627- ol. 2--20
·
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suitable person to take his testimony; arnl it was provided
that, if he should be in the United State~, he might be compelled to appear and testify in the same ma1111er as was prescribed in the case of a commission issued from a court of the
United States. 1
.
.
The ratifications of the convention haviiw
First Meetmg of the
b
been
exchanged February 1, 1869, the com• .
Comnuss10ners.
missioners were, as we l1ave seen, required to
meet in Washington "within six months" after tlrnt day. On
July 31, 18G9, the period in question beiug about to expire, Mr.
William Henry Wadsworth, who bad been appointed commi sioner on the part of the United State~, appeared at the Department of State, exhibited bis commission, and made alld
subscribed a declaration in the words of the con-veution. 2
Mr. Joseph Hubley .Ashton appeared as agent a11d counsel of
the United States, and Mr. Caleb Cushing as agent and coum:;el
of the Mexican republic.
Mr. Fra.ncisco G. Palacio, the commissioner appointed by
Mexico, bad not arrived, and in this c011juncture it became
necessary to adopt some measme for the purpose of avoiding
any future objection to the organization of the commis ion.
To this end the advocates of the two governments entered into
the following stipulation:
"0I'.l. Y OF WASIIING'.l'ON, tTuly 31 , 1869.
1

"Whereas it is provided by said convention that the commissioners shall meet at the city of Washington within six
montlls after the excha11ge of ratifications, which ratifications
were exchanged on t,he 1st day of February, 1869;
"Aud whereas on this 31st day of July, 1869, the commissioner of the United S tates l>ei11g here present, ready to proceed in the discharge of his du tie~, the commissiouer for the
1 16 Stat. L. 7.
For appropriations, see 1G Stat. L. 250, 475, 4 0, 493;
17 id. 474; 18 id. 327. The compensations allow<'<l were at the following rates aunna,lly: Commissioner, $4- 1 500; umpire1 $6,000; agent (of the
United States) 1 $4,000; secretary, $2,500; legal assistant to the United
States agent, $3,000; t wo clerks, $1,400 each; two translators, $1,500 each;
messenger, $600; assistant messenger, $300.
2 1Yir. vVadsworth, though a nati,-e of Kentncky, came of J.~ew England
ancestr y . He was born at Mays,·ille, Kentncky, .Jnly 4, 1821. A l awyer
by profession, he served in the legislat11re of his native State1 a,n u was a
m ember of the House of Representatives in tlie Thirty-seventh and Thirtyeighth Congr esses . His opinions 1:1 bow him to have hren a man of strong
and independent views, of clearness of apprehem,ion, and of high appreciation of the 11rinciples of international conduct.
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Mexican Republic, appointed and on his way here, has not yet
arrived ;
.
"And whereas it is desirable to remove, so iar as may be, all
cause of futnre exception, if any exist, to the proceedings of the
commission l>y reason of the premities;
"Now, therefore, comes the undersigned as counsel for t~e
Mexican Re.public, and stipulates and agrees that the commissioner for the United States~ if in his discretion he see fit to
do so, may adjourn from day to clay, until the commission_er
for the Mexican Republic shall appear, and tllen the commission may be organizecl and the commissioners may proceed to
make and subscribe the declaration required by the convention, to select au arbiter, or arbiters, to adopt regulations and
to issue notice to parties to come iu and prese11t their respective petitions, without objection to the organization, proceedings or final aetion of the said joint commission.
"U. CUSHING,
"Counsel for the 1lfexican Republic.
"As counsel for the United States I concur in the above.
"J. HUBLEY ASHTON,
Agent of the U. S."
This stipulation having been made, "tbe commission," no
quorum being present, adjourned to tl1e 10th of August, when,
Mr. Palacio having arrived, the commissioners proceeded to
enter their declara.tions, to make and publish rules, and to
transact other business. But in all the proceedings the commissioners were considered as having met ou the .31st of July,
and this was the day assumed as that of their first meeting in
the conventions extending the duration of the commissioners'
functions.
As the commissioners were considered to
Extensions of the
.
•
.
. .
bav~
held their first meetmg July 31, 1869,
Commiss1on.
the two years and six months prescribed by
the convention, of 1868 a.s the limit of tbe board's duration
ex1>irecl on the 31st of January 1872. On April 18, 1871, howe\-er, a, convention was concluded by which it was provided
that the duration of the commission should be extended not
exceeding a year from the time preYiously fixed for its termination. By a couvention of November 17, 1872, the time was
further extended for an additional term of not more than two
year . This term also proving to be insufficient, a new convention was .·igned .r ovember 20, 1874, by which the existence of
be comm 1. ~ion wa' prolonge<l till January 31, 1876; and a
further 1>er10d of six month. wa allowed to the umpire in case
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he should not, on the termination of the commissioners' functions, have decided all the cases referred to him. By a new
convention of April 29, 1876, the umpire was allowed till
November 20, 1876, for the completion of the business before
him.
In each of the extensions of the function s of the commissioners it was provided that the p,e riod originally fixed in the
convention of 1868 for the presentation of claims to the commission should not be considered as altered.
The principal ·cause of the extensions of the time of the
commission is well described in the following extract from the
final report of the agent of the United States:
"It is not surprising that the commission required more than
the time originally allowed for the completion of the task assigned to it. It was not uutil June 30, 1870, that its dockets
were fully made up, and t,h en they disclosed the existence of
over ~,000 cases to be investigated and deeided. The area of
time covered by these cases was over twenty years. The transactions involved in them had occurred principally in the territory of the Mexican republic, where the evidence both for the
claimants and tbe defendant governments was chiefly to be
obtained. The proofs were to be taken in two language.', those
adduced bytheMexicanGoverumentbeingwbollyin the Spanish language, and when presented they were to be translated
into Euglish for· the use of the commission. The documents
accompanying the claims, when referred to the commission,
contained v~ry meagre iufor111atiou in regard eitlrnr to the citizen hip of the claimant:3 or the merits of their cases. Irt very
few insta11ces had the claims undergone any examination previou' to tlleir reference to the commission, au<l 110 case was
ready for hearing, even on the pa,rt of the claimant, when it
came before the commission. It may be said that all the work
of preparing the ca. ~ for hearing, as well on the part of the
claimant· a · on the part of the governments, was to be done
after th ca es w re placed upon the dockets.
"~u ·ti e to the government defending against the claims
re(]_mr d that tlley hould be allowed time for inve tigating
th fact ' 11d obtaining evidence in auswer tot.be claimant '
1 ro f ; and after th pre entation of the defensive evidence
h a-me n 'ideration rendered it proper that the claimants
h uld be, Bowed ·ome opportunity to file rebutting evidence .
. I~ wa. unfortunate that no provi ion could be made for
pnntrng th rec rd and th , rgurnents in all the ca e . The
rul
f th . mmi ·i n requir 1 n hin g to be printed except
h
n, 1. . Th pro f and th argument· , ere in all
, x • y h fi w in. anc w h ' II the claimant or the gov. rn ent · 10 ·urr . h_ '·p n · f priuting, snbmitted in writrng and. h
mm1 100 r a: w 11 a: the umpire aml ·ouu el,
r bhg t
udy th min h riginal mauus -ripts.
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"The proof if printed and bound, would no doubt have :tilled
at lea.st :500 o~tavo volumes of six hundred or eight hundred
pages each.
.
"Tlrn Spanish proofs generally, and very often the Enghsh
documents, were required to be translated before the cases
were ready for submission.
4 'As disagreement between the commissioners was the rule
and agreement the exception, the decision of the umpire was
invoked in a large proportion of the contested cases; and in
all the cases referred to the umpire two separate and independent hearings occurred upon tue proofs and arguments.
'' The commissioners deemed it proper, at the outset of their
labors, to give reasons for their judgments and action, in carefully prepared opinions; and this practice was followed by
each of the gentlemen who acted as umpire. The opinions of
the commissioners and the umpire are recorded, and they will
be found to contain valuable contributions to the law of international reclamations."
In 1872 Mr. Palacio resigned and was sueChanges in the Com·
· ·
b y Gen. L eon .
mission.
ceeded as Mex1cau
comm1ss10ner_
Guzman. The latter took his seat at the
board .June 24 in that year, presented his credentials, and made
and subscribed a solemn declaration in the same form as the
other commissioners had done. But immediately afterward
he became involved in a difficulty which ended in his withdrawal.1 He was succeeded by Mr. Manuel Maria de Zamacona,
who took bis seat at the board August 19, 1873 . .
l\Ir. Wadsworth served as commissioner on the part of the
United States from the first meeting of the commissioners to
the last.
January 10, 1870, the commissioners, after
The Umpires.
numerous consultations, offered the post of umpire to William Cullen Bryant. He declined
in the following letter:
"OFFICE OF THE EVENING PosT,
41 NASSAU STREET, CoR. LIBERTY,

New Yorlc, January 12, 1870.
"To Messrs.

FRANC+sco

G. P .A.LA.CIO and -WM. H. WADS-.

WORTH.

"GENTLE"MEN: I esteem myself higlily honored by being
thought of as an umpire in tl1e a<ljnd.ication of cla.ims mider
the convention of July 4, 186:,, between the U nitecl States and
1 ~fr. Fi h, , ec. of , tate, to Mr. Telson, Jnly 22, 1872, M, '.Inst.to Mexi,·o, XYIII. 317. This in trn<·tion rp]n,t<' <1 to tbe charac-ter of the difficulty,
hut di,l not direct the making of any representations to the Mexican

G,,vernment.
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the republic of Mexico. I find, however, that it will be
impossible for me, on account of other aud pressing e11gagements, to give to the duties of such a trust the time and the
thought w bich they will require, not to speak of my own doubts
of my qualifications to fill the place; and therefore I can do no
less than express my best acknowledgmen ts for the partiality
-which suggested my name, and decline the office.
"I am, gentlemen, with .great regard and respect, . your
obedient servant,

,, w·. c.

BRYANT."

Early in February 1870 Mr. Fish wrote to Dr. F rancis Lieber,
of New York, that be aud Mr. Mariscal, the Mexican minister,
had agreed in nominating him a.s umpire, and that the commissioners had adopted their nomination; 1 and in due time the
commissioners offered him the position. At :first Dr. Lieber
declined it, bis reason being the peculiar provi sions of tlie convention in regard to the umpire's compensation. By .Article
VI. it was provided that the amount to be paid to the umpire
should be det"ermined '' by mutual consent at the close of the
commission," but that in the mean time'' necessary and reasonable advances" might be made by each govern ment on the
"joint recommendation" of the commissioners. Dr. Lieber
thought that the dependence of the umpire upon the commissioners in respect of his compensation might involve him in
unpleasant discussions and render llis position undiguiiied.
Subsequevtly, however, after having been as ured by Mr.
Mariscal that tlie matter could be settled by the two governments, be recalled his declination, and in the following letter
accepted the post:
"NEW YORK, J1.me 25, 1870.
"GENTLEMEN: Having sent you my declaration, officia11y
atte ted, I would now, in order to complete your record ' , ~dd
that, aft r the he itation which occnrred, I accept tlrn umpireship of the nited State. ·all(l Mexican Ulaims Commi . ion.
"I am with great regard, gentlemen, your obedient ervant,
"FRANCIS LIEBER." 2
1
Perry's Life and Letters of Francis Lieber, 394. Mr. Fish's letter is
<lated ' February, 1 70."
2
TLo declaration, which was taken on the 22d of June before .J obn A.
,'b ield, al nited States commissioner, rf'ads thns: '' I will impartially
examine nucl decide, to the hest of rny judgment and according to publi
law, jnstice and equity, without fear, fa,·or, or affection to the on or the
other ·ouutry, or to any citizens or aliens thereof, upon all nch claim a
·hall hav been laid before the comm issioners mentioned uefore on tho part
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.After Dr. Lieber had beeu acting as umpire for more than a
year, preparing his opinions and performing the other <l.uti~s of·
his office in ~ew York, 1Vlr. Cushing, "in behalf of the Mexican
republic," and '' in obedience to express instructions of the
President of the Mexican republic,'' moved the com~nissiouers
that "no case or question of dis::;ent between them" should
thereafter "be sent out of the city of Washington, or oth6r
place at which the commissioners themselves sit, for the examination of the umpire." In support of this motion Mr. Cushing
represented that "tl10 arbiter ought to reside, or at least perform all his official acts, at the city'of Washington," for the
reason (1) that it was ''the duty of the commission as a whole
to perform all its legal acts at the city of Washington;" (2)
that by the convention the commissioners, if they should fail
to agree, were directed to "call to their assistance" the umpire,
who, after having examined the evidence adduced on each
side, and after "having heard, if required, one person on each
side on behalf of each government, and consulted with the
commissioners," was to render a final decision; (3) that the
Mexican republic, though it desired to be heard before the
of the vovernmeuts of the Mexican republic anu of the Uniteu States,
respectively, aml on which the saiu commissioners shall not have been able
to agree."
In estimating the decisions of Dr. Lieber as umpire it is necessary to
bear in mind that in at least some cases he dHl not profess to be guided
by any definite rules. Thus in the case of Marcos Schaben ·v. Mexico, No.
100 (MS. Op. I. 522), he said: "The extent of the authority and consequent
duty of umpires varies under different circumstances. In some cases he
must strictly limit himself to a decision according to law and equity of
those points in which the parties differ. * - * * At times, however, and
especially when nothing distinct has been expressecl by the appointing
parties, the authority aml duty of the umpire comprehend the concilia_
tory arbitrament, that power n,ml duty which is possessed by the judges
of peace in several countries of the European continent, for instance in
Prus ia since the sea.r 1826. It is· the office of peacemaking by mutual
ces ions, and the courts of tbese judges are real courts of aTbitration and
conciliation so strongly recommended by me. (Reflections on the Changes
which may seem Necessary in the Present Constitution of the State of
Tew York, a copy of which I deposited in the Congressional Library.)
These .A11lw Pacificce, as they might well be styled, have proved the greatest
l)le :ing in all the countries in which they have been introduced. Does
an international umpire possess both the attributes which I have pointed
out , Towhere have his dutie and the limitation of his authority b~en
made the subject of masterly and comprehensive inquiries which command
general respect, by their intrinsic worth and strength, like the works of a
Grotius. To tacit understam1ing of the :profession can he supposed on
this uhject, and the conventioa of the 4th of ,July 1868 leaves it naturally untouched. ·w hen it hecamc 1rnowu in Europe that I ha<l been honored with the nmpiTe hip betwc•eu ::'llexi<'o ancl the nited , 'tates, the
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umpire in all important c~l_ses, could neither expect its agent to
. "pass bis time in going to and fro betwePn New York and
Washington/ nor have ''two separate agents, one at Washington and the other at New York;" and, finally, (4) tbat the
words "consulted with tlrn commissiouers " meant that the
umpire should have bad "oral corn·miinication witb them in
each case," which could not conveniently be don e unless the
commissioners and the umpire all acted at the same place.
To this communication Mr. Ashton, after expressing· bis surprise that it should. have been made, replied (I) that the
convention expressly authorized the commissioners to choose
the umpire, and, consequently, that "neither governmeut had
or has any right to dictate or control the action of the commissioners in reference to the umpire, before or after llis selection
in the mauner provided by the treaty;" (2) that the umpire
named by the commissioners bad been " engaged for a year
past in the performance of his duty in a mode approved by the
commissioners, without any objection in that behalf on the part
of the Mexican republic, through its counsel or otherwise "-a
circumstance which might give rise to the thought "in tlle
suggestion t.bat I should. write a treatise on umpireship and arbitration
reached m_e from seYeral quarters. The subject becomes daily more important, the more onr whole race inclines to a, preference of arbitration to
mere diplomatic decision or the arbitrament in the field. I shall giYe my
decision in the present case as au umpire possessed. of full authority,
including that of the conciliatory arbitrament, as I have called it. .As,
however, I do not know in what precise sense and meaning of the word
the commissioners nominate<l rue to their respective governments, I consider it to be my duty to declare, should the commissioners agree in declaring to me, after the pernsal of thi paper, that they meant the umpire of
the present commission shonld give his awards exclusively according to
law and <1nity, as understoocl in jurisprudence, and not consider tho
attribute of the European judge of peace an element of his own authority, I shall take back this decision and render another accordingly ."
In the case of Jo efa Thor« de Lespes v. Mexico, No. 596 (M . Op. II. 627),
after haying fir t dismissed the claim and then refu ed a motion for a
reh aring, h<> aicl: "~Tations have often practiced., heaven be tbankecl,
int rnational rharity, lrnt it hardly appear in the law of nations or international ,ju ti e antl <1 nit · .
verthele s, since claimant appear:1 to lJ a
widow with many c·bi.lclren in gr at di tre , and since it would. appear
that the lexican ov rnm nt u. ed in times of national anxiety a steam
tng in part the i,roperty of De L p«s, the late bn band of the cbimant,
the umpire woul<l ay iu anti ipation that, while be reaffirms his previons
cl ision, b wonl<l a,..,r , with th _f xi<·an and meri an c mm1s 10ner
if th y honld proY to he f one mincl in allowing $1 000 to be paid by
.. foxi o
laimant in Pttl men of demand."
The ommi.· ioner. clicl not ac pt thi. sngg ion· but if thoyhad both
o , <: pt it, it i 11ot hnprohahl that tb y wonlcl baY
l\' unanthorizc-<1 hy h Nmv ntion to <lo o.
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minds of some" that the present suggestion was due to dissatisfaction witb the umpire's decisions; (3) that, although the
umpire was 110t a member of the commission, and was not
expressly required to meet the commissioners, his decisions,
being given in writing and, like the decisions of the commis- .
sioners, filed in the city of Washingt011 with tbf' records of the
commission, were to be considered as official acts performed at
the place where the commissioners held their sessions; (4) that
the term "consult" did not necessarily imply '' oral communication," but was satisfied by written communications, such as
often take place between clients and their counsel in the form
of letters and opinions; and that when the umpire bad read
and considered in each case the opposing opinio11s of the commissioners, together with all the evidence, and bad beld with
them such other communication in writing as either might
desire, he had. in the language of the convention, '' consulted
with the commissioners.''
Here the discussion ended.
October 2, 1872, Dr. Lieber died suddenly at his borne in New
York. At this time the sessions, of the board were suspended,
and they were not resumed till August 19, 1873, when 1\fr.
Zamacona appeared at the board as the successor of General
Guzman. On that occasion .l\'lr. Ashton formally announced
Dr. Lieber's decease, and, with the concurrence of the Mexican
agent, moved that the commissioners prqceed to appoint a new
umpire. The commissioners stated that they had already been
considering the subject; and on October 13, 1873, they offered
the l)Ost to Sir Edward Thornton, then British minister at
Washington. On the 16th of the same month Sir Edward
replied that be would accept the tru-;t if his government would
grant him permission to do so, and on the 18th he notified the
commissioners of his acceptance, at the same time returning
with his signature declaration, similar to those previously
made, which they had sent him. 1
As agent on the part of the United States
The Agents.
the President named Mr. Joseph Hubley Ashton, of Pennsylvania, who, as Assistant Attorney-General of the United States for a number of years, had
been conuected witb many cases involving important principle of international law. Mr. Ashton was at different times

a

1 a~fr, A hton in his final report: "The cases were investigatecl by
. ir Edward Thornton with consci·entions care, ,dt11011t the aicl and the
fa<·ilitie. affon1N1 hy pri11tecl records ancl printe<l. arguments; arnl 1befour
hnudre<l :l)J(l 01111 opinions from his pen in the re<'onls of the .commission
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a,.-~i::::.t ll in th p rformance of his duties hy :\fr. "\Villiam MarYin, of New ork, aHd Mr. Charles P. Jam e~, of Ohio.
The fir._ t ng nt for l\fo.-ico was Mr. Caleb Cushing. He was
n ·<:e '<.le<l in April 187~ by Mr. Mapuel A:--pi roz, ~rbo was in
turn succeeded by Mr. Eleuterio Avila. J\Ir. Avila served.
from Augu~t 1 73 to the close of the commission.
An idea of tbe onerous duties of the agents may be gathered
from tbe following passage in Mr. Ashton's fin al report:
"Tlrn evidence in the caseR of the American claims against
Mexico was taken and the special arg·ument s in those cases
on the facts were prepared by the private agen ts or couusel of
the c1aima,nts, the agent of the United States assummg no
responsibility in regard to the proofs.
"In mm1y cases of that class, lwwever, involving ge11~ra~ or
importai11t questions of law, especia1ly of public law, afle?trn_g
classes of cases, tbe agent of the United States dee:med it Ins
duty to prepare snch arguments upon those quest10ns as. Le
thought would be useful to the commissioners and th e umpu:e,
4
1
• ' A considerable period of time, at the outset of t~e co_mm ss1_on, before tbe completion of the proofs, was occupied m the
d_iscnssion of general questions of law raised by way of except.Ions, or motions to dismiss in the nature of demurrers to the
memorials.
"This discussion was conducted almost wholly by written
or priuted arguments between the agents of the two governments.
4
' But in the cases of the Mexican claims against the United
States tlie duty aud respou~ibility of prepariug the defeuse
of the government devolved throughout entirely upon the agent
?f the U11ited St:::1ites. He endeavored to make a thorough
mv~s~igatio!1. of those claims through all accessible so_ur~es
of mf?nnat1~n, ancl to collect and present to the cornm1s 1011
al~ evidence m a~swer to them in the posses ion of the go~ernment, or obtamable by the examiuation of wit1ie ' Se cogm~~1~~ O~. tlie transactions. With this view specinl agents, by
11
: ,uh ice, were, ent out to Mexico by tlie government charged
with
·
t·~gatmg
•
.'
. , . tlw
, <lut,~
. .r ot·• mve~
, everal of the more important,
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said to ha"e arisen, and much yalnal>l and imp lrt.~11t_ t timouy was thus obtained and laid b ,for' th' ('Oll\11\1 •• 10n on
the part of the U11ited States.
Messrs. Georg U. }aith 'l'
· •
H'l"~
The Secretaries. and J. Carlos le.-hl, of tl
ko
were foe first seer taries
Mr. Gaither, howeYer, soon rPsigned. Th 1, ,t m' hig a
which he appears is that on hmrnry 31, IR70. Th
sion did not meet again till the 20th of the 11 xt ,1nn an 1 on
that day Mr. Randolph Coyle, of the city of "'v a h1n o-tou a ppears as American $ecretary. He continued in the di ' ·liar ·
of the duties of tbe office till the dose of the commi sio11.
July 2, isn, the commissioners or<lered that the 1) rsons
employed in making trnusiations for the commission" be placed
under the exclusive c~ntrol and direction of the two secretaries
to·tbe commission, who are hereby authorized to make such
apportionment of the work to be done as will, in their opini~m,
best insm e its prompt dispatch."
Besides the delay attending the disposition
Suspension of the
.
.
•
of
a great mass of undigested busmess, a sus. •
Commiss1on.
pension of functions in one instance stayed
the progress of the commission. Among tlle c1aims presented
to tlle board by tbe Mexican Government, 36G were for com- pensation for losses and injuries inflicted by Indians coming
from the U nitecl States into Mexico between February 2, 1848,
and December 30, 1853, when the Gacls<len Treaty was concluded. These were commonly known as the Indian depredation claims, the ·principal or typical one being that of Rafael
Aguirre v. The United Stat<.>s (Jfo. 131, Mexican Docket), and
they involved in the aggregate more tllan $31,000,000. Octo:
ber 10, 1870, Mr. Ashton moved to dismiss all the claims for
want of jurisdiction. On May 8, 1872, the commissioners made
an order, applicable to all the claims, as follows:
''The agent of tbe United States having filed his motion to
dismi.-. a11 of saicl claims, and to reject them for reasons as. : igned; and the commis~io11ers, after full consideration of the
motion, being unable to agree, 1\lfr. Commissionel' Wadsworth
being in favor of allowing the motion and rejecting the claims,
an<l .M r. 'ommi . ioner I>alacio being in favor of denying tbe
motion aucl recogniz.ing the claims, as appears from the disagr in(l' 01>inion: of the ·aitl commissioners now filed herein,
he· ·l~im .· m·e now order <l to be certified to the umphe of
hi.~ commi::ion for hi: <le<·i:iou on the Rai<l motion of the agent
Jf h • \ nit <1 .'tat• . .
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"The Mexican secretary will transmit the said chims with
the accompanying proofs and documents, tbe motion of the
agent of the United States, the arguments of counsel pro and
con, and the opinions of the commissioners, with a certified
copy of this order."
When Genjjral Guzman on.June 24, 1872, took his seat at the
board as Mexican commissioner, this order had 11ot been executed. On the contrary, it seems that General Guzman, having
previously arrived in Washington, had as early as the 13th of
June taken possession of tbe papers, receipting for them to
l\Ir. Palacio, and when he appeared at the board he requested
of Mr. Wadsworth an opportunity to examine them, for the
purpose of ascertaining whether it might not be possible to
dispose of the claims without a reference to the umpire. To
this request Mr. Wadsworth assented. · On the 8th of July
General Guzman placed in his hands a written opinion, in
which he maintained that the cases could not be decided by
the commission, and besought Mr. Wadsworth to unite with
him in an appeal to the two governments to dispose of
them. Mr. Wadsworth refused to do so, and asked that the
order of the 8th of May be executed. TIJis General Guzman declined to permit, maintaining (1) that as the order had not been
executed when he took bis seat at the boar<l. be had a right
to disregard it, and (2) that the granting of bis request for
an opportunity to examine the papers amounted to a rescission
of the order. Mr. Wadsworth controverted these positions
and offered to submit the disagreement to the umpire, but General Guzman insisted that the order was null and void, and
declared his purpose so to treat it. Under these circumstances
Mr. Wadsworth, on .July 20, 1872, presented a written protest
again t the "forced interruption and suspension of the labors
of the commission," and h1vited the attentio11 of the governments, through their agents, "to the questions and the difficulties raised by the course which Commissioner Guzman ha
deemed proper to take." General Guzman refu ed to treat
the ·protest as hwing been filed until it should have been
tran lated; but he state<l. that he was willing to remain in i;;e ion till the translation should be made, if necessary. Th
commi sioners, however, were unable to agree a to whether
the cummi, sion should adjourn, or as to wheth r the e i n
should continue until the protest should be tran lated.
t
thi stage of the proceedingR Mr. Wad ·worth rose, and
neral Guzman declared the seRsion, usp nd d till h should b
able to acqua111t himself with the content . of th paper.
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The b oard did not meet ao-ain till

•n r~ l
man, and made and ubscribctl tli u._ ual d ' ·hr, i u. 1
The commi ·~ion having t lrn ' b n r
ized, Mr. Avila, the ao- ut f I ,,·i · on
diCl-~ Depredation ber 28, 1873, move(l that t h ' rd r f h
auns.
of May 1872 be revok tl, tln1,t h ·a·
Aguirr e be sent to the umpire alone, and th at a h ·laim. wh n
ready be submitted separately. Bein g un able t o a gr e < t
this motion, the commissioners on the 30th of O ·tob r 1 7'
referred their disagreement to t he umpire. On th e .,5th of
Xovemuer Sir FJdward Thornton rendered the following
decision:

Disposition of the In-

"R.A.F AEL AGUIRRE ~
vs.
No. 131.
"THE

UNITED ST.A.TES.

"The transmission of this case to tbe umpire under tbe
order of May 8, 1872, having been delayed, and the agent of
Mexico having moved to revoke tbe said order, and the commissioners having differed in opinion thereupon, and referred
the question to tbe umpire for decision, without filing opinions,
the umpire rendered the following decisio11, viz.:
" The undersigned, umpire of the United States and Mexican claims commission, .h as had under consideration the quest10n submitted to him by the two secretaries of the commi.ssiou
on t he 1st instant, whether the order made by the commissionon M ay 8, 187!J, (marked Lin the case of l{afael Aguirre) should
be revoked.
" The fact of the submission to him of this question compels
him to believe that the commissioner·s have reserved to themselves the right of revoking any order which may have been
mad e by them or at least this particular one. The umpire
think s that they unuoubted1y have tbe right to do so.
"He is also of opinion that tlle commissioner.::; ought, not to
dismiss,or recog1.tize by one decision a large class of claims, as
i propo ed by the respective commissioners in the aboveme1.1tioned order, by virtue of an abstract prmcip1e which is
,,upposeu to cover the whole of those 366 claims; 11ot· to submit to the umpire a difference of opinion with respect to the
whole of th e e claim · collectively.
' ucb a mode of -proceeui111,?; seems to him to be contrary t c,
th' 1 tter anu ,• pirit of t11 e convention of July 4, 18G8, aua.
1
During be suspension of the 1·ommi.ssion a d1ge t in panish of the
: dm" 1>rin1·1pl aunonnc: di.nits de(•isions was publ i.sh ed in t h e City of
-1 - i o. (La. 'onu ion ::'llixta 11o Re lamacione 1l exi.canas y Amen can as,
por Joe l"natio Rollri<Tu•. : 'ity of M xico, 1 73.)
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to the principles of justice and equity, in accordaHce with
which the convention requires of them to examine and decide
upon tl.Je claims submitted to them.
"The convention directs that 'should they' (the commissioners) 'fail to agree in opinion upon any individual claim, they
shall call to their assistance the umpire, &c., and such umpire
after Laving examined the eYide11ce adduced for aud against
the cla,i m' (that indivhlual claim), 'and after' &c.
"Again: 'The decision of the commissioners alld of the
umpire shall l>e given upon each claim _i11 writiug-.'
·' The c011tracting parties evidently iutell(led that tlle commissioners should consider and decide upon one claim at a
time, with reference to its indiddual merits, and that m the
event of tlleir differing in opinion tbe umpire :should decide
upon the difference with regard to that particular claim. The
same spirit is preserved in other parts of the convention.
Article 3 lays down that 'The commissioners shall be bound
to examine and decide upon every claim' &c. Article 4 states
that 'When decisions shall have been made by the commisHioners and the arbiter in every case' &c.
"The true meaning of the words 'every claim' is 'ear.Ii one
of all tl.Je claim8,' and is hardly rendered by the Spanish
words 'todas las reclamaciones.' The more exact counterpart
of the English text would l.Jave been 'cada una de todas las
reclarnacio11e • .'
"Aud so 'every ca.::;e' signifies 'each one of all t:be cases.'
" or can tlle umpfre believe that the claim that the damages
alleged were committed by tile authorities of the United
'tate, , or tlrnt the United States are liable for the depredation of Indiaus, whether it be admitted or disallowed, would
embrace every one of the 3GG claims in question, or that it
would be fair and just either tnwards the United. States or the
·laimants not to examine aud decide upon each one of them ·
eparately with due rt•g-ard to its individual merits.
"The umpire is therefore of opinion that the above-mentioned ord r of May 8, 187:!, ought to l>e revoked.
\.ft r rec iving this decision, the commissioners ordered tl.Je
,· r tar in charge of the papers in the case of Rafael .Aguirre
I ro d without delay to deliver them, together with the
argnm •n t of eoun el and the opinions of the commissioner ,
b umpir . In due time tl.Je umpire disallowed tbe claim,
on h gr nncl that the release of the United State by tl.Je
~a l:cl >Jl Tr aty from "all liability on account of the obliga1 JL' ' l1 ain cl in the eleye11th artil'lC of the treaty of Gua<la1111 IIi laJ g o. touchrng the vreYc11tion of Indian ineur, ion.
int> 1 xi co. })erated a. adi:chargefrom anypecuniaryclaim.
on a<· ·01111 of ho. ohlig8tion. aH well aR from the pecil"!l dniy
wb.i ·h th Y imp etl.
fter receivrng tl11 · deci ion, which m

1·
principle covered all the c:_1::-;es i 11 q uestion, h ·om111i ., ion 1-.1
filed in each of the other au., da i111 s tJ, e followincJ' <li mi:·.·nl:
"The commissioners h:-wi11g- exa111i11 ,(1 thi .'
all(l fontHl
that it falls within the decisio11 of t he umpir' mad ' i11 ·a ·
o.
131, Rafael Aguirre against t h e l 11ited tat~ <li .. mi.·: th·
present claim, the Mexican eom mission er snb!-l •riurng th ord<'t '
uotwithstaudi11g his personal opini on tn tlw ton rary in ob ,(lj .
euce to the said decision of t he umpire. "
'The ·commissioners hel<l tli ir Ja " t· m
January 31, 1876. The\,·
L:Hl then d1 "p
J
all the claims which hml Leen , ubmitt
them. Before they declared their sessious to be at an e11d, fr.
Zamacona, on behalf of himself and his colleague, pnbli ~hed
and filed a paper containing the following statement:
"The Commissioners, in obe<lieuce to the requirements of
th~ 4?om:entiou, have written aud signed their decisions and
op101ons m each case, besides recordiug them, in separate books,
where they will all be found, except such disagreeiug opinions
as1 have not yet been recorded in cases now Lefore the Umpire.
~ he Commissioners will certify the opinions already recorded
rn_ the books, a11d the respective Secretaries will do the same
with the opinions in the bands of the Umpire wheu he shall
have returned the c·ases.
'' The decisious of the Umpire to this date, so far as they
~ave been returned into the Uommission, have been placed on
its files and recorded in its books.
"The Commissioners with the assistance of the Secretaries
have kept an accurate record and correct minutes of their proceedings and of the proceedings of the .Umpires to this date,
and kept iu g-ood order the arehives of the 0ommi::',sion and as
the labors of the Ump ire have not been concluded, they remain
~n the ?barge of the Secretarie8, who have held them iri. their
immediate custody, and subject to whatever agreement the two
Governments may come to in regard to the mauner in which
the archives of the Commission are to be disposed of.
"The Secretaries will take 11otice of thfa announcement and
will communicate a copy of it to tue Agent of the United Stat~s
and to the Agent of Mexico, in order that they ma.y transmit
it to their respective Governments.
"Washington January 31, 1876.
"W. H. WADSWORTH.
.
Last Meeting
of the
.
Comnu.ss1oners.

"M. DE ZAM.A.CON.A.."

On the 1st of March J 876, at a meeting of
the American and Mexican secretaries and
agents, the American secretary a~nounccu
that he had received a communication from the ump1re_refer•ri11g to the f, ct that the secretaries had transmitted to him on
Final Proceedings
of the Umpire.
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h 5 h ul imo Ya,l'iou motion of .the agent of Mexico and of
_ni
at .', r, ·p •tiv ly, having for their object the
am udm •ut H,ll(l m lifi. •a,tion of certain awards and the rehearing of
ral th 'r . The umpire said th at he already had
b l'or him a numb r of n w cases and would f<till receive seveml more, wbi •h were to be sent to him un der orders of the
commi . ioner . He thought it incumbent upon him to examiu and decide upon an these cases before taki11g into consideration Urn motions of the ao·ents
for a·mendmeuts and rehearo
.
ings. He therefore decliuecl for the morn en t t o consider
whether there ought to be any amendments or rehearings,
and returned the motions referred to with tl.J.e papers, and
· begged that the agents would not transmit any such motions
until all the fresh cases ordered by the commissioners to be
sent to him should have been disposed of. On the 18th of
September 1876 the umpire, jn a letter to the American secretary, pointed out that he bad then only two more cases upon
which bis decision was required. These were No. 398 against
the United States aud No. 839 against Mexico. He said that
he had already written his decisions upon these casecl, and as
soon as they were copied should forward · them to the respective secretaries. He inquired whether the Mexican secretary
or the American had any further commuuication to make to
him. On the following day the American secretary replied,
saying that the agents of the United States and Mexico had
from time to time filed -with him motions for rehearings, amendments, etc., accompanied generally by briefs and in some cases
by evidence. These motions he transmitted to the umpire,
w~o subsequently rendered decisions upon them. He closed
h1s labors November 20 1876 on which day the last entry
. the journals. '
' appears m
Disposition of
As has been seen, the convention limited
Claims.
the l> riou for the pre:sentation of claims to
. . th iglit months following the first meeting
h c. mm1 · ·10ner·,· w h ow r<' b owever, autllorized to extend
h . 1> no 1 ~y 11 ot mor' than thr •e month . On July 8 1869
b ·t r h fir m
• inoc t· tl 1 , <.omm1· .·1011
·
' Mr.'
.
. r. >
r.· took place,
h foll wrng ·ir ·nlar:

ll

},

n >Ii
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1

on the part of corporation , •ompa11i(·s, or priYat , in i,·idn: 1•
citizens of the United "tat~.,, 11po11 tliP <:on•rnm nt. of th
Mexican Republic, ~1,rising from i11_jmit•s to th ir p r:on or
property by authoritie of the .:\Iniean PPpnulie whieh m •. ·
have been presented to the Gon·rnme11t of th l '" nit<> l .1 n -'
for its interposition with the O onrn 11w11 t of th ' .:\1 . i ·• n
R~public, since the signature of thP trPaty of (tt1, laln1
Hidalgo of the 2nd of February, 18~S, a1ul whi ·It y •t r Ill: iu
unsettled, as well as any other such (']ai111~ which m, y u' pr .sented within the time specified in tlH' Raid ( 'onv nti n :h, ll
b_e referred to a mixed Commission, which h; to m t in h
city of Washington.
"<?itizens of the United States having claim. ao-ain
Mexican Government, arising from in_juries to their p r on r
property, which are to be referred to the said mixed ommi:~ion, and those who may present claims withill th time limit d
u~ the _Oo_nvention from tlle day of the first meeting of the aid
Oomm1ss10n, are recommended and ad vised to forward to thi
Department full statements of tile sa,id claims, under oath,
accompanied by such other proofs as they see :fit to present.
"J. ~ubley Ashton, ~squire, has been appointed, in accordanc_e with the provisions of the Convention, on behalf of the
U mted States, agent and counsel, to take charge of and conduct all proceedings in the presentation of claims offered
through the Goverument of the United States. He will take
charge of and submit to the Oommission all proofs furnished
by the several claimants, their agents or counsel, under such
r_ules as may be prescribed by the Oommisson, and will, under
h~e rules, argue each case upon proof so submitted, and such
br_ief of argument as may be furnished to him in like manner.
His compensation will be paid by the Government, and his
services will be free to all claimants.
'' Claimants are also informed that the services of private
counsel will be limited to the preparation of cases for presentation and argument; but they are advised that their interests
may be promoted by the employment of counsel to prepare
briefs of argument for the use of the agent of the Government,
and otherwise to assist him, within the limitation stated, in
presentation of their cases.
"Claima~ts are required, in every case, to furnish to the
Department satisfactory proof showing" l. That they are citizens of the United States.
"2. The time when the claim arose.
"3. rrhe present owner or owners of the claim.
"4. The name and address of the person authorized to act
for the claimants and to correspond with the Department on
the Rubject of the claim.
"On application to the Department, by letter or other~ise,
circular will be sent to claimants, containing subRtaut1ally
the general n1le. , as to the mode and form of proof, whicb
5627- ol. 2--~l
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ommis~ions organized under Conventates and foreign governments for
.
'' HAMILTON FISH,

~, Secreta,ry of State."

In tructiou al o were ent to the consuls of the United
States in Me-yico to s nd in any claims which they might
r eceive; t and on February 23, 1870, Mr. Fish issued another
circular, which was as follows:
"DEP .!.RTMEN'l' OF ST ATE,

"Washington, D. O., Februcwy 23, 1870.
"The Convention between the United States and the Republic of Mexico of the 4th of July, 1868, provides for a final settlement, by a J oiut Commission, of all claims on t~e. part of the
corporations, companies, or private individuals, c1t1~e~1s of one
country against the Government of the other, ansmg from
injuries to their persons or property, which mar hav~ beeu
presented to either Government for its interposit10n w~th the
other, since the signature of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo,
between the two countries of the 2d of February, 1848, and
which yet remain unsettled, as well as all such claims as may
be presented within eight months from the day of the first
1

"DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, December 9, 1869.

"U.S. Consul a t - - , Mexico.
"Sm: Immediately after the receipt of this instruction, you will give
notice in all the public journals in your district, and in such other way as
you see fit, that the time for tbe present~tion of claims against the Republic of Mexico, before the joint commission now sitting at Washington,
will expire on the 31st of March next, unless good cause for extension is
shown; and you will ca,11 upon such claimants as desire to present their
claims, with their proofs and evidence in support of the same through
you, to arpeai: before you at an early day. You wHl l'<' Ceive all claims so
prr~ented, and will take and verify all proofs in support of the same,
w~1 rh may U<' l)roffrr<'<l 1)y tbe claimants, and will, without delay, trans~1 t th
sam<•. to thi:; Department, through the minister of tbe United
•. tat<•, at ~I 1•x1 co, oi- by such oth<·r safo mode of convryancr as shall occur,
10 orcl r that th<· same may reach the Department 1)pfore the 30th day of
)la1: 11 n_ xt. You will al o notify all claimants who prefer to present
th 1r laun
n<l p1:oo_f , :u1thm1tic·at1·cl in th<· manner provid<'<l for by the
r_ul
of th comnn 101wr , of whir.h : copy is ini·lo•wd, tb, t th y arc at
hl nty to clo o : nd tha thf'• l)pp•irtm"
· 1·1
·
,,n t w•·11
1 , 111
IK<' ma,nnc·r, take chargo
of , ~ l pn· ,·n l: ms ~u'.l proof: fir> :mth,•nti1·a.t,·<1; lrnt 110 cla,im cnn he
Tl' •1,·l'<l I,. tlw i·o nmt s11111 :vhich i no pr,•s1·11t1•1l throu,rh on<• or tll •
o }wr o.

lw '"" r1111wn

•

,.,

".I., .. H. l)A\'I
' 881.
.'

11/a II t , 'r·,Telary. ''
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1 1:

meeting of the Commissioners. 'l'hat p •riod ·pfr H 011
day of March, 1870. The Co11Ye11tion also provid( H tlrn
claims arising out of any transactio11 of a dat J)rior t it r. ification are to be hereafter forever barred and inadmi ibl
whether presented to or laid before tlle Commi i n r or not
'' In this state of facts, it bas been con id r d by tbi J) partment as advisa.ble not to withl1old from pr . entati n t th
Commissioners any of the cla.ims of our citizen , but to r £ r
tbem to the Commissioners for deciRion. It ha according-I,·
referred, and will continue to refer, to the Joint Commis i 1
all claims of the corporations and citizens of this countrJ whi h
may be presented in due time, without special examination of
their merits.
"It is not, therefore, to be inferred, from the fact of pre entatiou, that the Government thereby expresses any opinion
upon the merits of the claims presented, either as regards th
facts of the caRe, which in most instances remain to be fully
developed before the Commissioners, aud of which the Department therefore cannot judge, or as regards the principles of
l~\V: to be invoked in their support. The responsibility of demdmg questions of fact and law rests with the Uommission~rs, but it has been and is the purpose of this Department to
mterpose no obstacle to the submission of any claim with such
proofs and arguments in its support as the claimant may
furnish.
·
"Claimants desiring further information are referred to J.
Hubley Ashton, Esq., the agent and counsel of the United
States, who is to be addressed at 355 H street, Washington,
D.C.
"HAMILTON FISH,

" Secretary of State."
The presentation of American claims by tbe Department of
State to the commission began soon after the latter's organization, and continued as the claims were from time to time received at the Department. In the end it appeared that the
greater part of the American claims laid before the commission
were first brought to tile notice of the United States after the
conclusion of the convention. The claims filed in the Department of State prior to that time n~mbered 330. Within the
eight months ending March 31, 1870, which time was originally
allowed for the presentation of claims to the commission, the
number of American claiJ11s so presented was 894. Before the
expiration of that period, however, the commissioners, in the exercise of the authority conferred upon them by the convention,
extended the time for presenting claims till June 30, 1870;
and within the three ad di tional months 12,'3 American claims
w r e presented. The whole 11umbe~ of claims against Mexico
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was 1,017. The number of claims against the United States
was 998, of which 90 were presented to the commiBsion after
March 31, 1870. The whole number of claims presented to the
commission was 2,015. The practically enforced transmission
of "claims" to the commission both by the United States an d
by Mexico without examination naturally resulted in the dismissal of many cases on jurisdictional grounds.
It is a curious coincidence that the number of United States
and of Mexican claims r~iected should have been the same.
Of tbe claims against Mexico 831 were dismissed or disallowed,
while awar<ls were made in favor of the claimants in 18G cases.
Of the claims against the United States 831 were dismissed or
disallowed, while the awards made in favor of the claimants
numbered 167. A hundred and fifty of these awards, however,
were made in one class of claims, known as the Piedras N egras
claims, which were disposed of by the commissioners as one
case, so that the number of cases, distinct in fact or in principle, in which awards were made against the United States
was only 18.
So, also, in some instances large numbers of claims were
practically dismissed or disallowed under one decision. The
mo~t remarkable example of this kind was that of tbe claims
against the United States known as tlrn Indian depredation
claims, which were 366 i.n number, and which were, as we have
seen, at length dismissed by the commissioners under a decision
of the umpire, made in tbe leading case, on a motion made by
the agent of the United States to dismiss it. In what were
known as tbe Bagdad cases, upward of a hundred claims
against the United States were dismi::,sed by the commissioners under a deci. ion on the merits made hy the umpire in the
leading case.
Th mode in which th claims were disposed of may be seen
by th following table:
American
clock ct.

. ionrr'\ W ru1ewortb and Palacio . __ . _.... ___ .
; ommi ioon Wadsworth ru1d Zama •ona ......•...
y Dr. Lid>er, umpire ................. ................. .
y 'ir E1l\\ar,1 Thornton, nmpir ...................... .
olitlatNl ·ith othn,·a
................... ....... ... .
11\ra

11. ••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

To l. ... ·-· ··· -····-··· ············ ....................... .

227
35:3
20
398

12

Mexfran
docket.
:114
594
15
62
13

7

0

1,017

!J!JS

--------
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Of the American claims decided by Commissioners W a<lsworth an<l Palacio, awards in favor of the claimants were made
in 40, while 187 were dismissed. Of the Mexican claims the
same commissioners allowed 154 and dismissed 160. Commissioners Wadsworth and Zamacona allowed 3 American claims
and dismissed 350, while they allowed 8 Mexican claims and
dismissed 586. 1
The records of the commission, so far as they remained in the
possession of the United States, were deposited in the Department of State, which considers itself without authority to give
them up except by act of Uongress. 2 The records and files of
the agent of Mexico, comprising all tbe documents relating to
the claims of Mexican citizens against the United States, were,
on the dissolution of the commission, transferred to the custody of the Mexican _legation and were not deposited in the
Department of State.:3
rroucbing the manner in which the awards
Mode of Paying should be paid, the convention provided that
Awards.
when the decisions of the commissioners and
the umpire should have been rendered in every case laid before
them, "the total amount awarded in all the cases decided in
favor of the citizei1s of the one party" should "be deducted
from the total amount awar<led to the citizens of the other
party;" that "the balance, to the amount of three hundred
thousand dollars," should be paid "at the City of Mexico or
at the city of Washington, in gold or its equivalent, within
twelve months from the close of the commission, to the government in favor of whose citizens the greater amount may
1 Report of Mr. Ashton, S. Ex. Doc. 31, 44 Cong. 2 sess. 15.
Mr. Ashton
calls attention to the fact that while Sir Eilwarcl Thornton appears by the
foregoing table to have decided 460 cases, lie stated in his final opinion
that be had decided 464. Mr. Ashton explaius that this discrepancy of 4
caises no doubt arose from the fact that several cases were referred to Sir
Edward Thornton twice; first upon some preliminary question, such as
citizenship, and again upon the merits.
In th e case of Aluert Speyers Dr. Lieber, as umpire, awarded $23,000, on
condition that the claimant prove his American citizenship. This the
latter failed to do, and April 10, 1872, the umpire decided: "I can allow
no award in favor of the Uuited States for Moritz or Albert Speyers."
(Mr. Uhl, Acting Sec., to Mr. McAleer, May 22, 1894; Mr. Gresham, Sec. of
State, to same, July 2, 1894-, MS.)
2 Mr. Bayard to Mr. Buck, February 11, 1887, MS. Dom. Let.
3 Mr. Porter, Actmg 8ec. , to Mr. Cruz, January 7, 1887, MS. Dom. Let.
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have been awarded, without interest or any other deduction"
than tbat for the expenses of the commission; and tbat "the
residue of the said balance" should "be paid in annual installments to an amount not exceeding three hundred thousand
dollars, in gold or its equivalent, in any one year, until the
whole shall have been paid."
This mode of payment, while at first blush apparently a
simple one, was in reality clumsy and complicated. Without
affecting in the slightest degree the pecuniary liabili_ty of
either government to tbe other, it required each to pay acertain sum to its citizens from its. own treasury, while it obliged
the government in whose favor the larger amount was aw~rded
to divide each award, and from time to time, as the installments fell due, pay part from its own funds and the rest from
the moneys received from tbe other government. But, in tbe
case of the present commission 1 the payment of the awards
was further complicated by the fact that they were made in
different moneys. As the convention provided that tbe decision should in each case designate whether tbe sum allowed
should be '' payable in gold or in the currency of the United
States," some of the awards were made in United States currency, others in gold coin of the United States, a11d othPrs yet
in Mexican gold; and in several awards in favor of citizens
of the United States certain items were allowed in United
States gold and others in United States currency. 1 In some
cases Dr. Lieber made his awards payable in ''gold" or in
"Mexican currency." July 24, 1871, he made the following
declaration:
"Having u ed in my decisions and awards, repeatedly, the
expre ·sion 'Mexican Currency' or 'Gold' and finding that
Mexican Currency might be underRtood' to mean Mexican
ilver, and that Gold is not sufficiently definite, I now declare,
1
Ir . .A. hton, in a i- port to Mr. Fish of November 23, 1876, said: "I
have allecl attention to the fact that in everal of the Amerir:111 cnses
·
h amouut
ctively awan1ecl are expressed jn the curnit cl '
h r portions of those amonnts ai-e
'tate . In all the cases of this class,
a.warded in the currency of the
. Ex. DoC'. 31, 44 Cong, 2 sess. 7.)
ited , 'tate an<l Mexi ·o filed a
wlii<·h the commission ancl the
or r·o. ts witbont •xpi-es. ing in
, it ahonld he payable iu uited
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before the pu!Jlication of said awards, that wherever I .have
used the expressions aforesaid, namely Mexican Currency or
Gold, they shall be taken as equivalent to the expl'ess~on
Gold Coin of the United States of .America, and as meamng
the same.
''New York, July 24, 1871.
"FRANCIS LIEBER."

This declaration was received by the commissioners July
26, 1871, and on the same day they made the fo1lowing order:
"The commissioners in their awards heretofore having sometimes used the expressions' in gold' or 'Mexican curreucy ,' it
is now ordered that these expressions, wherever they occur in
such awards, shall be taken as equivalent to the expression
'in gold coin of the United States,' and so far as may be necessary such awards are now modified to conform -to this
decision."
Subsequently, Sir Ed ward Thornton in certain cases made
awards in" Mexican dollars." The agent of the United States,
deeming these words amLiguous, moved that the awards be
amended so as to reuder their meaning certain. On this motion
Sir Ed ward Thornton delivered, January 25, 1875, the following
decision:
"With reference to the sugg~stion addressed to the Umpire
by the agent of the United States concerning the nature or
kind of currency in which his awards in several cases are
made payable, he begs to state that where he made use of the
term 'Mexican Dollars,' which he admits is not sufficiently
precise, he meant Mexican Gold Dollars, of which there are
sixteen to the Doubloon or 'onza de oro.'
"The Umpire is not of opinion that the framers of the convention intended to prohibit the use of Mexican gold coin in
the awards made by the Commission. If the word gold had
referred to the United States, he thinks that the words 'in
gold or currency of the United States' would have been a
more proper phraseology; he believes that in the convention
'gold' meant gold coin of either one country or the other, and
as the claims referred to originated in Mexico, and as it is to
be designated whether the awards shall be payable 'in gold
or in the currency of the United States,' it seems more proper
that with regard to such claims the awards should be payable
in Mexican Gold Dollars." 1
.
Wherever interest was deemed by the comInterest.
missioners or the umpire to be due as part of
tue indemnity awarded, it was allowed from a
specified time up to a date usually described as "the conclu1 Bark Emily Banning et :11.
MS. Opinions, IV. 7.

11 •

Mexico, Nos.136, 137, ancl 138, Am. Docket,
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Rion of tbe labors of the commission," or "the d.ate of the final
award." This mode of rendering awards necessitated a subsequent computation of the amount in every case in wliich
interest was allowed, besides leaving it doubtful when the interest would cease to run. 1 On September 30, 1874, the agen t
of Mexico moved that the commissioners declare that tbe phrase
"to tbe conclusion of the labors of the commission" should be
taken to mean to the end of the two years and six months fixed
by the convention of 1868. On the 3d of October the commissioners decided that it included "not only the two years and.
a half of the first period agreed to, but also the subsequent
extensions." April 2, 1875, tbe agent of Mexico renewed the
subject by moving (1) that in all awards up to tbe 28th of the
})receding January the interest should cease to run on that
day, and (2) that in future, when interest should be a1lowed ,
it should run only to tbe date of tbe decision. On the 11th of
June the commissioners announced their rejection of these
motions.
Thus the matter stood ti11 January 25, 1876, when the commissioners, on the eve of their final adjournment, ordered that
in all cases in which they had allowed interest '· to the close of
the labors of the commission," it should be calculated to the
date of the last decisiou which the umpire should render within
the time limited for the completion of his labors by the convention of November 20, 1874. The time prescribed by that
convention for the completion of the umpire's labors was July
31, 1876.
On January 31, 1876, Sir Edward Thornton, writing· to the
commi ioners on the subject of their final adjournment, which
wa to take place on that day, said:
" ou will ob ·erve tha,t in making· awards where interest is
a1lowed I have laid it down that this interest sbou1d be paid
from
taiu <lat in each ca.-e 'to tlie date of the final award.'
hi ,
· e ·on ider and decide to be, as far a my awards
a·
he la t a,ward which I shall make
· ot the convention of rovember
2
award which I may sign on or

lin
d
m

ctory " ·aid .dr. A bton in his prers and the umpire had deemed it
a ·e: in which they allowed interest,
and a.warcli1w a ·erta.in aggr gate
1, H 'on,. 2 11 • • )
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July 31, 1876, Sir Ed ward Thornton formally declared that his
award made on that day in the case of Geronimo de la Garza 'l'.
Mexico, No. 993, American Docket, was the decision contemplated in the order of the commissioners of the 25th of the preceuing January, and that the words "to the date of the final
award," as used by himself, should be taken to refer to the
same decision. It was thus at length established that where
interest was allowed by the commissioners or by Sir Ed ward
Thornton it was to be computed to July 31, 1876.
But there yet remained certain cases in which Dr. Lieber
had awarded interest from a certain day "to the close of the
labors of the commission/' but in which, owing to his death,
he made no decraration as to bis intentions. On the suggestion of the agents of the two governments Sir Edward
Thornton, November 17, 187G, decided that in all such cases
interest should be calculated to July 31, 1876.
Thus all uncertainty as to the time to which interest should
be computed was finalJy removed by the authoritative adoption of a uniform day for all cases.
Not infrequently interest was allowed on certain items in a
claim and disallowed on others; and "in several cases award:-;
were made of particular sums bearing interest from different
dates, subject to certain deductions or credits, with interest
from various dates." Such things tended to complicate the
calculations of the total amounts of the various awards. But
it appears that the secretaries of the commission performed
the work with so much expertness that their computations,
though made separately, produced in every instance the same
result. 1
The claims of citizens of the United States
Pecuniary Results of
. tM
.
. l d"
d
d.
the Commission.
agams
ex1co, me u mg amages an interest where they were claimed, amounted to the
enormous sum of $470, 126,613.40. The awards against Mexico,
fa t,he three kinds of money in which they were payable,
aggregated the following amounts:
United States currency. __ ._ .. __ . ____________ . ________ . _. ___ $402, 942. 04
United States gold coin. _____ _._______________________ ......
426,624.98
Mexican gold coin ·_... __ .. _. __ • ___ . _... _.... __ . ____ . _. _____ 3, 296, 055. 18
Total in three moneys _______ .. _____ . ____ ... ___ . __ ____ 4, 125, 622. 20
1

S. Ex. Doc. 31, 44 Cong. 2 sess. 7.
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The claims of citizens of Mexico against the United States
amounted to $86,661,891.15. 'The awards against the United
States aggregated the following amom1ts:
Unite(\. States currency _______________ ___ .. ____ .. _.. .... . ___
United States gold coin .. __ ._ ........ __ ... ___ .. _. __ .. _____ .
Mexicau gold coin __ ... __ •••.. _••.... _.... ___ .... __ . . . . . . . .

$89,410.17
10,559.67
50, 528. 57

Total in three moneys._ •••.. __ .. _.... __.... _... . . . . . .

150, 498. 41

Thus, after deducting the amounts awarded in favor of citizens of the United States from the amounts awarded in favo r
of citizens of Mexico, there remained due from Mexico to the
United States the fo~lowing sums:
United States currency . ____ ... ___ .. ____ .. _. __ ... ___ .. __ ... $313, 531. 87
United 8tates gold coin ...... ____ ..........................
416,065.31
Mexican gold coin ...... ! ........... _.... __ .. _. _.... _. _. . . . 3, 245, 526. 61
Total in three moneys .. _._. ___ . _. _..... _. _... _. _. . . . . 3, 975, 123. 79

By Article VI. of the convention, it was stipulated that the
whole expenses of the commission, including contingent expenses, should be defrayed by a ratable deduction not to exceed
5 per cent on the sums awarded, and that the deficiency, if
any, should be defrayed in moieties by the two governments.
December 14, ·1876, Mr. Fish and Mr. Mariscal met at the
Department of State for the purpose of adjusting the expense
account. They determined that the compensation of the
umpire should be at the rate of $6,000 a year. Deducting,
therefore, the advances to Dr. Lieber, which were made at that
rate, and which amounted to $12,279.44, there remained the
sum of $18,550 yet due as compensation of the umpire, onehalf of which was payable by each government.
The total expense account was found to stand as follows:
Paitl by Mexico:
a1ary of commissioner from July 1, 1869, to January 31,
1 76, 6 year s and 7 months, at; $4,500 _.. _.. _.... ___ . . . . . . $29, 625. 00
, alary of secretary from May 1, 1869, to December 31, 1876,
7 years and 6 montbs, at $2,500 ............. ___ ..... _.. . 18, 750. 00
mpire, Dr. Lieber, from September 6, 1869, to
ctober 1, 1872, at $3,000 ... .. _ .. _. ___ . _. . .... $6, 139. 72
l mpire, , fr Edward Thornt ou from October 17
1~73, to .. ovem b •r 20, 1 76, 3 ;ears and 1 month~ 9, 275. 00
T

15,414.72

Tot 1 amount paid by :Mexico ... __ . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 63, 7 9. 72
Paid by the Tnit d tat :
For am
rvice , ame rates and time ......... 63, 7 9 72
Al JOID on tin , nt expen es ....... _... _..... 51, 159. 02
T tal: moun paid 1>y the
'1

loi

ni1 d .'tat •R • •••• •••• - - ~ 114., 948. 74

al amonn_ of xp n ''fl ....•.•.. •.•.••.... ·.....•... 178,738.46
)H'll

9,369.23
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Computation had disclqsed the fact that the total expenses
would be defrayed by deducting from the amount of the awards
4.17992 per cent, which on $4,125,622.20, due by Mexico,yieldecl
$172,447.75, - and on $150,498.41, due by tlrn United States,
yielded $6,290.71; together, $178, 738.46. 1 It still remained,
however, to adjust this charge between the two governments,
so that each might bear its proportion of the expenses, as pro•
vided by .Article VI. DP-ducting from $172,447.75, representing th~ percentage on the awards to be paid by Mexico, the
sum of $114,948.02 disbursed by the United States on account
of the joint expenses of the commission, there remained a balance in favor of Mexico of $57,499.01. By a subsequent nnder_standing the Mexican Government deducted the whole of this
balance from the first installment, which was discharged by
the payment to the United States January 31, 1877, in the city of
Washington, of $242,501 in the gold coin of the Unit~d States.
In reality the sum actually due, when reduced to United States
gold, was only $238,567.06, and the excess of $3,933.94 was
credited to Mexico in the payment of the next installment.
But before the second im,tallment was paid the two governments, with a view to obviate the inconveniences and uncertainties arising from the fact that, while the awards were payable only "in gold or its equivalent," they were expressed in
three kinds of money, entered into the following agreement:
"First. The Government of Mexico shall be held to discharge
the obligation imposed upon it under the convention by paying
in currency of the United States or its equivalent the proportion of the awards expressed in currency, and the respective
gold awards in gold or its equivalent, having regard to the
relative value of the gold coinage of the two countries.
'' Second. That for the calculation of the eqivalence of value
the gold dollar of Mexico shall be held equal to 98fl1l-lo cents
in gold coinage of the United States.
"Third. That an annual payment shall be held to comprise
$23,662.05 in currency of the United States, $31,400.18 in gold
coin of the United States or its equivalent, and $244,937.77 in
·gold dollars of Mexico or their equivalent, thus extinguishing
claims to the amount of $300,000 (nominal) each year.
"Fourth. That the first installment having been computed
an<l satisfied in gold, Mexico shall now pay, to the end of
~qualizing the account, two currencyinstalhuents,or $47,324.10
m currency, and shall pay besides in gold coin of the United
States a sum sufficient, when taken in conjunction with the
previous payment, to extinguish two annual payments of the
awards severally due in gold as above set forth.
1

H. Report 27, 45 Cong. 2 sess.
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"This amount is found to be:
In gold coin of the United States...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $62, 800. 36
In gold dollars of Mexi.co, reducinjY the same to the equivalent
value in United States gold coin°at a stipulated rate ........ 482,007.65
Total Umtecl States gold ...•......................... .. 544, 808. 01
Less first installment ......................... __ . . . . . . . 300, 000. 00
Balance .............. __ . _. _.. _.. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 244, 808. 01

"In accordance with this agreement, Seuor Zamacona ten-

dered to Mr. Evarts two (\hecks drawn by himself on the
National City Bank of New York to his own order, and indors~d
to the order of Mr. Evarts, one check being for $47,324.10 m
currency and the other $244,808.01 in gold, for which check Mr.
Evarts gave receipt according to annexed form.
.
,~Mr.Evarts took occasion to express his satisfaction at th1s
prompt payment on the part of Mexico.
"Senor Zamacona declared that Mexico desired not to be
precluded by the fact that the actual payments of the two
installments had been made at the city of Washington from
claiming that future payments might under the convention be
rightfully made at the City of Mexico.
.
"Mr. Evarts asserted that the alternative of the convent10n
as to the place of payment was only open until the award
should show to which nation the balance would prove to be
payable, and thereupon the payment would be fixed as at the
seat of government of the nation receiv.ing the payment. Mr.
Evarts, however, assented that the question should sta.nd upon
the terms of the convention, unprejudiced by the past payments.
"MANUEL M.A.. DE ZAMACONA..
"ALVEY A. ADEE.

"W.A.SHnGTON, January 31, 1878."
"RECEIPT FOR THE SECOND INSTALLMENT.
'~DEP.A.RTMEN1' OF ST.A.TE,

"Washington, January 31, 1878.
"Received of Don Manuel Ma. de Zamacona, confidential
of tbe Mexican
ernment, two checks drawn uy himon th · ~ ation
ity Bank of New York to bis own
nd y him ind
the undersigned, one check being
ur thou and eight huuclred and
44, 0 .01) gold, a.ml the other for
undred and twenty-four dollars
rr ncy, which check , taken todL ·ha,rge of t.he balance of the
hat 1 public to the nited States
the ro gov rnments of the 4th
adj
ment thi, day made of the
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payment of the first installment in connection with the present
payment.
"WM. M. EV.ARTS,

"Secretary of State." 1
We have seen that after deducting the awards payable by
the United States in Mexican gold from those payable by Mex. ico jn the same coin, there remained due from Mexico to the
U.Qited States on such awards the sum of $3,245,526.61 in
Mexican gold. At the rate of exchange agreed upon, this sum
was equivalent to $3,193,4-00.25 in United States gold, and the
amount of Mexico's original uet indebtedness in United States
gold and currency stood thus:
United States currency ____________ ... __ .... ____ .. ___ ...... $313,531.87
United States gold._ ....... _............. _.................
416,065.31
Mexican gold, reduced to United States ...... __ ............ 3, 193,400.25
Deduction on expense account .. _................ _.. . . . . . . . .

3,922,997.43
57, 499. 01

Total net indebtedness ................................ 3, 865, 498. 42

The proportionate amounts required to make up the nominal
sum of $300,000, the amount of the annual installment under
the convention, were as follows:
United States currency .................................... .
United States gold ............................... _........ .
Mexican gold ............................................. .

$23,662.05
31,400,18
244,937.77

Total ............... _.................. __ ........... .

300,000.00

Reducing the proportion in Mexican gold to the standard
agreed upon, the account stood thus:
United States currency .............. _..................... .
United States gold ............................. _.......... .
Mexican gold, reduced to United States ................... .

$23,662.05
31,400.18
241,003.82

Annual installment, United States gold and currency ..

296,066.05

Under this arrangement the net indebtedness of Mexico was
discharged as follows:
First installment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $238,567.06
Twelve installments, United States gold and currency ...... 3,552,792.60
Fmal installment ................ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
74, 138. 75
Total ............................................ _.. . 3, 865, 498. 42
1

l-I. Ex. Doc. 103, 4.8 Cong. 1 sess. 156-159,
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Of the whole sum awarded against Mexico
more than one-fourth was allowed on two
claims, those of Benjamin Weil, No. 44 7, .American docket, and La Abra Silver Mining Company, No. 489.
The amount awarded in favor of Weil was $487,810.68 in
Mexican gold, or according to the protocol of January 31, 1878,
$479,975.95 in gold coin of the United States; the amount
awarded in favor of La .A.bra Company was $683,041.32 in
Mexican gold, or $672,070.99 in gold coin_of the United States.
The. two awards aggregated in the gold coin of the United
States tbe sum of $1,152,046.94.
The claim of Weil, who wa8 a naturalized citizen of the
United States, of French nativity, was for damages for the
seizure-ofcotton. In his merno~fal he alleged that ·in September
1864 he imported into Mexico a large train of carts containing
about 1,914 bales of cotton, and that the cotton was seized on
the 20th of that month between Laredo and Piedras Negras,
and appropriated by General Cortina, of the Mexican Liberal
forces. For this alleged wrong he claimed $334,950 in gold,
with interest from September 30, 1864, at the rate of 12 per
cent. · The evidence accompanying his memorial consisted of
an affidavit made by himself in New Orleans in September
1869, and of affidavits made by certain other persons from time
to time from 1869 to 1872.
The opinion of Mr. Wadsworth on the claim
Commissioners' Opin- of w eil was very bdef. It was as follows:
nd
Weil a La Abra
Cases.

ions on the Weil

''In the face of so many witnesses of respectability, I am unwilling to decide that the
fact detailed by them are 11ot true.
"I mu t decide on tho l)roofs and documents filed in the
ca e, and nothing else. These remain without contradiction
by the gov rmnent, an<l to remove an misapprehension I state
tba I am willing to give every opportuui.ty in my power, as a
commi, "ion r, to the government to make a full and ample
inve igation f the claim and respond to it, and very much
wi h hat hi.· might be don .
. ut a. hi.· i,: (~eclinell I mu tact 011 the proofs before me.
1. n , my cl c1. 10n that the { nited StateR must have an
~' ar ~ f r th<·. va~u f h prop rty at the time and place of
1t.· · 1zur : w1 h rnt r . t.
ncl the umpir ·an finally d1 po · e
f th
Claim.

rn f ~Ir. Zama ·011 wa.· foll r. Ob.-erving that it
wn that th _ TOY r11111e11 of th C11it d tates did
it di11, 111at1 · c-Jaim: h ::rnl th, t wh n a, cl mand
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was presented for three or four hundred thousand dollars, with
a statement that ten or tweuty years before a scandalous
robbery was committed in Mexico; that all the documents
which might have established it bad been lost; that the victim
of the outrage had borne it in silence, and bad only just now
obtained the means to prove it, he could not help thin king of
the many facilities which existed for obtaiuing false testimony
for tbe establisrnent of fraudulent claims. These remarkR,
said Mr. Zamacona, applied to the present claim. The evidence consisted of affidavits of certain persons who said they
witnessed the seizure, of others who said they saw the cotton
carried toward th e Mexican frontier, and of others who said
they had beard of the seizure after it bad taken place. Neither
the papers relating to the pufchase of the cotton, nor the
vouchers for the expenses incurred in its transportation, nor
the certificates of any custom-bonse entry, nor the draft of any
letter, petition, or protest made at the time of the alleged
robbery had been produced. It was alleged that they were all
lost; but no one could fail to S(~e that it was a very easy matter to replace them if they ever existed. The claimant, said
Mr. Zamacona, placed much stress 011 the absence of defensive
testimony on the part of Mexico. This was a statement which
was far from true. Evidence bad been forwarded, but it was
delayed by the difficulty of optaining negative proof. It was
too late to be admitted under the rule then in force, and the
American commissioner bad proposed ·to admit it if the claimant was allowed to rebut it by new evidence. But, in view of
the approaching end of the commission, the advantages of
such an arrangement would be aJtogether on the side of the
claimant, who would be ad vised of the weak points in bis case
and enabled to put in a lot of manufactured documents in the
expiring moments of the commission when there would be no
possibility of further investigation. Mr. Zamacona further
said:
"The demonstration made by the undersigned has to acertain extent been useless, because the question involved in this
case has been discussed and very correctly decided by the
umpire in another similar case. The considerations expressed
by that officer, when he decided the case of Jaroslowski, No.
8~6, are very applicable to this case.· The following are bis
words:
"' It is said tbat the Mexican officers gave Wolf a receipt for
the said goods, a11d that while Wolf and Ool1eu were on their
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way to Texas they were both attacked and robbed of everything they had. They afterwards returned to Matamoras.
Why they should have crossed and recrossed in this manner
the river which forms the frontier of Texas is something which
is not shown by the evidence. But the absence of other evidence, which it would ha,ve been very easy for them to obtain,
is even more remarkable. If the receipts of the export duties
paid at Matamoras, and those for the cm;t of the carts and
mules, were stolen from Wolf, it would have been very easy
for him to have procured duplicates of those papers on his return to Matarnoras. rrhe claimant might also have worked up
evidence that there was a Mexican force at tbe aforesaid place
at the time stated an<l. that that force took his good~; these facts
must have been well known. But during all tbe time which
elapsed from 1\fay of 1865, which was the time of the capture,
up to March of 1870, it does not appear that the claimant rn~de
the least effort to obtain evidence, since be 11ever even applied
to Wolf and Cohen for their affidavits.
'' •Ewn in the event of its being true that the claimant's
goods and merchandise were captured by the Mexican troops,
the umpire holds that the authorities of that com1 f.r y, under
the general laws of war, and also according to the law of Mexico of the 16th of August 1863, had the right to seize and confiscate them. If the claimant thought that the capture was
unlawful, it was bis duty to have presented his claim to the
Mexican Government, which he certainly might have done
under the law of the 19th of November 18U7.'
"The last paragraph of this quotation may lJe applied to
this case, because the operation in which the claimant describes
himself as being engaged might perhaps have been considered
unlawful according to the laws of both the United States and
Mexico.
"As the under ·igned deems the foregoing considerations conclu ive, he has not referred to others of a similar character
and upon which he founds his opiniou that tbe present claim
bould be lismis ed."
October 1, 1875, the umpire, Sir Ed-ward
. _,
Umpuo-e Award.
.
Thornton, rendered the followrng award:
'
·
ider, that the fact put forward by tbe
roved, viz, that the cotto11 belonged
and taken by troop belon gi11g to
l under the command of General
bi h the , eizure took place wa
<lo, which mu . .·t th refore
at
'oahuila and Tamvowedly on it way
d
r about the ~0th of

<l l>r vid n · on the part of
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'· The argument of most weight which has been suggested
by the latter is that all communication with points occupied
by the enemy was forbidden. But there is no proof that any
of the territory through which the cotton bad passed, or was
intended to pass, was occupied by the euemies of the Mexican
Government. It is true that the States of Ooahuila and Tamaulipas were under martial law; but that state of things
did not justify the Mexican authorities in seizing the goods of
private persons and neutrals without giving them compensation; or if they thought it necessary to seize the cotton in order
that it mig_ht not fall into the bands of or even pay duty to
the enemy, they were still bound to indemnify its owner.
"The Umpire has been unable to discover any proclamation
or other manifesto by the Mexican Government to the effect
that either Coahuila or Tamaulipas was occupied by the
enemy, and it is a historical fact that the city of Matamoras
was first occupied by the French forces on the 26th of September 1864.
''The Umpire is therefore of opinion that the claimant was
committing no illegal act in transporting his cotton through
Coahuila and Tamaulipas with destination to Matamoras on
the 20th of September 1864, and that as it was seized by
Mexican authorities, the Mexican Government is bound to
indemnify the claimant.
.
"The claimant asserts that there were 1,914 bales of cotton.
The witnesses agree that tllere were not less than 1,900, which
latter number the Umpire will therefore adopt.
"The average weight of each bale is shown to be 500 lbs.
and the value 35 cents per lb. But with regard to the value
it must be remembered that the cotton was still a long way
from Matamoras when· seized, and that there is always some
risk of damage being do!Je to it during the journey. The
Umpire therefore thinks that it will be fairer to put the value
at 30 cents the lu.
''The Umpire therefore awards that there be paid by- the
Mexican Government on account of the above mentioned claim
the sum of two hundred and eighty-five thousand Mexican
gold dollars ($285,000) with interest at six per cent. per annum
from the :d0th of September 1864 to the date of the final award."
The claim of La .Abra Silver Mining ComCo~missioners'Opin- pany was for damages for being dispossessed
~~:;m~n La Abra of a mine in Mexico and for the seizure of ores
by the Mexican authorities.
The · opinion of Mr. Wadsworth on the claim was merely
formal, since the case must, as he said, go to the umpire for
decision.
Mr. Zamacona compared the claim to that of Dr. Gardiner.
When it was first presented to the Department of State it was
5627-Vol. 2-22
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represented, said Mr. Zamacona, by only two lawyers, and the
amount demanded was $1,930,000. Three months later anotherlawyer came in, and it was swollen to $3,000,000. When the
brief was submitted there were four lawyers, and the claim
had grown to $3,9G2,000. It appeared that the sale of the mine
was made on September 25, 1865, for the sum of $50,000. In
March 1868 its value had risen to $2,500,000. It was strange
how the value could have increased so enormously while,
according to the company's statements, the enterprise had
encountered nothing but difficulties and embarrassments.
The history of the company, as related by itself, was an uninterrupted series of struggles with the populace and the authorities of the place, each vying with the other in rapacity and
malevolence. Mr. Zamacona entered into an examination of
the testimony, declaring at the end that the most of it evidently
was obtained by fraud, and that the final result of the gig~ntic
claim was nothing. It verged almost on the absurd.
Sir Edward Thornton delivered his opinion
Umpire's Award. on the claim December 27, 1875. He said
that, in spite of the evidence to the contrary,
he was convinced that the local authorities exhibited toward
the agent of the company a spirit of bitter hostility and encouraged their countrymen to behave in like manner. He
thought the evidence showed that the local authorities were
determined to drive the claimants out of the country. So determined was this hostility that it would have been useless to
appeal to the courts of justice. He was of opinion that the
claimants should be reimbursed for their expenditures, and
also for the value .of ores which they bad extracted but were
forced to abandon. On these sums interest should be allowed.
The evidence bowed that there had been invested and expended the um of 341,791.06. From this sum there should
be deducted 17,000, which had been deriv d from reduced
re . He wa ati fied from the respectable evidence produ ed that a large quantity of valuable ore had been abann d but here wa not ufficient proof that the number of .
t n .-tat d by h vari u witne · e were actually at the mill
r t he in
· t the ti.me of the abandonment.
either
b
rt · h d
u d, nor had any r a on been
though be could not doubt
port' f the daily extract10n
any at
w
ork. On th1
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branch of the case be put the damage at $100,000, which he
considered to be possibly much less than the real value of the
ores. On the whole claim he allowed $358,791.06 in Mexican
gold, with interest at 6 per cent from March 20, 1868, to the
date of the final award, and the further sum of $100,000, with
the same rate of interest from March 20, 1869.
After these awards were made the agent of
Refusal of. a Re- M ex1co
• presen t e d to t b e umpire
· a mo t·10n 1.or
.c
h eanng.
•
a rehearing, accompanied with some new evidence and a reexamination of the o1d. October 20, 1876, the
umpire refused the motion on the ground (1) that he had no
right to consider any evidence besides "that which bad already
been before the commissioners, bad been examined by them,
and t,ransmitted to the umpire;" (2) that, as he had already
examined that evidence with all the care of which he was capable, it was not likely that a reexamination of it would alter his
opinion; (3) that as his decisions had, without his wishes being
consulted, been made public, and as they were known by the
convention to be final and without appeal, it was probable that
they had been made the basis of transactions which an alteration or reversal of them might seriously prejudice; and (4)
that, in his opinion, the provisions of the convention in effect
debarred him from rehearing eases which he had already decided, and deprived each government of the right to expect
that any claim should be reheard. In respect, however, of the
charges of fraud and perjury, be said:
'' In the above-mentioned case, No. 489, the Mexican agent
would wish the umpire to believe that all the witnesses for the
claimant have perjured themselves, whilst all those for the
defense are to be implicitly believed. Unless there bad been
proof of perjury the umpire would not have been- justified in
refusing credence to the witnesses on the one side or the other,
and could only weigh the evidence on each side and decide to
the best of bis judgment in whose favor it inclined. If perjury can still be proved by further evidence, the umpire apprehends that there are courts of justice in both countries by
which per:jurerR can be tried and convicted, and he doubts
whether the government of either would insist upon the payment of claims shown to be founded upon perjury. In the
case No. 447, 'Benj. Weil v. Me xico,' the agent of Mexico has
produced circumstantial evidence which, if not refuted by the
claimant, would certainly contribute to the suspicion that perjury has been committed and that the whole claim is a fraud.
For the reason already given it is not in the power of the _umpire to take that evidence into consideration, b1;1t if perJury
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shall be proved hereafter no one would rejoice more than the
umpire himself that hiR decision should be reversed and that
justice should be done." 1
At a meeting of the agents- and secretaries
Reservation by
of the commission on November 20, 1876, for
Mexico.
the purpose of publishing the umpire's last
resolutions, the agent of Mexico presented certain written
statements, ·with a view to have them entered of record.
Owing to the objection of the representative of the United
States, the statements were not recorded. They all related to
the status of certain awards, and one of them, which particularly referred to the Weil and La Abra cases, was as follows :
"The Mexican Government, in fulfillment of article 5 of the
· convention of July 4, 1868, considers the result of the proceedings of this commission as a full, perfect, and final settlement
of all claims referred to in said convention, reserving, neverthe1ess, the right to show at some future time, and before the
proper authority of the United States, that the claims of Benjamin Weil (No. 44:7) alHl La Abra Silver Mining Company (NQ.
489) both on tlle American docket, are fraudulent and based
on affidavits of perjured witn~sses; this with a view of appealing to the sentiments of justice and equity of the United.
States Government, in order that the awards made in favor of
the claimants should be set aside." 2
As the statements were not entered, Mr. Avila, the Mexican
agent, transmitted them to Mr. Mariscal, by whom they were
communicated to Mr. Fish. Mr. Fish in a note to Mr. Mariscal,
referring to the statements generally, said : 3
"It may be quite proper that Mr. Avila should. advise you
of bi· view as to any particular awards, or as to any points
connected with the closing labors of the commission, and you
may have felt it to be your duty to bring to the notice of this
government tho:e views o communicated to you.
'' I mu,'t decline, however, to entertain the con 'ideration of
any que tion which may contemplate any violation of or devar ur from the provi ion of the convention a. to the :final
a!1d binding 11atm:e of. the awards, or to pa s upon, or by
,·11 11 • to be c n 1d r cl a acqni cing in, any attempt to
termm he ff ct of any J>articular award .
. V i h , ur appr ·iati n of the object, in contemplation in
b1 m t1
of ,'Pt l ~m 11 of differenc , h tween the two govrnm nt and wi h
ur intim te acquai11tance with the par7

se

' II.
3
fr.

p

.127-12 .

ong. 2
. 2<.
to 1r. 1fariiwal, Dec. 4, 1 76, II. Report 27,
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ticular provisions of this convention, as with referen~e ~o the
bindi11g character of the awards made by the comm1ss10ners
or by the umpire, you wm readily appreciate my extreme unwillingness to consider that, at the moment when the proceed1ngs relating- to the commission have been brought t? a close
and the obligation upon each government to consider the
result in each case as absolutely tinal and conclusive becomes
perfect, the Government of Mexico bas taken, or purposes to
take, any steps which would impair this obligation."
To this communication Mr. Mariscal replied: 1
"It is not my intention, nor the intention of Sr. Avila, to
open any question whatever, nor to put in doubt the final and
conclusive character of the above-mentioned awards. As a
proof of this, Sr. Avila begins his first statement by saying
'that the Mexican Government, in the fulfillment of article 5
of the convention of July 4, 1868, considers the result of the
proceedings of this commission as a full, perfect, and final settlement of all claims referred to said commission.' I beg
leave to call your attention to the fact that Sr. Avila only
expresses afterward the possibility that the Mexican Government may at some future time have recourse to some proper
authority of the United States to prove that the two claims
he mentioned were based on perjury, with a view that the
sentiments of equity of the Government of the United States,
once convinced tl1at frauds have actually been committed, will
then prevent the definite triumph of these frauds. It seems
clear that if such an appeal should be made it wi11 not be
resorted to as a means of discarding the obligation which
binds Mexico, a11d that, should it prove unsuccessful, the
Mexican Government will recognize its obligation as before."
Mr. Va1Iarta, the Mexican minister of foreign affairs, approved the representations of Mr. Mariscal in the following
terms: 2
'' The explanations you have given to the Secretary of State
are wholly in conformity with the construction that the Mexican Govern111ent gives to the Rtatements of its agent.
"Far from intending to elude the fulfillment of the obligations it contracted through the convention of the 4th July
1868, the same government bas already given a conclusive
proof of its resolution to fulfill them, having paid, amid very
difficult circumstances, the :first installment of the balance
awarded agai11st it.
"Ancl however painful it may be for Mexico to give away
the considerable amounts of the awards allowed in the cases
of Benjamin Weil and the Abra, Mining Company, when the
fraudulent character of tliese clairns is once known, if the
1 Mr. Mariscal to Mr. Fish, Dec. 8, 1876, H. Report -J,7, part 2, 45 Cong. 2
sess. 32.
2 H. Report 27, part 2, 45 Cong. 2d sess. 32.
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appeal to the sentiments of justice and equity of the United
States Government. announced in the :first of the statements
in question, should,, for any cause whatever, be ineffective, the
Mexican Government will conscientiously fulfill the obligations
imposed on it by that international compact."
January 19, 1877, Mr. Fish inclosed to Mr.
Act of June 18
•
·
.
F
·
_
' Swann, chairman of the Comnnttee on , ore1gn
1878
Affairs, a statement of the accounts of the
commission, together with a draft of a bill to provide for the
distribution by the Secretary of the Treasury of the moneys
which should be received from Mexico under the convention;
and he also inclosed the opinion of the umpire in the Weil
and La Abra cases, his declaration on a motion for a rehearing, and the diplomatic correspondence which has just been
cited. The bill was passed by the House on the 9th of February, and was sent to the Senate, where it was referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary. It was favorably reported by
that committee, but, on the suggestion of fraud in the Weil
and La Abra cases, was afterward recommitted, and the
session expired without further action upon it. 1
On the 16th of the ensuing November, Congress being again
in session, Mr. Evarts, who had then become Secretary of
State, again communicated to Mr. Swann the bill wLich bad
previously been inclosed to him by Mr. Fish, and asked that
it might be "promptly considered," in order that tbe Department might be "relieved from the importunities of the claimants." He adverted to the fact that Mexico had paid the first
installment, but stated that be had hesitated to distribute it,
though that course would have been "accordilig to the practice of tl.ie government,'' because of need of legislation to
make good to tbe fund the amouut with which the United ·
State wa chargeable, and because of what had been done in
ongre during the previous ses ion.
On th 7th of ovember Mr. Forney, by unanimous consent,
in rod ce<.1 in th Hou ea joint re olution w\1icb, after reciting
h t he cbar
of fraud andperjnryiutbe Weiland La Abra
uld. be inve tiCTat d, "to the end that the nited
m y n t inv 1untaril b mad a par y to a fraud upon
fri n l 11a i n, pr id d ha tb Trea. urer of tbe nited
t
b ul
y n m n - n a ount of the two claims till
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further information should be obtained by Congress. 1 This
resolution was referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs,
which on December 12, 1877, reported through Mr. Wilson
that the matter was" entirely within the jurisdiction and discretion of the treaty- makin g power." 2 In accordance with this
view, the committee recommended that the joint resolution
should not pass, but amended the bill for the distribution of
the money by inserting a section to the effect that nothing in
the act should be construed as precluding the President and
Secretary of State from making, on the application of the Mexican Government, an investigation of charges of fraud or perjury materially affecting any particular awards, or from suspending, in their discretion, "payment of the amounts which
otherwise would be payable upon said claims so made the subject of inquiry or negotiation."
As there was del ay in disposing of the matter in the House,
Mr. Davis, of Illinois, on April 1, 1878, introduced in the
Senate a bill similar to that before the Rouse. It was considered, amended, and passed in secret session, and was then
sent to the House, where it was passed with a further amendment. It was then r eferred to a _conference committee, whose
report was duly adopted. The bill was approved by the President ,Tune 18, 1878. 3 In the form in which it thus became a
law, it contained the following section:
"SEC. 5. And whereas the Government of Mexico has called
the attention of the Goverument of the Uuited States to the
claims hereinafter named with a view to a reheari11g: Therefore, Be it enacted, That the President of the United l:,tates be,
and he is hereby, requested to investigate any charges of fraud
pre:--ented by the Mexican Government as to the cases hereinafter named, and if he shall be of the opinion that the honor of
the United States, the principles of public law or considerations of justice aud equity, require that the awards in the
cases of Ben,iamin Weil and La Abra Silver Mining Compa11y;
or either of them, should be opeued aud the cases retried, it
sball be lawful for him to withl.10ld payment of said awards, or
either of tbern, until such case or cases shall be retried and
decided in Ruch manner as the Governments of the United .
States and Mexico may agree, or uutil Cougress shall otherwise <lil'ect.
H. Report 27, part 2, 45 Cong. 2 sess. 8.
H. Report27, 45 Cong. 2 sess.
3 20 Stat. L. 114; H. Ex. Doc. 103, 48 Cong. 1 sess. 764, 767.
1

2
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"And in case of such retrial and decision, any moneys paid
or to be paid by the Republic of Mexico in respect of said
awards respectively shall be held to abide the event, and shall
be disposed of accordingly; and tbe said present awards shall
be set aside, modified, or affirmed, as may be determined on
such retrial: Provided, That 11othing herein shall be construed
as an expression of any opinion of Congress in respect to the
character of said claims, or either of them."
In compliance with this request Mr. Evarts,
as Secretary of State, made in behalf of the
President an investigation of the charges of
fraud. The result he communicated to the President in the
following report, which received the President's approval:
"AUGUST 13, 1879.
"To the PRESIDENT:
"I have brought to a close my examin ations of the proofs,
documents, and arguments laid before me on the part <?f the
Mexican Government, both in the case of Benjamin W e1l and
of La Abra Silver Mining Company, and have beard oral
argument, also, from couusel r epresenting that Governme~t.
In reply to the application of the Mexican Government m
respect of both of these cases, I have heard counsel in behalf
of the parties interested in the awards respectively.
"The conclusions I have come to as to the proper course to
be pursued by the President under the diplomatic presentation
of these cases made by the Republic of Mexico, and the request
made to the President by Congress, under the fifth section of
the act of June 18, 1878, providing for the distribution of the
awards under t he convention with Mexico, are as followR:
"First. I am of opinion that as between the United States
and Mexico the latter Government bas no right to complain of
the conduct of the e claims before the tribunal of commissioner and umpire provided by tbe convention, or of the judg~ent given thereupon, so far as the integrity of the tribunal
1s c?nc~rned, the regularity of the proceedings, the full opportumty m time and aft r notice to meet the case of the respective claimant and the fre an<l deliberate choice exercised by
M xico a to the m thod , tlle mea ures, and means of the
d £ n a ain the same.
I on -ludP, th r fore that neither the principles of public
n r n ide~c i n f ju ti e or equity require or permit a
n h
mt d tat and M x1co that the awards in the e
• ·b nld
11 <land h ·a
r tried b fore a new intern tion .1 trib n l or ud r ny 11 w conv ntion or uegotiation
·tm<r h , m b w n th
nit d tate and Mexico.
m h w v r f pini n that th matt r brought
u of hi:
rn nt nth part of :fexico do
ub. tantial int grity of the laim
·iu ·erity f th vid nee a to the
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measure of damages insisted upon and accorded in the case
of La Abra Silver Mining Company, and that the honor of
the United States does require that these two cases should be
further investigated by the United States to ascertain whether
this Government bas been made the means of enforcing against
a friendly power claims of our citizens based upon or exaggerated by fraud.
'' If such further investigation should remove the doubts
which have been fairly raised upon the representations of
Mexico, the honor of the United States will have been completely maintained. If, on the other hand, the claimants shall
fail in removing these doubts, or. they should be replaced by
certain condemnation, the honor of the United States will be
vindicated by such measures as may then be dictated.
"Third. The executive government is not furnished with
the means of institµting and pursuing methods of investigation which can coerce the production of evidence or compel the
examination of parties and witnesse,s.
"The authority for such an investigation must proceed from
Congress. I would advise, therefore, that the proofs and conclusions you shall come to thereon, if adverse to the immediate
payment on these awards of the installments received from
Mexico, be laid before Congress for the exercise of their plenary authority in the matter.
." Fourth. It may be that, as the main imputation in the case
of La Abra Silver Mining Company is of fraudulent exaggeration of the claim in its measure of damages, it may consist
with a proper reservation of further investigation in this case
to make the distribution of the installments in hand.
"I have this subordinate consideration still under examination, and should you entertain this distinction will submit my
further conclusions on this point.
"All which is respectfully submitted.
"WM. M. EvARTS.
8, 1879.
"The foregoing conclusions of the Secretary of State are
approved.
"R. B. HAYES.
"AUGUS'l' 13, 1879."
"AUGUST

The statement that the "main imputation" in La Abra case
was "of fraudulent exaggeration of the claim in its measure cf ·
damages'' seems to have betrayed a partial misapprehension as
to Mexico's actual position on the subject. The Mexican Government took the ground, not only in its prior diplomatic notes,
but also in the arguments of its counsel, that the claim was
wholly fraudulent and groundless. 1 Nevertheless, the report
1

H. Ex. Doc, 103, 48 Cong. l scss.155, 159,161,192,449,473.
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declared that the honor of the United States required the further investigation of both cases, and pointed to Congress as the
source from which the means for such an investigation must
be derived. The report was duly communicated to the Senate,1
and a bill was introduced in each house to provide for the
reference oft.he cases to the Court of Claims. On June 9, 1880,
it was reported by the Committee on Foreign Affairs favorably. 2
The next day the Senate Committee on the Judiciary reported
it unfavorably, on the ground that if the two awards in question. should be reopened it should be'' by a new convention,''
in which provision should be made for the hearing of all
claimants who complained of the decisions of the commission.3
Congress having adjourned without taking
Judicial Proceedings decisive action Mr.Navarro, foe Mexican minAttempted by .
'
.
E vars
t tlia t
.
.
1ster,onJuly30,1880,mformedMr.
Mexico.
.
the lawyers employed by Mexico in Wasbmgton
had thought proper to take certain measures before the courts
of the District of Columbia again st the promoters of the W eil
and La Abra claims. He said that his government would continue to pay the installments on the awards, and that it only
proposed to have recourse to one of the competent authorities
of the United States to prove that both claims were based on
perjury, and, when this should have been established, to appeal
to the sentiments of justice and equity of the Government of
the United States, to the end that fraud might not triumph.
On the 4th of August Mr. Evarts replied that the proposed
step wa8 regarded as a distinct departure from the attitude
previously taken l>y Mexico, and as a contradiction of the purpose of the fifth article of the convention of 1868, which absolutely forbade any attempt on the part of Mexico to obstruct
the execution of the awards. The Mexican Government proeed d no further in the matter. 4
p. to this time three in stallments had been
Payments on Weil
.
a.nd La. Abra. d1,'trtbated on La Abra award, but none on
Awards.
tb
eil. On the 3d of September 1879 Mr.
vart., acting upon the view of the Mexican
xpr
<1 in hi. report of the 1:m1 of the preceding
m
<l i. ed th Pre,·id ut that the thr in tallment' then
:

. Doc. 1:50, 16

'.J

· . fill 612.

ong. 2 sess.
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received on La Abra claim might properly be distributed,
reserving ..the question as to later installments. This course
was taken but the money received in the Weil case was withheld. on' January 31, 1880, another installment was paid by
:Mexico. This installment and the four installments received
in the Weil case were withheld till August 14, 1880, when the
President, in the absence of the Secretary of State, directed
the Acting Secretary of State to distribute them. 1 The fifth
installment on La Abra claim was paid by Mr. Evarts March 5,
1881, and the fifth on the Weil claim by Mr. Blaine, then
Secretary of State, on the 8th of the same month. The total
amount of the distributions on La Abra claim was $240,683.06;
on the Weil claim, $171,889.64.
When Mr. Arthur became President all furConvention for a
ther distributions on ·the awards in question
Rehearing
_w ere suspended, and negotiations were opened
with Mexico for an international rehearing. 2 To this end a
convention was signed at Washington July 13, 1882, by Mr.
Frelinghuysen and Mr. Romero, by which it was provided that
the awards in question should be considered as set aside as to
installments not paid by Mexico before January 31, l-88:!, and
that the claims should be reheard before an arbitrator. Each
government was to · appoint an agent and counsel, and the
arbitrator and any commissioner appointed by him were to
have power to administer oaths and take testimony; and persons c0nvieted of testifying falsely before them were to be
punishable for pe1jury. The arbitrator was also to have power
to call upon the courts of either country to compel the giving
of testimony arnl the production of books and papel's. If the
claims should not be found to be fraudulent, Mexico was to
pay the awards previously rendered. If it should be found
that they were not wholly fraudulent, the arbitrator was to fix
the amount to be paid. If they should be found to be wholly
fraudulent, Mexico was to be discharged from paying further
1

S. Ex. Doc. 109, 50 Cong. 1 sess. 4, 9.
It is proper to advert to the fact that on December 9, 1881, Mr. Blaine,
being still Secretary of State, in a note to Mr. Zamacona, inclosing a
report of a secret ageut of the Treasury bearing on the Weil claim, observed: "Permit me to say that this government can have no less moral
interest than that of Mexico in prol.Jing any allegation of fraud whereuy
the good faith of both in a common transaction may ha-ve been imposed
upon." (H. Ex. Doc. 103, 48 Coug. 1 sess. 361.)
2
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installments upon them, except so far as the arbitrator might
find that third parties had in good faith acquired vested rights
which ought to be protected. 1
While the convention was pending in the
Refusal of Manda- Senate, John J. Key, one of Weil's original
mus by Supreme
•
·
c rt
attorneys, applied,
as assignee
of a par t of
ou ·
the award, to the supreme court of the District
of Columbia for a writ of mandamus to compel Mr. Frelinghuysen, as Secretary of State, to distribute the installment then
in his hands. In due course the case came before the Supreme
Court of the United States, by which the proceeding was, on
January 7, 1884, dismissed. The opinion of the court, which
was delivered J)y Chief Justice Waite, contained a com prehensive dLscussion of the principles of law involved in the
case and practically determined all the questions raised by
the claimant as to the power of the government to deal with
the award in such manner as its international duties and its
honor might require. Among other things, Chief Justice
Waite said:
''There is no doubt that the provisions of the convention
[of 186~) as to the conclusiveness of the awards are a s strong
as language can make them. * * * But this is to be construed as language used in a compact of two nations 'for the
adjustment of the claims of the citizens of either * * *
against the other,' entered into 'to increase the friendly feeling
between' republics, and 'so to strengthen the system and
principles of republican government on the American continent.' No nation treats with a citizen of another nation
except through bis government. The treaty, when made, represents a compact between the governments, and each government bolds the other re ponsible for every act done by their
respect ive citizens under it. The citizens of the United States
b_aving claims against Mexico were not parties to this conventio1!. * * * rrhe pre entat.ion by a citizen of a fraudulent
claim or fal e te timony for reference to the commission was
an im1 o iti non hi own government, and if that government
~ft rward <li ,'covered that it had in this way been made an
rn . tr~1111e~t of wro_ng toward a friendly power it would be not
nlr 1 -' right but 1t duty to repudiate the act and make repar 1 n , . far a po ' ible ti r the con. eque11ce, of it neglect, if
ny h r • ba be n. Int rnational arbitration must alway
1,r
1 1_1 h hi h
prin 1pl r, or 11ational honor and integn . 1 1 pr u d and vi<leu · ' uumitt d to such a trill 1 mu t n
~ rily b ar tlt impr
of the entire good
1

•
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faith of the government from which they come, and it is not to
be presumed that any government will for a moment_ allow
itself knowingly to be made the instrument of wrong m any
such proceeding. No technical rules of pleading, as a1;>plied
in municipal courts, ongbt ever to be allowed to stand m the
way of the national power to do what is right under all the
circumstances. * * . * The United States, when they assumed the responsibility of presenting the claims of their
citizens to Mexico for payment. entered into no oontract obligations with the claim a11ts to assume their .frauds, and to collect on their account all that, · by their imposition of false
testimony, might be given in the awards of the commission.
As between the United States and the claimants, the honesty
of the claims is always open to inquiry for the purposes of
fair dealing with the government against which, through the
United States, a claim has beeu made." 1
No further action was taken in regard to the·
l
· ques f10n b y th e execu t·1ve d epart vention.
c a,1• ms rn
ment till May 11, 1886, when the President
again brought them to the attention of Congrrss. 2 On the
20th of the preceding mouth the convention negotiated by Mr.
Frelinghuysen, after pending before the Seu ate for nearly four
years, was rejected. In view of this fact the Secretary of
State, in a report accompanying the President's message, suggested that the attention of Congress should be invoked to
the position of the claims under section 5 of the act of 1878,
and "the duty of the Executive under an existing treaty, to
which the force and effect of paramount law is given by the
Constitution, in the event of the adjournment of the two
Houses without further action," to the end that the government might be relieved "from any ambiguity of legislative
expression, or the Executive from any uncertainty as to bis
line of duty." On June 15, 1886, the President, in response to
a resolution, communicated to the House of Representatives
the correspondence with the Mexican Government in regard
to the claims since February 1884. 3
Rejection of the Con-

1 Frelinghuysen v. Key, 110 U. S. 63.
A petition similar to that of Key
was presented to the snpreme court of the District of Columbia by La
Abra Company. It was disposed of in connection with the case of Key.
(La Abra Silver Mining Co. v. Frelinghuysen, 110 U. S. 63.) See the case
of Rustomjee v. The Queen, L. R. 1 Q. B. D. (1876), 279; L. R. 2 Q. B. D.
(1876-77), 69.
2
S. E x. Doc. 140, 49 Cong. 1 sess.
3 H. Ex. Doc. 274-_, 49th Cong. 1 sess.
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June 11, 1886, Mr. Morgan, from the Committee on Foreign Relations, submitted to
· d wit
· h a b"ll
the S enate a report, accompame
1
to provide for a judicial in vesti.- a tion of the
charges of fraud. Among tile members of the comm1ttee at
that time was Mr. Evarts, who stated that while be entirely
concurred with the committee in reporting the bill and in urging its passage, he preferred to reserve his concurrence in the
expression by the committee of its prejudgment of the conclusions which wo-::ild be reached by the judieial examination
proposed to be made. The report discussed very fully the
question::; of law relating to the reexamination of the claims,
and expressed the opinion that the claim of Weil had "no
actual foundation in fact; that it was originated in fraud aud
was established by false swearing." 1 The report said:
"The failure of the required constitutional majority of t~'othirds of the Senate to ratify the convention with Mex1co
dated July 13, 1882, causes that metl10d of providing for the
further investigation of these cases to disappear from further
consideration and leaves to Congress the duty, reserved in the
fifth section of the act of June 1878, • to otherwise direct'
what shall be done with the money received or to be paid to
the United States under the award made on the claim of Benjamin Weil against Mexico. "" * *
"The daim of Benjamin Weil was never presented to the
United States or to Mexico before it was submitted to the
joint commission for adjudication. In tllis respect the proceedings before tlrn commission were very loose and unguarded.
If any material fact among the many that Mexico now presents
to prove Weil's fraud ba<l been made known to tlle State D~partment before this claim was submitted to tlle ~ommission.
it i most probable that he would never baye bad the consent
of tbe government to pre, ent it in the name of the United
ta~e ;_ o~, if Weil' claim, a it wa presented with the affidavit rn 1t npport, had been examined by tbe State Department it i ·arcely po ible that the nitecl States would have
b_roug~ into uch eriou que, tion it own laws and regulat1ou m r pect of the llipment of cotton from Texas and
otb r tat
in reb 1li011 in 1 64 a to have permitted it>'
nfor m nt or even itR pre · ,ntatiou again ' t Mexico by a man
b n n a d in reb lli 11.
il wa then in the active servf L ui,.iana n g d in , nding out •otton and bringi11g
1_ nd rm and mn11itio11, of war und r a gener~l contr · w1 h th
tat in iola ion of the law of the United
t t ...

Report of Committee
on Foreign Relations.
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"The cotton he alleges be was shipping was contr~band, and
its capture by any person in tiie service of tlrn Umte_?- St~tes
wonld have passl'd tlie tit le to the government. \\7 eil's r1ght
to it was forfeited by bi s offem;e against tlie laws of the United
States, and its capture was all that was necessary to be ~one
to ba,,e secured a complete title to the cottou in the Umted
States. * * *
"This question was mooted on the hearing of the case before
the commission, hut it was evide11t that tlrn claim of the United
States was stronger than that of Weil to the cotton, if there
was any cotton captured by Mexican troop:,:;, and that Mexico
could not plead, as against the United States, that \Veil bad
forfeited his right to the cottou. If that was true, it ouly
established more clearly the right of the United Statt>s to
indemnity. That commission could not settle any question,
and did not atkmpt to settle any, between the United States
and Weil as to his violation of our laws. That subject is still
open.
'· The money due under this award repr sen ts that cotton,
and the question is, in this view of the matter, whether it can
be lawfully paid by the Secretary of State to Weil or his
assig11s, in the face of hi:,:; crime agairn~t the Unitt'd States by
which the cotton was forfeited 1 without the express consent of
Con gTess. i, * *
"It can make no difference by whose neglect or stupidity
the falsity of tllis claim ,Yas permitted to escape detection and
e::xposure in tbe court of arbitration. Beiug in law and in fact
an award to the United States against Mexico of a sum of
money <lue for the capture of a train a1leg:ed to have beeu
loaded with cotton that never existed, the honor of the country
forbids us to claim it.
"When it is made manifest that the United States have
been fraudulently deceived by tht->ir own citizen in demanding
this sum of money for his benefit, every sentiment of duty,
honor, and justice requires that this government should refuse
to become the medium through which such crimes are to be
perpetrated. 1 * * *
"Indeed, the United States, both in its dealings with other
governments and its own _c itizens, has never regarded the
awards of commissions or final adjudications as irrevocable
1 Mr. Morgan at this point entered into an examination of the evidence
in the case. Referring to the- fact that Weil bad agreed to pay a half of
what might be recovered to his original attorneys, and that the attorney
of his widow and curatrix claimed a half of Weil's remaining share of the
award, the report said: "If this was a just claim it would be the duty of
Congress, or the President, or the courts-whoever directs the distribution
of the money-to protect tho estate of Weil against such heavy charges for
services in its prosecution. Such engagements are contrary to justice and
public policy and the spirit of the laws against champertous agreements,
such as these obviously are."
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where the honor of the nation was involved, and in many
cases they have been set nside on behalf of claimants. The
case of Venezuela is fresh in legislative annals, and requires
no more than a citation. The awards under the Mexican
treaty of 1848 were twice set aside-once lJy the courts in tlrn
Gardiner claim, a11d ouce by direct act of Congress in the
Atocha claim. (13 Stat. 595; 16 Stat. 6:13.) In the iutereRt of
rejected claimants Congress reopened .two of the awards of tlrn
commission under the Ohinese cla,ims treaty of 1858; (15 Stat.
440; 20 Stat. 171.) In the case of the Caroline the Secretary
of State returned to Brazil money which had been p~id after
a diplomatic settlement, against the protest of the claiman~ ;
and Congress appropriated a large sum to reimburse Rrazll
for moneys paid the United States representative, but which
never reached the 'rreasury. (18 Stat. 70.) 1
"The committee uuderstand that the Secretary of State, in
this letter, warns Congress that the money in his hands, paid
by Mexico on account of the award to the United States on
the Weil claim, will be distributed to the claimants if Congress
should adjourn its present session without otherwise directing
tbe President, or tbe custodian of the money, as to what disposition he shall make of it. * * *
"If the action to be taken by Congress is in the direction of
vindicating'the conduct of the Presidents who have declared
that the honor of the United States requires that the claim of
Weil should be furtlier investigated by enacting a law to provide for such a t,r ial, and if that action mu~t be final, in order
to prevent the payment of the money to the cla.imants, it is
unfortunate that so grave a matter should l.Je forced to depend
on a continge{lcy that is so uncertain and so unsatisfactory.
'If the President has the power under the treaty, or under
the law, to order the payment of tllis mouey to tbe claimants,
and if he believes they are honestly entitled to it, it is his
plain duty to order its immediate payment, without reference
to the opinion of former .t'residents or to the adjournment of
ongre ". . If he believes that' the honor of tl1e United States,
or the principle of public law, or considerations of justice and
1
In thi ca e a, claim wa made against Brazil on account of the alleged
frandnleut condemnation b y a judge at St. Catherine's of the Peruvian
bark CaroZ-ne, to the damage of the Ameri an underwriters. In 1867
Brazil, b ingth<'n twaged in tb Pa.racrnayan war, was induced to settle
by the m rican mini. ter, en. J. \Vatson ·webb, who, besides rejecting
an ff r of arbitration, threatened a rupture unless the claim, which bad
at that time h •·n at l1•a tin Jlart transferred to Brazilians, should immediat ly be pai<l. When draft were sent to the Department of tate
fir 2:-,
, to pa.y h
har r ta.in d by the American claimant, the
P' r m nt of • t· t withb lcl th ·m; and ongress approprin.ted $57,500
to r pay th wbol amr,unt to Brazil. ( . Ex. Doc. 52, 4 Cong. 1 sess. ;
I
ti . at L. - .)
h
tt,,mey- .. cneral of the Fnited , 'tates advise1l
h: Brazil ' n t mt ·m· ioually li:ibl ·forth rni conduct of the judge.
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equity' constrain him to refuse or to delay the payment, and
that he has the power to delay it while Congress is in session,
the same diRcretion, it is submitted, could be justly and lawfully extended so as to afford Congress time to give this subject the attention it deserves."
.
The question of providing for a judicial
0ther Comllllttee investigation of the awards continued to be
Reports.
.
.
• C
the subject of d1scuRs10n
m
ongress. J u1y
7, 1886, Mr. Edmunds submitted for Mr. Morgan a report
from the Committee on Foreign Relations dealing particularly
with La Abra ·claim. Mr. Brown submitted a minority report. 1
August 5, 1886, Mr. Daniel, from the Committee on Foreign
Affairs, presented to the House of Representatives a report
adverse to reopening that claim. The report, while recognizing "the power of Congress to intervene," expressed the
opinion that the facts proved by the company before Sir
Edward Thornton wer~ not disproved by the after-discovered
evidence, and that '' the weight of the decision, as an agreed
:finality, is not overborne by any suggestion of doubt or by any
argument based on the newly discovered testimony." Messrs.
Singleton, Hitt, and Worthington submitted a minority report. 2
Thus the matter stood when, on December
Mr. Bayard's
Report.
21, 1887, the Senate adopted a resolution requesting the production of any correspondence
with the Mexican Governme11t in relation to the claims since
January 1886, together with a statement of what sums had
been paid on them by Mexico and what sums had been distributed. In response to this resolution the President communicated to the Senate March 5, 1888, a report of Mr. Bayard,
as Secretary of State, to which were annexed various documents.3 Mr. Bayard, after answering the inquiry of the
Senate in regard to the moneys which had been received from
Mexico, proceeded to discuss t.he legal aspects of the subject.
He said that the claimants had insisted that the Secretary of
State should distribute the moneys paid on the awards, on the
ground (1) that the Mexican Government had had full opportunity for defense before the commission, and (2) that under
the convention the action of the commission was final. Both
these arguments were, he said, urged before Mr. Evarts when,
1

S. Report 1454-, 49 Cong. 1 sess.

2 H. Report 3474, 49 Cong. 1 Aess.
3

S. Ex. Doc. 109, 50 Cong. 1 sess.

5627-Vol 2-23
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in August 1879, he made his report in which, though he conceded the finality of the awards from an intern ational point of
view, he declared that the honor of the United States required
that the two cases should be further investigated. Proceeding,
then, Mr. Bayard said:

"It is fair to assume that the rejection by the Senate of the .
treaty signed by Mr. FreliHglrnysen, for an international
rehearing of the awards, was in no sense an expression of
opi11ion adverse to their investigation, which Mr. Evart~ had
recommen<led. It is ra.ther to l>e regarded as an approval of
the opinion which he also expreRsed, that, the inve~tigation
should, under the circumstances, be made by this government
for itself, as a matter affecting solely its own honor.
.
"It is a remarkable fact that whenever, since the distribution
of the Mexican fund was commenced, the deliberatejudgrneut
of the official authorized by Oongrnss to make such distribution
has been recorded upon the two awardH in question, it has uniformly been to the effect that the ev™ences that the United
States, in presenting the claims, had been made the victim of
fraudulent imposition were of such a character as to require
inve::,tigation by a competent tribunal, possessing appropriate
powers for that purpose.
"The payment of the fifth installment of the Weil award by
Mr. Secretary Blaine is no exception to thh; statemeut; for,
haviug been made on tbe 8th of March 1881, the third day aHer
his entrance upon t he discharge of the duties of his office, it
can scarcely be supposed to have been an expression of bis
deliberate judgment upon the charges of fraud, arrived at after
h:s personal investigation and consi(leration. Nor can the payment by Mr. Evarts of certain inRtallmeuts of La Abra award
l>e regarded as inconsistent with bis recommendation of in vestigation in tbat case, since the allegations of fraud in relation
thereto affect only tile mea ure of damag·es, 1 and not, as in
the. Weil case, the question whether auy ground of claim ever
exi 'ted.
"The ._ole que tion now presented for the decision of this
ov rom n i whether tbe nited tate.l=l will enforce an award
upon_ whi~b _the grave ·t doubt have been cast by its own officer. m oprn1on' r nder d under expres legislative direction,
until ; m comp t ut iuve tigation hall have bown such
d ubt.· t b unfound d or until that branch of the goverum n om1 tent to pr vi<l for uch iuve tigation ball have
·i ' tha h re i n ground therefor."
y rd al
argu d, on the trength of the cases of
nd · rdin r h two award und r the convention
f 1 ,- th
f th Ociroline, and the opinion of
f Frelingbuy. n v. K y, that
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"the duty of the government to refuse to enforce an inequitable and unconscionable award," had been "repeatedly maintained in the most authoritative manner." He also disclosed
the fact that he had sought to obtain a judicial investigation
of the Weil and La Abra awards without awaiting further Congressional action. By section 12 of the act of March 3, 1887,
in relation to suits against the Government of the United
States, it is provided that when any claim or matter pending
in any of the executive departments involves controverted
questions of fact or of law, the head of such department may,
with the consent of the claimant, submit it to the Court of
Claims for decision . Mr. Bayard stated that, being desirous
to avoid delay, he bad sought the consent of the claimants to
such a submission, but that the attorneys had, in behalf of
their clients, declined the proffered investigation. In conclusion, be suggested that a recommendation be made to Congress
to provide expressly for the reference of the claims to the Court
of Claims, or such other court as might be deemed proper. in
order that a competent investigation of the charges of fraud
might be made.
·
When Mr. Blaine again became Secretary of
Second Refusal of a S .
tate, m March 1889, he adhered to the course
M an damus.
of his two immediate predecessors in refusing
to distribute the moneys on hand applicable to the two awards
in question. In consequence, Sylvanus 0. Boynton, as assignee
of a part of the Weil claim, on November 23, 1889, filed a petition in the supreme court of the District of Columbia against
Mr. Blaine as Secretary of State to compel him to make a distribution. In due course the case came before the Supreme Court
of the United States, and on March 23, 1891, the decree of the
court below dismissing the petition was affirmed. In the course
of his opinion, Chief Justice Fuller, speaking for the court,
said:
"The principal propositions urged by counsel are that 'the
award made against Mexico in favor of Benjamin Weil remains
a final and conclusive adjudication in favor of a citizen of the
United States against a foreign government;' that 'the United
States have not now and never have had any property, right,
or interest in the original claim or the award, or in the money
paid in by Mexico to meet and satisfy it;' that 'the money so
paid is, by the terms of the statute, in the official custody of
the Secretary of State; the President of the United States
bas no lawful control over it, and never had any lawful control
over it, except for a temporary purpose during the pendency of
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a new treaty in the Senate; that control ended when the Senate
rejected the uew treaty.'
"These propositions have already been substantially disposed of by the decision of this court in .Frelinglrnysen v. Key,
110 U.S. 63, from tµe principles announced in which we have
no disposition to recede. * * *
"The new convention was then pending in the Senate, and
it was clear that the discretion of the executive department of
the government to withhold all further payments to the relators
until the diplomatic negotiations between the two governments
on the subject were :finally concluded could not be controlled
by the judiciary.
''This is conceded by the relator, and such a concession is
inconsistent with the conteution that the award was a :final an d
conclut-ive adjudication in Weil's favor, as an individual,
against Mexico. As between nations, the proprietary right in
respect of those things belonging· to private individu als or
bodies corporate within a nation's territorial limits is absolute,
and the rights of Weil can uot be regarded as di::,tinet from
those of his government. The government assumed the responsibility of presentiug his claim, and made it its own in
seeking redress in respect to it. * * *
"In United States ex rel. Angarica v. Bayard, 127 U.S. 251,
259, where a sum of money had beeu received by the ::;ecretary
of State as part of an award made by the Spanish-Ameriean
. Claims Oommissiou, which sum of money had been eventually
paid to the petitioner, but had in the meantime been invested
and earned interest, it was held that the Secretary was not
liable to pay such interest to the petitiouer, because the sum
iu que tion was withheld by thP United States and the petitioner's claim . based on the withholding was a claim against
the United States, and the eai,.e fell within the ~ettled priuciple that interest is 11ot allowed ou claims against the United
State unle s the government has stipulated to pay interest or
it i given by expres staitutory provision. * * *
' Oongres in furui liin g the auxiliary legislation needed t o
·arry the re ults of the convention under consideration into
eff ct, reqne ted the President to so far investigate certain
cbarg ~f !ra.u ~ a t_ determine whether a retrial ought to be
bad.
h1 rnqmry uugbt have resulted in reopening the awards
a b tw n the two nation , or in such reexamination in a dom ti · forum a would demon. trate whetber the honor of tbe
nit
t_at r q?ir d a different di position of the particular
m unt' 111 que. t1 11. • • •
nd while it i true that for
t_h. di
i _i n of he ,a. e of i relinghuy en v. Key it was suffi 1 nt _ha it appear cl thatdiplo111atic1iegotiation ' werepeudwln ·h c • th ·otu d rno11 trat a the act of 1878 in no
m nu r ·ir ·nm crib d it lo . not foll~w that the political def h g v rnmeut lo ·t it control becau e tho e
rtm n
n g ti ti n f il
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"On the contrary that control was expressly reserved, for
it was made the duty of the President, if of opinion that the
cases named sbou1d be retried, to withhold payment until such
retrial could be bad in an international tribunal, if the two
governments so agreed, or in a d~mestic tribunal if 0ongr~ss
so directed, and, at all events, until Congress should otherwise
direct. The fact that a difference of view as to whether the
retrial should be internationa1 or domestic may have arisen
and led to delay, or that such difference may have existed on
the merits, does not affect the conclusion. The inaction of
Congress is not equivalent to a direction by Congress. The
political department has not parted with its power over the
matter, and the intervention of the judicial department can not
be invoked." 1
.August 30, 1888, the Senate adopted resoluReport Claim.
on La Abra t·10ns au th onzmg
· ·
th e C omm1·ttee on F oreign
·
Relations, or a subcommittee thereof, to conduct a special investigation of La Abra claim. The investigation was begun September 24, 1888, and was continued at
intervals till February 27, 1889. On March 1 Mr. Dolph presented the committee's report, togetller with a bill to authorize
the Attorney-General, in the name of the United States, to
proceed against the company in the Court of Claims for the
purpose of determinhig whether the award was obtained in
whole or iu part by fraud. The report expressed the opinion
that "the whole claim of the company" was fraudulent, and
the testimony before the commission, so far as it tended.to fix
responsibility for the company's loss upon the Mexican Government, "rank perjury." The report declared that the power
of Congress to reopen the award was unquestionable. 2
In December 1892 acts were at length passed
Acts of 1892.
by Congress conferring jurisdiction on the
Court of Claims to investigate both the Weil
and La .A.bra cases, and to determine whether the charges of
fraud were well founded. Proceedings were duly beguu, but
they are not yet terminated. The claimants demurred to the
actions on grounds affecting the power of Congress to authorize
them to be maintained. These demurrers were overruled on
the authority of the decisions of the Supreme Court. 3 .Another
and distinct ground of objection was that the acts of Congress
were unconstitutional and void because they were not approved
1

United States ex rel. Boynton v. Blaine, 139 U.S. 306.
S. Report 2705, 50 Cong. 2 sess.
3
United States v. La Abra Silver Mining Co., 29 Court of Claims, 432.

2
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by the President when Congress was in session. The acts
were signed by the President of the Senate and the Speaker
of the House December 15, 1892, and on the 20th they were
laid before the President. On December 22 the Senate an<l
the House, pursuant to a joint resolution, adjourned for the
the usual holiday recess till January 4, 1893. The bills were
approved on the 28th of December. Davis, J., did not sit in
the case. Nott, J., delivering the opinion of t he court, held
that the bills were constitutionally approved. Richardson,
C. J., concurred in this result, but on the ground that Con-.
gress had merely taken a recess. He reserved t he question
"whether or not the President bas a right t o approve a bill
after the Congress in which it was passed bas expired." 1 The
merits of the cases yet remain to be judicially determined,
and au :i,ppeal from the judgment of the Court of Claims to
the Supreme Court is provided for. 2
In the written statements which the MexThe "Pious Fund." ican agent presented at the meeting of the
agents and secretaries No vember 20, 1876,
the only award (other than those in the W eil and La Abra
U ni t ed States v. W eil, 29 Court of Claims, 523.
Since t h e for egoin g p assage was written the Court of Cl aims has entered
a <lecree in La Abra case, an d an appeal h as b een t aken . The decree was as
follows :
" In the Court of Claims, t erm 1896-97.
1

2

~

" T HE UNITED STATES

v.

In equit y.

No. 17917.

LA. ABRA. SlLVER MINING COMPANY ET AL.

"At a Court of Claims held in t h e city of Washington on the 24th day
of June, A. D. 1897, the court d irec ted the entry of the following decree :

"The con rt tin<lin g from the evidence that t h e awarcl made by the Uuitecl
• tates ancl 1lexican Mixed Commission in respect to the claim of said company was obtained as to the wh ole sum included thel'ein by fraucl, effectuated b y means offal swearing and oth er false an d frauduleut practices
on the part of aid company and it agents, it is therefore hereby ordered,
a<ljn<lgecl, an,l d creed that all claims in l aw an<l e'luit,y on tlie part of
·aid comp ny, it 1 gal repre8 ntatives and a siITTls, be forever harred and
for clo cl of all laim to the money r c ived from the Republic of Mexico
for or on ace unt f uch award.
.
Ju

,·o
of a1
[ Y.AL.]

im
nrt

"BY THE COURT.

7.
ord.
reof I have her unto t my hand and affixed the seal
h day of ugn t, A. D. 1 97.
"JOU R TDOLPII
"Assistant Clerk, Court of Cl~ims.
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cases) expressly mentioned was that in respect of what was
called the '' pious fund." 1
This was a fund donated by private persons to Jesuit fathers
in -the Californias for the conversion of the heathen in those
provinces. It was managed by the Jesuits and its income
applied in conformity to the will of the donors until 1768, in
which year the Jesuits were expelled from Mexico in pursuance of the order of the Crown, or " pragmatic sanction," of
February 27, 1767. The administration of the fund was then
undertaken by the Spanish Government, which divided the
proceeds between the Franciscan and Dominican orders. The
· Mexican Government on establishing its independence of
Spain succeeded to this trust. By a law of September 19,
1836, the Mexican Government confided the administration of
the fund to the Catholic liishop of the two Californias, which
were erected by Pope Gregory XVI. into an episcopal diocese.
By a decree of President Santa Anna of February 8, 1842, so
much of the law of Septemlrnr 19, 1836, as confided the management of the fund to the bishop of the two Californias was
abrogated and the administration of the trust again devolved
on the State. By a further decree of the 24th · of October of
the same year President Santa Anna directed that the property belonging to the fund should be sold for the sum represented by its income capitalized on the basis of 6 per cent per
annum, and that the proceeds of the sale, as well as the cash
investment, should be paid into the public treasury; and he at
the same time recognized an obligation on the part of the government to pay 6 per cent per annum on the capital thereafter. The greater part of the property was sold .i n pursuance
of this last decree for about $2,0_00,000. The bishop 0f the two
Californias protested against these proceedings, and on the 3d
of April 1.845 the Mexican Congress passed an act restoring
to him and bis successors for the purposes of the trust the
properties of the fund yet remaining unsold. The interest on
1 All the statements of the Mexican agent were contained in three paragraphs, the first of which related to the Weil and La Abra awards, and
the second to the" pious fund." The third and last was as follows : "That
the umpire having allowed compensation in several cases, with the proviso that the interested parties should prove their American citizenship
and that they w ere legitimately entitled to be the recipients of such compensations, the Mexican Government expects that the amounts corresponding to such cases will be deducted from the sum total of the awards, if
within a prudent term said conditions are not fulfilled."
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that part of the fund realized by the sale of the property not
having been paid by the Mexican Government, a claim for
$1,700,000 was brought by Thadeus Amat, bishop of Monterey,
and Joseph S. Allemany, archbishop of San Francisco, against
the Mexican Government before the commission. The America,n commissioner took the view that the Mexican Government
held the funds as trustee for the Catholic Church in the two
Californias, and that after the cession of Upper California to
the United States Mexico was bound to pay a proper proportion of the annual interest to the Catholic Church in the ceded
province. Without reference to the respective populatious of
the two countries, be adopted an equal division as the proper
rule of distribution, and on this basis held that the Government
of Mexico should pay to that of the United States in the gold
coin of the latter, with interest at the ra.te of 6 per cent per
annum from the 24th of October 1868 to the close of the labors
of the commission, the sum of $!)04,700.79 and $100 for preparing and printing proofa. The Mexican commissioner took tl1e
ground that no award should be made, boldiug that tlie e11dowment was essentially national in its character and that th e
Catholic Church in Upper California lost its claims to any of
the funds when the territory passed into the possession of t,he
United States. On this difference of opinion tl.Je case was
referred to the umpire, Sir Edward Thornton. Re held:
First. That on the 30th of May 1848, the day of the exchange
of ratifications of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the Roman
Catholic Church of Upper California became a corporation of
citizens of the United States, and, not having declared any
intention of retaining Mexican citizenship, must be held to
have elected to a sume the citizenship of the United States
under Article III. of that treaty.
Second. That neither the Spani h nor the Mexican Government ev r pret nded that the proceed of the fund " ·ere not to
find their way into the hand of the eccle ia tical authorities
in h
alifornia or that they were to be applied to any other
obj t han b e p int d out by the donors. The decree of
b r 24 1 L, wa. an admi: ion of obligatiou to remit the
d f th fund t th bi ·h p of tbe California~, and the
rnm nt ub equ 11t1y admitt d thi. obligation
rd r £ r it ayrnent n the ·u tom-bou eat uaybligati n wa till farther acknowledg d by tlrn
on e of pril 3, 1845, which re tored
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to the bishop of the Californias and to his successors all credits
and other properties belonging to the "pious fund" which
were still unsold for the objects mentioned in the law of September 29, 1836, without prejudice to what the Congress might
dedde with reference to the properties which bad already been
alienated. The umpire held that those credits must include
the indebtedness of the Mexican Government for unpaid interest on the property sold, the proceeds of which had been incorporated into the national treasury.
Third. The umpire also held that the claimants were the
direct successors of the bishop of the Californias, whose diocese
before the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo comprised both Upper
and Lower California, and that they ought therefore to receive
a fair share of the interest upon the proceeds of the "pious
fund" in order to devote it to the purposes for which it was
founded.
Fourth. The umpire held that the fairest division that could
be made of the whole interest for twenty-one years was to
<livide it into two equal parts, one of which should be paid to
the claimants. With regard to the whole amount of interest
due, the umpire found from the papers Lefore him that the
share of the Roman Catholic Church of Upper California was,
on the basis adopted, $43,080.99 a year, or in the aggregate
for twenty-one years the sum of $904,070.79. This the umpire
allowed without interest. 1
In regard to this awar~, the statement which the Mexican
agent desired to record was as follows:
"2d. In the case ~o. 493, of Thadeus .Amat and others v.
Mexico, the claim presented to the United States Government
on the 20th of July 1859, and to this commission during the
term fixed for the presentation of claims in the convention of
July 4, 1868, was to the effect that the 'pious fund' and the
iuterest accrued thereon should be delivered to claimants; and ·
though the final award in the case only refers to interest
accrued in a fixed period, said claim should be considered as
finally settled in toto, and any other fresh claim in regard to
the capital of said fund or its interest, accrued or to accrue,
as forever inadmissible."
The genera] response of Mr. Fish to the statements of the
Mexican ~E?"ent, when they were communicated to llim by
Mr. Mariscal, has already been quoted. In an instruction to
Mr. Mariscal of May 1, 1877, which was communicated to the
1

Thadeus Amat et al. v. Mexico, No. 493, Am. Docket.
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United States, Mr. Vallarta, Mexican minister of foreign affairs,
said:

'' In regard to the case of the archbishop and bishops of
California, the Mexican Government, far from putting in doubt
the final effect of tile awards, has declared in the second of said
statements that, in conformity to article 5 of the convention,
the whole claim presented to the commission must be considered and dealt with as finally arranged and as dismissed and
forever inadmissible anything solicited by claimants, but not
allowed by the commission. In other wordR, the Mexican
Government recognizes itself bound to pay the awards allowed
by the umpire to the claimants in behalf of the Catholic Church
of Upper California, but this settles finally the claim in regard
to everything belonging to the' pious.fund' of the missions of
California, and none other can ever be presented, and much
less sustained, by the United States Government, or admitted
at any future time by Mexico, in conformity with the spirit and
letter of the convention of 4th July 1868."
No further correspondence on the subject appears then to
have taken place.
We have seen that the jurisdiction of the
. . .
J'unsdic~onal Ques- commission did not extend to any claim pretions.
.
. . t
sent ed to either
goYernment for its
m erpos1-.
tion with the other prior to February 2, 1848. By Article V.
of the convention it was provided that the result of the proceedin gs of the commission should be considered '~ as a full,
perfect, and final settlement of every claim upon either government arising out of any transaction of a date prior to the
exchange of the ratifications." The ratifications of the convention were exchanged at Washington February 1, 1869. Many
claims were therefore rejected by the commission on the ground
tbat they aro e out of transactions subsequent to that date.
A claim wa made for the value of certain provisions taken
from tbe claimant's store by General Ortega in 1863. It appeared tbat th claimant afterward presented an accou11t of
tb_ provi, ion to the proper officer in Mexico, in accordance
with he law on th , ubje ·t, and tbat the account wa,s returned
June .., 1 9 for furtller proof. The proof wa furuisbed , but
n o mber L, 1 GU th account was again returned on the
r nn hat it bad b n pre ent d after the term prescribed
1wh
If thi.· r nl , ' aid the umpire, "was
n N'li nee of the claimant, he has but
n n t b ntitl d to any con ideration
But if he wa wronged by the return
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of the paper, it was an inj ury committed after the term within
which the commission can take cognizance of such rnatters." 1
Wr.ile in some of the earlier cases the decisions as to what
constituted citizenship within the meaning of the convention
were exceptional, it was uniformly held that such citizenship
was necessary when the claim was presented as well as when
it arose. Numerous claims were dismissed on the ground that
the claimant was not a citizen when the claim arose. 2 The
assignment of a claim to au American citizen was held not to
give the commission jurisdiction. 3 .An American woman who
was married in July 1861 to a _British subject in Mexico was
held not to be competent to appear before the commission as a
clai~ant in respect of damage done by the Mexican authorities
in November 1861 to the estate of her former husband, though
her second husband had in 1866 become a citizen of the United
States by naturalization. 4 On the other hand, where the
nationality of the owner of a claim, originally American or
Mexican, bad for any cause changed, it was held that the
claim could not be entertained. Thus, where the ancestor,
who was the original owner, bad died, it was held that the
heir could not appear as a claimant unless his nationality was
the sa.me as that of his ancestor. 5 The person who had the
"right to the awar<l." must, it was further held, be considered
as the "real claimant" by the commission, and whoever he
might be, must '' prove himself to be a citizen" of the government by which the claim was presented. 6
1
Adolph Blumenkron v. Mexico, Nos. 329 and 795, MS. Op. VII. 408,
Thornton, umpire.
2
E.g., Joseph Philip Becker v. Mexico, No. 736, MS. Op. II. 408; Charles
E. Wesche v. Mexico, No. 848, MS. Op. I. 346; Jean, Jea,n Marie, Alfred,
and Auguste Pleury v. Mexico, No. 312, MS. Op. II. 525; Otto Henning v.
Mexico, No. 225, MS. Op. II. 525; VictorNaude v. Mexico, No. 313, MS. Op.
II. 525; Jean B. Couturonv. Mexico, No. 370, MS. Op. II. 525.
3
G. W. Barnes v. Mexico, No. 788, MS. Op. III. 131.
4
Heirs of John Young v. Mexico, No. 591, MS. Op. IV. 618, decision of
Thornton, umpire.
6
M. J. Lizardi v. Mexico, No. 146, MS. Op. VII. 380, Thornton, umpire.
6 Julius Alvarez v. Mexico, No. 915, MS. Op. VI. 538, Thornton, umpire,
October 30, 1876. October 23, 1876, Sir Edward Thornton delivered (MS.
Op. VI. 536) the following opinion: "In the case of Herman F. Wulff v.
Mexico, No. 232, with regard to which the umpire is asked to amend his
award of June 18, 1875, by making it absolute in favor of the administrator instead of conditional upon proof that the recipient shall be a citizen of the United States, the umpire can not acquiesce in the arguments
put forward by the counsel for the claimant, whoever that claimant may
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Near the close of the commission the agent of Mexico requested
the umpire to annul his awards in certain cases on the ground
that the persons who presented the claims as assignees had
not been recognized as the claimants, while those who suffered
the injuries complained of, having been so recognized, had not
appeared before the commission. October 27, 1876, the umpire
announced the following decision:
"The umpire is of opinion that he would not be justified in
annulling the awards iu the above cases. There can be no
doubt that the claims were just, as far as the original claim ants
were conce~ued, and very little doubt that they were citizens
of t,he United States. If, then, they should present themselves
hereafter at the time of the payment of the awards, and should
prove their right to them, it would be a great hardship if the
awards were not forthcoming. Some discretion must be left
with the government which takes charge of the distribution
and payment of the awards." 1
At the same time the agent of Mexico requested the umpire
to annul the awards in certaiu other cases because, while it
appeared that the original claimants, in favor of whom the
awards were made, wer~ dead, it did not appear that they had
left heirs, or that the latter, if there were any, were citizens of
the United States. October 27, 1876, the following decision
was made:
''The umpire considers that to comply with the request would
be an unjustifiable proceeding on hi s part, becau::;e it may well
be that there exist heirs of the above-mentioned persons who
are citizens of the United State~, and who, knowing tllat the
claim have been presented and decided upon, are merely
waiting for the time when the payment of the awards shall
commence."
b . Ho is of opinion that not only must it be proved that the p er son to
wbom the injury was done was a citizen of tbe United tate. , but also
that the direct r cipient. of the award are citizens of tbe United States,
wh th r the ·e beneficiari s be hoir or, iu failnre of them, creditors . The
heir are ertainly benefited hy being able to pay the debts of their
dee a cl relative, ev n though the whole of the award may be swallowed
ap by th re<Litors. If there b no heirs and only creditor , the umpire
is of opinion that even tho e er di tors wbo arc the immediate recipient
of tb award mu t prov that th y a.r itizen of the nited tates. 'l'he
umpir hink that the commi· ion an malrn no award except to corporation , c· mp:mi - or privat individual wbo are citizens -eitber of the
nit cl, t: t or fth 1 xica.n republic: re. pectively."
1
R h•rt .I. 'ouch t'. 1 xic·o, To . 2, 1 ·Pt r \Vil on v. Mexico, To, 235;
• H. \ bitfi ld '. exic , ..•o. 237; J. Turpin . Mexico, No. 238.
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.A. motion was made by the agent of Mexico
for leave to file defensive proofs after the four
months from the date of the filing of the memorial, as limited by the rules of the commission. The commissioners differing, the question was referred to the umpire, who
held that the proof ought not to be admitted, no reason in fact
being sbown for the desired departure from the rules.1 On the
other hand, a claimant was allowed further time within which
to file a certain draft whi,~h had been pledged for a debt in
Mexico. 2 It was held by the umpire that either of the commissioners was "justified in calling for documents wbi~h may
tend to throw light upon any particular case, provided that the
'time allowed for producing these documents does not endanger
the final decision of the case before the expiration of the term
allowed by the convention." :i The umpire, however, refused
to receive evidence which bad not been before the commissioners, holding that be bad no power to do so. In a certain case
the agent of Mexico, referring to some evidence which had
been received too late to be laid before the commissioners,
asked tbe umpire to receive it or else to return the case to the
commissioners in order that they might decide whether it
should be admitted. The umpire refused to take either course.
"Ou the contrary," said the umpire, ''he considers that it was
the duty of the agent to ask for the admission by the commission
of these documents, and if the commissioners bad disagreed
and bad referred the matter to the umpire he would have decided
the question. .A.sit is, no mention has been made of this testimony by the commisi::ion, but the umpire has been requested
to give a final decision on the whole case. He has therefore
examined the papers which have been presented to him, and
will give his final decision thereupon." 4
In many cases 5 Sir Edward Thornton refused to make
Procedure a nd
Practice.

1 Charles E. Norton v. Mexico, No. 895, MS. Op. III. 155, Thornton,
umpire.
2
G. L. Hammeken v. Mexico, No. 158, MS. Op. VII. 391.
3 J. D. Pradel v. Mexico, No. 812, MS. Op. VII. 478, Thornton, umpire.
4 Bark Emily Banning v. Mexico, No. 136, MS. Op. III. 334, Thornton, umpire, June 24, 1874. This ruling was affirmed by Sir Edward Thornton
March 6, 1875, in the case of Jacob J. Wenkler v. Mexico, No. 356, MSS. Op.
IV. 33. In the l atter ·case certain evidence explanatory _o f the original
evidence was ultimately admitted by the commissioners and sent to the
umpire.
6 E. g., Manuel J. de la Vega v. Mexico, No. 746, MS. Op. VI. 621.
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awards in favor of claimants where the only evidence of the
injury compfaiued of was the claimant's own statement. "This
case," said l\Ir. Wads worth, delivering the opinion of the commission, "exhibits a failure of proof and vicious preparation ,
Nearly all the proofs in the case were taken before one of the
claimants as consul of the United States. These can not be
esteemed of any value. The case is now dismissed." 1
By the rules of the commission "all persons having claims"
were required to "file memorials of the same with the respective secretaries," and every memorial was required to be
"signed and verified by the claimant." Referring to these
rules, Sir Edward Thornton, in the case of Jabez M. Tipton v.
Mexico, No. 242, said:
"Tbe umpire can not consider that the memorial and protest
dated September 24, 1856, and presented to the United States
minister, can be held to b e Tipton's memorial to the commission . It is not impossible that Tipton may already have made
some arrangement with the Mexican Government with which
he l1as been satisfied, or that be h as become convinted that he
has no claim against the Mexican Government; but the umpire
can in no case admit that the above-mentioned memorial and
protest constitute a claim before the commission."
A surviving partner was permitted to pro·s ecute the firm's
claim before the commission. 2
The Mexican corporation of Reynosa presentrd a claim for
itself and for certain of its citizens for damages suffered in an
alleged raid on the town from the United States. The um pire
aid that it was very doubtful whether tLe corporation bad a
right to do so when the citizens in question had full power to
claim for themselves, it not being even proved that the citizeus
in que tion were really Mexican eitize11 s. 'ILe case of the master and amen of the bark Emily Banning,3 cited by the JYiexican c mmi. ioner, was, said the umpire, very different from the
ca e in que tion, ince '' the owner of a ship are the natural
repre 11tative of the ma ter and seamen, and to a certain
ext nt b un<l to e that they are compen ated for injuries done
h m , b n in b ir ·er vice. ' 4
. Op. III. 69,
ner of 'arrison
Fretz, v. lexr 7, 187L
,runrine Pearl Fi hing 'ompany, claim-

J

an

o.

on
23, 11.iorutou, umpi

.
I ·yno a ·. tb
nited tates, ... -o. 31, M . Op. VI.
F•l,n1ary 2, 1876.
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In tbe case of George Moore v. Mexico, No. 701, the commissioners, July 26, 1871, a1lowed a reheariiig and made an award
iu favor of the clai mant. 'Ihey bad previously dismissed the
case for want of proof of citizenship. The reasons for the
reversal of this action were stated by Mr. Wadsworth, who
delivered for the commission the following opinion:
''Claimant produced 11is petition for a rehearing, accompanied by a certified copy of bis naturalization papers, establiHhing conclusively bis Ameri<-an citizensllip. Whenever the
evidence produced on a motion for a relwaring before the commission i::1 of a certain and conclusive character, such as ought
umloubtedly to produce a change in the minds of the cornmissionns and couvin ce them of petitioner's right to an award, we
are disposed to grant the motion and ~ward according to public law, ·equity, and justice. It there be an exception to this
practice, it must be where there bas been some gross laches of
the claimant, or where, to allow the motion, · at the time and
under the circmnstances, injustice would probably be done to
the government defeuding."
July 18, 1872, Dr. Lieber refused a motion for the rehearing
of one of bis awards, on the ground thp,t, after a reexamination
of the whole case, in the light of the argument for a rehearing,
no reason appeared for reconsidering his decision.I
We have seen that Sir Edward Tnornton refused a rehearing
in the Weil and La Abra cases on grounds which have already
been disclosed. .At the Raine time and on the same grounds he
refused to rehear various other cases. 2 "In the single case of
Sbreck, No. 768," said Sir Eu.ward Thornton, '' the umpire
listened to the request of the agent of the United States to
reconsider, because it appeared that there was a law of Mexico which concerned the citizenship of tlle claimant to which
the commissioners, of course, had access, but no new evidence
was offered or taken into consideration in that case." In the
case thus referred to Sir Edward Thornton had decided that
the ciaimant, who appeared before tlle commission as a citizen
of tbe United States, was, in faet, a citizen of Mexico, by reason of his birth in the latter country, assuming that the Mexican Jaw so regarded him. The agent of the United States
prod.aced the appropriate law of Mexico, by which it appeared
1

Josefa Thore de Lespes v. Mexico, No . 596, MS. Op. II. 627.
\V. Ha1e v. Mexico, No. 58; F. ·w. Latham, assignee, 1• . Mexico, No.
73; George vV. Hammeken v. Mexico, No. 158; J.M. Burnap v. Mexico, No.
302; Thadeus Amat et al. v. Mexico, No. 493; R. M. Millerv. Mexico, No. 518;
George White 11. Mexico, No. 2'14; M. del Barco & Roque de Garate v. Mexico, No. 748; A~gustus E. St. John v. Mexico, No. 295.
2 Jose ph
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that the assumption was clearly erroneous, and Sir Edward
Thornton made an award in favor of the claimant.
In the case of Alfred A. Green v. Mexico, No. 776, it was
shown that certain evidence which was before the commissioners was not transmitted to the umpire, so th at he had made bis
decision on only a part of the record in the case. He therefore decided to reconsider the case so far as the omitted evidence was concerned, but declined to consider fresh arguments
submitted from the claimant's counsel.
In the course of his argument for a rehearing in the case of
Thadeus Amat et al. v. Mexico, No. 493, the agent of Mexico
alleged that there was an arithmetical error in the umpire's
award. Sir Ed ward Thornton reexamined his award in that
regard, and finding the error corrected it and awarded the
proper amount. 1
As this chapter was begun with .the cita tion
Arbitral Provisions
- ·
.
of
a general prov1s10n
m
tlle T reaty o f' G:ruad as t o Boundarias.
· ft'
alupe Hidalgo for the arbitration of d1 erences, it may fitly be closed with a reference to certain late
stipulations in which that principle has been applied by the
United States and Mexico to the adjustment of their comm on
boundaries.
By th8 treaty of limits of January 12, 1828, the United States
and Mexico engaged each to appoint a commissioner a11d a
surveyor to run the line, and they also agreed to accept the
result reached by them. There was no provision for the decision of questions of difference, if any, between the persons so
appointed. A similar engagement was in corporated in the
fifth article of the Treaty of Guadalupe Ilidalgo, and in the
fir t article of the treaty of De.Jem ber 30, 1853.
By the convention of July 29, 1882, the two countries agreed
t create air Internationai Boundary Oommi ion, consisting of
a chief ngineer and a ociates appointe<l. by each party, to
relo ·ate tb boundary in place where the monuments of prior
urYey bad b en de troyed or di ·placed. This convention
bavin ,. lap ·e l l>y rea ou of delay in the appointment of commi ion r , it wa r viv d by a convention of February 18, 1889,
b whi h lie time for the ex ·ution of th work was fixed at
fl
fro the dat f tl1 ex hang of the ratifications of
nv nti n. Byan th rconventionof ugust24,1889,
l w
xt nded for two ear from ctober 11, 1894.
1

1 ·. p. Yl.514.
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There is another series of conventions specially relating to
the water boundary between the two countries. The first of
these was concluded November 12, 1884. It provided that in.
order to avoid difficulties which might arise through changes
to which the channels of the Rio Grande and Rio Colorado, in
places where they form the boundary, were subject, through
the operation of natural causes, the dividing line should forever follow the center of the normal channels, notwithstanding
any alterations ju the banks or in the courses of the rivers,
provided that such alterations were effected by natural causes
through the slow and gradual erosion and deposit of alluvium
and not by the abandonment of an existing river bed and the
opening of a new one. But, as questions might arise as to the
proper application of this provision and as to wl1ether changes
in the courses of the rivers might not have been produced by
artificial causes, such as jetties, piers, or other obstructions,
or by dredging, a convention was concluded on the 1st of
March 1889 for the establishment of an International Boundary Commission, which should have jurisdiction of all such
questions. The commission thus provided for is composed of
two commissioners, one appointed by each government, two
consulting engineers appointed iu the same manner, and such
secret,aries or interpreters as either government may see fit to
appoint. If the two commissioners agree, their decision is
final, unless either government RhaU within a month from its
rendition disapprove it. In such case both governments engage to take cognizance of the matter and to decide it amicably, bearing constantly in mind tbe stipulations of Article
XXI. of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of February 2, 1848.
The two governments also engage to proceed in the same
manner in case the two commissioners disagree. It was provided that this convention should remain in force for a period
of five years from the date of the exchange of the ratifications. The ratifications were exchanged at Washington December 24, 1890. By another convention, signed October 1,
1895, and duly ratified and proclaimed, the duration of the
convention of March 1, 1889, was ex.tended for a period of one
year from. December 24, 1895. The object of the new convention was declared to be to enable the International Boundary
Com.mission to "conclude the examiuation and decision of the
cases submitted to it."
5627-Vol 2--24

CHAPTER XXVIII.
THE PA.NA.MA. RIOT A.ND OTHER CLAIMS: CONVENTIONS BETWEEN THE UNITED STA.TES
A.ND NEW GRANA.DA. OF SEPTEMBER 10, 1857,
AND THE UNITED STA.TES A.ND COLOMBIA. OF
FEBRUARY 10, 1864.
I. CONVENTION OF 1857.

By a convention between the United States
and New Granada (afterward the United
vention.
States, and now the Republic, of Colombia),
concluded at Washington September 10, 1857, it was agreed
that '' all claims on the part of corporations, companies, or
individuals, citizens of the United States, upon the government
of New Granada, which shall have been presented prior to
the 1st day of September 1859, either to the Department of
State at Washington, or to th·e minister of the United States
at Bogota, and especially those for damages which were caused
by the riot at Panama on the 15th of April 1856, for ·which
the said government of New Granada acknowledges its liability, arising out of its privilege and obligation to preserve
peace and good order along the transit route, shall be referred
to a board of commissioners consisting of two members, one
of whom shall be appointed by the Government of the United
States and one by the Government of New Granada." The
commissioners so named were to meet in the city of Washington within ninety days from the exchange of the ratifications of the convention, and, before proceeding to business, to
make and subscribe a solemn oath that they would '' carefully
examine and impartially decide, according to justice and
equity, upon all the. claims laid before them, under the provisions of this convention, by the Government of the United
States." They were then to proceed to name an umpire, and,
in case they could not agree, the selection was to be made by
the minister of Prussia in the United States.
Terms of the Con-
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In cases in which the commissioners should agree to award an
indemnity they were authorized "to determine the amoLrnt to
be paid, having due regard, in claims which have grown out
of the riot of Panama of April 15, 1856, to damages suffered
through death, wounds, robberies, or destruction of property."
In cases in which they could not agree the subjects of difference were to- be referred to the umpire.
The commission was required to "terminate its labors in
nine months from and including the clay of its organization."
The facts in regard to the Panama riot are
The Panama Riot. detailed in a report to the Department of State
by Mr. Amos B. Corwine, who was sent to the
Isthmus as a special commissioner on the part of the United
States to investigate the circumstances of the incident. 1 Mr.
Corwine states that on the morning of the 15th of April the
steamer Illinois arrived at Aspinwall (Colon), having on board
about 950 passengers, including many women and children, en
route for California, and a large amount of baggage and other
freight. Three trains containing all these passengers, the
United States mails, and a portion of the freight bad arrived
at Panama, and a fourth, with a quantity of baggage an d
about 500 express packages, was expected later, when, about 6
o'clock in the evening, a quarrel occurred between a druuken
passenger and a Panama negro who kept a provision stand
near the railway station over the refusal of the former to pay
for a slice of watermelon which he had purchased from the
negro, and of which the price was a dime. A companion of
the passenger paid the negro, tut the disturbance did not
cea e. Before or after the payment of the dime-Mr. Corwine
accepts the latter conclusion-a pistol shot was :fired. The
pi tol belonged- to the pas enger, but there was some controY r ya to who fired the hot.' Mr. Corwine said that the
•vi<len · wa "couclu ive" that the shot was fired by a companion of the waterm lon veu<ler, a ;'light-colored native"
nam cl IL braban who took the pi tol from the passenger (who
had drawn i ) an<l fir d it at him. Then gro and hi "light. 1 r d na iv
· mpaui u thf'n ran away to the cienaga., a
mar ·h 11 o-r
. t1 m nt n ,ar th railway tatiou, and pres•ntl 'r uru cl with a lar,r ·row<lof 11 crro . arm <l with stone.,
1

)lr. C'nrwin · r port i. hound in vol. 5 of the ...I . consul ar letters
from P n· ma.
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machete$, and other weapons, and commenced an attack on
McFarland's Hotel (tbe Pacific House) and the Ocean House.
The best account of the progress of the riot is given in a
deposition of Capt. A.11en McLane, agent of the Pacific Mail
Steamship Company at Panama, made before the United States
consul at that place and embodied in Mr. Corwine's report.
Captain l\foLane gives a graphic description of the scene in
and · about the railway station just before the riot, showing
that the passengers were orderly and not anticipating any
trouble. About 6 o'clock in the evening be beard the report
of a firearm, which seemed to come from a spot outside of but
- near the gate of the railway station. This, as he was afterward informed, was the report of the shot fired during the
altercation between the passenger and the watermelon vender.
This report was followed almost instantly by shouting and
ballooing from the .same direction.
A moment after he heard the report of the firearm Captain
McLane saw a native man come to the beach and run along it
toward the city for about 400 yards, when he lost sight of him.
A few miuutes later be heard a bell in the city ring an alarm,
and immediately thereafter saw large crowds coming toward
the rail way station. .From the time he heard the report of
the firearm until he saw the crowds collecting about the station
he thought that not more than ten minutes elapsed. From the
time he heard the report until he heard the noise, which proved
to be an attack on the hotels, be thought that not more than
five minutes elapsed.
A.t the time of the breaking out of the riot there were on
the pier, where Captain McLane was standing, some thirty or
forty natives who had been employed by the steamship company in discharging freight and baggage from the cars into
the scows. Some of these men, _seeing the excited crowds
rushing toward the station shouting and waving their arms,
jumped from the pier and started to join them; they returned,
however, at Captain McLaoe's order, he explaining to them
that they would only increase the excitement and become
parties to the riot which had already begun. Some of these
natives subsequently joined the rioters; others did not.
When Captain McLane observed the rioters coming toward
the railway station, which was about 100 yards distant, he proceeded thither in company with two gentlemen named Center
and :r-elson. On his way to the ticket office he saw a party of
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men loading an old iron cannon, substituting for balls and
bullets, of which none could be obtained, iron boiler rivets.
This cannon, wheu loaded, was carried and placed outsi<l.e of
the gate of the railway station, commanding the street leading
from the gate to the cienaga, and was put in charge of a
trustworthy man, with orders not to fire it unless the natives
should advance on the station and could not otherwise be
restrained.
Before he reached the station the appearance of a riot
seemed so great that Captain l\lcLane dispatched a mes.s age
to the chief of police to bring his force at once. The messenger was a burly native who had for some time been in Captain
McLane's employ. While bearing the latter's message he was
wounded by a ball in the neck, but he performed his mission .
.Arriving at the railway station, Captain McLane found the
clerks engaged in registering tickets, the windows through
which the passengers banded them being crowded; for, ,vbile
the tumult was going on outside, the passengers had no conception of its seriousness, and Captain McLane himself did
not expect that the station would be regularly assaulted.
By this time many shots bad been fired, principally by the
natives, at the adjacent hotels, and a few by the inmates of the
hotels in self-defense. Captain McLane expecte<l the police
soon to be on the ground, when it would only be necessary for
them to draw up in the clear space between the station and
the cienaga in order to restore quiet. 1vith a view, however,
to remove the passengers as speedJly as possible from the reach
of the excited natives, he directed the ticket clerks to put away
their books and papers and to send the passengers on board
the California steamer. Evidences of excitement and confusion
began to appear among the persons assembled in the station.
ptain McLane aw . ome old rusty muskets taken from the
id f the room, wher they had been hanging for months, and
att mpt made to load them; he saw pi tols in the hands of
ral per n ; many per on were asking for ammunition,
b ugh n on t hi, kn wl dge could find apy; he heard afterw r h we er that m wa.' obtained and that the muskets,
erceiving the condition of
n f th m w r 1 , d d.
r P
to r. 1 on that th y hould endeavor to
£ , f h 111 n ar uud them and prepare to defend
b Id h J) he no arrive 0011 enough to prevent
hi. wa £ und to be utterly impo. ibl ;
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hardly anyone was armed, and there was a general feeling of
helplessness and panic. About twenty men were collected at
the gate of the station looking toward the cienaga. They were
endeavoring to pre1::;erve order, and· exerted themselves to
restrain three or four men who would rush out in front of the
gate and fire at random among the huts of the eienaga. Captain McLane while at the gate saw the iron cannon before
referred to; it was planted so as to command the street leading
from the cienaga to the station, and was in charge of an American named Willis, who, as has been stated, had orders not to
fire it unless the natives attacked the station.
During these scenes at the gate and early in the riot some of
tbe passengers came on the ground in great excitement, saying
that their families were in the upper stories of the hotels
attacked by the natives. Some men were advanced to one of
the hotels, and breaking in the side door, which was out of the
range of fire, allowed the passengers to escape; at the same
time a ladder was placed at one of the back windows, down
which ot,h ers escaped. During these occurrences many shots
were fired from the cienaga at the hotels and toward the station. The fire of the natives on the station now increased
considerably, and for the first time Captain McLane thought
that an assault would be made.
·
Some time before this be had invited on board the California
steamer two native ladies who had come from the city to witness
the embarkation and who were in an exposed position on the
balcony of the railway company's mess house. He stated that
their presence subsequently saved a heavily charged cannon
from being fired into a crowd of some six hundred defenseless
men, women, and children, who had been placed on board the
steamer for safety.
What afterward occurred may be given in Captain McLane's
own language:
"Not a sound went from the station; doubtless each person
there felt that dreadful scenes of massacre, rapine, and plunder
were inevitable, unless the authorities of the country could be
brought and interposed between the reckless and maddened
rioters and their innocent, unarmed, and defenseless victims.
At this_ moment the long li tened-for sound of the bugle note
was heard, bringing relief to many an aching heart. We congratulated each other, and in a moment more would have been
outside the inclosure to welcome our deliverers, when there
was poured into tbe station a volley of musketry, accompanied
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by savage shouts for blood. This volley was quickly followed
by others; the dreadful realty came upon us that the police had
joined the mob. In a moment the police, headed by Colonel
Garrido, had crossed the clear space between the cienaga and
the station houses, and from under the windows of the ticket
office and freight room commenced firing into them. At the
same time the outside mob, with some of the police in company,
entered the station from the west end along the track, firin g
through it to clear the way, and broke into the various rooms,
machetes in hand, and began their work of murder and
plunder."
When the police took possession of the station, Uaptain
McLaue, accompanied by another person, went to look for the
governor, and, having found him after some delay, prevailed
upon him to accompany them to the station and stop the massacre. But the order which it was said that the governor had
previously given to the police to fire upon and occupy the station was carried out by them in such a manner that nearly
every person in the station was massacred by them an<l. the
mob. It was also alleged that the governor was remiss in
efforts to prevent the plunder and bloodshed which took place
in his presence.
These are the main facts in relation to the riot of the 15th of
April 1856, for which the Government of New Granada made
the acknowledgment of liability recorded in the convention
of 1857, though it steadily denied the responsibility of its
officials either for the occurrence or for not preventing it.
Before the work of murder a,nd destruction was stayed, about
twenty per ons were killed, only two of whom belonged to the
a sailants, and twenty-nine were wounded, thirteen of whom
were natives. The loss of the foreigners in property was
large-claim. on that score to the amount of half a million
d llar being preferred.
The acknowledgment of liability by ew
The Treaty of 1846. rana<la wa , a
the convention declared,
ba d on that government's "privilege and
li ,, ti n t pr erve pea ·e aucl good order along the transit
r u .
hi <leclarati n , em, impliedly to have referred to
th pr i ·ion of the thirty-fifth arti ·le of the treaty between
he nit ·d tat au 1 ... w Granada of D · mber 12, 1846.
rana la 0 ·uarante to the Government
that h ricrht of way or tran ·it acros the
upon a11 mode. of ·ommuni ·ation tbat
b h r f '1' ·ou ·tructed, .·hall be open
1
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and free to the Government aud citizens of the United States,"
while the United States, on the other hand, in consideration
of this and certain other advantages, "guarantees, positively
and efficaciously, to New Granada, by the present stipulation,
the perfect neutrality of the beforementioned Isthmus; with
the view that the free transit from the one to the other sea may
not be interrupted or embarrassed in any future time while
this treaty exists; and, in consequence, the Uuited States also
guarantee, in the same manner, the rights of sovereignty and
property which New Granada has and possesses over the said
territory."
Referring to these stipulations, Mr. Marcy, as Secretary of
State, discussing, in instructions to Mr. Bowlin, United States
minister at Bogota, of June 4, 1856, the occurrence at Panama,
said:
"This state of insecurity is very pr~judicial to both. countries, and it is not to be doubted that when properly urged
upon the consideration of New Granada that government will
take prompt and effectual measures to insure to the citizens of
the United . States the most arnp1e protection for their persons
and property on the !Rthmus within its territory. This is not
only a duty of national obligation, but it is expressly provided
for in the treaty of 12th of December 1846, between the United
States and New Granada. The United States must have the
free, safe, and uninterrupted transit for their citizens and for
public and private property across the Isthmus of Panama to
the full extent contemplated by that treaty, and this government looks with confidence for the security of this right, and
does not expect that any necessity will arise for the use of any
other means for the secure enjoyment of it but an appeal to
the state of New Granada to fulfill its treaty stipulations upon
that su~ject. The United States may reasonably expect, after
what has happened, that New Granada will station such a
force along the route of the railroad and at Aspinwall [Colon]
and Panama as will secure adequate protection to the persons
and property of the citizens of the United States."
On the actual negotiation of September 10,
1857, the records of the Department of State
throw little light. Negotiations were at :first
conducted through Mr. Bowlin, at Bogota, but they proved
fruitless. The Government of New Granada then sent an
euvoy to the United States, Gen. P.A. Herran, who took up
the negotiations at Washington in July 1857. On the 21st of
that month Mr. Cass, who was then Secretary of State, having acknowledgP,d the receipt of a note from General Ilerran,
The Acknowledgment
of Liability.
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in which the latter had stated that he was instructed to negotiate an arrangement of the questions pending between the
two republics, appointed July 23 as the day for a conference.
The principal questions at issue were those of the Panama riot
and certain tonnage and customs duties affecting the transit
of the Isthmus.
The next thing found in the records is a note of the 27th of
August from Mr. Cass to General Herran, inclosin g a "draft
of a convention for the adjudication of claims of citizens of the
United States upon New Granada;" and on the Dth of September Mr. Cass informed General Herran that at 12 o'clock of
the next day copies of the convention would be ready for signature. At the appointed time it was duly signed; and on the
same day General Herran communicated to Mr. Cass a note,
expressing gratification at the conclusion of the claims convention, but regret at the failure to arrange other matters.
Nothing further on the subject appears until June 4, 1858,
when Mr. Cass addressed a note to General Herran, which was
as follows:
''When the negotiations for the settlement of the difficulties
between our respective countries were brought to a close by the
conclusion of a treaty on the 10th of September last, it was the
confident expectation of tbis government that the treaty would
be ratified by New Granada without delay or objection. The
arra11gement was not entirely satisfactory to the United States,
for it left unadjusted several subjects of difference, some of
them of much importance, arising out of the transit route aud
out of the measures in relation to it proposed to be adopted by
your government.
"You will r ecollect that till the treaty was upon the point
of being signed it was mutually intended that its stipulations
should extend to and embrace all the questions that bad arisen,
and :Vhi ·h had threatened, at any time, to disturb the peaceful
r lat1011s of the two countries. This intention was defeated by
a mi. under tanding as to one of these stipulation s, which could
not her con iled, and the effort to make a definitive arrangem 11t f all the una ljusted ubjects wa therefore abandoned.
_ut the tre ty wa.· v, luable becan e it made reasonable prov1 1011. ~ r tb adjudication aud payment of the claims of citiz n f th ... nit d I tate again t the Government of New
r nada n :p ially becaus jt a, sured. ati faction for the
pl r bl ri t. f anama in pril 5G by which greviou
r
• b, clT . n · mmitted a ain ·t tbe' person aud propf th 1 mt 1 1 t, t '. • • • I informed you at tllc
! t l nt f h di: u. ion b tw 11 u that the rccogniur o mm 11 of it r ,•p 11, ibility for tho e aggr mun: an 1 n arrang m nt for tlleir ati. faction
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were considered by the United States indispensable to the
success of our negotiations. * * * Reports reached here
some time since that the treaty would not be ratified by the
constitutional authority of New Granada, and these have been
confirmed by the last arrival. There is good reason to believe
either that ratification will be wholly withheld or that it will
be accompanied with such conditions as will render it impossible for the United States to assent to them."
August 16, 1858, General Herran informed Mr. Cass that the
convention was ratified by the Government of New Granada on
the 8th of July, with certain explanations and modifications.
The only one of these necessary now to be noticed was an
explanation of the effect of the acknowledgment by New
Granada of her liability for the riot at Panama. This explanation was as follows:
''It is understood that the obligation of New Granada to
maintain peace and good order on the interoceanic route of
the Isthmus of Panama,, of which Article I. of tbe convention
speaks, is the same by which all nations are held to preserve
peace and order within their territories, in conformity with
general principles of the law of nations and of the public
treaties which they may have concluded."
The purpose. of the New Granadian Government in making
this explanation General Herran stated in his note of August
16, as follows :
"The object of the first explanation [the explanation in
question j is to prevent the future possibility on the part of any
foreign government of construing the original phrasing of
Article I. of tbe convention into a new obligation, imposed on
itself by the repnblic, of indemnifying all such damages and
pr~judices as may be suffered by persons traveling over the
Panama railroad, whatever may be the circumstances of the
cases which might occur. Now, as there is no country on
earth in which torts are not committed and injuries suffered,
in spite of all the securities which may be intended to be afforded and of all precautions which may be taken, there can
be no government that could be willing, thus indefimtely, to
assume their responsibility upon itself. Were there a state
that could bind itself to indemnification for all losses that
might be caused by misdoers within its limits, it would, by the
very fact, hold out an inducement for misdemeanors and
require an inexhaustible treasury to meet such obligations.
"It was not jn this sense that tlJe uegotiators of the convention mentioned the responsibility of .New Granada to which
tbe explanation alludes. It was in a rational sense-on the
part of the United States for the purpose of justifying their
demand, and on the part of ew Grauada to show tbe reason
why it acceded to it. Yet, a proposition written down in an
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internatio11alinstrument, in solemn forms, might, in the future,
be taken in a sense much wider than that, which the negotiators
might have intended to give to it.
"Touching the riot of the 15th of April, which is the ground
of the claim intended to be adjusted, the Granadian Uonfederacy satisfies the United States, binding itself to indemnify
the damages and prejudices caused by it, which, in itself, is
an explicit, practical, and complete acknowledgment of responsibility, so that the proposed explanation in no way diminish~s
or alters the satisfaction ·given to the United States and m
nothing militates against the arrangement which has been
made. The convention was framed for a determinate object.
This being attained, the instrument will, ipso facto, stand annu11ed, as is the case with treaties, from the moment that the
period of their duration bas terminated. It could not, therefore, contain a stipulation, granted in general terms, applicable to all such cases as might occur and the duration of which
would have to be unlimited.
"As for the settlement of the question which has arisen out
of the riot of the 15th of April we are guided by international
laws and by the treaty now in vigor between the two republics;
so will it have to lrn in the future. It is not by virtue of a new
obligation that New Granada this time has bound it.self to grant
the indemnifications claimed by the U11ited States, nor will it
be claimed that the obligation could work its effect before it
bad been contracted. It follows, hence, that if the responsibility
mentioned in the first article of the convention can be construed as a new obligation-that is to say, as a responsibility
to which 110 nation is held by its public treaties or by international laws-it required to be explained in order that it
should bear no sense other than that which the c<mtracting
parties intended that it should have. Everything that conduces to clearness and accuracy of sense in an agreement
obviate difficulties in its execution and influences the contracting parties in maintaining harmony between themselves.
Thi ha been tbe aim of the Granadian Congress."
The explanation of General Herran, while not entirely free
from ambiguity, admits two things 1 viz:
1. That by rticle I. of the convention of 1857 ew Granada
acknowledg d and a,• um d liability for the injuries and losses
f ·itizen of the nitcd tate by the riot of April 15, 1856.
2. That hi wa an extraordinary or unu ual liability, as.· rdanc with the rule of international law and
b tween the two countries.
nv n i n, to"'ether with the explanation of the
ngr , wa approved by the Senate of
wi h
v ral , mendment by that body,
ly . uhmitted to th
ew Granadian
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Government. On the 14th of March 1859, two days after
the treaty, as amended by the Senate, was sent to General
Herran, he proposed the _c onsideration of certain grievances
which, it was said, the New Granadian confederation had
against the United States, among which was the nonpayment
of tonnage and mail taxes. Mr. Cass, on the 31st of March,
replied:
"I have simply to repeat the substance of what has been
stated to you in our personal conferences, that, until the convention of September 1857 has been ratified by New Granada,
this government is not prepared to enter upon any further discussion in reference to the various points mentioned in your
note."
June 17, 1859, General Herran informed the Department of
State of the acceptance by his government of the Senate's
amendments. The ratifications of the convention were exchanged at Washington November 5, 1860.
The commissioners met in Washington June
th
Orgacniza~o~ of e 10, 1861. On the part of the United States
OIDJlllSSlOn.
the commissioner was Elias W. Leavenworth,
of New York; o.n the part of New Grenada, Jose Marcelino
Hurtado. After filing their commissions they each subscribed
the oath prescribed by the convention. The commission. of
Charles W. Davis, as secretary, was also filed. Mr. Davis
was ordered to notify Mr. Seward of the organization of the
board, and to request him to transmit to it all papers in the
Department of State relating to the claims against New Granada. On the following day rules were adopted.
When Mr. Leavenworth :filed bis comm.isMr. Leavenworth's •
· on t11e
1.
Commission.
s10n, M r. H ur t a d o ob'Jeet e d t o 1t
groun d
that it authorized him to act only "during
the pleasure of the President of the United States for the
time being," while the convention contemplated that each
government should name one commissioner, and not several
in succession, or as many as they might please. Mr. Leavenworth stated that the words were only a matter of form and
ought not to be understood as implying that the powers
granted would be revoked. Mr. Hurtado, however, addressed
Mr. Seward on the subject; and on August 29, 1861, Mr. F. W.
Seward, acting Secretary of State, replied:
'' The allegation of Mr. Leav-enworth that the condition
referred to was one of mere form was perfectly correct, the
expression quoted being inserted in every commission issued
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by the Executive, with the exception of those for which the
Constitution of the United States makes distinct provision.
"Apart from this view, it is evident from the text of the
convention under which the board is organized that no capricious substitution of one person for another previously appointed, and engaged in the duties devolved upon him, could
have been contemplated. The convention says that, 'in case
of the death, absence, or incapacity of either commissioner,
or in the event of either commissioner omitting or ceasing to
act,' the government so affected' shall forthwith proceed to fill
the vacancy thus occasioned.'
"It is not understood by this department that the stipulation quoted will tolerate any extrinsic interference with the
board when once organized, except in the specified cases of
'death, absence, or incapacity,' such incapacity being intrinsic
and arising solely from physical or moral, and not from perRonal or political causes. Any other interpretation of the
terms of the convention would only expose the commission t?
the most unfortunate influences and might at any moment seriously embarrass, if not ultimately defeat, the whole purpose of
the convention."
October 1, 1861, the commissioners conAppointment
of curre d m
. t en<l ermg
• t h e pos t of umpire
· t o M r.
.
Umpire.
N. G. Upham, of New Hampshire, who bad
served as commissioner on the part of the United States under
the convention with Great Britain of February 8, 1853. On
the 6th of October Mr. Upham replied, accepting the appointment, and inclosing the requisite oath, which he bad taken
before the judge of the district court of the United States in
New Hampshire. It seems that Mr. Upham did not go immediately to Washington, as the commissioners telegraphed him
on the 4th of December, requesting him to repair to that city
at once.
October 2 Mr. Carli le, the agent of New
Question as to the G raua da, sugge ted to the com1mss10ners
· ·
t h at
R atifl cati on of the
tbe printed copy of the convention p1·esented
convention.
by the Department of State differed from that
wb· ·
'
nt of ew Granada had placed in his
the special ratification by the latter
atiou, he • aid, in the view which be
rtain cla of the cases with which
him to be important to be considof the commi ion. He therefore
o a. k
retary of State to make
f the
rati fl.cation as would
. ant
·ty. With hi.- reqne t
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the commissioners on the same day complied. The. board then
adjourned till the 4th of November, when the commissioners
received from Mr. Seward a communication of the 5th of the
preceding month, in which he stated that, upon an examination
of the original instrument on file in the Department of State,
as ratified by the Presid~nt of the United States, in connection
with the ratification of New Granada, it appeared that certain
amendments had been accidentally overlooked by the clerk
who prepared the pamphlet copy for the use of the Department. The questio n raised as to the ratification of the convention was thus disposed of w·ithout controversy.
In notifying Mr. Seward of the appointment
List of Claims.
of an umpire, the commissioners requested
him to '' cause a statement of the claims provided for in the convention to be submitted to the commission." This request was based upon the second article of the
convention, by which it was provided that the commissioners
should, after the appointment of the umpire, proceed "to examine and determine the claims which may be presented to
them
* * by the Government of the United States."
In reply Mr. Seward stated that all the papers relating to the
claims in question having, pursuant to the act of Congress on
the subject, been transferred to the board, it was not within
the power of the department to present a detailed statement
of them. Moreover, such a step seemed to be unnecessary, in
view of the fact tha.t the claims of which the commission bad
jurisdiction were defined in the first article of the convention. 1
With this reply the commissioners were not content. They
therefore addressed to Mr. Seward on the 5th of November the
following communication:
"The commissioners concur in considering it necessary that
the claims coming before the board should, agreeably to the
provisions of the second article of the convention, be presented
by the Government of the United States; and as the Hon. Mr.
Seward states that it is not in the power of the department
1
to present a detailed staternen t of them, the papers relating to
the matter having been transferred to the board, the commissioners have ordered that a correct statement of the entire
number of such claims as the papers received from the Department of State have refereuce to, and of such claims besides as
/ have to this date been filed before the commission, should be
carefully prepared and is herewith inclosed. By the aid of
1

Mr. 'eward to the commissioners, October 5, 1861, MS.
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this <locument it is hoped that the department wiJl be in a
position to carry out the provision of the convention above
referred to."
As the commissioners concurred in thinking it necessary
that the claims should be presented by the Government of the
United States, Mr. Seward, "desiring to facilitate as much as
possible the wishes of the board," yielded to the request of
the commissioners, and inclosed to them "a mere list of the
claims" which had been filed in the Department of State,
made up from such data as had been accessible. The list
embraced 262 individual cases. Mr. Seward said that he communicated it with the explanation that, in the judgment of the
United States, the provisions of the convention ba<l. been fully
complied with by the transfer to the commission of all documents on :file either in the Department of State, or in the
United States legation at Bogota, in relation to the claims.
January 9, 1862, Mr. S.S. Cox, as attorney for certain claimants, in respect of whom a question of citizenship under the
convention had been raised, asked the commission to inquire
of the Department of State whether or not, previously to the
completion of the convention and duriug its negotiations, any
list of the claimants was furnished to the minister from New
Granada, and if there was, to request that a copy of such list
be furni hed the commission. Mr. Cox stated that bis object
wa to show the fact, if it were so, that New Grauatla had
notice of the claims in which the question of citizenship was
rai ed, a" claims of citizens of the United States, and that the
conYention was negotiated with a view to their adjustment,
without any dissent from the
ew Granadian 11egotiator.
The board granted the motion, and directed the secretary to
tran mit a opy of it to the Department of State.
On the 11th of January fr. Seward replied that it was
b Ii v d tbat no pecific 1i t of individual claims was furnished
1J th D partment of tat to I eneral Herran prior to the
1gnatur
f the conv ntion; that au informal and merely
approximat Ii· wa. prepar d and plac d in hi, hand '; but
ha i wa 11 t mad th , ubje ·t of official record because it
· n mplat d or xp ·t 1 tliat uch a memorandum
r g, rd cl a: f onicial £ re . It wa,· di tiuctly rem mb r '1 in h
p, rtm nt how Y r, that th li t handed to
} n ral II ·1-ran rubrac: cl th, ]aim. 0 -rowing out of the Pan~ ni ri ,t a an arrrrr ,.at amount without a11y attempt at a
d dl l .- 't rn n . 1r. ward, m further re pon e to the
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motion, inclosed to the commission a copy of a note addre::,;1::1ed
to General Herran by the Secretary of State on November 2, ·
1859, showing the individual claims filed in the Department of
State between the signing of the conve11tion and the date of
the note.
The reluctance of the Department of State
The Presentation of . th fl t . t
. h th e comm1ss10n
. .
Riot Claims.
In e rs ms ance t o f urms
with a list of claims was in part due to the
fact that a question bad arisen as to the requirements of the
convention touchmg the riot claims. We have seen that by
the convention the commission was invested with jurisdictiou
of "all claims on the part of * * * citizens of the United
States, upon the Government of New Granada, which shall
have been presented prior to the 1st day of September 1859,
either to the Department of State at Washington, or to the
minister of the United States at Bogota, and especially those
for damages which were caused by the riot at Panama on the
15th of April 1856." In his reply to the commissioners' first
requm-;t for a list of claims, Mr. Seward, after declining" to
comply with it, said it was '' presumed tha~ the limitation as
to the time of presentation," expressed in the convention, was
not intended to apply to the riot claims, in view of "their
probably smalJ amount," the '' compil",ratively humble social
position" of the claimants, and the notorious fact that after
the event which gave rise to the claims, the claimants '' were
dispersed over this vast country, from California to Maine,
thereby depriving them of opportunities for knowing the measures which were in progress for their relief." 1 In his subsequent letter to the commissioners, inelosing the "mere list" of
the claims which had "been filed in the Department of State,"
Mr. Seward recurred to the subject of the riot claims, and,
after making a "distinct reservation" in regard to them, said:
"This government maintains the principle that those claims
have been presented by the United States and recognized by
New Granada en masse, and that where, from any of the causes
alluded to in my communication of the 5th ultimo, individuals
have failed to file their claims arismg ont of the Pana.ma riot}
within the period limited m the convention, they are entitled
to investigation and decision upon their own merits and proofs,
and the department holds to its right to amend and add to the
list in respect to claims of thi::,; character, should any be presented to it."
t

Mr.

ewarcl to the commissioners, October 5, 1861, MS .
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The question thus ra~sed was discussed before the commission and was decided in the case of Peter Frank, whose claim
was presenteu to the Department of State after September 1,
185!:>. The commissioners differing in opinion, the question
was referred to the umpire. Mr. Upham said that the sole
question upon the face of the couvelltion was whether the word
"especially" could. be construed as excepting the riot claims
from the phrase " all claims." The word " especially" was an
intensifyiug term, synonymous with "particularly" and other
words of similar import. If" all the citizens" of a government were held bound to render service in behalf of their
country in a given emergency, and" especially" native-born
citizens, the idea could not be ~ntertained that native-born
citizens· were thus excluded from the obligation of service.
On the contrary, their inclusion would appear only the more
· clearly. If, said l\fr. Upham, it had been the intention of the
negotiators of the convention to except the riot claims from
the limitation in regard to the presentation of'' all claims," it
might readily have been accomplished by using words of
exception. The words" especially those" could not, in his
opinion, be construe<l, as the United States commissioner had
sug-ge:;ted, as equivalent to "and also," or "in addition thereto."
Indeed, the meaning of the language was so plain that little
reliance seemed to be placed upon any supposed ambiguity in
the words themselves; but it was argued t.bat, if construed in
the ordinary sense, they were inconsistent with the manifest
purpo e of the convention. '' vVLat an absurdity," argued
coun el, "to require the presentation of claims to the United
tate under the convention while the convention was in secret
preparation. What a monstrous hardship would such a provi ion be in a convention not ratified till more than a year
after the tirn alleged to be fixed for the presentation of c1aims
f ucb a. natur . '
ccording to Vattel, 1 every interpretation
f a tr aty that led to an ab urdity should be rejected.
Thi ar nment aid Ir. pham, was ba ed solely on the
wan f ,·ni abl 110 i · t tbec1aimants· but thi · was a qne ii non whi ·h h n crotiator. ancl the a~lvi ry powers of the
w
'OV l'llm nt wer a
omp t nt to pa, s aH tl1e commi i n 1-.· , 11(1 h ir, ·ti n · nl<l ll0t b overrnled by th latter.
J>l , r <l th~ t imm diat l ' aft ,r tlie riot rnea nr s were
tak 'll h h Tuit 1 t, t .· to in
ticrate th , nbj ,ct fully.
' Book~

h• p. 17.
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In December 1856 the President, in bis message to Congress,
stated that he bad caused a full investigation to be made, and
that it fully sustained the claims of the government against
New Granada on account of the riot. Early in 1859 elaborate
propositions were presented to New Granada for the settle- .
rnent of this and other subjects. In these propositions it was
stated that "the United States had fully investigated the matter of the riot at Panama and fixed the amount due." In a
subsequent communication it was stated that the United
States had "taken the testimony not only of American gentlemen, officers of the government, and officers of the railroad,
but the evidence of persons of almost every nation" in reference to the claim made on account of the riot; that it had
"caused an examination to be made uy a special crmmissioner
and the resident minister near the republic of New Granada,"
and that its posit,ion was "foumled on d.irect, positive, unequivocal, and legal testimony taken in reference to these
claims." On the 27th of February 1857 the minister of the
United States, acting under instructions, demanded the sum of
$400,000 on account of the riot claims, though he declared that
"the sum claimed and proved to have Leen taken and destroyed amounted to much more."
On this evirlP-nce, said Mr. Upham, it was to be presumed
that the Government of the United States and the negotiators
of the treaty believed that they had sufficient knowledge in
regard to the claims to enable t.hem to act upon their adjustment, and that they might, with perfect propriety, consider
the case as clo8ed so far as concerned applications for redress.
Renee, in the convention as signed, tile jurisdiction of the
comm.ission was limited to claims which had been pre8ented
prior to the day of signature, September 10, 1857; and no
exception was made in terms, and none, so far as he could see,
by implication, as to any class of claims. Wilen · the treaty
was ratified by the Senate of the United States, March 18,
1859, the limitation was extended two years~ to September 1,
1859. Both th.e negotiators of the convention and the Senate
must have understood the effect of the limitation fixed upon
by them, as they had before them the diplomatic correspondence and the evide.nce obtained by tlle special investigations. Any omission further to protect the rights of claimants could not, under the circumstances, be considered a matter of inadvertence, still Jrss of absurdity, or of conflict with
the scope and object of the treaty, which would justify a
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departure from its plain language. It appeared that, since
the promulgation of the convention, very few new claims had
been presented;. and if claimants had been improvidently
barred by the action of their own government, their remedy
rested with that government, and not with the commission.
Questions might, indeed, arise as to what eon'stituted the presentment of a claim. "The rule in such cases is," said Mr.
Upham, "usually a most liberal one. This question is not
directly raised here. Any evidence of application by letter,
or personally to the department or minister at Bogot{1,, within
the time SJ_Jeeified, or any list of claimants, or evidence seasonably nippeariug in the papers of the government as to damages
sustained by anyone, it is presumed would be held as a sc1itisfactory presentment for the subsequent specification of a claim;
but such questions can only be settled as they arise. If there
is no evidence in this case of any presentment or notice of
the claim being brought to the knowl edge of the govemment
authorities within the time specified, or seasonable recognition
of it in the evidence taken by the government, I consider the
commissioners as having no jurisdiction over it, and that it
can not be adjudicated upon by them."
A question was also raised before the comLiabilit~ for Riot mission as to the extent of New Granada's
Claims.
acknowledgment of liability for the riot claims.
The agent of that government, Mr.James M. Carlisle, offered to
submit evidence to sllow that damages were inadmissible, as
the riot was a sudden outbreak, c::msed by the violent and unju ·tifi.able conduct of American citizens at Panama; and that
tbe Government of New Granada had acted in good faith and.
had exertetl all its available power to quell the outbreak and
re tore order, and had failed in no resp~ct to diecbarge all the
dutie incumbent on it by the laws of nations, to which alone
tbe government wa · amenable. Mr. Carlisle contended that
h liability of
w Granada waR not fixed by the first article
f th conv ntion, arguing (1) that if the language used might
e regard d a having tY·h tendency, it wa so ambiguom, as
b
h lly overrnl c_l by th xplanation made by New Gra, a tb im of tli ~xcbauge of ratification and admitted
: to b a part of th treaty; (2) that the language
f h fir t r i ·l wa: ~ m ·r cone ·; ion on the part of ew
r n a f Ii ili y o ha th ·laim mad again t her, and
f Ii bility £ r h •u: I aymeu ; (3) that the imputation of a
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greater liability did not comport with another provision of the
first article, viz, that the commissioners should" carefully examine and impartially decide, according to justice a~d equity,
upon all claims laid before them."
The umpire decided that the liability of New Granada was
clearly and fully admitted by Article I., and was not varied by
the New Granadian explanation. The evidence offered by lVIr.
Carlisle was therefore rejected.
The" explanation" referred to was, as we have seen, to the
effect that the obligation of New Granada to maintain peace
and order on the transit route was "the same by which all
nations are held to preserve peace and order within their territories, in conformity with general principles of the law of
nations, and of the public treaties which they may have concluded." Referring to this "explanation," Mr. Upham said
that it could operate only in one of two modes. It was either
an explanation of the meaning of words employed, which were
supposed to be used in an ambiguous or doubtful manner, or
it was an explanation of the grounds or principles of action on
which the parties proceeded. In the case of the explanation in
question, which was the more natural and apparent mode 0? If
it applied to ambiguity in words, two principles must be considered: (1) That the ambiguity should be fully and clearly
removed, as one ambiguity can never remove another; and (2)
that New Granada, as the stipulating party, designing to
remove an objectionable provision or to make plain what was
not fully apparent, was bound to show ajjirrnatively that this
was done. These considerations certainly bore against applying the "explanation" to an ambiguity i11 words, especially as
it might well be held to be a mere statement of the ground or
principle on which New Granada assumed the obligation to
liquidate the claims. There were various reasons why an
explanation to this extent might be desired by the New Granadian Government. If there were any individuals who supposed that the claims had been unduly pressed as a matter of
force or arbitrary exaction, here was a full and explicit refutation of the charge. It might also be desirable for the future,
long after the circumstanees of the case had passed from public memory, to show that the claims were controlled by the
settled principles of the law of nations, and by public treaties. Moreover, on a close examination of the ,; explanation,"
it would be perceived that it did not purport to touch, in any
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manner, the question of liability. The original convention
acknowledged the liability of New Granada for claims caused
by the Panama riot, because of her "obligation to preserve
peace and good order along the transit route." The "explanation" did not purport to overrule this acknowledgment, but
merely adverted to the reason on which it was founded. These
considerations, said Mr. Upham, taken in connection with the
fact that there was uo ambiguity in the original convention,
rendered imperative the conclusion that t.he "explanation"
was merely declaratory of the animus of the contracting parties, and of the grounds on which the convention was entered
into, and could not be construed as changing or overriding it.
His opinion must therefore be entered upon the record to the
effect that, in respect of the class of claims in question, the
liability of New Granada was :fixed by the action of the two
governments; and that the consideration of the commissioners
in regard to them was limited to matters of damage.
November 5, 1861, the commissioners ordered
Matters of Procedure. that all claims presented to the commission
be p.eard in the order in which the memorials
were :fi.le<l, unless; for cause shown, the board should in special
cases otherwise direct. On the 14th of November they ordered
that on the first Mondayin December the calling of the calendar
be begun, and that cases in whieh counsel for the claimants
were not prepared be placed at the foot of the calendar, unless,
for good and satisfactory reasons, tbe board should otherwise
determine. December 19, 1861, they resolved that on the following Monday the :first eight cases on the calendar would be
called, and on each successive day thereafter three cases, and
that if in any case either of the partiei:1 was not ready to submit
it, it would be examined and de ·idecl without further hearing,
unl
for good cau e the board. hould otherwise order. It was
further r lved that th cal nclar would be calle<i at 11 o'clock
c. m. o
·h day.
In
er·
re, ·ribecl by the rules for the
xt
d for cau e hown.1 In one
e
a power of attorney given to
11
d , tat ment , a a ufficient
Dec muer ,t, 1 61, lJec·P. mhn I 1 H.
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February 3, 1862, Mr. Gilbert Dean, who was appointed by
the United States as counse1 to prese11t tlie claims of persons
who had no individual representatives before the commission,1
submitted a motion in which he stated that he· had on that day
presented for the consideration of the commission the claims of
several citizens who Lad 11ot filed memorials in accordance with
the rules of the board; that lie believed that "the situation of
the United States (communication bet"veen several of the States
nnd Territories and the capital having been obstructed or cut
off sillce June last), or the residence of claimants in distant
parts," where they were "not aware of the rules or of the existence of the commission," was the cause of the omission; and
that, if the claims in question were not presented, they would
by the terms of the convention be extiuguished and one of its
objects would be thereby defeated. He therefore requested .
that, as to those claims, the rules sLould be suspended and the
:fili11g of memorials dispensed with, and that he migbt be permitted to present tlie claims in question, together with such
testimony as could be obtained without an adherence to the
forms prescribed in the rules.
The commissioners grauted the motion.
From time to time the Departme11t of State sent volumes of
diplomatic and miscellaneous correspendence to the commission, in order that original papers might l.>e read; but in each
case this was done with a request for the return of the volume
when tLe docmnents should 1lave been perused.
On March 4, 1862, the commissioners ordered
Interest.
that all awards should date from tlle 10th of
that month, and that in all cases in which in~erest was allowed it sllould be computed at the rnte of 6 per
cent per annum. On the 0th of March they modified this order
so as to make it apply only to damages arising from the Panarn3: riot, arnl ordered that in all other cases in which interest
was allowed it should be computed at the rate of 5 per cent per
annurn. 2
1 Mr. Dean also represented a nnmuer of the clajmants as attorney.
(Mr.
Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dean, Oct. 29, 1856, MS. Dom. Lot. XLVI. 81.
See, as to Mr. Dean's appointment, Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dean,
Jan. 23, 1862, nnd Jan. 31, 1862.)
2 MS. J ournaJ.
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February 26, 1862, Mr. Leavenworth ad·dressed to Mr. Seward a letter in which he
.
stated that about one hundred and twentyfive cases remained to be decided. Seventy -five of these were,
he said, small in amount and involved no questions of difficulty;
but the remainder were '' generally important," and it was
·" certainly most desirable" that the commissioners " should
have further time to hear counsel and to examine both the
facts and the law involved it'1 them." '' If it lau extension of
time] can not be had," continued Mr. Leavenworth,'' I shall
endeavor on my part to be prepared to make a decision in all
the cases. Many of them, the most important, which counsel
have delayed till this time to submit, must be decided in great
haste, and with little examination of the testimony and less
still of the law."
The President communicated a copy of Mr. Leavenworth's
letter, and of certain other papers relating to the same subject,
to the Senate, with a, recommendation that the time of the
commission be extended; and on the 5th of March 1862 the
Senate, with the concurrence of two-thirds of the Senators
present, adopted a resolution advising and consenting to an
extension of six months beyond the time set by the convention, with the proviso that the government of New Granada
should "<l uly assent to such extension," and that it should not
in the mean time "be discharged from liability for claims before
the commission, and undecided by reason of the inabilit,y of
the commission to pass upon them within the time prescribed
by the convention." 1
The effect of this resolution was merely to give an anticipatory auction to any measures which the President might
adopt, in conformity with the Senate' expressed opinion, fo1~
the prolonffatiou of the commission's existence. The Colomian mini ter wa not iuve ted with power to bind his governm nt in th matter; all(l there wa · no way of preventing the
1 gal xpira ion of the commi ion on the 9th of March 1862.
n the m rnin
f the th of '.larch, therefore, Mr. Leavenw r h ad r · · cl a n t t Mr. II urtado, ta ting that he was
pr pc r 1 at 11 ·e to d ·i l very case growing out of the
1 nam r1 t
on the am , except the ca es of
Adjournment.

1

. l '.',Dept.of, tat .
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the Panama Railroad Company and the two steamship companies." "And unless it shall this day be decided," continued
Mr. Leavenworth, " ·that the commission is to be continued, I
am ready this evening to dispose of all the residue of the cases
on the calendar. In all the cases in which we shall disagree
I shall be ready at once to go before the umpire and orally
present our views in brief and submit them to his decision."
It was past noon on the 8th of March when Mr. Hurtado
received this letter. He declined the proposition contained in
it, saying:
"As some principles bearing on many of the cases growing
out of the Panama riot are before the umpire and have not
been finaJly disposed of, I do not see how we could proceed to
pass upon the cases involving those principles except by leaving that part of each claim subject to future consideration. I
am free to admit, besides, that I have not been able fully to examiue :111 the cases growing out of the riot; but I am willing to
continue their examination as rapidly as possible; the number,
however, to which none of the principles before the umpire
apply must be comparatively small.
.
'' With reference to the other cases on the calendar, I do not
think, and you must concur with me, that either you or I would
do justice to the parties interested by submitting the controverted points in all the cases to the umpire for his immediate
decision, with such oral arguments only as we should be able
to make upon them in the course of an evening."
On the 9th of March 1862 the commission adjourned sine die.
While the commission was in session a revolution took place
in New Granada, and the government by which Mr. Hurtado
was appointed fell. This fact, however, was held not to terminate his commission. His was, as Mr. Seward said, "an
appointment of a Judicial nature in execution of a convention
between the United States and the republic of New Granada.
This government having entered upon the execution of the
special convention and proceeded therein in concert with that
of New Granada, it would necessarily hold Mr. Hurtado's
appointment to be irrevocable by that power if such a question
should arise." 1
1 Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Burton, March 19, 1862, MS. Inst.
to Colombia.
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The state of the business before tbe commission at the time of its adjournment is disclosed
in a report by Mr. Leavenworth, the .American
commissioner. This report is as follows:
Mr. Leavenwor th's
Report.

" OFFICE OF THE

"OF

J OlN'l'

COMMISSION

'.l'HE UNITED S'.l'A'l'.ES AND NEW GRANADA,

" ·washington, March 11, 1862.
"To the Hon. WM. H. SEWARD,

" Secretary of State.
''Sm: The joint commission provided for by the c~nvent~on
of September 10, 1857, between the United States of .America
and the republic of New Granada, was duly organized on the
10th day of June 1861, and expired in pursuance of tbe fourth
article of said convention ou the 9th day of March, instaut.
"Senor Don Jose Marcellino Hurtado appeared as the commissioner on the part of New Granada, and the undersigned on
the part of the United States; and after having mutually presented our credentials and taken the oath of office, we took
our seats.
"The commission was organized in the city of Washington,
·and all its Ressiom,· have bee11 held at this place.
"The board ~ppointed Dr. Charles W. Davis, of Washington, to the place of secretary of the board, and John Robb,
esq., to that of clerk.
"The commissioners mutually ag~eed upon the Hon. Nathaniel G. Upham, of Concord, in the State of New Hampshire, as
tbe umpire authorized by the first article of said convention,
who as umed an<l. discharge<l. the duties of that position.
· '' The board remai11ed in session but two days at its first
meetiug, viz, on the 10th and 11th days of June, and then adj ourne<l till the first Monday of September then next.
"Agreeably to their adjournment., the commissioners met on
th first Monday of September la.st and remained in session
till tbe 2d day of October last and adjourned till the first
fouday ol' ovember then next.
"Th y ai<-raiu convened on the :first Monday of November
la t, and l1ave remained in session until the expiration of the
ommv i non tbe 9th in tant.
"Tli ·laimant unclel' the, aid convention reside in all parts
of th
uion, and large number of them especia.11y i II tlle
tc t .' of alifornia and Oregon. It wa, therefore deemed
r to ext ncl to tb m the time in which to file their memori L . 1Hl proof' t\11 ~h fir t Monday of September last.
ra ·tl 11. v n _1b1 t1m wa found to bA much too brief, as
nly < u n -tlnrd f, ll the memorial before the board were
lil within th im allow d.
• . h o . mm n of ~ ,;
ranada, by b r counsel, J. 1a11l ':111
~11, 1
q. a. k d for h •r tbe am lei1gth of time in
wln ·b t fil h r <·ot111 r vr ofr a.· w, ,' al1owc.•<1 to the claim·u , hi ·b
fil • th ·ir lll m rial and proofs. This wa
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granted, and the time allowed to ber was :fixed for December
1, 1861; but all cases which were ready were to be beard at
any earlier day.
''When the commission convened on the first Monday of
November, its time was occupied for a season in settling some
preliminary questious growing out of the construction of the
-terms of the convention, but it has continued to devote itself,
without adjournment or <lelay, to its appropriate duties.
"The number of cases placed upon the calenClaims and Awards. <lar was two hundred and eighteen. The nine
months limited by the convention for the duration of the commission were found to be insufficient for the
perfect examin ation of all the cases. ·
"One hundred aud niue cases have been settled by awards,
and in two cases partial awards have been made. Two more
cases were disposed of by the awards made in other cases, the
claims being the same in each.
"One hundred and seven cases, including the two in which
partial awards were made, still remain unsettled.
"Of the one hundred and eleven awards made, eighty-nine
were by the commissioners and twenty-two by the umpire.
"In fifty-one of tlle cases decided by the commissioners the
claims were allowed in whole or in part, as will more fully
appear by schedule (A), hereto attached.
'' In the other thirty-eight cases nothing was allowed by the
commissioners. These cases will appear by schedule (B), also
hereto attached.
'' Each of the awards made by the umpire was in favor of
the claimant. This will more fully appear in schedule (C),
hereto attached.
The total amount of the fifty-one awards made by the commissioners is .. _________________________________ . ______ . ___ . $99,757.21
Of this snm there was a.warded in six cases for
seven deaths ____________________ . ______________ $33, 500. 00
For injuries to persons in eight cases .. ___ ... _____ 18,550.00
For the seizure of a portion of the cargo of the
schooner Mechanic _ . _______________ . ___ ____ ____ 27, 337. 21
For property in the remaining thirty-six cases,
including tlle property also awarded in cases of
person al injuries ___________ ... __ ... ____ . _. ____ . 20, 370. 00
99,757.21

AH of which will more fully appear by said schedule (A).
Tbe total amount of the twenty-two awanls made
by the umpire is. ______ . ___ .. _, __ . _.____ ... _____ . ___ .. _____ $396, 878. 26
Of this sum there was awarcled for eight deaths
the sum of_ - - .. - . - _.. r ____ • ___ • • _. ___ • • • • • _ . ___ $40, 000. 00
For personal injuries in four cases __________ .. ____ 12, 250. 00
For personal property in thirteen cases. incluuing
eight of the cases ju which awards w ere made
for deaths .. ____ . _____ . ___________ . _. ____ . _____ 10, 740. 22
To R. vV. Gibbes on a Colombian bond or instrument . __ . ____ . __ _ . ___ . ____________________ . ___ 6, 952. 60
For the sei:;mre an<l confiscation of vessels ancl their
cargoes in fom· cases __ . _. _______ . ___ ...... _____ 326, 935. 44
396,878.26
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All of which will also appear by said schedule (C).
The total amount, therefore, which was awarded
for seven deaths by the commissioners is ... __ .. $33, 500. 00
Do. for eight deaths, by the umpire ...... -- . .. . •.. 40,000.00
The total amount which was awarded by the com
missioners for personal injuries to eight persons
is .......................................... _.. 18, 550. 00
Do. by the umpire to four persons...... . . . . . . . . . . 12, 250. 00

$73,500.00

30,800.00
The total amount which was awarded by the commissioners for property in thirty-six cases is.... 20,370.00
Do. by the umpire in eight cases is ...... __ ... .. .. 10, 740. 22
31,110.22
Making the total amount awarded as above for deaths, personal injuries, and property caused by the Panama riot .... . 135,410.22
6,952.60
There was a w,uded to R. W. Gib bes .............. _.......... .
And there was awarded both by the commissioners and umpire, inclusive, for the seizure and confiscation of vessels
and their cargoes, the sum of ... _.......................•.. 354,272.65
:Making the grand total of all the awards made by the commissioners and umpire ................ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 496,235.47

"All of which will mo.r e fully appear by schedules (A) and (C)
hereto annexed.
"There are now remaining upon the calendar of the board,
undisposed of, one huudred and seven cases. In one hundred
and five of them no awards were made, and in two of them, viz,
the Panama Railroad Company and the Pacific Steamship
Company, partial awards were made without prejudice to the
re idue of their respective claims. The names and calendar
numbers of these cases will be found in schedule (D), hereto
attached.
'' Of the one hundred and eleven cases in which awards
have been made, ninety-eight arose out of the Panama riot
and thirteen from other cau, es.
"Of the one hundred ancl "even cases remaiuing undecided,
ei(l'hty-nine arose from the Panama riot and eighteen from other
·an , .
ome of the e case , especially some of the more difficult andintricat one , have been fully argued before the board
by ·ouu el, and all have been fully submitted for our final
award.
In all a e. of claim growing out of the
Interest.
ma riot, and ari ing from the Jo " of proph
· tere t wa allow d at the rate of
t
· pril 1 56, the day of the riot,
n which. day the certificate
int re t in each ca e was in1 injuri ari ing from aid
11 a,• of aid 10th <lay of
1

all th

im 1 eiug mo. tly of long ·tanding,
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and for large amounts, 5 per cent interest was allowed, computed in all cases up to the 10th day of March aforesaid.
"The opinions which have been given by the
·
Opinions.
respective commissioners and by his honor
the umpire are filed with the papers in the
cases in which they were given. Th~ constant pressure upon
our time, however, has rendered it impossible for tbe commissioners to write out elaborate opinions, except perhaps in a
very few cases at the commencement of our labors.
"The certiffoates required by the third artiContested Awards. cle of the convention have l>een executed by the
commissioners and deposited with the Secretary of State, except in the following cases, viz:
"No. 9. John D. Danels.
"No. 12. R. W. Gibbes.
"'No. 25. Ship Good Return, Seth Driggs, claimant.
"No. 26. Brig Medea, Seth Driggs, claimant.
"No. 80. La Constancia, Pond & Mason, administrators.
"In these five cases the honorable commissioner from New
Granada declined to sign the certificates, for reasons set forth
in bis protest, entered in the journal of the board after the
proceedings of the last day of its session.
"A counter protest from the commissioner on the part of the
United States will be found to follow it.
"Notwithstanding the protest, the commissioner on the part
of the United States thought it his duty to sign the certificates
in said five cases, and has done so accordingly, and they have
been filed as above.
"The first sentence of the seventh section of the 'Act to
carry into effect conventions between the United States and
the republics of New Granada and Costa Rica' was not understood by this board, and therefore no attempt has.been made
to comply with its terms. 1
"A copy of the rules and regulations adopted by the board·
in pursuance of the fourth section of the act aforesaid will be
found recorded in the journal of the board.
'' It is greatly to be regretted that the busiInsuffi.ciency of ness before the board and readv for its action
Time.
J
could not have been disposed of within the
nine months allowed by the convention. It is but just, however,
to say that after allowing to the claimants and also to New
Granada the length of time which seemed necessary for each,
the time which remained was not sufficient to enable the commissioners to give to all the cases submitted to them that
thorough and perfect exami1mtiou which was desirable, and
1 Thesentcncein question provided that'' all acknowledgments of indebtedness on the part of the Government of New Granada to claimants, being
established by the award of the board of commissioners, shall be delivered
to the Government of the United State1-1, and made payable thereto."_ This
phrase seems merely to have me~1ut that all certificates of award issued
by the commission should be delivered, etc. (12 Stats. at L. 145.)
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which seemed dne to the claimants, to New Granada, and to
the characters of the commissioners themselves.
"Tlle board early apprehended that such might be the fin al
result. Acting under that appreheusion, the commissioner on
the part of the United States, as early in November as the
middle of the month, urged that the preliminary questions
arising under the convention, first in regard to the question
whether the liability of New Granada w~1s acknowledged to
be absolute by the term8 of tlie convention, and second in
regard to tlie -n ecessity of the presentment of claims growin g
out of the Panama riot, prior to the 1st day of September .
1859, might be :firially disposed of in that month, and the calling of the calendar commenced on the 1st of December; and
the commissioner on the part of the United States drew up
and the board adopted a resolution to commence the calling
of the calendar at the time above mentioned. But the preliminary questions were not yet decided on the 1st day of
December, owing mainly to tbe fact tliat the counsel for New
Granada so long postponed the argument; the final decision
was further delayed because the opiuion of the honorable commissioner on the part of New Granada was not ready for the
umpire 1 on the appeal, on the question of liability, at the time
agreed upon, viz, December 7, nor until five days thereafter.
The opinion of the commissioner on tlie part of the United
States was in the hands of the secretary for the umpire on the
day specified.
"The question of liability was settled by the umpire on or
about the 14th day of December. On the rnth day of Dem~mber the commissioner on the part of the (foited States drew up
and offered the first resolution, in schedule (E) hereto annexed,
which was adopted l>y the board, and under which the board
proceeded till some time in J a 11uary, when the commissioner on
the part of the United States offered another resolution that
the board llonld call ix cases each clay thereafter. This
re olution al o was adopted, and under its operation the board
went through the calendar the fir t time prior to the 1st day
of February.
' n th ... th day of January ancl the 14th clay of February
he ·ommi ·ion r on t\le l)art of the ~nitecl tate offered the
,•econd an l third re. olution in ,•aid , ch clule (E), which were
clopt cl and a ·t d upon b y the board.
' 1~ ~ . olution ab v r ferre<l to wer all adopted by t he
mm1 :1?u •r on th part of th l Tnitetl State,' , with a view to
l rating he pr gr :: of t h , l>u:ine: ~ on the calendar of
h
anl and a: b r ·oll •t, w r the only re olutio11,· offered
£ r lu pnrp . .
n ~ Ion cl<
1fth cl, y f J c rn ber the com mi sio11er
n th }Hr < f h
nii <l 'ta : in form cl '1ii. honorable coll , 1 h h h, cl xamin d tlw fir: tw nty two •a,. -' on th
·d n , r , n l ra. pr I, r ·cl t di. ·n.: h m with him. On he
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following Thursday tlie honorable the commissioner on the part
of New Gra11ada remarked that he had examined five cases, but
unfortunately he had left all the papers at his house, and
. therefore they could 110t be then examined further.
"As early as the 1st day of February the commissioner on the
part of the United States had examined all the cases then on
the caleudar 1 growing out of the Panama riot, except the three
cases of the Panama Railroad and the Atlantic and Pacific
Steamship companies (which had not then been fully argued),
and was prepared to agree or disagree upon them, and so
informed the honorable commissioner from New Granada.
Within two days from that day more than sixty new cases were
added to the calendar, aud by the 15th day of February the
commissioner on the part of the United States had examined
all of them, and so advised his honorable colleague, and that
he was prepared to decide them.
"From tbe middle of December till the close of the commission, the commissioner on the part of the United States was
always far in advance of the commissioner on the part of New
Granada in the examination of the cases on the calendar, and
during all the time this was well understood by the honorable
the commissionei< from New Granada, and as a general rule the
cases growing out of the Panama riot were each day discussed
as far and as fast as the last-mentioned commissioner had examined them.
"On the morning of the 8th instant, the commissioner on the
part of the United States caused a note to be delivered to the
honorable commissioner from New Granada, advising him that
the commissioner on the part of the United States was then
prepared to decide all the Panama cases, except the three above
mentioned, and in case the commission should not be extended
that day, that he would be ready in the evening to agree or
disagree in all the cases on the calendar.
"A copy of this note, with the reply to it, will be found in the
journal of the proceedings of this board.
'' The commissioner on the part of the United States has
examined an the cases on the calendar with a considerable
degree of care (unless it be the last two cases eutered on
the 1st day of March, Nos. 214 and 215), and was prepared
some days before .the close of the session of the hoard to make
his decisions· in them. He ought, however, to add that, had
the existence of the commission been continued he should have
examined more thoroughly tllan he has yet been able to do all
the more important cases not yet decided, and should have
given some further attention to each of the cases now left on
the calendar.
"Brief as was tbe time allowed to the board, the commissioner
on the part of the United States haR, as far as was in his power,
endeavored to dispose of all tLe cases on the calendar within
the nine months allowed by the terms of the convention.
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"The undersigned regrets the necessity which seems to
require him to allude so fully to this subject, but he thin~s
that justice to himself and the duty which he owes to bis
government demand that be should say thus much.
"Agreeably to tlie provisions of the fifth
rd
th0
Reco s of
section of the act aforesaid, I transmit bereCommission.
with, to be deposited in the Department of
State:
"Ifirst. The journal of all the proceedings of the board.
"Second. The docket of the claims which have been presented to the board under the said convention, and also of the
awards which have been made by the commissioners and of
those made by the umpire.
"Third. The two calendars of cases which were made for
the use of the board and of the counsel.
"Fourth. All the various records, documents, and papers
which have beeu transmitted to the board from the Department of State, and such memorials and other papers and
proofs as have been filed by the respective claimants with this
board and also those filed on the part of New Grauada.
'' In closing this report, permit me, sir, to express to you my
high appreciation of the eminent ability, patience, and impartiality with which the honorable umpire has discharged bis
important, difficult, and delicate duties, and also of the fidelity
aud constant and careful attention both of the secretary and
clerk of the board.
·
"I have the honor of presenting to Mr. Seward the assurance
of my highest personal regards, and remain,
"His obedient servant,
"E.W. LEAVENWORTH,
"Commissioner on the part of the United States." 1
1
The act of February 20, 1861 (12 Stats. at L. 14.5), passed to carry the
convention into effect, allowed compensation to the American commissioner
at the rate of $2,500 a year, and authorized the President of the United
'tates to provide for contingent expens •s. Mr. Leavenworth presented a
bi11 for the expen. es of traveling to an<l from ,vashington, hack and carriage hire, wa. hing, hoanling at hotels, rent of rooms, postage, and station ry. Tho Attorney-General held that such things were personal
xp u .. , to l>epa1d out of the comunssionf'r's salary, and not in any sense
'' coqtuw nt " .·p ns . A pnbhc offi<- r might, so the Attorney-General
b ld, in ·nr inular xp n ·es of a ·ontingent 11ature, because they were
xtraordinarr, unfor · n, and th r fore strictly contingent and incurred,
n t for P r 011. l beu fit, hut in the 1mubc ·c·rYic-e. Bnt mere Ji Ying exp n. of : pr.r.-ou in the p11hli · ·crvice did not come within this category.
(Bat . , .\ .-<' u. 10 p. 211.i.)
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(A)

A.wards for claimants by the commissione1·s.
Calendar
No.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

$609.22
1. Joseph B. Myers ...•••.•••••....••...•••••••••.......
2. Halph Granger .................................... .. 1,353.83
3. Elias G. Granger .................................. .. 1,624.60
203.07
5. Alonzo E. Horton .................................. ..
338.46
7. Paul W. Sherman ................................. ..
473.84
10. Charles G. Ernest ........... ................ : ..... ..
270.77
11. Wm. Van Vlear ..................................... .
304.61
13. Prederick Nottemeyer .............................. .
203.07
14. Mrs. P. E. Rogers ................................. ..
697.22
16 .•hmes R. W. l::lellwood ............................. ..
17. John Selwood for injuries .................. $5,000.00
John Sel wood for property .. .. . • .. .. . .. . .. 3, 708. 15
8,708.15
476.22
20. Lazarus Dinkelspiel ................................ .
400 .00
21. Calvin R. Ralph ................................... ..
22. Mary Ann Tilley, death of two sons ................ .. 8,560.00
86.65
23. Laurentine H. Burlison ............................. .
94.77
24. Lescri te J. Allen .................................. ..
31. Joseph A. Linscott, administrator, etc., for the death
of Wm. L. Dickey ................................ . 5,000.00
40. George Powell, injuries.................... 2,000.00
George Powell for property . • • • . . • • • • • . . . . .
108. 31
2,108.31
43A. Milton W. Bean for injuries...... . . • • . . . . . . 2, 500. 00
Milton W. Bean for property...............
135. 38
2,635.38
49. Panama Railroad Company ........................ .. 2,351.80
55. FessendenN.Otis ................................... .
270.77
56. Jacob G. Frey, as administrator of Jacob J. Frey, for
his death ........................•••.....•......•.. 5,000.00
. 203. 07
57. Richard W. Warrington ............................. .
135.38
58. Abner Peirson ...................................... .
59. ,Joseph M. Parker, for injuries ....................... . 2,500.00
65. Edwin Children ................................... ..
189.54
303.94
68. Daniel H. Budd ..................................... .
67.69
69. Curtbs N. Coe ..................................... ..
72. George S. Dana ..................................... . 1,353.83
73 . . Daniel White ...................................... .
123.88
74. The Pacific Mail Steamship Company: ............. ..
679.50
54. 15
76. Jonathan Freeman ................................. .
82. Mary L. Pexton, for injuries ......................... . 1,000.00
83. Alexander J. McDonald ............................. .
406. 15
84. William Pierce ..................................... .
90.70
86. John Hill, for injuries ............................. ·.. .
500.00
·96. Samuel A. Harvey .................................. .
80.56
609.22
H9. Dr. John P. Riley . ................................. ..
105. Edwaru M. Dietz ........................... .'....... .
101.54
108. Isaac N. Thompson, injury .......................... . 2,000. 00
111. Eliza S. Orr ........................................ .
406. 15
112. Harriet Vance ...................................... .
169.23
113. Sarah Hunter ...................................... .
135.38
114. Robert Marks, by James Marks, his administrator, for
his death ......................................... . 5,000.00
203.07
120. ,Jamt~s O'Conner ........... ......................... .
126. John Turner, for injuries ............................ . 3,050.00
270. 77
129. Mrs. Anna Aikin . . ................................ .
133. John Lewis, death ofliis sou, Moses .......... ........ . 5,000 00
John Lewis, for property ........................... . . 4Uti.15
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Calenda1
No.

No. 135. Bridget Williams, administratrix of Patrick S. O'Neil,
for his death .............................. - - - .. - .. $5,000.00
609.22
No. 142. Dr. Thomas C. Barker .............................. .
No. 212. The schooner Mechanic, Amos B. Corwine, assignee .. . 27,337.34
99,757.21
Amount awarded for the death of seven persons in
six of the above cases, Nos. 22, :n, 56, 114, 133, and
135 ..... _.... . __ ..... _..... __ ... _. . . . . . ...... _.. $33, 500. 00
Amount awarded for injuries in eight of the above
cases, being Nos. 17, 40, 43A, 59, 82, 86, 108, and 126. 18,550.00
Amount awarded for the seizure and conti:,;cation of
a portion of the cargo of the schooner Mechanic.. . 27, 337. 21
Amount awarded for property in the rem aining
thirty-six cases, all arising from the Panama riot,
and in cases Nos. 17, 40, and 43, in which amounts
were also allowed for personal injuries.... . . . . . . . 20, 370. 00
- - - - 99,757.21
(B.)

Clainis disallowed by the board.
Calendar
No.

o.
No.
o.
o.
No.
No.
o.

4.
8.
15.
19.
28.
30.
35.

Calendar
No.

Erastus Horton.
No. 67. Thomas O'Rourke.
Cornelius Fitzgerald.
No. 70. Benj amin Collins.
Wm. O'Donnell.
No. 77. Ira E. Oatman.
Susan Hilton.
No. 79. Prederick W. Atwater.
Thomas Brix.
No. 85. Lewis Ressell.
·
James Cox.
No. 88. Erving Edson.
Brig Native, Seth Driggs, No. 91. Fanny Bastel.
claimant.
No. 92. Flora King.
No. 36. Mary L. McFarland, ad- No. 93. John Hawthorne.
ministratrix.
No . 95. Panny Bossiere, adminiso. 37. M. A. Dougherty, administratrix of P. S. Bossiere.
trator of Wm. H. Hunter. No. 98. Schooner Econorny, Peter
o. 38. Ed ward Allen.
Bosq net, claimant.
No. 39. Lorenzo F. Furqinson.
No.100. Mary L. Willis, administra41. John McAlister.
trix: of L. M. Willis.
42. Jo eph Lestracle.
No.101. Daviu J. Fisher.
43. B. Thomas Hudson.
No.102. James McAlear.
o. 47. B. C. Verdernon.
No. 106. Dennis M. Shannon.
o. 4 . Isaac Kempher.
No. 107. P atrick H. Hogan.
o. 51. John Kempher.
No.130. John L. Oiler.
o. 60. Clement atman .
No. 131. H.B. Laranay.
o. 62. Ilugh diller.
No.132. Samuel Carpenter.
In all, thirty-eight ca es.
os. 4, , 15, 19, 30, 62, 67, 70, 85, 88, 93, 95, 98, 130, 131, and 132 were rejected
becau the proof were unsatisfactory .
.,.o . 2 , 36, 37 3 3 , 41, 42, and 47 were rejected because they were not
Am rican Cl e im .
r o . 438, 4 , 51, 79, 91, 92,100,101,102, 106, and 107 were rejected because
not pr nt cl prior to eptember 1, 1859, and the last :fi.ve-100 101 102
1 .: ancl 107-w re not r_ arded a bona fide.
'
'
'
o . 60 ~o<l 77 w re r .Jee d because the facts worn to did not constitute a claim, and there wa want of proof. To. 35 was not within the
treaty.
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A.wards made by the umpire, the Hon. Nathaniel G. Upham.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
~o.
No.
No.

6.
9.
12.
18.
25.
26.
29.
33.
44.

No. 45.

No. 50.

No. 52.
No. 53.

No. 54.
No. 78.
No. 80.
No. 87.
No.
No.
No.
No.

94.
103.
109.
137.

No. 138.

$663.22
Neils Nelson ............•..••........•..............
JohnD. Danels .................................... . 92,787.67
6,952.60
R. W. Gib bes ................................. -.... .
250.00
James O'Donnell ................................... .
Ship Good Return ................................... . 44,291.78
Brig Medea . ...... .... _....... -- - - - .................. . 43,347.49
3,000.00
Catherine J. Phillips, for injuries ... " ............... .
5,000.00
A. W. Fenner, for injuries .......................... .
Deborah H. Wasgatt, administratrix, for
the death of her husband Aaron Wasgatt. $5, 000. 00
And for property. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . .
500. 00
5,500.00
Timothy Sweet, administrator, etc., for
death of Alanson Sweet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 000. 00
And for property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300. 00
5,300.00
Peter Franks, John Brand, administrator,
for death of Franks ....................
5, 000. 00
And for property ........ ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250. 00
5,250.00
JamesJ.Erving,injuries ................
2,000.00
For property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
800. 00
2,800.00
BurleyB. Barney, administrat0r, for death
of Nathan G. Prebbles... ... . .. . .... ... .
5,000.00
For property .......... _______ ..... __ . . . .
262. 00
5,262.00
James 0. Stokes, administrator, etc., for the death of
Joseph Stokes .. _..................................
5,000.00
Peter W. Putnam, injuries and property.............
4,500.00
La Constancia, Pond & Mason administrators._ ... __ . 146, 508. 50
Sarah Ann Beatty, administratrix for death of George
Beatty ..... ...................................... .
5,000.00
August Douglass ................. ·.................. .
1,580.00
George W. Chamberlain ............................ .
1,500.00
Alexander Reiter ................................... .
635.00
Victor Denver, Michael Rennur, administrator, for
death of Victor...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5, 000. 00
And for property ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
900. 00
5,900.00
For death of Bernard Denner. . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 000. 00
And for his property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
850. 00
5,850.00
396,878.26

Amount awarded for the death of eight persons in cases Nos.
44, 45, 50, 53, 54, 87,137, and 138 ........................... . 40,000.00
Amount awarded for injuries in cases Nos. 29, 33, 52, and 78:
calling No. 78 one-half for injury and one-half to property .. 12,250.00
Amount awarded for property in cases Nos. 6, 18, 94, 103, and
109, and in six of the cases where awards were made for
deaths and in two of the cases where awards were made for
injuries, Nos. 52 and 75, all inclusive ........... ____ ....... . 10,740.22
6,952.60
Amount awarded R. W. Gibbes in No.12 on a Colombian bond.
Tota.l...... .... .... ...... .... .... ...... .... ...... ...... 69,942.82
leaving the sum of ______ .................................... 326,935.44
awarded for the seizure and contiscation of vessels and their
cargoes in cases Nos. 9, 25, 26, and 80,
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Amount a warded by commissioners for deaths caused
at the Panama riot ............... __ ............. $33,500.00
Do. by the umpire, in all :fifteen persons ....... . -~. 40,000.00
Total awarded for deaths .. __ . _.. __ .... __ ..... _.. . . . . . . $73, 500. 00
Amount awarded by commissioners for injuries to
persons at the Panama riot, eight cases. ___ . ____ . $18, 550. 00
Do. by umpire, four cases .. _..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 250. 00
Total awarded for injuries ............................ . 30,800.00
Amount awarded by the commissioners in thirty-six
cases for property, tort, at the Panama riot .. ___ . $19, 970. 00
Do. by umpire ........ _......... _.... ___ .. __ . . . . . . 10,740.22
Total awarded for property .... ........ ............... . 30,710.22
6,952.60
Amount awarded as above by tbe umpire to R. W. Gibbe& ... .
Awarded by the commissioners in case No. 212, for
part of cargo, etc . ____ . ___ ...................... $27,337.21
Amount awarded in Nos. 9, 25, 26, and 80.... . . . . . . 326, 935. 44
Total amount awarded for the seizure and confiscation of
vessels and their cargoes ............ ..... .. _.. . . . . . . .
Total amount awarded for fifteen deaths at the Pan ama riot,
embraced in fonrteen memorials ............ _...............
Total amount awarded for injuries in twelve cases...... . . . . . .
Total amount awarded for the property lost in forty cases,
including also the property lost by those who were killed
and by those who were wounded ..... _. _....... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total amount awarded for damages growing out of the Panama
riot ..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total amount awarded for the seizure and confiscation of vessels or cargoes, or both. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Amount of award to R. W. Gib bes . . . . .. . .• .• . . . . . ... . ... . . . . .

354, 272. 65
.73, 500. 00
30,800.00
30,710.22
135, 010. 22
354, 272. 65
6,952.60

Total of all the awards by commissioners and umpire in
seventy-three cases ........... : ....... _...........•... 496,235.47
(D.)

Cases not decided by the board, nor by the umpire.

o. 27. The brig Frederick.
To. 32. Henry Eckford, J. H. D
Kay, administrator.
o. 34. Brig Ji'anny, Seth Drigg
claimant.
o. 46. ThAo<lore J. De abla.
o. 49. Th Panama Railroad Co
pany.
To. 61. \ allace W. William .
To. 61B. Ja~1e Peter on, steam

o.

3.

61.
71.
71.

Joh
a~g
on.
il

.
.
msb'

r·o. 75.

s fail , tea.

.. ·o.

11

. ·o.

'o.

1.

ny.
.Alam, \Y.

an.

robert.
L. Boyle.

P. M. Scooffey.
Palmer Orton.
Charles E. Perry.
Isaac B. Purdy:
George W. Riggs and Joseph
K. Riggs, administrators,
etc.
Hartley Gove.
George E. Hoar.
Thomas Lee.
Jame Craig Colt.
Mrs. Emily Gibbes, Robert
M. Gibbe , trnstee.
ro.124. E!!tate of Robert Oliver,
Robert M. Gibbe, executor.
To. Ir. Isaac now.
·o. 127. ,Jobn Harding .
i • .12 .
auiel 1. Perine.
To.134. Robt. and Tbos. II. Oliver .
Jam s raig Colt, attorn•y.
1 ' .13 . Augustus . Fretz.
o.104.
No. 110.
o. 115.
No. 116.
·o. 117.
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Cases not decided by the board, nor by the nmpi?·e-Continued.
No.139. L. H. Sherman, P. Heald,
administrator.
No. 140. Margaret 0. 8hi:ff.
No. 141. Robert 0. Colt.
No.148. John -A. Moore.
:Ko. 144. Harvey T. Lee:
No.145. James Chapman.
No. 146. C. D. Holdsclaw.
No.147. J.E. Stevt-ns.
No. 148A. H. Winchester.
No.148B. Brig America.
No. 149. E. M. Day.
No.150. Benjamin Green.
No.151. P.H. Winfield.
No. 152. Alfred Freeman.
No.153. Wm. H. Stone.
No.154. E. P. Willis.
No.155. Joseph Brindley.
No. 156. Michael Scott.
No.157. Elizabeth Gray.
No.158. Brid.~et Kellery.
No.159. Sarah F. and J. L. Clark.
No.160. Mrs. Mary M. Neeve.
No.161. Jemima L. Willson.
No.162. E. F. Blaisdell.
No. 163. George Myer.
No. 164. ,James McLaughlin.
No.165. Robert Smith.
No.166. Mary U. Condon.
No.167. Joseph Munson.
No.168. Wm. L. Patterson.
No.169. John Colton.
No. 170. John Smith.
No.171. A. T. Tysee.
No. 172. Ridgley Greathouse.
No.173. Wm. C. Bei,,ton.
No.174. Stephen Hill, jr.
No. 175. Philo Olmstead.
No.176. C. and George Gross.
No.177. James McCreary.

R. E. B. Wilcox.
E. D. Bronson.
R. G. Lane.
Nathan B. Kendall.
Thomas H. Foss.
Wm. T. I Javis.
George M. Rowe.
Joseph Mosher.
Lafayette Bachett.
N. W. Hall.
Wm. Coppens.
Wm. Jocelyn.
Conrad Luckett.
Mrs. L. C. Baker.
C.H. Hardy.
Joseph Maloon.
Samuel J. Goodrich.
John D. Harvey.
Catherine Fay.
Thomas B. ~tanley.
C. F. Williams.
Jacob L. PeeMes.
Richard Ireland.
Robert McLeese.
Wm. Patterson.
C. F. Lee.
Sarah Fay.
George W. Lowery.
Mrs. A. M. Barrow.
Wm. P. Wilkins.
Catherine Kelley.
James J. Fisher.
Seth Lore.
Charles A. Walker.
Brig Marcelino, Amos B. Corw_ine, attorney for Townsend Scudder, assignee.
No. 215. Brig New Oranada, A. B.Corwine, attorney for Townsend Scudder, assignee.
No. 178.
No.179.
No.180.
No.181.
No. 182.
No.183.
No. 184.
No.185.
No.186.
No.187.
No.188.
No. 189.
No. 190.
No.191.
No.192.
No. 193.
No. 194.
No.195.
No.196.
No.197.
No. 198.
No. 199.
No. 200.
No. 201.
No. 202.
No. 203.
No. 204.
No. 205 .
No. 206.
No. 207.
No. 208.
No. 209.
No. 210.
No. 211.
No. 214.

(E.)

OFFICE OF JOINT COMMISSION OF UNITED STATES
AND NEW GRANADA,
Washington.
Resolved, That on Monday next the first eight cases on the calendar will
be called, and on each succeeding day thernafter three cases will l>e called
and, if~ in any case, either of the parties is not ready to submit the same,
it will be examined and decided without further hearing, unless for good
cause the board shall otherwise order.
Tlte calernlar to be called at 11 o'clock of each day
By order of the board,
CHAS. W. DAVIS, Secretary, etc.
DECEMBER 19, 1861.
OFFICE

JOINT COMMISSION OF UNITED STATES
AND NEW GRANADA,
Washington, January 28, 1862.
Resolved, That on Monday morning February 3, at 11 a. m., the board
will commence to call the calendar again and for the last time; that all cases
01!'
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not ready will go to the foot of the calendar, and if not ready when there
reached will be examined and decided without being heard.
The board will proceed with the bearing of cases each morning at 11 a. m.
By order of the board,
CHAS. W. DAVIS, Secretary.
Resofoed, That cases not argued nor submitted on written ~rief~ on the
1st day of March next, shall be decided by the board on exammat10n.
CHAS. W. DAVIS, Secretary .
FEBRUARY 14, 1862.
NOVEMBER 14, 1861.
Ordered, That on the first Monday in December next, the calling of the
calendar will be commenced in its order, and cases in which the counsel
for the claimants are not prepared will be placed at the foot of the cal~ndar, unless for go<,d 11nd satisfactory reasons the board may otherwise
order.

-II. CONVENTION OF 1864.

ln a note to General Herran of March 10,
1862, Mr. Seward proposed that the commission
under the convention of 1857 should provisionally continue its sessions, on condition that, if the Government
of New Granada should accept the resolution of the Senate
"literally," its proceedings should be valid, but otherwise "null
and of no effect." 1 General Herran seemed to be apprehensive
lest under the resolution of the Senate new claims might be
presented. He ~lso discovered other difficulties in the way of
accepting the resolution; and a correspondence ensued between
him and Mr. Seward. This correspondence General Herran
transmitted to bis government, but its reception was delayed
by reason of its capture by insurgents.2 The condition of
affairs thus evidenced in Colombia resulted in the p~stponement of the negotiations, though Mr. Seward strongly urged
tbe inju 'tice suffered by those whose claims were not examined.3 It was not till February 10, 18R4, almost two years
after the expiration of the former commission, that a new convention wa concluded for the adjustment of the undecided
ca e, . Thi convention wa. igned by Mr. ewar<l., on the
part of the nited t at• of America, and by Sefior Manuel
Iurrill on the part of the nited State of Colombia, the
u · '-' r f ew Granada under a new federal constitution.
Th r tifi a1i n wer exchanged ugu ,t 19, 1865. Reciting
that th, 1 mi· ion or aniz d under the convention of 1857,
' did f., i1 b r ·on f uncon tr llable circumstance ,," to decide
New Commission.

ta
an to
, ' ward Ortoh r 6, 1 62, f . Dept. of tate.
'tmeral Herran, Del' mber 16, 1 62, :1 • Dept. of tate.
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all the claims before it, it provided for the revival of the
stipulations of that convention except that the time for the
examination of claims was extended for a period not to exeeed
nine months from the exchange of the ratifications of the new
convention, and that new commissioners and a new umpire
were required to be appointed.
·
The commission under the new convention
Meetcing. 0 ~ t~e New met in Washington August 24, 1865. On the
omm1ss1on.
.
S
. .
part of the U mted tates the comm1ss10ner
was Mr. Thomas Biddle; on the part of Colombia, Gen. Eustorjio
Salgar. Mr. Charles W. Davis was, on motion of General Salgar, made secretary of tbe commission. The commissioners
ca.used their commissions and oaths to be entered in the journal,
and directed the secretary to inform Mr. Seward, as Secretary of
State, of the organization of the commission, and to request him
to order all such books and papers, then on file in the Department of State, as might be necessary to the discharge of the
duties of the commission, to be sent to it.
The rules and regulations of the commission under the treaty
of 1857 were adopted, subject to such modifications as the
commissioners might subsequently make. The secretary was
authorized to appoint a clerk to assist him in the discharge of
his duties, and a messenger for the service of the commission.
The commissioners also directed the secretary to publish the
fact of the organization of the board in the newspapers.
Mr. James Mandeville Carlisle appeared as counsel for
Colombia; and it was ordered that the secretary facilitate
him in the performance of his duties by giving him access to
all books and papers which he might require to examine.
November 20, 1865, the commissioners wrote
Selection of an
.
.
.
to
the Commander Joseph Bertrnatt1, envoy
Umpire.
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of
His M~jesty the King of Italy, requesting him to act as
umpire; but on the 22d of November he appeared before the
commissioners and declined the appointment.
On tbe ~3d of November the commissioners selected as
umpire Sir Frederick W. A. Bruce, then British minister at
Wasllington, and on tlie following day he accepted.
It has been seen that there were five awards
The "Umpire Cases." rendered by :\Ir. Upham a:::i umpire under the
convention of 1857, the regnJarity of wJJich
Colombia contested, and which the Colomuiau commissioner,
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Mr. Hurtado, refused to sign. The cases in which these
awards were rendered were commonly known as the" Umpire
cases," and the controversy in regard to them forms an important incident in the history of the two commissions. The list
~f the disputed awards was as follows:
La Constancia .......... • .........•.•. ••• ....... ..... $146,508.50
44,291.78
Ship Good RetU1·n . ..............•••..........•......
43,347.49
Brig Medea ....•...••.. ______ ...•...••••...•••• ...•·..
John D. -Danels, deceased; B. D. Dan.els, adminis92,787.67
trator ........... _................................ .
6,952.60
No. 12. R. W. Gib bes .............. - ............. - ... - ..... - -

No.
No.
No.
No.

80.
25.
26.
9.

Total ......... __ .... ___ ........•.. . _... _• . . . . . . . . . . . . .

333, 888. 04

The first four cases grew out of the war of the Spanish colonies in America for independence~ and were associated both
in origin and in prit1ciple, the chief question at issue being
the right of the claimants to the protection of the United
States in respect of losses aud injuries incurred in the course
of unneutral transactions. The case of Gibbes was different,
being a claim for the value of a Colombian bond.
Of the five cases in question, that of Gib bes was the first to
be submitted to the umpire. It was taken up by the cotnmissioners for consideration February 3, 1862. On the 5th of the
same month it was submitted to the umpire, the secretary
making in the journal the following entry:
"The case of Robert W. Gibbes, No. 12, was called, having
been submitted by Mr. Uausten, counsel for claimant, some
time since on the papers. Mr. Cal'Jisle, after making some
remarks in opposjtion to the claim, submitted the cai-e. Mr.
Hurtado presented his opinion verbally in rehttion to the claim,
and was replied to by Mr. Leavenworth. The case was then
submitted to the umpire for his decision, he being present at
the trial."
The ca e of the .Medea and Good Return and that of John
D. Danel were transmitted by the secretary to the umpire
ebruary 1 1862. 1
1
The journal contained th following entries in these cases: r overu lier
11, 1 61, " ~Ir.\ . . 'ox, a cou n el in the case of J. D. Danels, filed his
argument in referenc to the aid laim.'' De ·ember 21, 1861, "The follow1og ca ' w r callecl by the board: :ro. 9, J. D. Danels, etc.; No. 12,
. ~Ir. Carll le ubmitted his argument in each of the
R. \ . iul ,
abov -nam d ca
x ept R. \ . ' ihb s, which was postponed by consent
of coun el." January 27, 1862, '' fr. 'arli I read an ar"'ument against
th laima ariain ou of the ·a
known as the Good Retnrn and Medea,
o . 25 and ~6, and which l>y con. nt f coun el, had been appointed for
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They were communicated with the following letter:
'' OFFICE OF JOINT COMMISSION OF
"UNITED S'.l'ATES AND NEW GRANADA,

''Washington, February 18, 1862.
"Sm: .At a meeting of the board held this day it was ordered
tbat the secretary inform you that the commissioners bad disagreed in the cases of the Good Return, 111edea, and J. D. Danels,
and to send papers for your examination, and to ask your de- .
cision in said cases. The following is a list of papers sent you
this day, for which you will please acknowledge receipt:
'' Meworial of J. D. Dau els.
"Three arguments of counsel for claimant in Danels case.
"Two printed arguments of J.M. Carlisle.
"Opinion of J.M. Hurtado in Danels case.
"Printed argument of J.M. Carlisle in the Good Return and
Medea cases.
''The opinion of Mr. Leavenworth in the above cases and
the papers in the Good Return and Medea were delivered to
you in Washington.
"I am, sir, your obedient servant,
"CHAS. W. DAVIS, Secretary."

In the case of the Constancia there appears on Sunday,
March 2, 1862, the last d·a y of the commission, the following
entry:
"The commissioners disagreed in the case of the La Constancia. Mr. Leavenworth presented his written brief in this
case.to the umpire."
On March 7, 1862, two days before the close of the commission, Mr. U pbam filed in the cases of the Medea and Good
Return an opinion in which he held that the claimants might
appear before the board and recover damages as citize~s of
the United States. He gave no opinion as to the amount that
should be allowed. But at some time on the 9th of March he
communicated to the secretary the following paper, which was
subsequently entered in thejournal: 1
discussion on Saturday last, the 25th. After the conclusion of Mr. Carlisle's argument, Messrs. Eames and Walter S. Cox replied orally, the former gentleman reserving to h1mself the privilege of :filing a brief within
a few days, if upon reflection he should deem it necessary." February 18,
1862, "The commissioners having disagreed in their opinions in reference
to the claims of Seth Driggs ( Good Return and Medea), and also the Danels
case, it was orclered that the secretary forward to the umpire, for his
examination arnl decision, the arguments of counsel for both parties in the
said cases, and also the opinions of the commissioners."
1 The journal contains the following entry: "March 10, 1862.
The board
met and, the proceedings of the last preceding meeting not being entered
upon the journal, adjourned."
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"To CHARLES W. DAVIS, esq., secretary of the Joint Commis•
sion of Olaims between the United States and New Granada:
"The umpire reports awards made in cases submitted to him
. as follows:
"No. 26. Medea, thirteen thousand six hundred and ninety•
five do11ars, with interest thereon from November 19, 1818.
"No 25. Good Return, fourteen thousand dollars, with inter•
est thereon from November 30, 1818.
"No. 9. John D. Danels, fifty thousand dollars, with interest
thereon from January 27, 1845.
''No. 80. Constancia, forty.six thousand three hundred and
seventy.three dollars and fifty cents, with interest from Janu•
ary 1, 1819.
"No. 12. R. W. Gibbes, twenty.five hundred dollars, with
interest from July 26, 1826.
'' In the above cases interest to be taxed at 5 per cent agree•
ably to the order of the commissioners.
'' March 9, 1862.
"N. G. ·UPHAM."
March 11, 1862, the board, so the journal reads, "met at the
usual hour to hear the proceedings of the last meeting read and
to approve or correct them on the journal." The journal as
then extended contained, under date of March 9, the following
entry:
"To CHARLES W. DAVIS, esq., secretary of the Joint Commis•
sion of Claims between the United States and New Granada:
"The umpire reports awards made in cases submitted to
him a follows:
"

o. 26. Brig Medea .....•.....••••••.•••......•.....•..••••• $13,695.00
Interest from ovember 19, 1818...... .... ...•.. .... 29,652.49
43,347.49

"

o. 25. ~hip Good Return ......•......•....•...............
Interest from November 30, 1818... •. . . • • •• . . . . . . . . .

"

o. 9. John D.Danels .....................................
Interest from January 27, 1845............ . . . • • . . . . .

14,000.00
30,291.78
44,291.78
50,000.00
42, 787. 67
92,787.67

"

o. 80. La

onstancia ...... ................................ 46,373.50
Inter t from ,January 1, 1819 ....................... 100,135.00
146,508.50

" • . 12. R. "\. Gibb ....... ............ .... ........•.......
Inter tfrom.July26,l 26 ..... .....................

2,500.00
4,452.60
6,952.60
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"In the above cases interest to be taxed at 5 per cent, agreeably to the order of the commissioners.
"March 9, 1862.
"N. G. UPHAM."
After the reading of the journal Mr. Hurtado presented the following protest:
'' Upon the awards of the umpire in cases
Nos. 9, 12, 25, 26, and 80 being read by the secretary, Mr.
Hurtado, the commissioner from New Granada, obsnved that
he for the first time learned that these cases had been finally
decided upon by the umpire; and first with respect to the case
of Gibbes, No. 12, that it bad only been submitted to the
umpire on the question of the nationality of Weyman, the
original claimant, and as to whether the document on which
the claim was preferred established any indebtedness on the
part of Colombia. But the question as to what that amount
should be, if the liability of Colombia was established, was
never submitted to the umpire, notwithstanding .that he has
decided it. This objection, Mr. Hurtado observed, was not
immaterial; if he had had an opportunity to state his views as
to the amount of indebtedness, established by the document,
after the liability had been determined, he would have shown
that the amount stated in the document was in Colombian
dollars, which were only worth about eighty cents of a dollar,
United States currency, each, and he would besides have
shown that the document, if construed with an obligation to
pay, did not bear interest.
"That with respect to the awards made by Mr. Upham, the
umpire, on the other claims mentioned, viz, Nos. 9, 25, 26, and
80, Mr. Hurtado hereby protests in the name of the Government of New Granada, as having been made in disregard of
the express stipulations of Article II. of the convention which
requires that the subject of difference between the commissioners shall be referred to the umpire and the commissioners
heard; and Mr. Hurtado declares that be bas never referred
to the umpire other questions bearing on the claims above last
mentioned, except such as were stated in his brief of the--·in the case of John D. Danels, which bore on points of jurisdiction and the standing before this board of that claimant
and of those represented in the Medea and Good Return, etc.,
cases. That the New Granadian commissioner reserved to
himself the right to enter upon and expose the merits of each
case, should the positions taken by him be decided in an adverse manner; and for what be now states he refers to the final
part of bis opinion above quoted. That therefore, inasmuch as
the awards in cases Nos. 9, 25, 2o, and 80, and also in No. 12,
have been given without the New Granadian commissioner
having been beard on the merits of these questions, but only
in points of jurisdiction, said decisions or awards are, in the
Protest of Mr.
Hurtado.
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opinion of Mr. Hurtado, null and void aljcording to the stipulations of the treaty and to the universal principle of justice
that no party can be condemned before having been heard in
defense.
"'rhe commissioner from New Granada therefore protests
against the said awards or any responsibility accruing therefrom against the Government of New Granada.
.
"Mr. Hurtado after having made the above statement said
he would respectfully propose to the honorable the umpire to
withdraw the awards entered in Nos. 12, 9, i5, 26, and 80 for
reconsideration of th A respective cases at some future time, and
also he reRerved to himself the right further to protest against
such awards if need be.
"J. M. HURT.A.DO."
On a subsequent day Mr. Leavenworth com.
mumcated
to the secretary a counter pro t est ,
dated the 11th of March, which was as follows:
"Mr. Leavenworth, the commissioner on the part of the
United States, in answer to the foregoing protest from the honorable commissioner on the part of New Granada, desires to
state: That in regard to the case of R. W. Gib bes, No. 12 on
the caleudar, it was fully argued by thP, counst>l of New Granada, Mr. Carlisle, before the commissioners aud in the presence of the umpire on the 5th day of February last, the case
having been previously submitted on the part of the claimant
by his counsel, Mr. Causten. After the close of the argument
of Mr. Carlisle it was agreed by and between the respective
commissioners to submit the cases to the umpire at that time
upon oral arguments. The case was tben/ully argued by the
respective commissioners, at very considerable length, and on
all the points which they chose to raise, and was then and
there fully submitted to the umpire for his decision. There
was no intimation given, either by the counsel or by the honorable ommi sioner on the part of New Granada, or by anyone, that the argument or submission wa limited to a question
ofjuri dictionortoanypreliminaryque tionwhatever. * * *
ot only i. thi. tbe recollection of the umpire, the secretary,
and th_ commi ioner on the part of the United States, but the
ame 1, m ·t amply ' hown by the records of the com mi . ion,
whi ·h und r date of 1 ebruary 5, 1862, contain the following:
upra , 1· ~ . I Th ' e record have, each morning, invariably
u ar ful1y r ad by tb
·r tary to the commissioners,
wh h v I think, 11ev r fa11 cl to li ten to them and they
h v be n r orde<l. a appro cl. lt i trne that rfo question
rai cl in b
r um •ut a to the amom1t of dama(J'es or
h pa _rn nt f int r ~ but the amount wa , pecified' in
d 11 r m h , b n r m . trum 11t upon which the claim was
fouu<l cl n 11 f n qn :tion on tha point, ancl till now there
fa· never ny u ti n in r gard t intere ·t. • • •
Mr. Leavenworth's
Count er Prote s.
t

1
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"In regard to the following cases, No. 9, John D. Danels;
No. 25, the ship Good RP-turn; No. 26, the brig Medea, and
No. 80, the La Constancia, in relation to which the honorable
commissioner from New Grenada protests that 'be has never
referred to the umpire other questions bearing on the claims
above last mentioned except. such as were stated in his brief
on the case of John D. Danels, which bore on points of jurisdiction,' I reply, First. That the commissioner on the part of
the United States never so understood the reference of them
to the umpire, nor did he ever understand that there was any
limitation whatever in such reference of the above cases.
Secondly. Such also is the understanding of the secretary of
of the board, and of the honorable the umpire himself.
Thirdly. The' cases were severally fully argued on all points
by the counsel on the part of the claimants, and also by the
counsel for New Granada, and were finally submitted to the
board of commissioners. Fourthly. That the commis:;ioner
on the part of the United States understood that these cases
were fully submitted to the umpire is evident from the fact
that in his argument presented in writing to the honorable
the umpire be has examined the cases fully on their merits,
and submitted them to the final arbitrament of the umpire,
and specified. the amounts which he claimed should be awarded.
But, :fifthly, were there room for any serious question on this
point, it seems to be fully and satisfactorily settled by the
records of the commission.
"Under the date of January 27, 1862, will be found the
following entry: lSupra, 1398, note 1.] These arguments were
not con fined to any preliminary questions, but were very
long and elaborate, and covered all the points of law and
fact growing out of the cases. Under date of February 18,
1862, will be found the following entry: [ Supr.a, 1898, note 1.]
The arguments of the counsel on each side, covering the ":hole
grom1d, and also the argument of the commissioner on the
part of the United States, touching all the questions argued
by the respective parties, were forwarded without delay, and
soon after the argument of the honorable commissioner on the
part of New Granada. The commissioner on the part of the
United f;tates insists that up to this time no intimation had
been made from any quarter that the arguments on the reference to the honorable the umpire were confined to any preliminary questions.
"In relation to the La Constancia, the commissioner on the
part of the United States remarks that this case was submit~ed to this board on the 25th day of February last, and that it
mvolved the same questions, substantially, which arose in the
cases of Medea and Good Return. The commissioners bad
already disagreed in those cases, and as early as from the first
to the third of this month they formally disagreed in this case
also, and the commissioner on the part of the Unit<>d States
on the 6th instant drew his brief in the same, which being
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mislaid was not banded to the umpire until the 9th instant,
when the following entry was made in the minutes of the commission: 'The commissioners disagreeing in the case of La Constancia, Mr. Leavenworth presented his written brief in this
case to the umpire.' This was done in the presence and bearing
of the commissioner on the part of New Granada and without
objection on his part, though his attention was called to the
subject. This brief would have been handed to the honorable
the umpire at an earlier day but that no new questions were
raised in it and the umpire was constantly engaged during
the week previous to the 9th instant with earlier cases, which
had been previously referred to him. * * *
"The commissioner on the part of the United States further
remarks that the honorable commissioner on the part of New
Granada had been in no manner debarred from presenting his
views in full in each of these cases. The honorable the umpire
has been at all times ready to receive them and to give to them
all nf'edful attention. No particular form has been observed
in the mode of presenting cases to the umpire. In a few cases
a reference to the umpire has been entered upon tbe journal;
the opinions of the commissioners have been handed to the
secretary, and the fact of their delivery to the umpire also
noted upon the journal. Sometimes an entry has been made
that the commissioners had disagreed in one or more cases, and
that the opinion of one or both the commissioners had been
banded to the umpire. Sometimes the commissioners have
disagreed and handed their opinions to the umpire at their
convenience and no entry whatever has been made upon the
journal. Cases which have gone up to the umpire in all these
various ways have been decided by him and the awards entered up without objection from any quarter. No particular
form of proceedings was required by the terms of the convention, by the law to carry it into effect, or by the rules and
regulations of the board, and none were observed or asked for.
"It is not claimed on the part of the commissioner from
ew Granada that he di agreed from his colleague simply on
the preliminary que tion , or on a question of jurisdiction, in
a1_1y one of the aid ca e ; on the contrary, the commissiouers
d1 cu ed the ~a _es t:ully on their merits, and without any such
?r _any ?th r hm1tat10n , a11d when they finally disagreed no
mt11nat1on a made by tbe commi sioner on the part of New
ran da that ~nY: one of tbe five ca es referred to was to go
up to th urnp1re m any otb r manner than on the mel'its.
' It ·bould al be ob erv din pa ing that the deci ions in
h
·a
by 1he honorabl th umpire were dela,yed till the
l
clcy ft~e
i n oftbi ~>Oarcl; thatitwa bis imperative
Int t
·1d th ·a
wln h w re before him by the disa~r m ut . f b
mmi . i _n r and that bad tb y been subnn t t 1nm nan pr hmmary qu tion , it would have been
, gTo., n gl
of hi du y to <1 lay l1i deci ion till the last
d· Y of h s 'ion aml thereby render a final award impos ible.
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"Mr. Leavenworth, as commissioner on the part of the United
States, therefore insists on the entire validity of the awards
made in the said five cases by the honorable the umpire on the
perfect good faith which bas characterized all the proceedings,
and that the obligation of New Granada to verform and fulfill
the said awards and each of them is in all respects perfect and
undoubted.
"Washington, March 11, 1862.
"E. W. LEAVENWORTH,
"Commissioner on the Part of the United f:Jtates."
Statement of Mr.
Upham.

With reference to the foregoing protest and
counter protest, Mr. Upham :filed the following paper:
STATEMENT OF THE UMPIRE.

'' The attention of the umpire having been called to documents placed on record by the commissioners relative to the
decisions of the umpire in certain cases therein specified, he
herewith represents that the statement of the American commissioner with the records of the secretary conforms to his understanding of the facts. The New Granadian commissioner,
in his views of the cases sent me, spoke of a question reserved,
and that was that when the original capture was made Venezuela was an independent state and subsequently became a
part of Colombia. I sent immediately for the facts on that
question and received them. Arguments also, written and
oral, were made on this subject, and I considered the cases
fully submitted. Some remarks were made as to a hearing on
the merits, but on the delivery of my opinion on the several
points raised and submitted to me, the decision necessarily
fixed the liability to the extent of money conceded to be received, and as no further measures were taken for a hearing,
at the last moment~ as the commission was expiring, I filed
the awards. On the subsequent protest, as the commission
bad expired, it did not seem to me the cases could be opened
again, except on an extension of the commission, when, perhaps for cause shown, 1t might be done.
"The design certainly was to give a full hearing as far as
might be.
"March 11, 1862.
"N. G. UPHAM."
By Article III. of the convention of 1857 it
was provided that the commissioners should
issue to the claimants certificates of award
which should bear interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum,
and that the aggregate amount of the sums awarded should
be paid by New Granada to the United States at Washington,
Diplomatic Discussion.
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in equal semiannual installments, within eight years from the
date of the first payment, which was to be made six months
from the termination of the commission. But, in order to insure to claimants the prompt payment of what was due them,
there was embodied in section 7 of the act of February 20,
1861,1 passed by the Congress of the United States to give
the convention effect, the following provision:
"That all acknowledgments of indebtedness on the part of
the Gove l'nment of New Granada to claimants, citizens of the
United States, being established by the award of the board of
commissioners, shall be delivered to the Government of the
United States and mad,• payable thereto, and tlie U11ited States
shall thereupon assume and pay to such claimants, at the
Treasury, upon the certificate of tbe board of commissioners,
whatsoever sums of money shall have been severally awarded
them, the Government of the United States becoming thereby
the creditor of the Government of New Granada for the aggregate of all sums so assumed and paid, and entitled to receive
to that extent the payment stipulated and guaranteed under
the third article of the convention."
On March 16, 1862, General Herran, with a view to determine the obligations of his own government, communicated
to Mr. Seward a list of the awards made by the commissio11ers,
and also a list of those mad·e by the umpire and acquiesced in
by the ew Granadian commissioner. In acknowledging, on
the 20th of March, the receipt of these lists, Mr. Seward
remarked that he had not founu in the list of the umpire's
awards those made by him in the cases of Gib bes and Danels,
and La Constancia, Good Return, and Medea, which "the journal of the commission" showed to have been "duly and regularly submitted to him by the commissioners of both governm nt ," and added: "The e awards, I have the honor · to
inform you, have been transmitted to the Treasury, with those
bearing the certificate of both commissioners, and will be
folly prot ct d by the Government of the U11ited States.m To
thi. · d ·la,ratiou G n ral llerrau replied that the ca ·es in que i n w re n t inclu<.leu. in hi li t, ,:becau ·e the umpire pre·um
t d ci l th m, without anthority, upon poi11ts wllich
h· n t lJ 11 ubmitted to him;" and be prote ted tbat if the
ni
'ta · b uld pay the ·laim , ew ranad.a could not
b h ld r ·pon ·ible for them.3

r.

ward, larch 2 , 1 62, 1 '. Dept. of tate.
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Under these circumstances the Government
of the United States reserved payment of the
five awards,1 and the payments of Oo1om b'1a
toward the extinguishment of its obligations were received
''as a general credit upon the indebtedness" of that government, '' without spemfic application to any installments which
may have become due, and without fixing the precise amount
of those installments until the aggregate of indemnity due to
citizens of the United States under the convention [should] be
definitely settled." 2 Owing to the prevalence of revolutionary
disorders, the payments of Colombia were not al ways "entirely
punctual." 3 .At the same time the United States steadily
maintained the validity of the awards. 4
November 18, 1865, .Attorney-General Speed
Submission to New d · d M S
·
Commission.
a vise
r. ewar d th a t i't was evi'den ti y intended that the commission under the convention of 1864 should be a continuation of the commission
under the convention of 1857; that the new commission bad
power "only to determine such claims as wem presented to,
and left undetermined by, the former joint commission;" and
that in order to do this it "must of necessity determine what
cases bad been decided by the old commission." 5 With this
opinion Mr. Seward duly acquainted the commission, saying
that its consideration of the subject would not in the first
instance "invoke the merits of the claims," but that if it
should decide "that they were not lawfully allowed by the
commissioners and arbiter under the convention of September
10, 1857," it would "then be the duty of the parties interested
to have them again heard and decided by the present commission and arbiter." 6
February 17, 1865, Mr. Walter S. Cox, as
Casesof"LaConstan- counsel for the claimants in the cases of La
cia," "Good Re-,, 0 onstancia,
· Goo d R eturn, me
71,r d
ea, an d J . D.
e e.:1.,
.
t urn, ,, "Md
andJohnD.Danels. Danel~-all the "umpire cases" except that
of Gib bes-asked the commissioners to advise
him as to when the question referred to them by the Secretary
Reservation of Payment.

Mr. Seward to General Herran, December 16, 1862, MSS. Dept. of State.
Mr. Seward to Mr. Parraga, March 19, 1864, MS. Notes to Colombia. See,
also, Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Causten, Nov. 3, 1864; same to Mr.
Corwin, July 20, 1865.
3 Mr. Seward to Mr. Murillo, September 5, 1863, MS. Notes to Colombia.
4
Mr. Seward to Mr. Murillo, February 1, 1864, MS. Notes to Colombia.
6 11 Op. 402.
6 Mr. Seward to Mr. Davis, November 21, 1865, MS.
1

2

56i7-Vol 2-27
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of State would be heard, in order that he might present an
argument upon it. A time having been set, the question was
duly argued; and on March 22, 1866, it was submitted to the
umpire, Sir Frederick Bruce, who· on the 25th of the next
month rendered the following decision: 1
·
"In examining the allegations of the · claimants presented
by their counsel, and the statements offered in reply by the
com1sel for Colombia, serious doubts arise as to the sufficiency
and regularity of the proceedings which resulted in the decision of the umpire, Mr. Upham, and as' in rebus dubiis tutior
pars est eligenda,' it appears to me that the reconsideration of
these cases is the most reasonable course to adopt.
"It is evident that the Secretary of State, the most natural
and competent judge in international questions, bas himself
entertained doubts on this point. For he bas taken the unusual
step of suspen<ling payment of these·claims, and of consulting
the Attorney-Geueral on the manner in which they are to be
dealt with. That learned officer has replied in the following
terms: 'The government did properly withhold payment pending the negotiations for a.new convention, and under that new
convention the government can not rightly pay the five su~pencled claims till the new commissioners shall say whether
they were or not decided by their predecessors.'
"In seeking to ascertain with whom originated the first idea
of a fresh convention before which these questions might be
brought, it is to be found in the language used by the umpire,
Mr. Upham, himself. He says; with references to the protest
of Mr. Hurtado, 'as the commission had expired, it did not
seem to me the cases could be opened again, except on an extension of the commission, when perhaps for cause shown it
might be done. The design certainly was to give a full hearing
a far as might be.'
"It can not be presumed that the umpire, whose decision
ought to have been final and conclusive on the points submitted
to him, would have spontaneously and without necessity sugge tecl a po ible mode of revision had be not been ·s haken by
fr. Ilurtado's prote t, or had he felt convinced that neither
on the merit, nor on the point of form was there ground for
~PP. al. In_ civil court an appeal lies to a superior tribunal;
m mt rnat1~n~l ourt,, which recognize no superior judge,
fre h 11
t1ation. are open d, and a fresh commission app int cl t which the di puted ca e. are referred. The Gov. rn~ nt of th . nited tate ha in a pirit of enlightened
JU 1 · t ken b1 c ur , in upport of which, if necessary it
oul all g ~ , u
tion of the umpire himself. It ~ay
r b fa1rly npp d th t th claimant , as well as the
n wh 11
ha ffici 1 ·o izan ·e of the doubt raised
b
Ii i y of the d ·i i n have been impre sed by
. Journal, 1~9,
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them, otherwise they would have sued the Government of the
United States before the Court of Claims for the amount
awarded to them by Mr.Upham had their title been perfected.
"For the above reasons, and, considering that by the terms
of the second and the following artic1es of the convention, the
attributions of the umpire are limited to pronouncing interlocutory decisions on disputed points (puntos de discordanza)
submitted to him by the commissioners; and that to the commissioners belongs the duty of issuing the certificates required
to justify the payment by the Government of the United States;
"Considering ·t hat no such certificate was issued by the
commission which bas expired, and that the cases in question,
having been presented but not settled, must be looked upon
as not having been decided;
"I am of opinion tbat . these claims must be submitted de
novo to the actual commission with a view to a fresh reexamination and decision on their merits.
'' J!.,REDERICK W . .A.. BRUCE.
"BRITISH LEGATION,

"Washington, D. O., .April 25, 1866."
On the 27th of April 1862 Sir Frederick Bruce rendered a
further decision on the four cases in question, to the following
effect:
"I consider that the responsibility of making awards in these
cases rests on the present commission. The opinions pronounced by the commissioners and umpire under the first
commission will have the weight due to the learning and ability
of the eminent persons who pronounced tbem. But they do
not relieve the present commis~ioners from the ob1igation of
bearing these cases as de novo upon all points, whether of jurisdiction, of law, or of fact, which the parties or their counsel
may wish to submit to them. The award is their act, and the
terms of the certificate can not be satisfied without a full hear•
fog of the points in dispute."
Subsequently to this decision the cases to which it relates
were fully argued on the merits by counsel for the claimants,
as well as by counsel for New Granada, and, the commissioners
differing in opinion, were referred to the umpire, who disallowed
them. 1
1
MS.Journal, 172. Before this decision was rendered the four cases in
question were brought before the commission under the convention between
the United States an d Ecuador of November 25, 1862, with a view to
obtain from the l atter country that part of the indemnity for which it
was liable as one of the successors of the old republic of Colombia. The
Ecuadorian commission, Mr. Hassaurek, the United States commissioner,
delivering the opinion, rejected the claims. Mr. Seward at first declined
to give the present commission a copy of Mr. Hassaurek's opinion; but,
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Counsel for Gib bes refused to prosecute bis
case before the present commission, and protested against its acting upon the claim.
Under these circumstances the case was submitted to the
board by Mr. Carlisle, as counsel for Colombia; and on May
18, 1866, the case being called, the commissioners made the
following order: '' Stricken from the calendar and docket, protest being made against the action of the board, and case not
prosecuted." After the adjournment of the commission the
claimant demanded payment from the Treasury. His demand
was referred to the Attorney-General, by whom an opinion
was ultimately given to the effect that the award of the old
commission constituted a subsisting obligation in his favor,
though a doubt was expressed as to whether he was entitled
to payment from the Treasury, since he did not possess a certificate from the commissioners. 1 The claimant obtained payment from the Treasury of the full amount of his claim with
interest, and the amount so paid him was included in the
account of the United States against Colombia. October 26,
1872, Mr. Fish inclosed to Mr. Martin, the Colombian minister
at Wa8hington, a letter of the Secretary of the Treasury of the
preceding day purporting to show that the amount of Colombia's indebtedness to the United States at that time under the
conventions was $56,158.60. 2 Mr. Martin objected to the account on the ground (1) that it contained a claim for compound
interest, and t2) that it embraced the Gib bes award. 3 In reply
Mr. Fish, while declaring the objections to the award to be
unfounded, stated that the claimant had been paid by the
Treasury on due consideration; and he offered to waive the
claim for compound interest and to give Colombia a receipt in
full if she would pay the Gibbes award with simple interest. 4
Case of Gibbes.

in view of the stipulations of Article II. of the convention of 1857, by
which ach government was required to "furnish," "upon the request of
i her of the commis ioners, such papers in its possession as th e commis.
important to the ju t determination of any claims prerd sent them a copy. (Mr. Seward to Mr.
to some of the proceedings of Commodore
ms, ecretary of State, to Mr. Thompson,
19, 1, . Dom. Let. XVIII. 326.
ompar 7 p. 600; 4 Id. 177; Rustomjee v.
6), 279; L. R. 2 Q. B. D. (1876-77), 69.
v mb r , 1 72
, January 8, 1 73,

ot s from olombia.
tes to olombia.
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This proposition Mr. Martin ultimately accepted, saying: 1
"Since it is necessary to pay the Gib bes claim, although it was
not duly recognized by the commission appointed in pursuance
of those conventions [of 1857 and 1864], in order to obtain the
acknowledgment that their stipulations were fulfilled by Colombia, and a receipt in full in favor of the Uolombfan Government, which desires to have this matter settled as soon as
possible, that the impression may not prevail that for a few
dollars more or less it failed to fulfill its obligations to the
American Government, the undersigned incloses * * *
a check * * * for the amount of the Gibbes claim, with
simple interest up to the 30th instant, as follows:
Principal . __ • __ . ___ ... ____ .• __ ••.... - ..... - . - . - - - .. r • - - - • • • • - • $6, 952. 00
Interest from May 18, 1866, the day of the termination of the
commission in virtue of the extension of its time, and according to article 3 of the international convention of 1857 ... __ . . 3, 421. 54
Total. ___ .... _....................•.•.........•..... _. . . 10, 373. 54

''This sum * * * is not paid because the Government
of Colombia thinks itself under obligations to pay it. The
documents which it bas in its possession show that the Gibbes
claim was not awarded by the international commission, and
that it ought not to have been paid by the American Government; but, since the latter deemed it to be its duty to pay it
and did pay it, * * * the undersigned hereby reimburses
it therefor, in the exercise of the authority conferred upon him
by bis government, accepting, as a compromise, the proposal
of the Honorable J\fr. Fish for the settlement of the matter."
On receiving this note and the accompanying remittance,
Mr. Fish transmitted to Mr. Martin a receipt in full, and the
account between the two governments was closed. 2
The commissioners under the convention of
Proceedings and Ad· 1864 held numerous sessions some of which
journment of Com.
.
'
mission.
were public and some private. Judge Dean
appeared before the new board as he had done
before the old one, as counsel for the United States. All claims
1

Mr. Martin to Mr. Fish, July 28, 1874, MS. Notes from Colombia.
Mr. Fish to Mr. Ma,rtin, July 29, 1874, MS. Notes to Colombia. See
For. Rel. 1871, 229; 1873, I. 429. As to the settlement of the Gib bes case,
see Mr. Fish to Mr. Boutwell, December 10, 1869; same, to Mr. Causten,
December 16, 1869; Mr. Hunter to Mr. Causten, January 30, 1871; Mr. Fish
to Mr. Causten, October 4, 1872; Mr. Evarts to Mr. Hackett, January 24,
1878, MSS. An award for Venezuela's share of the Gib bes claim was made
by the commission under the conveution between the United States and
Venezuela of December 5, 1885. (Robt. W. Gibbes 1J. Venezuela, No. 17.)
As to certain old Colombian bonds, see Mr. Evarts, Secretary of State, to
Mr. Helper, December 6, 1880, M.S. Dom. Let. vol. 135, p. 308.
2
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and items of claim not presented prior to September 1, 1859,
were excluded from consideration. 1
February 14, 1866, the board, on motion of the United States
commissioner, ordered (1) that cases already decided by the
commission should be entered on the docket as of that date ;
(2) that all cases thereafter decided should be entered on the
day of decision; and (3) that interest, when allowed, should
be calculatt>d up to the day on which the decision should be
ordered to be entered on the journal, and to be reported to the
Secretary of State.
May 19, 1866, the commission adjourned sine die. 2
Among the cases before the commission
Capitation Tax Case. there was a claim of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company for the refund of a tax which it
had paid on passengers carried by it between Panama and
San Francisco. This tax was collected under a law of the
provincial chamber of Panama of November 6, 1849, which
took effect January 1, 1850, and which required the captains
of all vessels embarking or disembarking passengers at Panama to pay $2 on each passenger. It was contended by the
claimant (1) that the law was unconstitutional, and (2) that, as
the tax was paid only by foreigners, none but foreign vessels
carrying passengers to and from Panama, the imposition constituted a discrimination against foreigners, and as such was
violative of the treaty between the United States and New
Granada of 1846. 3 ·
The umpire rendered the following decision:
"This cla,im is presented on behalf of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company for a rPfund of a tax on passengers carried by
them between the ports of Panama and San lfrancisco, which
tbey paid in obedience to a law pa sed by the provincial chamber of Panama requiring the captains of all vessels embarking
I. . J ouroal, 69.
The seer tary was ord red to continue his occupation of the office of
th ·ommis ion for au ·h time a might be necessary for preparing its
records for tranami ion to the , ecretary of State, and to retain the servic of the lerk and m a enger. On motion of General Sa1gar, the secretary was autboriz d t receive from tbe contingeut fund of the commision, 1, , a Colombia'R bare of bi compensation. An allowance was
mad t the clerk, \\ illiam C. Zantzinger, of $1,500 in full for his services,
'nd t them enger of 500.
3
he p-rov1 100 of the treaty particularly referred to were Articles II.,
Ill. and XX.XV.
.
1

2
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or disembarking passengers in Panama to pay two dollars for
each one of said passengers. The total sum thus paid is stated
to amount to $121,000 during the years 1850-1-2-3. But of
this amount a large portion was recovered by the company from
the passengers.
·
'' It is to be observed that the law complained of was not
passed by the national legislature, but by the provincial chamber of Panama. Whether the chamber exceeded its powers
according to the constitution in passing that law or not is a
purely municipal question, which could only be decided by the
tribunals of sovereign authority of New Granada.
'' No steps, however, appear to have been taken to test the ,..
validity of the law. If it be assumed that the supreme court
had power under the former constitution of New Granada to
annul the law as unconstitutional, the absence of any proceeding before that court would constitute a serious objection to
this claim. For it is an admitted principle of international ·
law, that parties who are aggrieved by _the unlawful acts of a
public authority are bound to exhaust every legal meaus given
, by the constitution of the country to have the iJlegality declared and the acts overruled. But if they, bemg foreigners
and entitled under treaty to appeal to the courts of Jaw, neglect a.
to do so, they are not entitled to invoke the intervention of
their government to obtain for them indemnit . A protest,
whether made by the parties themselves or by consul, can
not be held to supply the place of an appeal to a legal tribunal
competent to deal with the subject-matter, nor does it render
the right to intervention perfect and complete.
''Omitting, however, this objection to the claim upon which,
in the absence of data not supplied by the docurneuts before
me, I am unable to pronounce a positive opinion, I proceed to
consider the principle on which the claimants rest their demand
for indemnity against the United States of Colombia. They
allege that the tax was a violation of the thirty-fifth article of
the treaty of 1846 between the United States of America and
New Granada, and that they, as sufferers from that breach of
treaty, are entitled to redress. The article, so far as is material to the question at issue, declares 'that no other tolls or
charges shall be levied or collected upon the citizens of the 4-...
United States or their said merchandise passing over ainy road
or canal that may be made by the Government of New Granada
or by the authority of the same than is under like circumstances
levied upon and collected from the Granadian citizens,' 'nor
shall the citizens of the U njted States be held liable for any
duties, tolls, or charges of any kind to which native citizens
are not subject for passing the said i~thmus.'
"lt is evident from the language of the article that this tax,
if a violation of the treaty at all, is a violation of the spirit
and not of the Jetter of that instrument. The supreme court
of New Granada, in deciding against the legality of a similar
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tax, subsequently imposed, annuls it on the ground that under
the new constitution ofNewGranada the chamber bad exceeded
its powers in dealing with a matter affecting foreigu commerce
and expressly reserved to the national legislature, but the
court does not base its decision on the ground that the tax
was contrary to the treaty entered into with the United States,
and the supreme council of the government in rejecting the
demand for indemnity presented by the company after the decision of the supreme court annulling the posterior law bad
bten made known, expressly denies that the tax was a violation of any article of the treaty of 1846.
"Mr. Corwine, the consul of the United States, was directed
to protest against the levy of the original tax, which, however,
the authorities of Panama continued to exact in spite of his
protest. It does not appear, however, from the documents
furnished to the commission, that the Government of the
United States, ou finding that the protest of the consul "!:lad
been <lisregarded, ad<lressed any representations to the
supreme government at Bogota denouncing the proceeding as
a violation of treaty. The protest made by a consul under
such circumstances is merely an act which reserves the right
of the protesting party for future discussion, and which is
intended to deprive the opposing party of the argument be
might derive from presumed acquiescence, were the question of
right not saved by some formal act.
"Under these circumstances I am ·of opinion that there is a .
preliminary question to be settled, viz, the construction tliat •
is to be put on the treaty, and that until it is decided that a
breach of treaty bas taken place, the claim of the company,
does not arise, nor can it be taken into consideration. As the .
-...l case stands at present, the commission is in fact called upon
to determine the meaning and import of an international compact entered into by the high contracting parties with due
olemnity and con ideration. It is asked to decide in favor of
a con truction which the Government of the United States of
merica, one of the partie , has not formally adopted and
urg:e<l in it corre pondence with the Government of Colombia,
while tbe latter government, the oth~r contracting part"{", bas
expre. , ly rejected it, as appears from the 'Resolucion del
od r d cutivo.'
Thi,_ point, ~nvolving con iderations of much difficulty
· nd cl h y, wh1 ·h ha' ull(} rgone 110 di cu(' ion arnl on which
th tw p;ov rnin n h, ve aniv 11 at 110 un<ler:tanding, mu t
. lt> ·_i,l d b f r 11 claim advanced by the company can be
111v . t1gat cl.
• If l 1_1t r in d any cl?ub_t a. to the proper functions of
!1
. mm1 ·10~1 · 11 . } ,. to 1t .· 1_11 • . mp t u ·y to a ::-ume juri diet_, n_1_n , · · 1~ wh_1 ·h th I?r~11 1ple out of wbi ·h tbe a11eged
h· 111
. 1
111 · 1 O'J 11n, t m tt r of d bate between
th t
rnlllout ', h
ul b . •tat re "t by the manner
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in which the Panama riot cases have been presented to this
commission. The question of the liability of the Government
of the United States of Colombia for the losses thereby
incurred by the parties was made the subject of correspondence between the two governments, and that liability was
recognized by the Government of Colombia previously to the
constitution of the commission. The assent of that government was incorporated in the convention appointing the commission, and to the latter was left the duty which properly
belongs to a tribunal of this kind, namely, that of deciding
upon general principles of law and equity what claims are
entitled to compensat10n under the general responsibility
which the Government of the United States of Oolombia had
consented to assume. If further argument were required as
to the scope of the commission, it would be found in the terms
of the convention, which submits for. its decision claims of
American citizens against the Government of the United
States of Colombia, but which do not confer jurisdiction over
what in fact is a demand that the commission shaJl decide that
the Government of the United States of Colombia has been
guilty of a breach of treaty.
"Being of opinion therefore that the construction to be put...,_.
on the treaty has not been settled by the proper authorities,
that the commission is not empowered to settle a question of
such a nature, and that upon the decision of that question the
right of the company to indemnity, if otherwise unobjectionable, must depend, I reject this claim, with the declaration
that tliis award does not prejudice the rights of the claimant,
should the Government of the United States decide at any time
hereafter that under the treaty of 1846 the imposition of the
pas~enger tax constituted such a violation of its letter or spirit
as to authorize a demand for redress.
"FREDERICK

W. A. :IRUCE. 1

"BRITI!,H LEGATION,

" Washington, May 9, 1866."
The awards of the commissioners and of the
.
.
umpue amounted, prior to May 18, 1866, to
$82,808.19. On that day the commissioners
made, in accordance with the advice of the umpire, yet another
award of $5,559.50, with interest at 5 per cent from September
Results of the Com. .
nuss1on.

1
The foregoing opinion was incorrect in saying that the United States
had not objected to the tax in question. (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State,
to Mr. Stanbery, November 14, 1866, Dom. Let. vol. 74, p. 382.) The claim,
however, was not presented to Colombia after its rejection by the umpire.
(Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cox, January 10, 1870, Id. vol. 83, p. 41, aLd
March 14, 1872, Id. vol. 93, p. 139.)
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10, 1857. The following entries, showing the fiual disposition
of claims, were made iu the journal: .
May 12, 1866, the board made the following awards and decisions:
ADJUDGED VALID.

No.

4. Brig .4m.erica .••••..•.•..•..••.••.•••.••....... .. .... $15,000.00
Without interest.

No. 16. John Harding ...................................... .
Interest ..........•.......... .. ..... ...............

164.00
99.33
263.33

No. 22. B. H. Johnson ................................... s···
Interest ............................••.... - - - ..... .

800.00
484.53
1,284.53

No. 25. Catherine Kelly .................................... .
Interest .......................................... .

700.00
423.96
1,123.96

No. 28. Seth Love. ...... . .................... ..... .... ......
Without interest. ·

1,900.00

No. 40. Isaac B. Purdy ...•......................... _. _.. : . . .
Interest .......... .. _.......•................ _.... __

800. 00
484. 53
1,284.53

No. 48. D. J. Smith ..............•..........................
Interest .......................................... .

150.00
90. 85.
240.85

No. 50. P.M. anil M. J. Sco:ffy ............................. .
Without interest.

1,400.00

No. 55. Samuel M. Waggner ................................ .
Interest .......................................... .

4,600.00
2,786.02
7,386.02

o. 56. H. Wincbester ...............•......................
Interest .......................................... .

135.00
81. 76
216.76
398.00
241. 05
639.05

"o. 6 . Jo ph Tilli on ..................•...................
Intere t ......................................... .

316.25
191. 49
507.74

PANAMA RIOT AND OTHER <'LAIMS.

No. 74. Noah C. Effor<l. ____ . .. . -- ---· --·· ·----· ---· -··· -·-· ··
lu terest. __ . _ . _____ . ___ . ____ .. -- . - - - _ - - - - . - - - . . - - - -
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51. 00
91. -15

No. 77. Hartley Gove, Henry W. Field, a'd ministrator - - - - - - - Without interest.

5, OUO. OU

No. 82. Benjamin Green--·------· ---- ----- -·-·--·-----·-·--Interest.·-----·---·----- ____ --·--· ____ -----------·

800.00'
181. 70
481. 70

No. 87. Charles E. Perry ___ . __ ·--·---·-··················-··
Without interest.

1,000.00

No.107. R. E. B. Wilcox--···· ·········-···················-Interest.···-·----- ...................... ···-··....

51.50
31. 18
82.68

No.108. E. D. Bronson .. - .............................·__ ~·--.
Interest ..................................... __ ... _

117.50
71. 16
188.66

No. li3. L. H. Sherwin_ .......... ·-·· .... -····--· .... ·--.____
Interest ....... _............................. - . . . . .

6li. 50
40. 27
106.77

No.114. John D. ·Harvey·-··---··················--··-···---·
Interest __ ....................................... _.

1,865.50
1,129.83
2,995.33

No. 125. George E. Hoar ........................ ·-···-··-·--·Interest ..........•................ ·····- ...•......

300.00
181. 70
481.70

No. 128. Mrs. L. C. Baker ............................ ·····- __
Interest.··-· ........................ -·--·-······-·

200.03
121. 10
321. 13

No. 129. Richard Ireland ....... _... _.................. : .. ___ .
Interest·---·································-·--··

85. 00
51.46
136.46

No.145. E. M.DaY-·········································Interest ....... ·-················-··············---

97.00
58.74
155.74

No. 172. Charles A. Walker .... --·-· ... -· ................. _._.
Interest _____ .... _....... _..•....... _.... _. _____ . __

200.00
121. 13
321.13

No. 180. Charles L. Loveday _________ .. ____ ._. ________ . _ . __ . __
Interest .. _..... _.. _ ...•. __ ... _..... _.... _.... _.. - .

125.00
75.70
200.70
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ADJUDGED NOT VALID.

Pedersen (steamer
Quickstep).
No. 2. Brig Albion.
No. 3. Schooner Angelica.
No. 5. Adolph Buhle.
No. 6. W. S. Bache.
No. 10. Brig Eight Sons.
No. 11. Francisco H. de Ealo.
No. 13. George H. Fletcher.
No. 14. Schooner G1·ampus.
No. 15. W. L. and G. Griswold:
No. 17. George W. Harrington.
No. 19. Betsey Hawley.
No. 20. Samuel Hirsch.
No. 21. Schooner Henrietta.
No. 23. Brig Josephine.
No. 24. T. Morton Jones.
No. 26. James H. Keating.
No. 27. Sidney Kelly.
No. 29. John B. Le Maitre.
No. 30. E. G. Lioni.
No. 31. James A. Morris.
No. 32. R. B. McMillin.
No. 33. S. C. Akin.
No. 34. Mary L. Beylle.
No. 35. Schooner Minerva.
No. 36. J. M. McPherson and Captain Paoli.
o. 37. Brig Morris.
No. 38. Brig Cygnett.
o. 41. Allen M. Price.
ro. 42. A. A. Lechler.
o. 43. Brig Pat1·iota.
No. 44. C. B. Patterson and W. T.
Kendall.
No. 45. Schooner Ranger.
To. 46. F. W. Robeson.
o. 47. Alexander Rudin (Schooner
By-Chance).
No. 49. Theresa Schmidt.
52. E. P. Willis.
54. Brig Sarah Willson.
57. A. Woodward.
5 . Brig Albert.
59. hip an Yago.
60. James Bartlett.
61. cbooner .Andr w Jackson.
62. , chooner Junius.
3. , 'loop General Vil'es.
61. lo s 1eyer
'on.
. Ph miab Fo t r.
7. P.A. Karthau .
70. Thoma Ro .
71. R. II. W ~·man.
72. , rhoon r nit d tates.
75. ,Jolrn
'011n1,r.
7 . J· li :\1 · lo k y.
7 .. Jam
lwpu1ai1.
7 . W. P. William ..
1 <lw:ml J :nranclon.
tealllilllip Yo,mu A ·merica.

No.

1. James

No. 85. P.H. Winfield.
No. 86. William H. Stone.
No. 88. Alfred Freeman.
No. 89. Sarah F. andJaneL. Clark.
No. 90. Jennie L. Willson.
No. 91. John Cotter.
No. 92. John Smith.
No. 93. Elizabeth F. Blaisdell.
No. 94. George Meyer.
No. 95. James McLaughlin.
No. 96. Robert Smith.
No. 97. Mary C. Condon.
No. 98. Joseph Munson.
No. 99. William L. Patterson.
No.100. A. T. Tyree.
No. 101. Ridgely Greathouse.
No.102. William C. Bexton.
No. 103. Stephen Hill, jr.
No. 104. Philo Olmstead.
No. 105. Christian and George Gros.
No. 106. James McCreary.
No. 109. Nathan B. Kendall.
No. 110. Joseph Maloon.
No. 112. R. G. Lane.
No. 115. Thomas B. Stanley.
No. 116. Samuel S. Goodrich.
No. 117. N. W. Hall.
No. 119. Lafayette Hackett.
No. 120. Thomas H. Foss.
No. 121. William Coppens.
No. 122. William J. Davis.
No. 123. William Garcelon.
No. 124. Joseph Mosher.
No. 127. Conrad Li.ickell.
No. 130. Jacob L. Peables.
No. 131. George M. Rowe.
No. 132. 0. F . Williams.
o. 133. Mrs. T. G. Lambert.
No. 134. C.H. Hardy.
No. 135. Catherine Fay.
No. 136. Sarah Fay.
No. 137. William Patterson.
No. 138. Robert McLeese.
No. 139. Mrs. A. M. Barrow.
No. 140. Odavid Dubois.
No. 141. George W. Lowery.
No. 142. Harvey T. Lee.
No. 143. Elizabeth Gray.
1
0 . 144. Charles Francis Lee.
o. 146. Mrs. Mary McNee~e.
o. 147. Briclget K llerry.
.c o. 148. Thomas Bland.
· o. 149. Lewis Reford.
o. 1- 0. T!Jomas Lee.
'o. 157. Isaac 'now.
•o. 162. Theodore , tevens.
'o . 165. Peter tout.
·o. 1 6 II. •. nelden.
·o. 167. John A. 1oore.
·o. 1 . J.E. ,'tevens.
1
0. 16\J. 1ichael Bcott.

PAN AMA RIOT AND OTHER CLAIMS.
ADJUDGED
No.
No.
No.
No.

NOT
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Joseph Brindley.
Brig Xew Ora.nada.
Charles Wolfsbeimer.
Nathan Clark and Sarah
Clark.
No. 183. James Cameron.
No. 1H4. Elizabeth C. Cameron.
No. 185. John Leary.
170.
174.
181.
182.

No.
No.
No.
No.

Edward Develin.
James E. Ryan.
Sarah Rogers.
Michael and Sarah Ann
Curley.
No. 198. Frar,_cis and Rose A. Lamb.
No. 199. Benjamin Cohen.
187.
188.
189.
197.

The following awards were made by the umpire:
ADJUDGED VALID.
No. 12. Augustus C. Fretz, in American gold ..•......•....... $3, 800. 00
Interest...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 2, 301. 50
6,101.50

No. 39. Palmer Orton........................................
Without interest.

1,630.00

No. 73. Ziba P. Eastman ............ ·.•......•••.•............
Interest... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

60.00
36. 34

No. 80. W. P. Wilkins ...•.....•.......•...•••••...•.........
Interest ................••••••••..••••.••••.....••••

560.00
339.17

96.34

899.17

No. 186. Panama Railroad Company. . . . • . . • . • . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . 8, 678. 96
Interest...... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • . • . . . . • • . . . . . 2, 628. 29
11,307.25
And without interest ..........•......•............. 14,540.00

Total .......... .................•...••......... 25,847.25
No. 194. Pacific Mail Steamship Company .................... .
Interest ..•••.......................................

4,047.14
1,225.57
5,272.71

ADJUGDED
No. 7. Brig Marcelino.
No. 18, J. W. Holding, Joshua Jessop of Wm., assignee.
No. 83. Brig Frederick.
No. 151. John P. Adams, Eugenia D.
Adams, administratrix.
No. 152. United States Mail Steamship Company.
No. 153. George W. and ,Joseph K.
Riggs.
No . 154. J amei:, Craig Colt.
No. 155. Mrs. Emily Gibbs.

NOT

VALID,

No. 156. Robert Oliver.
No. 158. David M. Perine.
No. 159. Robert and Thomas H. Oliver.
No. 160. Robert 0. Colt.
No. 161. Margaret 0. Shift'.
No. 171. James J. Fisher.
No. 173. Bolivar D. Danels.
No. 175. La Constancia.
No. 176. Good Return.
No. 177. Medea.
No. 178. John D. Danels.
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May 18, 1866, the commissioners made, in case No. 65, of the schooner
Ben Allen, the following award:
"The commissioners award the sum of $5,559.50, with interes~ at 5 per
cent from the 10th day of September 1857, as au equitable compromise, as
advised by the umpire and without any consideration as to the question
of principle involved."
No. 179. "R. W. Gib bes. Stricken from the calendar and docket, protest
being made against the action of the board, and case not prosecuted."
No. 8. Brig Fanny. "And now this 18th day of May 1866, the claimant
in the above case not havin~ complied with the directions of the board as
to the reproduction of certam purloined evidence, the said case is therefore
rejected as not valid."

CHAPTER XXIX.
CASE OF THE "MONTIJO": AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE UNITED srATES AND COLOMBIA OF AUGUST
17, 1874.
On the evening o( .April 6, 1871, the steamer
Montijo, belo11ging to Messrs. H. and J. Schuber, citizens of the United States, trading at
Panama under the firm name of H. Schuber & Bro., was,
while oi:i a voyage from David to Panama, within the jurisdiction of Colombia, seized by revolutionists. It appears
that several days previously, while the steamer was lying at
David, two Colombians, named Herrera and Diaz, approached
Mr. J. Schuber in the streets of that city and proposed to
charter her. Mr. Schuber declined to enter into any contract
with them, on the ground that they were contemplating a
political revolution. When the steamer sailed from David on
the evening of the 5th Qf April, Herrera and Diaz came on
board as passengers. On the following ·evening, while the
Montijo was at anchor repairing a tube, a schooner was se_en
to approach. Soon afterward Herrera and Diaz, supported
by nine or ten partisans, arose and took possession of the
steam~r by force, and, after taking on · board about 1~0 men,
compeJled the captain to put back to David, which they captured without much resistance on the night of the 7th of
.April. On the 8th a provisional government was proclaimed,
with Herrera as president and Domingo Obaldia as prefect of
the departmeut of Ohiriqui. On the 5th of May Herrera sent
a letter to Mr. Long, United States consul at Panama, stating
that the revolution which took place at David on the 8th of
the preceding month, and of which he was the head, held the
departments of Chiriqui, Beraguas, Los Santos, and Coele;
that be expected soon to have possession of the whole State
of Panama, and that foreigners would enjoy all the rights to
which they were entitled. Two days previously to the date
Seizure of the
"Montijo."
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of this communication Mr. Long had addressed to Herrera a
demand for the release of the Montijo, which was still in the
latter's custody. Herrera replied (1) that the steamer, though
she carried the American flag, had no register or other documents to prove her nationality; (2) that, even it she were
"North America.n ," she bad lost her neutral character by having "previously mixed in our political disputes;" and (3)
that the ''government" had offered to pay for all the services
which the steamer might render:
Mr. Long, in a dispatch to his government of May 30, 1871,
stated that the Montijo, when captured, had on board his receint for her register, which was deposited in the consulate,
and other papers belonging to her. He also reported that
President Correoso had come to an arrangement with Herrera, under which each party obtained '' some of the spoils of
victory;" that the Montijo had not, however, been restored,
but had been dispatched by President Correoso to convey rebel
troops back to David, in spite of protests that she was then
unseaworthy. Mr. Long also adverted to the fact that the
constitution of Colombia then in force acknowledged the right
of the citizens of the several States at any time to change the
State governments by force of arms, and required the federal
government to recognize the ostensible governments de facto,
however established.
When Mr. Fish received Mr. Long's disRepresentations to
.
.
Colombia.
patch he mclosed a copy of 1t to Mr. Hurlbut,
then minister of the United States at Bogota,
with instructions to bring the case to the notice of the
Colombian Government. Mr. Fish observed that, when the
seizure took place, the persons by whom it was made-person whom he de cribed as members of ''the faction in opposition to the Colombian autborities"-had established no
organization and could not, it was pre urned, "even under
tl10 con, titution of Colombia, have been entitled to the rights
of b lli<rer nt . "The izure wa , th refore," said Mr. Fi b,
' · piratical act, for which it i expected that the authors will
b h Id t b judicially accountable. The treaty stipulates
that n
u ·h eizure h 11 e made even by the Colombian
with utju t compen ·ation to the aggrieved parties.
r £ re, u ·h n a ·t i ommitted in the waters of
tha r public by unauth riz d p r on , the bligation of that
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government to make amends therefor may be regarded as
unquestiouable. You will accordtngly apply for reparation
in this case.,n·
Mr. Hurlbut duly communicated the substance of his instructions to the Colombian Government. Not long afterward he
reported that the demand for the punishment of Herrera and
hh; accomplices as pirates bad produced much excitement.
The only offense defiued as piracy in the code of the country
was piracy by law of nations, and, especially in view of the
provisions of the federal constitution in regard to revolutions
in the several States, public opinion would not sanction a prosecution of the offenders for that crime. Besides, Herrera and
Diaz, the chief offenders, had, said Mr. Hurlbut, established
themselves in business in Central .America on the money which
President Correoso, of the State of Panama, gave them to
make peace, and on the '' spoils" which they had obtained in
places held by them during the revolution. .Another one of
the revolutionary chiefs was a member of congress from Panama. Under the circumstances, there seemed to be no hope of
any punishment being inflicted. On the other hand, Mr. Hurlbut stated that he bad received claims from the Messrs. Schuber
for damages for the detention of the Montijo; and tor the imprisoument of Mr. John Schuber and of the master and crew
of the steamer. These claims he proposed to present.
The proposal of Mr. Hurlbut in regard to
Presentation of
the presentation of claims was approved, and
Claims.
on December 1, 1871, he presented to the
Colombian Government a demand for $94,465. 2 The Colombian
1 Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hurlbut, June 21, 1871, For. Rel 1871,
230. By Article VIII. of the treaty between the United States and
New Granada of December 12, 1846, it is stipulated: "The citizens of
neither of the contracting parties shall be liable to any embargo, nor be
detained, with their vessels, cargoes, merchandise, or effects, for any military expeclition, nor for any public or private purpose whatever, without
allowing to those interested an equitable and sufficient indemnification."
Article X. of the same treaty provides: "All the ship8, merchandise,
and effects belonging to the citizens of one of the contracting parties,
which may be captured by pirates, whether within the limits of its jurisdiction or on tbe high seas, and may be carried or found in the rivers,
roads, bays, ports, or dominions of the other, shall be delivered up to the
owners, they provillg in due and proper form their rights before the competent tribunals; it being well understood that the claim shall be made
within the term of one year by the parties themselves, their attorneys, or
agents of their respective governments."
2 For. Rel. 1872, 146.
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Government, in reply, denied that it was liable for the losses
which foreigners might suffer in consequence of "common
crimes." The JJ1.ontijo was captured "by certain individuals"
who went on board as passengers. The government had taken
and continued to take '' all the means in its power " to the end
that they might be ''pr~secuted and punished." Nothing more
could justly be demanded. Mr. Hurlbut replied that the
steamer was captured by conspirators against the legitimate
government of the State of Panama; that she was in their
possession for sixty-two days; and that the insurrection was
closed by a treaty by which the State of Panama "granted
amnesty to the wrongdoers for all their acts, and assumed the
responsibility for all damages arising out of the revolution."
These circumstances, said Mr~ Hurlbut, distinguished the case
from that of common crimes by private individuals.
The statement of the Colombian Government that it had
taken and was continuing to take all the means in its power
for the prosecution and punishment of the captors of the
Montijo, referred to a prosecution for piracy which had been
begun in the State of Panama. When the proofs in regard to
the seizure of the steamer were presented by Mr. Hurlbut to
the Colombian Government they were referred to the attorneygeneral, by whom they were transmitted to the authorities of
the State of Panama, within whose jurisdiction the matter
rested. 1 The prosecution, however, came to naught. The
court of first instance held that the crime of piracy bad not
been committed; and its decision was affirmed March 25, 1872,
by a judgment of the federal supreme court. 2 It seems that
Herrera returned to Panama unmolested, and that Diaz became
governor of the city.
,.,.,,
.
In 1872 the diplomatic discussion of the case
4
~
.. eement of Arbitration.
was su pen<led by the departure of Mr. Hurlbut from Bogota, and the reference of the
que tion at i sue to the Department of State at Washington.
n he• umm r of 1 73, however, Mr. William L. Scruggs, who
ha b u appointed to ucceed Mr. Ilurlbut at Bogota, was
in tru tecl t re. ume the negotiation at that capital. 3 In the
1 For Rel. 1 71, 239.
iJ<or Rc•l. 1 7-, I. 126.
3
Ir. i b, ..:e . of tat , to . lr.
tat .

cruggs, Augu t 8, 1873, MSS. Dept. of
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following December the Colombian minister for foreign affairs
proposed arbitration,1 and this proposal Mr. Fish, after consulting the claimants, accepted. 2 Besides, with a view to
hasten the settlement of the claim, Mr. Fish suggested that,
instead of a formal treaty, an agreement like that of February
12, 1871, with Spain, be concluded; and he sent Mr. Scruggs
a full power for the purpose. 3 The President of Colombia,
however, in view of the liability which might ultimately fall
upon bis government, applied to the Colombian congress for
authority to arbitrate. Such authority the congress gave by
a resolution of June 15, 1874. 4
An agreement of arbitration was concluded, in English and
Spanish, on .August 17, 1874. It was signed by Mr. Scruggs,
minister resident of the United States, and Jacobo Sanchez,
secretary of interior and exterior relations of Colombia, on
behalf of their respective governments. It provided for the
appointment of two arbitrators, one by the minister resident
of the United States and the other by the Colombian Government, and for the appointment of an umpire by the arbitrators, or, in case they should be unable to agree on any, by
commissioners specially chosen for the purpose. The arbitrators and umpire were required to meet in Bogota " within
a month from the date of their appointment," and, before proceeding to business, to " make and subscribe a solemn declaration that they will impartially consider and determine, to the
best of their judgment, and ~ccording to public law and
treaties in force between the two countries, and these present
stipulations, the claims herein submitted."
It was provided that the" official correspondence and documents relative to the case" should be submitted to the arbitrators, but that, before their decision was rendered; they
should afford an opportunity for the argument of the case,
either orally or in writing, by "the attorney-general or lawyer
of the government of Colombia" and" the one designated by
the minister resident of the United States."
The arbitrators were required to "decide, as a primary
question," whether Colombia was obliged "to grant indemnification; " and, if their decision on that point should be in the
1

Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Fish, December 11, 1873, MS.
Mr. Fish to Mr. Scruggs, January 27, 1874, and February 26, 1874, MS.
3
Mr. Fish to Mr. Scruggs, February 26, 1874, MS.
4
Mr. Scruggs to Mr, Fish, Jnne 27, 1874-, MS.
2
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affirmative, they were empowered to " fix the amount of
indemnification," in the legal coin-pesos de ley-of Colombia.
The amount so fixed the Colombian Government was to pay to
the minister resident of the Uuited States, or to such person
as be might name, within a year from the date of the decision.
The expenses of the arbitration, not to exceed $1,500, were
to be defrayed by the two governments in equal moieties.
As arbitrator on the part of Colombia, that
Proceedin~s.of the government appointed Mr. Mariano Tanco a
Commission.
. .
.
'
c1t1zen of the country and a retired merchant.
As arbitrator on the part of the United States, Mr. Scruggs
appointed Mr. Bendix Koppel, a citizen of Denmark and also a
merchant. The arbitra.tors chose as umpire Mr. Robert Bunch,
British minister resident at Bogota, who at one time held the
post of British consul at Charleston, South Carolina.
The arbitrators and umpire met at Bogota September 23,
1874-, in the ball of the office of foreign relations, Mr. Sanchez
and Mr. Scruggs being present. After the arbitrators bad
exchanged their powers and made the declaration required by
the agreement, they named Mr. Venancio G. Manrique as 8eCretary. It was then announced that Mr. Bunch had on the
16th of the month accepted the nomination as umpire and had
made the necessary declaration.
The arbitrator adopted January 20, 1875, as the time within
which the parties should present their respective proofs. The
pro_ofs were accordingly submitted, including, on the part of
the United S_tates, certain papers, the production of which Mr.
crugg obtained from the Colombian Government.
A written argnmc·nt wa · submitted by Mr. Gomez, attorneygeneral of the nation, on the part of Colombia, and a review
of it on the part of the United States was pre euted by Mr.
Scrugg .1
On pril 10, 1875, the Colombian arbitrator
Award of the
ftled an opiniou, holding that Colombia had
Umpire.
· ·urred any liability to the American
c· '·
ator on the part of the United State
following month an opinion in which
aint in
On the 1 t of July counsel
a 'Up
ntal argument, which wa
· th m
by a r ooind r from Mr.
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The umpire, on July 25, 1875, rendered an award in favor of
the claimants for $33,401.
The text of the award was as follows: 1
"In virtue of a convention between the United States of
America and the Uuited States of Colombia, dated the 17th
of August 1874, it was agreed that there should be submitted
to a tribunal of arbitration the final resolution and decision of
a claim which bad been preferred by the first-named republic
against the latter for damages accruing from the occupati011,
in the months of April and May 1871, in the waters of the
State of Panama, of the American steamer Montijo.
''The tribunal was duly constituted in the city of Bogota,
and consists of Senor Mariano Tanco, as arbitrator on the part
of the United States of Colombia, of Mr. Bendix Koppel, as
arbitrator on the part of the United States of America, and
of the undersigned, Mr. Robert Bunch, Her Britannic Majesty's minister resident to the Onited States of Colombia, as
:fl nal referee or umpire.
''After due examination of the facts and the emission of
written opinions by Messrs. Tanco and Koppel, it was found
that an entire discrepancy existed between the gentlemen, for
which reason the question bas been laid before the undersignPd
for a :final decision, which be proceeds to give in the following
manner and terms:
"The undersigned will begin by enumerating the'' Points on which both arbitrators seem to
Points of Agreement. be agreed :
"1. The Montijo was a steamer built and
registered in New York but put together in Panama, in the
year 1867. SlJe was owned by Messrs. Schuber Brothers,
citizens of the United States, residing and doing business for
many years in the city of Panama.
"Her papers were al ways in the custody of the consul of the
United States in Panama.
"2. That from 1867 to the date of seizure in 1871 she was
trading under the American flag in the Pacific, genera.Uy between the city of Panama and the town of David and intermediate ports of the State, but also between Panama and
Buenaveutura,and even between Pauama and certain ports
of Peru and Ecuador.
''3. ,Xhat during'tbe period between 1869 and 1871 the Jifont~jo
was engaged in the trade between the city of Panama aud the
town of David an<l intermediate ports as aforesaid, under a
contract with -the government of the State of Panama dated
December 15, 1869, by which 'the President of the State, in
conformity with his powers' (en itso de sus facultades), grants
permission to the Montijo, although _sailing under the flag of
the United States of America, to enter the ports of the State
1

Br. and For. State Papers, LXIV. 402-422.
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as a coasting vessel (buque costanero), and declares her to be
exempt from all duties in such ports. By the same contract an
exclusive privilege for eight years is granted to the vessel to
enter a disused (antiguo) port called Mangote, and certain lots of
land are ceded to her owners for the erection of warehouses, etc.
"In return for these and other privileges the owners of the
Montijo pledge themselves to carry the official correspondence
of the State gratuitously, and to give passage at reduced rates
to the government troops and officials. It is also stipulated
that in eases of disturbance of public order special contracts
shall be made for the conveyance of troops, and that a sum not
exceeding five hundred dollars a day shall be paid to the owners of the Montijo.
"4. That early in the month of April, 1871, the Montijo was
lying in the port of David. Senor Tomas Herrera and other
persons, who were desirous of making a revolution against the
State government of Panama, endeavored to obtain by negotiation the services of the vessel from one of her owners, Mr.
John Schuber, who was on board. That the proposal was
rejected, and that on the 6th of April the vessel was taken
forcible possession of by Herrera, Diaz, and others. The particulars of the seizure are fully detailed in the affidavits of the
owner, captain, and engineer, and others.
"5. That the vessel remained in possession of the captors,
and subsequently of the State government of Panama, for a
certain period of time, when she was restored to her owners.
"6. That a treaty of peace was subsequently made between
the President of the State of Panama, Buenaventura Correoso,
on the one hand, and Tomas Herrera, chief of the revolutionary forces, on the other, by which a complete amnesty was
rec:procally granted, and by Article VII. of which 'the government a umes as its own the expense of the steamers and
other vehicles which the revolution bas bad to make use of up
to that date.'
"7. That up to this day nothing has been paid by the State
of Panania for the u e of the teamer 111.on.tijo.
" . That the Government of the United States has preferred
a -laim a ain t the GovernmentofColombiafor a sum of upward
?f '91,000 for the u e of the Montijo, and for other matters arism_ from it, and that the entire que tion bas since been submi t cl by mu ual con 'ent, to the deci ion of the arbitrators,
11 w r duly appointed under the terms of a convention
tw nth tw r public .
h th , ai 1 arbitrator have been unable to arrive at
m!u , cl ci i n th on holding that Colombia is not rep u 1 1 fi r au, f th damag inflict don the owner of the
~lo!1tijo whil. h
b •r .- nt n · Colombia to pay to the
1. 1m~ n · h .-um f, ·:~ , 01 with inter ·t at the rate of 5 per
n ll r nnnm .-iu the 1 of January 1 72, until the day of
·m ut.
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"10. That the final decision in the case has been left, under
the terms of the aforesaid convention, to the undersigned, who
now proceeds to the discharge of bis duty.
· "The undersigned commences by examining
Re:,sons~f:~e Colom- the reasons alleged hy the honorable the Coian r itrator.
lombian arbitrator for exempting his government from all responsibility to the owners of the .Montijo.
"These seem to be:
'' First. That the Messrs. Schuber were domiciled in the city
of Panama, where tbey carried on business for many years
under tlie protection of the laws of the country, for which reason they were subject to those laws in every respect in the same
manner as the citizens of Colombia.
4' Second. That the Messrs. Schuber constantly took part in
the civil disturbances of the State of Panama, by hiring their
vessel indiscriminately to the constitutional government and
to rebels; that they made a contract to place their vessel at
the disposal of the local government whenever there might be
a domestic war (gue-rra interior); that they were always paid
for such i-:ervices, which fact establishes on their part an organized speculation in all cases of public disturbance; that the
use of the flag of the United States does not add force to their
claim, but, on the contrary, was rather an abuse, particularly
as the vessel had only a third part of her crew citizens of the
United States, which was a violation of American law.
"Third. That in the case now under consideration the seizure
of the vessel was only a natural consequence of the conduct of
Schuber Brothers, and of the contract with the President
of Panama, under which they were acting, because the revolutionists well knew that if they dirl not take possession of her
she would be used by President Correoso, thus making of the
Mont~jo an element of war of the government of Panama.
" ·F ourth. That it has not yet beeL. proved that Herrera and
Diaz took the steamer by force and against the will of the
owners, because t,h e only proof alleged is to be found in the
affidavits of the persons interested in the present claim and
therefore invalid, and also because there is a contradiction in
the evi1lence given by John Schuber, one of the owners.
"Fifth. That Schuber Brothers navigated their vessel in the
waters of Colombia under a foreign flag without obtaining
permission, which, under penalty of 0oufiscation, is required
by a decree of the 13th of May 1862. This permission, it is
alleged, Schuber Brothers knew to be necessary, as they.obtained it to the contract of the 15th of December 1869 from
the President of Panama, who, however, had not legal power
to grant it, because such authority belongs only to the government of the Union.
"Sixth. That the President of Panama, in virtue of his
constitutional authority, issued on the 18th of May an am~esty in wbieb were included Herrera, Diaz, and other participators in the local revolution; that, in consequence of this
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amnesty, no judicial proceedings could be instituted against
them (as the,iudge declared) in any case in which a foreiguer,
even if strictly neutral, might have ground of complaint; that
the authority by which the amnesty was granted assumed voluntarily the obligation of paying to Schuber .Brothers the sum
due by the revolutionists for the use acquiesced in aud iudirectly authorized (consentido e indirectarnente autoriza,do) by
John Schuber of the vessel. That for these reasons the claim
of Messrs. Schuber Brothers can only be considered as an attempt to recover from the federal government, in a largely
increased form, the account which they could not obtain from
the government of Panama, but with which the goverment of
the Union has nothing to do, as it is a private debt, and moreover, one of vicious origin, the recognition of which would establish a ruinous precedent.
"The undersigned proceeds to reply to these reasons, in their
order, with all the deference justly due to the honorable and
distinguished gentleman from whom they emanate.
"To reason No. 1, as regards the alleged
Question of Domicil. domicil in Panama of the Messrs. Schuber, the
undersigned must remark that there is perhaps
no point of ii1ternatioual law on which more difference of opinion exists than on that of domicil. It is, therefore, extremrly
<lif:licult to lay down an absolute and invariable rule respeetiug
it. Long an<l. contiuued residence will not of·itself constitute it.
On the contrary, it is well uuderstood that domicil may exist
for commercial purposes without a person ceasing to be bound
by his allegiance to the country of bis birth or adoption. 1 That
a distrnction may be lawfully made between domiciled persous
arnl vL itors in and pas engers through a foreign country is not
to be lost sig·ht of, because it must affect the application of the
rule of law which empowers a nation to enforce the claims of its
abject in a foreign state; but even in this case the application of the right i' only a matter of degree, as it undoubtedly
xi ·t in ca ~ of flagrant violation of justice.2 It would therefore
m that even in the ca. e of domiciled foreigners the
nation to whi ·h hey belong, by birth or adoption, bas a right
t int rf re on tb ir b half whenever, in its judgment, the ill
ti' atm nt inflicted is of a ufficiently erious character to warrant it.
. Bu~ in the ca e of the o~ner of the Montijo the u11der1gn d 1 11 ta, ar f he x1 tence of auy evidence that they
w r
r i ut nd d to
d mi ·il ,(l in Colombia. That they have
Ii,·
for me 11
ar (it i tat cl ince 1849) in Panama is
no donb rn · but i i , e<]ually ·o that th y have constantly
ron
a ·kwarcl and i rward b tw n that cit and the U11ited
'tat : · ba
f th m c 1 , .,t p,,. e with hi family all his
rk wb r h, pay· taxe on a cou ideralJle
1
2

o lix Dr it Int rnational Priv«.
Phillimore, International Lttw, ol. lI. 25, 26.
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amount of.property, and that in the case of neither has there
l>~eu the aninius nicmendi, or evident intention to fix ou Colombia as his home, which constitutes one of the chief reasons for
determining the question of domicil. The Colombian arbitrator does not allege that they have become naturalized in the
republic; it is not said that they have voted at elections or
exer<>.ised other privileges of citizenship. The undersigned has,
therP-fore, a right to suppose that they have not done so. It is,
moreover, certain that in the opinion of the Government of
the United States of America the Messrs. Schuber have not
ceased to be citizens of the republic. The fact of the presentation of a claim on their behalf by the minister of the United
States, after careful examination of the case and discussion
between the cabinets of vVashington and Bogota and their
agents respecting it, is sufficient proof that they are still con1:;idered as citizens of the United States, and that Colombia has
acq u.iesced in their beiug so regarded.
"Therefore, as r egards the first reason of the Colombian
arbitrator, the undersigned decides:
'· First. That the Messrs. Schuber can not be considered as
domiciled in Colomb ia; and
"Seco11d. That even if they were so domiciled the Government of the U nited States would still have t.he right, under
eertain circumstances, to extend to them its protection.
"He will add, as an illustration of this latter point, that there
lives at this moment in Bogota a foreigner who has resided here
for at least forty years, with only one very brief absence. Two
years ago it l>ecame necessary for that foreigner to invoke the
aid of tue government of which be is a subject in defense of
bis rights. That a ssi stance was given him without hesitation,
and was certainly 11ot objected to by the Government of Oolombia on the ground of the domicile of the foreigner.
Question of Neutral
"Reply to reason N 2·
c d t
"It is evident that the Messrs. Schuber
on uc ·
chartered the 1vlontijo to various governments
of the State of Panama, as described by the arbitrator of
Colombia: In April and May 18li8 to the constitutional government; in July 1868 to a de facto government, and in December 186U to the constitutional government of Senor Correoso.
It is also aUeged that in August 1868 the Montijo brought to
Panama from David, fo concealment, Jose Aristides Obaldia,
who was planning a revolutionary movement against the government of the State, a11d that the said Obaldia returned to
David still in concealment in the same vessel. There is no
doubt tbat Messrs. Schuber were paid for such services. But
tb.e undersigned fails to see how the charter of a vessel to a
government of a state or country constitutes a breach of her
neutrality. It will surely not be contended that a government
is to be the only eutity which is debarred from acquirrng by
hire or purchase any article of which it may stand in need.
If this were the case, a govermnent could never buy a musket

°·
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or a bale of cloth or a barrel of flour for the use of its troops
without subjecting the vendor, if a foreigner, to the penal~ies
of violating his neutrality, or, if a native, to those of losmg
propt-1.rty should the government be subsequently displaced by
a revolutionary movement.
"So far the general principle.
· "In the cases alleged as against the Montijo it is to be observed that all the charters were made with what, to the owners,
was the government of the State. One of these governments
is called, it is true, by the Colombian arbitrator a governm~nt
de facto; but it is not the part of a foreign merchaut to dec~de
on the legitimacy or the reverse of the government under whic_h
be lives. To do so would be really to interfere in the domestic
concerns of the country. He bas only to satisfy himse~f that
the government with which he deals is the one actually m possession of supreme power. That done, he is at perfect libe:tY
to enter into contracts with it without losing his neutrality.
This is too obvious to require argument. It happens ~onstantly under all sorts of governments, arbitrary, constitutional, monarchical, and republican.
"That for political reasons a foreign government may not
see fit to recognize, except at its own time and convenience, a
change in the administration of public affairs in anothe.r country is, of course, true. But the ordinary foreigner resident ~or
purposes of business or pleasure has no such privilege. To h1?1
the government de facto is the government de jure. He owes it
obedience and can claim from it protection.
"As regards the affidavit of Ricardo Araujo, Jose Manuel
Russel, and Jose E. Diaz, that Jose Aristides Obaldia was a
passenger iu concealment in the Montijo in August 1868, both
from and to David, when be was engaged in some revolutionary
movement, it would, in the opinion of the undersigned, be necessar·y, in order to establish a breach of neutrality, to show
that on this occasion the Mont#o was chartered for the purpose
of bringing Senor Obaldia to Panama and taking him back to
David. 'rhat a solitary passenger should embark in a vessel
engaged in her regular traffic, should arrive at a certain place,
tran act hi . bu iness there (be it peaceful or revolutionary),
an~ return m the ve, sel on her next trip to the placA from
wh1 ·h he starte~, could carcely justify a charge against the
wn r of the b1p of a breach of neutrality. As to the conalm n , it~· n t alleged, much le proved, tbat tbe owners
or th . p~ m_ w r. par~ie to it. A pa encrer might easily,
~· m tnlllf{ rn ~1. ·abm or by keeping out of the way when
n rn n m nt 1:1 wa. made b aid to be 'in con ealment '
wit,lt_ u_ b ·_aptain tc kin p, rt in or perhap. being ev n awar~
f 111 mt n 1 n .
h : nn l r. ign d , n 1:3ot b r for admit that in any of the
c, : c:1t l ~>Y th .1 01. mb1< 11 arbitrator th 1lfontijo ha violated
11 r n tr hty y t, kwg part in ivil conte t .
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"The undersigned has entered into the details of these cases
more out of deference to the elaborate argument of the Colombian arbitrator than out of the belief that such minute examination was really called for from him. In his opinion a simpler
solution could be found of the point in dispute. This is, tlJat
the Montijo can not possibly be held responsible in 1871 for
events which took place in 1868, with which those of the later
date were in no way connected.
"Even if it be granted, for the sake of argument, that these
contracts with a legitimate or a de facto government for the
conveyance of troops or munitions of war were of questionable
propriety, the time has gone by for making them a ground of
complaint against the Montijo. That vessel was chartered, as
has been above described; she was paid the sums stipulated in
the charters. No complaint has ever been made by any of the
governments of Panama, or by that of the Union, against her
proceedings. If, during the performance of these contracts,
she violated her neutrality, she might have been proceeded
against at law, her captain and crew might have been punished; she might, at least, have been prevented from pursuing
the same course iu the future. But nothing of this has happened. Each party seems to have been satisfied with its bargain. The vessel was chartered for a given time, or for a given
purpose, for a given sum. Each party to the contract has
complied with its conditions. There is, therefore, no connection between the acts of 1868 and those of 1871.
"The undersigned is aware that the object of the Colombian
arbitrator has been to show the general character of the
Montijo, but he is compelled to remark that a good or a bad
reputation is not a reason for condemning or acquitting a criminal. It can only be received in mitigation or aggravation of a
punishment.
·
"For these reasons the undersigned is obliged to decide
that there was no violation of neutrality in the proceedings of
the Jl1.ontijo in 1868, and that, had there been, her owner can
not be held responsible in 1871 for th3m, especially as there is
no similarity between the one and the other.
Nat·
rt
f th 0
'' There remains to be noticed the allegation
1
O
Y
of the Colombian arbitrator that the Montijo
raw
was not entitled to be reputed as an .American
vessel because only a third of her crew were .American citizens, and that this is a violation · of the law of the United
States. The undersigned must remark, first, that this is rather
a question for the Government of the United States than for
this tribunal of arbitration; and, secondly, that it 0onstantly
happens that the requirements of such a law can not be carried
out, owing to the impossibility of procuring such citizens.
The meaning of the law is that the vessel, when sh(:; leaves an
Americnn port, shall have a certain proportion of her crew of
the class required by its provisions. It would be absurd to

ion;
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condemn a vessel to enforced idleness in a foreign port because
owing to desertion or death or any other cause that proportion has been disturbed, and American citizens could not be
obtained to supply their places. Before the repeal of the
British navigation laws the same condi_tion was exacted as
regards British vessels, but it was always understood that
'circumstances alter cases,' and that a vessel might lawfully
navigate with such crew as she could get at a distance from
home. The undersigued can not go behind the undoubted
fact that the Government of the United States considers the
JJiontijo as an American ship. On this point it is tlle sole
judge.
" Reply to reason No. 3 :
sti0
Que
n of Military
"As the undersigned bas been unable to
Justification.
admit tLat tbe Montijo bad forfeited her neutrality, it follows as a matter of course that be can not accept
tlie statement of the Colombian arbitrator that Sefiores Herrera, Diaz, and others were justified in seizing her. That
these gentlemen may ha,ve bet-1n right in considering her as an
'eJemeut of war,' which might and probably would have beeu
used agai11st themselves, and that on the principle of selfpre ·ervation they acted on a natural impulse in taking possessiou of her i ' freely admitted; but this is surely 110 reason for
11ot paying for her. Had the government of Panama compli ed with its engagements to remunerate her own ers (Article
VII. of the treaty of peace), this claim would not have arisen .
Bnt the un<ler igned can , ee no possible ground for the owners
of the Montijo being tlie losers, because :first the revolutionists
and 1mb eq uently the constitutional government of Panama
failed in their promi es.
"lie i , tllerefore, uncl.er the necessity of expressing bis
dis. ent from the conclu ion of the arbitrator of Colombia
contained iu bi tl.Jird reason for holdiug his government exempt from respon ibility.
·
"R ply to rea on No. 4:
Questions of Evidence. "Tile arbitrator of Colomhia asserts, in the
first place, that it bas not been proved that
Il rr ra ancl Diaz took the teamer by force and against the
will of the owner.· becau e the only proof alleged is to be
found in th affi<lavit of the partit', intere ted iu the pre 'ent
laim whi ·h ar pro tanto invalid; aud, secon<lly, because
th r' i · a c·ontradi ·tio11 in the evidence given by Jol-tn Schu•r 011 f b wn r . .
T b ~ fir. of th , , 11 ~a,tion th under igned replies that,
although J nclep 'll d nt t :tmiony of any fa ·tis al way, desirable
th •r ar ma11y ,
in whi ·h it can not be procured. But
Iii' j no 1· a: u for xcluding the evi<len ·e of eye witnesses
of all(l par i ·ipat r. ill a tran ·a ·tion on the ground that they
may b i11t r :t cl p ·m1iaril ' or otllerwi. e, in it solution.
o r ncln n ·h t . i;non jnvali<l it would be nece sary to
pr vr an t rion: , b: nc of c·rr<lihility in the witne . e , or a
mauife t ·01Ubiu ti u
eo n:piracy on th ir part to swear
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falsely. It would surely not_be held. tha_t in a trial for n_mtiny
committed on board of a ship on the h1gh seas, tl10 evulence
of a portion of the crew could not b_e received again t another
portion because the informants might e~pect a re,,:ard from
the owners or a share in the property which they m1g·bt have
contributed to save by their resistance to ~be mut iueer~..
"But it is to be bome in 1nind that there 1s another and mdependent witness of the capture; the aftida~it of ~~ustin Castellanos, a native of Cuba, but a naturahze~. c1t1zen of t~e
United States who was on board of the Mont1Jo, and who did
not in any way l>elong to her crew, distinctly states tlu~.t the
hoisting of the American flag by order of Herrera and Diaz_ as
a signal to a schooner which was lying in the offing, and which
proved to be laden with men and supplies for the revolntioni~ ts,
was done in absolute opposition to the wish of the captain of
the Mont~jo, who even put the flag away in bis own cabin ~o
insure it8 safety. It is true that the arbitrator of Colomlna
asserts that this affidavit, being only made before the consul of
the United States, without the interve11tion ot a 11 y Colombian
authority, would not be valid before a tribunal of the republic.
But this court of arbitration is not a Colombian tribunal, but
an international one. It consequently rests with the arbitrators alone to decide what evidence they will receive or r~ject,
and the undersigned, as a filial referee, can not see any reason
for setting aside the declaration, on oath, of a respectable person, entirely impartial iu the matter, against whose rig11t to be
believed, on oath, no allegation is or bas been made. The undersigned is of opiuion tl.!at, even if there were no other evidence
that the Montijo was taken posses:;;ion of against the consent
of her owner and comman1ler, tue affidavit of Senor Castellanos
would of itself suffice to prove that such was the case.
·'As regar<l.s the contradiction which is stated to exist between the two affidavits of Mr. John Schuber, the undersigned
admits that the~·e is some discrepancy, as in the one Schuber
declares that the life of the captain was threatened by Herrera
and Diaz with revolver in banrl, whilst in the otl.Jer he affirms
that neither Herrera uor Diaz threatened the captain with
arms, although their companions bad them in their posses::;;ion.
"1?ut whilst allowing, aR the undersigned does, that the two
versions of the same act do not entirely correspoud with each
other, he must observe that the main fact of the opposition of
the captain to the delivery of the flag remaius untouched.
Whether Herrera or Diaz or their followers were or were not
armed; whether, being armed, they or any of them dirl. or did
not menace the captain with the use of their weapons, does not
affect the point at issue. The volume of proof that the .1f!I.ontijo
was taken from the owners against their consent is so overwh~]n~ing, the facts connected with her reteution by the revolut10msts so notorious, that the undersigned will e1imiuate
altogether from the record the affidavit of John Schuber. It
shall be to him as if it had never existed.
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"For these reasons the undersigned is compelled to consider
the evidence furnished by the captain and engineer of the
Montijo and by Agustin Castellanos as quite unimpeachable.
He has no doubt that the vessel was taken against the wishes
of the owner and captain. That no actual violence, in the
sense of coercion by deadly weapons was used is doubtless
true, but the undersigned is quite convinced that moral pressure was exercised, and that the American flag was only surrendered by Captain Saunders because he could not help
himself.
.
. "Reply to reason No. 5:
Question as to Navi"The arbitrator of Colombia Jays much stress
gation License. on the fact that the Montijo was navigated in
the waters of Colombia under a foreign flag without obtaining
the license which, under penalty of confiscation, is required by
a decree of the 13th of May 1862. It is true that in t,he contract of the 15th of December 1869 a permission was given by
the President of Panama; but it is contended that this official
had no a.utbority to grant it, the power being reserved to the
government of the Union. In connection with this branch of
the subject it is further urged by the arbitrator of Colombia,
supported by the opinion of the honorable the attorney-general,
that the 'coasting trade' (comercio de cabotaje) being forbidden
to foreign vessels in Colombia and expressly prohibited by
Article III. of the treaty of 1846, between the United States
and Colombia, no claim can be presented by the owners of the
Montijo for consequences resulting from their violation of this
arra11gement between the two nations.
"The undersigned will examine these arguments in inverse
order.
"As regards the term coasting trade (comercio de cabotaje) it
it, scarcely correct to say that it is forbidden by either party to
the vessels of the other. The words of Article III. of the
treaty are, 'But it is understood that this article does not
include the coasting trade of either country, the regulation of
which is reserved by the parties, respectively, according to
their own eparate laws.' It is clear from this reservation that
it wa lawful for each party to the treaty to open the coasting
trade to the other if it saw fit at any time to do so. But the
un_<ler i_g~rnd,. whilst feeling it a duty of courtesy to advance
tb1 op1mon m reply to be argument of the Colombian arbirator really attacbe little importance to the point as be
agr e with th coun el of the nited States of .Ameri~a tbat
he voyag of the Montijo, either iu the interior waters of' the
tate of I uama r from Panama to Buenaventura or Tumaco
are n t ri htly d cl'ibed by the term comercio de cabotaje:
Tb argum nt f the _Ilonorable fr. Scruggs on this point
app ar to th un ler _1gn d both exhaustive and convincing.
For the ake f br v1 y h do not incorporate it into this
d ci ion, but h recommend it· tndy to everyone who takes
an interest in thi ca e. H pre umes that it will be published
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with the other papers. The most that the trade of the 111ontijo
can be called is one of comercio costanero, which is certainly not
prohibited or even provided for by the treaty.
"But it is further alleged that in order for a foreign vessel
to carry on this limited traffic as described above the consent
of the government of the Union was necessary, and that the
J.lfontijo incurred the penalty of confiscation by not obtaining
it. The undersigned does not deny that a decree to that effect
undoubtedly exists; but he is compelled to ask, Why was it not
enforced t It is surely too much to expect that a foreign vessel should inform against itself, or insist on complying with
the terms of a law or a decree which the authorities of Colombia, federal and state, allowed to be disregarded and violated
for a series of years. No one can be allowed to take advantage of bis own wrong. The execution of the laws of Colombia clearly belongs to her own officers, and if, as in the present
case, these latter failed to enforce them, the b]ame must rest
with the real delinquents and not with the owners of a foreign
vesseJ. For years previous to the events of 1871 the Montijo
seems to have made her voyages without the permission above
alluded to; for years afterward the undersigned believes that
she continued to do the same. She may be doing so now,
although the undersigued has heard that she was wrecked
some time ago, and he is not aware whether she was subsequently saved. If the laws of Colombia a.re so loosely administered as to allow, with the full knowledge of the federal and
state authorities of Panama, a foreign ship to perform for years
acts which are forbidden by those laws, the undersigned can
not consent to punish the foreigner and acquit the native.
"Nay, more, in the contract of 1869 the President of the
State of Panama distinctly permitted the Montijo to carry on
this trade. If, as is alleged, he had no right to do so, be should
have been reproved by the general government and his contract declared invalid. But no such steps were taken. The
maxim that 'silence gives consent' is entirely applicable to
this case, and so the undersigned must decide.
"He will add his belief that the arrangement by which the
Montijo traded under the flag of the United States was a convenient one to l>oth parties. To the Montijo, becau!-'.'.e it insured
to her owners the protection of a grea·t and powerful country;
to the authorities and people of Panama, because the flag increased the probabilities that she would not be interfered with
by revolutionary movements whilst she was performing a great
service to Panama by her traffic with the northern part of the
State, especially by supplying the capital with cattle. It is
well known to the undersigned, by his experience of this and
other countries where constitutional liberty and settled governments are not as yet as firmly consolidated as their friends
could wish, that on the slightest appearance of dauger property of every kind, from valuable estates down to a horse or a
diamond ring, are transferred to the custody of foreigners, who
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are made to appear as the real owners. The undersigned consi<lers such transactions as those just described as an open
fraud, and neither has admitted or ever will recognize tht->m
when, as has been the case, they are brought to his official
knowledge; but no 011e will <leny that tl.Jey exist. In the case
of the 1Yl.ontijo there was, of course, no such deceit, as she is
bona fide the property of foreigners.
'' It follows that if the law bas been broken both parties are
in fault, the authorities of Colombia in a greater degree, as it
was their duty to enforce the laws which were committed to
their keeping.
"For these reasons the undersigned can not attach weight
to the reasoning and deductions of the arbitrator of Colombia.
"Reply to rea~on No. 6:
TheEffectofAmnesty. "The ground assumed by the arbitrator of
Colombia on this point seems to be that as a
general amnesty in favor of Messrs. Herrera, Diaz, and all
other persons concern·ed in the attempted revolution of .April
and May 1871 was subsequently gra11ted by the President of
the State of Panama, in the exercise of bis constitutional
powers, no judicial proceedings could be instituted against the
revolutionists, and consequently that no compensation for injuries done by them could be recovered from them by either
foreig-11er or native.
'' To this argument the undersigned sees two objections:
"Tbe fir tis that, even in the absence of any express stipulation to that effect, the grantor of an amnesty assumts as bis
own the liabilities previously incurred by t.he objects of his
pardon toward persons or t!Jings over which the grantor bas
no control. In the present case it will scarcely be contended
tlrnt the captors of the Montijo had any ri~·ht, beyond that
emana,ting from a revolutionary movement, to take the vessel
from tbe dominion of her owners. By the terms of the treaty
with the United States it is dearly stipulated that 'tl.Je citizen of neither of the contracting parties shall be liable to any
em bar go, nor to be detained with their vessels, cargoes, merchall{li e, or effects for any military expedition, nor for any
t>nblic or private purpose whatever, without a,Uowing to tho. e
rntel' :ted an equitable and ufficient indemnification.' If,
thPr f re, the captor had no right before the amuesty to take
th JlontUo, it i evident that the Pre ident of Panama could
11
b~ the terl!1. of that docum nt confer it on them. They,
th r for , are h~tb1 • to th owner for tbe expense incnrred and
damag , o · a. 10ne~. If no a~ne ty had ever been granted,
an_<l h.ad H rr ra. D1, z, a~1d t~ 1r a, ociates been honestly a11d
fl ct1 ly pr · d d agam ·t m the courts of the republic, and
a t in damarr toward th
wner , the a. pect of the case
, rnld h ve utir Jy ·liang- d. It would have been at least
au op n qn . ion wheth r th ir po' ible or even not~rious in~
abilit to pay th
lanrng- would have rendered Colombia
at large r pon ·ible for th ir act . But the amnesty deprived
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the Messrs. Schuber of the power of trying the question.
Therefore the President of Panama, having no right to dispose
of interests which were not his property and w'hich, on the
contrary, he was bound by a public treaty to protect, assumed
the responsibility to the owners of those interests of the persons by whom they had been injured. It is an old saying that
one must be just before one is generous. In Spanish the version is; 'La bolsa ajena es mi1y franca'-it is easy to pay one's
debts out of another man's purse.
·
'' This brings the undersigned to the second ground for dissenting from the decision of the Colombian arbitrator on the
point under consideration.
"This is that the treaty of peace, of which -the amnesty
forms a part, contains in its seventh article a distinct engagement that the government of Panama will pay for the use of
the Mont#o. The undersigned considers this fact so important
and conclusive that he contents himself with putting it on
record without further comment. Why the engagement was
not carried out the undersigned can not say. That arbitrators
were appointed to fix the amount, and that they came to a
decision respecting it is on record. But their sentence was
apparently not ratified; at any rate, it was not carried out.
The State of Panam a therefore remains to this day responsible,
both by implication and by express engagement, for the fl,cts
of the revolutionists in this matter.
.
"There remains to be considered the conR
.
N a t1ona1
espons1l a·rng port10n
· of th e s1x
· th reason a d vance d
bTt t
st t 8 cu
or
a by the Colombian arbitrator, which is that the
·
government of the Union can not be held
answerable for the failure of that of Panama to compensate
the owners of the Montijo because the former bas no connection (solidaridad) with private debts, especially with those
which have, as in the present case, a vicious origin.
"To this the undersigned replies, first, that in hiR opinion
the governmei;it of the Union bas a, very clear and decided connection with the debts incurred by the States of the Union
toward foreigners whose treaty rights have been invaded or
attacked; and, secondly, that the debts so incurred by the separate States are in no way private, but, on the contrary, entirely
public in their character.
''As regards the first point, it can not be denied that the
treaties under which the residence of foreigners i:ri Colombia
is authorized, and their rights during such residence defined
a~d assured, are made with the general government, and uot
with the separate States of which the Union is composed. The
same practice obtains in the United States, in Switzerland,
and in all countries in which the federal system is adopted.
In the event, then, of the violation of a treaty stipulation, it
is evident that a recourse must be had to the entity with which
the international engagements were made. There is no one else
to whom application can be directed. For treaty purposes the
5627-Vol. 2-29
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separate States are nonexistent; they have parted with a certain defined portion of their inherent sovereignty, and can only
be dealt with through their accredited representative or delegate, the federal or general government.
"But, if it be admitted that such is the theory and the practice of the federal system, it is equally clear that the duty of
addressing the general government carries with it the right to
claim from that government, and from it alone, the fulfillment
of the international pact. If a manifest wrong be committed
by a separate State, no diploma.tic remonstrance can be addressed to it. It is true that in such a case the resident consular officer of a foreign power may call the attention of the
transgressing State to the consequences of its actiou, and may
endeavor by timely and friendly intervention on the spot to
avoid the necessity of an ultimate application to the general
government through the customary diplomatic channel; but
should this overture fail, there remains no remedy but the
interference of the federal power, which is bound to redress
the wrong, and, if necessary, compensate the-injured foreigner.
"If this rule, which the undersigned believes to be beyond
di pute, be correctly laid down, it follows that in every case
of internatio11al wrong the general government of this republic
has a very close connection with the proceedings of the separate States of tlie Union. As it, and it alone, is responsible to
foreigu nations, it is bound to show in every case that it has
done iti-; be t to obtain satisfaction from the aggressor.
"But it will probably be said tbat by the constitution of
Colombia, the federal power is prohibited from interfering in
the dome. tic diRturba-uces of the States, and that it can uot in
justice be made accountable for acts which it bas not the
power, u11der the fundamental charter of tbe republic, to prevent or to pnnish. To this the undersigned will remark that
in ·nch a case a treaty i superior to the constitution, which
latter mu t give way. The legislation of the republic must be
adapted to the treaty, not the treaty to the laws. This contautly happens in engagements between separate and independent nations. For the purposes of carryiug out the stipulation, of a treaty, special laws are required. They are made
ad hoc, even though tlrny may extend to foreigners privileges
and immunities which the ubjects or citizen of one or both
f th treaty-making power do not enjoy at home.
"That under ·uch a rule apparent iujustice may occasionally be c mmi ted i ' probably true. But it i more apparent
than r c 1. It may eem at fir t ight unfair to make the fedral p ~rer, and through it the taxpayer · of the country,
r P n ·1bl m rally and p cuniarily, for events over which
t~ y h v n
n~r _1 a~id w_hi ·h they probably di approve or
h.-a w u the m.1u ·t1 ch. app ars when tlii iBconvenience
i. f_ tllld t b ill Pc l'c bl fr m th f d ral y tern. If a nation
d hb ratel adopt · tllat form of admini tering its public affairs,
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it does so with the full know ledge of the consequences it entails.
It calculates the advantages and the drawbacks, and can not
complain if the latter now and then make themselves felt.
"That this liability of the federal power for the aets of th_e
States may produce to the nation at large the gravest complications is matter of history. Probably the most serious case
of this inconvenience on record is that of a British subject
named McLeod, whose arrest and trial by the State of New
York nearly involved Great Britain and the United States in
a war. During the Canadian rebellion, an American steamer
called the Caroline, which had been engaged in carrying arms
to the rebels, was boarded in the night by a party of loyalists,
set on fire, and driven over the Falls of Niagara. In this
affray an American citizen lost his life. In January 1841
Alexander McLeod, a British subject, was arrested while engaged in some business in New York State, and imprisoned on
a charge of murder because, as was alleged, he was concerned
in the attack on the vessel. The British Government demanded his release on the ground that he was acting under
orders, and that the responsibility rested with Great Britain
and not with the individual. The Secretary of State of the
United States replied that his government was powerless in
the matter, as it could not interfere with the tribunals of the
_State of New York. Great Britain then caused it to be distinctly understood that the condemnation and execution of
Mr. McLeod would be immediately followed by a declaration
of war. Lo~d Palmerston, then secretary for foreign affairs, told
Mr. Stevenson, United States minister in London, that such
would be the case. Great efforts were made by the friends of
peace, and as much pressure as could properly be applied to
the State of New York was brought to bear, and l\lcLeod was
acquitted. But two great and powerful nations were on the
verge of a disastrous war because the federal power was held
liable for the acts of a separate State.
"As regards the second point made by the Colombian arbitrator, that the debts incurred to foreigners by the separate
States of the Union are private in their character, the undersigned can only express bis dissent from the doctrine. If an
engagement, pecuniary or other, made by the constitutional
head of a State, acting, as in the present case, 'in virtue of
powers conferred by law,' is to be considered in the same light
as an ordmary mercantile debt and only to berecoverable in
the same manner, the possibility of a State contracting with
either native or foreigner would soon be reduced to very narrow limits. The chances of repayment would depend on the
stability of the contracting government, and this of itself
would introduce an element of considerable uncertainty into
such transactions. ·
"The undersigned holds that all debts contracted by duly
authorized officers of a given State are essentially public in
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their character, and that their nonpayment can be made the
subject of remonstrance by a foreign nation should the engagements be contracted with its subjects or citizens. It is quite
true that Great Britain, the greatest lender of money in existence, does not feel herself bound to interfere on behalf of her
subjects in every .case whe:r:e they may have lent money to foreign countries, as she holds, as a gen~ral ruh', that they may
be left to find their own remedy for their imprudence; but she
explicitly declares that this abstention. on her part is a mere
matter of discretion, and that she has the undoubted right to
interfere whenever she may see fit to do so.
"As regards the 'vicious origin' of the present debt, the
undersigned does not view it in that light; he can not, therefore, agree with any deductions from that assumption.
'' For these reasons the undersigned holds, as a general principle, that the government of the Union is responsible in certain cases for the wrongs inflicted on foreigners by the separate
States, and that debts contracted by_tlie constituted authorities
of those States are not private in their character. He is compelled, therefore, to dissent from the sixth reason of the Colombian arbitrator.
"The undersigned has now reviewed, to the best of his ability,
the able and elaborate arguments of the honorable the arbitrator of Colombia on this question. Ile wishes he could have
brought to the task the sa_me brilliant qualities which Senor
Tanco has o liberally displayed, and it would have been
agreeable to him to have concurred in the views of a gentleman whom be so highly esteems.
·
f th A b.
'' The next step in the discharge of the duty
0 . .
0
P;i: fth 8 ; ~t8~ which the undersigned has contracted is the
~\ ro
ru
examination of the opinion of the honorable the
8
a es.
arbitrator of the United States of America.
This, however, is an ea y task, as the undersigned fully concur in and adopts that opinion as in conformity both with public law, as understood by him, and with the justice of the
que tion iu di pute.
"..i:Ir. Koppel a erts the responsibility, to the claimants, of
the government of the Colombian Union, and fixes the pecuniary amount which re'ult from that re pon ibility. Although
the under igned may ee reason to differ from tlrn arbitrator of
th
nit d tate' on tld latter point, he expresses his entire
u ·nrr nee in the former. He believes, moreover, that the
nlight n d a~1d moderate views held and ably advocated by
Ir.
PJ_l l 111 b_ ch erfully a cepted by the government and
J) p1e f
olombu~, how_ ver unpalatable it may naturally be to
hem to br, fi undl!able rn pecuniary damage . Thisfact, howr r fl ·t uo d1._'g~c: to the 11ation; on the contrary, the
:onduc·t of ?lomb1, 1 al ·~llat d to aclvance her reputation
m h y of_ h ~Yo:1<~ a _it b
her willingness to adopt,
for the olut10n f diflicult1es, the enlightened cour e which
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has found favor, especially of late years, with powerful C?Untries which could have trusted with confidence to the arbitrament of the sword.
.
"The task of the undersigned approaches it
Umpire's Decisions. conclusion. He has reviewed, in th~ one ca e
in considerable detail, in the other ~n a mu h
briefer form, the opinions of the two honorable arb1tra~or of
Colombia and the United States of America. It remams for
him to give bis own decision on the two points to which the
convention of arbitration limits its labors.
"These are:
"First. Whether Colombia, as represented by the government of the Union, is or is not responsible to the owners of
the Mont~jo, her captain, officers, and crew, for the events
which have given rise to this arbitration ,
"Second. If she be so responsible, then in what sum is she
~~b~d,
.
"As regards the first point, the undersigned decides:
"That Colombia is responsible to the owners of the Mont~jo.
"That Colombia is not responsible to one of the owners (Mr.
,John Schuber), to the captain, officers, or crew, for personal
damages as claimed by them.
"As regards the second point, the undersigned decides.
"That Colombia is responsible to Messrs. Schuber, owners
of the llfontijo, in $33,401, beingFor the -qse of the steamer by Messrs. Herrera, Diaz, and their
followers for 43 days, at $500 a day... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $21, 500
For the use of the steamer by the government of Panama for 20
days before she was restored to h er owners, at $500 per day.... 10, 000
Por certain necessary repairs.... . . . • • • • • • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . • • • • . . . . .
1, 901
33,401

"The undersigned will give his reasons for
Grounds of Decisions. the above decisions.
·
''As to the first point, he is compelled to
·
decree the responsibility of the Colombian Government, because (A) it is the natural heir (if the expression may be per-·
mitted) of the liabilities of the State of Panama toward the
owners of the Montijo. That this vessel was, at the time of
her capture by Herrera and Diaz, engaged in the prosecution
of a perfectly lawful and peaceful voyage there can be no
doubt. "Y\7ith what she may have done in years gone by, with ·
what she may have intended to do in some contingency which
bad not arisen, and did not subsequently arise, this tribunal
can have nothing to do. She was on the 5th of April 1871
performing, with the full consent of and under special contract
with the constitutional government of the State of Panama, a
lawful voyage. That voyage was forcibly interrupted; the
dominion of the owners was disturbed; she passed out of their
control and was not restored to it for a period of sixty-three
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days. It is clear, on every principle of the plainest justice,
that 'some one' ought to pay for this act and for its consequences. That 'some one' could not be Herrera and Diaz,
because their responsibility was saved by the treaty of peace
and its accompanying amnesty. We have then to fall back on
the State of Panama, which granted the amnesty, and stipulated, moreover~ as one of the conditions of the treaty of peace,
that it would pay for the use of the Montijoj but that State has,
for its own reasons, failed to do so. It is, then, to the general
government alone that the claimants can apply. .As the final
result of such application, the undersigned decides that the said
government is liable.
"But there is another and a stronger reason for such liability. This is (B) that the general government of the Union,
through its officers in Panama, failed in its duty to extend to
citizens of the United States the protection which, both by the
law of nations and by special treaty stipulation, it was bound
to afford. It was, in the opinion of the uu.d ersigned, the clear
duty of the President of Panama, acting as the constitutional
agent of the government of the Union, to recover the Montijo
from the revolutionists and return her to her owner. It is tru(,
that he bad not the means of doing· so, there being at hand no
naval or military force of Colombia sufficient for such a purpose; but this absence of power does not remove the obligation. The first duty of every government is to make itself
respected both at home and abroad. If it promises protection
to those whom it consents to admit into its territory, it must
find the means of making it effective. If it does not do so,
even if by no fault of its own, it must make the only amends
in its power, viz, compensate the sufferer.
"For these reasons the undersigned holds Colombia liable
to the owners of the Montijo. The sum of $500 a day has
been fixed because that amount seems to have been constantly agreed upon by the governments of Panama and the
Me srs. Schuber as a fair price.
"But the undersigned, whilst deciding on the liability to
the owner , does not see any necessity for indemnifying either
Mr. John :,chuber, the captain, the engineer, or the petty
offi r' and crew of the Montijo. No personal injury seems to
have be n uffered by any of these persons, and the inconvenienc they experienced appears to have been small. In
the a of the officer and crew probably there was none at
all. Tb wage of all the, e latter have doubtless been paid
y the wn r , o that it really must have been a matter of
indiff ren ·e t ~bem wh tber they were sailiug under the
orc.ler of Captam aunder or of Sefior Herrera.
" . t
fr. John chul>er, the under igned can scarcely
con 1d r a a ca e of fal irnpri onment his retention on
boc rd hi wn e 1.
h t h wa not a free man i true and
that he uffered om inconvenience, and possibly some I~ss of
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business, by the act of which he complains, is probably_ the
case. It is also possible that a court of law migllt co~s1der
him entitled to personal damages. But the undersigned
believes that a tribunal such as this is may lawfully exercise
considerable discretion of its own, and decide rather on broad
general principles than on a strict interpretation of written
law. Such being bis opinion, he coucurs with the arbitrator
of the United States in striking out of the account presented
by that government the claims for personal damages of all the
parties concerned.
"As regards the opinion of the arbitrator of
Disallowance of the United States that interest at the rate of 5
st
Intere ·
per ceut per annum should be allowed from the
1st of January 1872 to the date of payment of the claim, the
undersigned is not prepared to say that such an allowance
would not be strictly justifiable. Be nevertheless decides
against it for the following reasons:
"First. Because there is no settled rule as to the payment of
interest on claims on countries or governments;
"Secondly. Because it seems open to question whether interest should accrue during the progress of diplomatic negotiations, which are often protracted iu their character;
"Thirdly. That this reason applies with special force to negotiations which result in an arbitration or friendly arrangement;
'' Fourthly. That, whilst doing what he considers strict justice to the claimauts by giving to them the full value of the
use of their vessel during her cletention, he desires to avoid
any appearance of punishing the Colombian people at large
for au act with which very few of them had anything to do,
and which affected uo Colombian internsts beyond those of a
few speculators in revolutious in Panama.
"The repairs rendered necessary during the
Amount of th e
occupation of the vessel seem fairly to belong
rd
Awa ·
to the claim, for which reason the sum of $1,901 _
is allowed.
"The undersigned wishes to point out that the sum now
awarded is simply that which the government of Panama
ought to have paid immediately that the vessel was returned
to her owners, and for which it and the revolutionists against
its authorityreceived full value. If anythiug is to be paid at
all, it can scarcely be less than the amount now awarded. It
is true that the duty of payment is transferred from the State
of Panama to the government of the Union, but it is, of course,
open to this latter, should it see fit to do so, to claim the sum
for the national treasury. If this course be pursued, and au
offending State be held strictly accouutable to the nation at
large for all expenses caused by its local disturbances, the undersigned believes that these will become le.ss frequent and
less violent rn.their character. That this of it:;;elf will be a
great gain to tbe republic, morally and materially, it requires
110 argument of the uuclersigned to point out.
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" The undersigned has decided, according to the best of his
ability, this delicate and interesting question. If by his decision be bas contributed to a fair and reasonable understanding
of the relations existing, so far as foreigners residing in Colombia under treaty stipulations are concerned, between the
separate States and the general government of the Union, he
will be satisfied with his work. If, in conjunction with the
honorable gentlemen, his colleagues in this tribunal, be has
succeeded in removing a cause of misunderstanding between
Colombia and the United States, both they and be will feel
their labor has not been in vain.
"The undersigned desires to remark, in conclusion, that if
he bas only casually and even incidentally alluded in the
course of this decision to the opinions and views of the counsel for the respective parties,"the honorable the attorney-general of Colombia and the honorable the minister of the United
States, it has not been from a want of appreciation of their
distinguished merit, of their learning, or of their forensic
ability; it bas simply been because he has conceived his duty
to lie exclusively in determining between the views of the
two arbitrators who did him the high honor to choose him for
that purpose. The undersigned acknowledges with profound
gratitude the valuable assistance which he has derived from
the arguments of the respective counsel, although he has abstained, with two exceptions, from any allusion to them. That
he could not agree with both is evident from his position as
umpire. But he is fully sensible of the obligations under
which he stands to both of those distinguished and learned
gentlemen.
"ROBERT BUNCH."

'' Bogota, July 26, 1875."
The sum awarded by the umpire was duly
paid by the Colombian Government to the minister of the United States at Bogota, and the
claimants wished it to be handed over to them after the deduction of 449.50, the amount of the expenses incurred by the
United States in the arbitration. Mr. Scruggs, however, delined to hand over the money in the ab ence of instructions
to do 0. 1 uch instruction were given 2 but before they were
.
r e1v
<1 r cruO'g,• , in apprehension of' an attack on Bogota
by r volutioni t , which would have rendered deposits of coin
in th
i Yun afe, paid over to the Me.'sr . Schuber the sum
f ..,~
.3 He paid over the r mainder of the fund less the
PaymAent odf
war.

th0

'

u

h, Augn t7,
.
cr,•tary, to ..Ir., cruggs, eptember 11, 1876, M
h, 'eptemb r 13, 1876, .al ' .
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expenses, on the receipt of bis instructions. 1 Mr. Scruggs was
congratulated by his government on the results of the arbitration.2
1 Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Fish, December 26, 1876, MS.
In a dispatch of
May 18, 1876, Mr. Scruggs said: "The Colombian congress have recognized the responsibility of the general government for the seizure and
occupation of the Magdalena steamers by the insurgents during the revolution on the coast in July and August 1875, and have voted an appropriation of $100,000 as indemnity to the owners. The steamers in question
are owned by an international company, composed of English, German,
American, and Colombian citizens. The company was represented by one
. of its agents, no diplomatic action having been taken by any of the foreign representatives here in regard thereto."
2
Mr. Fish to Mr. Scruggs, September 18, 1875, MS.

CHAPTER XXX.
CASE OF THE BRIG "MACEDONIAN": CONVENTION
BETWEEN . THE UNITED STATES AND CHILE OF
NOVEMBER IO, 1858.
President Buchanan on April 28, 1858, communicated to the Senate, in response to a re~olution of the 24th of the preceding month, a
report of Mr. Cass, as Secretary of State, together with a voluminous correspondence, in relation to the seizure in the valley
of Sitana, in Peru, by the authorities of Chile of the proceeds of the cargo of the American brig JJfacedonian. By the
papers in question it appeared that on December 14, 1840, Mr.
Forsyth, Secretary of State, inclosed to Richard Pollard,
P,harge d'affaires of the United States at Santiago, Chile, a
memorial of Thomas H. Perkins, of Boston. This memorial
represented that in 1818 the Macedonian, which was owned by
John S. Ellery, and commanded by Eliphalet Smith, sailed
from Boston with a valuable cargo belonging to Ellery, Perkins, and other persons, all citizens of the United States, on
a trading voyage to South America and elsewhere, as might
be found expedient. The brig, after visiting and trading at
several places on the coast of Chile and Peru, proceeded to
Callao, where Captain Smith disposed of the residue of bis
cargo for about $145,000. Of this sum upward of $60,000 in
specie was forwarded by Captain Smith, in care of an agent, to
Guamey, to which place the vessel bad gone before the receipt
of the money. Soon afterward Captain Smith himself left
Lima with the remaining $80,000 and upward in specie, and
was traveling with it toward Guamey when he was seized by
a party of Chilean soldiers, and carried, together with the
money, on board of the Chilean ship O'Higgins, commanded by
Lord Cochrane, then admiral of Chile. This seizure took place
on or about the 5th of April 1810. After several rlays' detention, and being compelled to sign a paper relinquishing all
Origin of the case.
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.claim to the specie, Captain Smith was released and permitted
to go to Guarney, where he expected to :find the $60,000 which
bad been sent forward in charge of his agent. The agent
however, having heard of the seizure of Captain Smith by
Lord Cochrane, put the specie on board a French brig called
the Gazelle, then lying at Guamey, instead of delivering it on
board of the Macedonian, where he feared that Lord Cochrane
might seize it. Lord Cochrane, hearing of the circumstance,
capt11red the French brig and compelled her captain to sign a
paper relinquishing the specie to bim, in consideration of bis
releasing the master and the vessel. These two seizures were
the subject of a memorial by the persons interested in tbe
cargo to the Department of State in 1820, and they became
the subject of a negotiation in which the Chilean Government
:finally offered to admit the claim for the $80,000 taken from
Smith, and part of the claim for the $60,000 taken from the
French brig, and to pay the sum of $104,000, with interest, in
full settlement of the claims. This sum the memoralists signified their willingness to accept.
Considering, therefore, these claims as settled, Perkins submitted another and distinct claim, growing out of a third
seizure by Lord Cochrane in 1821 of another large sum of
money belonging to Perkins, and having no connection with
the former seizures, though the money last taken proceeded also
from sales of goods landed from the Macedonian, and under
the charge of Eliphalet Smith. The circumstances of this
new claim, which forms the subject of the present chapter,
and which Mr. Pollard was instructed by Mr. Forsyth to present to the Chilean Government, were as follows: After the
second seizure of specie in April 1819 the Macedonia,n continued to trade for ome time on the South American coast,
and then proceeded to Canton, with a permit obtained from
the authorities of Peru to import into that country a cargo
from China. In October 1820 the house of Perkins & Co., of
which th memoralist wa a member shipped on the Macedo.
1 ian a ·ar
worth upward of '54,000' at Canton, on a trading
v ag t
h m rica. Early in 1821 the brig arrived at
th p r of .1 rica it1 P ru, wh re Captain Smith di po ed of
part f h
, profit. of n arly three dollar for one
,f h inv ic ri .-, r ceiving therefor upward of 70 000 in
ih r. "\ i h thi · :um n, th re iclu f th merchandi e he
r 1uipa wh n on May O, 1821, he was
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overtaken and arrested in the valley of Sitana by a party of
Chilean troops under the command of Don Lorenzo Balderrama, who required him to deliver up the silver on the spot.
Smith begged the officer to take both the silver and the mer-_
chandise and to permit him to accompany them to LieutenantColouel Miller, under whose orders they professed to act, in order
that the matter might be represented to him. This request
the officer refused, on the ground that his orders were peremptory to take the silver at once. Captain Smith then deliyered
up the silver, and received from the officer a certificate stating
that he took it by order of Lieutenant-Colonel Miller, who was
in the service of the Government of Chile, the silver being
declared to belong to citizens of the United States. Miller
was at the time in command of the land forces, which were
under the general direction of Lord Cochrane, to whom the
money was delivered at Arica, and by whom it was distributed
among the squadron.
Captain Smith proceeded with his remaining goods to Arequipa, where he entered a complaint before a magistrate, and
caused the deposition_of three persons who were witnesses of
the seizure of the silver to be taken and duly authenticated.
He endeavored to obtain restitution of the money, but without
success. It seems that the officer who ordered Balderrama to
seize the specie was a Major Soler, who surmised that the specie
might be Spanish property in course of removal from Arica, ·
against which city his forces were then on the march. Balderrama, however, did not find it under the protection either of
Spanish forces or of a Spanish flag, but in the charge of its
apparent owner, who offered proof that it was the property of
citizens of the United States. Lord Cochrane took the money
with notice of the claim of American ownership.
Accompanying the memorial of Mr. Perkins there was a
deposition of Gen. William Miller, of Peru, then at Boston,
dated October 23, 1840. 1 He deposed that he was forty-four
years of age and upwards, a native of Kent County, in England,
and grand.. marshal of Peru, and that he remembered the circumstances of the seizure; that he was at the time a lieutenantcolonel in the service of Chile, in an expedition which sailed in
1820 from Valparaiso for the purpose of liberating Peru from
the Spanish dominion; that Major Soler, who was second in
1
See Memoirs of General Miller, in the Service of the Republic of Peru.
By John Miller, London, 1828, 2 vols.
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command under him of the soldiers attached to Lord Cochrane's
expedition, having received information that a large quantity
of silver, supposed to be Spanish property, was then in his
neighborhood, on its way from Tamm to Arequipa, sent Balderrama with a small party of soldiers to capture it; and that
it was seized and taken on board of Lord Cochrane's vessel,
and distributed by him among the squadron, either as prize
money or on account of arrears of pay due to the officers and
nien in the service of the Chilean Government. General Miller
did not believe that there was any judicial inquiry prior to the
distribution of the silver as to whether it was lawful prize; and
he declared that there was no way at the time of securing restitution of the property except by Lord Cochrane's direction.
-The case was presented by Mr. Pollard to
Correspondence at th Uh"l
G overnmen t . May 19, 1841 . No.
Santiago.
e
1 ean
formal reply was made till October 19, 1843,
when the minister for foreign relations addressed a note to
Mr. Pendleton, then charge d'affaires of the United States. A
correspondence then ensued which was altogether unprofitable. The first defense set up by Chile was that of prescription. M.r. Pendleton declared that be had never heard of a
case in which tbe doctrine of prescription was applied between
sovereigns in respect of the seizure and appropriation of property, intimated that such a defense was incompatible with a
desire to do justice, and suggested that an unfriendly collision
would be forced on the United States. It is not strange that
the developments of the discussion thus begun induced Mr.
Oralle, acting Secretary of State, to say to Mr. Crump, Mr. Pendleton's successor, on October. 30, 1844, that it was regretted
that the correspondence had been conducted in a tone litt.le
calculated to secure an amicable adjustment of the controver y. Mr. Crump was instructed to present the claim in
resp ctful but firm language, and to request a prompt and
d fiuite an w r.
Ou l\Iar ·h 1 , 1846, Mr. Crump reported that the Chilean
ov rnm nt had obtained evidence from Peru to which Mr.
1 ntt, th n~w mini ter of foreign relations, seeme<l. to attach
mu ·h imp rtanc . Thi evidenc , in the opinion of Mr. Montt,
t ud to h w bat the ~lacerlonian and her cargo were at
·t part] h pr pert of pauiard . Mr. Crump attached
t it d min it contr< dictory in character
P -t ' iuadmi · ·ible. He al o di cussed with
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Mr. Montt the question of prescription. In thi_s relation Mr.
Montt placed much emphasis on the circumstance that Captain Smith, at the time of the seizure of the specie, limited his
efforts to obtain restitution or compensation to addressing a
protest to the Chilean authorities through the captain of an
American man-of-war at Valparaiso, and that this protest was
not accompanied with any papers. Mr. Crump, on the other
hand, in explanation of the delay in presenting the claim,
referred to the unsettled coudition of Chile, the irregularities
in communication, the lack of proofs, and other circumstances
tending to excuse delay; and he also adverted to the fact that
the captors never libeled the property in the courts.
Mr. Montt at length submitted to Mr. Crump three propositions: (1) That, waiving the question of prescription, the intrinsic merits of the claim should be taken into consideration;
(2) that, if there should be a difference with regard to the
weight or va~ue of the proofs, the question should be submitted
to arbitration; and (3) that, if this should occur, the arbitrator
should decide as well upon the question of prescription as upon
the merits of the case. 1 Mr. Crump did not deem himself
authorized to accept these propositions, but submitted them
to the Department of State.
With a view to settle the case the Chilean
Mr. Carvallo's
Government
sent to Washington Mr. CarMission.
vallo, formerly its charge d'affaires at that
capital, who submitted to Mr. Buchanan a statement, together
with three hundred and thirty-one manuscript pages of evidence. Mr. Carvallo mai.ntained that this evidence demonstrated that the property seized in the enemy's territory was
Spanish, and subject to capture as enemy's property. The
question of prescription he expressly reserved.
Among· the papers which Mr. Carvallo preChilean Statement. sented there was a comprehensive statement
of the Chilean view of the case. In this statement it was set forth that the battle of Maypiu of April 5,
1818, annihilated the Spanish army in the Chilean territory, and
that the Chileans then pursued the Spaniards into Peri:; that
on February 28, 1819, the Chilean squadron blockaded Callao,
the principal port in Peru, and the viceroy acknowledged the
Chileans' superiority at sea; that on August 20, 1820, all
the ports of the viceroyalty from Iquique to Guayaquil were
1

Mr. Montt to Mr. Crump, October 11, 1845.
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declared in a state of blockade; and that after several partial
engagements on land and on the sea, Lima, the seat of the
Spanish viceroys, was taken by the Chilean army on the 10th
of July 1821. Thus, at the time of the seizure of the money in
the valley of Sitana there was a war between Chile and Peru,
the latter being then a Spanish colony. At the same time
there were, said the statement, two wealthy and eminent Spanish merchants at Lima named Don Pedro Abadia and Don Jose
de Arismendi, who were able to obtain special favors from the
viceroy. No foreigner could trade in the colony; and these
two merchants could secure advantages to which no Peruvian
and no other Spaniard could aspire. Under these exceptional
circumstances, Arismendi obtained permission to introduce into
Lima goods, the value of which in Asia or Europe should not
exceed $200,000, on board of one or two vessels of any nation·
which he might choose. For this privilege he paid into the
treasury $50,000 as a gift and advanced $150,000 on account
of the duties on the proposed importation.
In order to carry out his adventure, Arismendi chartered
the lllacedonian, a neutral vessel, whose captain, Eliphalet
Smith, had served in previous expeditions of the same kind.
On November 25, 1819, he entered into a contract with Captain
Smith, by which their interests in the enterprise were adjusted,
and by which it was provided that they should share the risks
of the adventure from its commencement at Canton to the sale
of the cargo at Lima. On the 4th of December 1819 he acquired a half interest in the brig. In order to evade the
Chilean squadron, the Macedonian left Callao at night, but before she sailed for China Arismendi, who fear~u that the
blockade of Callao might continue, obtained permission from
the viceroy for the vessel to land her cargo at Arica or some
other port. When the time for her arrival drew near, Arismendi c n tituted Don Pedro Irribery and Don Jose Suarez
n ·lan at Tacna, aH hi con ignee to dispose of the cargo for
a mmi ' i n. ► ub. equently they went to Arica, where a part
f th · rgo wa delivered. They effected the sale of it for
udi. ' he property wa tlispo ed of a his, and an att mpt a mad to h · ve the proceeds deposited for safety on
b r l f n u tr l v , el.
h
hil an tatement, while the money wa on
tin tion, and in the territory of the nemy,
mith the partner or agent of ri mendi; of
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Inclan, the agent and consignee of Arismendi; of Domingo
Esteran, the servant of Inclau, and of Domingo Barrios, the
carrier, that it was captured. The receipt which was required
from Captain Balderrama was written by Inclan. .And, notwithstanding his deposition at Boston, General Miller certified
at Lima, on .April 1, 1831, that by order of Lord Cochrane
there were captured "in the valley of Sitana eleven loads of
l>ags of dollars and three loads of bars, which were carried
by Eliphalet Smith, captain and supercargo of the .American
~chooner Macedonian, coming from Cauton with a, cargo, as
was assured, belonging to Don Pedro Abad-ia, of Lima." · From
all the evidence it followed that the expedition of the Macedonian to China was originated by Spaniards on their own
. account, with their own funds, and in a vessel of which they
were in part, if uot absolutely, the owners; that the money
seized was in the possession of their agent~, and that by his
participation in the adventure Smith lost uis neutral character,
and could not take from the property its hostile character. 1
The statement and papers submitted by Mr.
Answer of Mr. Carvallo were referred to Mr. Ransom H. GilGillett.
lett, solicitor of the Treasury, whose report
upon them was communicated to Mr. Ca.rvallo. 2 In this report
it was stated that when Captain Smith arrived at Arequipa,
after the 8eizure of the money, be and those accompanying him
immediately made a sworn statement before a judicial magistrate. This was immediately followed up by notarial protestR.
Certifie<:l copies of these papers were transmitted June 17,
1821, to Uapt. Charles G. Ridgeley, of the United States frigate Constellation, tbeu lyiug at Callao, and to Henry Hill,
United States consul at Valparaiso, with a request to each of
them to demand restitution from the Government of Chile.
Mr. Hill had left Valparaiso to return to the United States.
He was succeeded, however, by Michael Hogan, who made
repeated applications ou the subject. Captain Ridgeley soon
afterward proceeded to Valparaiso for the express purpose of
demanding an account of the money, as well as ,indemnity for
the forcible use of the Macedonian for the transportation of
Chilean troops, and for other injuries committed by Chilean
officers on the perso11s au<l property of citizens of the United
S. Ex. Doc. 58, 35 Conp:. 1 Ress. 137.
:.Mr. Buchanan to Mr. Carvallo, July 25, 1848, S. Ex. Doc. 58, 35 Cong. 1
SCS8. 173.
1

i
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States. On his arrival ho found Mr. Provost, who was acting
as special agent of the United States in Chile and Peru, under
the necessity of proceeding immediately to Lima; but Mr.
Hogan, after proper arrangements for recognition, proceeded
to Santiago, where he had a correspondence with the supreme
director of Chile, to whom he communicated a copy of Captain
Smith's protest. The supreme director subsequently answered
that '' the document and cause had been submitted to tile
court of prizes in order that they mi.ght examine and determine it according to the proofs and justice of the case." Som~
months later Commodore Charles Stewart arrived on the coast
in the United States ship Franklin, particularly charged to call
upon the Government of Chile for an account of the moneys
known to have been taken by Lord Cochrane from the master
of the Macedonian.
In April 1822 Commodore Stewart entered into a correspondence with the supreme director of Chile. He called
attention to the seizures of the proceeds of a former carg-o of
the Macedonian by Lord Cochrane in 1819, and to the ruore
recent seizure at Sitaua, saying that they had been the subject of repeated applications to the Government of Chile. The
supreme director inclosed copies of the sentences pronounced
in respect of the seizures in 1819, but, as to the $70,000 taken
at Sitana, merely referred to his former correspondence with
Captain Ridgeley, repeating the assurance that Captain Smith's
protest had been remitted to tile prize court at Valparaiso.
The files of the State Department showed that Thomas H.
Perkins called the attention of tlle Uuited States to the
seizure at Sitana a· early as August 1822. In 1824 Captain
"mith, who was then in requipa, ad<l.re ·sed a lettel' to Heman
llen, diplomatic representative of the United States in Chile,
callincr attention acraiu to th several seizure connected with
he v yage: of the Jlacedonian; and he seemed to have received
nc ur gem •ut from Mr. All 11 that the hilea.n Governmeut
mi ht
ju' i ·e to hi ·laim.'. In 1 28, Captain Smith having
r tum d t th Tuit d
th Bo ·ton daimant eem d,
·ail ~Ir.
cl a me111orial in relation to tlie
<
nt. In 1 iO, Gen ral
,
w, .· for tlte first tim
1
n y .· ized by Bald l'J<ml ( 10C'lmuH' ,• .'hip and appro
.
ic· >f h , 'hil<',Ul Guv 'l'lllll •ut.

•
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· General Miller's formal deposition was, so Mr. Gillett maintained, of more weight th~n his previous inform:i,l private
certificate, without any proof of .the circumstances under which
it was made, or of the object for which it was asked.
The Peruvian evidence, said Mr. Gillett, consisted of an
authenticated copy of the record of certain proceedings at
Lima, in 1822, which resulted in a decree confiscating the
Macedonian and part of her Canton cargo as the property of
Arismendi, for the use of the government at -Lima, which was
then in the possession of the forces of Chile and Buenos Ayres
under General San Martin. The United States through Commodore Stewart had demanded reparation for that proceeding.
All these papers were presented by John S. Ellery, as administrator of Eliphalet Smith and T. H. Perkins, to the AttorneyGeneral of the United States, under the act of Congress of
1816 for the distribution of the money under the convention
with Peru of 1841. The Attorney-General decided that the
property belonged to the claimants, and that its seizure constituted a just claim against Peru. He ·h eld that the voyage
of the Macedonian from South America to Canton did not
originate with Spanish merchants, but with John S. Ellery and
others in Boston in 1818; and that, when the brig arrived in
South America in that year she was the sole property of Ellery.
Mr. Gillett contended that Ellery re1uained the sole registered
owner, though an interest was "sold to another person," perhaps without Ellery's consent; and that Arismendi's title to
a half of the brig, besides not being satisfactorily made out,
bad only a remote bearing on the question of title to the cargo.
He maintained thatAbadia aud Arismendi were merely Smith's
consignees and general agents in his transactions in Peru; that
the contract with Arismendi of November 1819 was broken,
and that Arismendi was notified, before Smith sailed from
Canton, that the latter deemed the contract broken and at an
end; that Smith then had no funds of Arismendi or. of Abadia
in his hands, but acted exclusively for his employers in the
United States and Canton; that, on his return to Arica, he
employed to a limited extent the persons who were the correspondents there of Arismendi and Abadia, but that the proceeds of his sales were collected and held by him for Ellery
and others. Chile had, so Mr. Gillett declared, utterly failed
to establh;h the allegation that the voyage was undertaken for
Arismendi, The claimant on the other hand had produced
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original documents, consisting of books of account and letters,
found among tbe papers of Ellery and Smitb, which showed
that tbe entire Oa11ton cargo was composed of real sbipments
by citizens of the United States, aud by one Chinese, of goods
purcbased ,vith their own funds, and intrusted to Smith to be
disposed of for the account of the respective shipper~. No
account whatever with .Arismendi or any other Spaniard was
kept relative t.o the voyage. The means employed by Smith
to enter and land .his cargo could not
certainly determined.
If. he did so through .Arismendi's influence he would merely
have been liable to repay what the privilege cost. .Arismendi
tbereby acquired no title to the cargo itself.
As to the charge of .violation of neutrality, Mr. Gillett said
that in March 1821, when Smith returned from Canton, Peru
was still under the governmeut of Spain. Callao was blockaded by a Chilean squadron, but Arica, where Smith entered,
was open. The first movement of the United States toward a
formal recognition of any of the South .American republics
was the message of President Monroe to Congress of March 8,
1822.1 Prior to that time the United States bad no political
relations with any government in Chile or Peru, except the
government of the King of Spain. Chile, as a belligerent,
could not inquire whether the good:; of a foreigner found in
Peru came there in violation of the municipal law. She must
show a plain violation of 11eutrality. It was no violation of
neutrality to land in Pem a load of Cbiuese goods and convert
thelll into money, or to place the proceeds on neutral ves els
of war. Chile had a,lleged that there was a contract with her
enemies by which Smith furnished them with re ources to continue the war. No uch contract was shown. The mere paymeIJt of duties would not uffice to establish a charge of
unneutral conduct.
In a r view of Ir. Gillett's report, Mr. Oar8ubsequen t Corre.
spondence.
vallo, mamtaining that the cargo wa,• Spauish
property aid th at it waR bowu by the record
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on the interest so released might be delivered to him as the
representative of the true owner. This owner, added Mr.
Carvallo, doubtless was the widow of Abadia, whose power of
attorney in the United States was held by a client of Mr.
Carlisle's.
Mr. Carvallo further maintained that a belligerent bad the
right to confiscate things belonging to the enemy, whether on
board the enemy's vessels or on those of friends or neutrals.
Blending neutral interests with enemy interests imparted to
the former the character of the latter. Mr. Carvallo also
invoked the rule of 1756, prohibiting neutrals from engaging,
in time of war, in traffic forbidden to them in time of peace.
As the Peruvian commerce was forbidden to foreigners, .the
price of the license .a nd advance of the customs duties were,
he contended, all in the nature of a war subsidy. The Canton
voyage was illegal from the beginning.
.
Replying to Mr. Carvallo's argument, Mr. Hunter, acting
Secretary of State, May 24, 1852, maintained (1) that the seiz- .
ure complained of could not be treated as a case of maritime
capture; (~) that the private property of an enemy, even in his
own country, was shielded by the modern law of nations; (3)
that, even if the rule of the war of 175G, the validity of which
had always been denied by the United States, were admitted
to be sound, it would not justify the seizure of the property of
citizens of the United States by Chilean soldiers on Peruvian
soil. As to the ownership of the specie, Mr. RuntPr declared
that he would be content to leave the question to any intelligent and impartial tribunal on the evidence already pro"duced.
Mr. Carvallo, responding to this statement, proposed to refer
the whole case to an English jurist. Mr. Hunter declined this
proposal, because Mr. Carvallo in his defense bad to a great
extent relied on the decisions of Sir William Scott. Mr. Hunter
i--uggested the King of Sweden or the King of Denmark. Mr.
Carvallo said that Chile had no representative at either of
those courts, and suggested either the King of the Netherlands
or the King of Belgium. Mr. Webster on September 2, 1852,
informed Mr. Carvallo that the President would accept the
King of Belgium.
Though an arbitrator was thus agreed upon,
Convention of Arbi.
more
than six yea.rs elapsed before the conclut rati on.
sion of terms of submission. An attempt was
made on the part of some of the claimants to secure a separation of the various interests involved in the case. The object
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of this effort was to avoid the contamination which might
result from the possible association of some of the interests
with Spanish interests/
A convention of arbitration was signed at Santiago by Mr.
John Bigler, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary
of the United States, and Don Geronimo Urmeneta, plenipotentiary of Chile ad hoc, on November 10, 1858. By this con1 At one time the United States refnsed to submit to arbitration the
questions whether the claim was barred by prescription, and whether the
American was mixed with P.panish property. (Mr. E,·erett, Sec. of State,
to Mr. Perkins, November 22, 1852, MS. Dom. Let. XLI. 98.) Subsequently,
· however, it was decided to accept the Chilean proposal. (Mr. Everett,
Sec. of State, to Mr. Gardiner, Ma,rch 3, 1853, Id. 308.) On April 28, 1853,
Mr. Marcy, Secretary of State, addressed to Mr. W. H. Gardiner the following letter:
"Srn: By previous appointment, I yesterday ba,l an official interview
with Mr. Canallo, the Chilean minister, upon the subject of the claim in
the case of the Macedonian. He expressed anxiety to bring the subject to
a close. It seems to me that this is also desiral>le for the government and
for the claimants. It is understood that a translation of his note to the
Department of the 26th of August last proposing a reference of the claim
to the King of HoUand or the King of the Belgians was communicated to
you as the agent of the parties interested. That note embraced the draft
of a convention stipulating to submit to th e arbiter the question whether
the claim was not barred by the lapse of time between its origin and its
presentation to the Chilean Government, and also whether, if the treasure
was in part the property of Spanish subjects, that part which was owned
by neutrals was not lawfully seized.
"This note has n ever been officiall y answered, and it does not appear
from the files of the Department that the claimants have communicated
their views in regard to the propositions which it contains.
"There was a corresponck11ce npon the subject between Mr. Carvallo
and Mr. Everett. It appears from this correspondence that conferences in
regard to it t ok place from time to time between those gentlemen; that
Ir. arvallo offered to refer the case for the <leci ion of the King of the
B<'lgian upon the proofs and arguments whi b bad been exchanged at
• antiago d Chile au<l ~Va bington, 1mt tbat Mr. Everett was at last relu ctant to a c· pt tho offer witbont your san tion, which does not appear to
to have l n received whi1 h wa.s ecr tary of , tate.
"{Tn<l r th
C'ircnm tan
I will thank you to inform the Department
with nt a11y d lay that can h asoi<le<l of the objections, if auy, wbirh
·on ma h , t
r. 'arvallo' o, rtnr .
"Wb nth in ·rp . ition of th, gov rnnwnt is. olicited and granted for
lt ~nrp
f pr enting a da1111 again t a foreign pow<'r, the cfaim is
,·011 1u r d t
lw national affair, in :Hl,in ting whi •h the governm nt is
ho1~n ~o
rci i h
di r • ion, l,11t i. not on i<l r <l to he nnd r any
hll •at11111 to pr · ·c implicitl • in ac onlarn·,· wi 11 th vi<•ws of tb claim·. ill, in orn in tan ,, anil from it. :mt,· <'<1 nts in thiR . 1wcially,
• ·1• · ar• •11ti l lt r p 1· . ' (~1. '.
m.L t. 'LI.317.)
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ven tion the contracting parties agreed to submit to the King
of Belgium the following questions:
1. Whether the claim in question was "just in whole or in
partl"
2. If it was just in whole or in part, ''what amount" should
be paid by Chile "as indemnity for the capturel"
3. Whether interest on the capital should be paid; and if
so, at what rate and from what date,
It was expressly agree<\ that the question of prescription
should be excluded from the consideration of the arbitrator.
It was stipulated that the questions at issue should be
decided by the arbitrator on the diplomatic correspondence
and the documeuts and other proofs produced during the
controversy, together with a memorial or argument thereon
to be presented by each party. Each party was required
to present its memorial, correspondence, and documents to
the arbitrator within a year from the date of its receipt
of notice of bis acceptance, and to furnish the other party
with a list of the papers three months in advance of such
presentation.
By the convention "each of the governThe Arbitrator's Ac.
.
ments
represented by the contractmg parties"
cep t ance.
was '' authorized to ask and obtain the acceptance of the arbiter." On March 24, 1860, Mr. Cass, then Secretary of State, instructed Mr. E. Y. Fair, the minister of the
U uited States at Brussels, to endeavor to ascertain in an unofficial manner, if possible, whether His Majesty would accept
the trust confided to him by the treaty. Mr. Cass said it was
understood that Mr. Carvallo, formerly Chilean minister in
Washington, bad been appointed to represent the Government
of Chile at Brussels, and suggested that if be should be there
when tbe instruction was received, or if he should be expected
to arrive within a reasonable time, Mr. Fair might unite with
bim in making a formal application to His Majesty, which,
however, Mr. Fair was instructed to do alone ff necessary.
On tbe 30th of April Mr. Fair replied that he had been
unofficially informed by the minister for foreign affairs that
His Majesty would act as arbiter. Mr. Fair further stated that
Mr. Uarvallo ba<l. arrived in Brussels, but had not yet presented bis letter~ of credence or been received by the King;
but that as soon as he had been officially recognized by the
Belgian Government, a joint and formal application to His
Majesty would be made. On July 9, 1860, Mr. Fair informed
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Mr. Cass that His Majesty had formally accepted the appointment as arbiter upon the united application of himself and the
Chilean minister, and in a subsequent dispatch he stated that
the arbitrator would require the documents presented to him
to be translated into the French language.
The memorial of tlle United States, adsu~mission of Cases. dressed to His Majesty the King of the
Belgians, was transmitted by Mr. Seward,
Secretary of State, to Mr. H. S. Sanford, Mr. Fair's successor,
on March 26, 1861. In the instructions with which it was sent
Mr. Seward said that the other documents and proofs referred
to in the convention had been intrusted to the care of Mr. C.
G. Ripley, who, on account of his past connection with the
claim, had repaired to Brussels for the purpose of rendering
such services as his intimate know ledge of the subject might
enable him to afford. Mr. Ripley, said Mr. Seward, would
report to Mr: Sanford and deliver the papers to him, and Mr.
Sanford was instructed to have them translated into Frencli,
the necessary expense to be paid out of the contingent fund of
the legation.
On the 17th of April 1861 Mr. Fair, wbo was still in the
legation, reported that Mr. Ripley had arrived in Brussels with
the documents intrusted to his care, and that lists of the
papers bad been exchanged in compliance with the terms of
the convention.
On July 8, 1861, Mr. Sanford reported that by an understanding between bis predecessor and Mr. Carvallo the submission of the papers to the arbiter was fixed for the 7th
instant, but that, as that day fell on a Sunday, he bad agreeu.
with Mr. Carvallo to send the papers on both sides to the
mmister for foreign affa,irs on the 8th of July, though their
re pective communications bore date as of the prece<ling day .
.,, diti
f h
For orne time after the submission of the
Aen
on o t e
Award.
paper the King was confined by a long and
P inful ma1ac1y. The voluminou: documents
w r , how v r, p1 · din th hand· of a juri. t attached to the
cl p· rtm n
f ju ti i r th pr paratiou of an ab tract for
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acknowledging his services as umpire. At the same tjme Mr.
Sanford was instructed that it might be proper to tender some
pecuniary compensation to the persons employed to prepare
the papers· for His Majesty, the tender of course to be made
openly and through the government. Mr. Sanford, in a dispatch of July 2, 1863, conveyed the opinion of the ·Belgian
Government that gifts of some objects of value would be
unobjectionable; and he was authorized to present such as he
might deem most appropriate, the cost not to exceed a certain
sum.
Mr. Sanford, in transmitting the award, said: "I have good
reason to believe that His Majesty has given to the study of
the bulky documents of this case great care and labor, and the
award may be characterized, in fact, as his own personal work.':
The text of the award was as follows:
Text of the Award.
"Nous, Leopold, Roi des Belges:
"Ayant accepte Jes fonctions d'arbitre qui
nous ont ete conferees par une convention signee a Santiago le
10 11ovembre 1858, entre les Etats-Unis et le Chili, dans le __
diflerend qui s'est eleve entre ces Etats au sujet de la saisie
d'une somme d'argent operee le 9 mai 1821, par ordre de Lord
Cochrane, vice-amiral de l'escadre chilienne, dans Ja vallee de
Sitana, sur le territoire de l'ancienne vice-royaute du Perou,
laquelle somme provenait de la vente de marcbandises importees par le brick' Macedonian;'
"Anime du desir sincere de·repondre par une decision scrupuleuse et impartiale a la con:fiance que Jes bautes parties
contractantes nous ont temoignee;
"Ayant, a cet effet, dflment examine et murement pese la
susdite convention ainsi que les memoires avec letus annexes
que le Ministre Resident des Etats-Unis et l'Envoye Extraordinaire et Ministre Plenipotent~aire du Chili a Bruxelles ont
communiques a notre Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres sous
la date du 7 juillet 1861;
"Voulant, pour remplir le mandat que nous avons accepte,
porter a la connaissanee des hautes parties contractantes le
resultat de notre examen et 11otre opinion stir chacune des
trois questions sou mises a notre arbitrage, savoir:
'' 1. La reclamation faite par le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
d' Amerique ~\ celui_du Chili, an snjet <le Ja 8aisie de l'argent
mentionnee da11s le prcambule de la convention, est-elle fondee
en tout on en partie1
'' 2. Si elle est fon<lee en tout ou en partie, que11e somme le
Gouvernement du Chili <loit-il payer ft celui des Etats-Unis
pour l'indemniser de cette Raisie i
"3. Le Gouverneme11t du Chili, outre le capital, doit-il
l'interet, et dans !'affirmative, <lefmis quelle date et it quel taux
l'interet <loit-il etre.paye "!
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"Quant :1 la premiere question:
"II est de fait que la saisie a eu lieu le 0 mai 1821, dans la
vallee de Sitana a plusieures lieues des cotes dans l'interieur
des terres;
"Considerant, que d'apres les principes des droits des gens,
la propriete privee n'est pas saisissable sur terre, qu'elle appartienne a un neutre ou a un ennemi;
.
" Consideraut, tou tefois, q ue le Gou vernement des Etats-U ms
n'a pu reclamer qu'au 110m des interets representes parses
nationaux:
"Ncus sommes d'avis qne la reclamation faite par les Etat~U nis a celui du Chili est fondee en ce qui concerrie la par~1e
des valeurs saisies appartenant a des citoyens des Etats-Ums.
'' Quant a la seconde question:
.
'' 11 est de fait q ne la somme saisie s'elevait a 70,400 piastres
ou dollars.
'' Oonsiderant que cette somme provenait d'une operati?n
entreprise en commun et dont la liquidation devait se fa~re
sur les bases fixees dans le contrat intervenu entre les parties
le 25 novembre 1819;
"Oonsiderant que, d'apres ce contrat, le produit de l'operation devait se repartir de la maniere suivan te:
"¾ pour Arizmendi du chef de son permis d'importation et
de 50,000 piastres qu'il apportait en capital;
"t pour Smith, du chef du navire;
"¾ pour les pretems du chef de leurs avances;
"Oonsiderant que les preteurs etaient des citoyens des EtatsU nis a!'exception d'un marchand chinois de Uanton dont Smith
efait le mandataire;
"Nous sommes d'avis que le Gouvernement du Chili doit restituer a celui des Etats-Unis les ¾des 70,400 piastres ou dollars
saisis, soit 42,400 piastres ou dollars, dont 14,080 pour le
cinquieme de Smith, de 28,160 pour les deux cinquiemes des
preteurs.
"Quant a, la troisieme question:
"11 est de fait que le ayants-droit ont ete prives depuis le
n mai. 1 :.n, des interets de la somme saisie.
" "01? ider~~t que la saisie n'etant pas fondee, la restitution
du ap1tal a1 1 doit entra'iner celle des int "rets·
" 'on id ' ra,nt, t ntefoi , que ju qu'au 19 mar' 1841, le Gouv rn ment de. Etat~- ni n'a rien fait pour bfiter une solutioll;
''0 n id•:ant, n outr qn\Lpartir du 26 d ~cembre 1 48, le'
h u~ • I _r 1 ,
ntractante taient d'accord en principe, ur
I n ' · . : ' dun r itrag ;
Il.' l
rent nfi.n u 1 tanx 1~gal le l'interet dan l'Etat
' hu' tt.' , uqu 1 pp rt n i nt 1 apitaine mith et
' r ' ·1' m nt.' . t
·% ·
• l vi.' qn
utr 1 capital de 42,400 pia tr s
u rn m n d hili doit pa er a elui d Etat 1
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Unis les interets de cette somme au taux de 6% par an depuis
Je 19 mars 1841, jusqu'au 26 decembre 1848.
·
H Fait et donne en double expedition sous notre sceau royal
au Chateau de Laekeu, le quinzieme jonr du mois de mai 1863.
[L. s.]
"LEOPOLD.''
[Translation.]

"We, Leopold, King of the Belgians, having accepted the
office of the arbitrator, in trusted to us by a convention signed
at Santiago, November 10, 1858, between tbe United States
and Chile, in the difference which has arisen between those
states, relative to the seizure of a sum of money, which took
place May 9, 1821, by order of Lord Uochrane, vice-admiral of
the Chilean squadron, in the valley of Sita11a, in the territory ·
of the former viceroyalty of Peru, which sum bad been received_
for the sale of goods imported by the brig J1facedonian.
"Being actuated by a sincere desire to respond by a scrupulous and impartial decision to the confidence manifested in us
by the high contracting parties;
'' Having to this effect duly examined and carefully weighed
the aforesaid convention, together with the memorials and
their inclosures, which the rniniRter resident of the United
States and the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of Chile at Brussels communicated to our minister of
foreign affairs, under date of July 7, 1861;
"Desiring, in order properly to perform the duty which we
have accepted , to bring to the knowledge of the high contracting parties the result of our examination and our opinion on
each of the questions which have been submitted to us for
arbitration, to wit:
"1. Is the claim presented by the United States Governmei1t
to that of Chile, on account of tlle seizure of the money mentioned in the preamble of the convention, well founded either
in whole or in part,
''2. If it is well founded either in whole or in part, what
amount should-be paid by the Government of Chile to that of
the United States, in order to indemnify it for the aforesaid
seizure
"3. Does the Government of Chile owe the interest in addition to the principal; and if so, from what date and at what
rate should interest be paid,
'' As to the first question, the fact has been established that
the seizure took place on the 9th day of May 1821 in the valley
of Sitana,, several miles from tlle coast in the interior.
"Whereas, according to the law of nations, private property
is not seizable on land, whether it be:loogs to a neutral or to an
enemy;
'' Whereas, however, the Un ited States Government could
present a claim only in the name of the interests represented
by its citizens;
0
/
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"We are of the opinion that the claim preferred by the
United States against Chile iH well founded as regards that
portion of tlle amount seized which· belongs to citizens of the
United States.
' 1 As to the ~econd question, the fact has been established
that the sum seized amounted to $70,400.
"Whereas this sum was the product of an operation undertaken in common and the liquidation of which was to take
place on the bases fixed in the contract made between the
parties on the 25th day of November 1819;
"Whereas according to this contract the proceeds of the
operation were to be divided in the following manner:
"Two-fifths for Arizmendi, on the grou11d of his permission
to import and of $50,000 which he had given as capital.
'' One-fifth for Smith, for the use of the vessel;
"Two-fifths for the lenders, on the ground of their advances;
"Whereas the lenders were United States ci.tizens with tbe
exception of a Ohi11ese merchant of Canton, whose attorney
Smith was;
''We are of opinion that the Government of Chile should refund to that of the United States three-fifths of the $70,400
seized-that is to say, $42,400, $14,080 of which are for Smith's
fifth, and $28,160 of which are for the two-fifths of the lenders.
"As to the third question;
"The fact has been established tlrat the parties interested
have been deprived, since May 9, 1821, of the interest on the
sum seized;
"Whereas, since the seizure was not a rightful one, the restitution of the principal seized should involve that of interest;
"Whereas, however, nothing was done by the United States
Government to hasten a settlement until March 19, 184t;
"Whereas, moreover, from December 26, 1848, the high contracting parties were, iu principle, a,g reed as to the necessity
of arbitration;
'' Whereas, finally, tl\e legal rate of interest in the state of
Ma Raclmsett~, of which state Captain Smitll and tbe claimant: were citizens, is U per ce11t.
H We are of the opinion that, i11 addition to the principal of
L,400, th Government of Chile should pay that of the United
Stat int r ton thi.- sum at the rate of 6 per cent per annum
fr m Mar h rn, 1 1, to D cern ber W, 1848.
D ne in duplicate, nnder our royal eal, at the Ca tle of
V k 11 thi 15 h <lay of :M ay 1 G, .
[L . '.]
ti
0
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[Footnote continued.]
put into Talc::thuano May 21, 1832, in distress, the charge was based on
the fact that one of her sailors, who went a.shore intending to sell some
articles of ol<l clothing, took with him also 2 pounds of tobacco, which,
as the Chilean officers alleged, he endeavored to sell. This circumstance
led to the search of the vPssel, even. the trunks of the sailors being overhauled, and from twenty-five trunks aboard the ship there were collected
altogether about 19 pounds of chewing tobacco. In the captain's cabin,
exposed to vie"·, a similar quantity of tobacco was found, together with
a small quantity of tea and a few bottles of rum. The tobacco and all
other stores found on board were intended for the ship's use The Franklin was similarly visite<l and seized, the only difference between the two
cases being that, in the case of the Franklin, it was not alleged that a
Railor had solu or attempte<l to sell any part of his rations ori. shore. After
they were seized the vessels were dismantled; and they were detained till
October 27, 1832, a period of five months, when they were released under
a judicial order directing the master of the port, "no charges having been
made," to allow them to contim~e their voyage. (Mr. Starkweather, United
States minister to Chile, to Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, May 30, 1855, MS.) On
August 28: 1833, Mr. McLane, Secretary of State, sent to Mr. Hamm, charge
d'affaires of the United States at Santiago, memorials from the owners of
the nssels, and stated that the proceedings against them seemed to have
been "unlawful and unjust." (MSS. Dept. of State.) For many years
the claims <lo not appear to have been pressed; l>ut in 1854 Mr. Marcy instructed Mr. Starkweather., then minister of the United States at Santiago, to seek a settlement of them. Mr. Marcy stated that the grounds of
the seizure were too frivolous to warrant such a measure, and that the
Chilean Government had at the time, as a "gracions" act, tendered the
parties $6,000, without acknowledging any lial>ility. (Instructions of
September 18, 1854, MS.) The Chilean Government argued that, as the
tobacco on board the ships was not included in their manifests, it was to
be presumed that it was intended for sale. The United States replied
that there could have been, under the circumstances, no intention on the
part of the vessels to violate the law and no motive for so doing; that
tobacco was as necessary for seamen as bread; and that the quantity
found on board was too small to suggest anything beyond a personal use.
(Mr. Marcy to Mr. Starkweather, June 2, 1855, MSS. Dept. of Stata.) The
Chilean Government offered to pay $10,000 in the case of the Franklin, and this offer was ncceptecl by the claimants (Mr. Cass, Sec. of
State, to Mr. Bigler, August 2, MSS. ), though it seems that Mr. Bigler
afterward ol>tained nearly $15,000. The Government of the United States
considered that the settlement of the claim of the Franklin involved
an admission by the Chilean Government of the claim in the case of the
Good Return. (Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to the United States minister
at Santiago, April 30, 1862, MSS.) The Chilean Governmep.t, however,
maintained that there was an important dissimilarity between the two
cases. In 1872 the Chilean Government offered to submit the case of the
Good Return, as well as all otht:'r pending claims, to arbitration. (Mr.
Root, United States minister at Santiago, to Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, April
8, 1872, MSS.) Thi51 proposition was not accepted, for tlrn reason that the
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United States hoped to effect a settlement of the case of the Good Beturn
immediately. Iu 1873, however, a protocol was concluded at Santiago for
the submission of the case to the arbitration of Mr. Carl L. Levenhagen,
German minister :resident at Santiago. (Mr. Logan to Mr. Fish, December 15, 1~73, MSS.) Subsequently Mr..Levenhagen was compelled to leave
the country by reason of ill health, and Mr. Sanminiatelli, charge d'affaires
of Italy at Santiago, was substituted for him as arbitrator. But the
case was not arbitrated. When the protocol was submitted to the
Chilean congress the minister for foreign affairs asked for author ity to
settle the claim at once by the payment of a gross sum. Such authority
was given by a law of July 18, 1874, and on December 18, 1874, an agreement was concluded at Santiago for the payment of $20,000 in Chilean
gold in full settlement of the claim, and a draft for that snm was handed
to the minister of the United States. Its valne in United States gold was
$18,229.16. (Mr. Logan to Mr. Fish, December 19, 1874, MSS.)

CHAPTER XXXI.
UNITED STATES AND CHILEAN CLAIMS COMMISSION: CONVENTION OF AUGUST 7, 1892.
At the time when the ]lfacedonian claims
were settled other claims of citi~ens of the
United States against Chile were pending.
Of the latter claims some were afterward directly settled, but
various new claims arose during the war between Chile and
Peru of 1879-'821 as well as during the civil war in the former
country of 1890-'91. By the convelltion ~f August 7, 1892, it
was provided that "all claims on the part of corporations, companies or private individuals, citizens of the United States,
upon the Government of Uhile, arising out of acts committed
against the persons or property of citizens of the United
States Bot in the service of the enemies of Chile or voluntarily
giving r~id and comfort to the same, by the civil or military
authorities of Chile," and on the other hand "all claims on
the part of corporatious, companies, or private individuals,
citizens of Chile, upon the Government of the United States,
arising out of acts committed against the persons or property
of citizens of Chile, not in the service of the enemies of the
United States, or voluntarily giving aid and comfort to the
same, by the civil or military authorities of the Government
of the United States," should be referred to three commissioners, one of whom should be named by the President of the
United States and one by the President of Chile, and the
third by mutual accord between the President of the United
States and the President of Chile, or if they should be unable
within a certain time to agree, by the President of Switzerlauu..
Provistiontis_for Arbira on.

1

For. Rel. 1888, I. 180.
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The commissioners thus named were required to meet in
Washington within six months after the exchange of the ratifications of the convention and as their first act in so meeting
to make and subscribe . a solemn declaration iu certain prescribed teni;is. They were then required to proceed to the consideration of the business before them, and within six months
from the day of their first meeting to decide the claims preSfmted for their consideration.
It was provided that the concurring decisions of any two
of the commissioners should be adequate for the determiuation of any question arising in the course of their proceedings
and for every final award.
Tile convention contained various other stipulation~ which
it is unnecessary here to detail.
The commissioners met at the office of the
Organization
· W asbrngton,
·
. . of the Secretary of State, m
a t 11 o' c1oc k
Comnuss1on.
.
h ·h • t .1
a. m., July 25, 1893; and after havmg ex 1u1 eu
to each other their credentials, made and subscribed before
Mr. A. A. Adee, Acting Secretary of State, tbe solemn declaration prescribed by the convention that tltey would impartially and carefully examine and decide, to the best of their
judgment and according to public law,justice, and equity, without fear, favor, or affection, all claims within their cognizance.
The commissioner on the part of the United States was Mr.
John Goode; on the part of Chile, Mr. Domingo Gana, the
Chilean minister at Washington. As third commissioner
there appeared Mr. Alfred de Claparede 1 minister of Switzerland in Washington, wbo had been named by the President of
the Swiss Republic. Mr. Claparede was chosen by bis associates as president of tbe cornmi sion.
Mr. George H. Shields appeared as agent and counsel for
the nited States, and Ir. J. Francisco Vergara Donoso a
a()"en a11d coun el for Cllile. Tbe latter wa assisted in his
labor • ·oun el by Mr. G orge . Boutwell.
Mr. rthur I◄ rgu. on acted a secretary on the part of the
- nit d tat~, nd Mr. farcialA. Martin z de F. as ecretary
th Jlart f hile. .
Ii , nt.· of the two government~ w re in truct d by the
(' rnmi.. i n to draft rule for it co11 ideration, and an adjonrn111 o w,: th n tak n to
ugu.·t 15, 1 '!) .•
n tha day th commi, ioner rea
mbled
Adoption of Rules. ancl ent r <l upon th
xamiuation of a draft
f rnl · whi ·h th a(T nt: 1iac1 pr : nt d. Thi
<lr f w· li ·c 1. : ·cl a11 l · m nd •d, and a amend cl wa :finally
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adopted. But during tlle discussion of it au apprehension
was disclosed tllat the provisions of the convention would
prove inadequate for the accoruplishment of the task committed
to tlie commission.
By Article V. of the convention it was provided that the
commissioners should '' without delay, after the organization
or the commission,'' proeeed to '; examine aud determine" the
claims within tlleir cognizance, and that "notice" should be
given to the respective governments of "the day of their
organization and readiness to proceed to the transaction of
the business of the commission." By Article VIII. it was
provided that every claim should, m1less tliere were special
reasons for delay, be '' presented to the commissioners within
a period of two mouths, reckoned from the day of their fin,t
meeting for business, after notice to the respective governments
as prescribed in Article V.," and that the commissioners should
"be bound to examine and decide upon every claim within six
months from the uay of their :first meeting for business as
aforesaid," exclusive of any time during which the sessions of
the board might be interrupted by the death, incapacity,
retirement, or cessation of tlle functions of any of the commissioners. In view of these provisions the commissioner and
the agent of Chile urged that tlie commission should postpone
the fixing of a day for the first meeting for business, since the
period of six months, unless the commencement of its running
should be deferred, would not afford time enough for obtaining
testimony from Chfle and Peru; and they suggested that the
attention of the two governments should be called to this difficulty, and tlia.t they should be asked to provide for an extension
· of the treaty. Tlle commissioner on the part of the United
States, though willing to recommend an extension, thought
that the board should proceed without delay to dispose of any
cases that1r1ight be ready, while the agent of the United States
expressed the expectation that he woµld be able to submit bis
cases with such promptitude that tliey could be disposed of
within six mouths from the .fir:-t meeting- for business, with a
reasonable allowance of time for clefense. After further discussion, Messrs. Claparede and Goode determilled upon Octolber U, 1893, as the day of the first meeting for business, Mr.
·Ciaparede accompanying his vote with the proviso that on the
,day in question the first act of the commission should be to
communicate to the two governments a statement showing the
5627-Vol. 2--31
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necessity for an extension of time. Mr. Gana abstained from
voting. 1
After tbe adoption of rules the secretaries reported that
they had secured quarters for the commission at No. 2 Lafayette square at the rate of $100 a month, and they were directed
to close tbe contract for that purpose.
The commission then adopted the following orders:
"Ordered, That the secretaries purchase, at a, reasonable cost,
a seal for the use of the commission.
"Ordered, that the secretaries cause to be printed five ln~ndred (500) copieFi of the rules of the commission, together with
the convention, in Spanish and English, establishing the commission.
"Ordered, That 111 conformity with ,Article V. of the convention the secretaries give notice to tbe respective govern men t8
that the commissiouers, on the 25th day of July 1893 signed the
declaration required by Article IV.; tba t then they took a recess
uutil the 15th day of August 1893, when they adopted a body
of rules for the regula.tion of their proceeding; that they are
now ready to proceed to the transaction of the business of the
commission, and that they have fixed the ninth day of October
1893 as the day of their first meeting for business after the
notice herewith given, from which day, m1dei· and in conformity
with Article VIII., the period of two months within which
every claim shaH be presented will be re1·koned.
"Ordered, That the secretaries publish in certain newspapers,
to be by them selected under the ad vice of the agents, a 11otice
that the commissioners have appointed the ninth day of Oct~ber 1893 as the day of their first meeting to trausact the business of the commission; that the co11vention provides that
every claim sball be presente<l. witbin a period of two months
after such meeting; an<l. that parties having claims will please
forward the memorial and other papers to the agents of their
re pective governments; that the agent for tl1e prosecution of
---------1
pon the face of the rules the period fixed hy the convention for the
disposition of claims appeared to be insnffici ent. By the convention
·laimants were allowecl two month8 after the first meeting for business
within which to pr seut their clairmJ. Tllis potentially cons nm eel sixty of
th onebnll(lred amleigbty days allow-eel for the decision of claim ·. Then,
aft r th pre. entation of the memorinl, the rules allowed fifteen daJS for
th!' filin rr of an an wn, aft •r which, ai; th<· rnles at first stood, the claimant
wa allow ·d thr month for the compl1·tion of his proofs; and this having
lJ n don!', th• rr.spornl ntgov l'lltn<•ntwas allowcll threemonth, for asimilar purpo.- , The ag1·nt of th· '11itc,l , ·tate8 ,•xprei,sed the de ire that it
· honld appear hat hr prot,·. tr-d a~ai11. t the extension of t11e tin1e for
compl • i11gth tP. timony li1•yon1l tlw li111it Ii ·1·'1 hy tho c·onvcntion for th
1'
ion. of he: <·mmui. ion. Tl1e ti1111• for t :tl,in.g t1·sti111011y wa snhs 1
111 •n ly n•rl1tr.1'1l to ,., cntv-fh-1 ,lny for· Padt . itlt•.
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American claims against the republic of Chile is Hon. George
H. 8hields, and his address is No. 2 Lafayette ~quare, W asb.ington, D. C., and that the agent for tbe prosecution of Chilean
claims against tlle United States is Senor Don Jose Francisco
Vergara Donoso, and his address is No. 2 Lafayette square,
Washington, D. C.
'' Ordered, That the secretaries procure a .fireproof safe, copying press, and the necessary stationery for the use of the
commission.
"Ordered, That the commissioner for the United States and
the commissioner for Chile are each authorized to employ the
services of one clerk to assist the commission in the transaction of the business which may come before it, at a salary not
to exceed $80 a month." 1
At the meeting on October 9-the first meetMeeting of Octo- •
£or b usrness·
th e comn11ss10ners,
· ·
· accor d ber _
mg
rn
9
ance with their prior determination, adopted
a memorial to the Secretary of State of the United States in
regard to an exteusion of the convention. In this memorial
the commissioners set forth the necessity for an extension of
time, and recommended the allowance of an additional period
of six months from April D, 189-!. 2
At several meetings the commissioners disPublic Sessions. . cussed the question whether their sessions
should be public or private. They at length
decided that all sessions should be public, except when for any
special reason they should determine to bold a private session,
or when they should be deliberating on any interlocutory or
final decision.
By Article V. of the convention the comQuestion as to Prim
i
ssion ers were" bound * * * to hear, if
vate Counsel.
required, one person on each side whom it
shall be competent for each government to name as its counsel
or agent to present and support claims on its behalf, on each
and every separate claim;" aud by the rules of the commission
it was provided that" all pleadings and arguments and briefs
of the agents and counsel of the respective governments"
1
In accordance with this order, Mr. E. H. McDermott was appointed by
Mr. Goode as a clerk, arnl Mr. Luis Bolton by Mr. Gana. Mr. McDermott
acted as stenographer to the commission. Subsequently Mr. Alfred Har:risse also was appointed as a clerk at a salary of $80 a month. H. T. Jones
was appointed messenger at a salary of $30 a month. March 14, 1894, the
secretaries were authorized to employ two copyists to assist them in their
work.
2
Printecl miuntes of the commii;sion, 32.
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should be printed by the commission. No reference was made
either in the convention or the rules to private counsel. In
one of the first cases before the commission, however, the
agent of Chile, against whose government the claim was made,
consented that the brief of private counsel should. be filed; but
he afterward moved that it be stricken from the files on the
ground that it contained language offensive to his govemment,
to the commission, and to himself. The commission directed
the brief to be withdrawn, and ordered that in future the
briefs of private counsel be considered by the board only
when it appeared that they were presented with the approval
and upon the responsibility of the agent of the government in ·
behalf of whose citjzens the claim was :filed. The particular
brief in question, signed by the agent of the United States as
well as by private counsel) and with the objectionable language
stricken out, was subsequently permitted to be filed agaiu.
The commission held its last session on April
Final Session.
9, 1894, the sitting extending into the night.
After the last case whieh the commission disposed of was decided, the agent of the Uuited States submitted
the following resolution:
"Whereas under the provh,ions of 1he treaty between the
United States and Chile, signed at Santiago, August 7, 1892,
under which this commission bas been actiug, tbe commissioners are' l>0und to examine and decide upon every claim within
six montbs from the day of their first meeting for business,'
which said :first meeting was l1eld October 9, 1893; anq
"Whereas said six months expire .April D, 1894; and
'' Whereas there are still pending claims of the citizens of
either country against the other country in which the evidence
has not been com]_Jleted under the rules of the commission, and
other case are pending in which the United States has completed tlle te timony and cloged the cases but in which Chile
ha not yet ~ompletecl her testimony, and other cases in wuich
both onntrie have clo 'ed but not submitted aucl other case
whi ·h b av<> been clo ed and submittecl, which said <:a es time
will not p rmit thi commission to liear and consider· and
" b r a. it i evi<lent that ev ry endeavor of tlrn partie ·
1 11 mad to . ubmit be: . ca. e · to the commis iou but
t!1 • h r 1~
or th tim limit of the treaty and tile leugtlt of
tun l' cimr <l t a~ t ~timony in Chile and Pt>rn l1avc pre' ut cl an Tr :ult f th pro· din Hof tlie commiti ion therein
wi h n faul n tl1 part of claimant :
. 'Tit 1• /ore . I L· <ml 'l' ,<} hat all ·a ·c~ pn•s nled to but 110t
fin 11.,
nm11 ·lb .. h • c·o!n~1i::io11 lJ r mitted to he re. pee' \ rnm n · t h { mt cl 'tat : aud Obil for such
h ' m, h •r ·aft r agr·ee upon.'
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The commission ordered this resolution to be spread upon
the minutes as adopted, and instructed the secretaries to trausmit a duly certified copy of it to the two governments.
The agent of the United States then presented a draft of a
final award and a schedule of cases considered and determined
l>y the commission, which were duly approved, adopted, and
subscribed by the three commissioners, and which were as
follows:
"FINAL AWARD.

"We, tlie undersigned, commissioners appointed under and
in pursuance of Article I. of the convention between the United
States of America and the republic of Chile, signed at Santiago, August 7, 1892, do now make this our final award of and
concerning the matters referred to us by said convention which
we have been able to com;ider within the time limit of the
treaty, as follows:
"I.

"We award that the government of the republic of Cllile
shall pay to the governmeut of the United States of America,
within six months from the date hereof, the sum of two hundred
and forty thousand five hundred and sixty-four dollars a11d
thirty-five cents ($~40,564.35), without interest, in accordance
with the provisions of Article IX. of the convention aforesaid,
for and in full satisfaction of the several claims ou the part of
corporations, companies, or private individuals, citizens of the
United States, upon the governrne11t of the republic of Chile,
arising out of acts committed against tbe persons and property
of citizens of the United States by the civil or military authorities of Chile, which have been determined by us, said sum
being the aggregate of the principal sums a11d interest allowed
to certain claimants by the several separate awards to that
effect made in writing and signed by us, or such of us as
assented to said 8eparate ammfs, which are among the records
of this commission, and are hereby referred to for more definite
information.
"II.
''AU claims on the part of citizens of Chile against the United
States, and on the part of citizens of the United States against
the republic of Chile, which have been presented to the commission, except those in whieh a,w;_trds have been made or
wllich have been disallowed or dismissed in manner and form
as will appear in the records of the commission by the several
Reparate ju<1g-ments in writing- concerning· the Rame, are hereby
remitted, without consifler:-itio11 on their 111erits rrnd witllout
any result or determina.ti\m by the commission, to the respective governments of the U11ite<l States ancl Ullile for further
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action and disposition, for the reason that the time limit of the
convention under which this commission is acti ng is so short
as to prevent the hearing, consideration, and determination of
the same by this commission.

"Ill.
"We refer to the several separate awards made and i-igned
as aforesaid as part of this final award in the cases which we
have been able to consider, and to a list and statement tltereof
hereto attached giving the number of each claim, the name of
the claimant, the character of the claim, the time when it _arose,
the amount claimed, the disposition of the claim, and, where an
allowance has been made, the sum allowed in each case.
"Signed at Washington, D. 0., this 9th day of April, A. D.
1894.
"ALFRED DE OL.A.P .A.REDE,

"President, and Comniissioner appointed by the
"President of the Swiss Confederation.
"JORN GOODE,

"Commissioner on the part of the United States.
"DOMINGO G .A.NA.,
"Commissioner on the part of Chile.
"Although the commissioner on the J_Jart of the United States
of America signs this final award, he solemnly declares that
he does it reasserting the principles set forth by himself in the
dissenting opinious that were filed l>y him in the respective
cases as shown by the records of the commis~iou; that he
withheld his acquiescence from the dismissals and disa11owances in said case of citizens of the United States agaiust
the republic of Chile, and reasserts bis abstention to participate in the afore aid judgments, and he signs this final award
this day made by the commission under this formal reservation
a to those cases in which he has dissented.
"JORN GOODE.

" lthough tbe eommissioner on the part of Chile signs this
mnly declare that he does it rea serting
orth by him elf in the dissenting opinions
· ·
re pective ca~es a,' ,110wn by the
at he withheld his acquie ce11ce
of citiz
of th
e<l tates
and re
rt bi
ention to
dgm n
nd be
thi final
commi
n under thi formal
1. whicl1 be ha di,', ented.

fi11al a_w

"DOMI G
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'' SCHEDULE OF CASES CONSIDERED AND DETERMINED BY
THE COMMISSION.

"Claim No. 1, Central and South American Telegraph Company v. Chile, for damages to telegraph line, etc., in 1891, duriug Congression al Revoluti011; amouut claimed, $163,858.55;
award against Chile for $40,725.89, Commissioner Gana
<lissenting.
"Ulaim No. 2, Edward C. Du Bois 'I). Chile, ior damages a11d
destruction of railroad property at Chimbote in 1880-1882,
during war with Peru; amount cla.imed, $2,451,155.58; award
against Cbj}e for $155,232, Commissioner Gana dissenting.
'' Claim No. 4, ·winfield S. Shrigley ·v. Chile, for destruction
of property in 1891, during Congressional Revolution; amount
claimed $ l2, 717.51; award against Chile for $5,086.
'' Claim No. 5, Eugene L. Didier et aL ii. Chile, for breach of
contract with Chile in 1817; amount claimed, $1,111,760.63;
dismissed on demurrer, Commis8ioner Goode dissenting.
''Claim 1fo. 6, John L. Thorndike v. Chile, for damages to
railroad pr0perty at Mollendo in 1880, during war with Peru;
amount claimed, $1!)0,361.34; dismis8ecl on hearing, Commissioner Goode dissenting.
"Claim No. 9, Gilbert Bennet Bordeu v. Chile, for damages,
false arrest, and detention 9f ship in 1883; amount claimed,
$32,209.10; award against Chile for $9,187.50, Commissioner
Gana <lisse11ting.
"Claim No. IO, Wells, Fargo & Co. v. Chile, for seizure of
Peruvian money tokens in 18S0; amount claimed, $58,389.97;
compromise award for $29,rn4.98.
'' Claim No. 11, Charles G-. ·wilson v. Cliile, for destruction
of property in 18Dl, during Congressional Revolution; amount
claimed, $142,487; dismissed on demurrer.
'' Claim No. rn, Jennie R. Read v. Chile, for destruction of
property iu 1891, during Congressional Revolution; amount
claimed, $8,253.40; award ag·ainst Cliile for $1,137.98.
''Claim No. 15, Charles Watson v. Chile, for destruction of
property in 1880, during war with Peru; amount claimed,
$278,205.84; dismissed for failure to amend, Commissioner
Goode dissenting on demurrer.
"Claim No. 16, Grace Brothers & Co. v. Chile, for damage to
200 bags of sugar in 1883; amount claimed, $14,521.68; di~rnisseufor want of jurisdiction, Commissioner Goode dissentiug.
"Claim No. 17, Frederick Selway '1.'. Chile, for personal d~mages in 1847; amount claimed, $50,000 with interest at 6 per
cent from 1847; dismis8ecl 011 merits.
_
" Claim No. 19, Grace Brothers & Co. v. Chile, for detention
of vessel in 1880, during war with Peru; amount claimed,
$15,593.74; dismissed for want of jurisdiction, Commissio11er
Goode dissenting.
"Claim o. 20, Grace Brotlieri:. & Co. 'I'. Chile, for seizure of
cargo of coal in 1S7D, duri11µ; war with Peru; n.mount c_lai_med,
$:{,H~f).:!O; dismis~e<l fo:· wa,11t of jurisdiction, Oornm1ss10ner
Goude tlisseutiug.
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"Claim No. 21, Grace Brothers & Co. v. Chile, for illegal
seizure of guano and nitrate deposits in 18i9, during war with
Peru; amount claimed, $240,040.26; dismissed for want of jurisdiction, Commissioner Goode dissenting.
.
"Claim No. 22, William R. Grace & Co. v. Chile, for seizure
of nitrate deposits in 1879; amount claimed, $1,076,764.6_7;
dismissed for want of jurisdiction, Commissioner Goode, d1~senting.
"Claim No. 23, Patrick Sbielil.R •1'. Chile, for personal damages in 1891; amount claimed, $100,000 and interest · on tbe
award; dismissed on demurrer, for want of jnrisdiction. 1
"Claim No. 24, Andrew McKinstry 'I) . Chile.for personal damages in 1891 ; amount claimed, $25,000; dismissed on demurrer
for want of jurisdiction.
"Claim No. 29, Grace Brothers & Co. ,,_,_ Chile, for loss. of
shares in nitrate company of Peru in 1879 during war. w1~h
Peru; amou:p_t claimed, $866,945.99; dismissed for want of ,1ur1sdiction, Commissioner Goode dissenting.
"Claim No. 34, Stephen M. Chester '1.'. Chile, for per_sonal
damages in 1881, during war with Peru; amount claimed,
$86,000; dismissed for want of evidence.
"Claim No. 3ti, -Eliza,beth C. Murphy et al. v. Chile, for destruction of property in 1881, during war with Peru; amount
claimed.$17,122.50; dismissed on hearing, Commissioner Goode
dissenting.
"Claim No. 38, ,Jobn C. Landreau 'I.-'. Chile, for damages (or
seizure of certain guano depmdts in 1881; during war with
P~ru; amount claimed, $,5,000,000 with interest at G per cent
from 1882; dismissed on demurrer, Commissioner Goode,
disRenting.
••Claim No. 39, T. Ellet Hoc1gskin 'V. Chile, for damages for
seizure of certain · guano deposits in 1881, <luring war with
Peru; amount. claimed. $3,333,000 with interest at 6 per cent
from 1882; dismissed on demurrer, Commissioner Goode
dis8enting.
"(Ulaim. No . 38 and 39 are different claimants for the same
. uuject-matter.)
" "laim o. 43, Fred rick H. Lovett 1,. Chile, for personal
damag . , d te11tion and loss of bark Florida in 1852; amount
claim d , 225, 00; dL missed on demurrer.
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enter therein all proceecli11gs, decisions, resolntions, or orders
thel'eof not recorded upon final adjournmeut; cause to be bound
all the printed minutes and decisions, and to be printed and
bound the reports of the agents and coun:-;el in convenient
form, not to exceed fifty copies, all of whiclJ said bound volumes they will distribute as follows: Ten copies to the president of the commission, and one copy of each puulication or
volume to tbe members aml officers of the commission, and the
remaining volumes equally between the governments of the
United States and Chile.
'' Ordered further, That after carrying ont the foregoing
instructions they shall deliver to the State Department of the
United States a,ll the papers, doeumeuts, and evideuce on file
before the commission, and one copy of tlrn original and attested
records of the commission, delivering at the same time one copy
of said original aud attested records to the Government, of
Chile, takiug receipts therefor.
"Ordered further, .T hat the secretaries be instructed and
empowered to retain the necessary assistants to wiud up, 'in
the slrnrtest possible time, the business and work of the commissi011, in accordance with the foregoing orders.
'' Ordered further, That the secretaries, after completing the
work indicated above, proceed to sen at public sale all the
property belonging to the commission, and pay over the proceeds thereof to the State Department of the United States
for proper disposition.')
These minutes were then read in English and Spanish and
were a,pproved.
This having ueen done, Mr. Claparede, the president of the
tribunal, made the following address :
,
"We have arrived at the point established by Article VIII.
of the convention of Santiago for uringing tue work of our
commission to a close. We (and I now speak for myself)
regret to have to state that eighteen claims whic11 were .tiled
in due season, a11d upon a part of which we have already
pronounced judgment on ,lemurrer, and others, will remaiu
unsettled.
"Weexpres8 here the hope that the two contracting governments will, uy a future understanding, afford the claimants
whose claims lrnve not been settled an opportunity to obtain
judgment thereon, in harmony with the generom~ a11d peaceful
intentions which animated the framing of the convention of
Santiago.
"In expressiug this wish, and also the hope that our work
has contributed to the cementing of the good relations that
both contracting governments are glacl to -maintai11, I declare
closed the Ressions of our commission in conformity with the
provisions of Article VIII. of the convention of Santiago, and
I take great pleasure, in the name of the members of the commission, in expressing to the honorable agents of tlrn contr3:cting
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governments, as ,vell as to the secret arie~ of tlJis commission,
our sincerest thanks for the disti11g-uislied mam1er, the courtesy, tbe intelligent zeal, and the great tact with which they
have performed their difficult functio11s.
"Gentlemen, please accept the assurance of my ~igh consideration, of my profound esteem, and my best wishes for
you all."
And thereupon, at 8 o'clock p. m., the commis1-,ion adjourned
sine die, having held forty-five sessions.
Ou April 30, 1894, :Mr. Shields, the agent of
Agent's Report. the U11ited States, presented to Mr. Gresham,
Secretary of State, a comprehensive report of
the commission's proceedings. Some of the things stated in
it have already been disclosed, and others will be referred to
in the digest. .The following extracts may be given in this
place:
'' Every effort was made on the part of the agent of the
United States to impress upon claimants the uecessity of fili!lg
their memorials as early as possible, both by letter to the par~1es
and counsel where tlrnir addresses were known; and by sendrng
copies of the rules to tllem, and to our ministers at Chile and
Peru, asking them to furnish copies to the claimants whose addresses were known to them a11d request immediate compliance;
also by the press noticeR herein before mentioned.
"One case was filed September 26, 1893. Six were :filed in
October, to wit, one ou tlie 6tlJ, one on the 11th, one on the
12th, one Oil the 27th, one oil the 28th, and one on the 30th,
Seven cases were filed in November, to wit, one on the 1st, one
on the 8th, one on the 14th, one on the 20th, two on tlle 22d,
and one on the 23d. Twenty-eight cases were filed in December, to-wit, two on the 2d, nine on the 7th, sixteen on the 8th,
a11d one by leave of the commission on tlle 16th, showing that
the majority of the claims were filed within a week of the last
day allowed by the treaty for filing such claims.
"'.Of these claims, forty were presented by citizens of the
mted State against the Government of Chile, amom1ting in
~he aggregat to about the sum of $26,042,976.96, ilicludi11g
mt re, t .. 9.n the other hand, three claims were presented on
ehalf f mt1z n of Chile a,gainstthe Government of the United
tate , '- rn~>Unting~oabout 264,740,inclusiveofinterest. Two
f 11 -la1m agarn ' t th
overnment of the U11ited States
u f t11 , eiznr of the steamer Itata and one was for
· r n r <l by th ·laima11t a:-1 a lawyer to the United
1 . tio_n i11 "'bil . 'Ihe claim agaiw~t Chile cover a ·
rnmu g a 1, 16, dnriug the fir t strugo-Je of Chile for
~1 ·
ow11 to n l in ·ludino- the ~ong~e · ion al ReYon ,un · : 1111 · <1, in 1 01.
n :lain -' w 1· di. po. ed of on d murr r ao-ain ~· t the cfaimhil l ·i<l cl in it.· favor, mHl one again t
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the Uuited States decided in its favor. Six claims-four
against · Chile and two against the Uuited States-were not
submitted by either government. Twenty-eight claims were
submitted on the part of the Uuitetl States. Nine of these
were not closed by Chile, eight were determined by the commission on tile merits, six were dismissed on motion for giving
aid and comfort to the euemies of Chile, in one a com.promise
award was entered, oue was dismissed for want of evidence,
and three were not passed on by the commission.
"The commission found in favor of the United States claimants in six cases, making awards amounting to $240,564.35,
and have left un determiued sixteen cases of the United States
claimants against Chile, and two of Ullilean claimants against
the United States. * * *
'' It was necessary to take depositions on behalf of the United
States claimants, in many of the cases, in Chile and Peru, and
the respondent government al~o took depositions in many of
the cases in those countries, so that the first case was argued
on the merits on the 13th day of February 1894. In all the
cases against the United States the defense was managed by
the agent and counsel for the United States, he making· the
briefs and argument& in person. In the cases against Chile
special counsel who represented the respective claimants had
charge of the several cases, attended to the takiug of the
testimony, and prepared their briefs. In each case, however,
the agent and counsel for the United States made oral arguments in behalf of the claimants, and replied to the arguments
of the agent and couusel for Chile antl his assistant. * * * 1
"In addition to the cases that were disposed of by the
commission, and which have been heretofore mentioned, the
following cases:
.
"No.18. The South American Steamsl1ip Company v. United
States, claim for $226,242, United States gold coin;
1 The report here gives a detaileu acconnt of the following cases: Central and South American Telegraph Company v. Chil1i, No. 1, a ward of
$40,725.89; Ed ward C. Dn Bois t· . Ch il e, No. 2, award $155,232; Winfield S.
Shrigley v. Chile, No. 4, award $5,086; Eng!3ne L. Didier, administrator, v.
Chile, No . 5, dismisseu; .John L. Thorndike v. Chil e, No. 6, dismissed for
want of proof; Gilbert Bennet Borden v. Chile, No. 9, award $9,187 .50;
Wells, Fargo & Co . 1·. Chile, N'o. 10, award $29,194 .98; Charles G. Wils~n v.
Chile, No. 11, dismissed; Jennie R. Head v. Chile, No. 13, award$1,137.98; ·
Charles ·w atson, executor of Henry Meiggs, v. Chile, No. 15, <lismissed;
Grace Brothers & Co. v. Chile, No. 16, dismissed; Frederick Selway v.
Chile, No. 17, dismissed; Grace Brothers & Co. v. Chile, Nos. 19, 20, and 21,
dismissed; William R. Grace & Co., No. 22, dismissed; Patrick Shields 1,.
Chile, ~o. 23, dismissed; Andrew McKinstry v. Chile, No. 24, dismissed;
Ricardo L. Trumbull v. United States, No. 28, dismissed; Grace Brothers
& Co. v. Chile, No. 29, dismissed; Stepheu M. Chester v. Chile, No. 34, dismissed for want of proof; El izabeth C. Mnrphy v. Chile, No. 36, dismissed;
.John C. Landrea11 r. Chile, No. 38, dit-missecl; T. Ellet Hoc1gski,i 1,. Chile,
o. 39, dismissed; Frederick H. Lovett v. Chile, No. 43, dismissed.
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"No. 27. Rica.rdo L. Trumbull v. United States, claim for
$6,000, U Iiited States gold coin;
.
"No. 33. Julia L. Williams and Frank A. Robinson et ai. 'V.
Republic of Chile, claim for $130,600, United States gold coin ;
"No. 35. Austin D. Moore 1,. Republic of Chile, claim for
$15,930, United States gold coin;
"No. 37. James M. Hallowes v. Republic of Chile, claim for
$117,266, Chilean currency, and $10,400, United States gold
coin·
·' No. 40. William W. C. Dodge v. Republic of Chile, claim
for $5,387, golrl coin United States.
could not be made ready for Rubmission to the commission,
under the rule~ thereof, within the time limit of the treaty,
and if they had been ready, as tlle sequel shows, could not
have been disposed of by the commission.
"The following cases:
''No. 3. Henry Chauncey v. Republic of Chile, claim for
$1,435,815, gold coin United States;
"No. 25. Andrew Moss v. Republic of Chile, claim for $74,092,
United States gold coin;
"No. 42. Peter Bacigalupi v. Republic of Chile, claim for
$49,362, United States gold coinwere submitted by lJoth parties, but the commission, for lac~r:
of time, failed to consider the same, and so announced at the1r
last meeting.
'•The following cases:
"No. 7. The North and South Ame.rican Construction Company v. Republic of Chile, claim for $6,334,000, United Stated
gold coin;
"No. 8. Kate E. Leach et al. v . Republic of Chile, claim for
, 517,500, United States gold coin;
"No. 12. Michael O'Brien et al. v. Republic of Chile, claim
for 41), 11, United States gold coin;
" o. 14. Clifford D. Blodgett 1,. Republic of Chile, claim for
, '3,972, 11ited States gold coin;
" o. 26. llenry Ubauncey et al. 'l'. Republic of Chile, claim
for · ·n0,427, United tates; golci. coin;
" o. 30. Henry . Prevo t et al. v. Republic of Chile, claim
7, ' ..m, nited 'tate gold coin;
:n. ~rant\ 7 alker ct al. '1'. Republic of Chile, claim for
on mt d tate golcl coin·
T
• 32. Georg
W. L. fayer: 1. Republic or Chile, laim
~< i; TT11it_ (~
t, te gold coin;
... o. 1. fauri 10 L v 1 1._ 'rh t public of Chile claim for
<
(.,.nit d t, t ,' lcl eoin'
' ,r :·n mi t cl n tl1 p, t
f th
nitecl tat . but w re not
• nbm1tt cl n th p r f ,hil th tim limit pr venti1w the
JJ •c· ·:,uimon · from h ing- tak n · c·011.' qn ntly th ~a s
;,,• r no l ~ · · c npon h. h c- mmi .. i011.
· ' h_ • mHli p . ,c! cf c•, .· . , p:ain. t th
ni d
tate
~•··ml 111g- t > tit d; 1m f the m morfo L' in ln<lin o- inter :-it
1
1
·• m 111 1 t n · •-·' •>... ,...
•J }(>
111·t cl , ' tat ., golcl; ancl 11
•;1.· • ngain. t'
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.Chile, according to the claim of the memorials, including interest, amount to $9,130,620, the greater proportion being for
interest. * * *
" I feel it my duty to call attention to the fact that on the
8th day of December 1893, which under the rules was the last
day for filing claims before the commission, inasmuch as Article
I. of the treaty provides that all cla-i1ns against either governnwnt shall be referred to three commissioners, etc., and as
Article IV. required the commissioners to decJare that they
would examine ancl decide all claims wiB11in the descriptioa and
true rneaniug of Articles L and II. which RhaJl be laid before
them on the part of the United States and of Chile, respectively,
and in view of Article XI. which bars all claims, whether presented to the commission or not nuder certain circnmstauces,
I deemed it to be my duty to present to the commission all documents and papers on :file in the State Departmeut of the Uuite<l
States in claims against the republic of Chile for such disposition as the commission might determiue. In tliese claims there
was 110 compliance on the part of tlrn claimants with the rules
requiring memorials to be filed in English and Spauish; but
being of the opinion tliat it was tl.Je duty of the commission to
consider the same, and as the Venezuelan claims .commission
bacl decided that it was its duty to dispose of all pending
claims, these were presented for the purpose of preserving
whatever rights the claimants might have.
"Objection was made to the presentation of the same by the
associate counsel for Chile, on the ground that the commission
could not take any notice of them in the absence of a memorial.
No action was taken by the commission in the premises. The
list of such cases will be found on page 68 of the minutes. 1
" On the 16th day of December 1893 the case of the bark
Florida was presented to the commission. under the name of
1

The entry in the minutes in regard to these cases is as follows:
"The honornble agent of the United States then informed the commission that he desired to present to it the documents and papers in the following cases, on file in the State Department as claims against the republic
of Chile:
.
'' John Monahan, William H. Swain, B. F. Mahan, Philander L. Rice,
B. Willstatter, William Trevitt, Daniel .J.C. Williams, Julia Fognoli, Enrique Bidie, Bowen & Cole, Lilly Davis, William Lambert, Johu L. Crawford, Dr. John "\1/hipple, J.E. Dockentlorff, ship Recere, Lorenzo Young,
\V. '. Perkins, Charles Retan and George Cohen, Lark Eliza, whaleship
Addison, Geo. C. Cotton, Justo B. Casablanca, Lark Florida, W.R. Grace;
Luis Hirshfiel<l, William Langhil1, Rev. J. A. Swaney, A. ,J. McKim, Albert
Suess, John "\1/. Foster, J. E. Burton, Charles S. Raud, brig Mariana, Josephine P. de Ruden, Joseph "\V. Merriam, Nathaniel Kirby, Daniel Calvin,
M. Rosenstock, Frank IIntchinson, Thomas Gaige, John W. Grace, arnl
Ma.rshall BlakelY.
"The honorable agent stated tha,t his reason for presenting these cases
without at this time asking any order regarding them was that the treaty
l>arred all claims, wheth r presented or not, and it was made the duty of
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Frederick H. Lovett et al., No. 43, and cause was shown why
the memorial had not been tlled, and leave was gmnted to file
the same, and the case disposed of on demurrer, as hereinbefore stated.
"Subsequently, on February 13, 1894, a memorial and affidavit showing why the same had not been presented in time
we.r e :filed in the case of J osephi11e P. de Ruden, and permission
asked to file the same in the name of Carolina Valencia, which,
on February 16, the. commission refm;ed, on the ground that
the reasons given for the delay in presenting this claim were
not satisfactorv.
"On the 7th day of December 1893, the next to the las_t
day under the rules for :filing memorials, I received by mail
a paper purporting to be a claim of James Montgom~ry
against Chile on account of the 'Cochet ' claim for one-third
of the guano in Peru, said claim being based on the alleg:ecl
discoveries of guano by one 'Cochet,' and claiming, with
interest, $1,475,000,000. As this memorial in no way co_mplied with the rules, no printed copies in English and Spamsh
being :filed, and there being 110 documents or papers of ~ny
kind showing on what the claim was based, and no~ bern_g
sworn to before an officer attaching his seal, or showmg his
official character, and it being too late to remedy these <l.efectR,
I did not present the claim, nnd notified the couusel for the
claimant thereof by letter ou December 8, 1893, after which
nothing whatever was heard of the said claim.
"I trust that it is not improper, in conclusion, for me to
record my sense of obligation to yourself and other officers
of the Department of State and to our ministers in Chile and
Peru for the prompt assistance rendered me as the representative of the government when :requested; anrl also that my
thanks are due to the secretary of the commission on the part
of the United States for bis intelligent aid in the work before
the commis ion. It is also a pleasure to mention the uniform
per,·oual courtesy shown me by the members of the commis:--ion and the repre~e11 tn,tives of tLe Government of Chile."
tli
ion to disposP of all pei1ding claims, a11cl he read a, decision
of the Vcnezuebt commission in upport of his contention .
"ThP Hon. George , . Rontwell, a ociate counsel for Chile, objected to
ntation of the.· claims, on the gronn<l that they were of an en<·
· ered by the Y nezuelan commisi
,(lues , and their Yalidity was
·
th
·mant . Ho sai<l that be did not
a
notic of the e papers unless
·,l
stan<ling behind them, which
ab
f a m morial.
ni
tes rPpliP<l that h m rely de1
1a,
l tl10 claims a. heing on fil in
that the
,l no h c•11 Ho far complied with
hy
111• had )'
<1 th 1 ·as1·s . o t bat th com mi im
m a wa propn . • ·o a •tion wa. tak u in the
pn

CHAPTER XXXII.
ULAIM OF THE UNITED STATES AND PARAGUAY
NAVIGATION COMP ANY: COMMISSION UNDER
THE CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED
STATES AND PARAGUAY OF FEBRUARY 4, 1859.

In 1845 Ed ward A. Hopkins, a citizen of the
U mted
•
S tates, who 11ad at one time
·
b een an
pany.
.
officer in the Navy, but who had resigned
and left the service, visited Paraguay as a special agent of
the Department of State for the purpose of reporting upon
the condition of the country. Wllife engaged in this mission
he won the favor of the Paraguayan President, Carlos Antonio
Lopez, and, believing that he had discovered au opportunity
for successful enterprise, conceived the idea of organizing a
company for the purpose of developing the resources of the
country by commerce and manufactures. In this project he
enlisted the interest of certain citizens of Rhode Island, who
in 1852 formed an association which was chartered by the
legislature of the State in the following year under the title
of "The United States and Paraguay Navigation Company."
Th,e capital stock of the company was fixed at $100,000, with
liberty, however, to increase it for the general purposes of
trade to $1,000,000.
The capital stock was paid in, and the comThe Company's Mis·
.
.
~ t
pany
purchased a . steamer, to which 1t gave
ior unes.
the name of El Para,guay, and which it freighted with the various articles that were required for the agricultural and manufacturing operations which it proposed to carry
ou. Tbe steamer, however, never reached Paraguay. She
~ailed from New York in March 1853, but, encountering a succes·sion of gales,_ was wrecked off the coast of Brazil and
obliged to put into Maranharn, where she was abandoned as a
total loss, and condemned and sold. So muoh of the cargo as
Origin of the Com-
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was saved was reshipped to Montevideo~ whence it was for.
warded by another vessel, chartered for the purpose, to Asuncion. A second expedition, sent out by the company on the
schooner E. T. Blodget, was similarly unfortunate. The
schooner, which was laden with mercl.Jaudise and with two
small steamers in detached pieces, was wrecked above Buenos
-Ayres, at the Tigre River, and the wreck was sold.
Mr. Hopkins arrived· in Paraguay with the
Ditfioulties of Com- remnant of the cargo of El p aragiwy
,
· 0 ct om
)lany's Agent.
. .
·.
.
f'
t' , f
ber 1853, umtrng m l11m self the unc 1011s o
consul of the United States and general agent of the company. His reception was cordial. He estal>lished a cigar factory and a sawmill, and ei1joyed the patronage of President
Lopez, who gave the necessary orders for obtainiug native
labor, placed a government barracks at his disposal, a,11(1
a,dvanced the sum of U0,000 to supply the immediate wants
occasioned by tlie compa11y's rni~fortunes. But before a year
elapsed the aspect of affairs had materially changed. Mr.
Hopkins and the President fell into difficulties. Their estrangement originated in an i11cident which ltappened in July
1854.- On ·t he '.32d of that month .Mr. Hopkins's brother was
1·idi11g along the roarl with a French lauy, wlieu they met a
herd of cattle in charge of a, Paraguayan soldier. The soldier
requested tltem to stop or tum aside, but misunderstanding
or disregarding the request, they rode into the herd, and the
'oldier, becoming- emaged, struck tu~ young rnau with the si<le
of his aber. Mr. Hopkins, when he heard of the occurre11ce,
demauded that tbe soldier be pullishe<l. This dema,lJCl was
complied with, and the soldier wa8 flogged ancl degraded.; but
the manner in which the <lemantl was made gave offense to
Pre.·ident Lop z. It wa not only couched in peremptory langnag , bu it wa accompanied with other com1Jlaints, expres ed
i II t rm' hat; wer de m cl otrensiv , of various indignities
inttict•d on m rkan itize11.' hy the people of the country,
<·on i' ing in th lL' of rnd • a,n<.l improper lauguage toward
ti, m i11 th· .·tr ·t. an<l th throwing of orange pee]iug ,
pi •··: of ·i rar: ~ 11 l .·a1Hl into h • cloor.· an<l windows of their
h
It .'<' m.- al.lia th . writt n comrmrnicatiou wa ·
1 inf'orc· cl by a per ·011al vi. it i 11 whic·lt :\Ir. II op kin , in
pite
of !JC• r •u~<m_ ·tra11C· • ''.f th' ~11:mL· f'orc:ccl h _i~ way iu hi.· riding;
li :. whip 111 hancl, 11,to he J>r • ·<·nee or Pr •:icl •nt, Lop z and
11 ·m~ n l •cl .-: i f:1ctio11.
r 1· >Ill hi · irn ' 011 hi a i wl · of Pr •,·i<l •11t Lop •;r, towal'<.l
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Mr. Hopkins, and, it was alleged, toward the company, was
completely altered. Comp1aint was made to the Government
of the United States of Hopkins's conduct. The support which
had beeu given to the company in obtaining native labor was
withdrawn, and a suit was instituted to dispossess the company of some land which it had purchased. Annoyances by
the people increased. Mr. Hopkins was forbidden by the government to use the title of general agent of the company.
And fina~ly he withdrew from the country, alleging that he
wa~ expelled, and the property and business of the company
were abandoned.
In the year 1855 an incident occurred which,
Case of the'' Water th
• • 11 y unconnec t ef1 w1'th th e a ff'air
·
Witch."
oug h ongma
of the United States and Paraguay N avigati on Company, became so intimately associated with it that it
is necessary to uotice it in this place. In 1853 the Government;
of the United States sent out a naval vessel called the Water
Witch, under the command of Lieut. Thomas J. Page, to
make a survey of the tributaries of the Rio de la Plata and
report on the commercial condition of the countries bordering
on its waters. On the arrival of the Water Witch at Rio de
J a11eiro, Lieutenant Page took measures to inform the Brazilian Government of the objects of the expedition and to enlist
its interest in the exploration of the Paraguay, on both banks
of which it held territory. At first the imperial government
objected to any exploration of the river above Albuquerque,
beyond which it had not then been opened to the navigation
of foreign vessels; but it subsequently granted permission to
the W atm· Witch to explore all the waters of the Paraguay
that were under Brazilian jurisdiction. Permission was also
obtained from the Provisional Director of the Argentine Confederation for the exploration of all the rivers within the jurisdiction of his government; and the surveys of La Plata, the
Paraguay, and the Parana bad been in progres8 for about a
year and a half when, on January 31, 1855, Lieutenant Page
started from Corrientes with a small steamer and two boats to
ascend the river Salado, leaving Lieut. William N. Jeffers in
.charge of the Water Witch, with instructions to ascend the
Parana so far as her draft would allow. Lieutenant Jeffers
sailed from Corrientes on the 1st of February, and had proceeded only a few miles above the point where the Parana
forms the common boundary between Paraguay and the Argentine province of Corrientes when be ran aground nen.r the Paraguayan fort of Itapiru. An bour later the Water Witch was
5627-Vol. 2-32
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hauled off and anchored, but while the crew were at dinner it
was observed that the Paraguayans were getting their guns
ready. Lieutenant Jeffers, though not anticipating anything
serious, had the Weiter TVitch cleared for action, and gave directions to proceed up the river at all hazards. ..While he was
weighing anchor, a Paraguayan canoe came alongside and a
man on board handed bini a paper iu Spanish.
This paper J effer s d eclined to receive, on the ground that he
did not understand the language in which it was printed, and
as soon as the anchor was raised he stood up t he river, the
crew at quarters. The pilot informed him that the only practicable channel lay close to tb.e fort, on the Paraguayan side
of the river, and this ch annel he directed the pilot to take.
When be was withi n 300 yards of the fort he was b ailed, presumably in Spanish , by a person who he was informed was
the Paraguayan admiral, but not understanding t he import of
the hail he did not r egard it. Two blank cartridges were
then fired by the fort in quick succession, and these were followed by a shot which carried away the wheel of th e Water
Witch, cut the ropes, and mortally wounded the belmsmau.
On receiving this fi re Lieutenant Jeffers directed a general fire
in return. The action continued for some minutes. A Parnguayan gunboat lay near by but took no part in the conflict..
On the 4th of F ebruary 1855 Mr. Jose Falcon, secretary of
state of P araguay, addressed to the Secretary of Stat e of the
United St ates, Mr. Marcy, a note in regard to the transaction
which has just been described. This note Lieutenant Page
declared t o con tain a "fancy sketch" of the incident. I nto
this question it is unnecessary now to enter, since there are
certain facts that are undisputed. The Paraguayan Govern ment had forbidden foreign men -of-war to enter the wat er·
within its jnri diction. This fact was admitted. But Lieutenant P age claimed that, at the point iu the Parana wh ere
t he Wat r Witch was fired on, tbe channel on the Paraguayan
, ide of b riv r wa tbe main and ouly navigable chanuel;
th, a: th riv r a that point form d a common boundary
b tw n th
rg ntii1 'on£ d ration and Paro·uay, the navif that ehamH•l l, long d q na11y to both eountri ,
h
her for luul tlle right to uavio-at it und r hi
fr m h
rrr 11 in• ov rnm ut without r 'gard t the
Para Uc c 11 pr hihi io11.1
•

:i:;

'011g.

uow undn ron
( 1 r,,i 111 • ( Ith

vo lli 1·1
and niti
\\' hart,

thi . inci<l nt, a we1l as
th . <·011rsc of'th l'nitr<l
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Besides the cases of the United States and
Paraguay N avigatiou Company and the Wa,ter
Witch, there was yet another question that affected the relations between the United States and Paraguay.
On March 4, 1853, a treaty between the two countries was
concluded, Mr. John S. Pendleton representing the United
States in the negotiations. In this treaty, which was ratified
by Paraguay on the 12th of March, there were various verbal
errors, attributable to the inadvertence of the American representative, such as the use of the titles "United States of
North America" and ''North American Union" instead of the
"United States of America." These and similar errors, to the
1mmber of thirty-two, the Senate of the United States corrected, and on the 2d of June 1854 Mr. Marcy sent the treaty
as thus amended to Lieutenant Page, with a view to the exchange of the ratifications. When Lieutenant Page received
the treaty he had become somewhat involved in the controversy
respecting Mr. Hopkins and the United States and Paraguay
Navigation Company, and President Lopez had issued a decree forbidding foreign men-of-war to ascend the Paraguay.
Lieutenant Page therefore dispatched an officer in the autumn
of 185-! to Asuncion with a note to the secretary of state, saying that be was authorized to exchange tlie ratifications of the
treaty, and inquiring whether he should proceed to the capital
for that purpose. This note Senor Falcon, the Paraguan secretary of state, returned unanswered, on the ground that it
was wrjtten in English and not accompanied with a translation. He referred to the fact that he had previously returned
two communications from Lieutenant Page for the same reason, and expressed surprise that the latter should continue to
try to "mortify:' him. Lieutenant Page, in his report to Mr.
Marcy, stated that his reason for sending the 11ote in English
was that the only person with him who could translate English into Spanish was his clerk, whose knowledge of the latter
language was imperfect. He moreover declared his belief that
the reason alleged by Seiior Falcon for returning the note was
a mere excuse for not answering it, and he expressed the hope
that such measures would be adoptPd as would "convince the
President of Paraguay that the United States will not tolerate
the indignities it has been his habit to bestow upon other
governments." To this end be suggested that lle should be
instructed to proceed to Asuncion in the Water Witch, or,
better still, that the commodore of the Brazil squadron be
Treaty of 1853.
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instructed to proceed thither "on board of the Water Witch,
with the brig Bainbridge in tow."
No instructions to this effect were given, but on August 5,
185G, nearly two years later, Mr. Richard Fitzpatrick was seut
out by the United States as a, special commissioner to exchange
the ratifications of the treaty. Be was furnished with a, letter
to the minister of foreign affairs of Paraguay, and was instructed on presenting it, and 011 other occasions when be
might have intercourse with the minister, and with other
persons in authority, to . endeavor to convey an impression of
the strong desire of the President to maintain friendly relations with the country, and of his hope that this disposition
would be reciprocated. When Mr. Fitzpatrick reached Asuncion Senor Nicolas Vasquez had succeeded Senor Falcon as
minister of foreign relations, and when Mr. Fitzpatrick presented his letter of credence Seiior Vasqnez asked him to
declare the objects of his special mission, in order that the
Government of Paraguay might understand why its complaints
against the United States, on account of the" scandalous hostilities" and "unprovoked outrages" committed by the 1Vater
Witch remaiued unanswered. Senor Vasquez also desired to
be informed whetlJer the Uuited States wished to interfere in
the ~'claims for millions of dollars" with which Edward A.
Hopkins had "thought to intimidate the government of the
republic." He declared that Hopkins ba(l beeu allowed to
depart freely, together with all those who were associated with
him, "abanuoning the little property of the company, itself
bnrdeneu with a debt of ten thousand dollars which it received
from the national treasury at an annual interest of six per
·ent when no one would lend it a dollar to pay its .matured
ol>ligation which it had deceptively contracted." This aid
Ilopkiu ba 1, he said, "requited by unheard of insolences, and
by xc ,' s which at la t occasioned the supreme decree revokiu h x quatur that had been accorded to bi eredentiah;
a. · n ·ul f th Unit,d tates iu Paraguay." Senor Va quez
11 r fi r l m l it proper to a certain the intentio11s of the
l ~ui cl 1 't t . in r gard to the ''outrage·" of the commanding
offi · r. f th lr< t ,,. Wit ·lt a11d the ,: vretended claim of
in <ml r t <l t 'rmine "wheth r the occa "ion had
for ' , plai11 ancl full .· ·han rr ' of th ratification of
h : i11q uiri .· th, r pl of Ir. Fitzpatrick
uu. a i:f'a ·t r .
h priI1cipal object of hi mi h · ratifi ·ation · of the treaty, and he
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answered that when th at object was accomplished he should
consider his mission as ended. Se11or Vasquez then declined
to exchange the ratifications of the treaty, but stated that the
President of the republic was disposed to enter on the negotiation of a new treat y, if the United States should send out
a plenipotentiary with ·suitable instructions for that purpose,
who might also settle the "pending questions" to which be
bad referred in his previous note. Mr. Fitzpatrick urged in
vain the exchange of the ratifications of the treaty that had
already been concluded, pointing out the purely formal character of the Senate's amendments. Seilor Vasquez, however,
declared that as the treaty was "plainly and fully ratified" by
the Presideot of the republic soon after it conclusion, it was
'' not easy for His Excellency * * * to submit to a new
ratification" in the terms proposed; and he pronounced the
correspondence closed.
At this time HO claim on behalf of the United
Non-presentation of States anrl Paraguay Navigation Company
th e Company's had been !)resented by the United States to
Claim.
Paraguay. The first memorial of tbe company
to the Department of State bears date January 15, 1855, and
requests that measures be taken to enforce the payment by
Paraguay of the sum of $935,000 as an indemnity for Hs
losses and the destruction of its business in that country. A
representative of the company reported that Mr. Marcy, who
was then Secretary of State, was "at first somewhat prejudiced against" the claim. In fact, Mr. Marcy stated that he
deemed the proofs of ownership of property, as well as of loss
and damage, "very inadequate." The company, however,
continued to urge its claims, submitting various papers and
petitions, and on July 18, J 856, a year and a half after tbe
presentation of Hs first memorial, Mr. Marcy hlstructed Mr.
Peden, the minister of the United States at Buenos Ayres, that
the conduct of Paraguay appeared "to have been not only
unjust and oppressive, but to have produced the loss of a large
amount of property;" that Mr. Fitzpatrick would be directed
"to present to tee Paraguayan Government a claim for the
damages sustained by its unjustifiable proceedings toward the
company;" and if there should be, as probably there would, a
difference of opinion '' as to the character and amount of
indemnity" to which the company was entitled, Mr. Fitzpatrick would "be instructed t.o investigate the transaction and
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report thereon to the government." 1 On the 5th of A ngust
1856 Mr. Fitzpatrick, on setting out on llis mission, was iustructed that no doubt was entertaiued that injustice was do11e
to the company, and that the Government of Paraguay wn~,
under the condition of things existing in that country, accountable for it. He was accordingly directed "at a proper time
and in a proper manller" to make knowu the views of the
United States on the subject, but before adverting to it to
propose the exchange of the ratifications of the treaty of March
4, 1853. It seems that Mr. Fitzpatrick either construed liis
instructions as precluding the trausaction of any other business, if he should be unable to exchange the ratifications of
the treaty, or else as investing him with discretion to present
or not to present the claim of the United States and Paraguay
Navigation Company, in accordance with the judgment he
should form after his arrival in Paraguay. It is, at any rate,
certain that on the 10th of November 1856 he stated, in a note
to Senor Vasquez, that his mission was '' solely for the purpose
of exchanging the ratifications of the treaty," and that, this
having been done, he should "consider his mission near the
republic ended." He withdrew without mentioning the company's claim.
Thus matters remained till the Congress of
Message of President
.
·
the
Umted
States assembled m
Decern b er
Buch anan.
1857, when in his annual message of the 8th
of that month President Buchanan referred to the relations
with Paraguay in a manner that indicated a desire to take
decisive action. He first referred with regret to the refusal of
Pre 'ident Lopez to ratify the treaty of 1853. He then took
up tbe case of the Water Witch, maintaining that she was not,
prop rly peaking, a, ve, sel of war, so as to fall within the
prohibition against the navigation by foreign vessels of war
of Para<rua ·an river , and that as Paraguay owned only one
bank f th river on which the attack occurred. her right to
ni r
b di n to l,er decree in tho. e waters , could not be
a ·knowl d d.
nd r the cir umstance he was constrained

'
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1r. Gallnp f Jnly 7, 1 56, referring to th claim, Mr.
clo 11ot know what other in tructions can be given but
r
lowanc of it. Other st<>ps can uot be autbor11
\'i w Paraguay will take of it. That governl
1, f: re · r ·iv measures are cleterminecl on."
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to consider the attack on the Water Witch "as unjustifiable,
and as calling for satisfaction from the Paraguayan Government." '' Citizens of the United States, also," be continued,
'~ who were established in business in Paraguay, have had
tlleir property seized and taken from them, and have otherwise
l>een treated by the authorities in an insulting and arbitrary
manner, which requires redress. A demand for these purposes
will be made in a firm but conciliatory spirit. This will the
more probably be granted if the Executive shall have authority
to use other means in the event of a refusal. This is accordingly recommended."
This recommendation was taken into conJoint Resolution of .
.
b y Oongress, I an d on J une ~, 18-8
s1derat10n
o ,
Congress.
the President approved a joint resolution by
which he was authorized, "for the purpose of adjusting the
differences between the United States and the republic of
Paraguay, in connection with the attack on the United States
steamer Water Witch, and with other matters referred to in
.the annual message," "to adopt such measures and use such
force as in his judgment may be necessary and advisable, in
the event of a refusal of just satisfaction by the Government
of Paraguay." 2 By section 4 of the act of June 12, 1858,
making an appropriation for the Navy, the sum of $10,000, or so
much thereof as might be necessary, was provided "to defray
the expenses and compensation of a commissioner to the republic of Paraguay" in execution of tliejoiut resolution. 3
On the 9th of September 1858 Mr. James B.
Expedition to Para- B
_,r·
·
· t d
· } com. of'l\m1ssoun,
1rn,
ow
was appom
e spema
guay.
missioner, and steps had then been taken
toward fitting out an expedition to accompany him. In his
annual message of December 6, 1858, President Buchanan
was able to announce to Congress that Mr. Bowlin bad proceeded to Paraguay, and that in view of the contingency that
bis efforts to obtain just satisfaction might be unsuccessful,
tl1e Secretary of the Navy bad fitted out and dispatched a
naval force to rendezvous near Buenos Ayres, which would, it
WcJS believed, prove sufficient for tbe occasion. This expedition
consisted of 19 vessels, large and small, '' carrying 200 guns
and 2,500 men, well supplied with ammunition, small arms, and
O

1

S. Rep. 60, 35 Cong. 1 sess.
11 Stats. at L. 370.
3
11 Stats. at L. 314, 319.

2
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whatever was necessary to its success in the waters of La
Plata." The frigate Scibine, having on board Commodore Shubrick, to whom the command of the expedition was intrusted,
and Mr. Bowlin, left New York on the 17th of October 1858,
and arrived in La Plata on the 18th of December, finding most
of the vessels comprising the expedition already there. On the
30th of the same month Mr. Bowlin and Commodore Shubrick
left Montevideo with the steamers Fulton and Water Witch,
and on the 25th of January arrived at Asuncion.
On the ~10th of February Mr. Bowlin took
Provision for Arbi.
t t"
leave of the Presulent
of• Paraguay, an d on
ra ion.
the 17th set out for the United States.1 In bis
annual message of December 19, 1859, President Buchanan
announced that "all our difficulties" with the republic of Paraguay had been "satisfactorily adjusted;" that "the President
of that republic, in a friendly spirit, acceded promptly to the
just and reasonable demands of the Government of the United
States;" and that the treaties which Mr. Bowlin bad concluded
would be immediately submitted to the Senate.
The treaties to whicll. Mr. Buchanan referred were a treaty
of commerce and navigation, with which we are not at present
concerned, and a convention for the settlement of the claims
of the United States and Paraguay Navigation Company. In
the case of the Water Witch Mr. Bowlin obtai11ed '' ample
apologies" and the payment of $10,000 for the family of the
seaman who was killed at the wheel. 2 As to the claim of the
company, be was instructed if the Government of Paraguay
should consent to pay $500,000 not to refuse to adjust it for
that amount, but if be found it impossible to reach an agreement as to the amount of the indemnity, to propose to leave
this que 'tion to an impartial tribunal, it being an indispensable
pr liminarythatthe Paraguayan Government should acknowld e· · ··
h ompany. '.\fr. Bowlin wa unable to
obta·
ified a the ba is of compromise, an<l
:ucluded a conYention, by
wo government , de iring
diug-' as to tbe "mode of
of th claim, of the comne to a :pecial and re pectd r gulated by the on enh •
if, of

l'f

nn

tarv of th , ~avy
liar.an, II. 22:;.

c mher 2, 1 59.
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tion hereby established between the two high contracting partie~." By Article I. the "government of the republic of Paraguay binds itself for the responsibility in favor of the 'United
States and Paraguay Navigation Company' which may result
from the decree of the commissioners," whose appointment was
provided for in the next article. By this article the high contracting parties, "appreciating,"· as they said, "the difficulty
of agreeing upon the amount of the reclamations to which the
said company mn,y be entitled, and being convinped tb~t a commission is the only equitable and honorable method by which the
two countries can arrive at a perfect understanding thereof,"
engaged that the Government of the United States should
appoint one commissioner and the Government of Paraguay
another, and that in case these commissioners disagreed, an
umpire should be chosen by them, or if they were unable to concur in his selection, by the diplomatic representatives of Russia
and Prussia at '\Vashington. "The two c01:nmissionerR named
in the said manner," the artir1e further provided, '' sha11 meet
in the city of Washington to investigate, adjust, and determine
the amount of the claims of the above-mentioned company,
upon sufficient proofs of the charges and defenses of the contending parties." By Article III. it was agreed that the commissioners, before entering on their duties, should take an oath
"that they will fairly and impartially investigate the said
claims, and a just decision thereupon rei1der, to the best of their
judgment and ability." By Article V. the Government of Paraguay bound itself to pay in Asuncion, thirty days after presentation, the draft which the U uited States "shall issue for
the amount for which the two commissioners concurring, or by
(sic) tbe umpire, shall declare it responsible to the said com
pauy." 1
1 "DEPARTMENT 01r STATE, Washington, May 28, 1859.
"C. S. BRADLEY, Esq., Providence.
''Srn: Your Jetter of the 14th instant has been received. The special
convention n egotiated by Judge Bowlin with the Paraguayan plenipotentiary provides, snbstantiall,v, for the appointment of a joint commission
composed of one commissioner from each government, and an umpire in
case of disagreemeut, to decide differences.
"The commission is to assemlll"' in this city within one year after the
ratification of the commercial treaty concluded at Asuncion on the 4th of
February 1859-said ratification to take place within fifteen months from
elate of signature-and is to close its session within three months, by which
time, if no agreement bas lieen concluded, the umpire is to be selected.
"Th commissioners are to take the usual oath fairly and impartially
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By an act of Congress passed to carry the
convention into effect, and approved 1\fay 16,
1860, the President was authorized to appoint,
by and with tLe ad vice a11d consent of the Senate, a commisRioner, whose duty it ·Rhonld be, "conjointly with a com111isRioner appointed by the Government of Paraguay, to investigate, adjust, an<l determin e the amount of the claims of the
'United States and Paraguay Navigation Company' against
tbe Government of Paraguay," and also in the same maimer
to "appoint a secretary to said comrnisRioner, in behalf of the
United States, versed in the English and Spanish languages.'' 1
As commissioner under this act and the co11vention, President
Buchanan appointed Mr. Cave Johnson, of Tennessee. Mr.
Johnson, who was by profession a lawyer, bad served on the
brnch a1;d in Congress, and was a colleague of Mr. Buchanan
i11 the Cabinet of Polk, in which he held the position of Postmaster-General. 'l'he Presirleut appoiuted as secretary and
ititerpreter of the comrnission Samuel Ward. The commissioner on tbe part of Paraguay was Don Jose Berges.
The commissioners held tbefr first meeting in a room in the
Treasury Department in Washington on ,June 22, 1860, all(l,
together with the secretary, exhibited their commissions, after
which they all subscribed an oath before a judge of the courtH
of the District of Columbia, the eornmissioners taking tile
oath prescribed by the convention, a,nd Mr. Ward swearing
faithfully to discharge the duties of secretary and interpreter.
Mes. rs. John Appleton aud C. S. Bradley appeared as counsel for tbe company, and Mr. J. Mandeville Carlisle as coun. el
for the republic of Paraguay.
The second meeting of the commissioners
Statement of the
waR
held on the 25th of June, when the opf'nClaimants.
ing , tatement for the claimant was made by
Mr.
ppl ton. Jl
Rid that the persons who formed tlle
Organization of the
Commission.
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company were induced to engage in the enterprise by their
knowledge of tbe vast and undeveloped resources of Paraguay,
and of the neighborin g provinces of Brazil and Bolivia, with
which tliey became acquainted not only from published sources
of inforrnatio11, bnt through the traYels of Governor Arnold.
of Hhode Island, tl1e president of the company, and tbrough
the residence in Paraguay for nfoe years of their agent, Mr.
Hopkins, wbo had during that period sustained the most
friendly relations with President Lopez. But the ~pecial
inducements were, he said, the public decrees and laws of Paraguay, wbicb invited foreigners to deYelop her. resources by
the offer of grauts or privileges in the nature of patent rights
for a term of years to all who sl1ould first introduce into tl.Je
country any implem ents or vrocesses of manufacture not before
in use there. He filed with the commission a copy of the laws
in question, together with a translation. They bore date lVIay
20, 1845, and in substance granted a patent right for a term of
years on industrial inventions, and extended a similar privilege
to persons who first introduced into the country forrign discoveries. Mr. Appleton claimed that these laws had been
interpreted by Mr. Gelly, secretary of state of Paraguay, as
applicable to an enterprise like that of the company. In proof
of this he filed with the commission a copy and translation of
a letter written by Mr. Gelly to Mr. Hopkins on December 15,
1848, while the former was at Rio de Janeiro on a special mission. It appears by this Jetter that Mr. Hopkins had written
to Mr. Gelly in regard to the establishment in :Paraguay of a
school of practical agriculture. Mr. GeUy in reply expressed
satisfaction with the design aud said it was his opinion tl1at
President Lopez would donate some land for the purpm,e and
exempt the school from all taxes and imposts. A.t the same
time he expressed the opinion that a proposition which Mr.
Hopkins had made to obtain the exclusive privilege or monopoly of certain branches of agriculture could not be granted.
The decree of May 20, 1845, bad, be said, regulated this subject,
and it would neither be just nor possible t.o make an exception
in Mr. Hopkins's favor; but if Mr. Hopkins introduced into the
country macliiues or 11ew means of industry which it did not
already possess, the decree would give him a monopoly for ten
years at least, if he did not require a special concession. Mr.
Gelly also expressed the opinion that there was a promising
opportunity for sueee8s in any kind of enterprise and speculation in Paraguay of an agricultural or commercial character,
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but discouraged the idea of attempting to establish manufactories on a11 extensive scale.
Such were the inducements which were said to have led the
company to commence its enterprise and to establish between
the United States and Paraguay" a great and permanent business." Though the enterprise had only commenced wben it
was terminated, the actual expenditures and losses amom1ted,
with interest, said Mr. Appleton, after deducting all returns,
to $402,520.37. The expenditure was chiefly for the cost all(l
equipment of steamers nnd otber vessels sent to Paraguay, for
machinery and implements sent thitber, for land and buildings
purchased there, and for Ralaries and wages paid to employees.
A portion of the loss, however, arose from the sale of bonds at
less than par-a sacrifice which the company was compelled to
make after its hopes and cre<lit were depressed by tbe action
of Paraguay.
Besides the actual expenses and losses referred to, the company made a claim for iudemnity for tbe value of th~ po::;ition
of which it was wrongfu1ly deprived by tbe act of Paragua.y.
Its outlay, said Mr. Appletou, was not ·only money, but intelligence, investigation, time, enterprise, risk, and anxiety, a11d
these things went to make up the actual investment which
created ' the company'R position. Th:e precise figures of this
branch of the claim jt would, he said, be difficult to specify,
and the measure of damages must be determined by the discretion of the tribunal.
Another branch of the claim arm~e from the destruction of
grants made by the laws of Paraguay in the nature of patents
for machinery and processes fir. t introduced into that country.
The company sent to Paraguay a steam engine, two beehives,
a brick machine, a bark mill, a portable sawmill, a11d variou~
o bei- article , many of which were unknown in the country.
It al. o introcluced a new mode of making cigars. To illuRtrate
h value of the latter Mr. Appleton said that at the time its
ci(l'ar fa torywa. clo, d the company was employing 115 operati e who w ul<i. make 807,000 cigars a month. Ile estimated
the profit of thi bu ines · at $236,808 per annum, or for ten
ar ·, 2: 6 .0 0.
r b comp ny al o had in operation, he said, the first and
nl . am , \ mill in Paraguay, t,h e profits of which be estimat d at,· 4,7r a year, or for ten years, $347,250 .
.rb comp, ny al h, d a brick machine wllich could turn
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out 10,000 bricks a day. The profits of this machine were
estimated at $32,000 a year, or for ten years, $320,000.
The company also claimed to have introduced the :first steam
engine into Paraguay. These things were cited as but illustrations of the company\, rights, the value of which might,
said Mr. Appleton, be left to the judgment of the commission.
Iu addition to tlrnse things, the claimants were entitled to a
reasonable allowance for the expense of procuring redress for
their wrougs; to compensation for time, labor, anxiety, and
sufferiug expended and incurred in their enterprise; to dam•
ages for their expulsion; and finally, to compensation or an
equivale11t for the patent rights, grants, and franchises bestowed upon the company by the laws of Paraguay, all of
which were abrogated by the wrongful acts of President Lopez.
It was submitted that the award of the commission should
exceed the sum of a million dollars.
Under the rules adopted by the commission
Statement of Para- 1
·t was prov1·a e d th at a f'orma1 s t a,t emen t of th e
guay.
claims of the company should be followed by
a similar statement on the part of the republic of Paraguay.
This statement was presented by Mr. Carlisle. He denied
that any wrong and injury had beeu done by the republic of
Para.guay to tlrn claimants. AR to any in<lucements held out
by the republic, they were, he said, to be found in its general
laws, and it was denird that the company had acquired any
rights of patent or monopoly for any term under those laws
or in any manner whatever. The laws prescribed the specific
and appropriate evidence of such rights, upon which alone
could they have been exercised or enjoyed. The letter of Mr.
Gelly was admitt'3d to be genuine, but it was denied that
he was ever secretary of state or that he ever held .any office
under the Governmeut of Paraguay, except that of special
commissioner to treat concerning tlie boundary between that
republic and Brazil. The letter purported on its face to be
private, and expressly referred to the general laws of the
republic, to which, it said, 110 exception could be made in Mr.
Hopkins's favor.
It was also denied that the agents of the company were
expelled from Paraguay, or that its business was interrupted
or disturbed otherwise than in clue exeeution of the Jaws of
the land to which the claimants were subject. On the other
baud, it was said that the most extraordinary favors were
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extended to Mr. Hopkins and to the company until they could
be continued no longer without disgrace.
Should the commission find that tbe republic of Paraguay
was liable in damages, Mr. Carlisle insisted that the amount
of damages actually sustained should. be made out by clear and
distinct proofs. No prospective, conjectural, or speculative
damages could be allowed in any form; nor could the measure
of damages be affected by the amount of outlays made in the
United States, the results of which never came within the
territory of Paraguay. Still less could compensation be made
for '' intelligence," "enterprise," and "anxiety of mind generally." The first and second items in point of magnitude in the
c;ompany's claim were, said Mr. Carlisle, for two vessels wllich
,rnre wrecked without any apparent combination between
President Lopez and the elements, and which never came
within Paraguayan jurisdiction. Nor was it perceived how
the republic of Paraguay could be held respousible for the
difference between the par value of the bon<ls issued to raise
money for the company and the minor sums which people were
willing to pay for them. Proofs would, said Mr. Oa,rlisle, be
offered of the importations actua1ly made by the company aud
of their value and disposition. It would also be shown that
the sum of $10,000 was loaned to Mr. Hopkins for the use of
the company by the Government of Paraguay, and that thi~
um remained unpaid, except so fat· as the value of the property abandoned by tbe company migLt be applicable to it.
The "land ' " which figured so largely in the complaints of the
eompany would be shown to have been procured upon a void
title for the price of $70 or $80. It would also be shown that
the "cigar factory" was of iu ignifieant value, that the i:;awrnill never paid expen e , and that the whole enterpri e, even
in the hand of ajudi -ion and skil1ful agent, could never have
r ahz d the en rmou profit which the cornmi sion was a ·keel
·ou id r a having b en wre ·ted from the actual gra p of
At the third e ion of the commi sion the
takin
f te ·timony was begun. Witne ses
pr du· l an l xami11 <1 both for the company nud for
and arion,• written proof were file<l on both
h h arincr of witn : .· an l the filing of evidence
·011 ·Incl l ,
h ,•L·r <·nth : :ion of the commi ion.
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On July 19, Messrs. Appleton and Bradley submitted an
argument for the claimants, together with a summary of the
evidence. An argument for Paraguay was subm1tted by
l\Ir. Carlisle. The commission then adjourned on the 23d of
July for consultation, and again from the 23d of July until
tue 27th. When the commissioners met again they agreed
upon an award, which they signed provisionally, with a view
to its being inscribed on the record when the American commissioner should have prepared au opinion and report, which
be desired to present to his government with the award. lVIr.
Johnson completed his opinion ou the lDth of August. The
last session of the commission was held on Monday the 13th,
when the commissioners filed their final award, which was
adverse to the claims of the company. The text of the award
was as follows:
''And now, on this thirteenth day of August, anno Domi11i
one thousand eight hundred and sixty, the undersigned, commissioners appointed and empowered respectiyely, as appears
fully in the aforegoing reconl, ha,ving heard and maturely co11sidered the' proofs of the cliarges and defenses of the contendiug parties,' in respect of the ' claims of the U uited States and
Paraguay Navigation Company-a company composed of citizens of the United States-against t.be Government of Paraguay, a11d having conferred together and deliberated upon the
same, and upon the prmted arguments of counsel thereupon,
in virtue of the powers invested in them by the convention in
this record recited and set forth, do hereby determine and
award:
"That the said claimants, 'The United Stc1tes and Paraguay
Navigation Company,' have not proved or established any right
to damages upon their said claim against the government of
the republic of Paraguay; and that, upon the proofs aforesaid,
the said government is not responsible to the said company in
any damages or pecuniary compensation whatever, in all the
premises.
'' In testimony whereof, the said comrni~sioners have hereunto subscribed their names aud directed the attestation of
the secretary and interpreter the day and year aforesaid.
'•U. JOHNSON,

"Commissioner on the part of the United States.
"JOSE BERGES,

"Commissioner on the part of the Republic of Pami;uay.
"Attest:
SAMUEL WARD,

Secretary and Interpreter.
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The grounds on which this award was based
were stated iu the following opinion of l\Ir.
J ohnsou, the United States commissioner:
"The Uuited States and Paraguay Navigation Company had
been organized by au association of enterprising citizens of
Rhode l81and iu the fall of 1852, and chartered by tbe legislature of that State in J uue 1853. 'fhe capital was one burnlred
thousa11d dollars, with liberty to increase it to a million, for
the general purposes of trade.
'' Mr. E. A. Hopkins, who had been mainly
Mr. E. A. Hopkins. instrumental in getting np the company, l>ecarne its general agent for the transaction of
its businel$S south of the equator, with a salary of two thousand
dollars per annum, and by the same contract entitled to five
per centum on its profits, until his share of the profits shoulcl
reach tllirty thousand dollars, when he was to be paid ten
thousand dollars iu cash, and the other twenty thousand dollars in stock of the company at par. He had been likewise
appointed the consul of the United States for Paraguay.
"Mr. Hopkins had resided many years in that country. His
favorable accounts of the valley of the La Plata, of tlle fertility
of its soil, its salubrious climate, the absence of industry aud
enterprise amoug its citizens, their total ignorance of the mechanical arts, commerce, and agricultural pursuits, presented
to his assoeiates a field for euterprh;e tllat promised, in their
-estimation, unbounded wealth, such as had never been realized,
except by British merchants in the East Indies.
"Paraguay was sele.cte<l. as the chief theater of their operations; but the contract with l\1r. Hopkins con:tituted him their
arrent for all parts '. outh of tbe equator,' indicating a more
extended field.
"For thirty years the government of that country, nominally
a republic, ha<l. been, uucler the control of Doctor .F rancia, an
ab olute deHpotism. Uis policy had excluded foreigner , and
prohibited all intercourse with foreign nations; had paralyzed
th illclu, try of the country, and rendered its population entir ,1y :ul> ervient to his will.
Policy of President
' pon bis deatll, which occ_urred nearly
Carlos Antonio Lo- twenty year' ago, 9ar1os Antomo Lopez ha~
pez
l> en ,'elected as ln • ucces or, nuder :1 modi.
fl 'd gov rnment, and with the title of Pre, icl u . II hacl th :agacityto ·ee the. evil influences experienced
hy t~1 '. p p1e from be policy adopted by tbe dicta,tor, and
pa r1 _ t1:m 11 ugh to :e k a remedy. He encouraged the art
~. n l_ wdn :tr by the mo t lib •ral patent law , securing rights
for rnv nt1 u: nnpr v m nt and the introduction of uew and
u . fnl ma ·hiu : th r by promoting a Ticultnral and mecbanial i11cln:tr · an l ,·till mor , by op nin to commerc tbe oTeat
riv r.· l <r< ua ancl l aragnn · whic-h 11 arly Hnrronnd the ~ouutr rt' to improve the condition of the citizeu ,
ry. ln th
Opinion of Mr.
Johnson.
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long accustomed to oppression and injustice, he could not fail
to perceive that such a cllauge in their condition, to be permanently beneficial, must necessarily be gradual.
'' Be found the republic surrounded by states constantly in
agitation, at war with each other and among themselves; all
was anarchy and disorder. Under such circumstances it was
110 easy ta.sk to establish order and peace and to promote industry and the arts among his own people. It could only be
accomplished by a firmness, vigor, and energy in his administration which would be regarded in other countries (more
enlightened and more accustomed to self-government) as tyrannical and oppressive. It could scarcely be expected that the
ideas of rights of person aud property, of political and civil
liberty, and the administration of justice, as understood and
practiced in the states of this Union, could be at once introduced and put into successful operation fo the infancy of a
republic like Paraguay.
"That a more rapid advancement of industry and civilization has been attained under his administration is generally
conceded. Proceeding in this spirit be seerus to have bailed
with alacrity the prospect of friendly relations with the United
States.
"Captain Page, in his narrative of the scientific expediti011
under his command, says tliat the government extended to
him 'a series of national courtesies,' which commanded his reRpect. 'Indeed (be says), government hospitalities represent a
characteristic of the Paraguayaus. A more generous, singlehearted people it is impossible to find, and they have a native
tact which rarely offends even the conventional ideas of those
who have associated more with the outer world.'
A'd
E t d d t O th
"The kindest treatment was extended to him
1
e and bis officers until the rupture with Hop; en e
ompany.
kins. Upon the arrival of Consul Hopkins and
bis employees, which took place in the fall of 185:>, they were
received witli the utmost cordiality, and every possible aid
generously extended to them. The soldiers of the republic
were turned out of a barrack for their accommodation, without
any compensation for its use. Aid was cheerfully given to Mr.
Hopkins for the selection of suitable sites for the works he
coutemplated. Laborers were selected and ordered into his
Rervice, for a very moderate compensation; and when PreRident
Lopez found the company embarrassed with disasters, and with
the debts they had contracted, he liberally and generously
extended to them an accorn modatiou of ten thousand dollars ·
for two years, from the treasury.
"Stronger evidence of a desire to cultivate the good will of
the company, and to secure the eou:fidence and respect of the
citizens of the United States could not have been given than
was exhibited in the conduct of President Lopez, and the citizens generally, in courtesies and favors freely and cheerfully
5627- Vol. 2--33
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extended to Captain Page, his officers and men, and to the
agent and servants of the United States and Paraguay Navigation Company.
·
"Many of these acts, so beneficial to these claimants, were
of a nature peculiar to a government of strong powers, and a
people unaccustomed to question their ex tent, and without
which the establishment could not have been put in operation.
Mr. Hopkins, in his letter to Governor Marcy, of 22d August
1854, says, 'I knew well enough its [the government'sl arbitrary character, and believed the people to be unfit to govern
themselves.'
"1\1.r. llopkius, then, with a full knowledge of the institutions and laws, the customs and habits of the people, voluntarily selected for himself and · employees that couutry as a
residence and place of "business. Thus they became entitled,
as citizens of the United States resident in Paraguay, to all the
immunities, rights, and privileges granted to the people of that
state by their laws, and made themselves equally liable with
them to the penalties and puni hments imposed for an infraction of those laws. Auel more, as citizens of the United States,
they owed it to themselves and to their own country, as well
as to the infant republic just emerging from tyranny and O!Jpres ion~ to have set an example of forbearance, moderation,
and justice that would have reHected honor up·on the institutious of their own country, and have in spired the people of
Paraguay with new zeal and e11ergy in their struggles to secure
for tbem elves institutions producing such results.
"Wbi] t the company were indulging in golden dreams of
'untold wealth' seldom if ever realized, there seems to have
been lurking in the mind of thefr agent, Ilopkins, an entbusia m for 'progress and civilization' and 'reform' approaching fanaticism, which led him to censure other iustitutions
than tho'e of his own country, and to condemn the conduct of
other public officers with whom he was brought into connection
by hi· con ·ular position, who e ideas did not conform to his
vi ionary notions.
" 1r. llopkin cont.inned to act as general agent of the company, a a partner, an<l as comml of the U11ited State , until the
1 t . pt mb r 1 54 wlien hi exequatur was withdrawn by
r 'Hl nt L pez and. he ancl hi , employees abandon d the
·ountr. , all ging tbat hey were e:vpelled, their business broken
11p and. tllei~ l?roperty c nfi eat d by him.
For the e alleged.
, r ng , nd mJune heavy d.amage. ar demanded.
Jurisdiction of the
qu tioa aro ·e, upon the opening stateCommission
m nt , of th eou11. el for the claimant and the
. . . ·. r public
Parngua~ r_ pect~vel~, touching
tli J1m:d1 t1011 an l cln y of th onnm :ion to 1IHJu11· in to the
ri in , ncl 11, ur of th tr, 11.·adio11 upon whi('h thi claim
wa.· ba: d, . o a. to <l rmi11r wb ther, in faC't a11Cl law, the
r-'pul>li · f Pc ragna
w <.l any pe ·uuiary ' ati ·faction whatever t h claimant ·.

ot:
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"The question was discussed orally by counsel, after the
reading of their opening papers, and was again treated to
some extent ou both sides in the concluding argumentR. It
has received the most deliberate consideration.
"On the part of the claimants, it is fully presented in their
summing up of the case. They say:
"' In this case, the wrong is beyond question. It appears
from the memorials of the company, from the recorded judgments of the Departm ent of State under two administrations,
from tlie messages of tbe President, from the solemn action of
both branches of Uongress, and from the treaty itself, which
assumes the wrong, aud constitutes a commission to assess the
damages.
'''It is a peculiarity of this commission that it is formed with
reference to a single case and for a single purpose. Ordinarily,
a claims commission is authorized to consider and determine all
such claims of a certain character as may have been presented
within a given time. In such cases the treaty assumes only
cel'tain geueral facts, such as the previous existence of a war,
the appropriation of a sum of money, or some general principle
of liability. Neither of these assumptions would be inquired
into by a commission. In this case, the whole subject-rnatterof the negotiation which led to the treaty having been a single
claim, it was easy to make the convention definite, and to confine the duties of the commission to a single point. This has
beeu done. The treaty assumes the wroug committed, and the
liability of Paraguay, and only authorizes the commissioners
to assess the amount of damages. It is a simple question of
how mnchf
" • If there was any ambiguity in the convention on this
point, it could not fail to l>e removed by a reference to the proceedings which led to the convention.
'"The first application of the company to their government
was dated J auuary 15, 1855, and requested that "such measures may be taken as to him [the President] may seem meet and
proper, ·to demand of the government of Paraguay, and enforce
the payment, as indemnity for our losses and the destruction
of our business in that country~ the sum of $935,000."
'''The statement of Mr. Gallup (see his letter to Mr. Bradley of July 8, 1855) shows that Mr. Marcy, the Secretary of
State, "although at :first somewhat prejudiced against it lthe
claim], at the last interview I had with him, expressed himself
satisfied tl,at a great outrage Jiad been committed upon our
citizens by the President of the republic of Paraguay, and
that he should make a demand upon his government for
1ndemuity." * * *
'''On the 2d of June 1858 Congress adopted a resolution
authorizing the President to adopt ::-nch measures and use i;mch
force to seenre justice from Paraguay as he might think
necessary.'
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"On the part of the Republic of Paraguay, the counsel, in
his opening statement, said:
" 'I. The counsel for the claimants assume as a foregone conclusion that wrong and injury ht the transactions upon wbich
this claim is based have been doue by the republic of Paraguay.
"'This is utterly denied. And it will be respectfu1lyinsisted
that it will be for this honorable commission not to take for
granted, but to require to be here proven alld established in
fact and Jaw, tbe allegatio11 that by reason of any matter or
thing do11e or permitted by tl1e Republic of Paraguay in tbe
premises any responsibility in damages to these claimants rests
upon it.
'''This commission is organized under the law of nations and
the terms of a treaty or convention between sovereigns of
equal dignity in the view of that code. Theinstructio11is given
by one of these high contractiug parties to its minister, its
executive me~sages, the reports of committees, o.r other proceedings of its legislature, referred to in tbe opening· statement,
can have no otber weight or value than as exhibiting in au
imposing form the claim wbich is here made, and is here to be
establise<l or rejected. They are 11ot even entitled to be regarded as tue deliberate conclusio11s of the govnument from
whom they emanated, since they are founded exclusively upon
the case as made ex parte by tho:se whose interests a11d feelings
may have naturally colored their representations. By tl1e Holemn act of the United States in entering into this conve11tion
it is stipulated that this claim shall be here " investigated" and
"ailj1tsted," and '' its amoiint determined," "upon su_tficient proof
of the charges and defenses of the contending parties." (Oonveution, Art. IL )
"This is the general outline of the argument.
"The qne tion which it presents seemed to be altogether of
a technical nature and quite too narrow and unsnbstautial to
be of any practical importance in a matter of public hm.
evertllele , it is very evicle11t that from a very earJy period in
th hi ' tory of this claim the claimants steadily looked to the
foreclo ·ure of all inquiry i 11to the foundation of the claim, and
labor 1 to pla ·e the Ppublic of Paraguay in tbe condition of
a defendant in au ordi11ary ·uit at law who bad imffered judgm nt to pa ', re erving Ollly tbe right to have an inquisition
of <lama e . If thi · could b aclmitted-and it "·ould be ceraiul an anomaly iu interuational affairs-th reimlt would be
pr ti ·ally unimportant; b cau e, in order to a certain the
d~m~g~
:p ·ially wh r th •y are clairued to be punitory or
rnd1ct1
h : mu: n c : arily b a11 inve tigation into all
tb fa •ts and ·1r ·urn ta11c :, o as to cletermine the animus a11d
v r otlJ r elem nt prop l'ly 11teri11g into the measure o f
lam g ,'.
tH'h an inquiry, ·01ulnd cl ac·ccmlillg to th mnnicipal
law uii 1 h po .. ibly r •:u]t in III r ly nominal damage. Bnt
a formal awa,1 d made uy a mix 1 ·ornllli ' ion, uuder treaty,
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giving to the claimants 'one cent claniages,' would be. simply
ridiculous. Such a technicality would be uu becommg tlle
dignity of nations and repugua11t to the spirit of the public
law.
'' There was no difference of opinion between the commis~ioners upou the question. They concurred in holding that
tlteir respective commissions, the oaths which they bad taken
as prescribed by the third article of the convention, the language of that convention in all its parts referring to the matter,
and the nature of the subject sulJmitted to them, required a
full and unrestricted examination of the claim. To ascertain
the' amount' of the claim neceRsarily obliged them to determine
between Oand the highest amount which figures could express,
according to the exigencies of tbe proofs.
'' Any other view of the subject would seem to be equally
irreconcilaule with the terms of the convention, as with justice
and fair dealing.
'' By the first article of the -c onvention, 'the government of
the republic of Paraguay binds itself for the re.~ponsibility in
. favor of the United States and Paraguay Navigation Company
which may result from the decree of tbe commissioners, who, it
is agreed, shall be appointed as follows.' By this article the
liability of Paraguay was distinctly admitted, no doubt. But
whcit liabilityf The article answers, 'the responsibility which
may rcs1-ilt from the decree of the commissioners.' Can this be
understood. as a stipulation that the commissioners shall at all
events fix somerespousibilitytosome amountupon that republic!
If so, what amount was to be this minimum, If it were not
fixed by the terms of the convention (and it was not), in what
other mode was it to be arrived. at, The second article a!lswers
by 'sufficient proofs of tbe charges and defenses of tbe coutendiug parties;' and the third article requires tbat the commissioners shall be sworn 'fairly and impartially to investigate
the said claims and a just decision thereon render, to the best
ot their ,iudgment and ability.' It then necessarily follows that
the whole matter of this claim was submitted to the 'decree'
of this commission.
Various Demands of
"Before entering_ upon_ an investigat~on of
the Com an .
the accou~ts subm1t~ed, 1t seemed desirable
P Y
to ascertarn the precise demand made by the
company, and for this purpose all the papers on file in the
Department of State were carefully examined. The following
statement will show the claims set up at different times:
"The letter of Mr. Hopkins to the Setretary of State, dated
30th of August 1854, ad vises him tliat 'if the extraordinary
avarice of this old man Lopez should be compelled to pay two
or three hundred thousand dolla,r s for our reclamations, expenses,
etc., all would go well for years to come.' And again, in a
communication to the Secretary, of 2d September 1854, be
tel!F; liim:
'' 'The dela,y in having the claim settled; the entire ruin of
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their commercial operations; the expenditure of $116,000,
shown in their last balance sheet; the destruction of their
credit; the destruction of my own personal, official, and mercantile character; the calumnies of the press-all will not be
satisfied, principal and interest, by the payment of a less siim
than four hiindred thousand dollars.'
"So the claim for damages stood, until their memorial of
15th January 185,> was presented to the President of the
United States, claiming $935,000.
"No specification of items accompanied the memorial, but
tliere was filed iu the Department of State, uuder date of 31st
January 1855, by Messrs. Arnold and Gallup, the following
statement, exhibiting the items upou which the claim was
founded:
1''or property in Paraguay, being real estate in Asuncion and
San Antonio, with costly improvements made there, s nndry
mills, heavy machinery, tools, etc., confiscated, seized, and
rendered worthless by the arbitrary conduct of the government, valued as per the accompanying deposition of George
M. Boyd, aucl-certificatc of Lieutenant James H. Moore..... $500,000
I roperty at the mouth of the river, being a clipper schooner,
two river steamboats, built for the upper waters, a large
sawmill, and other machin ery and general merchandise, costing the claimant nearly $80,000 iu cash, and rendered useless
to the company by the acts of sairl. government, valued, as
per afornsaid deposition and certificate, at ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
100, 000
For interest from 1st September 1853 to 1st May 1855 (average time) upon $350,000, the present cash liabilities of the
company, at 6 per cent per annum...................... ....
35,000
The actual damages sustained iu the interrnption of business
in Parao·uav, destruction of commercial interests along the
river, and entire loss of credit, upon tlrn sudden and wanton
outrage committed upon the company by the Governmeut of
Paraguay, estimated at a moderate considerati(,n of 50 per
cent upon the valuation above of $600,000, which was accompanied by the affidavit of George M. Boyd and a certificate
of Lieutenant James H. Moore.............................
300,000
935,000

'' Governor Marcy replied, 7th March 1855, sta.ti11g to them
the propriety, if not the nece sity, when making a demand on
a foreign government, that tbe claim should be just, 'cind the
<i1noimt of losse and damages should be fairly estimated. In
this latt "r respect partici1,larly, the proofs subrnitted by you are
1 ery inad quate.
There ·is no e·l idence filell of the company's title
to the property, no iilence as to the nature and character of the
grants, and no reliable e idence as to the quantity or value of the
vrop rty onned by the company.' He further informs them that,
'. th a ·ti~al ·o ·t of th~ property,_ ancl not only the amount, but the
it ni . of_ th . pe!ulititre on improvements, uith a particular
d s ript on oj th rnipro mrnts, our;ht to be r;iven.'
On h ' 4th March Ir. alJup, in the ab. ence of Mr.
rn 1d, rep1~
o . bi. l_ t r iudicating the demand a pren <l, < n rnformmg 1nm that tli 're wa 'no other te timouy
in b
11 ry, t
he alne f tli property than the depo i1
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tion of Bovd and the certificate of Moore; that the title deeds,
grants and other evidences of property, are all in the possession
of our' agent in South A mericci, retciined by him, Jo_r u~e before the
cornmissioner, when the claims shall be .finally cid7uclicated.'
"On the 16th March the company filed with the Secretary a
statement of their treasurer, Bailey, exhibiting the liabilities
and assets of the company, which is annexed to this report,
marked B, viz:
Liabilities of the company in the United States .........•••. $361, 103. 10
23, 854. 54
And their assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

"This was the extent of their response to Mr. Marcy's
requisition.
'' The company continued, from time to time, to urge upon
the. department some action in their behalf, in various supplemental memorials, accompanied by affidavits from themselves
or employees no~ materially varying the proof, and not paying
that respect to the suggestions of Governor Marcy which they
merited. They, however, furnished a statement, in connection
with these memorials, of the expeuditures of the company,
which is annexed to this report, marked A and No. 3, by which
the expenditures appear to have exceeded the receipts by the
sum of $402,520.37, and which statement, it may be observed,
furnishes no dates for the respective transactions; and a supplemental statement, marked No. 1, is also exhibited.
"These demands were twice sent to an agent of the Department i.n South America, with instructions for their settlement,
but without any satisfactory result.
,:A serious misunderstanding took place between that government and the United States in relation to the attack upon
the Water Witch, and other indignities alleged to ha,ve been
offered to citizens of the United States, which induced Congress to authorize the Executive to send a commissioner,
accompanied by a naval force, to demand satisfaction for the
insults and wrongs complained of, against the United States
flag and citizens. He was instructed to have the claims of
this company adjusted; his authority being limited to the
reception of $500,000, in accordance, it is supposed, with the
wishes of the company.
·
"Commissioner Bow}jn was selected for this mission, and
found no difficul ty in adjusting all the demands of this government, without resorting to force, except the claims of this
company, which President Lopez regarded. as unjust. Nevertheless, Mr. Bowlin says, in a dispatch, that he could have
secured a large sum in cash, by way of compromise, if be had
not been restricte<l, but further ad ds : 'It is a,ue to President
.Lopez to say, whatever offer he m,ade 'Was avowedly to purchase
his peace, protesting the smallness of his liabil'ity, if any at all,'
upon the cbim of thh; company.
"'rLe <:011,pany also instrncte<l Mr. Bowlin in a private Jett<'r
to receive $500,00u, iu satisfactiou , if it slwuld be paid. witl.10ut
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resort to force, but if coercion became necesRary, to insist upon
$1,000,000. They also sent a memorial to him, setting forth
_their claim to patent rights for the 11ew machinery claimed to
have been introduced by them under the decree of ~0th May
1845, and representing, at not less than $5,000,000, the value
that these alleged rights would have lJeen to them if the g·overnment, without interruption , had permitted their use.
"The foundation on which were erected' such golden dreams
of untold wealth' as seem to have been constantly pre~wnt to
the mind of Mr; Hopkins, and more or less of his assoeiates,
will be l>est understood by their representations to Mr. Howlin
of the immen e value placed upon their favorite machines, and
then exhibiting the facts as proven before tlte commission.
"They inform Mr. Bowlin tbat 'tlrn company had in operation
thefirstandonlyRteamsawmill in thatcountry, which at tbetime
of our interruption by the Government of Paraguay, produced
seven hundred feet, or two hundred a,nd forty-seven Spanish
varas per day, valued at the mill at fifty to sixty-two cents per
vara, say fifty cents per vara, is $123.50. Th6 cost of logs in
South Carolina or Maine, with labor at one dollar per day, to
produce the above quantity would be five dollars, and labor
sawing two dollars and seventy-five cents, making the wltole
cost of seven hu11<lred feet per day seven dollars and seventyfive cents. Three hundred working days per annum would
yield $34,72Gnct profit of one saw per yearJ and for ten years,
$347,250.'
"Similar and more extravaga1it calculations were gone into
for tbe purpose of showing the extraordinary profits of the
cigar factory, which l1acl been established, and the brickmakiug·
machine which they propo ed to put into operation. Their
tatements accompany thiR report, rnri'rked E and G.
''Similar cfaims were alleged to exi t for patents for other
machinery and agricultural implements, but 110 estimates are
given of the profits anticipated from their m;e. From all tbe e
advantages ecured to them, as they a1Jege, by the decree of
20th May 1845, they expected to realize 'a 1cea.lth akin to that
hich the grea,t comrnercicll companies of E'l.trope have realizecl in
th Ea. t Inr7i s.'

1

"Snch ar the claims and demandR made by the company
upon th Hov .rnment of Parao-uay, and for which the Governm nt of tl1
nit .d tate wa · urged to enforce payment, even
t th xt nt of " war with that new and feeble republic.
. ith ~th. original , timate of damage, by Mr. Ilopki11 . ,
th _2t m form 1t cl to tl1 e ·retary of State of 31 t Janmiry
l 0,1 nor th , tat m nt of ·apital by Mr. Bailey, tbe trea nrer,
n w e m t b r Ii l on a. · th ba i upon which damag·es
ar to b
timat d; bu 011ly th lo R of the company as
. bibit d in th a11ne. cl pap r.
and '. The former a· ha.
b n ai<l i: .-omewha r markab1 in havi1lg furni b d no
<l, t , to mo.
f it. it m · 11 proofr l1ow v r, enabl u to
d icl upo11 a ·h f th m with a11 the ac ·ura •y ne · "ar for
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this report. The paper C deserves a passing remark upon a
few of the largest items, as illustrating the mode by which the
claim bas grown to its present size. It will be observed that
the accounts embrace the whole expenditures of the company,
and the profits a1Hl losses from its origin to the present year;
a period of over six years, embracing traveling expenses, the
tees of counsel, et().
"The first two items, amounting to about $114,000. constitute
the cost of the vessel El Paraguay and its cargo, which sailed
from New York about the 20th March 1853, and cleared for
' Jlfontevidrn and a market,' and which vessel, after encountering storms, and having cost large sums for repairs, was finally
abandoned on the coast of Soutll America near Maranham, was
taken into port, condemned as unseaworthy, and sold, with a,
part of the damaged cargo, before reaching her destination at
Montevideo. So much of the cargo as bad been saved was
reshipped to Monte·video, and then forwarded by the steamer
Fanny, chartered for that purpose, to Asuncion, the capital of
raraguay, wl1ere the cargo was examined by the officers of the
governme_n t, and a statement made of each article by Mr. Hopkins himself, and was valued by the regular appr~isers, and
the ad valorem duties paid by Mr. Hopkins.
The valne of the whole cargo amonnted to _______ _______________ $15,300
On the 3<1 February 1854 there was reshipped, ont of the country,
and drawback allowed Mr. Hopkins ......... ___ ........... _...
3, 726
Febrnary 7th, afterwards, be imported other goo<ls, valued at ....

11,574
291
11,865

~

"These were all the goods ever taken intothe couutry by the
company, exclusive of the rnaehinery, sawmills, etc.
"It does not appear from the evidence that President Lopez
had any connection with the company, or even knew of tile
proposed enterprise, until the arrival of the Fanny, in Octol,er
1853, with a part of the cargo of the steamer El Pciraguay.
This steamer is proved to have cost from sixty-five to seventy
thousand dollars. What became of the residue of the cargo
beyond what was shipped by the Fanny and taken into Paraguay, is not satisfactorily shown. Nor <loes this seem at all
important; for it may be justly saicl there would seem to be as
much propriety in charging the loss upon the ship and cargo
to the g;overnment at, Montevideo, to which place the goods had
been shipped, or to Buenos Ayres, wliere the company afterward had a trading house, as to . Paraguay. Whatever migl1t
have been the tyranny and oppression practiced by that gov-ernment toward Mr. Hopkins alld l1is employees, after tlieir
arrival and during their stay, surely can form no excuse for
charging the losses whieh occurred by the dangers of tlrn sea
before their arrival.
''Under this same head belong the cli.arges on accouut of
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what is called 'the second expedition,' to wit, the schooner
E. T. Blodget, with merchandise and two small steamers in
detached pieces on board, and which never entered Paraguay.
The schooner was wrecked above Buenos Ayres, at the Tigre
River, and had no insurance to that point. The wreck was
sold. The cargo, so far as saved, was taken to other countries,
and disposed of in other markets by the company. This ground
of claim is charged in the statement of 31st January 1855 at
$100,000.
"The whole amount of property taken into Paraguay was
either sold or taken away by Mr. Hopkins when he left the
country, except the mills, machinery, and agricultural implements, and some personal property of little value left in San
Antonio, and the effects in the cigar factory in the city.
"All the property left, including the real estate and a large
portion of that taken oft' by him, was under mortgage to the
Government of Paraguay to secure the loan of ten thousand
dollars.
"Nevertheless, as is stated by Captain Page, in his dispatch
of 26th September 1854, President Lopez sJ.tisfied him, 'there
was no intention on the part of the government to prevent Mr.
Ilopkins taking out of the country auy of his effects, merchandise, or property, notwithstanding the indebtedues of the
company to the goverument to the amount of ten thousand
dollars, for the payment of which he would not bold the property.' At the time Mr. Hopkins was ordered to leave the
cuartel (barracks) at San Antonio he was requested to remove
all the property. He removed some of the articles, declining
to remove others. They were removed by the government, an
inventory having. been taken and an appraisement made.
These articles-a list of which, together witll the proceedings,
will be found iu the papers sent-were stored in the city, they
l1aving been 'thrown on the hands of the goveru ment by Mr.
Ilopkins, and will be old; the money given to Mr. Hopkins if
he will receiv it, and if not, will be put into the trea ·ury for
the benefit of bi ' creditors or for the company.'-[Captain
Page di patch.]
' noth r item of loss, not les extraordinary, grew out of
th mode adopted by the company of increa ing their capital
• to ·k by is uing their bond for 100,000, bearing interest, and
lling them to th tockholder of the company at a loss of
o r · 7, 00.
u ·h lo e , and other like lo se and expenditur · of th ompany, can, upon no principle of law or equity
b ma 1 ·hargeabl to the republic of Paraguay.
'
ti
f Lia
' her i no evidence showing any encoura ruent_h ld out by Paraguay to this corny.
pan~
rndue them to go into that country
~ n w
ttl r. ~ f r th
mployment of their agricultural
1mpl m nt. maclnn ry t ·., or to ugag in trade gen rally
h r than th J?at 11 l _w of
5. 'rI1 11terpri e wa. nude/
t, k •n upon h 1r , n Jud men conducted by th ir own offi.. r 'in h ir wn w~ ·. If h yd ·ire l to avail them ·elves of
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patents, as offered by that law, t~~y must necessarily be _c~mpelled to comply with its prov1s10ns. Patent _Jaws, ~wmg
exclusive privileges, are always made 1wt only with a view to
the iuterests of the patentees, but also of the people after the
expiration of the patent; and hence tlley generally require, as
the decree of 28th May 1845 did, that explanattons must be
made to the proper officer, in writing, setting forth the particular invention or improvement, or, as iu this case, the new 1nachinery to be introduced. 'fhe officer is then to judge of its
importance and utility, decide upon the propriety of its allowance, and the time for which it sl10uld be allowed; and then it
is for him to issue the patent. Until the patent is granted no
right accrues, under the law, to auy person.
"The opinion or recommendation of Senor Gelly, no doubt
. honestly made, and with the best motives, can have no more
influence upon the construction of the decree than the opinion
of any other private citizen, arnl could by 110 meaus be llolden
to excuse a noncompliance with the proyisions of a law of the
republic. But be says distinctly that the President would
have no authority to do so, and that the granting of other
monopolies than those provided for in the law would be
unjust.
"If the company had been induced by the liberal provisions
of the decree of 1845 to eugage in so important an enterprise,
in which so much of their cap ital had been invested, it is remarkable that no effort was made, for eiglit or ten months, to
secure the paten ts authorized by it, and which are now esteemed
of such immeuse value.
''The shipments made by the stean1er El Paragur.ty and the
E. T. Blodget, and the claims now set up for the losses sustained in these respects, present the naked question of the
liability of a· foreign government for shipments made to its
territory, under the expectation of profits, which are lost by the
perils of the sea before reaching the port of destination. If
such liability exists, then favorable commercial regulations, liberal laws for settlers, or favorin g immigration into any country,
would make the government the insurer not only against the
perils of the seas, but also for the prudence and· discretion of
officers having cliarge of the vessels. The character of the
government of the country to which such shipments are made
can have nothing to <lo with the question of its liabilities for
such enterprises. ·whatever of tyranny or oppression may
have been practiced (it may well be repeated) after the arrival
of Hopkins and his employees in Paraguay, could have no influence iu producing the disasters which caused them such
heavy losses.
"Surely no · one can believe that the loss of $57,000 on the
bonds of th e company can, with auy propriety, be chargeable
to that governmeut. .A.gain, interest on the debts of the company, amounting to thousands of dollars, is charged against
Paraguay, which, for the reasons before sugge~ted, is wholly
inadmi ssable.
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'' To cap the climax, the ·extraordinary sum of $300,000 is
demanded as a remuneration for tbe trouble, anxiety, and loss
of credit growing out of the imputed misconduct of President
Lopez.
'' Such are the details of the claim of $935,000, so often and
so earnestly pressed upon the consideration of Uongress, alld
the executive g-overnment of the United States, and tlt e
spirit in which the same has been presented will be seeu in
the letter of their counsel, Mr. 0. S. Bradley, to General Uass,
Secretary of State, liereto annexed, marked F.
"The commissioners did not entertain a doubt that the Government of Paraguay could not, in any view of the case, be
l1olden liable for any losses or expenses incurred by tbe company before October 185~, when they took up their residence
in Paraguay.
"Nor can tllat govBrnment be justly holden responsible for
any expenses or 101:-<ses wLich they sm,tained in the lmsiness or
trade prosecuted by them with other governments in South
.America, after they had abandoned Paraguay, which trade
was continued for three or four years, at a very heavy loss to
tile company, as shown by the accom1ts exhibited with their
memorials.
Ch
f E u1
"The remaining question, and the only one
0
arges_
xp - upon which the claimants bave made even a
sion.
plausible case, arises npon the allegation that
their business was wrongfully broken up, their property confl cateu, and their agents expelled from the country, a11d involves the inquiry whether such wrongful acts were <l.011e, a,ll(l
if o, what uamages should be allowed in th e way of compensation for actual losses, or in additi011 by way of punishment.
"Upon this branch of the case it is proper to say that as to
the allegvd wrongful acts of Paraguay, the evidence adducrd
by the company consists in the main of the productions directly or indirectly of their agent, Mr. Uopkii1s, in his cllaracter of consul, evidently influenced by that of general agent
and partner of 1he compa,ny. His correF-pondence with the
1 ecretary of
tate, aucl the papers inclosed in his dispatches,
all b ar th impres8 of his own peculiar charactel' and mind,
:ind are little calcnlat d to have weight before any trib1mal
of a judi ·ial character; indeed, it may be truly said tbat upon
a, criti al x, mination they fumi. ·h strong iutert1al evidence
a<Yain t th ju ti . or Yaliclity of the claim. Among tliese rnay
~> 11 t <l. h. formal proc cling of a re 0 ·ularly organized meetrn_g · n 1 mer of him lf and five or six persons connected
w1 h h . · mpany at whi ·li c rtain re olntion were pa., ed,
c· ud 11~11111cr h
onclu ·t of Lieut nant Page and Pre. id nt
L l . z rn
ru • <1 u, lly viol nt a11<1 vague, and a paper purp r rn cr to h, • b n draw11 np for pu!Jli<-ation in an ' w r to
·b rcr ,: again. t 1r. HopkinM in th 11 w:pap rat A uucion,
n ,vl11·h'pJ ar. nl·tohaN<•b 1111 cla ad inc of Mr.
Hopkin .· · u; ular 011du ·t wi h h, ' retary f tate, to
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impugn the character of President Lopez, and to advance the
interests of the company in this claim. Of the same nature
are certain depositions of some six or eight Paraguayans, resident in Buenos Ayres, who are shown to be refugees, aud
members of a revolutionary club iu that city, for the overthrow of President Lopez's government, none of whom profess
to have knowledge of a_n y fact upon which this claim is
founded, but who denounce in strong language the personal
and political character of President Lopez, and the general
operations of his government, to which they attribute an influence, descending to the most miuute affairs in the private
life of the humblest citizens.
"This kind of evidence; the action of Congress, or the executive officers of the government, upon the ex parte statements
of those most deeply i11terested in this claim; the public opinion in the adjoining states, which may have been formed by
the misrepresentations a11d falsehoods of those whose interests
are involved and who may be entitled to the profits arising
from the successful prosecution of this claim-do uot seem to
be a safe foundation upon wLich heavy damages are to be
awarded. The acts oftyranuy and oppression should be shown,
which, as is alleged, expelled the company and broke up their
business; the value of the property confiscated should be exhibited as the best, if not the only, means of ascertaining the
true amount of damages.
·
"The company, aware of the necessity of
CaEe of Mr. Hopkins's
Brother.
some such proof as suggested by Secretary
Marcy, have shown that the brother of tlle
consnl, 0. E. Hopkins, was stricken on the back by a soldier
with the :flat side of Lis sword, for wLich, according to the
affidavits of 0. E. Hopkins and Mrs. Guillemot (who was in
company with him), there was no excuse whatever, no act done
or word uttered by him to produce the blow, but which, according to the affidavits of tue soldier and his two companions,
0. ~- Hopkins bad provoked, by riding into the herd of cattle
whJCh he was driving, dispersing them and causing him much
trouble in gathering them together; and this after he had been
notified not to do so.
"The consul, Hopkins, became greatly excited to find that bi:;
brothe: had been stricken by a common soldier, and instead
of havmg the case brought before a judicial tribunal of the
district h1 which the offense had been committed, and having
the soldier puuished according to the laws of the country,
made it a natioual case; his dignity as consul Lad been assailed.
in the attack upon his brother; the rights of an American citizen had been trampled upon; and the Government of Paraguay
was to be made responsible for tile outrage! He accordingly
addres ed the governmellt an angry aud offensive note, <lernauding punishment of the sol,lier, and. satisfactio11 for the
offense to his brotller, and alluded iu the most offensive terms
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to other alleged indignities suffered by the American citizens
from those of Paraguay. This led to a correspondence between
him and the Secretary of State.
"President Lopez, upon examining the case, seems to have
entertained the idea that the brother of the consul had not in
reality much cause of complaint against the soldier, as be had
probably committed the first wrong; yet it was held to be the
duty of the soldier to have r-eported the conduct of Hopkins
to his superior officer, instead of redressiug tlle injury when
perpetrated, and therefore the soldier was ordered to be punished with three hundred lashes.
"This transaction, which occurred 2~<l. July 1854, Mr. Hopkins states in his letter to the Secretary of State, to have
been 'the commencement of the difficulties between himself
and the President.'
"Some newspaper publications on the subject seem to have
produced violent language-on the part of Mr. Hopkins against
President Lopez, wholly unbecoming tlle position he occupied.
''The other charges to which he alluded in
Acts of A.TJ.noyance. his letter seem to have been of petty annoyances, rude and improper la11guage addressed
by some of the populace in the city to Mr. Ilopkins and some
of his companions, whose supercilious and haughty conduct
toward the peop·Ie, as well as the government, had rendered
them very odious, and occasioned harsh words to be used iu
the streets, throwing' missiles,' sucll a s orange peeliI1gs, pieces
of cigars, and sand into the door and windows of their houses,
by day as well as by night, and which is attributed to the
influence, if not direct sanction, of the President or bis officers,
and 11ot to any misconduct or provocation on their own part;
and yet when the complaint was made, without designating
any offender, a guard of soldiers was stationed at tlleir house
for their protection. The annoyauces are alleged to have continued, and become even worse; yet no iudivi<lual could be
·named, so as to enable the police officers to puuish them.
"Such act of incivility and rudene ·s toward the consul of
th
nHed tates auc.l hj family resident in the city deserved
puni.·lnn 11 , which wou1d u11doubted1y have been inflicted on
th fi'ender. if h y could have been discovered. Mr. Hoph_n. · uld uot a c rtain their names, at lea,st made no report
. f , n~ to th gov rnm nt, at th ,•arnc time most injudiciou ·ly
m1vntuw t? t_h
fft • r of the government a knowledge of
tb •ir c·omm1 -.·10n a11 l ,·trongly iutimatincr a co1rnivauce at the
· nduC't f h • ff nder ·.
' It 11 er .- •em to have occuned to ~fr.
Provocations.
llopkin: or hi,' a. · o •iate that hi• own arro.
gm1 · • and pr ,'Ulllpti n l1i:-, haughty and overarrng <· 11 ln · , 11H 11g h · C'itiz ·11: his vi l ut and d nun:ia n· · ], llll"uag tow~ rd h <>·ov rnm nt a,ncl officia,1,·, werP
w •ll ·al ·i1l t · 1 t ar< tv
h h .· il, f ling: of tl1 V ople
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against tliem, and produce the annoyances o~ w~1ich he
complained. Mr. FaJcou , the secretary of_ state, rn bis le_tter
to Governor Marcy of 2d -Sep tern ber Hi<->J., f:;peaks of • the
repeated complaints made by the officers of the districts aga:inst
the conduct of Mr. Hopkins aud his servants/ tlrn want of respect
and civility' to the justices, 'his _shocking e.x:pr~ssi01_is' against.
any who dared to complain of his conduct, his' <;Iisregard of
port regulations,' and 'contempt toward the pohce officers.'
And further telling him, when speaking of the excesses of Mr.
Hopkins, 'they _have been repeated by a series of rudenesses, and
bitter rccrirninations against the rno~t excellent goi1ernrnent of the
republic, which has for some time been astonished at the
audacious provocations of Mr. Hopkins;' and concludes by
·telling him, 'If Mr. Hopkins had accepted the consulate for the
express purpose of discrediting the worthy government of the
Uniterl States, and his fellow-citizens, he could not have done
more to create disaffection.'
"When speaking of the punishment of the soldier Sylveiro,
Captain Page says, 'Ha<l Mr. Hopkins been content with
making a simple statement of the affair, and not have accompanied bis communication with irrele1:ant remarks, passing
censure itpon the goi-ernrnent and people of Asuncion, I am
informed by the President that the difficulty would not have
occurred.' And again, he says, in bis letter of 1st September,
'If Mr. Hopkins expects to involve me and the Water Witch
in the disgracffiil ajfair betu;een the Govermnent of Paraguay
and himself, he deludes himself with very false hopes.' Referring to the publications in the Sern,inario, be says, 'By a most
impolitic and unauthorized course, be bas brought upon himself the wrath and inrlignation of a government which has the
power, because of its peculiar relations with its people, to
embarrass and render profitless the entire enterprise of those
American citizens who have so unwisely put him at its bead.
This may be most effectnally accomplished (if such be the disposition of the government), without infringing one single
article of the treaty between the two nations, or committing
one single overt act which would form the basis of complaint.'
Lieutenq,nt Powell, among the most intelligent officers of the
navy, says of him, 'Mr. Hopkins was well known in the navy
as an egotistical and presuming man, and one who bad constantly em broiled himself in a11 kinds of difficulties while in it.'
"Mr. Ferguson, the millwright, who bad been in the employment of tbecompanyalltbetimeinParaguay, whose good sense,
modesty, and franku ess before this commission made a most
favorable impression, says, when speaking of the deportmeut
of Mr. Hopkins while there, 'I think his conduct was scandalous,
according to my ideas of morality, and shocked e1:en the people of
that country.' And being furtlier interrogated as to bis course
generally_a:rnong the people, and officially, whether it was kind
and conc11Iatory, answers, 'It icas guite th(} reverse. It w~s
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overbearing and tyrannical. He bad a swaugering, bullying way
with him. in all his relations of life, and bis depol'tment was
always tyrannical and overbearing.'
'· Such conduct on the par~ of the consul toward the government and the people of Asuncion, was well calculated to produce an unfavorableimpression toward him and his associate,,
as well as their countrymen, who were but little kuown except
through them, and to lead to tbe petty annoyances of which
tuey complain. His conduct seems to have made a not less
uufavorable impression upon tlle officers under the command
of Captain Page. Mr. Hopkins, in his letter to Secretary
Marcy, 25th August 1854, says, 'In tbe midst of these affairs
a,rnl publications, the five or six officers of the navy who are
now here continite to cut m,y hoiise anrl presence, thereby causing infinite morcil a,id and comfort to Pretrident Lopez.'
"So wholly forgetful did he seem to be of that dignity and
propriety of conduct which should clrnracterize a represeutative of the United States, and of the respect and courtesy due
a11d always extended to the chief officers of another government, that it was made a matter of boa,st that he had forcibly
eHtered the audience chamber of Presiuent Lopez in his riding
dres , whip in baud, despite tile l'emonstrance of the guard
a11d in violation of the rules adopted in that country of intercour e between the President a11d citizens, as if designedly to
bring into c011ternpt the authority of the President among his
people.
'' uch conduct toward the people of Paraguay aud tlieir
Pre ideut, without reference to his moral conduct, which Fergn ou de.-dg-uates as 'scandalous,' may be supposed to account
more sati ·factorily for the 'indignities' anu 'am1oyances' of
which . o rnnch complaint has been made than any supposed
i11terfere11ce or enconragement of them by the l)resident or bis
officer'.
In relatio11 to thi whole subject of the alleged 'in ults'
au<l 'outrage '' complai11ed of by tbe company in tlrnir memo1fal , aud which conl<.l 11ot fail (coming from a respectable
ource) to attract the a,ttention of the executive and of Con~r ', it i' prnper to make a few remarks.
Iu th fir t place, 110 complain ts of tbi ;--;ort a,ppear to have
b en mad until th occurre11ce between Mr. C. E. Ilopkins
and tb olclier 011 tl1 2:Zd July 1854. Tlie letter addressed by
lr. 'on.-nl Hopki11 · to the Para 1·uayan ecl'etary of tate ou
th_ 23th of be 'ame month a Rert,• in general term that such
Inn
ha l tak n place. The affidavits of Boyd, Morale,
Hin · au<l hi· :w~f' all made , nb. quently, make the sarn~
. (,1vmg to th e afliclavit' all the weight that can
laim d for them, it would ecm that nothino- had
oc· un <l t wbi ·11 privat, p 'l' ·011, are not lia,ble under the old. _aud_ b : ~rel r cl goY rnmeut ·, if th •re houlcl be any provoa 10u m tl1 1r wn p 'r,·0 11al depol'tmei1t aucl intercour ·e with
th people. Ther i uothing in the evidence tending to sliow
1
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a denial of justice to any person who had recourse to the ordinary tribunals under such circm~sta~ce.s, ~,n~ surely there
can be no propriety or pretext of right m cla1mmg for the persons engaged in this specul~tion a status differ~nt from that ?f
the citizens of the country generally. No c1a1m whatever 1s
set up on account of these supposed insults and outrages.
The persons who may have been annoyed by them make no
claim, but appear as witnrsses for the company upon the claim
made by it in its corporate capacity.
'' All this part of the case, therefore, even if it were satisfactorily made out by the proofs (which it is not), could have no
effect beyond that of aggravating and giving color to the
charges of' expulsion,' 'confiscation,' and' breaking up' of the
business of the company.
· "As to the 'expulsion,' it is perfectly clear
Ground1 essness of that nothing of the kind took place. If there
Charge of Expul· of tue
1,
.
had been an expu 1s10n
company genersion.
ally, or of any person in particular, without
doubt there would have been some explicit or intelligible evidence of the fact. Not only is there no affirmative evidence
of it adduced by the company, but there is clear evidence to
the contrary: The conclusion · arrived at by Mr. Marcy upon
the official dispatches and the first memorial and proofs of the
company is abundantly sustained by the thorough examination of the whole case before the commission. In his letter to
Messrs. Arnold and Gallup, 7th March 1855, he says:
"' It is evident throughout the whole correspondence that
tlie opposition of the Government of Paraguay was confined
solely to Mr. Hopkins; and Lieutenant Commander Page, in
his dispatches on the subject to the Navy Department, while
conuem11ing in strong terms the arbitrary and oppressive conduct of the government1 confirms the opinion that the hostility
was to Mr. Hopkins, and not to the company of which he was
the agent; and Mr. Falcon, in a letter to Mr. Hopkins, wherein
he informs him of the resolution of President Lopez to decline
any further communicat1on with him in his capacity of agent,
holds the following language: '' It is, however, to be well understood that any other person of better conduct toward the government of the republic can make such propositions as time
shall render proper." '
"But even as to Mr. Hopkins there was no expulsion. The
account given by Captain Page on the spot, in his dispatch to
the Secretary of the Navy, dated Asuncion, 26th September
1854, is relied on as truthful and accurate. The following
extracts are deemed important to the proper understanding of
this pretended expulsion: .
"' Mr. Hopkins declined allowing any one of the persons
under him to carry on these works, and came to the conclusion
that the course for him to pursue was to throw the responsibility on this government, and look to a reclamation being
made by the government at home. * * * The opposition
5627-Vol. 2-34
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of the government was confined to himself and a Mr. Morales,
who had made himself odious to the government by some
very imprudent and ridiculous remarks. * * ,if
'' 'Acting Lieutenant Powell used bis best endeavors, both
for the interest of tnis company and to avoid collision with the
government. He desired to know from Mr. Hopkins if he
would allow another to act in his stead, stating that to this the
government had no objection. He declined doing so. * * *
"' I called on the President on my arrival. He expressed
himself as having been outraged by the remarks, the communications, and conduct of Mr. Hopkins and Mr. Morales, and
said that matters bad gone to such a length that he would not
now permit Mr. Hopkins to do any more business here. I requested to be informed if other Americans belonging to the company
would not be allowed to do business. He said that any Americans would be allowed to do business with the same privileges tha,t
were accorded to other foreigners, and that his objecti01YfS were
confined to Mr. Hopkins and Mr. Morales. I st~ted to hi1? that
some of the persons of this company had sa1d they did not
feel themselves protected, and desired to know if they wou~d
not receive every protection from insult and injury. Ile sa1d
they should.
"' The day following I saw Mr. Hopkins on board this vessel, having sent him word to meet me at a certain hour, for I
had expected to have seen him the day before. He explained
the circumstances involved in this difficulty, stating to me th3:t
be had thrown all tbe work they had in band on the responsibility of this government, having been compelled to do so because of its action toward him, and that he required or demanded
of me to joiu him in a protest to this governmeut for the outrages that had been committed. His tone and manner were
in his usual style of presumption, and I promptly informed him
that his requisWon and demand would not be granted. I
assume this, in my humble judgment, as the proper course for
me to ]_)ursue, because I could see no good resulting from such
an em~ty boa 't, Mr. Hopkins haviug taken such step before
'fYl:Y an:i al a to preclude any action on my part toward a contmuat10n of the operations of the company. I tated to him
t~ie nnt1we of rn_y interview with the President, and at the same
tun a ur d ~nm that if lie or any American citizen residing
n ·hor <· n 1d red himself unr rotected from jn ult or injury
h r. h would find protection on board of the lVater Witch.
H 8Wtd, he rl 8ir ,a to lea e the ·ountry, with those 1.l lw were att h <l t t!i ·ompnny, nd t take with him such effects and
~ r h ndi ~ h h cl in tore a11ct. in his dwelling house; but
t h . pr h ud cl n m r ·l1ant captain would con ent to
him n b r.l l . t be sh uld incur the di pl a ure of
nt,. I rnform cl Lim bat I would ee th Pre i. .l · • an l if I ·o~l l 11ot procur him a pa age
· ! " 1_u1 ... t •. k 1nm. 1~ ·ompau , and ff ·t on
TI ,t
rrieuteR, wh re be d ired
} t h
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'''I called to see the President-singular as it may appear,
nothing is done in this country without his knowledge and
assent-and learned from him that he was willing and desirous
that Mr. Hopkins should leave the country, and said tliat be
would instruct the captain of the port to procure a vessel. No
captain of a vessel would decline taking Mr. Hopkins on board,
with his company and merchandise, if requested to do so by
the captain of the port, because he would be assured that by
so doing he would be acting in accordance with the wishes of
the President. * * *
"' This, .11Ir. Hop kins is aware of, and for the interest of his
company he should have withdrawn himself actively from its
operations, and have made ci tr-ial, at least, of the sincerity of the
government in its professions of friendly disposition toward the
company. * * *
'''I should have mentioned in another part of this letter, that
I ascertained from the President there was no inteution on
the part of the government to prevent }Ir. Hopkins taking out
of the country any of his effects, merclrnudise, or property,
notwithstanding the indebtedness of the company to the government to the amount of $10,000, for the payment of which
he would not bold the property.
'' '.At the time Mr. Hopkins was ordered to leave the cuartel
at San .Antonio, he was requested to remove all the property.
Be removed some of the articles, declining to remove others.
They were removed by the government, au inventory having
been taken and an appraisement made. 1.'bese articles, a list
of which, together with the proceedings, will be found in the
papers sent, were stored in the city, they having been thrown
on the hands of the government by lllr. Hopkins, and will be sold,
the money given to Mr. Hopkins, if he will receive it, and if
not, will be put in the treasury for the benefit of his creditors,
or for the company.
"' The operations of the cigar factory were stopped because
Mr. Hopkins would not take out a license, in accordance with
a decree of the government. Tllese are arbitrary acts, and
show the power of this government, but still, it is its mode of
proclaiming the laws, and all have to abide by them.'
"There is no proof in the case, putting auy other face upon
the transaction than that which is here given by Captain Page.
Ou the contrary, it is supported by all the evidence.
"The passports were made out the very same day on which
they were applied for, the 29th September; and although some
difficulty occurred as to their delivery from the custom house,
as reported by Morales to Captain Page, they were delivered,
in fact, before the sailing of the Water Witch, aud no obstacle
interposed to the shipment of the goods, or the departure of
the vessel; which was attributable, in a great degree, t? the
prudence and judgment of Captain Page. The President
might justly and properly lrnve insisted tbat the mortgag~cl
goods should remain in the iepublic until the debt was paid.
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By the practke in most of the States of this Uuion, an attachment, or other process, in such case holds the mortgaged
property until the maturity of the debt. The property sold
corresponded with the valuation made, and the opinion given
of its value by Ferguson as nearly as might be expected; and
in the opinion of the commission, from all the evide11ce before
them, for its full value. It is evident, therefore, that there
was neither 'expulsion' nor 'cou:fi.scation' unless it be expulsion
to require foreigners to conform to the laws, or confiscation to
retain and take care of the property which they refuse ~o
remove with them, thou_gh freely authorized to remove it,
while under mortgage to the state.
"But it may be proper, even at the hazard
, P
The Company s rop- f'
. .
•
·t
n··
o
repet1t10n,
to review
more par t·icu1ar1y, and
rty an d 1 s 1spoe"t"
d
d"
·
h
d
th
un er a 1strnct ea , e efl'ect·1ve property
81
ion.
of the company in Paraguay, and the dispositfon which was made of it.
'' Setting aside the 'privileges,' 'patents,' and 'monop?lie~,'
which we have seen had no legal existence or foundation m
justice, the remaimler consists of the cigar factory in Asuncio~,
and the San Antonio establishment. For the cigar factory, it
is in evidence, as before remarked, that the sum of $2,500.75
was paid, and there was a license duly issued by the govel'D·
ment,, authorizing this property to be transferred to and held
by aliens. This establishment was in operation about te_u
months. It is proven by the claimants themselves that it
could not have been carried on without the active aid of the
government. The people of the country, according to this testimony, were unwilling to labor regularly, aud would only have
engaged themselves for a few days at a time; and thus no
valuable progress could be made in the projected improvement
upon their mode of making cigars, which required regular
instruction and practice. 'rhis appears at page 51 of the
record, in the testimony of C. E. Hopkius.
"By the orders of the government this difficulty was avoided,
and the necessary labor was supplied, under compulsion. Upon
thi point it will suffice to quote from the affidavit of a single
wit~e s, whieb, be ides being in the record, is appended to tlte
nate report (.1"0. 60, 35th Congress, 1st session) made by Mr.
Dougla., upon the 'difficulties with Paraguay.' Mr. Hines, the
'~ n~ral ca bier' of the company, says,' Upon first commencm !n arag~ay, the government, through the judge of peons,
pr 1ded u w1~hpeons for our mechanical department' (meanm the t bli ~m nt at San ntonio), 'women and other
1 b r r' for ur cigar factory.' Thi point i clearly and very
. r full m de.ou b th claimants; indeed,it isin istedon
1
~ th ir m m r~a~ ~
nat report, p. 66), in order to show that
~ n th . f· ·1htl 'Y r withdrawn by the government tbe
1
f 1 r of h
nt 11 n n
arily follow d. But it is not
l hat h r wa any pr t xt of ve ted right in the e
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facilities. It has been seen that the company founds its claims
upon the decree of 1845-the patent law-and the letter of Mr.
Gelly written to lVIr. llopkins in the year 1848, more than four
years before the incorporation of the company. There is not a
particle of evidence of any other inducements or invitations or
promises, expressed or implied, leading to the enterprise of the
company. In neither of these papers (the decree or the letter) is
there anything upon which to found a claim for the exercise by
tlrn government of its practically absolute powers (if they be so)
to compel the peons, or laborers, to work for the company. It
can not be said, therefore, that the company proceeded upon
any implied agreeme11t that these powers should be exercised
for their benefit at all, still less that they should be continued
to be exercised any longer than the Paraguayan Government
should find jt consistent with the .public order a,nd its own
policy and institutions to do so. These remarks apply to both
the establishments of the company, that at San Antonio, as
well as the cigar factory in Asuncion.
"l t appears by the evidence from the books of the claimants
that duri11g the whole period of the existence of this factory
it produced a little over five '!J.undred thousand cigars, and that
t~e s_ales of cigars made by the company amounted to $3,382.51,
viz, m the United States, $1,895.71, and in South America,
$1,486.80. The whole amount, and all the particulars, of the
goods, chattels, and effects in that factory at the time it was
closed, appear in the judicial proceedings put in evidence on
the part of Paraguay; and no attempt has been made to contradict, impeach, or discredit the inventory or appraisement,
110twithstandiug that Morales was in attendance before the
commission as a witness for the company, and was several
times examined. These values may therefore be safely taken
to be unquestionably correct. In addition to these, the company claim that they would have made large profits by carrymg on the factory with the privileges of the decree of 1845;
but it has been shown already that no rights were acquired
un<ler that decree. It has been asserted and argued that
President Lopez had dispensed with the terms of that decree,
s~ as to give the company all its benefits, without a compliance
with any of its corresponding .o bligations; but there is no evidence whatever in support of this; nor is it at all reasonable
or probable.
.
"The circumstances under which this factory was close.d
lrn,ve been made tlrn ground of claim; but it appears distinctly
in tlrn evidence that the license required by law had not been
taken for the factory. If, as has been stated, but not proven,
the delay in taking it had been assented to, or even procured
by the government, yet by the thirteenth article of the decree
of Augu t 1854 it was provided: '13. Every industrial or commercial factory unlicensed will be shut, if the persons interested
do not take out a license 1rithin three days.' [Senate report, p.
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79; Record, p. 55.] The testimony of Morales, the company's
witness, shows that this factory was unlicensed, and C. E. Hopkins proves that the cost of the licen se was that of the ~tamped
paperonlyupon which the application was made. Morales fur.
ther shows that upon the publication of this decree, Mr. Hopkins made application for the license for the cigar factory and
the Sau Antonio mill, tllereby recognizing the ol>ligatiou to
take out such license, and his previous omission to do so.
"But in the same decree, article 14, the use of 'any fo_rei_gn
commercial title' in the republic, without expres& perrn1ss10n
of the government, was forbidden. This prohibition may seem
absurd, as well as arbitrary, tested by the institutions and
circumstances of our own country. But whetheritwasexpedient
and proper at that time in Paraguay, is a question which it
was for that government alone to determine. And if it were
never so unnecessary and arbitrary, it is difficult to see how
it could possibly affect the interests of the company. Mr.
Hopkins had used the 'foreign commercial title' of 'General
Agent of the United States and Paraguay N avigatio1;1 Company.' It is alleged that this article of the decree.was directed
specially to prohibit him from further using that title. Doubtless this is true. But if it be so, what was :1\fr. Hop~ins's
duty~ Manifestly to conform to the decree, which could 111 no
wise affect the interests of his principals or himself. But upon
the first knowledge of the decree, he gave notice to the government that lie was' General A.gent of the United States and
Paraguay Navigation Uompany' (a fact well known before),
and immediately thereafter, without waiting for any reply, lie
makes the application for the licenses, carefully using the prohibited title. The application was returned to him, with t~e
explanation that it could not be entertained, as in it be violated the decree referred to. Now, it may Le repeated, that
all this importance attached to the use of this 'title' is entirely
f?reign to American usages and itlens. But can the claimants
srncerely believe that the internal policy of tlie country where
tb y had e tabli hed them ·elves was to yield to them, and not
tb Y to it, in a matter of this Aort~ Were they to take all the
advantage of tbi ,·pecie of government-such a tbe impre S·
m ntoflabor. r. tor th irbenefit-and yet claim exemption from
a cl_ er e forb1ddrng 'the use of any foreign commercial title''
ln.' s em: to. be th ~heory of thi. part of tbe case, for no
th 'r pph ·at1011 wa. made for the licen e. Mr. Hopkin prei rr ~
hav th Ii n r fn.·ed upon this ground, and to
uhm 1 t t~ t rm._ f arti 1 13 of the de ree, which provided
ha
r ' 1ndn:tr1al r · mm r ial factory unlicen d' should
l ·l . • l nn1 -'-' th Ii· n;e hould 1> t;i ken out in three day .
. h , ·1 ai: fa ·t. ' . a. a· ordin ly 1
l by the chi f of police
m · ·n 1 n of t1! 1• d' -r . 'fh cl po:ition of Morales hows
that, 11 ! a ·. r 1mr cl b. th . <"hi f of police to < rry the ign
t1i · tt 1 n h u: . Moral . pr
by hi wn depo ition
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(and no objection has been made to this proof), that h~ ~s a
naturalized citizen, a native of Cuba. This fact of obhg~ng
him to carry the sign was well calculated to produce a feelrng
of indignation and resentment. But it is not perceived bow
it could affect the claims of the company, or alter the fact that
the closing of the cigar factory was in pursuance of a law to
which all persons in Paraguay owed obedience.
"The evidence shows that there was no seizure or confiscation of the property. It was perfectly competent for t he
company to have reopeued the factory on the same day, by
merely complying with the terms of the law, which imposed
no other obligation than that of applying for the license required
in all cases, and paying $16 for the stamp, without at the same
time defying the government by using the prohibited title.
"The sawmill at San Antonio was in the same condition with
respect to this law. But in addition to this, there were other
and more serious difficulties, provoked entirely by the indiscreet and unjustifiable conduct of the company's agent, Mr.
Hopkins. In this connection it may be proper to make an
~xtract from the statement or memorial of the company, which
1s appended to the Senate report, at page 66. They say:
'''Notwithstanding unforeseen delays, upon the arrival of the
expedition at Asuncion, the capital of Paraguay, in October
1853 the agents of the company were received with the greatest
favor. Permission to purchase land was conceded by the President; the use of the government barracks was granted to the
company, free of expense, for the use of their employees; a loan
of money was made upon the credit of the company for a term
of two years; a large number of persons were impressed by the
government, and paid by the company, to work in their cigar
factory and otlier establishments.
" 'The President, Lopez, accepted, in his official capacity, the
presents sent him by the company, and granted many other
extraordinary facilities for their operations. In verification of
these statements, we refer to the affidavit of W. E. Hines, general cashier of the company in Paraguay, hereunto annexed.
"' The Government of Paraguay has never denied, but makes
a boast of tllese facts. We give an instance of its decrees for
our benefit, and also the letter accepting and returning presents.
''' "The justice of peace of Ipiaue will select from the natives
of the suppressed community ten men, bachelors or married,
of good conduct and assiduous in labor, and will deliver them
to the citizen of the United States, Mr. Edward Augustus
Hopkins, to be destined to work for him during one year in bis
establishment at San Antonio, with the monthly wages of
three dollars, which be offers to pay, and providing victuals,
upon the condition that every Saturday, after concluding t~1e
labors of the day, they can retire to their lodgings, and will
present themselves the followjng- Monday at daybreak; and
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that they will receive said salary every two months, on condition, also, that if any one of the ten individuals should happen
not to be of good character required, they will be withdrawn,
with less wages for the days they have bad hire in proportion
to that assigned to 1;11en of labor, and will be supplied_ by ~en
capable of performmg the labors of the contract, it berng
recommended to said justice of peace to make the best choice
of workmen. The same ·order will be understood on the same
terms by the justices of peace of Guarambare.'"
.
"This is the account which the claimants themselves give of
the reception they met with. It appears by the evidence (3:nd
there is no contrariety on this point) that l\fr. Hopkins, actmg
for the company, attempted to procure a title to the government barrack and appurtenances, which be was then occupying by favor. All the proceedings are appended to the record,
as well those under which Mr. Hopkins claimed as those subsequently instituted by the government. They s~eak for
themselves. Without recapitulating them minutely, it ~,ght
suffice to say that Mr. Hopkins never applied for, or o~tarned,
any license or permission to purchase the land, which was
necessary, in the case of aliens, even where the g·overnment
was not directly concerned, as in the instance of prope~ty
occupied as a national barrack; that he never h3:d any offimal
survey, but of his own authority directed the hne to be run
so as to include the barrack; that be actually incJosed it, and
with it a '!)Ublic road, the only one leading to the port; and
that he refused to evacuate the barrack when requested so to
do by the government, which l1ad gratuitously loaned it to hi~.
'' 'fhe proceedings instituted by the government resulted m
a decree, declaring the land where the barrack stood t? be
the property of certain infants, from whose mother, the widow
Bedoya, Mr. Hopkins had purchased it for the sum of seventy.five dollars. That this was the whole purchase money has not
~eeu denied. The requisite steps were not taken to dive t the
m~auts of their title, or to authorize the holding of the land by
aliens.
"The r~3:l estate of the company was also embraced in tlte
b~forement10ned mortgage, aud consisted of about twelve acres
of l~ud at an Antonio, I urchased from differeut individuals,
co trng,,,_ 237.50, aud also the cigar factory at
m1cion, co ti11g
2 ,?00. '0. To the factory he title bad been perfected by deed
re 1 t_ r cl and po. . ion giv n, and the a ent of the Pr id 11 rnd r.· d th reon, authorizin th ma foreigner to bold
t1 1
ud a ~ qufr d by th law of Paraguay.
.
h
r id u
t m d tb po ·iti n of the barrack a an
1_1!11 rt:~ut P int _f r th cl f 1v of h
tat again t the incur1 n,, f 11
Inch 11 · fr m 11
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sired time to consider of the subject, that he might himself
make some proposition. Before he did so the irregularity of
the title was made known to the President, and a decree was
passed declaring his deed void and that the property was necessary for public use, and directing the money to be refunded.
lt was offered to him and declined. The President then took
possession of it as public property for the reestablishment of
the barrack, aud it was immediately occupied by his soldiers.
"Whether the decree and other proceedings were right or
wrong, so far as it.concerned the rights of the widow and children, it could not be considered unjust to the company; their
titles had not been perfected, and could not have been, except icith
the assent of the President, and besides they wtre his tenants
in the barrack, by sufferance, and could set up no opposing
claim to his title, and they had mortgaged the lands to secure.
the payment of a much larger sum than they were worth-and
their title was sold under a decree made according to the laws
of Paraguay, and the full value applied toward the payment
of the mortgage debt, leaving a balance of the loaned money
still due and unpaid, of over six thousand dollars .
. "It is further alleged that they were indirectly compelled to
give up their business and leave the country by the tyrannical
and oppressive decrees of President Lop~z. One of the most
complained of was the prohibition of' all meetings of foreigne~s, except for the ostensible purpose of visiting and innocent
d1v~rsions, are forbidd en by day or night.' This was evidently
designed to prevent the assemblage in the city of sailors and
o.thers accompanying the ships in port, which often ended in
r~ots and bloodshed, and not for the purpose of preventing fore1g;11ers from meeting and transacting their ordinary business,
as 1s alleged. There is no allegation that any such meeting for
business or for any lawful purpose was in fact interrupted.
Of the same character was the prohibition of any persons from
wearing arms, or being out of their houses after night without
carrying a lamp.
.
.
.
"These were mere police regulations, which President Lopez
had an undoubted right to estabUsh, and it was the duty of the
citizens of the United States, resident in Paraguay, to obey
them; which might have been done with but little trouble.
.
"It was known to Mr. Hopkins that the objection of the
President was to himself and Morales, on account of their misconduct, and that no objection would be made to any other citizen of the United States. It is strange that decrees so easily
complied with should have been made an excuse for abandoningthe interests of the:, compa11y now represented so valuable, and
that the voluntary abandonment of such of the property as
Hopkins could not conveniently take with him, or convert ~nto
money, should now be made the basis of heavy damages agamst
Paraguay.
"It bas also been urged that President Lopez offered to pay
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a large sum of money ($250,000), and that the amount of damages could not fall short of that sum. It appears from the
statement of Commissioner Bowlin, already alluded to, tbat
when the offer was made President Lopez declared there was
little or nothing due the company, and that the offer was made to
buy his peace.
"Propositions for a compromise of contests between contending parties are not and ought not to Le considered as an admission of the liability of the party for anytlling, much less tlrn
amount offered and rejected, in any subsequent stage of the
proceedings.
c 1 d" Ob
" It should be a source of gratification to
one u i~g ser- the Government of the United States, as well
vations.
as its citizens, that Commissioner Bowlin? after
having received prompt and full satisfaction for the msult
offered the flag of the United States and the injury done to
our citizens on board the Water Witch, consented to a reference of this pecuniary demand of the United States and Paraguay Navigation Company to arbitration, where justice would
be more likely done to the parties, than by .an attempt to
coerce the payment of such a claim with musket and sword .
. "It has been painful to observe, in the course of this examination, the ingenuity displayed in making so strong a c~se
prim a facie for the consideration of Congress and the executive
government, founded upon . ex parte representations of ~ho e.
most deeply interested in the claim, by a studie<l perver 1011 of
the laws and decrees of the republic of Paraguay, and by t~e
enormous, if not criminal exaggeration of the demands of t~us
company, constantly growing larger by the skillfnl preparation
of their accounts, and the studie<l and malignant assaults upon
the President and people of Paraguay, and that, too, for the
me~e purpose of putting money into the pocket of those
claimants.
"It bas always been the pride and glory of tbe government
and citizens of the United States 'to submit to nothing wrong'
from any government or people, but at the same time to demand
of them 'n?thing but what is right;' and tbe day is far di taut, a I Rrncerely hope, when East India fortunes are to be
a· umulat~d, with their a,pprobation and sanction, by tbe plund r off bl state , extorted from them at the cannon mouth.
' :For th r a,011, al>o e given I am clearly of opinion that
th _award ,•hon_kl be inf, vor of the republic of Paraguay, and
m.·t h cfa1mant wl10 hav not e. tabli hed any right to
u on 11 ·ir laim.
f wbi hi r ,'J) c-tfu11y ubmitted.
'' . .J HNSO .

t 1r1u.1;t 10, 1 r; .
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ANNEX No. 1.
TRANSLATION OF THE DECREI~ RELATIVE TO PATENTS, MONOPOLIES, AND
EXCLUSIVE PRIVILEGES, REFERRED TO BY THE CLAIMANTS.

The supreme government, wishing to develop and encourage the industry
and improvements of the republic, and considering that one of the mod~s
betit calculated for this object is to define, explain, and secure the conditions and rights of those who may come to cooperate in such useful purposes, decrees as follows:
ARTICLl~ 1. All and every discovery, or new invention, of every description of industry, is considered the property of its author; and the holder
thereof is guaranteed by the forms and for the time herein specified.
ART. 2. Any improvement on any article made, shall be considered as a
new invention.
ART. 3. Any person who may introduce into the country a foreign discovery, will enjoy the same advantages as though he were the invimtor.
ART. 4. Whoever desires to obtain and secure the enjoyment of an
industrial property [p1·opl'iedad industrial] of the kind above mentioned,
should, firstly, apply to the secretary of the supremo government, and
declare, in writing, whether the thing he introduces is an invention of his
owu, an improvement, or only an article he wishes to introduce into t,be
country; secondly, he mnst deliver, closed and sealed, a true description
of the principles, the means, and process which constitute the invention,
as also, plans, drawings, models, and everything in relation to t,he same,
~n order that t!Je said se.1led document may be opened at the moment the
mventor receives his title of ownership.
ART. 5. The inventor will receive a patent, which will secure to him the
ownership for the period of from five to ten years from the day of its date.
'.fhe above time may be extended, and other advantages allowed, if the
unportance of the invention be of snch a nature as to deserve an extraordinary protection on the part of the government.
ART. 6. The privilege allowed to a patent of an invention already introduced into a foreign country, can not be extended to more than six months
over the time of patent allowed in that country to the patentee.
ART. 7. Tho owner of a patent sha,11 enjoy the exclusive privilege of the
sa~e, 3:nd of t~e fru~ts of bis discovery, inv~ntion, or. improvement, for
which 1t was given him. And he may, therefore, suo m law any person
who may infringe on his privilege, and, if the same be convicted, will not
~rnly suffer confiscation of property, but will be compelled to _pay to the
mventor the losses he may have suffered, and damages, bes1des a :fine
amounting to twenty per cent on that sum, which will be applied to public
expen.ditnres.
ART. 8. But should it result that the suitor fails to prove his demand,
after the act of sequestration bas taken place, then, and in that event, the
inventor shall be compelled to pay the defendant the losses and damages
he may have occasioned, besides a fine of twenty per cent on said amount,
which will, likewise, be applied to public expenditures.
AHT. 9. Every owner of a patent will enjoy the right of opening establi_sbments or stores in various parts of the republic, subject to such restrictions as may be previously communicated to him. He may, also, authorize
others to apply and nse his means, invention, or secret, and <lispose gene.rally of his patent, as he would of movaLlo property.
ART. 10. Previous to the expiration of the patent, the description can
only be communica_ted to any citizen who mny wish to consult it: prodded,
that political or commercial reasons may not preclude t,be divulging of
the secret: p1·ovided, also, that the inYentor has not demancled all(l ob.:
tained, from the time of granting the patent, the guarantee of secrecs:,
ART. 11. At the expiration of the patent, the <'liscovery or invention
will revert to tho republic, and the supremo government will cnnse t~ bave
published a description of tho same, a1Hl will permit the free n_se of such
patent or invention, except in cases where political or commercial reasons
may call for restriction.
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ART. 12. The above referred to descriptions w ill also be published, and
th e use of its workings decl ared free, when the proprietor of the patent
may forfeit his rig hts, whi ch can only take place in the following instances:
First. If it is proved th a t the inventor has omittedi or hidden, in said
iescriptions, any of its true means of working, or failed to explain them
in a detailed, faithful, and circumstantial manner.
Second. If he should fail to communicate any new means of modification or improvement which he may discover at t he time of soliciting the
pat.ent, or. after obtainin g the same; the said new means or improvement
!Jeing guaranteed to him in the same manner as the invention.
.
Third. If it should b e discovered that he obtained a patent for mventions already known and published, so as not to constitute his a new
invention.
Fourth. If during th e period of two years from the date of his paten~,
~e sh~rnl<l fail to work the same, except he may justify the cause of his
mact10n.
.
Fifth. If after obtaining a patent in the republic, it is proved that he
has taken out a like privilege in another country for the same patent,
without previous permission to do so.
.
Six th. The patent will also be revoked, the discovery mad~ public, _and
the use of the same declared public, if the person who obtarns t~e r~ght
of privileges enunciated in a patent should violate any of the obligations
imposed on the inventor, as he is bound to submit to them as though ,he
were the inventor himself.
ART. 13. When the objects, or articles of discovery, besides b~ing of
public ut,i lity, are of simple construction and easy of imitation, mstead
of ~n excl:1sive privilege of a patent, the inventor may ask for a com1)ensat1on whrnh may repay him.
ART. 14. The same thing may be done when the inventor pre~ers t~e
honor to cede to the n ation his discovery, in which case coml!ensat_1~n will
be adjusted according to the merits of his discovery and its utility, as
soon as its importance is made known.
·
. ART. 15. Any person who may discover or invent an improvcmen~ O!l _an
mvention already patented will be entitled to a patent for the prinntive
u se of the same, provided he d oes not infringe upon the principal patent;
nor will the inventor of the l atter be allowed to use the improvement of
the former, without previous perm ission of the improver, or an understanding between t h em both.
.
ART. 16. The right of invention (in case of a contest between part1~s
claimin g th e same), will be given to the party who first made the application and deposits contemplated in article fourth.
·
That it m:1y reach the knowledge of all, let it be published in the customary form and g iven to the National Repertory.
Asuncion, May 20, 1845.
CARLO

ANTONIO L OPEZ .

ANDRES GIL,

Secretary of Snpreme Government.
Itis atrn . copy:
I OLA.S VASQUEZ.

I, tho ~n<1crsignec1. onsul of the nited States of .America for the port
~f A ~m~·io
i_c· f_ Paraguay, clo h rcby certify that the foregoin(l'
tlu t
m1. HI rna.tnrr ofhi. Excell ncySefiorDon icolasVasr. ign affair for thi r epublic, and a such is entitled
ht.
aml a.nil th s nl of th con ulate at Asuncion, this,
toh(:r . . I . 1 39, and in th y ar f th Independence
th 1ghty-£ urth.
Lo 1. BAMBERGER,
nited Stalea Conaul.
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ANNEX No. 2.
TRANSLATION OF THE LETTER OF MR . GELLY, REFERRED TO BY THE
CLAIMANTS AS APPLYING THE DECREE TO THE COMPANY'S ENTl~RPRISE .

RIO DE J ANEIIW, D ecernber 15, 1848.

MY DEAR Sm: Your letter written from Asuncion under date of September 1, and in whi ch you make me some propositions in regard to the
establishment of a school of practi cal agriculture in Paraguay 1 only camo
to my hand in this city, which will account for my not answering it before
now. I have read attentively your project of establishing a school of
practical agriculture in Paraguay, and the conditions under which you
propose to make this establishment. I have no hesitation whatever in
assuring yon that the supreme government of the republic will see the
realization of this design with much pleasure, and that it will grnnt you
all the protection and favor r equisite for its prosperity. President Lopez,
without precipitating the improvements of his country, desires, evidently,
to promote them. It is my opinion that he will concede, with much pleasure, the four leagues of l and which you ask in _perpetuo, and that be will
exempt the establishment of the school 'from all taxes and imposts, such
as the tithes. It appears to me that President Lopez will entirely abolish
this impost as soon as the actual circumstances of tho co nn try are changed;
the President knows that the impost of tithes is prejudicial and antieconomical as regards agriculturists a nd graziers, and only continues it temporarily. I presume that the school of agriculture· which you p·r opose to
establish would receive the y oung scholars of the country under such a
r~gulation as would give the government of the republic a voice with th e
direct.or of the school. The proposition which you made to obtain an
excl1;1sive privilege or monoply of some branches can not be admitted by
President Lopez, because, having issued the decree of 20th May 184-5 (a
copy of which you have in regard to premiums and privileges to b e granted
to the inventors and introducers of machines, or even new means of bettering and facilitatin g production) , it would neither be just nor possible
to make an exception in your favor. In the said decree President Lopez
has r~solved all questions which could arise in regard to privileges and
premmms.
If you introduce into the country machines or new means of industry
which the country does not now possess, this decree gives you the monopoly for ten years, J:1,t least, and you do not require a special concession.
You have visitecl the country twice, the first time as a n especial agent
of the Government of the United States, the second time as an explorer.
You _have ~njoyed the sympathy and the estimation of th e generality of
the mhab1tants of the whole country. You know, personally, the most
distinguished members of all classes;· y ou have been able to observe and
judge all persons, ancl the advantages which the different productions of
the country offer. Nothing is lacking to you, therefore, to direct with
certainty and good success any kind of enterprise and speculation in Paraguay. In this country living is easy, commodious, and cheap; the pop11;lation is nnmerous, moral, submissive, and industrious; hands cost but
little, and the means of communication are facile. Paraguay will attract
many speculators and workingmen as soon as the country shall be better
koown.
I have r egretted much that the timid and irresolute conduct of Mr.
Buchanan has allowed the best opportunity of establishing good and close
relations between the United St ates and Paraguay to pass away. I should.
be very content if I should Hee the Government of the United States fors ake
that timid policy which up to the present time it has pursued in regard ~o
Paraguay. If the independence of Paraguay, w hich now counts thirty-six
years, which i s so justified b y the nature of things a.ncl which has been
r ecognized by all the Argentine governments anterior to that of Senor
Ro as, shoul d be r ecognized by the Uniteu States, they c<:mld not only
establish important relations, bnt such an act would contribute much to
the establishment of peace in this part of tbe world.
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The Government of Paraguay h as not sent a diplomatic mission to the
United States, :firstly, because you know that in the actual condition of
Paraguay we have nobody who could accept a diplomatic mission; and,
secondly, because,.even if we had such a man, we should not send a mission
whilst we remained in doubt as to its ultimate success.
In regard to the questions you put to me, I have no difficulty in expressing
frankly my opinions in writing. You ask me, first, if, iu my opinion, it is
convenient to establish at this time a manufa~turing or commercial company iu Paraguay! I doubt whether you could establish manufactories
in Paraguay, in the extensive signification of that term, but we should
expect, with good reason, great advantages from any kind of agricnltural
or commercial establishments. The country consumes much cotton goods,
and even some woolen, but a manufactory to obtain these products would
be very costly. However, the making of sugar on the banks of the Upper
Parana, in the department of San Cosme, or on the Upper Paraguay, near
the towns of Concepcion, Salvador, and San Carlos, or in the neighborhood of the capital, would be very productive. The distillation of rum
or ardent spirits from sugar cane would be equally useful. The article of
tobacco, of so much consumption now in Europe, could compete with aucl
rival that of Havana. The cotton, which is very good, would be equally
productive, as also the extraction of vegetable oils.
.
~econdly. What, in my opinion, is the best branc~ of mannfact?r!es '1
With respect to manufactories, I have already mamfested my opun~n.
All the branches which I have mentioned in my previous reply promrne
au vantages; without doubt, the working of the iron mines would, in my
opinion, be the most advantageous.
Lastly, yon ask me if, in the case of th e formation of a company, I
would take part in it, and with what amount! Without doubt, I would
take part in whatever company you m ay form, bnt I can not say to exactly
what amount. I am not rich, and the share which my fortune would
allow me to take would be v ery small. I reganl my co untrymen in tho
same case as myself, but I am persuaded that they would all take such
share as their fortunes would warrant.
If the Government of the United States should recognize the indepenclence of Paraguay, and employ effectually its good offices to arrange amica~ly the questions pending between Paraguay and Buenos Ay!es, ~he
Umtnd States would not only acquire a great and entirely Amencan mflu~nce, but would greatly n eutralize all Eul'opean influence. If the
Umtecl States should continne to look with iudifference upon these countries, the European powers, which have already commenced to meddle ju
~merican questionR, will have time to form relations and establish their
rnflneuce. If, with .the new Pr sident to be elected, the policy of the
Unit_ed 'tates in reference to I araguay should be changed., I would have
particular satisfaction in seeing you charged with a diplomatic mission to
Paraguay.
I w~sh you a happy journey, and r equest that you will write to me, add.res mg your letters care of Mr. Carter, o. 65 Rue de Oruidor, in case I
shoul1l b ab ent.
I am your sincere friend and servant,
J UAN A. GELLY.
To n. A. HOPKINS, Esq.
l'. ,'. 1

ncl you h r·with :t copy of the report of Mr. Jo eph

raham.
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ANNEX No. 3.

A.-Statcment of expenditu,rcs on account of expedition to Paraguay by Un,ited
States and Paraguay Navigation Conipany.
DR.
Cost of steamer El Paraguay, including expense of voyage ..... $90,031.05
Disbursement account in South America, including passage to
Asuncion .... ...... ..... .•.................................... 13,682.14
Merchandise per El Paraguay and Kate and .Alice ............. . 24,819.72
891. 18
Merchandise ........... . .. •....... . ..... . .... ....•..............
2,184.71
Duties in Paraguay ..... .......... ............................. .
2,564.43
Merchandise for schooner E. T. Blodget ..........••.............
56. 83
Expense on same at Buenos Ayres ...... ......... .. ............ .
Cost of schoouer E. 1'. Blodget ........ ........ ... . . ............. . 22,263.05
3, 05!. 03
Expended on same in South America .......................... .
Cost of steamer Asimcion .. . ... ..... .... .... ... . ............... . ]6, 358. 32
6,791.69
Expended on same in South America ..... ......... . .......... . .
5,963.77
Cost of steamer 0. R. Stevens .....•.... •.. •...• •.....•......•..•.
1,650. 01
Cost of machinery, sawmill, etc ..•....... ...... . .. .. ............
House in Calle _d el Comercio (factory) ...................•.......
2,500.75
7,435.59
Tobacco, materials, tools, wages, etc ............................ .
572 61
Freight and duties on cigars ................................••••
Wages and passages of employees .. .................... . ...... . 37,192.74
8,241.12
Expenses at Asuncion and Buenos Ayres to April 1, 1855 ...... .
Rent at Asuncion ...... •... .. . . ....... . .. .... .. ............ . ....
469. 81
268. 50
Storefixtares . ........... ........ ............................... .
4,400.00
Removal of employeAR and effects from Paraguay .............. .
Salari , commissions, ·.egal fees, etc., in the United States ......• 15, 791.26
1,508.07
Profit «nd loss account m the United States ................... .
8,142.02
Expense at San Antonio ...... ............................... . . .
Insnrance .... .. ................................................ .
757. 56
Interest and commissions ................................•......
4,224. 07
Loss on sale of bonds, first issue ............................... . 57,875.00
To balance . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • • . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . 213, 073. 16
Sundry expenses, as per second supplementary account on file..
7,503.95
Difference between estimated val ue of st eamers and the price
at which they were sold ........................... ·. ........... 22, 000. 00
Estimated final expenses in South America . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 500. 00
To balance ......•..................... . ......................... 254,489.61
3,208.96
Sundry exp!3nses, as per third supplementary account on file ... .
Compound rnterest on account to August 7, 1858 ............... . 88,626.61
Compound interest to A ugust 7, 1859 ....... . .................. . 21,091.20
Expenditures from August 7, 1858, to June 23, 1860, average due
as cash August 7, 1850, as follows:
5,774.80
Tra,eling expenses, legal fees , etc ............................. .
21. 52
Office expenses .. .... .. .. .. . .. . ... .... . ......................... 1,408. 66
.Judgment in favor of Bank of Rep ublic ............... ... ..... .
500. 00
Balance of .J. G. Thurber's account ..............•••......•..•..
7,075. 61
Loss on bonds, second issue .. ....................•.....•........
Interest on above to date .....•.....•.•...•.•..•••••••...•..•.•. • 20,323.31

Amount of claim as above, $402,250.37.

339, 1190. 03

257, 'J77. ll

402,250.37
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ANNEX No. 3-Continued.

A.-Statement of expenditures on account of expedition to Paraguay by United
States and Paraguay Navigation Company-Continued.
CR.
Sale of steamer El Paraguay . ................................... . $6,285.86
Passages per do .... ... ................. ......................... .
383. ~2
62. 40
Cash returned by W. H. Hale ............ ......................•.
444.13
Sale of coal at Montevideo ...... ....... ... ...... ................ .
Insurance on El Paraguay .................................. ... . . 35,751.43
Sale of merchandise at Asuncion ....................... . .. ..... . 21,448.17
Merchandise taken to Corrient,es ................ ..... ....... .... . • 872. 65
798. 00
Do .•••••.. do. : .. Buenos Ayres ............... ...... . ...... .
128. 00
Do ...... remaining at Bnenos Ayres ............... ........ .
1,440.81
Do . ..... per E .T. Blodget, sold at do .................. .. .... .
5,571.31
Sale of schooner E.T. Blodget, wrecked at the Tigre ... ...... ... .
4,210.30
Earnings of steamer .Asuncion ............... .. .. . ........ ...... .
Estimated value of the .Asuncion at Buenos Ayres ..... $30,000
Less amount pledge................................ . .... 2,500
27,500.00
Estimated value of the 0. B. Stevens ........................ .... . 10, OOil. 00
412. 50
7,563.33
160. 00
3,407.85
176. 5]
By balance ...................................................... . 213,073.16

~~,:fi~~~--~~~~:: : : :~~~t:i~?:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

339,690.03
Difference between estimated value of machinery, etc., as above,
and price a.t which it sold, to which is added amount of sale
of steamer Riachuelo. ...... .... .... .•.. ... . ..... .... ...... .....
2,587.50
By balance . ................. _-· .......................... _..... . . 254, 489. 61

257,077 11
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B.-Statement of the treasure,· of the Unitecl States and Pa1·agnay Nacigation
Company, of Providence, Bhocle Island, Jlarch 16, 1855 .
LIABILITIES IN 'IHE UNITED STATES.

Capital stock, first issue, 100 shares of $1,000 each . ...................... .. . .
Do ........ second do. 58 .... do .. .... do .... .. .......... ... .............. .
Do ... . . ... tliird do.100 .... do ...... do .............................. . .. .
[NOTE.-Tbe third issue of stock was all sent in June 1854 to Son th Amer.
ica for sale. Its disposition is as yet unknown to the company.]
Company bonds, payable 3 years from November 1854, with interest from
May 1855, all sold ............ . . .... ..................... - -... - -• • • · · · -· · · · ·
Book accounts and admitted claims due in the United States .•.•............

$100, 000. 00
58,000.00
100,000.00

100,000.00
3, 103.10
361,103.10

ASSETS IN THE UNITED STATES .

Due from stockholders in South America in the employmant of
the nompany, ancl all others, on subscription to first and second
issue of capital stock...... ..... ..... .. ........................ $6,785.00
Of this ~um, it is believed, there has been paid to the general
agentm South America, in services or otherwise . .... ... ..... . 5,510.00
Leaving ...... . ............. ................................ -········· ·
Amount yet to be collected from sale of bonds .. ............................ .
Merchandise at invoice value and expenses ................................ ~

g!~h
~~t;:s~eit~~:.i~-~r-~l: .~~~~-: :~~ ~ ~: :~~::: ~: ~ :: ::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : :: : : :
Suspen~ed bills receivable from bankrupt insuran ce compa nies,
1

1, 275.00
4,550.00
360. 00
15,437. 50
2,232.04

resultmg from the loss of steamer El Paraguay, considered
worthless. . • . . . . . . . • • • • . • . .. • • . • • .. . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12, 724. 55
23,854.54

Nearly, if not quite, this sum will be required to pay th e wages, passage
home, and inciuen talexpenscs of the employees in South America, for which
the company is liable by contract.
The last statement from the company's books in South America was to
the 30th of June 1854. Soon a.fter that date the g eneral cashier left Paraguay for Buenos Ayres, where he remained at the last advices.
lt is impossible to prepare a statement approximating to correctness from
any da.ta m possession of the company in the United States of the amount
actua~lyinvested in Paraguay, or for which the company is liable in South
America.
WM. M. BAILEY, Treasurer.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Rhode Island District, ss:
Mar ch 19, 1855.
There person a1ly appeared before me William M. Bailey, subscriber to
the aforegoing account, and made oath th at it was in all r esp ects just and
true, according t o the best of his knowledge and b elief.
In t estimony whereof, I have hereunto set the seal of said court, ancl my
h an d, on t he day and year l ast written.
CLERK'S OFFICE CIRCUIT COURT AT PROVIDENCE,

[L. S.]

HENRY PITMAN,

Clerk Circuit Gou.rt of the United States for Rhode Island District.
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C.-Expense account in Provi

DR.
1855.
July 3. H. A. L. Potter's salary, 3 months 10 days ........... .. .
H. A. L. Potter's expenses from New York ........... . .
9. Expense of W. E. Hines and A. S. Gallup to Washington ...... .. ... . ...................................... .
J.2. Whitney's bill of stationery ..•.......... ......... .....

$333. 33
]3. 00

110.00
37.17

,- - - - -,

$493. 50

Oct. 17. W. E. Brown's board in Buenos Ayres, from June 13
to July 4. ... . .. ...... ... . .. . .. . . . ... ... ........... ...
33. 00
Nov. 30. Sundry expenses, not enumerated.......... .. ..... ....
26. 92
Bailey & Gallup's commission on disbursements. ......
204. 26
1856.
1- - - - -1
Jan. l. Sundry expenses, not enumerated..................... .
. 92
Bailey & Gallup's commission on sales.................
8. 32
Repairing chronometer. ............ ................. ...
7. 00

264.18

Fel;>. 29. F. S. Rood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Notary fee for Mr!:'. Hines' deposition......... . ........

100. 00
1. 00
1 - - - - -1

Mch. 31. Sundry expenses to date .........•••.... ••........... ..
June 18. Mrs. Carr's traveling expenses ........................ .
20. A. S. Gallup's expen ses to Washington ................ .
R. Greene's services and expenses in settling insurance
on steamer El Paraguay • . ..........•......... .... .. .
1857.
Junell. Postage to date .............•..•........................
Wm. M. Hale1:1' salary from Mar. 9, 1855, to Jan. 9, 1856 ..
S. G. Mason's service as secretary, from Dec. 13, 1855,
to Aug. 13, 1857 . .... .. .... .. .. .. ....... ........ ..... . .
Bailey & Gallup 's salary for one year ending January
2, 1856 ........................... -.......... · · - · · · · · · ·
Discount on 4 bonds, sold to S. G. Arnold, $10 to 13 for
$2,000, at 80 uer cent discount ....................... Discount on 1 oond, sold to W. Greene, $86 for $1,125, at
50 percent ..•.••.••••••.•••.••••..••••.••. •···········

To balance .......................•....... ........

]6. 24

101. 00 I

1. 76
5. 00
50. 00
148. 55

· 205. 31

7. 72
1,291.67
500. 00
2,500.00
1,600.00
562. 50
1- - - - - 1

6,461.89
7,542.12
7,503. 95
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dence since the previous statement.
CR.
1855.

Dec. 20. Error .in G. H. Whitney's account .......•...•......•••..•...••......

$37.17

1856.

Mch. 3.

~;ri~l:n~~~~:.~~~~~~-~ :::::::::::::::: :::: :::::: :: ::::::: :::::: ::: ::

1. 00
7,503. 95

7,542.12
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E.
"The cigar factory, when closed, employing 115 operatives who would
make 300 per day each, or per month, twenty-four working days, 7,800, making the produ-0t of 115 operatives 897,000 cigars per month. The cost of these
cigars in Paraguay was $2.50 to $3 per thonsa,n d, and sold at factory for
even inferior descriptions at $10 per thousand, being a clear profit of $7 per
thousand, equivalent to $6,279 per month and $74,548 per year, andfor ten
years $745,810.
_
"These cigars, made by their inexperienced operatives, sold in the
United States at $20 and $30 per thousand of the highest grades and price.
The whole was readily sold and a demand for more than we could supply,
and even as high as $35 per thousand was offered. Say that these cigars
cost in Paraguay $4- per thousand and $4 per thousand for freight an<l.
duties (ad valorem), they would yield our company in the United States 11
net profit of $22 per thousand; would have yielded $236,808 per annum;
for -ten years, $2,368,080."

F.
PROVIDENCE, Septembm· 27, 1858.
Hon. LEWIS CAss, Secretary of State.
DEAR SIR: Our gentlemen of the Parao-uay company find themselves
unable, "with a fair regarcl to their int~tests, iu their ,judgment," "to
moderate; their demand." From the first they have not expected to be
restored to a position pecuniarily equivalent to that from which Lop~z
. displaced them, but they have trusted that their government would obtam
for them that imperfect measure of justice for which they asked..
.
With the force detailed for the expedition, a simple dema1;1d will ~mng
from the treasurer of Lopez the amount of our claim, and m the future
American commerce and enterprise in South America will meet with no
obstructions from the partial despotism of any of its governments.

C. S.

BRADLEY.

G.
They had also a brick machine of the largest size, the product of w~ich
would be 10,000 bricks each day. "The cost (by prices in the Umted
States) would be $4 per thous ancl; the value in Paraguay was $20 per
thousand and upwards. This would leave a protit of$l6 per thousand, or
$160 per day for the single machine. Allow 200 working days per annum
and we have $32,000 per annum, and for ten years $320,000.

The award of the commission and the Ameri• •
• •
d
can comm1s 10ner's expos1t1011 of the groun s
on which it proceeded, seem to have occasioned
Pre icle11t Bu ·hanau much chagrin. Tltc expenses of the naval
xp dition to Paraguay had been con iclerable. It bas been
·aid that they amounted to a· much a, three million dollar .
In a r port f ay 11, 1860, Mr. Toncey, Secretary of the
<
,
aid hat it wa., impo ·.: ible to give an exact tatem nt
b to < 1 xp 11,• but it app , r tl1at the co.·t of charternd r fi ting t am
and upplying th m with tores and
al l n c: mount d t
,256.-7.1

President Buchanan's
Position.

,3

'ong. 1

. . ; 11 , tat . at L. 405.
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It is true that the expedition was not sent out for the sole
purpose of enforcin g tbP- claim in question. In the mes age of
President Buchanan, r ecommending that he be authorized in
certain contingencies to use force, more prominence was given
to the case of the Water Witch than to that of the United
States and Paraguay Navigation Company. Indeed the latter
case was not expressly mentioned, but was referred to in the
statement that citizens of the U11ited States, who were established in business in Paraguay, had had their property seized
and taken from them, and had otherwise been treated by the
authorities in an insulting and arbitrary manner. But greater
prominence was given to the claim in Mr. Bowlin's instructions,
and the direction to accept not less than $500,000 on account
of it was contrasted with Mr. Johnson's opinion, as well as
with Mr. Marcy's cautious direction to Mr. Fitzpatrick to report
to the Department of s ·t ate before demanding any specified
·
sum as indemnity.
Under the circumstances President Buchanan decided to
submit the subject to the consideration of the Senate; but
in so doing 1 he maintained that the commissioners were
confined by the convention '' to the assessment of damages
which the company had sustained from the Government of
P~raguay ," and that; in deciding that tbe company had no
claim, they had exceeded their jurisdiction. "The principle
of the liability of Paraguay having," said Mr. Buchanan,
"been established by the highest political acts of the United
States and that republic in their sovereign capacity, the commissioners, who would seem to have misapprehended their
powers, have investigated and uudertaken to decide whether
the Government of the United States was right or wrong in
the authority which they gave to make war if necessary to
secure this indemnity. Governments may be and doubtless
often have been wrong in going to war to enforce claims; but
after this bas been done and the injury which led to. _the
reclamations has been acknowledged by the government that
inflicted it, it does not appear to me to be competent for commissioners authorized to ascertain the indemnity for the injury
to go behind their authority and decide upon the original
merits of the claim for which the war was made. If a comm~ssioner were appointed under a convention to ascertain the
1

Februar y 12, 1861.
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damages sustained by an American citizen in consequence of
the capture of a vessel admitted by the foreign government
to be illegal, and be should go behind the original capture and
decide it a lawful prize, it would certainly be regarded as an
extraordinary assumption of authority."
The views of the commissioners, as expressed by Mr. Johnson, may, on the other band, be summarized tlms: The claim
of the United States and Paraguay Navigation Company was
composed, not of one item only, based upon a single allegation
of wrong, but of various items, resting upon widely different
grounds. The commissioners, in order to render on their
oaths a just decision even as to the question of amount, were
required to examine the foundations of each item. In the convention no particular ground of claim was specified as having
been admitted, but Paraguay was to be responsible for whatever the commission should decree. Was it therefor~ to be
assumed that all the claims of the company were to be allowed'
And that damages were to be awarded for the loss of the
steamer El Paraguay and the schooner E. T. Blodget, which
were wrecked and never reached their destination¥ Was it
intended to acknowledge the claims of t.be company for the
profits which it might in the future have derived from patent
rights which it might have secured 1 The convention mentioned none of these things, but left the commissioners to
reach a result according to its provisions and the oath it prescribed to them," fairly and impartially to investigate the said
claims, and a just decision thereupon render, to the be t of
theil' judgment and ability." It therefore obliged the commi sioners '' to determine between O and the higbe t amount
which tlgures could express, according to the exigencies of the
proof ." Even as:uming it to be true that the convention
confined the commis"ioners to the que. tion of amount, it did
not, aid Mr. John:on r quir tbem to asse s damages if in
their pinion non had be n uft'ered.
Th award of the commi ion was naturally
Comments on the
Award.
b
u~j t of public comment, both favorabl and uufavorable. Of the latter an exam:£ nd in Mr. barl
. Wa hburn' Ilistory of
1
wh r i i r pr ·nt l that "th Hon. Uav Johnn u ·k ·
o tr ngJy pr judic d '' again t everyw uglaud" th t "it might have
I

J. 3 :i.
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been foreseen that, though he intended to act justly and honorably, his feelings would be adverse to the company;" and
where it is also said :
"The American commissioner, not understanding the Spanish
language, was dependent for all the information he had in
regard to the la\\'s of Paraguay, the customs of the country,
and the operations of Lopez's government on the secretary of
the board. who was the same Mr. Samuel Ward that had gone
out as secretary and interpreter to Commissioner Bowlin, and
of whom the company complained then, as they have ever since,
that for some reason unknown to them he was too well affected
toward Lopez to be impartial. The result of the arbitration
was as might have been foreseen."
Though Mr. Johnson's honor is saved in these passages at
the expense of his fairness, it is not superfluous to advert to
the fact that President Buchanan, in his message to the Senate,
said: "The American commissioner is as pure and honest a
man as I have ever known; but I think he took a wrong view of
his powers under the convention.". Nor can Mr. Washburn's
statement as to Mr. ,Johnson's dependence on Mr. Ward for a
knowledge of the laws of Paraguay, the customs of the country, and the operations of President Lopez's government be
regarded as anything else than an inadvertent repetition of
groundless insinuations originally disseminated by interested
parties. It would indeed have been most extraordinary if the
claimants and their very intelligent representatives had obliged
the commissioners to depend on their secretary for a know ledge of such things. In reality the commissioners were furnished by the representatives of the company with copious
information in English as to all the circumstances and elements of the case. The pertinent laws of Paraguay translated
into English, the dispatches of the United States naval officers,
the instructions of the Government of the United States, and
the testimony of witnesses and the arguments of counsel, all
in English, were before the commission.
Of the same tenor as the statements in regard to Mr. Johnson are Mr. Washburn's allusions to Mr. Bowlin, who negotiated the convention, as" a gentleman who had served several
terms in Congress, but whose experience as a stump orator in
the West was not of the kind to render him a formidable
antagonist to one brought up in the schools of the Jesuits.'71
As Mr. Bowlin's mission to Paraguay was not his first diplomatic experience, it might be fair to assume that his skill as a
i

History of Paraguay, II. 379.
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stump orator was not the sole ground of bis selection. From
December 13, 1854, till he resigned September 12, 1857, Mr.
Bowlin was minister of the United States to Colombia. During this time he was engaged in several important negotiations,
and after a somewhat extensive perusal of his dispatcbes I
am unable to say that they are characterized by any special
complaisance toward those to whom they were addressed. But
it is difficult to see on what ground his course in Paraguay
should be criticised. The settlement which he effected wa
considered eminently satisfactory. President Buchanan in
his annual message of 1859 declared that Mr. Bowlin had
"in three weeks ably and suc~essfully accomplished all the
objects of his mission;" and the Senate promptly approved
the treaties which were negotiated by Lim.
President Buchanan's message to the SenSuspension of the
.f'
d t th
Claim.
ate of February 12, 1861, was r_e1erre o e
Committee on Foreign Relat10ns; and on
March 13, 1861, Mr. Sumner moved that the committee be
discharged from the further consideration of it. Mr. Hale
raised the point of order that as the message was not reported
during the session at which it was received, it was not to be
regarded as before the committee at the current session, but as
on the files of the Senate. The point was sustained; and, on
motion of Mr. Collamer, the secretary of the Senate was directed to lay a copy of the message before the President of the
United States. 1 On July 8, 1861, President Lincoln nominated
Mr. Charles A. Washburn as minister to Paraguay. Mr.
vVashburn had already received a temporary appointment to
the post during the recess of the Senate, and his nomination
was duly confirmed. Among the matters committed to hi
charge was the claim of the U nitetl States and Paraguay avigation Company, which he was instructetl to submit to the
overnment of Paraguay with a view to its settlement by
11
gotiation. He left the ' nited States on the 27th of July
61 and r aehed
uncion in the United State man-of. war
All ,ski on tbe 14th of the following November. President
z at f~r, t ;e m d inclined to di cu. the claim, but after~ r cl ·Im <l tor p n it. Here for a uumber of year the
_'c
r 't. 1.
h
ov mm nt f the nit d tates became
111
v Iv <l m h .'ivil i\'ar and Pr i<leht Lopez died and wa
1
• n Fra11 •i; ·
- - - - - -h
olauo Lop z, who, in the
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course of his strange career, plunged Paraguay into numerous
difficulties. In 1870, while the allied forces were in posses ion
of Paraguay, the company directed the attention of the United
States to its claim, but on the 22d of July Mr. Fish, who was
then Secretary of State, said that it would be hopeless to
expect the Paraguayan Government to be willing to entertain
the claim anew at that time. For more than fifteen years no
further action appears to have bee~ taken by the United
States. 1
In December 1885 a petition on behalf of
Renewal in 1885. the company was presented to the Department
of State, and on the 26th of that month Mr.
Bayard, who was then Secretary of State, instructed Mr. John
E ..Bacon, charge d'affaires of the United States to Paraguay
and Uruguay, among other things" to ask the Government of
Paraguay to open the award, giving as a reason for the desired
action the grave doubt felt by this government as to the regularity and validity of the arbitration." On receiving these
instructions Mr. Bacon addressed a note to Don Jose S. Decoud,
Paraguayan minister for foreign affairs, advising him of their
purport. In reply Mr. Decoud intimated a desire to discuss
1
Mr. Seward, in his general instructions to Mr. Washburn of July 9,
1861, stated that the President took the same view or'the decision of the
commission as his predecessor. February 13, 1862, he instructed Mr.
Washburn that the Senate had not acted upon the matter, and that if nothing should -be done at the session then pending the President would at
once determine what action was" due to the republic of Paraguay, as well
as to the claimants, under the treaty." July 22, 1862, he wrote to Mr.
Washl;>urn as follows: "As the Senate has adjourned without coming to
any decision upon the message of the President in regard to the award of
the commissioners, it may be presumed that, for the present, at least, it is
not their intention to sanction a disturbance of that award. You will
consequ ently address an other note to the minister of foreign affairs, setting forth that unless the case shall appear to this government in aspects
which can not now be foreseen, no further representations upon the subject will be m ade to the Paragua) an Government ." Mr. Washburn communicated these instructions to th e Paraguayan Government in a note of
October 24, 1862, and on October 28 the minister for foreign affairs replied,
expressing his government's goou. will toward the United States. Mr.
Washburn communicated this correspondence to the Department of State
in a dispatch of ovember 10, 1862, the receipt of which was duly acknowledged. (Mr. Seward to Mr. Washburn, February 6, 1863.) In an instruction of March 13, 1872, Mr. Stevens, then minister of the United States
at Asnn ion, was directed to examine or to make certain inquiries concerning the records of the n gotiation and execution of the convention
of 1859.
7
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the matter orally; and for that purpose Mr. Bacon in May 1866
went to Asuncion and had several interviews with Mr. Decoud,
in which the whole subject was freely canvassed. After Lis
return to Montevideo, however, l\Ir. Bacon received a note from
Mr. Decoud, stating that bis government declined to open the
award, basing its decision partly upon the ground that the
United States had never notified Paraguay of any objection to
the arbitration, or of its determination not to abide by it.
Mr. Bacon was able to show, by Mr. Washburn's dispatches,
that this statement was erroneous. It subsequently appeared
that Mr. Decoud was led into error by reason of the fact that the
Paraguayan records were destroyed during the war with the
allied powers, in the time of the younger Lopez, and that there
was no connected history of the claim in the Paraguayan archives. Mr. Decoud, on being informed by Mr. Bacon of tbe
representations made by Mr. Washburn, consented to open the
award, and requested Mr. Bacon to advise him of the grounds
for setting it aside. Soon afterward Mr. Decoud went out of
office, and was succeeded as minister for foreign affairs by Dr.
Don Benjamin Aceval. Dr. Aceval, in response to a note
from Mr. Bacon, expressed a desire to discuss the matter in
person, and in August 1887 Mr. Bacon again went to Asuncion.
After several conferences be concluded with Dr. Aceval on
Augu t 12, 1887, a protocol by which it was agreed that Paraguay should pay to the United States and Paraguay avigation Company 90,000 in gold, of which $20,000 should be paid
during that month, $30,000 six months later, and 40,000 at
the end of a year, all these sums to be paid without interest.
The protocol recited that the charge d'affaires of the United
tate concluded the transaction "with the previous consent
11d omplete approval of Mr. Edward A. Hopkins, the legal
ag nt and attorney, fully authorized by the said 'United State
and araguay avigation Company,' as proved by the power
f torn y which wa conferred upon him." It al o recited
11, 1r. II pkin , b ing pr ent, declared in the name of the
mp ny th th ace pted the um in que tion, under the term
ir ul t d in full paym nt and ati faction of all claim or
d I nd wh t
evidence of which he signed the
pr t 1.
h
Para uayan nate, butwa rejected
b
uti by a majority of one vote. Dr.
h fTi
f mini ter for foreign affair ,
U<l · and Mr. Bacon wa , at hi
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own suggestion, authorized to present the claim again 1 Instru~tions to this effect were sent on the 2d of March 1888. On
receiving them Mr. Bacon again proceeded to Asuncion. On
his first interview with Mr. Decoud, he understood the latter
to agree to enter into another protocol. .A. few days later,
however, Mr. Decoud informed him tha,t, owing to difficulties
in regard to the claim, be had resigned. Subsequently, at the
request of the President of Paraguay, he withdrew his resignation and on the 21st of May 1888 he signed with Mr. Bacon
another protocol to pay the sum of $90,000 in gold, in four installments, covering a period of eighteen months. 2 This protocol was sent to the senate of Paraguay on the 26th of May,
and on the 29th a resolution was adopted asking the President
for the correspondence l>etween Mr. Decoud and Mr. Bacou.
Meanwhile the case became the subject of an excited discussion in .Asuncion. The press made strong attacks on Mr. Hopkins and on the claim in general, and published a Jetter written
by someone in Washington to the effect that the claim had no
foundation and that it had already been disposed of. The
Senate, however, passed the protocol, but it was not considered in the House, and thus failed. 3
.Among the subjects revived by the press of
The Case of the Para.
.
.Asunc10n
was that of a c1a.1m of the Paraguayan J ewes.
1
guayan Government for the return of money
and jewelry owned by private persons, the majority of whom
were Paraguayans, and left by them in 1868 at the residence
of Mr. Washburn, then minister of the United States in Paraguay.4 The circumstances of this case were peculiar. In
February 1868 Lopez, the younger, then dictator of Paraguay,
being at war with Brazil and the .Argentine Republic, ordered
all noncombatants to leave .Asuncion. Many of the inhabitants, expecting that the city would soon be captured by the
allies, sought from Mr. Washburn, preparatory to leaving, permission to deposit at his residence such of their valuables as
they could not take with them. Such permission having been
granted, with an express declaimer of any responsibility, a
number of boxes and trunks, the contents of which were
unknown to Mr. Washburn, were left at his house. Neither
the owners of the property nor Mr. Washburn were able to
For. Rel. 1888, part 2, pp. 1346-1354.
For. Rel. 1888, part 2, p. 1355.
3 Mr. Bacon to Mr. Bayarcl,
o. 262, Nov. 30, 1888, MSS. Dept. of State.
4 Mr. Bacon to Mr. Bayard, No. 81, Dec. 30, 1887, MSS. Dept. of State.
1

2
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make any inventory of the property. On September 10, 1868,
Mr. Washburn himself was compelled to leave Asuncion. He
took with him a part of the archives of his legation; the rest,
together with some furniture and all the boxes and trunks, he
left in the house, which he closed up, in trusting· the key to the
Italian consul, Mr. Chapperon. Mr. Chapperon subsequently
stated that he restored some of the property that had been
deposited in the house to the owners; but in December 1868,
before the distribution was completed, he also wa,s forced to
depart from the city, leaving the remainder of the property
unJer the control of the Paraguayan soldiery. The allied
forces entered the city early in J·anuary 1869, and on or about
the 4th of that month Brazilian officers took 11ossession of Mr.
Washburn's house. They then made a carefnl inventory of
the property in question, consistiug of money, silverware, and
jewelry, 1 but in their reports made at the time to their own
government it is stated that wheri they took posseRsion of the
hom,e there was nothing on it to indicate that it had been the
habitation of the minister of the United Sta.tes.
On bis return to the Uuited States Mr. Washburn called the
attention of the Department of State to the property in question, and the circumstance of.its seizure by the Brazilian force .
The Department thereupon directed Mr. Wright, its charge
d'affaire at Rio de Janeiro, to communicate with the Brazilian
Government on the subject, saying that the nited States
claimed no right to interfere for the recovery of the value of
any part of the property that did not belong to it elf or to
citizen of the United States, bnt that, under the circumRtance , the Brazilian Government might of its own accord
make an account of it. Tb Brazilian Government1 waivin°·
all di u ion a to the rio·ht of tbe nited States to any part
f t11 vrop rty, agreed a a matter of comity to restore it. This
it ub equ ntly did, delivering the property, which was identi al ith hat inventoried bv the Brazilian officer at
uncion
r.
rtrid · , tl; n mini ter of the nited tate
in 1 n1 t
t Brazil wh tat d thathe would bo1d it ubject to the order
f hi.
v rnm nt. The Government of the United tate
r pr nta,tive iu Pc raguay to a i t Mr. Parr h for th ·1aimaut . The Paraguayan 1 ovhi ·h h 1 b n informed by that of razil
1

ran la
f h
ui

inv •ntory may h fonncl in the :Eor ign Relations
r 1871, pp. ·1- 3.
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of the turning over of the property to Mr. Partridge, asked
that it be delivered into its custody. On receiving this request,
which was made through Mr. Stevens, the minister of the
United States at Asuncion, the Department of State addressed
an inquiry to Mr. Washburn for information as to the original
claimants. On April 22, 1872, Mr. Washburn replied that he
had no definite knowledge on the subject, but that some of the
property belonged to Bolivians, Englishmen, and Americans,
as well as to Paraguayans. Iu this state of affairs the Department of State expressed its reluctance to authorize the delivery
of all the property to the Paraguayan Government; and in this
condition the matter remained for ten years.
On September 18, 1882, Mr. Williams, then minister of the
United States to Paraguay, informed the Department of State
that the Paraguayan minister for foreign affairs bad again
requested the return of the property. At that time Mr. Frelinghuysen was Secretary of State; and on receiving Mr.
Williams's dispatch he instructed the representative of the
United States at Rio de Janiero to forward the property to Mr.
Williams. The charge d'affaires of the United States at Rio,
however, could find none of the property there. An inquiry,
prosecuted by the Department of State, elicited the information
that when Mr. Partridge received the property he sealed it up
in a box or chest lent by the Brazilian Government and deposited it with the United States naval storekeeper at Rio. Subsequently, believing that the Brazilian Government desired
t!Je return of the chest, ·Mr. Partridge bad a new box made, in
which he put both the u10ney and the jewelry. This new box
was then sealed up and ,left for some time with the naval storekeeper, after which it was taken to the legation of the United
States at Petropolis, near Rio. Mr. Partridge resigned his
mission to Brazil in June 1877. A memher of his family being
ill, be seems to have. left Rio hurriedly, leaving orders that his
personal effects, which were packed in several trunks and
boxes, should be sent after him to his residence in Baltimore.
This was done in July or August 1877, and it appears that
those who had charge of the matter sent the box containing, or
supposed to contain, the money and jewels along with Mr.
Partridge's personal effects, which were subsequently sent to
bis acldress in Washington and deposited in a private storehouse in that city. There the box was found in February
1884, and it was at once brought to the Department of State,
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where it was opened on the same day and its contents examined.
Some jewelry and silver, or plated, ware were found, put no
money. The· contents of the box were carefully inventoried,
and Mr. Frelinghuysen informed Mr. Williams that, under the
circumstances, all the Department of State could do was to
return the property found in its possession; but that in view
of the unofficial responsibility in which the trust had originated,
the Department would prefer that the property should be
unofficially restored by him to its several owners, if they could
be discovered; and it was inferred from the tenor of Mr.
Williams's dispatches on the subject that such a course was
feasible. This, however, proved not to be the case; and the
box continued in the Department of State until 1888, when it
was sent to Mr. Bacon, at Montevideo, unopened and in exactly
the same condition in which it had been since 1884. In
sending the box to Mr. Bacon the Department of State took
the ground that the voluntary deposit in 1868 of their private
property by the inhabitants of .Asuncion with Mr. Washburn
could not create any responsibility in the Government of the
United States; that Mr. Washburn did not receive the property in his official character, but personally, from a benevolent
desire to protect it, so far as he was able, from capture or
destruction; that after be left .Asuncion no portion of the
property was afterward within the custody or control of any
.American official until the remainder was delivered by the
Braziliau Governmeut in September 1871 to Mr. Partridge;
that what had in the meantime been subtracted it was
utterly beyond the power of the United States to say,no proof
on the subject being obtainable; and that without considering
the question whether the United States incurred any responsibility toward the individual owners of such of the property
a came into the hands of Mr. Partridge, it was plain that no
re pon ibility arose toward the Paraguayan Government.
lthough ixte n years had elap ed since the property was
deliver d to Mr. Partridge, and although during that period
n ati factory pr of of its ownership bad been produ ·ed,
th Depar m nt f tate aid it had been decided, a an act of
mity t w r the Paraguayan overnmeut, and a a mean
of xpr ing it fri ndly entimeut , but with a di tinct di claim r f an r I on ibility, to deliver to the Paraguayan
rnm n all th ar i 1 wbich c, me into the po es iou of
On receiving tbe box, Mr. Bacon
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was instructed to inform the Paraguayan minister for foreign
affairs that he was directed to deliver it to him, and to
request him to authorize someone to represent him on the
opening of it, and to make an inventory of its contents. .At
the same time he was instructed to enter into a frank and
friendly discussion with the minister for foreign affairs, and to
obtain from him a full statement of his views, as to whether he
considered that any further responsibility rested upon the
United States. The box was duly received by Mr. Bacon, but
the Paraguayan minister for foreign affairs, on being informed
of the facts, declined to receive it, and it remained deposited
in a bank at Montevideo.

CHAPTER XXXIII.
ULAIMS AGAINST COSTA RICA: CONVENTION BE.TWEEN THE UNITED ST.A.TES AND COST.A. RICA
OF JULY 2, 1860.
By a convention concluded at San Jose, July
2, 1860, it was agreed that "all claims of citizens of the United States, upon the Government
of Costa Rica, arising from injuries to their persons, or damages to their property, under any form whatsover, through the
action of the authorities of the Republic of Cos.ta Rica, statements of which, soliciting the interposition of the Government
of the United States, have been presented to the Department
of State at Washington, or to the diplomatic agents of the said
United States at San Jose, of Costa Rica," up to the date of
the signature of the convention, should be referred to a board
of two commissioners, one to be appointed by the Government
of the United States and the other by the Government of Costa
Rica. The terms of submission were, however, qualified by the
proviso, "That no claim of any citizen of tlie United States,
who may be proved to have been a belligerent during the occupation of Nicaragua by the troops of Costa Rica, or the exercise
of authority, by the latter, within the territory of the former,
shall be considered as one proper for the action of the board of
commissioners herein provided for."
The commissioners were required to meet in Washington
within ninety days from the exchange of the ratifications of the
convention, and before proceeding to business each to '' exhibit
a solemn oath, made and subscribed before a competent ·
authority," that they would" carefully examine into, and impartially decide, according to the principles of justice and of
equity, and to the stipulations of treaty, upon all claims laid
before them, under the provisions of this convention, by the
Government of tne l.J nited States, and in accordance with such
Provisions for
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evidence as shall be submitted to them on the part of said
United States and of the Republic of Costa Rica, respectively."
After having exhibited this oath, which was to be entered
upon the record of their proceedings, the commissioners were
directed to proceed to name an umpire, and in case they should
be unable to agree on one the appointment was to be made by
the Belgian minister in Washington.
The convention contained various other stipulations relating
to the mode of procedure of the commissioners, the furnishing
of papers by the two governments, and the payment of indemnities and expenses.
The duration of the commission was limited to nine months
from and including the day of its organization, but a period of
sixty days from the final adjournment of the commissioners
was allowed to the umpire for the decision of any claims which
might then be pending before him. 1
The commissioners met in Washington on
Organization of the F b
d fter examining and
Commission.
e ruary 8, 1862, an a .
.
exchanging their commiss10ns, winch were
found to be in due form, ordered them, together with the oaths
prescribed by the convention, to be entered upon the journal
of their proceedings. 2 .

"L

I
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The commissioner on the part of the United States was Benjamin F. Rexford, of New York; on the part of Costa Rica,
Luis Molina.
The commissioners appointed Charles W. Davis to act as
secretary pro tempore, and directed him to inform Mr. Seward,
Secretary of State, of the board's organization.
Having thus effected an organization, the commissioners
adopted rules and ordered them to be printed, and then adjourned till the 12th of March.
Mr.James Mandeville Carlisle appeared as counsel for Costa
Rica.
On a subsequent day Judge Peabody appeared for the Government of the United States in behalf of claimants not otherwise represented.
When the commissioners reassembled on the
Session of March 12. 12th of March , they heard and granted motions
in several cases for an extension of time for
filing memorials, for reasons stated in each case. In most
cases the allowance of additional time was specific; but in that
of Charles Mahoney, who was then absent, leave was granted
to file a memorial and papers when be returned to the United
States, subject to the condition that the documents should be
filed within a certain period.
Papers were received from the Department of State in rela'tion to thirteen claims.
·
The board made the following order:
"Ordered, That Charles ·w. Davis, at present secretary pro
t~mpore, be and is hereby appointed .secretary of this commiss10n and custodian of the papers, with the salary of two thousand dollars for the nine months; and Hanson A. Risley, of
Dunkirk, Chautauqua, County, New York, be appointed clerk,
at the rate of one hundred dollars per month; and Hampton
West messenger, at thirty-five dollars per month."
.
April 1, 1862, the commissioners addressed
Appointment
. . t no t e to t h e Ch eva1·ier J osep b B er t·1u . of a Jorn
mpire.
natti, Italian minister at Washington, offering
him the post of umpire. They then took a recess till 7 o'clock
in the evening, when, on reassembling, they received a communication from the Chevalier Bertinatti accepting the trust.
Bis commission, signed by the two commissioners, was immediately sent to him by the secretary, Mr. Davis, by the board's
direction.
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On the 18th of October t he secretary was directed to address
a letter to the umpire, inviting him to attend the sessions of
the commission and to be p resent at the discussions by counsel of the various questions involved in the cases pending
before the board. This invitation was accepted; and on the
21st of October the umpire appeared, filed a solemn declaration in substantially the same terms as the oath of the commissioners, and took his sea t at the board. It is subsequently
noted in the journal of several days' sessions that the umpire
was present.
At its session on Monday, October 20, 1862,
Transaction of
the board or dered that on the following
Business.
Wednesday the calendar should be called peremptorily, and that all cases which should not then be ready
for trial should be placed at the foot. On the 22d of October
the calendar was called accordingly, and the cases in which
counsel were not prepared were placed at the foot of the calendar, except where satisfactory explanations of the failure of
preparation were offered.
On the 5th of November counsel for Costa Rica announced
the reception of certain evidence from that country in a case
pending before the board. Counsel for the claimant opposed
its reception, and the board after. consultation declined to
receive it.
On the same day the board made an order allowing the
umpire $2,500 for his services.
The board held its last session November 6,
Adjournment.
1862. The commisssioners filed their opinions in the cases in which they disagreed, and
ordered the secretary to send to the umpire their opinions, the
briefs of counsel, and all other papers relating to such cases.
The secretary was directed to facilitate the labors of the
umpire in making his decisions; to keep open the office of
the commission and retain the cust ody of such records as the
u:mpire might suggest, and to pay the expenses of the commission from the funds at his disposition.
The ecretary wa authorized to allow claimants and counsel
~ ex _mine the papers and the opinions of the commissioners
m h 1r re, p tive a .
The commi ioners then adjourned sine die.
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On the day of their adjournment the commissioners signed a report to Mr. Seward, a
Secretary of State of the United State . This
report was as follows:
Commissioners'
Report.

"OFFICE OF THE JOINT COMMISSION OF
"UNITED STATES AND COSTA RICA,

" Washington, November 6, 1862.
"Sm: The undersigned~ commissioners appointed under the
convention between the United States and Costa Rica, signed
at San Jose, July 2, 1860, respectfully report that on this day
our labors cease, in compliance with the :fifth article of said convention, nine months having expired since our organization .
. "The whole number of cases presented for our consideration
1s 34, of which we have rejected those entered in Schedule A,
hereto annexed.
"We regret that in the cases entered in Schedule B we have
not been able to agree. We have, in compliance with article
2 of the convention above referred to, directed our secretary to
forwar~ said cases, with all the papers, arguments of counsel,
and opmions of the commissioners in relation thereto, to His
~xcellency Chevalier Joseph Bertinatti, umpire of the commiss10n, for his decision .
."The undersigned have the honor to subscribe themselves,
with high considerations of respect,
.
·
'' Your obedient servants,
"LUIS MOLINA,
'' Costa Rican Commissioner.
"BENJAMIN F. REXFORD,
"United States Commissioner.
"CHAS. W. DAVIS,
"Secretary."

" SCHEDULE

A.

"The fo11owing cases were rejected by the comm1ss10ners
under the convention between the United States and Costa
Rica:
$70,000.00
30,000.00
10,000,00
20,315.00
550.00
215.00
1,459.50
406.60
5,181.90
12,000.00
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$10, 000. 00
2, 105. 00
382,000.00

Claudio Curbelo ....... __ ••...• _..• _. _......... _.. . . . . . . . . . .
Charles Davi~ ..• __ .. ____ . _.......... _ . _. _•.. _.. _...........
H. Zur, Lippe & Co .. __ ._ .• _•••••. _.... ... .... . . • . . • . . . . . . . .
l

" SCHEDULE

544, 233, 00

B.

"Cases submitted to the uinpire.
Isaac Harrington .................•• •...... - ... -..• - -- - - - - Donald Mc Bean ......................... ........ . - ... - - . - - Matthew L. Masten ....................... ..... ........... Wm. W. Wise ............. ........................... -····
Lyman A. Hoover .......................... .. . - - - - - - - • • -· · ·
G. H. Bowley & Co .......... ....................... ...... .
John E. Hollenbeck ................................ - •····· ·
Thomas Townsend .................. .. ...... - - - • - • • • · · · · · · ·
Michael Mullone .....•.............. .. ....... - - - - - - - • · · · · · · ·
Sam'l S. Wood & Son ...................... -.. - - - - - • • - - - - · ·
Volney R. Bristol. ...................... •... ........ •······
Thomas Gilmore ............................ - - - - - - - • · · · · · · ·

~~:M~*!r·r-~s" : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Fuvel Belcher .............. ................. - - - • - - - - - -· · · ·
Lester Bushnell . ........... ................. -----···•··--··
James Dunn .......................... -··- .... -·-···•······
C. Medina & Sons ........................ . . --··•··········
Accessory Transit Co ............. ·----· ........ ----··--···
John Vredenburgh ..................... . .......... --··•··· Charles Mahoney ...........................•...•.. • • • • • · · ·

$20,000.00
20,000.00
20,000.00
20,000.00
3,000.00
72,199.48
12,157.00
20,950.00
43,538.13
2,079.25
20,000.00
25,000.00
5,000.00
215.00
66,540.00
51,500.00
6,807.00
700,000.00
68,000.00
20,000.00
25,885. 00
1,222,870.86

1 The commissioners did not concur iu the allowance of any claim.
From
their journal the following information is gathered as to the grounds on
which their disallowance of claims proceeded: The claims of W. C. Hipp,
rrheron Wales, and J. G. Kendrick were rejected October 29, 1862, for want
of proof. November 4 the claim of John C.McGuigan was rejected for the
same cause, while that of Claudio Curbelo was dismissed because the
claimant was not a citizen of the United States. Other claims were rejected without statement of the reason. In the case of H. Zur, Lippe & Co.,
which claim was rejected for want of proof, Mr. Molina entered tbe
following observations in the record:
"The claim of Herman Znr, Lippe & Co. against osta Rica for the
1arg amount of $3 2,000 on tho pretended ground of denial of j astice i
an xtraorclinary one. It it; r j ct d for the utter want of proof. There
lwing no po ibility of transforming it into a orth American oncern, it
bas n standing b fore t hi commis ion, but it presents a striking attempt
at fraud, which mu t not pass unnotic cl.
"'rl! om~an , r pr . ntecl to have be n formed by the above-mention d
and 111 c· 1~- rn, I r. dolph11s Lipp , i. not onl y not proved, but th proofs
f 0. a l<', how that, t th rPqnir cl time the claimant bad for years
kno, n no hiug of th wher ahont of • ch other anu had had no corre1' ncl1·n ·
b t v r."
1

1
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December 31, 1862, the umpire, Mr. Bertinatti, transmitted a report to Mr. Seward.
Report.
.After recapitulating the claims submitted to
him, as set forth in the foregoing Schedule B to the report of
the commissioners, he said:
The Umpire's

"After due consideration of the above cases, I have concluded that the nine following cases have not been proved as
valid against the republic of Costa Rica, and have accordingly rejected them:
"Accessory Tra,nsit Company. D. Colden Murray, receiver;
George H. Bowley & Co.; Lester Bushnell; Crisanto Medina
& Sons; James Dunn; Lyman A. Hoover; Thomas Gilmore;
E.W. High; George M. Harras .
. "The following cases I have found t,o be valid, and awarded
m each of them the sums indicated :
Donald McBean, administrator of David McBea,n ...•••••. _____
David Ogden, administrator of Isaac Harrington..............
Matthew L. Masten ... __ ... ____ ... ___ __ . ____ .. _____ .. ____ . __ . _
William W. Wise .. __ .. ...... _........ ____ . _. _....... __ .. _....
Volney R. Bristol .... __ .. ______ . ______________ .. _____ .. _... ___
John Vredenburgh_ .... ____ . . . ____ . ____ . __ • _•. __ . _ . ____ .. _. _. _
Charles Mahoney .... __ ... _.. _______ .. ________ ... ____ . __ .. __ . _
Michael Mullone. for himself ... ___ .. ____ . ___ .. __ .. _______ .... _
Michael Mullone; administrator of Peter Mullone. __ . .. _____ ...
John E. Hollenbeck ... ___ ..• ___ . __ . ___ •• _. _______ •• _. _.. ____ •
Thomas Townsend . __ .. ____ . _. ____ .. ____ . __ . _.... _ . ____ .. _____
Samuel S. Wood and A. M. C. W ood .. __________ . ____________ .. _
Fuvel Belcher _. _.. _. ___ .. _____ .••••••••••••••• __ •••••• _. _. ____

$1,000.00
1, 000. 00
1, 000. 00
1, 000. 00
800. 00
600. 00
1, 296. 80
500. 00
5,000.00
7, 269. 75
5, 359. 66
627. 93
250. 00

Total ..••••. _.. . _. ___ .. ____ . _.• _______________ . _____ ____ 25, 704. 14

"I have filed written opinions in each of the cases submitted
to me, and have had prepared proper certificates for the benefit of the claimants, a.U of which I have the honor to forward
to you through the secretary of the late commission.
"I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient
servant,
.
"JOSEPH BERTIN.A.TT!, Umpire."
By the act of February 20, 1861, 1 passed to
carry the convention into effect, all the papers
of the commission were at the close of its
labors ·required to be deposited in the Department of State,
except that the commissioner on the part of Costa Rica might
deposit certified copies or duplicates of the papers filed on
behalf of his government instead of the originals. Mr. Bates,
attorney-general, held that translations, even though certified,
were not copies or duplicates, in the sense of the act. This
Records of the
Commission.

1

12 Stats. at L.145.
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opinion was given upon a note which Mr. Molina, after the
close of the commission, wrote in his capacity as Costa Rican
minister, a note in which he asked to withdraw all the original
papers :filed on behalf of Costa Rica before the commission,
and after its termination deposited in the Department of State,
leaving only the translations :filed in her behalf. He said he
had received instructions to return the papers to San Jose,
where occasion would not be wanting to refer to them. 1
We have seen that by Article I. of the convention it was provided that "no claim of any
citizen of the United States, who may be
proved to have been a belligerent during the occupation of
Nicaragua by the troops of Costa Rica, or the exercise of
authority by the latter, within the territory of the former,"
shouid be "considered as one proper for the action of the board
of commissioners." The meaning of the term "belligerent"
was principally discussed in the case of David Colden, receiver
of the Accessory Transit Company, a corporation composed of
citizens of the United States, but chartered under the laws of
Nicaragua, for the purpose of carrying passengers and merchandise across the Nicaraguan Isthmus, by means of steamers
on the San J nan River and Lake Nicaragua, and by land carriage from the lake to the Pacific. On February 28, 1856, sa,id
the commissioner of the United States, Mr. Rexford, in his
opinion, "the freebooter government of William Walker and
his associates pretended to annul the charter of this company,
seized upon all its property, and retained the possession of all
of it that it did not destroy until about the 27th day of.December 1856, when all the steamers and the other property which
had not been destroyed were seized by the Costa Ricans and
retained by them." October 9, 1856, Sylvanus M. Spencer,
acting under a power of attorney from the company, proceeded
to an Jo e, Co ta Rica, where he obtained forces from that government. With the e troop , said Mr. Rexford, he proceeded
to an Juan" and captured all the steamers in the river, there
b in fourt n in all, only twelve of which, however, b longed
to th ·omp ny. In thi enterpri e "Spencer wa the agent
f h t om ny only c nd had no commi , ion from Co ta Rica,
bu th ro >P · ha were with him were under hi control, the
rly
mmi ion d offi er of the e Tpedition having re-
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ceived orders from their government to obey his directions."
Continuing, Mr. Rexford said:
"After the steamers were thus seized, the Costa Rican
troops obtained possession of them for a time, the said Spencer
still having contr61 of both the officers and the forces, who
used them in vanquishing the freebooters and in driving them
from Nicaragua. June 5, 1857, Spencer, by the authority of
the company, called upon the President of Costa Rica, presented his authority to him, and for the company demanded
their steamers, which demand was refused, Mora, the said
President, saying he thought it best for Costa Rica to retain
possession of the steamers until some arrangement could be
made with the company in regard to the route, and that he
would send commissioners to New York to make such an
arrangement, which he never did, and the steamers were
never delivered to the company, but were, after the said
demand, disposed of by Costa Rica as she saw fit.
"?:hese facts, it is understood, are not in any particular
deme<l by Costa Rica; but it is claimed by her that these
st~amers, being in the pos~ession of these freebooters, and
bemg used by them for warlike and hostile purposes, at the time
of their capture, no one could make a claim against her for the
property-that she bas a right to hold it as her own, and that,
although it has been seized by the freebooters, in a raid made
bf them into Nicaragua, yet that such piratical seizure
divested the true owners of their title, although they might
not have been belligerents in any manner, and, on the contra~y, were friendly, or at least neutral, toward Costa Rica.
This argument would allow the person who had captured
pro~erty from the thief or pirate who bad stolen it to retain it
as his own, because he found gin the thiefJs or pirate's bands!
* * * But, further, these steamers were seized by the Costa
Ricans, acting in connection with. and under the direction of
the agent of the company; it must for this reason be held that
she acted in the matter for the benefit of that company, so far
as to wish to restore its property to it, and to take measures
for that purpose, as well as for her own benefit1 for in so
assisting the company she was aiding herself, by depriving
the freebooters of the use of the vessels not only, but also by
having t,he use of them herself as instruments against the
enemy."
The company also claimed for the loss of a wharf, burned by
the Costa Ricans at Virgin Bay.
The Costa Rican commissioner opposed the claim on the following grounds:
"The company bad lost the possession of the prop_erty to
which the claim refers, and Costa Rica rigbtful1y seized or
destroyed the same while jt was possessed by and under the
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absolute control of her enemy, who employed it in the operations of the war, and therefore was enemy's · property in the
strictest sense. The company and their property were Nicaraguan by nationality, accordin g to the principles of international law. They were most act ive accomplices and employed
in the service of the filibusters. And there is no proof or
plausibility in the allegation of an agreement between Costa
Rica and the company by which it is supposed the former
undertook to rescue the property on behalf of the latter."
Commander Bertinatti rendered the following decision:
"In this case the original demand was for $68,000 and i'!1te!•
est, damages arising from the burning of a wharf at Vugm
Bay, in Nicaragua. Very lately an additional demand was
presented to the commission for $ 305,000 and interest, damages derived from the capture of fourteen steamers on the
river San Juan and on the Lake Nicaragua. The commission.er
for Costa Rica rejected both demands, while the other comm:ssioner thought of awarding the claimant, for damages and mterest, the total of $493,542, declaring at the same time ~bat
he had been unable to discuss, as he had desired all the pomts,
in consequence of the case having been submitted to the commission only thirty-six hours before its time expired .. Called
by the disagreement of the commissioners to decide this case,
I have carefully examined all the documents, briefs, and observ_ations which were presented; given opportunity to l)Oth parties for new observations, in order to make up for the shortness
of time complained of by the commissioner for the United
~tates, ~nd read the new briefs presented to me by the parties, wh1ch were communicated to each other by me, as also to
the commissioners, both of whom I have heard on the controverted points. The claimant is a citizen of the United States,
bu~ appears as a receiver of the 'Acee sory Transit Company,'
which was a corporation created by and under the law of the
Government of Nicaragua by corporators who were qualified in
the charter as 'all citizens of the United States.'
"It appears that many and serious difficulties existed between tbe aid company arnl the Government of icaragua in
~ 54, an~ _that the party then in power was ' distinguished for
it ho t1hty to the citizen of the United State .' That comp, ny ', w with ati. faction a revolution which overthrew that
go rnr:nent and tabli lied a riew one by the aid of a small
baud t adv ytnrrr. commonly called' filibusters·' tliey were
lmo.·t .< 11 ·1t~z u ·
the nited tate , led by a William
', ~k 1, h , l. ~ a ·1tizen of th
nited tates.
h . tla! 1 tic ancl I a ifi · mail and pa. enger teamer in
n~ · 1 !l w1t_h th tran;it rout of ,•aid company continu~lly
' rri _cl a!cl of m 11,, rm., and amrnuni fon to the filibu ters,
1
11
, ". ~ • n ~ ~ ."I' . 1. t
h ir nc ·
The complicity of the
. c . · 1 . li~n 1
>mpan ' with th filibu ter fr m the beginn111g I h tr nt 1·1 r1· · 111
· _, 1.
•
.
.
in hi .
'
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L' ; at1 factonlyproven
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The new government of Nicaragua, commonly called_ Riv~. Walker, was inaugurated in October 1855, and, thou~h 11leg1t1mate and piratical in its origin, it was in fact and contmued long
to be the only government of that state. At the beginning of
March 1856 Costa Rica declared war a gainst that government,
with a view to drive the filib usters out of Central America
and save herself from impending danger.
" Whatever may have been the language adopted by Costa
Rica in regard to Nicaragua, Rivas-Walker and the :filibusters,
the fact, which is more eloquent than words, shows that it was
a public war and a regular war, fought as such on both sides
according to the civilized u sages of warfare, during about two
years, which witnessed victories and reverses on both sides, as
also the mutual recognition of all the rights of belligerents.
In the mean time t h e United States recognized the RivasWalker government, not only as belligerent, but as the regular
government of Nicarag ua. To make new investigations, as was
done in the two briefs last submitted to me, about the character of the war between Costa Rica and Nicaragua, in order
to know if it was public or of other kind, and deduce from the
knowledge this or that consequence in favor of the claimant,
seems to me all lost work. It is enough to read the convention
?f July 2, 1860, and t ake it in connection with the rules of
mte~pretation laid down by the best publicists, and forcibly
apphetl by the learned and distinguished Crittenden in regard
to the meaning of the phrases used in a public treaty (see
officia~ opinions of the Attorneys-General, vol. 5, p. 331 and
seq.), 1_n order to see that the question has there been resolved.
~he high contracting parties, before concluding the convention and when the matter was de jure constituendo, were at
liberty to investigate the nature of that war, inquiring if it
was public or if it was just, in order to give it an appropriate
character; they could also have investigated the causes of
t1:tat war, considered it from a political or military point of
view, established tne nationality of the combatants and showed
the final object of the same war. This was the work for the
negotiators of the said convention, and the matter for their
discussions. What may have been the practical result of such
investigations, what may have been the conclusions of the
negotiators, in regard to the legal and international consequences of the same war, it can be inferred, now that the treaty
has been concluded, forming a jus constitutum, only from the
words used in tha t instrument. These .words are quite clear:
' No claim,' says the proviso of the 1st article, ' of any citizen
of the United States who may be proved to have been a belligerent during the occupation of Nicaragua by the troops of
Costa Rica or the exercise of aitthority by the latter within the
territory of the former, shall be considered as one proper for
the action of the board of commissioners herein provided for.'
The expres. ion 'beliigerent,' with the consequences depen~ing upon it; the expression 'occupation by f(!r_ces '-occupatio
bellica-with the rights belonging to the m11Itary occupant;
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the acknowledgment of the authority of Costa Rica in the
territory of Nicaragua; the penalty against the belligerent
consisting in depriving him of action for indemnity before this
commission, all concur to show that the negotiators acknowledged the war between Costa Rica and Nicaragua as a public
war and a just war on the part of Costa Rica, and thus
acknowledged also the rights arising from the same. Consequently Costa Rica has no question of right to discuss with
the belligerent, in accordance with said convention. For ber
the proof of the fact of belligerency is enough in order to
oppose [i. e., set up] the want of any right of action, and say
that the claimant has no locum standi in judicio.
"Now it being shown by Costa Rica that the burning of the
. wharf complained of was a necessary operation of war, and
that such also was the capture of the steamers, I find it useless
to discuss here the effects of the domicil in :Nicaragua in regard to this claim; for either as a corporation existing only as
a moral being assimilated to a natural person in the state of
Nicaragua, or as an actual belligerent there against Costa Ric~,
said company has no standing before this commission. It 1s
alleged, however, in behalf of claimant that the 'Accesso_ry
~ransit Company,' as a Nicaraguan corporation, ceased to e~1st
m Februay 1856, when the Rivas-Walker government of ~1caragua revoked its charter, seized its property and sold 1t for
the benefit of the state to another company, which took out a
new charter and continued the business on its own account.
It was this new company that made itself liable to the charge
of belligency during the occupation of Nicaragua by Costa
Rica. It seems that Costa Rica ignored that mysterious transaction, by which the old company was dissolved and a new oue
formed by the members of the first, without any apparent
change, except more determined efforts in favor of the filibusters. It was immaterial, however, for Costa Rica to know who
were the owners of the wharf and steamers used in a war
against her; she destroyed the first and captuxed the others
jure bellico.
"Apart from other considerations, if it be true that the wharf
when burnt and the steamers when captured did not belong to
the ' c ory Transit Company,' because this did not exist
and they had ~een di po ed of to another company, I can not
e how a~ action for damage can be maintained in the name
f th ex rnct ompany, if it is not against tho e members of
h ld mpany who form d the new one and bought the said
:pr 1? rt • pon the1~ w uld fall the respon ibility, if the
JU 1
f_ the tran. act10n ·onld not b sustained before a com. t n tribunal.
o ta 1 i a ha nothing to do with that que ·
ti n.
. an~ t
~1 oh w th th ory of the thing retaken
b n 1 1 fr m < p1rat can b applied to tbi ca e. Fir t of
11 th ' 1~~ :f w,: · n t ret k. n hut burnt, and the teamers al o
111
1
~· h
.11 1
1~1 th
ntmu cl .-trug le for their po e ion;
~ ., r m 111 l t h m w nld l1ardly 1 ay the exp n of capu ·
· n
I ha • h n· <l b fi r the J: iva -Walk r
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government was the only oue existing at Nicaragua, and wa
recognized as a regular government. Third, the proceeding
of that government against the 'Accessory Transit Company'
were not acts of violence or open injustice; on the contrary
they were marked by a show of strict legality, and accompanied by an expose of motives making a strong case in favor of
that goverment.
"In regard to the steamers, however, -it is alleged by the
claimant that President Mora, of Costa Rica, agreed to capture
them with his own forces and then deliver them to Cornelius
Vanderbilt, president of the 'Accessory Transit Company.' I
deem it useless to investigate the effects which this unilateral
convention might have had; for its existence is not proved.
Vanderbilt says that be dispatched an agent to aid in the capture of said steamers, with the idea of coming to some arrangement afterward; and this agent says that when he requested
President Mora to give up the captured steamers, he gave .first
an _eva~ive. answer and afterward declined, though showing
an mclmat10n to treat, probably, for their sale when the war
should be over. Costa Rica had sufficient motive to capture
those steamers even without the invitation of Vanderbilt, and
perfect right to do so without his consent. Now, if Vanderbilt
cooperated by his agent with Costa Rica, he may at all events
be entitled to a compensation, which seems to have already
been_ paid to hls agent. It seems beyond probability that
Pr_es1dent Mora should have agreed to deliver those lawful
prizes to Vanderbilt while the war continued to rage and the
possession of those steamers was all important to obtain victory.
"Another obstacle to the admission of the demand relative
to the steamers arises from the fact that it was presented too
late. The jurisdiction of this commission has been limited to
the claims which were duly presented before July 2d, 1860.
In conclusion, my opinion is that the 'Accessory Transit Company,' by David Colden Murray, receiver, has no standing
before this joint commission. and I hereby dismiss the demand
in this case."
When the steamers of the company were captured by the
forces of Costa Rica the captains who had "made themselves
prominent in favoring the :filibusters were pardoned by Costa
Rica and allowed to leave_the country." The crews and subordinate officers remained, and from among them Costa Rica
chose new captains. 1 Some of these captains appeared before
the commission as claimants for damages for being compelled to
serve in the war against the :filibusters. The typical case of
this kind was that of Isaac Harrington, No. 2. It was alleged
that he was compelled to accept the position of captain of one

----

1

IBaac Harrington v . GoBta Ric-;;:-;: 2, opinion of Commander Bertinatti.
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of the steamers and to receive a regular monthly salary during six months. Costa Rica denied the compulsion, but in the
conflict of testimony the umpire said that the truth seemed to
be'' that the claimant willingly accepted the employment, under
condition, however, that the steamer should not be used in
war, which condition not having been observed he wanted to
leave the service and was prevented from doing so." "I
believe," continued the umpire, "that Costa Rica had no right
thus to restrain the liberty of a citizen of a friendly power.
Had he been an actual belligerent Costa Rica might have dealt
with him according to the laws of war. But she does not pretend that he was compelled to serve as a punishment, and by
promoting him and giving him an employment of great responsibility, which employment he might have easily abused had
he been unfriendly, has in fact given up the right to consider
him as an enemy, whatever his previous conduct might have
been. There is no evidence, however, of the belligerency of the
claimant, and he can not be said to have had a real domicil
in Nicaragua. He did not go there to make war, or to trade,
or to reside, but only for reason of his employment of aiding
in the navigation of a steamer; and while thus serving he had
but little occasion to know the relations of the owners and
agents with the filibusters or with Costa Rica."
The objection of domicil was, however, very strongly and persistently urged on the part of Costa Rica, whose commissioner
prepared a long opinion on the subject. It was urged that
Harrington and various other claimants before the board must
be considered as having had at least a belligerent domicil in
Nicaragua, and in this relation special stress was placed on
the note of Mr. Marcy, Secretary of State, to Count Sartige ,
French minister, of February 27, 1857, denying anyliabilityon
the part of the nited States for the destruction of the proper Y of aliens in the bombardment of Greytown. With refernc to the e cont ntion , the Commander Bertinatti said :
laimant who were residents of icaragua,
elligerer:cp i not proved, a constrir,otive belligther like source has been op, sufficient in order to exclude
of the 3d article of the conveu.find the theory applicable to
ai
ention.
either the
int
cl in the contract havor
according to hi own
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fancy' (says Vattel, chap. 17, sec. 265), it becomes my duty_to
interpret said convention according to reason and in conformity
with the principles in su~jecta materia, with tbe same simplicity
and candor shown by that great publicist in the research of the
rules which regulate the intercourse of nations. 'It is not to
be presumed,' says the Swiss publicist, 'that sensible persons
in treating together, or transacting any other serious business,
mean that the result of their proceedings should prove a mere
nullity. The interpretation, therefore, which would render a
treaty null and inefficient can not be admitted. It must be
interpreted in a manner that it should not be vain and illusory.'
(Vattel, chap. 17, sec. 283.) Admitting these principles, we
need not inquire whether the Ministers Carazo, Dimitry, and
Yglesias, who negotiated the said convention, meant to make
a serious act or not; but we must inquire only if they knew
beforehand the hindrances which could be opposed to the instrument which they signed, either in reference to the strict principles of public law-mrmnum jus-or to the often quoted note of
Mr. Marcy, well known to all the cabinets, iu order to render
vain and illusory the result of their negotiations.
"Combining the general expressions of the first article of
said convention with the proviso which limits them, and with
the second article where it is said 'they (the commissioners) will
carefully examine into, and impartially decide, according to the
principles of justice and equity, and to the stipulations of
treaty upon all the claims laid before them,' and adding to all
this the third article of the same convention contemplating the
case in which the commissioners 'may agree to award an indemnity,' we must conclude that the negotfators, in regard to
~hose claimants whose actual belligerency should not be proved,
mtended to create a special and particular right which was the
re~ult of the convention itself; otherwise all the claimants
bemg excluded by a constructive belligerency according to the
note of Mr. Marcy, quoted by Costa Rica, the said convention
would have no serious object or result.
"Had Mr. Marcy been bound by any similar convention to
those foreign governments whose subjects were made to suffer
serious damages in consequence of the bombardment of Greytown, he certainly would not have been able to invoke the
rigor of the absolute principles laid down in that elaborate
note, in order to oppose a hindrance to t.he claimants. His note
then would have been based upon other principles. That
jurist, who was Secretary of State under President Pierce,
would have easily perceived that it was necessary to modify
the general right by tbe particular right; the absolute right
by the relative right; the summum jus, laid down by the publicists when they treat of the terrible rights derived from the
state of war, by the conventional right, such as established. in
the convention, which can not be regarded but as an act ?f
reparation. Mr. Marcy consequently would have based his
note not upon the theory of authors, and upon examples which
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history has judged, but he would have taken his inspirations
from those generous and high-minded considerations which a
government never puts aside, when it is the matter of alleviating the calamities resulting from war; and he would have
mitigated, if I am allowed the expression, the unbending rigor
of the Decernviral laws by the equity of the edict of the Pretor.
" This order of ideas in the interpretation of the convention
of July 2d, 1860, is suggested by the impartial examination both
of its letter and of its spirit. No other interpretation can be
admitted if we will not render that convention vain and illusory. To make use of the proviso in order to derive from it
the right to exclude the actual belligerents not only, but al o
those who are innocent, no belligerency being proved against
them, is the same as to make use of the exception in order to
overthrow the rule. To interpret the whole of the convention
without paying attention to the proviso, is the same as to
accept the general principle and overlook the limitation. It is
in equity, then, that we must judge the cases of those claimants
who are not proved to have been actual belligerents; a~d _t~e
amount of indemnity must be regulated by the same prmmple
of equity.
.
"As for the general principles quoted in the briefs, therr
value can not be denied; but they are not applicable to the
cases submitted to my decision. The Government of Costa
Rica may invoke those principles against all the governments
to which it is not bound by a special convention; and will also
be able to assert the same principles even against the Government of the United States after that the convention of July 2,
1860, whose term expires with my office of umpire, shall have
obtained its object. Such seems to me to have been the conciliative thought of the two governments in making the aforesaid international convention; and the interpretation which
answers their thought and their duty is at the same time the
only rational interpretation, without which the convention
would be musory, becau e null and without effect.
"~or the reasons above explained, I find it just and equitable
to _give the claimant Isaac Harrington anindemnity. In measurm_g the damages to be awarded, the commis ion bas been
a~vi ed t? take the stand on the high ground of national indigm. Y, o~ _v10lated treaty, of breach of tru t, of the oppre ion
of a r:1ti~en of a nation by the rulers of another. But the
mm1 1 ~ r for the nited tates, who coul<l uot ignore 'that
h r pu~lic of o ta ~ica, placed in jeopardy of it exi ten ·e
nd makmg war for 1t defen e, had no intere t or wish to
pr . ke, Y utrage. the gr at and powerful republic of the
1 d ► td ·,_b~ adopted for damage au equitable mea ure.
he omnu ~.1 nerfo1: o 'taRi abavinginvariablyrejected
11 d man~. I 'i 111 b m 1 d by aid equitable mea ure in thi
11 · m all th r ca
in which I find that an indemnity
.
1
du ·
n equently, I her by award to aid David Ogden,
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as administrator of Isaac Harrington, deceased, the sum of
$1,000," l

Only one of the captains who were in command of the steamers when they were captured by the forces of Costa Rica appeared before the board as a claimant. This was Lyman .A.
Hoover, who demanded $3,000 for having been bound and
kept a prisoner for three hours on board of a steamer, exposed
to the wind and rain. The umpire dismissed the claim, saying:
"He rHoover] was an actual belligerent in command of a
steamer used in war against Costa Rica during the occupation
of Nicaragua by her forces. In this case there does not occur
any circumstance to show that the claimant may have ignored
his position of hostility to Costa Rica, as in the case of Harrington. Nor did Costa Rica afterward take into her service
the claimant Hoover, as she did with Harrington, showing she
did not consider him an enemy." ·
.A wards were made by the umpire in favor of three persons
who were working as mechanics in the construction of the
company's wharf at Virgin Bay, when it was destroyed by the
forces of Costa Rica .April 7, 1856. One of them was killed
by a volley fired by the Costa Ricans on their first arrival_,and
in his case $5,000 was allowed. .Another was slightly wounded
and was imprisoned for a short time. He received an award
of $200. The third was made a prisoner and held as such for
a month, and for this was allowed $500. No charge of "actual
be1ligere~cy" was, said the umpire, made against any of these
three persons.
In the case of George H. Bowley, No. 8, the claimant
demanded damages for the destruction of merchandise by
Costa Rican forces at Rivas and elsewhere. Costa Rica, while
admitting the destruction of a part of the merchandise, alleged
that the claimant was a "belligerent." It appeared (1) that
when the Costa Ricans approached San Juan del Sur, where
1
The amount of Harrington's original demand was $160,000, but he afterwards reduced it to $20,000. On the principle applied in his case, the
umpire also awarded $1,000 each to Willfam W. Wise, Matthew L. Masten,
and Donald McBean. To Volney R. Bristol, who was an assistant engineer,
and who was compelled to servo only four months, the umpire allowed $800.
To John Vredenburgh, who served as a captain, but for a shorter time
than Harrington, an award was made for $600. Charles Mahoney, who
was compelled to serve for a time as a captain, was allowed $400 for himself and $200 for his w;fe, who " also was detained during said time, and
subjected to much inconvenience."

5627..:._Vol. 2-37
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claimant was engaged in business, he took the greater part of
his merchandise for safety to Rivas, which city was then held
• by the :filibusters; (2) that when the Costa Ricans approached
Rivas he left his merchandise in care of a servant and went,
as he alleged, "to travel in the interior," returning to Rivas
when it was reoccupied by the :filibusters; (3) that he had in
the service of the :filibusters a schooner, which was captured
and held as a prize by the Costa Ricans; (4) that in November
1856, being then in San Juan del Sur, he fled on the reapproach
of the Costa Ricans and took refuge on board of the San Jose,
a vessel in the service of the :filibusters. Referring to Bowley's
denial that he was a" belligerent," the umpire, after reviewing
the facts, said:
"The presumption is against him. The proofs by which_he
endeavored to corroborate bis deposition are all of a negative
character and not all of them free from bias. Costa Rica, on
the contrary, has exhibited positive depositions of witnesses
speaking of their own knowledge, and naming the time and
place when and where they saw him with the filibusters. The
objection that those witnesses were not native born, but only
residents, I do not consider of much weight. Those depositions are also confirmed by others, and by the general c?nduct. of the claimant from the beginning of the occupat10~
of Nicaragua by the troops of Costa Rica. A thorough examination of the case has convinced me that the claimant was an
actual belligerent according to the terms of the proviso of the
first article of the convention July 2d, 1860." 1
•
1 A claim was made by a certain person for having been twice imprisoned
without cause. It appeared that on one of the occasions in question he
was merely directed to leave his abode and retire with other persons to a
place of safety while an attack by the filibusters was expected. On the
other occasion, being drunk at San Carlos, he was taken on board of a
steamer and carried to bis home, and afterwards'' dreamed of having been
a prisoner." The umpire dismissed the claim. (JameB Dunn v . CoBta Rica,
o. 26.)

CHAPTER XXXIV.
ECUADORIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION: CONVE TION
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND ECUADOR
OF NOVEMBER 25, 1862.
..

By a convention concluded at Quito, Novem.
.
·
ber 25, 1862, it was provided that all claims on
the part of corporations, companies, or individuals, citizens of' the United States, upon the Government
of Ecuador, or of corporations, companies, or individuals, citizens of Ecuador, upon the Government of the United States,
should be referred to a board of commissioners consisting· of
two persons, one of whom should be appointed by the Government of the United States and the other by the Government
of Ecuador. 1
The commissioners so named were required to meet in the
city of Guayaquil within ninety days from the exchange of
the ratification of the convention, and before proceeding to business to make a solemn oath that they would "carefully examine
and impartially decide according to justice, and in compliance
wi~h the provisions of this convention, all claims that shall
be submitted to them."
The commissioners were required then to proceed to name
an "arbitrator or umpire," to decide upon :;tny case or cases
concerning which they might disagree, or upon any point of
difference which might arise in the course of their proceedings.
If they could not agree in the selection, it was provided that
the umpire should be appointed by the British charge d'aflaires,
or by any other diplomatic agent in Quito whom the high contracting parties should i~vite to make the appointment, except
the minister resident of the United States.
The umpire having been appointed, the commissioners were
required at once to proceed to examine the claims which might
be presented to them by either of the two governments; and
Prov1s1ons of the
.
Convent10n.

1 The text of the convention was communicated to the House of Representatives March 14, 1864- (H. Ex. Doc. 55, 38 Cong. 1 sess.).
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it was provided that the commission should terminate its labors
in twelve months from the date of its organization. In the
event that, upon the termination of the labors of the commission, any case or cases should be pending before the umpire
and awaiting his decision, he was authorized to render his
decision in such case or cases within thirty days from the termination of the labors of the commission.
Tb.e commissioners were required to keep a record of their
proceedings, and to that end were authorized to appoint a
secretary versed in the English and Spanish languages.
It was stipulated that the commissioners should, if required,
hear one person in behalf of each government on every separate claim, and that each government should furnish, upon
the request of either commissioner, such papers in its possession as might be deemed important to the just determination
of any claim or claims.
In cases in which the commissioners should agree to award
an indemnity, it was stipulated that they should determine
the amount to be paid. In cases in which they could not
agree, it was provided that the points of difference should be
referred to the umpire, before whom each of the commissioners
might be heard, and whose decision should be final. The commissioners were required to issue certificates of the sums to
be paid to the claimants respectively, whether by virtue of
their own awards or of those of the umpire. .All such sums
were require<l. to be paid in equal annual in stallments, to be
completed within nine years from the date of tlle termination
of the labors of the commissio11, the first payment to be made
six months after the same date. To meet these payments both
governments pledged. the revenues of their respective nations.
It wa left to each government to pay its own commissioner,
but the compen ation of the umpire aud the incidental exp u ·e · of the commis ion were imposed on the two governmeut. in qual moieties.

It wa agr d that the proceeding of the commis ion hould
fin l ~ nd c ~ ·lu ·ive with re p ct to all pending claim , and
b, t ·l· 1111 wh1 h ·hould n t b pre ·ented to the commi sion
t, elv m nth,• of it xi teuce would be disregarded
rnm nt and · n i<l r cl invaliu. 1
ions of the lJepartm c·nt of tate touching the
~Ir. Bu ha.nan to fr. Living ton, May 2,184 ;
1 u, ,Jul 10, 1 1 ; Mr. Marcy to Ir. \ hite,
l, 1 :-1: ~1. '. D pt. f tat .

1
'
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The ratifications of the convention were
exchanged at Quito July 27, 1864, almost two
.
I
.
years after its conclus10n.
ts signers were
Frederick Hassaurek, minister resident of the United States
in Ecuador, and Juan Jose Flores, Presiq_ent of Eucador and
general-in-chief of the armies of the republic. When the commission came to be created, each of these gentlemen was
appointed as commissioner on the part of his government.
Mr. Hassaurek was a native of Austria, having been born in
Vienna on October 9, 1832. He served in the Student Legion
in the German revolution in 1848, and was twice wounded.
Coming to the United States in 1848, he settled in Cincinnati,
where he engaged in journalism, politics, and the practice of
law. He was minister of the United States to Ecuador from
1861 to 1865. After his return from Ecuador he published a
book entitled Four Years Among Spanish Americans. 1 His
opinions as a member of the Ecuadorian commission display a
strong grasp of legal principles and an elevated conception of
international morality. After the organization of the commission, Mr. Flores was succeeded as Ecuadorian commissioner
by Mr. Francisco Ugenio Tamariz.
The commission was organized at Guayaquil on the 22d of
August 1864. The commissioners chose as secretary Mr.
Crisanto Medina, consul of Guatemala and agent of the Pacific
Steam Navigation Company at Guayaquil. Mr. Medina was
educated in the United States, and spoke both English and
Spanish fluently.
The commissioners first chose a$ m:npire Mr. Andres Bello,
of Chile. His fame as a publicist and scholar made his appointment eminently a fit one. Besides being the author of a wellknown treatise on international law, he was a philologist and
the author of a Spanish grammar of high repute. 2 He was
unable, however, to accept the position of umpire, and died in
October 1865. The commissioners then chose as umpire Dr.
Alcides Destruge, consul.general of Venezuela at Guayaquil.
Mr. Hassaurek spoke of Dr. Destruge as "an acoomplished
scholar, a student, and a man of unquestionable integrity,"
who both spoke and read the English language. 3
Consctituti~n.of the
omnuss1on.

1

Hurd & Houghton, New York, 1867.
Mr. Hassaurek to Mr. Seward, August 22, 1864, MSS. Dept. of State.
3
Mr. Hassaurek to Mr. Seward, May 26, 1865, MSS. Dept. of State.
2
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The commission expired by limitation on the
·
.
17th of August 1865. All the busmess before
it was disposed of. In two cases Mr. Hassaurek delivered elaborate opinions, in both of which his
Ecuadorian colleague concurred. One of these opinions was
delivered in respect of the claims of John Clark, Commodore
Danels, and certain other persons on account of the seizure of
the vessels Medea and Good Return, and their
Cases of "Medea"
.
. .
.
,,
confiscat10n
by the authorities of Colombia
"G d R t
an d oo
e urn.
··
S ·
.
during the war of independence agamst 1-: parn. ·
The vessels in question, which were Spanish, were captured
_b y the claimants, who, though citizens of the United States,
were at the time cruising under commissions from Artigas,
chief of the Banda Oriental, now known as Uruguay, against
the comn;ierce of Spain and Portugal. The vessels were forcibly taken from their possession by certain officers of the republic of Colombia, and were carried into a port of that country
and condemned. Subsequently the republic of Colombia
broke up into three parts, which respectively became known
as Venezuela, Ecuador, and New Granada, afterward ca1led
the United States of Colombia and now the Republic of Colombia. In the dissolution of the original republic, New Granada,
Venezuela, and Ecuador each assumed a proportionate part
of the burdens of the parent state, and to that extent became
answerable for claims against it. In due time claims were
presented on behalf of Clark, Danels, and the other claimants,
as American citizens, to the governments of New Granada,
Venezuela, and Ecuador, and these claims were afterward
laid before international commissions organized under treaties
between the ITnited States and those countries. The first
decision upon them was rendered by the ·umpire of the commi ion under the convention between the United State and
ew ranada of eptember 10, 1857; the la t was rendered
by the commis ion under the treaty between the United
_tate and enezuela of December 5, 1885. While admittrng hat th
laim , a they originally stood, must have
n pre ented internationally by the Banda Oriental, Mr.
ph m th umpir under the treaty between the United
t t
r na a f 1 7, held that the claimants
h d
n fi ial intere ·t in the property captured,
i r tb
· nd ou l
und r th ir contract with the
g
nt f th B nd
ri n 1; that, it appearing that
Results of the Com. .
m1ss1on.
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the government had disclaimed to Colombia, at the claimants' request, any intention to make a demand in their behalf,
the exception taken by Colombia to the form in which the
claim was presented was not entitled to favor; that the acquisition of the property by the Banda Oriental, under its power
and flag, was rightful, though the parties in interest, the captors, were citizens of the United States; that, as the Banda
Oriental had abandoned her right in the property to the
claimants, the United States should not set up an objection
to the manner in which the property was originally acquired;
that for a long series of years the claimants had had the
assistance of the United States in prosecuting their claims,
and that, taking all things into consideration, the claims should
be allowed. Owing, however, to an irregularity in the manner
in which this decision was rendered, the claim against Colom bi~
was reheard by the commission which sat at Washington under
the convention between the United States and the United
States of Colombia of February 10, 1864; but before the case
was decided by this commission the claim against Ecuador for
the discharge of her share of the alleged liability came before
the commission at Guayaquil. Here Mr. Hassaurek, notwithstanding what had been held at Washington, decided, with the
concurrence of the Ecuadorian commissioner, that the claimants had no standing before the commission as citizens of the
United States, for the reason that their claims arose out of a
transaction in which they violated the laws of the United
States, · disregarded solemn treaty stipulations, compromised.
the neutrality of their country, and rendered themselves liable
to prosecution and punishment as pirates. 1 "I found myself," •
said Mr. Hassaurek, "obliged, however reluctantly, to dissent
from the opinion of the umpire of the United States and New
Granada Mixed Commission on Claims. Sworn to do impartial
justice, I could not possibly allow myself to be guided by his
opinion. My decision, on which I am willing to stake my reputation as an honest man and a lawyer, will be denounced by
the numerous parties interested in those cases, but I am confident that it will be approved by you." 2
When the claim against Colombia came to be finally decided
by the new commission between the United States and that
country under the convention of 1864, Sir Frederick Bruce,
1

H. Rep. 609, 4-3 Cong. 1 sess.

2

Mr. Hassaurek to Mr. Seward, August 18, 1865, M S. Dept. of State.
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the umpire, referred to and followed Mr. Hassaurek's opinion.
It was also followed by the commission between the United
States and Venezuela, under the treaty of 1885, which unanimously concurred in rejecting the claims. They were therefore completely disallowed and rejected.
The other important case in which Mr. HasQuestion as to the Surk d l'
d
· ·
th t f th
vival of Treaties. saure
e 1vere an opm10n was a _o
e
Atlantic and Hope insurance compames, of
New York. The facts in this case were that in May 1824 the
American schooner Mechanic, while on a voyage to Tampico,
in Mexico, with a general cargo, was captured by the Colombian privateer General Santander, and carried into Puerto
Cabello, where the entire cargo was condemned as Spanish
property, Colombia being then at war with Spain. The cargo
was insured by the companies above mentioned, and in due
time they reimbursed the owner, to the extent of their respective obligations, for his loss. A question was raised before the
commission as to whether the owner of the cargo was a subject of Spain or a citizen of Mexico. On this question, however, the case was not decided. By Article XV. of the treaty
between the United States and Spain of 1795, the principle of
free ships free goods was established between those countries.
At that time Colombia was a part of the Spanish empire. It
was contended, however, that by her subsequent declaration
of independence she freed herself from the obligations which
the treaty imposed on the Spanish nation. Mr. Hassaurek
held that the United States had the right, under the circumstances, to expect that the Colombian cruisers and prize courts
would re pect the property covered by the American flag. In
this relation Mr. Hassaurek cited the instructions of Mr.
.A.dam
ecretary of State, to Mr. Anderson, the fir t minister
of the nited States to Colombia, of May 27, 1823, in wbicb
it wa. maintained that Colombia notwithstanding her declaration find pendence, remained bound, in honor and ju. tice, by
th ngag m nt of pain with other nation affecting their
ri ht. nd intere t.. The same principle, said Mr. Has aurek,
h l
n t ntly been inv k d by tbe republics of Ecuador,
n
en zu la, which formerly con tituted tbe
u Ii
f C lombia, and whi h had claimed the
b th tr ati b tw n Colombia and foreign
h liad nb. itut d for u h treatie treaties of
h ir wn. Jn , up1 r f thi.· ,·ta m n he gave several
' mpl · h 1• d r h ving r ·o niz cl nd a ted u1 on thi prin-
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ciple whenever advantage was to be derived from it, could not,
said Mr. Hassaurek, deny it when it imposed an obligation.
He therefore held, with the concurrence of the Ecuadorian
commissioner, that the condemnation of the JJfechanic's cargo
was a wrongful act for which Colombia was responsible.
At the close of the labors of the commission
Mr. Hassaurek's Mr. Hassaurek made to Mr. S eward , w b o wa
Report.
·
•
t
then Secretary of State, the followmg repor
of its proceedings:
'' MIXED COMMISSION OF THE
UNITED ST.A.TES .A.ND ECUADOR,

"Guayaquil, ..August 18, 1865.
"Srn: The Mixed Commission of the United States and
Ecuador, established by the convention of November 25, 1862
(ratified on the 13th J?ebruary 1863 and proclaimed by the
President of the United States on the 8th September 1864),
having .t erminated its labors on the 17th August 1865, the
last day _of the year to which its duration was limited by said
convention, the undersigned, commissioner of the United
States, has the honor to report that the following claims were
presented against the republic of Ecuador:
"1. Abraham Johnson, for balance due on shoes sold to the
defacto government of General Franco in 1860.
"2. Mathew Howland, for damages to schooner George Howland by the Ecuadorian convicts on the Galapagos Islands.
"3. Representatives of Commodore Danels, deceased, for
value of Uruguay .prizes taken from him by the Venezuelan
navy.
"4. The Atlantic and Hope insurance companies, of New
York, for illegal condemnation of cargo of schooner Mechanic
by the Colombian prize courts.
"5. Harmony & Lopez, for breach of contract by the Government of Ecuador for the purchase of a submarine cable.
"6. Peter Bousquet, for illegal confiscation of schooner Economy at Maracaibo, Colombia.
''7. Representatives of John Clark, deceased, value qf Uruguay captures taken from him by the Colombian navy.
'' 8. James R. Causten, attorney in fact of Robert W. Gib bes,
for payment of a Colombian bond.
"9. H. & D. Cotbcal, for illegal confiscation of schooner
Ben ..Allen at Chagres, Colombia.
"10. Pond and others, value of Uruguay captures taken
from them by the Colombian navy.
"11. Seth Driggs, illegal detention of a cargo of cocoa by
the Colombian authorities.
"12. Harmony & Lopez, for payments illegally exacted by
the municipality oi Tulcan, Ecuador.
"13. J. Goodings, Colombian bonds.
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"14. W. Goodin gs, Colombian bonds.
''In respect to which the following decisions were made:
1. Abraham Johnson ... ____ .. ____ . __ --· ______ .. . ___ _·----· .... $3,325.20
2. Mathew Howland ... _______________ . ______ ·----· ____ ·----· 50,000.00
4. Atlantic and Hope insurance companies . ____ . ____ . __ ... _.. 15,467. 69
6. Peter Bon sq uet .. ____ . _____ . ___ . _ . _____ . ____ •. ___ .. ___ . ____ 6, 127. 50
8. James H. Causten ... _. _. _____ .. ____ .. _____ . ____ . ____ . ____ . 3, 178. 77
9. H. & D. Cothcal. .... ____ ·----· __________ --·· ____ .......... 11,713.20
11. Seth Driggs. _________ .. ___________________ . ____ .. ____ .. __ . 3, 336. 41
13. J. Goodin gs . ___ . __________ . _______ . _______________ __ . ____ . 1, 477. 34
14. W. Gooclings ............ ________________ ...... ______ ......
173.45
Sum total. . ____ .. _.. __ . ___ . __ ... _____ .. _.... __ ...... . _. _ 94, 799. 56

"Of the above awards the one numbered 8 was made by the
umpire.
·
"The following claims were decided unfavorably, viz:
"3. Commodore Danels (not an American claim).
.
"5. Harmony & Lopez (individual claim against President
of Ecuador).
"7. Joh~ Clark (not an American claim) . .
"10. Pond and others ,same).
"No. 12, being but for a very small amount ($79), will be
paid at once by tb.e Ecuadorian Government.
"No claims were presented against the United States.
. "The awards are payable in the currency of this country.
In all cases in which American money shou1d have be~n
awarded 25 per cent were added to the amount found due, this
being the normal rate of exchange between Ecuador and the
United States.
"In the old Colombian cases, awards were made for 21½ per
cent of the amount found due, this being the proportion for
which Ecuador made herself liable on the dissolution of the
old republic of Colombia.
"Interest was calculated at the rate of 5 per cent, and in some
cases at the rate customary in this country, up to the 17th
August 1865.
"The following compensations were allowed to the officers
of the commission:
" 500 to the umpire and $3,000 to the secretary. The latter
amoun~ w,a unavoidable, as the task of the secretary wa
exceedmg1y arduou , and the services of no competent per on
ould ba:• been . ecured for les. at an expen ive place like
~ ' aqml.
h , e compensations are to be paid in Am rican
rn au~ l~ uador ha already given order for the payment of
h r h} lt.
.
h . th ~ di bur;· m n . of the ommi sion, on the part of
111 <l I
t ,. am unt d to about ·.-oo f rneri an curr n_r,\
~u.·fr f tli tharg for publishing notic s to the
·Imm} nt.· m h
ni cl tat'·'·
Ih
b h nor o r main our mo. t b dient rvant,
"

Wrud, ·11gton.

. HAS A REK.
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The first installment of the awards made by the commi ion
fell due, under the terms of the convention, ou the 17 h of
February 1866, but, owing to the state of affair at that time
on the west coast of South America, there was delay in it payment.1 Before the second installment became due, howe r,
the matter was satisfactorily arranged, and the sub equent
installments were regularly paid. 2
1

H. Ex. Doc.112, 39 Cong. 1 sess.
Dip. Cor.1867, part 2, pp. 282-287. For a full statement as to the p aymE_3nt of the awards, see Mr. Fish. Sec. of State, to Mr. Buffington, MS.
2

CHAPTER XXXV.
THE SANTOS CASE: CONVENTION BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND ECUADOR OF FEBRUARY
28, 1893.
Toward the end of December 1884 the DeArresttafnM.dim5pritson- partment of State of the United States heard
men o r. an os.
through unofficial channels that Julio Romano
Santos, a citizen of the United States, doing business at Bahia,
Ecuador, as a member of the firm of Santos, Hevia Hermanos
(Santos, Hevia & Brothers), had been arrested in Ecuador, and
that he was then confined in prison at Guayaquil on a charge
of complicity in a recent revolutionary movement in that
couutry. The Department of State at once instructed Mr.
Beach, the consul-general of the United States at Guayaquil, to
investigate the facts and report upon them, and at the same
time to "communicate with the proper Ecuadorian authorities
on the subject, with a view to securing to Mr. Santos an early
hearing in his own behalf, and his prompt liberation if the
charge be not sustained." 1
These instructions were promptly executed, in the absence
of Mr. Beach, who was at Quito, by Mr. Reinberg, vice-consulgeneral of the United States at Guayaquil, who communicated
the purport of them in writing to Mr. Jose A. Gomez, governor
of the province of Guay as, and orally to the President of the
republic, Mr. Jose Ma Placido Caamano, in a personal interview. The President assured Mr. Reiuberg that the trial of
Mr. Santos would be conducted fairly and promptly, but made
no definite statement as to the cause of his detention. Subseuently, however, Mr. Gomez, as governor of Guayas, wrote to
Mr. Reinberg to the effect that be bad been informecl that Mr.
Santos was" an Ecuadorian citizen according to the constitution of this republic,'' and that he sbo~ld be obliged, till the
1 Mr. John Davis, assistant secretary, to Mr. Beach, December 29, 1884;
al o telegram, same to same, December 30, 1884, H. Ex. Doc. 361, 49 Cong.
1 sess . 3.
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contrary was proved, to excuse himself from making an explanation of the government's reasons for ordering Mr. Santos's
imprisonment. 1
As the result of these communications Mr. Reinberg telegraphed to the Department of State that Mr. Santos was held
a prisoner at Port Manta, and that the government claimed
him as an Ecuadorian citizen and wanted proof of his American
citizenship.2 The Department of State replied that Mr. Santos
was naturalized July 6, 1874, and that the Department had the
record; and Mr. Reinberg was instructed so to inform the
government and to request Mr. Santos's release. 3
Mr. Reinberg communicated the purport of
Request for Release. this instruction to Governor Gomez, and also
obtained another interview with the Presi- dent. The latter replied that he was not acquainted with the
progress of the trial, but that he was informed that it was
being conducted in conformity with law; and he further stated
that it was not within his power to liberate Mr. Santos. 4 The
answer of Governor Gomez, which was made subsequently,
was to the effect that as Mr. Santos was not arrested in the
province under his jurisdiction, he possessed no knowledge of
the reasons for which he was arrested, and that any further
inquiries on the subject should be addressed either to the
supreme government or to the government of the province in
which the arrest was made. 5 Acting upon this response, Mr.
Beach addressed a note to Mr. Espinosa, minister of foreign
relations, demanding Mr. Santos's immediate release unless
positive proof ·existed of his guilt, and asking the government's aid in the delivery of a letter which he had sent to Mr.
Santo and in facilitating the return of the latter's reply. 6
1
r. Gomez to Mr. Reinberg, January 12, ]885, II. Ex. Doc. 361, 49 Cong.
1 ses . 6.
2
Telegram, fr. Reinberg to Mr. a.vis, January 13, 1885, II. Ex. Doc. 361,
49 'ong. 1 s . 4.
:J 'felegram, Mr. Davis to fr. Reinberg, January 17, 1885, II. Ex. Doc. 361,
ng.1 e .•
◄ lr. einberg t
Ir. a.via, January 20, 18 5, II. Ex. Doc. 361, 49 Cong.
1 s . 4.
6
over nor om z t th "Consul-General of the United tates of :r orth
m ri a," J nu ry 20, 1885, ILE,-. oc. 361, 49 ong. 1 se s. 7.
' lr. each to Ir. Espinosa, January 2 , 1885, H. Ex. Doc. 361, 49 ong.
1 sess.10.
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Mr. Espinosa answered that although the
Government of Ecuador had doubted whether
Mr. Santos had retained his "North .American nationality," since he was born in Ecuador and had resided
there for '' six years, more or less," after his return from the
United States, it would have been pleased to release him if
he had not been "submitted to judgment for his immediate
and direct complicity in the hated crime for which he is to be
judged;" that the government would no doubt restore him to
freedom if, in the course of the proceedings, the proof of his
culpability should be dissipated; but that this would not be
'' easy," since it seemed that "be was taken in flagrante on
board of a boat that carried arms to the rebels." .As to Mr.
Beach's request touching communication with Mr. Santos, Mr.
Espinosa said that he had ordered the governor of Monabi, in
which province Mr. Santos was confined, to facilitate the delivery of Mr. Beach's letter and of Mr. Santos's reply. 1
Toward the end of January 1885 the U.S.
Further Action. S. W achusett, Commander Mahan, was ordered
to Guayaquil in connection with the case,2 and
Reply of Ecuador.

1 Mr. Espinosa to Mr. Beach, January 29, 1885, H. Ex. Doc. 361, 49 Cong.
1 sess. 10. On February 3, 1885, Mr. Reinberg in a dispatch to the Department of State said: "The Department will easily perceive the various
causes which have so far prevented me from giving a specific report on
Mr. Santos's case, namely: (1) The want of communication with the prisoner, who has been taken from one place to another since his arrest.
(2) The distance, about 150 miles of bad roads, which separate me from
the prisoner, and that no mails could be sent there for more than a month,
by reason of the northern ports being closed. (3) The pretended ignorance
of the local authorities of tlie charges of the government against Mr.
Santos, as officially expressed in their answers to my various dispatches
requesting information. (4) The marked desire of the President, who, in
this South American republic, is the only judicial authority, and whose
desires are always followed, to convict the prisoner, eYidence of which is
shown in the arbitrary confiscation of Mr. Santos's .property."
2 In an instruction to Mr. Beach of June 17, 1885, Mr. Bayard said: "You
-will understand that the mission of the -Wacl1usett is one of peace and good
will, to the end of exerting the moral influence of our :flag toward a discreet and mutually honorable solution, and in the event of Mr. Saintos
being released, to afford him the means of returning to the country of his
allegiance and domicil. The purpose of her presence is not to be deemed
minatory; and resort to force is not competently within the scope of her
commander's agency. If all form of redress, thus temperately but earnestly solicited, be unhappily denied, it js the constitutional prerogative
of Congress to decide and declare what further action shall be taken."
(H. Ex. Doc. 361, 49 Cong. 1 sess. 49, 53.)
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the consulate-general at Guayaquil was instructed, if necessary, to employ counsel for the protection of the prisoner, and
also of his property, which had been seized by the government.1 The Wachusett arrived at Guayaquil on the 9th of
February, and on the 10th Commander Mahan called 1with Mr.
Reinberg on President Caamano and req·uested Mr. Santos's
liberation. President Caamano, according to Mr. Reinberg's
report," disclaimed on this occasion any executive power," saying that as the seat of government was at Quito, and as he
was at Guayaquil "on a visit, the present head of the republic was the vice-president of the republic." President Caamano, however, "confidentially stated" that Mr. Santos was" an
Ecuadorian citizen in accordance with .Article II. of the naturalization treaty of 1872 between the United States and Ecuador;" and in proof of this statement said that" Mr. Santos
having returned to his native country and established a commercial house at Bahia, and having resided more than six
years after his return without having visited the United States
during that period, he had lost his rights as an American citizen and was again a citizen of Ecuador." Mr. Reinberg replied that his government considered Mr. Santos as a citizen
of the United States, and that Commander Mahan would" immediately proceed with the United States consular agent to the
port of Bahia for the purpose of taking Mr. Santos's declaration with regard to the character of his residence in Ecuador.
The Wachusett left Guayaquil on the 13th of February, but as
Mr. Santo had then been removed from Bahia to Monte-Christi,
proceeded to the latter port, where Mr. Santos's deposition was
taken.
Early in April 1885 Mr. Espinosa informed
Mission of Mr. Flores. Mr. Beach that, as the government of the
United tates claimed to have proofs that Mr.
anto. had retained hi acquired citizenship, the Ecuadorian
rnm nt had acer dited Senor Don Antonio Flores a enra r iuary and minister plenipotentiary to the United
with a vi wt arrange the matter in Wa hington. 2 On
1
Two r luti n in r lation to the ca e passed the H ouse of Represent' tiY . au<l one of th ro, rc•c1ue ting the Pr . ident to use his efforts to
• e ·ur · p dy aud fair trial and to protect the life and property of th
pri. n r, al o pa· d th enate. (II. Ex. o . 361, 4.9 Cong. 1 se!:I .12, 16.)
• )Ir. E pino a. t
. Beach, April 9, 1885, H. Ex. Doc. 361, 49 ong .
.1 .
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May 5, the day on which the report of this action reached the
Department of State, Mr. Bayard, as Secretary of State, telegraphed to Mr. Beach that the United States held Mr. Santos's
citizenship to be" fully established and not debatable," and
expected "treatment accordingly;" and that the Wachusettwould soon return to Guayaquil "bearing full instructions." 1
Mr. Flores reached New York on the 13th of May, and announcing his arrival by telegraph, asked that telegraphic instructions be sent to the agents of the United States in Ecuador "to
stop any proceedings" in the matter till he should have had an
opportunity to be heard. On the following day he solicited an
interview with Mr. Bayard, who replied:
"I have the honor to invite you to visit the department tomorrow morning at whatever hour may suit your convenience,
after 10 o'clock, here to inspect the instruction and accompanying documents which have been sent to the United States
consul-general at Guayaquil.
"Your perusal of these papers will give you the opportunity
to telegraph your government of your concurrence in the decision of this Department and to request the trial or release of
Mr. Santos. This being done may avoid the presence of a manof-war of the United States at Guayaquil, and so enable the
prompt disposition of the matter, as befits the good relationship
·
of the two countries." 2
The instructions to the consul-general at Guayaquil, referred
to in the foregoing note and in the telegram of May 5, were
dated May 1, 1885, and were written and dispatched before
it was known that Mr. Flores was coming to Washington. 3
They stated that the United States must hold the question of
Mr. Santos's citizenship to be "no longer debatable;" that if
charges were brought against him, he was entitled to immediate and full cognizance of them, and an open trial with every
opportunity for defense, and if no charges were brought, to
immediate release; and that the commander of the Wachusett, who had revisited the waters of Ecuador -by direction of
the Secretary of the Navy for the purpose of delivering the
instructions, would remain within reach pending the prompt
disposal of the case, and in the probable event of Mr. Santos's
release would afford him an opportunity to return to the
United States, by way of Panama, should he so desire. 4
H. Ex. Doc. 361, 49 Cong. 1 sess. 36.
H. Ex. Doc. 361, 49 Cong. 1 sess. 37.
'Mr. Porter1 assistant-secretary1 to Mr. Beach1 May 81 1885, Id. 36.
4 1d. 30.
1

2

5627-Vol. 2-38
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On May 15, 1885, Mr. Flores handed to Mr. Bayard a draft
of a telegram which, later in the day, was sent, by agreement
between them, to President Caamano. This telegram was as
follows:
[Translation.]

"President CAAMANO, Guayaquil:
"Give permission, at my reg uest, to Santos to come to United
States by next steamer, he binding himself not to conspire and
giving written certificate that he has never conspired, without
touching the question of nationality. Answer 'Agreed,' and
the question is settled.
" FLORES." 1

The foregoing telegram was sent before Mr.
Flores had inspected the correspondence and
proofs in the Department of State, since be
preferred to take that course. It was delivered to President
Caamafio, at Quito, on the 21st of May. It did not result in
Mr. Santos's release; but on June 25, 1885, Mr. Flores exhibited
to Mr. Bayard a telegram of the preceding day from the President of Ecuador, saying: "I have decided to ask from Congress pardon, in order to save Santos. Suspend everything
and answer." 2 On July 11, 1885, the President of Ecuador,
"by virtue of a general amnesty, which Congress granted at
the recommendation of the Ex~cutive," issued a proclamation
to give freedom to certain persons, of whom Mr. Santos was
one. It seems, however, that he was not released till July 22,
when be had undergone an imprisonment of two hundred and
twenty-six days, sometimes on shipboard and at other times
on land. His arrest took place on December 9, 1884, when, as
he alleged, in stead of being engaged in the revolutionary
movement, be was endeavoring to escape from the scene of its
di order . It seems that from time to time an irregular preliminary inquiry was made in respect of the charges against
him, the re ult of thi inquiry being the collection of certain
paper of which the civil magistrate of Porto Viejo, to whom
th y wer ·ubmitt d on March 28, 1885, said: "They do not
Release of Mr. ·
Santos.

1

Th
ay

ido
rtifi
lidad.
H.

t<'xt of the telegram was as follows: "Preeidente aamano,
i o a 'an toe por solicitud mia para venir Estados
6
or omprometi ndose fl a conspirar y dando el
i
nunca ha. conspirado in tocar cuestion nacionat
iclo, y cuestion arr glada.-Flores."
.
og. 1 se . 53.
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deserve the name of papers connected with a preliminary
examination, since they lack the legal requisites, either because
they were drawn up by fncompetent authorities or were mere
copies of other documents." On these papers, however, he was
held for trial, but llO sentence of conviction or acquittal was
ever pronounced. He and his family were personal friends of
General Alfaro, iu whose interest the revolution was begun.
The question of citizenship hung upon the
Question of Citizen. . treaty between
the
terms of the natura11zat10n
ship.
the United States and Ecuador of May 6, 1872.
By this treaty (Article I.) each of the contracting parties is
obliged to "recognize as naturalized citizens of the other those
persons who s!Jall have been therein duly naturalized, after
having resided uniuterruptedly in their adopted eountry as
long as may be required by its constitution or laws." The
treaty then provides as follows:
"ARTICLE

II.

'' If a naturalized citizen of either country shall renew his
residence in that where he was born without an intention of
returning to that where be was naturalized he shall be held to
bave reassumed the obligations of his original citizenship and
to have renounced that which he had obtained by naturalization.
"ARTICLE III.

"A residence of more than two years in the native country
of a naturalized citizen shall be construed as an intention on
his part to stay there without returning to that where he was
naturalized. This presumption, however, may be rebutted by
evidence to the contrary."
It was upon these two articles (II. and III.) that Ecuador
claimed Mr. Santos as a citizen. In support of this claim it
was urged (1) that as Mr. Santos had since his naturalization
in the United States "resided six years continuously in the
country of his birth," which was "also that of his parents, of
his whole family, and the domicil of them all," he must be
regarded. "asprimafacie a citizen of Ecuador" until that presumption should be destroyed "by evidence to the contrary;"
(2) that he had owned, and still owned, '' together with other
members of his family, landed property in Ecuador," without
having given any evidence of an intention to alienate it; (3) that
he had been "at the head of a commercial house in Bahia,"
and that although it was said he had since 1881 desired to
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found another in New York, the fact that he had for four
years failed to do so indicated that the plan was either vague
and uncertain or incapable of realization; (4) that his intention
to remain in Ecuador was shown by a letter of his brother,
written in New York July 17, 1881, saying: "I have resolved
to settle here; Julio and Antonio will supply my place in
Bahia;" (5) that be possessed "a dwelling house or residence
in Bahia, a permanent abode;" (6) that he had accepted from
the Government of Ecuador an office, though by the constitution of the country only citizens could be "public functionaries;" 1 and finally (7) that he took an active part ''in the
last revolution, until he was arrested, with arms in his hands,
heading a party of rebels, as the official report of Col. D.
Modesto Burbano declares." 2
On the other hand: in support of Mr. Santos's retention of
his United States citizenship, it was stated that he was born
in Ecuador in 1852; that in 1865, at the age of 13, he came to
the United States to be educated; that he remained here, as
a student at various schools, till 1871, when, on the death of
his father, he returned to Ecuador; that after a visit of teu
months, during which his father's estate was settled, he came
back to the United States, and continued his studies at the
University of Virginia, where in 1873 he took the degree of
civil engineer; that in the following year he became a citizen
of the United States, and won by competitive examination a
place in the Coast Survey, of which, however, he failed to
avail himself, owing t o his making a two months' visit to his
mother in Ecuador; that after his return to the United States
he became an assistant professor in the University of Virginia,
remaining there till 1 78, when he assumed the professorsh1.p
of cbemi try in the Medical College of Alabama, at Mobile;
that in 1 79 he resigned and went to Ecuador, not with an intention of abandoning the nited States, but upon the urgent
ntreatie of hi mother, with the design of putting her affairs
1
In upp rt of this stat ment the following evidence was adduced: "It
a.pp ars fr m the statement made by Julio R. 'autos under oath on tho 3d
July la t, at orto i jo: (1) That he accepted the place of treasurer of
the funds of the i -Andine road, and (2) that in order to enter upon the
performanc of th dutie tber of h gave the bond with security required
h • 1 w. Thi s cnrity w accepted by th treasury board October 20
1
,

to .A r. B yard, ugu t 6, 1

, IL Ex. Doc. 361, 49 Cong. 1
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in order; that he subsequently entered into a partnership
with his brothers in a commission house, one of the inducemen ts being that he was to have charge of a branch house
which it was their intention to establish in New York; tbat
early in 1884 arrangements were actually made to establish
the branch house in New York, but that owing to family considerations one of his brothers went out to open it; that during all this time he had "not a floating or indistinct intention
but a :fixed purpose" to return to the United States; that
when he left Ecuador he was too young to know anything of
its politics or revolutions; and that he never afterward "took
any part whatever in any political matters in Ecuador, either
municipal, national, orr revolutionary," and, though General
Alfaro had been a friend of his parents, and had been personally kind to him, never was a ''partisan" of his, nor gave any
aid or comfort to his revolutionary movement in 1884. 1
After various negotiations, which it is unConventio~ of Arbi- necessary here to detail, 2 a convention was
tration.
concluded at Quito on February 28, 1893, for
the submission to arbitration .Il·J' '' the claim presented by the·
Government of tbB ITniteo. States against the republic of
Ecuador, in behalf of Julio R. Santos, a native of Ecuador,
and naturalized as a cWzen of the United States in the year
1874, the said claim being for injuries to his person- and property, growing out of his arrest and imprisonment by the
authorities of Ecuador, and other acts of the said authorities
in the years 1884: and 1885." Provision was made for the _submission of cases and evidence; and it was stipulated that the
decision of the arbitrator should embrace the following points:
"(a) Whether, according to the evidence adduced, Julio R.
Santos, by his return to alld residence in Ecuador, did or did
not, under the provisions of the treaty of naturalization
between the two governments, concluded May 6, 1872, forfeit
bis United States citizenship as to Ecuador, and resume the
obligations of the latter country.
"(b) If he did not so forfeit his United States citizenship,
whether or not it was shown by the evidence adduced that
1
The foregoing allegations are taken from an affidavit made by Mr.
antos in 1895, but this affidavit merely summarizes the statements made
by him in 1885, which were supported by the affidavits of various persons
in the United States aud in Ecuador.
2
See Mr. Bayard to Mr. Walker, May 19, 1888; Mr. Rives to Mr. Walker,
September 18, 1888; Mr. Foster to Mr. Mahany, December 19, 1892: MSS.
Dept. of State.
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Julio R. Santos has been guilty of such acts of unfriendliness
and hostility to the Government of Ecuador as, under the law
of nations, deprived him of the consideration and protection
due a neutral citizen of a friendly nation."
In case either of these points should be decided in favor of
the contention of Ecuador, it was stipulated that that government should be free from all responsibility. If, on the other
band, the arbitrator sl10uld decide both points against Ecuador,
he was required to make an award of such damages for Mr.
Santos's injuries and losses as might be just and equitable. 1
The convention was duly ratified and the
Settlement of the
·
d b t
Claim.
case of the U mted States w~s prep~re , u
the decision of the legal pornts at issue was
dispensed with. 2 In dispatches of April 9, 11, and 20, 1896,
1 H. Ex. Doc. 86, 53 Cong. 3 sess., contains the text of the convention,
and a letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury of December 6,
18!➔4, transmitting to the Speaker of the House of Representatives an
estimate of $5,000 for carrying the convention into effect.
21'he case of the United States was signed bs Messrs. Calderon Carlisle
and Samuel Maddox, counsel for Mr. Santos. A place was left for the
signature of the agent of the United States, but, owing to the fact that
the matter was terminated by an arrangement, no agent was appointed.
In discussing the construction of the provisions of the naturalization
treaty between the United States and Ecuador, as above quoted, in relation to the loss of acquired and the resumption of original allegiance,
counsel qnoted from the instructions of Mr. Bayard to Mr. Beach of May 1,
1 5, the followino- passage: "It is part of the sovereignty of every nation
to prescribe the terms on which the allegiance of its own citizens shall be
ac(Jnired and preserved. Iu the treaty with Ecuador the United States
waive a part of such right of decision by admitting that two years' residen e in Ecuador may create a presumptio11 that their citiz n intends to
remain there. By stipulating for the right of rebuttal evidence on this
point of intention, the nited States wholly and absolutely regain that
ri ght of deciding as to tho tatns of th ir citizens in a given ca e. That
ri lit i not transferred in any part to Ecuador; it is to he reserved exclusiv lv hy the uited , 'tates a an attribute of their sover ignty. And
E,·uacl r ca.n not meet that r ·serv d right by any mere denial of the suffi
·i en ' f the r huttino- evidenr whi ·h may he satisfactory to the nited
, 'tat . Th only privile •e of surrebnttal which might remain open to
Erm~ dor would b to show that the party h ad done som a t w orking an
v rt, voluntary, uud p itiYe r nunciation of his nited States itizenhip f ~hich h l< ws of Ecuador take ogniza,ncc or which th y may
pr nib a < nclition to the< <inisition or recovery of Ecuadorian citiz n hip. In oth r word no nrr bnttal is admis ible as to intent1 but
mu·tr • tontb fulla ntaioroentoflegalfact." (I-I.Ex.Do .361,49 ono-.
1
. 30.) Th' OY nun JI t of Ec·uaclor did not admit this con trnction
f 11 tr<>, ,Y .
n tlu· ('ou trary, it maintainNl its right to participate in
th 1 ·i i n of th 'JU . lion I' ~Ir . .-a11tm,'. int nt with resp ct to bi
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Mr. Tillman, minister of the United States at Quito, reported
that an attempt was making to settle the claim. He stated
that he had received from the minister of foreign affairs of
Ecuador a copy of a telegram from General Alfaro, governor
of Guayas, submitting terms of settlement suggested by the
claimant. The telegram declared that the terms were subject
to the ratification of the minister of the United States at
Quito, and that the payments would be made to the Department
of State at Washington. Mr. Tillman asked to be instructed
whether he should approve any settlement which the claimant
might make with the Government of Ecuador, provided that
the payments were made to the Government of the United
States. 1
The terms of the proposed settlement were further explained
by a letter which Mr. Tillman, after writing the foregoing dispatch, received from Mr. Santos. In this letter, which was
dated at Guayaquil, April 6, 1896, Mr. Santos stated that he
bad been in communication with General Alfaro as to a basis
of settlement, and had proposed the appointment of an impartial person to fix the amount of indemnity to be paid by the
Government of Ecuador; that, in view of the exhausted condition of the treasury of the country, he had also proposed
that the amount so fixed should, with interest at 6 per cent
per annum, be paid in two, three, or four installments, as best
suited Ecuador, the payments, beginning June 30, 1897, to be
made to the United States by the representative of Ecuador
in Washington; that General Alfaro had accepted these terms
"in a general way," and had proposed Dr. Rafael Polit, a wellknown lawyer of Guayaquil, as referee; that, as a '' special deference to General Alfaro," be proposed to cbtim only $110,000,
as stated in his "declaration," with interest at 6 per cent and
lawyers' fees; 2 but that it was his intention to leave the matter in the hands of Mr. Tillman, and not to deprive it of its
residence in Ecuador, Mr. Flores in a note to Mr. Bayard of August 6,
1885, saying: "My government has thought that in the matter of a treaty
to which Ecuador was a party, any doubt concerning its interpretation
ought to be settled by common accord, and that if this were impossible~
the honorable example set by the United States themselves ought to be
followed, namely, of submitting the points to arbitration." (Id. 67.) This
course the United States, as has been seen, finally took. Two copies of the
case of the United States were sent to its diplomatic representative at
Quito, October 29, 1895, for the legation files.
1
For. Rel.1896, 102.
2
The "decfaration" refarred to bv Mr. antos was his sworn statement
made in Washington, June 28, 1895, in which he estimated his "actual
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diplomatic character. 1 Mr. Tillman took the ground that while
there could be no objection to an agreement between the Ecuadorian authorities and Mr. Santos as to the a mount to be paid,
subject to the approval of the United States, yet that the terms
of settlement should be submitted to the arbitrator and embodied in his award.
Prior to receiving this correspondence, Mr. Olney, as Secretary of State, had instructed Mr. Tillman to ask for the formal
acceptance of the arbitrator by Ecuador and the prompt submission of the case, as provided by the convention. 2 This instruction referred to the delays which had taken place in the
selection of an arbitrator. The convention provided that the
diplomatic representative of Great Britain at Quito, or his
successor, should, with the consent of his government, act as
arbitrator, and that in case of his failure or th a t of his successor to act, he or his successor should be requested to name
an arbitrator, who should not be a citizen either of the United
States or of Ecuador. When the designation of the arbitrator
came to be considered, Mr. Mallet, the British representative,
was expecting soon to leave Quito, and the time of the arrival
of his successor was uncertain. Mr . Mallet therefore proceeded to name an arbitrator, but t he person so designated
declined to act,3 and when Mr. Mallet's successor, Mr. Jones,
arrived, no arbitrator had been appointed. Mr. Tillman was
then instructed to urge the new British minister to make an
immediate appointment, and on February 14, 1896, he reported
that Mr. Jones had nominated Mr . A lfred St. John, British
consul at Oallao. Mr. Tillman t hen sought from the Ecuadorian Government a form al acceptance of Mr. St. John as
arbitrator, which was at length accorded.4
l o e in proper y," in consequence of his arrest ancl unl awful t r a tment,
at $111,247.15, all(l said : '' I n v iew of the actual losses in p r operty as
t bove shown [in t h e statemen t in que. t ion] and of the destru ction of a
valnabl b nsinc and the reasonable p rofit to be expe ted ther efrom, I
clo not conHid r t h at the sum of $250,000 w o uld fa irly c·ompensate me
without including tb er in an y allowance whatever for the h ar d h ip and
sufferin r infiic·ted on me during two h und red and twen ty-six days of
impri nmen ."
1
or. I el. 1 : 103.
z fr. lo y to . Ir. Tillm n, tel gram, April 7, 1 96, For . Rel. 1896, 104.
:J Th conv ntion macle n p ro visi n for th payment of compen atiou to
h_ a.~'bitrat ~-. B ' th !l fi ·iency act of March 2, 1 95, how ver, an appropnat1 n of , ·
wa mad for the p ayment or the expens s of the arbiM:r. Tillman to fr. luey, Januar 9,
r tion. (2 •'ta . at L. 14. ,
1 ·, an<l Mr. ln
o . fr. T ill man , P<•lir nal'y 11, 1 9 , " . )
1. 1 , l 1.
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Mr. Tillman's dispatches of April 9, 11, and. 20, 1896, reporting the efforts of Mr. Santos to effect a settlement wit~ the
Ecuadorian authorities, were duly received by the Department
of State, and on the 18th of May Mr. Olney replied that the de_p artment was disposed to accept the suggested arrangement,
namely, (1) that the Government of Ecuador should formally
accept Mr. St. John as arbitrator, and (2) that the facts and
amount of indemnity agreed upon by the parties should be
submitted to the arbitrator as the basis of his award. But he
added: "The department does not anticipate objection on the
part of the arbitrator to adopt the facts and amount of indemnity which are satisfactory to the contesting parties, but is of
opinion that our government is not entitled to join with Ecuador in dictating to the arbitrator what his award should be.
Should he demand evidence, in conformity with the provisions
of the treaty, he would have the right to withhold the award
until the evidence was produced." 1
Meanwhile negotiations were proceeding for the settlement
of the claim. General Alfaro, now become supreme chief of the
republic, designated Dr. J. C. Roca, cashier of the Agricola
Bank, of Guayaquil, to adj_ust the terms with Mr. Santos; and
on June 5, 1896, Mr. Tillman received from the minister of
foreign affairs a copy of an agreement between Dr. Roca and
Mr. Santos, together with a letter from the minister of foreign
affairs to Mr. St. John, stating that Ecuador deemed the
amount agreed upon to be equitable. This letter, together
with the agreement and a schedule of losses and injuries, Mr.
Tillman, in compliance with the request of the minister of
foreign affairs, transmitted to Mr. St. John through the minister of the United States at Lima, with a note stating that
the United States was willing that the agreement should be
made the basis of the award.
On September 22, 1896, Mr. St.John inclosed
Arbitrator's Award. to Mr. Tillman his award, which incorporated
the terms of the agreement. The text of the
award was as follows.2
''The undersigned, nominated arbitrator in conformity with
section 2 of Article II. of the convention between the United
States and the Republic of Ecuador, concluded in Quito on the
29th of February 1893, to decide the claim of Mr. Julio R.
Santos against the Government of Ecuador on account of the
1
9

For. Rel. 1896, 108.
ld. 109.
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acts done by the authorities of the Republic of Ecuador in the
years 1884 and 1885, in view of the transaction which is presented and that has intervened between Mr. Julio R. Santos
and the special a.gent of the Ecuadorian Government, duly
approved by said government and the representative of the
United States at Quito, and in which they solicit that there
may be pronounced judgment in favor of the claimant for the
sum of $40,000 gold, payable by installments semiannually
without interest, decides that the government of Ecuador shaU
pay to the government of the United States in four semiannual
installments of $10,000, the sum of $40,000 gold of the United
States without interest, the first dividend to be paid within
sixty days, counting from the first session of the Congress of
Ecuador subsequent to the notification of this judgment in
conformity with section 2 of Article V. of the above-mentioned
treaty of 1893."
"Section 2 of Article V." of the convention, referred to by
the arbitrator, provided: "Should a pecuniary indemnity be
awarded, it shall be specified in the gold coin of the United
States, and shall be paid to the government thereof within
sixty days after the beginning of the first session of the Congress of Ecuador, held subsequent to the rendition of the
award, and the said award shall bear interest at 6 per centum
from the date of its rendition." It may be observed that the
agreement of the parties waived (1) the payment of the whole
of the indemnity at once, and (2) the payment of interest on
the amount awarded.
The Congress of Ecuador, at its first session after the rendition of the award, ratified it by a special act. 1
1

Mr. Tillman to the Department of State, March 25, 1897, MS.

CHAPTER XXXVI.
OASES OF THE '' GEORGIANA" AND THE "LIZZIE
THOMPSON": CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED
STATES AND PERU OF DECEMBER 20, 1862.
The series of disorders with which Peru was
afflicted after the establishment of her inde.
pendence of Spain was formally ended April
20, 1845, when Gen. Ramon Oastilla was elected constitutional
president. Ten years of tranquil prosperity followed, interrupted only by the brief hostilities by means of which General
Castilla, after having voluntarily resigned the presidency, overturned the unpopular government of his successor, General
Echenique, and himself resumed the exercise of the executive
power. For nearly two years after this event peace reigned
again. But on the evening of .October 31, 1856, a revolt occurred at Arequipa, a city in the southern part of Peru, about
ninety miles from the coast. A few half-castes, it is said, led
by two young men of good position, took possession of the city,
and were joined by the local troops, who were for the most part
natives of the place. Next day the insurgents declared General Vivanco, who bad been an unsuccessful aspirant for political power, to be president. He arrived from Chile in December. Meanwhile the insurrection had made no progress on
land, but it had secured essential aid in the revolt of the fleet,
which consisted of the Apurimac, a frigate, and two small
steamers called the .Loa and the Tumbes. On November 16,
J 856, the crew of the Apurimac, while the captain was at
luncheon ashore, mutinied under the lead of one of the lieutenants named Montero, and proceeded to Islay, 1 where, being
ioined by the Loa, they took possession of the city. 2 On these
two vessels and the Tumbes, which bad joined them, Vivanco
The Vivati~co Insurrec on.

1
2

The seaport of Arequipa.
Markham, History of Peru, 349.
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embarked his troops, about two thousand in number, took possession of the Chincha Islands, for the purpose of availing himself of the guano deposits there, and then proceeded to Callao. 1
He did not, however, at first attempt to land, but decided to
make a voyage to the northward in the hope of gaining su1)port. He proceeded to Huanchaco, about three hundred a~d
fifty miles from Callao, and occupied the neighboring town of
Trujillo, seven miles away. He subsequently occupied in succession San Pedro, Lambayeque, and Piura, but he generally
met with a cold reception. In March 1857 General Castilla left
Lima with about 1,000 men, and by the latter part of the month
was near Trujillo. Vivanco retired first to San Pedro, and
then to Lambayeque. He next abandoned Piura, and being
closely pressed, escaped to his ships and proceeded southward.
On April 22, 1857, he landed at Callao, expecting to take that
city and Lima, Castilla being with his troops about seven hundred miles distant. The people of Callao, however, under the
command of leading citizens, repulsed him with such loss that
he retreated to Islay, and then to Arequipa, where he remained.
The Tumbes and Loa returned to obedience to the government
in May 1857; but the Apitrimac, under the command of Genaral Rivas, after landing Vivanco at Islay, ran from port to
port in the outh, wherever there were no government forces.
Riva , assuming to be collector of customs, commandant-general of marine, secretary of the treasury, superior chief of the
south, etc., administered tbe affairs of whatever port he happened to be in and old guano, protecting the purchasers in the
loading of it. He finally established him elf at Iquique.
Iu October 1 57 the national convention of Peru, being then
in es ion and de. iring to bring the revolt to a peaceful conclu ion, authorized tbe council of ministers to send commi i ner. to negotiate with Vivanco for the pacification of the
untry. The per ·on fir t chosen for the mission declined to
It it, bu c mmi ion r were sub equently appointed by
ar h 1 a
man n the part of the government, and by
n b pc r of th in urgent , and the good office of
u mini ter wer ace pted as mediator. The e proh
m d to n ourao·e Vivanco, and the govbe revolt to a lo e. Ua tilla
ri ·a ( nd cut off communication
1• fr. J
1

1.

(

t r, to 1lr. Pwa.rc1, ec. of , 'tat , April 1,
t
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between Arequipa and Islay. On March 7, 1858, he took Arequipa. · Vivanco escaped in the guise of a friar, Castilla conniving at bis departure. This brought the insurrection to an
end. Mr. J. Randolph Olay, then minister of the United States
at Lima, declared that Vivanco's conduct had from the beginning been weak and indecisive, and that bis abandoning bis
partisans at Arequipa showed that he was wanting in :firmness. 1
On January 24, 1858, two American vessels,
The "Georgiana" the Rhip Lizz'ie Thompson, of Kennebec,Maine,
and the "Lizzie II . A. w·1lson, master, an d t h e b ark Georgiana,
.
Thompson.''
of Boston, Stephen Reynolds, master, were
respectively seized at Pabellon de Pica and Punta de Lobos,
while engaged in loading guano, by the steamer Tumbes, which
had, as we have seeu, more than seven months previously
returned to obedience to the government. It seems that the
two vessels went to Iquique from different points in the regular course of trade, and that when they arrived there they
found the port under the administration of General Rivas.
After discharging their cargoes the Lizzie Thompson was
chartered by the French consular agent at Iquique to load
guano at Pabellon de Pica, and the Georgiana by a Mr. Ossa
for account of Lequellec & Bordes, of Valparaiso, to load
guano at Punta de Lobos. They received licenses and were
cleared at the custom-house for that purpose. They commenced loading only a few days before their seizure. It was
stated that there were officers and soldiers of the Vivanco
p~rty at both places; that a small armed steamer was generally at anchor there, and that the Apuriniac paid an occasional
visit. At the time of the seizure of the two American vessels
there were three Chilean vessels engaged in taking guano
either at Pabellon de Pica or at Punta de Lobos. They also
were seized, and together with the American vessels were
taken to Callao in charge of officers and men from the Tumbes.
Arriving at Callao on the 29th of January, the masters and
their vessels were ordered for trial before the collector, as
judge of contraband and confiscations, by a decree of the
council of ministers of January 3. 2
Against the proceedings in respect of the
Protest of Mr. Clay. two American vessels, Mr. Olay at once protested. Mr. Zevallos, the Peruvian minister
for foreign affairs, replied that "the arrest and imprisonment
1
2

Mr. Clay to Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, March 26, 1858, MS.
Mr. Clay to Mr. Cass, Pebruary 12, 1858, MS.
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of the aforesaid individuals and the capture and embargo of
those vessels were caused by the vessels having been surprised
at Punta de Lobos and Pabellon de Pica in the criminal and
scandalous contraband of guano, in contravention of the fiscal
laws, commercial regulations, and coasting ordinances which
severally prohibit foreign vessels not only such illicit trade
but even access to the ports, landings, and guano deposits
without a special. permit from the government under the penalties there enacted-penalties which, in addition to the civil
part, extend to personal punishment against the perpetrators
of such offenses." 1 Mr. Olay declined to admit this reply. He
argued that the only valid ground of seizure under the revenue
laws was jurisdiction, and that possession of the place where
jurisdiction was exercised was essential. · For near]y two years
Peru had, he said, been in a state of civil war. The party in
opposition to the government at Lima bad appropriated the
tangible and available property of the nation as a means of
carrying on the war, had issued "vales," or bonds, aud had
seized upon the public moneys in the custom-houses. There
had been alternate clearances at the custom-houses, :first by
one pa,rty and then by the other, whichever happened to be in
possession. The revolutionary party had jurisdiction as a
government defaoto over the territory it held, the jurisdiction
of the government at Lima being for the time and place
divested. The masters of the vessels had no right to question
the authority of the local government. 2 In this relation Mr.
Olay contended that the Vivanco party had in fact been recognized as belligerents by the government at Lima. Referring
to the effort which had been made to negotiate with Vivanco,
he said it was evident· that the revolutionary leader and his
adherent had been and still were recognized by the government at Lima a a belligerent party, entitled to all the right
f war within the territory and juri diction of Peru, whether
r gard d the citizen of the country or those of foreign
na i n .
nde d, Mr. 01ay iutimated that were he not re.· rain d by motive of d licacy, he might go furth r and
v rt t th cir um tance that both the government at Lima
n l h P itio at re uipa profi ed to be provisional, or
h 1
w r ill dir t ppeal hould be made to the peopl
r id nti 1 1 · i n. Thi. · intimation wa made by
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Mr. Olay two days after Vivanco's flight from Arequipa, but
before news of that event had reached Lima. 1
In May 1858 the Georgiana and the Lizzie Thompson were
both condemned by the lower courts. Mr. Clay reported that
no appeal was taken because the attorney for the claimants had
'' positive information" that the decision of the supreme court
would be adverse. 2 Mr. Clay made a demand upon the government for redress to the amount of $155,714.35, the sum of
$109,632.82 being demanded on account of the Lizzie Thompson,
and $46,353.53 on account of the Georgiana. 3 On the 6th of
November both vessels were sold at public anction on the order
of the collector of Callao, acting as judge of confiscations. 4
While these things were taking place at
Corres:pondence at Lima a correspondence was in progress at
Washington.
Washington, in which the grounds of the Peruvian Government's action in seizing and condemning the
vessels were more fully disclosed. In a note to Mr. Cass, of
March 27, 1858, Mr. Osma, the Peruvian minister, set forth the
case of his government. 5 The guano deposits at Punta de
Lobos and Pabellon de Pica were, he said, the property of the
republic of Peru. In the volume of Commercial Relations of
the United States for 1856 there would be found an exact description of them, showing their locality and extent. By the
same publication it appeared that the commercial regulations
of Peru, promulgated in 1852, provided that vessels should
take in guano for foreign ports only in the Chincha Islands
(article 15); that the exportation of guano should be carried
on only by vessels under contract with the government or its
agents (article 114), and that vessels found at anchor on the
coasts of other islands with guano on board should be confiscated and their captains and crews tried as for theft (article
113). By decrees of the government of Peru of January 14,
March 21,6 and May 10, 1842,7 which were still in force and
which, out of abundant caution, were reprinted in the official
paper of February 27, 1857, it was provided that no guano
Mr. Clay to Mr. Zevallos, March 9, 1858, MS.
Mr. Clay to Mr. Cass, May 26, 1858, MS.
3
Mr. Osma, Peruvian minister, to Mr. Cass, Aug~st 18, 1858, MS.
4
Mr. Clay t o Mr. Cass, November 11, 1858, MS.
5 S. Ex. D0c. 69, 35 Cong. 1 sess.
6 Br. and For. State P apers, XXXI. 1097.
7 Id. 1101.
1

2
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should be taken for exportation to foreign ports except from
the northern island of the Ohincha group; that the customhouses, except that at Callao, should refuse clearances to vessels intending to export guano; that Peruvian or foreign vessels
at anchor at places where guano was found, without permits
from the authorities empowered to grant them, should be liable
to confiscation, and that vessels engaged in violating the laws
relating to the taking of guano should be seized and their
masters and crews brought to trial for engaging in contraband
trade. Lastly, on April 1, 1857, the national convention of the
republic promulgated a decree, which was published in the official paper of the following day, and which contained the
following provision:
"That all the guano exported and thereafter to be exported
from the Chin cha Islands or from any other deposit of Peru by
disturbers of the public order or by virtue of contracts made
with them or with their agents shall at all times be subject to
be claimed back as stolen national property, and the parties
responsible therefor shall be civilly and criminally prosecuted
in conformity with law."
Having thus set forth the laws under which the vessels were
seized, Mr. Osma next discussed the situation in Peru at the
time of their seizure. The principle that a civil war might,
in certain cases, confer belligerent rights on the contending
parties and the rights of neutrals on those trading with them,
was, he declared, inapplicable to the present case; and in any
event the individual citizens of friendly nations could not
tletermine those que tions for themselves. It was necessary
for the Government of the United States officially to recognize
a state of civil war in Peru and declare their neutrality therein,
before their citizens could avail them elves in Peruvian territory of the right of neutral in a belligerent country. While
be nited tate had happily e caped domestic revolution,
they mu t p rceive how dangerous would be the doctrine that
h
r a t that the chiefs of an insurrection bad power
n ugh temp r rily to hold po e ion of property of the
ti
wi bin i t rritory, authorized the citizen of other
n i n ~ o d al with th m at once a the owner of what they
h b l .
ivan · the lead r of the insurrection, held at the
i y of r uipa. The Apurirnac "went cruising
bombarding town , depredating,
guan b Ion gin to the nation, and
h n l ading in it robbery.'
either
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Vivanco nor his goyernment had by any public act pretended
to repeal the decrees and regulations touching the guano trade;
-and at the time of the seizure all communication ha·d in fact
ceased between Vivanco, Iquique, and the Ap1.1,rimac airid its
officers. They had no more than the shadow of a de facto government at Punta de Lobos and Pabellon de Pica. It was
remarkable, continued Mr. Osma, that this fact had not impressed itself on Mr. Clay when a vessel of so small tonnage
as the Tum_bes could, without resistance, take possession of the
vessels that were found there, and thus assert and maintai_n
the jurisdiction of the lawful government. If possession de
facto was the only criterion of jurisdiction, must not the act of
the Tumbes be considered in that light¥
To the note of Mr. Osma Mr. Cass replied on the 22nd of
the following May, maintaining substantia1ly the sarue positions as had been advauced by Mr. Clay. Mr. Uass argued that
at the time of the seizures a civil war was raging in Peru, a con~
dition "which conferred upon the de facto rulers the right to
govern such _p ortions of the country as they were able to reduce
to their possession." "It •is the duty of foreigners," said Mr.
Cass, "to avoid all interference under such circumstances, and
to submit to the power which exercises jurisdiction over the
places where they resort, and while thus acting they have a
right to claim protection, and also to be exempted from aU
vexatious interference when the ascendancy of the parties is
temporarily changed by the events of the contest." The application of this principle was to be determined on the circumstances of each case, and it applied to the situation in Peru.
The negotiations with the military and naval officers at Arica,
belongi11g to the revolutionary party, by direction of the
government at Lima, clearly indicated the opinions of both
parties. The terms in which the negotiations were conducted,
and the acceptance by the commissioners, which was ratified
by the council of ministers, of the offer of submission made by
tl1e revolutionary chiefs, fully recognized a state of civil war.
The United States must, continued Mr. Cass, also dissent
from the position of Mr. Osma that some act of recognition by
a foreign government was requisite before its citizens could
claim the protection clue them iu a state of civil war. Peru
was already a member of the family of nations, duly recognized
as such. Her intestine difficulties arose out of an effort to
change the administration of the government, which was ::i,
5G27-Vol. 2--39
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matter of purely domestic concern, not touching foreign powers, unless in the progress of the contest their interests were
brougl;tt in question. The Government of the United States
"had permitted the diplomatic intercourse of the two countries to continue unchanged, as a measure demanded by their
mutual interests and not as an acknowledgment of the pretensions of either of the rival parties." No question had arisen as
to blockade, visitation and search, or the exercise of other belligerent powers, to call for the formal recognition <?f a state of
~ivil war. In the United States no solemn proceeding, either
legislative or executive, had been adopted for the purpose of
declaring the status of an insurrectionary movement abroad,
and of determining whether it was entitled to the attributes
of a civil war, unless, indeed, in the formal recognition of a
portion of an empire seeking to establish its independence,
which was not the case in Peru. Whether, in the present
instance, a civil war was prevailing in Peru, was a que tion of
fact to be determined by the proofs.
Mr. Cass further contended that it mattered not whether the
.American captains were duly informed of the true state of thin gs
in Peru; ignorant or informed, their rights and duties were precisely the same. They had a right to enter any port of the republic open to foreign commerce and not blockaded, for the prosecution of their commercial enterprises; and it was their duty
after such entrance to obey the authorities they might find
e tablished there. It also belonged to such authorities to
determine "questions of internal administration touching the
public revenue." The views, therefore, which Mr. Osma presented a to the law of Peru for the regulation of the trade
in guano, had no practical connection with the case, of the
two merican ve 1 . " The true con truction of the e regulation ," aid Mr. a , "their repeal or su pension, or modifl ion or application, are question of admini tration to be
d rmin d by th exi ting admini trative power, to who
d ·i ·i 11 ti r i ner mu t ubmit. When the revenue officer
in under the authority of the de facto govern,t
h n · ary p rmi ion for the purcha e of guano
indi ·ated, then ubj ct t the authority of that
the meri an captain h , d the right to repair
t
k
h, t articl on board their v el for
n rmit
i h h pr
f their
r n fer f the po
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while the vessels were engaged in this employment could
justly work no forfeiture for acts previously done under these
circumstances, nor subject the officers or crew to punishment.
The United States recognize no pretension for such interference, but llold on to the stipulations of the treaty with Peru,
which guarantees protection to their ;Citizens without regard
to whatever changes, violent or peaceable, may take place in
the government of that country."
In response to Mr. Osma's inquiry whether, if de facto possession was the criterion of jurisdiction, the possession established by the seizure of the vessels was not in point of law a
just and lawful ground for the seizure, Mr. Cass said:
"This question admits of a satisfactory answer and a brief
one. While contending parties are carrying on a civil war,
those portions of the territory in tbe possession of either of
them become subject to its jurisdiction, aud persons residing
there owe to it temporary obedience. But when such possession is changed by the events of the war, and the other party
expels its opponents, the occupation it acquires carries with it
legitimate authority and the right to assume and exercise the
functions of the government. But it carries with it DO right,
so far, at any rate, as foreigners are concerned, to give a retroactive effect to its IDL'asures and expose them to penalties and
punishments, and their property to forfeiture, for acts which
were lawful and approved by the existing government when
done. If the government at Lima had taken forcible possession of the places where the two .American vessels were at
anchor, and had established its authority, it would then have
been entitled to demand that such authority should be recognized and obeyed, and to enforce it, if necessary, so far as
might regar<l. all transactions occurring during such occupation without, however, affecting existing rights. The principle
is clear, but it does not appear that the circumstances called
for its application. No possession of any portion of the territory in question seems to have been taken by the Tumbes. It is
admitted, ·indeed, that the vessel exercised no jurisdiction 'on
hore.' She sailed into the small ports 'garrisoned' by the
other party, and in the absence of its two armed vessels, and
made 'capture' aud 'seizure' of the .American vessels, and
then, for aught that appears, abandoned the position and left
the ad verse jurisdiction as she found it. This is no rightful
proceeding under any circumstances attending a civil war, and
still less under the circumstances under which it took place.
The cutting out of these vessels resembles a piratical enterprise rather than the exertion of a legitimate power against
the property of a friendly nation under the authority of an
established government."
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With his note of May 22 Mr. Cass commu•
d to M r. Osma an opm10n
· · of .A.ttorneymcate
.
·
General Black 1 on the subJect of the correspondence. In stating as the foundation of his opinion the
facts of the case, Judge Black said that the vessels in question
procured at Iquique "a regular clearance and license at the
custom-house to load with guano at certain points on the coast
where that article is found;" that it was not alleged that "the
clearance and license" were "unlawful in form or substance;"
that the" whole objection" to the papers was founded on the
fact that the authorities who issued them" held their offices,
not under the authority of the supreme government of Peru,
but by appointment from Vivanco, a revolutionary chief who
had taken arms against it." But at the date of the license
" the so-called revolutionary party had," said Judge Black,
'' full possession of the port of Iquique, of the guano deposits,
and the whole country southward to the Bolivian line," and
"when the Americans went there they found a government
organized and its officers performing the functions which pertained to the execution of the local laws." 2
Opinion of AttorneyGenera1 Black .

1

May 15, 1 5 , 9 Op. 140.
t his statement of facts certain allegations in Mr. Osma's note seem
to have been overlooked. Mr. Osma expressly argued that as the laws of
Peru restricted the loading of guano by foreigner · to certain of the Chincha
Islands, the vessels in question "were met at points interdicted, not only
without permits from the lawful authorities of the republic 1 but in the act
also of doing that which 1 un<ler the laws, no authority of the government,
however legal it may be, can lawfully a.llow.'1 He also contended th at the
harters of the vessel s were unl aw ful , saying: "While the pretended permits granted by the p eudocommantler of the navy, Don FP-lipe Rivas,
under which the captains would now tak refuge, merely authorize them
'to proceed south to ta,ke in guano,' neither of the charter parties makes
JU ntion of any point so nth; bnt on the contrary the contract with the
Lizz ·e Thompson rant · th privilege to the r.harterer of naming any of the
P rt of P ru, provided that it be not one more to the north of Callao,
and therefore em bra ·ing the 'hincba Islamls. Again 1 the contract for the
Georgiana giv . to th freight rs a fr o choice of any of th port on the
wh 1 ·oast of P ru, north a w U a Hou th. An irr sistible con qn n e
fr rn th efa· i thatn<'itb r th<'chart r rnnorthecharteredve sel ha.cl
an ' int nti n f confining th 111 . elv s t the· 1:;oathern port , where alone
ll r wa th 1 a t h <low of an anthority de facto standin g in oppo. i i n
f he nation wbil t it wa evident that the captain
t h ·hem s of th in 111-r ·tioni t . and bacl joined
ith th m t d fra.nd the tr a. ur of the republic,
, r to arry out h ir projec wher v r th m st invitin""
d o r u pportunit ' might offer. 1
~ In
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On this statement of facts Judge Black argued,- first, that
where one nation is at war with another the conquering party
has the right to declare the law of the conquered territory so
long as his occupation of it continues. Thus it was held that
the island of Santa Cruz when held by the British was to be
treated in prize f\ases as a British island. 1 Likewise, Castine
was treated in respect of the revenue laws as foreign territory
when held by the British during the war of 1812.2
These principles, said ~rudge Black, applied equally to the
case of a civil war, even where'' the rebellion is but partially
successful * * * . A revolutionary party, like a foreign
belligerent power, is supreme over the country it conquers as
far and as long as its arms can carry and maintain it." The parties to a civil war were'' to be regarded for the time as distinct
political societies ;" 3 they could each claim "the same rights
of asylum, hospitality, and intercourse with other nations;" 4
captures by their lawfully commissioned ships were equally
valid; 5 each was to be regarded as a belligerent nation possessing sovereign rights of war. 6 The.existence of civil war in
Peru was '' admitted by the present government of that country," was "known to the whole world," and could "not be
denied." The American vessels " did nothing to compromise
their own neutrality or that of the flag under which they sailed.
Keeping themselves within the limits of a trade lawful and fair
in its character, they had a right to be protected when they
obeyed the regulations which they found established and in
force at the place. To give them this right it was not necessary that the government of their own country should have
previously known and recognized the existence of the civil
war." In one respect, however, Judge Black qualified his
opinion as to the possession of full sovereign rights by a rebellious party, even where it was "but partially successful." "I
am not required," he observed, '' for any purpose of this case,
to say how far a revolutionary party can carry on a war upon
the ocean and vex the commerce of the world upon its common
highway. It bas been doubted whether a mere body of rebellious men can thrust itself among the family of nations and
1

9 Cranch, 191.
4 Wheaton, 246; 1 Gallison, 501.
3
Vattel, Book III. ch. 18, sec. 293.
4 3 Wheaton, 643.
5
7 Wheaton, 337.
0 Ibid.
2
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claim all the rights of a separate power on the high seas without
some sort of recognition from foreign governments; but there
is no authority even for a doubt about the right of parties to a
civil war to conduct it, with all the incidents of lawful war,
within the territory to which they both belong."
Having thus discussed the question before him, Judge Black
announced the following conclusions:
"1. At the time when the Georgiana and the Lizzie Thompson
went to Iquique, a state of civil war existed in Peru.
'' 2. At that time one of the parties to that civil war, baving
expelled the other, bad possession, by conquest, of the port of
Iquique, and the points where the guano was deposited.
''3. Being so in possession, and having officered and orga,nized the local government of the port and the city and the
guano deposits, the jurisdiction of the party headed by Vivanco
was perfect, ancl an American vessel tradiug to the port was
bound to conform to its decrees.
"4. The Georgiana, and the Lizzie Thompson having obeyed
the laws of tlie place then established, and having acted in
pursuance of licenses given by the officers in authority, were
guilty of nothing for which the other party to the civil war
could punish or molest them after ward.
"5. The laws and jurisdiction of the Peruvian Government
were super eded at Iquique during the time that place was in
possession of its domestic enemy, and its resumption of possession-supposing possession to have been resumed-gave it
no power to puni h American citizens for a supposed violation
of it law wh ile they were suspended, nor to make any new
law which would have a retroactive effect.
"The whole proceeding of the Peruvian Government against
the two ves el named was contrary to the law of nations, and
repugnant to the principles of natural justice."
To the note of Mr. Cass, inc1osing the opinion
Mr. Osma's Reply. of the Attorney-General, Mr. O. ma replied
August 4, 1858. While still maintaining the
ity of a formal recognition of a state of war by the neutral
g<>v rnm .nt in ord r to give Hs citizens all the rights of
1
11 u ral
1r. ma argued tlJat, waiving the que tion of reco ·
niti n the, utboritie ·it d by the United tates bad no appliati n to tb
f am r faction truggling for power. 2 In
th
f
nt, Crnz < nd in that of Ca, tine the occupation
ritain, a re o nized bellio·erent nation, and in
ain n l h r revolted Jonie the recognition of
nk of En"la.nd 9 e y, 31 .
' ran h, 272; K nnett v. hamh r . , 14 Howard, 46;
ar 1, h. 2, sec· . 10.
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the latter's belligerency by the Government of the United
States was required by the courts as a condition precedent to
their concession of belligerent rights to the revolutionary
authorities. 1
Moreover, said Mr. Osma, the vessels did not simply obey
the alleged de facto authorities; they proceeded to contract
with them for the purpose of despoiling the national property,
in spite of the laws of the republic as to guano. .I n entering
the port of lquique and in leaving it on a lawful voyage, they
would have exercised a perfect right. When they went so far
as to take possession of the national property, they appealed
to a possible right of war, and took the incidental hazards, as
participants in the violence committed by the revolutionists.
They dealt with the revolutionists not as ~ere de facto authorities, but as the Government of Peru, possessing power to deal
with guano in defiance of the national laws. Peru could justly
reclaim the guano on the jus postliminii. 2
Mr. Osma also stated that both Chile and France had recognized the dghts of the Peruvian Government in the matter.
The Chilean Government had refused to intervene in behalf of
the three Chilean vessels which were seized at the same time
1
Mr. Osma commented on the case of the Dorcas C. Yeaton, an American
vessel, which had been hailed and brought to on the high seas by the
Turnbes. Mr. Clay bad protested against this act as "an attempt to visit
a vessel of the United States in time of profound peace." Mr. Osma
denied that there had been in fact any attempt by the 1'urnbes to exercise
the belligerent right of visitation and search, but expressed surprise that
Mr. Clay should have based his protest on that ground, when by his a,rgument in the cases of the Georgiana and the Lizzie Thompson he liad declared
that Peru was in a state of civil war. "A nation could not," said Mr. Osma,
"be in a state of peace as regarded its rights and in !1 state of war as
regarded its obligations." Mr. Cass, in support of Mr. Clay's action, replied
that, according to her own contention, Peru was, as to her intercourse
with other powers, "in a state of peace." Neither party bad claimed the
rights of a belligerent. Mr. Cass observed, however, that in his own
opinion a state of civil war did exist, and that either 1mrty was at liberty
to exercise b elligerent rights, should it claim to do so, in conformity with
recognized prin ciples. It appeared that the Dorcas C. Yeaton, under a
contract with the commander of the Turnbes, which the authorities at
Callao carried out, obtained a profitable cargo of guano; and on Mr. Osma's
disclaimer that anything "offensive" was intended by Peru, and that any
"force" was used, Mr. Cass declared that the United States had ''no longer
any cause of complaint against the Government of Peru for this detention
of one of their vessels."
2 Vattel, Book III. ch . 13, sec. 196.
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as the Georgiana and the Lizzie Thompson, and had notified Peru
of its decision. M. Frerant, the French consul at Iquique, who
had chartered the L ·izzie Thompson, had appealed to the French
charge at Lima for his official intervention; but the charge
had informed the Peruvian Government that it bad acted
within its rights, and had, moreover, demanded of the consul
the surrender of his office.
With bis note of August 4 Mr. Osma comOpinion of Mr. Rev- mumca
. t ed t o Mr. C ass th e opm10n
· · of M r. R everdy Joh nson.
.
• d 1
erdy Johnson, in which the latter mamtarne :
1. That the vessels at the time of their seizure were engaged
in loading guano from deposits which notoriously belonged to
the Government of Peru, and bad for years constituted the
principal source of its revenue.
2. The authority to load was not obtained from the Government of Peru, but from a usurping body of her subjects, committing, by their ve_ry acts, treason against her, and to whom
no belligerent recognition bad been given by tue United States,
which bad lately negotiated a treaty with the government at
Lima.
3. Until there is a recognized change in the condition of a
government it has the rights and responsibility of government;
and until governments have in the exercise of their rights recognized an insurrection or rebellion, so marked and long continued as likely to result in general or partial permanent
succe s, as an actual government, the original government is
to be treated as the original government and is responsible for
the acts of the rebels.
There was one aspect of the Peruvian case
Summary of Argu·
C
ments.
as presented by Mr. Osma which Mr. a s
and Judge Black did not specifically di cus
nam ly, the right -of the revolutionary force , when in the tempor
pation of a place, to di po e of the public property
bably they did not deem it nece ary to di Ind ed they eem to have con· idered it a
· ion of the right of the revolutionary
·
cognize any limitation to
paper Mr. Ca expres ly
th guano wa d po ited
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foreigners were concerned with it, passed to and became vested
in the conquerors." He further said:
''According to Mr. Osma's reasoning, there are two governments in southern Peru. Each stands in an attitude of deadly
hostility to the other, but foreigners are bound by the laws of
both. The one is supreme in the power to levy taxes on general commerce, but the trade in guano can be licensed only by
the other. Guano is a usual and lawful article of commerce,
but a dealer must refuse to take it from the parties who have
it to sell; he must make his contracts with others who are out
of possession and can not deliver it. The government at
Lima has made one law on the subject, but is wholly unable to
execute it or to protect any person who obeys it, while the
revolutionary government has another law, backed by all the
power which is necessary to enforce it. I am constrained to
insist that an American is not punishable for failing to square
his conduct by the requirements of the former law. The fact
that the steamer Tumbes was able to arrest the American vesse1s in tbe act of taking in their cargoes does not prove to my
satisfaction that the government at Lima had the power to
make laws at the place of capture. A mere irruption by the
forces of one belligerent into the territory of another does not
create legislative supremacy. * * * Even if the Til,mbes
had been accompanied by force enough to subdue the country
and keep possession of it, the government at Lima would not
have been authorized to punish ·the peaceable citizens of neutral states for acts which were lawful at the time they were
done." 1
As the argument thus set forth assumed the absolute power
of the revolutionary occupant as by right of conquest over
the territory occupied by him, it was undoubtedly superfluous,
on the assumption that that view was correct, to discuss the
right of such an occupant to dispose, in whole or in part, of
the national property, whether consisting of guano deposits
or of anything else of value. And it is quite true ~hat down
to the mi<ldle of the eighteenth century the practice of belligerent nations was in accord with the theory that all kinds
of property, coming into the hands of one of the parties to the
war, vested in him as conqueror and were subject to bis absolute disposal, so that he might even alienate or cede the occupied territory while the issue of hostilities remained undecided.2
But since that period this rule has been either abandoned or
subjected to very considerable limitations both in theory and
in practice; and in view of this change the validity of the
1
2

Mr. Ca s to Mr. Clay, ovember 26, 1858.
Hall, Int. Law, 4th eel. 482 et seq.
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seizure of the Georgiana and the Lizzie Thompson may be said in
some measure to have depended on the answer to be given to
these questions: (1) To what extent does a recognized belligerent possess the right to dispose of the public property in
territory which he temporarily occupies f (2) Under what circumstances must a revolutionary chief be recognized by the
titular government as possessing that rightf (3) .Are guano
deposits belonging to the nation to be considered as property
over which ·the belligerent occupant's right of disposal is
unlimited! (4) If not, to what extent may he dispose of them 1
In the course of his discussions Mr. Osma
Rupture of Diplo•
.
R t·
offered
m
behalf of h"1s governmen t t o su b m1·t
ma t1c e1a ions.
the controversy to arbitration. Subsequently
Mr. Cass informed Mr. Osma that it had been decided to adjust
the case at Lima,1 and still later he instructed Mr. Olay that
the proposition to arbitrate had been made known to the
owners of the vessels, and that in scarcely a single instance
had it been unequivocally accepted. He added that, as the
government was unwilling to assent to arbitration without
the con ent of at least a majority in interest of the owners,
tbe proposition must be considered as at an end; and he
directed Mr. Olay to demand of the Peruvian Government the
immediate adju 'tment of the claim. 2 After dispatching these
in tructions '.Ir. Ca shad several iuterviews with Mr. Cipriano
C. Zegarra, Mr. Osma's successor, lmt without accomplishing
a sati 'factory result. 3 He therefore directed Mr. Clay, in an
instruction which was to be handed to him by a naval officer, to seek an early interview with the mini ter for foreign
affairs, and to inform him that be would await for :five days a
cate ori al an wer to the propo itions:
1. 'r acknowledffe re pou il>ility for the seizure and con:fi. ati n of the Ueorgiana and the Lizzie Thompson, leaving the
m un f the indemnity for equitable a· e ment.
nt r into a nventio11 for n,joiut commi ion to deci l
am nt of the indemnity, and to inve tigate and adjudica all tber ·laiin, of citizen of either republic again t
the other. f c 1 r and nn qnivocal offer bould be ma l
eru to pc
· um t be distributed by the United
1
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States, Mr. Olay was to refer it to bis government and await
further instructions; but if, without making such an offer,
Peru should refuse the first proposition in regard to the two
vessels in question, the second proposition was to fall with it.
After the lapse of five days, if a satisfactory reply should not
have been received, Mr. Clay was instructed to demand his
pasi-:ports and return on a man-of-war to _the United States.
And be was iuformed that, as soon as intelligence of his
withdrawal was received, Mr. Zegarra's passports would be
tendered to him and diplomatic relations broken off; and that
the whole subject woultl then be submitted to Congress for its
consideration. If, however, the Peruvian Government, while
mauifesting a disposition to make a satisfactory settlement,
slwuld desire a few more days for the purpose of arranging
the details, Mr. Olay was instructed that he might remain a
few days longer for that purpose, but not to exceed a fortnight,
at the end of which he was to take his departure, if no adjustment had been consummated. 1
Mr. Olay promptly submitted the propositions of his government to that of Peru,2 but, owing to a sudden change in the
ministry of foreigu affairs, he felt obliged to waive the requirement of an immediate acceptance of them. Under the circumstances his action was approved, but he was informed that if,
on the receipt of this approval, the propositions of the United
States should still remain unaccepted be would be expected
immediately to carry out his instructions. 3 Acting upon this
Mr. Cass to Mr. Clay, April 25, 1860, MS.
June 5, 1860, Id.
3
Mr. Trescot, acting Secr etary of State, to Mr. Clay, July 19, 1860. In
this instructiou Mr. Trescot, 1·eferring to th e fact that Mr. Clay had
solicited the commander of the Pacific squadron to send a man-of-war to
Callao, said : '' Shoul<l the Lancaster have arr ived at Callao in answer to
your invitation, I must remind yon that the President h as repeatedly
applied to Congress for a general authority to nse the naval forces of the
United States for the purpose of enforcing by hostile m easures the payment of the just claims of our citizens against foreign governments, but
the anthority has always been refused, and consequently neither the officer in command nor yourself w ould be warranted in employing any vessel
of the United States for , uch a purpose. And I will add furth er that, in
view of this fact, the department considers i t inexpedient to ask from the
ecretary of the Navy such ord ers for the cooperation of the Pacific
squ:1dron as y ou desire. hould the claims not be satisfactorily adjusted,
the whole subject will be submitted to Congress at the commencement of
the next session. n
1

2
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direction, he held with the minister for foreign affairs September 28, 1860, a conference in which he pressed the proposition
that the Government of Peru should agree to pay a gross sum
in full of all claims of citizens of the United States, the amount
of such sum to be fixed by 21, mixed commission, which should
also adjudicate the claims of citizens of Peru against the
United States. This proposition, which was answered with an
o:(fer to submit all claims alike to arbitration, Mr. Clay on the
2d of October renewed, giving the Peruvian Government till 6
o'clock in the afternoon of Saturday, October 6, to make a
reply, and declaring that if by that time none of his propositions should be accepted he would demand his passports and
suspend diplomatic intercourse. On the afternoon of the 6th
Mr. Clay received from Mr. Melgar, then minister for foreign,
affairs, an undated note politely declining his propositions,
but renewing the offer to arbitrate all claims. On the 9th of
October Mr. Clay demanded his passports. They were sent to
him, but their reception was followed by further correspondence and conferences. The situation remaining, however, in
spite of theRe efforts, substantially unchanged, Mr. Clay on
October 20, 1860, notified the consuls of the United States in
Peru, by a circular note, that diplomatic relations between the
two countries had been suspended, and that the United States
would from that day be without a diplomatic agent in Peru.
Hi delay in breaking off diplomatic relations was disapproved.1 Mr. Zegarra, on learning that diplomatic relations
had been su pended at Lima, asked for bis passports, and they
were duly transmitted to him.
When Mr. Lincoln became President he
Agreement . of Arbi- re t or d d'1pl omat1c
• rel at10ns
·
w1'th p eru and.
tr a ti on.
ent Mr. Cbri topber Robinson, of Connecticut, a mini ter to Lima.
egotiations ensued, and a proposition f eru to r fer the claims of the Georgiana and the Lizzie
Thornp n to he head of ome friendly state was accepted.
On
em r 20, 62, a convention was signed at Lima, by
hi h h
of Belgium wa nam d a "arbiter, umpire,
itr t r with" he mo t ample power to decide
11 th
u ti n , both of law and fact, in
n onfi cation of the ve sel . It wa
1 i m · h uld be d cided n the diplomatic
ut ith r party wa to be at liberty to pres nt
h r
p r
uch p, er to be ommunicated
~lr. ('h y,, ~ov ro1)('r 1 , 1
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to the other party within four months after the ratification of
.t he convention. Both p3,rties· were required to submit their
documents to the arbiter within six months after he should
have signified his consent to act. The ratifications of the convention were exchanged at Lima, April 21, 1803.
On July 28, 1863, Mr. Seward, as Secretary
Declini:t.tion
· d to M r. H enry S . S an1or
~ d,
. t t ofA. the
t of S tate, transm1tte
Ab
r 1tra or o c .
. .
.
then m1mster of the U mted States at Brussels,
copies of the conventio~, together with" so much of the official
correspondence upon the subject" as had been "printed," from
which he said the points at issue might "easily be ascertained." He instructed Mr. Sanford to propose to the_diplomatic representative of Peru at Brussels, if he had arrived
there, to address a joint note to the Belgian minister for
foreign affairs, requesting that the King might be pleased to
accept the trust proposed to be conferred upon him. The
Department of State, said Mr. Seward, had prepared complete
copies of all the papers called for by the convention, but had
deemed it advisable to delay sending them till the result of the
application to the King should be known. Mr. Sanford and
the Peruvian minister, at the request of the latter~ prepared
identic notes instead of a joint note, to the minister for foreign
affairs, and delivered them to him at the sahrn time in person.
The notes bore date August, 27, 1863. 1 Mr. Rogier, the minister for foreign affairs, promised to communicate with the King,
at the same time expressing confidence that the trust would
be accepted. Under the circumstances the matter was considered by the United States as practically settled, and the
remaining documents were sent to Mr. Sanford in order that
they might be translated into French for submission to the
arbitrator. 2 On January 14, 1864, however, Mr. Rogier, formally replying to Mr. Sanford's note of the 27th of the preceding
August, stated that His Majesty, after examining what had
been published on the controversy, perceived that the arbitration would be '' of a very delicate nature by reason of the
pecial circumstances" of the case, and that the question of
faet as well as of equity was complicated by a question of law
which it would be difficult to decide at a distance from the
place at which it arose, and without having a perfect knowledge of local legislation, which it was not easy to obtain so far
1
2

Mr. Sanford to Mr. Seward, August 27, 1863, MS.
Mr. Seward to Mr. Sanford, September 12, 1863, Id.
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away. His Majesty was therefore compelled to decline the
role of arbitrator. 1 The pointed intimation iu Mr. Rogier's
note, that in the opinion of the King the decision of the case
must depend on local legislation, was more fully conveyed to
Mr. Sanford by His Majesty himself in an interview of January
29, 1864. In a confidential dispatch to Mr. Seward of that day
Mr. Sanford said:
"I have to report that His Majesty. referred to his having
declined the arbitration of our question with Chile, 2 touching the seizure of the Georgiana and the Lizzie Thompson, on
account of the delicate circumstances which were connected
with the case, and his want of sufficient data as to the local
legislation of the two countries to enable him to come to a correct conclusion. He added that be had looked into the case,
and he must say that he did not think we had the strongest
side of it; indeed he would have been constrained, had he
accepted the position of arbiter, to decide it against u , and
that his desire not to make a decision uufavorable to us had
been a motive for declining to accep t the trust which had been,
in so flattering a manner, offered to him.''
In view of the declination of the arbitrator,
Abandonment of
.
.
.
and
especially of the reasons which he gave
th e Claims.
for it, the Government of the United States
decided to accept his ad ver e opinion, and to treat the claims
as finally disposed of. Of this decision the Peruvian minister
at Wa hington wa informed in the following note:
"DEPA.R1'ME '.I.' OF ST.A.TE,

"Washington, July 9, 1864.
ilor F. L. BARREDA,
"1l1inister Resident of Peru,
'' Washington, D. 0 .
. '' SIR: You are aware that Ilis :fade ty, the King of the Belgian , ha d cliu d to act a the arbiter between your governuited tate in the controver y relative
meu t and that of th
. tll
of the JAz ie :Thompson and Georgia,na. Tlli
·
nn ction with th rea on a ig11ed
u al, ha b n t aken iuto due conb
t, and I am dir cted by tit
n
a
r ult that th re i 110
tl
~ect to 1i arbitramen
v
u
ubject further.
1
''
ILLIA.M Il.
E A.RD.

"To

1
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Replying to this note Mr. Barreda said: "My government will
duly appreciate this spontaneous act10n of that of the United
States, which, while it illustrates the moderation and justice
of its principles, proves also the friendly sentiments it fosters
toward the com1try I have the honor to represent." 1
Another expression of appreciation was afterward made by
direction of the Peruvian Government; 2 in answer to which Mr.
Seward declared that . the Government of th~ United States
had been "guided by its sense of justice toward Peru, and its
sincere desire to strengthen the friendly relations which now
so happily subsist between them." 3
A. claim somewhat similar in principle to
Case of Raborg. those in the cases of the Georgiana and the Lizzie Thompson, since it involved the right of
Vivanco and his partisans to deal with the guano under or
claimed to be under their control, came before the mixed commission which sat at Lima in 1863 under the convention between the United States and Peru of the 12th of January of
that year. It appeared that in March 1857 Henry W. Raborg,
for himself and others, entered into a contract in the harbor
of Callao with Admiral Vallue-Reistra, representing General
Vivanco, by virtue of which he obtained permission to export
10,000 tons of guano from the Chincha Islands, which were
Mr. Barreda to Mr. Seward, July 12., 1864, MS.
Peruvian minister to Mr. Seward, September 20, 1864.
~Mr. Seward to the Peruvian minister, November 23, 1864. When the
arbitrator declined to serve, the translation and printing of the papers of
the United States had nearly been completed, and, as it was then supposed
that a n egotiation might be undertaken for a new convention, Mr. Sanford
had the work finished. The papers when printed were bound in a volume,
of which the title page reads: Correspondance Diplomatique I entre I les
Etats-Unis et le Perou I au snjet de la saisie et de la confiscation I des navires Americains I la Lizzie Thompson et la Georgiana, e lie. I (1858-1859-1860.)
Bruxelles, I Imprimerie de Ch. Lelong, I rue du Commerce, 25, I 1864.
Appleton's Am. Cycloprodia, tit. Peru, states that the Peruvian Government
''in 1873 paid. with interest the amount claimed by the owners of the vessels
for damages." The writer of this statement probably was misled by the
payment of awards under the convention of December 4, 1868. On seve ·a]
occasions the Department of State of the United States bas taken the
ground that, apart from Mr. Seward's communication to Mr. Barreda, the
claims were afterward barred by Article V. of the convention between the
United tates and. Peru of December 4, 1868. (Mr. Fish, Sec. of State,
to Mr. Byrnes, December 22, 1870, MS. Dorn. Let. vol. 87, p. 344; Mr.
Gresham, , 'ec. of State, to Mr. 0' eil, January 13, 1894. See also Mr,
ward to Mr. Byrnes, Dec 1, 186 , MS. Dom. Let. vol. 79, p. 555.)
1

2
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then under Vivanco's control. On this concession Mr. Raborg
paid Admiral Vallue-Reistra in advance $7,000, and he immediately chartered vessels and involved himself in heavy liabilities for the purpose of carrying out his enterprise. But
before he had removed any guano the Government of Peru
recovered possession of the islands and absolutely refused to
recognize Mr. Raborg's contract. In consequence he made a
claim against Peru for more than $800,000. The commissioners (Messrs. Mackie, Alvares, and Tarara), Mr. Squier dissenting, disallowed the claim, ·s aying:
'' There are no principles of public law more clearly laid
down than those which define the duties and obligations of a
foreigner resident in a country and engaged in commerce there.
Kent says (vol. I, p. 74) that 'if a person goes into a foreign
country dind engages in trade there, he is by the law of nations
to be considered a merchant of that country and a subject to
all ci vii purposes.'
"Tbe first article of the treaty between the United States
and Peru of 26th J·uly 1851 stipulates that there 'shall be
perfect and perpetual peace and friendship between the United
States of America and the republic of Peru, and between their
re pective territories, people, and citizens, without distinction
_o f per ·ons a11d places.'
" nd yet Henry W. Raborg, a citizen of the United States,
re iding in Lima, engaged in trade there, and a subject of the
recognized government, made a contract with and advanced
mon y to an euemy of that government, by which act be
violated his :first and most solemn duty as a neutral and as a
citizen of the United tates; and at the same time broke the
plighted faith of hi government, and as an individual committ d an act of war against the government which protected
him and with which hi' own was at peace.
'' In the opinion of the mixed commission the contract of
Il nry . I aborg i · null and void, and they decide that the
·l im i di allowed."

CHAPTER XXXVII.
PERUVIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION: CONVENTION
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND PERU OF
JANUARY 12, 1863.
By the convention referred to in the title of
.
.
the present chapter the contractmg parties
onven 10n.
.
f
•·
,, f
agreed to submit all claims o "mtizens o
the one country against the government of the other which
had not been embraced in any prior conventional or diplomatic agreement, and statements of which, soliciting the
interposition of either government, had, previously to the
exchange of the ratifications of the convention, been filed in
th(' Department of State at Washington, or the department
of foreign affairs at Lima, to a mixed commission of four persons, two of whom should be appointed by each government.
The four commissioners so appointed were required to meet in
Lima within three months after the exchange of the ratifications of the convention,1 and to take, severally, an oath before
the supreme court of Peru that they would "carefully examine and impartially decide, according to the principles of justice and equity, the principles of internatioual law and treaty
stipulations, upon all the claims laid before them under the
provisions of this convention, and in accordance with the evidence submitted on the part of either government."
The commissioners were further required, immediately after
their organization, and before proceeding to any other business, "to name a fifth person to act as an arbitrator or umpire
in any case or cases in which they may themselves differ in
opinion." The umpire thus chosen was obliged to take and
subscribe an oath similar to that of the commis~ioners.
Provisions of the

c

t·

1

The ratifications were exchanged at Lima, April 18, 1863.
1615
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After the selection of the umpire, it was provided that the
commissioners should at once proceed to examine and decide
the claims embraced in the convention, and that they should,
if required, hear "one person in behalf of each government on
each separate claim." It was expressly stipulated that the
agreement of any three of the commissioners should be· in all
respects sufficient for a decision. Any sums awarded by the
commission were to be paid by the government against which
· they were awarded within one month after it should have
received from the commissioners the report, which the convention required them to make, of the result of their proceedings;
and for any delay in payment after the expiration of the month
it was stipulated that interest should be allowed at the rate of
6 per cent.
The commission was required to terminate its labors in six
months from and including the day of its organization; but a
further period of a month was allowed the umpire for the disposition of any cases which might then be pending before him.
Each government was required to appoint a secretary to
assist in the transaction of the business of the commission and
to keep a record of its proceedings .
.The commissioners were authorized to make all necessary
rules for the conduct of their business.
Appropriate provision was made in the convention for the
payment of expenses.
The commissioners on the part of the United
Organization of the
•
k
. •
States
were E. George Sqmer, of New Yor ,
Comm1ss1on.
who was appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, on March 11, 1863,
and James S. Mackie, of Ohio, who was appointed on June 6,
186 , and who was furni hed with a commi sion to continue
till the end of the next ession of the Senate, that body not
b in in e sion at the time of his appointment.
Th c mmi ioner on the part of Peru were Felipe Barriga
Alvarez and antiago Tarara.
On July 1 1 6 , the two United States commis ioner ,
tog her , ith H nry . de la, Reintrie, American agent, and
. Huntin
n L rn I
merican ecretary, appear d at the
l g io of b
nit d t, te at Lima, and before the Hon.
hri P r
in n mini ter of the Unit d tate at that
lly took and ub crib d the oath of loyalty et
t f ongre of July 2 18 ,;,,
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On the same day both the .American and the Peruvian commissioners appeared before the supreme court of Peru and made
and subscribed the oath prescribed by the convention.
The commissioners held their first formal meeting on the 17th
of July. They then examined their credentials, which were
found to be satisfactory, and effected an organization, electing
Senor Ta,rara as president. It was, however, subsequently
agreed that the chair should be occupied by the commissioners
in regular rotation for a month each.
On July 20, 1863, the commissioners assemSelection of an
bled
at the university, the place selected by the
Umpire.
Government of Peru for their sessions, and, as
directed in the second article of the conventiou, proceeded to
the choice of an umpire. They agreed upon Gen. Pedro Alcantara Herran, a citizen of Colombia, then in Lima, aud addressed
him a joint letter, to which he responded on the following day,
accepting the trust.
On the 22d of July it was ordered that the minister of foreign
relations of Peru should be notified of the appointment and
acceptance of General Herran, and requested to desiguate a
day for his qualification before the supreme court, in accordance
with the terms of the convention. At the same time the four
commissioners drew up and signed a commission for the umpire.
On Monday, July 27, a letter was read from the minister of
foreign relations, certifying that General Herran had appeared
beforn the supreme court and taken and subscribed the oath
prescribed by the convention. 1
On the same day Don Domingo Rada, secSecretaries and
retary
to the Peruvian commissioners, and Mr.
Agents.
J. H. Lyman, secretary to the United States
commissioners, presented their credentials, which were found
to be satisfactory.
Don Juan Oviedo, agent of the Government of Peru, and
Henry R. de la Reintrie, agent of the United States, also presented their commisbions, which were found to be satisfactory.
Mr. de la Reintrie bore a commission from the President, issued
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, in which he
was designated as " solicitor on the part of the United States."
1 The commissioners subsequently fixed the compensation of the umpire
at $4,000, in the current money of Peru, but General Herran refused to
accept anything for his services.
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Mr. Lyman had a 8imilar commission, designating him as "secretary of the commission on the part of the United States."
July 17, 1863, having been adopted by the
Proceedings of the
. .
. orgamza.
comm1ss10ners
as th e d ay of th eir
• •
Comllllss1on.
tion, within six months from which they were
obliged to terminate their labors, they caused a notice to that
effect to be published for eight days in a daily journal at Lima.
They deemed this notice sufficient for all purposes, iu view of
the extensive publication of the convention in both countrie .
On August 6 Mr. De la Reintrie presented a partial list
embracing sixteen claims against Peru. One of these cases
was ordered to be taken up, and the minister of foreign relations of Peru was requested to furnish to the commission the
papers specified in a memorandum submitted by the agent of
the United States.
On .August 13 the agent of Peru presented three claims
against the United States.
At their session on August 26 the commissioners ordered that
as the time of the commission was limited, the agents of the
two governments be requested to present within ten days a
complete list of all the claims in their hands, and that all the
cases be ready to be presented to the commission within fifteen
days from the passage of the order.
On Augu t 20 the commissioners promulgated rules for the
government of their procedure; and they also adopted from
time to time various order as occasion arose.
They r olved that, if any ubject hould M brought before
th m which wa : in their opinion, of more than ordinary importanc , a day hould be de ignated for a public hearing in the
a e: at which time, the secretarie having read the principal
point , h partie intere ted bould have leav to plead their
·au , onformably to the provi ions of the convention. In
a rdance with this pl n Mr. Ilurtado, coun el for one of the
·l imant pr . ent d ou October 11, 1863, th day previou ly
d igrn t d, an rgum nt u an important qu sti n of juri dici n , hi ·h b l a,ri ·en in the a e of hi client, and th age.nt f
h
nit l ' at r I li d.
n m f h ·, ,· b £ r th commi ion the time fl ed for
pr · n a i u f ar um nt wa xtended for cau
bown.
rd r t iu ur th a i. fa ·tory tran action of bu in ,
· r t ri : w r r quir d t 1 p ad •k t b kin whi h
11 r
b
r, 1 ·a , , pr ·ent d t tbe
b ir ·urr u hi · r · : n h ~ · h t t
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ponement or adjournment, and of final submission to the commissioners or the umpire, and such other men1oranda as might
facilitate action upon the claims; and in further execution of
this design the secretaries were directed to make a list of the
documents filed in each case, and to enter such list in the
docket with the claim.
On August 27 the commissioners ordered that a certain person, a member of a commercial house at Lrma,1 be requested to
attend on the following day and give evidence in a pending
case. The person so requested appeared by arrangement on
the 31st of August and presented certain papers, which were
received in evidence by the commissioners.
On the 5th of September the commissioners ordered (1) that
"the respective attorneys present their allegations upon the
causes referred to them, together with the exceptions which
they may deem proper;" (2) that the commissioners would
''decide first upon the exceptions;" and (3) that, should they
"deem these exceptions just, the commission will suspend proceedings," but that, in a contrary case, they would "continue
them."
On the 7th of September it was ordered that "all papers
referring t.o claims, whether of citizens of the United States
or Peru, be submitted to the court, with or without argument,
for the decision of the court, and with the object of finally disposing of all claims as contemplated by the first article of the
convention of 12th January 1863."
November 27, all the claims having been :finally disposed of,
the presiding officer declared the commission to be dissolved.
Its proceedings had been characterized by a spirit of courtesy
and harmony, and most of the claims were disposed of by the
commissioners without the intervention of the umpire.
December 23, 1863, President Lincoln comFinal Report.
municated to Congress the report made by the
United States commissioners to Mr. Seward, as
Secretary of St.ate, of tbe result of the proceedings of the commission. This report, which was dated at Lima, November 27,
1863, disclosed the fact that two awards were made against the
United States, aggregating about $25,300, on part of which
interest was to be calculated and allowed. For the discharge
of these obligations, the President requested an appropriation. 2
1
2

Mr. Bergmann, of the firm of 'rempleman & Bergmann.
H. Ex. Doc, 18, 38 Cong.1 es, .
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The report of the commissioners was as follows:
"MIXED COMMISSION OF 'l'HE UNI'l'ED STATES .A ND PERU,

"Lirna, Novemher 27, 1863.
"Sm: The mixed commission of the United States and Peru,
having discharged the duties imposed upon them by the con•
vention of January 12, 1863, the undersigned, commissioners
of the United States, in compliance with the sixth article of
that convention, have the honor to report that the following
claims were presented against the United States:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Value of cargo of ship Alleghanian_ .............••...•.... $106,306.88
Stephen G. Montano, loss of the Eliza .....•.......•... _.. 117, 771. 87
Juan del Carmen Vergel.... ... . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . ... Indefinite.
Jose Francisco Lasarte...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 436, 603. 33

"In respect to .which the following decisions were made, viz:
"1. Alleghanian remitted to the two governments for lack of
jurisdiction .
. "2. Stephen G. Montano, award by umpire, $24,151.29, 'with
mterest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum from September
2, 1851, to November 2, 1863, all payable in the current money
of the United States.'
"3. Juan del Carmen Vergel, 'in the silver money of the
United States or its equivalent, $1,170.'
"4. Jose F. Lasarte, ' dismissed.'
"The following claims were presented on the part of citizens
of the United States against Peru, viz:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Josiah . Monroe, owner of tho William Lee.... . • • . . . . . . . .
Alsop & Co., first claim........................ ..........
Francis G.Rumler_ ..... --············-············-······
.John R. Hyacinth . ..... _.................................
Louis Brand _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . .
Thoma R. Eldridge._ ............ __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
amuel hurchman .......... _. _.. .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . .. . ....
Dana & 'o., ship Michael .Ll:ngelo . . . . . • . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . •• . •
Joseph S. Allen .............. -····· ...... ····-·...... ....
Matth w Crosby, ship Washington _..•.. ___ . . • • • • . . . . . . . . •
harles Easton_ .................... -····· ........ ........
Edward W . Sarton. _....•.. ...... . _......................
Henry Baker.- .. -····· .... ·--·........................ ...
Henry W . Rahorg, t als (Rollin Thorne) .... _...•.........
William Barney_._ ..... ... •............ _.................
16. ,Jam s Cnnnin barn ...•••.••..•••••..... _.... . • • • • • • • . • . .
17. A. ' . B non··-·--·· ...... ·--· ....................•. -···
1. JI nryE.Kinn<'Y--···-·-·····-···- · ······················
1 . Al op
'o., sec-oncl C'1ain1- ... _. . .. ... .... .•••.• •... .. . ...

$32: 424. 14
7, 592.87
396.00
Indefinite.
50, 000. 00
7, 928. 81
11,576.00
3,219.00
500.00
57, 820. 00
42,310.00
118, 755.00
5,000.00
800,000.00
60 . 37
500. 00
Ind finite.
,000.00
5,771.00

'In r p t t , hi h th following leci ions were made:
"
1.
.
7.
.
,.

o:1r

! 111_

ldri
c·lm

'in
lc·n,

lloicecl an<l awarded.
ur nt rnoney of Peru or it.
on y of th
nitecl tats' .. $22,000.00
urrrntmon yof Peru' ..... . 15,000.0
fn('l't . '
3,848.
'
···· --·· ···· ·-·· ····
312. 00
·~h;
500.00

10~; ·~:
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11. Charles Easton, 'in current money, with interest at the
rate of 6 per cent per annum, from April 30, 1854, to November 9, 1863' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19, 000. 00
12. Edward W. Sarton, 'in current money of the country, with
interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum, from September 29, 1857, to November 24, 1863' ..•.•. .•.. .... ...•
5,000.00
15. William Barney, 'in current money of Peru'.... . . . . . . . . . .
1, 536. 85

"Of the preceding awards those numbered 6, 11, and 12
were made by the umpire.
"The following claims were decided unfavorably, viz:
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
10.
13.
14.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Alsop & Co., no jurisdiction.
Francis G. Rumler, no j nrisdiction.
John R. Hyacinth, dismissed, no proof.
Louis Brand, disallowed.
Part of Samuel Churchman's claim, being for freight of ship Be1·lin,
disallowed by umpire.
Matthew Crosby, disallowed by umpire.
Henry Baker, disallowed.
Henry W. Raborg, et als., disallowed.
James Cunningham, proof of payment of claim furnished by Peru.
A. G. Benson, disallowed, having transferred his claim to Jose F.
Lasarte, a citizen of Peru, as against the United States.
Henry E. Kinney, disallowecl by umpire.
Alsop & Co., second claim, disallowed by umpire.

"As the awards in each individual case specify the currency
in which payment is to be made, and as it is impossible to
establish in the extraordinary coudition of :financial values in
the United States and Peru any fixed rate of exchange, the
mixed commission has not deemed it expedient to establish
any rule to govern the action of the two parties to the convention in this respect.
''The disbursements of the commission, on the part of the
United States, have amounted to only about five hundred and
fifty dollars. These disbursements were incurred, with the
exception of a liberal gratituty to the porter in attendance at
the public sessions, in behalf of the United States commissioners alone, and for necessary purposes. But the Government
of Peru made the amplest provision for the comfort, convenience, and supplies of the commission, emphatically refusing
to permit us to share the common expense, as provided in the
convention, but courteously treatipg us in our official intercourse
as the gueRts of the nation.
"We have the honor to be sir, your most obedient servants,
"JAMES S. MACKIE.

"E.
" Hon.

GEO. SQUIER.

H. SEW.A.RD,
'' Secretary of State, Washington."

WILLIAM

The case of the .A.lleghanian, which was
''remitted to the two governments for lack of
jurisdiction," possessed elements of much
interest. The Alleghanian, an American ship; laden with
guano which was shipped at Baltimore for London, but which
Caseof

th
~ "~eghaman.
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was the property of the Government of Peru, was attacked on
the night of October 28, 1862, in the Chesapeake Bay, by a
party of men belonging to the Confederate Navy, who were
under the command of two commissioned lieutenants in that
service. These officers were at the time acting under special
orders of the Confederate secretary of the navy, and the men
who were with them were specia1ly detailed from the James
River squadron. When the Alleghanian was boarded, she was
lying off Wynn's Island, at anchor. The boarding party set
her on fire, and she burned till she sank with her cargo.
For the loss of the cargo a claim was presented to the United
States by Mr. Barreda, the Peruvian minister to the United
States, whose government had never formally acknowledged
the Confederacy as a belligerent power. On the 9th of January
1863 Mr. Seward, as Secretary of State, addressed a note to
Mr. Barreda, reviewing the claim and rejecting it. The facts
as stated above were fully admitted; and Mr. Seward declared
that he agreed with Mr. Barreda "in pronouncing the destruction of the guano in question a premeditated and unjustifiable
ac , which was committed with full knowledge of its nature
and character by the party who effected its destruction." Mr.
Seward further admitted that the traffic between Peru and
the nited State was "carried on under the sanction of the
general and munic'.ipal laws of both countries and of treaties
which guarantee and protect it," and that the parties had
'' mutually plighted their national faith to respect and cau e to
be re pected within their territories, respectively, the rights
and property of t.he governments and of the citizens of the two
nation ." He al o agreed with Mr. Barreda that it was "not
lawful to either government or its citizens to paralyze or to
injure the trade [in que tion] without incurring the respon ibilitie. incid nt to a violation of the ame law and treaties,"
an l de far d the 11ited States "would a knowledge the
re I on i ility whi ·h +be unjustifiable act of the de troyer of
he ll ghan ·an imp
upon it.' But, having thu tated the
Ir.
id:
emain t be di cu d i to deter"lity i . Mr. Barr da i certainly
nbje ·t, for be ·Io e , witb a ing
f Peru will recei7e from be
full ind mni y for the value
ghanian wa freight d.
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"In order, however, to ascertain what is the nature and e~tent of the responsibility which has been devolved upon this
government, it will be necessary to bring into the cas~ some
facts additional to those which have been presented m the
statement which Mr. Barreda has submitted.
''The first of these facts is that an insurrection broke out in
the United States in the beginning of the year 1861; that the
insurgents inaugurated a civil war which still is :flagrant
throughout a large portion of the United States; that several
of the States of the Union have been overpowered by the insurgents, who have temporarily subverted the military and
civil authority of the United States, and set up a revolutionary and pretended government in its place. The State of Virgini~ was among the States in which the laws and authorities
of the United States have been thus subverted by armed and
treasonable revolutionary forces. The insurgents have raised
and hitherto maintained very considerable military and marine
forces. They have occupied, and they still continue to occupy,
that portion of Virginia from which the destroyers of the Alleghanian proceeded, and into which they returned for shelter
and safety after having completed their act of unlawful violence, notwithstanding the most diligent efforts of the government to reclaim that territory and bring it back into subjection
to the laws of the United States. The act which they committed is deemed by the laws of the United States as an act of
treason and piracy. No sooner had the insurrection, which
has been described, broken out than this government reinforced its civil authorities by increasing their naval and military forces upon the largest possible scale, and with the most
lavish expenditure. These forces have been employed with all
the diligence and all the energy which the government could
exercise. Insomuch as these are historical transactions which
have more prominently than any other political events engaged the attention of the civilized world during a period of
nearly two years, the undersigned might, perhaps, express
surprise that they have not found any mention in the statements which Mr. Barreda has submitted. Reports and papers
which have been obtained from the Navy Department, and of
which copies are herewith submitted, clearly show that the
boarding, seizure, and deRtruction of the Alleghanian with
her cargo was an act of civil war committed by the revolutionary insurgents, and under the pretended authority of their
unlawful and treasonable leaders, not more in violation of
tlie rights of Peru than in violation of their allegiance to the
United States, and in defiance of their constitutional and
legal authority. The same papers clea.rly show that this government was in no wise iuformed or cognizant of the crime
before its commission, although it was extraordinarily vigilant
and active in military and naval operations on the waters and
shores of the Chesapeake; that its agents hastened to arrest
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and defeat the criminal enterprise as soon as it came to their
knowledge, and that those agents adopted the most energetic
and effective measures to prevent the destruction of the ship
and cargo, and to bring the offenders to punishment, and to
compel them to make restitution ,to the parties aggrieved.
"This government now disavo ws and condemns the transaction, and it is _persistently engaged,in the effort to arrest and
inflict upon the depredators the ample punishment which the
laws of the land award against those who commit piracy either
upon the open seas or on the waters of the United States.
,: This government regrets as sincerely as the Peruvian Government can that its efforts to accomplish these objects have
been thus far unsuccessful. What has happened, however, in
the case of the A lleghanian has occurred without anJ7 fault
whatever on the part of this government, has been committed
by disloyal cWzens over whom, through the operations of civil
war, it has temporarily lost its control. The government,
moreover, has spared no reason able effort to redress· the injuries
wbith have been committed and to repair t,be Josses which
have been incurred. It will stil1 prosecute these efforts diligently and in good faith. The President, is 'impressed too
deeply with the justice of the republic of Peru to doubt that
thi answer to Mr. Barreda's representations will be found
entirely sati factory."
On January 30, 1863, Mr. Barrerla replied to Mr. Seward's
note; but while still maintaining the liability of the United
tate , he intimated an intention to refer the correspondence
to his government. Mr. ,Seward suggested in a note of the
7th of February that it -would be well to await the result of
that reference before carrying the discussion further.
When the claim came before the mixed commission at Lima
the agent of the Unit d States excepted to it on the ground
that a, it wa a claim of the o·overnment of Peru, and not of
a" itizen' of that country, it was not embraced in the conv n ion. The commi sioner unanimously sustained the exp ion aucl de :lar d the com mi Rion "incompetent" to decide
u1 n th laim, at the ,·ame time directing the expediente to be
li a()' n t of eru.
Pr> ar, b , nb equently to the corre ponden e between
Ir. ' w rd an 1 fr. Barr da the guano in question was recovr
in a am g
ondition .
al s wer made of it at Baltin f
"' u]
ept mb r , and oveml>er 10 a11d 30,
th
t f whi h amount <l to 25,96"".40. Of thi
b
rnm ntr eiv done-half, or 12,9 1.20,
c
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In the report of Messrs. Mackie and Squier .
the claim of Louis Brand against Peru is referred to merely as having been "disalloyVed."
Brand, who was a citizen of the United States, presented a
claim for $50,000 for personal and permanent injuries inflicted
on him by Peruvian soldiers in 1828. It appeared by claimant's representations that a boat belonging to the ship Ganges,
lying in the harbor of Callao, crossed the bay at a prohibited
hour of the night, disregarding the hail of a Peruvian frigate
doing guard duty; that this boat was captured by a boat's
crew from the frigate, but was rescued before reaching the
latter by other boats from the Ganges and another ship; that
subsequently a guard of marines boarded the Ganges and
ordered the first mate to go into their boat for the purpose of
being taken to the frigate; that he refused, and that a scuffle
followed which brought the master of the Ganges and Mr.
Brand on deck; that a general rnelee ensued, during which
Mr. Brand, seeing a marine about to strike down the master,
fired a pistol at the former; that this shot had no effect, but
that Mr. Brand was then set upon by the marines, and was
shot and otherwise injured in such manner as to be partially
disabled for life. It did not appear, however, that Mr. Brand,
either while he remained in Peru or at any subsequent time
till the year 1854, invoked the interposition of the diplomatic
agent of the United States in Peru, or of his government at
home, for redress. That twenty-six years should have been permitted to elapse "without any record of remonstrance or claim
for redress on his part," the commissioners declared "an unfortunate and unaccountable element in the claim. Accepting
his own statement," they said, "it is evident that the authority
of Peru in the harbor of Callao was wantonly and boldly defied
by certain boats' crews belonging in part to the ship Ganges;
that this defiance went to the extreme of recapturi11g by force
a boat's crew, * * * and that Mr. Brand received his injuries fo consequence of the violent armed opposition to legal
authority by the resistance offered on the deck of the Ganges.
Mr. Brand obeyed a generous impulse in trying to save the
life of his friend, the master of that vessel, but if he had been
shot dead by one of the soldiers under the circumstances the
Government of Peru would not have been accountable. The
commissioners of Peru and the United States commiserate the
misfortunes of one who appears before them in the character
case of Louis Brand.
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. of a worthy and honorable man who has doubtless suffered
serious injuries; but they can not find any just reason for imputing his misfortunes to any unwarrantable proceedings on
the part of the Peruvian authorities, who simply maintained
their rights when they were assailed by force of arms." The
commissioners therefore unanimously disallowed the claim.
A similar claim to that of Louis Brand, though much later
in origin, was that of Henry Baker, an American sea captain,
who claimed damages from Peru for injuries suffered by him
at the port of Iquique on October 25, 1858, while be was
engaged with another captain, at a late hour of the night,
in '' attempting to break opeu a door which was closed."·
Precisely what were the circumstances of the attempt the
record does not state; but it appears that Baker had a sword,
and his companion a bar of iron. They were interrupted by
the police, and in resisting were injured. The commissioners
disallowed the claim, saying: "It being evident that Capt.
Henry Baker acted contrary to the police regulations, and
disobeyed and attacked the authorities, he has no right to be
indemnified."
The claim of Henry E. Kinney against Peru,
Case of Henry E.
b.tc h 1s
. re fierre d tom
. t h e comm1ss10ners
. .
, repor t
w
Kinney.
a having been '' disallowed by (the] umpire,"
wa "for indemnity for personal and pecuniary injuries caused
by hi imprisonment from the 24th April 1851 to the 2d May
of the ame year." It wa twice before the umpire. On the
fir t o ca "ion be rejected it for want of juri diction, on the
round th at it wa not filed in the Department of State at
Wa bington prior to the exchange of the ratifications of the
onvention. It appeared that in a di patch to the Department
f tate f May 26, 1 5 t, written after Mr. Kinney' relea e,
:Ir. l Y, th mini.' ter of the United tates at Lima, reported
h
• e with the double object: (1 ) Of tating that he bad
int rr
cl
btain the pri oner's relea e from the P ruvian
nd (2) of
king instruction a to hi ~wtion
imil, r ·,
ari in the future. Hen itb r -= tated
i t
uud r, to d that Mr. Kinney demand d an
lii impri onment wa to b made an intercl in for ind mnity, as filed in th De\ ~ 'hington prior to the ~cllange of the
n ifi. , i n
nv n i n. " f,' aid the umpir , ' au
· mmuni '< i n fr m h
m ri ·an 1 g, tion .at Lima r fr m
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any other source containing anything to this effect: 'Henry E.
Kinney claims au indemnity from the Peruvian Government
for injuries and damages sustained by him, caused by his
imprisonment in 1851,' had been forwarded to the Department
of State of the United States in due time, the condition would
have been fulfilled; but as it can not be proved that such a
step has been taken, neither can the joint commission nor the
umpire give any decision on the subject."
In rendering this decision the umpire observed that he had
been scrupulous in withholding his opinion on points not
clearly submitted to him, ancl that in the communication which·
placed the case before him "no particular allusion was made
to jurisdiction;" but that, as the case was submitted to him
"in a general manner," he had considered that he would commit a grave abuse of authority if he should assume to pronounce sentence, when he perceived that he had no jurisdiction to do so. The commisRioners, however, requested him to
withdraw bis decision, on the ground that it was made upon
a point not submitted to him, and to render a decision upon
the merits of the claim. In response to this request he" examined anew the papers accofpanying the claim," and on the
ground that he had '' not found sufficient proof to justify it,"
declared that it was '' not well founded."
Among the claims reported by the commisThe Alsop Claims. sioners as dismissed were those of Alsop &
Co. These claims were two in number. In
the first it was alleged that Messrs. Alsop & Co., citizens of
the United States trading in Tacna, Peru, were iu 1857
creditors of a Peruvian merchant of the same place named
Marcos Ortiz, to the amount of $7,592.87"2', and that they, in
common with other creditors, distrusting his solvency, took
the preliminary steps before the proper tribunal, the'' Diputacion de Comercie," to have him declared a bankrupt and his ·
property appropriated to the payment of his debts. They had
progressed so far as to have his shop or store closed by order
of the court, and the effects therein put under seal, pending
the decision of the question of his solvency, when a forcible
political change took place in the government of the department, in virtue of which General Felipe Rivas became prefect
and commandant. Needing money, Rivas requested the court
to sell the property held under its authority and awaiting
judgment, including that of Ortiz, promising on behalf of his
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superiors to pay the proceeds into the court at some future
day to meet whatever claims might be established against
such property. The court, after consultation with the persons claiming to be creditors, declined this proposition, whereupon General Rivas forcibly seized the effects of Ortiz, sold
them, and appropriated the proceeds. Another political
change taking place soon afterward, General Rivas was
supplanted and no account was ever made· by him of the
proceeds of Ortiz's property. On the other hand, it did not
appear that the claim of .Alsop & Co. on the property was
ever judiciaUy established. With the preliminary steps the
judicial proceeding ended, and Ortiz was never declared a
bankrupt. Hence, the commissioners held that his rights
of property were in no way affected by the judicial proceedings; that it was his property that was in the custody of the
court of commerce, and not the property of Alsop & Co. nor
of the other alleged creditors. Nor was there any evidence
to show that if the pro_ceedings against him had beeu carried
out, his property was sufficient to meet the demands against
him, or that Messrs . .Alsop & Co. would have recovered the
whole or any part of their claim. That Ortiz, through the
court which was the custodian of bis effects, was entitled to
redre s from some source, and that, against any amount
which he might recover, his creditors bad a legal aud
equitable claim, was, the commissioners declared, evident.
But in the meantime Messrs . .Alsop & Co. remained bis
creditors, on the same footing as before the proceedings in
bankruptcy were commenced, and before the violent action
of General Rivas. On these grounds tbe commissiouers held
that their claim wa not within the jurisdiction of the tribunal,
· nd di mi ed it1.
The econd claim of Al op & Co., which was dismissed by
the umpir wa for indemnity for lo ses alleged to have been
c u d by a deer e of the ·uperior court of Tacna, revoking a
c rtain cree of n inferior c urt. The um1 ire di mi sed the
· e f, r want of pro f.
mong the document lacking were
in ue i n, and the umpire, while stating that
tu d r
b · mmi i n r. h d informed him that it wa impo ible to
t in hem, tl cl r d th an xaminatfon of them wa nece jud m nt nth merit ' f h claim.
1
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Matthew Crosby, master of the American
whale ship Washington, made a claim for the
seizure of a part of his cargo in the port of Callao in 1848. The articles were subsequently returned, but it
did not appear whether this was done in accordance with a
judicial or an executive order. A week after this seizure the
Washington obtained permission to leave the port, and they
were returned by another vessel. The umpire found that the
seizure was made in accordance with the laws of Peru, on
accouut of Crosby's failure to comply with the customs regulations, and that the claimant consequently was not entitled
to an iudcmnity.1
.
In the year 1854 Dr. Charles Easton, a citiCiaimsofEa.aton, Bar-zen of the United States, w~s engaged in
ney, and Allen. workmg
.
.
.
h e provmce
.
a mme
mt
of A n d a h uaylas, when on the night of the 29th of April 1854 his establishment was attacked and sacked by a body of partisans of
a rebel chieftain then seeking to overthrow the constitutional
government of P~ru. His ·mills were burned, immense stones
were rolled into his mine, his house was robbed of its contents,
and Dr. Easton himself, besides being beaten, received two
gunshot wounds fr·om which he suffered a long and dangerous
illness. While he was thus incapacitated for business, his
mine filled with water, the supports gave way, and the whole
was reduced to ruins. For the losses and injuries thus suffered
by Dr. Easton in person and in property, a claim for indemnity
was presented to the Peruvian Government by the minister of
the United States at Lima. After a somewhat protracted diplomatic discussion of the case, the council of ministers of
Peru admitted the principle of indemnity, and authorized the
minister for foreign affairs to settle the question of the amount.
In accordance with this resolution, the minister for foreign
affairs offered the sum of $5,000, but the minister of the United
States refused to accept it on the ground that it was inadequate as compensation for the personal injuries of the claimant
alone. In due course the claim came before the present commission, and finally before the umpire, the commissioners haviag been unable to agree as to the amount of the indemnity to
be allowed. The claimant asked for $42,010, with interest.
The umpire allowed as principal the sum of $19,000 in current
case of Crosby.

1 As to this case, see Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Crosby, September
6, 1856, and October 31, 1856, MS. Dom. Let. XLVI. 14, 88.
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money, of which $5,000 were for personal ill treatment, and,
as the commissioners reported, he allowed on the principal sum
interest at the rate of 6 per cent.1
The award in favor of William Barney was for the value of
some goods deposited in the custom-house at Lambayequi, and
stolen therefrom while in the custody of the authorities.
The award in favor of ,Joseph S. Allen was for a sum of
money which the Government of Peru 1 by a decree of March
18, 1860, ordered to be paid to the claimant as indemnity for
the injuries done to his ship, the Maid of Orleans, by an accidental cannon shot from the fort at Callao in 1855. The money
was not pai<l. to him in consequence of his failure to present
himself to receive it, and the commissioners, in making their
award, merely "recognized the una<";complished order of the
Peruvian Government."
One of the most important claims presented
The Montano Case. to the commission was that of E. G. Montano,
a citiz:en of Peru, as owner of the Peruvian
bark Eliza. This case had been the subject of much litigation
in the courts, and of a protracted diplomatic correspondence.
On December 16, 1854, and April 16, 1855, the question whether
any valid claim existed against the United States was submitted by Mr. Marcy, then Secretary of State, to the AttorneyGeneral, Mr. Cu hing. Mr. Cushing rendered an extensive
opinion on May 27, 1855.2 The facts in the case are stated in
the opinion as follows:

"It appears that on the 15th of January 1851 the Peruvian
bark Eliza, being bound for San Francisco, took on board a
pilot, one David B. Morgan, by who e unskillfulness or carelessne the bark was stranded on the Tonquin Shoal, in the Bay
of San Francisco.
"It al o appears that Morgan was one of an associated body
of pilot, , acting under the laws of the state of California,
ording t whi h uch pilot are appointed by and subject
h in true ion of a board of commi sioners con titute<l. for
hi am n oth r purpo s, and entitled to receive a , tated
unt f pH _tage ~ e wh n employed, and to d mand half
r m 11 h1pma t r who upon tender refu e their ervi e ,
an i 11
in th pilot e y t m which ha long exi ted
b r par-t f the nite<l. tat , and the 1 gality of which,
n f' ·on itutional 1 wer between the federal aud
rnment , h '
n auctioned by the upreme
I y . Port , rden of Philadelphi , L How.
'tat .
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"It also appears that the owner of the Eliza brought suit
in the district court of the United States for California against
tbe associated pilots for the loss sustained by reason of the
stranding of the Eliza, and on the 24th July 1851 recovered
judgment for such damages as were in proper course of law
ascertained to be due them [him] in the premises, amounting
to $~4,151 damages and $228 costs.
"rt also appears that a writ of execution for the amount of
the ju<lgment and costs was duly issued by the court and
placed in the hands of the marshal, to be satisfied out of any
property of the defendants; that to this end levy was made
on a pilot boat, but the same was not sold in satisfaction of
the execution aud the execution was returned unsatisfied,
because of the judgment creditor refusing or neglecting to
indemnify the marshal; and it doeR not appear that any further
effort has been made to collect the execution from the judgment debtors.
"At this stage of the case Mr. Osma, the minister of the
Peruvian republic in the United States, made application to
the government, soliciting its aid to enable him to recover the
amount of the judgment <;>f the State of California, on the assumption of the liability of the State for the acts of the pilots
established under its laws, and the Secretary of State (Mr.
Webster) so far entertained this novel claim as to transmit
Mr. Osma's note and the papers accompanying it to the governor of California, as a matter for the consideration of that
State. The governor of California, by special message, communicated the documents to the legislature, which body utterly
repelled the idea of any responsibility of the State in the premises; whereupon, the Peruvian Government now prefers the
claim as against the United States."
Discussing the case as thus presented, Mr. Cushing said
that a foreigner sojourning in a country was subject to the
general laws of that country, and, in regard to such private
righ~s as the policy of the country might permit him to enjoy,
was entitled to the protection of the public authorities.
Among European governments, and as between them and the
United States, the supremacy of the local law was recognized,
and such was the general rule among civilized nations. Exceptious to it (apart from special treaty stipulations) had grown
up, chiefly in Spanish America, in consequence of the unsettled
coudition of the new American republics. Great Britain,
France, and the United States had each occasionally assumed,
in behalf of their subjects or citizens in those countries, rights
of interference which neither of them would tolerate at homein some cases from necessity, in others with questionable discretion or justification. In some cases such interference had
5627-Vol. 2--41
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greatly aggravated the evils of misgovernment. 1 Considerations of expediency concurred with all sound ideas of public
law to indicate the propriety of a return to i;nore reserve in
tbis matter as between the Spanish American republics and
tbe United States, and of abstaining from applying to them
any rule of public law which the United States would not admit
in respect of itself.
On the strength of these premises Mr. Cushing proceeded
to inquire, in tbe first place, whether a citizen of the United
States in the same situation as the owner of tbe Eliza would
have any claim for indemnity against the State of California.
He declared that "such a thought is a novus hospes in our jurisprudence." 'fhe law contained full provisions to insure knowledge and skill on the part of professional persons, but the
state no more guaranteed the skill of the pilot than that of
the lawyer or the physician. For injuries resulting from profes ional unskillfulness, the law gave a remedy against the
un 'killful person. It was too clear for argument, said Mr.
Cu ·bing, that if the Eliza bad belonged to a citizen of the
United State he would have had no claim against the State
af California..
Mr. Cushing considered, in the second place, the question
whether there was any claim against the United States. Here
the ground of claim wa that tbe marshal had not recovered
of the judgment debtors the amount of the execution. The
fact tated in the corre pondence did not, said Mr. Ou bing,
enable him to judge whether the marshal had done wrong or
not. If he had not, the fault, if any, was on the side of the
judgment creditor; if he had, the judgment creditor had an
ample remedy at law by suit against the ma,rshaJ. Indeed,
for aught that appeared in the case, the creditor might till
take p yment of hi demand from the judgment debtors. It
wa urg d, however, that a the marshal wa appointed and
1 mi i n d by the Pr ideut of the
nit d State , the govrmn nt m
cuniarily re pon ible to any party aggrie ed
Y hi a ·t . Thi bypotb i wholly mi ·appr bended th
f h in ·titu ion f mod m oci ty. Th . gov rnment
cl c ut. f ju ti
and ju lge and other ffi r , at th
x1 n in ord r that I ar i might have lawful m au
1 bt r o r lamag £ r private injur , and oth rin a lju i tion f th ir private right of p r on or
1
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property; but the government did not insure to every suitor
the successful prosecution of his suit, or become the surety for
the good conduct of the officers of the law, whether such officers were appointed by the United States or by a State. Public officers were of two classes, one employed in the collection
of revenue and the care of public property, who represented
the proprietary interest of the government; the other, who
were the agents of society itself, and were appointed only by
the government in its capacity of parens patr-ice. For the acts
of the former the government held itself responsibie in many
cases, because their acts were performed for the immediate
interest of the government. But for the acts of the latter no
government held itself pecuniarily responsible. It discharged
its duty by providing means to .m ake them personally responsible, and to punish them for malfeasance in office.
There remained, said Mr. Cushing, only the question whether,
in such a matter as that under consideration, a citizen of Peru
had larger rights than a citizen of the United States. He could
not consent that he had. Citizens of Peru were freely admitted into the United States to sojourn, to buy and sell, and to
enjoy all the privileges and ad vantages of alien friends. But
the government had not undertaken to conduct their suits for
them, or to underwrite the engagements which citizens of the
United States might make with them. Incidentally, Mr. Cushing observed that some argument was raised by the Peruvian
minister upon the fact that Mr. Webster bad communicated
the claim to the governor of California. Mr. Webster bad,
said Mr. Cushing, acted upon an imperfect statement of facts.
If the case were otherwise, it could not be admitted that a
declaration, or even an· act, of a head of department, not consummated in the forms of law, devolved pecuniary responsibility on the United States. An idea seemed to be making its
way into the public mind to the effect that if the Department
of State undertook to aid a citizen of the United States in the
pro ecution of a foreign claim and did not succeed, a claim for
damages thereupon arose against the United States. No notion
could be more erroueous. 1 Nor could any doctrine be more
mischievous. For the same or greater reason, the government
could not consent to be responsible in damages to the government of every foreigner in his controversies with citizens of the
United States. It was true that foreign governments, as such,
1

Baron tle Bode v. Regina, Law and Equity Reports, XVI. 14.
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were to deal only with the federal government in a matter of
political controversy with the United States; and it was true
that the line between political and private controversies was
not well defined; but in the present case the question involved
was one of mere private right, in the course of municipal law,
appertaining to the judicial tribunals of the country, which
were as fully open to citizens of Peru as to those of the United
States.
In conclusion, Mr. Cushing expressed the opinion that no
responsibility in the premises attached to the United States,
whether on account of any supposed liability of the State of
California, or of any supposed omission of duty on the part of
the marshal, or of any supposed opinion or declaration of the
Secretary of State, or of any other causes whatsoever.
When the claim came before the present commission the
commissioners differed upon it, and it was referred to General
Herran, the umpire, who rendered a decision on November 2,
1863. Among the papers before the commission there were two
accounts, by one of which the claim appeared to amount to
$188,378.:37, and by the other to $117,771.87. General Herran
accepted, however, as the proper amount of the claim the
amount of the judgment of the district court, especially as the
Peruvian Government had adopted that sum as the basis of
its diplomatic demand. No copy of the judgment was before
the commission, but both parties agreed that it was pronounced,
and there was no controversy in regard to it.
General Herran expressed his concurrence in the view that
the obligation of the nited States to indemnify the claimant
could not be deduced from the judgment of the 0ourt, since
government were not obliged to satisfy judgments against
partie who mi ht be in olvent or evade payment. But govermn nt. wer : be declared, un<ler a duty t,o "admini ter ju tice t their wn itizen or 'ubje ,t , and to tho 'e of ucb other
n tion a may li, ve acquir d the same rights by means of
mbli tr a i . '
n equently the denial of ju ·tice O"av th
ri h
f di1 l m ti· int rv ntion, hough uch intervention
t t b rant d only wb n it i.· evident "that ju ti ·e i
n l hat h ·laimant ha exhau t <l all heir ]eO'al
fi r h ~ uthori i of th · nntry.' J>ur 'ning thi
n ral Herr n aid:
p
r
f r h di. rict urt of < liforni
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cation for the loss he had suffered. The tribunal sentenced the
pilot association to which Morgan belonged to pay to Montano
$24,151.29 and directed the marshal of the district to execute
the judgment. This officer undertook to levy upon the schooner
Rialto as the property of said association, but upon being
informed by some person that he was the owner of that vessel,
that it no longer belongf'd to the pilot association, the marshal
demanded of Montano a bond of indemnity. Montano did not
give the bond, and the marshal, without making further efforts,
returned the writ of execution with the indorsement of nulla
bona.
"The marshal is under obligations to employ all necessary
efforts to execute the writs placed in his hands by the court
upon which he depends, and nothing is more important than
the execution of a judgment. If the marshal had doubts
whether the Rialto were, as was believed, the property of the
pilot association, he ought to have demanded that the title to the
property be shown to him, which was the easiest and surest
way of solving the doubt. He had no right to put upon Montano the responsibility of his proceedings, imposing on him the
burden of furni shing a bond of indemnity, be being, in the case
foreseen by the law, under the necessity of exercising some particular judgment in the fulfilment of his duty. He was respon- .
sible to the party that might be injured and ought to have
proceeded at his peril, and not at that of the other. Refusing
to levy upon the schooner Rialto, which was known as the
property of the licensed pilots' association, of which Morgan
was a member, unless he should be certain that the title had
not been transferred to another party, was on his part an actual
resistance to the order of the court which he ought to have
executed.
"Besides this, he neglected the ·m eans at his disposal in the
sureties of the pilots to which he ought to have resorted; and
to do so it was not necessary that the interested party should
poi11t them out to him, for the existence of those sureties was
known by a public and official act, for they were furnished or
ought to have been furnished in virtue of a law of the state,
with the formalities established by the state government, to
pay damages caused by the ignorance or carelessness of the
pilots, and for that object precisely the court placed the writ in
the hands of the marshal for execution. It is no justification to
this officer that soml·one told him the pilots bad not complied
with the obligation to furnish sureties, for he ought to have
proceeded under the idea that the provisions of the law were
effective. If it had resulted that there were no sureties, the
omission would have been discovered, and the responsibility of
it; and thus alone he would have been in the way of ascertaining
that there was no property upon which to levy in execution of
the judgment of the court. The sentence of the court was not
made effective through the fault of the public officer who was
under obligation to execute it.
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"And in this case the denial of justice is the more palpable
because it is not now a subject for examination and
decision wbetuer his claim be just, but that a writ decreed in
the sovereign name of the country be executed by wbich is
recognized and defined the rights of the aggrieved party who
sought reparation. As he was not able to execute tlie decree
himself, that being the duty of an officer acting under public
authority, the responsibility falls upon the officer upon whom
the Jaw imposes the duty of executing the judgment. Consequently Montano placed the case iu the bands of bis government, who sought justice from the United States for the injured
party. The Secretary of State of the United States accepted
the diplomatic question and recommends the subject to the government of California. It is pretended tbat the Secretary of
State, Mr. Webster, recognized, by bis reply to Mr. Osma, the
obligation claimed by Montano, but I am of the contrary opinion
that Mr. Webster exempted his government from responsibility,
but took means to have justice rendered to Montano-that is to
say, that they should pay who ought to pay-in which, far
from a suming the responsibility of the marshal of California,
be njoined measures for repairing the omission of the federal
officer.
'' The government of California did not heed the recommendation of Mr. Webster, denounced the omission of the marshal,
and on its part did nothing to remedy it. The pilot ervice bad
been regulated by the authority of the State. It did not oblige
captaills of ves els entering the port to employ licensed pilots,
but impo cd on them the obligation to pay a tax to the association. lll compen. atiou for this burden imposed on ve sels,
the State enacted a law that damages caused through fault of
tlie licen ed pilot to tho e vessels whose captains bad employed them sbould be indem11ifi.ed at the co t of the pilotR,
tor ,yhich object suretie were required. The obligations of the
govermnent of tbe State could not be more , olem11-not to pay
it, elf but to can. e the payment by means of the sur ties, which
ught to liave been fumi. b d to its satisfaction. Mr. Web ter
l1acl no pow rt order tlie government of California--be could
11ly r commend: and that wa nfficient for them to take
ff ctual m a m· -~ for r medying the omi ion of the mar hal.
T~1 r wa. no _di c·u. ·io1! , bout a claim of doubtful ju ti e but
of th ·x c:ub n 1 , n 1rrevo able sentenc pron uuced by a
.mp t ·nt tri unal of th
ountry, which ought to l1aye been
h ·liar cl b th ur tie, of the licen ed pil t fnrni b cl to
h m b. It , 1 b rity of 1h gov rnm nt of California-which
.v, • no_ • n fodiff r 11 1_natter for th m, a might hav be n the
',,
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indemnified at the cost of the licensed pilots. This regulation,
which was the same or similar to those which are in force in
almost all ports, gave confidence to captains of vessels, and
justified marine insurance companies in imposing the condition
that vessels which carried insured goods should take licensed
pilots. .An occasion arrived for practically complying with the
regulations, and after the injured party had Ilroved the injuries
by judicial proceedings, to which no objection has been made,
the government of California, far from facilitating by means at
its command compliance with the regulation, employed those
means in opposition.
"The denial of justice being reiterated, the case was returned
to the federal government, and theu Mr. Marcy, Secretary of
·state, and Mr. Cushing, .Attorney-General, objected to the right
of the Peruvian Government to intervene in behalf of Montauo, because be bad not exhausted his legal remedies which
tile laws of the country allowed him equally with its own citizens. But this argument was too late; diplomatic intervention
bad been accepted with the understanding that it was the only
remedy left the claimant for obtaining justice. It was then
that Mr. Marcy, approving the conduct of the marshal and
tbat of the goYernment of Oalifornia, and refusing to take any
measures for removing the obstacles which were in the way of
the execution of an undoubtedly just sentence, assumed the
responsibility in the name of the United States.
"The obligation of a stranger to exhaust the remedies which
nations have for obtaining justice, before soliciting the protection of his government, ought to be understood in a rational
ma1rner, that such obligatiou does not make delusive the rights
of the foreigner. .After Montano bad obtained a definite sentence that a sum of money should be paid him, which the court
determiued as a just indemnification for bis damages aud losses
which he h}1d suffered through the fault of a pilot accredited by
the laws of California, who for the payment of that sum bad
furnished sureties in fulfillment of a law of the State, one ought
to believe that the claimant bad only to put ihe writ in execution to pay the cost. But such was not the case. What Montauo gained by the sentence was the right to bring forward
another complaint; and I believe that be then found himself
obliged to seek from bis government its interference in his behalf. ThiR was at bottom the opinion of Mr. Webster, as shown
in the act of a<lmitting diplomatic intervention without making any objection. .And. General Cass, although he considered
th.1t his pn•decessor bad terminated the controversy, gave it to
be understood in his note to Mr. Olay, dated 17 October 1857,
that bis opinion was not adverse upon the point to which I
allude, to that of Mr. Webster. In one place he says that the
Department of State had manit'est1·d a disposition to give to
the claimant every opportunity to secure bis lost property,
'eveu making the Government of tbe United States responsf
ble if the opinion of Mr. Cui:-11ing had taken that shape.' In
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another place, showing that it did not belong to the Department of State to advise as to the steps the claimant could or
ought to take, for that was the duty of his adviser, it men. tioned as possible, among other things, a petition to Congress.
It appears to me that only under the impression that the claimant bad exhausted the ordinary means of obtaining justice
could General Cass have believed that there was any probability that that step would have resulted favorably to the interested party.
'' I have not taken into consideration the unfortunate circumstances of Montano, to which allusion is made in some of
the documents, as they are not arguments that have any
weight with tbe commission, which is also the case with certain precedei:its which have been quoted. I have formed my
opinion taking for guide and rule the principles of international
law, and making the application of them in the manner which
my conscience bas dictated.
'' Therefore I decide that the claim of Stephen G. Montano
against the United States is valid for the sum of twenty-four
thousand one hundred and fifty-one dollars and twenty-1dne
cents, with interest at the rate of six per cent per annum from
September second A. D.1851, all payable in the current money
of the United States."
This deci ion did not terminate the case, owing to a question which arose as to the effect to be given to the words'' current money" (moneda corriente). When Montano in July 1864
applied to the Government of the United States for his money,
the nominal amount of the award was paid to him in United
States currency, which was worth only about $15,000 in gold.
Montano protested, claiming that he was entitled to receive
gold; and the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations reported a bill to pay him 27,800 in that coin . The bill failed
to pass, and the que tion was referred to the commission whose
history i narrated in the next chapter. By this commis ion
the claimant contention wa u tained, and an award wa
made to him in gold for the unpaid portion of the award of
eneral Herran. 1
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.
PERUVIAN CL.AIMS COMMISSION: CONVENTION
BETWEEN THE UNITED ST.ATES .AND PERU OF
DECEMBER 4, 1868.
.After the termination of the commission
· narrat ed m
· th e prece d"mg
wh ose h"1st ory 1s
ti.on.
chapter, claims against Peru continued to
arise, growing out of the unsettled condition of affairs in that
country, a condition which, though primarily due to domestic
strife, was in time aggravated by the war with Spain. For
the purpose of bringing these claims to "a speedy and equitable settlement," the two governments entered into a new convention, which was signed at Lima, December 4, 1868. The
ratifications were exchanged at the same place on the 4th of
the following June. In its general provisions the new convention closely followed that between the United States and
Great Britain of February 8, 1853, an instrument which, as we
have more than once bad occasion to observe, Mr. Seward, by
reason of the happy results of the London commission, adopted
as the model of his claims treaties. It provided for the appointment of two commissioners, one by the President of the
United States, and the other by the President of Peru; and
for the appointment of an umpire by the commissioners. Lima
was adopted as the seat of the commission.
We have seen that the jurisdiction of the
Jurisdiction of the
. .
. wit
. h P eru
• •
comm1ss10n
un d er th e convent10n
Comm1ss1on.
of 1863 did not extend to any claim which bad
not been presented to the Department of State at Washington,
or the department of foreign affairs at Lima, as the case
might be, prior to 'the exchange of the ratifications of that
convention, which took place on April 18, 1863. By the new
convention it was agreed that the commission organized thereunder should not have jurisdiction of claims" arising out of any
New Claims
. Conven-
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transaction of a date prior to the 30th of November 1863."
The effect of this stipulation was to exclude from the jurisdiction of the new commission claims which might have arisen
during, or even several mon tbs before, the sessions of the
commission of 1863. This exclusion probably was due to inadvertence; but it ran an through the convention, which in
another place limited the retrospective jurisdiction of the new
commission to claims which bad been "presented to either
government for its interposition since the sittings of the said
mixed commission," the commission of 1863. Such being the
retrospective operation of the new convention, its prospective
operation extended to any claims which should be presented
to the commissioners within two months from the day of their
first meeting; but the commissioners were authorized to
extend this period for a month in any case in which reasons
for delay should be established to their satisfaction, or to that
of the umpire. 1
. .
The commissioners were required to meet at
Orgaruzation
• ear 1ies
· t convemence
·
" aft er
. •of the L'1ma ·, 'at th eu
Commiss1on.
they had been respectively named, and "to
examine and decide upon every claim within six months from
the day of their first meeting." They met at Lima September
4, 1869. The American commissioner was Mr. Michel Vidal,
of Louisiana, who was appointed by President Grant July 14,
1869.2 The Peruvian commissioner was Mr. Luciano Benjamin
Cisneros, assistant attorney-general of Peru. The commissioners jointly subscribed a declaration by which they bound
themselves: in the language of the convention, impartially and
carefully to e amine and decide to the best of their judgment
and according to justice and equity, without fear, favor, or
affection to their re pective countries, all the matters referred
to them for their deci ion.
Mr. L ui L. de Arze was appoiuted as clerk on the part of
th
tate by the American commissioner, and Mr.Juan
a tor a. clerk on the part of Peru by the Peruvian
Y
e
o
o
commi
tb pa
acting

rwi
wbi h w
euted
tim
be am barred. (Mr. Fish,
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commissioner. They were directed to make up the records of
the commission.
At subsequent sessions Mr. Francisco Garcia Calderon appeared with authority from the charge d'affaires of the United
States in Lima as agent of the United States, and Mr. Jose
Simeon Tejeda appeared with a commission from the minister
for foreign affairs in a similar capacity for Peru.
On and after October 11, 1869, the meetings of the commission were held at the Palace of Justice, Hall of the Lawyer's
College.
It has been pointed out that the commissionSelection of Umpires. ers were required to name some third person
to act as umpire. But it was also provided
that if they should not be able to agree on the name of such
third person they should each name a person of a third nation,
and that iu each and every case in which they might differ in
opinion as to the decision which they ought to give it should
be determined by lot which of the two persons so named
should be the umpire in that particular case. Being unable to
agree on one person, the commissioners resorted to the alternative provision. Mr. Vidal named as umpire Mr. Federico
Augusto Elmore, a British subject, while Mr. Cisneros named
Mr. Teodoro Valenzuela, the Colombian minister at Lima. They
both accepted the trust, and appeared and subscribed the
requisite declaration.
On the 8th of October 1869 the commisProceedings of the .
l
.
s10uers
a dopte· d rues
an d regulat10ns,
and
• .
Comnuss1on.
took into consideration the mode of notifying
claimants of their meetings and of the time within which
claims must be presented. They finally decided severally to
notify their governments of the time and place of the meeting
of the commission, and directed the secretaries or clerks to
publish a notice to claimants in the daily papers of Lima, in
English and in Spanish.
The hours of meeting of the commission were from 1 to 4
o'clock p. m. till December 22, 1869, when they were changed
to the hours of from 2 to 5 o'clock p. m.
On November 29, 1869, the commissioners received a letter
from the United States legation appointing Dr. Ricardo Ortiz
de Zeballos as assistant agent on the part of the United States
for the purpose of advocating a particular claim-that of A.
Rosenwig and others-pending before the commission.
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On a certain occasion the charge d'affaires of the United
States at Lima sent directly to the umpire some papers relating to a case which was then pending before him. The
umpire sent them to the agent of the United States, who_:filed
them before the commission, and the commissioners amended
their ruleR so as to require all documents relating to claims to
be presented in their office and :filed by one of the secretaries.
On February 1, 1870, nearly five months after the :first
meeting of the commissioners, memorials were presented in
relation to the claims of Henry Curtis and John Gillis against
Peru. The commissioners ordered the memorials to be filed,
with the understanding that the commission reserved the
right to decide at the next meeting whether the claims could
be received and adjusted without violating the letter of the
convention. The commissioners subsequently decided that
they could not be, and they were dismissed.
At their session on February 3 the commissioners resolved
that the notices of award which they had sent to their
respective governments were to be treated merely as notices
to the governments, and not as documents to be used by the
claimants or any other persons, entitling the owner or bearer
to receive the whole or any part of the amount awarded. At
the same time they agreed upon a formal certificate of award
to be given to each claimant, and resolved, with respect to it,
'' that for every claimant to whom sums of money were or will
be accorded by the commissioners or one of the umpires of this
mixed commission, such a document as above described will
be drawn up, signed by both commissioners, sealed with the
eal of the commis ion, dated on the day on which the claim
wa decided upon, and deposited in the legation of the United
tate of merica at Lima if the award is to be paid by the
Government of eru, and in the legation of the Peruvian Government at Wa hington if the award is to be paid by the
G vernment f the United tate of America."
On December 27, 1869, the commis ion reAppointment or a.
• l
l
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and subscribed the requisite declaration. A special order was
made by the commission specifying the cases in which he was
to act and the time of taking them up.
On several occasions Mr. Vidal urged upon
Principles of
his colleagues the desirableness of departiug
Decision.
in the decision of cases from strict rules of
law, and of acting rather upon the principle of conciliation.
Thus, on February 8, 1870, he took up with Dr. Pino the claims
of Francis Lafontaine Grannan, Michael F. Eggart, and Alfred
Lepoint, as to which they were unable to agree. They decided to refer the cases to one of the umpires, but after they
bad come to this decision they caused to be made in the record
the following entry:
"They fthe commissioners]" came to an agreement, both
resolving by common accord that in order that the spirit of
harmony of the convention of the 4th of December 1868 should
be realized, it be awarded to Francis Lafontaine Grannan as an
equitable indemnity the sum of 7,000 Peruvian silver soles,
which the Peruvian Government will pay; to Michael F. Eggart the sum of 11,000 Peruvian silver soles, and to Alfred
Lepoint the sum of 3,900 Peruvian silver soles, which the
Peruvian Government will also pay.
"Both the commissioners stating that they will respect and
give force to the opinions which they may, respectively,
have emitted in the votes which they Lave expressed in writing; they declare that this equitable decision will leave standing in all its provisions what has been agreed upon in the
eighth article of the American and Peruvian convention, which
says: 'The High Contracting Parties declare that this convention shall not be considered as a precedent obligatory upon
them, and that they remain in perfect liberty to proceed in the
manner that may be deemed most convenient regarding the
diplomatic claims that may arise in the future."'
On the 11th of February Messrs. Vidal and Pino took up the
claim of H. Milligan against Peru for 327,000 soles, as damages
for the alleged arbitrary revocation by the Peruvian Government of a contract granted to an American company, represented by the claimant, to build and own for a number of
years a macadamized tramway between Callao and Lima and
a horse railroad on several streets of the latter city. The
Peruvian special commissioner contended that the .p rimitive
grantees, having transferred their rights to other parties, in
violation of an article of the contract, before the road was
constructed, lost their right to sue the government; also, that
having, by one of the articles of the contract, bound themselves to refer all matters of difference between themselves
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and other parties to the courts of Peru, they had no right to
appeal to the mixed commission. The American commissioner
contended that the article in regard to the transfer of the road
did not affect the case of Milligan, who became a shareholder
under a provision of the contract which authorized the grantees to issue stock in order to raise funds; and also that, by declaring the contract null and void, the Peruvian Government
had deprived itself of the benefit of the article by which the
company was bound to refer all differences with other parties
to the Peruvian courts. Having thus failed to agree, the commissioners had resolved to refer the case to one of the umpires,
when Mr. Vidal again urged upon Dr. Pinto the principle of
conciliation, with the result that they made an award in favor
of the claimant for the sum of 75,000 Peruvian silver soles.
In like manner Mr. Vidal wrestled with the regular Peruvian
commissioner, Mr. Uisneros, urging upon him the considerations that the commission " was not a severe tribunal of
justice," and that by the convention its decisions were not to
be regarded as obligatory precedents. In this spirit it was
agreed that the claims of S. Crosby & Co., A. Rosenwig, and
R. Hardy, which had been returned by the umpire to the commission, and in respect of which new document s had been presented, should be disposed of by the commissioners. "In virtue of this agreement," as the record states, Messrs. Vidal and
Cisneros agreed upon awards in favor of the claimants in the
cases of S. Orosby & Co., Adolphe Rosenwig (No. 1), Richard
Hardy, Frank Isaacs, Thomas J. Clark, Santiago C. Montjoy,
Adolph Ro enwig (No. 2, ship Tudor), and Uharle Weile.
They agreed to di mi the claims of Peter V. Hevner, Abraham Wendell, Mrs. Fidelia C. Byers, Rollin Thorne, Heury
Curti , John Gilli , and Mrs. Reye de Cox.
Thu out of the thirty-six claims against the United States
the commi ioner di po ed of all but three. There was but
ne cl im ag iu t the United States, and it wa referred to
r. 1 lm re a umpir .
The commi sioners on Decemb r 15, 1 60
Rate or Exchange. mad the following order in r latiou to the rat
of e ·cllange t be applied to the award of th
· mmi i n:

AS T TIIE RA'l'E OF EXCHANGE
D,' WIIICII
Y BE MADE BY
MPIRES.

m

lv that in the awar l whi h
11 umpire the word dollar
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will mean the United States of America gold dollar, and the
word sol the Pern vian silver sol, and no other kind of money
will be mentioned in the decisions besides the American gold
dollar and the Peruvian silver sol. They further establish the
relative rate of payments of those same awards in the metallic currency of the respective countries of the United States
of America and Peru at one sol and eight centavos to the
United States gold dollar.
"Copies of the above resolution shall be transmitted by the
secretaries to -e very one of the arbitrators and counsel, and to
the governments of the United States and Peru."
February 26, 1870, the commission adjourned
Mr. Vidal's Report. sine die, all the business before it having been
finally disposed of. On the same day Mr.
Vidal made the following report of the results of its proceedings:
" MIXED COMMISSION OF THE
"UNITED STATES AND PERU,

''Lima, February 26, 1870.
"SIR: The mixed commission of the U njted States of
America and P eru having discharged the duties imposed upon
them by the convention of D1,cember 4, 1868, the undersigned,
commissioner 011 the part of the United States of America,
has the honor to report that the following claim was presented
against the U uited States of America:
Esteban Guillermo Montano . . ____ . ________ . ____ .. ____ ....... $120, 600. 00

"In respect to which the commissioners being unable to
agree, Umpire ·Elmore made the award of 57,040 American
gold dollars, 1 to be paid by the United States of America to
said Esteban Guillermo Montano.
"The following claims were presented on
Claims Against Peru. the part of citizens of the United States of
America against Peru, viz : 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
1

Ruden & Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $203, 662. 31
George Hill . ............................................
30,592.59
Richard T. Johnson .... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 21, 725. 92
Fra n cis L. Grannan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29, 730. 55
Michael T. Eggart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55, 000. 00
Alfred Lep oint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19, 572. 92
Henry Milligan .................................... _ . . . . 302, 777. 77
S. Crosb y & Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 13,990.89
Adolphe Rosen wig (No. l) ............. __ ...... . ...... ..•
13,272.86
Rich ard H ardy ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 672. 37
l! rauk I saa.cs ............................ ·.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
12, 828. 14
Thomas J. Clark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22, 129. 81
Santiago Cobb Montjoy.................................
17, 24-0. 74

62,000 P eruvian silver soles.
The amounts st ated in th e following list are in United States gold.
The nominal amount of all the claims against P eru, in P eruvian silver,
was 1,271,179.16 soles.
2
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11.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Adolphe Rosen wig (No. 2) .............................. . $36,907.42
Charles W eile ....•..... __ .............................. .
46,279.62
Peter .i!'. Hevner ............................. _......... ~
6,256.59
72,222.22
Abraham Wendall ................. .......... .......... .
31,645.18
Fidelia C. Byers ..................... •...... ............
Rollin Thorne .......................•................... 236,501.48
20. Henry Curtis ............... .. ....... .....•... ...........
21. John Gillis ............................................ ..
22. Maria Reyes de Cox ....... -----· ..•.....................

"Of the above claims the last seven were either disallowed
or dismissed by the commissioners for the following reasons:
"Claims Nos. 20, 21, and 22 were dismissed for being presented to the commission beyond the time allowed by article 3
of the convention of December 4, 1868.
'' Claim No. 19 was dismissed, the commission having found
that the claimant, an American citizen, had substit11ted himself for a Peruvian citizen who was the true claimant, in order
to enjoy the privilege of having the case, already lost before
the courts of Peru, adjusted by the commission.
"Claim No. 18 was dismissed as arising out of a transaction
of a date prior to the 30th of November 1863, and being, therefore, one of the cases which the commission could not adjust,
by virtue of article 2 of the convention.
" Claim No. 17 was disallowed by the commission for being
prima f acie a groundless one.
" Claim No. 16 was disallowed for being one of those claims
which, in the opinion of the commissioners, neither the United
States of America nor Peru would willingly allow an international court to adjust.
"Of the :fifteen other claims, Nos. 1 and 2
Awards against
were adjusted by Umpire Valenzuela, No. 3 by
Peru.
Umpire .Elmore, and the other twelve by the
commissioners. The following awards were respectively made:
$7,099.1 8
5,555.55
10,629.62
6,481.48
10,185.18
3,611.11
69, 444. 44
9,259.25
2,314. 1
2,314. 1
2,777.77
4,166.66
10, 1 5.1
17,9 -.1
32,407.40

Total .......... ... __.. ___ . ___ . _. _.. _. __ . _.. ________ _ 194-, 417. 62 1
1

- - - - - - - -- - - - -

The awar in P ruvia.n ilver soles were, in the order above tated, as
Hlow : (1) 7 6 .i-; (2) ,000 · (3) 11,4 O; (4) 7,000; (5) 11,000; (6) 3,900;
(7) r,
· < ) 1, ; (9) 2 500· (10) 2,-00; (11 ) 3,ooo; (12) 4,.-oo; (13)
11,000; (11) 1 124-; (1-) 3-,0 =209, 71.15 oles. ( ee . Ex. Doo. 81, 41
'ong. d ses .)
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"By virtue of article 4 of the convent.i on of December 4,
1868, all those awards shall be paid within four months after
the date of the decision. It is therefore important to state
that"No. 1 claim was adjusted on the 18th of January.
"No. 2 claim was adjusted on the 20th of January.
"No. 3 claim was adjusted on the 22d of January.
'' Nos. 4, 5, and 6 claims were adjusted on the 8th of February.
"No. 7 claim was adjusted on the 11th of February.
'•Nos. 9 to 15 claims were adjusted on the 12th of February.
"Nos. 16 to 22 claims were dismissed and disallowed 14th of
February.
"The award in favor of Estaban Guillermo Montano was
made on the 25th of February.
"The undersigned respectfully calls attenProtests.
tion to two protests he made on the 20th of
January last; one of those in relation to the
appointment by the Peruvian Government of an assistant commissioner, which was regarded as being contrary to the letter ·
and spirit of Article I. of the convention of December 4, 1868.
The other protest originated from an irregularity in the proceedings of the court, which irregularity was, in the American
commissioner's opinion, the cause that the award made to
Ruden & Uo. was, _b y more than one hundred thousand dollars,
below the :figure it would otherwise have reached.
~ t . J . di
"In connection with the matter, the underDeiec s m uns c- .
. t ou t an
t·
s1gne d wou Id t a k e th e 11·b ert.y to pom
ion.
oversight which he noticed in article 2 of the
convention of December 4, 1868, and in consequence of which
the commission was debarred of the right to adjust the claim
of a worthy lady, an American citizen by birth, Mrs. Fidelia C.
Byers. By virtue of article 2 of the convention of 1868, no
claim arising out of a transaction prior to the 30th of November 1863 was admissible. On the other hand, it was stated in
the treaty of 1863 that no claim could be presented to the commission of 1863 arising from facts posterior to the 18th of April
1863.1 The consequence is that none of the claims originating
between the latter date and the 30th of November 1863 could
be presented to either commission.
"Mrs. Byers's claim was one of those cases, for it arose out of
a judgment rendered by a Lima court on the 25th of November
1863; that is to say, only two days before the mixed commission then sitting at Lima adjourned. Mrs. Byers was then at
Arequipa, and with all possible diligence it would have taken
her at least a month before she could have received the news
of that decision and repaired at once to Lima. But had she
been in that city on the 25th of November, yet she could not, ·
by virtue of the convention of 1863, have presented her claim
1

This statement is not quite accurate.

5627-Vol. 2-42

See aitpra.
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to the then sitting commission. The undersigned begs to be
excused for expatiating on that subject, but really that widow
having nothing to support her family but what she can earn by
teaching, did not expect till the very last hour she would find
herself deprived of all hopes of ever having the means to come
back to her native country in consequence of an error in the
convention.
"Most, if not all, of the claimants and other
The Bar of th e persons connected with the commission, after
Convention.
_
reading article 5 of the convention of 1868,
came to the erroneous conclusion that all claims arising out of
any transaction of a date prior to the 4th of June 1869, whether
such claims were presented or not, whether they were granted
or dismissed, were to be considered and treated as finally settled,
barred, and therefore inadmissible, not only by future commissions, but also by the courts of either country.
'' It is evident that such can not be the meaning of that article, for the high contracting parties had no authority to deprive
claimants of their legal means of redress before the ordinary
courts of the country where the transactions took place, and,
had they that right, they would not use it.
.
'' The wrong inflicted by that article interpreted in that light
would be so much the greater that, considering the distance
between Peru and the United States, the lack of good postal
arrangements in Peru, and the very short period given to claimants to pre ent their papers to the commission, it was utterly
impo ible for a few of them to file their memorials before the
4th of December 1 69.
"One Captain Harriman, whose hip was attached in Callao,
and who wa out in Europe when he first heard of the commission then sitting at Lima, i , with claimants Nos. 20, 21, and 22,
the victim of article 3, in which it i said that no claim could
under any circum tances be prosecuted after the 4th of December 1869.
"Other per ons there were whose claims, though without the
juri di tion of the commi sion to which they were submitted,
may nevertb les be founded in law as well as equity. The
und r ·ign d would therefore re pectfully ~mggest that the
A:m ri an l ga :i.011 at Lima be in tructed to get from the Peruvian_ v rnm ut the document in support of claim <l.i mis ed
or d1 llo d wh n the proper parties apply for them.
.
.
"Th fir t e sion of the commi ion took
• SesS1ons and Exla· u the 4th of September 1 69, and the
la on th 26th of February 1870. B tween
h
mmi ion held 79 se ions, and in the
. .
. . n for tran lati n , copying <loch ·hrn n ti
nd ther it m amounted to 1 370
·1 .., · :- , whi h in c city where m n who know how
' r1
r
n rall r b t r r muner ted than anyn id red a a ry moderat figure.
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"The total expenses of the commission amount to 14,033 1.1030
soles, or $1~,993.63, and as the commission of 5 per cent on the
awards will amount to but $12,572.88, the United State,s Government will have to contribute for their share $210.37 to defray these expenses, according to article 6 of the convention.
''Montano's claim, which originated from a
.
The Montano Claim. difference of opinion in regard to the true
meaning of a special sentence in the decision
of the umpire of the commission of 1863, seems to be doomed
by a kind of fatality to beget new claims every time a commission bas adjusted it. Umpire Elmore, to whom the claim was
referred this last time, stated in his decision that his award to
Montano was 6~,000 soles, or 57,040 .American gold dollars.
Now, our dollar being worth 1 sol and eight cents, it follows
tha,t 62,000 soles are worth $57,407.40; but the commissioners,
unwilling to open tbe door once more to that phrenix-like claim,
decided to put the award at $57,040 only in their official docket
and the cerWicate, and never mention the 62,000 soles. It is
to be hoped that Mr. Montano wi11 not peer out once more, ten
to fifteen years hence, with a claim against our government for
$367.40 with interest, compensation for deprivation of profits,
indemnity for loss of time in prosecuting his claim, traveling
expenses, etu. 1
"The report of the commissioner on the part
Acknowledg~ents of of the United States would be incomplete
Courtenes.
without an acknowledgment of the many obligations he is under to the gentlemen of the United States legation at Lima, for ready assistance in the discharge of his duties,
as well as to the Executive of Peru, and all the gentlemen
connected with the commission, for numerous indications of
the courteous hospitality extended to him and the unboundad
admiration professed for his country.
"All of which is respectfully submitted.
.

"M. VIDAL,

"Commissioner on the part of the United States of
America, of the .American a,nd Peruvian Mixed Commission.
'' To the Hon. the SECRETARY OF STATE,
"Washington, D. G."
In his report Mr.Vidal states 'that claim.No.
17, of Abraham Wendell against Peru," was
disallowed by the commission for being prima
f acie a groundless one." It appeared that the Government of
Peru, wishing to have a second bridge built at Lima, across
the Rimm, soiicited in the Peruano sealed proposals for its
Claim of Wendell.

1 As to the final payment of the money, see Mr. Adee, Second Assistant
Secretary, to Mr. Hevner, December 4, 1891, MS. An appropriation for the
payment of the .final award was made by Congress July 15, 1870.
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construction. The claimant, replying to this invitation, offered
to build the bridge within twenty months for a price at which,
according to his own statement, he would have made a net
profit of a hundred thousand soles. The government did
not give him the contract, and he came to the commi.ssion
to obtain, through its action, the profits of which he alleged
that he was thus deprived. He did not, however, claim the
whole of the 100,000 soles; but, desirous of proving his moderation, asked for only 75,000 soles for the loss of profits,
and added a demand for 3,000 soles for the cost of the plans
accompanying bis sealed proposal, in all 78,QOO soles. The
claim was ably argued on both sideR; but when the commissioners conferred upon it they agreed that it was not founded
in equity, though at first the United States commissioner was
unwilling to reject it altogether. It seemed that the government had promised to award the building of the bridge to
the lowest bidder; that Wen dell was the lowest bidder; and
that he was ready to give the security required by the government for the faithful execution of the contract; why, therefore,
was not the work given to him! Subsequently, however, the
commissiouers received from the claimant himself a copy of
the number of the Peruano (the official organ of the Peruvian
Government) in which were published all the sealed proposals
received for the building of the bridge. A perusal of the paper
convinced the commissioners that the claimant was not the
lowe t bidder, and that his proposal was not in conformity with
the requirements of the official invitation; and they accordingly disallowed the claim.
In Mr. Vidal's report it is stated that claim
Claim of Hevner. No. 16, of Peter F. Hevner against Peru, was
di allowed a one "which, in the opinion of the
commi ' ioner , neith r the United tates of America nor Peru
uld willingly allow an iuternational court to adju t." The
laim and it, final di po ition were stated by the commissioner
in th record of their proceedings a follow :
' 1 im for ork done for Peruvian war vessels in 1 64. This
allao claim about which, in the absence of
a _n f .h
·uffic1 nt vid nc , it was
difficult for the commis ioners to
com to n gr em nt. A circum tance occurred in the ca e
of hi ·l iman ten ing to r nder bi claim till more ob cure
han he th r .
h cl im nt
. Io nwi , . ro by Oo.,
.
r_dy nd . . . l rk had filed in heir r p ctive ca e
m kmd f videnc more or le s ati factory; for h y ither
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had the vouchers signed by the person who bought from th~m
the material for the Peruvian war vessels or they filed copies
of their books certified by the United States consul at Uallao.
But the house of Peter Hevner being destroyed by fire some
time before his claim was presented, he could not file any documents whatever in support of bis case, and the commission was
in the unpleasant dilemma either to disallow the claim, perhaps
unjustly, or to make an award on the mere assertion of a person
entirely unknown to the commissioners.
"January 27. The agent of Peru filed on that day a mass of
evidence relative to all those Callao claims, tending to prove
that they were all of them considerably exaggerated. .Among
the number of the papers presented on that occasion to the
commission there was a bill presented by Hevner with a
voucher. That bill was for 395 pesos and 20 cents, and that is
all the commissioners could find to support a claim of 6,757
soles and 20 cents.
"February 14. The commissioner on the part of the United
States was at first of opinion that this claim should be allowed
to its full extent; but when it was proved that it was greatly
exaggerated, he changed bis mind and consented to have it
considerably reduced. Lastly, when both commissioners examined the papers together, they found that the claimant bad not
sold anything to the government, but that his bill was only
for work done at his sawmill for the Peruvian war vessels. In
consequence of the principle adopted by them, to adjust no
claim for work done for the Peruvian war vessels while Peru
was at war with a power at the time at peace with the United
States, they to-day disallow the claim."
In the foregoing case reference is made to
Claims of Rosenwig
.
.
and others.
the claims of A. Rosenw1g, S. Crosby & Co.,
R. Hardy, and T. J. Clark. The claims of
Rosenwig, Crosby, and Hardy were discussed together in
opinion by the United States commissioner. It appeared that
in 1864 the Government of Peru, in expectation of an attack
on Callao by a Spanish squadron, ordered the construction of
a monitor called the Victoria, and of some torpedoes, and directed the ship Loa, of the Peruvian navy, to be turned into
an ironclad. The execution of these orders was committed to
Mr. G. S. Backus, the state engineer, who bought large quantities of material from Callao merchants, among whom were
the claimants in question. With this material the work was
done, and when the Spanish squadron made its attack the
vessels and torpedoes were used by the Peruvian forces. Subsequently the claimants presented bills to the Peruvian Government for the materials furnished by them. The orders for
the work in which the materials were used were made by
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the government of General Pezet. In time this government
was overthrown, and the succeeding government, that of Mr.
Prado, refused to pay the bills. The Prado government was
in turn overthrown, and on June 19, 1867, its successor issued
a decree in which it was substantially declared that the government was not responsible for Mr. Backus's purchases, that
it had already paid a large sum on them, and that it would
pay nothing more. The commissioners :finaJly compromised
the claims.
The claim of Thomas J. Clark was for work done, as well as
for materials furnished, upon vessels of the Peruvian navy.
The claim for work was disallowed, but an award was made
on account of the materials. The claim for wor~ was disallowed (1) because it was shown to have been unsatisfactory,
and (2) because it was a matter within '' the exclusive juris- ·
diction: of the courts of the country."
The claims against Peru, referred to in the
Cases Nos. 4, 5, 6, 11,
.
fi ll
13, 14, and 15. margm, were as o ows:
No. 4, F. L. Grannan, for ill treatment and
losses during the riots at Batan Grande, Lambayeque, January
13, 1868, as described in Johnson's case, below.
No. 5, Michael F. Eggart, for injuries and losses in the revolutionary disturbances at Chiclayo, as described in the case of
Hill, below.
No. 6, Alfred Lepoint, for losses and injuries in a riot.
o. 11, Frank Isaacs, for the plundering of two cigar stores
at Lima by a mob on the morning of ovember 6, 1865. It
SPems that the mob wa attacking the presidential mansion,
and that the hots tired by the soldiers who were defending
that building did great damage to the store . The soldiers in
qu tion were defeated, and the mob then broke into and plund r d the tore .
o. 13
· go obb Montjoy, for lo , es suffered in consect of the local authorities at Lambayeque in
er from his rice plantation.
·
d States con ul.
m 3, hip Tudor), for damages
action: The Engli h ship
rt of the Peruvian Govunk in the road. tead of
1 at ublic aucti u. The
h
i
ppropriate or de troy the
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guano, but afterward ordered him to remove the ship within
fifteen days, as it endangered navigation. Rosen wig answered
that he would raise the ship as soon as the government should
take away the cargo. The government replied that it would
take the cargo away as soon as the ship was afloat. The discussion proceeded for some time on this line, and neither ship
nor cargo was raised.
No. 15, Charles Weile, for· wrongful arrest and imprisonment. Weile, while United States consul at Tumbes, interfered to aid or protect a Peruvian woman who was :fighting
with her husband, and, as Peru alleged, dealt the husband a
nearly fatal blow with his cane. For this act Weile was
arrested and imprisoned, but he escaped before his trial was
:finished, and fled the country. It was alleged on the part of the
United States that the wound on the husband's head was inflicted by the wife; that W eile's arrest was illegal, and without
a warrant, and that the consular office was broken into in order
to effect it. The Peruvian commissioner was opposed to awarding a large sum, though he was willing to allow something.
The United States commissioner "insisted on the importance
of giving a decision which would, by the magnitude of the
award, show the local authorities how wrong it is for theip to
act in a hasty manner when the liberty and honor of the consul
of a friendly power are concerned."
The cases enumerated and described in this section were, as
has been seen, disposed of by the commissioners on the principle of conciliation. The amounts awarded appear by Mr.
Yidal~s ·report.
ln October 1869 Alexander Ruden, a citizen
Case of Ruden & Co. of the United States and a partner in the
firm of Ruden & Co., of Paita, presented to
the commission, as a partner in and a representative of the
· firm, a claim for indemnity for the burning and destruction of
the plantation of Errepon, in the department of Lambayeque,
by an armed mob, January 14, 1868. Upon the merits of the
claim the commissioners differed. The United States commis- ·
aioner thought that the claim should be allowed in full. The
Peruvian commissioner thought that it should be dismissed;
but that, if it should be held to be well founded, only so much
of it should be allowed as represented the interest of Alexander Ruden in the firm, the other members of which were not
citizens of the United States. The case was referred to
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Umpire Valenzuela, who, January 18, 1870, rendered a decision. He considered the case under three heads:
1. Was the claim duly presented,
2. Was the Government of Peru responsible for the injuries Y
3. If so, what sum should be allowed,
On these points the umpire held1. That the claim was properly before the commission. It
appeared that on February 14; 1868, Alexander Ruden presented a memorial to the executive power, making a claim for
damages. On October 7, 1869, no decision upon the memorial
having been made, the government returned the papers to
him, with a resolution in which it was declared that the return
of the papers was not to be understood as an act by which
the government submitted the case to the mixed commission,
which was then in session. The umpire held, however, that
the jurisdiction of the commission was not dependent on the
will of either of the governments, and that the claim was
properly presented.
But the umpire observed that Ruden presented himself
before the commission not as the representative of his own
personal interest, but as a partner in and representative of
the ,firm of Ruden & Co., which consisted of Alexander Ruden,
a citizen of the United States, and Jose Pablo Escobar, a
citizen of New Granada, as equal partners. The American
commissioner had endeavored to show that Ruden could appear
and repre ent the company as an American company. The
umpire held otherwise. "If," he declared, ''it may be said
that bu iness firms have a nationalty, such nationality i~ that
of the country in whose territory they r~side, under whose
law they have been formed, and by wl.Jich they are governed."
The ca e mi ht, indeed, be different in regard to a company
und r a national charter; but the mere as 'umption of a name
uld not give a firm nationality. The umpire therefore held
that nly Rud n. individual intere t in the firm was properly
£ r • h c mmi ion.
to he qu ·ti n of Peru' re pon ibility, the umpire
r d hat government were bound to extend to foreigners
m ure of protection a they owed to their own
itiz n and n m r . But a ov rnment and it agent could
n , ith u ·n ·urring re pon il>ility, refu e to pr te t foreignr r mi t puni h tho who injur d them. t wa hown
h
nu r 1 , 1 6 , th inhabitant. f otupe in aded
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the plantation of Errepon, and burned the buildings and
fences; that on February 14, 1868, Ruden appealed to the executive power and demanded an indemnity, at the same time
charging guilty omission on the part of the authorities; that
the executive power two weeks later asked the prefect of the
department for a report, and that the prefect oraered the subprefect to make one; and that the latter on May 22, 1868,
reported that Errepon had been burned, but that he could not
then go_to the pfantation and ascertain the value of the property burned, as the roads were bad. No further steps were
taken by the authorities till, three months afterward, the prefect, urged on by Ruden, directed the subprefect to make another report; but in reply to this order, the first report, which
was deficient and passionate, was merely rep~ated. In July
1868 the executive power, without having come to any decision,
sent the papers to one of the government attorneys. A third
petition of Ruden met the same fate, having been held without
action for fourteen months. The facts were not investigated,
nor were the guilty parties prosecuted. An order was indeed
given for an investigation, but it was avoided. The judicial
authorities, when appealed to for an investigation of Ruden's
claim, refused to entertain it, on the ground that an executive
order had forbidden the trial of suits against the treasury.
And while justice was thus denied, it was charged that the
local authorities were concerned in the attack on the plantation. A report of the consular body, drawn up at the place,
declared that the burning of estates, both native and foreign,
at the time and place in question, was committed by armed
forces under the command of officers. On all these grounds
the umpire held Peru liable for the burning.
3. For the reasons above stated, the umpire decided that the
commission was not competent to decide on the claims of Jose
Pablo Escobar, as a partner in the firm of Ruden & Co., but
that an indemnity should be paid to Ruden to the amount of
$7,099.18.
George Hill, an American citizen, worked as
Case of George Hill. a carpenter at Chiclayo, Peru, in the establishment of a Mr. Solt~ by whom he was employed.
In December 1867 the village, which had been seized by a revolutionary party, was besieged by government forces. On the
night of January 6, 1868, Hill, fearing the vengeance of those
who charged him with being in sympathy with the besiegers,
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set out with a few friends to a neigh boring village, when he was
fired on by a company of cavalry belonging to the revolutionary forces, and brought back as a prisoner to Chic1ayo. Here
he was thrown into prison for three days, without food or medical attendance. The house of Mr. Solf, in which there were
$2,000 in gold belonging to Hill, was robbed by the revolutionary party, and then destroyed. The commissioners disagreed as to the responsibility of the government of Peru for
the acts of the revolutionary party, which subsequently became
the ruling party. The umpire, Mr. Valenzuela, decided that
Peru was not responsible for the loss of the $2,000, but
awarded the claimant.6,000 Peruvian silver soles for personal
ill treatment and loss of health and work.
. Richard T. Johnson, a citizen of the United
Case of R. T. Johnson. States, claimed 23,000 soles from Peru for the
destruction of his property, an attempt to murder him, and blows and ill treatment causing permanent injuries.
The acts complained of were committed on January 13, 1868,
in the province of Lam bayeque. The commissioners differed
as to liability of the Peruvian Government, and the case was
referred to the umpire, Mr. Elmore.
Mr. Elmore, in rendering his decision, said that the only
que tion in the case was whether Peru was responsible for
what had occurred. The occurrences in Lambayeque were
notorious, and the supreme government had declared them to
be infamous. Mr. Johnson wa one of the victims of that
"whirl wind of de truction." The constitution of Peru declared
life and property inviolable, and Mr. Johnson reposed in that
guaranty. Yet his property was destroyed, and he was peronally and permanently injured by armed bands headed by
the overnor of adjacent towns, in tigated by the superior
authoritie f the province, who were dependent upon and
imm di t 1y r pre. ented the supreme government. The sur m governm nt i u d a. decree to the effect that the injuri
b ul
redr ed; but nothing substantial wa done,
n r
r
n
f the mal factors puni hed. The Peruvian
mmi , i n r b cl · nt nd d that it wa nece ary that Johnn b Id l,a h d r our e to the court and have been
ut it wa known that the jud e of the
m a qu w r mena ed and ontrolled by
if n tin. mp, h
ith th m in a panic; and
h
nu 1 t , ppe l to them. Mr.Elmore
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declared, however, that there had been an actual denial of
justice. By the circular of the minister of justice of Peru of
September 13, 1853, the judges were forbidden to receive
expedientes affecting the Jaw of December 25, 1851, closing the
consolidation of the public debt. By that circular the courts
were closed against the sufferers at Lambayeque. Mr. Elmore
cited two cases of the actual denial of petitions of persons
injured in Lambayeque on the ground of the circular referred
to. . One of these was the case of Ruden & Co., who applied
April 2, 1868, to the judge of Lambayeque and were denied a
remedy on that ground. The claimants. were thus without
hope. If they applied to the courts they were told they had
no remedy. If they applied to the commission they were told
that they must apply to the courts. Mr. Elmore therefore
awarded the claimant the sum of 11,480 Peruvian silver soles. 1
1 The records of the commission were deposited in Lima.
(Mr. Fish, Sec.
of State, to Mr. S. Hevner, April 21 and 27, 1870, MS. Dom. Let. vol. 84, pp.
277, 345.)
As to the payment of the awards by Peru, see dispatches from Peru, Mr.
Hovey to Department of State, June 21 and September 21, 1870, MSS. Dept.
of State.

CHAPTER XXXIX.
CLAIMS AGAINST VENEZUELA: COMMISSIONS UNDER THE CONVENTIONS BETWEEN THE UNITED
STATES AND VENEZUELA OF APRIL 25, 1866,
DECEMBER 5, 1888, MARCH 15, 1888, AND OCTOBER
5, 1888.
In only one case have arbitral proceedings
to which the United States was a party been
impeached for alleged fraud on the part of the
tribunal. This case was that of the commission under the
convention between the United States and Venezuela of April
25, 1866, for the settlement of claims against the latter government. Many of the claims were of long standing and large
in a.mount, and some of them involved important principles of
international law. The negotiations for their settlement, culminating in the convention of 1866, were protracted and difficult.1 The commission for which provision was thus made
met in Caracas, August 30, 1867. Its last session was held
August 3, 1868, all the claims submitted to it having been disposed of.2 The American commissioner was David M. Talmage, of New York, who was appointed by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, July 20, 1867. The first
Venezuelan commissioner was Gen. A. Guzman Blanco; but
soon after his first meeting with the American commissioner a
serious difference arose between them in regard to the appointment of an umpire, and their last official conference seems to
have been held on September 13, 1867. At the next session,
which was held on the 7th of October, an entry was made in
- the journal to the effect that, "whereas, from motives of public necessity, Gen. Antonio Guzman Blanco had to abserit
Commission of
_
_
1867 1868

1

Dip. Cor. 1866, part 3, pp. 430, 435.
Proceedings of the mixed commission under the convention of April
25, 1866, between the United States and Venezuela: Washington, 1889.
1659
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himself from the capital," the government had '•appointed Mr.
Francisco Conde to replace him in the mixed commissiou."
Mr. Conde appeared and presented his credentials. On May
7, 1868, Mr. J. G. Villafane was appointed to succeed him.
Mr. Villafane took his seat at the board on the 12th of May,
and served to the close of the commission.
The convention provided that the commissioners should ap ·
point an umpire, but that in case they should be unable to
agree the appointment should be made by the diplomatic representative of either Switzerland or Russia in Washington.
The choice was eventually made by the Russian minister.
The umpire so designated was Mr. Juan N. Machado, a
Venezuelan.
The commission decided forty-nine claims, the nominal
amount of which was $4,823,273.31. It made awards upon
twenty-four claims, the awards amounting to $1,253,310.30.
Twenty-five claims were rejected. 1
On February 12, 1869, the Venezuelan GovCharges of Fraud. ernment presented to the Department of State
at Washington a protest again t the awards of
the commission, alleging irregularity iu the appointment of the
umpire and fraud in the proceedings and findings. This protest wa not favorably received, 2 and Mr. Wilkinson, from the
Committee on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives,
reported, after an examination of the evidence submitted with
the protest, that the testimony in question '' was taken mainly
to impeach the conduct of the American commissioner, and as
to him was wholly ex parte, with every facility existing upon
the part of the foreign witnesses to distort and color testimony ;" that the case which it made out was "feeble and inconclu ive," and that "the gentleman in question, as well a
other implicated,' had appeared and refuted the charge
again t h m. 3 The committee therefore reported a re olution
authorize and direct the Presid nt to demand of Venezuela
th imm di t payment of the award , and, in case of her
n gl · r r fu ·al to omply, to u e uch force as might in hi
x. Doc. 14, 40 Cong. 3 ses .
. Ex. Doc.176, 41 ong. 2 s ss.;
),fis. Do . 221, 42 Cong. 2 se .
holders of awards to indu e on. The epartment of tate declined
. of 'tat , to fr. umn r, January 9,
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judgment be necessary to secure the faithful performance of
the terms of the con ven tion. 1 During the second session of the
Forty-second Congress, Mr. Packard, from the Committee on
Foreign Affairs, reported a bill to provide for a new commission
for the purpose of revising the awards. 2 At the next session,
however, he reported another bill affirming the validity of the
awards and authorizing their enforcement. 3 This bill passe.d
the House, but in the Senate the clause authorizing the use of
force was stricken out. In this form the bill passed the Senate, was concurred in by the House, and on February 25, 1873,
was approved by the President. It was known in the subsequent discussions as the'' finality act," since it declared that the
adjudication of claims by the commission under the convention
of 1866 was "recognized as final and conclusive, and to be held
valid and subsisting against the republic of VenezueJa." 4
In his annual message of December 1875
Investigation.
President Grant announced that Venezuela
bad, "upon further consideration, practically
abandoned its objection to pay to the United States that share
of its revenue which some years since it allotted toward the
extinguishment of the claims of foreigners generally." The
attacks upon the commission, however, did not cease, and the
fact that, owing to domestic strife, the Venezuelan Government
bad been able to devote but little toward the extinguisbment
of the awards, encouraged those whose claims bad been rejected
to continue their efforts for a rehearing. 5
In the first session of the Forty-fourth Congress a full investigation of the charges against the commission was at length
held. It resulted in an elaborate report by Mr. Springer, from
the Committee on Foreign Affairs, 6 and in the adoption by the
House, unanimously, of a resolution directing the Secretary of
State to suspend the distribution of the sums paid by Venezuela on account of the awards. 7 Subsequently additional
H. Rep. 79, 41 Cong. 2 sess.
H. Rep. 29, 42 Cong. 2 seas.
3 H. Rep. 4, 42 Cong. 3 seas.
4
17 Stats. at L. 477.
6 H. Rep. 609, 43 Cong. 1 seas.
6 H. R ep. 787, 44 Cong. 1 seas.
7
For an account of the moneys in the Department of State May 22, 1876,
applicable to the awards, see S. Ex. Doc. 66, 44 Cong. 1 sess. Installments of 7 and 8 per cent had been distributed on the awards. (MS. Dom.
Let. vol. 113, p. 217,)
1

2
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testimony was taken and printed by order of the House; 1 important cor(espondence was communicated by the President
to the same body,2 and a report was made by Mr. Hamilton,
from the Committee on Foreign Affairs, recommending the
creation of a new commission. 3
The charges against the commission, as developed in the
investigation, were to the effect that before the meeting of the
board a conspiracy was entered into by Talmage, the United
States commissioner, Thomas N. Stilwell, the United States
minister at Caracas, and William P. Murray, Stilwell's brotherin-law and the moving spirit in the matt.er, to defraud claimants by exacting of them a large proportion of their awards
in the form of attorney's fees; that, in pursuance of this agreement, Murray obtained contracts with claimants to represent
them before the commission in consideration of from 40 to 60
per cent of whatever might be awarded; that the installation
of Machado as umpire was brought about in an irregular
manner; that on the claims which Murray represented awards
were made to the amount of more tban $850,000, while many
meritorious claims were rejected; that the certificates of award
were made in small amounts and payable to bearer, so as to
pass without indorsement; that Talmage, as the joint attorney of Murray and the claimants, withdrew the certificates
from the commis ion; and that after the claimants had received
the certificates representing their share of an award the rest,
repre enting the attorney's share, was divided between Murray, Stilwell, Talmage, and Machado. Whether Villafane was
in any mea ure a consciou party to the transaction was coniderell doubtful. 4 The charge of irregularity in regard to
the selection of the umpire was that Baron Stoeckl, the Rusian mini ter at Washington, having appointed as umpire "Mr.
Machado, notice to that effect was sent by the Department of
t~ te t th legation at Caracas; that Stilwell, as United
tat mini ter, though there wa a Juan . Machado, sr., and
u n . Iachado, jr., notified the latter that he had been
p int d · th t the ugge tion of the name of Ma hado origin lly pr
d from the conspirator , and that the in tallation
1

H.

!l IT.

II.
•II.

3

11, 4
O, 15
:1~ C

, 4 Con,.

.;
.

rr.

1is. Doc. 30, 45 Cong. 2 sess.
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of Juan N. Machado, jr., as umpire, was the result of their
contrivance.
In spite of the findings of the committees of
Joint Resolution of Congress in regard to the proceedings of the
1883
'
· •
. .
comm1ss10n,
no d efi m·te st ep t owar d a rev1s10n
of the awards was taken till 1883. 1 InMay1882 the President
sent to Congress a special message, in which he stated that if
neither House took any action on the subject during the session
then pending he should deem it his duty to recognize " the
absolute validity of all the awards." In response to this
" earnest invitation," the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the
House of Representatives made a full report. The Secretary
of State, in a report accompanying the President's message,
had recommended the reference of certain of the awards, which
had been specially impugned, to the Court of Claims for investigation. The Committee on Foreign Affairs did not coincide
with this recommendation. The committee took the_ground
that the convention of 1866 provided for "a commission to consider the claims of American citizens against Venezuela;" that
there had been "no valid commission as called for by the treaty."
"The all~ged commission," declared the committee,'' was a conspiracy; its proceedings were tainted with fraud. That fraud
affects its entire proceedings. It was diseased throughout, and
there is no method known to the committee by which to separate the fraudulent part from the honest part and establish any
portion in soundness and integrity. * * * Justice to Venezuela demands that these proceeding:3 should be set aside
speedily and without circuitous action. The Court .of Claims
is an American tribunal, in whose creation Venezuela has no
voice, and to whose jurisdiction she has not submitted. She
has agreed to submit these claims to a mixed commission, and
as yet there has been no such tribunal whose action is bfoding
and valid." In accordance with these views the committee
reported a joint resolution which, after adoption by both
1
March 29, 1880, the President, in response to a resolution of the Senate
of the 29th of the preceding January, communicated to th at body a report
of the Secretary of State, Mr. Evarts, of the 25th of March, with a statement of the moneys paicl by Venezuela under the convention of 1866, and
copies of correspondence excbi1nged between the two governments in
1879 in relation to the awards under that convention. Mr. Evarts suggested the institution of a special domestic commission with authority to
make a judicial investigation and to determine which of the awards should
be maintained and which abandoned. (S. Ex. Doc. 121, 46 Cong. 2 sess.)

5627-Vol. 2-43
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Houses unanimously, was approved by the President March 3,
The text of this resolution was as follows:

1883.

"Joint Resolution Providing for a new mixed commission in accordance
with the treaty of April twenty-fift h, eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
with the United States of Venezuela.

"Whereas since the dissolution of the mixed commission
appointed under the treaty of April twenty-fifth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-six, with the United States of Venezuela,
serious clrnrges impeaching the validity and integrity of its
proceedings have been made by the Government of the United
States of Venezuela, and also charges of a like character by
divers citizens of the United States of America, who presented
claims for adjudication before that tribunal; and
"Whereas the evidence to be found in the record of the proceedings of said commission and in the testimony taken before
committees of the House of Representatives in the matter,
tends to show that such charges are not without foundation;
and
''Whereas it is desirable that the matter be finally dispo ed
of in a manner that shall satisfy any just complaints against
the validity and integrity of the first commission and provide
a tribunal under said treaty constructed and conducted so a
not to give cause for just suspicion; and
"Whereas all evidence before said late commisi;;ion was presented in writing, and is now in the a,r chives of the State
Department; and
"Whereas the President of the United States has, in a recent
communication to Congress, solicited its advisory action in this
matter:
" Therefore"Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United State of Arnerioa in Congress assembled, That the Presi
dent be, and he hereby is, requested to open diplomatic corre pondence with the Government of the United States of
enezuela, with a view to the revival of the general tipulation of the treaty of April 25, 1866, with said government, and
the appointment thereunder of a new commis ion to sit in the
i y of a hington, which commi ion shall be authorized to
n ider all tb evidence pre ented before the former commi i u in r . pe t to claims brought before it, together with such
ber an fur her evidence as the claimant may offer; and
fr m th wa~d that may be made to claimant , any moneys
~1 r
f r
a1 l by the Department of tate upon certificates
1 u ~ . h m, r pectively, upon award made by the former
mm1 ~. 10n he 11 b deducted and uch certificates deemed
'c n . l l ·
nd th mon y now in th Department of State
r ·1
fr m th G ernm nt of enezu la on account of aid
c
ar · n all mon y tbat rn y hereafter be I aid und r aid
r a. y 11 11
di tribut d pro rata in paym nt of uch award
ma
m d
the ommi i n to be appointed in accordwi h bi re. Ju i n.
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The course proposed in this resolution was simple, direct,
and logical. Starting out with the declaration that the evidence tended to show that the charges against the commission,
'' impeaching the validity and integrity of its proceedings,"
were "not without foundation," the resolution proposed that
those proceedings should be set aside and that a new commission should be appointed for the purpose of rehearing all the
claims presented to the old one.
On March 26, 1883, Mr. Comacho, the VeneNegotiationa.
zuelan minister at Washington, who was ill of
· a cancer, wrote to Mr. _Frelinghuysen, then
Secretary of State, saying that be had been ordered by his
physician to cease work and return to his home for a time, and
that he intended to do so as soon as the question of claims
was disposed of; and he asked for the appointment of an
early day for the purpose of giving "practical form to the
public resolution of Congress." On the ·18th of April Mr.
Frelinghuysen, in reply, informed · Mr. Comacho that the
United States minister at Caracas had been officially notified
that it was the intention of the Venezuelan Government to
suspend payments on the awards under the convention of
1866, pending the ·negotiation of a new arrangement between
the two countries. Mr. Frelinghuysen expressed his surp;ise
that such a step had been taken without consulting the
United States. He said that "many claimants whose awards
have been recognized as just" by Venezuela had for years
been deprived of what was due them by the action of that
government "in impugning the good faith of certain other
awards." He further said that the resolution of Congress had
"not been officially communicated" to Venezuela; that until
such time as the President should direct action under it, it
would remain "a purely domestic act," and that it would
"facilitate the action of the President, contemplated by the
resolution," if Venezuela should resume payments on the existing awards. 1 On April 22, Mr. Comacho, in a note of that
date, referred to an interview which he had had with Mr. Frelinghuysen on the 28th of March on the subject of the joint
1 The awards amounted, as has been seen, to $1,253,310.30, but they bore
interest at the rate of 5 per cent. Venezuela bad paid on them $410,847.49.
Out of this sum the Department of State had distributed two installments,
respectiYely of 7 and 8 per cent, amounting to $177,360.27. There remained
in the Department a balance to the credit of Venezuela of $233,487.2~; but
there was also an increment on this money, representing interest on and
increase in the value of government bonds in which it had been invested.
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resolution as superseding, in his opinion, the necessity of any
other communication of it; and he in closed a draft of a convention to carry the resolution into effect. Mr. Frelinghuysen
replied, on the 28th of April, that the resumption of payments
by Venezuela on the existing awards was " a necessary condition to the consideration of the subject." 1
Early in May 1883 Mr. Comacho returned to Venezuela,
where he died on the 19th of the following September. The
negotiations then remained in abeyance till January 14, 1884,
when Mr. A. M. Soteldo, Mr. Oomacho's successor, addressed
a note to Mr. Frelinghuysen, offering" the cooperation of the
Government of Venezuela" in bringiug about a" speedy and
exact execution" of the resolution of Congress. In his reply,
which was made on the 11th of June, Mr. Frelinghuysen, referring again to the suspension of payments byVenezuela,declared
that the Government of the United St::ltes '' must courteously
but positively decline to consider or recognize any proposition
by that of Venezuela admitting, or tending to adm it in advance,
the invalidity of the existing awards or of existing obligations
contracted under a solemn treaty;" but t hat the United States
might agree," by treaty, to create a tribunal invested with competence to examine and pass upon the cliarges of fraud, or to
hear all the cases before the late commission and those that
were proper to be presented before the former commission, and
decide them upon such evidence as may be submitted, and
1ohen that shall have been done, to substitute the new :findings,
whether favorable or adverse, for the old." With tbi note
Mr. Frelinghuysen inclo ed a draft of a convention "designed
to execute the intent of the resolution of March 3, 1883," and,
while adverting to the fact that it expre sly met the question
of the u pended payment , aid that upon the reply of enezu la would "depend the Pre ident's decision iu regard to prop inrr the u gotiation with Venezuela which the re olution
nt mplat .' ' Th Pr sident," aid
r. •relinghuysen,
h, tr olution in the light of advice given to llim by
hi own r qu st. By that advice, and with due
he circum tance under which it wa a ked and
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given, he proposes to be guided in due time. Under no _circumstances does he regard that resolution as authorizing the Government of Venezuela to propose the recommended negotiation, still less to dictate its terms or to proceed arbitrarily to
act upon its subject-matter in advance of any concurrent understanding between the two governments."
In the draft-convention accompanying Mr. Frelinghuysen's
note, it was provided that the stipulations of the convention of
1866 should be revived "with such alterations as are required
in conformity with the aforesaid joint resolution of the Congress of the United States, and with such further modifications
as are deemed necessary for the certain and speedy accomplishment of the ends in view, and for the reciprocal protection of
the interests of the high contracting parties." The principal
stipulations proposed for the accomplishment of these ends
were as follows :
1. That the new commission, which was to sit at Washington, should have jurisdiction of all claims of citizens of the
United States against VeneEuela, "which may have been presented to their government, or to its legation at Caracas,
before the 1st day of August 1868, and which by the terms of
the aforesaid convention of April 25, 1866, were proper to be
presented to the mixed commission organized under said convention."
2. That the new commission should "consider all the evidence admissible under the aforesaid convention of April 25,
1866, in respect to claims adjudicable thereunder, together
with such further evidence as the claimants may offer through
their respective governments."
3. That payments on the awards under the convention of
1866 should cease on the exchange of the ratifications of the
new convention, to be resumed should occasion arise.
4. That, in cases in which the Government of Venezuela
should not, prior to the conclusion of the new convention,
have "impugned" the awards of the former commission "for
fraud," it should be the duty of the Secretary of State of the
United States and the diplomatie representative of Venezuela
at Washington to certify the fact to the new commission,
which should then affirm the awards and issue new certificates
to the holders for the amounts still unpaid.
5. That if the new commission should annul, in whole or in
part, any money awards of the former commission, it should
then "examine and decide" whether there were "any bona
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fide third parties" who bad, with "the observance of due care
and diligence become possessed," prior to the exchange of the
ratifications of the new convention, " for a just and valuable
consideration of any portion of the certificates of award heretofore issued in said claims, and whether, under the constitution or laws of either of the contracting parties, said third
parties have acquired vested rights * * * imposing the
duty on the Government of the United States to collect from
Venezuela the amount or proportion of said certificates of
award which may be held and owned by bona .fide third parties;" and that if the commission should decide that there
were such parties, it should ascertain the sums respectively
paid by them for their interests and "fix the amount of their
said interest," issuing "for the sums so adjudged due" new
certificates, which should be paid by Venezuela.
It is obvious that of the stipulations just described the fourth
and fifth were the most critical. Mr. Soteldo, on July 17, 1884,
acknowledging the receipt of Mr. Frelingbuysen's communication, , aid: '' I deeply regret that I, like my predecessor, entertain view which differ from those of your excellency in relation
to the interpretation and execution of the text and intent of
the Congressional resolution." He added that he would submit the note and its inclosure to his government, and await it
in truction . On the 14th of the following November he
informed Mr. Frelinghuysen that be had received full powers
for the ettlement of the claims, and a. ked for a conference.
Mr. Frelinghuy en, on the 21st of the same month, inquired
whether be wa prepared to accept the draft convention, and
suggested tbat if be had any material amendments to offer
they hould be furni bed in advance of the conference. In a
note f January 20, 1 5, Mr. Soteldo replied that the re olnti n f C ngre di po ed of" the question of the certificate
p, bl to bearer, i ued by the prevaricating commi nd r th c nv ntion of 1866; that Venezuela would
unt r ri u embarra ment " if he were to "recognize
in u h c rtifi ate ; that if the mode of settle1in h re, lution of ongre should be accepted,
w ul 1 i t to th pe dy formation of a new comn zu la, having ought a remedy again t
which ll liad denounced, could not '' accept subbli
i n m r nerou than those which have
f h r r lama ions."
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Mr. Frelinghuysen, on the 22d of January,
Report to Congress. acknowledged the receipt of this note "with

some surprise and more regret." On the 27th
of the same month he submitted to the President a report,
which the latter on the same day communicated to the Senate. 1
In this report, which was accompanied by the correspondence
above referred to, Mr. Frelinghuysen took the following positions:
1. That the'' proposal contemplated and authorized" by the
joint resolution of Congress had been made to Venezuela, and
that it had been "practically declined by the latter." ·
2. That under these circumstances "the legal status of the
claimants and their relations to the Executive" were "governed ·
solely by the convention of 1866, and the action of the commission under it."
3. That "the honor of the United States" called for "an
investigation of the charges formulated by Venezuela against
the seven awards to which exception has been taken;" 2 but
that, on the other hand, the duty of the government to its citizens, whose'' rights of property" were" questioned," demanded
''that the inquiry should be limited to the point which Venezuela
had a just right to assail."
4. That the holders of certificates "in the seventeen cases
to which no exception has been taken should be paid, as such
certificates must, under any circumstances, be recognized as .
absolutely valid." 3
5. That in order that a just distribution might be made of
the moneys on hand between the holders of certificates "in
the seventeen undisputed cases" and the holders of certificates
in any of the" seven disputed" cases which might be found to
be valid, the matter should be referred to the Court of Claims ·
with power to determine "whether any, and if so, which of the ·
seven awards objected to by Venezuela was obtained by fraud,"
and the amount which any innocent holder for value might
have paid for his interest in such award.
February 18, 1885, Mr. Rice, from the ComMr. Rice's Report. mittee on Foreign Affairs, presented to the .
House of Representatives a report in which
the late negotiations, together with the President's message
1

S. Ex. Doc. 52, 48 Cong. 2 sess.
The seven awards referred to were those made by the umpire, Machado,
with perhaps one exception.
3
The seventeen awards here referred to were, with one exception, those
made by the commissioners, Tallmadge and Villafane.
2
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and Mr. Frelinghuysen's report, were examined an<l. reviewed.
In this report Mr. Rice said :
"The joint resolation of the Forty-seventh Congress advised
the revival of the general stipulations of the treaty of 1 66
and the appointment of a new commission to consider all tbe
testimony introduced before the former commission and such
new as should be offered, and make awards upon the same.
Why this has not been accomplished during the nearJy two
years which have elapsed .since the approval by the President
of the resolution of March 3, 1883, may appear from the Secretary's letter and the annexed correspondence. * * * Undoubtedly the Secretary was correct in asserting that the
resolution was purely a legislative and domestic matter on the
part of the United States, and did not authorize independent
and arbitrary proceedings on the part of Venezuela, but we
may pardon much to Venezuela from the circumstances of the
case. She had alleged charges of fraud against the commission. Those charges had been repeat edly sustained by Congressional committees, and bad :finally been declared to be
'not without foundation' by both branches of Congress and
the President, and a resolution adopted to form a new commission to consider all the evidence and make such awards a
should be adjudged just and right.
"This resolution, although not officially made known to Venezuela, was known to her as one of the public laws of the
United States; and it was not strange that she should conclude that the United States would no longer exact payment
of installments upon those awards which the legislative and
executive branches of her government had admitted based in
fraud.
"It is too late to di cuss the testimony in regard to the old
awards. The United States can never make itself the laughing
stock of the world in seeking to enforce again, ta little state,
with a population of 2,000,000 and a r evenue of $5,000,000,
awards which Congre sand the President, have substantially
admitted to be corrupt. * * * There i very good reading
on thi point to be found in the opinion of the Supreme Court
in . relinghuy en v. Key (110 U. S. Rep. 72), relating to the
retrial of laim proved again t Mexico by false testimony on
the part of the claimants. * * *
' our c mmittee doe not recognize the distinction between
enev nt n awards insi ted upon by the Secretary.
~ueJ b fro~ he berrinning protested against the all as the
JU m nt 1 a orrupt tribunal.
n the :first communication
from
n zu l r p cting them made to Mr. Seward by Mr.
fan . y a r
bruary 1 69, efior Ca tro aid that 'it
. a b1 dnt t pr ent th vi w. of hi government concernmg he ndu t f b l, te claim commi ion, which had commi t irr ul ri ·
r . that . 1.h y annulled their awards.'
_ . m ng h 1 irn . whi ·h h . p citi s a one in which Commi ion r allmadg w p r ua11 inter te<l is the econd in
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amount of the seventeen which the Secretary says have never
been questioned, to wit, that to Ralph Rawdon, for $100,000.
The largest of the seventeen, that to Seth Driggs, has always
been specially designated as fraudulent. These two awards
amounted to $250,000 of the $459,188.30 awards the Secretary
claims to be undisputed. The Secretary relies upon a statement made by Senor Castro near the close of his communication, as follows: 'Of the twenty-four claims awarded I think
only seven will require revision by the new commission, the rest
remaining decided definitely.' This statement is inconsistent
with his claim that the awards of the commission were annulled
by its irregularities and with his statement in regard to the
Ralph Rawdon claim, and the well ascertained facts- relating
to that of Seth Driggs.
"We must remember also that he was the representative of
a feeble and distracted state, appealing to one whose will must
. be law, and in ignorance of very much of the testimony which
has since been brought to light. It is now almost certain that
almost, if not all, of the seventeen claims which the Secretary
claims should be protected as unquestioned were shared by
the conspirators. It does not matter that Villafane concurred
in them. If Talmage was interested in them they are invalid.
No one can doubt that he was so interested when reading the
statement of the parties to whom the certificates were delivered,
and to whom the dividends were paid, contained in the Secretary's communication of June 30, 1884. Excepting the awards
to Lorenzo H. Finn for $10,000, to Forrest, Beale & Delancy,
for $5,65.5.18, and to Robert W. Gibbs, for $4,344.90, the certificates for all of these twenty-four awards were either divided
between the owner and Murray or delivered wholly to him or
Talmage. Of those delivered to Murray from the award to
Amelia de Brissot, a portion eventually turned up in the estate
of Stilwell, minister to Venezuela, who died insolvent, leaving $80,400 of Venezuelan certificates pledged to the bank of
which be was president and which he had wrecked. Referring
again to the list of names to whom the dividends were paid,
the division is still manifest. The certificates were numbered
so that it can be told to which award each one belonged; and
we see the name of Walter S. Johnson, receiver of Stilwell's
broken bank, of John A. Stein, the counsel sent here by the
conspirators to defend the validity of the awards, and of
W. H. Whiton, Tallmadge's representative all along the line.
Whiton drew the dividends on the Ralph Rawdon claim, thus
confirming the statement of Talmage's interest made by Castro
in 1869.
"Your committee can not discriminate between the awards
in which one judge was interested and those in which the
interest was shared by two. This committee repeats the assertion made by the committee of the Forty-seventh Congress in
regard to this commission, already quoted: 'It was diseased
throughout, and there is no method known to your committee
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by which to separate the fraudulent part from the honest part,
and establish any portion in soundness and integrity.'
"Nor can your committee agree with the Secretary in the
position he takes as to the interest of third parties, bona fide
or alleged bona :fide holders of these certificates.
"It must be remembered that Venezuela failed to make the
early payments upon these awards, owing to a revolution or
two she then had in process, and protested against their validity before any payments were made. The contention of Venezuela was notorious throughout the country. Implication in
the alleged frauds wrecked reputations, if it did nut bring at
]east one life to a premature end.
"Under these circumstances the committee submits that the
probability of there being third parties, holders of these certificates, unaffected by the equities between the original parties,
is too slender to be thrown in tbe way of settling a great international contention. Nor would there be any considerable
difficulty in arrauging that the rights of honest holders of the
old certificates should be substantially protected in the new
awards so far as the original claims were just. But if by
remote chance there should be any innocent sufferers, these must
sutler their loss with the holders of forged notes, counterfeit
bonds, and other fraudulent securities. They must suffer in
reparation of a national wrong and in vindication of the
national honor.
"As to referring these awards, or any of them, to the Court
of Claims, as recommended by the Secretary, your committee
adopts the ]anguage and conclusions of the committee of the
Forty- eventh Congress in reference to the same recommendation, then made by the Secretary, to the effect that Venezuela
is entitled to an honest commission, as provided by the treaty,
upon which she may have her representation, and should not
be forced into a purely nited tates tribunal for action upon
claims which she has a right to have passed upon by such a
commis ion."
In conclu ion, the committee reported a joint resolution
expres d in ub tantially the same terms as that previously
adopted.
Mr. . R. ox on February 23, presented a minority report
in whi h it wa d ·lared that the report of the committee
'' killfull pre ent d the side of the argument mo t favorabJe
t i vi
· ' that, in reality, with all her" advantages of soil,
climate nd pr du t ," it wa "hard to conceive" of a country
'' r
o rn d r more un ettled" than Venezuela· that in
' been
h r tr tment f itizen f the nit d tate he had
guilt f gr atwr ng, · ba by her tactful and ingenious diplom Y b ha
u
d din producing confusion" in the connit f h
, t : an an , pc r nt conflict between diff h
" rn m n and "thu delayed, if
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not prevented, the payment of claims which at the outset she acknowledged to be due;" that the correspondence was characterized on the part of Venezuela by an "evasive diplomacy;" that
by certain communications in 1869, besides the note of Mr.
Munos y Costro to Mr. Seward of February 8 in that year, Venezuela admitted the validity of the seventeen awards of the commissioners, and that as late as December 1878 her minister at
Washington undertook to furnish Mr. Evarts, then Secretary of
State, with the name, number, and nature of each claim considered fraudulent or excessive; that her failure to take judicial
proceedings to establish the umpire's guilt precluded her from
being .heard; that the insinuations, made by '' some of the
various and ever-changing in cum bents of office in the Venezuelan Government," against Mr. Villafane could have "no other
effect than to deepen the conviction of the singular character of
Venezuelan diplomacy in the minds of those persons who are
aware that the Venezuelan Government has kept Senor Villafane in positions of honor and trust since the adjournment of
the Caracas Commission;" 1 that many of the most important
allegations of fraud were" inconclusive and unsatisfactory;"
that the theory of a "conspiracy" was "set afloat upon an
incomplete and ex parte examination in August 1876;" that
"an international arbitration should not be annulled upon an
assumption of fraud or of a conspiracy;" and that "the alleged
defrauders and conspirators," to say nothing of "innocent
holders of certificates" whose property was to be put in jeopardy, were entitled "to a judicial inquiry into the truth of
these criminal accusations." In conclusion, Mr. Cox recommended the adoption of a resolution to the effect that" the
whole subject" should be "referred to the President for the
exercise of executive duty and discretion in the premises."
Mr. Perry Belmont concurred in recommending the adoption
of this resolution, mainly, as he stated, upon the ground that,
as the government was on the eve of a change in administration, it would be the better course to afford the incoming
Secretary of State an opportunity to act or communicate bis
1
Reference was here made to a statement by Mr. Russell, United States
minister to Caracas, to Mr. Fish, of June 21, 1876, as follows: "Mr. Villafane * * * has been almost all the time since the session of the commission in a position of honor and trust. He is at present charged with
the construction of an important road in the mountainous region of
Tachira, and with the expenditure of money therefor, holding this post
by the appointment of President Guzma-n Blanco."
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views upon the subject before advising further legislation by
Congress.
On December 5, 1885, a convention was
Convention of Decem- .
f S
ber ,
_
signed
by Mr. Bayard, Secretary o tate, and
5 1885
Mr. Soteldo, for the creation of a new commission. In its provisions it was substantially the same as the
draft presented by Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Soteldo, with the
omission of the clause requiring the certification to the new commission of any awards which should not have been impugned
for fraud prior to the conclusion of the convention. It stipulated that the ratifications should be exchanged within twelve
months from the day on which it was signed. This stipulation
was not carried into effect, owing to the fact that the convention was not approved by the Venezuelan Government. For
this failure of approval various reasons were, from time to time,
intimated, but it was not till November 12, 1887, that the
objections to the convention were officially communicated. On
that day Mr. Olavarria, then Venezuelan minister at Washington, in a note to Mr. Bayard, stated that his government desired
(1) the addition to the convention of a list of the claims to be
examined, and (2) "the clearest and most precise determination of the duties and rights which belong to the new mixed
commission with respect to the 'vested rights' which may be
alleged by third parties." On the first point Mr. Olavarria
placed little emphasis; the second he discussed at length, urging the injustice of putting it in the power of the new commision, while allowing the claims rejected by the old, to affirm, on
the ground of "vested rights," awards which might be shown
to be fraudulent. Ile argued that under such an arrangement
bi country might, in tead of obtaining relief, ":find itself not
only bliged to pay what is just, but al o a part, and perhaps a
v ry
at part, of what has been and is a scandalous fraud." 1
.
The addition to the convention of a list of
Oonvention of March
.
.
.
,
.
laim
Mr. Bayard declmed to consider. He
15 1888
d clared that the uggestion wa both ''immaunu ual;" that it belonged to the new commission to
wha laim. were proper to be examined and
n that t en r int a diplomatic discus ion of the
d nl op rate a an ob. truction to any effort at
, t th
tipulation touching certificate of
f third par ie h admitted that it might,
1

1 .'. Drpt. of , tate.
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as construed by Venezuela, "work a result not anticipated by
either of the contracting parties at the time of the signature
of the convention." Recognizing "the propriety of removing
any ambiguity in that regard," he stated that if Mr. Olavarria
was "in a position to conclude a supplementary and explanatory article for that purpose and an additional article to provide for a prompt exchange of ratifications of the convention
as thus explained," he should be glad to confer with him on the
subject. 1
A new convention, embodying the provisions thus indicated,
was concluded March 15, 1888. It extended the time for the
exchange of the ratifications of the convention of 1885, but its
most important stipulation was that relating to the old certificates of award, which was as follows:
'' It is understood and agreed that in the event of any of the
awards of the mixed commission under the convention of .April
25, 1866, being annulled in whole or in part by the commission
authorized and created by Article II. of the treaty of December 5, 1885, no new award shall in any case be made by said
commission, to the holders of certificates of any award or
awards annulled as aforesaid, in excess of the sum which may
be found to be justly due to the original claimant." 2
Mr. Bayard to Mr. Olavarria, January 24, 1888, MSS. Dept. of State.
August 25, 1890, the commission organized under these conventions,
referring to Article IX. of the convention of December 5, 1885, as modified by the stipulation above quoted, made the following order: ".Article IX. of the treaty was originally intended to protect innocent holders
of certificates issued by the old commission, without respect to the character of the claims on which they were based. Such holders, having paid
full value for them, were to be paid by Ven~zuela in foll, although the
original claims might be found to be bad and disallowed in whole or in
part.
'' This was modified by the supplemental convention, which in effect so
altered its meaning as to provide that such holders should not be paid
unless the claims on which their certificates were respectively based should
be allowed, and then only pro rata to the extent of the allowance where
that ,Yas but partial. Awards may be made and certificates issued accordingly, the original certificates being surrendered or accounted for on the
receipt of the new ones.
.
"In any case of conflict or doubt as to the persons entitled to the certificate or certificates we are of opinion, and so decide, that it will be in
substantial compliance with the treaty to issue a certificate in such case
to a p articular person, or particular persons, to hold in trust for those concerned as their interests may appear or be lawfully determined."
In the case of W. H. Aspinwall, executor of G. G. Howland and others,
v. 'rhe United States of Venezuela, No. 18, a certificate for the amount of
the award was, by agreement of parties, issued to two persons as trustees
1

2
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By this stipulation a revision of the proceedings of the old
commission, in the broad sense and spirit of the resolution of
CongressofMarch3,1883, was at length provided for. It turned
out, however, that the time allowed for the exchange of the
ratifications of the conventions of December 5, 1885, and March
15, 1888, was insufficient; and on October 5, 1888, still another
convention was signed, by which it was provided that the ratifications of all three conventions should be exchanged withiu
ten months from August 15, 1888. The exchange was effected
at Washington, June 3, 1889.
. .
The commission was organized September 3,
Orcgaruz~ti.on of 1889, and due notice of the organization was
omnuss1on.
•
.
given to the two governments. The commissioner on the part of the United States was Mr. John Little,
of Xenia, Ohio; on the part of Venezuela, Mr. Jose Andrade.
They selected as third commissioner Mr. Samuel F. Phillips.
Mr. Phillips participated in the organization of the commission, but on October 2, 1889, resigned. He subsequently became counsel for the Government of Venezuela before the
commission. He was succeeded as third commissioner by Mr.
John V. L. Findlay, of Baltimore, Maryland. 1 Mr. J. Hubley
Ashton appeared as counsel for the United States. The commissioners chose as secretary Mr. Francisco de P. Suarez.
Mr. Little was chosen by his associates as chairman of the
commis ion, and as such presided over its deliberations.
"in trust for those concerned, as their interests may app ar or be lawfully
determined." Proceedings in equity were afterward taken to determine
the rights of the respective parties in the award. (Mackie v. Howland,
3 App. Cas. Dist. of Columbia, 461.)
1 Mr. Findlay's commission was as follows:
"0FF1CE OF TUE COMMISSION,

'
tiv

1

mp

by th

·

"Washington, October 10, 1889.
n that tlie und reigned, commissioners appointed respecresid
of the Unite<l tates of America and the Governcl
es of Venezuela, in pursuance of the convention
nt
or a r eopening of the claims of citiz ns of the
ain
nez
under the treaty of April 25, 1 66, congt
ec
,
5, have this day cho en John V. L.
mo
d.,
A
thircl commissioner, under and in
rt
wo
d
vention, to fill the vacancy caused
o
ne
hillips.

''Jon
"

ommission r on the part of the

" ommiasioner on the part of the

LITTLE,

nited States of Arnerica.
"JO E ANDRADE,
nited tales of Venezuela.'
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The peculiar circumstances under which the
commission was created gave rise to various
questions as to its duties and powers. These
questions, which were general in their nature, and affected the
board's relation to the cases decided by the old commission,
became the subject of argument and of a formal opinion. This
opinion, which was delivered by Mr. Little, for the commission,
was as follows:
General Questions.

"We will dispose of some of the questions discussed in the
general argument applicable to all the cases.
"CHARACTER OF THE PROCEEDINGS UNDER THE TREAT~.

"These hearings have been conformed, as far as practicable,
to the methods ordinarily pursued in courts of justice.
"Following that course, we have deemed it fit, especially in
view of the circumstances culminating in the present convention, to accompany the decisions required to be in writing with
a statement of the reasons therefor. * * *
"The question is presented at the threshold whether the
decisions of the old commission on claims must be taken as
having evidential value in the adjudication of the same claims
by this one. Counsel for certificate holders insist they should
be, at least where they resulted in the issuance of certificates
of award, and that our duty is 'to review' the former adjudications rather than to hear and pass upon the claims as res novw.
"Finding ourselves not in accord with this view, we have
deemed it proper, owing to the great interests involved,
touching as they do the entire submission, to discuss their
elaborate argument in some detail.
"They contend (Brief, p. 12) that,, 'Said treaties, under which you act, do not submit for your
consideration and adjudication claims to be by you adjudicated
as if such claims came to you as res novce, but these claims, on
the contrary, under said treaties, are submitted to you as
claims which have been once ad}iidicated, and where that
adjudication has been so attacked, by one party to the controversy, as to _have induced the high contracting parties to
order a "review" of the former adjudication. And in such
review, in the nature of a new trial, you are bound to proceed
as a reviewing court, for the purpose of determining whether
the former awards should, upon principles of law, be "surcharged" or "abrogated;" and in determining this question
the commission is bound to concede to the former awards and
adjudications such force and legal effect, in favor of the validity of the awards, as the international law gives to final awards
when a new law or treaty has brought them under review of
international commissions.'
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"The argument in support of the proposition seems to proceed, though as to its principal features not necessarily ba ed,
upon the assumption of ambiguity in the language of the
treaty (the convention of 1885 and its supplements being
regarded as one) defining the duties of the commis ·ion re pecting the adjudication of claims Hubmitted to it. For, as a preliminary step, counsel invoke for the benefit of the certificate
holders the aid of the principle interrogatively put by Mr.
Justice Story in Shanks v. Dupont (3 Peters, 249) cited, to wit:
'If the treaty admits of two constructions-one limited, and
the other liberal; one which will further, and the other exclude,
private rights-why should not the most liberal exposition be
adopted,' .And which is stated more broadly by Mr. Ju tice
Swayne in Hauenstein v. Lynham (100 U. S. 483), also cited,
as follows: 'Where a treaty admits of two constructions, one
restrictive as to rights that may be claimed under it, aud the
other liberal, the latter is to be preferred.'
" No particular passage susceptible of ' two constructions,'
to which this principle may or does attach itself, and turn an
otherwise doubtful meaning to the support of 'private right ,'
has been pointed out, or by us discerned. We are left to iufer
that counsel regard the treaty as a whole so far ambiguous in
the respects indicated as to call for the application of the rule
named. But, if the requisite ambiguity be conceded, doe the
occasion exist for the application of the doctrine in support of
their contention f It seems to us not.
"If there were no other objection, conflicting private interests stand in the way. It so happens that, of tlle forty-nine
or fifty claims dispo ed of by the former commi sion, aggregating in amouut nearly five million dollars, money award were
adjudged in only twenty-four of them, amounting to but a little
over a million and a quarter dollars. The others were rejected
or not con idered. Those receiving certificates of award are
thu in the minority, both in number and amount, to ay nothing of claims not pa ed upon by it, but pending here. To
adopt a rule of con truction that would aid tbes , and operate
again t the intere t of tLe un uccessful claimant , woul l not,
on th wh le, 'further' private right . * * * It would requir unmi takable term , not ob. erved in tLe treaty, to b w
he: ta di rimination among ·laimant , all citizens of the same
un r , wa. int~nd cl.
' g in,_ n internati nal award, di connected with the mean
f a. · rtam_m nt, i. 11 more than any other expre ion of dif£ r nc· ,' . rr1v l . by oth r m an with lik opportunity, kill,
c nd prob1
.
_1,• ~b~ ~ i behind it that be tow legal energy
n m ly: ~h a J.u~icat~on f a c mpetent tribunal upported
th I 11 lit d f 1 h of th tat · concerned. The full force
f n ·h n w, rd m b ,•ai<.l to f]ual th credit which reaa ·h t · u a lju. tm ut of ubmitted lifi'erence.
i put, n r <'h ·d hrou h the care candor and
x r i d in th b half, plu · the l gal effect 'such
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an adjudication imparts thereto. This addition, the seal of
the public law upon the adjustment, gives t)le award or sentence, while undisturbed, its quality of verity. * * * The
interested states may set them aside-may break the seal;
theu, in the absence of preservative provisions, the leg.al effects
cease, leaving only the fact that such an adjustment hacl
been made, valuable or not in itself, according to attendant
circumstances. * * * .
"Two principal citations from eminent authorities are relied
upon,by counsel as directly supporting· their main proposition,
one a passage from V attel, book 2, chapter 18, section 329, and
the other the case of the Choctaw Nation v. the United States
(119 U.S. l). The former is cited as 'thoroughly settled law'
to show 'what the prima facie effect of such awards [those of
the old commission] is when they, by new treaties or otherwise, are brought under ''review.'" It reads, with counsel's
emphasis, as follows:
"' If, then, their sentence be confined within these precise
points, the disputants must acquiesce in it. They can uot say
that it is manifestly unjust, since it is pronounced of a question which they themselves have rendered doubtful by the discordance of their claim, and which has been referred, as such,
to the decision of the arbitrators. Before they can pretend to
evade such a sentence they should prove, by incontestable fac~s,
that it was the offspring of corruption or .fiagrant partiality.'
"Waiving the assumption here that the former awards are
under 'review'-one of the things counsel set out to showwe have to remark that whatever may be fairly deduced from
this passage touching the character or effects of an arbitration
sentence would seem to arise from its condition before disturbance or 'evasion' by treaty and not after. The precept is addressed to states which have arbitrated their differences, and
is advisory to them, in movements to disturb the results of arbitration. * * * Whatever course may be thought advisable for states to pursue in such matters, it will not be denied
that they can by treaty evade arbitration sentences to which
they are parties for any, or even without cause (if that be conceivable), if they choose to do so. They have the power, and
its exertion rests potentially in their discretion. * * * The
logic of counsel on this head appears to come to about this,
namely: The commission is bound to assume the two states
acted lawfully in making the treaty. The only lawful mode of
'evading' the old awards was to proceed in that behalf according to the 'thoroughly settled law,' to wit: Vatte1's rule. As
that rule was confessedly not complied with, the awards are
not' evaded' but continued in force, retaining their legal characteristics until ended by new adjudications. Taking their
understanding of the author as correct (only for the argument)
when they say (Brief, 25): 'Vattel declares to be necessary for .
the overthrow of international arbitration' the establishment
5627-Vol. 2-44
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of fraud in connection with its awards; and assuming, as we
must, entire legality of action in the states, it follows either
that the old a wards are not 'evaded,' or that Vattel's rule is
not the law for these case8. We are constrained to accept the
latter conclusion. In the :first place, as a matter of fact, the
two powers did not 'acquiesce' in the old 'sentences.' They
made provision to 'evade' them; while they did not claim, as
counsel show, the establishment, by' incontestable facts,' either
of corruption or flagrant partiality. * * *
"If arbitration is to have the growth and beneficent results
predicted and hoped for by philanthropists as an agency for
the settlement of international controversies and for 'keeping
war at a distance,' it must have as a basis constant integrity,
impartiality, and intelligence. * * * 'International arbitration,' said Chief Justice Waite (110 U.S. 63), 'must always
proceed on the principles of national honor and integrity.'
These things are no less essential than that its results, like
domestic judgments, should give promise of repose. * * *
Whatever rule, looking to the correction of arbitral wrongs,
will best subserve all these great ends-be most promotive of
justice and peace among the nations-would seem to be consonant with reason and, therefore, the public law. Individual
interests, always to be guarded with watchful care, are nevertheless, by common consent, secondary and subservient to tlie
higher general weal. If Vattel's precept rnake the development of alleged wrongdoing too difficult, in any case, in the
opinion of those concerned-and cases may be easily conceived
where its plenary application would result in defeat of justicewhy should it not be relaxed, Parties may be morally sure
that fraud and flagrant partiality were practiced in the procurement of a given award, and yet may be unable to show
either by 'incontestable facts.' * * * The law upon the
ubject, so far as these claims are concerned, as gathered from
the convention it elf, may be formulated thus:
"Where serious charges impeaching the validity and integrity of proceeding under treaty for the arbitration of claims
of citizens of one state upon the government of another have
been made by the debtor government and divers citizens of
the_cre<l.itor tate, upported by evidence tending to establish
their tru b, a rehearing before a new commi ~sion of the claim
arbitrated, r intended to be arbitrated, may be authorized
.Y, an th ~ward annulled in pur uance of, a new conven~1 n ent re ~nto at the in tance of the legislature of the creditor t te without u ·h charge being estal>lished by inconte
1 f t or h rwi e.
t th d ci ion of the Supreme Court of the United

n · d at
enate under a treaty (1 55) between
d t te n<l t_he hoctaw ation, one of its Indian
ade an award of a large um of money to the Indian .
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The award was not paid, but the matter. was referred to the
Court of Claims by act of Congress (1881 ), which provided:
"'That the Court of Claims is hereby authorized to take
jurisdiction of and try all questions of difference arising out of
treaty stipulations with the Choctaw Nation, and to render
judgment thereon. Power is hereby granted the said court to
review the entire question of difference de novo, and it shall
not be estopped by any action had or award made by the Senate
of the United States in pursuance of the treaty of 1855.'
"The Court of Claims on the trial of the case held that this
statute destroyed 'the sanctity of the award under the treaty
of 1855.' The cause was appealed to the Supreme Court of the
United States, which gave a different construction to the
statute. It held:
" 'The language of the act of :March 3, 1881, in reference to
the award made by the Senate under the treaty of 1855, does
not abrogate it, and does not require, as a condition to the
exercise of the jurisdiction conferred by the act, that the court
should entirely disregard it, giving it no effect whatever. It
merely says that the court shall not be estopped by any action
had or award made by the Senate in pursuance of that treaty.
The plain and literal meaning of this language is fully satisfied
by holding that the award, considered as such, shall not upon
its face be taken to be final and conclusive. There is nothing
in the language to prevent the court from giving to that
award effect as prima faoie establishing the validity of the
claim so far adjudged in favor of the Choctaw Nation.'
.
"Counsel claim, in effect, that the awards of 1868 are placed
relatively in the same legal situation before this commission,
by the treaty; that the Senate award was before the Court of
Claims by said act, and that, under ~he doctrine of this decision, therefore, effect should be given them as evidence in the
readj udications.
"While the decisions of the highest court of either country
are not binding upon the commission as precedents, they are
entitled at its hands to great respect as authority. Concurring
decisions would, of course, be followed. But there are several
things which distinguish the two cases :
'' 1. The question here was as to the meaning of particular
language, the like or the similarity of which does not appear in
the treaty. The power granted the Court of Claims was 'to
re·v iew' 'the entire question of difference de novo,' etc. The
treaty gives no authority by its terms 'to review ' any question
or matter. The word 'review,' or an equivalent in term or
phrase, is not found in it.
"2. The United States, the debtor party to the Senate award,
without consent, so far as appears, of the Indians, passed the
act 'to review' the question arbitrated; whereas the United
States and Venezuela agreed, not to review, but to have a 'rehearing' (art. 8) of the claims arbitrated. The rule of construction in the two cases, it is believed, would be different. In the
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former the language.would be taken most strongly a,o·aiust the
United States and in favor of the Indians. In the latter 110
preference would be shown.
"3. The parties were not on an equal footing in the Choctaw
case. They are here. The decision of the court seem to be
rested upon this ground of inequality, and of the fiduciary
character of the relation between the suitors; for by way of
inducement to the conclusion reached, the court say:
"'The Choctaw Nation falls within the description, not of an
independent state or sovereign nation, but of an Indian tribe.
* * * The Indian tribes are the wards of the nation; they
are communities dependent upon the United States; dependent
largely for their daily food; dependent for their political rights.
* * * From their weakness and helplessne1:1s, so largely dne
to the course of ·dealing of the federal government with them,
and the treaties in which-it has been promised, there arises the
duty and with it the power of protection. * * * The language used in treaties with the Indians should never be construed to their prejudice. If words be made use of which are
susceptible of a more extensive meaning than their plain import as connected with the tenor of the treaty, they should be
considered only in the latter sense. * * * The recognized
relation between the parties to this controversy, therefore, i
that between a superior and inferior, whereby the latter i
. placed under the care and control of the former. The partie
are not on an equal footing.'
'' With the e considerations as a basis, and expre sly becau e
of them, a divided court held as stated with respect to the
Senate award, the Chief Justice dissenting.
"It i as plainly apparent a· if expressly stated that the court
did not intend to annoq.nce a rule of construction applicable
to a contract freely entered into by parties occupying a common grounu of equality and independence. It i. true the late
able jurist, Mr. Justi e Matthews, who delivered the opinion,
indulged in the dictum that the rules applied were those which
govern public treatie . But what he meant by the remark follow the tatement, namely: That treatie ' in case of controv r i betweeu nation equally independent are not to be read
a riO"idly a document between private per. ons governed by
. tem oft hnical law, but in the light of that larger rea on
which c n titute tll pirit of the law of nation .'
" lli principle, tated with the usual indefi.nitene sin the
· n l 1ding para r~ph, require , we apprehend, nothing differnt fr m_ tln ', to_ wit: That tr atie ,like other contract , should
rn th 11 rht f ·~rroundino· circumstances, applying to
rm_ mp_l y d t~ei_r ordinary meaning in like relation
. 1 w f a ~ rtammg the intention of the partie . In
Ill ~pr _tc 1 n w
hould . ay~ that i not the 'larger
~ on
hi ·h 1 not uch for both ide .
e see nothing in
th1
up1 r h • propo iti n of coun e].
their . nt ntion ju tification in the language of the
rtam phra e are point d out to show it has. It
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will suffice, perhaps, to notice two or three claims under this
head. On page ~4 of the brief is this conclusion:
" ' Thus it is made plain that the o~ject of the new trial was to
remove the grounds of" suspicion" and "complaints" against the
first commission. This necessarily involves action, investiga.:
tion, construction, and adjudication in the nature of a "review"
of the action of the first commission; for it would be impossible to "satisfy any just complaints against the validity and
integrity of the first commission," if the action of such first
commission were not designed to be the subject-matter of review. It was not the object of the new treaties to condemn
the former commission in such sense and way as to pronounce
it guilty of fraud and abolish its work, but to create a tribunal,
which, by a reexamination of the evidence on which the Caracas
awards were founded, should "satisfy any just complaints
against the validity and integrity of the first commission."'
"If this excerpt embodies' the design of the new treaty,' as
is argued, its importance is manifest. But here again we are
constrained to differ with counsel. It would be remarkable
for the two governments to provide a new trial to exonerate
the old commissioners, when, judging from current history,
neither of them asked for or desired or supposed himself to.
need the vindication suggested.
"It would be still more remarkable to order a new trial for
such purpose and withhold from the triers all suitable means ·
of inquiring into tbe grounds of the 'suspicion' and 'complaints' to be removed, as appears to be done here. Under the
treaty no evidence pertaining to these specific things can be
received or considered, nor can any expression upon them be
made. If it be said the vindication is-to come through affirmances, the awards having their due weight in securing them,
it may be answered: Different conclusions are not incompatible
with integrity, as between several tribunals passing on the
same thiugs. If they were, few would be found willing to
underta)re the task of 'review.' In case of differences here, if
vindication be involved, who is to say whether our judgments
impeach theirs or theirs ours¥ Again, we do not hear the
claims necessarily upon the same testimony heard before.
Additional evidence in every instance is authorized. What
vindication or condemnation then, in any view, can result1
None, we think.
"Still, if the language of the treaty reveals this purpose, we
are bound to accept and act upon it, however remarkable it
may seem ·or inadequate the means of accomplishment. The
first three clauses of the preamble to the joint resolution of
Congress em bodied in the prefatory part, and claimed to be
'part and parcel' of the treaty, are these:
"' Whereas, since the dissolution of the mixed commission
appointed under the treaty of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, with the United States of Venezuela, serious
charges, impeaching the validity and integrity of its proceedings, have been made by the Government of the United States
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of Venezuela, and also charges of a like character by divers
citizens of the United States of America, who presented claims
for adjudication before that tribunal; and
" 'Whereas, the evidence to be found in the record of the
proceedings of said commission, and in the testimony taken
before committees of the House of Representatives in the
matter, tends to show that such charges are not without foundation; and
"' Whereas, it is desirable that the matter be finally disposed
of in a manner that shall sati.~fy any just complaints against the
validity and integrity of the .first commission, and provide a
tribunal under said treaty constructed and conducted so as not
to give cause for just suspicion,' etc.
"The last clause, it is argued, discloses the purpose stated.
'' Passing the questions as to when and how far the preamble
to an instrument may be consulted in determining its meaning, and as to what extent said joint resolution forms a part
of the articles of convention, we say at once the language
referred to does not, in our opinion, bear the construction given
it. A 'review' of the former adjudications, if such were our
task, could tend to remove 'the grounds of "suspicion" and
!'complaints" against the :first commission' only by affirmances
of its action. Certainly, to differ could not have that tendency. But bow is it possible to satisfy any 'just complaints
against tpe validity and integrity of the first commi sion' hy
such affi.rmances ¥ It is conceivable how ur~just corn plaints
might be regarded as thus 'satisfied.' If the complaints are
'just,' it would seem the way to satisfy them would be to right
the injustice-to do justice respecting the matters as to which
inju tice was done. If the former commission wrongfully rejected A' claim, would not a complaint on that score be
'sati tied' by allowing it now · On the other hand, if the complaint were for wrongful allowance, would not a rightful rejection now 'satisfy' it i Mark, it is the 'satisfaction' of 'just
cornvlaints' (if there be any), and not the vindication or condemnation of those complained of, that is signified in the
clan . In thi en e the language comports with the term
and manife t pirit of the treaty, a will be seen.
''We are n t left to inference a to 'the de ign of the new
tr a .' That i e, 11re ly tated in the in trument. it elf.
Tbe r lntion provid :
. ' ' h . th I re. i.dent be, an l he hereby is, requested to open
d11 Joma 1
rr pond nee with the Government of the United
_at ~f en zuela, with a view to the revival of the general
ul t1 n f he t~' aty of pril 25, 1866, with aid governnt, an h appomtm nt thereunder of a new commi ion
i in th it f Wa. hington. which commj ion ball be
, u b riz d . .n i~er all I he vidence pre ented before the
:£ rm r
~m1 1 n m re p
to claim brought before it
h r, 1th uch h r and further evidence a the claimant
ff r an fr 1th a" ard' tliat may be made to claimant ,
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any moneys heretofore paid by the Department of State, upon
certificates issued to them, respectively, upon awards made
by the tormer commission, shall be deducted, and such certificates deemed canceled.'
"There follows a provision about the distribution of certa.in
Venezuelan funds in the Department of State.
"The treaty recites that the proposal thus 'authorized' by
this joint resolution was duly made to and accepted by the
Government of Venezuela, and continues:
"' The Government of the United States of America and the
Government of the United States of Venezuela, to the end of
effecting, by means of a convention, arrangements for the execution of the accord thus reached between the two governments, have
named their plenipotentiaries to confer and agree thereupon
as follows,' etc.
"It thus appears to have been the design of Congress, and
to be 'the end' of the present convention, to relegate original
claimants and the parties substantially, mutatis mutandis, to
the situation respecting these claims in which they were placed
by the treaty of 1866-' thereunder' being the term used-except
there were to be 'a new commission' and an enlarged field of
evidence. 'The design of the new treaty' is therefore essentially that of the old, and of course can not pertain to matters
extrinsic and subsequent in origin.
"Again, something confirmatory of the contention that we
constitute' a reviewing court,' etc., is drawn from this alleged
circumstance (p. 40 of brief), namely:
'' 'No matters can come before ''you" except matters which
have been once adjudicated by an international commission created by an international treaty, such commission having the
same dignity, authority, and jurisdiction of private rights under
the treaty as have you.'
"This, in our view, is a mistake. The treaty does not limit
adjudications before us to 'matters which have been once adjudicated.' Article 2 confers the jurisdiction of the commission.
It provides:
"'All claims on the part of corporations, companies, or individuals, citizens of the United States, upon the Government of
Venezuela, which may have been presented to their government or
to its legation at Caracas, before the first day of August, 1868,
and which by the terms of the aforesaid convention of April
25, 1~66, were proper to be presented to the mixed commission
organized under said convention shall be submitted to a new
commission, consisting of three commissioners,' etc.
"The language of the treaty of 1866, in this respect, is identical with this down to and including the name 'Caracas;' then
follow the words, 'shall be submitted to a mixed commission,'
etc. So it is that not only the claims actually adjudicated by
the old commission fall within our jurisdiction, but those also
which were proper to be presented to it.
"It is true the officer in charge of the American legation at
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Caracas advised the old commission by letter, included in it
minutes two days before its final adjournment, Augu t 5, 1868,
that all 'un1iquidated claims,' etc., theretofore :filed with the
legation had been sent the commission, and that the legation
had no 'official knowledge' of others. If at liberty to regard
t~is letter, our conclusion would not be changed. There may
have been claims :filed at Washington, liquidated claims at
Caracas, and still others sent the commission and not considered, for aught that appears. And what if the officer wa
mistaken~ But we can not look beyond the treaty itself in
determining jurisdiction.
"Again, it is urged that the awards are under 'review' because the commission is to deal with them. Clau es from
article 9 and the supplementary treaty are instanced in support. Article 9 speaks of what shall happen if 'the commi sion * * * shall, in whole or in part, annul any money
awards,' and one supplement treats of the understanding, etc.,
'in the event of any of the awards * * * being annulled
in whole or in part' by this commission. These expres ions
are to be considered and construed in connection with articre 6,
which provides, among other things, that: 'AU certificates of
award issued by the said former mixed commi sion shall be
deemed canceled from the date of the decision of the present
commi sion in the case in which they were is ued.' While,
therefore, awards stand until the adjudication of the claim
out of which they arose, their cancellation then is e.-ffected by
operation of the treaty. The adjudication is not with respect
to the awards, but the basal claims. ~l1he annulment of the
former is a consequence of the 'decision' of the latter. For this
rea on, and in this sense, the commission i spoken of in the
pa sages cited, by permissible use perhaps of termEi, as itself
'annulling' the award . This view i in harmony with the
joint resolution of Congre s referred to, which contemplated
that the awards should be 'deemed canceled' in a similar contingency therein specified.
"Turnin · now to what may be styled the juri dictional
par.t of the treatie to a ce!'tain our duties in re pect to adjudicati n we find ( ee article 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 of the new treaty,
and arti ·l s 1 and 2 of the old):
. ' 1. • xa ·~ly the ame thing , namely, certain 'claims '-nothm
u cl 1m. '-ar ubmitted to u that were submitted to
h 11 mmi i n and in ub tantially the same term .
"2. h , me thing ar to be done with them by u a, by
h m.
h · are de' ribed in identical term iu their ' olemn
, t!1 n l i~1 nr . 1 mn d laration, to wit: To 'car fully ex'. m n. 11u r 1 Hy ~1 cid a cording to ju tic , and in comph_c11 · w1 h h pr ~ 10n ofthi convention [both convention
m h
1~ rn h1 r pee ] all ·laim.
ubmitted.'
e are
· mm u d 1u th
ry t rm f b direction to them thu :
uch deci, ion a they hall
h . m, ~ 1 n r , h 11 m~l
l m m r f r nee
uch lauu ·onformable to ju ·tice.'
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"3. We are commanded to proceed in the same way in the
hearing of the claims a.s were they, the only substantial difference being-and that is not of method-that' other and further
evidence' may be considered by us than that before them.
"4. The evidence we may consider is prescribed, as it was
with them, being the same that was 'admissible' before them,
and the 'further evidence' named in article 5; and there is not
included in it former awards or adjudications.
"5. After decision the present commissioners are, as were
the former ones, required to issue certificates of award for the
sums to be paid claimants 'by virtue of their decisions.'
"6. The new, like the old, decisions are made 'final and conclusive' as to the claims submitted. ·
"All things considered, we are led to the conclusion that the
original claims submitted stand before us with respect to the
hearing and determination thereof substantially as they stood
before the former commission, with the difference indicated in
article 5, as to additional evidence; that we are engaged in a
'rehearing' (art. 8) of said claims, and not in a 'review' of the
former adjudications or awards pertaining thereto; and that
in our considerations we can not 'concede' to such adjudications or awards 'force and legal effect.'
"There remain, as before suggested, in each case the fact of
the former adjustment: also the opinions .pertaining to it.
Whatever light these may give will, of course, be availed of.
The action of the former commission, like any authority consulted, will have such consideration as it is thought entitled to.
"MUST CLAIMANTS APPEAR, OR BE PERSON.A.LL Y REPRESENTED!

"The claimants in some of the cases have not appeared in
person or by representative. Is such appearance necessaryf
While it is desirable, we think it not essential for the purposes
of adjudication. Article 5 of the treaty provides for the consideration of the evidence admissible under the old treaty,
'together with such other and further evidence as the claimants may offer through their respective governments,' etc. By
article 6 it is made the duty of the commissioners in proper
cases to issue certificates of award 'to each claimant,' etc.; and
under article 10 the Department of State is required to distribute certain moneys 'to the holders of certificates which may
be issued under the present convention.'
"While the treaty, being a public law1 is itself legal notice
to everybody of what may be done in pursuance of it, yet in
view of these provisions special pains have been taken to
bring actual notice to all concerned of the pending proceedings, to the end of securing the appearance of claimants.
Early notice was given by the Department of State, through
the Associated Press, and inserted in newspapers of wide circulation, and other meaus of publicity employed.
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"Still there is a number of claims unrepresented, which,
with all others in the submission, it is made our duty to decide,
'nolens volens,' as counsel for awardees insist, within the limit ,
of course, of our ability to do so within the year. We are di posed to concur in their views that bona fide certificate holder
are equitable assignees pro tanto of the claims out of which
the awards arose, and have allowed those claiming to be uch
to appear in support of such claims. But whether we have
the power or means of finally determining who are such holders is altogether another matter.
"While the decision of unrepresented claims is imperat.ive,
it does not involve the anomaly of adjudicating one's rights
without his having a day in court. The parties to the e controversies are the two governments. They are repre ented by
learned counsel. If they were not, the commission is their
joint agency, and its acts, within its authority, are theirs.
"In general, as we conceive, a claim of a citizen of one state
upon another state, when taken up on his petition and diplomatically pressed for payment against the latter by the former,
stands and is subject to be treated, for the purposes of prosecution, disposition, and settlement, as if owned by the plaintiff
state. For these purp0ses, and in this sense, it cea es to be
an individual, and becomes a natioual claim. Whatever ettlement or mode of settlement it may agree to or adopt, bind
him. Such is the implie<l understanding when be accepts the
aid of hi government. (See Diekelman v. U.S., 92 U. S.R.524.)
And the state' position, as seems to u , is not merely of a
representative character. It is es entially that of an intere ted
party a well. Its interest is broader and d eper than a mere
monetary one. It comprehends the general weal. The state,
as a corporate existence, being an aggregation of individuals,
i by common understanding injured by injuring any of tllem.
For his allegiance and. ervices as a member of the community
the citizen is entitled, a of right, while lawfully employed, to
the return of the state' suitable protection again ·t wrongs
from without a well a from within its own confine . The
o ervance of the obligation is fundamental and vital to gov. rnment. It violation involves a breach of tru t di entegratm aud d trnctive in tendency. Do away with its dLcharge
u g?vernm .nt p ri he . Impair the public confidence in
ba~ d1 bar ·e by failure of duty in any in tance, and the tate
. ufl r far yond ~ny p ible injury to the citizen. H nee
rn 11
ntr v r 1 .·, he nited tates Goverument is not a
rfun · r p rty ut a real-in an important sen e the realy ( n 1: ~ ) in _int r t; not, of cour e, to ecure th
llow n
f _u~Ju,:t ·1a1m -in the 11ature of thing it can uot
.
_h fo_r v h _1 y 1!1. d an ·e-but to a i ta it may in ecur10 JU 1 • ~ 1
·1t1z ~-, what ver that may be. In truth, if
! mark , . 1d m b m.du]g d, th r al underlying intere t
. f th
rn nt 111 thi re. p t are id nti a1. For it
1 • a mu h th
nc rn of th
ue, in a true international
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sense, to do justice as it is of the other to have justice done.
Therefore, 'all things whatsoever ye would that men should do
to you, do ye even so to them, for this is the law and the prophets,' is a doctrine, it may be taken, lying at the base of the
convention .itself."
The commission adjourned September 2,
th° Com- 1890. The results of its labors were very comResults ?f _
m1ss1on.
.
.
pletely analyzed and summarized m a report
of the secretary which bears date September 10, 1890. By this
report it appears that 63 cases were presented to the com•mission, 49 of which were before the commission under the convention of 1866. But of · the 14 "new cases'' only 6 were
wholly new, the other 8 being statements of demands which
were incidental to certain claims submitted to the old commission. Of the claims presented to the old commission, only 7
were represented before the new commission by the original
claimants; 24 were represented by the holders of certificates
issued by the old commission, either in their own right or as
executors, administrators, or trustees, or in some other legal
capacity. The rest of the- claims before the old commission
were not represented before the new.
Of the claims before the new commission 37 were disallowed
on the merits and 12 dismissed. Of the latter, 3 were dismissed on motion of the claimants, 4 for want of jurisdiction,
and 5 without prejudice to their prosecution elsewhere.
By a comparison of the awards of the two commissions, it
appears that of the 25 claims disallowed or disipissed by the
old commission, all but 3 were disallowed or dismissed by the
new; but in these 3 cases awards were made, respectively, of
$3,206.10, $20,000, and $392,489.06, amounting in all to the
sum of $4_15,695.16. On the other hand, of the 24 awards
made in favor of claimants by the old commission, 15 were
wholly annulled by the new, while the remaining 9 were materially modified.
In each case in which the new commission made _a money
award on a claim allowed by the old commission it deducted
from the gross amount which it deemed to be due on the original demand an amount equivalent to 15 per cent of the old
award, such deduction representing the two installments of
7 and 8 per cent distributed by the Department of State on
the old awards. Owing to lack of time, however, the commission was unable to verify in every case the exact amount paid
on the old certificates, and it was left to the Department of
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State to pay to the claimant any part of the 15 per cent which
he might have failed to collect.
The whole amount of the cla.ims before the commission was
$9,529,499.29, of which $3,778,810.11 represented principal,
while $5,750,689.18 represented interest. The most of the
claims having been before the old commission, the'' new cases"
amounted, with interest,. to $1,102,577.83, leaving $8,426,921.46
as the sum total claimed in the" old cases." The gross amount
of the awards of the Washington commission was $980,572.60,
of which the sum of $584,901.53 was awarded in cases allowed
by the old commission, while the sum of $496,341.72 represented new awards, chiefly on claims disallowed by the old
commission, the awards in the "new oases" ~mounting to only
$68,535.72. As has been seen, the awards of the old commission amounted to $1,253,310.30. But, in comparing this
amount with that of the awards of the Washington commission, it is to be remembered that the latter included interest up
to September 2, 1890, so that the amount of the interest was
$624,327.14, while that of the principal was only $356,245.46.
Allowing interest at the conventional rate of 5 per cent on the
awards of the old commission up to S~ptember 2, 1890, the
difference in favor of Venezuela would be $1,474,018.7G. 1
By Article X. of the convention of 1885 it was proviued that
upon the conclusion of the labors of the commission the Department of State of the United States should distribute pro rata
among the new certificate holclers "the moneys in the Department of State actually received from the Government of Venezuela on account of the awards of the former mixed commision." During the e ions of the commi sion a que tion was
rai ed a to whether moneys in the Department of State arising from the inve tment of the moneys paid by Venezuela came
wi hin the t,ipulation of the convention. The Department of
tat h ld that they did not. 2 This position the department
ntinn to maintain, holding that a the convention did not
1 t h ccr ti n legi lative authority would be required
i ·tri ution. 3
uch authority wa afterward given
ntitl d
n a t to make di po ition of the ac ret, 2.
'• cretary o . Ir., uarez, August 25, 1 O, M

. Dept.

c. f ► 'tat , to 11r. I eon dy, ~fay 23, 1893, rn . Dept. of
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tions upon the fund received by the Government of the United
States upon the account of the payment of the Caracas awards
of 1868, and to apply said accretions to the payment of the new
awards made in 1889 and 1890 under the Washington commission." By this act the Secretary of State was "authorized and
directed to apply all the accretions of the said fund to the payment of the said new awards, and to credit the Venezuelan
Government on account of the said new awards with the said
accretions, as well as with the principal of the said funds." 1
On being informed by the comJDissioners of the completion
of their labors, the President of the United States caused the
following letter to be sent to them:
"DEPARTMENT OF STA'l'E,

"Washington, September 4, 1890.
'' The Honorable JOHN LIT'.l'LE, Senor Don J osE .ANDRADE,
and the Honorable JOHN V. L. FINDLAY, etc.
"GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to inform you that I a~
directed by the President to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 2d instant announcing to him the fact of the termination of the work of the commission and the completion of
its duties, and to convey to you the expression of his cordial
appreciation of the energy, industry, and intelligence which
each of you brought to the inception of the delicate and difficult task in trusted to you, and which all of you have displayed
in its careful accomplishment within the period provided by
the treaty and the law.
"The President instructs me also to conveyto you the assurance of his appreciation of the unavoidable delays generally
inseparable from work of the character of that which you have
performed; to confirm to you his confident hope that the
results of that work will be met by all interested persons by
acknowledgment of'the justice and equity with which you have
so earnestly sought to dispose of it, and to apprise you of his
pleasure at your commendation of the counsel of the government of the United States, the secretary of the commission,
and other gentlemen who have rendered you official assistance.
"I have, etc.,
"WILLIAM F. WHARTON,
''Acting Secretary."
.A statement has heretofore been made of
the general results of the action of the present
commission on the claims decided by the Caracas board. The following is a table, given in Mr. Suarez's
Action "Old Cases."

1
28 Stats. at L. 635. The accretions amounted to $117,502.93.
Rep. 330, 53 Cong. 2 sess.; H. Rep. 1360, 53 Cong. 2 sess.)

(See S.
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report, showing in detail the manner in which each one of tho e
claims was :finally disposed of:
DeciBionB of the United States and Venezuela Claims ComrniBBion aB cornpared
with thoBe of the former mixed commiBBion.
Docket No.
of claim.

Decision of the Decision of th
Caracas com·washington
mission.
commission.

Original claimant.

New. Old.
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
.!6
37

38
39

40
41

42
43
44
45

j

1
29
30
14
40
19
17
8

11
20
41
35
32
21
39
43

45

Union Insurance Co., of Philadelphia, Pa ....... .......... .
Jacob Idler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * $252,814.00
E xecutors of John Donnell . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
t 19, 000. 00
Hollins and McBlair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
t 26, 000. 00
Joseph Forrest, George Beale, and Daniel
t 5, 655. 18
Dulanev.
Paul Bet liker ...•.•...•••.....• ............ t Disa1lowod.

~!tt~t!!t~ tii;ii:::::::::::::::::::::·::::
0

~:f~ ~~iii:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
M1·s. E. B. :::lcott, widow of .A.lex. Scott ..... .
Seth Driggs, representing the owners of
the Na,sau.
Seth Driggs .....................•...•......

t $12, 000. 00
t 1, 742.630

t Di sallowed .

w~1t~v1I11~:~~~~:: .~~~~ ~. ~ .~~:::::::::::::

tfgi~r:t
'r18l'e~~~~.:::::::::::::::::::::
Lorenzo H. Finn ..... ..................... .

Henry Woodruff ................. ... .. . ... .
Jose Castel . .....•...... .....•.............
Amelia de Brissot ..................... .. .. .
Ralph Rawdon . .................. ......... .
Joseph Stackpole ........ . ................ .
Narcisa de Hammer .. .......... ........... .

R,i~{l~ii~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Do.
Do.
$3,451.46

Disallowed.
Do.
Do.
Dismiss d.

t $22, 000. 00
t 16,000.00

Disallowed.
lJo.

Dismissed.
t Disallowed.

* $141, 000. 00

* Disallowecl .
* $11, 500. 00

t JO, 000. 00

t Dismissed.

t $2,000.00

t 35,000.00
t 100, 000. 00
t 15, 000.00
t 50,000.00

t Disallowed.
* $35, 000. 00

t Disallowed.
* Disallowed.
* Disallowed.

eth Driggs, representing the h eirs of Benjamin Gooclrich.
John H. William11 ......................... . * Disallowed .
Lorenzo ,Tove ............................. . t Dh!missed.
B ales, obl s, and Garrison ..•............ * $250, 000. 00
mos B. Corwin ... . ...... ................ .
t 15,445.59
th Driggs . .... . ......................... . t Disallowed.
th Dri 'gti, representing the owners of' t Disallowed.
l>rig Good R eturn.
John Cortes........ ........... ............. t Disallowed.
eth Driggs, repr sen ting the widow and
* $102,000.00
b ir of 'apt. John Clark.
harles ll. Lo hr ..... . ............ ..... ... . t Disallowed.
L onarclo Peck ............................ .
t $25, 000. 00
Jam •ti Harne.. ............................ . t Dismissed.
Jo1:16 F. Gar ia. Cadiz . ......... ............ . t Dismissed.
tDismis ed.
tDi allowed .
t Disallowecl.

1~:~:~1~~~;:~: : ::::::::::::::::::::::
Total ................ .. ............. .

Disallowed.

t $100, 000. 00
* 1,808.00

~~t~ ~{i!~~~~- ;~;;i F;;~kii~
t Disallowed.
Robert W. Gibbs .......................... .
* $4,344.90
W. H. Aspinwall, executor of G. G. Ilow.
t Dismissed.
land, and others.
Margaret Watson de Clark ......•.......... * Disallowed.
tDism1ssed

c~i>~i~~a::::

Dismissed.
$Jl5, 600. 50
13,422.40
14,893.10

$1, 253, 310. 30

$3,206.10

$20,000.00
4,494.09
392,480.00

Disallowed.
Dismis~ed.
$05, 7 6. 45

Disallowed.
Do.
Do.
Dismi sed.
Disallowed.
Dismi. sed.
$20,000.00
7, 250.00

Dismi sed.
Di allowed.
Do.
Do.
Dismiss l.
Disallowed.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
$21,443.36

Disallow cl.
Do.
Do.
Dismis ed.
Disallow d.
$912,036.88

t D ecided by the commissioners.

CHAPTER XL.

CLAIM OF THE VENEZUELA STEAM TRANSPORTATION COMPANY: CONVENTION BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND VENEZUELA OF JANUARY
19, 1892.
The claim which forms the subject of this
Exceptional Ch~rac- chapter originated in certain transactions in
ter of th e 01aim. Venezuela m
. 1871 an d 1872 . Th e d"1pl omat1c
.
correspondence to which it gave rise covered a period of twenty
years, and was brought to a close only by the convention of
arbitration. The persistent differences of opinion thus disclosed as to the merits of the claim were, however, due rather
to controverted questions of law than to controverted questions
of fact. Though there were disputes as to the consequences to
be ascribed to certain actual conditions, the principal facts out
of which the claim grew were not doubtful. But the circumstances were exceptional, and the questions raised by the
attempt to apply the law to the facts were peculiar.1
When Mr. Thomas N. Stilwell, minister
Antecedents of the
.
·
S tates to V enezuela,
.
resident
of the U mted
Cl aim.
arrived in Caracas in December 1867, his first
impressions, derived from "the only newspapers published in
Caracas, and the statements of gentlemen in whom he supposed
he could rely," were that "the rebellion against the established
Government of Venezuela was at an end, and that peace, order,
and quiet had been fully restored." Twenty days later he
reported with "regret" that his "information was incorrect,"
and that a "formidable rebellion" was "in progress." The
government had" about six thousand soldiers in the field,"
1
See Documentos I relativos a I la reclamaci6n intentoda por la lega- I
ci6n de los Esta.dos Unidos cle America I en Caracas, I a favor I del Ciudadano N orte-Americano Hancox, I 6 I de la Compafiia de Transporte por
Vapor I de Venezuela. I Pub licaci6n Oficial I Caracas I imprenta y litografia del Gobierno Nacional I 1890.
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and the insurgents '' probably not over four thousand."
everthe~es·s, be believed that in the end the existing government,
of which President Falcon was the head, would "have to give
way." The country was "demoralized from constant rebellionst business "almost suspended," and '' the money of the
country, if any, garnered up and secreted." 1 Six weeks later
Mr. Stilwell reported that "seven-eighths of the wealth and
respectability of Venezuela," if not even a larger proportion,
"favored quietly and secretly the revolt against the government." President Falcon had sent his family away from Caracas, and had gone to command the" federal army" in person. 2
In May 1868, the revolutionists having generally been successful in the field, a convention was made between Gen.
Manuel E. Bruzual, who, as first" designado" (vice-president),
became acting President in the absence of President Falcon
from Caracas, and Gen. Miguel .Antonio Rojas, who, though
professing to act as commander in chief of the revolutionary
force , commanded onJy those in the western part of the
republic, by which it was agreed that General Bruzual should
continue to discharge the duties of President, while General
Rojas should be commander in chief of the armies of the western, central, and eastern States. The principal revolutionary
for e was, however, commanded by Gen . Jose 'fadeo Monagas,
an ex-pre.sident of the republic, and commissioners were sent
to confer with him. Mr. Stilwell hoped that the "convention
of peace" would "1 ad to a more permanent result" than those
which had preceded it.3 The result, however, was ''otherwise."
The convention" was not accepted by General Monagas and
the revolutionary party in the eastern states," and General
Monaga continued hi march toward the capital. 4 An in:£ ma,l mediation wa attempted by certain members of the
diplomatic . body, but without success. At the end of June
c ra ·as wa , after a tluee days' siege, taken by General Mona' who imm diately organized a provisional government. 5
n ral ruzual h aving e caped from Caracas, ought to
1

tillw ·11 to .. fr. , 'eward, c . of tate, D cembcr 26, 1867, Dip. Cor.
part 2, p. 931.
~ fr. tillw ·11 t
Ir. , 'eward, February 6, 1868, Dip. Cor. 1868, part 2,
p. 3.
' r. tillw 11
. Ir. eward May 27, 1868, Dip. Cor. 1868, part 2, p. 941.
t fr. Pruyr, charg6 d affaire ad interini, to Mr.
eward, June 1 , 1868,
Dip. 'or. J , part 2, p. 913.
6
ip. 'or. 1 , part 2, pp. 0-15-9-17.
Ir.
1
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establish a government at Puerto Cabello, but. in the middle
of August 1868 he fled to Curagao, where he died of a wound
received a few days before. " The army of the revolution,"
said Mr. Pruyn, charge d~affaires ad interim of the United
States at Caracas, '' continues its westward march, but meets
with little resistance. * * * Never was there a revolution
so triumphant. * * * All is orderly and quiet. Trade and
commerce are gradually reviving." 1 In the course of his dispatch, how.ever, he casually mentioned a circumstance which
had a more important bearing on subsequent events than he
was aware of. "Gen. Guzman Blanco has arrived from
Europe. It is not yet known if he intends to take any part in
politics." Toward the end of September 1868 Mr. Pruyn,
though reporting that Guiana bad declared in favor of the
government, said: "The Yellows, or partizans of the late government of Falcon and Bruzual, are said to be actively conspiring, with Curagao as their headquarters. They still have two
or three war vessels, which are said to be refitting at Maracaibo." 2 The followers of Monagas were called Monaquists or
'' Blues."
While General Monagas was prosecuting his western campaign Dr. Guillermo Tell Villegas, minister of foreign relations,
acted as president of the provisional government. On October
1, 1868, an unsuccessful attempt was made to assassinate him.
About the same time" reactionary disturbances' 7 occurred in
the States of Barcelona and N ueva Andalusia. General Rojas
still held out against the government in the thinly populated
States of Portuguesa and Zamora. In the state of Zulia the
Caracas government came to terms with State President Sutherland, who had "al ways acted independently of the general
government," for the possession of the custom-house of Maracaibo, and also obtained control of the war vessels which had
been in the possession of the Bruzualists at that port. Late
in October 1868 a general election was held, at which the
"Blues" were ''everywhere victorious," and General Monagas
was elected president. 3 The only speck which Mr. Pruyn could
see on the horizon was the possibility that the "relatives" of
General Monagas-"some two dozen or more"-and "their
1

Dispatch of September 4, 1868, Dip. Cor. 1868, part 2, p. 965.

~ Dispatch of eptember 21, 1868, Dip. Cor. 1868, part 2, p. 970.
3 Mr. Pruyn to Mr. Seward, October 30, 1868, Dip. Cor. 1868, part 2, p.
980.
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particular fri~nds," all from the eastern States, would "endeavor to obtain all the places of honor and protit under tho
new administration." But before the time for his inauguration
General Monagas, who was over eighty years of age, died,
and the duties of the presidential office were assumed by hi
son, Jose Ruperto Monagas, who, as ''primer designado," became acting president. On the 18th of February 1869 Mr.
Lacombe, United States consul at Puerto Cabello, reported
"fresh disturbances," growing out of'' the pretensions of many
ambitious chiefs to the presidency." 1 Arms and ammunition
had been landed from Curagao on various pa,r ts of the coa t.
Early in March a rising took place in the state of Coro. After
a few weeks it was said · to be suppressed; but late in May a
"new revolution" was "brewing." In June 1869 the State of
Zulia passed an ordinance of secession. 2
.

.

By a law approved May 14, 1869, the Government of Venezuela threw open to merchant
vessels under foreign flags, subject to appropriate regulations, the navigation of the river Orinoco and it
affluents. This law was as follows:
''The Congress of the United States of Venezuela decrees:
"ARTICLE 1. From the publication of this decree tlie navigation of the river Orinoco and its affluents, the Lake of Valencia, the Lake of Maracaybo and its tributaries in all the
extemdon of Venezuela, is thrown open to merchant steam
ves els under foreign flags that undertake the inland navigation, in conformity with the regulations on the matter; the
re pectiveState::; being subject to tlie restrictions established by
base 4 of the thirteenth article of the constitution, ection 1.
Free importation is granted through the custom-house of
l'>uerto Cabello to vessels in sections and their corresponding
appurtenance for the navigation of the Lake of Va1encia.
"ART. 2. Free importation is granted to all machinery and
~el nging thereto, and all fuel imported for said ves el , durrng t 11
ar , in accordau ·e with mea ures to be dictated by
be national ex utive power.
R'.r. •. . . h n, ac ording to base 4, thirteenth article of
h ·on,• .1tu 1 n the tat shall levy dntie on navigation
, u ·h ut1 ·h 11 not be h avier on foreign shipping than vn
Navigoa~on of
nnoco.

\

th0

] n.

i

i
l·
r

ari ing from the execu ion of the
will be decided by the ourt in
f the r public, and they can in no
n international claim.
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"SEC. 1. The national executive will dictate rules for the
execution of the present decree.
"Given in the chambers of congress, in Caracas, the 10th day
of May 1869.
ENGO A. RIVER.A..
"The president of senate,
B. BURRIOS.
"The secretary of senate,
M. F. SAMUEL.
"The president of deputies,
"The secretary of chamber of deputies, A. AGUERO.
"0.A.R.A.C.A.S, May 14, 1869.
"Be it executed.
J. R. MON.A.GAS."
In accordance with the provisions of this law, the acting
President on July 1, 1869, promulgated the following decree:
"By order of the first designate in charge of the national
executive the minister of fomento, Francisco Conde, Jose
Ruperto Monagas, acting President of the United States of
Venezuela: In accordance with the powers granted to the
national executive by the legislative decree of May 14 last, to
regulate its execution as soon as use.be made of the permission
given for the navigation of the Orinoco and its affluents, the
Lake of Valencia, and the Lake Maracaybo and its tributaries
in all the extension of Venezuela to merchant steam vessels
under foreign flags which undertake the inland navigation:
"DECREES.

"ART. 1. The owners or directors of steam vessels referred
to in the mentioned decree, in order to make use of the rights
granted, shall previously solicit from the minister of fomento
the respective license.
"With this object they shall state the river or lake or afflu..
ents which they propose navigating, the names of the directors,
the vessel and its nationality, its tons burden, the line of extension on which the river or inland navigation is intended to be
carried on, and the time in which the same will be put in execution. In the same petition they will set forth that they submit in everything to the dispositions of the mentioned legislative decree, also to the present regulations established and to
be established hereafter.
'' ART. 2. On granting the licenses referred to by this decree
for the navigation of the rivers and lakes determined, the minister of fomento sha,11 advise the minister of finance, inclosing
copies of the necessary documents, in order to enable the latter
to take snch measures as may be deemed proper for protection
of the.fiscal interest.
"ART. 3. For the free importion of the articles referred to in
section 1 of article 1 and the second article of the above-mentioned legislative decree, which articles are liable to duties
accordiug to the law on imports, the owners or directors of the
favored vessels shall apply in each case to the ministry of
fomento, specifying the articles, the measures, the numbers
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and weights of the same, and their values, in order that the
finance department once notified may issue to the respective
custom-houses the order for exemption of the import duties.
''ART. 5. The importers of effects liable to import duties
introducing such as are intended for the favored ve els or
steamers, will incur, in case of proof to the effect that said
articles or part thereof have been put to any other use, the
penalty determined by the customs laws against fraudulent
importers.
"ART. 6. The national executive retains the power of modifying or amplifying the present regulations wheuever, from
practical causes, it may be deemed necessary.
"Given at Caracas the 1st of July, 1869.
"JOSE RUPERT6 MON.A.GAS.
"The minister of fomento,
"FH,ANCISCO CONDE."

On May 14, 1869, the day on which the fore.
·
V
gomg law .was passed at Caracas, the enezu.
ela Steam Transportation Company was rncorporated at the city of ew York. Its incorporator , who were
even in number, were aH Americans except Mr. A. M. Soteldo,
a Venezuelan then in New York, who was at one time a judge in
the court of the States of Barinas and Lara. The object of the
company, as declared in the articles of incorporation, wa the
"carrying and trau porting pas engers and freight of every
kind, nature, and description, by vessels or ships propelled by
steam from the port of New York to the ports along the river ,
bays, harbors, and coast of Venezuela, Mexico, and South America." 1 In J uue 1869 the company sent out a steamer, the Hero,
which wa put on the route between Port of Spain, Trinidad,
and Ciudad Bolivar, on the Orinoco. Her draft was too great
.£ 'r the up-river trade. Subsequently iu the ame year the com•
pany eut out c econd steamer, the N'lttrias, with which it
'tabli lied communi ·ation between Ciudad Bolivar aud the
t wn of utria , on the river A pure, au affluent of the Orinoco,
and in 1 71 it di patched a third teamer, the ctn Fernando
t run n h ame r nte. Th rittrias and 'an Fernando wer
ul ex, miu ·d an l Ii ·en ed for the up-river trade, und r th
f G!) ~ nd h re ul tion ,• adopted to carry it into effect.
hr e , am r bad merican r gi ter and were manned
n,' f h
nit d tat . The pr ident of the com. II
a citizen of the United tate .
The Claimant Company.

1

1 •

E . Doc.143, 50 'oug. 1 se88. 6.
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In the autumn of 1869 the question whether
General Guzman Blanco "intended to take
"Yellows."
.
. .
.
any part m politics" was de:fimtely answered
in the affirmative by himself. As early as the middle of August a revolutionary movement was expected at Caracas, and
it was rumored that General Guzman Blanco, who had issued
invitations for a large ball at his house on the evening of the
14th of the month, would, if the ball was successful, be "called
to the head of the government." The ball was held, but the
house was attacked by a mob, it was said with the connivance
of the authorities. The guests were "prevented from going
on with their amusements," and "many left after the windows
were broken." Threats were made of sacking the house, and
of assassinating the host. The renewal of these threats on
the following day induced General Guzman Blanco to seek
asylum in the legation of' the United States, and on the 19th
of August he fled to Curagao. Early in October '' revolutionary and predatory parties," supposed to be acting in his interest, were within 20 miles of Caracas. By December a" civil
war" was "raging," and General Guzman Blanco, desiring to
assume personal direction of his partisans, early in January
1870 abandoned Curagao and landed with men and supplies
near Puerto Cabello. He came as the leader of the Falconists,
or "Yellows." In April 1870 he took the city of Caracas and
assumed dictatorial powers. The Monaquists, or "Blues,"
however, who claimed to be the constitutional government,
did not at once succumb, to him, but continued to maintain an
armed opposition in various parts of the republic till the latter
part of 1872. 1
Meanwhile the State of Guayana, under its
Seizure of the
president
or governor, Senor Juan B. Dalla
"Hero."
Costa, for the most part preserved an attitude
of neutrality and thus escaped the r♦avages of the war till the
summer of 1871. But in the month of August in that year the
tranquillity of the State was disturbed. At that time the State
of Barcelona-, which lies across the Orinoco from the State of
Guayana, was under the control of the Monaquists, or Blues.
On the afternoon of the 28th of August the Hero, while lying
to at Guayana Vieja waiting for a customs officer to come on
board, was seized by a military force of that faction under the
The "lUues" and th e

1 S.

Mis. Doc, 168, 50 Cong. 1 sess. 46, 50, 53, 55, 59.
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command of General Barreto, who, after compelling the captain and engineer by threats of deatb to obey his order ,
proceeded with his forces on board of the steamer to a
point opposite Oiudad Bolivar, where he arrived on the 30th of
August.
On the preceding day the master of the
Seizure of the
Nutrias,
in the absence of the company's agent
"Nutrias."
and without the authority or consent of the
company, bad let his steamer to President Dalla Costa "for purpo es of patrol only." It seems, however, that immediately
afterward, by order of Dalla Costa, the master was deposed,
the steamer armed with cannon, and a military force put on
board of ber. This was done in the interest of the Yellow ,
or at least with an intent to resist the Blues, and on the 30th
of August, after the Hero had arrived opposite Ciudad Bolivar,
and after General Barreto had sent a commission ashore with
a flag of truce, the Nutrias fired on her.
The Hero then withdrew and, with a flotilla in tow, proceeded
up the river to Soled-ad. On her way she was fired into by tbe
battery at Oiudad Bolivar and struck with cannon hot. A
part of her cargo, consisting of sacks of ·alt, wa' rnsed in forming barricades for the troops. At Soledad another party of
the Blues, under General Quintana, came on board of th
steamer and her :flotilla, and the whole force proceeded to a
point near Ciudad Bolivar, where the most of the troop were
landed. Here the Hero was again fired on by the Nutrias, but
although be was seriously damaged by cannon shot, she wa
not sunk, and later in the day she was brought to Ciudad
Bolivar, which had in the mean time been captured by the Blue .
Here be remained in the possession of an armed guard till
eptember 5, 1 71, when be was released, after having been
detained and employed in war by the Blue for nine days.
fter her failur to sink the Hero the Nutrias e caped from
indad Bolivar under a fire of mu ketry and proceeded in
harg f b r aptor to Port of Spain. On her arrival ther
th ma r app al d for protection to the commander of tb
Briti 'h man- f. ar Che-rub; and through his intervention the
t m r w , n be 12th of September, restored to the comp
g nt.
Seizure of the "San
ptember 3, 1871, a the San Fernando, on
Fernando."
her return from the town of Nutrias, came to
her I nding at iudad Bolivar, he was boarded
by
f h Blu , wbo kep her under surveillance till
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September 14, when she was forcibly pressed into service for
the transportation of troops and supplies. When she was
seized the president of the company, J. W. Hancox, was on
board, and the captors refused to allow either the San Fernando
or the Hero to leave Ciudad Bolivar till September 5, when
they permitted the Hero to sail for Trinidad on condition that
Hancox pledge his word and honor as a Mason that she should
return and resume her regular trips, and that the Nutrias
should return to Ciudad Bolivar and resume with the San Fernando the up-river trade. Mov~d, as he said, by the desire to
secure the Hero's release and to communicate with his government, as well as by other considerations not necessary to be
enumerated, Hancox gave the pledge and departed.
The Nutrias returned to ·Ciudad Bolivar for
Second Seizure of the
.
.
"N t . ,,
the
purpose of resummg
her trips, but on Sepu nas.
·
tember 15 she was again seized, this time by
the Blues, who were then in possession of the city, and was
retained and used by them, together with the San Fernando,
in the transportation of troops and supplies till February 14,
1872, when they were delivered to Edward E. Potter, comman<ler of the United States man-of-war Shawmut, who had
been sent out to obtain their restoration. 1
Raving overthrown the Blues and ordered
Refusal to Grant
.
a
general election, General Guzman Blanco
Clearances.
·
·
was, on February 20, 1873, inaugurated as
constitutional President of Venezuela. Therea_fter, as was
alleged, "he prohibited the company's steamers from resuming
their business," so that the" Nutrias and San Fernando lay idle
at their moorings at Ciudad Bolivar for :five months, to wit,
from the opening of the up-river navigation in May 1873 to
the 27th of September 1873, being there detained by the
refusal of the local authorities, under instructions from General Bianco's government at Caracas, to grant the necessary
clearances, to the pecuniary damage and injury of the said
company in the sum of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000)." 2
In August 1873 the government at CaraThe Perez Concession. cas granted to General Perez, of that city,
the concession of an exclusive right to navigate the Orinoco and its affluents. 3
1

S. Ex. Doc. 79, 52 Cong. 1 sess. 45-48.
Statement of the case of the United States before the commission, 11.
3 S. Ex. Doc.139, 50 Cong. 1 sess. 32.
2
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Mr. Bancroft Davis, Acting Secretary of
Sta t e, ins
. t rue t ed M r. p·1
then mm1s
· · t er of
1 e,
the United States at Caracas, on September
22, 1871, to remonstrate to the minister for foreign affairs
against the seizure of the steamers and to "demand the restitution of the steamers and indemnification for their detention." It was represented, said Mr. Davis, that one of the
steamers was seized "by the government troops, and the other
by those of their ad versaries. 1
May 9, 1872, Mr. Fish instructed Mr. Pile
Mr. Fish's Instruc- agam
. to address
·
the Government of V enezue1a
ti ons.
.
I
in regard to the seizure of the steamers. n
these instructions Mr. Fish said that the regret of Venezuela
for "all acts of lawless violence, such as those now in question,
committed, whether by the people or the public authorities of
Venezuela, against the persons and property of citizens of' the
United States," would best be shown by "their promptly making indemnification for the injuries now complained. of." He
also referred. to the "invitation to foreigners" given by the
law of May 14, 1869, "to embark their capital and skill in
Venezuelan commerce," and said that" on the faith of this
public decree and relying on the protection which a public law
always implies," the company had ''put four steamers afloat
on the inland waters of Venezuela." For the performance of
its obligations it was "responsible to the laws of Venezuela
administered in the courts of that republic." Yet, "in defiance
of law and in disregard of the immunities due to the flag of a
friendly nation, three of their ships were seized, one by a band
of two hundred armed men, calling themselves revolutionist ,
and the other two by the public authorities." Under the circumstances Mr. Pile was to urge upon the Venezuelan
Government "a prompt payment of such indemnity as the
memorialist may be found entitled to." 2
Mr. Pile duly executed his instruction , and
Reply of Venezuela, on .Augu t 29, 1872, a reply wa made on b ·
half of enezuela by Mr. Antonio L. Guzman
cretary of foreign relation . In this r ply Mr. Guzman
hat th Hero, a , eized in ugust 1 71 by ' the rebel
a t, wh u d h r in the aptur of Ciudad Bolivar
I temb r 1, th yo rthrew "the legitimate go Diplomatic Correspondence,

.11.
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ernment of the State." The Nutrias, which was, '' according to
.c ontract," in the service of Mr. Dalla Costa, the constitutional
president of the city of Guayana, on hearing of the occupation
of the city "by the rebels," sailed for Port.of Spain, where she
arrived September 3. The San Fernando was then in the river
Apure, and had on board Mr. Hancox, who, notwithstanding
Mr. Dalla Costa's having made known to him the peril of going
to Bolivar, went down three or four days afterward. Mr.
Hancox, said Mr. Guzman, "conferred with the rebel chief,
contracted with him, and left for Trinidad on the 6th of September on the Hero, leaving the San Fernando in possession
of the insurgents." When it became known that the Hero was
about to return to Bolivar, the Venezuelan consul at Port of
Spain, Dr. Montbrun, personally informed Mr. Hancox that he
"could not allow any trading with a point occupied by the
enemy." Mr. Hancox replied that he was going to Bolivar to
fulfill a promise made "to the chief, Amparan, and to take
possession of all his steamers." Dr. Montbrun then declared
that nobody could go to the Orinoco; that all vessels going
thither were liable to be detained and confiscated by the government; and that the government would not be responsible
in respect of any losses which might befall the steamers, "from
the fact of their communicating with the enemy." He gave a
similar warning when he heard that the Nutrias was going to
Caballero, and added that it was probable that the enemies
of the government, then holding possession of Bolivar, w:ould
attempt to seize the steamers again in order to use them in
hostilities; and he refused to clear the steamers. Nevertheless
the Hero, continued Mr. Guzman, left for Bolivar, '' dispatched
by the kindred rebel, Dr. Francisco Padron, who styled himself
consul-general and confidential agent of Venezuela in the British West India Islands;" two days afterward the Nutrias left
for Bolivar" without any legal dispatch;" and it appeared that
Mr. Hancox had "bound himself with the rebel chief, Jose
Amparan, to go to Trinidad with the Hero, take there the
Nutrias, and bring her to the city of Bolivar, to continue regularly the voyage between that city and Trinidad." The Hero
continued to run between Trinidad and Bolivar till the decree
of October 2, 1871, blockading the coasts of the Orinoco; 1 and
Mr. Hancox then went to New York, leaving the Hero at Port
of Spain, and the Nutrias and San Fernando "in possession of
1

S. Ex. Doc. 28, 42 Cong. 1 sess. 23, ,
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the· rebels," to transport '' the forces that carried terror and
desolation to San Fernando de Apure." It thus appeared,
declared Mr. Guzman, that Hancox, having it in his power to
take the San Fernartdo to Trinidad, did not do so; that having
the Nutrias safe, he dispatched her to Bolivar" in violation of
law;" and that he continued to trade in the Hero "with points
ruled by the rebels," contracting with them and executing his
contracts. He was responsible for the consequences. By the
legislative decree of March 6, 1854, it was provided that no foreigner should have any action or claim against the government
for indemnity for damages suffered in political commotions,
unless such damages were inflicted by '' legitimate authorities."
It was indeed true that the Nutrias was in the service of the
constitutional government of Guayana from August 29 till
September 1, 1871, but she was employed with the consent of
the captain at a daily hire of 250 pesos. The accidents of war
were clearly foreseen in making the contract.1
Such was the answer of Venezuela to the
Further Correspond•
:first
representat10ns
of' t he.. U m·ted Sta t es.
ence.
In reply Mr. Davis, as Actmg Secretary of
State, instructed Mr. Pile that, as the Venezuelan Government
was "not understood to have granted belligerent rights to the
insurgents who seized Mr. Hancox's steamers, Venezuela must
be held accountable for the seizure and forcible employment
of these vessels by any persons within her jurisdiction, whether
on b~half of insurgents or of the existing government." 2
More than ten years after the discussion of the claim began,
an argument was advanced on the part of the Venezuelan
Government which promised at one time to change the course
of the negotiations. In a note of March 27, 1883, Mr. Rafael
Seija , then Venezuelan minister for foreign affairs, stongly
contended that the executive could not, even if the claim were
w ll founded, afford relief, since all alien claims mu t be adjudic t d by the court , which were open to the claimants for that
purpo . Thi. cont ution wa ba ed on a law of February
7 and an ex cutive r olution of 1881. The law of 1873
' P r n pref rring claim again t the nation, whether
n tiv or for igner ,
account of damage , injuries, or eizur by na i n l or t
file r , ither in civil or international
war, r in tim of
, to "do o in the manner establi bed
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by the present law" viz ,, by a formal application to the high
federal court." Th~ res~lution of 1881, after reciting that 'th
illustrious American, President of the Republic," reo-retted
to observe the forgetfulness of certain foreigners of "sound
principles," in that they insisted, in spite of the law oJ 1 _7 ,
"on disregarding the legal methods of redress, and on laym
their complaints before the executive diplomatically," declar l
"that claims not presented in the manner required by law ill
hereafter be disregarded." 1 The obvious purpose in citin
these provisions was to deny the right of the United Stat ,'
for the time being to take further action in regard to the ch im
in question. The note of Mr. Seijas was in fact so interpr t d
and Mr. Frelinghuysen informed the attorney of the claimant
that, "until there shall be pronounced in the competent court
of Venezuela "a decision amounting to a denial of ju ti e
in the case, it was "not perceived" how the Department f
State could ''with propriety take any further steps in th
matter." 2 Subsequently, however, Mr. Frelinghuy en, aft r
having "caused the antecedents of the claim to be carefull
reexamined," informed counsel that he had reached the onclusion that the United States "should continue to pro ecnt
and press the claim diplomaticallyt and that "no just crround
existed for remitting the claimants to the "high federal court
of Venezuela," "the more so as the jurisdiction of that court
under the law of February 1873 and the resolution of 1 ~1
referred to by the minister [Mr. Seijas], in a case like th
present one is, to say the least, doubtful." 3 Instruction, in
this senRe were sent to the minister of the United Stat at
4
Caracas, and representations were made to the Venezuelan
Government of a "strenuous character." 5
The diplomatic discussion therefore returned to the merit
of the claim, but without any approach to an agreement. Th
Venezuelan Government in further defense of its position
referre~ to the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution of
the Umted States, and to the uniform denial by th
·t d
1
States of responsibility for the acts of the Confeder:te ~ In
1

S. Ex. Doc.143, 50 Cong.1 sess. 65-67.
Id. 69.
3
Id. 81.
2

4 Mr. Freiinghuysen to Mr. Baker April 18 1884 S E
D
4
1 sess. 81.
'
'
• · x . oc. 1 -3, 50 C ong.

,
r, Mr. Porter, Acting Secretary, to Mr. Kennedy Febr
Doc. 143, 50 Cong. 1 sess. 95.
'
uary 3 , 1886, S. E:s:.
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respect of the case of the Montijo 1 it observed that the revolutionists who committed the acts · complained of, afterward
became the government. It also contended that the "legitimate government" of Venezuela had a right to seize the vessels, on the ground that, as they were in reach of" factionists,"
it ~as a lawful operation of war to seize them in order to prevent them from falling into the hands of the enemy, just as a
country might be laid waste in order to arrest an enemy's
progress. 2
Though the discussion of the claim was reJoint Resolution
h
.
of
tarded
by political changes at Caracas, t e
1890
minister of the United States reporting in
November 1887 that there bad been, during his term of about
two years and a half, four administrations and six ministers
for foreign affairs,3 the position taken by the Government of
Venezuela as to the effect of the law of 1873 and the resolution of 1881, in excluding diplomatic intervention, doubtless
influenced the claimants in their decision to appeal to the
United States Congress. A joint resoiution was introduced
in the Senate to empower the President to take such measures
as might in his judgment be necessary promptly to obtain
indemnity, and was referred to the Committee on Foreign
Relations. On August 1, 1888, Mr. Evarts submitted a report,
recommending the adoption of the resolution with amendments.4 This report, after reciting the facts as disclosed in
the correspondence, the seizure of the Nutrias and San Fernando
"by or under the authority of persons exercising in part the
powers of and claiming to be the Government of Venezuela,"
the seizure of the Hero "by a body of forces claiming to be of the
true government," her being "fired into by an armed steamer
of the other party claiming to be under the true Government
of Venezuela," and her having :finally "come into tbe po e ion of the so-called regular authorities of the Venezuelan
ov rnm nt, if, which i more than doubtful, any government
wa r
lar t that 1ime," aid:
vid nt that the contending partie , factions, and
n z.u la preceding and at the time of the event
11 th • e
1 , , ere non of them legitimate in the

-----

' .D

. 14.3, 50 Cong. 1

. 1.
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sense of the constitution of Venezuela, but all were struggling
with varying success for the practical possession of the government of the country, with little, if any, regard to its written
constitution, and there- see.ms to be just as good ground for
taking the organization of the party of the 'Blues,' so called,
as the legitimate government at that time, as the forces and
managers of the party of the 'Yellows.' Under these circumstances it appears to the committee that the fact that the
steamer Hero was seized by parties claimed to be in rebellion
by the party with whom diplomatic communication was from
time to time kept up by the representatives of tbe United
States, furnish es no reason, if any such has ever been set up
by the Venezuelan authorities, why the present government of
that country should not be responsible for it and the damages
consequent thereon.
"In respect of the other vessels mentioned in the papers,
viz, the Nutrias and the San Fernando, there does not appear
to be any possible ground of excuse on the .part of the present
Government of Venezuela for not making proper indemnification * * * .
"The committee is of opinion that it is the manifest duty of
the United States, under these circumstances, to take such
measures as shall be adequate to obtain indemnity and reparation for all wrongs and damages suffered by the said steamship company and its officers and crews (being citizens of the,
United States), in respect of all said vessels."
During the second session of the Fiftieth Congress the joint .
resolution passed the Senate, but it was not :finally acted on in
the House, though it was favorably reported by the Committee
on Foreign Affairs. 1 In tbe next session it again passed the
Senate, and was also adopted by the House. It was received
by the President June 7, 1890, and became a law without his
approval. The text of the resolution was as follows:
"Joint resolution for the relief of the Venezuela Steam 'fransportation
Company.
·

''Whereas it appears from the correspondence transmitted
to the Senate by the message of the President, of the second
day of February, eighteen hundred and seventy two (Executive Document Numbered Twenty-eight,second session Fortyeighth Congress) and on the twelfth of April, eighteen hundred and eighty-eight (Executive Document Numbered One
h_undred and for~y-three, first session Fiftieth Congress), that
smce the year eighteen hundred and seventy-one indemnity
haR been repeatedly demanded by the Executive Department
of the United States from the Venezuelan Government, but
without avail, for the wrongful seizure, detention, and employ1

H. Rep. 3880, 50 Cong. 2 sess.
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ment in war and otherwise of the American steamships Hero,
Nutrias, and San Fernando, the property of the Venezuela
Steam Transportation Company, a corporation existing under
the laws of the State of New York, and a citizen of the United
States, and the imprisonment of its officers, citizens of' the
United States, under circumstances that render the Republic
of Venezuela justly responsible therefor; and
"Whereas all the diplomatic efforts of the Government of
the United States repeatedly exerted for an amicable adjustment and payment of the just indemnity due to said corporation and its officers, citizens of the United .States, upon whose
property and persons the aforesaid wrongs were inflicted, have
proved entirely unavailing: Therefore,
''Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, Th~t the P_resident of the United States be, and be is hereby, authorized
and empowered to take such measures as in his judgment may
be necessary to promptly obtain indemnity from the Venezuelan Government for the injuries, losses, and damages suf-.
fered by · the Venezuela Steam Transportation Company of
New York, and its officers, by reason of the wrongful seizure,
detention, and employment in war or otherwise of the said
company's steamers Hero, San Fernando, and Nutricis by Venezuelan belligerents in the year eighteen hundred and seventyone, and to secure this end he is authorized to employ such
means or exercise such power as may be necessary.
"Received by the President June 7, 1890.
,, [NOTE "BY THE DEPARTMENT OF ST.A.TE.-The foregoing
act having been presented to the President of the United
States for his approval, and not having been returned by him
t<;> the house of Congress in which it originated within the
time prescribed by the Constitution of the United States, has
become a law without his approval.]"
Ex
.
Counsel for the claimant took the ground
ecution of the th t .
. . eff'ect to t h e f'oregorng
.
Resolution.
a , m g1vrng
reso l ution, the Pre ident might, in his di cretion,
"con ent to the ascertainment of the amount of the damages by
arbitration, barring unnece ary delay "but that "tbe que ti n f en~zuela'. liability" wa , o f:r a" the Unit d States
a on erned," ettl d by the joint re olution whi ·h is now
th l w of the land, and th xecittion of which is at once th
r ident highe t pr ro ati e and hi mo t acr d and imr ti e duty.' 1 T thj
·
fr. Blaine replied, a
r t ry f t t ,
i ' r ply he referred
I trfrm
· 1g the Pre ident
nn c1y t the Pre i-
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to approve the joint resolution of Congress, which was then
before him. In this letter counsel expressed regret that the
passage of the resolution had been "interpreted by certain
newspapers as indicating a difference of opinion between the
Executive and Congress in regard to arbitration and the
measures recommended by the international conference of
American states recently in session at this capital," and declared that while '' there might be room for differences of opinion
upon the question whether the liability of Venezuela for the
conduct of her belligerent factions in seizing and arming these
American steamers, and engaging them in a :fight against each
other, was not outside the pale of arbitration, the acts being
of such a violent and piratical character, and constituting such
an extraordinary invasion of the respect due to the United
States and her flag, which these steamships carried," yet there
could be "no question that, while the resolution clothes the
President with all the necessary authority to promptly obtain
indemnity, the methods of accomplishing the desired ernl ·are
left entirely to his discretion." Mr. Blaine stated that he entirely concurred in this view. To speak of using means to
obtain indemnity did not, he said, exclude arbitration of a
case on the merits. If the fact were otherwise, it would appear
that the Government of the United States had'' consistently
failed to obtain indemnity for its injured citizens" from the
beginning. The same charge might also be made against all
other governments since arbitration came into general use as
a means of adjusting pecuniary demands. 1
In accordance with these views, a conTrnnConventio~ of Arbi- •tion was signed at Caracas January 19, 1892,
tration.
b y the ft rst ar t·1c1e of w h'1ch the contracting
parties agreed to submit to arbitration "the question whether
any, and if any, what indemnity shall be paid by the Government of the United States of Venezuela to the Government of
the United States of America for the alleged wrongful seizure,
detention, and employment, in war or otherwise, of the steamships Hero, Nutrias, and San Ffwnando, the property of the
'Venezuela Steam Transportation Company,' a corporation
existing under the laws of the State of New York, and a citizen of the United States, and the imprisonment of its officers,
citizens of the United States." This definition of the question
to be arbitrated was framed in the words ofthejoint resolution.
1

S. Ex. Doc. 79, 52 Cong. 1 sess. 96.
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As arbitrators, the convention provided for the appointment
of three commissioners, one by the United States and another
by Venezuela, and the third, who should not be a citizen of
either country, by these two, or if they could not agree, by the
diplomatic representative of Belgium, or of Sweden and Norway, at Washington. The commissioners appointed by the
contracting parties were required to meet in Washington
within three months from the date of the exchange of the
ratifications of the convention, and all three commissioners
were required to meet there within five mouths from the same
date.
The rule by which the commissioners were to be guided in
their ded.sion was laid down in the solemn declaration which
they were required to subscribe. This declaration, as prescribed by the convention, was "to examine and decide the
claim submitted to them in accordance with justice and equity
and the principles of international law." The "concurrent
judgment of any two of the commissioners" was pronounced
"adequate for the decision of any question that may come
before them, and for the final award." The commissioners
were required to decide the claim on the "diplomatic correspondence" and on" such legal evidence" as the high contracting parties should submit to them, and to hear one person as
agent on behalf of each government. They were authorized,
in their discretion, to hear other counsel, either in support of
or in opposition to the claim. They were obliged to render a
final decision within three months from the date of their fir t
full meeting.1
As commissioner on the part of the United
Appointment of
L
Commissioners. States, the President appointed Mr.
oah .
Jeffrie ; thePre identof enezuela appointed,
· · er on the part of that government, Seii.or Jo e
'
n mini ter at Washington. Tl.le commi met in the diplomatic anteroom of the
,a
hington, in th afternoon of Octo·t d a temporary organization, exchangnd
· nating Fran i . Arnold to act
y.
y hen pr ce led to confer as to
ird
mi ioner, and on ovember 5,
d fr m day to day, th y agreed to tend r
carry th

onvention into effect,
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the office to Mr. G. de Weckherlin, envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary of the Nether lands at Washington.
The tender was duly made, but Mr. de Weckherlin's government declined to permit him to serve. The post was next
offered to Baron .A. von Saurma-J eltsch, German minister at
Washington, but he was unable to accept it. By this time the
ft ve months from the date of the exchange of the ratifications
of the convention,1 within which the three commissioners were
required to meet, had nearly expired, and on December 24,
1894, an invitation was extended to Senor Don Matias Romero,
Mexican minister at Washington~ to act as third commissioner.
Mr. Romero accepted, and assisted at the organization of the
commission; but during the next month he resigned and was
succeeded by Mr. A. Grip, the minister of Sweden and Norway,
who appeared at the board January 29, 1895, and subscribed
the necessary declaration.
The three commissioners, Messrs. J e:ffries,
th0
Orgacnizat~o~ of
.Andrade, and Romero, met at No. 2 Lafayette
omm1ss1on.
place, in Washington, at 11.30 a. m. December 27, 1894. Their first act was to subscribe the declaration
prescribed by the convention, after which Mr. Romero was
chosen as president of the commission.
Mr . .Alexander Porter Morse appeared and presented his
credentials as agent of the United States. .At a subsequent
meeting Mr. Samuel F. Phillips appeared and presented credentials as agent for VenezuP.la.
Mr. Morse presented to the commission Messrs. Crammond
Kennedy and J.M. Wilson as special counsel for the claimants. 2
Rules drafted by the agents were adopted by the commission, and the secretary was directed to publish a notice stating the organization of the commission and the addresses of
the agents in certain newspapers to be selected by the agents.
The notice was published in the New York Herald and the
Washington Evening Star.
Mr. Arthur W. Fergusson was appointed secretary to the commission, at a compensation of $250 a month. His appointment
took effect January 7, 1895, when he subscribed a declaration
faithfully and carefully to discharge the duties of his office.
July 28, 1894-.
The names of Messrs. Sidney Webster and Samuel Shellabarger appear
on one of the briefs for the United States. Mr. Webster was one of the
original counsel in the case, when the claim was :first presented.
1

2

5627-Vol. 2-46
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Mr. Francis S. Arnold, who had acted as temporary secretary,
became clerk to the commission. Jose C. Sarmiento was
appointed messenger.
When Mr. Grip on January 29, 1895, succeeded Mr. Romero
as third commissioner, he also became president of the commission by the votes of his associates. He continued to preside till
the final adjournment April 5, 1895.
January 7, 1895, the commission prescribed
statement of Claim. periods for the filing of a formal statement of
claim by the agent of the United States, and
of·a formal answer by the agent of Venezuela. Agreeably to
this direction the agent of the United States on January 16
filed a statement in thirty-five paragraphs (I.-XXXV.), setting
forth the claimants' demands. The first twenty-one paragraphs (I.-XXI. ), constituting Part I. of the statement, related
to the claim on account of the'' seizure, detention, and employment of the company's steamers;" the remaining paragraphs
(XXII.-XXXV.) constituting Part II. of the statement, related
to the claim on account of ''the imprisonment of the company's
officers." The only paragraphs which it is necessary here to
quote are those nnmbered XIX. to XXV., inclusive. Paragraphs I. to XVIII., inclusive, related to the seizure, detention, and employment of the steamers prior to 1873, a heretofore narrated. Paragraphs XIX. to XXV. were as follows:
"I.
"CLAIM ON .ACCOUNT OF SEIZURE, DETENTION, .A.ND EMPLOYMENT OF THE COMPANY'S STEAMERS.

" IX. That on February 20, 1873, General Blanco, having
totally ov rthrown the Monagas government and having
orde~ed a g neral election, was inaugurated as constitutional
pr 1dent of Venezuela, and that thereafter he prohibited the
!Ilpany' steamer from re urning their business; and the
a1 _steamer !7i1,t,rias and San Fernando lay idle at their
m 01;Jlg at mda~ Bolivar for five months, to wit, from the
op mng of th up-river navigation in May 1873 to the 27th of
pt mb r 1_ ! , being there detained by the refusal of the
local anthontie , under in tructions from General Blanco'
rnme~t at Cara a , to grant the necessary clearances to
he pe umary damage and injury of the said company in the
sum of thir y thou and dollars ( 30,000).
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"XX. That the complainant claims from the Government
of Venezuela as direct damages on behalf of the Venezuela
Steam Transportation Company the following items as set
forth in the said company's memorial addressed to the Hon.
Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State, dated April 25, 1872, and
printed in Executive Document No. 143, Senate, Fiftieth Congress, first session, page 5 :
Steamer Hero:
Damages for injuries to steamer inflicted by the regular and insurgent autboriti~s, as per survey on file i!l your office .. - .. - - - . . . .
Nine days' use of steamer, as per affidavit of Joseph W. Hancox,
hereto annexed .. - - - •.. .. - .. -........... -.. - ... - - - - ....... - - - Ninety days' time to repair damages, as per affidavit of Joseph
W. Hancox, hereto annexed.. .. .. .............................
Loss and damage to cargo for .which your memoralists are responsible, as per affidavit of Joseph W. Hancox, hereto annexed....
Steamers San Fernando and Niit1·ias:
Damages for injuries to steamers while in possession of the Government of Venezuela, as per imrvey hereto annexed ....... _...
Deficiency in inventory, articles lost or take:n while in possession
of said government, as per affidavit of Joseph W. Hancox,
hereto annexed .. . ....... ... ......... - ...... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Time and use of both steamers 164 days, as per affidavit of Joseph
W. Hancox, hereto annexed ..................... - .......... ___
Ninety days' time to repair damages, as per affida,it of Joseph W.
Hancox, hereto annexed ....... - .............................. _
Claim of Converse for nondelivery of freight, for which your
memorialists are responsible, as per affidavit of Joseph W. Hancox, hereto ann_exed ....•..... - -....••.•••.........•.•• _•. __ ~ __

$57; 000
5, 400
54,000
6,000
43, 444
6, 566
98, 400
54, 000
10, 000

Total damages .... - ..... - - -.... - .• - -.•.• - - - - . ____ .. ~ _.. __ • 334, 800

''to which amount is to be added $30,000, as claimed in paragraph XIX. (supra), making $364,800, with interest at six per
cent per annum on $334,800 from February 15, 1872, and interest at six per cent per annum on $30,000 from September 27,
1873.
"XXI. That for the purpose of depriving the said company
.of its business and of its rights and privileges under the aforesaid act of the Venezuelan congress and under the licenses
granted to the said company in accordance therewith, General
Blanco granted the exclusive right of navigating the Orinoco
and A.pure rivers to one Consuegra in the summer of 1873 for
a period of seven years; that the said Consuegra and those
associated with him, having failed in the accomplishment of
their purposes, the said concession was revoked, and thereupon another concession was granted by General Blanco for
the exclusive navigation of the rivers to General Juan Francisco Perez, who associated with himself Scandello and Trevarinus, together with Wm. A. Pile, for the purpose of utilizing
said concession and carrying out the purposes aforesaid; and
that, in the meantime, to enable the parties to accomplish their
said ends and force the said company to dispose of its steamers
at a great sacrifice, the steamers San Fernando and Nutrias
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were detained as aforesaid at Ciudad Bolivar, and prohibited
from making their usual trips or doing any business whatever
from May until September 27, 1873, and by this duress the
company was deprived of it,s business and of its rigllts and
privileges and of the profits thereof, and forced to sell its
steamers at greatly less than their actual value, and without
consideration or compensation for the profitable business which
the company at great expense and risk had created.1
'' As this loss of business and its transfer to the purchasers
were the direct and necessary consequences of the aforesaid
detention, and as the new concessions for the exclusive navigation of the Orinoco and its affluents were based upon and
sought to be justified by the arbitrary, illegal, and unconstitutional abrogation of the act of Congress of May 14, 1869, by
a dictatorial decree, it is respectfully submitted to the commission whether an allowance should not be made to the company
for the value of its busiuess so lost and transferred as aforesaid,
as well as for the damages hereinbefore specified.

"II.
"CL.A.IM ON ACCOUNT OF THE IMPRISONMENT OF THE
COMPANY'S OFFICERS.

"XXII. That complainant claims from the Government of
Venezuela as indemnity for the imprisonment of the master of
the Hero, Abram G. Post, a citizen of the United States, and
for his violent and forcible deposition from the command of his
vessel, and for the duress, threats, indignities, and hard hips
which he suffered at the bands of the military authorities,
who claimed to be of the true Government of Venezuela, and
seized the said vessel at Guayana Vieja and heid her by force
of arms from the 28th of August to the 6th of September 1871,
and for his compulsory exposure to peril of life and limb while
the H ero was under fire from the guns on the Nutrias and the
battery on shore, as bereinbefore set forth, the sum of 10,000
with interest at 6 per cent per annum from the last-mentioned
date. 2 * * *
''
III. That the complainant claims from the Government
of nezuela a indemnity for tbe imprisonment of the chief
ngiueer of the Venezuela Steam Tran portation Company,
Jacob J. Maurinu , a citizen of the United States, on board the
t amboat Bero, and for hi continuous confinement in the
~ng_i11e_ ~ m of the aid ve ·el, and for the dure , threat ,
rnd1 m 1 , , and hard hip which be uffered at the haud of
he milit ry authori ie claiming to be the con titutional govrnm n of en zuela, from the 28th of Augu t to the 6th of
1
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September 1871, and for his compulsory exposure to peril
of life a11d limb while the Hero was under fire from the guns
on board the Nutrias and the battery on shore, as herein before
set forth, the sum of $10,000, with interest at 6 per cent per
annum from the last-mentioned date. 1
'' XXIV. That the complainant claims from the Government
of Venezuela indemnity for the imprisonment of the master of
the Nutrias, David J. Sturgis, a citizen of the United States,
and for his violent and forcible deposition from the command
of his said vessel on or about the 29th of August 1871, and
for his compulory exposure to peril of life and limb in the
attacks which the said vessel made thereafter upon the steamboat Hero, and for his enforced deportation on board the said
vessel to the island of Trinidad by order and under authority
of Juan B. Dalla Costa, president of the State of Guayana,
one of the United States of Venezuela, the sum of $10,000,
with interest at 6 per cent per annum from September 23.
1871~ * * *
'
"XXV. That the complainant claims from the Government
of Venezuela as indemnity for the unlawful imprisonment of
Cornelius J. Brinkerhoff, a citizen of the United States, for six
days in the common jail of Ciudad Bolivar, to wit, from the
6th to the .12th of August, 1873, while he was in charge of the
steamboats San Fernando and Nutrias, which were then and
had been since May 1873 detained at the said port by the
refusal of the constituted authorities to issue the necessary
clearances for their up-river trips, the sum of $5,000, with
interest at 6 per cent per annum from August 12, 1873."
The formal answer of Venezuela to the stateAnswerof Venezuela. ment of claim on the part of the United States
was1. That in regard to each and all the claims that government made a "general denial," and that it required "that they
be duly established in point both of fact and law."
2. That as to the claim stated in Paragraph XX., "except
partially that in respect to the steamer Nutrias," and as to the
claims stated in Paragraphs XXII. and XXIII., the Venezuelan
Government denied "all responsibility" on the ground that
the acts which gave rise to these several claims "were done
exclusively by an armed force of its insurgent enemies, at times
and places where they were beyou<l. its control, and to the end
of obtaining means for maintaining their position and pretensions as such enemies; and also with the direct result of
1 S. Ex. Doc. No. 28, 42 Cong. 2 seAs. p. 3; S. Ex. Doc. No. 143, 50 Cong. I
sess. 11, 12.
2 S. Ex. Doc. No. 28, 42 Cong. 2 sess. p. 9; S. Ex. Doc. No. 143, 50 Cong.
1 sess. 26, 27.
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enabling them thereby to make good the same [position and
pretensions] during six months of destructive mi1itary enterprises, extending for 500 miles along the Orinoco River and it
affluents."
3. That the claims stated in Paragraphs XIX., XXI., and
XXV. were, because of "their date and character," not within
the jurisdiction of the commission, as defined by Article I. of
the convention, construed in connection with the joint resolution of Congress of 1890.
After the formal statement and answer were
Hearings.
filed, the commission proceeded to bear the
case. Meetings were held on December 26, 28,
and 29, 1894, and on January 8, 11, 17, 18, 29, 30, and 31,1895.
Eight witnesses were produced and examined on behalf of the
claimants.i A small quantity of documentary evidence was
filed on the part of Venezuela.
In the brief and oral argument of the agent
th
A~~mtedntstfotr e of the United States and of special counsel,
um e
a es.
1· bl
it was contended that Venezuela was 1a e
for the seizure, detention, and employment of the three
steamers of the compa,ny, and the imprisonment of its officers
(1) by the Blues, (2) by the authorities of the State of Guayana, and (3) by the federal authorities.
1. On the general principles of international law: The government of Guzman Blanco was, so it was argued, a the g.overnment de facto, liable for the acts of the Blues, becau e
there wa not a state of war in Venezuela in the sense of the
law of nation . Neither the United States, nor the government at .Caracas, recognized the Blues as "belligerents." On
the other hand, none of the governments of Venezuela had
sought to puui h the guilty and indemnify the sufferers in
re pect of the aet complained of. 2
2. nd L' an exten ion of the rules of international law
touching revolutionary state : The tate, it was argued, i
ntinuou and can not e cape re ponsibility by internal or
external ·hauge. .:, It re pon ibility extends to the tort of
1
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factions struggling for political power. 1 The government of
Guzman Blanco stood for Venezuela, and '' internationally was
Venezuela." Yet it "permitted" a ''handful of men" to hold
Oiudad Bolivar, govern the State of Guayana, and control the
Orinoco from its mouth to Nutrias for nearly six months. A
government "which refuses to repair the damage committed
by its citizens or subjects, to punish the guilty parties, or to
give them up for that purpose, may be regarded as virtually a
sharer in the injury and as responsible therefor." 2 Sovereign·
responsibility "is not," said the agent of the United States,
"regarded as being suspended by mobs, tumults, commotions,
seditions, or even insurrections, or by anything short of belligerency; i. e., tbe exercise of military force by a political
organization, within the national territory, of such consistency
and strength as to be beyond the control, at the time, of the
parent government, and to make it probable that a new state
has come or is about to come into the family of nations."
3. Under the Venezuelan law of May 14, 1869, in relation to
the navigation of the Orinoco: It was argued that by accepting tlie terms of this act and of the regulations under it, the
company entered with Venezuela "into a relation of trust and
confidence which immediately gave rise to reciprocal obligations and duties." 3 The decree of Guzman Blanco, issued at
bis military headquart ers on the capture of Caracas April 27,
1870, annulling all laws and decrees made since June 28, 1868,
was, it was contended, mere brutem fulmen, and the act of
1869, remaining unrepealed, was binding on every department
of the government. The company was legally entitled to the
benefits which it conferred.
As to the special plea of the agent of Venezuela, to paragraphs XX., XXII., and XXIII. of the statement of claim,
that the injuries therein described were committed by ''insurgent enemies," at times and places where they were beyond
the control of the government, the agent of the United States
maintained that the burden of proof was upon Venezuela to
show, in support of this plea, (1) that .t he acts were done exclusively by "insurgent enemies," (2) that the acts were beyond
control, and (3) that the ''insurgent enemies" were belligerents,
Lawrence's Wheaton, 176.
Citing Calvo, Droit Int. ed. 1870, I. 408, 409; II. 397; Whartop.'s Int.
Law. Dig. sec. 223.
3 Citing Vattel, Law of Nations, Book II. Ch. XIV. sec. 214 Phila. ed.,
1
1879.
1

2
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i.e. parties to a war in the international sense. It was contended that Venezuela had failed under this plea to establish,
as she was bound to do, "affirmatively by competent evidence
that the dictatorship of Guzman Blanco was the government
of Venezuela, and that it could not by due, reasonable, and
adequate diligence have protected the Venezuela Steam Transportation Company."
In respect of the capture of the Nutrias by the Blues at Ciudad Bolivar after her r.eturn from Trinidad, the agent of the
United States adverted to certain special facts. In the early
diplomatic correspondence the Venezuelan Government bad
placed much stress on the allegation that the Nutrias returned
to Ciudad Bolivar against the warning of the Venezuelan consul at Port of Spain. To this the agent of the United State
replied that, prior to the capture of Ciudad Bolivar by the
Blues, a contract had been made by the company with an agent
of the Colombian Government for the dispatch of one of the
company's steamers to Cabullaro, on the river Meta, in the
Republic of Colombia, and that the trip had been duly a<lvertised; that, as there was no war between Colombia and Venezuela, the latter had no right to prohibit foreign commerce with
a Colombian port; that the Nittrias was regularly cleared for
Cabullaro, and had no freight or passenger~ for Ciudad Bolivar; that, after Ciudad Bolivar was captured by the Blues,
everything was quiet till the reoccupation of the town by the
Yellows; that, in view of the provisions of the law of 1869,
the steamers could not safely omit to make trips and carry the
mails, unless prevented by overpowering force or lawful authority from so doing; that the company had a right to expect
that the flag of the United States would be respected by all
faction ; and that, a no blockade of the Orinoco had then
b n proclaimed or e tablished, the company would have had
no de£ n e to claim., for damage growing out of its voluntary
abandonment of an adverti ed trip.
n on Ju ion the agent of the nited State insisted1. That a di tinction wa to be taken between hips and
pro rty wh her movabl or immovable, on land. 1
2. Tha a di. inction wa to be taken between "ca ualtie of
r i. . IDJuri to per on or property in the theater of
a tiv ho iliti , fi r which government generally are not
r P n. ibl
n l deli r te eizure of foreign v sel , under
1
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the flag of their country, and the coercion and imprisonment
of their officers, by authorities claiming to act in a public
capacity, no hostilities being actually in progress at the times
and places of the seizures.
The agent of Venezuela in his brief set forth
Argument for Vene- the order of his defense thus:
zuela.
1. An exception to the jurisdiction of the
commission over one portion of the claim.
2. A special denial of liability on the part of Venezuela for
another portion of the claim.
3. A general denial of all liability.
The exception to the jurisdiction related to the claim of
$30,000 for the "detention" of the Nutrias and San JI'ernando, 1
to the "imprisonment" of Brinkerhoff-',2 and to the alleged
breaking up of the business of the company, 3 "all three of
which matters occurred in 1873." The words "seizure" and
"detention" had, so the agent of Venezuela argued, the same
mea,ning as the words "arrest" and "detainment," and were
inapplicable to what occurred in respect of the Nutrias and
San Fernando in 1873. The effect of the revocation of the river
navigation license in 1873 "was to blockade the steamers from
the upper Orinoco, they remaining in the hands of the company." This could not be called a seizure or detention. 4 Hence,
the language of the convention defining the claim as one for
the "seizure," " de ten tiont and " employment" of the vessels
could apply only to the condition of things which existed during portions of the time from August 1871 to February 1872,
when the vessels were in actual" possession" of persons other
than the owners. In accordance with this view the joint resolution of 1890 carefully referred to the mat.ters of complaint as
having occurred in "1871," and as having been a subject of
diplomatic demand ever since 1871. The claim for the breaking up of the company's business by the revocation of the
navigation license in 1873, Mr. Fish had treated as "based
upon a contract," and therefore as not a proper subject for a
diplomatic demand. 5 As to Brinkerhoff's claim, the agent of
United States statement of claim, Paragraph XIX. supra.
Id.XXV.
3 Id.XXI.
4 Citing Olivera v. 'l'he Union Company, 3 Wheaton, 183,189, holding
that a blockade did not come within the phrase "arrests, restraints, and
detainments of kings," etc ., in an insurance policy. S. P., L. R. 9 C. P.
513,518.
5 S. Ex. Doc. 143, 50 Cong. 1 sess. 36.
1

2
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Venezuela stated that it had never before been defined, nor
presented either to the United States or to Venezuela; that no
attempt had ever been made to bring the alleged wrongdoing
magistrate before the law of Venezuela; and that the contracting parties could not have intended to include it in the convention.
The second and third points of his argument the agent of
Venezuela discussed together. He said that from .April 27,
1870, when Guzman Blanco captured Caracas and was installed
as President "by an assembly of the Notables of the republic, he
being the chief of the Yellow party," down to .August 1871, the
fortunes of the Blue party '' bad greatly and with fluctuations
steadily waned, the . Yellows having from tbe former date been
in possession of the civil offices and reins of government;" that
on and after .August 1871, as "for many months before,"" there
was no person in Venezuela who was or who pretended to be
President of that republic, except [Guzman] Blanco;" tbat
the Blues bad become a mere party of "paramount force,1
limited to such camps and barracks as were held by their soldiery with rifle range beyond," and that "they were fina11y
destroyed and their party entirely suppressed within six
months thereafter by battles at San Fernando and the neighboring .Aranca in January 187j."
On these grounds the agent of Venezuela argued that the
''Yellow" government of Guzman Blanco was, during the
period covered by the acts complained of, the '' legitimate government," and that it could not be held liable for the acts of
the Blues, its "insurgent enemies." He repelled the allegation
that there had been a'' want of vigor" on the part of the government in moving upon the Blues. It seemed a "ludicrou
thing" that "under the circumstances in which Venezuela must
hav found it elf iu 870-71-from the effect of a prolonged
trit , well known to the claimants-its succe in uppre ing
by arm a party f th prestige and bolclne ·s of the Blues
wi hin th , pa of two year hould be regarded as manife tr f ·riminal inactivity-to the extent of making it
for i u r. n that a count."
s to the claim on
f h
uring the bri f period wh n she wa
h1 h military r i
f th
11 w he intimated that the
m · r un 1 r t o 1 wh n h l th r to Dalla Co ta that "patr llin ' th ri r in lu d pr be bl mili ary operation .
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.As to tbe revocation of the river navigation privilege granted
by the law of 1869, the argument of tbe agent of Venezuela was
fourfold: (1) That this ground of complaint did not affect the
case of the Hero, which was not engaged in the river service;
(2) that in point of fact the company was not induced to go to
Venezuela by the law of 1869, which was passed at Caracas
on tlie day the company's articles of incorporation were filed
in New York, and which was on its face subject to modification
by executive decree, and that no decree was issued till July, ·
I, 1869; (3) that an alien who establishes his domicil and
enters into business in a particular country must assume incidental hazards, such as grew out of the disturbed condition of
Venezuela during the years in question; (4) that the control
of the river trade was clearly within the police power of the
country,1 which embraced ''its whole system of internal regulation for preserving public order," 2 including the control of
navigable waters. The opening of her river trade to the
world under the law of 1869 was, on the part of Venezuela,
"an act of generosity;" and such a concession, even if it had
been made for a valuable consideration, would have been
revocable at pleasure. In the present case there could be no
ground whatever for pecuniary compensation for its withdrawal.3
To the particular items of damage in the statement of claim
of the United States, the agent of Venezuela made various
objections. .As to the first item of $57,000 for injuries inflicted
on the Hero, be said that, so far as they were inflicted "by the
legitimate authorities," it must be recollected that the Hero
was at the time "an enemy of Venezuela doing great damage," and that it was "the duty of loyal citizens" of Venezuela
on .August 29-31, and September 1, 1871, "to destroy her if _
they could" as "an active engine of war." 4
The second item might have been "fair enough" against
any possible" Blue" government. The third was ''wholly fanciful." The fourth might be payable by a "Blue" government.
Stone v. Mississippi, 101 U.S. 814; Beer Co. v. Massachusettss, 97 U.S. 25.
Cooley, Const. Limit. ed. 1883, p. 706.
3 In the course of his brief the agent of Venezuela cited, besides the
authorities already referred to, Wharton, Int. Law Dig. I. sec. 87; II. sec.
213, pp. 576-582; Bluntschli, Droit Int. Codif., Paris, 1886, secs. 380, 380 bis;
Hautefeuille, I. 244; Calvo, Droit Int. Public, 3d ed. p.143; Calvo, Manuel,
Paris,1884,p.138; Vattel, 425 (sic) ; Young's Case,97 U.S.39,67; Parham
v. Justices, 9 Ga. 341.
4 Young's Case, 97 U.S. 39, 67.
1

2
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The fifth, relating to the San Fernando and Nutrias, could not
"possibly be imagined" to concern Venezuela, except as to the
Nutricis, while she was in the possession of "the legitimate
government." The seventh item ($98,400) might be "fair"
in principle against a" Blue" government.
The agent of Venezuela, besides presenting a printed brief,
addressed an oral argument to the commission. This argument was not reported, but the agent of the United States, in
bis final report, states that it maintained, am ong other things,
the position that the conflict between Guzman Blanco and the
Blues in August and September 1871 was a war in the sense
of the law of nations; that it was waged by two "belligerent"
parties, in the sense of the authorized definitions of "belligerency;" that it was a part of the armed contest that was
begun by Guzman Blanco late in 1869, and that that contest
was from its beginning to its end, in January 1872, to be considered as a unit.
The final argument was made by special
Final Argument. counsel for the claimants. Assumiug that
"war" in the technical sense existed in Venezuela during the period in question, they maintained that
Venezuela would be liable for the acts of the Blues, as representing the old Monagas government, on the principle that if
a revolution proves successful, "the government de facto succeeds to the rights and obligations of its predecessor in all international matters, and intercourse is resumed with other nations
ou that understanding." 1 But they denied that there was a
state of war in Venezuela during the period in question. The
Venezuelan minister for foreign affairs of the time described
the Blue as "vagrant forces," "wandering factions," "mere
maraud r ." Their ituation was different from that of the
onfederat , for whose acts the United States had denied
Uability, ince the Confederate controlled "an extensive and
w 11-defin d territory, including tate governments, some of
which w r old r than the republic itself," and po ses ed '' a
I li i 1, civil, aud military organization so complete a · to
u r n
th I rf rmanc of all the duties and respon ibilitie
f P r t na i nali if the inclep ndence of the Confederacy
b
n < hi v
n zuela mu, t in any event be re pona t ' f the de facto overnment of the State of
mitte in tb nam of enezuela, "no matter
1
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what government or whether any government was administering federal affairs ~t Caracas," since it was "only with Venezuela that the United States could deal in respect of the acts
of any of the States composing the Venezuelan Union."
As to the revocation of the privilege of navigating the Orinoco by Guzman Blanco's order annulling the laws of the
Monagas government, special counsel maintained that, even
assuming that the control of inland waters formed a part of
the police power, which could not be contracted away, yet the
law of 1869, having been passed by the Venezuelan Congress,
could be repealed only by that body. They also contended
that the authorities cited by the agent of Venezuela on the
question of police power related to matters of regulation not
affecting the essence of any contract. When the steamers
were seized they were, said specfal counsel, '' all licensed by
the 11roper authorities under the act of the Venezuelan Congress of May 14, 186!>, to navigate the Orinoco and its affluents;~,
the facts in regard to them were well known to the government at Caracas, by which indeed "the San Fernando was
licensed in July 1871." "These licenses bad not been withdrawn and the steamers were doing what they were licensed
to do when they were seized and detained from ;their owners." 1
The award of the commission was announced
Award.
March 26, 1895. It was as follows:
"Whereas by a convention between the United States of
America and the CT nited States of Venezuela, signed at Caracas
the 19th of January U,92, and of which the ratifications by the
two governments were exchanged at Washington the 28th of
July 1894, it was agreed and concluded that the high contracting parties should submit the claim of the 'Venezuela Steam
Transportation Company' against the Government of Venezuela to the arbitration of a board of three commissioners, one
to be appointed by the President of the United States of
America, one by the President of the United States of Venezuela, and the third to be chosen by the two appointed as
aforesaid; and
"The President of the United States of America having
appointed Gen. N. L. Jeffries commissioner; and
"T_he Presi-9-ent of the y- nited States of Venezuela having
appornted Senor Don Jose Andrade, envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary of His Majesty the King of Sweden
and Norway at Washington, as third commissioner; and
"The board of commissioners, thus composed, having duly
examined and considered t.b e documents, evidence, and argu1

Report of Mr. Morse, 25.
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ments submi~ted to them by the respective parties pursuant to
the provisions of said treaty:
"Now, we, the said commissioners:
"Whereas the agent on the part of the United States of
Venezuela has raised an exception to the jurisdiction of the
commission over the portions of the claim stated in Article
XIX. XXI. and XXV. of the 'Statement of the case of the
United States of America,' filed by the agent on the part of
the United States of America on the 16th of J auuary ]ast, do
hereby unanimously declare ourselves competent on the said
portions of the claim:
"Do hereby, by a majority of the commission, award to the
United States of America from the United States of Venezuela
the sum of one hundred and forty-one thousand five hundred
dollars ($141,500) in American gold, without interest, for the
satisfaction in full of all the claims mentioned in Part I.
Articles I. to XXI. inclusively, of the aforesaid statement of
the case;
"Do hereby, by a· majority of the commission, award to the
United States of America from the United States of Venezuela
the sum of three hundred dollars ($300) each in American gold
with simple interest at the rate of five per cent per annum
from the 6th of September 1871, until this date in the first two
cases, and from the 3d of September 1871, until this date in
the last case, for the satisfaction of the three claims set for~h
in Part II. Articles XXII. XXIII. and XXIV. of the afore aid
statement of the case; and
.
"Do hereby unanimously disallow the claim mentioned m
Part II. Article XXV. of the aforesaid statement of the case.
'' Done in duplicate, at the city of Washington, and sig·ned
by us this twenty-sixth day of March, in the year eighteen
hundred and ninety-five.
''N. L. JEFFRIES.
"JOSE ANDRADE.
''A. GRIP."

When the award was announced, Mr. AnDissenting Opinion. chade tated that be would file a dissenting
opinion touching the points of the decision in
whi h he bad not concurred. Ile subsequently filed the
folio iug opinion:
. "It is an lementary principle of law that the burden of proof rests on
him who har . anoth r with an unlawful act and endeavors to mak
' ocl a. ·]aim t damages theref r. According to the Roman law he who
a cu C' ~other of wronp must prove the w1·ong. This i al o a maxim of
h
pam ·I~ 1 w, ac<"orchng to which the obligation to 1nove atta ·bes to
he rnplaman . . n l - m ri an law xpresses it in the e or iroilar
rm._: ~1 party srt_li11(J yp a tort has th e burden on liini to prove such tort.
Ancl it ha pa ed mto 111ternational law in alYo and Fior in the form
follow in , :
'
'
. ·~ , I , i ~o. ~ffi ·i nt fo.r · . t.a to fur:ni_ h t_he pr of of having experi' JH cl an 1n.111r~ _thron~h _ind1v1<lnal r 1dmg in another tate in order t
h M th lat 1 hall · 1t 1 nee sary t •o h ·yond thi and how that the
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a ct causincr the jnjury is morally chargeable to the state, or that this state
should or ~ould have.prevented it, and voluntarily failed to do so.'
"In the preseut case the Government of the United States of America
has proved 'the l:!eizure, detention, and employment in war or otherwise
of the steamships Hero, Nutrias, and San Fen,ando, the property of the
Venezuela Steam Tran sport ation Company,' and what it calls the imprisonment of the officers of these steamships, but not that it can rightfully
charcre said acts to the Government of the United States of Venezuela.
"It is alleged in the complaint that the He1·0 was seized by armed men
belonging to the insurgent forces of the 'Blues,' and that Captain Post
and the chief engineer, Maurinus, were compelled by them to obey their
orders; that those that detained the San l!'ernando and took and used her
for the transportation of troops and supplies were also 'Blue' forces; that
military authorities of the 'Blues' took forcible possession of the Nut1·ias
and San Fernando in September 1871, and employed both steamers in their
service up to the 14th of Fehruary 1872, and, :finally, that the 'Blues' were
adherents of that government of Venezuela which had been overthrown on
the 27th of April 1870 by Gen. Guzman Blanco, whom they continued to
resist after he had t aken Caracas and established a de facto government
to tho extent of h aving defeated his troops at Barquisimeto, blockaded
the po1·t of
Guayra in the fall of 1870, and maintained thereafter in
various parts of Venezuela an armed opposition until the summer or fall
of 1872, not allowing him to ◊xercise his authority save in such parts of
Venezuelan territory as submitted to his military forces.
"It is alleged also that the military forces of the 'Blues' or' Monaguistas,' who seized the Hero on the 28th of August 1871 and were transported on said vessel, took Ciudad Bolivar by fire and sworcl on the 1st of
September; deposed Senor J. B. Dalla Costa from the presidency of the
state of Guayana; took possession of the custom-house and other public
buildings and offices, federal and state, in said city; appointed state and
federal officers, and exercised and continued to exercise all the powers of
government, civil and military, there and in the State of Guayana for a
period of nearly six months.
"It is alleged, :finally, that, owing to the neutrality observed by President Dalla Costa, the peace of the State of Guayana had not been disturbed
by the contest between the adherents of the former government of Monagas
and the forces of the new government represented by Gen,,Guzman Blanco .
until the month of August 1871.
'' These allegations are corroborated by Ex. Doc. No. 28, Senate, Fortysecond Congress, second session; Ex. Doc. No. 143, Senate, Fiftieth Congress, first session; E x. Doc. No. 79, Senate, Fifty-second Congress, first
session, ancl Misc. Doc. No. 168, Senate, Fiftieth Congress, :first session, to
which the learned agent of the United States refers in the said complaint.
"It appears, therefore, that, beyond all doubt, there was in Venezeula,
from the 27th of April 1870 until the summer or fall of 1872, an actual war
in the international sense according to the definition of Grotius, cited by
Wheaton, Dana's edition, in the p aragragh following:
1
"
A civil war between t h e different members of the same society is what
Grotius calls a mixed war. It is, according to him, public on the side of
the established government and private on the part of the people resisting
its authority; but the general usage of nations regards such a war as
entitling both the contending parties to all the rights of war as against
each other, and even as respects neutral nations.'
" Such also was the conception entertained by the Venezuelan constitution of 1864, as follows:
"' ART. 120. The law of nations forms a part of the national legislation;
its provisions shall especially govern in cases of civil war. Therefore the
latter may be brought to a close through treaties between the belligerents,
who should respect the humanitarian practices of Christian and civilized
nations.'
"And in accordance with this principle it was that General Guzman
Blanco characterized as civil war the still unsubdued resistence of the
'Blues,' when he declared, in the decree of the 27th of April 1870, calling
a congress of plenipotentiaries of the States (Articles V, and VI. )1 that the
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validity of every compact or capitulation between belligerent chiefs or
forces was subject to his approval, and that the provisions which th<' constitution of 1864 had m a de a fundamental rule would be religiously respected and observed. And so also when, in a Presidential message of
1873, referring to 1870-1872, he announced that the civil war had ended
with the campaigns of Apure and Tinaquillo.
"And it may not be too minute to notice in this connection that Mr. J, W.
Hancox, president of the claimant company, also recognized the party
then opposing by force the authority of the established government of
Venezuela (which, on the 28th of August 1871, had seized thesteamer IIero,
and on the 3d of September the San Fernando), as having all the rights of
war in the international sense, since, having the Hero and N1it1·ias, which
had been restored to him, safe in Port of Spain, he voluntarily resolved,
although warned, tu return with them to Ciudad Bolivar while it was occupied by the 'Blues,' thereby exercising his rights as a neutral:
.
"And Mr. Bancroft Davis, Assistant Secretary of State of the Umted
States, likewise admitted that the said armed contest was possessed of the
legal, true, and proper character of war, when he den;ed t_he binding_ fo~co
of the warning of the Venezuelan consul, Dr. Montbrun, m cont~ad1ct1on
of the right which authorized Mr. Hancox, as a neutral, in carrymg on at
that time his regular communications with Ciudad Bolivar.
"An investigation of' the question whether to deny or grant the l~gal
characteristics of war to the struggle which the ' Blue' p a_rty sustamed
from 1870 to 1872 for the purpose of overthrowing the estabh~hed ~overnment of Venezuela in order to constitute another of its own, 1s eqmvalent
to an inquiry whether there should be applied to such party the laws of
war, or those rules of municipal law by which armed resistance to established power is r epressed.
"In the first case, Venezuela would not be liable internationally to the present
clairn, according to the doctrine admitted by all civilized nati?ns.
"'A nation which would not prevent its subjects from caus1~g damaires
to foreign ers would eno-ao-e
its responsibility, because the n at1ves, bemg
O
under its authority, it mtst look after them in order that they may 1;1ot
cause damages to others. But such negligence does not r ender a nation
responsible for the acts of' those among its subjects who have put themselves in a state of insurrection, and have broken their bonds of loyal~y,
or who are no longer within the limits of its territory. U nder nch circumstan ces, and whatever the ch aracter attributed to their acts and conduct may be, those citizens cease to be, in fact, under the jurisdiction of
their go vernment.' (Rutherforth.)
"' States are not bound to allow indemnities for losses and damage suffered by aliens or nati ves resulting from internal troublos or civil war.'
(Bluntschli.)
" ~As to damages suffered in case of war or revolution, foreigners have
no right to b e indemnified by the state where they reside; t h at would_ b
to dem~nd for the persons residing in another country advantages wh_1ch
the nat1v_ s do not enjoy. When a person establit1hes himself in a for _1gn
state he is bound to bear the consequenc s. 'fhe claim of England aCYalll t
apl_ s and Tu cany, in 1848, wa rejected, and not only that, bnt the
Rua ta~ overnment having been invited by the two Italian statt1s to act
a urupu , _refu d the arbitration on the ground that the English demand
seem d to 1t. so groundless that to accept the part of umpire would have
b · 11 to a.drmt clonbt which dirl not oxi t.' (IIeffter ote •.)
" u the v ry occa io_u allur~ecl to ab ov by Jiefftor, wh n the Bri~i h
ov rnm nt wa pre_ mg :laim, through diplomatic channel a(Tarn t
Tu cany an<l aple , 11mn diat ly after certain political di turbnnc s in
ltc ly, nd wa al· ocl • voriog t involv
II tri : for the a i tance which
tha
ovnurn ·nt bad iv n to the rand uke the Court of i uoc
: lclr
d n t~ t it a.mba a.<lor in London wlli'ch h was to communi, 1' t.
h f_or I!,~. fTi , pr sing he• pinion that wh n a forei ner
t., )>lt h • bun 1lf 10:
untr in , hicb civil war soon br a.ks out such
1
for
r I hould nbmit
th ·ou qu nee of hi d termination.
nd
h ~ "' ,. ~ m_11"11 di. po d th i, 11ir. cl ua.tion. of Europ might b to
utl thu liw1t~ of the ri ..ht of prot ction, they wo uld ne er go to the
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extent of granting to aliens privileges not guaranteed to natives by municipal laws.
.
" The very same princi~le was foll~wed w_ith respec~ to the last Po~1sh
insurrection. And later, 1t was sustamed with such vigor by the United
States of America, after the great war of secession from 1860 to 1865, that
they were not content until it was consecrated in Amendment XIV. to the
Constitution. And their convictions in the premises were carried to the
extent that the commission organized in 1868 to investigate the pecuniary
claims of Americans or foreigners, for losses or acts of spoliation suffered
durino- the civil war and growing out of the act of the federal authorities,
not oJ'iy should reject all diplomatic intervention in behalf of aliens, but
at the slightest attempt at such intervention any claim which was the
object thereof should be ipso facto, and without further examination,
disregarded.
"In both cases a large number of aliens had suffered serious losses and
damagrs through the insurgents. Nevertheless no European nation thought
of holding either of the governments of the two countries responsible, nor
would the latter have admitted such a pretension.
"With reason, therefore, does Calvo, supported by Rutherforth, Martens,
Miraflores, Torres Caicedo, Pradier-Fodere, and Vattel, conclude that the
principle of indemnity and diplomatic intervention in behalf of aliens, by
reason of injuries suffered in cases of civil war, has never been admitted
by any nation of Europe or America; and that the governments of powerful nations, who exercise or impose this pretended right as against relatively weak states, commit an abuse of strength and of force which
nothing can justify, and which is as contrary to their own laws as to
international usage.
"Evidence in favor of the assertion of Calvo is to be found in the treaties
now in force between the Netherlands ( declaration of 1855) and Venezuela;
between Italy and Venezuela, 1861; Spain and Venezuela, 1861; Belgium
and the United States of Venezuela, 1884; France and Mexico, 1886; Spain
and Ecuador, 1888; Germany and Colombia, 1892; France and Colombia,
1892; Italy and Colombia, 1892.
•
"Those of France with Mexico; and of Germany, and Italy, with Colombia are explicit to the utmost limit. As witness extracts:
"From the first: 'It is agreed further between the contracting parties,
that their respective governments, save in cases where there is a want of
vigilance on the part of the authorities of the country or their agents,
will not hold each other reciprocally liable for the injuries, oppressions,
or exactions which the citizens of one may experience in the territory of
the other in time of insurrection or civil war, through the insurrectionists,
or at the hands of savage tribes or hordes who refuse obedience to the
government.' (Art. ll, clause 2.)
"From the second: 'It is also stipulated between the contracting parties
that the German Government will not attempt to hold the Colombian
Government responsible, unless there be want of due diligence on the
part of the Colombian authorities or their agents, for the injuries, vexations, or exactions occasioned in time of insurrection or civil war to German subjects in the territory of Colombia, through rebels, or caused by
savage tribes beyond the control of the government.' (Art. 20, ~ 3.)
"From the third: 'It is also stipulated between the two contracting
parties that the Italian Government will not ·hold the Colombian Government r esponsible, save in the case of p1·oven want of due diligence on the
part of the Colombian authorities or of their agents, for injuries occasioned in time of insurrection or civil war, to Italian citizens in the territory of Colombia, through the acts of rebels, or caused by savage tribes
heyond the control of the government.' (Art. 21, ~ 3.)
''Even if we deny the character of war, properly so called, to the struo-gle su tained from 1870 to 1872, against the established power of Venezuela
by the" Blue" party, the author of the wrongs of which the claimant company complains, and consider that party as a band of armed marauders
subject to the penal laws, it would not be reasonable, in the eye of the
law of nations and of the elementary rules of justice and eq uit.y, to compel
Venezuela to make good the injuries caused by such wrongs.
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"France, after the revolution of July 1830 ; the uprising of Lyons in
1834; the revolution of the month of February 1848; the insurrection of
the Commune in Paris in 1871; and the events of Port Sa'ifl in 1881; Belgium, ou the occasion of the disturbances which took place there about
the month of April 1834; the United States of America, in 1851, 1886, and
1891, with reRpect to the claims brought against them for damages caus d
to aliens during riots at New Orleans and Key West, Rock Spring· and
New Orleans again-all, have categorically rejected the principle of
obligatory indemnity by the state in the circumstances cited. Whenever
they .have accorded pecuniary assistance to the victims of mhifortunes of
that nature, they have expressly declared that they did so throu~h spontaneo.us liberality, not through legal obligation; in the sense of cornpassion
for personal misfortune and not as a legal right or fo1· indeninity; that act of
reparation in such cases are not founded on legal obligation; that uch
events come under the category of those inevitable acts to which all
inhabitants of a country are exposed as they are to the effects of plague,
and they can not compromise the responsibility of the state; and that
aliens establishing themselves on national territory to engage in business,
ipso facto submit themselves to local law and con rts.
'' In 1885, a British subject injured by the burning of Col6n, h3'.ving
sought the aid of the representative of bis government in Co)om b1a to
claim 1·eparation for the damages he had suffered-the English mini~ter,
Mr. W. Y. Dickson, replied to him as follows, pursuant to instructions
from the foreign office: 'From the reports obtained by Her Majesty's
Government it clearly appears that the destruction of Col6n was due solely
to the revolntionists, who, declaring themselves against the gov~rnment,
succeeded in obtaining complete possession of the city for a short time, and
possessed thereof set it on fire in several places. It appears that wheu
these events took place the Government of Colombia was entirely nnable
to prevent them, even though it afterwards accidentaJly Bucceeded in putting down the rebellion.
"' Under these circumstances, there is not, in the opinion of ~er
Majesty's government, sufficient reason for asserting that the destruct10u
of Col6n was directly due to the fault of the Colombian Gov rnment, to
the extent of justifying a demand for redress in behalf of those Bncrli h
subjects who, like yourself, hav e unfortunately suffered losses by reason
of the fire.
'' 'Therefore l have to communicate to you, pnrsuant to instructions of
the prime minister, that, regretting the injuries suffered by you, I am
uriable to support your claims against the Government of Colornbia.'
"'l'o terminate the consideration of this point-it is to be observed that
the Department of State of the United States, on the 8th of October 18 8
addressed the American minister at Lima, as follows:
'" I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 420 of the 7th ultimo,
in which you inclose copies of correspondence with the minist r of foreign
~elati.~ns of Peru, on the subject of tbe outrage upon Mr. V. H. Mac ord
m 1 t>.
"'Your note of the 3d ultimo to Mr. Alzamora is generally approved,
but for yonr guidance in th future, it is proper that the department
should tate some qualifications of the doctrines you have announced on
~h
n bj ·t of th licibility of a rwr:ernment for the acts of insurgents 11:hont
t conld not control, and for the violence of mobs.
" 'In rei P c of be latter, it is the doctrine of the departrnent that a gov. nmenl can !wt b . held to sfriol acco1intability for losses i1~flicted by siich
nol 11 • • T~u nb.Ject has re c·ntl been di en ed in th
orr spondence
lJetw<' n th1. ov rnm nt and that of China in relat-ion to the outra~e
infi_i t
np n bin
nbjeC"ts a.t Rock priog and oth r placed in th
nt
~ t t • by bands of lawle11s men. Whil the nitecl tat s have paid
, on ul r bl tun toward th r li f of the nnfortnnat victims of the e
ontt:,
, yrt tl, · has b 11, don as an act of generosity and friendship and
not tn p111·1111a1 _e of a11 acknou frdged liability. The position of this go ernmcnt
ra ti, fTmr n r jere11<· to thr atlarh on the ,panish consulate in ~•eto
rl 111, , in 18;;0, to which you adv rt rn your note to 1r. Alzamora. as
0
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affording an acknowledg~ent of the liability of a government for acts of
mob violence toward foreigners.

*

*

*

*

*
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*

"' In regard to the question of the liabiFty of a gover~ment for the ac~s
of insurgents whom it could not control, 1t may be admitted that there 1s
some contrarietyin the opinions the department has h eretofore expressed.
But while you cite to M1·. Alzamora the contention of.his govm·nmen~ in reflard
to the liability of the United States for the destruction of a P eruvian ship by
insurgents in the Chesapeake Bay in 1862, it must also be 1·e1nembered that the
position the United States toolc on that subject was that, such destruction, having
been effected by a sudden attack of insurgents which could not by due diligence
have been ave1·ted, the Government of the United States was not bound to make
indemnity.' 1 (Mr. Rives to Mr. Buck, Foreign Relations of the United
States, 1888, part 2.)
"It appears to be beyond all doubt tha~ the seizure of the Hero in this
case of the Venezuela Steam Transportation Company was au unforeseen
act and force maienre, growing out of a sudden invasion of insurgentslik~ the attack on the Peruvian ship in Chesapeake Bay, or the burning
of Col0n, or the outrages on the Italians and Chinese in New Orleans and
Rock Springs-in nowise due to want of diligence on the part of the
Venezuelan Government.
"' When the cause of action is n egligence, the plaintiff must prove the
neo-ligence.' 2 And it has not proven it.
fl And much less reason, by far, is there to hold Venezuela liable for the
seizure of the San Fernando and the Nutrias by the revolutionists in possession of Ciudad Bolivar from the 1st of September 1871.
"The former vessel had gone to Nutrias, the termin al point of its route
on the Apure River; and it appears from the letter of the 3d of July of
said year, written from Ciudad Bolivar by Mr. Alexander F. Mathison,
agent of the company, to the president of the same, Mr. Hancox , which
letter figures among the proofs filed before the commission, that the Government of Venezuela insisted a t that time that the steamers on the line
between Ciudad Bolivar and Nutrias should al ways carry on board a military guard to protect them, and tha t if the San Fernando was not under
guard on that trip it was due to a voluntary determinatiQn by the said
Mathison. See the following extract from the l etter aforesaid:
"' I sincerely trust that everything will go right, but I am very much
afraid t hat the carrying of troops will involve the company, and may
hereafter prom dangerous to our boats, as it is sure to affect that strict
nentrality which is so essential in a country where the· contending parties
change places so often. I have now reasons to believe that the government party will insist upon putting on board, not a guard to protect the boat,
but a bocly of troops which is intended for au attack upon the opposite
party. You may rest assured that I will do all in my power to make things go
straight and give no cause of complaint.'
"Still more: It appears from the same testimony and from the evidence
of the president of the company that, on the morning of the 2d of September, while the San Fernando was r eturning from Nutrias on the same trip
and was taking wood a hundred miles or so from Ciudad Bolivar, a canoe
came alongside with a communication from the captain of the port for Mr.
Mathison or Mr. Hancox, w ho were on board, or for Captain Brinkerhoff,
in which they were inform eel that the 'Blue' party had taken the Hero
and were advised to return to the interior to prevent the Ban Fernand~
from falling into their hands.
"Hancox, after mature deliberation during the rest of the day and all
of the night, determined, on th e 3d, to continue the trip to Ciudad Bolivar,
and there the steamer was seized by the very captors of the Hero.
"As regards the N1itrias, it was safe in Port of Spain from the 3d of
September. Mr. Hancox a gai n wished to take her thence to Ciudacl Bolivar; he requested clearance of the vessel from the legitmate consul of
1
2

Italics mine.
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Venezuela; this official not only refused clearance, but endeavored to dissuade him from his purpose, laying before him the risks to which he exposed
the steamer and the company to which it belonged if he continued making
trips to places under the control of the enemies of the government. Hancox
paid as much attention to this warning as be had to that respecting the
SanFernando, and of his own volition he again took the Nutrias toCiudad
Bolivar, where the' Blues' took it from him, as they had previously taken
the Hero and the San Fernando.
"ltwas of necessity the duty and the right of the Government ofV nezuela to oppose the continuing of the trip of this last vljssel to Ciudad
Bolivar, this being the bes t means of preventing h er, under the circumstances of the time, from falling into the hands of the insurgents who had
already seized the Hero. It could thus, on the one side, paralyze to a certain
degree the forces and the activity of the revolution, and place itself in a
position more easily to repress it, and more efficaciously to -provide for the
defense of the State of Guayana; on the other side, it afforded the b.est
proof that it omitted nothing on its part that could servo for the protection
of the property of the company. Whatever reasons .the lat~er and i~s
agents on board of the Sa.n Fernando may have had for gorng to Cm dad. Bohvar, it is certain that if they had harkencd to the advice and warmng of
the captain of said port, the steamer conld not have been taken at that
time by the r evolutionists in control of the city.
"The same may be said, with greater force, if possible, of the Nutrias.
A little more deference to the· suggestion and admonition of the consular
agent of Venezuela in Port of Spain would have sufficed to save, at th
time, the interests of the company from a ne.w violence by the 'Bln es,'.
"Neither of the two steamers was bereft, during that period of confli ct,
of the protection of the Yenezulean Government, in so far as the clai'? ?f
the war permitted it to afford this. Wo do, though, at every step, m1ssm
the managers and agents of the company the prudence and circum p~ction of business m en, and the respect and submission which every ahen
should observe with regard to the public authority of the conntry where
he has transferred his industry and. his lmsiness. About tho month of
April 1871 the State of Apure was invaded by in urgent for ce , who to?k
possession of Nutrias. The government of Caracas believed it ~o be its
duty to order the authorities of San Fernando to suspend, while such
conditions obtained, the license which the Nutrias bad to navigate as far
as the port of the same name. A like order was afterward transmitted
to the authorities of Ciudad Bolivar. On e;Lch occasion Mr. Mathison
complained bitterly of this most reasonable measure, which might more
or less affect the results of that year's business, and in whi h he consequently saw nothing but an illegal act of a, government that intere ted
itself little ornot at all in the advance of trade an attack on theAmeri an
~ag and on the rights of the company, which he proposed to reserve as
Just grounde for a future cfaim. See, in the evidence, his letters of the 14th
of fay and tho 19th of June 1871 to Mr. Wupperrnaun at 'l'rinidad.
"The• eizure of the an Fernando and utrias was tho fault of Mr. Hancox, and the direct and immediate result of his own acts done with foll
delih ration, and not of aC'ts hy the Government of Venezneln,,
. "Ev n arl~itting that ho is not respon ible to Ven zu )3, for his condu ·t
11 1 t.he
part1c.ulars, it must he plain beyond peradventure that h i not
ntt~I cl to la1?1 from en<'zuela indemnity for the damag to which hr,
of hi. own motion, xposed his two ve sels by ta,king them into the territory
of tb c·11 my.
~''I h . ·h. rg of negl cting to puni, h tho. e guilty of the wrong. on wh ich
. h I lai m 1 found d, aurl whi<-h is now insinuated for the first time as a
.1 11 t ro~nd for holding the Gov •rn111ent of Ven zu la liable, has to be
P! .. cl ltk 11 he oth r !·barge.. A a g •neral ml the private act f
itizen d not ·omp!om1 the lia.bilit of the stat~, ave when it can
pr ·v n the and fail to do ·o or when c fter h ir con umma,tion it
approy . . or ratifi th min . om, ~vay · and Y n<·zu la, far from approYing
~ r· !ty~n r b a. t ornmitt d h , th 'Blu ' of , 'an ,ernando and iurl, 11 hohv r. mar1 war n th rn o :wtiv ly an l effiC'aciou 1 that six
mouth lat ·r it had uhdu d them iu both plu.c a. Difficult would it be to
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produce an example of a more ~nergetic and solemn _reproof. If ~or reasons of state it tbougbt proper m 1873 to seal the nat10nal peace with forgiveness for political offenses, no other sovereignty has a right to call her
to account for that sovereign act. The state is not liable for what as a
political entity it does for the 1mblic welfare.
"' In 1883,' says Calvo, 'Alfonso XII. was passing through Paris on his
return from Germany, and while going along the streets of the capital
hisses and shouts were directed at him, on the ground that he had been
named, according to custom, honorary colonel of a German regiment. The
authors of this gross demonstration deserved to be punished for the offense
to the head of a foreign state, but the complaint of the offended party
was necessary in order to prosecute them, and he refrained from lodging
H, contenting himself with the apologies of the President of the Republic.'
"' In 1885, because a certain French correspondent had disappeared in
upper Egypt, a daily of Paris opened up a violent campaign against the
Queen of England and her ambassador. It moreover organized a hostile
meeting and a demonstration directed against the house of the English
embassy. There was no complaint on the part of those offended on this
occasion either, nor, consequent1y, an application of the eighty-fourth
article of the French penal code.'
"'Apropos of the subject of the Caroline Islands, the rabble of Madrid
allowed itself to be drawn into the most reprehensible excesses against
the house of the German minister near the Court of Spain. The offended
power did not demand the punishment of the offenders. It was content
with the apologies of the Spanish Government and the repa,iring of the
material damages at the expense of Spain.'
"ln 1869, Venezuela saw :fit to open her internal navigation to the flags
of the whole world. The United States alone accepted the offer. Taking
advantage of it, the Venezuela Stearn Transportation Company established
a line between Port of Spain, Trinidad, and Ciudad Bolivar, capital of
the State of Guayana, on the Orinoco River, dedicating the steamer Hero
to this service; and, connecting therewith, another line from Ciudad Bolivar to San Fernando and Nutrias on the Apure, an affluent of the Orinoco,
with two other steamers.
"Up to that point of time in the civil war which then afflicted Venezuela, the State of Guayana had had the good fortune to preserve peace,
and the company running the two lines aforesaid that of enjoying without interruption all the advantages of that exterior and interior traffic of
the Orinoco which its exceptional situation afford.
"On the 28th of August 1871, however, the Hero was surprised and
detained at Guayana la Vie,ja, one of the stopping places on her customary
route, by forces of the revolutionary party who appeared there suddenly.
They appropriated her to their own use and obliged her to transport and
tow them to Ciudad Bolivar, which they attacked and took on the 1st of
September.
"The San ]}'ernando, which was on the way down from Nutrias, on the
opposite bank, received on the 29th of August, while in transit, notice
of the seizure of the Hel'o_, communicated by the captain of the port
of Cindad Bolivar, and a warning to return to the interior to avoid any
danger. The officers on board, having considered the matter well, detenninecl the notice to be unadvised, decj_ded to continue the trip, and
upon its arrival the vessel was seized. Later on the Nutrias cleared at
_ Port of pain by Mr. Hancox, for Ciudad Bolivar, notwithstanding tlrn
admonition of the Venezuelan consul, likewise fell into the power of
the enemies of the government, who, from that time and for four consecutive months, held the two steamers in their military service,. being run
by engineers and machinists of the company, who by its direction remained on board, and without whom the steamers would have been useless, and carrying to San Fernando, to Nutrias, and everywhere, desolation
and death.
"At the close of the conflict, or when it was about closing, the United
States asked and received permis. ion of Venezuela to send a war vessel
to claim the return of the steamers.
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"And in tne end the company presents itself, demand'i,ng from Venezuela pay
for the services rendered by the 1,essel8 to its enemies; and indemnity fur the
damages cmd injuries thereby incu,r1·ed.
"Let us suppose, now, that the events thus related had taken place,
rnutatis niutandis, in the United States of America; that in 1859, for example,
they had deemed it ad,isable to open to the world the navigation of their
great rivers and lakes; that pursuant to this invitation, if it is wished to
so call it, a Venezuelau company had established a line of steamers from
Havana to New Orleans, and another from New Orleans, via Memphis, to
St. Louis. That a short time thereafter the war of secession breaks out;
that Louisiana still for a short while maintains her normal political relations with the Union, and on a, day least thought of some resolute companies of secessionists from Mississippi and Alabama take possession of the
forts on the rfrer b elow New Orleans, detain one of the Venezuelan
steamers running between Havana and the latter port, which, without
knowledge of what has happened, is proceeding to its accustomed destina•
tion, i111press h er into their service and force her to transport and tow them
to New Orleans, which city they take, establishing themselves in the name
of the Confederate government before the Unitecl States have been able to
dispose of means necessary to change the condition of things; that in
Baton Rouge another of the Venezuelan steamers of the second line is
advised by the United States officer in command of the port of the seizure
of the stearuer from Havana and of the danger she runs of beiu&' seized
also, in view of which she is warned to return upstream to , t. Louis; that
the officers of the vessel pay no attention to the notice, continue on to ew
Orleans, and are there captured; that immediately thereafter anotherve sel
of the same line, lying safe in Havana, is obstinately carried by its owner
to New Orleans and likewise seized by the secession ists, who engage the
two vessels and the mast ers, engineers, and machinists furnished by the
company, in military operations, which for several months continue to
spread devastation from New Orleans to Memphis, Cincinnati, Louisvil1e,
St. Louis, etc.; and that finally, after 1865, the Venezuelan compan y f_orwards to the Government of the United State a bill for those serrices wlncb
their vessels, willingly or unwillingly, had t endered in the destruction of
those communities!
'' Suppose that this claim, after having been presented through diplomatic channels, and persistently rejected for twenty years by the nit~d
States,had eventually been submitted to the arbitrament of thiR comm1 sion, to be decided on the diplomatic correspondence between the two governments and such legal vidence as might be adduced b,v the contracting
parti es in accordance with justice and equity and the principles of int.ernational law.
"For my part, I should not have considered that I was doing my duty,
upon those principles which have always entered into the mntual relations of all civilized governments, bad I not helil the Un ited tates fre
from very international obligation to in<lemnifythe Venezuelan enterprise
for the lo s growing ut of the act of the Confederates.
"'lb imaginary acts in the preceding supposition are a trne counterpart
of ho committed in Yen zuela against the steamers of the American
·ompa~y in who e int~~est this case has b en prosecute<l. In the society
of nation~ all are sp c1hcally e<1ual. It is th duty of each state to respe t
th qnahty of the other , as it is its right to d mand that it own be
r P ct d. Tbe~d, _of qnalityimpli<•s t bat of th appli ationofoneand
the . am law _of .pi tic and e<111ity, and of the general principle of interna I n l Jaw m like c . e . Th ·ir umstance that Venezuela i a ta.te of
nl 2, - , 0 of inhabitant , whilst th
nitecl , 'tates has 70 000 O O1 is a
!1) tt r of ~ot the Ii ,.ht . t w ight in that conn ction, except,'ind~ d. tbat
1 m,
r~m1~d on of that, acre<l pa age in comm n<lation of such as not
on]' doJ11at1 <·, but al o 'r.?YBMER Y.' V n zucla, bowev r, in tbepre ut
<·~ ,.
·an no bet
oft •n repeat <l, ha de ired nothing but imp le
';111t1c .'
''l l!i pini n i. nh~itt c1 a a solemn prote. ta.gain t th diametrically
PJ::O 1t _rul , h1 h · 111ma <' tlw pr . nt <l cision.

1 b h v · that the ·laim

bould b ve b n di allowed.'

CHAPTER XLI.

CASE OF THE WHALE SHIP "CANAD.A": PROTOCOL
BETWEEN THE UNITED ST.ATES .AND BRAZIL OF
MARCH 14, 1870.
On December 20, 1856, Mr. .Alex. H. Clements, United States consul at Pernambuco,
reported to the Department of State the arrival at that port, on the 18th of the month, of Barton Ricketson, master of the .American whaling ship Canada, 545 tons
burden, owned by Gideon Allen and others,. of New Bedford,
Massachusetts. 1 Captain Ricketson brought with him all the
crew of his ship except Francisco Rosa, the fourth mate; a
Portuguese named Pequeno; and the cook, who had died at sea.
Immediately on his arrival at Pernambuco Captain Ricketson
entered before Mr. Clements a protest, in which he was joined
by the members of the crew who accompanied him. In this
protest it was stated that the Canada sailed from New Bedford
for the Northern Pacific by way of the Horn October 16, 1856,
and went ashore on the Gar9as Reef, near the mouth of the
Rio del Norte, nine miles from shore, off the coast of Brazil,
on the 27th of the following month; that the captain and crew,
finding that the ship was making no water, proceeded to
lighten her, and after five days' labor had succeeded in hauling
her to a place where, in an hour or two, she could have been
brought to her moorings outside the reef, when, just as they
were attaching the last hawser to haul her to this place of
safety~ a party of Brazili_a n soldiers, under the command of an
officer whose services had repeatedly been refused, boarded the
ship and ordered the men to cease hauling; that the master
ordered the men to continue their work, but that they were
prevented from doing so by the Brazilians, who took possession
Wreck of the
"Canada."

1

H. Ex. Doc. 13, 41 Cong. 3 sess.
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of the ship; that the master then formally abandoned the ship
to the B~azilian authorities and gave notice that he should
seek redress through his Government; that subsequently,
though the Brazilians had loosened the hawser and caused the
ship to set back on the rocks, the master offered to take charge
of her and haul her off again, but the Brazilian officer refused
to permit the ship to be removed, and, assuming possessi0n of
the ship and all the property on board, caused the sails and
cargo to be taken ashore. This protest was signed by the
master of the ship, by the first, second, and third officers, and
by twenty-two men. Not long afterward the vessel became a
wreck; the cargo and stores were sold by Brazilian officers,
and the proceeds were paid into the Brazilian treasury.
On January 23, 1867, the minister of the
Diplomatic Corre- United States at Rio de Janeiro Mr. Trousspondence.
' .
dale, brought the protest to the notice of the
imperial government, and claimed "full and complete redre s
for the wrongs" recited in it. Subsequently the owners of the
ship presented a claim to the Department of State in which
they asked for damages from Brazil to the amount of $212,365.
Mr. Trousdale was instructed to press the case. He was informed that items for prospective or 1,peculative profits must
be stricken out of the claim; but he was directed to ask indemnity for the personal losses of the officers and crew and for
the expenses of their subsistence abroad. and their return to
the United States. These demands were duly presented June
29, 1857. In reply the Brazilian Government maintained that
the ship was wrecked in Brazilian waters; that the Brazilian
soldiers went on board of her, at the request of the ma ter,
for the purpose of rendering assi tance and preventing embezzlement by lightermen from the neighboring shores; that it
appeared by an official urvey that the ship was lo t when the.
ol<l.ier arrived; that, be then bad 6 feet of water in her bold,
an<l. that be had not been hauled off the reef; that the hip
w • 3 y ar old; that tb crew were raw and in ubordinate
nd that th
r i 1 on board were of mall value. It wa
al
bar · 1th t th hip wa run a bore purpo ely. A eviup1 rt of th e allegation· the Brazilian Governh
port of a cbi ,f of poli , a urvey of th
hi h tb wr 1 o · ·urr d an a ount of the per onal
, ud h d p ition fa, Brc zilian ubje t re idf h a· ·id nt.
e. i<le he e thing there
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was a paper purporting to contain the examination of Rosa,
the fourth mate, dated March 2, 1857, but not signed, and a
paper purporting to contain the deposition of the Portuguese
sailor, Pequeno.
On the 3d of July 1858 the owners of the Canada transmitted to the Department of State an original affidavit of
Rosa, taken on the 23d of the preceding month, before the
probate judge of Bristol County, Massachusetts, affirming
the substantial truth of Captain Ricketson's protest, and declaring that he refused to sign the statement prepared for his
signature at the time of the survey, and that he had never
given his assent to any statements differing from those in his
affidavit.
For a period of ten years the diplomatic
.
Agreemen~ of Arbi- correspondence in the case was suspended,
tration.
. ·1 war m
. th e U m·te d
chiefly b ecause of the c1v1
States; and when, in 1868, the correspondence was revived by
the United States, the Brazilian Government contended that
it bad a right to regard the case as closed, and the denial of
the claim as acquiesced in, by reason of the lapse of time. This
contention did not, however, preclude a long discussion of the
merits of the case and of the conflicting evidence produced by
the two governments. Convinced that such a discussion was
profitless, Mr. Seward, on January 23, 1869, instructed Gen.
J. Watson Webb, then minister of the United States at Rio de
Janeiro, that the United States were satisfied, from the representations and arguments of Brazil, that the ship went ashore
within the juri.sdiction of Brazil, though the error of the
United States in this regard arose from the use of Brazilian
official charts; and that, in order to avoid the necessity of
seeking further evidence, the United States would accept, as
the smallest admissible amount, the sum of $70,000, in full
discharge of the claim, if it should be paid immediately. The
Brazilian Government having refused this proposition, the
United States proposed arbitration; and th1s was accepted.
By a protocol signed at Rio de Janeiro March 14, 1870, by the
envoy of the United States and the minister for foreign affairs
of Brazil, the claim of the owners of the ship and cargo was
"submitted to the arbitration and award of Edward Thornton,
esq., Commander of the Bath, the envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary of Her Britannic Majesty at Washington." Each government was required to lay its "written
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or printed case," with the "documents, correspondence, and
evidence" on which it relied, before the arbitrator before June
J, 1870; and the arbitrator was required to "decide the questions submitted to him upon such case, documents, correspond
ence, and evidence." The Secretary of State of the United
States and "the minister or other public representative" of
Brazil in the United States were to act as the agents of their
governments. The arbitrator was authorized to employ a
clerk, at sue1h rate of remuneration as he should think proper.
All expenses were to be paid by the two governments in equal
portions.
There were, as stated in the case of the
·Questions at Issue. United States, but three questions at issue
between the two governments:
1. Whether the United States was barred by lapse of time
from prosecuting the claim.
2. Whether the vessel was lost and the voyage determined
by the illegal interference of the Brazilian officials.
3. What was the amount of the damage which the owners of
the vessel had suffered f
As to the first question, the argument lay within a narrow
compass. For ten years the United States failed to reply to a
note of the Government of Brazil of September 30, 1857, denying the validity of the claim.1 The explanation given of this
circumstance was that "the delay was caused by internal di ensions in the United States." It was furthermore maintained in the case of the United States that no delay could be
construed as au admission of the justice of the Brazilian po ition, ince "the acquiescence of a sovereign government can
never be a urned from lapse of time;" and in support of this
a ertion the ca e of the United States cited the well-known
common-law maxim, "m'lillum ternpus occurrit regi." It may
ed, however, that this maxim, which merely expre se
betw en overeign and subject, posses e 110 inter. , and that it invocation added little or
y of the nited tate to the sugge tion of
a e of the nited States al ' O referred to
er J()hn, whi ·h wa allowed by the comention b tween the United State and
ary , 1 5 • In re pect of that claim
t Mr. Tronsdal , , pt ember 30, 1857, H. Ex.

oc.
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the case of the United States observed that "the injury complained of was suffered in 1815; it was first brought to the
notice of Her Majesty's government in 1850; and although
the length of time since the injury was considered in the discussion, the claim was allowed and paid." In this Htatement
one feature of the case of the John was not adverted to. The
John was captured by a British man-of-war in 1815, at a time
when, by the Treaty of Ghent, peace existed at the place of
capture. Under these circumstances the treaty required the
vesRel to be restored; but she was lost by the negligence of the
captor, and the owners couid only make a claim for compensation. This the owners did in the first instance by a suit against·
the commander of the man of war in the British court of admiralty. The case was decided against them in 1818, on the ground
that the commander was not personally liable for the capture,
since notice of the conclusion of peace had not then reached him.
The claim was, however, by this means made a matter of judicial record in Great Britain, and the facts on which it rested
were fully established; and the failure of the owners of the
vessel to prosecute their claim against the British Government
at an earlier day was satisfactorily explained by their personal
misfortunes. The case, therefore, was not one where the claimant bad for years wholly forborne to prosecute his demands
till the opposite party, to whom no notice had been given, was
deprived of proper means of defense. The principal question
involved in the lapse of time was, under the circumstances,
that of a failure diligently to prosecute the claim. In the case
of the Canada the claim was presented to the Brazilian Government at once, and the only question involved in the lapse
of time was that of an intermission in the prosecution. 1
.As to the question of the loss of the vessel and the determination of the voyage the two governments were not wholly
at variance. It was admitted that the acts complained of
were done not only in Brazilian waters, but also by officials
who had a right to enter the vessel. It was claimed, however,
by the United States that those acts "were beyond the legitimate sphere of the authority of the officials who committed
them; were in violation of the courtesy required by the comity
of nations to be observed toward a foreign vessel; were done
in opposition to the protest of the master of the ship, and were
the direct cause of the loss of the vessel and of the necessity
1

S. Ex. Doc. 103, 34 Cong. 1 sess. 427.
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of landing the cargo." The charge that Captain Ricketson ran
the ship aground for the purpose of getting the insurance on
her was contradicted by the testimony of the officers and crew
and rested solely on the a1leged deposition of Rosa, which was
not signed by him and which he had repudiated, and the paper
purporting to contain the statement of Pequeno, a paper likewise neither signed nor sworn to. On the other hand, apart
from the positive testimony of the officers and crew as to the
circumstances of the grounding, the character of Captain
Ricketson was amply vouched for.
The case of the United States maintained that up to the
moment when the Brazilian officers and soldiers were said to
have taken possession of the vessel there was no real conflict
between the Brazilian and the American testimony. According to the Brazilian statements, during the five days wheu the
master was hauling the ship off the rocks she had water in her
hold and the pumps were playing. The protest of the master
and crew stated that, in order to lighten the ship, the water
in the · barrels which were intended for whale oil was let loose
and pumped out. The Brazilians stated that the sbip when
seized had six feet of water in her bold. The master admitted
that she had water in her hold from the barrels, but averred
that when he saw her the day after the seizure she bad bumped
upon .the rocks and taken in six feet of water. The difference
in time, of twelve hours, would reconcile the two accounts.
The Brazilians said that the false keel had broken loose. The
master, officers, and crew stated the same thing, but said that
the loss involved no serious injury. The Brazilians stated
that the sides of the ship had been damaged by the rocks. 'Ihe
prote t admitted this, but disclosed the fact that a contrivance
had b en adopted for preventing further collision . According
to the Brazilian statement the master requested the interv ntion of the soldiers to prevent annoyance and embezzlement
by lightermen. The ma ter tated that people came from the
h r , ann y d him, and old liquor to his men; and although
h prote t d ni d that any request for assi tance wa made,
he a. of th
nit 1 tate conceded that, in the confusion
ft n ue th
mighthaveunder tood ucharequest
b

tate maintained
li repanci s in the testimony;
hip after be bad gone
n: ai11 d only trifling injuries;
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that she was lightened by emptying the oil barrels of water;
that she was hauled back 260 feet over the path by which she
had grounded; and that another hour or two of labor would
have taken her off the reef; that the only positive testimony
offered by Brazil adverse to these conclusions was the survey
made February 14, 1857; and that the opinions expressed by
the officer who conducted the survey, opinions un_supported by
contemporaneous evidence, and based on what was observed
as to the position and appearance of the ship two months and
a half after she had been exposed to the force of the seas, were
purely scientific inferences, entitled to no weight as against
the positive testimony adduced by the United States.
The case of the United States also contended that beyond
this point the testimony on both sides continued to agree in
certain particulars. It was conceded that the men who went
on board the ship were armed soldiers, under the command of
an officer; that the force was sufficient to overcome any concerted hostile movement on the part of the crew; that the
soldiers, after they reached the deck, remained on duty under
command; that they removed their bayonets from the sheaths
by order of the commander, and affixed them to their muskets;
that Captain Ricketson then abandoned the ship and went
below; and that soon afterward the ship was upon the rocks,
which she never left again. As to the character of the intervention, however, the two governments were at variance. The
Brazilian Government alleged that it was undertaken at the
solicitation of the master, and was friendly, and that the fixing of the bayonets was done without hostile intent and in
accordance with a regulation of the Brazilian service. The
United States Government, on the other hand, maintained that
the intervention was undertaken, not for the protection of the
vessel, but in the interest of the Braziliau revenues; and in
this relation the case of the United States said:
"The force that occupied the Canada was military in form,
but was under the direction of the civil service. The Oanacla
had been lying in Brazilian waters for several days. She had
unladen some of her cargo. She had had frequent communication with the shore through the lightermen, who had brought
liquors and other supplies to the crew. It is certain that this
visit was a customs visit. The president of the province had
sent the force there to aid the customs authorities in enforcing
the laws. These officers evidently overestimated the danger
of the Canada, and underestimated the energy and resources
of the captain and crew of a whaler. 'Ibey regarded the vessel, seen from the shore at a distance of over four miles, as in
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a hopeless condition, and they made their visit in force, to protect the cargo from lightermen, not so much in the interest of
the vessel as in the interest of the revenue laws of Brazil.
Probably neither party fully understood the other, conversing
as they did, at such a critical moment, through the medium of
an interpreter. The Brazilian officer could not know what the
master had already done, nor what he was capable of doing if
left to himself. He reasoned from what he had previou ly
seen, that because other vessels had been lost there before,
therefore the Canada, too, must be lost. By virtue of his
authority, therefore, as an officer of the customs, he, as soon
as he got on board, took control of the vessel, which was within
the limits of his jurisdiction, and when the captain would
have resisted he diRplayed his force so as to make resistance
useless. When he found what serious consequences were
likely to flow from his unauthorized interference with Captain
Ricketson and his crew, and from bis meddling with the windlass, he gave the version of the story which the Government of
Brazil presents to the arbiter as the probable truth.
"To the Government of the United States t,his seems the
most probable solution of the question. Whatever motive
Captain Ricketson may have had to misrepresent the fact,,
his officers and crew certainly had none; while on the o~ller
hand, the Brazilian officials had a strong inducement to slneld
themselves from the just indignation of their government, by
a distortion of the facts.
"The account which Captain Ricketson and his officers 3:nd
crew give of the seizure and abandonment is entirely consistent with all the other facts upon which the two governments
agree.
"On the other band, if the story told by the Brazilian officials
is correct in all its details, it is difficult to account for the five
days of inces ' ant labor on the vessel which undoubtedly took
place; or to explain the neces ity for the presence of so many
armed men on the deck of the vessel; or to understand what
they did there, or what took place between them and the
ma ter; or why they took such immediate possession of the
ve' el.
"The Government of Brazil a k the arbiter to believe that
Captain_ icket 011: hi four mates, and twenty-two of his crew
wer guilty f d liberate perj.nry.
' Tlle
v rnm nt of the uited Stat
on the contrary,
a •k , the ar it r t beli ve that the witne se on both ide
h
giv n c 11 h ne t account of what took place a they
ll u ht bat h y aw i until, at tlie la t moment, it became
ne
fi r tll Lrnzili, n ffi ial to warp the a ·tual fact in
u h w ya. o pr
·t th m Ive from the con 'equ nee of
th ir
n mi t k .
h
v mm nt f the
b, . :
li h cl hat
~ nd urn nt f h
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and arbitrary act of the Brazilian officer, in preventing the
master and crew of the Canada from saving the vessel when
it was within their power to do so; and that, by reason of that
illegal and arbitrary act, the Government of Brazil has become
responsible to the United States for the amount of injury which
their citizens have suffered thereby."
On these grounds the United States claimed of Brazil '' compensation to the owners of the Canada for the loss of the vessel _
and cargo and the breaking up of the voyage." As to the
a~ount of the compensation, it was contended that it should
' 4 be measured by the amount of capital put into the entreprise,
with interest computed at the iegal rate at the port of departure from the day of the sailing of t~e vessel;" that to this
sum "should be added the value of the oil actually taken a~
the time of the loss, with interest at the sanie rate from the
date of the loss;" and that "a proper compensation would
also appear to be due to the officers and crew for their loss of
time and wages, and for their actual loss of property, so far as
the same can be established." More particularly, the case of
the United States said:
"The value of the Canada has been established at $15,000,
and the value of the outfit at $41,000. The Government of the
United States claims these amounts, with interest at the rate
of 6 per cent per annum from the 16th day of October 1856.
"The Canada had taken 75 barrels of oil. of the value of
$3,~43.15. 'fhe Government of the United States claims this
amount, with interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum from
December ~, 1856. ·
"Compensation should also be made for the breaking up of
the voyage; for the support of the men in Brazil; and for
their return to the United States. It being the custom for the
crew of a whaler to ship for a long voyage, and to receive their
compensation out of their profits, it is necessary to make an
arbitrary rate for this item. It appears, from the memorandum
of Mr. Clements, that the sum of $5,378.26 is a reasonable
claim for these several items. The Government of the United
States claims that amount for six months' wages for the four
officers and twenty-two crew, and for their support and clothing in. Brazil, and their trarn~portation to the United States,
upon which sum interest should be computed at the rate of 6
per cent per annum from the 2d December 1856.
''Mr.Cass instructed Mr. Trousdale in 1857 also to claim for
the loss of the personal effects of the officers and crew. The
Government of the United States, while convinced that compeusatiou ought to be marle for that loss, is without information as to details, aud therefore makes no such claim in this
reference.
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"The Brazilian Government has iutimated that interest on
. these several sums should not be allowed, because of the delay
on the part of the United States in pressing the claim. To
this the Government of the United States replies, that if, when
the claim was renewed, the Government of Brazil had professed a readiness to pay what might be found due, there
would be some justice in the claim to be relieved of intere t
after the close of the discussion in 1857. But as the liability
.of Brazil is still denied, the Government of the United States
is entitled to claim and receive interest on all the amounts."
The arbitrator on July 11, 1870, addressed
Award.
to the Secretary of State of the United States
and the minister of Brazil at W ashingtou
identic notes containing his award. These notes were as
follows:
''WASHINGTON, July 11, 1870.
"I have the honor to transmit herewith the decision which I
have come to in regard to the claim of the Government of the
United States against that of Brazil for compensation to the
owners of the whale ship Canada and of the cargo thereof,
which it was agreed by the protocol signed at Rio de Janeiro
on the 14th of March last to submit to my arbitration.
"I beg to assure you that I have examined the evidence and
other documents furnished to me with the greatest care aud
attention, and that I have been unable conscientiously to arrive
at any other conclusions than those contained in the inclosed
decision.
"I have to add that I have found it unnecessary to incur any
expense with regard to the arbitration which the government
above mentioned have done me the honor of confiding to me.
"The Governments of the United States and of Brazil have
done the undersigned the honor of submitting to hi arbitration a question at issue between them relative to the loss in
December 1856 of the nited States whaling vessel Canada,
which loss the owner of that ve sel claim was due to the
improp r interference of the Brazilian authoritie .
'Before entering into an examination of the case the umpire
'
that ·
er imilar ca es of arbin a
t each party bould
ame
the umpire, a copy
b
w d time to offer
· to the argud at Rio de
h provi ion,
ntupon him
d, notwiths which may
. Theunderubject all th
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thought and attention of which he is capable, come to the fol~
· lowing conclusions:
"The case on the part of the United States is supported by
the protest signed by the captain, three mates, and twenty-two
men of the Canada, and sworn to before the United States consul at Pernambuco on December 18, 1856, and by affidavits
sworn to by the captain, the second mate, and two of th_e seamen after their return to New Bedford. The protest 1s the
usu~l course followed by shipmasters in case of damage to
their vessels, and the depositions seem to be straightforward.
They can only be refuted by convincing evidence to the contrary, or by the impossil:)ility of the facts recounted.
·
"In refutation of the contents of the protest there is the evidence of Francisco Rosa, fourth mate of the Canada, said to
have been sworn to by him on the 2d of March 1857. But
although the name of this man, with a cross, was affixed to the
report of the survey of February 14, 1857, it is not so affixed
to the deposition of March 2. Neither has a copy of it been
furnished to the undersigned by the Brazilian Government,
making him suppose that the latter attaches ljttle weight to
it. On the other hand, the same Rosa on the 23d of June 1858
made affidavit on oath in the United States that he never
sigued or swore to any statement whatever in Brazil on the
occasion of the loss of the Canada, and that the sworn depo-·
sitions of the captain were truthful. This affidavit of Rosa
does not seem to have been transmitted to the imperial government. In it Rosa either per:jured himself or he did not.
If the latter, he never gave any evidence in contradiction to
the statements of the crew; and if be perjured himself, such a
man's evidence is not to be credited in any case, and the umpire
can not consider it at all.
''The st,atement of Manuel Jose Pequeno, seaman of the
Canada, is likewise open to the objection that it is not signed
by the deponent, nor is a copy of it even furnished to the undersigned by the Brazilian Government as a part of their case.
He is not, therefore, called upon to consider it, although he is
of opinion that, even if it had been submitted to him by the
imperial government in due form, the declaration of a single
seaman who had abandoned bis captain before he was regularly
discharged could not outweigh the evidence of the remainder
of the crew.
"It appears that the Canada, being nearly under full sail,
went on the reef of the Gar~as, on the 27th of November 1856,
at eleven minutes before 7 p. m. According to the protest the
crew used their best efforts to get the ship off the reef during
the next four days, and succeeded in doing so to such an
extent that at half past 4 p. m. of the 1st of December they
were within a very short distanpe of deep water, and would, as
the captain believed , have reached in about an hour's time an
anchor which was laid out in :five and a half fathoms water.
5627-Vol. 2-48
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"At that hour a Brazilian officer with fourteen armed men
came on board. The umpire believes, and the United States
Government acknowledges, that the Canada was at the time
within Brazilian jurisdiction. Therefore it matters little
whether thi8 force came at the invitation of the captain or
without it. But the officer is charged with having, with the
assistance of the men under his command, forcibly prevented
the crew from continuing to heave the ship off the reef. It is
declared that the captain protested against this act, and fina1ly
threw the whole responsibility upon the Brazilian authorities;
that the guard subsequently let go the hawsers, so that tbe
ship fell back on the reef; that on the following morning the
captain offered again to take charge of the ship and save her;
but that the officer refused to allow the ship t,o ·be taken off
the reef.
"It is possible that the officer thought the ship would have
been in danger of sinking if she had got into deep water, and
deemed it his duty, in the interest of the Braziliau revenu~, to
prevent her being exposed to such a danger, but be certamly
exceeded his duty; for on board his own ship the captain alone
is responsible for its navigation and safety, and shou~d be
supreme.
"In contradiction to these statements, the only eyewitnesses whose evidence is produced by the United States Government, though not by that of Brazil, are Rosa and Pequeno,
and the undersigned has shown that their evidence can ~10t be
taken into consideration. And yet another ocular evidence
might have been obtained. Why were not the officer, li'ortunato Jose de Lima, the soldiers under bis command, and
the custom-house officers who were on board, examined on
oath after the receipt by the imperial government of the protest signed by the crew1 Their testimony, as of eyewitnesses
with respect to the facts stated to have happened, would have
been of great value.
"The umpire does not therefore consider that the declarations of the crew of the Canada are disproved by evidence.
"As to the possibility that the ship would be and actually
was nearly heaved off the reef, the undersigned can not give
any weight to the opinion of Senhor Jacinto da Rocha e Silva,
or to hi. tatement, not made on oath, tbat she could not be
and had not been moved at all. Hundreds of vessel stranded
~nd i!l a far wor e position than the Canada have been saved,
m p1te of be pinion of experienced eamen, and even 11aval
ffi r of hi h rank. And enhor Jacinto did not remain on
b ard to e with hi wn ye whether the Canada was moved
·
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reefs are violent, by reason of the currents and ordinary winds;
and when it is remembered that everything which was on
board on the 1st of December 1856, had been taken out before
the 14th of February following, whereby the vessel was much
lightened, it is impossible to suppose that she had not been
driven much higher upon the reef.
"The Canada went upon the reef at eleven minutes before
7 p. m., not at low tide, as the United States minister states,
but an hour and a quarter after high tide; for the undersigned
is iuformed by the United States Naval Observatory at Wash•
ington that on the 27th of November 1856 it was high water
at that place at 5h. 34m. p. m. The reef is of that nature that
it is too soft seriously to injure a vessel going upon it in a
smooth sea, and yet too bard to allow the vessel to become
deeply embedded as in mud or sand. When it is remembered,
then, that upward of twelve hundred barrels of water were
emptied and pumped out, that heavy anchors and chain cables
were taken out, and that all the least valuable articles were
thrown overboard, t here is no reason why the vessel should
not have been lightened from three to four feet, which, even
without a little advantage from a higher tide, would have been
quite sufficient to h ave enabled the crew to heave her off the
reef.
''The umpire is therefore impelled to give credit to the statements of t he officers and crew of the Canada, and to believe
that the loss of the vessel was owing to the improper interference of the officers of the imperial government, which is
therefore responsible for the damage as hereinafter stated.
"It bas been urged that the claim is barred because a note
of the imperial government was left unanswered for some
years. The undersigned can not acquiesce in this opinion.
The claiming government may suspend its action from consideration for the other government, in which it sees no disposition to yield to the influence of reason, and with which it
has no _wish to have recourse to force, or itself may be engaged
with other matt er s and unable to attend to the claim of its
citizens. But t his is no proof that the claim has been waived,
and t he undersigned has too much confidence in the justice of
the Brazilian Government to suppose that it would avail itself
of such an argument; indeed it has itself declared that it does
not pretend to do so.
"Neither can the umpire be influenced by the fact that the
United States Government at one time offered to accept a
reduced sum as a compromise for the claim. Such offers are
made for various reasons. It may be that the claimant is
much in want of the money to which he is entitled, and desires
to obtain compensation at once. His government is perhaps
wearied of litigation, and desires not to embitter the relations
between two friendly countries by useless discussion. An offer
is therefore made, even involving a sacrifice. But once the
offer is refused, and the discussion is continued till at length
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arbitration is agreed upon, the duty of the umpire is to calculate the amount of damages in accordance with the evidence
submitted to him, and without taking into consideration any
proposal which may have been made to accept a reduced sum.
Indeed, at the time of making the offer, the rights of the
claimants were reserved in case the offer should be rejected.
"It now become_s the duty of the undersigned to consider
the amount of indemnity for which the imperial government
is liable, and in doing so he will go through the different items
which have been claimed.
"The Canada was built in New York in 1823 as a first-cla s
vessel, and was employed as a liner from that port to Liverpool. From that time to 1856 she was constantly kept iu thorough repair, and impartial persons acquainted with such matters have estimated her value in 1856 at $18,000; the amount
claimed, therefore, of $15,000 is, so far, not excessive; but it
must be remembered that the imperial government is liable
only for her actual value on the 1st of December J.856, after
she had been considerably damaged by being on the reef. The
undersigned can not conceive that Oaptain Ricketson would
have continued his voyage without docking or beaching and
repairing his vessel, and from the undersigned's experience of
the country, he believes that the vessel could not have been
put into a fit state, including all expenses, for less than $5,000.
The umpire therefore fixes the value of the vessel at $10,000.
"He has also made inquiries as to the expense of fitting a
ves. el of that class for a four years' whaling expedition, and
furnishing her with provisions and all other necessaries, and
bas been assured that the cost would not have been le s in
1856 than 45,000. The undersigne<l has further examined the
accounts rendered by the owners, and has found no charge to
which he can object; h~ must therefore admit the um of
41,000 a ' the value of the outfit , etc. But he must take into
acoount that, as acknowledged by the officer, and crew, several
articles, tl.10ugh of little value, were thrown overboard in order
to lighten the vessel. The under igned has no details of these
articles, but he supposes that the captain could hardly have
replaced them in Brazil under 2,000. He therefore place, the
yal~e of the outfits, etc., for which the Government of Brazil
1s habl , at 39,000. The charge of, 3,543.75 for the oil which
h ~ alr ady b en secured, the umpire consider a legitimate
la1m.
'~ut th under i ned an in no case admit a right to prosp
e pr fit · ~ r the hip and the whole capital might have
b en 1 . arly m the v yag , or the expediti n might have
n n 1r 1 n ucce ful and wi hout profit. In thi partied r ca
h bj · i n i till ron r , b au e the Canada
a · p in wh v ry little after un t, wb n
hardly
in, ran hi ve I upon a reef,
i
nd I i ion f whi h he ought to have b en
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4 'The uudersigned can not, however, admit the validity of
auy argument which would exempt the imperial government
from the payment of interest. If the claim in itself can be sustained, of which the umpire has no doubt, the claimants are
entitled to interest.
" Certain expenses incurred for the maintenance and passage
home of the crew, as also three months' wages to each of the
crew, being tbe amount which all owners of vessels of the
United States are bound to pay to seamen discharged abroad,
the undersigned considers to be justly due, but can not allow
more than this, on the same principle on which he founds his
opinion that prospective profits are inadmissible.
"The undersigned therefore lays down the items as follow:s:

Valne of ship Canada on December 1, 1856.... • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . $10, 000. 00
Value of her outfits, etc... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 39, 000. 00
75 barrels of oil, at $47.25 per barrel . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..• .
3,543. 75
Transit of crew from Rio Grande do Norte to Pernambuco....
227. 82
Board and clothing in December and January................
432. 44
Transit to U11ited States, 26 men at $10 each..................
260. 00
Wages for three months each :
I<'irst mate, at $100 per month ...••..•••••.•••••••.••.••......
300.00
Second mate, at $75 per month .............................•.
225. 00
Third mate, at $60 p er month .........••.................••.•
180.00
Fourth mate, at $50 per month ........•.••...••..•.•........ _
150.00
Four men, boat steerers, at $40 per month ..........••..••...•
480.00
Four men, boat steerers, at $30 per month ..........•.....••.•
360.00
Fourteen men, at 12 per month .............................. .
504.00
Thirteen and a half years' interest, at 6 per cent, from December 1, 1856, to June 1, 1870 •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••. _ 45, 077. 03
100,740.04

'' The umpire therefore decides that the imperial government
of Brazil is liable to that of the United States, as compensation to the owners of the United States whale ship Canada and
of the cargo thereof, in the sum of $100,740.04, payable in coin.

"EnwA.RD

THORNTON."

CHAPTER XLII.
CLAIMS OF PELLETIER AND LAZARE: PROrrOCOL
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND HAYTI OF
MAY 24, 1884.
By a protocol signed at Washington May 24,
•
S ecretary o.f Sta t e
1884, by Mr. Frelrnghuysen,
of the United States, and Mr. Preston, envoy
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of Hayti, the Governments of the U J)ited States and Hayti agreed to refer the
claims of Antonio Pelletier and A. H. Lazare, citizens of the
United States, against· the republic of Hayti, to the Hon.
William Strong, formerly a justice of the Supreme Court of the
United States, as sole arbitrator.
Though the claims were thus referred together, they were
not otherwise connected. They differed both in origin, in character, and in ownership. The grounds on which they rested
were summarily stated in the protocol. Those in the case of
Pelletier were described as follows:
''That Pelletier was master of the bark William, which vessel entered Fort Liberte about the date claimed (31st of March
1861); that the master and crew were arrested and tried on a
charge of piracy and attempt at slave trading; that Pelletier,
the master, was sentenced to be shot, and the mate and other
members of the crew to various terms of imprisonment; that
the supreme court of Hayti reversed the judgment as to Pelletier, and sent the case to the court at Cape Haytien, where he
was retried and sentenced to five years' imprisonment; and
that the vessel, with her tackle, was sold, and the proceeds
divided between the Haytian Government and the party who,
claiming to have suffered by her acts, proceeded against the
ve el in a Haytian tribunal."
The grounds of the claim of A. H. Lazare were described in
the protocol as follows:
"That Lazare entered into a written contract with the Hayti an Government eptember 23, 1874, for the establishment
of a national bank at Port au Prince, with branches, the ca,pital being fixed fir t at 3,000,000, and afterward reduced to
Terms of the Sub-

. .
m1ss1on.
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$1,500,000, of which capital the government was to furnish
one-third part and Lazare two-thirds; that the bank was to
be opened in one year· from the date of the contract, and an
extension of forty-five days on this time was granted on La.
zare's request, and that on the day when the bank was to be
opened tho Haytian Government, alleging that Lazare had not
fulfilled his part of the enga.Q;ement, declared, in accordance
with the stipulations of article 24 of the agreement, the contract null and void, and forfeited on his, Lazare's, part."
The arbitrator was required to "receive and
Evidence.
examine all papers and evidence" relating to
the foregoing claims, which should be "presented to him on behalf of either government." He wa
empowered, however, to "request further evidence, whether
uocumentary or by testimony given under oath before him or
before any person duly commissioned to that end;" and the
two governments engaged jointly or severally "to procure and
furnish such further evidence by all the means in their power."
It was further provided that" all pertinent papers on file with
either government" should "be accessible" to the arbitrator.
By .Article III. of the protocol it was proCounsel.
vided that both governments might be represented before the arbitrator by counsel. Such
counsel were authorized to submit briefs, and, if the arbitrator
so desired, to argue their cases orally.
The rule of decision, in accordance with
Rule of Decision. which the arbitrator was to decide bot)l case, ,
was expressed in the declaration which be wa
required to subscribe before entering upon the discharge of
his duties. This declaration, as prescribed by .Article IV. of
the protocol, was as follows :
"I <lo olemnly declare that I will decide impartially the
claim of Antonio Pelletier and A.H. Lazare preferred on behalf _of the nited St~Ltes again t the government of the repubhcof Ilayti; and thatall que.stion laid before me by either
gov rument in reference to said claims hall be decided b m
: ording to th_ rules of international law existing at the time
t the tran, a t10n
mplained of."
Th arl itrator was required to render hi decision in each
parat ly, within ,
ar from the date of the ignature
pr t ol; but th tim w afterward extended to July
- l
1

c. f , ' at
• tr. Rayar,1
diti nal pr to ·ol t
t nd

ril 17 1 5 inclo iug an ad1uli i n of the tiwards.
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The arbitrator held his first session in a
room at the Department of State, November
•
S
10, 1884. The Government of the U mted tates
was represented by Mr. Samuel F. Phillips, then SolicitorGeneral; the Government of Hayti by the Marquis De Chambrun and Mr. George S. Boutwell. Mr. William S. Peddrick
was chosen as joint secretary of the two governments.
The arbitrator stated that he had made the declaration prescribed by the protocol. It was sworn to and subscribed before
Chief Justice Waite, October 7, 1884.
November 17 was fixed as the day for taking up of the Pelletier case.
On that day the case was proceeded with,
Openin~ of the Pelle- Mr. Phillips being assisted by private counsel ·
tier Case.
of the claimant.1 Various papers were offered
in evidence, and, in respect of some of them, questions were
raised as to their admissibility. The arbitrator stated that he
would receive all papers introduced in the case, but would .
attach to them only such weight as might seem proper. At
the next meeting, which was held November 26, further papers
were presented on the part of the claimant.
At the opening of the session on December
Order of Proof. 2, Mr. Phillips suggested that it was the duty
of the arbitrator, under the provisions of the
protocol, after he should have read the papers already submitted to him, to "propose" to the respeetive governments
what further evidence he might require in order to settle the
controversy before him. 2 Mr. Phillips intimated that under
the provisions of the protocol the "initiative" would rest
upon the arbitrator, and that, in consideration of the "'general
Begi~ngo_fthe Arb1trat1on.

1
Altogether five persons appeared during the proceedings as counsel for
Pelletier-Messrs. A. H. Jackson, A. L. Merriman, C. A. Eldredge, T. J.
Cason, and F. P. Stanton.
2
The provisions of the protocol referred to by Mr. Phillips were as follows: "Said arbitra7tor shall receive and examine all papers and evidence
r elating~ to said claims, which may b e presented to him on behalf of either
government. If, in presence of su ch papers and evidence so laid before
him, the said arbitrator shall r eq uest further evidence, whether documentary or by testimony given under oath before him or before any person duly commissi oned to that end,_the two governments, or either of
them, engage to procure and furni sh such further evidence by all means
within their power, and all pertinent papers on file with either government shall be acce sil.ile to the Ra.iJ. arbitrator."
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interest" of their "client," counsel were to "take instructions
from the arbitrator as to what was necessary. Mr. Boutwell
replied that there was no reason why the claimant iu question
should depart from the ordinary course, not only in courts of
justice but also in international commissions, of stating and
proving the facts on which he relied to support his claim. The
claimant had knowledge of all the facts and had learned
counsel to advise him, and there could scarcely be any doubt
as to what he was required to prove. .A.t the next meeting,
on the 8th of December, the arbitrator stated that, after looking over all the papers which he had been able to examine,
he did not feel disposed to indicate at that time what evidence
be desired beyond that contained in the papers before him.
He also stated that he did not think the technical common-law
rules of evidence were adapted to the circumstances of the
case. He would feel disposed to act upon whatever evidence
satisfied his mind as to the actual facts. He observed, however, that the evidence before him as to the amount of money
which passed into the Haytian treasury as the result of the
sa]e of the vessel and cargo was unsatisfactory. But he did
not propose to indicate any further what evidence he needed at
the moment. "I must leave the parties," said the arbitrator,
"to make out their case." At the meeting of December lG, he
substantially repeated this declaration, saying: "I leave the
case to the conduct of the counsel of both sides." Mr. Jackson here suggested that, as the United States had presented a
prima facie case, any further evidence which the arbitrator
might call for should be submitted by way of rebuttal. The
arbitrator replied that be did not so understand it; that the
claimant should present, in the first instance, "all of the case
which he propo ed to submit. It was thus finally decided that
the provi ion of the protocol, empowering the arbitrator to
"r que t furth r evidence," did not impo e upon him the duty
of conducting the ca a well as of deciding it.
h order of proof having been determined, counsel ±or the
l im n pr eded t can witne e .
•
W have en that the protocol required the
Taking of Testito r t " receive
. and examme
. aU paper
mony.
ar b't
1 re:
and vidence' which might be "pre ented to
lf of ith r o rnm nt.
nd r thi provision
r t h ut t admi t d ariou paper which
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were not evidence according to the technical common-law rules,
saying that be would receive all papers regularly introduced
in the case, but would attach to them only such weight as
they might seem to deserve. In respect of this ruling there
was nothing unusual, since it is not possible in such proceedings to adhere to strict judicial rules of evidence. But a more
difficult question arose in regard to evidence which did not
exist in documentary form at the opening of the arbitration,
· and which it was necessary to take some measures to obtain.
At the first session a preliminary d1scussion took place on this
subject, at the conclusion of which the arbitrator observed
"tllat he thought if both sides could agree upon a method [of
taking testimony] and he coincided with their views, he would
ratify it." The effect of any agreement upon the subject was,
however, rendered uncertain by the existence of legal doubts.
These doubts were due to the fact that the protocol, being a
simple diplomatic agreement, seemed capable of delegating to
the arbitrator only such powers as could be conferred by it~
signers in their character as the diplomatic representatives of
their respective countries. Uould they in that character confer
upon the arbitrator power to administer oaths or to issue commissions¥ We have seen that the protocol, after requiring the
arbitrator to receive and examine all such papers as should be
presented to him on behalf of either government, provided:
"If, in presence of such papers and evidence so laid before
·him, the said arbitrator shall request further evidence, whether
documentary or by testimony, given under oath before him or
before any person duly commissioned to that end, the two governments, or either of them, engage to procure and furnish such
further evidence by all means within their power." Was this
stipulation intended to confer on the arbitrator power to administer oaths and to issue commissions 1
That it was intended to confer power to administer oaths was
assumed from the beginning, and numerous witnesses were
produced before the arbitrator and sworn by him. On January 10, 1885, a suggestion was made as to the issuance by the
arbitrator of a commission to take testimony. The arbitrator
thereupon observed that such commissions "had better issue
from the State Department, with the seal of the United States,
and with the interrogatories and cross-interrogatories atta.c hed," since he bad serious doubts whether he was authorized
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to send out a commission; 1 that, while he was authorized to
insist upon the production of evidence, it did not seem to him
that he had the power to commission anybody abroad to
take testimony. Mr. Stanton declared. that counsel for the
claimant did not desire that any commission should issue; that
they had brought their witnesses to Washington and thought
it but reasonable that Hayti should do the same, and that
they should therefore oppose the issuance of any commissions.
The arbitrator stated that he did not insist upon the issuance
of commissions. Mr. Cason observed that the Secretary of
State had telegraphed to Hayti to ascertain whether the attendanceof certain witnesses would be procured. Mr. De Chambrun said that until counsel for the claimant· had closed their
case and indicated precisely what they expected to prove,
counsel for Hayti could not know what it would be necessary
for them to do. They expected, however, to be obliged to take
the testtmony of officers of the United States who resided
abroad, and in such cases it would be necessary to issue commissions. At the close of the discussion the arbitrator ordered
that the case of the claimant be closed, so far as the examination of witnesses and the submission of evidence was concerned, by January 25, 1885, with the proviso that witnesses
or evidence brought from foreign lands might be produced on
or before March 1, 1885; and he ordered that the defense
should submit all their evidence by March 1. He observed,
however, that this order did not extend to evidence which
might be offered in the ~ay of rebuttal, and that the order
would be open for modification if extraordinary circumstances
should arise.
January 15, 1885, the question of commissions to take testimony came up again, in relation to certain interrogatories
which had been filed by counsel for Hayti. Mr. Cason oberved that coun el for claimant had understood that the arbitrator would not is ue any commission , and that they bad
und r to d al o that the ecretary of State did not feel authoriz d t i ue any. Th arbitrator aid that be had perhap
n mi under to d. He had doubt d very much whether he
h th
rt i u a c mmi ion, but be would ign one if
r · b w uld " ·i n wb. t purport to be a comif it w
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serious doubts" about his power to is:me commissions. Mr.
Cason stated that counsel for the claimant were to be understood as not consenting to the issuance of a commission to a
foreign country, and that they did not care to file any crossinterrogatories. The arbitrator said that he· would therefore
sign the commission asked for by counsel for Hayti, with the
interrogatories on file attached, though it was his impression
that there was no law that would make false swearing under
such a commission perjnry. 1 He then signed a commission to
the United States consul in Porto Rico.
At the hearing on February 18 Mr. Stanton stated that counsel for claimant had been unable to bring certain witnesses
from Hayti, and had therefore prepared some interrogatories
for them, and also for Mr. St. John, the British minister iu
Mexico, who had formerly represented his government in Hayti.
The arbitrator said that he would grant a commission on condition that the case should not be delayed. On March 19 Mr.
De Chambrun offered in evidence a deposition of Mr. Hubbard,
United States consul in Porto Rico, together with his answers
to the interrogatories which were sent to him. The arbitrator
admitted the papers in evidence, subject to objection. On
April 3 counsel for claimant moved to strike out some of the
Haytian testimony, including the answers of Mr. Hubbard, ou
the ground that the taking of testimony by commission was
unauthorized. The arbitrator refused the motion, saying that
all the evidence had been admitted with the understanding
that he would give it only such weight as it was entitled to.
He had not thought it worth while to go into the discussion of
the admissibility or inadmissibility of testimony.
The arbitrator on motion made various requests ·to the contracting parties for -the production of papers. On December
17, 1884, counsel for Hayti moved the arbitrator to request the
Secretary of State of the United States to procure for the arbitrator's use a duly authenticated copy of any records in the
United States consnlate at Carthagena, Colombia, relating to
the bark William during her stay in that port in November
and December 1860; and also to obtain, if practicable, from the
British Government duly authenticated copies of any minutes
made by the officers of the ship Gladiator during the same
months, in relation to the bark WUliam, or to a bark of about 300
1

Record 806 and 810.
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tons "which may have been spoken or seen by the Gladiator at
Carthagena, United States 0£ Colombia, or in the waters of the
Carib bean Sea, in the vicinity of Carthagena, Rio Hacha, Grand
Cayman, or the Island of Jamaica, in either of said months."
Counsel for the claimant objected to the request on the ground
that it was too general. The arbitrator replied that objection
might be made to the evidence when it came in. On subsequent days the arbitrator, on motion of counsel on one side or
the other, made various requests to the Secretary of State
of the United States to obtain papers in the possession of the
United States, Great Britain, or Hayti.
Numerous sessions were held iu the Pelletier
Close of the Pelletier
,
·
~
case.
On .April
27, 1885, private
counse1 1or
Case.
the claimant filed a brief, and on the same
day oral argument was begun by Mr. Stanton. He continued
and closed on the 29th of .April. The next day l\Ir. Boutwell
spoke for the Government of Hayti. He concluded May 1, and
was followed on the same day by Mr. De Ohambrun, who
closed his argument on the 2d of May, when a brief on behalf
of Hayti was also submitted. Mr. Cason began the closing
argument for the claimant on the 4th of May, and concluded
on the following day.
The proceedings in the case of Lazare were
Case of Lazare. begun January 15, 1885. Mr. Phillips appeared
for the United States,and Mr. JamesThomson,
of the firm of Foster & Thomson, for the claimant. Mr. J.
Hubley .Ashton subsequently appeared in a similar capacity.
Hayti was represented by Messrs. Boutwell and De Cham brun.
The case was immediately opened by the reading by Mr.
Thom on of a'' tatement," which was signed by Mr. Phillip
and by Me r . Foster Thomson. .After the reading of this
statement, the examination of witnesses for the claimant was
pro eeded with. Subsequently witnesses were produced and
xamiu d on the part of Hayti. Documentary evidence was
al o introduced.
al argument in behalf of the claimant wa
n. Mr. De Chambrun replied, and wa
well on the ame ide. The oral argument
th of March b Mr. Thomson, who poke
ant. On the 27th of pril brief: were
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The arbitrator on June 20, 1885, transmitted
to Mr. Bayard, then Secretary of State, his
awards on both the claims submitted to him.
They were as follows :
The Awards.

'' .A. W.A.RD OF THE ARBITRA'.I.'OR IN THE CL.A.IM OF ANTONIO

PELLETIER AG.A.INST THE REPUBLIC OF HAYTI.
''THE AMERICAN .A.ND H.A.YTIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION,

"Department of State.
"In pursuance of the protocol, dated May 28, 1884, between
the Hon. Prederick T. Frelinghuysen, Secretary of State of the
United States, and the Hon. Stephen Preston, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the Republic of Hayti,
representing their respective governments, after having taken
before the Chief Justice of the United States the oath required
by the fourth article of the protocol, I have investigated the
claim of Antonio Pelletier against the Republic of Hayti, and
I now submit the following statement and award:
"This claim is large, amounting, as presented to me, to the
sum of $2,466,480. It is based upon an alleged wrongful arrest,
trial, conviction, and imprisonment of the claimant by the Haytian Government, together with the seizure of a bark, of which
the claimant was master, its cargo and money on board, their
condemnation and confiscation. The principal evidence presented in support of the claim consists of memorials and protests of the claimant, as also his sworn testimony, together
with the testimony of one Thomas Collar, who was ship's mate
on the bark during the voyage she made from Mobile to Hayti.
There is, however, some other evidence of minor importance.
"Pelletier, the claimant, is a native of France, but he was
naturalized in New York in 1852. He had acted as sailing
master of several small vessels on the coasts of South America
and Central America during several years prior to 1851. Between that date and 1859 he appears to have had his residence partly in New York, partly in Chicago, and partly in
Troy, some of the time engaged in sailing vessels out of New
York. In 1859 he purchased an old ba,rk, named Ardennes, at
Havana, in Cuba, took her to Jacksonville,. Florida, to obtain
an American registry, shipped in her a cargo of rum, sugar,
etc., and cleared for the Canary Islands, lying in north latitude
between the twenty-seventh and twenty-ninth degrees. He
did not, however, go to those islands, being driven, as he states,
far out of his course by heavy gales. He was discovered at
the mouth of the Congo River acting suspiciously. There his
bark was seized and sent to New York by an American cruiser.
At New York she was libe1led for attempted slave dealing, and
after a considerable lapse of time the libel was brought to trial.
The trial resulted in the dismissal of the libel, but with a certificate that there was probable cause for the seizure.
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'' Meanwhile, in 1860, Pelletier, as he states, through the
agency of one Parker, bought at the marshal's sale the bark
William, which had been condemned at Key West as a slaver
and ordered to be sold. His memorial to the Secretary of State,
made out in 1864, to which he has sworn before me, asserts
that' the price paid to the marshal was, as near as he could
recollect,something over $10,000.' He further swears that after
the sale some person ran away with the bark and the deputy
marshal who was on board, but that she was recovered ancl
brought back in four or five hours by the United States authorities, aided by a schooner, and that the salvage he had to pay,
together with commissions to Parker, with some repairs and
other expenses, made the aggregate of bills for the purchase,
salvage, and expenses some hundreds over $16,000.
"These statements, as well as others respecting the value of
the vessel, appear to me to be incredible, and they tend
str01;igly to diminish my confidence in other statements and
testimony of tp.e claimant. By the marshal's return it appears
that the bark, with her tackle and chronometer, was sold to
Parker for $1,605. That sum therefore was an that was paid
to the marshal, and not $10,000 as the claimant swears. Parker
was the claimant's agent to buy. Of course Pelletier paid ~o
the marshal no more, and he bad to pay Parker only comrmssions. Besides, the reliable evidence in the case satisfies me
that the bark was not worth more than from five to seven
thousand dollars at most. She was an old vessel of 215H ton
measurement, and she was known as a condemned slaver. So
in regard to the $6,000 claimed to have been paid for salvage,
commissions, and other small expenses. It appears that the
bark was recovered by the United States authorities, who
charged nothing, and a schooner, on board of which was the
claimant, a11d that she was brought back within four or :five
hours. So, when, soon after, the bark was taken to Mobile and
some repairs were put upon her there, the claimant's statemeut
i that with those repairs the vessel cost him about $30,000 a
near as he could recollect in 1864, when everything must have
been fresh in his memory.
' What the repair at Mobile were, is stated by 'Ihoma
Collar, the mate who superintended what was done. The bark
wa r a,lke<l, deck and hold put in order, the cabin wa overhaul d, and there w some painting. Includiug the seamen,
out fourteen men were employ d about two weeks at :3 a.
day. The total co ·t w
therefore 1
than 600.
et the
l imant tat
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t him ab ut ' 0,000 and wa worth fully 5,000. lle ,rn ·,
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gag d in hipbuildin · between 1 55 an i
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this old bark cost the claimant, as he testifies. His testimony
in this particular can not be true.
'' After the arrival of the bark at Mobile, to which port she
was brought from Key W esn, Pelletier transferred the title he
- had to one Emile Delaunay, of New Orleans, a member of the firm
of Delaunay, Rice & Co., of which, as he alleges, he was a partner, for the purpose, as he states, '·of procuring a New Orleans
registry.' The transfer was to Delaunay, and not to the firm.
He now alleges that though lie made tile transfer he retained
the actual ownership and had a bill of sale from Delaunay.
But in his memorial he did not claim that he had a bill of sale.
In that, he asserted only that, retaining the ownership, he took
from Delaunay an irrevocable power of attorney to control and
dispose of the vessel as be pleased. The statements do not harmonize, and it is difficult to see why a power of attorney was
taken if be had a bill of sale. On the faith of the transfer the
bark was registered, not, however, at New Orleans, where
Delaunay resided, but at Mobile, where she did not belong, and
where neither Pelletier nor Delaunay resided. She was registered, not in the name of Delaunay as owner (his name was
Emile Delaunay), but as owned by Edward Lee Launde, or
Edward Lee Launa, or Edward de Launa, and the person calling himself by that name swore that he was the only owner.
It is not quite clear whether the registry was for Edward
Lee Launde, as owner, or for Edward Lee Launa, or Edward
de Launa. The duplicate certificate of registry, signed by the
register and deputy collector, ou file at the Treasury Department at Washington, gives the name 'Edward Lee Launde.'
The vessel's duplicate has not been presented. The record at
Mobile gives the name Ed ward de Launa or Ed ward Lee Launa,
it is uncertain which. Neither was Delaunay's name. That,
as I have said, appears to have been Emile Delaunay.
" Why the register was obtained at Mobile in the name
given as owner rather than in Pelletier's name, if he was the
owner, when he was in Mobile at the time the registry was
made, it would be hard to conjecture, unless it was desired
while obtaining a register, at the same time to conceal the true
ownership of the bark for some unavowed reason. Delaunay
evidently had -a very close connection with the bark and with
her outfit and voyage, a connection which it is difficult to
account for if he was not the real owner of the vessel and of
most, if not all, the property on board, and if Pelletier was
anything more than the ship's master.
'' Though Pelletier claims that he purchased the bark at Key
West, in his examination before me he bas sworn that Delaunay
paid for it. It is proved also that the repairs at Mobile were
settled for by Delaunay's clerk. Pelletier paid nothing. It is
proved that when the bark sailed for Carthagena, Delaunay
came to Mobile and left the ship only when she was in the
lower bay, returning in a tug which took her down from the
wharf. It is proved also that Pelletier had nothing to do with
5627- ol. 2-49
.
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thf' tng, and that its services, if settled for at all, must have
been paid by Delaunay. He also attended to the outgoing
manifest, which described Pelletier only as master of the bark.
Delaunay furnished and put on board the 5-franc pieces and
gold alleged to have been shipped, and if there was any insurance upon either the vessel or its contents, which does not
appear, it must have been obtained by Delaunay without
instruction. Pelletier swears that he paid no attention to
insurance.
"More than this, a witness, Louis Moses, who has been a
resident of New Orleans ever since 1852, engaged in exchange
brokerage and insurance, has testified before me that in 1860
he was intimately acquainted with the firm of Delauuay, Rico
& Co., holding a power of attorney to transact its business;
that he furnished to·Delaunay money to fit out the bark; that
on the 24th day of October 1860, three days before the bark
cleared from Mobile, he advanced to Delaunay $15,850, for
which he took Delaunay's notes, which he now has unpaid,
and exhibited to me, and that he and another man, whom he
named, each advanced the further sum of $5,000; that to
obtain this money Delaunay told him he had to put money on
board the bark; that he expected a great profit from it; that
the bark was fitted out to go to some places in Hayti; that
Antonio Pelletier was the captain, and was to engage to impprt
some negroes into Louisiana, and that was the reason why
money was to be put on board; that the negroe had been
alr ady bought, and that Pelletier was to go and pay for them
and bring them. The witness testified further that he himself
was to have an interest in the venture, and that Delaunay
promi ed that he should have one hundred of the negroes for
the money he advanced. He further te tified that tlie scheme
wa to land the negroes on a desert i land west of the Mi i ippi, near the mainland of Louisiana-. This testimony ha not
been impeached, nor has it been discredited by anything that
has appeared before me. I have not been able to di cover any
inh rent contradiction or improbability in it. If believed, it
ha a direct and potential bearing upon the merit of the claim
made on b half of P lletier. It bear upon the owner hip of
h bark, and of the money on board, a, well as upon the chara r of th voyage which the bark made. It accounts for
1, un, y pu ting the money on board, paying the bill , being
p~ .· nt at th
rk d partur , taking a r o·i try in th name
f ◄ <l.ward
Laund, rEdwarddeLauna,atMobilein tead
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v rl uk d, however, that according to hi own
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an<l, if relied upon, should :find elsewhere, as I think it does,
corroboration.
·
"At Mobile, as the claimant's memorial states, he purchased
and put on board the bark a full cargo of about 200,000 feet of
pitch-pine lumber, sawed to bis order, to :fill a contract he had
in New Granada, and also took 36 barrels of ship bread to :fill
au order from Carthagena. The memorial states, also, that he
had on board 36,000 5-franc pieces (silver), $3,000 in American
gold, and about $2,000 in Spanish-American gold ounces and
fractions of ounces, meaning to buy gold dust of Antfoquia.
He also took on board two kegs of powder and some more; also
a large number of pistols and some guns or rifles. Neither the
powder nor the guns or pistols were mentioned in the ship's outgoing manifest. On the contrary, the manifest which he signed
and delivered to the collector, and which he swore contained
a full, just, and true account of all the goods, wares, and merchandise on board the vessel, and that if other goods, wares,
or merchandise should be put on board previous to sailing, he
would immediately report the· same to the collector, mentfoned
only 118,000 feet of lumber and 29 barrels of bread, marked
'Various, and J. B, & Co.; value, $2,214.40.' The manifest
was sworn to by Pelletier on the 27th day of October, 1860.
On the sam~ day a shipper's manifest of the cargo of the 'bark
William, Pelletier, master,' was signed, verified, and :filed in
the collector's office, exhibiting as shipped on tbe bark 29 barrels of bread and 118,000 feet oflumber, marked 'J.B. & Co.;
value $2,214.40.' Both · manifests, doubtless, describe the
same property, but the latter declared the articles to have been
shipped by M. S. Charlock & Co.; and intended to be landed
at Oartbagena. Of the lumber 34,000 feet were loaded on
deck and only 84,000 feet in the hold. Why it was thus loaded
for a contemplated voyage of some 3,000 miles, wlrnn the
capacity of the hold was· sufficient for fully twice the whole
quantity, is not apparent. It may have been for convenience
of loading and unloading, or it may have been to give to the
voyage a colorable appearance of legitimate trading.
"At Mobile Pelletier had shipped a crew, consisting of
fourteen besides himself, including cook, steward, and clerk.
Thomas Collar, the second mate, had been introduced to him
at Key West, and had come with him in the bark from Key
West to Mobile, where he was given the superintendence of
repairs.
'' At Key West be was known as Thomas Collar, yet at Mobile be signed the shipping articles with the name Samuel
Gerdou, was subsequently addressed by Pelletier as Gerdon,
and later, in the following voyage, signed a protest with the
same name. At first Collar testified before me that he signed
in his true name-Thomas Collar-but afterward, when confronted by hi prote t, he acknowledged that he had used the
name Samuel Gerdon, and accounted for tbe false personation
by saying that the shipping master at Mobile had given him a
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proection paper with that name, alleging that he had no blank
to fill otherwise. The seamen, or a portiou of them, as Pelletier
states, were furnished to him by a shipping master at New
Orleans, it may be presumed at the instance of Delauuay, who
resided there. They were forwarded from New Orleans to
Mobile by steamboat. They were Frenchmen, and they are
described by Pelletier 'as rowdies and high binders, such a
are in general only to be found in Southern seaports.' Indeed,
in the entire crew, including cook, clerk, and steward, there
was but one American. Some other shipments of sailors were
afterwa'rd made at other ports during the voyage, but they also
were Frenchmen or Spaniards.
'' The ship cleared for Carthagena on the 27th of October
1860, and arrived in that port late in November. There, as
stated by Pelletier, the lumber on deck was unloaded, some
gol<l. dust was purchased, with some other article.s, aud some of
the private stores of the captain were sold. There Meyer , the
chief mate, deserted and escaped on board a British man-ofwar. A revolution then in progress having prevented the sale
of the remaining lumber, the bark cleared for Rio Bacha, a port
some over one hundred miles east-northeast from Carthagena,
having shipped at least one seaman, a Spaniard, and taken
on board one Bina, a colored refugee, an,l Juan Cortez, bis
wife, child, and servant as passengers for Rio Hacha. Cortez
bad some freight with him. He and his family were dark,
probably mulattoes.
"Finding the winds and currents contrary, and having lo ·t
an anchor, the bark bore away to the northward aud co11tinued
on that course about 700 miles. Collar testifies that when tbe
anchor wa lost, a day or two after leaving Carthage11a, Cortez,
whose wife was sick, desired to be put on sllore. Pelletier's
te tirnony on this subject is incon istent with itself. At fir t
he stated Cortez desired to be landed at the fir t acces ible
port. That wa Carthagena, within two honr,' · ail from tlrn
place where the anchor was lost. But he did not go thither.
H ~aid be wanted to proceed on hi voyage. In hi later
t t1mony be represent Cortez a asking, when 11ear Grand
ayman, t be landed in Jamaica or ome port in that dire tiou.
!'7h ther c ft r 110 had ailed o far away from Rio Bacha he
mt nd d t r turn on a long tack to that port I do not deem it
arv t jnquir
ll had paR eng r oJ board whom h
nt_ra t d t cl liv •r there wi h their fr ight.
I ut it ma w 11 l that Cortez wa anxiou and alarm l
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contended that the freight belonged to one Cano, British viceconsul at Oarthagena, that Cortez had only the care of it,
and that it had been extorted from him by Pelletier. I do not
find sufficient evidence to justify such a contention.
"On the 24th of December the bark cleared for Port au
Prince in Hayti. It is 11ot quite apparent why she was cleared
for Hayti. She had cleared from Carthagena for Rio Hacha,
professedly in order to dispose there of the lumber in her hold.
If her course afterward to the vicinity of Grand Cayman was
reallytoobtain offingforalongtack to RioHacha itis not apparent why she did not clear again for that port. It was little
more distant than Port au Prince, and the bark would have
been assisted by wind and currents. The voyage to Port au
Prince was to the windward, against strong northeast winds
and strong currents. No explanation has been given of this,
and none appears, except perhaps a purpose to obtain a cargo
of guano at the island of Navassa, eighty or one hundred miles
west of Hayti. The claimant testifies that at the beginning of
his voyage he had an understanding with Delaunay, that if he
found it practicable, he should bring back to New Orleans a
cargo of guano, and that at the island of Grand Cayman he
arranged with a person to show him guano, and further, that
when first at Port au Prince, before he had any trouble with
the authorities, he applied to one Vil Maximilian for fifty men
and a few women to go with him to the island of Navassa, and
there load his vessel with guano. It is evident, however, from
what subsequently occurred, that there never was any serious
purpose to look for such a cargo.
"At Port a u Prince, where the bark arrived some time after
the middle of January 1861, the remainder of the lumber, or
most of it, was sold, but before much of it was delivered several of the crew, alleged to have been disorderly, were sent on
shore and imprisoned at Pelletier's instance. Bina, the refugee from Oarthagena, also left the ship and denounced it to
the Haytian authorities as a slaver. The claimant's testimony
is that this charge was made after Bina had demanded $100
from him to pay for a passage back to the Spanish Main, with
threats in case of refusal, and that the demand was refused.
The imprisoned sailors also preferred accusations. Very naturally and reasonably, the police boar.ded the vessel and made
a partial search. They found arms and ammunition on board,
an mmsual number of handcuffs, alleged to have been twenty
pairs, but which, as Pelletier and Collar testify, were only
eight in number, and they found a large number of water casks.
Pelletier and Collar swear there were only eight such casks,
but the former admits that he had in addition from twenty
to twenty-five barrels, which he filled with salt water for ballast. All these things are acknowledged accompaniments of
slave trading. The police did not find the kegs of powder,
nor any of the pistols that had been on board. These may
have been sold before the earch was made or have escaped
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observation. The search does not appear to have been very
thorough. In view of the accusation of Bina and the imprisoned sailors, and of the results of the search, as well as of his
application to Maximilian for laborers to go to Navassa, the
Haytian authorities evidently had strong suspicions, and I
think, with much reason, that the bark was a slaver out on an
illegitimate cruise. Yet, after a short delay, they gave up the
vessel to t;he claimant, and at his request gave him a clearance
for New Orleans. Their suspicions, however, were not wholly
allayed. When the bark sailed, the latter part of February,
she was followed a considerable distance by an armed vessel,
apparently to observe what course she would take. She did
not go westward on the most direct course to New Orleans.
Had she taken that course she would have had favoring winds
and assisting currents, and she might have taken in her cou!se
the guano islands of Navassa. Had there been any real design
to take a cargo of guano she must have taken that course.
There waR nothing to hinder it. The bark was in good order.
'fhe islands were in possession of an American company, and
laborers were doubtless there to assist in loading vessels.
'rhere could have been no need of laborers taken from Hayti.
But instead of taking that course the bark turned eastward
around Mole St. Nicole, and continued her conrse, on the north
side of Hayti, against fresh breezes and swift currents, on one
route, indeed, toward New Orleans, but obviously not the best
at that season of the year.
"According to Pelletier's statement, :finding be had not sufficient ballast, though he had more than 50 tons, he put in~o
Man-of-War Bay, in the island of Grand Inagua, to obtam
more. There, by drifting- on a reef, the fastenings of his rudder were broken, and it hung only on the forward pintle. It
needed two new pintles to replace those which were broken.
They might, doubtles , have been supplied by any black mith
at Inagua, but after lashing the rudder with chains the bark
put to sea. Still, not steering well, Pelletier, as he state ,
ndeavored to make a port (La Plata) in San Domingo, in an
oppo ite direction from the course to New Orleans, in order in
that I ort to make repair . He was oon found on the bank"
of. Cai co , ea t of Inagua, and oon after far to the south we t,
ff th coa t of Hayti, near Mole 't. icole, where be wa
nd a ring to beat to the windward. Several day be wa in
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m r · which b ould asily have entered in a few lwurs,
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11
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entered F ort Liberte, an obscure port of Hayti, not open to
commerce and only about twenty miles from Cape Haytien,
mistaking it, as he says, for the harbor of La Plata, in San
Domingo. I am unable to see how his en~rance into F~rt
Liberte could have been due to any such mistake. The distance from Cape Baytien was too short, only about twenty
miles. La Plata is nearly one hundred miles east. The approaches to the two ports, as descr.ibed in the sailing directions, are notably unlike, and as the land all the way from Cape
Haytien must have been in sight, he must have known he was
far from La Plata.
"At Fort Liberte he :floated a French flag, never an American; proclaimed his vessel to be the Guillaume Tell from
Havana, bound to Havre; ordered his men to speak only the
French 'l anguage, and asserted that his own name was Jules
Letellier. He even caused a letter to be written to the French
consul repeating these false statements, sig·ned Jules Letellier.
The excuse given for this attempted deception is that when on
entering the port he saw the Haytian flag he was terrified,
remembering his trouble at Port au Prince. I think that is a
very insufficient excuse. Ther-e was no cause for any such
scare, and it is difficult to believe that it existed. The bark
had been given a clearance from P.ort .au Prince, and, if she
was in distress, that accounted fully for her being again in a
Haytian port for repairs.
"The falsehoo<ls mentioned were not all he told. He said
he had been at Guadalo:u pe, had been obliged to throw part of
his cargo overboard, and that he had been ag,round on those
banks. False statements, when attempts to mislead, very
naturally awaken the suspicion of those to whom they are
made, and t hey are in some measure evidence of guilt. Pelletier's attempted deception was soon discovered by the French
consul and the Haytian authorities, and his arrest and the
seizure of the bark followed.
"In view of the facts thus mentioned, which I think are
est ablished by the evidence, I can hardly escape from the conviction tha t tbe voyage of the bark William was an illegal
voyage; that its paramount purpose was to obtain a cargo of
n egroes, either by purchase or kidnapping, and bring them
into slavery in the State of Louisiana, and that the load of
lumber and the profession of a purpose to go for a cargo of
guano were mere covers to conceal the true character of the
enterprise. In my opinion, it is beyond doubt that had the
bark been captured and brought into an American port, when
she was seized at Fort Liberte, she would have been condemned
by the United States courts as an intended slaver. And I
think the H aytian authorities had such reasons for suspecting,
even believing, that she was a slaver, with evil designs against
their people; that they were justified in seizing her in one of
their port , and arresting the master, at ]east for examination.
If t,he unco~tradicted testimony of Mr. Moses is to be believed,
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the voyage was concocted between Delannay and Pelletier;
the bark was procured for the illicit use; it was manned and
supplied suitably for such a purpose, and its subsequent conduct down to its hovering along the coast and entering an
obscure and private harbor of Hayti under false colors when
a better one was easily accessible are all consistent with such
a purpose. The suspicious circumstances begin at the beginning. The ~rarisfer of the title to Delaunay, as stated by Pelletier, in order to obtain registry at New Orleans; the registry
at Mobile, in the name of Lee Launda, or Ed ward De Launa,
or Ed ward Lee Launa; the taking powder, pistols, and gun_s
in quantities on board without mentioning them in the mamfest; the loading of about one-third of the lumber on deck
when the hold was more than sufficient for it al1, the assumption of a false name by the mate; the charanter of the crew,
all foreigners and roughs; the obviously fallacious pretense
that a cargo of guano was s.o ught; the concealing the nam~ of
the ship, and false representations respecting her nationality,
the port from which she sailed, and her destination; the
change of the name of the master; the unusual number of
manacles on board, the largP. number of watercasks, including
barrels capable of holdiug water-all speak with one voice.
They all tend in the same direction, n.nd collectively they
almost force to the conclusion that the voyage was illicit,
and that slave trading was its o~ject. Add to these the fact
that Pelletier had applied to a Haytian to obtain fifty men
and some women (blacks, of course,) to assist him in obtaining
guano, and I .can not avoid thinking the Haytian Government, though all these facts may not have been known at the
time, had ample reason for suspecting, if uot believing, that
th~ bark was a slaver, and that the design of Pelletier was
to obtain a cargo of blacks from their country. Even the
representatives of foreign governments then present in Hayti
unanimou ly expressed to the government their opinion that
Pelletier had been guilty of piracy, and that the government
~a authorized to put in force against him judicial procceedrng . And Mr. Lewis, commercial agent of the United State ,
joined Mr. Byron, con ul-general and acting cbarrre d'a:ffaire,
of r at Britain, in a king that the aptain and bark, then
un ler ar_re._ t, hould not be , et at liberty.
' H~vrng now !eyiew~d and tated what, jn my judgm nt,
b e 1d n e exb1b1t re pecting the char a ter and conduct ot
h
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was whether it was of piracy or slave trading, or a false pretenJe of nationality, does not distinctly appear, though from
his subsequent testimony it seems probable that it was an
accusation of all those offenses. It led to the discovery tbat
the vessel and tbe master were not what had been pretended,
but that the vessel was the William, which had been suspected
~t Port au Prince, and that her master was Pelletier. He was
therefore ordered to come on shore and to bring the ship's
papers. This be refused to do. The French consul also sent
a similar order, which Pelletier disregarded, and, having obtained tbe pintles he desired. he endeavored to escape at night
out of the harbor. Be was then arrested and taken on shore
with the ship's papers. The bark and the crew were also
seized. The consul then examined the papers, and, finding
that the vessel was American, turned it, together with Pelletier
and the crew, over to the Haytian authorities, wllo committed
the master and crew to jail in irons. Some time afterward
they were sent to Cape Haytien and imprisoned there, still in
irons, and within a few days they were sent to Port au Prince
and marched in irons to the criminal prison there. The statements made by Pelletier and Collar, the mate, of abuse and
cruelties inflicted upon them during their transfer from Fort
Liberte to Port au Prince are extremely sensational, and if
they are true they reveal barbarous treatment by the populace
and needless severity of the government .officers. But the
testimony of these two persons, I think, is very highly colored
and in many particulars quite unreliable. Doubtless the populace was much excited, and not without reason. They probably
did insult and abuse the captives. There is other evidence to
show it. But both Pelletier and Collar assert unqualifiedly
as positive facts many things of which they could have bad no
knowledge, even if they existed, and tbey assert some things
wLicb are proved to have had no existence. One illustration
will suffice: Pelletier states that during the march from the
landing at Port au Prince to the prison, Louis Legallin;one of
his boys, being weak, fainted from fatigue and loss of blood,
and fell, when the Haytian officers put . a stick through bis
shackles and dragged him over the pavements and . rough
stones, so that bis skull was worn through and he was dead
on arrival at the prison, when his body was thrown into ~he
yard and some small boys were allowed to beat out his eyes
with sticks for their amusement. This was horrible, if true;
but the statement is not true, and it was known by Pelletier
to be false when be made it. Legallin was subsequently indicted, tried, and acquitted in Pelletier's presence. Many
other assertions of sensational facts have been made by this
witness which have been disproved or which were beyond his
possible knowledge. The same thing may be said of the testimony of Collar. They tend greatly to impair my confidence
in any portion of their testimony where it is not corroborated.
Soon after they had been taken to Port au Prince Pelletier
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and Collar, with ten of the crew, were indicted for piracy and
attempted slave dealing on the coast of Hayti. The indictment charged also that Pelletier bad at sea extorted from Cortez a promise to pay a large sum of money for consenting to
land him on the nearest land, and that at Grand Cayman he
bad compelled Cortez, by threats of murder, to giw him a
deed for all the merchandise intrusted to bis (Cortez's) care oy
one Antonio Cano, amounting to more than $3,000. Prior to
the presentation of this indictment the accused had been severally subjected to an examination according to the criminal
practice of Hayti.
"Meanwhile, Cortez and Cano bad come to Port au Prince,
and the question arose .whether they could join in the criminal
prosecution in order to recover thereby compensation for the
injuries they alleged they had sustained at the bands of Pelletier.
"This question came before a court consisting of Judge
Boco and two others, and the court decided that Cortez an~
Cano could not join in the prosecution; that tbe courts of _H~yt1
bad no jurisdiction over their claims, but that the crmunal
courts of the country had jurisdiction· of the prosecution for
piracy and slave trading. Pelletier states that the court decided to release him. This was not so. The decision was
directly to the contrary. But as it was decided that the claim
of Cortez and Oauo could not be joined with the criminal proceeding, an appeal was taken to the court of cassation, where
that decision was reversed. The judgment that the Haytian
courts had jurisdiction of the criminal proceeding was left undisturbed, and the prosecution was sent down for trial. Pelletier further asserts that the three judges who made the first
decision were sent to jail. Of that there is no proof beyond
hi· assertion. The records show no such thing, and the statement is altogether improbable. Allowance should doubtle s
be made for mi taken assertions of a witness indicted and tried
in a foreign country before strange judges, and in accordance
with a cour e of criminal procedure not familiar to him, but
positive mi repre entations respecting the trial are hardly
excu able.
"The court building and the records of judicial proceeding
at P_ rt au rince have been de troyed by fire in •e 1861, but
offi ial r p rt of tbe trial of Pen tier and the others indicted,
~t t d aml ign d by the judge , aud publi bed at the time
m h g_ v rum nt official journal, are before me. I think
h m ~1t1 ~ _d to er dit. Th y reveal a very diff rent conduct
f tll J d1 ·1 l_ pro· edin
ant rior to an 1 during the trial
fr m tb t :tifi l to by him. Waiving for the pr ent conf h
ti n wh b r th 'Hay iau court bad
whi h I h 11 r turn b reaft r,
an di over
diug includin
h tri 1 11
ti f tory eviw r op r . i
r rnf< ir or b t they w re
p ra 1 arnl a · rding t h ordinary our e
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of criminal trials. There are statements of Pelletier to the
contrary, but I think them unsustained.
"The main trial commenced on the 26th of August l 861, and
continued five days. It was at no time hurried. .At its beginning t he court provided an interpreter for Thomas Collar, the
only defendant who did not understand the French language,
the language of Hayti. Indeed, all the defendants except
Collar were natives of France.
"Pelletier declined his right to select six of the jury, 9-enying the jurisdiction of the court, though that had previously
been decided against him. Counsel were offered to him by the
court, but he declined them because he had counsel of his
own selection. Very soon, however, he refused to make any
defense and requested his counsel to withdraw. Of this he
gives two accounts, not quite harmonious. One is that the
pilot he l1ad taken from Carthagena;the seaman Lobos he had
shipped there, and whom he had caused to be imprisoned, and
the boy lie had left at Port au Prince were seized without any
charge and imprisoned, so that he was unable to procure their
attendance, and that he declared, as bis defense was thus
gagged, be· should make no defense, but deny the jurisdiction
of the court, and begged his counsel to withdraw.
'' B ut the facts were that be had left the pilot he took at Cartbagena at Georgetown, in Grand Cayman. He was not, therefore, seized and imprisoned by the Haytian authorities, and
Lobos was a. witness and testified during the trial in Pelletier's
presence. A t another time Pelletier .testifies that he refused
to make any defense, and dismissed his counsel because the
ship's papers were refused to him. Of this hereafter.
' ' He makes another statement. It is that Mr. Laveau, one
of bis counsel, was sent to jail for alluding to the extraordinary means resorted to to produce a conviction, and to the abstraction of bis papers so that they could not be used in bis
defense. B ut the official report gives a different account.
" It is that ' the acting government attorney again requested
the court to appoint a lawyer to defend Pelletier, whereupon
the latter arose and reiterated the declaration which he bad
already made, viz, that he would not accept the services of any
lawyer for his defense. ''I shall offer no defense," said he; ''l
have resolved not to defend myself in view of the base int rigues that have been resorted to in order to gag my defense."
The ju<lge of t he criminal court requested the accused to be
more moderate, and told him h e must retract the words "base
intrigues." Mr. Laveau then proceeded to create a disturbance, and was called to order. He again interrupted, whereupon the j udge ordered him to be led out of the court room.'
It tlms appears that be was led out for a contempt. He bad
been dismissed as counsel previously. There was no order for
imprisonment.
" Pelletier also st ates that be was shut up in a box having
only a small aperture, throu gh which he could see the colll't
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proceedings only imperfectly. There is no other evidence t,o
sustain this statement, and a witness resident iu Port au Prince
·a t the time, familiar with the court-room, and who had served
as a juror, has testified that there was no such box or close
dock in it.
''The trial proceeded, numerous witnesses were examined,
each in the absence of all others, and at the close of each
one's testimony the accused were severally asked whether
what had been testified was true. To these questions they al1,
except Pelletier, gave affirmative answers. He refused to
make any answers. Among the witnesses was Miranda, t~e
boatswain. He testified, inter alia, that Pelletier had to]d 1nm
he intended to take from Hayti 150 men to sell as 8laves.
There was also evidence that Pelletier had said he intended to
give a ball on the bark at Fort Liberte and carry off a number
of young men and women. To this Pelletier made no denial,
though asked what he had to say in reply to the charge.
"His application to Maximilian at Port au Prince was a:lso
proved. This was but a part of the evidence. After a trial,
lasting five days, the jury returned a verdict convicting Pelletier of piracy, of the fraudulent abstraction of goods at sea,
or Grand Cayman Island, and convicting him also of an attempt at piracv and the slave trade committed on the coast of
Hayti. Three" others of the accused, Collar, Brown, and the
captain's clerk, were convicted as accomplices, and the remainder of the accused were acquitted. On this conviction Pelletier was sentenced to death, and the bark and it~ contents
were adjudged to be confiscated. On appeal to the court of
cassation the judgment of the criminal court was in all respects affirmed, except so far as it adjudged death to Pelletier.
"That was set aside, for the reason that the statutes of
Hayti imposed the penalty of death for piracy only in cases
when murder has been committed, and the castJ was sent to
the criminal court, sitting at Cape Haytien, that 'without the
assistance of a jury, basing its judgment upon the verdict
already rendered,' it might enforce the penal law of Hayti
ac~o~ding to the Haytian tatutes of 1 15 against piracy. The
?r1m~nal court thereupon sentenced the claimant to five year '
1mpri oum nt, and the court of cassation on a econd appeal
onfirmed th judgment.
."Th rear ome other averments of Pelletier impugning the
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tion of the order to the clerk, and his going into another room
to get them, a subordinate officer seized them and carried them
away. All this, if it ?ccurred, he could have know~1 only
through tlle report of his counsel. It may be true, but 1t does
not prove that at another time the copies could not have been
obtained. There may have been some reason for the officers
taking the papers at that time. Certainly no application for
them to a judge or to the minister of foreign affairs was ever
refused. Permission to have them was al ways granted, and it
was not of this that Pelletier's counsel complained, although
they did complain that the papers were withheld from them
while the trial was proceeding.
"It should require clear evidence to prove that an inferior
officer causelessly interfered to defeat the order of the judge,
and the ready offer made by the Secretary of State and the
minister of foreign affairs. Mr. Linstant, the leading counsel
for Pelletier, complained of the action of the court respecting
tbe papers at the trial. But the report shows that when the
papers were demanded the demand was coupled with an appli.:
cation for delay. The latter application the court refused, but
ordered the papers to be produced .forthwith. This seems not to
have been satisfactory. It was then that Pelletier declared,
by the advice of his counsel, that his defense was gagged,
declined to defend himself, and dismissed his counsel. The
papers were not withheld, but a postponement of the trial was
denied. Mr. Linstant in a letter to bis client, reviewing the
trial, says: 'We were offered the communication of the documents while the court was sitting, as if, while we were attending to the debates and while our' attention was riveted upon
the testimony of the witnesses we could withdraw ourselves
from these important cases to read papers of such importance.'
That is a complaint without much substance, intended perhaps
as an excuse for having advised his client to make no defense.
"Pelletier also asserts that attempts were made to bribe
witnesses to testify falsely against him. The charge is a serious one, but I think it wholly unsustained by any reliable evidence. It rests upon two ex parte affidavits made in 1868 by
two of the sailors, who had been indicted and t.ried with the
captain and mate of the bark, and upon testimony of the
mate, Collar. Theaffidavitsareloose. They speak of attempted
bribery at Port au Prince during the trouble there before the
bark cleared for New Orleans, not of efforts to obtain testimony for the trial, and Br~wn's affidavit is principally, if not
wholly, a hearsay statement. Collar has testified before me
that the American consul came to see him in the hospital, to
which he had been removed from the prison, and told him
if he would testify falsely against Pelletier he would receive
con 'iderable money and get bis liberty. If so, it was not the
act of the Haytian Government. But the story is too improbable to be believed. The consul must have been Mr. Lewis,
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who was the only consul at that time, and it is inconceivable
that he attempted bribery. Besides, Collar, when pressed by
repeated inquiries whether the consul asked him to testify
falsely, equivocated, and after some hesitation said 'he wanted
me to testify Pelletier had done an injury there.'
'' There are other statements made by ·Pelletier respecting
alleged wrongs of which he could have had no knowledge
beyond hearsay, statements entirely uncorroborated. I do not
think it necessary to review them.
"After his conviction, and some time in May 1862 he was
removed to Cape Haytian-marched, as he says, about 250
miles. (The distance from Port au Prince to Cape Haytien js
only ninety miles.) At <.Jape Haytien he was confined in
prison until in the following November or December, when, at
the request of Mr. Whidden, then American consul, he was ,ent
back by sea to Port au Prince, where for a time he was confined, and then -transferred to a hospital, from which he made
his ,e scape on the 11th day of November 1863 and succeeded
in reaching Kingston in Jamaica.
'' I now come to consider the question which I have thus far
waived. It is whether, in view of the law of nations as it was
in 1861, the Haytian Government had jurisdiction to try, condemn, and punish the master and to confiscate the bark aml
other property. The bark was a vessel of the United State',
duly registered as such, and the master was a naturalized
American citizen. The ship's papers showed this, aud they
were in the possession of the Haytian authorities. They knew,
therefore, that the bark was American. It is true that on
the 3d of May 1861 Mr. Lewis, then commercial agent of the
Uuited States, joined the British consul-general in a reque t
to the government that the bark and the captain, then under
arrest, should uot be set at liberty. It is also true that 011 the
15th of May 1861, upon being consulted by tbe secretary of
tate for foreign relations of the republic, the representatives
of the foreigu governments then present at Port au Prince,
including the English, French, and six others, unanimou ly
expre ed their opinion that the Haytian Government bad authority to take jurisdiction and proceed against Pelletier for
the crime of piracy, though tbe bark was American. But
t~i , wbil. it tend to how that the government acted cau~ou_ ly, w1~h ut intention to violate the law of nation , wa
an m uffici nt warraut for taking juri diction, if in fact that
~ . di all w d it. Lat r, n the 6th of Augu t 1 61, after the
mill· m nt bad been pr nted, Mr. Lewi prote ted again t
h
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decided, after a protracted discussion, that they had jurisdiction, overruling pleadings to the contrary.
,, In this judgment, I think, the Haytian. courts were mistaken. They seem to have been guided by the statute law of
Hayti rather than by the law of nations, which should have.
beeu th e rule of decision. I do not deem it necessary to inquire
what the municipal law of Hayti was respecting piracy or
slave.trading.
. ·
"What constitutes piracy by the municipal law of a state
may not be piracy as understood by the law of nations. The
slave trade has been declared to be piracy by the statutes of
several nations. But the slave trade was not piracy in the
view of that law in 1861, nor is it now, though repeated efforts
have been made to have it so regarded.
'' It is the general rule of the law of nations that offenses
committed by a vessel at sea or on board while in a port of a
foreign country are justiciable, or triable, only in the courts of
the country to which the vessel belongs.1 The rule is founded
upon the accepted principle that the vessel is regarded as part
of the territory of the country to which it belongs, and criminal
laws do not extend outside of the country which has enacted
them. There are, it is true, some exceptions to this rule. One
is to its applicability to offenses committed in foreign ports.
If they are committed against the peace of the country where
the vessel lies, disturbing it, they are cognizable in the courts
of that country. Not so if they are offenses committed by persons attached to the vessel upon others likewise attached and
committed on board. But crimes aud offenses committed even
ou board by persons not belonging to the ship are thus cognizable. So also offenses committed on shore, no matter who
may be the offender. And piracy, as understood by the law of
nations, is also an exception to the general rule. That is regarded as a crime against all mankind, and it is punishable
wherever the offender is found, uo matter where the offense was
committed aud no matter what was the nationality of the vessel. 'fhese are exceptional cases. The present is not within
the description of either. It is tbe general rule which must
now be applied. I am of opinion, therefore, that under the law
of nations the courts of Hayti had no jurisdiction to try and
punish the master of t,h e bark William for any of the offenses
be had committed, or to condemn and confiscate the vessel.
The offenses charged in the indictment were piracy, misuse of
a pa.sseuger at sea, extortion by threats from Cortez, at Grand
Oayman, a British island, and attempted slave dealing at ],ort
Liberte, Hayti. The indictment set forth the acts alleged to
have been done at sea and at Grand Cayman, which constituted the pirar.y charged, if there was any. But it is undeniable that none of them were piratical in view of the law of
1 See the rule of law as to offens6s committed in port laid down to the
opposite effect , infra, p. 1797.
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nations. It may be admitted that had any act been don
which the law of nations regarded as piratical the llaytian
courts would have had jurisdiction, though tlie bark wa Am rican, for the reason I have stated above. But though act may
have been done which by the Haytian law constitute piracy,
those courts could have no jurisdiction over a foreign ve el or
its master who had committed them, unless the acts were al o
piratical under the law of nations, or unless the o.ffen e bad
been committed on Haytian territory. Let'it be conceded that
a government may lawfully seize in its own ports ave el and
her master when there is probable cause for believing that they
are piratical or have piratical intentions, yet, if they belong to
another nation, they must be sent borne for trial, for the court
of the country where they belong have, by the law of nation ,
the exclusive right to try them. I speak only of cases where
no piratical act has been done within the port or territory in
which the arrest is made. For an infraterritorial outrage, the
vessel and master may be treated as having forfeited their
nationality.
"There has been one decision made by the court of cas ation
of France in 1832 that at first sight may appear to be in conflict with some of the opinions I have expressed, but a careful
examination of it will reveal that it is in entire harmo ny with
them. I refer to the case of the Carlo .Alberto, reported in
Devilleneuve's General Collection of Laws and Judgments fi r
1832.
"The facts of the case as they appear in the rnport were a
follows: A. con piracy had been formed between per on in
Italy and other in France, principally in Marseille._ , to e ·ecute
a plot again t the Freneh Government. A. commencement had
been made by the Italian conspirators in the charter of th
teamer Carlo .Alberto at Leghorn for a pretended voyage to
Bar ·elona. The steamer took on board clandestinely at night
the Duchess de Berri and others, in number twelve, who asum d false names, and clandestinely landed the Ducbe and
ix of her uite at night of pril 28 or 29, with the aid of a
ft bing b at, which bad watched the pa sage of the teamer,
n the we t ide of Mar eille , following which and in con en n
fit the plot broke out at Mar ·eille on the morning of
0 h of pril. The teamer, with the other con pirator ,
u n ly put into the French port, claiming to b in di , h n th y wer arre teu.. It i apparent that an offen e
n mmitte on Fren h territory by landing a part of
b
n pir t r . Thi wa · m re than an unexecuted intention
t p rp trat a rim . The plot br ke out almost imme<liately
in n qu n
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quently, entitled to the privilege of the same inviolability with
the territory itself, ceases to protect a vessel which commits
acts of hostility in the French territory inconsistent with its
character of ally or neutral; as if, for example, such vessel be
chartered as an instrument of conspiracy against the safety of
the state, and, after having landed some of the persons concerned in these acts, still continues to hover near the coast
with the rest of the conspirators on board, and at last puts
into port under pretense of distress.' (Whbaton, part 2, section 104.)
"This case is not at all inconsistent with what I have said,
viz, that to justify the courts of a 11ation in taking jurisdiction
of offenses committed by vessels of other nations the offenses
must have been committed in whole or in part (not merely
planned to be committed) within the territory of that nation.
To this rule I find no exception beyond those I have mentioned.
Slave trading being not rated. as piracy by the law of nations,
is not one.
"Such, without enlargement, I understand to be the uiversally acknowledged rule of the laws of nations, and they, I
think, determine that the Haytian courts were without jurisdiction. Whatever may have been Pelletier's intentions, or the
design of the voyage, it is undeniable that there was no piratical act committed, no act recognized as piratical by the Jaws
of nations, and none was attempted. Evil intentions not carried out are not piracy. No law punishes mere intentions without acts. Abuse of a passenger by the master is not piracy,
and if it be admitted that Pelletier extorted by threats property
from Cortez at Grand Cayman, it was an offense against British authority there, but it was not piracy.
Nor was there anything done by him in the ports of Hayti
that amounted to piracy recognized as such by law of nations.
As I have said, I do not care to inquire what the law of Hayti
defiuing piracy may have been. It is another law which is to
be the rule of decision in this case; so it is stipulated in the
protocol. The false personation by Pelletier at Fort Liberte,
the change of the name of t,h e bark, the unwarranted use of
the French flag, the false assertions respectil!g the port of clearance and the port of destination, and the other deceptions
practiced there, censurable and wicked as they were and indicative of evil intent, were still not acts of piracy. Nor was
Pelle tier's inquiry of Maximilian at Port au Prince whether he
could obtain men and women from Hayti to load his bark with
guano at the guano islands an act of piracy, though reasonably
awakening suspicions that his intent was slave kidnapping.
Nor was his later project (if he entertained it) of giving a ball
on his vessel at Fort Liberte and carrying off those invited,
unexecuted and unattempted as it was, an act of piracy or even
slave trading. At most, these were evil intentions not carried
out. There was in truth no overt act of piracy, amounting to
5627-Vol. 2-50
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piracy as understood in the law of nations or of slave trading,
and none was charged. There was therefore, in my judgmeut,
plainly no jurisdiction in the Haytian courts over the bark or
over the master. It follows that having suffered in consequence
of the unauthorized and wrongful assumption of jurisdiction l>y
those courts to try and punish him, the Republic of Hayti may
be justly required to make reparation to Pelletier for the wrongs
he has suffered.
'' It remains then to consider what sum should be reg-arded
[as l just reparation. The claims submitted on behalf of Pelletier are primarily three. He claims the value of the bark and
her tackle and furniture confiscated, the value of the cargo
and money alleged to have been on board when the bark was
seized, and compensation for the personal wrongs inflicted upon
him, including· oppression and unfairness in the judicial proceedings, and bis imprisonment.
'' He claims also compensation for the losses which he alleges
he sustained in consequence of his detention in Hayti. I
notice each of these in their order.
"In regard to the first, the claim for the value of the bark
and its furniture, I am of the opinion that the claim ought not
to be allowed. The evidence satisfies me the claimant was not
the owner of the bark. According to his own testimony, though
at Key West be took the title in his own name, be afterward,
at Mobile, transferred it to Delaunay, in order, as he says, that
it might be registered at New Orleans. His memorial, to which
he has sworn, made in 1864, states that though he made the
transfer to Delauuay, he retained the ownership and took a
power of attorney from Delaunay to do with the ve sel what he
thought proper. He did not then assert that he took a bill of
sale, though the memorial was evidently intended to set forth
every claim he had in the fullest and largest manner. That
as ertion was not made until more than twenty years afterward,
and not until after Delaunay's death.
"It may be conceded that ordinarily a register in which it
i a ert d that the person named in it as owner had. taken
an oat~ that he was the only owner, is not conclusive or eviden em a conte t between that person and another claimant
of the owner hip. Generally, it has reference to the legal title
nly. Ther may be a trust, or an equitable ownership, and the
ru quital>le wner may not know that the vessel has been
r gi t r ~ y om other per on. But in this case the regi try
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day the ship sailed. Pelletier and Delaunay were together at
Mobile on that day. The ship might then have been registered
as owned by Pelletier, if he was in fact the owner. There is
no conceivable reason why it was not, except that Delaunay
owned her.
,, Moreover, the great body of evidence tends to prove, as I
have already noticed, that Delaunay was the true and only
owner and that Pelletier was only the master. Before the
transfer Delaunay paid whatever was paid at Key West. Pelletier paid not a cent. Afterward Delaunay settled for repairs
at Mobile. He attended to the insurance, if there was any.
He attended to the manifest and to the towing of the bark out
to sea. He came from New Orleans to Mobile to see the vessel
oft'. All these are indications of ownership. On the other hand,
there is not a particle of proof that Pelletier did anything that
owners ordinarily do or anything more than appertained to hi&
duty as master. And more than this, he never asserted any
ownership in himself until he sent his memorial to Mr. Seward
in July 1864, in which, in order to obtain governmental
interference, he magnified his alleged wrongs and claimed
compensation.
"In his outgoing manifest he styled himself simply master,
not master and owner. In his protest at Grand Cayman,
December 20, 1860, he denominated himself as 'master' simply. In his letter to Mr. Hubbard, commercial agent of the
United States, complaining of the seizure of the bark, dated
.April 6, 1861, he described himself' master of the bark Willia,m,
of New Orleans,' and signed 'Antonio Pelletier, master,' only.
In -his protest of June 21, 1861, while in prison at Port au
Prince, he claimed only to have been master, and signed it
'Antonio Pelletier, master of the bark William.' And in bis
letter to Mr. Lewis of August 26, 1861, the day his trial commenced, he signed 'Pelletier, master.' And finally, in his protest of August 31, 1861, written after his trial and conviction,
he made only the same claim. Not until the 16th of July,
1864, when he prepa,r ed his memorial to Mr. Seward, Secretary
of State, and claimed therein nearly two million and a half of ·
dollars for the wrongs he alleged he had sustained, did he ever
assert (so far as appears) that he was the owner of the bark,
or an;rthing more than the master. It is impossible, in view
of this state of the proofs, to come to any other conclusion than
that he was not the owner, an~, therefore, that he is not entitled
to compensation for the loss of the bark.
"And I think, also, he is not entitled to compensation for
the loss of the cargo or the money on board. I am convinced
that the whole venture was Delaunay's. The lumber that was
shipped by Oharlock & Co. Pelletier states that he paid for.
It may be so, but if he did it is a fair presumption that it was
bought for Delaunay and paid for with Delaunay's money.
Delaunay <?ertainly paid for everything else. As Pelletier
stated, he paid for the bark, when it appears that he did not,
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but that Delaunay did. So it may well be with the lumber,
Pelletier being but the agent for the purchase. If the lumber
was his, there is nothing to explain its being shipped by
Charlock & Co.
"In regard to the money, principally 5-franc pieces, the
evidence is quite remarkable. Pelletier's first statement was
that he had the money on board, not that it was his. In his
testimony before me he has stated that the 5-franc pieces were
sent from Paris; that they wer'3 consigned to him from Paris.
This was manifestly not so. He states that when in New York,
some time before the bark William was bought, he gave an
order for them through Delaunay & Co., and that the purpose
in ordering them was to exchange them at Carthagena for
gold dust of Antioquia, and that for cut money. But when
the order was given, if given at all, it was not known that the
bark would be obtained, or that there would be any voyage to
Carthagena.
"Lat.er Pelletier testified that Delaunay got the 5-franc
pieces and put them on board the ship. To this statement he
added: 'I paid for them in money.' When asked in what
manner, he replied: 'By the general transactions between the
firm and myself,' explainiug that 'the firm were cotton brokers,
and collected a pretty large share of money, and his share of
the profits they used to pay themselves.' This is a singular
explanation. The firm of Delaunay, Rice & Co. as such bad
no interest in the bark or in the voyage, and it was under ~o
liability for any debt due from Pelletier to Delauuay. It 1
quite unlikely that such a debt, if it existed, was paid by the
firm. The firm could not pay it rightfuJly. Pelletier himself
does not profess to have any knowledge or information that the
5-franc pieces were thus paid for. He does not state that he
was informed he had been or would be charged by the firm
with the money paid for him. He gave no directions for such
a charge, and there is not a particle of evidence of any arrangement or under tauding that the firm would pay. Yet this he
wears was paying for the 5-franc pieces in money. In truth,
he never paid anything for them, either directly or indirectly.
ow, if thi be con idered in connection with the other evidence, that Delaunay owned the vessel, and that the claimant
a only the ma ter; that Delaunay obtained whatever m ney
wa put on board at ew Orlean , not from Paris, only thre
~ay b £ r th v
1 cleared, and him elf put it on board late
:n h d
n whi ·h he ail d, and that be insured it, if an
~n _ur _n e
take without dire ti norreque tfromPelletier,
1t 1 d1ffi ·ult b 1i
that th m ney was not hi . P 11 tier
n t in nran e i unexplainable if he wa the
um f m n y he laim wa on board an
1a
with lumber, and <le. tined for a
il
v r t rmy a , and at a ea on
rm 1 ay b
p t d.
uch i not th
n r , 1nain d wi h . hipping and na ig tion
rt h ,
n h n b ourc from which
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the money was obtained by Delaunay and the uses for which
be said it was intended, if the testimony of Moses is to be
believed, contribute to show that Pelletier had no interest other
than that of a master.
H Reviewing the whole evidence bearing upon the subject,
the preponderance appears to me to be greatly in favor of the
conclusion that the money on board, whatever its amount was,
as well as the bark itself, belonged to Delaunay. I do not
therefore feel at liberty to award to the complainant compensation for the loss of either.
'' But I think he is justly entitled to compensation for the
personal injuries infiieted upon him; for his trial by a court
that had no jurisdiction; for his condemnation and imprisonment, and his consequent sufferings. I do not overlook the
fact that his conduct had given rise to reasonable suspicions
that he was a slaver, and that he had evil designs against the
negroes of Hayti. 'It is no wonder that the populace was
excited and that he was treated with insults and buffetings
during his marches to the prisons at Cape Haytien and Port
au Prince, as be undoubtedly was. But bis treatment by the
inferior officers of the government was harsh. His being
marched in irons was unnecessary severity.
"His imprisonment was severe, even cruel, and his food was
scanty and unsuited to his condition.
"The cells in which he was confined were small, damp, and
unhealthy. ~'or a considerable time before his removal to the
hospital he was kept in irons in his cell. It matters not that
he was treated as it was the habit of the Haytian Government
to treat its prisoners. His sufferings were none the less on
that account, and they were sufferings that the government
had no right to inflict. For all this compensation is due.
"And I do not forget that a long time has elapsed since it
was due. For all that I make allowance. Pelletier claims
also on account of alleged losses of investments of real estate,
and claims in consequence of his imprisonment. These are
not proved, and if they were, they were too remote consequences, if consequences at all.
"Upon the whole, I award to Antonio Pelletier and agai11st
the Republic of Hayti, for the claims of the former, the sum
of fifty-seven thousand and two hundred and fifty dollars.
"Witness my hand the thirteenth day of June 1885 at the
city of W asbington.
'
"WILLIAN STRONG, Arbitrator."
"AWARD OF THE ARBITRATOR IN THE CLAIM OF A.H. LAZARE
AGAINST '.l'HE REPUBLIC OF HAYTI.
"THE AMERICAN AND HAYTIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION,

"Department of State.
"In pursuance of the protocol, dated May 28, 1884, between
the Hon. Frederick T. Frelinghuysen, Secretary of State of the
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United States, and the Hon. Stephen Preston, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the Republic of Hayti,
representing their respective governments, after having taken
before the Chief Justice of the United States the oath required
by the fourth article of the protocol, I have investigated the
claim of .A. H. Lazare against the Republic of Hayti, and I
now make the following statement and award:
"This claim grows out of a contract between the Governmeut
of Hayti and Mr . .A.H. Lazare (made in September 1874, and
amended in some particulars on the 11th of May 1875), which
the claimant alleges that the government wrongfully violated
and declared annulled. The formation of the contract is admitted by the protocol. The third article of that instrument
contains the following:
" 'The following facts as to the claim of .A. H. Lazare are
admitted by the Hayti an Government:
'' 'That Lazare entered into a written contract with the Haytian Government September 23, 1874, for the establishment of
a national bank at Port au Prince with branclies, the capital
being fixed at first at $3,000,000, and afterward reduced to
$1,500,000, of which capital the government was to furnish onethird part and Lazare two-thirds; that the bank was to be
opened in one year from the date of the contract, and an extension of forty-five days on this time was granted on Lazare's
reque. t, and that on the day on which the bank was to be
opened the Ha,ytian Government, alleging that Lazare had not
fulfilled his part of the contract, declared, in accordance with
the stipulations of article 24, the contract null and void and
forfeited on his, Lazare's, part.'
"Such is the extent of the admission. The entire contract
is before me. Its leading purpose was, as stated, to ecure,
through the agency of Mr. Lazare, united with the action of
the government, the establishment of a national bank at Port
au Prince, with branches in other cities of Hayti. By its first
arti ·le a conce ion was made to Lazare of an exclu ive right
for thirty full and consecutive years, commencing at the expira~ion of the twelve months specified in article 23, to establi h
m the republic a ba11k tyled Banque ationale d'Ha'iti.
' The twenty-third article described the twelve month as
b ginning at the time of the ignature of the contract, which
wa in
I temb r 1874. The right granted to e ·tabli h the
bank
am~ opera ive, therefore only in September 1875. In
bi. par i ular the once . ion wa" thu of a future right. The
ntr
h
r made provi ion for various thing to be done
pr parat ry t th e tabli ·bm nt of the bank. Hence it i
ne
ary t xamin tlie whi ·hare et forth in everal arti1 .
me f th m imp . ed obligation up n tbe grantee of
th · n e i n · lier requir cl from the government tlle per£ rman
f parti uL r duti
and ther till de crib d the
ri il
t b 11j
d by h bank wLen tabli h d and the
du i .' it ,•h nl l lJ r qnil' cl
p r~ rm.
h ugli i
a n ·ont lllpla, cl or allowed that th bauk
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should be established until the expiration of a year from the
signature of the contract, it was necessary th~t preparation
should be made for its establishment. For this, several articles made provision. A bank building with outbuildings and
buildings for the branches were necessary. Accordingly, Mr.
Lazare undertook the duty of procuring the necessary materials, forwarding them to Port au Prince and having the bank
building aud .warehouse erected on ground to be furnished by
the government.
·
- ·
"Tlte government assumed the obligation to pay the regular
bills for the articles he would require for the construction of
the ba11k buildiug and warehouse at Port au Prince, and its
branches at two other places, to the amount of 200,000 piasters
(dollars), which amount, however, was to be carried to the credit
of the republic and to be repaid with interest. The contract
imposed -q.pon Mr. Lazare the further duty of having all the
articles required for building the bank and warehouse arrive
at Port au Prince within seven months from the signing of the
contract, and having the buildings finished within four months
thereafter; that at the expiration of the last of the twelve
mouths, 'these establishments being finished should be in full
operation.'
"Such was the requirement of the twenty-third article. By
the eighteenth article, as amended, Mr. Lazare was required
to pay all the preliminary expenses connected with the creation
and establishment of the bank, and at the end of the thirty
years the establishments constructed for the bank and its
branches, including the warehouses, were required to be delivered to the Government of Hayti in good repair. Such were
the principal duties assumed by Mr. Lazare, to be performed
by him preparatory to the opening of the bank, except such as
related to providing the necessary capital.
'' In relation to the capital, the thirtieth and thirty-first
articles are important. By the thirtietll the government, acting
by Mr. Rameau, its authorized agent, engaged to subscribe to
the bank as shareholder for the Rum of 1,000,000 piasters (dollars), which amount it bound itself to pay at the office and
deliver into the vaults of the main bank' as soon as the complete organization of the estab1ishment was effected and duly
ascertaiued or lawfully declared' (dumentconstatee).
"By the thirty-first arttcle Mr. Lazare bound himself to pay
at the offic,~ of the main bank, in order to be deposited into
the van1ts, thA sum of 2,000,000 piasters (p. 2,000,000), 'so as to
complete the amount of stock of bullion 'u.'hich was fixed at 'three
millions o,/'piasters' (p. 3,000,000). '
"(By an arnendme11t of the thirtieth and thirty-first articles,
made May 11, 1875, it was agret•d that the government and
Mr. Lazare should. be obliged to deposit in the Yaults of the
bank Oll]y lialf of the sum ~nbscribed, tbe other half to be
called for at such dates as should be fixed by the direction
generale of tlrn l>auk.)
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"It is to be observed the thirtieth article fixed the time when
the government was required to make its payment into the
vaults of the bank. The thirty-first did not express]y declare
when Mr. Lazare's payment should be made. I think, however, it may be fairly inferred from the whole contract that it
was required to be made before the bank should go into operation-that is, before or at the expiration of twelve months
from the signing of the contract or before or at tbe expiration
of the forty-five days to which the time for opening the bank
was subsequently extended. Butitis manifest that .IHr. Lazare
was not bound to pay in his share of the capital before the
government paid in its share.
"His share was to be paid 'to complete' the capital partially
supplied by the government.
"It is material also to observe that the contract req uire<l. all
the capital to be paid in metallic currency. In regl:lird to this
there is no controversy. The payments are described as bullion,
and the twenty-first article declared that the stock of bullion
of the bank should consist of coins of gold and American
silver and fractions of the same, preference, however, being
given to English and French gold and silver, subject to suit-.
able agreement, and no agreement to the contrary appears to
have been made.
" Thus far, I have noticed principally the obligations which
Mr. Lazare assumed and to which be was bound by the contract. Before considering other provisions, it may be well to
review what he did towar<l. meeting those obligations. Soon
after the contract was signed be returned to New York, abandoned other occupations in which he bad been employed, and
devoted himse]f to the preparations necessary for the establishment of the bank. He had been prominent]y connected
with a railroad company and had been president of a steamship line. These positions he appears to have given up. He
:procured the materials needed for the bank buildings, shipped
them to Port au Prince, employed an architect, made arrangeID nts with a builder for the erection of the buildings, com~en ed the work of puttiug them up and had the main buildmg completed within the time limited by the contract. Ile
al o made arrangement for tbe engraving of the currency
n d d by the bank. In fact, he appears to have done all that
the. ontra t required him to do before opening the bank for
bu rne at tbe expiration of the year and forty-five days from
It m~er ~ 1 74 when tbe ontract wa signed, unle hi
n P ymg mto he offi e of the bank bis stipulated sllare of
th
itc 1 n orb fore that day wa a default. In December
7 hew nt t
n°fan and there made arrangements with
h h u
f en on
C ., tli n banker of high tanding,
h
b_ y b _11 furni h th 2, 0,000, the um he bad ag1 eed
m fi r h1 h re f b apital of tlie bank. Mr. Ben on,
]arg and advi ed him to
r b u ht h c pitc 1 t
i nd
t in , m difica,t iou of the contract in
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relation to the capital. He did, therefore, go again to Hayti
in the beginning of May 1875, and soon after (May 11, 1875)
several amendments of the contract, among them the one
reducing one-half the amount of the capital required to be
paid in, were agreed to, thus making the government's share
p. 500,000 and Mr. Lazare's p. 1,000,0UO (dollars). At the same
time the statutes or by-laws for the government of the bank
when established were adopted by the contracting parties.
Mr. Lazare then returned to London. On his arrival he found
that the firm of Benson & Co. bad failed.
"He then opened negotiations with two other banking houses
of London and onP, of Liverpool and obtained from them an
agreement that they would furnish what he needed for his
share of the bank capital. Having secured this he engaged a
secretary for the bank and a manager, went to Paris, purchased books for tbe installation of the bank, paper and blank
forms in the Ifrench language, and all the furniture needed,
and shipped them to Hayti. In the latter part of July 1875 he
returned to Port au PrincP, taking with him his family and
also Mr. Verdereau, whom he bad engaged as secretary for the
bank. When in Paris during the summer he had learned, as
it appears, for the first time that the Haytian Government had
effected loans and was effecting others, for the payment of
which the customs of Hayti had been and were being pledged.
These customs were by the fourteenth and fifteenth articles of
the contract pledged to secure repayment of the sums which
by those articles the bauk was required to advance from time
to time to the government. This pledge to the bank was a
matter of great importance. It might have been of vital importance. By the fourteenth article the bank was bound to
furnish the annual budget voted by the legislative chambers
of the republic (a bur,:3aiix ouverts) with open doors, or, as I
understand it, at once, promptly, on demand, but to be reimbursed out of the amount (sur le montant) or sum total (as the
the phrase is defined in the dictionary of the French Academy), with interest to be fixed by the bank, but never to
exceed 12 per cent per annum.
~'Trne that by the amendment of May 11, 1875, it was agreed
that the bauk should not be compelled to deliver to the government, in pursuance of article 14, any sum that, added to
tile su~s al::-eady advanced, should exceed $1,000,000. But
even this sum was two-thirds of the proposed paid-in capital
of the bank, and, in addition to this, the fifteenth article bound
the bank, in case the government should find itself in difficulties demanding extraor<linary expenses, apart from those voted
fo~ the budget, to furnish the government with the amount it
might require, at the same time reserving sufficient capital to
?arry on its operations, on condition of reimbursement, with
mterest, in the conditions before mentioned; that is, out of the
total of the customs. The article made no other limitation of
the amount the government was given the right to require.
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It need not be said that such obligations resting on the bank
might have proved, and probably would have proved ruinous,
unless it was assured of ability to obtain prompt reimbursement of its advances out of the customs. The bank could not
afford to wait until other creditors of the govemment were
satisfied. These articles, the fourteenth and :fifteenth, raise at
least a strong implication that the bank should have th~
security of the amount or totality of the customs. They practically represented that the governrueut had such security to
give; that it still had an unrestricted right to pledge them, as
it undertook to do, to the bank.1
'' But the fact was that the government had granted away
this right. I think it appears that the customs were then
pledged for the payment of what is called the French' double
debt,' in amount 80,000,000 of francs, though this is not very
distinctly proved. But it is certain that after the contract was
made the government pledged the customs, in fact, all the general revenues of the republic, to secure the payment of two
other loans negotiated, agreeing· in the one case that the
amount of duties collected should be paid at Port au Prince
into the hands of the representatives of the creditors up to the
sums required for the payment of the loan, and in the other
binding itself to appropriate to no other use the proceecl of
45 per ce11t of all the customs duties of the repub lic given in
security of the loan until a complete payment. I can not but
regard these pledges as violations of the contract with Mr.
Lazare.
"They impaired the value of the concession made to him.
They endangered the credit and safety of the bank be wa
authorized to establish, and in which be and his as ociates
were expected to invest a large capital. It is no wonder that
he and those who bad agreed with him to take two-tl.1ird ~· of
the stock of the bank, and pay for it $1,000,000, were disturbed by the ascertainment of these pledges and led to di trn t
the good faith of the Haytian Government. As I have aid, I
1
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do not find that Mr. Lazare had any knowledge of this action
of the government until the summer of 1875. His return to
Hayti in July was to endeavor to obtain some arrangement of
this matter. In this he was unsuccessful. Mr. Rameau, the
high officer of the government and its authorized agent in
making the contract, received him coolly. The evidence convinces me that he (Rameau) was no longer desirous that the
bank should be opened.
'' When Mr. Lazare desired to have some arrangements made
respecting the customs and to have the government's share of
the capital paid in, in order that the good faith of the government might be assured, Mr. Rameau replied, 'I will see to it
when I have time.' He never did see to it. He made no
denial that the pledge of the cmstoms for other loans of the
government was a breach of faith with the bank and Mr.
Lazare. He did. not deny that it was the duty of the government to gi·re that subject its immediate attention. For some
reasons, into which it is not necessary to inquire at length,
Mr. Rameau was not at the time friendly to Americans, and
Mr. Lazare was a citizen of the United States. Moreover, the
Haytian merchants were opposed to the bank. They were
doing for the Haytian Government a kind of banking business.
Whatever may have been tlle cause, I think it manifest that
there was then no longer any desire of the government that
the contract with Mr. · Lazare should be carried out. There
was rather a purpose to avoid its consummation, if possible.
If Mr. Monsanto, who by the sta,tutes of the ·proposed bank
had been appointed to act on the part of the government, is to
be believed, Rameau said he had changed bis mind and did
not want Mr. Lazare to open the bank; that the merchants
were opposed to it, a,nd that he wanted the keys of the bank
building. Of these there were two, one of which the government had, and Mr. Lazare had the other. It was then-about
the last day of September-Rameau sent a government messenger for Mr. Lazare's key. When it was refused, he sent
again, the messenger saying, 'You _h ad better not have any
trouble. You had better give me the key.' From prudent
motives it was suri:endered, and thus Mr. Lazare was wrongfully excluded from the bank building.
"Thus matters remained till the 15th of October 1875, the
day upon which, by the provisions of the contract as amended,
the bank was to be ready for going into operation, and when
the capital was required to be in the vaults. Then the government ostentatiously made a pretense of paying in its share
of capital, and immediately instituted an ex parte proceeding
(proces-verbal) to declare that it had performed its part of the
contract. This payment was a mere pretense, an attempted
fraud upon Lazare.
'' What was deposited .in the vault8 was $235,000 only in
coin. The remainder of the $500,000 (the government's quota,
what it was bound to deposit) consisted of bonds, I. 0. U.'s,
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and promises of individuals to pay certain sums. It can not
be admitted that such a deposit was a fulfillment of the government's obligation imposed by the tbirtieth article of the contract. Yet, because Mr. Lazare did not then pay in his share
of the capital in specie, though he was ready and able to pay in
drafts on reputable English bankers, who bad agreed to pay
his drafts, the Haytian Government immediately declared the
contract null and void, and notified Lazare of the annulment.
"It is impossible for me to regard this action of the Haytian
Government as either just or warranted by any provisions of
the contract. The government had no right to declare the contract at an end, and its action in this particular was a great
wrong to the claim.ant. It was itself in default. It had not
performed its part of the contract. Beyond the breach of the
agreement in regard to the customs duties, it had not paid into
the vaults of the bank its share of the capital, as it had
covenanted to pay it. I can not read the contract as allowing
one party to it to declare it void if the failure to carry out its
provisions was due, either in whole or in part_, to tbat party.
It has been contended before me that the action of the government was justified by the twenty-third and twenty-fourth
articles of the agreement. They were as follows:
'''ART. 23. Twelve months are allowed to Mr. Lazare, dating
from the time these presents will be signed, for the (fonctionne1nent) working, or working- order of the main bank; that is
to say, that within seven months from the same date the whole
of the materials necessary for the construction of the said
bank and warehouse shall be delivered at Port an Prince; that
within four months afterward the aforesaid buildings shall be
finished, and that at the expiration of the last month, those
establishments being :finished shall be in full operation.
"' AR'l'. 24. The nonperformauce of this last condition within
the twelve months prescribed, even in the case the work should
ue commenced, would involve of full right the nullity of the
prese~t contract and leave the government free to act as it
might please.'
'' The condition referred to in the twenty-fourth article. is the
one de cribed iu the twenty-third. It is not clear to my mind
that he nb,iect of that, in contemplation of the partie , was
nything_more than the bank buildiug, it completion, furniture,
. nd r adrn ,' for b anking operation . Those were all in working rd r bef'ore the expiration of the twelve mouth . It i
t ~ b rv d a ~lreadynoticedin the provision of the fir ' t
ar 1 l , he n . 1 n to e tal>li. h the bank did not come into
~ p rati n until aft r h ex1 iration of twelve months. But if
1
• n
I l t ha th twenty-third article wa iuteuded to
mal ~
u i ion not merely that the bank buildings, called
:tahl1 :hm nt. , h ul be fini h ~d and furnished but that the
, nk i
h. nl ~ in p rati n, cloing bu ine ' immediately
h
1rati n f th tw lfth month it wa a condition im-
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posed upon both parties of (sic) the contract. The bank as
such could not go into operation-that is, commence businessuntil its capital was paid in. The condition therefore required
the government to pay as certainly as it required Mr. Lazare
to pay, and if the condition was broken, it was broken by the
government.
"I can not but think it would be unreasonable to construe
the twenty-third article as meaning that H the government of
Hayti declined or neglected to perform its part of the contract
it should be at liberty to annul the whole agreement and thus
release itself without performance. If such be its meaning
the contract was no contract at all. Either party could dissolve it at will by simply neglecting to meet its engagements.
Such a construction would, in my opinion, be absurd.
·
"The Government of Hayti has, therefore, in my judgment,
no justification for its action declaring the contract null and
refusing to acknowledge ~ny obligations under it. Of that
action Mr. Lazare bas a just right to complain. This is especially true, in view of the twenty-sixth article of the contract,
which stipulated that 'in case of any difficulties arising in
regard to the present contract, or from any other unforeseen
cause which might arise in regard to it, arbitration will be the
only means of settlement acceptable by the two parties.' That
article provided further for the selection of arbitrators, and
declared that their decision should be binding and obeyed
without appeal. But if the government could lawfully annul
the contract, or declare it void, its action annulled that article
with the others, and took away from Mr. Lazare his right to
have the differences between himself and the government
passed upon by an arbitration. That diffiulties had arisen has
already been shown, particularly that arising from the pledges
of the customs. There were others proper to be submitte,1 to
the arbitrators. Mr. Lazare had claimed that the government
was bound to pay its share of the capital before the expiration
of tbe twelve months, and he insisted that the payment should
be made when he returned to Port au Prince, after he bad discovered that the government had made other pledges of the
customs. And it has been strenuously argued before me that
the government was at that time in default. in that it had. not
deposited in the bank vaults its part of the capital in the
prece~in~ May (1875), when it is alleged that the complete
orgamzation of the bank was effected and duly ascertained as
contemplated by the thirtieth article, to which reference has
heretofore been made. It was on the 11th day of May 1875
that the statutes, as they are called, or by-laws for the bank
were framed and agreed to, and on the 22d of that month the
government published a notice in the official paper of the state
declaring inter alia that the joint stock company with the name
of the National Bank of Hayti was formed. The notice stated
also the amount of the capital of the company, the number of
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its shares, the mode of transfer, the sum to be paid on subscribing for shares, the location of the main office; that A. H.
Lazare and 0. E. Monsanto, jr., were appoiuted admiuistrators,
the latter chosen by the government; that the local directors
would be appointed subsequently; that persons skilled in the
business wouid be sent from Europe to direct the operations of
tl-ie bank, and that a subsequent announcement would :fix the
time for opening subscriptions.
.
"I can not agree that all this, although claimed by Mr.
Lazare, was such an effecting and ascertaining the complete
organization of the establishment as was contemplated by the
thirteenth article, and upon which the government was bound
to pay in its share of the capital, and I see no evidence that
it was so understood by the parties. The formation of the
company and the organization of the bank were two entirely
distinct things. The statutes, or by laws, agreed upon Mar
11, 1875, were intended to operate preparatory to the organ!zation of the bank, as well as to govern its operations after 1t
should come into existence. They, as well as the notice of
May 22, contemplated that many things should be done before
the bank could be in a condition to commence business or could
be regarded as organized. The banking company had then no
capital; not a piaster had been paid in; there was not a shareholder; the directors were yet to be chosen, and persons to be
sent from Europe to direct the operations of the bank. More
than this, the bank had no right to exist until the expiration
of a year from September 1875, and the bank building was not
erected or required to be erected until after May of that year.
"It can not, therefore, be maintained that the claim of Mr.
Lazare in this particular is sound, namely, that the government was bound to deliver in May 1875 into the vaults of the
bank any part of the capital it bad agreed to furnish. In tbi
particular the government was not in default. It bad an entire
year from the signing of the contract-afterward extended to
October 15,1875-within which to make the deposit. But within
that period it wa bound to depo it in the vaults 500,0UO in
pecie, and I think it was under obligation to make that deposit
before Mr. Lazare wa required to pay in his one milliont~e r mainder of the capital. There is a very ob ervable
d~fferen ·e b tween the thirtieth and the thirty-first articles
of the ntract. By the thirtieth, which prescribed the duty
. f h government in that regard, it (the government) bound
1
lf
p y t the office and deliver into the vaults of th
m in ba k he at of which i at Port au Prince, the sum of
n m~lli ?- f pi ter (p. 1,000 000) 'a oon a the om1 lete
r mz 1 n f b e tabli hment i, effected and duly a cert in d. Thu b tim f, r h g v rnment payment wa ex.
u b langua
f the thirty-fir t article,
r . 1 ~ ft
r_h~ h r 1 t . t
. zar
bligation to pay, i uoti ably
hfl r nt.
une fi r hi paym n ex p by implicahu ' : n eon ·e uence (en consequence)
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(as I understand it, following the deposit by the government).
The entire article I quote:
· "' In consequence, Mr. A.H. Lazare, upon his own special
guaranty, assumes charge and responsibility, as in fact he has
personal charge and respo1;1sibility, fo1: the balance of shar~s
or bonds to be issued by himself on his own account .or bis
copartners conformably with article second of the present additional contract, and binds himself for his part to pay at the
office of the main bauk, in order to be deposited in the vaults,
the sum of two ruillion of piasters (p. 2,000,000) so as to completethe amo·u nt of stock of bi£llion, which is fixed at three mill-ions
of piasters (p. 3,000,000).'

"(As heretofore seen, these payments were arranged to be
reduced one-half.) No doubt, though no time was designated
for his payment, it is a fair construction of this article that
Mr. Lazare-was bound to pay his share of the capital immediately after the government paid its share; or at least in season for the opening of the bank on the 15th of October. But
he was not bound to pay until the government paid. It was
the 'ba,lance' of shares he covenanted to care for. His payment was required to be made to complete the stock of bullion
in the vaults, to fill up or complete an aggregate, of which the
government's payment was a part. There was a substantial
reason for this difference in the covenants of the parties. The
bank was intended, primarily, for the convenience of the government. The bank buildings were to be owned by the government, though it was to pay, and did pay, for the materials
used in their construction. Mr. Lazare was to attend to procuring and forwarding the materials, and to have the buildings
completed and furnished. He was to furnish two-thirds of the
capital of the bank. Rad he been required to pay it in at any
fixed time, or before the government was required to pay its
quota, it could not have been withdrawn unless at the government's pleasure, even though the government neglected to pay_
its share. That was a hazard it could not have been expected
a sane man would have run. It was no more than reasonable
security to ask or to give-that the government should first pay
in its one-third of the capital, and its reasonableness becomes
additionally evident when the government demanded and obtained both the keys of the bank building, and thus denied
to Lazare all access to it except at its will. But if this construction of the thirty-first article be not maintainable, it is
still certain that La,zare was not bound to pay before the government paid. Admit that the covenants required contemporaneous payment, the government never paid, as it was required
~o pay, and therefore Lazare can not be adjudged to have been
m such default as to justify the government for declaring the
contract null. Considering what Mr. Lazare had done and
expended in preparation for the establishment of the bank,
having <lone everything that he had engaged to do up to the
last, and considering the extent of his readiness to meet the
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only remaining requirement of the contract from him, I think
it would be rank injustice in the government to deprive him of
the advantages of what be had done and expended, and of the
value of the concession, by making a semblance of perform•
ance of its engagements and declaring the contract annulled
because be did not pay what be was not bound to pay before
the government discharged its covenanted duty. Nor can I
overlook the fact proven thatwbattbegovernment did in making its pretended payment, and what it claimed to be full performance of its part, was precisely what it refused to accept
as performance by Mr. Lazare. The largest part of its deposit
consisted of credits.
"For the losses and injury sustained by him in consequence
of the unjustifiable action of the Haytian Government in annulling the contract and thus revoking its concession, I think the
Government of the United Statesmayproperly demand that Mr.
Lazare shall be compensated. I agree that both at common
and in the civil law one of the two parties to an executory contract containing mutual and concurrent engagements can not
generally recover damages against the other for a breach of
that other's engagements without full performance on bis own
part. But a violator of such contract can not defend himself
against responsibility for his violation by pleading that the
other party bas failed to perform fully bis part of the contract~
if the failure was caused by the conduct of the defeudant. In
this case if Mr. Lazare was not bound to pay his share of the
capital until the government paid or deposited its share, there
was no default on bis part, and if be was bound to pay his share
regardless of the fact that the government made no payment,
or made only a pretense of payment., depositing most of its
share in credits, a mode of payment it denied to him, I can not
but think bis default was excusable, because caused by the
government's conduct. In either case he i , in my judgment,
justly entitled to claim compensation for the wrongful annulment of the contract, and his claim is one which the United
States may properly as ert in bis behalf in full accordance
with the rules of international law as they exi ted at the time
and a · they exi t now.
It~ main , therefore, to inquire what should be the comp n at10n award d. The value of the conce sion made by the
ntr t to Mr. Lazare, and lo ,t by him in con equence of the
wr n f'ul a i?n fth Ilaytia11 Government,iti difficulttoe tim t th ugh 1 mu t bav b n large. The expenditure of time
nd _11 111 mal inpr ·uringaudforwardingthemat rial for
b . 111 ~ug · and pr_o iding for th ir erection, the o t and time
r 1u1r. m ~ ur p m ~aking arrangement !Jere, a well a in
Ir nrm
:fi rw, rdmg th furniture an l form for the bank,
t . . _n . f r m ing bi fc mily to
rt au Prin e and
Ille 1D lll~TI O' 1 th f
ar ant
• ll. id r d. E en in f gard
h
1
11
diffi ·ult t rPa ·h a r liabl ·onclu i 11.
1 _1 , _h pil
11
rnm nt f Ha ti n
quent to it
h 1 n f h
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reasonable compensation to Mr. Lazare. Mr. Rameau was a
leading officer of the Haytian Government. He was vice-president of the council of secretaries, a nephew of President Domingue, and, according to the evidence before me, in fact more
the acting President of Ha,yti than Domingue himself. As
stated by a very intelligent Haytian, a senator of the republic
at the time and one who had been treasurer-general and minister of finance, 'he was the ruling spirit of the whole government.' He signed the original contract made with Lazare in the
presence of the secretary of state and the secretary of the interior, and the contract was sanctioned by the legislative assembly. He, in conjunction with Lazare, attended to the matters
preparatory to th~ proposed establishment of the bank. The
statutes, or by-laws, were framed by him and Lazare, and he
appears to have acted throughout and unquestioned on behalf
of the government. I can not doubt that all his acts in relation to the contract must be regarded as acts of the government.1
"On the 18th of October 1875, after the government had
notified Mr. Lazare the contract was void or at an end, practically that it would no longer be bound by its engagements,
Mr. Lazare made out a protest against the action of the government, in which he complained that more than half of the
deposit made in the vaults of the bank on the 15th consisted of
bonds, drafts, and other papers, a mode of payment denied to
him, but which he was ready to make. The protest also denied
the right of either contracting party to appoint itself judge and,
without the consent of the other contracting party, to annul
the contract, which right it asserted. belonged only to a third
party (evidently referring to the provision in the contract for
arbitration). This protest was sent to the government. Soon
after, before the eud of October, Mr. Rameau sent for Lazare,
and an interview took place. Rameau then said he was sorry
for what had happened; that he would like to have opened the
bank, but he could not do. it. Pressure was brought to bear,
so that he was obliged to break the contract. The mercha:!lts
were again t it, and there was fear that revolution might break
out, and the merchants would help the enemies of the government. Such were Mr. Rameau's statement8. He made no
charge that Mr. Lazare had been in default; none that Mr.
Lazare had broken the contract or done anything that justified
1

During the examination of Lazare, at the hearing of his case, questions
were asked by bi s counsel with a view to show that Rameau was substantially the Government of Hayti. In regard to these questions the arbitrator remarked: "He [Rameau] acted in making this contract. But it would
seem, from the admission in th e protocol, that he had power to act in
making the contracts. But it does not seem to rue, by the testimony of
the witness who made the contmct, that he had power to release the government, or that he had power to bind the government in any other way
than to make that contract."
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its, annulment. He never afterward made any such charge.
On the contrary, he admitted that he bad broken the contract,
and he desired to make reparation. It was to agree upou thi
that he had sent for Mr. Lazare. Negotiatiou entiued. Lazare
claimed $500,000. Mr. Rameau offered less, and it was finally
agreed tbat Lazare should be paid $117,500; that he should be
appointed consul-general at New York, and be given also two
small orders for the purchase of vessels for the government.
To induee the acceptance of these it was promised that be
should have a contract for building a national palace, and al o
that the government would purchase an. equestrian statue of
Domingue at the price of $:W,000. To this settlement Lazare
agreed and Domingue expressed his assent. The arrangement
was partially carried out. The appointment to the consul generalship was made, and, though it was revoked afterward on
the ineoming of the new revolutionary govern ment, the revocation was 11ot inconsisteut with anything that had been agreed.
The two orders were given. The contract for the"palace does
not appear even to have been desired by Lazare, though it was
arranged for him. It certainly was not denied to him. The
$117,500, however, was not paid, though pro mised to be paid
soon, and I think the sum probably would have been paid had
not a revolution soon followed the arra11gement. The new government repudiated the aets of its predecessor. .
"I regard this arrangement between Mr. Lazare and Mr.
Rameau (who, I think, under the circumsta11ces, had authority
to make it) as very significant and of much importance. At
least it was practically an acknowledgment that the government owed reparation to Mr. Lazare; that its annulment of
the contract for the concession was unjustifiable, and that Mr.
Lazare was not in fault, a,nd I think it is fair to regard it as
evidence of the government's estimate of the extent of the
reparation due. Throwing out the promise to give a contract
for building the national palace, the profits upon which, if any,
aro too peculative to be capable of e timation, and throwing
out al ' O the promi e to pay for the statute (that having never
eu delivered) I can n t resist the conclu ion that the agreem ut to pay 117,500 was, in view of what wa said at the
tim an acknowled ment that to that extent Mr. La.zare bad
b n injur d by th wronofol anuulment of the contract.
1 r o r, am mu h inclined to think that the agr emeut to
, y 11 50 hould be re arded a a contract and •nforceable
a. uch < ompr mi e f au acknowledg cl obli <ration or at l a t
f " dou fnl ri ht. t i true that the ivil code of Hayti
in 1 F af r d finin a compromi ea a c utract by
f whi •h h p rti int re t d for clo ·e an exi ting
n , di put fr m al'i:ing, declar cl bat the
in writin .
ut h ·ivil code i the law
i n t ·1 < r th, t he I rovi ion referred
n h g
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at length. It is enough for the present case that what occurred
or was said when the agreement was made may reasonably be
regarded as an admission by the Government of Hayti of the
measure of reparation due to Mr. Lazare.
'' It matters not that Rameau was shortly afterward killed,
and that Domingue, the President, :fled the country. Boisrond
Canal succeeded to the administration. But no change of
admistration could release the govermnen t from obligations
binding upon it when the change took place.
"l am, therefore, of opinion that A. H. Lazare has a just
claim upon the Republic of Hayti to the extent of one hundred and seventeen thousand five hundred dollars, with interest
from November 1, 1875, at six per cent, and I award that sum
for the claim against the said republic.
"Witness my hand the 13th day of June 1885, at the city
of Washington.
"WILLIAM STRONG, Arbitrator."
By Article VI. of the protocol the contracting parties bound themselves to give effect to
.
, d . .
b
. d
the arbitrators ec1s10n, ut no perm was
prescribed within which the awards, if in favor of the claimants, should be paid. Soon after the awards were i:endered,
counsel for Hayti endeavored to obtain from Judge Strong a
rehearing of the Lazare case, on the ground of alleged newly
discovered evidence, but be declined to grant their application,
"solely for the reason,'; as he afterward stated, that in his judgment bis ''power over the award was at an end" when it "had
passed from bis hands and been filed in the State Department." 1
Counsel then appealed to the Department of State, and an
effort was made to have the award in the case of Pelletier, as
well as that in the case of Lazare, opened and set aside. Indeed, in the case of Pelletier the Haytian minister filed a
formal protest, in which he maintained that the award was
induced by a clear mistake by the arbitrator as to his jurisdiction under the protocol. 2
December 8, 1886, a resolution was adopted
Mr. Bayard's Report. by the Senate, requesting the President to
communicate to that body, "if not inconsistent with the public interests, copies of the awards made
by the arbitrator in the case of Antonio Pelletier and in the
case of A. H. Lazare against the Republic of Hayti, under
Impugnmendt of
Awar s.

th

e

1
Mr. Strong to Mr. Preston, February 18, 1886, S. Ex. Doc. 64, 49 Cong.
2 sess. 43.
11
Mr. Preston to Mr. Bayard, November 18, 1886, For. Rel. 1887, p. 630.
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a protocol made by and between the Secretary of State of the
United States and the minister plenipotentiary for the Republic
of Hayti, dated 24th May 1884, together with such action as
may have been had in relation thereto." 1 This resolution was
referred to the Secretary of State, Mr. Bayard, who, on January 20, 1887, submitted to the President a report, which the
latter communicated to the Senate, holding that neither the
award in the case of Pelletier nor that in the case of Lazare
should be enforced. The reasons for this conclusion were set
forth, those in the case of Pelletier being stated first. 2
Mr. Bayard stated that the case of Pelletier
Pelletier Case.
was first brought to the attention of the Department of State by a dispatch dated April 13,
1861, from Mr. G. E. Hubbard, commercial agent of the United
States at Cape Haytien, who reported that Pelletier was under
arrest in Hayti on the charge of attempted enslavement jn
Haytian waters of Haytian citizens. Mr. Seward, then Secretary of State, after a prolonged correspondence, finally refused, on November 30, 1863, to interfere with the action of
Hayti in the matter, taking the position, in an instruction to
Mr. Whidden, then United States commissioner in Hayti, that
"bis [Pelletier's] conduct in Hayti and on its coasts is conceived to have afforded the reasonable ground of suspicion
against him on the part of the authorities of that republic
which led to his arrest, trial, and conviction in the regular
course of law, with which result it is not deemed expedient to
interfere."
Mr. Bayard further stated that early in 1864 Pelletier escaped from Hayti, and on July 16 of that year presented to
the Department of State a long memoria1. This memorial,
with other papers in the case, was sent to the House of Repre entati e , in compliance with a resolution of that body, on
pril ·, 1868.
o further a tion wa taken upon it by the
D artm nt of Stat , nor was further action taken upon it by
th II n . In 1 71 Pelletier made auother application to tbe
rtm nt f tat , with the re ult that h wa informed by
n r ft Da i , ctin
cretary, eptember -"6, 1871,
h t th
partm nt ba ' found no rea on to dis ent from the
f Ir.
ard in r gard t th a e in hi in tru tion
bidtl n
i d 't t mini ter to a ti, of the 30th
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of November 1863." Pelletier next applied to the Senate, where
his case was referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
On June 9, 1874, Mr. Mccreery presented from that committee
a unanimous report sustaining the views of Mr. Seward. In
this report the opinion was expressed, after an examination
of the facts, that if, as the claimant contended, the- Haytian
courts had no jurisdiction of the charges against him, the
citizens of Hayti might "be said to bold their lives,.their persons, and their property at the mercy of any corsair who may
choose to deprive them of either." The claimant then applied
once more to the House of Representatives, securing the presentation to that body on January 11, 1878, of a further memorial and documents; but a resolution was adopted by which
the House declined to make any recommendation in regard to
the claim.
Having thus detailed Pelletier's failures to obtain favorable
action by the Executive or by Congress upon his claim, Mr.
Bayard stated that the claimant on January 22, 1878, againappeared before the Department of State "with a series of
e;x; parte statements which were referred to Mr. O'Connor,
then examiner of claims," who made two reports, one on February 9, 1878, and the other on March 29, 1878, in the latter of
which he maintained that there was ground for a demand on
Hayti for redress. On the basis of this report instructions
were sent to Mr. Langston, then minister to Hayti, who, in
presenting the matter, declared that be was instructed to propose "a prompt and impartial arbitration" of the claim, and to
state that in default of such an arrangement the Government
of the United States would" require its satisfaction." "Under
this pressure," said Mr. Bayard, "the Government of Hayti,
which had at first peremptorily refused to arbitrate, ultimately
consented to an arbitration."
Mr. Bayard then referred to the remonstrance of Hayti of
November 18, 1886, against the execution of the award, and,
after narrating the circumstances in which the claim originated7 cited Judge Strong's declaration as arbitrator that the
voyage of the bark William was, in his opinion, "illegal;" that .
"its paramount purpose was to obtain a cargo of negroes, either
by purchase or kidnapping, and bring them into slavery in
the State of Louisiana;" and that, "beyond doubt," "had the
bark been captured and brought into an American port, when
she was seized at Fort Liberte, sbe would have been condemned
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by the United States courts as an intended slaver." Upon tbe
facts, as established in the record and admitted in these declarations of the arbitrator, Mr. Bayard stated that he was constrained to come, on the question of Hayti's jurisdiction, "to a
conclusion in direct conflict with that reached by the learned
arbitrato:r." In this relation Mr. Bayard maintained (1) that
Pelletier, as held by the Haytian courts, by the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations in 1874, and by Judge Strong in
1885, visited Hayti in 1861 for the purpose of abducting and
enslaving Haytian citizens; (2) that he made, when in Haytian
waters, such preparations for carrying out this plan as would,
if he bad not been arrested, have ended in its accomplishment;
(3) that such action on bis part in Bayt.fan waters constituted,
both by the common law and by the French law in force in
Hayti, a criminal attempt, subject to public prosecution; (4)
that the attempt thus made was within Haytian jurisdiction;
and (5) that the trial was, so far as could be learned, decorous
and fair, and that the punishment ultimately imposed was, in
view of the atrocity of the offense, singularly lenient. In
regard to the third proposition, that the acts of Pelletier in
Haytian territorial waters constituted an attempt at slave
trading, Mr. Bayard said:
"It is important to remember that both by our common law
and by the French law a punishable attempt is an intenrled,
unfinished crime. It requires four constituents: First, intent;
secondly, incompleteness; thirdly, apparent adaptation of
mean::: to end, aud fourthly, such progress as to justify the
inference that it would be consummated unless interrupted by
circumstances independent of the will of the attemptor. Nowhere are the~e di tinctions laid down more authoritatively
tha1?- by Rossi, Ortolan, and Lelievre, when commenting on
Article I. of the French penal code, which declares that 'toute
tentati e de crime * * * est consideree comme le crime meme.'
~ ~it~ tbe e l1igh authorities in French jurisprudence beca?- e
it 1 imp rtant to bow that the Haytian courts, when laymg
down the law in thi re pect, did so in accordance with the Jaw
a pted in II~yti a part of the jurisprudence of France.
ut do not cite the numerous cas in which the same law
~a
n 1 id d , n in England and in the United State,•. It
1
n
h t ay that it i an accepted principle in our juri ·
bat ~n att mpt, a thns defined, i as indictable in
rud n
or · urt a. 1, b
n umrnated crime of which it was int nd t be a p r , and that under the indictment for the
t l rim h r ma b now, both in England and
f
r t t , , c n vi · ion of the attempt. * * *
·k ry o a rt that the guilty parties are to
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elude Haytian jurisdiction on the pretense that anchoring a
slave ship in Haytian waters, with every contrivance to entrap
and enslave B aytiau citizens, is not disturbing tue tranquillity
of those waters, even though, on the discovery of the conspiracy, on the eve of its consummation, the slaver, in seeking to
escape, fired on its pursuers. Such :firing was part of one and
the same outrage. I can conceive of no more :flagrant disturbance of the tranquillity of territorial waters than these facts
disclose.
"The views here maintained, of the jurisdiction of the sovereign of territorial waters of offenses committed in such waters,
when of a character calculated to disturb the peace of the port,
is sustained in the case of Mali i,. Keeper of Jail, decided tl.tis
week by the Supreme Court of the United States.I From the
opinion in thiscaseof Chief Justice Waite, which I am permitted
to cite in advance of publication, occurs the following: 'It is
part of the law of civilized nations that when a merchant vessel of one country enters the ports of another for the purpose
of trade, it subjects itself to the law of the place to which it
goes, unless by treaty or otherwise the two countries have
come to some different understanding or agreement; for, as was
Si:tid by Chief Justice Marshall in The Exchange, 7 Cran ch,
144, it would be obviously inconvenient and dangerous to
society, and would subject the laws to continual inf'raetion,
and the government to degradation, if such * * * merchants did not owe temporary and local allegiance, and were
not amenable to the jurisdiction of the country. United States
'V, Diekelman, 92 U. S. 520; 1 Phillimore's Int. Law, 3d ed.
483, sec. cccli.; Twiss's Law of Nations in Time of Peace, ~i!J,
sec. 159; Creasy's Int. Law, 167, sec. 176; Halleck's Int. Law,
!Rt ed. 171. And the English judges have uniformly recognized tbe rights of the courts of the country of which the port
is part to punisli crimes committed by one foreig11er on another
in a foreign merchant ship. Regina v. Cunningham, Bell U. U.
72; s. c. 8 Cox C. C. 104; Regina v. Keyn, 13 Cox C. C. 403,
486, 525; s. c. 2 Ex. Div. 63, 161, 213. As the owner bail
volunt3:rilr taken his_ v:essel for his own private purposes to a
place w1thm tile dom1111on of a government other than bis own
a11d from whieb he seeks protection during· his st.ay lie owe~
tliat government such allegianee for the time beiug ~s is due
for the protection to which he becomes entitled.'"
Having thus discussed the question of jurisdiction, Mr.
Bayard proceeded to point out that the arbitrator, while proclaiming in the strongest terms the turpitude of the claimant's
conduct, appeared, in consequence of an err011eons construction of the protocol, to have considered himself bound to
make an award in his favor. In the course of the oral
1

Reported as Wilu.euhus's Case, 120 U. S. 1.
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argument in behalf of Hayti, the arbitrator was reported to
have said: "The question whether the United States Government ought to have made a reclamation in bis [Pelletier'sl
behalf is another question, outside of this case. If reclamation has been made, then it becomes a question of legal
right." 1 Counsel for Hayti replied: "These questions were
left by the two governments to your honor to pass upon after
the evidence on both sides was submitted to you; therefore
Pelletier did not acquire any legal right prior to this bearing."
Again, counsel for Hayti, in another part of their oral argument, submitted the proposition that, "If the court had no
jurisdiction over the facts that transpired at Grand Cayman,
according to the principles of international law, it did have
jurisdiction over the acts of Pelletier alongside the coast of
Hayti." 2 The arbitrator replied: "If the acts of Pelletier
constituted piracy under international law, the courts of Hayti
had a right to try and condemn him, and if they made a mistake in the evidence that is an immaterial matter. If it was
not piracy under international Jaw, then another question
arises. The question whether it was piracy under the Haytian statute is not questioned in this case." Again, though
the arbitrator declared, as has been seen, that if the bark
'' had been captured and brought into an American port, when
she was seized at F9rt Liberte, she would have been condemned by the United StatP-s courts as an intended slaver,"
he also, in the course of his opinion, declared: "Nor was there
anything done by him [Pelletier] in the ports of Hayti that
amounted to piracy, recognized as such by the law of nations.
As I have said, I do not care to inquire what the law of Hayti
defining piracy may have been. It is another law which is .to
be the rule of decision in this case, so it is stipulated in the protocol."
From hese pa ages it appears that the arbitrator con idred (1) that, a a claim had been made, he wa restricted to
h d i ion fa pure u tion of law; and (2) that the proto1, by requiring him to de ·ide "according to the rule of int rn ti nal 1 w i ting t the tim ftbe tran action complained
f r tri t him t th d ci i n f the •ole q ue tion whether
!l i r b b
guil y f pir, y by l w of nation , as di tin1 h d fr 1
ir c
municipal ta ut , and compelled him
1
in · .' b h uld find that pira y by law of
1
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nations had not been committed. Mr. Bayard; on the other
hand, maintained that the protocol was not designed in any
way .to limit the arbitrator's inquiries into the merits of the
·claim before him, but was intended '' merely to insure the
investigation of those merits upon principles of international
law contemporaneous with the alleged wrongs, undoubtedly
the true test of Hayti's liability." Mr. Bayard was "unable
to see why the fact that the Government of the United States
had made a reclamation in Pelletier's behalf excluded consideration of the question whether ·that government 'ought to
have made a reclamation in his behalf.' " Tn his opinion the
question of ''legal right" was "vitally connected with the
question whether a reclamation ought to have been made,"
since both those questions involved the application of the rules
ot international law to the facts of the case. Those facts were
tQ be ascertained by the arbitrator. The government of the
United States, in submitting the claim to arbitration, had
acted on a prima facie case, and one of the expressed objects
of submission was to obtain a full investigation of the facts.
The previous action of the government on ex parte information sb.ould not be regarded as a prejudgment of the case submitted. Nor was there anything in the protocol that prevented
the consideration of the question whether Pelletier was guilty
of piracy under the Haytian statute. "If the bark," said Mr.
Bayard,
·
"when she entered the harbor of Fort Liberte, within the
unquestioned territorial jurisdiction of Hayti, loaded with the
implements of her nefarious errand, and, as the evidence led
the arbitrator to conclude, intending there to consummate her
unlawful enterprise, could have been condemned by the courts
of. the United States as an intended slaver, why could not the
Haytian courts condemn her and try and imprison her commander on the same ground, if, as is not questioned, Haytian
l~w made provision therefod It matters not what the Hayt1an law may have called the offense, whether it described it
~s piracy, or as attempted piracy, or as attempted slave tradrng, or whether, as is the case, it punished attempted slave
trading within Haytian jurisdiction as piracy. * * * It
was a rule of inter11ational law in 1861, and is a rule of that
law now, that offenses committed in the territorial jurisdiction
of a nation may be tried and punished there, according to the
definitions and penalties of its municipal law, which becomes
for the particular purpose the international law of the case. It
matters not what the offense may be termed if it appear that
a violation of the municipal law was committed arnl punished.
The municipal law of Hayti is not alone in defining the slave
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trade as piracy. It is so denominated by the laws of the
United States (Revised Statutes, sec. 5376), and is punishable
with death; and if the Governmeut of the United States, like
that of Hayti, were to make attempts at slave trading equivalent to the consummated act and equally punishable therewith,
it is not supposed that the rules of international law would
thereby be violated. I can not presume that the Government
of the United States by stipulating for the decision of the Pelletier claim according to the rules of international law existing
in 1861 intended to deny to Hayti the right at that time to execute within. her territorial jurisdiction her laws against slave
trading or piracy therein attempted, and I am compelled to
declare that had such been this government's expressed intention I could not recommend that it should now be executed in
the light of the facts developed in the arbitration."
Mr. Bayard further maintained (1) that it was the duty of
the Executive to refuse to enforce an unconscionable award; t
(2) that, assuming the claimant's naturalization to be proved,
his right, being a tort-feasor, to claim compensation for the
consequences of this tort must be denied; (3) that, upon the
general question of turpitude, the claim was one that could
not be pressed by the United States "either as a matter of
honor or as a matter of law; 2 (4) that the principle that a sovereign could not in honor press an unconscionable and unjust
award, even though it was made by an interna~ional tribunal
invested by la,w or treaty with the power of swearing witnesses and receiving or rejecting testimony, applied with till
greater force to the award of an arbitrator whose acts in administering oaths to witnesses, issuing commissions, and determining what questions were to be put, must, if sanctioned
only by the Executive, be regarded as ultra vires. 3
In the case of Lazare, a well as in that of
Lazare Case.
Pelletier, Mr. Bayard reported in favor of
opening the award. His recommendation in
the Lazare a e r ted (1) on certain papers in the Departm n of tate which were not shown to have been laid before
, 110
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the arbitrator; (2) on irregularities in the arbitrator's proceedings; (3) on errors in the award; (4) on the alleged newly discovered evidence, and (5) on a letter of Judge Strong to Mr.
Preston, the Haytian minister, of February 18, 1886. The
irregularities alleged to exist in the arbitrator's proceedings
were the same as those pointed out in the case of Pelletier, in
respect of the ~wearing of witnesses, the issuing of commissions, and the admission and rejection of testimony. The
letter of Judge Strong to Mr. Preston related to the "newly
discovered" evidence! In that letter Judge Strong stated
that, after his functions as arbitrator had ceased, the newly
discovered evidence was laid before him by counsel for Hayti
with an application for a rehearing; that h~ denied the application verbally on the ground that his power over the award
was extinct; but that the newly discovered evidence was of
such a character that it would "materially have affected" bis
decision had it been presented to him pending the hearing of
the case, and before his powers under the protocol had termi~
nated. The evidence in question tended to show (1) that
Lazare was, at the time of his transactions in Hayti, insolvent; (2) that his connections with the steamship _and railway
business in New York, prior to his going to Hayti, were wholly
unremunerative; (3) that the :firms with which he negotiated
in London, after the failure of Benson & Co., had little or no
standing, and were lacking in ability to obtain the money
which he required; and (4) that in fact he was wholly unprepared to furnish in any form the funds which he had engaged
to provide for the opening of the bank.
'fhe papers in the Department of State which were not shown .
to have been brought to the arbitrator's attention were (1)
a dispatch from Mr. E. D. Bassett, United States minister at
Port au Prince, to Mr. Evarts, of April 24, 1877, in relation to
Lazare's dealings with the Haytian Government; (2) a statemeut by Lazare, of .February 1877, accompanying the dispatch;
and (3) a statement by Lazare's counsel to the Department of
State of October 23, 1877. Comparing these papers with the
statement of Lazare's case before the arbitrator on January 15,
1885, and with the testimony subsequently given before the arbitrator, the report maintained (1) that there was a conflict between the statement of January 15, 1885, and the statement of
February 1877 in regard to the official ratification of the bank
contract by Hayti; (2) that the grants of pledges of the Haytian
customs duties, which Mr. Lazare, according to the statement of
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January 15, 1885, discovered in Paris, were made prior to the
contract, and were matters of public notoriety of which he wa
cognizant; (3) that the alleged bills of exchange which were
setup as constituting the equivalent of the ''metallic currency"
Lazare was to contribute to the bank, but which were not
exhibited before the arbitrator, either in original or in verified
copy, never in fact existed, and that all the claimant obta.ined
in Europe was credits to be used only when the banlc was started
w.ith adeqnate capital, and even then not in sums above $5,000,
unless provided for by prior deposits; (4) that Lazare in his
statement of February 1877 never claimed to have made a
legal tender of bills or drafts to the Haytian Government in
fulfillment of his part of the contract, but admitted that he
refused to attend the meeting on October 15, 1875, for the making and verification of deposits of funds, on the ground that
be "believed that nothing could be done without bis presence,"
thus practically confessing his incompetency to comply with
his contract and precluding himself from maintaining an
action against Hayti for a breach of the contract; (5) that the
hostility which the statement of January 15, 1885, represented
as having b~en shown to the bank by Haytian agents in Paris
in June and July 1875 was nowhere mentioned iu the statement of February 1877, was unsustained by contemporaneous
proof, and was inconsistent with the claimant's allegation of
success in Europe in obtaining funds; (6) that the assertion
in the statement of January 15, 1885, that the claimant incurr~d
'' considerable expense" in securing in Europe the services of
"a gentleman prominent as a practical banker," wa controverted by the affidavit of the "practical banker" himself to
the effect that all he received was a draft for £500, which wa
prote ted for nonpayment; (7) that the assertion in the statement of January 15, 1885, that the Haytian Government, about
ptemb r l 1875, obtained Lazare's key to the bank and
th reaft r
luded him from it, was not supported, but wa
th r hand in£ rentially contradicted by his tatement
ruar 1 77; ( ) that the
ertion in the statem ut of
• nu r 5 1 5 that Laz re bad no notice of the meeting of
·t b r lf " £ r th makin and verification of depo it ,
hi t, tement of February 1 77,
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a new field of enterprise in place of those he had been compelled to abandon;" ( 10) that the protest alleged in the statements of 1877 and 1885 to have been addressed by Mr. Lazare
to the Hayti an secretary of finance on October 18, 1875, was,
in the form in which it was produced by the claimant, apocryphal, and that its alleged date was a mistake.
On these grounds the report concluded (1) that there was no
satisfactory evidence that the Haytian Government interfered
with Lazare's obtaining funds in Europe, but that it was, on
the contrary, to be inferred that it was deeply interested in his
success and did all it could to further his movements; (2) that
there was no evidence of any diversion by the Haytian Government, subsequent to the contract, of revenues which were
to have gone to the bank, and that whatever hypotbecation of
them previously existed was affected by public acts of which
Lazare, if it were possible to suppose that be was ignorant of
them, was bound to take notice; (3) that the deposit by the
Haytian Government on October 15, 1875, of $235,000 in coin,
and of the rest in specie drafts of merchants who were able
to supply the bullion at call, was a sufficient fulfillment of its
stipulation to deposit $500,000 in gold and silver; (4) that
Lazare had at the time no means of fulp.lling his part of the
contract, and that his failure in this respect was not induced
by any action on the part of Hayti of which he had not notice
or ought not to have taken notice when he entered into the
contract; (5) that Lazare by his conduct ratified the Haytian
Government's rescission of the contract, and that he was therefore precluded from taking the ground that the government
was bound, instead of rescinding the contract, to propose to
arbitrate; (6) that his claim for "enormous damages," made
after the fall of the Rameau government and after .the consulship at New York was at an end, was an afterthought, and that
the utmost that he could properly have claimed was his expenses and salary as the agent of Hayti under the contract•
. was the duty of counsel for the United States to have'
(7) that 1t
produced before the arbitrator the dispatch of Mr. Bassett and
the claimant's statement of 1877, and that if through inadvertence, as no doubt was the case, they were withheld, the
United States could not do otherwise than decline to enforce
the award; (8) that, even if ~he claim had been proved, the
transaction was of such a speculative character and so destitute of all the elements of success that the Government of the
United States could have taken no action in regard to it,
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beyond the tendering of good offices, without departing from
its settled policy; (9) that the announcement by the President
in his annual message of 1885 that the arbitration had been
closed and a final award given, could not preclude a reexamination of the case; and (10) that whenever it was discovered
that a claim against a foreign government could not be honorably and honestly pressed, · such claim should, no matter
what the period of procedure, be dropped.
In the course of these conclusions the report stated that
when a copy of Mr. Bassett's dispatch, together with a memorandum of Mr. Lazare's statement of 1877 as to his receipt of
the Haytian Government's notice of deposit, was given to
Judge Strong, he made, on June 23, 1886, an oral statement to
the Department of State as follows:
"In view of these documents, which were not exhibited to
me, I am clearly of the opinion that the award ought to be
opened; that the government can not afford to press [a] claim
not clearly founded in honesty; that if thm;e documents had
been presented to me, together with the other affidavits presented to me on the mot.ion to open the award, they would have
made a vast difference in the award which I did make. These
papers tend to show that the only fault of Hayti was tbe failure to propose arbitration instead of at once declaring tlle contract void, the contract having stated that differences sl10uld
be referred to arbitrators. That not having been done, resort
may be had to law to recover such injuries as the claimant
may have sustained. Under the circumstances it would seem
to me that he could only claim for expenses necessarily incurred
by him."
A copy of the executive document containGratification of .
.
Hayti.
mg the foregomg report was sent to Mr.
Thomp on, then minister of the United State
at Port au Prince, for his information. 1 Subsequently, Mr.
Thompson inclosed to the Department of State an extract
from a mes age to the national as embly of Hayti, published
in the Le JJ1oniteur of May 12, 18 7, in which Pre ident Salomon quot d ev ral pa age from the report, commented upon
h ' pirit f ju. tice which they manife ted and declared tbat
Ba i • tood, in re pe of the claim · in que 'tion, ' di engagetl
fr m 11 r
n. i iii ie . II d Jar d that be would lik to
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On February 18 and 19, 1896, the Senate
adopted resolutions of inquiry in regard to the
case of Lazare. The President answered them ·
on the 28th of the same month, transmitting a report of Mr.
Olney, Secretary of State, which was as follows:
" ( l) The republic of Hayti has not paid the amount found
due by the said republic to A. H. Lazare by the Hon. William
Strong in his award as arbitrator.
"(2) 'fhe attention of the Senate is called to the message of
the President of the United States, dated January 20, 1887,
transmitting a report of the Secretary of State upon the claims
of A.ntonio Pelletier and A. H. Lazare against the Republic of
Hayti. This message and report are contained in Senate Ex.
Doc. No. 64, Forty-ninth Congress, second session. The report
of the Secretary of State, Hon. Thomas F. Bayard, sets forth
the facts and reasons upon which Judge Strong's award in
favor of Lazare was set aside.
"The records of the Department of State do not show that
any subsequent action was formally taken in regard to the
claim, but a memorandum is on file bearing indorsements which
iudicate that it was in the Secretary of State's bands in 1892
and in 1893, and that a copy of it was given to the counsel for
Lazare September 29, 1892. This memorandum recites the
awafd and Mr. Bayard's report above referred to, and closes
as follows:
"' This report of Mr. Bayard was formally transmitted by
the President of Hayti to the Haytiau National Assembly and
accepted as a final dispostion of the matter. Since March,
1889, the case has been several times fully presented to the
Department by Mr. Lazare, and by different counsel in his
behalf with a view to a reconsideration of Mr. Bayard's decision, but tbe department, without expressing· any opinion
upon the original merits of the claim, has not felt at liberty to
reverse his deliberate action with respect thereto.' 1
"The disposition of the case as reported bythe Secretary of
State in 1887 lJas not been disturbed by any subsequent action
of the government."
Subsequent Action.

1
Counsel for Lazare, in support of their application for reconsideration,
filed arguments in which they contested the validity of the alleged afterdiscovered evidence, of the narrations contained in Mr. Bas;ett's dispatches,
and of the sta.tements made by Judge Strong after he became functus officio.

CHAPTER XLIII.

THE U.ASE OF CHARLES ADRIAN VAN BOKKELEN:
PROTOCOL BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES A:ND
HAYTI OF MAY 24, 1888:
On April 21, 1884, Mr. Frelinghuysen, Secretary of State, inclosed to Mr. Langston, then
minister of the Uniteil States to Hayti, a letter dated at Port au Prince, March 19, 1884, from C. A. Van
Bokkelen, a citizen of the United States, who represented that
he had been in jail since the 6th of March in consequence of
his inability to meet some of his obligations. He inquired as
to his rights under the treaties between the United States and
Hayti, saying that he had duly filed with the civil court of
Port au Prince an assignment of his assets for the benefit of
his creditors, and that the real cause of his misfortunes was
the failure of the Haytian Government to pay its bonds, which
he held to an amount far exceeding his debts. Mr. Frelinghuysen instructed Mr. Langston to make a detailed report of
the case. 1 In obedience to this instruction Mr. Langston reported that the-0auseof Mr. Van Bokkelen's arrest and imprisonment was a judgment for $3,000 rendered against him in
favor of a firm in New York; that the suit in which the judgment was rendered was begun in the court of commerce, and
was :finally passed upon by the court of cassation; that,
although the judgment was set aside for -irregularity, Van
Bokkelen was st.ill kept in jail on the claims of other creditors; that after the judgment of $3,000 was entered against
him he sought to make an assignment of all his property for
the benefit of his creditors and thus secure his release, as
might be done by Haytian debtors; that by the Haytian code
Origin of the case.

1

For. R el. 1884, p. 306.
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foreigners were excluded from the benefit of this process, but
that Van Bokkelen had claimed it on the strength of Articles
VI. and IX. of the treaty between the United States and Ilayti
of November 3, 1864; that the civil tribunal of Port au Prince
had decided against him, but that an appeal had been taken
to the court of cassation; that this appeal was still pending
and that Van Bokkelen had in the meanwhile, owing to the
state of his health, been permitted to occupy quarters iu the
military hospital at Port au Prince. 1
The Department of State decided before .taking further
action to await the result of Van Bokkelen's appeal.2 Subsequently, however, Mr. Langston wa.s instructed, owing to the
prisoner's ill health, to take every proper step to obtain his immediate release. 3 The Haytian Government ·refused to grant
it, and O:Q. March 4, 1885, Mr. Langston transmitted to the
Department of State a, copy of the decision of the court of
cassation, rendered on the 26th of February, in which jt was
held that the right to make a judicial assignment was a civil
right belonging only to Haytians, and that the sixth and ninth
articles of the treaty of November 3, 1864, did not confer the
privilege on citizens of the United States residing in Hayti or
upon Haytians residing in the United States. 4 The followin gis a translation of the decree of tl.ie court:
"Whereas the judicial assignment of property is an insti_t~tion of civil right, the articles 769 (794) of the code of clVll
procedure and 569 of the code of commerce, excepting foreiguers from the benefit of this institution, since they do not
exercise in Hayti all rights, they can only enjoy privilege
derived from natural rights or [rjghts] of mankind, and not
tho e which are derived from purely civil law.
1

Mr. Langston t o Mr. Frelinglmysen, July 7, 1881, For. Rel.1 84, p. 307.
~Mr. Davis, .Acting Sec:. of State, to Mr. Langston, August 15, 1 84, For.
R(•l. 1 1, p. 320.
:i fr. F1·elinghuys n to
fr. Langston, October 1, 1881, For. Rel. 1 4, p.
32 ; Ir. Davis, Actinn- Sec. of , 'tato, to Mr. LanO'ston, ToYember 19, 1884
Id. a-; Ir. Lan~ ton to Ir. :Frelinghuysen, December 1, 1881, For. R 1.
1 :; P· 477; Ir. Frelin1rhuysen to Mr. Lang ton, D cemuer 9, 18 , Id. 47 ;
.l'!r. 1' relin 1rhny en t ... Ir. Lang ton, January 2, 18 5, Id. 4 1; Mr. Lang ton
t_ ~Ir.Fr linrlrny· n,.Jauuaryll, 188:-, Id. 482; Mr. Lang ton to Mr. Frelmirbny · n, Jan nary 21, 1 5, !'1. 490; Mr. Lan<THLon to Ir. Frelinghny en
,Jan nary 21, 1 "', Icl. -1 2; 1r. · relioghnysen to )Ir. Lang ton. February 2,
1 >, lcl. 1'
4
fr. L- n r ton o ~fr. Frr·lin,rhnys 11, )larch ,1, 1 -, ]<'or. Rel. 1 -, p.
Mo
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''Whereas nowhere in the treaty of friendship, of commerce,
of navigation, and of the extraditfon of fugitive criminals,
concluded November 3, 1864, between the United States of
America and the republic of Hayti, is it to be found that it
confers upon the citizens of these two countries the right to
exercise the judicial assignment of property; there can be
deduced from the terms of articles 6 and 9 of the treaty nothing which would authorize the opinion that this right conld be
invoked in the lJnited States by a Haytian, or in Hayti by an
American. In consequence thereof, Americans can not enjoy in
Hayti such civil right, the enjoyment of which is attached exclusively to the quality of a Hayti an. That in stipulating that' the
citizens of the contracting parties should have free access to
the courts of justice, in all cases.wherein they may be interested
on the i:;ameconditions that the laws and usages of the country
give to theif. citizens, furnishing security required in the case,'
this provision of article 6 was not intended to grant to the
citizens of these two nations the enjoyment of civil rights
which do not attach (except) to citizens.
"Therefore it follows from that which precedes that the
judgment denounced has made a good and just application of
article 769 (794) of the code of civil procedure and 569 of the
code of commerce, and a sound interpretation of the articles
6 and 9 of the treaty above cited.
"For such reasons, and without there being any necessity of
passing on the result of nonacceptance raised by the parties,
the court rejects the appeal. made by Mr. Charles Adrian Van
Bokkelen against the judgment rendered May 27, 1884, by the
civil court of Port au Prince, orders, in consequence, the confiscation of the fine deposited, and condemns the said Mr. Van
Bokkelen to pay the expenses, liquidated at the sum of - - - ,
not including the cost of the present decrees.
·
"Given and pronounced by us, B. Lallemand, president;
J. MaTtineau, E. Valles, M. Fremont, and F. Nazon, judges, at
the palace of justice of the court of appeals, in public session,
on the 26th of February 1885.
"Signed as follows on the minutes: B. Lallemand, E. Valles
M. Fremont, J. Martineau, F. Nazon, and P. Lerebours.
'
"A true copy.
·
"P. LESPES, Lawyer."
On the 28th of March 1885 the Department
of S~ate, with the text of this decision before
it, asked for Mr. Van Bokkelen's release.1 The
Department of State took the ground that the decision of the
court of cassation was not only irreconcilable with accepted
principles of international law, but that it could not be regarded
Request for Release.

J Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Langston, March 28, 1885, For. Rel.
1885, p. 507.
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as defining the duties of Hayti as a sovereign state. The liabilities of Hayti to the United States were, said the Department
of State, determined by the principals of international law as
well as by the treaty stipulations which formed the supreme
law of the laud, both in Hayti and in the United States. The
provisions of .Articles VI. and IX. of the treaty of 1864: are a
follows:
".ART. VI. The citizens of each of the contracting parties
shall be permitted to enter, sojourn, settle, and reside in all
parts of the territories .of the other, engage in business, hfre
and occupy warehouses, provided they submit to the laws, as
well general as special, relative to the rights of traveling,
residing, or trading. While they conform to the laws and regulations in force, they shall be at liberty to manage, themselves,
their own business, subject to the jurisdiction of either party,
respectively, as well as (sic) in respect to the consignmeut~ud
sale of their goods as with respect to the loading, unloadrng,
and sending off their vessels. They may also employ such
agents or brokers as they may deem proper, it being distinctly
understood that they are subject also to the same laws.
"The citizens of the contracting parties shall have free access
to the tribunals of justice, in all cases to which they may be a
pa,rty, ou the same terms which are granted by the laws and
usage of the country to native citizens, fornishing security in
the cases required, for which purpose tliey may employ in the
defense of their interests and rights such advocates, solicitors,
attorneys, and other agents as they may think proper, agreeably
to the laws and usage of the couutry.
.
".ART. IX. The citizens of each of the high contractmg
parties, within the jurisdiction of the other, shall b~Lve power
to dispose of their personal property by sale, donation, testament, or otherwise; and their personal representatives, being
citizens of the other contracting party, shall succeed to their
personal property, whether by testament, or ab intestato.
'' Tlley may take po session thereof, either by them ·elves or
by others acting for them, at their pleasure, and di po e of the
, m paying such dnty only as the citizens of tl1e country
wher iu the ·aid per ·onal property is situated Hhall be ubject
t pay in like ca . In the absence of a personal repre entativ , th ·ame car
hall be taken of the property a by law
w :111
taken f the prop rty of a native in a similar ca e,
wh1l th la, ~ul own r may takernea ures for ecurjng it.
If a <J~l .'tl 11 a t the rightful own r hip of the property
• h ulcl an am JlCY laimant the ame hall be dt>termined
h h jucli ·i. l tribunal of the' untry in which it i ituated.'
' h D p, rtm nt of tc te maintained that. und r the econd
· ph >f' rticl ~I. ran Bokkelen wa entitled to the
ri rl1 • ju h tribunal.· f ju ·tice of Ilayti a citizen of
un r · he t und r h ri ht e •ured by rticle I . to
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the citizens of the contracting parties '' to dispose of their
personal property by sale, donation, testament, or otherwise,"
he was entitled to dispose of his goods by means of a general
assignment for t,he benefit of his creditors; and that as, by the
law of Hayti, the right to be released after an assignment for
the benefit of creditors was an incident of the imprisonment
for debt of a Haytian debtor, so, under the treaty, it was an
incident of the imprisonment for debt of an .American debtor.
There was, said the Department of State, no jurisdiction in
the United States in which a Haytian would not be permitted
to make an assignment of his entire estate on the same basis
as a citizen of the United States, or in which he would not be
entitled to a discharge on such an assignment on the same
footing as a citizen of the United States. In conclusion, Van
Bokkelen's release was asked for on the following grounds:
1. That continuous imprisonment for debt, where no criminal
offense was imputed, was contrary to the generally recognized
principles of international law.
2. That the imprisonment of Van Bokkelen contravened
.Articles VI. and IX. of the treaty of 1864.1
Mr. Langston communicated a copy of his
Haytian Response. instruction to Mr. Prophete, the Haytian minister of foreign affairs, .April 17, 1885.2 On the
29th of the same month Mr. Prophete replied that the Department of State, in examining the judgment of the court of
cassation, seemed to have omitted the real reason of the decision. The decision of the court did not, said Mr. Prophete,
rest ou the denial of the right to make a judicial assignment
to Haytians in the United States, but on the fact that the
benefit of ihe insolvent act was a provision of the Haytian
civil law, from which foreigners were excluded. .As to the
provisions of the treaty, l\1r. Prophete argued that nations
were never to be presumed to intend to injure their rights, and
that the judges ought not to prefer an interpretation which
would abrogate the common law. . Moreover, it would require
an express stipulation of the treaty to abrogate the formal text
of the law. The courts of Hayti had acted within the limits
1
In the course of its instructions the Department of State took the
ground that "furnishing security in the cases required" meant security
for costs, and that in Van Bokkelen's case there was no pretense that he
was obliged to furnish security in any case in which the term could be
properly used.
2
For. Rel. 1885, p. 514.
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of their authority in interpreting the treaty of 1865. The executive authority would transcend its powers and expose itself
to the demands of the private creditors if it were to release
Mr. Vau Bokkelen. 1
On May 28, 1885, Mr. Langston reported that at 5 o'clock on
the afte.rnoot1 of tbe preceding d ay Van Bokkelen was conducted to the legation by an attorney of the government and
set at liberty. No explanation of the act was given, but it
was said that President Salomon would explain it.. 2 Mr. Langston assumed that the release was the result of his representations to Mr. Prophete. Mr. Prophete, however, repelled the
suggestion and maintained the positions previously assumed
by him, at the same time disclaiming all official knowledge of
what had been done. He had "understood" that Mr. Van
Bokkelen had been set at liberty, but observed that his release
doubtless was due to some arrangement which he had made
with his creditors. Mr. Langston expressed surprise at these
statements. 3
On the 2d of October 1885 Mr. Bayard
Claim for Redress. transmitted to Mr. Thompson, Mr. Langston'R
successor, a claim for damages for Van Bok ·
kelen's imprisonment, with instructions to press the matter,
and if the amount to be paid could not be immediately agreed
npon, to propose the reference of that question to an arbitrator.
In ltis memorial Mr. Van Bokkelen stated that be was imprisoned for fourteen months aud twent y-two days. He claimecl
$200 a day for his imprisonment prior to the demand for hi
release and $500 for each day after the demand was made. 4
On the 1st of November 1885 be died; but prior to that time
a claim had been presented in his behalf to the Haytian
Govemment for 113,600. 5
On May 24, 1888, an agreement was signed
Arbitration.
for the arbitration of the claim. 6 Mr. Alexander Porter Morse was chosen a referee. The
po:ition-.. a offer d to him on the 7th of June and was accepted
1 him on tl1 th on which <lay he ,• ub cribed a declaration i11
1
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writing that he would impartially and care~ully examip.e and
:d the case submitted to him, in good faith, to the best of
dem e
.
. . 1
f 1
conformably with the prmc1p e o aw
.IS JU
· do-ment ) and
c
h
O
applicable thereto. 1
Messrs. C. A. De Ohambrun, George S. Boutwell, and Jame
G. Berret appeared as counsel for the Haytian Government.
The claimant was represente(l by lVIessrs. Kennedy and Shellabarger, of Washington, and lVIarston NH_es, of-~ ew York.
lVIr. lVIorse rendered his dems10n December
Opinion of the
4 1888 awarding claimant the sum of 60,000.
Arbitrator.
The
' full' text of the award was as follows:

"In pursuance of the protocol, dated lVIay 24, 1888, between
Hon. Thomas F. Bayard, SecretaryofStateofthe Uuited States,
antl the Hon. Stephen Preston, envoy extraonl~rn:try and ~inister plenipotentiary of the Republic ?f Hayti, represent~ng
their respective governments, after havmg m8,de a decla.rat10n
that I would impartially and carefully examiue and decide the
case submitted to me, in good faith, to the best of my judgment, and conformably to the principles of law applicable
thereto, I have investigated the claim of Charles Adrian Van
Bokkelen, a citizen of the United States, against the Republic
of Hayti, and I now make the following statement and award:
"This claim grows out of the imprisonment,
Statement of Claim. during the years 1884 and 1885, at Port an
Prince, of Charles Adrian Van Bokk.elen, a
citizen of the United States, by the authorities of the Republic
of Hayti. The imprisonment continued for a period of nearly
fifteen (15) months, and the cla.im made on behalf of Van Bok~elen i~ in. the form of a demand upon Hayti for pecuniary
rndemmty rn the sum of one hundred and thirteen thousand
si.x humlred dollars ($113,600).
"Although _the esse1;1tial facts a~~ within a small compass,
and the question submitted for decision to the referee is single
and exp_licit,2 the case ~ms b~en_ t~e subject_ of a multiplicity of
proceedm~s an\l pleadmgs,_Jnd1cial, executive, and diplomatic,
and has given nse to volummous·correspondence and elaborate
argumentation on the part of the two governments.
Proceedings and
'' In the disposition of this case I shall conPleadings.
:fine myself as_ closely as may be practicable
to a presentation of the essential matters and
to the determination of the single and explicit issue sugg~sted
bytbe terms of tbe protocol. It is proper, however to state here
that at an early stage of the submission of this c'ase to rue as
referee a demurrer was in_terposed by the defendant government, and an elaborat~ brief_ was presented in support of said
demurrer. After consideration of this brief, I notified counsel
1
2

Fnr. Rel. 1888, pt. 1, pp. 985-987.
Protocol, May 24, 1888, Articles I. and II.
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for the defendant government that there was no provision
under the submission for.special pleadin g, and that the protocol
specified and indicnted in express terms the subject-matter
and the question submitted for determination. As a matter of
fact, the argument ~hich was entitled, 'Brief on behalf of the
defendant government in support of demurrer,' is a full and
exhaustive exposition of the material points relied on by the
defense, and covers fifty-five (55) type-written folios. ·
"In addition, the limitation -of time within which the referee
was required to render bis de~ision precludes the idea of the
interposition of special pleading.
"And further as to the propriety of a demurrer, general_ or
special, under this arbitration, it is to be said that a state, like
an individual, accused of having inflicted wrong upon another,
may shape its defense against the charge with reference to the
facts, or to the law. 1 Under the terms of the protocol, as well
as from the correspondence heretofore passed between the contracting parties, it seems clear th11t there is not now and ne~er
was any denial by the defendant government of the substantive
facts which give rise to this claim.
"Subsequently complainant government and the ?ounsel_fo!
the respective governments were notified that I desired _b_riefs
on the subject of the measure of damages. These add1t10nal
briefs were duly filed aud have been considered.
"The defense set up by the defendant government is ~ested
upon a collision between the treaty and certain articles m the
municipal codes of Hayti. And this issue may only be determined by reference to the treaty stipulations and to the provisions contained in the municipal statutes.
..
'' Charles Adrian Van Bokkelen was a c1t1statement of Facts. zen of the United States, who, prior to the year
1872, resided in Brooklyn, New York. In that
or the following year he went to Hayti and e tablished him elf
in business at Port au Prince. In 1880 be married a, Ilaytian
lady, the widow of Gen. P. Lorquet, an owner of real estate in
Hayti in her own right. There were two children of tbi marriage, who, with their mother, reside at Port au Prince.
"0~ th~ 15th of February 1883, baviug su tained evere
lo e m ?-1 bu in s , and ajudgmentagaiI1 thim having been
affirmed rn th~ court of ca. ation, which be wa, unaule to pay,
and und r wlnch he was liable to be imprison d for one year,
h fi1 d a cl1 dul
f bi a., "et, and liabilitie in the civil
onrt_ ~f I_ : au ~rin , preparatory to applying for the benefi f JU 1c1, 1 , 1gumeut, under which, in Hayti, au hone t
u nnfi r nn.at <l ~J r i _all w d to 'UIT nder all hi prop rty
fi r tb ? 11 f~t. f b1.· ·r htor
ncl i ntitl d to be di harg d
fr m ~1 n if 11 ha. l ' n , rre: eel and to b fre from arre t
t~i r ! r n , c·om1t f hi.
·i. tin o· iti ht dn
t that
1
• m . 111 II • i. im1 ri · mm •nt fi r ~ re debt bad not be n
, h h.11, .

1
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"Three other judgments were subsequently recovered against
Van Bokkelen, two in favor of the Bank of Hayti and one in
favor of J. Archin, under each of which he was liable to three
years' imprisonment in default of payment? mak~ng. ten years
in all. A :fifth judgment was rendered agamst him m favor of
St. Aude, jr., wbich does not seem to lrnve d~creed any imprisonment. These judgments are enumerated m Mr. Langston's
dispatch, of January 14, 1883, to Mr. Frelinghuysen, and it is
there stated that the terms of imprisonment :fixed in three of
the judgments are twice as long as would 1Jave been imposed
in the case of a Haytian.
''After the filing of Van Bokkelen's schedule, which was
duly recorded by the clerk of the civil court in Port au Prince,
ou the 15th of February 1883, the proceedings seem to have
been postponed by notices or writs until the following year.
.
'' On or about the 5th of March 1884 Van
Arrest and Impns- Bokkelen was arrested on the judgment of
onment.
Toeplitz & Co., and confined in the common
jail of Port au Prince. Although imprisonment for debts,
irrespective of fraud in contracting them or evading their payment, was then lawful in Hayti, there seems to have been no
separate prison for debtors. The character of the common
jail, and of the military hospital in which Van Bokkelen was
confined, and the state of his health when he was incarcerated,
will be noticed hereafter in connection with the question of
damages.
"Van Bokkelen protested against his arrest as illegal, on the
ground that by an order of t1Je Haytian authorities, published
in the official journal, 'it was made obligatory that before a
foreigner could be placed in jail the complaint should first be
submitted to the attorney for the government for his examination and approval, and (should be) signed with his signature,
with seal attached.' On the 18th of the same month it was
judicially determined that Van Bokkelen's arrest was illegal.
But before he was discharged other creditors, availing themselve of a provision of Haytian law under which, when a
del>tor is imprisoned, they can keep him iu jail by 'recommending' him, recommended him accordingly, and the jailer refused
to discharge him.
'' It is to l>e noted that these creditors took advantage of
Yan Bokkeleu's illegal imprisonment to keep him from getting
out of jail by a method. which would not have enabled them to
put him in.
"V~~ Bokkelen thereupon, through his counsel, applied to
the_ClVll court of Port au Prince for the l>enefit of judicial
assignment.
"Be ha,cl been advised that un<ler the treaty of 1864 between
the United States and Hayti he was entitled to the benefit of
judicial assignment the same as if he were a citizen of that
country.
"In the proceedings upon Van Bokkelen's petition to the
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civil court of Port au Prince for the benefit of judicial assignment, twelve of his creditors appeared, and all but two assented.
"These opposing creditors raised various objections, but
insisted mostly on article 794 of the code of civil procedure
and article 569 of the code of commerce, which expres.,ly
exclude foreigners (Zes etrangers) from the benefit of this provision of Haytian law.
''All the objections of the opposing creditors were traversed
by the petitioner. His counsel argned that the S(ihedule of
his assets and liabilities was suf.ficient; that bis misfortunes
an<l good faith were manifest ; that the treaty of 1864 between
Hayti and tlle United States repealed article 794 of the code
of civil procedure and article 5o9 of the code of commerce,
so far as the disability attaching to the petitioner in his cha~·acter of American citizen or fo reigner was concerned. This
he argued at length, and also claimed that inasmuch as the
petitioner bad established himself at Port au Prince in business
and married a Haytian wife, who owned real property in the
city and had borne him children, having thus fixed. bis borne,
as well as his commercial interests, in Hayti witl.l the knowledge
of the government, a just construction of tbe term' les etrangers' required that be should not be treated as a foreiguer or a
stranger, but as a domiciled merchant entitled to all civil rights
and privileg·es as distinguished from those that are political;
and in support of the proposition that the exereise of civil
rights is independent of tlle exerciRe of political rights, and
that 'the capacity of a citizen resides in the combinatio11 of
civil and political rights,' he cited Article II. of the civil code
of Hayti.
"The opposing creditors (Toeplitz & Co.) rejoined that they
had no knowledge of tl.le treaty and bad not been served with
a copy, and therefore moved for information in that regard at
the cost of the petitioner. Petitioner's counsel repl ied that the
treaty was not a document, but a law of which no one was
supposed to be ignorant.
"It appears also that the Government of Ilayti, as well a
all the p:trtiPs to tlle e proceedings, was repre ented by counsel and heard by the court.
Decision of th 0 C' il
"The fir, t question that tlie court decided
Court
iv was 'whether the petitiouer ·hould be conde1m1e<l to furni, h to Toep]itz & Oo. informa.
·
t~ ~ r garding the trea y con •luded between llayti and the
mt <l 'tat of meric~ all(l . whether uch iuformation
, hould 1ik w~ b. ft~rui:h h to Lon is a<lal.' 'Iha t question
mrt cl ·1<1 d m fav r of Van Bokkel n, a, follows:
.'\: h, r ~a. a tr a.ty con ·lucled between Ilayti and the
Ill <l tf t ·. of rn •1fra, ovember 3, 1864, an •tioned by the
n, t at_Hl 1>romu]<rat•<l b tbe exe ·utive branch of the govrnrn nt 1. • 1 w r h • :tat •
\ h r a· , r icl 7.- of h c·ode of civil procedure ren•
11 1
it obli ator · up 11 th 1> ition r to furni h a copy of he
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documents or of that part thereof upon which the petition is
based• but it does not provide that a copy of the law or of the
provision of the law on which the petition is based shall be
furnished;
", Whereas thus, Mr. 0. A. Van Bokkelen is not obliged to
furnish infor~ation of the treaty to Louis Nadal, and can riot
be condemued to furnish such information to Toeplitz & Uo.,
who are uuder obligations, just as C. .A. Van Bokkelen is, to
have knowledge of the law.'
"On the main question, involving the rights of Van Bokkelen under tlrn treaty, and deciding upon the, objection of his
alienage based upon article 794 of tile code of civil procedure
and article 569 of the code of commerce, interposed by L.
Toeplitz & Co. and by Louis N a<la1, the court, after having
deliberated, denied Van Bokkelen's application.
"His.application to make the judicial assign..
Dec1S1on of_Court of ment having been denied by the civil court of
Cassation.
Port au Prince, Van Bokkeleu was kept in
jail. He appealed to the court of cassation-the court of last
resort-which rendered its decision, affirming the judgment of
the civil court on the 26th of February 1885, almost a year
from the time when Van Bokkelen was :first imprisoned. It
seems that pending his appeal the time within which further
objections could be made by his creditors to his petition expired ou the 21st of October 1884, and that no one, not even
the parties upon whose application he had· been illegally arrested the 1wevious March, made any opposition. This fact is
stated in a letter from Van Bokkelen's father to Mr. Frelinghuysen, who -was then Secretary of State, dated November 15,
1884, a copy of which was transmitted by Mr. Davis, Acting
Sec:r;etary, to Mr. Langston, United States minister at Port au
Prince November 19, 1884.
Di lomatic Inter'' T?-e Secretary of_State ?~ the U nitecl States
P
was mformecl of tlns dec1s10n on the 21st of
vent·10n.
March 1885, and on the ~8th of the same month
he sent a dispatch to the United States minister at Port au
Prince, in which, after reviewing the facts and the law, he
claimed that there had been a denial of justice in Van BokkeJen's case, and. that he should be released from jail forthwith,
in.the following terms:
'"The release of Mr. Van Bokkelen is now asked on indepe!1dent g°rounds. It is maintained, first, that continuous irnpnsonrnent for debt, wllen there jg no criminal offense imputed,
~s contrary to what are now generally recognized principles of
m~ernational law. It is maintained, secondly, tllat the impnsonment of Mr. Van Bokkelen is a contravention of articles
6 and 9 of the treaty of .1865 between the United States and
the Republic of Hayti.
''' The Haytian Government has a clear and ample opportunity to relieve this case from all difficulty by recognizing
the error .of their courts in Fiupposing that the privilege of
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release of an imprisoned debtor would be denied to a Haytian
citizen by the United States courts upon making assignment
of his property for the benefit of his creditors.
'''You are now im,trncted to earnestly press the views of
this government, as outlined in this instruction, on the early
attention of the Government of Hayti by leaving a copy thereof
with the minister of foreign affairs.
'''The response of the Government of Hayti should be
promptly communicated to this department.'
"On the 17th of April 1885 Mr. Langston sent a copy of this
dispatch to the Raytian Government and urged the prisoner's
immediate release, iuvitil1g attention ::i.lso to bis 4 feeble aud
failing health.' The reply of the Haytian Government, twelve
days later, was an elaborate defense of Van Bokkelen's imprisonment-solely, however, upon the ground that be was an
alien.
":Meanwhile, and shortly after the decision
Prisoner's Release. of the court of cassation, the prisone~, _wbo,
.
at the reg nest of the United States mm1 ter,
bad been removed to the military hospital on accoun~ of bis
infirm condition, was seu t back again to the common ja1l. On
the 15th of May the United States minister seut another n?te
to the Haytian Government, insisting on VanBokkelen's immediate release 1 and on the afternoon of the 27th of that month
Van Bokkelen was conducted to the United States legation by
an attorney of the Haytian Government, 'on its or<ler, a stated,
and thus given his release and liberty.' On the 5th of the !ollowing J·une Mr. Langston received a note from the Jla~~an
secretary of state for foreign affairs, maintaining the pos1t10n
which had been held throughout by the Haytian Government,
and closing as follows:
"'I understand that Mr. Van Bokkelen has been put at
liberty. This result, happy for him, is due, doubtless, to ome
arrangement made with hi creditors. This, beside , to which
I will not addreRs myself further, as it is not proper, has itself,
a you win understand, been accomplishell witbont interference ?f the executive power; it comes to pass without aying
that 1t annul in no wi:e the con, iderations which this departmeut bas plead relative to the case of Van Bokkelen.'
' Pending Van Bokk 1en'8 appeal to the court of ·a sation,
the Dep~r~m nt of State, upon repr entatiou of the nited
. tat , _mun. t rat Port an Prince in regard to the adjudg d
111 craht.y of t11 ~lrre:t in the :fir tin tanee, and the prif-io11er'
n_nc1u :ti nab~ n~•·ht und r the treaty to mak tlie judicial ce 1011 an 1 btam 111.· r l •a: , l1ad in 'tructed the mini ter to u ·
r <'ff rt wi h th llay ian Gov ~rnmeut to that end.
v r pr
Demand for Dami'ilr. Yan Bokl· 1 n ail cl for the United
age.
~ ~ _t : ,·h rt1y after hi r •l a e, and on bi
.
arnval made ~ , tat m 11t of hi ca e to th
. • C'r: • r. ~ 't t a11<1 an app al for hi good ffice in coll tuw incl ·m 111 t • fr m th liaytian overnment. In r ·pon e,
1
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Mr. Ba,yard addressed a note to the Unite~ States :'11-inis~er at
Port au Prince, dated October 2, 1885, mstructmg him as
follows:
"'DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

"' Washington, October 2, 1885.
"'Sm: I herewith inclose a copy of a letter from Mr. C. A.
Van Bokkelen, of the 19th ~ltimo, in ~efere!lce to his illeg~l
imprisonment at Port au Prmce and his claim for damages m
consequence thereof.
'"In view of Mr. Van Bokkelen's present statement of facts
and those already before your legation in regard to his case,
I desire that you will call the attention of the government of
Hayti to his claim. There can be no doubt that Mr. Van Bokkelen was wrongfully imprisoned by the Raytian authorities,
and that great damage accrued to him thereby.
'"Under these circumstances, therefore, you are directed to
ask and to press for the redress claimed by Mr. Van Bokkelen,
or, if the amount to be paid can not be immediately agreed
upon, for a reference of the question to· an arbitrator, so that
the case may be disposed of without unnecessary delay.
"' I am, etc.,
"'T. F. BAYARD.'
"To this Mr. Thompson, who had succeeded Mr. Langston,
made the following reply:
"'LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

"' Port au Prince, Hayti, November 3, 1888.
"'SIR: I have to inform you of the death of Mr. Charles A.
Van Bokkelen, who died on the 1st instant, at 2 o'clock. in the
afternoon, aged 37 years. He was buried on the 2d instant,
many Americans and foreigners following the remains to thdr
last resting place. I attended the funeral, and it was a fact
worthy of note that a sincere feeling of sadness at his death
and sympathy for his wife and two small children seemed to
pervade all present.
"' I had entered his claim against the Haytian Government
to t~e sum of $113,000 some time before his death, and will
contmue to press the same, as advised by the department.
" 'I am, etc.,
"'JOHN E.W. THOMPSON.'
"Subs~quent negotiations between the two governments have
resulted m an agreement to submit the claim to arbitration.
Questions to be
"Two questions arise on the facts:
Arb"t
t
d
"1.
Was Van Bokkelen entitled by the terms
1
ra e ·
of the treaty between the Republic of Hayti
and the United States, concluded November 3, 1864, to be discharged from prison on the same terms as a citizen of Hayti
imprisoned for the same cause1
. "2. 1f there has been a violation by Hayti of the treaty
rights of Van Bokkelen, what should Hayti pay to the United
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States, by way of damages, for the benefit of the representatives
of the deceased J?
"The first question submitted by the two governmeuts for
the decision of the referee is contained in the first article of
the protocol of May 24, 1888, and is in the following words:

'"It having been claimed on the
part of the United States that the
imprisonment of Charles Adrian Van
Bokkelen, a citizen of the United
States, in Hayti, was in derogation
of the rights to which he was entitled as a citizen of the Unit.eel States
under the treaties between the
United States and Hayti, which the
government of the latter country denies, it is agreed that the questions
raised in the correspondence between
the two governments in regard to the
imprisonment of the said Van Bokkelen shall be referred to the decision of a person to be agreed upon,
et c.' (English text, article 1.)

'' 'Commeila etesoutenu de la part
des Etats- Unis-quel'emprisonnernent
de Charles Adrian Van Bokkelen,
citoyen des Etats-Unis, en Haiti, a
en lieu en derogation des clroits qui
lui appartenaient comme citoyen des
Etats Unis, d'apres les traites entre
les Etats-Unis et Hai"ti, ce qni nie le
Gouvernement du dernier Etat, il est
convenu que les questions s0L1levees
clans la corresponclance entre les cleux
Gou vernements au snjet de l'emprisonnement du <lit Van Bokkelen, seront referees a la decision d'une personuequiseradesignee, etc.' (French
text, article 1.)

· "It appears clearly from the language of article 1 that the
subject-matter of this arbitration is tbe imprisonment in Hayti
of Ob arles Adrian Van Bokkelen, a citizen of the United States,
by the authorities of Hayti.
.
_ "The contention of tbe complainant government is that said
imprisonment was in derogation of Van Bokkelen's rights as a
citizen of the United States under the treaties, and the answer
of the defendant government, while admitting tlle American
citizenship and the fact of imprisonment of Van Bokkelen ~y
the authorities of Hayti, denies that his imprisonment was_m
derogation of treaty rights. 'rhe contention of the complarnant government is based upoll the language of articles 6 and 9
of the treaty between the United States and Hayti, concluded
lfovember 3, 1864.
'' The defendant government does not deny the existence of
the treaty or the guaranty of the rights and privileges which
it olemnly announces. But the substance of the contention on
~lie part of the defendant govetnment isi that this right or privilege of free acce to the tribunals of justice in Hayti i clef at d and nullified by the language and force of article 794,
code of civil proc dure, and article 569, section 2, code of
1n:m r ·e. Thi. contention ha been u taiued by the court
f fir an~ la t r . ort of Ilayti, and ha been proclaimed by
h x cut1 e f Ila. ti. 1 Under this deci ion of the courts and
x ~t~ . of Ila i, an Bokkel n wa impri oned in the comm n J 11 f r n arly fift n month .
•:~ 1 n.u half fl fi ndant government ubmitvariou
po,·1tI n · ff ·t c nd law from which th y proceed to argu ,
1
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which are founded upon or connected with the preli~inary
proceedings and pleadings in the cour-ts of Hayti anterior to
the judgment and decre~s of the _Haytian courts. These pr?positions refer to a multitude of defenses, nearly all of which
were regularly interposed in defense in the court of first
instance and the court of last resort. But all these several
defeuses have been withdrawn from the referee as a result of
the action of the courts of Hayti, resting their decisions upon
a single specific ground (which has been accepted by the contracting parties as the sole question now at issue), and which
has been submitted to the decision of the referee. (Protocol,
May 24, 1888.)
'' In this view of the case the referee is not at liberty to go
behind the situation and enter upon an original inquiry as to
whether the schedule (bilan) was regularly prepared and submitted; whether the circumstances of the case indicated fraud
on Van Bokkelen's part; whether a Haytian citizen, under
similar circumstances, would have been discharged from
imprisonment upon making a judicial assignment, etc. And
if, at any time, I shall incidentally advert to such matters, it
will be because it seemed unavoidable in the particular connection in which it occurs.
·
.
"I proceed now to consider various contenContent~ons of th e tions of counsel for the defendant government.
Hayt1an
Govern' ' Th e fi rst b rie
. f , wh.1ch.1s en t·tl
. f on
ment.
1 e d a 'B rie
·
behalf of the defendant government in support
of demurrer,' insists:
"1. That the language employed by Van Bokkelen in the
proceedings before the tribunals at Port au Prince in April
1884, in which he describes himself as an American citizen by
birth, 'residing at Port au Prince and domiciled at New York,
United States of America/ 'derlnes exactly the international
status of claimant.' 1 II\ answer to this suggestion it may be
admitted that the general proposition is substantially correct.
It is taken to mean that Van Bokkelen was a citizen of the
United States at the time of the occurrence out of which his
claim against Hayti arose; but it is not understood that Van
Bokkelen's description of himself as 'residing at Port au Prince
~nd domiciled at New York,' has any other or further signif.
wane~ than to place him within the guaranties of protection
of artwles 6 and 9 of the treaty of November 3, 1864. It is to
be observed, however, that 'the international status of claima~t' must be determined not by description, but by the facts of
his case. .As a matter of fact, the American citizenship of
Van Bokkelen has never been questioned.
"2. The contention of counsel for defendant govenment that
V~nBokkelen, during the years 1882 and 1883, was a merchant
domg brokerage business at Port au Prince may be conceded.
And the recital of the details of the litigation in preliminary
1

First brief of counsel for defendant goYernment, p. 3.
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suits between Van Bokkelen and bis various creditors may be
accepted as correct without having any controlliug influence
upon the determination of the claim now submitted to the
referee. 1
"3. Counsel for the defendant government argue' that on1y
one ground of error was assigned and passed' by Van Bokkelen on bis appeal upon the judgment of the civil court to the
court of cassation, while the judgment of the lower court disclosed the fact that 'at least twelve questions of law or fact
were raised by the various pleadings of the parties.' 2 And
counsel say that Van Bokkelen 'sought to reverse the sai<l.
judgment upon one sole ground, name]y, that article 794 of the
code of civil procedure aud article 569 of the code of commerce excluded aliens from the operation of the laws regulating the cessio bonorum; and that said articles were contrary to
articles 6 and 9 of the treaty between the United States and
Hayti.' 3
"In answer to this suggestion, it seems only necessary to
say that the court of first instance and the court of last resort
based their final decision on the single ground stated by them.
"It may be added that by the very language of the protocol,
the single ground upon w bich Van Bok kelen 'assigned and
pressed' bis appeal to the court of cassation bas been adopted
as the very question constituting the subject-matter of this
arbitration. In thiR view tlie anterior and intermediary proceedings, whether by way of diplomatic intervention, or as th~
result of the various procedures of the local courts of Hayti,
can not be held to have any controlling influence so far as the
result of the present arbitration is concerned.
"In a word, the protocol-which must be the guide and
grant of jurisdiction for the referee-crystallizes and formulates
the substantial grounds of past discussion and controversy in
a single, definite is ue, and furnishes the rule of deci ion. The
is ue presented by the protocol i whether the acts of the
authorities of Hayti in re pect to Va.u Bokkelen , a citizen of
the nited State , were in derogation of his rights as uch
citizen· and tbe rule furnished for the deci ion of the que tion
rai:ed by the is ue are the treaties between Hayti aud the
nited ~ tateR. 4
' 4. Th ·ontention of coun el for defendant government i
th, t 'full faith aud credit mu t be given to the tribuual of
Port au Prin · .' 5
: In ~n _w 1· t thi I oint r ference is made to what bas ju t
b n c Hl lll r ply t tb fir t poiut. It may be add cl that the
rrom1 l f · mplaiu ma le by the comp1aiuant o-overnment i
1 l'ir. t hri •f of 1·01m. c·l for !l frudant govcrnme~, pp . 4.-6.
· Id.6,7.
3 Id. 7.
4
Pr,, ,col • I · -1 1 , ar icle 1.
"fir t bri ·f of 1·oun cl for defendant government, p.
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tbatthejudgmentofthe Haytian courts is in contraventioJ? of
treaty stipulation.: which..the defendant_ government demes.
And to decide tlus very issue the question l1as lJeeu, by consent of the coutracting parties, referred to international arbitration.
"The position of the defendant government as to this point
would, if admitted, preclnue any examination or decision by
tlie referee, and would result in making tbe referee simply the
register or recorder of the acts and decrees of the local courts
of Hayti. This may not be, for the reason that tbe protocol
imposes upon the referee the decision of the question raised in
the correspoudence 1 aud found in the recor<l. For a rule and
guide for his decision he is referred to the treaties between
Hayti and the United States; ~nd for the interpretation of
treaty language and intention, whenever controversy arises,
reference must be had to the law of nationi::; and to internationaljurisprudence. It is a general maxim, wben it is a question ofinternatioual controversy, that neither of the contracting
parties has a right to interpret a treaty according to its own
.
fancy. 2
''5. Another argument of counsel for defendant government
is that a citizen of Hayti who intends to avail himself of the
benefit of ju<licial assignment (cession de biens) must establish
affirmatively that he bas been unfortunate, and that, he has
acted in good-faith. This point is elaborated with much detail,
both in the brief accompanying the note of the Haytian minister 3 addressed to the Secretary of State of the United States,
August 15, 18R7, as well as in the brief now under consideration.
The answer to this proposition and argument is that all this may
be conceded without its having any influence upon the present controversy, and for this reason: The acts of the judicial
tribunals and of the executive of Hayti of which the complainant government complains are rested upon different and inde1>endent grounds, and these grounds are that Van Bokkelen
was not permitted free access to the tribunals of Hayti on the
same terms as citizens of Hayt.i; ~ncl, as has been before stated,
the refnee is confined to the decision of the single specific
question presented by the terms of the protocol.
" 0. Tbe_further cont~n~ion of counsel for the defendant governm~nt 4 1s that the Junspruclence of France, Belgium, and
Hayti has constant]v 'maintained a distinction as between
a.liens an~ citizens, and have held that aliens have enjoyed
natural rights, but that they were excluded from civrl rights.'
The answer to this proposition is that if any such distinction
be~ween _what ar~ here styled 'natural' rights and 'civil' rights
existed m Hayti they were abolished in respect to c~tizens of
1

Protocol, May 24, 1888, article 1.
Vattel, book 2, Chapter XVI. p. 265.
3
Hon. Stephen Preston.
4
First brief, p. 16.
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the United Statescommorantin Haytiatthetimeoftheoccurrences herein complained of by virtue of articles 6 and U of the
treaty of November 3, 1864. It is not, therefore, necessary to
enter into· any consideration as to the nice distinction between
natural, civil, and political rights. These terms, however, have
a well-undertitood meaning in the law of nations and in modern
international jurisprudence. In addition to protection to life,
liberty, and property, the class which exercises political rights
in a community participates in the governin g power either by
themselves or representatives. The class which enjoys civil
rights is equally eHtitled to protection to life, liberty, aud property, but the indi vidua1s composing it can not exercise political
rights under any claim founded simply upon possession of civil
rights. But the record and correspondence clearly show that
the extent of Van Bokkelen's claim was a demand, formally and
regularly submitted to the tribunals and to the executive power
of Hayti, that he might be admitted to the enjoyment of those
strictly civil rights guaranteed to him by the treaty of November 3. 1864; and it would appear that even in Hayti tile exercise of' civil' rights is independent of the exercise of 'political'
rights, and that the capacity of a citizen resides in the combination of civil and political rights. 1
"7. The counsel for defendant government submit that,
'under the civil law nothing short of a clear, positive treaty
stipulation can .e nable an alien to claim the exercise of civil
rights.' All this may be admitted, and yet the concession
would not avail the defendant government upon the case
under consideration, and for the following reasons:
"(a) It is here a question of international and not civil law.
"(b) And a 'clear, positive treaty stipulation' does by
express language enable an alien, if be be a citizen of the
United States and within the jurisdiction of Hayti, to claim
the exercise of civil rigbts. 2
''8. Counsel for defendant government make a point that at
one time Van Bokkelen described himself as 'domiciled in New
York.' 3 It can not be perceived bow that fact, although it
hould be conceded-which it is not-could be held to except
him from the guaranties contained in the. treaty. The America:n citizen hip of an Bokkelen being conceded by the terms
of the protocol, the question of domicil cuts no figure in the

a .

' 0. oun el for defi ndant government insi t that th true
aning of the cond ection of article 6 of the treaty of
. mb r 3 1 64-, i · di ·lo. ed by 'careful examination of
art1 _' 1 70
f the cod of civil procedure and article 560,
t1on 2, f he code of commerce.'
1

ivil cod of Hayti, article 2.
6 and 9, tr aty of vember 3 186--.1.
:l}'irt1t bri f of defendant government, ;. 1 .
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"Counsel say that the second section of article 6 of the
treaty is simply intended to secure to Americans,. agai~st any_
possible repeal, the rights guaranteed them by said articles of
the codes and the construction given them by the Haytian
courts. 1 The answer tu this suggestion is obvious. It is 11egativecl by the very language of article 1 of the protocol of May
24, 1888. And the guaranty of enjoyment of civil rights (i.e.,
the admission to the tribunals of justice) by citizens of the
U uited States resident or domiciled in Hayti on the same
terms witJJ. native citizens was not limited to time, but was to
avail them during the existence and operation of tile treaty.
'' By provisions of article 42, treaty of November 3, 1864, the
treaty was to' remain in force for the term of eight years, dating from the exchange of ratifications; and if one year before
the expiration of that period neither of the contracting parties
shall have given notice to the other of its intention to terminate the same, it, shall continue in force, from year to year,
until one year after an official notification to terminate the
same as aforesaid.' It is not denied that this treaty is still in
force.
"Counsel for defendant government seek to restrain and
confine the treaty guaranty of 'free access to the tribunals of
justice' to very narrow limits; and it is insisted that this
clause could work no change in the laws of Hayti, either general or special; and it is said that 'the meauing of the words
free access, used in the treaty,' constituted a guaranty of free
access to courts ' 'Upon the same term~ as the civil law ana a constant practice provided for them.' 2 But the answer and denial
to that proposition is contained in the language of the treaty
itself, which provides the conditions, namely, 'on the same terms
which are granted by the lau·s and usage of the country to native
citizens.' And the connection in which this language occurs
makes the inference irresistible that it included all the steps
and processes of the judicial tribunals of either of the contracting parties.
'' 10. Counsel for defendant government lay great stress
up~n the decl~rati?n that .'American citizens sojourning, res1dmg, or tradmg m Hayti,' must be held to conform to the
munieipal laws of Hayti. 3 There can be no question but that
such an obligation was imposed upon all citizens of the United
States in Hayti. But, in this case, there is no complaint that
Van Bokkelen, in respect to this matter, did not yield obedience to the mu11icipal laws fo operation in Hayti, except as
they were modified or repealed by treaty stipulations. And
the converse of the proposition is equally true, namely, that
American citizens sojourning, residing, or trading in Hayti
1

First brief of counsel for defendant government, p. 19.
Id. 21.
3 Id. 23.
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are under the protection of public law, and the treaty stipulations to which Hayti and the United States are tbe contracting
parties.
'' 11. Counsel for defendant government devote much space
to the com,ideration of the nature and character of the proceeding known as juclicial cessio bonorU1n. 1 And it is submitted
'that the application made to tl.Je conrt, to be admitted to the
benefit of cession de biens can not be regarded in tbe light of a
suit to enforce a right.' To this it may l>e replied that no such
contention is presented in this controversy. In the view of the
referee, the judicial cessio bonorum does uot appear to be in the
nature of an independent suit. On the contrary, it 1s, as I shall
further on indicate, a dependent process or step in the ordinary
procedure.
"12. It is further submitted on behalf of defendant government that at the utmost' argument that the second section of
article 6 of the treaty has repealed the provisions of civil law
discriminating against aliens in the matter of judicial cession
de biens, rests upon a repeal by implication of the aforestated
articles of the code of civil procedure aud of the code of
commerce.' 2
"It may be conceded that the cases agree in saying that
repeals by implication are not favored. But the very authorities cited by counsel hold that in case of positive repugnancy
between the provisions of new laws and those of the old, tlrn
former operate to repeal the latter. 3
''In the case under consideration, the provisions of the municipal codes of Hayti, or rather the interpretation sought to
be put upon them by counsel for defendant government, are
absolutely repugnant to the stipulations in the treaty of a
later date.
"13. It is further contended that if the subdivision of paragraph 2 of article 6 implies the repeal of articles 794 an<l 56U
of the code of civil procedure and the code of commerce, 'it
would just as well mean that the fundamental distinction underlying the whole ·y tem of civil law, as it exi ' ts in France
or Hayti, has been repealed by implication , and that at be ta
few ob cure words, which referred exclu iv Iy to remetlie and
not to r!~ht , in ' erted in the treaty tipulation, operate as a
r peal of 1m.portant parti; of the whole municipal legislation of
Ila ti.' 4
. It i.· not per ei ed the t uch a result would follow, and it
1 n t u11d r . .·t
th, t th• •ont ntion of corn1)lainant governm nt xt nd to mak any uch •laim or dema11d that wonlcl
r · 11
lu i niziu · th juui •ial y te111 of Hayti. On the
01m 1 ford £ udant government, p . ~" -

·. I!

1. 1 . • . 12;---130; 'row Dog, 109 l T . ' . 5:-5-f70;
. 1!37, lJO· llartfor<l . . ,'., B 'ranch, 109.

hn

for d<·fondant rovernm •nt, p. 29.
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contrary, as has been in~icate~, the whole scope and effect_
of the guaranty clauses m articles 6 and 9 of the treaty of
November 3, 1864, stipulatiug for 'free access to the tribunals
of justice' of the respective states, is to place the citizens of
Hayti and the citizens of the United ~tates, ~s to the a~ministration of justice, upon the same footrng. It 1s not clear what
force there is in the suggestion that the guaranties in the treaty
stipulations must be coufine<l. to 'remedies' and not to 'rights.'
]'or, whether free access to tlle tribunals of a conntry for the
purpose of prosecuting or defending a suit be described as a
remedy or as a right, is unimportant. It is in this relation a
matter of description rather than of substance. It is the
proceeding with which we are coucerned, and not the name of
it. The right or privilege to make a judicial assignment, nuder appropriate circumstances, involves the application of a
remedy recognized by the law of Hayti.
'''Remedies,' says Mr. Justice Story, 'are part of the consequences of contracts." 1 It is laid down by the same author
as a general rule, 'that all foreigners, sui jur-is, anu not otherwise specially disabled by the law of the place where the snit
is brought, may there maintain suits to vindicate their rights
and redress their wrongs.' 2 It is true that until the treaty of
November 3, 1864, went into operatiou, citizens of the United
States, in common with other aliens, were excluded by the
letter of the municipal law from the benefits of the judicial
assignment. But from the date of the exchaugeof ratifications
of that treaty the benefit of the right or the remedy of judicial assignment was accorded to citizeus of the United States.
'Free access to the tribunals of justice, etc.,' means a right to
stand in court, either voluntarily as plaintiff, or involuntarily
as defenda11t; and after appearance the suitors or parties
litigant must have a right to invoke all the usual, ordinary,
and necessary processes of the tribunal, whether it be for
purposes of -prosecution or by- way of defense. In the case
under consideration Van Bokkelen was arraigned before the
local court~ o~ Hayti, _in some of the suits at least, in inviturn;
and as an rnmclent of compulsory process, he was imprisoned.
Being witbiu the jurisdiction and power of the Haytian court
the treaty stipulations were intended to secure to him, a citize~
of tlrn United States, the right to avail himself of all the
instrumentalities and processes of the tribunals of justice.
"14. It is further conternlecl on behalf of defendant government that article 9, treaty of November 3, J864 must be construed in the liglit of the civil law, and certain p;ovisions of the
Haytian civil code in regard to the transmission of property. 3
"But the protocol makes the treaties between the United
States and Hayti the sources of reference for the guidance of
Conflict of Laws, section 337.
Id. , sflction 565.
3
Brief of counsel for defendant government, PP: 31-33.
1
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the referee. And consequently the obligations and covenants
of a reciprocal character, which are contained in these treaties,
constitute the supreme law as between the complainant and
defe.n dant governments. 1 In the view which the referee bas
taken of the question submitted to him, the stipulations and
guaranties contained in article 6 of the treaty are in themselves sufficient to justify- the claim of Van Bokkelen to
stand in justice in the courts of Hayti on the same terms with
native citizens. However, it does uot seem to the referee
that the cumulative force of the stipulations in article 9 in
respect to the transmission of property can be lessened by the
argument of the defendant government insisting upon a
restrictive interpretation of the latter article. The construction sought to be put upon article 9 is cramped, narrow, and
forced.
'' 15. It is insisted on behalf of defendant government· that
'the whole scope and purpose of the treaty was plainly not to
abrogate any law, but to recognize all existing laws in eit~er
country and subject the temporary resident to the operation
and protection of these laws.' 2
'' The answers to this proposition are obvious. The temporary resident was already subject to the operation and t~e
protection of the laws of the respective countries; but this
protection was unequal. In the United States tbe Baytian
citizen could uot, in the absence of contumacious fraud, be
denied the privilege of making a judicial assignment, or what
was equivalent to it, for tbe benefit of his creditors; nor could
he be imprisoned, under the circumstances in which Van Bokkelen was held in bodily confinement. In Hayti, on the contrary, prior to the treaty of November 3, 1864, a citizen of the
Uuited States was liable, by the letter of the Haytian statut~s,
to be summarily arrested and imprisoned for an iudefimte
period of time, and was excluded from the benefit of judicial
as:--ignment. It was to rellledy this and other inequalities that
~rtieles 6 and 9 were incorporated into the treaty. And their
u!1mediate eftect and purpo e was to relieve the citizens of
e1~h~r of_ the contracting parties from odious and harsh di crm:~mat1on of the local laws and to place them on the arne
footmg._ If the contention of the defendant government should
b ~<lm1tted, it would render null and void the stipulatiom, of
ar u·~e 6 and 0. The o~je t of the treaty, a expre sed in its
P mng paragraph, i 'to make la ting and firm the friend~l1ip
an _ ood under tanding whi b happily prevail between both
~ t1on. an~ to plac th~ir commercial relation upou the mo~t
Ii_ . r l a I ' . Tb art1 ·1 defining the reciprocal right of
: 1 t1z 11.
f_ a h of the tw nation re iding an,l doillg bu iness
1
u h t rritory f th oth r will be hereafter notic d.
1

Prot ol, artic] 1.
Fir t hrid' f
nn 1 t r d f nd nt government, p. 39.
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"16. In regard to the suggestion on behalf of defendant
government, charging V ~n B~kkelen with fal~ehood a_nd frau~,
because his representations m regard to hlS financial condition were different at different times, it may be said that there
is no proof in the record that Van Bokkelen was end~avoring or ever attempted, to keep back or conceal anythrng or
res~rve any benefit for himself. And the different estimates
which be is charged with having made at different times may
be easily reconciled with his changed status and the condition
in which he found himself. But whatever presumptions may
have ava:led against Van Bokkelen during the preliminary
proceedings in the court of first instance, they may not, in the
absence of positive proof, have any force or weight in the consideration of the question now under arbitration. The courts
of Hayti and the executive have nowhere rested their action
denying to Van Bokkelen the right to make a judicial assignment upon any charge or suggestion of fraud or informality
in those proceedings. And the starting point for the decision
under this arbitration must be the action of the courts and the
executive of Hayti.
" 17. Counsel for the defendant government say the 'second
section, article 6, opens the courts of the country to the alien
upon the same terms as they are open to native citizens; but it
does not change or propose to change any rights _perta-ining to
American citizens.' And it is in~isted that the repeated references to the laws and usages of the country must be taken to
mean that American citizens possess no rights in Hayti except
those which are specified in the municipal statutes. A.nd
the contention then is, that the rule of interpretation which is
to be applied in this case is that laid down by M. Pradier Fodere:1 'Lastly, treaties and conventions must be construed in
tbe light which agrees with public order established among
t~e contracting nations, and more particularly with their princ~ples ?f public law and with the organization of their jurisdict10n; in case of doiibt, and unless there are irrecusable proofs
the construction which is in harmony with the civil and publi~
laws of France must prevail over that which would create a
privileged and exceptional right.'
"It is not perceived how the contention can be sustained
which insists _that the treaty does no~ change or propose to
change any rig.hts pertaining- to Americari citizens when in
view of the language of the treaty, its stipulations p~·ovide 'for
the g_u'.1ranty and protection and vindication of the rights of
tbe_c!t1zens of tbe contracting parties on the same terms. The
position of_def~ndant government does not receive any support
from the c1~at1on from M. Pradier Fodere, for the reason that
the ~uthor 1s referring to the 'public order' and the 'civil and
public laws,' and not to special or private rights and remedies.
·

1

Cours de Droit Diplomatique, II. 457.
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"M. Pradier Fodere further on says:
"' 11 est done manifeste qu' aucune des nations n'a le clroit

cl' interpreter a son gre les condition s obscures du contrat, ou
d'en deleguer l'examen a ses tribunau x, pa8 plus q u'il a est
loisib1e a la partie qui a consenti une convention synallagmatique d' interpr·eter elle-rneme, ou de faire interpreter par un
mandataire a son choix, les clauses obscures ou ambigues que
contiendrait cette convention.' 1
.. ·
"18. It is further insisted that it is 'upon
Jutlicial Ch~racter the claimant to establish as an affirmative
of Treaties.
proposition that foe treaty of 1864 between
the United States and Hayti has repealed the provisions of
articles 794 of the code of civil procedure and 5H9 of the code
of commerce.' This contention has been considered elsewhere
in this opinion at some length.
.
"Three cases decided by the court of casCase of N ap1er v.
•
· F1 ranee, a t l ong m
· 'terval s of' t'1me, are
R' h
d
sat10n
1n
ic mon ·
principally relied upon by coun sel for defendaut government in support of the conte11tion that article 6
and 9 of the treaty may not be interpreted to abrogate or
repeal the municipal statutes fa repugnance or conflict therewith. The first alld most important is tbe case of apier and
others v. The Duke of Richrnond,2 which is cited in support of
the contention that 'diplomatic treaties must be construed in
the light where they are in harmon y with public and civil la,Y
in use among the contracting nations.' This decision, which
waA renuered on the 24th of June 1839, bolds that treatie ·
between natio11s are not of the character of simple a<lmini ·trative and executive acts, but that they possess the character of
laws; tlrnt the courts are competent to interpret treaties between nations on the occasion of private (iudividual) conte ts
which refer to the particular treaties; that when a treaty bas
tipulated for the giving up to an alien of immovable property
lo ·ated in Fran e and subject to its authority, the court are
competent to decide whether this giving up, after (agreeably
to ) the tr aty, should operate to the benefit of a single alien
h ir who i mention <l in it, or of all the heirs, in the proportion of tb >ir hereditary rights and intere. t ; that in the iuterpretati n of diplomatic treaties the judrres hould prefer an
int rpr tation wbi ·h arrr e with the common law and the
public la,w f 1: rauc t that interpretation which onflict
wi h th
principl · that, in particular, the treaty of 30th of
~Ia
1 whi h? in one of its additional articl , decides
hr ~ tbat b withdrawal of the eque tration or embargo
1 1 1 b th
c·r e of
rlin of the 21 t of ovember IHOli
~ ,.1 u iO'ny tra t of land belo11giug to the Third
f I 1 ·hm n l ·
ond, tb~t th r titution to the nephew
l tt r h ul 1 11 t be on iderecl a. a, grant of aid land
1
ours 1, Dr it Diploma.ti,1u ,, II. 4:-7.
• .J urn 1 clu Palai , y ar 1 39, II. 2 et 11eq.
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iu favor of this one alone conformably to the law of primogeniture recognized in England, and to the exclusion of all others
having equal right, title, or interest, b_ut th!s grant_ must ·be
executed with reference to the success10n of the Thud Duke
of Richmond, so that this tract of land should be divi<led
among all those entitled in succession in accordance with the
rule established by the civil code under the title 'Successions.'
"It is to be observed in the first place of this decision, that
the subject-matter was real (immovable) property within the
territory and .jurisdiction of France, and the court reudering
the decision was a court of France. The rule is familiar, that
the law which governs as to real (immovable) property is lex
rei sitce; 1 and under application of this rule the French court,
in a controversy between conflieting individual interests, used
the language which occurs in this decision, and which has been
copied by the civil court of Port au Prince as applicable to the
question in controversy in Van Bokkelen's case.
"As the civil court of Port au Prince, and the court of cassation of Hayti, in stating the rule which must govern in the
iuterpretation of treaty language, have quoted and relied upon
isolated expressions of the court of cassation of France in pronouncing judgment in Napier v. Duke of Richmond, it will be
necessary to consider the latter case with some particularity.
'' The subject-matter in Napier v. Richmond was a tract of
land described as the d' Aubigny tract situated iu the jurisdiction of France. Like many other estates belonging to the
Crown of France, it had been granted to a foreigu family. This
grant reached back to the year 1422, having been made by
Charles VII. in favor of one of the Stuarts of Scotland, who
had rendered signa,l service to France in her wars with England. In the year 1673 this grant was renewed by Louis XIV.
in favor of the Duchess of Portsmouth, a French lady, in the
h"rnguage of the grant, to be enjoyed by said duchess, and after
her decease by such one of the natural sons of the King of Great
Britain wbom he migbt designate, and the male descendants
in direct line of this natural son. This grant, which evidently
says the court of cassation of France, had for its object to wh{
over Cbar.les II. to the interests of Louis XIV. does not however, present in appearance any political character. Charles
IL designated as the successor of the Duchess of Portsmouth
a natural son whom be had by her, named Charles Lennox
who took the title of First Duke of Richmond.
'
"He enjoyed l~lltil l~is death possession of the d' Aubigny
tract, and transmitted 1t successi veJy to his eldest son and to
tlie eldest of his grandsons, Second and Third Dukes of Richmond. This property underwent all of the vicissitudes of the
F~encb wars and revolutions. Confiscate(l during one of the
said wars of succession, it was restored by the Treaty of Utrecht;
confiscated again in 1792, during the wars of the revolutions,
1

Story, Conflict of Laws, ~§ 364-367, 424, 428, 463.
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it w~,s restored at the Peace of Amiens. Finally, having been
confiscated for the third time in 1806, it was again restored by
the treaties of 1814 and 1815. When, by the Decree of Berlin
of 21st of November 1806, the French Government, availing
itself of reprisals against England, declared as good priz~ all
the properties belonging to ~nglishmen in France, the d' Aubigny tract was occupied by Charles Lennox, Third Duke of
Richmond, who had taken possession in 1750. This duke died
on the 19th of December 1806, without issue, leaving four sisters and the children of a full brother, who died before him,
one of whom took the tiUe of the Fourth Duke of Richmond,
who was the father of thE- defendant in this case. This condition of things continued until the treaty of peace of the 30th
of May 1814, the fourth article of which stipulated in general
terms for the withdrawal of confiscations of the war. However, a secret clause of this treaty added: ''l~he confiscation of
the Duchy of d' Aubigny and the property which belongs to it
will be raised, aud the Duke of Richmond placed in possession
of the property such as it is now.'
"A royal ordinance of the 8th of July 1814, the terms of
which reproduced textually those of the secret clause, and an
order of the prefect of Cher, of the 3d of August following,
were forwarded to the Fourth Duke of Richmond, who was
then in France at the head of a division of the English army,
putting him in possession of the d' Aubigny tract. His possession was confirmed by aproces verbal of the 30th of November
1814. The natural heirs of the Third Duke of Richmond, who
did not live in France, being advised later of their rights, addressed themselves, in 18aO, to the French courts to demand
from the Fifth Duke of Richmond, who had succeeded his
father in 1819, a divi8ion of the d' Aubigny tract, as belonging
to the succession of the third duke. To this demand was opposed notably the provision of the sec·ret clause of the treaty
of 1814, insisting that it contained a special derogation from
article 4 of this treaty, which prescribed in a general way the
rai ing of the confiscations of the war. The heirs replied that
this article 4 and the secret clause should be interpreted one
by the other; that it was proper to reconcile their nrovisions;
~hat the eeond was only a confirmation of the :first, and that
it wa. not r a onable to regard this secret clause as a private
and xclu ive grant for the benefit of the feudal heir of the
third duke.. In this condition of the respective claims of the
ral part1e the tribuual of Sancerre, having bad the controver Y. ubmitted to it, rendered judgment 011 the ~th of July
1
h1ch dP;cr ed the partition of tlrn d' Aubigny tract.
m ng oth r rea on a igued for the judgment were th
f 11 , in :
' .
tb
ion rai ed in the argument, that by
t~ bt ral t x be pr vi u ly dated treaty rai el th confi ca1 n affi_ d t
h d ubigny tract, aad tipulated for the
ration f th prop rty to the Duke of Richmond; that
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although by this denominative expression could not be understood the third duke, against whom the confiscation had been
affixed, since the plenipotentiaries must have known that this
duke, their colleague in the cabinet and in the House of lords
of England, had been dead nearly eight years, it must be
understood that the grant was in fact to bis heirs, according to
this maxim, Hmres substinet personam d~functi; that, moreover,
if the treaty did not say that in default of the third duke his
representatives should be called to receive the benefit, it was
because in a previous article it was stated in a general and
absolute manner that the principle of the restoration was in
favor of the former proprietors or their heirs, and that this
general provision applied to the Duchy of d' Aubigny neither
more nor less than to tile other cases of restoration; that the .
confiscation of the d'Aubigny tract, by virtue of the decree of
Berlin of 21st of November 1806, must be considered as a
spoliation, and that the Treaty of Paris of 1814 stipulated for
the-restoration of this tract to the proprietor or to those having
a right, but that it was not possible to regard the terms of this
treaty, as expressed, as a personal statute and a·s a reward to
the :Fourth Duke of Richmond; that the restoration of the
property would not have been complete if it did not result to
the benefit of those having a right or claim to it; .that the
treaty of 1814, understood in such a restricted sense, would
not have been a restoration-a reparation-but the maintenance
and continuation of an unjust spoliation, which, however, the
high contracting parties declared tliat they wished to put an
end to after the military events which bad provoked them; that
whereas the succession of the Third Duke of Richmond was
opened 19th of December 1806, but at that time the law of the
25th of October 1792 had abolished all kinds of substitution,
and that this succession, so far as property situated in France
was concerned, was governed by French laws, agreeauly to
article 3 of the civil code; and that it devolved or descended
in five parts to the brothers and sisters of the deceased or to
their represeutatives, in accordan"e with the terms of article
750, c!vil code; tb~t in the treaty of the 30th of May 1814
there 1s no express10n that leads to the belief that there was
any abrogation of a legislation whicb had become fixed in our
customs or any failure or omission of national dignity which
would have resulted in subjecting property situated on the soil
of France to the rules of English legislation.'
"The above decree or judgl!lent of the tribunal of Sancerre
was brougl1t by the Duke of Richmond on appeal to the royal
court of Bourg-es, which rendered its decision on the 11th of
March 1835, reversing the judgment of the tribunal of Sancerre. From this decision an appeal was taken by the heirs
of the Fourth Duke of Richmond to the court of cassation of
France. When the case came before the court of cassation, ·
the eminent lawyer, M. Dupin, then attorney-general for the
government, made an elaborate argument in support of the
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position of the heirs of the Fourth Duke of Richmond and in
defense of the decree of the tribunal of Sancerre.
"The court of cassation of France reversed the decision of
the court of Bourges, sm,taining in substance the decree of
the tribunal of Sancerre, as well as the main argument of the
attorney-general. In announcing its judgment the court of
cassation, among other propositions, held:
" 'On the first branch of the argument: Whereas the defendant, having been summoned to make partition of the d' Aubigny
tract and to restore the fruits and allowances received by him,
as well as by the Fourth Duke of Richmond, bas opposed as
the principal exception or objection a secret clause in the treaty
of tlie 30th of May 1814, to this effect: "The confiscation affixed
. to the Duchy of d'Aubigny and on the property which belongs
to it sha11 be raised, and the Duke of Richmond shall be placed
in possession of the property such as it is presently;" that the
defendant has drawn from this clause the consequence tbat he
had been mvested with the exclusive property of tliis immovable by the diplomatic convention of 1814, and the complainants having disputed this interpretation , the first question to
decide in the case is that relative to tbe true seuse and effect of
the stipulation above cited; whereas the tribunals baving jurisdiction of the action were necessarily competent judges of the
exception or objection, since they were not prohibited by auy
provision of law; that the defendantwithont avail invokes the
principle which forl>ids the judicial authority to interpret administrative acts; that the treaties between 1rntions are not simple
administrative and executive acts; that tbey po se s the character of law and can not be applied and interpreted but hi the
forms and by the authorities intruste(l with applying all the
laws within their jurisdiction whenever disputes which give
rise to this interpretation have private intere ts for their object; that the action of complainants, founded upon their character as heir , raised the questions of private ·uccession and
of property, w bich i allotted by the law to the judicial power;
wberea the decree attacked in tead of pronouncing judgment on theque tion determining the true sen eof thi clau e,
whi ·h wa never 1mbli hed or in erted in the Bulletin de,
Loi d c1ared that the royal court l1ad not the rigbt to eek
nt tb en, of th tr aty, and tbat the complainant hould
ob_ for the ompet nt authority who executed thi act before
av~nlu:
b m · Iv of their cbarncter, pretended or rea1, a
11 If lll () ual pr porti D , of tli rrhird Duke of Hi hmond;
tha i r :ult cl fr m th e rea.-011. that the royal court refn ·eel
t pr o~un · ju l(J"m nt a w 11 on tile principal action and a-.
t th 1tl ~ 11 b ir wbich We th, main que tion a al o
011 b
. c· pt1 nan<l h me,niugof th clan e· thatitr ferred
• 11 b l int f lli ·bit w .- r o-ularly, iz cl to' anoth r. utlwrity '· hi ·hit di. n . iu _licat ; hat the complainant would b
l I>:·1~~
b,r 111 ~1. m1 , , 1 f all m<>an of obtaining a l gal
l ·1 1 n u n h u
maud · wllerea ~ h royal ordinan e of
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the 8th of July 1814, and the prefect's decree of the 3d of
August following are ?nly ac~s in exe?ution of _t~e treaty and
of the obligations whrnh artrnle 4 of the add1t10nal clauses
imposed upon each of the contracting powers to raise several
confiscations which had been affixed; that moreover these acts,
which did not add anything to the treaty, and with which they
are identified, can not be considered as acts belonging to the
exercise of the administrative power, cognizance of which was
forbidden to the tribunals.
"' As to the second branch of the argument: Whereas, the
1lecrees denounced, after having in their reasons declared the
incompetency of the tribunals, and referred to another authority, had meanwhile decided that the complainants could .
not sustain their action, for the reason that the treaty investe1l .
the defendant with the property of the immovable claimed by
them; that the reasons for these decrees aud their provisions
imply a contradiction; that tlley have, in addition, ignored:
First, the text of the laws which govern immovables situated
in France, and their transmission to the heirs; second, the
true meaning of the treaty and of the secret clause; third, the
rules established by the civil code for the interpretation of
conventions; finally, the d' Aubigny tract, being situated in
Frauce was governed., as to the succession of the Third Duke
of Richmond, by the law of France; that substitutions were
abolished, and the privilege of the oldest male was suppressed,
and that the heirs of this duke were entitled to receive this
property in equal portions, and tha,t they were invested with
it by the mere operation of law; that the defendant can not
invoke the law of nations to claim the grant of an exclusive
right; that the transmission of property by way of succession
is governed by the civil law of each state; whereas, if the
text of this stipulation left any doubt of its true meaning, it
would be disposed of by the rules of law in reference to the
interpretation of conventio11s; that the first is to seek out. the
common or ordinary intention of the contracting parties rather
than to stop at the literal meaning of tlie terms; that it is
impossible to suppose that the intention of t,be plenipotentiaries was to regulate the law of succession between co-heirs· to
grant to one the whole property in the estate or land to 'the
exclusion of the others, without any indemnity whatever to
these latter; that this grant to the Fourth Duke of Richmond
alone would have been in derogation of French legislation,
and woulrl have created in France a property or estate governed by privileged and exceptional law; that such an intention, which would be in opposition to all the provisions of the
treaty, can not be admitted without unexceptionable proof~;
that it would have been expressed in positive terms if it had
existed; that all the clauses should be interpreted one by the
other so as to give to each the meaning which results from
the whole text, and the secret clause should be understood in
the sense of a restoration to the one who was entitled, or to
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his heirs, in accordance with the spirit of the treaty; that diplomatic treaties should be UIH1erstood in the sense which plaees
them in accord with the civil and pub-lie law recognized by the
contracting parties; that the interpretation given to the clause
by the decrees which are attacked puts them in opposition to
all the laws, the civil as well as the public law of France; that
in not designating by name which Duke of Richmond should
be placed in possession, the clause could only have had in view
the one who was dispossessed, or his representatives; that in
admitting the fourth duke to restoration it was for the benefit
of his co-heirs as well as for himself. It results from the considerations which precede, that the decrees which are attacked
for refusing to take into consideration the rights of the parties
in accordance with the interpretation of diplomatic conventions, and in decidmg that the apparent text of these conventions had dispossessed the heirs of the Thi d Duke of Richmond
of their rights to the d' Aubigny tract, have violated and misapplied the laws above cited.'
'' It seems to the referee that the above exposition of facts
and of law which were involved in the case of Napier v. The
Duke of Richmond, and the decision of the court of ca~sati??of France thereon, make it clear tllat that case does not.1 ust1fy
the use or applim~tion which the Haytian courts have attempted
to make of it by incorporating in their judgments isolated
expressions which are withdrawn . from the context in the
decision of the former case. The court of cassation of France
simply decided that they would not put SLlCh a construction
upon treaty language as would result in the abrogation of the
law of descent of France in respect to real (immovable) property; that as to such property the lex rei sitm governed; and
that it was impossible to suppose that the intention of the
plenipotentiaries was to abrogate the laws of descent of France
in this respect, and that such an intention would be in conflict
with all the provi ions of the treaty.
'' In the view taken of that case there does not seem to be
, room for complaint or criticism. Arnl there is no evidence that
the a tion of the Government of France, a expressed in the
decree of its supreme court, has been ever excepted or objected
to by Gr at Britain. If, however, Great Britain had considered
that a a con quence of this decree injustice had been done
to one of her citizen , or a treaty stipulation had been violated
~y Fran~ , be would, no doubt, have made it the subj ct of
mternational ettl m nt.
r Ch m
Th
cond ca e cited by coun el for defend0
O
ase
~ er v. ant overnment in this connection i Ohallier
O
ve ·
v. Ov 1 which wa decided by the court of
ranc n the 17 b of larch 1 30.1 The extent
o rt w nt wa to hold that although article 2-"
f th 24th of 1 rch 1760 b tween France a11d
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Sardinia 1 had abrogated a principle sanctioned by article 121,
ordinance 16~9, as also by articles 21-23 and 21-28, civil code,
and 646 code of civil ·procedure, it did not follow that the
executio~ of these judgments rendered by the Sardinian tribunals should be decreed in France when they were contrary to
the maxims of the public law of France or to the public order
of jurisdiction; and that in refusing to decree in France the
execution of the judgment and decrees rendere, t in the cause
by the Piedmontese tribunal, the decree attacked only conformed to the principles of the public law, and did not violate
either the treaty of 1760, or any law.
"Challier v. Ovel was a case where a citizen of_France, having been arraigned before one of the courts of Sardinia, demurred to the jurisdiction of that court, and claime9- exemption
from suit in the foreign jurisdiction, insisting that he could
only be sued in the jurisdiction of his domicil, which was
France. The Sardinian court, notwithstanding his plea, proceeded with the cause and rendered judgment against him.
It was such a judgment against a citizen of France, so obtained,
that the court of cassation of France declined to put into execution. The case has nothing in common with Van Bokkelen
v. Hayti.
. .
"The third case cited by counsel for defendCase of Bal est rnn v.
· th·1s connec t·10n 1s
· Alb er t o
A b t
an t governmen t m
u er·
Balestrini v. Aubert and others. 2 The conclusion reached was that international treaties are not simple
administrative acts; that they may be applied and even iu terpreted by judicial authority when it is a question of conventions
having for their object individual interests.
"The case of Balestrini ·v. Aubert presented a controversy
between contesting associates, one of whom bad a concession
under the provisions of a treaty which gave him a right to
establish and operate a telegraph line under a new system of
electric cable between France and the United States. The
conte t was as to the respective interests of these several
associates, and the provisions of the grant or concession in the
treaty came thus for consideration incidentally before the
court. It was in such a case that the court of cassation of
France held that the stipulations of a treaty could be applied
a_nd interpreted by judicial authority whenever it was a question of agreements or conventions having private or individual
interests for their object. It must be perceived that there is
no similarity between that case and the one under consideration.
"The ratio decidendi in all these cases is very plain. It is
this, that the judicial tribunals of a country, when called upon
to deci<le controversies between individuals which grow ou~ of
or are dependent upon treaty stipulations, will not hesitate to
construe the language of those treaties according to the rules
1
2

Wencke, Codex Juris Gentinm, III. 226.
Joumal du Pala.is, year 1873, pp. 37, 38.
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of law which apply to all instruments. They will construe the
provisions so as to give effect to rather than to defeat the intention of the contracting parties; and they will reconcile
apparent conflicts of particular parts by reference to the context in which they occur and to the whole instrument. They
will not impute to the plenipotentiaries in the neg·otiation of a
treaty an intention which is in conflict with the fundamental
law of the State. They will not lend their sanction to execute
a treaty stipulation when His in violation of the fnndamental
law of the jurisdiction; and they do this upon the ground that
it is beyond the competency of the treaty-making power to
enter into stipulations which are in conflict with the public law
or the public policy of the jurisdiction.
"' The treaty-making power is necessarily and obviously
subordinate to the fundamental laws and constitution of the
state, and it can not change the form of the government or
anllihilate its con.s titutional powers.' 1
"This language has been used by distinguished American
jurists in refereuce to the Government of the United States.
It applies equally to the public policy and limitations of all
constitutional states.
"In every civilized state two principal divisions of law are
recognized: First, the law which regulates the public order and
rights of nations, which is calledjus publiaum; second, the law
which uetetmines the private rights of men, which is called _jus
civile. 2 The law of procedure (the adjective law) is distinguished from the fundamental law of a state, aud include
remedial law, which is a law whereby a method i:, pointed out
to recover a man's private rights or redress his private wrongs. 3
And the in trument by which the individual vindicates his
rights and remedie his wrong i~ an action or suit at law. In
thi' sen "e an action is not a rigl1t, but it is the mean' which
the law affords for pursuing the right. 'Actio non est jus, sed
medium, j 'u persequendi.' 4
"'Icon ider,' ays Lord Bacon,' that it is a tme and received
di vi ion of law into fus publicum and jus privatwn, the one being
the inew of property and the oth r of government.' 5 Law
detine th right which it will aid and pecifi.e? the way in
~~ich it will a,id them. So far as it define , thereby creating,
~t v ' ub, t, ntive law.'
o far a it provides a method of aid- .
m and p10tectiu , it is' adj ctive law,' or proc cl nrr. 1;
t w uld eem to be clear from the ca e:, uecid ,(l by the
f ·a'· tion of ◄ r, nee, heretofore cited, that the deci-

,

'onstitution of the nited, 'tates, III. sec' l. 167, 2 7, not s.
rd "Law.'
i
I. 53.
ol. II. c. 1031 p. 1 , , riting IIeineccius.
niou of L ws W rks, VII. 731.
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sions do not sustain the position taken by the Haytian courts
and by the counsel for defendant governme11t. In the case
under consideration Van Bokkelen petitioned the court for the
purpose of availing himself of the law of procedure guaranteed to him by the treaty. The pretension that articles u and
9 of the treaty of November 3, 1864:, contained any stipulation
that was violative of the fundamental law of Hayti is without
any fouudation.
"The article (1054, civil code of Hayti) which Van Bokkelen invoked for his protection belongs to the law of procedure
or the adjective law of Hayti. And the article 79-l: ( Ilaytian
code of civil procedure) aud article 569 (Haytian code of commerce), which the Haytian authorities opposed in denying Van
Bokkelen's petition, are also a part of the law of procedure or
adjective law of Hayti. They do not form a part of the constitutional, fundamental, or national law of Hayti. And the
attempt by t,he judicial and executive authorities of Hayti to
characterize a simple judicial assignment as an institution of
civil law, or an institution of civil right, in the sense intended,
is a misuse of language and a misapplication of terms.
"The counsel for defendant government inCase of ~arryat v. vite attention to 'the leading English case on
Wilson.
this subject,' upon which they placed some reliance.1 This was an aetion between private litigants upon
several policies of insurance on a certain ship and cargo, upon
which the defendant in error had effected insurance. While
on a trading voyage ship and cargo were captured by a British
squadron, and thus became a total loss to the owners and
insurers. Demand was then made by the insured upon the insurer to make good his proportion of the loss so incurred. He
refused to do so, and when sued set up the defense that the
voyage on which ship and cargo were lost was illegal. On the
trial before king's bench and exchequer chamber it was admitted that the voyage was illegal unless it was within the
protection of certain articles of the treaty between Great
Britain and the United States, concluded the 19th of N ovember 1794. Defendant insisted that the voyage was not within
the letter of the treaty, and therefore it wa~ illegal. But the
exchequer chamber held that the voyage was within the
spirit, though not the letter of the treaty, and in deciding the
case used the language quoted in the argument for defendant
government. 2
"Chief Justice Eyre, in deciding the case, said:
"' There may be reason to apprehend that this treaty will
open a door to many of our own people whom the policy of
our laws has shut out from a direct trade to the East Indies.
In truth, it can hardly be expected that the spirit of commerce
too often found eluding laws made to keep it within bounds,
1
2

Marryat v. Wilson, 1 Bosan. and Puller, 480 et seq.
First brief of counsel for defendant government, p. 37.
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· that the lucri bonus odor should not embark British capital in
this trade. This ought to have been foreseen, aml therefore I
conclude it was foreseen. and that it was found that the balance of advantage and disadvantage preponderated in favor
of the treaty. If not, those who ad vised it will have to answn
for it; responsibility is not with us. We are not even expounders of treaties. This treaty is brought under our con:--ideration incidentally as an ingredient irr a cause in judgment
before us; we only say how it is to be understood between the
parties to this record.
"' This we are bound to do; we have but one rule by which
we are to govern ourselves. We are to coustrue this treaty as
we would construe any other instrument, public or private.
We are to collect from the nature of the subject, from the
words and from the context, the true intent and meaniug of
the contracting parties, whether they are A and B, or happen
to be two independent states. The judges who administer the
municipal laws of one of those states would commit themselves upon very disadvantageous grouud-grouncl which they
conld have no opportunity of examining-if they were to suffer
collateral considerations to mix in thefr judgment on a case
circum8tanced as the present case is. * * * Whether the
trade should have been concected under any qualifications or
restrictions is one th_ing; it having been couceded, now to attempt to cramp it by narrow, rigorous, forced construction of
the words of the treaty is another and a very different consideration. We can not suppose that an indirect advantage was
intended to be reserved to the East India Company by so
framing the treaty that the American tra,de might by construction be put under disadvautage, because this would be chicanery unworthy of the British Government, and contrary to
the character of its negotiations, which have been at all times
distinguished by their good faith to a degree of candor which
has been supposed sometimes to bave exposed it to the hazard
of being made the dupe of more refinell politicians. The nature of the trade granted, in my opinion, fixes the construction of the grant. If it were neces!:'\ary to go further strong
argument may be <lrawn from the context of thi.' article and
the contra t, which the comparing it with the preceding article
will produce.' 1
"Far from advancing the argument of counsel for d·e fendaut
go ernmPnt, the conclu ions anu the rea ' Oniug of the Chief
Ju. tice in farr at v. Wilson are strongly oppo ed to the cont nti n of he d f ndaut government, and u tain the position
f the
mplainant gov .rnment in tbi , ca e. Marryat v.
. il · ~ i
r n au h rity for the propo:ition that the munic1 1 trib ual of a
uutry may not nullify the purpo e and
eff ·t of tr t 1 oguage by impo ing upon it a cramped,
n· rr
nu :£ r 1 on tructiou. nd it i to be ob erved
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that in the case before the exchequer chamber, the judgment
of the court sustaining interpretation of treaty stipulations
which would give effect to the spirit, if not to the letter, of the
treaty was rendered in a case wlJere the beueficiaries were
aliens~tbat is, citizens of tbe United States-and in denial of
defenses set up by British subjects before one of tbe superior
courts of Great Britain.
"It is to be noted that these several decisions of tbe highest
courts of France and Great Britain, which are cited and relied
upon by the defendant governmeut on this branch of the argument, are cases in which the conclusions of the courts were in
support and protective of the private property rights of individuals. The result of all these decisions was to work out
substantial justice between the parties. In the case under
consideration, the result of the judgments of the Haytian
courts and tlJe action of the executive of Hayti was to defeat
the efforts of Van Bokkelen to protect himself from wrong and
injustice, and to secure to himself rights plainly guaranteed
to him, in common with all other citizens of the United States,
by the treaty.
Th H d M
"Counsel for defendant government cites a
8
~a
oney decision of tbe Supreme Court of the United
ases.
States,1 referred to as the Head Money Oases,
to the effect that so far as a treaty made by the United States
with any foreign nation can become the subject of judicial
cognizance in the United States, it is subject to such acts as
Congress may pass for its enforcement, modification, or repeal.
' 4 0n this point there is not room for much controversy.
But
an act of the Congress of the United States in derogation of
treaty rights has always been held to be a ground for diplomatic intervention. In the case under consideration the
converse of the proposition announced by the Supreme Court
in the Head Money Cases is presented. Here the collision or
conflict is between provisions contained in prior municipal
statutes of Hayti, and stipulations of a treaty between the
nited States and Hayti of a subsequent date. The rule is
univMsal that a prior statute is repealed by a subsequent
statute which is absolutely repugnant; leges posteriores priores
oontrarias abrogant. The same principle applies when a municipal statute and a treaty stipulation is in competition. A.
treaty stipulation of a later date repeals a prior statute with
whose provisions it is repugnant. A.nd the reverse of tbe
proposition is maintaiued by the Supreme Court of the United
States. 2 In the Head Money Oases the Supreme Court of the
United States laid down the following propositions:
4
' 'A. treaty is primarily a compact between independent
nations. It depends for the enforcement of its provisions on
Edye v. Robertson, 112 U. S. 580.
Foster v. Neilson, 2 Peters, U. S., 314; Taylor v. Morton, 2 Curt. U. S.
454; Hauenstein v. Lynham, 100 U. S. 483.
1

2
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the interest and the honor of the governments which are parties
to it.
" 'If these fail, its infraction becomes the subject of internatioual negotiations and reclamations, so far as the injured
party chooses to seek redress, which may in the end be enforced by actual war. It is obvious that with all this tbe
judicial courts have nothing to do and can give no redress.
But a treaty may also contain provisions which confer certain
rights upon the citizens or subjects of one of the nations residing in the territorial limits of the other, which partake of tbe
nature of municipal law, and which are capable of enforcement
as between private parties in tLe courts of the country. An
illustration of this character is found in treaties which regulate the mutual rights of citizens and subjects of the contracting nations in regard to rights of property by descent or
inheritance, when the individuals concerned are aliens. The
Constitution of the United States places such provisions as
these in the same category as other laws of Congress by its
declaration that "thiR Constitution and the laws made in pursuance thereof and all treaties made or which shall be made
under authority of the United States shall be the supreme Jaw
of the land." A treaty, then, js a law of the land as an act of
Congre sis, whenever its provisions prescribe a rule by which
the rights of tho private citizen or suqject may be <letermi11ed.
And when such rights are of a nature to be euforced in a court
of justice, that court resorts to the treaty for a rule of decision
for the case before it, as it would to a statute.n
"It will be seen from the above review of the several arguments on behalf of defendant government that many of the
propositions which are still strenuously urged in defense are
addres ed to the con ideration and support of subsidiary and
collateral i ues which are by the terms of the protocol excluded
from the consideration of the referee.
·
"It become , therefore, neces ary to examine
Treaty of November the provi ions of the treaty upon which com1864
·
3,
plain ant govemment relies in it intervention
u behalf of Van Bokkelen, and to the application of which
d fondant overnment object .
' ction "", article 6, tipulate :
P•
tril~

<'itiz us of the contracting
all bave free ~we-', to the
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f th country to
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by the laws and usage of the country to native citizens,' means
that they shall be entitled to the exercise of all the processes
of the courts of the respective countries, whether they concern
rio-hts or remedies. And the extent to which these processes
ol'tlie conrts may be invoked is expressed in language equally
free from doubt: 'On the same terms which are granted by the
laws and usage of the country to native citizens.' It is not
dei1ied that a citizen of Hayti, in the situation which Van Bokkelen was, would have been entitled to release from imprisonment upon making a judicial assignment. Indeed, the language
and reasoning of the Haytian courts and of the. executive of
Hayti admit as much.
"' The citizens of each of the high
contracting parties within the jurisdiction of t,he other shall have power
to dispose of their personal property
by sale, donation, testament, or otherwise; and their personal representatives, being citizens of the other
contracting party, shall succeed to
their personal property, whether by
testament or ab intestato. They may
take possession thereof, either by
thcmsel ves or by others acting for
tllem, at their pleasure, and dispose
of the s,une, paying snch duty only
as the citizens of the country wherein the said personal property is situated shall be subject to pay in like
cases,' etc.

"' Les citoyens de chacune des
hautes parties contractantes auront,
dans Ia juridictio11 de l'autre, la
faculte de disposer de leurs biensmobiliers par vente, donation, fostament, ou autrement; et leurs succes◄
sen rs, citoyens de l'autre partie contractante, pourront heriter de leurs
biens mobiliers soit par · testament,
soi tab-in test at. Ils pourront en prendre possession soi t par euxmemes,
soit par des tiers agissant pour eux,
comme ils le voutlront, et en disposer
srms payer d'autres droits que ceux
auxquels sont assujettis, dans les
memes circonstances, les citoyens du
pays, ou sont situes les dits biens
mobiliers,' etc.

"There would ~eem to be no ambiguity in the
language of these articles; and the best way
Haytian Courts. to construe them is to follow the words thereof.
"But the civil court of Port au Prince, and the court ot
cassation affirming the decision of the civil court, denying v au
Bokkelen's petition to execute a judicial assignment, decide
that there is nothing in articles 6 or 9 of the treaty of N ovember 3, l86~, whicli guara11tees to Van Bokkelen, or any citizen
of the Umted States, the right to release from imprisonment
upon the execution of a judical assignment conformably to the
terms of the civil procedure of Hayti. The civil court decided
among other thiugs, that the 'reason which causes the exclu~
sion of foreigners is that the benefit of an assignment bas
always been regarded as an 'institution of civil law which should
l>enefit native citizens only;' and 'it is impossible to suppose
that it was tlrn intention of the contracting plenipotentiaries
to abrogate or modify, by article 9 or by article 6 of the treaty,
as those articles are worded, article 794 of the code of civil
procedure and article 569 of the code of commerce, which exclude a foreigner from the benefit of making an assignment;'
and further, that 'whereas, although the text of this stipulation (article 9), and even that of article 6, which grants to the
citizens of the two contracti11g parties free access to the courts
Judgments of the
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of justice, in all cases in which they shall be interested, on the
same terms that are granted by the laws and usage of the
country to native citizens, might leave some doubt with regard
to their true meaning, it would be dispelled by the rules of law
concerning the interpretation of conventions which are applicable to treaties;' and this court then proceeds as follows:
"' Whereas the first of these rules is to seek out the common
intention of the contracting parties rather than to be guided
by the literal meaning of the terms.n-Translation.
"From this decision of the civil court of Port au Prince,
rendered May 27, 1884, _Van Bokkelen appealed to the court
of cassation, which rendered its decision affirming the decision of the civil court, on February 26, 1885, almost a year
from the time Van Bokkelen was first imprisoned.
"The court of cassation, affirming the judgrpent of the civil
court, held:
''' Whereas the judicial assignment of property is an institution of civil right, the articles 769 (794) of the code of civil
procedure and 569 of the code of commerce, excepting foreigners from the benefit of this institution, since they do not
exercise in Hayti all rights, they can only enjoy privileges
derived from natural rights or of mankind, and not those which
are derived from purely civil law.' 2-Translation.
"If, as I shall hereafter endeavor to show, the judicial assignment (cession de biens) is simply a step in the procedure of the
courts in bankruptcy proceedings, it is not perceived how
the description of it 'as an institution of tlle civil law' can
have the effect of withdrawing it from the guaranty expresi:,ed
in the treaty grant of 'free access to the tribunals of justice,'
unless it wa excepted in terms from the treaty stipulations ..
"Of the decree of the court of cassation, affirmiug the dec1ion of the civil court of Port au Prince, it is to be observed
1
Exhibit o. 4, pp. 32, 33.
~"Wh ereas nowhere in the treaty of friendship, of commerce, of navigation, an<l of the xtradition of fugitive criminals, concluded rovember 3,
1 61, b tw n the Unitecl , 'tates of America and the R public of IIayti i
to b found that it confer upon the citizens of these two countrie t he
right to x rci e th judicial a signment of propel'ty, there can be conr.lnd d from th terms of article 6 ancl 9 of th treaty nothing which
woul<l authoriz the opinion that this right oul<l he invoked in the United
' . . orin Hayti by an American. In onsequonre thereof,
· ·
ayti snch civil right, th njoyment of whi ·h
1nality of a Ilaytian. That in tipulating that
ting partiP shonld have free ace ss to the
w
'n they nrny be intere tel, on the ame
n
I! of th country give to their citizen ,
ir
,·a ,' tbi provi ion of th article (6)
t
e i I iz ns of th e two 1rn,ti ns the
rig
hi
do not attaC'h (exc pt) to citizens."-
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that the latter court follows substantially, though not literally,
tl.Je reasoning of tlrn former.
.
"A careful reading of the decree of the court of cassat10n
indicates that the court has, in its attempts t~ justify t~e authorities of Hayti, indulged in the same veculiar reasomng as
the civil court of Port au Prince; and it is consequently open
to th~ same criticism.
"The extreme to which the court has gone in search of reasons to justify its judgment indicates the absence of that good
faith which should characterize the interpretation of treaty
stipulations. And in view of the language_of articles 6 and 9
of the treaty of November 3, 1864, it is difficult to understand
by wbat process of reasoning the court reached the conclusion
that a, citizen of the United States, within the jurisdiction of
Hayti, 'can only enjoy privileges derived from natura,l rights or
of mankind, and ·not those that are derived from purely civil
law.'
,
'' Equally illogical and untenable is the reasoning of the
court of cassation in holding that nowhere in the treaty of
November 3, 1864, is there to be found a provision which may
be held to confer upon the citizens of the contracting states
other and additional rights, i. e., full right to exercise the 'judicial assignment' of property. Uuder the public law or law
of nations aliens enjoy purely natural rights in whatever state
they may be. And in the absence of any treaty, a citizen of
the United States would have enjoyed natural rights in Hayti;
but the terms of the treaty of November 3, 1864, stipulate, in
effect, that such citizens shall further enjoy civil rights.
"The court of cassation, although admitting that the·treaty
stipulates that 'the citizens of the contracting parties should
have free access to the courts of justice, in all cases wherein
they may be interested, on the same conditions that the law
and usages of the country give to their citizens, furnishing
security required in the case,' maintains 'that this provision
of article 6 js not, intended to grant to the citizens of these two
nations the enjoyment of civil rights.'
"The court of cassation is in error in assuming that the
privilege of release of an imprisoned debtor would be denied
to the Haytian citizen by the United States courts, circumstanced as Van Bokkelen was when he invoked the protection
of the treaty. In such a case, assuming that other and ordi1iary applieations for release had failed, the writ of habeas
corpus would lie to the courts of the United States, and would
avail to secure his release from imprisonment.
"In view of the treaty language and terms of the protocol,
it is impossible for the referee to sustain the reasoning or the
conclusions reached by the civil court of Port au Prince or by
the court of cassation. It is not perceived how the nature or
character of the remedy or right expressly guaranteed to citizens of the United States within the jurisdiction of Hayti can
be withheld from them by describing it, as the judgment of
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the civil court of Port au Prince does, 'as an institution of
civil law,' or as the decree of the court of cassation does,' an
institution of civil right.' The 'judicial assignment' (cession
de biens), as I have elsewhere pointed out, is simply an incident or step in the judicial procedure in the courts of Hayti
in bankruptcy proceedings. .And if it be not included within
the guaranty of 'free access to the tribunals of justice,' th e
language is without meaning and inoperative. ']Tree access to
the tribunals of justice' that was limited to admission to the
courts, without the privilege to plaintiff or defendant of employing the usual, ordinary processes of the court, would be a
delusion and a snare. Such an iutention or purpose may not,
in the absence of plain language, be imputed to the high contracting parties.
"Tbe attempt of the courts of Hayti and of the executive
to exclude a citizen of the United States from the benefit of a
judicial assignment, on the ground that the treaty of November 3, 1864,makes no mention of it in express terms, does not
seem to call for serious consideration. Such a strained objection would only be satisfied by incorporating the body of the
Haytian codes in the treaty articles. With equal force and
souud11ess the courts of Hayti and the executive power might
have denied this right, remedy, or privilege to Van Bokkelen
on the ground that he was not mentioned or particularly named
in the treaty. When the treaty said' free access to tbe tribunals of justice * * * on the same terms which are granted
by the laws and usages of the conntry to 11at.ive citizen ,' it
included the whole class of citizens, and fixed tbe terms upon
which the laws and usage of the country were to be applied to
them.
''Among the international rules proposed by the Institute of
International Law at Geneva, 1877, with the view to negotiation of international treaties, the following rules, a.mong other ,
were adopted:
"' 1. L'etranger sera admis a ester en justice aux memes conditions que le regnicole.
"' 2. Les formes ordinatoires de !'instruction et de la procedure erout r gie par la loi du lieu 0{1 le proees est iustruit.
rout on ider e comme telles, les pre criptions relatives
aux forme de l'as ignation (sauf ce qui e ·t propo"-e ci-<le ~ou,,
2me l. ) aux l lai de comparution, a la nature et a Ia for we
d I pro~uration ad litem, au mode de recueiller le pr(-luve , a
la r
ton t pronouc de jugeruent, a Ia pa , atio11 en force
d . ·h
jug
aux l ~lai et aux formalite de l'appel et autres
1 1 r · ur ~ lap remption de l mstance. 1
'R t r n · i h re made to the language of the above rule
t h w th t "h n an_ 3:li n i admit t>d to fand iu ju~ticn on
h
m
rm a. a c1t1z n h mu t n ce:, arilv be entitled to
k in hi . b lf 11 the cu tomary and ·i~il pro<: .·e · of
· urt h1 ·h ar p n to citizens.
1

1
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"In view of the fact that the e xecutive and
cession de Biens. judicial authorities of Hayti have placed their

refusal to admit Van Bokkelen to the benefits
of the judicial assignment, upon the ground that by the letter
of the municipal codes of Hayti all aliens are excluded from
its privileges, and that it is confined to native citizens, and
that it is a civil institution of the state, it becomes necessary
to inquire into the real nature and character of the proceeding
known as judicial assignment (cession de biens). This is of the
first importance, because the fallacy in the reasoning of the
courts and of the executive of Hayti and of counsel for the defendant government consists in attributing exceptional characteristics and functions to the act of judicial assignment.
· "The provisions of the Raytian code which have been cited
are here below inserted. 1
"There is nothing exceptional, unusual, or extraordinary in
this proceeding. It is not, as the language of tbe courts, of
the executive of Hayti, and the argument of counsel ·for defendant government.imµlies, a law unto itself of such supreme
authority as to negative the purpose and effect of a treaty
stipulation.
"The judicial assignment (cession de biens) of the Haytian
codes is described under title 5 of the civil code of Hayti, and
of 12 of the code of civil procedure, and title 2 of the code of
commerce.
"There is nothing hidden or mysterious about it; it possesses
no cabalistic power. And the execution of a judicial assignment is simply a step in the ordiuary procedure a11d practice
of the courts of Havti. · It is a familiar and well-known incident
in the jurisprudence of the civil law. The provisions in the
Haytian code were transferred bodily from the civil code of
France; and Fra11ce incorporated them in her code from the
corresponding title (cessio bonorum) of the Justinian code,
whence they are traced back to the Lex .T ulia. 2
"' The Lex Julia, probably passed in the reign of Augustus,
1
Le cession judiciare est un b enefice que la loi accorde au debiteur malheurcux et de bonne foi, a quel il est permis, pour avoir la liberte de sa
persoune, de faire en justice l'abandon de tous ses biens a ses creanciers,
uonobstant toute stipulation contraire. (Article 1054, Civil Code of
Hayti.)
* * * Ne pourront etre admis au benefice de cession les etrangers, les
stellionataires, les banqueroutiers fr audnleux, Jes personnes cond;:1mnees
pour cause de vol ou d'-escroquerie, ni les personnes comptables, tuteurs,
a<lministrateurs et depositaires. * * * (Article 794, Haytian Code of
Civil Procedure.)
Ne pourront ctre admis du benefice de cession: 1. Les stellionataires, les
banqueroutiers fra udnleux, l es personnes condanmees pour fait de vol ou
d'escroquerie, ni les p ersonnes comptables. 2. Les etrangers, Jes tnteurs,
administrateurs au depositaires. (Article 569, Haytian Code of Commerce,)
z Merlin, Repertoire de Jurisprudence, IV. 46, etc.
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at length exempted insolvent debtors from the penalty of imprisonment and infamy, and secured to them the benejicium
competentire or right to maintenance, provided they made an
immediate and complete cessio bonorum to their creditors.n
"' The surrender was made by solemn declaration, either
judicial or extrajudicial. The property thus given up was sold,
and the price distributed among the creditors. The del>tor
was not released from bis debts unless the creditors were fully
paid, but be was protected from imprisonment at their instauce.
If the debtor subsequently acquired property his creditors were
entitled to attach it, except iu so far as it was necessary for bis
own subsistence. This latter privilege was called "exceptio"
or "beneficium com_pftentire."'
" ' The Lex Julia de cessione bonorum introduced a new procedure in relation to a bankrupt's estate (venditio bonorum),
which theretofore was governed by the "missio in bona.'"2
Int
t f
f
"The rule for the interpretation of treaty
er,re; ion ° stipulations suggested in the judgment of the
rea ies.
civil courts of Port au Prince, as has been
pointed out, was taken from its appropriate context in the decision of the court of cassation. in Napier 1). Duke of .Hichmond, which case bas been considered. As it is sought to be
u ·ed in relation to the case under consideration, it is without
relevance or authority. The language of all the authorities
repudiates such a strained and singular comitruction, whether
it be in application to private contracts or to iuternational
covenants.
"It may be said of the treaty of November 3, 1864, as was
said of the Constitution of the United States by Mr. Ju tice
Story, with the approval of Ohaucellor Kent, that"' The in 'trument furnishes essentially the means of its own
interpretation. 3
" 'The fir t and fundamental rule in the interpretation of all
in truments is to corn~true them according to the sense of the ·
terms and the intention of the parties. The intention of a law
i to be gathered from the word , the context, the subjectmatter, the effect and consequence, or the reason and spirit
f the law. 4
"' nd the only ca e in which a literal meaning i not to be
adopt d i limited to the exception when such con truction
ul involve a manife tab urdity. 5
lies in Rom an Law,
un, Jo
523; \

t8

pp. 376, 3
keldy,
ivil L aw, Vol. IL p. S- 1.
Hecopilacion of th e Law

(J.

t ing t ry, Comm ntari
>p. 3 2-442.
, Vol. I. .'er. 400 · Black-

1
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P
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" , When the words are plain and clear, and the sense distinct aud perfect arising on them, there is generally no necessity to have recourse to other means ?f interpretation. In
literal interpretation the rule observed 1s to follow the sense
in respect both of the words and construction of them which
is agreeable to common use without attending to etymological
fancies or grammatical refinements. 1
"' All international treaties are covenants bona fide, and
are, therefore, to be equitably and not technically construed.2
"' The principal rule bas already been adverted to, namely,
to follow the ordinary and usual acceptation, the plain and
obvious meaning of the language employed. This rule is, in
fact, inculcat,e d as a cardinal maxim of interpretation equally
by civilians and by writers on international law.
"' Vattel says that it is not allowable to interpret what has
no need of interpretation. If the meaning be evident and the
conclusion not absurd, you have no right to look beyond or
beneath it, to alter or to add to it by conjecture. Wolf
observes that to do so is to remove all certainty from human
transactions. 3
'' 'Treaties are to be interpreted according to their plain
sense. 4
'' 'Publicists are generally agreed in laying down certain
rules of construction as being applicable when disagreement
takes place between the parties to a treaty as to the meaning
or intention of stipulations. Some of these rules are either
unsafe in their application or of doubtful applicability; and
rules tainted by any shade of doubt, from whatever source it
may be derived, are unfit for use in international controversy.
"' Those against which no objection can be urged, and which
are probably sufficient for all purposes, may be stated as follows:
"' When the language of a treaty, taken in the ordinary
meaning of the words, yields a plain and reasonable sense, subject to the qualifications, that any words which may have a
customary meaning in trPaties differing from their common
signification must be understood to have that meaning, and
that a_ sense ca? ~ot be adopted which leads to an absurdity
or to mcompat1 b1llty of the contract with an accepted fundamental prmciple of law.
"' Treaties of every kind, when made by the competent. authority, are as obligatory upon nations as private contracts
are binding upon individuals, and these are to receive a fair
and liberal interpretation, according to the intention of the
tory on the Constitution of United States, Vol. I. Sec. 402.
Phillimore, International Law, Vol. II. 3 ed. pp. 94-99, citing authorities.
3
Phillimore, International Law, Vol. II. 3 ed. p. 99.
4
Hall, International Law, p. 281.
1

2
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contracting parties, and to be kept with the most scrupulou~
good faith. Their meaning is to be ascertai:qed by the same
rules of construction and course of reasoning which we apply
to the interpretation of private contracts.n
"Applying these rules to the words, the context, and the
subject-matter found in articles 6 and 9 of the treaty of November 3, 1864, there would seem to be no difficulty in ascertaining
their precise intention and meaning.
'' The infirmity or fallacy disclosed in the reasoning of the
decrees of the Baytian comts and in the message of the executive of Hayti, referring to this case arnl adopting the views of
the courts, is, that the judges and President- Salomon reason
about the competition which exists between the treaty and the
municipal law of Hayti as if the question of relative authority
and comparative precedence was between a municipal statute
of the United States and a municipal statute of Bayti. In
doing this they lose sight of the important fact that the com
petition is between provisions contained in municipal statutes
of Hayti and stipulations in a treaty of subsequent date, to
which Hayti is one of the contracting parties. l t would seem,
from the character of the arguments submitted on behalf of
Hayti, that counsel did not fail to recoguize this infirmity in
the reasoning of the judicial and executive authorities. Au<l
this seems to have embarrassed counsel for defendant government and accounts for the shifting positio11s upon which the
defense in this case has, at different times, rested. It seems
to be forgotten that the operation of treaty stipulations within
the juri diction-of a contracting party is not a for.eigu interference, nor i it the application of extraterritorial or foreign
law. By the constitution and law of Hayti a treaty is a law
of the state.
'' The treaty of ovember 3, 1864, is within Lorimer's category of the t hird clas. of treaties' as source of international
law;' tr atie,• which, among other things, recognize the equal
right of for igners and native before tlie mnnicipal law. 2
'The value of treatie , a a ource of the po itive law of mttions,
i
uppo:ed to have bt>en greatly enhanced by the annex to
Proto ·ol o. 1 of the conferences h eld in London in 1871 rep tiug th chm . of tlle 'J:reaty of Paris of 1856, which
h~we r fi r n ·e to the neutralization of the Black Sea. The
pr to · 1 i in he f 11 wing word : '
. ' h pl 11ipot ntiari re ognize that, it i an eRsential prin 1p]
f th 1 w f m ti n that no power can liberate it~ lf
fr rn th n
m nt.· of a tr at , uor modify the tipnlation ·
h r f unl ', wi h h ·on,· ut f the contracting pow r by
f an ami · bl arr, ug m n .'
1
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"Some of the inconsistencies in the positions assumed at different times by the defendant government have been pointed out in
the brief on behalf of complainant. 1
"It was first maintained that the case of Van Bokkelen in
the Haytian courts was decided only on au exception; that is
to say, 'that the court of cassation, affirming the judgment of
the court below, held that Van Bokkelen, being an alien, the
said court had. no jurisdiction over the su~ject-matter. 2
-'At a later date, referring to the decision of t,be courts, it
was argued that' at the utmost the Haytian judges erred in
resting their decision upon grounds erroneous, or open to discussion; and the only error, if any, which may possibly be
charged to them, was to set forth as a ground for their judgment
that Van Bokkelen's case did not fall within the scope of the
treaty, instead of sta,ting simply that _petitioner hnd not taken
the steps required to be entitled to the rights guaranteed him by
said treaty stipulations.' 3
'' As bas been said, 'such a decision would, indeed, have
created an entirely different situation.14
"In the second argument or note the Haytian minister maintained that under article 148 of the Haytian code of civil
procedure judgment in the Van Bokkelen r.ase was null and
void. Hfa first proposition in regard to the action of the court
is that it dismissed Vau Bokkelen's case for want of jurisdiction. His second proposition is that the judgment of the
tribunal of Port au Prince must be regarded as a final decision
against Van Bokkelen of all the questions raised by the pleadings; and his third proposition is that Van Bokkelen did not
exhaust the legal remedies afforded by municipal law, because,
on account of an omission on the part of the judges to 'pass
upon' all the questions raised, the judgment was null and void,
and Van Bokkelen was therefore -entitled to the extraordinary
remedy known as ' la requete civile.' 5
'' I~ is quite clear, from an examination of article 148 of the
Haytian ~ode of civil procedure, referred to by Mr. Preston,
tb~t th~ Judges are not required to 'pass upon' all the points
raised m the pleadings in the sense of judicially determining
~be~? but only of taking notice or mentioning them in the
Judicial summary of the proceedings, which in Haytian proce?-11re c?nstitutes the judgment. And one of the objects of
this reqmrement seems to be to furnish evidence to the parties
in the judgment itself that none of their points have been overlooked. It further appears that the reopening of the ,iu<lg •
Inconsist0nt Positions of Hayti.

1

Brief of complainant, pp. 19, 20.
Rote of Hon. Stephen Preston, minister from Hayti, to Hon. Thomas I!'.
Bayard, Secretary of State of the United States, August 15, 1887.
3
" Statement of Facts and Points of Law," by Hon. Stephen Preston,
minister of Hayti, p. 21, et seq.
4
Brief of complainant, pp. 20-31.
5
Brief of complainant, p. 31.
2
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ment under that article can be had only 'upon the request of
those who have been parties, or of those who have been duly
brought into court.' 1
"Reference is again made to the conflicting and contradictory
positions assumed, at different stages of the proceeding~, by
the defendant government, for the purpose of showing how
importaut and necessary it has been for the referee to confine
himself to the narrow ground furnished in the single issue
suggested by the terms of the arbitration. The language of
the protocol necessarily :fixed the decision of the Haytian
courts and the action of the executive of Hayti as the starting
point for the referee's examination and decision. 2 And tbe
treaties between the high contracting parties were made the
supreme law for his .consideration and guidance.
"Whether the literal, natural meaning of
Award.
the language, or the spirit of the treaty of November 3, 1864, or the common intention of the .
contracting parties be regarded, I am of opinion, :first, that
tlle imprisonment of Charles Adrian Vau Bokkelen, a citizen
of the United States in Hayti, was in derogation of the rights
to which be was entitled as a citizen of the United States under
stipulations contained in the treaty between the United States
aud Hayti. Second, that the record of the case aud the correspondence between the two governments fails to disclo8e auy
extenuating circumstances or sufficient justification for tlrn
har h treatment and protracted imprisonment of Van Bokkelen
by the constituted authorities of the Republic of Hayti, notwith tanding the earne ' t and repeated protests of the repreentatives of the United St?,tes; and I award that the republic
of Hayti pay to the United States, on behalf of the representative of Oharles Adrian Van Bokkelen, the sum of sixty thousand dollars ($60,000).
' ' Witne ' my hand this 4th day of December, A . D. 188 ,
at the city of Washington.
''ALEX. PORTER MORSE, Referee."
July 14, 1890, Mr. Douglass, minister of the
Unit d States at Port au .P rince, signed with
Mr. Firmin, mini ter for foreign affair , a proto ol by which it wa provided1. hat IIay i hould pay the award in twelve equal in tallm nt of
ach one u ·h iu tallment to be paid every ix
p r cent in er t on th unliquidated part of
Payment of the
Award.

er tary of , tate, p. 8.
• err of th r·onrt of Port an Prince, ~ [ay 24-, 1 -i · deer of the
·ourt f •, ation, F bruary 2 , 1 5 · annual me age of Presiden
all. . s. 1 5, pp. 499, 53-, 536.
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2. That as the award became due December 4, 1889, and
nothing had been paid on it, the first installment should be
considered as having become due on that day, and that two
installments with interest should be paid at once.
3. That Hayti should then issue as a guaranty for the payment of the rest of the award ten bonds of $5,000 each, bearing
interest at the rate of 5 per cent, the interest to cease as soon
as the bond was paid. 1
The last installment under this agreement was paid in 1~95. 2
Mr. Douglass to Mr. Blaine, July 16, 1890.
Mr. Ferres to Mr. Olney, June 21, 1895, MS. Disp. from Hayti. See further as to the payment of the award, Mr. Blaine, Sec. of' State, to Mr.
Ferres, November 29, 1890; Mr. Douglass to Mr. ~ laine, March 9, 1891; Mr.
Wharton, Acting Sec., to Mr. Douglass, May 5, 1891; Mr. Uhl, Acting Sec.,
to Mr. Smythe, December 27, 1893: MSS. Dept. of State.
The Juridical Review, II. (1890) 76-78, has an article entitled "International 1\.rbitration-The Van Bokkelen Case."
1

2
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CHAPTER XLIV.
MINOR OR PENDING OASES.
1. THE S.A.V .A.GE CL.A.IM.

In September 1851 a quantity of gunpowder belonging to
Mr. Henry Savage, a citizen of the United States, was imported
into Salvador and deposited in a temporary storehouse at
Acajutla which was designated by the authorities for that
purpose. The agent of the owner immediately proceeded to
dispose of the powder, and had sold a part of it when in MarcL
1852 a decree, dated the 24th of the preceding month, was
published by the Government of Salvador by which it was
declared that in six months from the date of the decree the
sale of gunpowder should become a monoply of the state, and
that all gunpowder remaining after the expiration of that
period should be removed from the country under penalty of
being declared contraband. The decree further provided that,
upon the publication thereof, persons having gunpowder should
forthwith store it at a distance from all inhabited places, and
that a fine of $50 should be imposed upon any person introducing for sale a greater quantity than 12 pounds.
It was alleged that as a result of this decree the sale of Mr.
Savage's gunpowder became impossible; that an effort was
made to sell it to the government, but that the government
"declined to purchase except at a price ruinous to the owner,"
and that in the end the powder had to be abandoned, when it
was sequestrated by the government.
A claim for indemnity was presented to the Government of
Salvador on the ground (1) that as the gunpowder was an
article of legal traffic, lawfully imported and stored under the
direction of the authorities, it was to be cousidered as any
other article of merchandise, and that the decree of February
24, 1852, was ·'to be mea sured by the same rule as would be
5627-Vol. 2--55
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applied to commercial enactments in regard to any other commodities legally imported.;" (2) that the decree, being ex post
facto in respect of the powder in questioll, violated the constitution of Salvador, which declared '' any s~atute having a
retroactive effect to be unjust, oppressive, and mlll," aud that
the sequestration of the powuer violated another article of
the constitution by which it was declared that the property
of individuals should not be taken for public purposes without
a previous payment of its value; and (3) that citizens of the
United States were entitled to the protection of the constitutional guaranties under Article III. of the treaty between the
United States and Salvador of January 2, 1850, by wbiclt it
was provided that the citizens of each of the high contractiug
parties should have within the country of the other "the
power * * * to engage in all kinds of trade, manufactures,
and mining unon the same terms with the native citizens," to
"enjoy all the privileges and concessions in these matters
which are or may be made to the citizens of any country," and
to '' enjoy all the rights, privileges, and exemptions in uavigatiou, commerce, and manufactures which na,tive citizens do or
shall enjoy, submitting themselves to the laws, decree , or usages
there establislied to which native citizens are subjected." 1
Mr. Partridge, United States minister, writiug to Mr. eward from San Salvador, February 25, 1864, reported tbat 11
bad had au interview with the provisional president of the
country in relation to the long-pending claim of llemy Savage,
who was then a resident of Guatemala. Tbe president was
ready to refer it to arbitration, each party to de iguate au
arbitrator and the arbitrator to choose au umpire. Mr. Partridge ob erved that the claim of Mr. Savage wa · not, in his
opinion "a clear and indisputable one for the amount be a. k .
' her are,' ontinued Mr. Partridge, "many equities upon the
th r . i<le, and many delay and failures 011 his part to comply
wi h the regulation, of the government (in iegard to the
t r g , tc. f gnnpowder, for the taking of which hi claim
ari; -') · ha a. it · ems to me, au arbitration would offer
r ·i: l th appropriate mod of di8po ·iug of the matter.''
n
pril 1 ,
H. :;\Jr. Partridge report cl that he had.
r · •iY d a, 1 tt r from ir. avag expre: ·iug hi>' ati faction
with h di ·po ·i ion f b gov •rmneut to •ulJmit th ca ·e to
1~fr. ~ra1 y , ,.. of, tatr. to ?llr. Borlanc1 .January 19, I -;- I; )Ir . .darcy

to Mr. larliu

r, pril 21, 1 --,

~!. '. IJ •pt. of 'tate.
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arbitration. Soon afterward Mr. Savage, at Mr. Partridge's
request, visited San Salva<lor, and an agreement was made
with the government of Salvador to submit the claim to arbitration in Guatemala on June 1, 1864. An agreement to that
effect was signed May 4 in triplicate, one of the copies being
retained in the legation at San Salvador. Of the other copies
oue was retained by the Salvadorian Government, while the
other was sent with the papers in the case to the United States
legation in Guatemala. 1 Mr. Partridge's proceedings were
approved. 2
March 17, 1865, Mr. Partridge reported that the referees,
Messrs. M. J. Dardon, A. Andreu, and Fermin Armas, bad,
on the 21st of the preceding month, "finally adjudicated" the
claim "in favor of Mr. Savage" by awarding him "four thousancl foitr himdred and ninety-seren dollars cmd fifty cents
(deducting therefrom the amount of duties due on sc1id gunpowder and still remaining unpaid), with interest on said
arnount at the rate of six per cent per annum from the tenth
day of December 1852 until paid."
~- THE ASHMORE FISHERY.

In a dispatch of October 22, 1884,3 Mr. John Russell Young,
then United States minister at Peking, reported to the Department of State tl.Je settlement at Swatow, by arbitration, of a
case known as that of the Ashmore Fishery. It appeared that
the fishery in question, which was locally known as the Sun
Bue fishery, was purchased by Mr . .Ashmore in 1872 from its
Chinese owner, and that it was enjoyed by Mr. Ashmore without molestation till the end of the year 1881, when the foreign
consuls at Swatow asked for the removal of some fishing stakes
below that port, which stakes belonged to the people ofa neighboring village, and which obstructed navigation. 'Ihe stakes
were ordered to be removed, but their ow11ers "made an outcry and demanded that other places shol1ld be assigned to
them;" aud in order to pacify the people permits were given to
them by the authorities to fish elsewhere. These permits being
couched. in vague terms, the, holders of them" organized themselves into a new :fishing company and pounced on Ashmore's
fishery." Mr. Ashmore complained against the trespassers,
'Mr. Partridge to Mr. Seward, May 6, 1864, MSS. Dept. of State.
Mr. Soward to Mr. Partridge, July 29, 1864.
3
MSS. Dept. of State.
2
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but failed to obtain redress. This failure he alleged to be due
to the" arbitrary and unjust procedure of the Cheng Hai magjstrate," in respect of which there were many allegations and
couuter allegations which it would be profitless to review. Mr.
Ashmore offered to settle the claim (1) by selling out his rights
to the Chinese authorities or (2) by accepting a restoration of
the fishery entire, with indemnity for the losses of himself and
his tenants in consequence of their disturbance.
In 1884 Mr. Young visited Swatow, and while there received
from Mr. Ashmore certain representations in regard to the latter's grievance. Mr. Young in consequence held two long conversations with the taotai as to the merits of the controversy,
and finally suggested that two of the foreign consuls at Swatow
should be selected as arbitrators to hear and decide the case.
The taotai at length accepted this proposition, and the consuls
of Great Britain aud the Netherlands were named, the ministers of their respective countries, at Mr. Young's request, permitting them to act in the matter. The arbitrators awarded to
the plaintiff the sum of $4,600, which was duly paid. Mr.
Young thought that "substantial justice" had been done, aud
caused an expression of his thanks to be conveyed to th~
arbitrators.
The award was as follows:
"We, George Phillip., H.B. M. Consul, officiating at Swatow,
and Robert Hunter Hill, H. N. M. Consul at Swa.tow, having
been requested by H. E. the lion. J. Rn sell Young·, E. E. &
M. P. of the U. S. at Peking, and Chang, Taot'ai of the Hui
Chao Kia Intendancy in the Province of Kuang tung, to arbitrate in a, matter a to the um of monev the Rev. Dr. A hmore, a U.S. citizen, re iding· at Swatow, fo hel<l to lie entitled
t receive from the Chine e Government, for givjng· up to them
hi titl d ed. to a certain :ti hery ground, from which he for
many ear· ha ' received an income of four hunured dollar a
y ar .
.' v e, after d liberately and carefully weighing the fact of
h1 ·a e, hold it a our opiniou, tllat the I ev. Dl'. A hmore
~1 u~d r c i e. from the Olliue e Gover11111e11t for giving up
lu r1 ht au l t1 l to the aid fi hery ground, the um of four
h u and ix buudr d lollar.·.

hol

Dr.

hmor • to b<: entitled to that um for the
ivin 111 hi.- d ed. to thi fL hery ground
Jar p r annum, and 11 , houl<l in ju ·tice
·oul 1 withou difti ·ulty givo him iu a like
unt of intere t.
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"The Chinese anthorities admit that for two years Dr. Ashmore has not received the rental of the :fishery ground, which
amounts to eight hundred dol1ars.
"This sum we consider he is entitled to receive.
"The fact tha,t Dr. Ashmore was not willing to part with his
deed8, an<l that he is for the moment deprived of a good investment, ·should be taken in to onsideration, and in estimating the
value of the :fishery a certain sum has to be added to the purchase money. This we have done, and we have fixed the sum
to be due Dr. Ashmore on the three counts, viz: The loss of two
years rental; the value of the property; and recompense for
compulsory sale, at $4,600.
'' In arriving at this· decision we think we on the one hand
have dealt fairly with the Chinese Government, for we argue
that if Dr. Ashmore could get a rental of $-!00 a year for the
fishery ground the OhinesP- Government will on receipt of the
deeds be in a positiou to relet it for a like amount; we think
on the other hand, that taking into consideration the nature of
the property, we could not in fairness award Dr. Ashmore a
larger amount than we have done, which amount with the
interest attainable upon investments of a kindred character in
China will always bring him in t,he amount of which he has
been deprived, and at the same time cover all that can be
fairly claimed. This amount of $4,600 to be paid two months
from today the 24th May, 1884.
·
"Given under our hands and seals of office this twenty-fourth
day of May, 1882.
[SE.AL.]

[SE.AL.]

"GEO. PHILLIPS,

"H. B. M.'s Consul, officiating at Swatow.
"RoB'r. H. HILL,
''Acting Netherlcinds Oonsul." 1
3. RIOTS .AT PORT .AU PRINCE.

On September 22, 1883, at a time of civil
commotion in Hayti, a riot took place in Port
au Prince. It was caused by twenty or thirty
people, who started a fight in the streets, accompanied with
revolutionary outcries against the government of President
Salomon. Failing to obtain the popular response which they
expected, they stole away and concealed themselves in various
private houses and in some of the consulates. Not long afterward, however, government troops appeared on the scene and
Civil Commotions.

1
It was at one time in contemplation to submit to arbitration what was
known as the Peiho claim against Japan, for the seizure of that vessel, the
property of a citizen of the United States, by the Japanese authoritieti in
1869 .. (Mr. P. W. Seward, .Acting Sec., to Mr. Rollins, February 10, 1879,
MS. Dom. L et. CXXVI. 413.) The claim was directly settled in 1880.
(Mr. Payson, Third Assistant Sec., to Mr. Hackett, Nov. 8, 1880, MS. Dom,
Let. CXXXV. 207,)
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indulged in various acts of violence. The number of lives
lost was not large, but there was much destruction and pillage
in the heart of the city, where hundreds of valuable buildings
were burned.
On the 23d of September the scenes of the preceding day
were reenacted aud aggravated. The special cause of the
excitement appears to have been the landing at Port au Prince
of General Piquant, who had been wounded by insurgents at
Miragoane. The lives of all those who were suspected of disaffection to the government were put in jeopardy, and their
property was destroyed. Indeed, so general was the fury and
excitement of the soldiers and of the loyal element of the population that they used their firearms and torches with little
discrimination. No respect was paid to foreign flags. Diplomatic and consular officers were forced to appeal to foreign
men-of-war in the harbor for protection, and, in order to stay
the destruction of life nnd tbe pillage and burning of property, were finally compelled to threaten the bombardmeut of
the city, includjng the national palace. The minister of the
United States was at the time absent on leave, and there was
no American man-of-war in the harbor; and the vice-consulgeneral of the United States did not sign the ultimatum. It
wa ubscribed, however, by the diplomatic or consular representatives of Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain, the
etherlands, Spain, and Sweden and Norway, and troops were
landed with the permission of the government from British,
French, and panish men-of-war.
During the two day of pillage and destruction the records
and furniture of the department of foreign affairs, finance, and
comm rce w re almo t wholly de troyed, and among the priate in<lividnal. who were injured in person or property, or in
both, wer variou foreigners. Of the 'e, six were American
citiz n all of whom 10.. t property, and two of them were
pl1 i ·ally maltreated by the governmeut troops. 1
After mu ·h negotiation it was agreed that
Mixed Commission. a mix l · mmi ion of four per on , two
m rice n au l two Haytian , hould be appoint d.
Pur uan t thi a r m nt harle Weyman and Edward
t w r nam d on the part of the nited tate ·, and B.
L 11 mand pr ·id n f th, rilmnal f ca ' atiou, and C. A.
ton to Ar. Freliughuy en, .i:'ov mber 20, 1883,} or. Rel. 18 3,
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Preston on the part of Hayti.1 Dr. J.B. Terres was afterward
substituted for Mr. Cutts and Segu Gentil for Mr. Preston.2
No formal couventiou was concluded, but it was arranged by
correspondence that the indemnities should bB paid in American mouey or its equivalent, less a commission of 10 per cent
to a commercial house for redeeming the awards. The question
as to the commission's jnrisrliction of the subject of nationality
was disposed of by the admission by the Haytian secretary of
state of the American nationality of all the claimants whose
cases were prosecuted by the United States minifl.ter. 3
On the 22d and 24th of April 1885 the commissioners agreed
on the amount to be allowed on all the claims but two. The
total amount awarded was $5,700.
The claims on which the commissioners
The Williams and
Id not agree were th ose of two w1·d ows,
cou
. Cl .
F ourmer aims.
.
named Williams and Fourmer, who demanded,
respectively, $16,000 and $1,500, in each case for the destruction of a house. The Haytian commissioners denied the
claimants' right to indemnity on the ~:round that foreigners
were unable under Haytian law to bold real property. The
American commissioners maintained that they were entitled
to indemnity on the sole fact of possession. This difference
was referred to the two governments. 4 The Government of
the United States took the ground that as the claimants
held title deeds to their houses, and no legal proceedings had
ever been taken to dispossess them, they were entitled to
re<lresR for having been violently deprived of their property
under circumstances for which tbe government acknowledged
its liability. Titles, said the United States, could not be
determined by violence. .Even if the sole title was that of
possession, the owner could be dispossessed only by process
of law; and in the present instance the case of the claimants
was, it was maintained, strengthened by the fact that the government, which was the only party entitled to make complaint,
had permitted them to remain in possession. 5 The Haytian
Government at first refused to admit these positions, saying
that the rule which it sought to apply to the claims in question
bad been accepted by the representatives of other powers. 6 In
the encl, however, it settled the claims by paying to the min1 !!'or.

Rel. 1885, p. 500.
Id. 505-519.
3 Id. 504.

2

Id. 520.
Id. 525.
6Id. 540.
4

5
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ister of the United States on November 30, 1887, the sum of
$9,000, of which $8,000 were for Mrs. Williams and $1,000 for
Mrs. Fournier. 1
4.

THE KELLE'l'T O.A.SE.

In 1896 Mr. E. V. Kellett, United States vice-consul-general
in Siam, visited Ohiengmai on business relating to the estate of
an American citizen. On the evening of November 19 his
clerk, Nai Sye, an educated native, while on Lis way to the
post-office, accompanied by a servant with a lantern, was arrested by some military police and conducted to the police
station on a charge of violating the ordinances by carrying a
dangerous stick at night. The stick seems to have been a light
cane with an engraved silver bead. When Mr, Kellett beard
of the arrest he proceeded to the police station and made a
protest, and, failing to receive a satisfactory explanation of the
affair, demanded bis clerk's release. The clerk does not appear
to have been at the moment detained. At any rate he was not
prevented from going with Mr. Kellett away from the station,
though the authorities required him to ]eave his stick behind.
Up to this point ''both sides bad possibly been excited and
used trong language," but nothing bad occurre<l that could
not have been "smoothed over the next day." But when Mr.
Kellett had proceeded about 50 yards from the station he was
suddenly surrounded by :fifteen or twenty soldiers, some of
whom attacked him with the butts of their rifles, while others
stood about with arms in their hands. Mr. Kellett at :first endeavored to resist, but soon desisted. The object of the attack
eems to have been the rearre t of Sye, who was seized and
carried away. When this was effected Mr. Kellett, who was
brui ed about the shoulders but not disabled, was allowed to
proceed to his home. Two hours later Sye wa released by
ord r of the chief commis ioner and sent to Mr. Kellett's resid n e. 2

B th ide made a report of the affair to Bangkok; and the
le a i n of the nited tate , on being informed of the fact ,
Ir nted t the iame e Government a formal complaint.
i m w di p ed to throw the blame of the affair upon fr.
11 t, , nd pr mi ed an inve tigation by a Siame,'e tribunal.
h l gation, however, in iew of the provi ion: of the trea. tn to Hayti, to ~Ir. Bayard, , 'ec. of, 'tat e, Decem. of fate.
ovember 1-, 1897.
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ties in regard to extraterritorial jurisdiction and of the official
character of Mr. Kellett, asked for an investigation by a mixed
commission, and, while the discussion was pending, a visit
was paid to Bangkok by the U.S. S. Machias. At length ~r.
Barrett, the minister of the United States, proposed that the
mixed commission should be constituted as a board of arbitration; and to this proposal the Siamese Government acceded.
September 20, 1897, the arbitrators rendered the following
award:
"Whereas we, the undersigned, have been duly appointed
and authorized respectively by the United States and Siamese
Governments to investigate a certain alleged assault upon the
United States vice-consul-general, Mr. E. V. Kellett, at Cbiengmai, in November 1896, and to arbitrate all questions of law,
fact, and reparation of said alleged assault;
"Whereas we have held an investigation in both Bangkok
and Ohiengmai and have heard all evidence obtainable in this
matter;
.
"Whereas from said investigation it appears that on the
19th of November, 189U, at about 7 p. m., after and following
certain difficulties between the said vice-consul-general of the
United States and soldiers of His Siamese Majesty's army
acting as police, in regard to the arrest of a clerk of said
vice-consul-general of the United States, the said vice-consulgeneral was assaulted in one of the main streets of Chiengmai
by a number of said soldiers;
·
"Whereas this unfortunateincident could have been avoided,
or at least its gravity lessened, if the Nai Roi Ake-i. e. Captain-Luang Phuvanat, the officer in command of the soldiers
who committed the ::mid assault, had taken the steps which his
duty and the circumstances required;
"Whereas the Nai Roi Tri-i. e. Sublieutenant-Choi, under
whose immediate command the soldiers who committed the
said assault were placed and who was present when the said
soldiers committed the assault, did nothing to preveut them
from inflicting injuries upon the person of the vice-consulgeneral;
':Where3:s Nais ~ram, Niem, and Ph~n, ordinary soldiers,
while obeyrng certam orders, are conv1eted of having transcended such orders, and of having struck several timeE- the
said vice-consul-general, using to that effect tbe butts of their
rifles, and inflicting bruises upou his body;
"Whereas the conduct of the said officers and soldiers is, to
a certain extent, excusable from the excitement resulting from
the unusual and imprudent steps taken by the vice-consul-general in this matter;
"Therefore we heme agreed on the .following:
"I. The Nai Roi Ake-i. e. Oaptain-Luang Phuvanat, shall
be recalled to Bangkok without delay after the publication of
this decision; he shall be reprimanded in the presence of an
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official of the United States legation, in Bangkok, and a
Siamese official of equal rank; he shall lose the gl'aue he holds
in His Siamese Majesty's army, and shall be re<luced to tlie
grade of nai roi toh-i. e. Lieutenant-from which be i::;ha,ll not
be promoted for a period of two Yl~ars from date of repri ma 11 d;
he shall be suspendt>d from th e army witliout pay for a pel'iotl
of one year from date of reprimand; he shall not return to
Ohiengmai within five years from date of this decision.
"The N ai Roi Tri-i. e. Snblieutent-Ohoi, shall Ile recalled
to Bangkok without delay aftt:>r the publication of this dedsion;
be shall be reprimanded in the presence of an official of the
United States leg,1tion, i11 Ba11gkok, and a Siamese official of
equal rank; he sliall not be open to promotion for a period of
eighteen months from date of reprimand.; he shall be suspended from the army without pay for a period of six months
from date of reprimand; he shall not return to Ohieugmai
witltin five years from the date of this <.foci.Rion.
'' III. Nais Kram, Niem, and Plrnn shall be recalled to
Bangkok without dely after the publication of this decision;
they sllall be repriman<l.ed in the preseuce of an of-1:icial of tlle
United States legation in Ba11gkok and a Siamese official of
equal rank; they shall be deprived of their l)ay <l.uri11g three
months from date of reprimand; they shall not return to Ohiengmai within five years from date of this decision.
"'We have also agreed:
"A. His Siamese Majesty's Government shall express itR
official regrets to the United State~ Government, through the
latter' representative in Bangkok, that soldiers of Hi t,iame. e M~je'ty' army committed an assault upon the person of
a commlar official of the United St,ttes, and sliall duly im;truct
the chief commissioner of the l\ionthon Laochieng, Phya Song
ura,dij, to take such teps as will prevent a repetition of such
an incident.
"B. That copies of this <leciRion shall be published in the
official gazette' of both Govemments within a reasonab le time
aft r their acquaintance with tbe same, and one shall be po ted
on th gateway of the police tation in Ohiengmai for not
1 ', ban three week and within seventy-five days of the date
of aid deci::--io11.
' Don in duplicate at Chiengrnai this twentieth <lay of Sept mb r, ighteen hundred. and uiuety-seven (!Wtil eptember,
l ,'U ).

'' ,JOIIN BARRE'1'1'

'..1i I'nister Resident and Oow,ul-Ge:ieral
of tlte United States,
.
..trb lrator on behalf of the Unite<l 1 'tates Government.
' Prnmrn

ORT ◄,

~l.•,•i.-tant Legal Afl,,i,w to II. '.JI . .· Go1·ernment,
rbittato,· on behalf of H. '. .1l. l. Govern1nent."
j
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THE DEL.A.GO.A. BAY RAILWAY.

In his annual message to Congress of December 1, 1890, the President of the United
States referred as follows to a difference which
had arisen with Portugal touching the Delagoa Bay Rail way:
"In the summer of 1889 an incident occurred which for some
time threatened to interrupt the cordiality of our relations with
tbe Government of Portugal. That government seized the
Delagoa Bay Railway, which was constructed under a concession granted to au American citizen, and at the same time annulled the charter. The concessionary, who had embarked his
fortune in the onterprise, having exhausted other means of
redress, was compelled to invoke the protection of his government. Our representations, made coincidently with thoRe of
the British Government, whose subjects were also largely
interested, happily resulted in the recognition by Portugal of
the propriety of submitting the claim for inilemnity, growing
out of its action, to arbitration. This plan of settlement having been agreed upon, the interested parties readily concurred
in the proposal to submit the case to the judgment of three
eminent jmists, to be designated by the President of the Swiss
.Republic, who, upon the joint invitation of the Governments
of the United States, Great Britain, and Portugal, has selected
persons well qualified for the task before them."
Annual Message of
December 1, 1890 ·

The first step of the Goyernment of the
United States toward intervention in respect
of the Delagoa Bay Railway was taken in May
1889, on the 9th of which month Mr. Blaine, as Secretary of
State, instructed Mr. Lewis, then minister of the United
States at Lisbon, to send to the Department of State all the
documents relating to the grant by the Portuguese Government to Edward MacMurdo, a citizen of the United States, of
the concession for the construction and operation of the railway.1 On the 19th of the next month Mr. Blaine further
instructed Mr. Lewis that it was reported that the Portuguese
Government intended to take possession of the railway on the
24th of Juue; and be expressed the hope that no decisive
action might be taken till the Government of the United
States could investigate the case and make known any object.ions it might desire to express. At the same time he reserved
all the rights of the United States in the matter. 2 In due
time Mr. Blaine was informed that the concession had been
Prior Negotiations.

1
2

Telegram, May 9, 1889, MSS. Dept. of State.
Telegram, June 19, 1889, Id.
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canceled. He then directed Mr. Lewis to enter a formal protest,
reserving- all rights which the heirs of Mr. MacMurdo, who
had then died, or other American citizens, might have in tlrn
concession; 1 and he subsequeutly instructed Mr. Loring, who
had succeeded Mr. Lewis as minister at Lisbon, to mform the
Portuguese Government that the United States, after careful
investigation, viewed the forfeiture of the concession and the
confiscation of the railwa,y as unwarranted and uujust. 2
Coincidently with the making of these represe11tations to
the Portuguese Government, Mr. Blaine caused Mr.' Lincoln,
then minister of the United States in London, to inform the foreign office that the Government of the United States would
actively cooperate with that of Her Majesty to secure the respective rights of the American and British investors and stockholders who had been injured by tlle action of the Portuguese Government in relation to the railway. 3 Lord Salisbury expressed
gratification with this offer, ancl gave Mr. Lincoln a copy of
his instructions to the British minister at Lisbon of September
10, 1889, coutaini11g the demaud of Iler Majesty's government
upon Portugal. On the 8th of November Mr. Blai11e dh,patcbed
to Mr. Loring the following instructiom,, setting forth the couclusions of the United States on the subject in controversy: 4
"DEP..A.RTMENT OF ST ATE,

" Washington, November 8, 188!1.
"SIR: Referrin g to previous correspondence on the subject
of the seizure by the Portugue e Government of the Delagoa
Bay Railway, l have now to acquaint you with the views
which tbi. government, after careful consideration of tlle faets,
ha reached on that, ubj ect.
"On December 14, 1883, I~dward MacMurdo, a citizen of.the
nit d State·, received from the Portuguese Government a
c nee ion for the constructio11 of a railway from the port of
Louren90 Marque. to the frontier, between the territory of
rtugal and the 'fransvnal. The line of the railway so to be
con: ru ·te<l and it ext nt were nbHequeutly defi11ed by plan
approv db th .Portu 0 ·n,. e Government on October 30, 1884.
'In a con1a11c with he provi 'ions oflii.· conce, ~iou, Colonel
le .. I~udo at 011c . proc· <l ,(1 to form a company for the conrn ·ti n of he rmlw, y which bore the title of the Lourcn~o
. Iarqu . and r 11 vaal Pail way Company anµ wa organized
m
r ng 1. bi· compa11y aft r several e.·teu ion ," of time wa
.Jnly 1, 1 9, 1L'.
October 12 1 !l. ~l~.
, >c·tohcr7,l !J,.L'.
t. of, tat·.

1,
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unable to procure fnnds with wbich to complete the contract,
and Colollel MacMurdo tben sought to obtain the necessary
capital in England. His efforts in that direction resulted in_ the
formation in London of the Delagoa Bay and East Afncan
Railway Company, and under the auspices of this organization
the fullds required for the completion of the rail way were
secured. In these various transactions Colonel MacMurdo, who
remained all through, as the original concessionaire, a responsible party for the completion of the road, took and paid for
a large amount of stock and bonds, and his proceedings for
the formation of the British company had the approval of the
Portuguese Government, the only reservation which it made
in regard thereto being that the con~ession should not be
transferred to the British company. vYith this reservation it
was understood on both sides, as appears by the corre-.
spoudence, that the British company might hold a part or
even all the shares of the Portuguese company.
"Tlle capital was raised and the construction of the road
proceeded with, in accordance with the plans approved by the
Portuguese Government on October 30, 1884. No intimation
of any change in those plans was made until July 1887, on the
24th of which month a plan was presented to tll:e resident
engineer of the British company at Lourengo Marques by the
Portuguese official engineer, Major Machado, with a letter in
which it was intimated that the Portuguese Government
required the extension of the railway to a point nine kilometers
beyond the limit fixed in the original and approved plans.
Inquiries made at the colonial department of the government in Lisbon, on behalf of the British company, elicited
the information that nothing was known by that department
of auy phws other than those which bad been approved; and
that, if such plans were presented by Major Machado, he had
not communicated w1th the government on the subject. Subsequently the Portuguese company also protested against the
alleged additional requirement, and in consequence of its protest an extension of time for examination of tbe subject was
gTanted by the Portuguese Government until January, 1888.
"In the mean time the railway was completed in accordance
with the original pla11s and accepted by the Portuguese Government, witll a reservation of the question as to the further
extension of the line.
·
"In January 1888 no conclusion bad been reached by the
government on that subject, and on the 30th of that month
the Portuguese minister of marine and colonies wrote to tlie
president of the Portuguese company a letter stating that the
frontier between the Portuguese territory and the Transvaal
bad not been determined; that the failure to do so was due to
the refusal of the Transvaal government to agree upon a
boundary; that the reason of such refusal was the right which
the company possessed under t1ie concession to Colonel MacMurdo to fix its own tariffs; and that whenever the boundary
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should be determined the government would have no hesitation in granting a reasonable term for the completion of the
line. Subsequently, correspondence took place between the
government and the Portuguese company, with a view to
induce the latter to accept a fixed tariff of rates as desired by
the Transvaal Government. This effort having lJeen unsuccessful, the Portuguese Government in October 1888 issued
a decree fixing the terminal point of the railway at a distance
of eight kilometers beyond the terminus set in the origiual
plans, and also fixed a period of eight months, ending ou June
24, 1889, for the completion of this extension. Against this
decree the Portuguese company, at the instance of the British
company, protested., on the ground that it was impossible,
owing to physical causes the existence of which was well
known, to complete the extension within the time prescribed,
and ·consequently that the decree was iuconsisteut with the
as~urance given in the letter of the 30th of the preceding ,January that a, reasonable time should be given for the completion
of the line whenever the frontier should be determined. The
period prescribed included the whole of the rainy season,
which continues from ovember until May, and the justice of
the pro! est is shown by the fact that notwithstaudiug every
effort of the contractors to complete the exteus_ion (their prote ts having been disregarded) within the time prescribed,
difficulties which they could not overcome prevented them
from so doiug, and amollg these was the wa,,hing away by the
heavy rains, in January last, of parts of the extension which
had been constructed.
"When the period :fixed for the completion of the extension
drew near, tlti government, having been informed of tlie facts
and of the fotention of the Portuguese Government to seize
the road, on the 19th of Juue last in trncted tlrn minister
of the Uuited States at Li bon, by telegraph, to state to the
Portugne e Government ti.lat it was most earnestly hoped that
no deci ive action would be taken until the Government of the
. nit d State· had inv tio-ated the ca e and stated its o~jecti u ·; that in trn ·tion would br ent as , peedi_ly a po'sib1e;
and that thi.- governm ~ut de,'ired to re erve it.- rights in the
matter.
'Ol)Y of thi: instruction was communicated to
enh r 'arros om on the lUth of June. Ou the 22d he
r plit'd, . pr . i11g r gr t that the decree of ,·eiznr mu ·t be
· tTi •cl i11t
fl' ·t. ◄ or thi · d ci. ion r a. ou were stated
whi ·h t~1i. _gov rnm nt i:-; unable to reg-arcl as Rnfficient. At
th
.· p1ra 1 11 of h p •riocl in que.-tion tlte P rtngn :-- Govl'lllll 11 } nuull cl b · tH·
i u and 'eizecl th road an l all its
~I pnrt 11 n · . .. '1 hi.- a ·tiou wa.· tak n o, t<:11::-;il,ly under th ../
f<~r '·-' · n<l art1 ·1 f th c n · :-;:ion, bnt it wa.· al tak n in
clt T µ: I'd f h fiftv-tltir<l arti 1 of th , ame clo ·ument which
pr vid · l h. t , 11 qu .·ti 11: wlti ·h rnig-11 ari,'e b w' n the
11 , lHl h ' c·ompau
t nc·hing the •.· '<:ntion of the
h nld b, ·ul mitt •<l
~ rbitration.
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''On the 1st of July last, your predecessor was instructed to
enter a formal protest reserving all rights which Colonel MacMurdo's heirs (Colonel MaclVlunlo having died iu London on the
8th of May last) or other American citizens might have in
the concession. This protest was communicated to Senhor
Barros Gomes on the 18th of J u1y last.
"Upon full consideration of the circumstances of the case,
this government is for<'ed to the conclusion that the violent
seizure of the railway by the Portuguese Government was an
act of confiscation which renders it the duty of tlie Government of the United States to ask that compensation should be
made to such citizens of this country as may be involved.
With re~pect to tlle case of Colonel MacMurdo, who is now
represented by his widow, Katherine A. MaeMurdo, his sole
executrix and legatee, it is to be observed that by the terms of
the concession the company which he was required to form
was to include himself and that his personal liabilit,y was not
merged in that of the company. But in any case, the Portuguese company being without remedy ·and having now practically ceased to exist, the only recourse of those whose
property has been confiscated is the intervention of their
respective governments.
"In this relation it ii:l proper to advert to the note of Senhor
·Barros Gomes of the 22d of June last above referred to, in
which he stated that there were two ways in which an arrangement could then be made with the Portuguese company which
would protect the interests of the share and bondholders.
One of these ways was the acceptance by the company of the
tariff of rate:;; proposed by the government of the Transvaal;
the other, a radical alteration of the concession, which would
prodnf\e the same result. These statements have the effect of
admitting the rights of the company, and of admitting at the
same time that tlle reason for sacrificing them was the desire
of the Portuguese Government to effect certain arrangements
with the government of the Transvaal. No offer was made to
arbitrate with tlJe compa,ny, as the concession required. No
proposition of arrangement was bel<l. out, except such as involved a virtual annulment of the concession. And it was in
fact annulled and the property acquired under it confiscated,
because the company which Colonel MacMurclo organized
under the conces:-;ion was unable to perform au impossible condition Rubseqnently imposed without the conseut autl against
the protests of that company.
"I inclose herewith a copy of the petition of Mrs. MacMurdo
to this government, in which you will find a statement of her
claims. In regard to the amount of these claims this department haR formed no definite conelusion, the question of amount
being regarded as one for fmther investigation and proof.
Tllis question can readily be determined, the Portuguese Governmellt firRt agreeing to admit its Ji ability to make compensation for the losses occasioued by its forcible seizure of the
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railway in disregard of the rights of the concessionaire and
the owners. This government is desirous of reachiug- an early
and amicable settlement of the case, and hopes that the Portuguese Government will be disposed to repair the injuries which
its action has produced.
"You are at liberty to read this instruction to Senhor
Barros Gomes and to leave with him a copy of it, if he should
so desire.
" I am, etc.,
"JAMES

G. BLAINE."

The views expressed in t,h is instruction were reaffirmed iu
auother instruction to Mr. Loring, of November 30, written in
response to a dispatch inclosing the reply of the Portuguese
Government to the protest of the United States. The instruction of November 30 was as follows:
"DEP AR'.l'MEN'l' OF S'11 A'.l'E,

"Wcishington, Noveniber 30, 1889.
"SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your di~patch
No. 16 of the 0th insta11t, iuclosing a copy of the reply of
Senhor Barros Gomes, the Portuguese minister for foreign
affairs, dated the 5th of November, to the representations made
by you in your note to him of the 15th of .October last, in the
matter of the Delagoa Bay Railroad concessions.
"The views of the department, as expressed in its instructio11 o. 22 of tl1e 8th i1rntant, are not modified by the note of
Senbor Barro. Gomes, of tlie 5th instant, which virtually
admits the facts upon which this government's opinion iu
re'pect to the confiscation of the railway is based. The offer
of arbitration now Lekl out to the Portuguese company, which
ha" practically cea ed to exist, i' not the offer of arbitration /
contemplated by the conces ion to Colonel MacMurdo. That
conce ion provided for tbe aruitration of any difficulties which
might ari e between Colonel l\lacMurdo and the company
which h wa to form, on the one hand, and the Portu 0 ·ue, e
Uovernme11t ou the other. Such a difficulty having ari en in
c n' qn n<'e of the action of the Portugne ·e Governm011t, that
v r11rnc·nt in:teacl of offering to nbmit it to arbitration,
mak i a gronnd for th annulment of the concession and the
,' iznr of th pror erty a ·quired thereunder. But, having
tlrn .· mrnnll .d th cone ion the Portugn e G0Yer11ment 110w
app al t it, provi ion a gover11in°· the rig·llts of the contra<·tor aud inv :tor.. If the term, of the cou ·es, iou till
bincl b . p r. 011: to the arbi ration tlierrin provid cl, they
al.
b ,]cl lik wi. to bind the 1>ortngne,· Governm •n , lHl h •n
to r quire th r cindi11g· of th ord r of
anuulm •11 aucl the re torati 11 of' the prop rty to it· owuer. in
orcl r tha ·u ·h ~ rbi n tion 111, .Y tak plac . It i~ earcely
n <: . .-, ry t >;a,· that it, i. no within h , pow r of on of the
I>, r 1' t > an , err ·rn ·nt fir ·t t annnl i , a11d th n to hold the
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other party to the observance of its conditions as if it were a
subsisting engagement.
.
"Tlte instructions of the department above cited are thought
to l1ave answered by anticipation the note of Senhor Barros
Gomes, and may be treated as a rep]y thereto.
"I am, etc.,
"JAMES G. BLAINE." 1
During the early part of 1890 various propositions were considered. The Government of the lJ nited States, while desiring
a direct settlement of the matter, insisted that if arbitration
should be adopted the submission should be in such form as to
secure a decision "on the merits and not upon such terms and
conditions as will by any inference, however remote, admit the
rightfulness of the seizure of the railway." In the event of an
agreement to arbitrate, the United States expressed a willingness ''to have an arbitrator selected either from Sweden, from
Switzerland, or from another neutral State." 2 The negotiations were finally directed to the end of securing an arbitration,
and the Portuguese minister for foreign affairs having desired
the Government of the United States to make an ultimate
statement of its views, Mr. Blaine early in April 1890 directed
Mr. Lincoln to confer with Lord Salisbury as to what steps the
British Government proposed to take, and as to whether they
would follow the action of the United States. 3 Lord Salisbury
happened at the time to be in France, but it was ascertained
that Her Majesty's government bad not decided what action
they would take, and tbat they would like a suggestion from
tlie United States of a joint plan of action. The Government
of the United States stated that it would accept nothing less
than an international arbitration of the real merits of the case, 4
and the British minister at Lisbon was instructed "to support
the view of the United States." 5 It was subsequent]y agreed,
on the proposition of Mr. Blaine, that the individual arbitrator:;;
should be named by some neutral nation or nations, and not
1 The two foregoing instructions Lord Salisbury wished to incluue in tlle
papers presented to Parliament, but, al though copies of them had been
given to his lordship, p ermission for their publication in England was
withheld because they had not been published in the United States.
(Telegram, Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln, January 28, 1890, MS.)
2
Mr. Blaine to Sir Jnlian Pauncefote, March 19, 1890, MS.
3
Telegram, April 8, 1890, MS.
4
'l'elegram, Mr. Blaine to Mr. Loring, April 24, 1890, MS.
:;Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Blaine, June 1, 1890, MS.
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by any of the interested powers, 1 to ask the Government of
Switzerland to select three eminent Swiss jurists to determine,
as international arbitrators, the indemnity due from Portugal
for the annulment of the charter and the taking possession of
the railway. Mr. John D. Washburn, minister of the United·
States at Berne, was instructed to confer with his British and
Portuguese colleagues and to unite with them in identic notes
to the Swiss Government for that purpose. 2 On August 13,
1890, id en tic notes were, in accordance with this plan, addressed
to the President of Switzerland.
In these notes the matter to be arbitrated was clearly defined
as ''the question of the amount of compensation, which is due
by the Portuguese Government, in consequence of the latter
having rescinded the concession of the Delagoa Bay Railroad
Company and of their having· taken possession of the railroad." 3
September 15, 1890, President Ruchounet
Nomination of
Arbitrators.
informed the ministers of tlrn powers that he
had named as arbitrators Joseph Blaesi, vicepresident of the federal court at Lausanne; Andreas Heussler,
professor of law in the University of Bale; and Charles Soldan, president of the council of state of the canton of Vaud.
President Ruchounet further stated that they bad accepted;
that they bad chosen M. Blaesi as their presiding officer; and
that they had selected Berne as the place where the arbitration should be beld. 4
The arbitrators having been chosen, it reConclusion of a
Protocol.
mained for the three powers interested in the
dispute to conclude a protocol to govern and
regulate the submi ion. The completion of this part of the
tran action was retarded by a claim Qf the Delagoa Bay and
Ea ·t frican I ail way ·Ompany, Limited, the English company fi rm d for tlie purpose of furnishing m01iey for the con·011 traction of th
railway, to represent "the whole of the
b nd an l :bar hol<lel' irre pective of nationality," and to
r iv for du and pr per di tribution, as the party in behalf
of wh m n t uly r at Britain but ali-;o the llited 'tate ·
had inr ,r n cl th wllole of the um which might be awanled
1
T lPgram, )Ir. Blaine' to . Ir. ,Yilbor, cbarg<\ Lisbon, June 6 1 90, M
~)Ir. Wharton, c:ting, · c·., to fr. Wa ·hburn, July 26 18!J0 I. .
3
~Ir. Wa lihnrn to )Ir. Blain , Au~n.·t 30, 1 90, IK.
• •.fr. ,Ya hlmru to )fr. Blain 1 '<'ptcmh r 19, 1 90 M '.
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as compensation. The United States repelled this claim, saying that it" was never requested either by the government of
Her Majesty or by the English company to support the claim
of the latter, and never did support it, save in that incidental
way in which the effort to obtain indemnity for the seizure
and confiscation of the railway inured to the advantage of the
English company;" that the claims were "under the control
of the governments which have respectively presented them,"
so that it was "not conceived that if the government of Her ~
Majesty had done nothing in the matter, the Government of
the United States would have been precluded from protecting
the interests of its citizens, because they had suffered an injury
in common with those of citizens of another government;" and
that if the pretension of the company should receive the sanction of Her Majesty's government, the United States would, "in
consideration of its own dignity, without delay inform the Gov·ernment of Switzerland of its withdrawal from the arbitration
and of the annulment of its request for the appointment of
arbit1 a tors;" and would '' at the same time inform the Government of Portugal of the facts and notify it that it will not
regard the arbitration as in any respect an adjustment of the
claim advanced by the Government of the United States in
behalf of the estate of the late Colonel MacMurdo." 1 Action
on the protocol was deferred till this question was settled 2
by an agreement between the parties, that the bonds and
shares of the English company belonging to the estate of
MacMurdo, and held as collateral in London, should be delivered, as they afterwards were, to the minister of the United
States in London till the conclusion of the arbitration, when
the United Sta,tes should pay to the holders so much as it
should deem proportionable of all the moneys awarded to Mrs.
MacMurdo as executrix. 3
This difficulty removed, Mr. Washburn was instructed to
proceed with the negotiation of the protocol. 4 As to the question to be submitted, the contracting parties adhered to the
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln, October 13, 1890, MS.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Washburn, February 27, 1891, MS.
~Mr.Blaine to Mr. Lincoln, February 9, 1891, MS. The claim of the English company was stated in a letter of its secretary, which_was afterward
disapproved by the chairman of the company, and was not sustained by
the British Government.
4 Telegram, March 24, 1891, MS.
1

2
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terms of the invitation to the President of Switzerland to name
the arbitrators. 1 A protocol was signed June 13, 1891. It~
provisions were as follows:
"The President of the Swiss Confederation having notified
the Governments of Great Britain, the United States of North
America, and Portugal, that the Swiss federal council had
taken into considern tion the request made by those govern ments that it be pleased to appoint three lawyers, selected
among those of the greatest distinction, to constitute an arbitration tribunal charged with :fixing the amount of the indemnity due by Portugal to the claimants of the other two countries
on accom1t of the rescission of the concession of the Lourern;o
Marques Railroad, and of the taking possession of that railroad by the Portuguese Government, the undersigned, envoys
extraordinary and ministers plenipotentiary of Great Britain,
the United States of North America, and Portugal, accredited
near the Swiss Confederation, duly authorized hy their respective governments, have agreed to the following:
ARTICLE

I.

The mandate which the three governments.have agreed to
refer to the arbitration tribunal is, to fix, as it shall deem most
just, the amount of the compensation due by the Portuguese
Government b the claimants of the other two countries, in
consequence of the rescission of the concession of the Louren<;o
Marques Railroad, and the taking possession of that railroad
by the Portuguese Government, and thereby to settle the controversy existing between the three governments on the subject.
ARTICLE

II.

"The arbitration tribunal will set the Governments of Great
Britain a11d the United States ofNorthA.mericathe term within
which they must deliver to it the memoranda, conclusions and
documents in support of the claims of their citizens.
"The e docum ents shall be tra11smitted in duplicate to the
ortugue e Government, with the invitation to present its
.reply, it conclu ions and the documents in 8upport of them,
likewi e in duplicate, within the term which shall be set for it.
1
•
' Th
ar~itration tribunal, hall itself, after hearing the par1
or their rnpre 'entative , and with their consent, :fix the
mode of pro clur e pecially the terms above mentioned, ancl
h? _e t b
t for the putting in of the replication and the
r U _m<l r the ru~e to be followNl in h aring the partie or
tli 1r r pr , nt, 1v
the production of document the delibrn ion in it wn bo m th r nd ring of the judgm nt and
th lrawin up of the protocol.
1

Ir. main to • Ir. ,Ya ·hbnru, Fc•hruary 27. 1 91, aud ~.fay 1 1891, I .
t ·nn wer •n ir ly a· ·c-ptabl to couns<>l for th C'laimant. ( ft.
In' •r oll to )Ir. Blaine, .January 27, 1 '1,. J . )
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"Each of the three governments undertakes to do all in its
power to have the documents and i1;1f~rmation dernande~ ~y
the arbitration tribunal furnished to 1t m due form and w1thm
the terms fixed by it.
"ARTICLE

Ill.

"The arbitration tribunal shall have full authority to take
cognizance of the conclusions presented to it by each of the
parties, in their whole extent and in all their appurtenances or
incidents; it shall render its judgment upon the substance of
the cause, and shall prouounce, as it shall deem most just, upon
the amount of the indemnity due by Portugal to the claimants
of the other two countries, in consequence of the rescission of
the concession of the Louren90 Marques Railroad, and of the
taking possession of that railroad by that government.
"ARTICLE

IV.

"The judgment shall be final and without appeal.
'' 'l'lle president of the arbitration tribunal shall deliver a
certified copy of the decision to the representatives of each of
the three governments.
'' The three governments bind themselves beforehand, for
themselves and·for their respective citizens, to accept and carry
out the decision, as a final settlement of all their differences
upon this question. It is understood that, although it appertains to the arbitration tribunal to designate the private persons or the moral persons who are entitled to the indemnity,
the amount of that indemnity shall be paid by the Portuguese
Government to the other two govermnents, in order that they
may make distribution of it to the claimants. The receipt
given by those two governments shall constitute a complete
and valid discharge of the Portuguese Government.
"The amount of the indemnity shall be paid by the Portuguese Government to the other two governments within the
term of six months, counting from the rendering of the award.
"ARTICLE

V.

"The president of the arbitration tribunal shall be requested
to preseut an account of all the expenses occasioned by the
arbitration, and the three governments bind themselves to
have them paid at such time as the president shall fix.
"In testimony whereof, the uude.rsigned have drawn up this
protocol, and have affixed their signatures and their seals.
"Done in triplicate at Berne, June 13, 1891.
"CHARLES S. SCOTT."
"JORN D.
.A.SHBDRN.
"D, G. NOGUEIRA SO.A.RES."

w
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On August 3, 1891, the arbitrators made the
following order as to procedure:
"Order of the Delagoa arbitral tribunal concerning the
procedure to be observed in the case pending between the
Governments of the United States of America, of the United
Kiugdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and of tlle Kingdom of
Portugal, on the subject of the amount of indemnity due from
Portugal to the iuterested parties by reason of the rescission
of tlle concession of the rail way of Lourenc;o Marques aud
the taking possession of the railway by the Portuguese
Government.
'' The Delagoa arbitral tribunal, in view of the arbitral
agreement concluded and signed at Berne June 13, 1891, between the envoys extraordinary and ministers plenipotentiary
of the United ~tates of America, of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland, and of tbe Kingdom of Portugal
accredited to the 8wiss Confederation, Orders" ART. I. The arbitral tribunal's duty is to fix the amount
of compensation clue from the Portuguese Government to the
interested parties in the two other countries in consequence of
the rescission of the concession of the rail way of Louren90
Marques and of the taking possession of the railway by the
Portuguese Government, and to settle the difference existing
between the three governments on that su~ject.
"The tribuual is fully competent to take cognizance of all
the contentious presented by each of the parties in all their
extent and in all their incidents; and it will render its judgment on the case and make such a pronouncement as it shall
think mo ·t just on the amount of the indemnity in question.
(Art . I. aud III. arbitral agreement.)
"AR'l'. II. The pre:::;ideut of the tribunal will have the direction of the proceedings. Ile will preside at the meetings of
the tribunal, and will in the interval make all necessary orders
to as ure th ~progress of the business.
' The tribunal will con ult with closed doors in the absence
of the partie . Its deci ion will be made by a majority of'
vot .
'' It will be a i,•ted by a secretary, who will have charge of
h r orcl and of the editing of it, as well as of the official
notifi atiou f any paper i uingfrom the tribunal or from its
pr i 1 11 •
h m ' e ing of th tri unal will be held a a rule at
rn<•. ( l't. 11. J>c I'. 2 arbitral agreement.)
'
I 'l'. I IL
p riocl of three mouth will be allowed the
, ·rum 11 .· f h
11it <l ,'tate of m rica and of the
.,. nit <l 1 in cl m of r 't Britain and Ireland for tl e pre f in ro 11 -tor memorial , cont ntion , a11d docuf h laims of their ·itiz 11 .
of th•: paper: a, ·ommuni ation of them
r ugu ,
ov rnm nt with an a 'iguOrder as to Procedure.
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ment of the same period for the production of its answer, contentions aud documents in support thereof.
,~ Peri~ds of equal duration shall in succession be assigned
to the parties for the production of the reply (replique) and re.
..
joinder (dupliqu_e).
'·'file aforesaid per10ds may 1t necessary be prolonged by
the decision of the tribunal or of its president.
''The memorials of the parties (introductory memorial, answer, reply, aud rejoinder) as well as their contentions must be
drawn up in French, and six copies must be presented through
the federal department of foreign affairs.
''The documents and. proofs must be presented in their original text; the tribunal will cause such papers to be translated
into French as it may deem necessary.
"All the papers will be circulated among the members of
the tribunal in the order of their production. (Art. II. pars.
1 and 2, arbitral agreement.)
.
'' AR'l'. IV. After tile papers shall have been exchanged, the
tribuual will meet again for the purpose of deciding upon the
order of proofs, aud, if there should be occasiou for it, upon
the subject of expert valuations. It may order all probatory
processes (proofs, expert valuations, etc.) which it shall think
necessary.
"AR'.I.'. V. The production of proof being closed, the parties
will have the right, if they shall deem it necessary, orally to
present their respective views before the trilmnal. Each party
may be represented at that hearing by only one advocate.
The argumeuts shall be made in French. (.A.rt. II. par. 2,
arbitral agreement;)
"ART. Vl. The tribunal will then pronounce its judgment,
which will be definitive and without appeal.
"The president of the tribunal will deliver to the representatives of each of the three governments, through tbe federal
department of foreign affairs, an authentic copy of the decision. (.A.rt. IV. pars. 1 and 2, arbitral agrPement.)
".A.RT. VII. The copy of the decision will be accompanied
by a statement of all the expenses incurred in the arbitration,
certified as correct by the president of the arbitral tribunal.
The parties are obliged to furnish in the course of the proceedings, to be taken account of for final deduction, advances the
total amount of which will be fixed by the president of the
tribunal. (Art. V. arbitral agreement.)
".A.RT. VII. The present order will be communicated to the
parties with an ·invitation to present, if there should be. occasion for it, their views upon it within a period of thirty days,
in default of which, that period having expired, the order will
become definitive.
"Done in Switzerland, .A.ugnst 3, J 891.
"Iu the name of tlle arbitral tribunal:
" BLA.Esr, President,
"BRUSTLEIN, Secretary."
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In accordance with the plan set forth in the
foregoing order, the arbitrators on September
9, 1891, made a rule requiring tl1e United
States and Great Britain within three months from the date
of its communication to them to present memorials setting
forth (1) the parties; (2) the facts and law relating to their
claim~; (3) the object of their application to the tribunal, and
(4) a detailed statement of tbe evidence relied on.1 The time,
however, was subsequently extended, and the memorials were
pl'esented under date of March 5, 1892. 2 The Portuguese memorial was presented in November 1892. 3 It was accompanied
with many documents, filling twenty-five volumes. 4 Owing to
the voluminous character of the Portuguese answer, the time
for replying to it was two or three times suspended.5 Portugal was· allowed three months from December 28, 1893, within
which to file a rejoinder (duplique), but the time was twice
extended.
The memorial of the United States set forth
Memorial of the
United States.
that Edward MacMurdo, deceased, and Katherine Albert MaeMurdo, bis widow, executrix
and universal legatee, were native-born citizens of the United
State , and that the amount claimed from Portugal by Mr.
Pleadings.

1

Mr. Washburn to Mr. Blaine, September 14, 1891, M .
:Memoir presented by the Government of the United States of North
America (sic). This memorial was signed by Robert G. Ingersoll, 45 Wall
street, ew York, and Charles vV. Clark, 4 Rne de Solferino, Paris, and
wa print din French, as well as in English. (Mr. Cheney to Mr. Gresham,
Sec. of State, April 13, 1893, M ' . Dispatches from Legation in Switzerland. ) 'ubseqtPntly Mr. Clark with<l.rew as associate conn el, and was
SUC'ceeded by John Trehane, of London, who bad been connected with the
a e from the beginning. (:Mr. Blaine to :Mr. ·washburn, February 29,
1892, 11 .) 'fhe m •morial of Great Britain was in French, and was accompanied with an appemlix, the titles of the documents being as follows:
ic<moire pr sent6 par le Gou vernement de la Gmntle Bret:111ge; Append ice
au I16moir pre< ent<- par le Gouvernement de la Grande Bretange. The
Briti h memorial was sirrue<l by Emanuel )I. 1Inc1erdown, Q. C., Temple,
London, and !ale lm . . Idlwraith, Lincoln's Inn, London.
3
Umoirc· pre nt<' par lo Gouvernement dn Portngal en rcpon e aux
..1 ·moire introdn tifs d'instance pr<-scntc;s par Jes Gonvern m nts des
Etat - ni d l'Am6ri<1ne d11 ord et <le la. Grande Bretauge, 1 !J2.
1
ortnttn e m morial was ign <l. by 1• , 'ahli, an advocate of
' h
B rn , and L. ambert an,l . Prflaz, a<lYo<·ate of Lausanne.
6
: pli,111 prP. ·nt(. par 1 · Gouvern<·m nt <1 • Etats- nis cle l' Amfric1ue
<ln ... oid · J. PP nclic:f' a la I ~pliqne pres,•ntfo par le (:Ouvernem nt des
M· - Tni del Am :ri,1no clu ·ord. This reply bears date ovember 15
l 3.
'
2
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MacMurdo was £760,000, with-interest at 5 per cent from June
25 1889 together with costs and expenses. The claim was
' under
'
treated
two periods.
The first period extended from December 11, 1875, to
March 1887. On the former date the Government of Portugal and the South African republic entered into a commercial
treaty in which, as well as in the accompanying protocol, p;i,·o ·
visions were inserted' touching a railway which was to be constructed from the port of Lourern;o Marques to the Transvaal
frontier. On December 14, 1883, the Portuguese Government
granted a concession to Mr. MacMurdo for the construction of
the railway in question within Portuguese territory. Under
this concession, or contract, MacMurdo engaged to construct
the railway from" the port of Louren90 Marques to the.frontier
which separates the Portuguese territory from the territory of
the Transvaal." The frontier was not then determined. But
a survey of the route of the railway was made by the government, and plans for its construction were made and approved,
without prejudice to the settlement of the question which
Mac.Murdo had raised as to the last part of the line near the
frontier. In the plans thus formulated the line was erroneously
represented as being nine kilometers shorter than it really was.
Of this mistake the Portuguese Government was ad vised by
its engineer as early as August 1885. The government, however, did not inform Mr. MacMurdo of the mistake until July
23, 1887, during which time he was raising funds and making
contracts for the construction of a railway of eighty-two kilometers instead of ninety-one.
In March 1886 a prospectus was issued in London soliciting subscriptions for . the construction of the road. In this
prospectus it was stated that the lengt~ of the railway
was "about :fifty-two miles," and that the line "had been
carefully surveyed and the plans approved by the Portuguese
Government." Fifty-two miles were about the equivalent of
eighty-two kilometers. It appeared, however, that in the prospectus the working expenses of the road were estimated on
an assumed length of ninety kilmometers, thus: "Working
expenses at £500 per kil. (90 kil. x £500)=£45,000." How
''this figure of 90 slipped into the prospectus" could not, said
the memorial of the United States, be explained, unless
some person not accustomed to calculate in kilometers had
made an error.
0
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The memorial contended that the concession, which granted
"the exclusive right to construct and work the railway * * * .
for the term of ninety-nine years," gave Mr. MacMurdo a monopoly of railway communication between LoureHgo Marques and
the Trarnwaal frontier for that period, including by inference
the right to fix the rates of freight. On May 14, 1884, a compaBy, which by the terms of the concession MacMurdo was
bound to form, was duly organized at Lisbon with special statutes approved by the government on that day. By a contract
made May 26, 1884, between this company and MacMurdo, the
latter undertook to construct the railway according to t]rn
terms of the concession for £425,000, in bonds authorized by
the statutes of the company. These bonds were secured as a
first charge upon the concession by a deed of trust in favor
of the Express and Trust Uompany, Limited, an English corporation. By the same contract Mr. MacMurdo trarn;:.ferred to
the company the rights and privileges vested in him by the
conce sion, in consideration of which the company agreed to
issue to him 498,940 full-pakl shares, on which he bad actually
paid 5 per cent in cash. U11der these conditions it was claimed
that Mr. MacMurdo could have constructed the road and paid
intere t at 6 per cent on the bonds until the railway was in
a elf. upporting condition, if no obstacles bad been placed in
hi way.
The memorial then stated tbat in May 1884 a rleputa.tion
from the Tra.11 va,al, consistrng of tbe president of the republic
a11cl other leading officers, visited Lisbon and informed the
Portugue,•e Government that a ~yndicate bad been formed in
Holland for the purpose of constructing and working a railway from Pretoria to the frontier, and that this syndicate
wonld like to obtain a concession for the bnildiJJg and working f tlle ection of the railway in Portugue,e territory. The
P rtu 0 ·u ' 1 overument replied that the Portuguese ection
bad alr<>a ly b n grant cl to iir. fac:Murdo. Tlrn deputation
xpr :.· cl it: r 0 -ret adcling that attempt to reach an undertandinr, with i\1r. n-1ac}Iurclo ·had remained without r-' ult.
li
>r n °11 ., mini:ter of tl10 marine aud the colonie prom i. cl t 111; k an ffor to in<lnce :\Iac:\1urdo to enter into an
rran° m 11 with th repre ·<•ntativ , of the Tran vaal 011 the
11w ti 11 of rat :. ~fac:\Inrdo made an otler which the deputati 11 011 .h r. 1 4 rd· -t l and th Portuo·u. Government
Pl llli l ha if i\I, Mnr<lo . lionlcl forD it his tone
ion by
aili11 'to fulfill hi: urrao· m 11t.- it :h ulcl l>e granted to the
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Dutch company. The deputation, however, was not satisfied
with these terms. It desired to obtain the MacMurdo concession, and on May 14 it submitted to the minister for foreign
affairs a proposition for connecting the port of Lourenc;o
Marques with the Transvaal by a tramway. May 16 the minister of the colonies offered to grant the privilege, provided
that the tramway was used for the exclusive purpose of transporting material for the Pretoria, line, so as not to conflict with
the concession owned by the Portuguese company. Twentyfour hours later, however, the Portuguese Government; through
the minister for foreign affairs, informed the deputation that
it would grant the concession for the tramway for the transportation of material for the railway to Pretoria if the Loureu~o Marques company did not finish its line soon enough
for that purpose, and that it would likewise permit this tramway to be used for the carriage of goods and passengers in the
event of the two companies not arriving at an understanding
as to rates on international traffic.' The memorial claimed
that this document directly attacked the two valuable rights
acquired by MacM urdo: (1) The monopoly of rail way transportation between Delagoa Bay and the Transvaal frontier, and
(2) the right to fix freight rates without the control of the
government. The memorial contended that the term "tramway" was understood in the Transvaal as a "light railway"
operated by steam.
The memorial further claimed that the Portuguese memorandum of May 17, 1884, was concealed by the Portuguese
Government, but was used by the Boer government to the
injury of MacMurdo. On June 13, 188!, MacMurdo read in the
London Times in Paris a telegram from Amsterdam stating
that a prospectus bad been issued by a company for the construction of a railway between De1agoa Bay and Pretoria.
The telegram also stated that, as to the section of the railway
in Portuguese territory, negotiations were proceeding with Mr.
MacMurdo, but that, as a provision against their failure, President Kruger had obtained a promise from the Portugese Government of a concession for a tram·way from Delagoa Bay to
the Transvaal frontier. This publication upset MacMurdo's
finaneial arrangements and compelled him to return to London. Inquiries of the Portuguese Government elicited the
reply that nothing had been done inconsistent with the concession to MacMurdo, and that the tramway was conceded to
the Transvaal Government only on the hypothesis that the
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construction of the Portuguese section should be so delayed
as to prejudice the building of the line from the .frontier to
Pretoria, thereby rendering the transportation of materials for
the latter line difficult.
On February 4, 1886, sai.d the memorial of the United States,
ratifications were exchanged of a conve11tion between Portugal
and the Transvaal of May 17, 1884, supplementary to the
treaty of December 11, 1875. In the documents of the ratification there was a Rtatement that the tramway memorandum
of May 17, 1884, appeared in the Transvaal copy of the supplementary convention and not in the Portuguese, no legislative
sanction of it being necessary in Portugal. Up to that time
the existence of the tram way concession had been concealed
from the Portuguese legislature. But the repeated assertions
of the Boers in regard to it bad so shaken publi~ confidence
that an attempt to sell bonds for the construction of the Portuguese railway in March 1886 failed. Under these circumstances a firm of English solicitors made inquiries of the
Portuguese Government and received from the minister of the
colonies under date of June 26, 1886, a reply containing assurances similar to those previously giveu.
-On December 28, 1885, the Portuguese Government extended
the time for the constru~tion of the rail way from three years
to four. .Assuming that the plans of the whole line were approved October 30, 1884, the time thus fixed for the construction would. have expired October 30, 1888. On March 3, 1887,
the Delagoa Bay and East .African Railway, Limited, was
formed iu Loudon under the companies act with a capital of
£500,000, in hares, for the purpose of completing the rail way.
On :March 5 Mr. MacMnrdo assigned to thi company his shares
in the Portngue e company, and his right to receive the bonds
whi h wer to be i ned to him for the purpo e of rai ing
funcl .· toge h r with hi contract with the Portuguese company
f fay 26 1
. By a on tract of May 17, 18 '7, between the
I rtu •·ne. • ·ompany and the Engli. h compaHy, this arrange m 11t wa c 11tirm lb the former.
Ir. M, cMurdo then tran f rr cl toth Enc,Ji. h compfiu hi,• .·har andbi right tor ceiYe
h b 11cl.· of th
rtu ·n e ·ompany, wh reupon the English
i::u • 1 t hii full -paid sbar repre.,enting the whole
;;o
hare apital. The En ·1i ·h company then
i. l
pr p ctu: inviti11 °· :nb. ·l'iption. . In reality the
l· ucrli h ; n pan , a.
·har b Ider in the Portugue e com11
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pany, in which it held a majority of the stock; but it was not
officially recognized by the Portuguese Government. The
Portuguese company remained the owner of the concession,
and the only corporation responsible to the Portuguese_Government. The Portuguese company, as the owner by transfer
of the original concession, possessed the widest possible powers, including the right to fix freight rates, so that at no time
after tlle incorporation of the Portuguese company could the
Transvaal government have :inade any arrangement as to the
rates to be charged on freight by the Portuguese company
with any other persons than the board of directors of that
company. The English company, as the holder of a majority
of shares of the Portuguese company, could control the election of the directors.
On March 19, 1887, while the Portuguese and English companies were pushing the work of construction, the Portuguese
Government instructed its minister at The Hague to notify the
mini~ter of the Transvaal that the Portuguese .Government
could not continue the negotiations with regard to the concession for a tramway. The Transvaal minister several days later
replied that this decision had greatly displeased •his government, which thus witnessed the loss of its natural union
with Lourenyo Marques, and which, rather than subject itselt
to English influences, would prefer to unite with Natal.
Negotiations then ensued on the subject of freight · rates on
international traffic. On December 14, the eighty-two kilometers of the rail way were opened to traffic and were accepted
by the Portuguese Government.
The memorial of the United States then set forth in detail
the circumstances of the abrogation of the concession, substantially as they were stated in the instruction of Mr. Blaine to
Mr. Loring, of November 8, 1889, and concluded with a discussion of the question of damages.
The first chapter of the Portuguese memoPortuguese Answer. rial, or answer, related to the so-called secret
convention. By a protocol annexed to the
treaty of commerce between Portugal and the Transvaal of
December 11, 1875, each of tlJe contracting parties engaged,
said the answer, to permit the construction on its territory of
au international railway, and to employ in common accord the
most useful and efficacious means of assuring, under all circmnstances, tlJe execution of an enterprise which would result so
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much to the advantage of both countries. In October 1883 Mr.
Barbosa du Bocage, minister of the colonies, contemplated the
acceptance of a proposition of Portuguese and French capitalists to construct the Portuguese part of the line, the Portuguese Government guaranteeing interest on themoneyinvested
in it. A change of ministry having taken place, Mr. Pinheiro
Ohagas, who became minister of the colonies, entered into a
contract with Colonel MacMurdo, who was vouched for by the
minister of the United States. In this relation two facts were
to be borne in mind: (1) The end which the Portuguese Government had in view in granting the concession to Colonel
MacMurdo was to fulfill the solemn engagements which it had
assumed to the Government of the Transvaal, to increase the
prosperity of the colony of Lourengo Marques, and to promote
the civilization of Africa. (2) The concessionaire was not ignorant of the fact that all the rights and privileges accorded to
him could be exercised ouly in conformity with that threefold
public utility.
The Portuguese answer next took up the negotiations with
the Transvaal deputation. It denied that the object of tbe
deputation was to obtain the concession which had been
granted to Colonel MacM urdo. It declared that the Transvaal
was disposed to cooperate with Portugal in regard to the line,
and that nothing was more natural than the communications
made in regard to it. The Transvaal line was incomparably
the longer and more difficult part of the international railway.
The minister of the colonies in the first instance referred the
deputation to Colonel MacMurdo. May 5, 1884, tliey reported
that be had offered to let his line for thirty-five years at an
annual rental of £55,000, equivalent to 6 per cent on a capital
of £025,000. MacMurdo had not them formed the Portuguese
·ompauy. The capital to con,•truct hi::1 line bad not been raised,
and t he valued at £925,000 a road, the cost of which the
Portn(Tu e e1icri11 er e, timated at £281,000. 'IheHe circum. tau · ,' 1 l th r ran vaal deputation to think tha,t he de. ired
o n:e hi. one ' ion for ,·p ·ulative purpo es, and on .May
1
it ,· pre cl to the Portuguese minii-iter for foreign
atr, ir, it' di., ppointmeut hat he liad not thought proper to
iu ·Jud iu h • nppl 111 n ar convention the right to c u11 ect
h por ,f
farqu with th Tran:vaal by a tram'.· ' lclin
thi' indi putabl right" wa.' of the la t
h d 1 utati n.
n l\1 y 15 the mini t r for
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foreign affairs submitted the matter to the minister of the
colouies, wiJo understood it to relate to a way for cars and
wagons drawn by auimals, and not to a steam railway. The
application of mechanical force to traction on tramways bad
11ot then been tried in Portugal, and transportation at Lourengo Marques was wholly carried on with animals. The minister of the colonies believed that the Portuguese Government
could authorize the construction of the tramway without violating the concession. Why, then, did the Portuguese Government refuse~ For the same reason that it subsequently refused to allow the Transvaal to construct a canal. It thought
that the tramway would compete more or less seriously with
the operation of the Portuguese railway line. In his memorandum of May 16 the minister for foreign affairs said that he
could not comprehend the insistence of the deputation in putting aside the Lourengo Marques railway, and seeking by every
means another outlet for the railway of the republic. The
insistence of the deputation touched the patriotic sentiment of
the minister, since it seemed to imply doubts in regard to the
direction of the Portuguese company, and led the minister to
indulge in extravagant language.
'.rhe PortlJguese answer next discussed the alleged contraJ
diction between the memorandum of May 16, 1884, and that
of the 17th of the same month, and maintained that there
was no such inconsistency. The :first refused an" immediate"
concession of a tramway as an "indisputable" right. The
second granted nothing immediately. It conceded the privilege
of constructing a tramway for the "transportation of material"
for the construction of a railway from Pretoria, if the Lour~ngo
Marques company should not finish its line in time to assure
the commencement of the work on the Transvaal railway. The
Portuguese Government also engaged to permit the tram way
to be used for the transportation of merchandise and passengers i11 case the two companies should not reach an under- .
standing on the subject of rates on international traffic. The
Portuguese answer contended that these conditions rendered
the memorandum of May 17 entirely consistent with the concession. According to Portuguese law, MacMurdo had the
Tight of initiative in respect of rates, but it was not permissible for him to· use that right unreasonably. He could not be
allowed to defeat the end of the concession by abusing his
rights under it. The memorandum was not a concession, but
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merely a promise made and accepted in good faith and in a
spirit of conciliation, and the execation of which depended
absolutely on the same good faith and spirit of conciliation.
Should this memorandum be called a secret convention~ It
was not published in Portugal, but it was published in the
Transvaal journals, and MacMurdo became acquainted with
it through those journals some months after it was signed.
Nevertheless he made 110 protest or complaint to the Portuguese Government till he had need to explain t.he failure of his
:financial arrangements. The fact that tbe memorandum was
not published in Portugal was favorable rather than unfavorable to the Portuguese company. If the Portuguese Government had published it, it would have been compelled to explain
to the chambers the insistence of the Transv~al deputation on
being assured of communication with the sea independent of
the line conceded to MacMurdo, as well as the suspicions which
had been expressed in regard to him, and the discussion of these
subjects in Parliament and in the press would have injured
the enterprise, which was in a high degree dependent on an
arrangement with the Transvaal liue. The Po.r tuguese Government never denied the existence of the memorandum of
May 17, or of the promise which it had made to the Transvaa,l.
It merely denied that it had made any concession violative
of that to lVlacMurdo. The deputation, on taking its leave,
declared that if it could not obtain a reasonable agreeme11t as
to international rates it would. seek another solution of tbe
que tion by renounciug the port of Lourengo Marques.
The I ortuguese answer next discm;sed the alleged exclusive
and ab olute right of the concessionaire to fix rates, first, in
view of Portugal's obligations to the Transvaal under the
tr aty of December 11, 1875, and then in view of Portugue e
and French legi:lation and of the common law. The right of
th con e ionaire wa' conceded, :ubject to the limitation that
h n i rea onably. The answer also diseu sed the law in
h
nite l tate ' and referred to the many in tance in wbicl1
1 <Yi. lativ pow r had b en n:ed there in respect of rail~Tay
rat . tat >di: ·u. · d tbel gi lation of Bn()'la,nd, of Germany,
aucl f ~ wi. z rl· 11 l in regard to rail wa,y. . In clo ing the di. n he ubj ·t of rat : j t smnmed up the caHe as
1ar<J.ne railway wa • to d the Portugn . e territor
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and that of neighboring countries, including the Transvaal;
to secure for the Transvaal railway communication with the
sea and to increase the commerce of the port of Lourengo
'
Marques.
2. This end could be secured only by an accommodation of
the interests of the Portuguese line and the Tran13vaal line,
especially in respect of rates.
3. The concessionaire of the Portuguese line had other ends
in view, his object being, by refusing to agree on rates, to use
his alleged exclusive right in the matter for the purpose of
compelling the Transvaal to purchase the control of his line at
an exaggerated price.
4. The concessionaire never possessed the power absolutely
and :finally to fix rates. The concession did not accord it. On
the contrary, the ·concession was _expressly declared to be subject to Portuguese legislation, which reserved to the government the supervision of railways, and especially the right to
approve rates.
5. The provision in the statutes of the company which gave
the directors the right to fix rates concerned only the organization of the road, and did not prejudice the right of approval
of the state.
6. No declaration of a minister or provision in the statutes
of the company could in any case take from the state its right
of sovereignty in the matter.
7. The right of the state to control railway rates was admitted in all known legislation, notably in that of England
and the United States.
8. Absolute freedom in respect of rates was specially inadmissible when the concessionaire enjoyed a monoply of railway
transportation in a certain extent of territory.
9. The concessionaire acted contrary to the end of the concession in refusing to agree on the subject of rates with the
Transvaal company, in order to utilize the concession solely
for his own personal interest.
10. The Lourengo Marques railway possessed a value for
both states only in case it should reach the heart of the territory of the Transvaal. The two parts of the lines considered
separately had no value.
The Portuguese answer next discussed the question of plans.
The concession, said the answer, required MacMurdo to send a
5627-Vol. 2-57
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competent engineer to Lourengo Marques within forty days
and to submit final plans to the government within a hundred
days after the forty. MacMurdo ·asked that the plans previously made by the Portuguese Government be transmitted to
him to facilitate the work of his engineer, aud the government
consented; but it was his duty to make plans himself; and if
the time allowed him for that purpose was uot sufficient it was
bis own fault. When his plans were due he demanded a
delay of sixty days, alleging that heavy rains had prevented
his engineer· from concludiug his work. The government
engineer, however, reported that MacMurdo's engineer had
not attempted to make any surveys, but had evidently been
sent out merely as a formality. If the miuister of the colonies had conspired with the Transvaal deputation to annul
the concession, now was his opportunity. But he extended the
time to July 2, 1884, and on June 27 MacM urdo preseu ted to
him the very same plans which bad been furnished him, declaring that he accepted them, with some slight modifications. He
presented no plan of the latter part of the line. In fact, bis
engineer had not b een on the ground. Certain information
had been collected in London, and it was on this tbat the requests for modifications were based, so tllat when the exten sion of time expired MacMurdo had not ful.fillPd his obligations.
evertbeless, on October 30 the government approved tbe
incomplete plans without prejudice to the presentation of a
project as to the end of the line. It was false to accuse the
Portuguese Government of concealing the investigations made
by its engineer, Major Machado, conceming the end of the
line. Machado gave information on the subject to Ma,cMurdo'
engineer, to the enO'iueer of the company, and to one of the
company' director . Iu a report of December 22, 1888, he
tat d that the company had long si11ce known almost to a
kilomet r th length of the line. The Portuguese company
and h En li u company both kn~w that the line was to be
ab nt nin t kilometer , and it wa so tated in the prospectu .
h Portu u
m morial next con idered the organization
f h P rtugu ,' compa11y, contending that the y tern on
whi h i w -' rgauiz d We. 'OU<lenm d in tbe legi lation of
c 11 ·iviliz ,c1
untri inclncling that of th nited tate , and
bat i wa una 1 t a ·<·omplL-lt the ud · for which the cone ·;i n wa gr nt d · and h 'll proc •eel ,l to inquir , "\ hat bad
h · ,mpan d n t fulfill it bligation ?
othing. The
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whole thing was fictitious. For three years MacMurdo sought,
directly and indirectly, new concessions and new facilities, and
invented new explanations of the disorder of his financial
arrangements. By the end of 1885 general incredulity existed
as to the enterprise. The government forebore to exercise its
right to terminate the concession, and had now to reproach
itself for its good will, tolerance, and excessive indulgence.
The Portuguese company being unable to complete the road,
the English company was formed in a manner which was contrary to the Portuguese law, and which placed in an unsafe
position the founders of the Portuguese company. The directors of the London company on December 18, 1886, declared
that it could not obtain the capital necessary to construct the
road unless the Portuguese Government would guarantee the
interest on its obligations; and they requested the president
of the board of directors at Lisbon to ask the government to
make such a guaranty or else to permit the transfer of the
concession to the English company.
The Portuguese answer next discussed the rescission of the
concesHion. By an express provision the government had the
right to cancel the concession if its conditions were not fulfilled.
In fact, the line was not built, and the company ltad no money
with which to complete it,. The government on October 24,
1888, granted a new postponement of eight months. American counsel had said that it was only in February 1889 that
the company let the contract for the completion of the road.
The contract was, in fact, a baukrupt contract, and was dated
March 23, 1889. Neither the contractor nor the material could
reach Louren90 Marques before May; and the company thus
attempted the impossibility of doing in a month and a half what
they declared it would be ·impossible to do in eight months.
The contractor arrived at Louren90 Marques only on the 10th
of June. On June-18 an application was made to the government for another extension of time, and then for the first time
the argument was invoked that the heavy rains in January
1889 constituted a case of force majeitre. The reports of the
Portuguese engineer showed that the iujuries done by the rains
of 1888 and 1889 should be ascribed to faulty construction,
some of the works being only provisional. · In reality, the
English company had not a sou of capital of its own, but proposed, just as the Portuguese company had done, to COJ?.Struct
the railway by issuing its obligations. By means of certain
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names in its directory and of ambiguous assertions in its prospectus it obtailled funds to construct a part of the line, but
when this money was spent it found itself involved in unsurmountable difficulties, and could not find the additional capital.
During five years and a half, from December 1883 to January
1889, the Portuguese Government had shown the greatest good
will, indulgence, and tolerance. It had a right to cancel the
concession: (1) When the concessionaire let the period of one
hundred and forty days go by without presentiug plans of the
road. (2) When he failed in the sixty subsequent days to present complete plans. (3) When the Portuguese company
avowed May 18, 1886, that it bad not found the necesRary capital to begin work before June in that year, and that it could
not say when it would commence it. (4) When the same company avowed February 16, 1887, that it was absolutely unable
to fulfill its object, and that its abnormal situation was incompatible with the interests of the country. (5) When the same
company allowed the period of three yea.rs, ending October 30,
1887, to expire without having presented plans for and constructed the la t part of the line, and witliout having completed even the eighty-two kilometers comprised in the plans
approved October 30, 1884.
From motives of pure benevolence the Portuguese Government did not use Hs right of rescission until it had become
impo ible to do otberwi e without compromising the mo t
·eriou interest of the state. But even then it offered to
continue to the intere ted parties the benefits of the concession, if' they would recoucile their private interests with the
public intere t by making an equitable arrangement as to
rat with tlie Dut ·h company. But, counting- on the interention of tlieir government', they rejected this proposition,
d mand d he payment of an exorbitaut, um, and thr atened
·ompel th payment of um till more exorbitant unless
v ,mm n would yi ld to their demands. Moreover, in
rel r t
btain th int rv utiou of their government , they
had n fi c r d t hum ·h a ai11 ·t the Portuo·ue e
m n 1 fama or
bar _. th fal.-en · of which wa, howu
y auth nti d um nt:. 'lb
had even a· •u,·ed th Porv rnm n of haviu · omitt d to off •r tlt, road for
pnb1i , u ti 11 in a ·cor<lan with arti ·l
of the
· m · ·. i n l
it liacl ohli<r d it.· lf to tran -t r it to the
'ln 11 V' al ; v rum nt.
11 d ·tun ut pr v d: (1 ) ' bat they
T
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had rendered it impossible to put the road up at auction by demanding an indemnity through diplomatic channels. (2) That
they had rejected the proposition of the Portuguese Government to give to the arbitral tribuna1 a competency sufficient
to enable it to order the road to be put up at public auction.
On the strength of such accusations the interested parties,
said the answer, asked tbe high arbitral tribunal to allow them
an indemnity of about £2,000,000. In respect of this exorbitant claim it was proper to recall the fact that the work and
material of the railway were valued in an inventory made
after the rescission of the concession, conformably to article 42,
at £160,000.
In conclusion, the answer stated that the Portuguese Government acknowledged its obligation to pay the claimants a
sum equivalent to the expenses incurred in the construction of
the road up to the moment of the withdrawal of the concession,
as set forth in the inventory made by the agents of the government, subject to such deductions as the tribunal should
find to be equitable.
In 1893 an opinion was given by MM. Ch.
OcpinionofdMRM.Lylotn- Lyon-Caen and L. Renault in behalf of the
aen an enau .
claimants. As to the nature of an act of concession for a railway-whether it was to be regarded as an act
of sovereignty or a private contract-they deemed all inquiry
superfluous. The Portuguese Government bad agreed to submit to arbitrators the determination of the "amount of compensation due" for the withdrawal of the concession, and had thus_./
admitted that compensation was due for its withdrawal. Nevertheless, they maintained that the concession for the con- ./
struction of the railway was not in the nature of an act of
sovereignty, but of a contract, just as it was denominated in
all the documents produced by the Portuguese Government.
The only act of sovereignty in the matter was the royal decree
· by which the contract was approved, and as to this decree no
question had been raised. The arbitration related solely to
the provisions of the contract to which the decree gave validity.
Though the Portuguese Government bad in granting the concession exercised acts of sovereignty, it had at the same time
entered into an actual contract by the provisions of which it
was bound.
"
The argument put forward in behalf of the Portuguese J:
Government that the demands of the claimants involved its
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competency to perform acts of sovereignty, as, for example, in
its negotiations with the Transvaal, betrayed, said MM. LyonOaen and Renault, a confusion of ideas. No one denied the
competency of the Portuguese Government to perform any
act of sovereignty or of administration. But, while retaining
all its sovereign powers, it could not by qualifying its acts by
one name or another relieve itself from its obligatious. It was
therefore entirely proper to examine the acts of the Portuguese
Government in order to determine whether it had committed
not an excess of power but an abuse of power. In any other
view the agreement of arbitration was meaningless.
In one respect, indeed, the concession could not -be treated
as an ordinary contract between individuals. A tribunal
having· jurisdiction of such a contract might annul acts done
in violation of it and require its execution. In the present
case this could not be done. The tribunal of arbitration was
not invested with power to annul any act of the Portuguese _.,,,Government. It could only determine the indemnity due as a e:
reparation for the injm;tice done to the claimants.
MM. Lyon-Oaen and Renault next discussed the question
wliether the concessionaire possessed the exclusive right to fix
rates on the railway. By article 20 of the concession the Portuguese Government granted to the concessionaire "the excluive right to construct and run "the rail way for a certain term
of year". He was required to transport certain persons at a
fixed price or free of charge (articles 20 and 30), as well as
troops, munitions of war, and the mails (articles 31 and 32).
He wa required to run at least one train a day, at a speed to
be , nbject to the regulation of the government (article 33),
and to provide euough cars to accommodate the travelers
(arti ·le 34). The e were the only restrictions placed on the
managem nt of the road, and they had no relation to its commercial u e, and did not allude to the :fixing of rates. What
wa th infer nc to b drawn from thiA silence Y
Th po. ition of the Portugue" e Government was that the
e lu i righ to fix rate wa one of such an extraordinary
b r · r tba i c uld not he implied; that the conduct of the
nt rpri.
, nbj c to ortugue law (article 50); that
h
n r I f ra
b h tat wa, in a ·ordance with com1
an l p rti ·ularl
ith French law and that it wa
n
, r in he r · nt c, e in ord r to facilitat omruercial
1 la i n · wi h be Tr n ' Vaa1 and perf rm the obligation
of
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international commerce. MM. Lyon-Caen and Renault considered that these arguments were not decisive, and that the
concessionaire preserved his freedom of action where it was
not limited, and that be could :fix rates according to his interests. They found difficulty in admitting that there was any
common law governing the subject. The r1ght to control rates
did not, as they understood, belong to the state in En gland or
in the United States. In Prance the maximum mtes were
fixed in the first instance by a schedule of charges, but below
that the companies could modify the rates at will. If it should
be admitted that, in consequence of the silence of the concession, the Portuguese Government had control of rates, its control wruld be unlimited and would be unrestrained by any
pecuniary responsibility. .,A.s between the government and the <
concessionaire, a reasonable construction of the contract would
require the control of rates to be vested in the latter. This
construction was admitted, as they maintained, by the government itself in divers ways-by the letter of' the minister of
the colonies of May 4, 1885, corroborated by the telegram to
the representative of Portugal in London, saying that the
company bad "the absolute and uncontrolled right to fix
tariffs;" and by another ministerial declaration in 1888 in the .I.
same sense. As to the argument drawn from the relations 1
between Portugal and the Transvaal, it seemed strange to
speak of the right of the Transvaal to demand of the company
any particular rates. The company dealt with Portugal just
as the Transvaal did. If there was need for Portugal to retain
the control of rates and to subject the enterprise to the exigencies of its intercourse with the Transvaal, it should have reserved the power to do so. It could not urge its obligations
to the Transvaal for the purpose of dimiuiAhing the rights
which it had granted to the concessionaire.
MM. Lyon-Caen and Renault next considered the question Ji
whether the concessionaire was obliged to construct the line
to the frontier, wherever it might be. By the terms of the
contract he was bound to construct a railway from Lourengo
Marques to the frontier, but it was impossible to maintain the
position that this obligation was to be construed in an unrestricted sense to mean the frontier, however and wherever it
might be run by agreement between the two governments.
The parties, in fact, had in view a particular line, both in :fixing the period within which the road must be completed and
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in the appreciation of the obligations which the concessionaire
assumed. The plans furnished by the government to the company in 1884 were based on the report of the engineer, Major
Machado, of .April 30, 1883, and contemplated a railway eightytwo kilometers in length. This was the understanding of the
parties when the concession was made in December 1883, and
it was confirmed by the royal decree of October 30, 1884, by
which the plans were approved. By this decree the plans
were, it was true, approved '' without prejudice to the presentation of a plan relative to the end of the railway, near the
frontier." But it was unreasonable to give to this reservation
an indefinite extension, so as to permit the addition of nine or
ten kilometers to the line at the will of the Portuguese Government and require it to be constructied within the period
originally fixed for the completion of the eighty-two kilometers. The reasonable construction of the decree was that the
reservation had reference only to a distance of small importance.
That an error of nine kilometers was committed by the
agents of the Portuguese Government was reported by Major
Machado to that government in .August 1885. He mentioned
the fact in a letter to the engineer of the company July 23,
1887. The situation thus created was a proper subject for a
new understanding between the government and the company.
evertheless, by a decree of October 24, 1888, the company
was notified as to the point of the termination of the line and
was allowed eight months in which to reach it. The government ought to treat this as a fixing of the terminus under
the fir t article of the original concession; but if this view
wa well founded it was surprising that the government took
o long to do it. Moreover, though the period of eight months
wa fixed by the decree of October 24, 18 8, the plan for the
ddi ional kilometers were not approved till February 23, 1889.
If hi
a done in xecution of the original contract, why
r n
be nine additional kilometer required to be contr mt d within b p riod pre rib d in 1 4 for the completion
f he Jin .
rding to he contention of the government,
tb t I ri
xpir din 1 7 and it wa in October 1888 that
h
rum ,n m
kn wn th terminal point. If the conmb r 4- <' • wa to b , ppli d to th n ,w part
b Jin i -£ r i h , rti 1 ,·hould h
been b erv d and
appr al f th plan fi r the
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On these grounds MM. Lyon-Oaen and Renault maintained
that the period of eight months prescribed by the decree
of October 24, 1888, for the construction of the nine additional
kilometers never was binding on the company. But, even
admitting that the company ought to confor~ to the decree,
it could invoke the impossibility of performing it within the
period prescribed. In respect of certain obligations the contract itself made an exception on the ground of.force majeure,
and this was in accordance with the general principles of law.
The next subject considered by MM. Lyon-Oaen and Renault
was that of the concession for a tramway made May 17, 1884,
to the government of the Transvaal. By article 20 of the concession the Portuguese Government granted to the concessionaire "the exclusive right to construct and operate" the railway,
and agreed that it would "neither construct nor concede in the
territory of the district of Lourengo Marques, within a space
of one hundred kilometers on each side of the line of the company," a competing line of railway. This stipulation gave the
company a virtual legal monopoly of the railway business
within the district in question. The very terms in which the
concession for the tramway was promised showed that it was
an infringement of the exclusive privilege which belonged to
the company. It violated the rights of the company both in _,,,..
respect of its monopoly of transportation and in respect of its
exclusive right to fix rates. But even assuming that the Portuguese Government had the right to cancel the concession, it
was bound to take certain steps which it had not taken. By
article 42 of the concession it was provided that if the contract
should be canceled the line, so far as constructed, and all the
materials on hand, should be put up at public auction and
sold to the highest bidder, and the proceeds paid to the company. In case no bid should be made within six months, the
government was to have the right to take the road without
indemnity. The government had, however, taken possession.
of the road without previously offering it for sale .
.As to the damages due, MM. Lyon-Oaen and Renault maintained that they were defined by articles 114-9-1151 of the
French civil code, namely, the loss which the company had suffered and the gain of which it had been deprived, subject to
the qualification (1) that a debtor is liable only for such damages as have been proved and as could have been foreseen
when the contract was made, unless it was by his wrong that
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it wa,s not executed; and (2) that, if the failure to execute it
was due to his wrong, the damages should comprehend, in
respect of the losses suffered by the creditor and tbe gains of
which he was deprived, only such as follow immediately and
directly from the nonexecution of the agreement. The damages allowed should comprise both the loss of the creditor
(dwnnurn ernergens) and the benefit of which he wa~ deprived
(lucrum cessans). The loss suffered related to a past transaction
and was generally capable of precise ascertainment. Tbe benefit referred to the future and was necessarily more uncertain.
Tlle loss comprised the expenditures of the company in buying
land and constructing its works. The lienefits comprised not
only those which the company had realized on that part of tbe
line open to traffic, but also those which it would in all probability have realized if the concession had not been annulled.
These included the probable development of the traffic as
shown by the increase since the Portuguese Government took
possession of the line, and by the increase in the price of
shares, of which Mrs. MacMurdo held a large number. It was
also to be remembered that the number of shares hel<l l>y Mr .
MacMurdo gave her a position in the company which was of
pecuniary value. The tribunal should take into account the
con ciou81 wrong of the government as a ground for a liberal
estimation of damages suffered. On the principal sum found
to be due, interest should be allowed.
Two opinions in behalf of the Portuguese
Opinions of M. Meili. Government were given by M. Meili, profes. or
of private international law at the University
of Zurich, one before the opinion of MM. Lyon-Cae11 and Re nault, and the other in reply to it. M. Meili contended in his
re1 ly a he had done in his first opinion, that the ca. e before
the tribunal could not be considered as an action either ex contractu or ex delicto. The object of the claimants in ·o treating
it wa to ain an opportunity to criticise a long . erie of act
a rompli:he<l by P rturral in tbe exerci e of her rio·llt · of sovr ignt . It wa: not d nied th, t the decree of ,Tune 25, 1 '9,
nd th takinrr p . e ion of th railway had the effect of
nnullin<Y th ri h one d cl to . facMnr lo to operate the railLut if that a ·t of th government had injured the
ri ht. f h
n ·e .. ionair , it wa. n verth 1 . perfectly l gitima , n 1 · ulcl n t b · ntrolled by the tribunal. On the
11 r hand i p rtain d t h , trilmm l to a cord to the con·i nair an indemnity aucl t fix it amount.
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In order to establish an action ex delicto it was necessary to
show (1) an unlawful act, willful or negligent; (2) damage; (3)
a connection between the act and the damage. Applying these conditions to the present case, the question would be, Had the
Portuguese state negligently or fraudulently taken administrative measures to rescind the concession and sequestrate the
railway? The answer must be in the negative. The government had exercised its sovereign rights legitimately aud moderately. Moreover, it was inadmissible to subject such acts to
the test of judicial precedents. No principle could impose on
the state any responsibility whatever by reason of the inopportuneness or negligence with which it exercised its sovereign
powers. The tribunal could only take the place of the arbitral
tribunal originally provided for in the concession. It could not
subject to a retrospective examination the acts of the Portuguese Government. The tribunal ought to confine itself to the /
examination of the question whether certai~ definite promises
had been made, having the nature of private rights, and
whether those promises bad not been kept. Portugal had not
recognized by the agreement any obligation to repair damage.
Portugal bad never cearnd to declare her readiness to pay the
actual value of the works constructed in the building of the
line-in other words, the amount of her enrichment-and
already 700,000 francs bad been devoted to that account.
M. Meili argued that the case must be governed by Portuguese law.
He then discussed the relations of Portugal with the Transvaal, contending that the subject of international communication was a proper one for arrangement between them, and one
which they bad long been considering. In discussing this subject, he maintained that the Portuguese memorandum of May
17,-1884, to the Transvaal deputation, was prospective and entirely proper. It was not injurious to the right of the concessionarie to fix rates by his own act, even if be possessed it.
And whether be possessed the right or no, it was clear that he
was not authorized to use it arbitrarily and unreasonably. But
he thought.that they did not possess the right. The state was
not to be presumed to have despoiled itself completely of its
rights. Neither the concession nor any subsequent act had
conferred on the concessionaire the right to fix, ·without limitation, the rates on any particular kind or class of merchandise.
There was a middle ground between the absolute right of the
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concessionaire and the absolute right of the state in the matter.
The concessionaire had a right to deter"mine rates, not arbitra.rily, but reasonably. In support of this view, M. Meili cited
MM. Lyon-Oaen and Renault's Manuel de Droit Commercial,
1
2me ed.1891,Nos. 720-721. MacMurdo understood that the right
of which he obtained the concession was necessarily limited by
the international exigencies which the execution of the treaty
of 1875 was intended to satisfy. But independently of the
treaty M. Meili invoked the law of nations. Nations have
duties as well as rights. Portugal could not aban don to MacMurdo her sovereign right to contract with the 'rransvaal in
virtue of the maxims of the law of nations. The Boers bad
the right to demand an arrangement as to rates, and Portugal
was obliged to accord it.
M. Meili maintained the right of the state to cancel a concession for the failure of the concessionaire to fulfill its conditions, an<l. he then turned his attention to the great emphasis
placed by the claimants on the question of the eight additional kilometers. He said that by the ministerial decree of
October 30, 1884, the plans relative to eighty-two kilometers
were approved by the government with a reservation as to the
encl of the line. The prospectus of the Delagoa Bay company
and of the Portuguese company of March 30, 1886, and Februa,ry 14 and March 7, 1887, gave the length of the line as
ninety kilometers. The Portugese Government was under uo
obligation to furnish plans. There was no foundatio n for saying· that the Portuguese Government had made a mistake in
the plan and ought to bear the conseque11ces. There wa. no
mi, take. The Portuguese Government was authorized to proce d as it did by an express clau, e. It was not correct to say
that i had guaranteed to the conces ionaire that tbf', l ength of
the line would be only eighty-two kilometers . · The Portugue e
v ·rnment 0 Tanted three extensions of time. The road wa.
not fini. bed becau e of negligence, an<l. not becau e sufficient
tim w, . not allow cl.
I. Ieili m, intain d that th tribunal could allow only the
tnal
lne f th work, c n tructed.
othing could be
p, r, tely ·laim cl ~ r th l
of the right to operate the road,
, in· that ri rht f 1 with he cancellation of the conce ion.
f th , to<·k and bond on tll
r w . h , t> ulativ
b tu; t l tak u a th alue f h property. Tlle claimlu in 'i. t d n h, t th y c 11 d a right of control. 'uch
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a thing was not capable of separate estimation. The three
and a half millions at which they estimated the right of control was a sum in the air. Portugal owed for the real and
effective value of the works of wbfoh she took possession.
She owed nothing for damage, direct or indirect, nor for the
gain of which the enterprise bad been deprived. The fantastic
claim of 47,500,000 francs, with interest at various rates, was
beyond the range o:( discussion.
Prior to March 3~, 1896, all the pleadings
Present ~tat~s of th e had been filed by tlie parties in interest, and
Arbitration.
. -b
all the proofs laid
efore the tn·b una1. 0 n
that day the tribunal, on application of the parties, appointed
an expert to go to South Africa, and, after due investigation,
report upon a number of interrogatories presented to him by
the tribunal. May 13, 1896, upon the request of the Portuguese Government, the number of experts was increased to
three; and the 9th of the following month M. Dietler, airector
of the St. Gotthard Railway, and on the 9th of the next September M. Nicole, engineer, were respectively appointed as
second and third experts. November 6, 1896, M. Nicole proceeded to South Africa to obtain the information necessary to
enable the experts to make their report to the tribunal. He
returned to Switzerland early in April, 1897. After the report
of the experts is made, probably toward the end of the present
year (1897), it is expected that the tribunal will hear oral argument, and then proceed to render judgment. 1
6. THE CHEEK CL.A.IM.

It bas been agreed betwe~n the United States and Siam to
submit to the governor of the Straits Settlements, as arbitrator, the claim of Dr. M. A. Cheek, a citizen of the United
States, against the Government of Siam. The nature and
history of the claim are disclosed in the following report of
Mr. Olney, Secretary of State, to the President, of March 1,
1897: 2
"In answer to the resolution of the Senate, dated February
24, 1897, requesting that that body be furnished with 'all the
information in possession of the Department of State relating
to the claim of M . . ,A.• Cheek against the Siamese Government,'
I have the honor to say that the correspondence on file in this
1
2

Mr. Peak, U. S. minister at Berne, to Mr. Moore, April 13, 1897.
S. Doc. 180, 54 Cong. 2 sess.
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department relating to the claim of M. A. Cheek against Siam
is so voluminous that it is physically impossible to place copies
of it before the Senate during the coutinuance of the present
session. Tllere are no~ less than 2,000 pages of typewritten
matter. The resolution, moreover, does not call specifically
for correspondence, but for information. I submit, therefore,
as a substitute for the fu 11 correspondence, a brief synopsis of
the case, together with copies of the most recent communications that have passed between the two Governments.
'' Synopsis.-April 23, 1889, Dr. M.A. Cheek, a citizen of the
United States, residing in Siam, entered into the following
agreement with Prince Warawan Nakorn, who represented
the Government of Siam:
"' First. That His Royal Highness Prince Warawan Nakorn,
agrees to advance to Dr. M.A. Cheek the sum of G00,000 ticals
to be used in the working of teak forests and the purchasing
of teak wood.
"' Second. That Dr. M. A. Cheek shall-, by way of security,
execute a l>ill of sale mortgage in favor of His Royal Highuess
Prince Warawan Nakorn, on all teak wood now belongiug to
Dr. M. A. Cheek, according to a 8chedule accompanying this
agreement, and on all teak wood which may be worked or
purcha ed by him during the currency of this agreement; also
on 76 elephants now belonging to Dr. Cheek and on all
elephants which may be purcuased by, 01· which may l>ecome
the property of, Dr. M. A. Cheek durin g the currency of this
agr ement. Dr. Cheek shall pay to his Royal Highness Prince
Warawan akorn, interest at .the rate of 7~ per cent per
annum, on all moueys advanced to him by His Royal Highness
Prin ·e Warawan Nakorn.
·
"'Third. That Dr. Cheek will deliver at Bangkok, at an
e timat d price of 3 pikot, all wood, which may be worked or
pnr ·hased by him; upon tlle arrival of the wood at Bangkok
the e timated price of 3 pikot ~hall he relea, ed and DL Uheek
Ille y at any time after such delivery draw from His Royal
Ilio-bne Prince Warawa,n akorn the amount of money so
r 1 a.· d for carryin o- on the work up country.
' ~onrth. Tha,t at the end of each sea,son (about the 31..:t of
;\1 r ·h ) Dr. Ch ~ek. hall make up hi~ l>ook · and reuder a tatem ut f th am u11 of wood in stock, the valu of such wood,
c nd
h a ·tual co t f wond delivered at Bangkok <luring tlle
,v n · th lift' ~r 11 e l> tw en the actual co t of th wood
l li r cl at Bangk l a11d the ·timated co t of 3 pikot hall
1 hit •cl or ·redit cl a th amount may b fon11<.l t be
~T , t •r or 1 :.· lrnu th
.timatecl co. t of 3 pikot. ln reckon111
h_
of h wool d li •re 1 at Baugkok l r. 'heek
,•h, 11 111 ·lucl all xp ri.· , i11cun d in the handling of the
l. I r. h J· .· hall r c iv no . alar ·.
I:ifth.. ha Ur.. h •k :ball have th rna1!ag m nt of the
w_ork11~ r of h
al· for :t: a11cl of the lrnying an d : lli11g or
ll l> . 111 •· f th
. Dr.
lt k , ill · 11 the wood at
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Bangkok, or will cut up and ship the wood as may be most
protitable to the parties to this agreement, provided that the
wood is not sold at a price of less than 3 pikot. Dr. Uheek
shall not sell the wood at a less rate than 3 pikot, except with
the knowledge of His Royal Highness Prince Warawan
Nakorn. If the wood can not be sold at a price amounting to
3 pikot, His Royal Highness Prinee W arawan N akorn shall
have the option of taking the wood over [atl the rate of 3
pikot, or disposing of it.
"' Sixth. That Dr.· Cheek shall make up the books of the
teak businesR on the 31st of March of each year, and the
profits realized shall be divided as follows: His Royal Highness Prince.. Warawan Nakorn shall reeeive one-third and Dr.
M . .A.. Cheek sha.11 receive two-thirds -0f the net profits.
'''Seventh. That during the currency of this agreement all
forest leases now held by Dr. Cheek, or which may be acquired
by him shaU become the property of His Royal Highness
Prince -~rara wan N akorn.
"' Eighth. That all teak wood now held by Dr. Cheek
(except 4,400 logs to be delivered to the Borueo Company,
Limited) and all wood worked by him during the currency of
this agreement shall be dealt with according to the terms of
this agreement.
"'Ninth. That this agreement shall remain in force for a
period of ten years from the date of signing unless Dr. Cheek
shall at any time settle up the account and pay to His
Royal Highness Prince _W arawan N akorn such sums of money
as may be due to His Royal Highness Prince Warawan N akorn
from him.
"'Tenth. That Dr. Cheek shall, from time to time, advise
His Royal Highness Prince Warawan N ak0rn of all transactions co1111ected with the working and purcl).asing and selling
of the wood.
"' Eleventh. It is hereby agreed that no liabilites for losses
incurred in the management of the business shall be shared
by His Royal Highness Prince Warawan Nakorn.
"'WAR.A.WAN NA.KORN.
" 'MARION .A.. CHEEK.

"'Witness:
"'DEVAWONGSE.'

"On the same day Cheek executed to th'e same representative of Siam the fo1lowing instrument, which is designated by
the partie:::; as a 'bill of sale mortgage.'
"' I, Marion .A.. Cheek, resident of Chiengmai, for and in
conRideration of the snm of six hundred thou~and (tls. 600,000)
tica1s to be paid to me and on my account by H. R. H. Prince
Warawan N a,korn, accor<ling to the terms of articles of agreement drawn up and signed this 23rd day of April 1889 by
and between li. R. II . .Prince Warawan Nakorn ·of the first
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part and Marion A Cheek of the second part, do hereby grant
and sell unto H. R. H. Prince Warawan Nakom and his
assigns forever the teak wood and elephants according to a
schedule hereto annexed, the said teak wood and elephants
being my lawful property.
.
"' Provided, nevertheless, and this mortgage is upon the coudition that if the said M. A. Cheek. shall pay or cause to be
paid to H. R.H. Prince Warawan Nakorn, or his assigns, the
said sum of six hundred thousand (tls. 600,000) ticals with
interest thereon at the rate of seven and one-half (7½ per cent)
per cent per annum from the date of the payment of the same
to M. A. Cheek or on bis account by H. R. H. Priuce Warawan
Nakorn, then this mortgage shall be void, otherwis_e to remain
in full force and effect.
'' 'And provided further, That until default be made by M.A.
Cheek in the performance of the conditions of this mortgage
or in the performance of the conditions of the said articles of
agreement for the working of teak wood, drawn up and· signed
this 23rd day of April 1889 by and between H. RH. Prince
Warawan Nakorn and M.A. Cheek, it shall be lawful for M.A.
Cheek to retain possession of and to have the management of
the said teak wood and elephants, to use the same for the joint
b~nefit of H. R.H. Prince Warawan Nakorn and ~I. A . Cheek
according to the conditions of the said articles of agreement
hereinbefore mentioned.
"'M. A. CHEEK.
"'Witne :
"'DEVAWONGSE.'

"(Here follows a list of Cheek's property to which the lien
wa to attach.)"
'' The amount named in the above-quoted instruments, to
wit, ticals 600,000, was paid to Cheek. January 23, 1890, the
iamese Government advanced Cheek ticals 200,000 additional
upon terms et forth in the fo1lowing instrument:
'' 'This agreement, made the 23rd <lay of January 1890, supplementary to the agreement of the 23rd of April 1889, betw en IIi Royal Highne s l>riuce Krom Mun Naradhip Prabhong e of the oue 11art, and Dr. M. A. Cheek of the
er the agreement of the 23rd of April 1889,
n lli ~aid Royal Ilighnes Prince Krom
hon°· ·e and the said Dr. Cheek, a
cl tic-al. (tL ·. 600,000) wa advanced
y IIi 'ai<l Royal Higlme
foce
bhong,·e for the purp
peeaid Dr. he k i no
ro
hundred thou:and t
(t
f L hundred thou a
ic
by Ili. ,'aid Royal Jlio·1m
>ral>h, ndhbh 11°-. <' under the
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agreement aforesaid; and whereas his said Royal Highness
Prince Krom Mun Naradhip Prabhandhbhongse agrees to
advance the same:
·,, 'Now it is mutually agreed between the said parties as
follows:
" 'First. That for the considerations already expressed and
specified in the aforeme~tioned agr~ement of the 23rd of Ap~il
18c9, His said Royal Highness Prmce Krom Mun N aradhip
Prabhandhbhongse advances the sum of two hundred thousand ticals (tls. ~00,000) to the said Dr. M. ~- Cheek (of which
receipt is hereby acknowledged), and the said Dr. M. A. Cheek
hereby agrees and promises to pay to His said Royal Highness
Prince Krom Mun Naradhip Prabhandhbhongse interest at
the rate of seven and a half (7½ %) per cent per annum on the
said sum of two hundred thousand ticals (tls. 200,000).
"' Second. That as a security for the payment of the said
sum of two hundred thousand ticals (tls. 200,000) so advanced
by His said Royal Highness Krom Mun Naradhip Prabhandhbbongse the said Dr. M.A. Cheek hereby agrees to mortgage,
under the bill of sale hereto annexed, all his properties as
specified in the schedule attached to the bill of sale to the said
His Royal Highness Prince Krom Mun Naradhip Prabhandhbhongse.
''' :L1hird. That the provisions of Clauses II., III., IV., V., VI.,
VII., VIII., IX., and X . of the aforesaid agreement of the 23d
of April 1889, entered into between the said Dr. M.A. Cheek
and His said Royal Highness Prince Krom Mun N aradhip Prabhandhbhongse shall in all respects be applicable to this present agreement as if they were inserted therein, in so far as they
are not contrary to the terms of this present agreement.
"' In witness whereof, the parties hereto have signed and
sealed this present agreement on the date first above written.
" 'N.A.RAD HIP.
" 'M. A. CHEEK.
" 'Witness :
" 'DEV.A.WONGSE. '

'' Estimating a tical to be worth 50 cents in currency of the
United States, the whole amount advanced to Cheek by Siam
upon the terms set forth in the contracts quoted was $400,000.
'' It appears from Cheek's memorial that he had, previous to
any of these agreements with Siam, leased large tracts of teak
forest in upper Siam, which he needed capital to work. The
capital needed was furnished to him by the Government of
Siam, as above shown. In explanation of the legal effect of
~is contracts with Siam, Cheek sets forth the usages of the
m<l.ustry upon which he entered in Siam. It requires, according to his statement, about three and a half years to get a log
of teak timber from the stump to the market in Bangkok.
The logs are first gir<lled, then cut, and then dragged to the
5627-Vol. 2-58
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nearest stream by elephants. Thence they are :floated, first
singly and afterward in rafts, down these streams into the
main river, which carry them to Bangkok. In th~ dry season
the Rmall streams are too shallow to float the logs, and they
lie where they are cut until the arrival of a seasou of sufficient
water to float them.
''At the time of his agreement with Siam, Cheek had logs in
all stages of progress toward the market. At the end of the
first year of his contract with Siam he paid the interest for
that year upon the money advanced. The second year, ending
March 31, 1891, was a dry year and very little timber was got
into market. Cheek was compelled to employ the proceeds of
his second year's sales in keeping up the work in the forests,
it being necessary to make advances to his employees and subcontractors. In view of these facts the Siamese Government
indulged Cheek in consideration of his ·p romise to pay compound interest on the advancement for the second year-that
is, the interest due was added to the principal.
"The next season, ending March 31, 1892, was worse than
tM preceding, and Cheek failed a second time to pay the interest on the Siamese advancement. The proceeds of his sales
for tb.at year were in fact insufficient to keep the forest work
going on, and he was compelled to raise additional furnls by
some means. He had at this time, according to his statement,
a sufficient quantity of logs in the forests and in the streams
to pay, when sold, the full amount of the advancemen t made
to him by Siam, both principal aud interest, and to leave a
handsome surplus for himself.
"Cheek endeavored to get money from the Bombay-Burmah
Trading Corporation by a sale for cash of logs to be deli verecl
the following sea on (1892-93). Since Cheek's agreement with
Siam comp lled him to dispose of bis logs in a mauner therein
peci:fi d, hi proposal to the Bombay-Burmah Trading Corporation required the sanction of the Siamese Government,
which was refu eel. Cheek then sought relief from another
lumber company called the Borneo Company, and made with
that ompany a provi ·ional arrangement by which for a reaon bl commi i n, in addition to the actual co, t of tran port_ ti n that company un<lertook to transport during th
·omm_g . on all the teak log in the water at the time of the
~le r t1at1 n an l a!l oth rs which Cheek migh be able to put
m
h w t r. II had at hat time 12,000 log.· in the , tr am
an h p <l o pu j11 000 mor , making in all 20,000 log to
b tra11:p rt cl b. th
rn o 1 ompany. Oh k valu cl th e
1 g: a ru1 '4 t :; > a h and h xp cted to rai, eon th m
a 1 · . rnp , ,'fi O 0-e: imc tinµ; the rnpe at 3;~:\ cent ,
clll nn lDll' t abut· 1 ~- 00.
'lhi, 1n·ovi.'iOllcl arrano- ment
': al· :ubj c· . to th r tifi ·ati n of h ' iam . repr
ntat1v . 'UHl wa.· r .JC t d b him.
: h 1· v,: th n lrft with n f'und to 1m th in 1· ,t u
j
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the Siamese advance or to continue his work. August 20, 1892,
the Siamese Government notified our consul-general at Bangkok that all of Cheek's timber arriving after that date would
be taken over as the property of the government. At the
same time a government official seized the logs already in
Bangkok and others belonging to Cheek which had reached a
place higher up the river called Chainat. This official continued to seize logs as they came down. September 11, 1892,
the Siamese representative telegraphed Cheek, who was up in
the forest country:
"'Wood received. Will be sold at public auction. Proceeds
in bank until your settlement.'
"Cheek protested, but in vain.
"Cheek claims that under his contracts with the Siamese
Government, as construed in accordance with the usages of
the enterprise in which he was engaged, annual interest was
to be paid upon the money advanced to him only wheu the
i::;eason had been good and he was able to raft his logs. In bad
years the partner or lender who had advanced the capital was
required by local custom to let the interest go over until a good
season, when all past dues would be liquidated. Failure to
pay interest at the eud of a year in which it was impracticable
to market the timber was not, Mr. Cheek claims, a bre3,ch of
contract justifying any proceeding in the nature of foreclosure.
"Cheek makes the further point that the summary method
adopted by the Siamese Government was unlawful and injurious to him, even if he had been legally in default.
'' The logs seized by the Siamese Government were sold at
auction at much less than their value, and the proceeds appropriated by the government. The next season, the winter of
1893-93, proved to be favorable for rafting timber, and had
Cheek been permitted to go on with his work without molestation from the government he would have been able to bring
down all the logs he had cut, in value as estimated by him of
rupees 640,000, about $214,000. Even if the logs had been held
in Bangkok without sale, they could have been used as a basis
of credit uuder Clause III. of the agreement to the extent of
rupees 380,000-about $126,666-an amount in excess of all that
the Siamese Government could, at that time, by any construction of the agreement have claimed from Cheek; but for this
premature, arbitrary, and illegal action of Siam, Mr. Cheek
con tends that he would have been able to provide for current
expenses, to pay off all interest clue, and 100,000 rupees of the
principal debt, besides keeping up the credit with his foresters
and contractors which he had been so many years building up
and carefully maintaining.
"Not content with the summary seizure of all Cheek's logs
that came down the river, the Siamese Government, July 15,
1893, published the following royal proclamation:
"' July 15, 1893, Chow Mun Raj abut, chief of the mahathai
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(department of the north) and commanding officer of the province of Ohiengmai, has received orders from Phya Song Suradet, chief commissioner of the Lav Chieng States, that the
following notice be published:
"' Whereas the minister of the royal treasury bas sent an
official letter No. 596/ 5892 date<l the 9th September 1892, conents as follows:
''' Formerly Dr. M. A. Cheek made a written agreement and
borrowed a large amount of money from the royal finance department for the purpose of working forests, and mortgaged
forest,s, wood in forests and in streams, elephants, implemeuts
for forest work and debtors all and singular as security for the
royal treasury with sundry conditions as set forth in said
agreement.
"' Afterward Dr. M. A. Cheek violated the agreement in
many particulars. Therefore Cllow Mun Mahatlek was appointed commissioner of the royal treasury, with full power of
attorney to act for the minister of finance in the province of
Ohie11gmai. Tllerefore, anyone a debtor or creditor of Dr. M.
A. Cheek, or who has charge of elephants or teak wood or
implements for forest work, let him report to Chow Mun
Mahatlek, commissioner at Chiengmai of the royal treasury,
within the ·period of fifteen days from the date of this notice.
If auyone is a debtor or has charge of elephants or teak wood
or implements for forest work, let him give a, correct report to
the comrnis io11er_within the time appointed. The commissioner will deduct, relinquish, forego a suitable portion (of the
debt). If afterward it be asceTta,ined that elephants, wood,
implements for forest work, or <.lebtors be concealed, secreted,
removed, or falsely reported, and proper account be not rendered to the official, the said officer will prosecute in court
(such offend.er), and they will be fined accordiug to the law.'
(SE.A.L OF CHOW R.A.J.A.B T.)

"Thi em bar go completed the demolition of Cheek's busine , anu left him a ruin ed man in the midst of the fourth
year of hi ten-year contract with Siam.
'' The qu tions which, according to the claimant, are involv d ar (1) the l gal relations of the two parties to tl1e contract-whether Cheek was a partner with Siam or a mere borrow r f mon y; (i) whether Cheek wa legally in default at
th tim the iam
Government seized a11d sold the log and
? li b d h mauife to of July 15, 1893; (3) whether tbe
1am
overnm nt adopt d a lawful remedy in ca. e it ·hould
found b
be k wa in default and wa liable to a l gal
din ~ r tb r ov ry of money due that Governm nt.
n r lati u t th third point, it i. contended for Che k
th ~ h l . all w f iam provid cl au adequate judicial r m dy
, tn .· b1m · n tha th con ular · ur of the nit d tat s
I. ~ forum cl h 1 with po, r ample for tbe purpo e
nfi rcing hi bJigation t
iam. The ummary method of
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proceeding resorted to by Siam was, Cheek claim~, iir violation
of Siamese law and also of the treaty between Siam and the
United States. Cheek's losses are estimated by him at rupees
1 607,331 ($535,777). From this amount he deducts the p~incipal and unpaid interest of the Siam~se advaucemen~ to him,
amounting to rupees 1,266,218, leavmg a total claimed by
Cheek as damages of rupees 341,113 ($113,704).
"The Siamese Government has filed an elabThe Siamese Reply. orate reply to Cheek's claim, and alleges large
·
indebteduess on the part of Cheek's estate as
still existing and unpaid. According to the statement of
Siam, Cheek was deeply in debt when the Siamese Government
came to his relief in 1889. A considerable portion of the
800,000 ticals advanced to him was paid to bis creditors and
the residue thereof was applied to the timber business. On
bis first failure to pay interest (March 31, 1891) he was given
as a favor another year in which to pay it. At the end of the
8econd year (March 31, 1892) Cheek not only was unable to pay
the accrued interest for the two preceding years, but he had
not sufficient funds to continue the business, and was ·unable
to raise money except by methods which involved the Siamese
Government as his surety. Seeing that bis financial condition
was hopeless and that the only means of obtaining repayment
of even a part of the money advanced to him was by immediate action, the Siamese Government decided to seize such timber as should come down the river and apply the proceeds to
the indebtedness. The argument for Siam apologizes for,
rather than defei1ds, the order of July 15, 1893, which placed
an embargo upon Cheek's business and destroyed it.
'' Siam's view of the case is apparently that when Cheek
violated the conditions on which money was advanced to him
by failing to pay the interest accrued thereon, the transfer of
property made in the 'bill of sale mortgage' became absolute,
so that Siam in seizing the logs seized the property of the
Government, and not the property of Cheek. It is declared
in the Siamese argument that there is no ]aw of mortgages in
Siam, and therefore no procedure in the nature of foreclosure;
that seizure and appropriation by an officer of the royal
treasury was the legitimate and the only method of enforcing
the rights of Siam as against Cheek in this case.
·
"Oh eek bad, besides the logs seized by Siam, other property
:u upper Siam, which was also included in the 'bill of sale
mortgage.' This property was not seized by the Siamese Government, and when Cheek died it went into the hauds of bis
administrator. Siam contends not only that the seizure of
Cheek's logs and the other acts of the government were lawful, but that the proceeds derived therefrom were insufficient
to pay Cheek·s indebtedness to Siam. The property now in
the hands of Cheek's administrator is claimed by Siam as being
subject to the 'bill of sa,l e mortgage' above referred to, and
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responsible for the amount of indebtedness still unliquidated.
In other words, Siam has presented a counterclaim against
Cheek.
"I have undertaken in thjs brief outline of the Cheek case
to show the nature only of the controversy, and not to indicate
the merits of either claimant. The merits of the case can be
determined only from a study of the en tire ma,ss of evidence
and consideration of the elaborate arguments filed on both
sides. These will be presented later should the Senate desire,
after reading this brief review of the case, to take it upon its
merits." 1
1 By a telegraphic dispatch from Mr. Barrett, minister r esident and consu1-general of the United States at Bangkok, of April 2, 1698, it appears
that the arbitrator, Sir Nicholas Hannen, governor of the Straits Settlements, has awarded the claimant's estate 706,721 ticals, equivalent to
$200,000 in gold. 'l'he arbitrator holds (1) that Siam's seizure of Cheek's
property was a violation of the treaty; (2) that the allegation that Cheek
was at the time of the seizure in default under his contract, especially as
to interest, was not established; (3) that the Chiengmai order was illegal,
and (4) that the bill of sale or mortgage of the property in question is now
void, so that the estate retains the assets. The amount of indemnity due
to the claimant's estate was determined on the basis of what his position
wonld have been if th o property had not been seized nor the Chiengmai
order issued. (MSS. Dept. of State.)

CHAPTER XLV.

THE BULAMA ARBITRATION: PROTOCOL BETWEEN
GREAT BRITAIN AND PORTUGAL OF JANUARY
13, 1869.
The island of Bulama 1 lies close to the west
subject in Dispute. coast of Africa, between the river J eba and
the Rio Grande, in latitude 11° 34' north and
longitude 15° 38' west from Greenwich. The archipelago
of which it forms a part, as well as the mainland, was once
occupied or claimed by a native tribe called the Biafares, but
prior to 1699 another native tribe, called the the Bissagos, 2
drove the Biafares out of the archipelago, and thereafter
claimed and controlled it. The Biafares claimed the mainland.
If they did not cease to claim the archipelago they ceased to
control it. Neither tribe, however, actually occupied Bulama,
except that the Bissagos sometimes cultivated a few acres
upon it. It was effectively occupied by the Portuguese in 1830.
In 1834 tbe island, together with a portion of the mainland
to which it is contiguous, became the subject of a dispute
between Great Britain and Portugal. The former power
claimed the island on the strength of a cession from native
chiefs in 1792. 3 The l)ortuguese Government denied the claim,4
and the correspondence ceased. In 1839, however, Lieutenant
Kellet, of the British. brig of war Brisk, proceeded to the
isla.nu, eized a Portuguese ship and a number of slaves, cut
dowu the Portuguese flag, and posted up a notice declaring the
island to be a British possession. Against these acts Portugal
at once protested. Lord Palmerstou, in reply,5 submitted a
By the Portuguese called Bolama.
In Portuguese, Bijagoz.
a Lord Howard de Walden, British minister, to the Portuguese Government, March 5_, 1834.
4 T ovem ber 26, 1834.
0
May 22, 1840.
1

2
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statement of Lieutenant Kellet, in which the latter, while
admitting the commission of various acts of violence, justified
them on the ground that their object was to suppress slavetrading, then carried on at Bulama in violation of the treaties.
Lord Palmerston declared Lieutenant Kellet's statement to be
satisfactory, but added that Her Majesty's government was
making inquiries in order to come to a decision in regard to
the sovereignty of the island. In the followin g year 1 he maintained the British title in a note which was in effect a reply to
the Portuguese representations on that subject in 1834.
Attacks were made by the British on the
Diplomatic
Discus- Portuguese settlement at B u 1ama m
· 1842, 184 7,
.
f
SlOll O 1864.
1851, 1858, and 1859. In 1864 a formal correspondence was begun between the two governments with a
view to settle the quest ion of title, the . British Government
being represented in the discussion by Sir Arthur Charles
Magenis, its minister at Lisbon, and the Portuguese Government by tbe Count d'Avila, who was appointed by the King a
special pleuipotentiary with power to conclude a negotiation
on the subject.
The Portuguese title was defended on four
The Portuguese different grounds, which may lJe noticed seriaTitle.
tini.
1. Di covery in the fifteenth century.
This ground the British plenipotentiary considered it unnecessary to discu s, the discovery "having been allowed to
remain for centuries without any practical rcsult." 2
Portugal replied that after the discovery of the Rio Grande,
near the mouth of which the i land of Bu1ama lies, the Portugue "e founded on both banks of the river some important
ettl ment , and uumerou, factories which still remained; that
continual intercour e took place between the settlements and
th i land
orupo ing the adjacent archipelago; and that
ulama though not immediately occupied, was considered a
r ugu . t rritory.
ri ain an. w red that the tatement that the disithont 'practical re ult" was not
1 mainland or to the bank, of the
and of nlama. ' The occupation of
l wa thn admitt cl.
1 .Jnn i, 1 a.
•. "ir Arthur e. la rpui. to 'ount <l Avila,

1

ovemb r 1 , 1864..
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2. The formal and official taking possession of the island by
Portuguese authorities on April 4, 1753, and the exercise of
sovereignty by cutting valuable timber, especially from 1824
to 1827, inclusive.
The British representative maintained that the act of 1753
could have no weight, siuce it "was nothing more than taking
possession of what Portugal had no right to; " that it led to
no result whatever, since in 1792 the island was uninhabited;
and that the taking possession was so completely unknown or
ignored by the Portuguese authorities at Bissao that they did
not oppose the British colonists in that year. 1
Portugal replied that by original discovery and subsequent
acts she had a right to the possession of the island, and that
the original possessors not only did not oppose the Portuguese
but assisted them in cutting timber.
Great Britain answered that the cutting of timber on an
uninhabited island was something which might be done by the
crew of any passing ship.
3. A declaration signed in 1828 by Damian, chief of the
Uanabacs, and also by the Biafares chiefs of the Rio Grande,
that they had not alieni ted the territory in dispute to the
British, and that they considered themselves subjects of Portugal.2
The British representative contended that the declaration
amounted to nothing; that a similar one could at any time
be obtained without difficulty from a semibarbarous people.
Moreover, how could these chiefs, he asked, reconcile their
statement that the island was P ortuguese property with the
a cceptance of purchase money from the English in 1792, 3
Portugal replied tha,t in 1827 the native chiefs had no title
to convey, since the territory belonged to Portug-al; that the
fact that a new conveyance was sought from them was a confession of the invalidity of the British title of 1792; and that
the alleged cession of 1827 was obtained from the chiefs by
the use of liquor.
·
4. The occupatiun of the island by the Portuguese subsequently to 1820, and the construction of barracks and other
public buildings on the soil.
1

Sir Arthur C. Magenis to Count d'Avila, November 18, 1864.
In the preceding y ear, 1827, the British h a d obtained what purported
to he a cession or confirmation of titl e from the native tribes.
:s, ir Arthur C. Magenis to Count d' Avila, November 18, 1864.
2
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With regard to this ground the British plenipotentiary maintained that no weight could be given to the occupation because
it was confessedly disputed by Great Britain. 1
The Portuguese plenipotentiary replied that from 1830 to
1837 Portugal actually occupied the island, establishing a
military station and several agricultural establishments without molestation; that the British commander in 1838 entered
and, after committing devastation, retired, "leaving no other
vestiges of his stay than ruins;" and that no military or
agricultural settlement was made- by the British in place of
tho. e which their cruisers constantly destroyed.
The British plenipotentiary answered that in 1800, after it
was determined by Great Britain to annex the island to the
colony of Sierra Leone, it was ascert,ai:ned that the population
was 714, among whom there was not a single" white Portuguese," and only 11 Creoles.
Portugal rejoined that the repeated attacks of the British
had reduced the number of the settlers; that the fact that, in
spite of tho e attacks, there were so many persons on the
i land was a proof of the activity of the Portuguese colonists;
that the prindpal proprietors of the island lived at the adjacent Portuguese town of Bissao, and that the settlements were
Portugue e and governed by Portuguese laws; that white laborers could not live on the island, and that the circumstance
that the inhabitants were black was immaterial.
The Briti h title was defended on two
The British Title. grounds.
1. The ce sion and setlement of the island
in 1792.
On th part of Great Britain it was stated that in 1792 a
party of Engli h ettl rs proceeded to Bulama with the inten.
·
· · ere; that they were driven off the i land by
) to whom it l>elonged; that they then
ue e ttlernent of Bi sao, where with
e Portugue e they obtained from the Oanm and Bellchore, June i9, 1792, a formal
11d of l~ulama and of c rtaili other territory
nainla11<l;" that they then ntere<l into pos1<1 n re1 ained there till the autumn of
1 ir Ar hnr '

facreni to 'onnt cl'Avila, .1.Tov emb(•r 1 , 1 64.
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Portugal replied that, if the governor of Bissao did not protest against the cession of 1792, this omission could not deprive
tlte Ul'oiVn of Portugal of its sovereign rights; that the deed
of June 29, 1792, did not in fact purport to cede any of the
mainland; and that the only mention of the mainland was in
a deed of August 3, 1792, and a treaty of June 24, 1827, with
the Biafares chiefs of Guinala, who had no authority over the
territory in question.
The British representative admitted his error in saying that
the territory on the mainland was ceded by the Canabac kings.
He also admitted that the cession of the mainland was made
by the Biafares kings of Guinala and Rio Grande, as the Portuguese plenipotentiary had stated. He maintained, however,
that this was a valid cession, and that the treaty of 1827
recognized and confirmed it.
The British plenipotentiary further contended that the title
to Bulama "by purchase from the kings of Guinala and Rio
Grande and the chiefs of Canabac, the de ,iure and de facto
proprietors of that island," was not subJect to the same laws
as a discovery not followed by.permanent occupation, and did
not lapse in consequence of a temporary abandonment, the
cession having been made" for ever."
The Portuguese plenipotentiary, maintaining the title of Portugal to the mainland and island prior to 1792, denied the right
of the natives then to cede the territory to another power. He
also contended that the cliiefs of Guinala and Rio Grande had
no native title to the portion of the mainland in question, and
that the admission that the cession of it was derived from them
was tautamount to an abandonment of the claim to it.
2. The second ground of British title was a "resettlement"
of the island in 1814, and various acts of sovereignty subsequently exercised by the British authorities. 1
The only proof offered by the British plenipotentiary in the
first instance of the resettlement of the island in 1814 was an
as ertion to that effect by Lord Howard de Walden in the
diplomatic correspondence of 1834, and a permit given by the
governor of Sierra Leone February 14, 1814, to six British
subjects to settle .a t Bulama. The Portuguese plenipotentiary
replied that the production of a simple permit, and nothing·
more, was evidence that no settlement was ever made. The
1

'ir Arthur C.Magenis to Count d'Avila, November 18, 1864.
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British plenipotentiary answered, bowever, that a '' small settlement" was formed, but that it was broken up by an attack
made on it "apparently in 1816" by the natives from a neighboring island.
As the result of the discussion the foundation of the British
title was reduced to the cession of 1792. In connection with
this transaction it appeared that on April 11, 1792, 275 British
subjects sailed from England to colonize Bulama; that owing
to their violent reception by the Bissagos, only 86 landed,
and that the remaining survivors, including the governor and
otber officials of the proposed colony, returned to England;
that by reason of disease and other causes only 13 remained
at the .e nd of 1792, and that in November 1793 the 6 survivors
of the expedition abandoned the island.
January 13, 1869, a protocol was at length
Agreement of Arbitration.
conel u d ed , b y w h"lCh 1·t was agree d t o su b m1·t
the dispute as to the sovereignty of the island
and of "a certain portion of territory opposite" thereto to
arbitration. A s arbitrator the parties chose the President of
the United States of America, and they empowered him, in
case he shoul<l be uuable to decide wholly in favor of either
party, to give such an award as would in his opinion furnish
an equitable solution of the difficulty.
Within six months from the date of the protocol each party
agreed to lay before the arbitrator a written or printed case,
together with the evidence relied on in support of it, and to
communicate a copy of such case and evidence to the other
party. Within a further period of six months each party bad
the privilege of submitting to the arbitrator a second or
definitive , tatement, which, like the original statement, waR
r quired to be communicated to the other party. The protocol contained other stipulations relating to the product.ion of
do um nt, the requirement by the arbitrator of further elucid, tion or vidence, and the bearing of counsel. 1
Before the signature of the protocol the
Arbitral Proceed.
Portugue e Government cau ·ed a formal
mgs.
iliquiry to be made by it mini ter at Washingt n . t wh ther the Pre ident of th~ United States
w nl ac ·ep th function of arbiter. 2 Mr. Seward replied
. lr. cl
h ·r 1 , 1

aper , LXI. 1163.
ort11g11 : mini ter, to 1fr. eward, , 'ec. of tate,
. Dept. of 'tate.
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that it would be premature to call the President's attenti9n to
the subject till a similar applicatiou had been made by Great
Britain.1 Doubtless informal inquiries were subsequently
made by both governments, and when, on February 10, 1869,
the British and Portuguese ministers at Washington solicited
the President's acceptance of the post of arbitrator, Mr.
Seward on the same day notified them of his compliance. 2
June 30, 1869, the British and Portuguese ministers eaQh
communicated to Mr. Fish, as Secretary of State, for presentation to the arbritrator, the case of his government. The
Department of State duly acknowledged the receipt of the
documents, saying that they would be placed before the President, wbo would, however, await the expiration of the period
of six months allowed for the submission of the second statement before examining them. 3
Each government presented through its minister at Washington on December 18, 1869, a second or definitive statement, ·
in the same manner as the original case or statement. The
Department of State duly acknowledged the receipt of the
papers, and promised to place them before the President. 4
By tbe sixth article of the protocol the arbitrator was authorized to proceed in the arbitration "either in person or by a
person or persons named by him for that purpose." In conformity with this stipulation the President decided to proceed
in the arbitration by Mr. J. 0. Bancroft Davis, Assistant Secretary of State; and of this decision the two governments were
duly notified. 5 The arbitrator was also authorized to appoint
a secretary or clerk, at such remuneration as he should think
proper, the expense, like all pther expenses of the arbitration,
to be defrayed by the two governments in equal -portions.
Under this provision Mr. Robert S. Chew was appointed secretary at $200 a month while employed.
After the presentation of their definitive
Mr. Davis's Report. statements, both governments were informed
that the arbitrator did not require any further
elucidation or evidence. Neither government sought to be
1

Mr. Sewar d to Mr. d' Antas, November 20, 1868, MSS.
MSS.
3
Mr. Fish to Mr. d'Antas, July 10, 1869, MSS.
4
Decem1Jc1· 20, 1869.
r, Mr. Davis, Assistant Sec. , to Mr. Thornton, Br itish minister, and to
fr. da Cunha, Portuguese minister, January 4, 1870.
2
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heard by counsel. A.nd after having completed his investigation of the dispute, Mr. Davis submitted to the President the
fo1lowing report:
"MEMORANDUM.

"[For the President.]

"The subject in dispute is the sovereignty over the Island
of Bularna, and over a part of the mai11land opposite to it.
"The island is a low, densely wooded, and unhealthy tract,
about twenty miles in length by ten in width, and is situated
in latitude 11 ° 34' N ., longitude 15° 33' W. from Greenwich, off
the west coast of Africa, at the outlet, on its eastern shore, of
the river Rio Grande, and at the outlet on its western shore of
the river J eba; and is so near the mainland that cattle can
pass with ease thence to it.
"The Portuguese settlement of Bissao is on the island of
Bissao on the west bank of the river J eba, about twenty miles
north fromBulama. The settlement of Guin ala on the mainland
is near the right bank of the Rio Grande about the same distance east of Bulama. The tract of mainland in dispute is
contained within a line drawn from one of these settlements to
the other, and thence from Guinala nearly due south.
"'rhe annexed map, submitted with the English case, indicates these several points.
"The voluminous evidence covers a period from A. D. 144G
to A. D. 1869. The following points may be regarded as
admitted or proved.
"1st. It is admitted that the island was discovered by the
Portuguese in 1446; but it is not shown that this discovery
wa followed by po ·ession by them before the year 1752.
"2nd. It is admitted or shown that in some pa t time the
whole archipelago (of which the island of Bulama form the
mo t ea. tern part) a well a the. mainland had been occupied
or claimed by a, native tribe known as the Biafares; that before
1 99 an tber na ive tribe known as the l3issagoo had driven
~ Biafare out of the archipelago; a11d that in 16!)9 and ever
m :e ( xc pt for the acts hereafter tated) the Bi& agoo had
·l 1med th arcbip lago and the Biafare. the mainland. It i
1, _admit~ l hat neither tribe lta8 actually dwelt upo11 thi
arti ·ular 1 land of Bulama, and that neither had occupied it,
f• It hat b
i ·ag o had · metime cultivated a few acre
u th w · rn ' r mity when the rain. began.
· rd. I i · ·h wu that iu 175..J order. wer given at Li bon
£ r h t rmal r· pati n of Lulama· bat on the 4th of pril
17-;
: i II w .- fi rmally tak n in th nam of t he Kino·
f P_ r 11g} 1; bu j_t 1 .· no app ar that thi wa follow d by
. TI !Tlll cl o~· ·n1 t~ II I' b r any act of ,· V reig-11ty XC pt the
11t m >f u11b rm r:; for a fortifi ·atiou at Di ao.
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"4th. It is shown that in 1792 a British colony of 27 5 persons
(having first agreed with the British Government that the
acquisition of any territory which they might acquire should
be made for and in the name of the King of Great Britain as
sovereign), arrived at Bulama; that they obtained from the
chief of the Bissagoo for a small sum paid a cession of the
island; that they also obtained from the chief of the Biafares
for a small consideration paid a relinquishment of the claim of
his tribe to the island and also a cession of the portion of the
mainland now claimed by Great Britain; that at the time of
these cessions there was no Portuguese or other settlement on
the island; but that there was and for a long time had been a
Portuguese settlement at Bissao. It is also admitted that there
was a Portuguese settlement at Guinala on the mainland in
1599, and it is shown that this Portuguese settlement continued, and that in 1768 it was a 'large village inhabited only
by Portuguese who have been there from father to son for a
long time.' It does not appear, however, that there was any
Portuguese settlement on the mainland within the territory
between Guinala and the mouth of the river claimed to have
been ceded to the British colonists for the benefit of their
sovereign.
"5th. It is admitted that the British colony remained in
Bulama about eighteen months; that during this time the colonists were attacked by the Bissagoo and a large number were
killed; that fever and other diseases nearly destroyed the remainder; and that the remnant of the colony was obliged to
return to England.
"6th. It is shown that in 1814 the governor of Sierra Leone
made another attempt on the part of Great Britain to colonize
the island of Bulama, and that in less than two years the Bissagoo attacked the settlement, plundered the place, and compelled the colonists to return to Sierra Leone.
"7th. It is admitted that between 1824 and 1828 the Portuguese authol'ities, on several occasiono, entered upon th<5 island
of Bulama and cut and removed timber without molestation
from either native tribe or from Great Britain
"8th. It is admitted tha,t in 1827 tlle British authorities set
up the rights claimed to have been acquired by the two deeds
of cession of 1792, and that they have since steadily asserted
the same by various hostile acts as against the Portuguese.
It also appears that, simultaneously with the revival of the
British claim, the governor of Sierra Leone 'on behalf of His
M~je ty the King of the United Kingdom,' entered into a
treaty with the King of Bulola (Bulama) engaging that no
native hould be dispos essed of ground in cultivation or
actually occupied ; and also into a treaty with the Biafares to
the ame purport. The latter treaty also cedes to Great
Britain the overeignty of Bulama, and the territory on the
mainland, and confirms the cessions of 1792.
"9th. It is shown that in 1828 the Portuguese obtained from
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the King of the Uanabacs (i.e., Bissagoo) and from the envoy
of the Kings of the Biafares, a declaratioll that they had
never sold the island of Bulama to the British.
"10th. It is shown that in 1830 tile Portuguese e tablished
a settlement on tile island of Bulama, which Jut been maintained there from that time to t,his; and that that settlemc•ut
now numbers over seven hundred persons of vatious shades of
color, speaking the Portuguese language, and acknowledgi11g
the sovereignty of the King of Portugal.
"11th. It is claimed by Great Britain, and denied by Portugal, that· this settlement was a colorable one, for the purpo, e
of carrying on the slave trade through the factories aud estate
established there.
"12th. It is admitted that this settlement has been often
disturbed by armed British cruisers, a11d that Great Britain
has never ceased to assert its claims, both by diplomacy and
by force; and most of the acts complained of by Portugal are
acts done by Great Britain under claim of title with the avowed
object of breaking up the slave trade.
"13th. It appears that in 18G4 the question began to be
diplomatically discussed between the two powers, and that tbe
discu 'siou resulted in 1869 in the submission to the Pre ident
of the United States.
"It will be observed from the foregoing statement that one
important fact is e 'tablished-viz: that the island of Bulama
ince the year 1699 is not known to have been actL1ally inhabited by either the Bi sagoo or the Biafares, or by any other
uative tribe.
"This fact eems to di po 'e of all titles on either ide deriv cl from deeds, ce 'Sions, declarations, or other acts of the
mttive tribe .
'Whatever force might be given to such a title in ca, e of
adual occupan ·y of the territory ceded at the time of the ce ion, to admit the validity of , uch title when the grantor did
not r ·i,1 upon or p ermanently po se s a11d occnpy the territory ·ed d, would b ·ontrary to the whole policy of the
nit d tat , and to all the rule of public law recogniz d
h_ i . It i to be pr mned that th partie made the nbmi 1 u kn win°· th
·m ri ·an doetrine. 1
hi · di.'Io: · f a lar ·e part of the argument and a large
p~ rt f th • •a: .
h
ri i ·h an:w r c:it , with approval c ~rtain d ·trine
fr m Ya t l which ma b regarded a , onncl ·o far a appli·a l
bi.- rn · . 'Ih y a ·e th e :
I. r hat ~ 11 ma11h1Hl hay an equal right to thino· that
ha 110 -y fall 11 i11to th hand. of anyone, and tho. tbinob 1 11 11• t th_ > 1· ·011 ~,·ho fir t b ke~ po' e ;ion of them.
\ h ·11 h ·r ·for , _11atrn11 finc1,• ~ conn try uninhabited, and
' 1 h > t an
WIJ 1'1 1 nrny lawfully ak, po\ , ion of it, and
0

· c rr I> ud nc

\"ith :r a Britain a to the ~Io:quito coa t .
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after it has sufficiently made known its will in this respect, it can
not be deprived of it by another nation. Thus, navigators
going on voyages of discovery, and meeting with islands or other
lands in a desert state, have taken possession of them in the
name of their nations, and this title has been usually respected,
provided it was soon after followed by a real possession.
"II. 'It is questioned whether a nation can by the mere act
of taking possession, appropriate to itself countries which it
really does not occupy, and thus engross a much greater extent
of territory than it is able to people or cultivate. * * *
The law of nations will therefore not acknowledge the property
and sovereignty of a nation over any uninhabited countries,
except those in which it has really taken possession, and in
which it has formed settlements, or of which it has made
actual use.'
"It is to be observed, in qualification of these rules, that
countries inhabited by savage tribes may, under well-established rules of public law, be so occupied and possessed by
the representatives of a Christian power as to dispossess the
native sovereignty and transfer it to the Christian power. The
word 'uninhabited' in the extract from Vattel must therefore
be taken with this limitation. 1
"It is also to be remarked that islands in the vicinity of the
mainland are regarded as its appendages: that the ownership
and occupation of the mainland includes the adjacent islands,
even though no positive acts of ownership may have been exercised over them.
"To apply these principles.
"We find that from 1699 to 1768 (how much later does not
appear) Portugal had a settlement on the Jeba at Bissao and
another at Guinala on the Rio Grande-that she asserted sovereignty over the whole country and over the island of Bulama
which lies off the coast between the two; and that on one occasion she took formal possession and exercised acts of sovereignty on the island.
'' lt is not denied that these acts gave her the sovereignty
over Bissao. But according to the principles laid down such a
continued possession, with claim of dominion, vested in Portugal the sovereignty of the whole of the peuinsula between
the two rivers, au<l this sovereignty carried with it, in the
absence of anything to the contrary, the dominion over the
island which was so near to the mainland.
·
"The continued occupancy of Bissao, and the occupancy of
Bulama when not interfered with by Great Britain, perpetuated
that sovereignty, and precluded the idea of a voluntary abandonment or di. u er of it.
"If these view~ are correct, it will follow that au award is to
be made ou both points in favor of Portugal."
1

Seo discussions of the "Oregon" and "Mo q uito" qnestioQ&.
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On the 21st of April 1870 Mr. Fish formally
notified the British and Portuguese ministers
that he would deliver the award to them, a
the agents of their governments, at noon on Saturday, the 23d
of April. Mr. Thornton, the British mjnister, in acknowledging the reception of the notiQe, requested Mr. Fish to convey
to the President his "grateful acknowledgments of the kind
feeling which prompted him (the President) to undertake and
carry through the troublesome task in question." On the day
appointed Mr. Fish delivered at the Department of State the
following a war~:
"Ulysses S. Grant, President of the United States, to whom
it shall concern, Greeting:
"The functions of Arbiter having been conferred upon the
President of the United States, by virtue of a Protocol of_ a
conference held in Lisbon, in the Foreign Office, on the thirteenth day of January, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, between the Minister and Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs of His Most Faithful Majesty tbe
King of Portugal, and Her Britannic Majesty's Envoy .Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, whereby it was agreed
that the respective claims of His Most Faithful Majesty's Government and of the Government of Her Britannic M~jesty, to
the Island of Bulama on the Western coast of Africa, and to a
certain portion of territory opposite to that Island, on the
mainland, should be submitted to the arbitration and award of
the President of the United States of America, who should
dedde thereupon finally and without appeal.
' And the written or printed case of each of the two parties,
accompanied by tbe evidence offered in support of the same,
having been laid before the Arbiter within six months from
th date of the said protocol, and a copy of such case and evi<lence having been communicated by each party to the other
through their re pective Ministers at Washington, and each
party,after 1ch communication bad taken place, having drawn
up and laid b fore the Arbiter a second and definitive stateme~1t in ~eply to the case of the other party o communicated,
wh1 b aid definitive statements were "o laid before the Arbiter,
r~ l w ~e al o mutually communicated, iu the same manner a
f r c1
~ch party to the other, within ix mouth from
h la
f le ng th fir t statement before the Arbiter:
n i , p rin that neither party desires to apply for
an r p ~· r d um nt in the exclusive po ·ession of the other
P r ". b1 h h ,
n. pecified or alluded to in any of the ca e
ubun te t h
rb1ter, and that neither party de ires to be
h rl .
t~n. l . r · nt in relation to any of tbe matters subl 11 h1 r 1tr ti 11:
nl
n named . the Arbiter ~or that purpose,
rm of aid rotocol, havmg carefu)ly conAward.
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sidered each of the said written or printed statements so laid
before the Arbiter, and the evidence offered in support of each
of the same, and each of the said second or definitive statements:
"And it appearing that the said Island of Bulama and the
said mainland opposite thereto were discovered by a Portuguese navigator in 1446; that long before the year 1792 a Portuguese settlement was made at Bissao on the river J eba,
which said settlement bas ever since been maintained under
Portuguese sovereignty; that in the year 169~, or about tb~t
time, a Portuguese settlement was made at Gurnala on the Rio
Grande, which last-named settlement, in the year 1778, was
' a large village inhabited only by Portuguese who had been
there from father to son for a long time;' that the coast line
from Bissao to Guinala, after crossing the river Jeba, includes
the whole coast on the mainland opposite to the Island of
Bulama; that the Island of Bulama is adjacent to the mainland and so near to it that animals cross at low water; that
in 1752 formal claim was made by Portugal to the Island of
Bulama, which claim has ever since been asserted; that the
Island was not inhabited prior to 1792, and was unoccupied, with
the exception of a few acres thereof at the west end, which were
used by a native tribe for the purpose of raising vegetables;
that the British title is derived from an alleged cession by
native chiefs in 1792, at which time the sovereignty of Portugal bad been established over the mainland and over the Island
of Bulama; that the Portuguese Government has not relinquished its claim, and now occupies the Island with a Portuguese settlement of about seven hundred persons; that
attempts have been made since 1792 to fortify the British claim
by further similar cessions from native chiefs; and that none
of the acts done in support of the British title have been
acquiesced in by Portugal:
"And no further elucidation or evidence with regard to any
point contained in the statements so laid before the Arbiter
being required:
"Now, therefore, I, Ulysses S. Grant, President of the United
States, do award and decide that the claims of the Government
of His Most Faithful Majesty the King of Portugal to the
I land of Bulama on the Western Coast of Africa, and to a
certain portion of territory opposite to this Island on the mainland are proved and established.
"In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand, and
have caused the seal of the United States to be hereto affixed.
"Done in triplicate, in the city of Washington, on
the 21st day of April in the year of our Lord one
[SEAL J thousand eight hundred and seventy, and of the
Independence of the United States of America the
ninety-fourth.
"U.

"By the President:
''HA.MILTON

Frsn,

.

Secretary of State."

s. GRANT.
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After receiving the award the Portuguese minister expressed
a desire personally to thank the President, and requested an
audience for that purpose. 1 Mr. Fish replied that "such a
course would be in violation of the usages of the United States
in similar cases," and added: "I shall, however, have the honor
of being the medium to express to the President your sense of
his services." 2 The British minister having already expressed
his sense of the President's services, subsequently communicated the thanks of Her Majesty's government, saying that
immediate and unreserved effect would be given to the President's decision. 3 On June 10, 1870, Mr. Thornton informed
Mr. Fish that he had a snuff box, bearing Her Majesty's cypher,
enriched with diamonds, which Her Majesty had commanded
Lord Clarendon to transmit and which his lordship bad directed
· to be delivered to Mr. Fish, with a request that he would present it to Mr. Davis and obtain for him the requisite sanction
to enable him to accept it as a mark of consideration. The
Portuguese Government's sense of the services of the arbitrator was al o formally expressed through its minister at
Washington.4
1

Mr.
Mr.
3
fr.
4
Mr.

2

da Cunha to Mr. Fish, April 24, 1870, MSS.
Fish to Mr. da Cunha, April 25, 1870, Id.
Thornton to Mr. Fish, May 26, 1870, I<l.
cl.a Cunha to :Ir. Fish, June 8, 1870, Icl.

CHAPTER XLVI.
THE MIDDLE CHACO ARBITRATION: TREATY BE-TWEEN THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC AND PARAGUAY OF FEBRUARY 3, 1876.
The region called the Great Chaco-an Indian name said to signi(y the "Great Hunting
Ground"-was a territory of vast and undefined extent lying west of the river Paraguay and within the
present domains of the Argentine Republic and the Republic
of Paraguay. By the treaty of limits between thoserepublics
of February 3, 1876, Paraguay yielded to the Argentine Republic her interest in the Misiones territory on the left bank of
the Parana, her interest in El Chaco from the river Pilcomayo
down to the Vermejo (or Bermejo), and the island of' Atajo
(or Cerrito), at the confluence of the rivers Paraguay and Parana. On the other hand, Paraguay was left in possession of
that part of El Chaco lying between Bahia N egra on the
north and the Rfo Verde on the soutl1. The title to the intervening part, lying between the Rio Verde on the north and
the Pilcomayo on the south, and containing the Villa Occidental, was left in abeyance till it should be finally settled
by arbitration.
The river Plate was discovered by Juan Diaz de" Solis, who
commanded an exploring expedition sent out by the Spanish
Government in 1515. He landed on the shores of the river
Uruguay, and was there assassinated by Oharrua Indians.
Another expedition was undertaken in 1526 by Sebastian
Cabot, who in the next year cast anchor in the road where
Buenos Ayres was afterward founded. Cabot ascended the
Pararn1, and on the 28th of March 1528 entered the river
Paraguay, which he navigated as far as the mouth of the Vermejo, where some of his crew, who had landed, were killed by
Indians.
·
In 1535 Pedro de Mendoza, under the authority of the King
of Spain, arrived iu ti.le river Plate and founded the city of
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Buenos Ayres. This expedition, however, proved a failure,
and Mendoza ultimately abandoned the place. Meanwhile, a
party of 'Spaniards, under the command of Juan de .Ayolas,
proceeded up the river Paraguay and founded the city of
Asuncion. From the latter place Buenos Ayres was repeopled,
and various other cities were founded, including Concepcion
<le Buena Esperanza, on the Vermejo, a town commonly called
Ooncepcion de Vermejo; but Asuncion continued to be the
seat of government of the ancient province of Paraguay till
1620, when the King of Spain by a royal decree divided the
province into two parts, one of which was called the province
of the Rio de l:1 Plata and was governed from ·Buenos Ayres,
and the other of which retained the name of the province of
Paraguay and was governed from Asuncion. In 1776 Buenos
Ayres became the residence of a viceroy, but the relations between the provinces of Rio de la Plata and Paraguay were
not altered. Various attempts were made to a,djust the limits
of the Spanish provinces, but they do not appear to have produced any definite result. The Argentines, however, quoted
from the writings of two persons connected with the surveys
to show that El Chaco was not considered as included in Paraguay, but aA bounding it on the west. But when, on the
invasion of Spain by Napoleon, the movement of the Spanish
provinces for independence began, El Chaco had not to any
considerable extent been actually reduced to possession by the
Spani h authorities. From the time of the first appearance of
the Spaniards the country was inhabited by various tribes of
Indian , warlike and virtually indomitable. Their numbers
ere increa. ed by fugitive from the Spanish possessions, who
had urvived the ta ks impo ed on them in the mines and
plantation. ; and the tale told by these fugitives of the burl n. t whi ·h th y had been ubjected confirmed the indispoi ion of th nativ . to a c pt the pani h yoke.
By th i hth article of the treaty of limit
Submission of Cases. of 1 7 th
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considtred necessary to designate a day personally to deliver
said documents to Bis Excellency the President, I will thank
you to inform me." Mr. Evarts replied: "I have to state that
that course is not regarded as necessary on your part." The
documents were accordingly transmitted by Mr. Garcia to Mr.
Evarts on the 25th of March, with the following note:
''.ARGENTINE LEGATION,

" Washington, March 25, 1878.

(Received March 25.)
"Mr. SECRET.A.RY OF ST.A.TE:
"According to the stipulations of Article 8 of the treaty of
limits between the .Argentine Republic and that of Paraguay,
I have the honor to present the memorandum and the documentary evidence of the sovereign rights of my government
to the territory comprised between the Verde~ Paraguay, and
Pilcomayo rivers. In this memorandum will be found a historical discussion of the section of the Chaco, situated south
of this latter river, from its principal branch; this zone is no
longer a subject of dispute, according to the aforesaid treaty
of limits. Thus the territory which is submitted to the decision of the Presideut embraces, to the 11orth of the principal
branch of the Pilcomayo, 25° 20' south latitude, according to
the plan of Mouchez, as far as the Rio Verde, 23° 10' south
latitude, including the Villa Occidental; this territorial area
bei11g bounded by the Paraguay River on the east.
'' '£he task of the plenipotentiaries who are charged with the
defense of the respective claims of the two countries being
confined to the simple presentation of memorandums, documents, plans and references, this one is limited to a refutation
of the arguments advanced by Mr. Miranda in behalf of Paraguay in the counter-memorandum of 1873, and by Mr. Falcon
in 1871.
"I have considered a translation of all the documents unnecessary or superfluous, contenting myself with indicating
the main points; others are sent in Spanish, especially those
of reference, the translation of which I have not thought indispensable. I am ready, however, to give such explanations
as may be deemed necessary, and to supply the complement
of the proofs that may be required, as also to furnish any
authentications or translations that may be designated.
"The memorandum consists of 155 folios, and the accompanying documents of 314. The maps which iliustrate the
memorandum are the following: No. 1, map of the Vice-royalty
of Buenos Ayres, by Don Felix de Azara; No. 2, map of the
Vice-royalty of Buenos Ayres, by Don Miguel de Lastarria;
o. 3, map of Paraguay, by E. Mouchez, lieutenant in the
French navy; No. 4, map of the Chaco, and of Paraguay, by
Azara; No. 5, Cborographic map of the Vice-royalty of Buenos
Ayres, by Lastarria; No. 6, extract from the map of South
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America, by Don Francisco Requena; No. 7, extract from the
general map of South America, by Don Juan de la Cruz Cano
y Olmedilla. Maps 2 and 5, made by Lastarria, are exhibited
only temporarily, a duly authenticated photographic copy having been ordered to take the place of those now sent.
"I also take the liberty of adding the following works, which
are referred to in the text: 'Limits between Paraguay and
the Argentine Republic,' by Messrs. Saravia and Trelles, 1 vol.,
2d; 'Posthumous Memoirs of Don Felix de Azara on the agricultural condition of Rio de la Plata,' 1 vol., 3d; Memoirs
(Report ~) of the miuistry of foreign relations of the Argentine
Republic, 1874-1876, 2 vols., 4th; 'Our Bolivian Frontier,' by
Juan M. Sequizaman, 1 vol., 5th; 'Extract from the papers of
Father :Francisco Aman Gonzales,' copied from the manuscript
annexed to that of Don Miguel de Lastarria, entitled 'Eastern
Colonies of the _Rio de la Plata,' National Library of Paris,
section of Spanish manuscripts, Nos.170 and 171, Supplement
F, 1486, and numbers 6, 7, and 8.
"I avail, etc.,
MANUEL R. G .A.ROI.A.." l

The Paraguayan minister communicated the papers of his
government to Mr. Evarts on the 27th of March, with the following note:
"LEGATION OF THE REPUBLIC OF PAR.A.GUAY,

"Washington, March 27, 1878. (Received March 27.)
"SIR: I have the honor to deliver to your excellency the
memorandum and annexed documents relative to the rights of
Paraguay over the territory submitted to the arbitration of
His Excellency the President of the United States of America,
begging you to be plea eel to put them into the bands of His
Excellency Pre ident Hayes, if it be pos ible, this very day.
'' I permit my elf to make this request of you because
to-morrow expires the term fixed by Article VIII. of the treaty
of limit between Paraguay and the Argentine Republic of the
3d of ebruary 1876, within which these documents must be
·ent d, the di
·
a cording to the terms thereof,
· ·
· ·
for the parties, whatever be the
he contrary.
it my elf to deliver to your excelocument , books, map , etc., the
he adjoined list.
the translation of the memo1 fits not yet being fini bed,
n a few day more.
t duly over e the translation
ry exhibit , I only r fer to th
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"I deem it unnecessary to express to your excellency that I
shall have satisfaction in giving explanations or throwing light
upon any doubt which may arise in the study of this matter.
'' I avail myself of this occasion to express to your excellency
the sentiments, &c.
''BENJ. ACEVAL. 1

"List of the docurnents, books, maps, etc., delivered to the umpire in the te1·ritoriai question between Paraguay and the Argentine Republic.
"LEGATION OF THE REPUBLIC OF PARAGUAY,

"Washington, March 27, 1878.
"1. Certified copy of the treaty of limits between Paraguay and the
Argentine Republic of February 3, 1876.
.
"2. Expediente (docket) designated as exhibit C, containing 75 documents, copied from the originn,ls in the archives of La Asuncion, compared
by the minister of Italy near the Government of Pai:aguay, and duly
authenticated.
"3. Report of the minister of foreign affairs of the Argentine Republic
for 1874.
"4. Same for 1876.
"5. Same for 1877.
'· 6. Supplement to the report of the Brazilian minister of foreign affairs
for 1875.
"7. Original expediente (docket) formed in 1782, wherein appear the declarations of 30 witnesses concerning the towns, blockhouses (redoubts),
etc., possessed by Paraguay at that epoch.
"8. Packet of papers, wherein are recorded the occurrences of the
'Melodia' blockhouses which existed, where to-day stand La Villa Occidental, written by Father Amancio Gonzales Escobar, its founder and
supporter.
"9. 'El Paraguayo Independiente,' two volumes.
"10. The Rio de la Pla.ta Review, vol. 1.
'' 11. History of the Provinces of Paraguay, Rio de la Plata and Tecuman,
by Father Pedro Lozano.
•
"12. History of Paraguay, by Don Felix de Azara, two volumes.
"13. Voyages in South America, by Don Felix de Azara, four volumes.
"14. Physical, Economical, and Political History of Paraguay, by
Alfr d Demersay, two volumes.
"15. The Republic of Paraguay, by Alfred M. du Graty, with a map at
the end.
''16. Modern Paraguay, by Benjamin Poucel.
"17. Vattel 'Le Droit des Gens,' three volumes.
"18. Bello, Principles of International Law.
"19. A pamphlet containing the decree which created the colony known
as ueva Bordeos (New Bordeaux), afterward Villa Occidental.
"20. A number of La Reforma, a daily paper published at La Asuncion
dated the 24 of November, 1877.
"21. Two maps, one by Mouchez, the other by Du Graty."2
1

For. Rel. 1878, 709.
Tbe Argentine and Paraguayan memorials were both presented in manuscript, but the exhibits accompanying the Paraguayan memorial were
printed in a volume entitl d "Appendix and Documents annexed to the
Memoir :filed by the Minister of Paraguay, on the Question submitted to
Arbitration. New York: 1878."
2
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The Paraguayan claim to the territory in
dispute was supported by. proofs of various
expeditions, settlements, and royal decrees.
In 1585 the governor of Paraguay undertook a great expedition against the Indians in El Chaco, and founded the city of
Concepcion de Vermejo, which lay south of the territory in
dispute. This city was, however, totally destroyed by the Indians in 1631, and was never afterward rebuilt by the Spaniards. In 1721 an exploring expedition left Asuncion under
the command of the Jesuits, Patiuo and Niebla, and ascended
the PHcomayo for 200 leagues above its junction with the
Paraguay. Other exploring expeditions followed. In 1794
the governor, Don Joaquin Aloz, ordered Col. Don Jose Espiiiola, accompanied by a heavy escort for protection against the
Indians, to cross El Chaco to the Argentine province of Salt.a
and to return through the same territory, which was reconnoitered at different points. This important expedition was
approved by the viceroy at Buenos Ayres. Among the expeditions sent out to chastise and intimidate the Indians of El
Chaco, the Paraguayan memorial made particular mention of
that undertaken by the governor of Paraguay, Don Pedro
Melo de Portugal, in the latter part of the eighteenth century .
.As to the settlements I made iu El Chaco, the Paraguayan
memorial stated that the Paraguayans, besides founding in
15 5 the city of Concepcion on the south of the Vermejo, subequeutly and at their own cost, without any contribution from
the royal treasury, founded the settlements of San Bernardo,
antiago de angaye, and Nuestra Senora de Dolores on the
le.ft bank of the ame river. Many of these settlement were
not long kept up, in con equence of the attacks of hostile Indi n.·. But about a century and a half after the division of
th gov rnment , Dou Jo ~ Martinez Fonte , governor of Parauay on fad •d in 1762 a treaty of l)eace with the Abipon
Indian f . l haco, who inhabited the bank of the erm .i an , "re d with th ir hi f, Deo·uachf, to e tabli h among
h ma
1 m nt hich w· , d ue at a place call d Timb , on
"'U, y not fc r from he mouth of the ermejo.
Paraguayan Claim.
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This settlement, which was called Nuestra Senora del Rosario
and San Carlos del Timb6, was founded by contributions from
Paraguayans and by their exclusive efforts. In a decree of
March 20, 1763, Fontes declared:
"Pursuant to the requirements of the laws of the Indies
in regard to the settlements .of aborigines, I declare in His
Majesty's name the Abipones and other nations, their neighbors, who have joined them, to be subjects of His Royal
Crown, together with all the others of that and other nations,
inhabitants of Chaco, [belonging to settlements which] shall
be formed within the jurisdiction of this government on one or
the other side of the river Paraguay."
In 1776, while Don Augustin Fernando de Pinedo was governor of Paraguay, a settlement of Mbocobi Indians was
formed. This settlement, however, did not last long, as the
Indians dispersed on the death of the princi1ial chief, Etazurin
Nazac. In 1778, however, when Don Pedro Melo de Portugal
proceeded to take possession of his post as governor of Paraguay, be was solicited to make a settlement of Mbocobi Indians. This was done on the western bank of the Paraguay
in latitude 26° 15'. The governor established the settlement
in person and caused a fort to be built for its defense. The
Rettlement referred to was spoken of in a report of the attorney-general, Don Juan de Machain, of 1782. In 1782 a settlement was made among the "Toba" Indians, opposite the place
now called San Antonio, in south latitude 25° 30'. This settlement, which was founded at the expense of the inhabitants on
the east side of the river, was deserted by the Indians in 1790,
but they returned the next year and remained for many years
longer. In 1782 the depositions of thirty witnesses were taken
at the instance of the authorities of the city of Asuncion,
while Don Pedro Melo de Portugal was governor, for the purpo e of soliciting from the King the funds :necessary to support the ~ettlements which had been founded and maintained
by contributions from Paraguayans. Some time afterward
Asencio Flecha established a stock farm in El Chaco, opposite
to Asuncion. The Indians, however, compelled him to abandon it in 1798, and to cross to the east side of the river.
Another and most important settlement was th~t of Melodia,
in latitude 25° 10', in the same place where in 1855 President
Carlos Antonio Lopez founded N ueva Burdeos, afterward called
Villa Occidental. The settlement of Melodia was established
in 17 6, with the approbation of the Crown, while Don Pedro
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Melo de Portugal was governor, by the voluntary contributions of wealthy Paraguayans, and was placed under the
charge of a wealthy Paraguayan priest, Don Francisco Amancio Gonzales Escobar, who had already taken the first step
toward its foundation from his own private means. He collected into it various tribes of Indians, such as the Lenguas,
Cocolothes, Mbachicuis, Enimagas 7 Cochabotos, Pitalagas, and
To bas. This settlement remained in good condition for sixteen
years; and some of the Indians remained in it for thirty years,
when Father Gonzales Escobar died. He left a diary of 120
folio pages, extending from 1786 to 1800, and containing a record of the principal events connected with the settlement. In
1792, while Don Joaquin Aloz was governor, Paraguay, with
the knowledge of the viceroy of Rio de la Plata, constructed
in El Chaco, in south latitude 21 Fort Borbon, afterward
Fort Olirnpo, not only to check invasion by the Portuguese
of Spanish territories, but also to show by an imperishable
monument its property in the land on the right as well as on
the left bank of the river Paraguay. This fort still remained,
and from that time had been garrisoned by Paraguayan troops.
The Paraguayan memorial maintained that the Paraguayan
expeditions and the Indian settlements in El Chaco were approved by the King and by the viceroy at Buenos Ayres. In
thi relation a citation was made of a royal decree of January
20, 1765, approving the proceedings of the governor of Paraguay with reference to Indians in El Chaco.
The Paraguayan memorial also found in the decree of the
King of Spain, dividing the ancient province of Paraguay,
proof of it title to the territory in dispute. The principal
r a on, said the memorial, assigned in that decree was the
gr ater fa ility which the division would secure in restraining
th Indian wlrn threatened to de troy the cities of the provin
in 1u tion. Another rea on was that a the governor
w , om1 e11 d to live a great part of hi time at Bu nos yre
in rder t pr t ct that city, he was obliged to neglect he
fi n, of ·nn ion aCTain. t the attack. of the Indian , wh m
ar t r train by military incur ion. into their
rrit ri : . If a. 11
fCTf'ntine Government alleged, th
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have rendered the decree an absurdity. The total destruction
of the city of Concepcion de Vermejo by the Indians in 1631,
eleven years after the division of the province, was occasioned '
mainly by the error of the King in having assigned it to the
government of Buenos Ayres. The King was indeed silent as
to the extent of the territory which he assigned to the four
cities of which the province of Buenos Ayres was composed;
and as Concepcion de Vermejo was one of them, it might be
contended that it was his intention that that city should have
jurisdiction over the whole of El Chaco. The charter of Concepcion, however, declared that it was bounded by the river
Vermejo and by the limits of Asuncion, Santa Fe, Santiago de
Estero, etc. The words used were vague, but they did not show
that Asuncion or its right of jurisdiction was limited by the
river Paraguay on the west. As Asuncion was the first of the
cities of the Rio de la Plata to be founded, it would be strange
if, merely because it happened to be on the east bank of the
Paraguay, its jurisdiction should have been confined to that
side, so as not to extend over a navigable river. 'rhe royal
decree creating the new government of Paraguay declared that
the intendant should have the same jurisdiction as the bishopric of Paraguay, whose authority extended to El Chaco, where
various settlements of Indians under the control of the bishop
then existed. Moreover, in the royal decree of the 22d of
August 1793, by which Don Pedro Melo de Portugal was
named governor and intendant of Paraguay, there were the
following words:
"I hereby grant, during my pleasure, to you, Don Pedro
Melo, Colonel of my Royal Armies, the Intendancy of the City
of Asuncion in Paraguay, which will comprise an the territory
of that Bishopric, and of the military government of which
you are at the head."
What was the extent of the bishopric of Paraguay1 This
was answered by the royal decree of February 24, 1724, which
declared that the jurisdiction of the bishop of Paraguay should
extend to the confluence of the rivers Paraguay and Parana,
that is to say, to the south of the Bermejo, the words being
"conforming yourself to the erection of the churches there and
to the custom relative to the exercise of your jurisdiction."
At the time of the appointment of Don Pedro Melo de Portugal there were, as the Paraguayan memorial stated, numerous
Indian settlements in El Chaco under priests who were subordinate to the bi hop; and these settlements were therefore a
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part of the intendancy of Paraguay. This royal decree consequently was tantamount to a demarcation of the limits of
the jurisdiction by the King, and was the more important and
decisive as all ibe governors who succeeded Portugal had the
title of "Governor and Intendant of Paraguay."
The Paraguayan memorial also invoked the testimony of
writers. It cited Father Pedro Lozano, who was quoted as
saying in his history of the province of Paraguay, written
about the middle of tbe eighteenth century, that, ''on the
west bank of the Parana., opposite to Corrientes, is the boundary of the Government of the Rio de 1a Plata, the river Vermejo, which empties into the river Parana at about 27° south,
more or less." It also referred to the work of Don Feliz de
Azara, published in Madrid in 1847. 1 While this work stated
that the limits of Paraguay in El Chaco were still undetermined,
the river Vermejo was given in an accompanying atlas as the
boundary in that quarter. In a French work, entitled "Histoire physique, economique et politique de Paraguay et des
etablissements des J esuites," by L. Alfred Demersay, Paris,
1860, it was stated that Paraguay had incontestable rights in
El Chaco. M. Alfred du Graty, in his work on the Republic
of Paraguay, published in Brussels in 1862, declared that the
territory of El Gran Chaco, between the rivers Paraguay and
Bermejo, was from the time of the conquest occupied by the
Government of Paraguay, which e tablished forts and guard
posts there a a protection against the incursions of Indians,
and made expeditions for the purpose of subduing them.
The Paraguayan memorial also cited the history of the Argentine Republic by .Don Louis L. Dominguez, a book used in the
public choo1 and other school of that nation, and in which
the republic wa bounded on the north by the di trict of Cordova d 1 'Iu umau; on he ea t by the river Salado, the territory f El ha o a far a. the Berm~jo, that of Corrientes to
h a tern bank of tlle Parana, the Portugue e ettlement ,
and th
tl, utic O ·ean · n the outh by the Magellanic territ ri an l u h w t by the de ert hich eparates them
fr m n •
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(3) On the royal decree of 1783 appointing Don Pedro
Melo de Portugal, governor intendant of the province of
Paraguay.
(4) On the right of usucaption or prescription.
Coming down to the period succeeding the revolt of the
Spanish provinces from Spain on the invasion of the latter
country by Napoleon, the Paraguayan memorial stated that two
days after the revolution at Buenos Ayres of May 25, 1810, the
Buenos Ayrean assembly addressed a note to the Government
of Paraguay, inviting it to accede to their measures, to acknowledge their authority, and to send deputies to take part in their
deliberations. The Paraguayans were then, however, contented with Don Bernardo de Valasco, their governor, and
were not desirous of exchanging the yoke of Spain for that of
Buenos Ayres, of which Paraguay was independent. It was
therefore decided by a genPral assembly, consisting of the
clergy, officers of the army, civil magistrates, corporations, men
of letters, and landed proprietors of Paraguay, held on the 24th
of July 1810, that friendly relations should be maintained with
Buenos Ayres, but that no superiority of the latter should be
acknowledged. When this decision was received the junta of
Buenos Ayres sent a military force against Paraguay under
the command of Gen. Manuel Belgrano. This expedition was,
however, repulsed by the Paraguayans in a battle fought at
Paraguari on the 19th of February 1811. On May 14, 1811,
the Paraguayans declared their own independence of Spain;
and on the 17th of June the general assembly decreed, among
other things, that Paraguay should go·v ern itself without the
intervention of Buenos Ayres. On the 12th-Of October 1811 a
treaty was concluded at Asuncion, between Paraguay and
Buenos Ayres, by which the independence of the former was
acknowledged, the commercial relations between the parties
regulated, and a stipulation made for mutual defense. This
stipulation, however, was not executed; and on October 1,
1813, the Paraguayan congress declared the treaty to be
abrogated, reaffirmed the independence of the country under
the title of" Republic of Paraguay," and adopted its arms and
flag. In 1814 the Dictator Francia caused to be constructed,
at different points in the Paraguayan Chaco, four forts, called
Santa Elena, Monte Claro, Orange, and Formoso. They were
constantly garrisoned during the long period of his government, which did not terminate till 1840. These facts involved
the true exercise of sovereignty over the territory. Francia
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was succeeded by a provisional government and then by a government of two consuls, who were in turn succeeded by a
president, Carlos Antonio Lopez, who became the head of the
government in 1844. Under his presidency a town was planted
in El Chaco, opposite Asuncion, at the place previously occupied by Asencio Flecha. It had many houses, a church, and
"other necessary things," and was called San Venancio. This
town had a numerous guard to protect it against the Indians,
and was safeguarded by advance posts, which formed a complete system of defense. There were also in that part of El
Chaco various Paraguayan establishments where materials
were prepared for building purposes, and on the banks of the
Pilcomayo there were small cattle farms. Especial emphasis,
however, waR laid in the Paraguayan memorial on the settlement of the Villa Occidental in the territory in dispute. This
settlement was, as has been stated, formed near the site of the
Indian settlement of Melodia. The settlement of Villa Occidental was founded in 1855, under the auspices of the Paraguayan Government, by French colonists, and was at :first called
New Bordeaux (Nueva Burdeos). The French colonists, however, did not remain long, and were succeeded by Paraguayan , who changed the name oft.he place to Villa Occidental.
Although the colony was established under a public decree of
the Paraguayan Government, and although the French colonist touched at Buenos Ayres and embarked there for their
de tination, with the full knowledge of that government, no
prote t or objection was made.
By a treaty of navigation and limits, signed July 15, 1852,
the rgentine Republic had stipulated that '' the river Paraguay, up to it confluence with the Parana," should belong to
araguay; that the navigation of the Bermejo should be common t both state ; that a strip of land a league wide from the
mo 1th f the Bermejo to the confluence of the Paraguay with
h
an n{t ,·h uld be neutral, and that Paraguay boul<l open
e p r
on th Pil ·omay ct the highe t navigable point, o tllat
, r d mi 0 ·h e on tru t d then ·e through Paraguayan territ r Tb h hort . t po ;ible route to the Bolivian frontier.
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settlement of their boundaries was postponed. Nothing, however, appeared to have been done toward the adjustment of
that question prior to the treaty of alliance of May 1, 1865,
between the Argentine Government, Brazil, and Uruguay,
against the government of Francisco Solano Lopez in Paraguay. In this treaty, said the Parayuayan memorial, the pretensions of the Argentine Republic to the Paraguayan Chaco
first appeared. In 1869, the allies having been victorious, a
provisional government was established in Paraguay, which
required licenses from persons doing business at the Vilia
Occidental. Among the persons affected by this decree was
Edward A. Hopkins, a citizen of the United States, who induced the Argentine general to occupy the city. This act,
though Paraguay protested against it, was approved by the
Argentine Government. In 1873 General Mitre was sent by
that government as minister to Paraguay; a:µd the Paraguayan memorial quoted from his dispatches to show that, in
his opinion, the Argentine claim to El Chaco should have
been limited to the Pilcomayo. He was, however, instructed
to suspend negotiations unless he could obtain Villa Occidental, and as this condition was rejected by Paraguay the
negotiations were suspended. In 1875 a negotiation took place
at Rio de Janeiro between Paraguay, the Argentine Republic,
and Brazil, during which th~ Argentine minister presented
three bases for a settlement of limits with Paraguay. By the
first of these, which was in the nature of a compromise, Paraguay was to agree "to cede to the Argentine Republic the city
called Occidental," with a territory of two leagues to the south,
four to the north, and four to the west, the Argentine Republic
agreeing "to regard as canceled by this cession the indemnity
which Paraguay owes it for the expenses of the war." On the
20th of May 1875 a treaty of limits was signed embracing this
compromise, but it was rejected by Paraguay on the ground
that her minister had exceeded his instructions. If, asked the
Paraguayan memorial, Villa Occidental and the contiguous
territory, which formed a part of that submitted to arbitation,
did not belong to Paraguay, how could she have ceded it1
In conclusion, the Paraguayan memorial insisted upon the
neces ity to Paraguay of the possession of the territory in
di. ·pute, e pecially as being opposite-to the most densely inhabited part of her domain on the eastern bank of the river.
Villa Occidental had become a place of resort for smugglers of
5627- \Tol. 2--60
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merchandise into her territory, and her late president was
assassinated by desperate men who made that place their
haunt. 1
It is unnecessary to repeat from the ArgenThe Argentine Claim. tine memorial various facts in the early history of the Spanish provinces of the River
Plate, which have already been stated. The Argentine Government, said the memorial, claimed the limits fixed by the Spanish sovereign for the political and administrative divisions of
his dominions prior to 1810, except so far as they were modified
by express international agreements of a subsequent date. In
1615 the government of the Rio de la Plata was composed of
the cities of Asuncion, Guaira, Villa Rica, Jerez, Corrientes,
Santa Fe, Concepcion del Bermejo, and Buenos Ayres. At
this time the city of Buenos Ayres had become the center of
the commercial activity of the region, and this fact rendered it
preferable to Asuncion as the abode of the superior officers of
government. About 1615 'rorres de Vera, governor of Chuquisaca, appointed Don Juan de Torres Navarrete to act as
hi lieutenant during his absence. The latter sent out an
expedition against the Indians of El Chaco; and, having
defeated them, founded the city of Concepcion de Vermejo on
the right bank of the river of that name. The boundaries (or
juri diction) as igned by Vera ~o the city were those of the
cities of Asuncion, Sante Fe, Santiago del Estero, Talavera,
alta, and La Plata or Chuquisaca. In 1617 Concepcion de
Vermejo was with its boundaries and jurisdiction annexed by
royal decree to the Government of the Rio de la Plata. A
report of the viceroy of Peru, which then embraced the Govrnment of I io de la Plata and Guaira, defined the limit of
araguay thu ·: "Paraguay run to the east from, the borders
of the Bio Paragu,ay, i hich gave its name to the country, or
oth rn·is , from the ·ity of .Asimcion itp to the 11wimtains which
<1ii'ide it from l razil near an Pablo." 2
In 17 3
u F liz le zara, chief of the third commi sion
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and Portuguese possessions in that quarter, was requested by
the corporation of Asuncion to frame a map of the province of
Paraguay. The request was complied with, and the map was
accompanied by a report in which it was stated that on the
_ west no boundary had been assigned to the province and
bishopric of Paraguay, which, as it had no pos~essions in El
Chaco, might be said not to extend on the· west beyond the
river Paraguay. This report was not published. Capt. Don
Juan Francisco Aguirre, chief of the fourth commission for
marking the boundaries, said in a work which he wrote in 1804
that the intendancy of Paraguay was bounded on the west by
a considerable tract of uncultivated land, which was the
" Gran Chaco," whose boundary was the western bank of the
river Paraguay. Don Julio R. de Cesar, cosmographer attached to the fourth division of the .commission of which
. Aguirre had charge, stated in a manuscript history of Paraguay that that country was bounded on the west by the river
Paraguay and the idolatrous land of '' El Chaco." In 1812 the
assembly of the provinces of the Rio de la Plata requested that
of Paraguay to make inquiry as to the possibility of opening
through "El Chaco" a road to Upper Peru. The assembly of
Paraguay answered through the municipality of Asuncion that
nothing could be ascertained in regard to El Chaco. Don
Carlos . A. ntonio Lopez, the successor of the Dictator Francia,
was the first to claim for Paraguay jurisdiction in El Chaco, as
far down as the Vermejo. He asserted in his manifesto of 1846
that Paraguay continued in possession of all the territory
which was not expressly taken from her in 1620. This assertion could not be maintained in regard to El Chaco, if the
documents in regard to the division of the original government
were taken iuto due consideration. The government of Guaira
and Asuncion was regarded as secondary; that of Rio de la
Plata was the most important and retained all the territory
and jurisdiction west of the river Paraguay. Concepcion, the
most important city of El Chaco, was placed under the charge
of the principal government, and its jurisdiction embraced the
whole of El Chaco. Concepcion was indeed abandoned in
1635, those of its inhabitants who escaped massacre by the
Indians having returned to Corrientes. But if a city became
depopulated, the government to which it belonged under a
royal title did not lose its territorial jurisdiction.
The Argentine memorial discussed the various Paraguayan
'ettlements in El Chaco. In this relation it quoted from the
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laws of the Indies the provisions in regard to the exploration
and settlement of lands in America, and maintained that if,
as alleged, Paraguay made settlements in El Chaco, the conditions prescribed by the laws were not fullilled. Referring to
the treaty made by Don Jose Martinez Fontes, governor of
Paraguay, in . 1762, with the A bipones, one of the principal
native tribes of El Chaco, and their establishment on a reservation in Timb6, all of which was approved by royal decrees,
the Argentine memorial observed that the settlement was
broken up a few years afterward, and that it did not follow
from the approval of the King that he regarded the whole of
El Chaco as belonging to the jurisdiction of Paraguay. The
sovereign, in approving the settlements, "granted conditionally," said the Argentine memorial, "the territory designated
for the converted Indians, but not immense zoues which had
not been explored or conquered by the residents of Paraguay,
and the adjudication of which territory had already been made
by special laws to the other governments." Extracts were
quoted from Dobrizho:ffer's account of the Abipones, to show
the character and extent of the settlements; and it was contended that the settlement of Timb6 was under the Jesuits of
Paraguay, and not u·n der the governor of that province, iu
proof of which a decree of Philip V. of 1743 was cited as saying: "Wherea, it appears that the Jesuits, while attending to
the ettlement of Paraguay, were continuing their work iu
mis ion elsewhere, thus among the Indians called Chiquitos,
Chiriguano , and tho e of El Chaco, the missionaries are
requ ted to give an account, to the council of the Indies, of
their progre s in those ettlements." As to the settlement of
Iboc bi Indian made in El Chaco by Don Augu tin Fernando de Pili do in 1772, and the ettlement made by Don
P lro
l le ortngal in 177 , which la ted till the time of
I r. 1 rancia h' rgentine memorial replied that the e and
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grants-the conversion of the Indians-failed. The Argentine
memorial also maintained that the site of the Indian settlement of Melodia, which disappeared before 1810, was uncertain; that the farms of Asencio Flecha were of little importance; that the fort of Borbon, though constructed by Governor
Aloz, of Paraguay, was built under an order given by the
King to the viceroy at Buenos Ayres, and by the latter conveyed to the governor of Paraguay; and that the object of
this and other works of a similar kind in the same regions was
to protect the Spanish territory from encroachments by the
Portuguese of Brazil. The uti possidetis in that quarter must,
the Argentine memorial contended, be de jure and not de.factothe reverse of what took place at tbe beginning of colonization. In the beginning discovery and occupation served as
the foundation of right, but occupation de facto could not be
invoked against legal titles previously acquired.
The Argentine expeditions, explorations, and settlements in
the central Chaco were represented in the Argentine memorial
as having been numerous, especially those made from Tucuman
in the western part. In 1670 Don Angel de Peredo, governor
of Tucuman, organized three divisions, which penetrated into
El Chaco as far as the river V ermejo, where he constructed a
fort. They brought back with them 1,800 prisoners. In 1675
Governor Garro made three entrances into El Chaco. He
was followed by Don Juan Diaz de Andino and his lieutenant,
Lavayen, the last of whom bestowed his name upon the principal affluent of the Vermejo. Similar expeditions were undertaken in 1710, 1711, 1721, 1731, 1735, 1741, 1745, 1750, 1759, 1764,
177 4. It was also represented that from 1567 to the close of
the eighteenth century some twenty-seven settlements were
formed in central and southern Chaco by expeditions from
Tucuman, Santa F e, and Corrientes. Pursuant to a decree of
the King of Spain of September 7, 1767, Don Geronimo Matorras, who resided near the city of Buenos Ayres, was authorized
to undertake an expedition from Tucuman into El Chaco. He
penetrated farther than any previous expedition and. made
important treaties with Indian chiefs. In 1777 the King of
Spain approved the expedition of Matorras and directed the
viceroy of Buenos Ayres to carry the treaties into effect, and
to take any step which he might de~m conducive to their faithful execution and the settlement of El Gran Chaco. By another
decree of March 13, 1780, the viceroys were authorized to solve
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all doubts in matters relating to settlements in El Uhaco; and
in the same month the viceroy of Buenos Ayres authorized
Governor Arias, of Tucuman, to undertake a peaceful expedition to that region. This expedition lasted two years, and its
results were approved by a royal decree.
From a comparison of the Paraguayan and
Summary of Argu- A
t·
t .
ments.
rgen me argumen s 1t appears:
..
1. That~ in consequence of the fact that
Buenos Ayres was the seat of the Spanish viceroy of the provinces of the Rio de la Plata, the Argentine memorial sought to
claim for the government of Buenos Ayres a kind of suzerainty
over Paraguay.
2. That, on the strength of this claim, various Paraguayan
expeditions a.nd settlements, though admitted in fact, were
denied to have given a ground of title to Paraguay as against
Buenos Ayres.
3. That, in consequence of the undefined extent of El Chaco
and its resistance to Spanish control, many of the ancient expeditions and explorations had little bearing on the question of
title to the territory actually in controversy.
4. That, after its declaration of independence, Buenos Ayres
sought to establish a suzerainty over Paraguay, but wa ' defeated in the attempt to do so.
5. That, from the period of independence till the triple alliance of 1865, while Paraguay did to some extent exercise
juri ·uiction in the disputed territory, the Argentine Republic
exerci ed none whatever, even if it seriously claimed any.
On the 1st of fay 1865 Brazil, the Argentine Republic, and
ruguay concluded at Buenos Ayres the famous triple alliance,
offi n ive and defen ive, again t Paraguay, or, a it ixth and
venth article. purport, again t the government of that republi for the tim b ing. By the eighth article the contracting
p, rtie. ngaµ: d t re pe t the overeignty and territorial int •0 -rit of th ir adver ary which were to be guaranteed for fiv
, th fourt enth articl they agr ed to exact fr m
P, r· n, y th e.·p n: . of th war. By the ixte nth arti ·1
i w . tipuh t
th t ·ertain boundarie hould be obtain d
from P ra na · tho of the
blic were to
1·
tion of the lat~
ra on the riabt
. wa mor pr1
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sistent and desperate than was anticipated, and the war lasted
till 1870. On the 20th of June in that year a protocol was
signed at Asuncion 1 by the members of the provisional government of Paraguay and the plenipotentiaries of the Argentine
and Brazilian governments, by which the treaty of alliap.ce was
in effect modified in respect of boundaries, it being agreed th_at
Paraguay might propose and reserve for final adjustment modifications of the limits therein expressed. · A permanent government having afterward been established in Paraguay, the
members of the triple alliance sent thither their plenipotentiaries to make definite arrangements in regard to peace and
boundaries.
The Argentine plenipotentiary, as has heretofore been stated,
withdrew when he found that his demands for territory would
not be acceded to; though the representative of Brazil signed
final treaties in January 1872. Mr. Stevens, the minister of
the United States to Paraguay, in a dispatch to the Department of State of June 5, 1872, said: "The tongue of land
between the Pilcomayo and the Paraguay, up to the Brazilian
border, Paraguay regards as vital to her existence." In March
1873 General Mitre was sent as Argentine minister to Paraguay, but negotiations again proved abortive, Paraguay refusing to give up that part of El Chaco north of the Pilcomayo.
In 1875 a treaty of limits was signed at Rio de Janeiro which
was not approved by the Paraguayan Government. Buenos
Ayres was the next place of negotfation; and there the treaty
of February 3, 1876, was concluded, which made the President
of the United States the arbitrator as to the ownership of the
territory in dispute. The terms of this treaty were substantially as follows:
1. All El Chaco south of the main channel of the Pilcomayo
was to belong to the Argentine Republic.
2. The Paran:1 was to be the boundary from the Tres Bocas
upward.
3. The island of Apipe was to belong to the Arge:!ltines that
of Yaciseta to Paraguay.
'
4. The island of Cerrito was conceded to the Argentine
Republic.
5. That part of El Chaco from Bahia N egra down to the
Rio Verde was to belong to Paraguay.
6. The territory of El Chaco from the Rio Verde do_wn to
1

Br. and For. State Papers, LXIII. 322-323.
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the Pilcomayo, including Concepcion and Villa Occidental,
was to be submitted to the arbitration of the President of the
United States.
7. The Brazilian and Argentine forces were to evacuate
Paraguay and Villa Occidental on or before July 3, 1876.
8. The possession and civil jurisdiction of Villa Occidental
were to remain in the hands of the Argentine Republic pending the President's decision.
9. Rights of private property in the territory were to be
recognized by whichever government should be found to be
the true owner.
10. If the territory should be held to belong to the Argentine Republic, the latter was to pay for any buildings belonging to Paraguay, and vice versa.
11. Paraguay eugaged to settle the question of war expenses
and indemnities with the Argentine Republic on the sam~
basis as had been done with Brazil and Uruguay.
12. The statements and evidence of the two governments in
relation to the middle Chaco were to be submitted to the
President of the United States within a year of his acceptance
of the post of "umpfre." 1
1 (Mr. Osborn, minister at Buenos Ayres, to Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, February 14, 1876, For. Rel. 1876, 9.) In his _memorial in the Brazilian-Argentine
arbitration, before the President of the United States, under the treaty between Brazil and the Argentine Republic of September 7, 1889, touching tho
so-called territory of Misiones, which was adjudged to belong to Brazil,
the Brazilian representative, the Baron Rio-Branco, son of tho Brazilian
stat sman who bore so important a part in the events relating to tbe
Paraguayan war, makes the following observations, which are pertinent
to the present subject:
"During th war (between tho allies and Paraguay), the Paraguayans
evacuatecl the po itions they helcl south of the Parana in tho dispntecl
territory of ~Ii.ion· , ancl from 1 65 to 1 69 that territory was covrre<l
an<l protect d solely l)y :t division of the Brazilian national guard.
·
' fter the ov rthrow of tho dictator hip of, 'olano Lopez, the Brazilian
'ov rnment ca. ily f:ett1e<l with the R pnblic- of Para~nay, by the treaty
of ,January !J, 1 72, th honndary question between the two conntri • ,
oh.-crviu" , alwa ·s, th rnl of thl'l colonial nti poJJsi<ll'lis, whfrh was
m1H'h mor,• advantag ous to Paragll' y than to Brazil.
' Th Argr,ntine Hepnhli,:, how,}ver, 1•nco1mt reel gr at clifficultie
('allle t au rwr em nt with the new I'aragnayan ,overnm nt
honndan· qn •. tion, b1' : u it claimctl not only thP krritor~· f
Ii. ion , lrn al ·o th i land of Ata· o, at th crmlluenc of th riv r a.r:m:1
• llfl Par: rrna_· ::uul · 11 th v. t r •ion mmwrl 'hnr·o whir:h tr tche to
h ~
of th riv r J>. ragnay.
uly aft r long- r i tnnc and lon~ an<l
'' n · •otia ion , di1l the ':n. guaynn :ov r11111ent a,,r , by the
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November 13, 1878, Mr. Evarts addressed
to the Argentine and Paraguayan ministers
each a note, inclosing a copy of the President's
award, which was in favor of Paraguay. The text of the award
was as follows :
'' Rutherford B. Hayes, President of the United States of America, to all to whom these presents may come, Greeting:
'' Whereas, pursuant to the fourth article of the treaty oflimits
between the Argentine Republic and the Republic of Paraguay,
of the 3d of February, one thousand eight hundred and seventysix, it was stipulated that ownership in or right to the territory
between the river Verde and the principal arm of the Pilcomayo River, including the city of Villa Occidental, should be
submitted to the definite decision of an arbitration;
"And whereas, by the fifth article of the same instrument,
the two high contracting parties agreed to select the President
of the United States of America as umpire to decide as to the
right to possess the said above-described territory;
"And whereas the high contracting parties have, within the
stipulated time, presented their invitation to the proposed
umpire, which was accepted by him, and have, also, duly presented their respective memoirs, and the documents, titles,
maps, quotations, references, and all the antecedents which
they judge favorable to their rights, as provided in the sixth
and eighth articles of said treaty;
"Now, therefore, be it known, that I, Rutherford B. Hayes,
President of the United States of America, having duly considered the said statements and tbe said exhibits, do hereby
determine that the said Republic of Paraguay is legally and
justly entitled to the said territory be.t ween the Pilcomayo and
the Verde Rivers, and to the Villa Occidental, situated therein,
and I, therefore, do hereby award to the said Republic of Paraguay, the territory on the western bank of the river of that
name, between the Rio Verde and the main branch Qf the Pilcomayo, including Villa Occidental.
"In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
The Award.

treaty of 3cl February 1876, to renounce all those territories; and it
yielded only after obtaining a stipulation that its right to the northern
p art of El Chaco should be submitted, as it was, to the arbitration of the
Pre ident of the United States of America.
"Brazil can say that it contributed powerfully to the fact that the
territory of Misiones, between the Parana and the Uruguay, definitely
belongecl to the Argentine Republic. It contributed to this by occupying
and protecting the territory during the war, by taking upon itself the
greater part of the sacrifices in blood and money that the triple alliance
had to bear, and by r endering to its ally, after the peace, all the good
offices it conld in order that this boundary question should have a friendly
ancl satisfactory solution." (Memorial, 245-246.)
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"Done, in ttiplicate, in the city of Washington, the tw~lfth
day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-eight, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the one hundred and third.
"R. B. HAYES.
"By the President:
[SEAL.]

'' WM. M. EvARTS,

"Secretary of State."
Each of the ministers, in acknowledging the receipt of the
award, expressed thanks to the President for the service which
he had rendered in examining and deciding the question at
issue. 1
On August 1, 1879, Don Jose S. Decoud, Paraguayan minister for foreign affairs, addressed a note to Mr. Evarts, stating
that the Paraguayan congress had, on the recommendation of
the president, voted to give to the Villa Occidental the name
of Hayes. By this name-Villa Hayes-may now be recognjzed on the map, on the western bank of the river Paraguay
not far to the north of Asuncion, the historic Paraguayan town
of Villa Occidental. 2
1
Mr. Aceva] to Mr. Evarts, November 15, 1878; Mr. Garcia to Mr. Evarts
ovem ber 15, 1878.
2
November 18, 1878, Mr. Aceval asked for the return of certain documents and books which accompanied and were referred to in his argument.
On ovember 20 Mr. Evarts replied: "I have the honor to express my
r gret that, in my judgment, thereqnest ca,n not conveniently be compli d
with, ina mneh as the <locnm •nts and books ad vertecl to form a part of the
r orcl in the ca. c, n,nd without them the important business to which thry
relate conlu not properly be understoo<l. Thry mu t consequently be
regar<lecl asp rtaining to the archives of this deparment, and as such will
1> car fully pre. erYe<l. They will, how<'v<•r, at all ti11H·s be ac·ce sihlo to
any uwmbn of your 1 gation or other anthoriz •<l persou who may c.le. ire
to ,·xamin them. '
T

CHAPTER XL VII.
THE COSTA RICAN-NICARAGUAN BOUNDARY:
TREATY OF DECEMBER 24, 1886.
By a treaty concluded December 24, 1886,
the republics of Costa Rica and Nicaragua
agreed to submit to the President of the United
States: as sole arbitrator, the queHtion which had long been
pending between them as to the. validity of the "Treaty of
Limits" of April 15, 1858. The acceptance by the President
of the office of arbitrator was duly solicited by the ministers of
the two republics at Washington, by means of. notes addressed
to the Secretary of State, who on the same day informed them
of the President's compliance. 1
By ·one of the provisions of the treaty of arbitration, the
President was authorized to delegate his powers, subject to
the limitation that he should directly participate in the pronouncement of the final decision. Under this authority the
President on January 16, 1888, empowered Mr. George L. Rives,
Assistant Secretary of State, to examine the arguments and
evidence submitted on both sides, and to make thereon, as
soon as might be, a report on which his decision of the question in dispute might rest. 2
Proceedings.

1

For. Rel. 1887, 267-268.
The instrument by which the President delegated the authority in
question to Mr. Rives was as follows:
2

"[GROVER CLEVELAND,

Presfrlent of the United States.]

"Whereas by a convention of arbitration between the government of
the republics of Costa Rica and Nicaragua, t:iigned at Guatamala City on
the 24th day of December, 1886, the high contracting parties agreed to
submit to arbitration the question pending between them in regard to the
validity of the treaty of limits of 15th April 1858, between the said governments, together with such other points of doubtful interpretation as
may require decision in the event of the said treaty of limits being found
valid;
"And whereas under the terms of the sa.id convention of arbitration the
contracting parties l.J.ave solicited my acceptance of the office of arbitrator
1945
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A copy of this order was communicated by Mr. Rives to the
representatives of Oosta Rica and Nicaragua on the day on
which it was made. 1
On March 22, 1888, Mr. Bayard, as Secretary of State, in.closed to the same representatives a copy of the President's
award and of Mr. Rives's report; and in due course he received
from them the customary acknowledgments.
Mr. Rives's Report.

The report of Mr. Rives was as follows:

"REPORT TO THE ARBITRATOR, THE PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED ST.A.TES.
"By GEORGE L. RIVES, .As8istant Secreta1·y of State.
"'.:::o the PRESIDENT.
"Sm: On the 24th day of December 1886 the Republics of
Costa Rica and Nicaragua, by a treaty signed on that day,
agreed that the question pending between the Contracting
to decide such question or questions, and the charge has been accepted
byme;
''And whereas within the periods named in the said convention of arbitration the parties to the arbitration have submitted to me their respective arguments, which have been duly communicated to the opposing
parties as required by said convention; and, further, the respective replies
of each of the parties to the argument of the other have been laid before
me. in due time, so that all the evidence and arguments necessary to a
decision of the point or points in dispute are before me as arbitrator thereof;
".A.rnl whereas by the final paragraph of the fifth article of the said
convention of arbitration of December 24, 1886, it is provided that 'the
arbitrator may delegate his powers, provided that he docs not fail to intervene directly in the pronunciation of the final decision';
" ow, therefore, I, Grover Cleveland, President of the United States of
America, in the capacity of arbitrator as aforesaid between the governments of the republics of Costa Rica and Nicaragua, and to the end that
the fullest examination of the point or points in dispnte between tho e
gov<'rmnents shall be made to enable me to reach a jnst and quitable
oncln ion in the premises ancl pronounce a final decision or award thereon,
!lo l)y thi~ pr ent in. trnment dek(Yate my powers to George L. Rive ,
.·i taut ('Cr tary of , 'tate, to the extent contemplated and permitted
hy the afor ai,l conv('ntion of arhi.1ration, hereby enjoining the said
<, orrr , L. Ri ''" to us<' all <lue C'ir<:um. pcction and diligence in examining
th argnm nt :m,l vi<lc11ce submitted ou hoth sides, and to make to me
a ·oon_a_ may h , :i r port ther<·on for my consideration a.ncl upon which
m · cl m:1ou of the matt r in contention may rest.
' ;iv •n nnd1•r my ha111l an,1 the f•wal of tl;e nitcd, tate thi 16th da~·
0 !' ,Jnnu:_try in th1• · ar of onr Lord 011
thou and eight hundred ancl
•~h - ••~ht, an<l tlrn Tn<1ep •n<11'n<·<· of th
nited t, t
the one hun1lr, d ancl tw 11th.
[

1-••u

,.]

"By th Pr• i,1 nt:
"'I. I•. B
1

c,r. J' •l.

"
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Governments in regard to the validity of the 'Treaty of
Limits' of the 15th .April 1858 should be submitted to arbitration. It was further agreed that the .Arbitrator of that
question should be the President of the United States of
America; that within sixty days from the ratification of the
Treaty of .Arbitration the Contracting Governments should
solicit of the .Arbitrator his acceptance of the charge; that
within ninety days from the notification to the parties of the
acceptance of the .Arbitrator, they should present to him their
allegations and documents; that the arbitrator should communicate to the representative of each Government, within
eight days after their presentation, the allegations of the opposing party, in order that the opposing party might be able
to answer them within thirty days following that upon which
tbe same should have been communicated; that tbe decision
of the .Arbitrator must be pronounced within six months from
the date upon which the term allowed for the answers to the
allegations should have expired; and that the .Arbitrator
might delegate his powers, provided he did not fail to intervene
directly in pronouncing tbe final decision. It was further provided that if the .Arbitrator's award should determine that
the Treaty of the 15th .April 1858 was valid, the same award
should also declare whether Costa Rica has the right of navigation of the river San Juan with vessels of war or of the
revenue service; and that he should in the same manner decide, in case of the validity of the Treaty, upon all the other
points of doubtful interpretation which either of the parties
migbt find in the Treaty and communicate to the other within
thirty days after the exchange of ratifications of the Treaty of
Arbitration.
"In accordance with the procedure thus agreed on, the
Republic of Nicaragua communica,ted to the Republic of Costa
Rica a statement of eleven points of doubtful interpretation
in the Treaty of the 15th April 1858 which it proposed to
submit to the decision of the Arbitrator. The Government of
Costa Rica did not communicate any corresponding statement,
and now declares that it finds nothing in that Treaty which is
not perfectly clear and intelligible.
"The two Governments having thereafter solicited your
acceptance of the charge, you were pleased, on the 30th day of
Ju~y 1887, to signify your acceptance of it, and the representative of both Governments were duly notified of that fact.
" On the 27th day of October 1887 both Governments presented to you their allegations and documents. These were
duly communicated to the opposing parties, and on the 3d day
of December 1887 they both preRented answers to the allegations of their opponents. The Spanish documents were subsequeutly translated and printed.
~ ~n tile 16th day of .Jan nary 1888, by au instrument in
writmrr, you were pleased to delegate your powers as Arbitrator to me, in pursuance of the provisions contained in the last
"entence of Article V. of the Treaty of Arbitration, and to
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direct me to examine into the questions at issue and report my
conclusions to you.
"In accordance with these directions, and after a careful
consideration of the allegations of the respective parties, of
their answers, and of the documents submitted by each, I have
now the honor to submit the following:
"REPORT.

"The questions to be passed upon by the Arbitrator, as will
be observed from. the foregoing statement of the Treaty of Arbitration, are capable of being classified under two heads: .
"First. Whether the Treaty of Limits of the 15th of April
1858 is valid.
"Second. If valid, what is its true meaning in respect of the
right of Costa Rica to navigate the River San Juan with vessels of war or of the revenue service, and also in respect of the,
eleven points submitted for decision by the Government of
Nicarag·ua 1
"If the first of these questions is decided in the negativethat is, if the Treaty of Limits is decided to be invalid-it will
not be necessary to consider at all the questions under the
second head.
"Before discussing the grounds urged by the Government
of Nicaragua, on the one band, as proving the invalidity of
the Treaty of Limits, and those urged by the Government of
Costa Rica on the other as establishing its validity, it will be
es ential to consider briefly the eviuence submitted to show
what were the recognized boundaries prior to the date of the
Treaty, and what were the powers of the respective Governments in regard to it. This historical enquiry, it must be
remembered, is not a matter of immediate concern, nor is it
directly involved in the decision of the questions now submitted to arbitration; but it is important as elucidating the
nature of the principal controversy, and as 'bowing the facts
upon which the parties base their re. pective argument .1
1
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'' Two questions, essentially distinct in their character, were
in discussion iI;1. 1858 touching the boundary of the two Republics. The first of these was the question whether the District
of Nicoya lawfully belonged to Uosta Rica or to Nicaragua;
the second, as to ihe true boundary line between the Republics
from the Caribbean Sea to the borders of Nicoya. The evidence in regard to each of these disputed questions must be
reviewe.d in its order.
"The District of Nicoya lies on the Pacific side of the Continent, and-roughly speaking-::--is triaugular in sh_ape, its apex
lying toward the South. It is bounded on the West ward by
the Pacific Ocean, and on the Eastward by the Gulf of Nicoya
and the Rio de1 Salto, or Tempisque, a small stream emptying
into the head of the Gulf and having· its sources not far from
the Southerly shore of Lake Nicaragua. The Northerly boundary, or base pf the triangle, seems to have never been accurately fixed, and its position is a matter of dispute between
the Governments of Costa Rica a11d Nicaragua. The argument of Nicaragua, submitted to the Arbitrator, cites the authority of Don Antonio Alcedo and the historian Juarros to
the effect that it is bounded by the Lake of Nicaragua on the
North, which seems to imply a further boundary line running
from the Southern end of the Lake to the Pacific Ocean. The
arguments of the Costa H.ican Government, on the other hand,
place the Northern boundary as far up as the La Flor River;
and the records of land titles, and the statements of Stephens
and Baily, are cited in support .of this view. It is wholly unimportant, however, for the present purpose, to decide which
of these opposing views is correct. It is only needful to point
out that a diversity of opinion exists, and that there is no gran.t
or agreement precisely fixing the boundaries of the District.
"As to the title to the District, the facts are plainer. Nicoya,
or, as it is sometimes called, Guanacaste, was undoubtedly recognized as a part of Nicaragua prior to 1826. It is asserted by
Costa Rica that at times Nicoya was temporarily united with
it, or plaet·d under the control of its authorities; and some evidence is produced tending to show that such a change was
made in 1573, 1593, 169j, the middle of the XVIIIth century,
and even as late as 1812. But any such connection with Costa
Rica can have been but temporary, and it may be regarded as
settled that at the time of the Declaration of Independence
from Spain in September 1821, Nicoya formed a part of Nicaragua. This condition of things seems to be distinctly recoo·nized in the Constit.ution of Costa Rica, adopted 21st J anuafy
1825, in which it is stated tllat-'the territory of the State
extends at present from West to East, from the Rio del Salto,
which clivides it from Nicaragua, etc.'
"It would seem, however, that about 1824 the inhabitants of
icoya, or ome of them, asked to be annexed to Costa Rica.
Thi que tion was referred to the Federal Congress of Central
America, the Federal Republic of Central America having
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been theretofore formed and its Constitution adopted 22nd
November 1824, and that body on the 9th December 1825,
passed the following decree:
"' The Federal Congress of the Republic of Central America,
taking into consideration, firstly, the reiterated petitions of the
authorities and municipal bodies of the towns of the District
of Nicoya, asking for their separation from Nicaragua and
their annexation to Costa Rica; and, secondly, that the said
towns and people actually annexed themselves to Costa Rica
at the time in which the political troubles of Nicaragua took
place; and, thirdly, the topographical situation of the same
district, has been pleased to decree, and does hereby decree:
'''Article 1. For the time being, and until the demarcation
of tl).e territory of each State provided by Article VII of the
Constitution is made, the District of Nicoya shall continue to
be separated from Nicaragua and annexed to Cos:ta Rica.
"' Article 2. In conseq_uence thereof, the District of Nicoya
shall recognize its dependence upon the authorities of Costa
Rica, and shall have, in the Legislature of the latter, such
representation as corresponds to it.'
" It further appears that the Government of Costa Rica
thereupon took possession of Nicoya, and bas been continuously
in posses ion of it ever since; and was so at the date of the
Treaty of 1858.
"The Government of Nicaragua, however, has not always
acquiesced in the validity of this act of annexation. It has,
on the contrary, on several occasions protested against it; and
in it arguments, now before the Arbitrator, it contends that
the decree above referreu to was not recognized at tbe time;
that icaragua was not then represented in the Federal Congre ; that the decree was, by its term , only temporary; and
that the municipalitie of icoya as well as the Legislature of
icaragua prote ·ted against the action of Congress as soon a
the
aware of it.
''
·ain, it i.· not ne e , aryfor the Arbitrator to decide
th
of title. But it is clear that in 1858 Co ta Rica
ha
· ou ly in p
ion of the Di trict of icoya,
i le, for more than thirty-two year .
dary line between the Rio del alto and the
e q u tion wa purely one of fact; and it cau
t any v ry clear or sati factory answer wa.'
in thear
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ing portion of the river, should belong to the Government ·of
Costa Rica; and that the use of the river and lake, for purposP.s
of navigation and fishing, should be commou to both Provinces.
In 1561 King Philip II. appointed Licentiate Don Juan Uavallon
to be '.Alcalde Mayor' of the Province of New Cartago and
Uosta Rica, describing it in the preamble of the letter of appointment as extending along the Northern Sea 'up to the
Outlet, this being included' (hasta el Desaguadero inclusive).
Iu 1573, by articles of agreement between the Spanish Crown
and Diego de .Artieda, who was appointed Governor and
Captain-General of Costa Rica, the boundaries of that Province were defined substantially as they continued to be down
to 1821. The limits of .Artieda's jurisdiction are thus defined:
'''From the Northern to the Southern Sea in width; and in
length from the bom;idary of Nicaragua, on the side of Nicoya,
right to the Valleys of Chiriqui, as far as the Province of Veragua on the Southern side; and on the Northern side, from the
mouths of the Outlet, which is towards Nicaragua (desde las
bocas del Desagua.dero, que es a las partes de Nicaragua), the
whole tract of land as far as the Province of Veragua.'
'' No subsequent grant or decree by the Spanish Crown is
cited, and-apart from some evidence of acts of possession by
the respective Government-t,here is nothing further to define
the boundaries of the two Provinces.
" Soon after the Declaration of Independence, Costa Rica
and Nicaragua, then States of the Republic of Central .America, adopted Constitutions defining generally their respective
boundaries.
"The Constitution of Costa Rica, adopted the 21st January
1825, provides as follows:
'' 'Article 15. The territory of the State extends at present
from West to East, from the River del Salto, which divides it
from that of Nicaragua, up to the River Chiriqui, the boundary of the Republic of Colombia; and North and South from
one to the other sea, the limits being on the North rsea] the
mouth of the San Juan River and the Escudo de Veraguas,
and on the South [Sea] the mouth of the River Alvar~do and
that of the Chiriqui.'
" icaragua, by the Constitution adopted the 8th April 1826,
defines her boundaries thus:
"'On the East, the i:;ea of the.Antilles; on the North, the
State of Ilonduras; on the West, the Gulf of Conchagua· on
the South, the Pacific Ocean; and on the Southeast, the 'free
State of Costa Rica.'
"These are the last declarations ante litem motam. It will
be observed that all these documents leave the precise boundary vague and undetermined. Indeed, the line to be followed
between the Rio del Salto and the 'mouths of the Outlet,' is
nowhere laid down. ~ icaragua contends that a straight line
from the mouth of the Rio del Salto to the mouth of the Colorado, the most Southerly of the three mouths of the Sa,n Juan,
5627-Vol. 2-61
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is intended. This is met by the argument that as the Rio del
Salto was the boundary, that river in its whole length, and not
the mouth or any other part of it, was the dividing line; and
that the San Juan River proper-the N ortbernmost of the three
channels at the mouth of that stream-formed the end of the
line on the Uaribbean Sea. Costa Rica further contends that
the boundary line was not straight, but that it followed the
course of the San Juan in its whole length and the Southern
shore of Lake Nicaragua; and she alleges that she was in possession of the territory up to that line-an allegation not
admitted by Nicaragua.
"In my judgment the evidence establishes that the boundary
of Costa Rica, under the t erms of the Spanish grants (leaving
Nicoya out 3f the question), began at the head of the Gulf of
Nicoya, ran northerly along the River d'.31 Salto to its source,
and thence ran to the mouth of the San Juan River at the port
of San Juan del Norte-this being, at the time, the mouth of ·
the principal channel or outlet of the stream. But the evidence is not sufficient to form the basis for any satisfactory
judgment as to how this line was to be drawn between the
source of the del Salto and the mouth of the San Juan. I perceive no reason for thinking that it should have been a straight
line.
' ' ..1.. o decision of this question is, however, necessary; for it
is only important, for present purposes, to point out that no
precise line of demarcation can be found in any of the earlier
doeuments. Nor is this surpri, ing in view of the fact, to be
iuferred from the evidence, that the region through which the
line ran was a rough, densely wooded and thinly settled. country, where uo need wa felt of auy exact delimitation in the
days of the Spanish dominion.
"But with tile establishment of the Federal Republic, and,
still more, with it di olution, the que tions of boundary began
to a sume importance.
"The 1 ederal Con titution seems to have provided by it ·
rti 1 II. for the demar ·ation of each tate; but nevertbe11 thing was done toward the e tabli hment of the line
etw n o:ta Ii ·a and icaragua.
' In
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8th March 1841-which assc,rts as the boundaries of Costa
Rica the line of the River La Flor, the Shore of Lake Nicaragua and tbe River San Juan._
. .
.
"I now proceed to state the history of the negotiations which
resulted in the Treaty in question, and of the executive and
legislative acts which are relied on by Costa Rica as constituting a sufficient ratification. 1
"The long· and bitt~r struggle in which Nicaragua an~ other
Central American States bad been involved, and of whwh the
part played by Walker and the filibusters was the most notorious incident, came to an end iu 1857. The Republic of Costa
Rica had taken part in that struggle, and her case states as a
fact that at the close of the contest the Costa Rican koops
held military positions on both sides of the San Juan. The
argument of Nicaragua seems to imply that such possession
was not taken until after the close of the war; but the fact
itself is not in dispute. It was regarded by Nicaragua, at the
time, as constituting a casus belli; and Costa Rica having
failed to withdraw her troops, war was declared by Nicaragua
on the 2jth November 1857-although negotiations for a settlement of the difficulty still continued, but without success.
"In this posture of affairs tlie Republic of San Salvador
offered mediation through its Minister, Colonel Don Pedro
R6mulo Negrete. Owing principally, as it would seem, to
Colonel Negrete's earnest efforts, the opposing Governments
appointed Ministers Plenipotentiary, who met with the Salva
dorian Minister at San Jose de Uosta Rica, and there concluded the Treaty of Limits,-the validity of which is now
under examination.
"By that instrument, the bournlary line is made to begin at
Punta de Castilla, at tbe mouth of the San Juan River; thence
it follows the right or Southern bank of that stream to a point
three miles below the Castillo Viejo; thence it runs along the
circumference of a circle drawn round the outworks of the Castle as a center, with a radius of three miles, to a point on the
1
In support of the validity of the Treaty of Limits, the Costa Rican
argum nt cited: Calvo, Droit Int. I. sec. 711; Convenci6n Internacional
entre los Gobiernos de icaragua y Costa Rica y Don Felix Belly p ara la
canalizaci6n del Istmo, Managua, Imprenta del Progreso, frente al Palacio
acional, 1859; Code of icaragua, Tit. I. Book IV.; Documentos relativos
a las ultimas negociaciones en tre Nicaragua y Costa Rica sobre limites
territoriales, Canal interoccanico, Managua, 1872; For. Rel. of the U. S.
1873, II. 738; Gaceta de Nicaragua, No. 15, of May 8, 1858; Ayon, The
Question of Territorial Limits between th e Rep ublics of Nicaragua and
Costa Rica, Managua, 1872; Parsons on Coutractt>, Book I. ch. II. sec. 1;
Dalloz, Repertoire, ".Cautionnement," "Ouligatiou," Trait6 International;" Ayon, Consicleraciones so bre la c nesti6n de limitcs territoriales,
entr • las Republicas de Nicaragua y Costa Rica, Managua, 1872, Imprenta
de "El Centro Americano;" avigny, Droit Romain, III. 126; Calvo,
Droit Int. I. sec. 729.-J. B. M.
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We.stern side of the Castle, distant two miles from the River;
thence parallel to the San Juan and the lake, at a distance of
two miles therefrom, to the Sapoa River; and thence in a
straight line to the center of Salinas Bay on the Pa,cific Ocean.
The Treaty further provides that surveys shall be made to
locate the boundary; that the Bay of San Juan del Norte and
Salinas Bay shall be common to both Republics; and that Nicaragua shall have, exclusively, dominion and supreme control of
the waters of the San Juan,-Oosta Rica having tlle right of
free navigation for the purposes of commerce in that part of t~e
River on which she is bounded. It was further agree<l that m
the event of war between Costa Rica and Nicaragua, no act of
hostility was to be practiced in the Port or River of San Juan,
or on the Lake of Nicaragua; and the observance of this article
of the Treaty was guaranteed by the Republic of San Salvador.
"It is admitted by the parties to the present arbitration th~t
the Treaty was duly ratified by Costa Rica on the 16th April
1858; and that it was 11ot ratified at all by San Salvador. It
is further established that there was some ratification by representatives of Nicaragua,-but whether or not such ratification
was sufficient is one of the points now in controversy, and it is
therefore necessary to examine fully the powers and the proceedings of the Nicaraguan authorities.
"The Republic of Nicaragua, as appears from the evidence,
wa a Constitutional Government of limited powers, which were
defined by a written Constitution. Nicaragua, as one of the
States of the Central American Republic, adopted her first
Con titution on the 8th April 1826. Upon the dissolution of
the Federal Republic she assumed the rank of an independent
1iation; and in 1838 adopted a new Constitution, which lier
r presentative now contend was in foll force and vigor at the
time of the xecution of the Treaty of Limits. The full text of
the Nicaraguan onstitution of 1838 is not contained in the
argument which have been laid before the Arbitrator; but it
ufficiently appear' that power was vested in a,n electiv Pre i<l nt and a Con gr . It also appears that by Article 2 (cited in
full below), the boundarie of the State were defined; and that
Y. rti ·l n (] uoted in t h aro·urnen t of icara.g·ua , a comlt at d m h d of am ndment wa provided, of which the
nly fe ur n w 11 •e:-;, ary to notice i that 110 propo:ed amen<lm ll_ b ll ~· k
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Assembly, with ample powers, was duly elected. The due
election and the full constituent powers of this body, are facts
not disputed in the arguments now submitted on behalf of
Nicaragua.
,, In November 1857, the Constituent Assembly met, and addressed itself at once to the task of framing a new Constitution
for Nicaragua, as well as of legislating upon the ordinary
affairs of the nation.
'' On the 18th of January 1858, the previous negotiations
with Costa Rica having failed, the Assembly ordered new Commissioners to be appointed to negotiate treaties of peace, limits,
friendship and alliance between Nicaragua and Costa Rica.
"On the 5th February 1858, a further and supplemental
decree on the same subject was adopted, which is as follows:
"'The Constituent Assembly of the Republic of Nicaragua,
in use of the legislative faculties with which it is invested,
decrees:
"'Article 1. For the purpose that the Executive may comply
with the decree of January 18th instant, the said Executive is
hereby amply authorized to act in the settlement of the clifficulties with Costa Rica in such manner as it may deem best for
the interest of both countries, and for the indepr.ndence of
Central America, without the necessity of ratification by the
legislative power.
·
·
"'Article 2. Such treaties of limits as it may adjust shall be
final, if adjusted in accordance with the bases which separately
will be given to it; but, if not, they shall be subject to the
ratification of the Assembly.'
"What were the separate bases of negotiation given to the
Nicaraguan Executive does not appear from any of the documents submitted to the Arbitrator. But it is not distinctly
asserted by the representatives of Nicaragua that such instructions were disregarded in the negotiation of the Treatythe arguments relied on to prove its invalidity resting upon
entirely different grounds, which will be stated hereafter.
"On the 15th April 185~, the Treaty of Limits was signed
by the Plenipotentiaries of Costa Rica, Nicaragua and San Salvador; and on the 2tith April 1858, ratifications were personal1y exchanged by the Presidents of Costa Rica and Nicaragua
w~o met for the purpose on Nicaraguan territol'y at the City of
Rivas. The Treaty had not then been ·passed upon by the
Assembly, the decree of ratification being by the President
alone. It is as follows:
"'TOMAS MARTINEZ, the President of the Republic of Nicaragua:
"' Whereas General Maximo Jerez, Envoy Extraordinary
aud Minister Plenipotentiary of Nicaragua to the Republic of
~osta Rica, bas adjusted, agreed upon and signed, on tlrn 15th
mstant, a Treaty of Limits, fully in accordance with the bases
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which, for that purpose, were transmitted to him byway of instructions; :finding that said Treaty is conducive to the peace
and prosperity of the two countries, and reciprocally useful to
both of them, and that it facilitates, by removing all obstacles
that might prevent it, the mutual alliance of both countries,
and their unity of action against all attempts of foreign conquest; considering that the Executive has been duly a11d competently authorized, by legislative decree of February 26th
ultimo, to do everything con<luciYe to secure the safety and
independeuce of the Republic; and by virture, furthermore, of
the reservation of faculties spoken of in the executive decree
of the 17th instant:
" 'Does hereby ratify each and all of the articles of the
Treaty of Limits made and concluded by Don Jose Maria
Cafias, Minister Plenipotentiary of the Government of Costa
Rica, and Don Maximo Jerez, Minister Pleuipotentiary of the
Supreme Government of Niearagua~ signed by them 011 the 15th
instant, and ratified by the Costa Rican Government on the
16th. Aud tbe additional act of the same date is likewise
ratified.'
"On the 28th May 1858, thirty-two days after the ratification, and forty three days after tbe signatnre of the Treaty of
Limits, the following decree was passetl by the Constituent
As embly:
"' Tbe Con tituent Assembly of the Republic of Nicaragua,
in the use of legi ' lative powers vested in it, decrees:
"' Sole Article. The Treaty of Limits concluded at San Jose
on the 15th of April, instant, between General Don Maximo
Jerez, Mini ter Pleuipotentiary from this Republic, and Genral Don Jo f Maria Canas, Minister Plenipotentiary from the
Republic of Co ta Rica, with the interve11tion of Colonel Don
Pedro R6mulo egrete, Minister Plenipotentiary from Salvador, i · hereby approved.'
"On the rnth Augu t 185 , the Constitue11t A sem bly
adopt d the new Coustitution, of which it is only needful to
cit the fir:t article, viz:
. ' 'Tl~e epublic of icaragua i the same which wa , iu an?t nt t1m , all u the Provin ·e of icaragua, aud, aft r tb
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three distinct grounds, which are stated as follows in the argument submitted on its behalf:
"' The Government of Nicaragua affirms the invalidity of
the Treaty of 1858, and insists that it ought not to be bound
thereby, for the reason·
.
.
'''First. That it bas not received that sanction which the
Constitution of the State of Nicaragua requires to give effect
to, and validate, a treaty of its character.
"' Second. It has not been ratified by the Government of
San Salvador, so as to give effect to the guarantees on behalf
of that Government of the tenth article of the Treaty.
" ' Third. That the pretended ratifications of the Treaty were
exchanged before the Treaty bad been submitted to the Congress of Nicaragua, and it was not approved by the first Congress of Nicaragua until after tb_e expiration of the forty days
provided for the exchange of ratifications in Article XII.
"I shall consider each of th~se three reasons in order.
"I.

"The argument very forcibly presented on behalf of Nicaragua to establish the first ground of objection,-the lack of such
a sanction as was required by the Constitution to give effect to,
and validate, a Treaty of the character of the one in question,is as follows: The Constitution of 1838 was in full force on the
15th April 1858; that Constitution fixed the boundaries of
Nicaragua; the Treaty of Limits curtailed the boundaries so
fixed by the Constitution; it was therefore, 'in direct and
flagrant violation of the fundamental law of the State, and to
have validity must receive the same formal ratification that an
amendment to the Constitution itself demands;' the Constitution provides that an amendment adopted by one Legislature
in the manner prescribed, by a two-thirds vote of both houses,
'shall not be considered as valid nor form part of the Constitution until it has received the sanction of the next Legislature;'
the Treaty of Limits was never sanctjoned by a second Legislature; therefore it is not valid.
"This argument, it will be perceived, rests wholly upon the
fundamental assumptions that the Constitution of 1838 was in
force, and that it fixed the boundaries of Nicaragua. If, as a
matter of fact, that Constitution was not in force, or if the
boundaries were not definitely fixed by its provisions, then the
whole argument falls; for the Treaty is then a mere treaty of
limits, settling disputed boundaries, and is not one involving a
concession of territory and an amendment to the Constitution.
It is not pretended that a treaty fixing boundaries requires, on
general principles, any extraordinary sanction.
"The general doctrine that in determining the validity. of a
treaty made in the name of a state, the fuudamental laws of
such state must furnish the guide for determination, has been
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fully and ably discussed on the part of Nicaragua, and its correctness may certainly be admitted. But it is also certain that
where a treaty has been approved by a government, and an
effort is subsequently made to avoid it for the lack of some
formality, the burden is upon the party who alleges invalidity
to show clearly that the requirements of the fundamental law
have not been complied with. In my judgment, Nicaragua has
failed in establishing a case under this rule.
"In the first place, it may well be doubted whether the
Constitution of 1838 can be said to have been in full force and
effect at the time of -the execution of the Treaty on the 15th
April 1858. The legislative power was then vested in a Constituent Assembly,-a body, it would seem, expressly chosen
for the purpose of amending the Constitution in any way it saw
fit. To say that such a body ~ould not adopt a decree which
in effect modified the Constitution, is to deny to it the power
to carry out the very objects for which it existed.
"Moreover, the Constitution framed by the Assembly, a,nd ·
promulgated on the 19th August 1858, defining the boundaries of Nicaragua, adds that 'the laws on special limits form
part of the Constitution.' If therefore the decree of the 28th
May 1858, and the other acts of the Assembly, were in any
respect insufficient as involving some unconstitutionality) the
defect was supplied by practically embodying the Treaty of
Limits, and the decree approving it, in the new Constitution,thus giving the highest sanction possible to this legislation.
"But whether or not the Constitution of 1838 was in full
force in April and May 1858, I am clearly of opinion that it
did not definitely fix the boundaries of the State. The rower
of defining absolute boundaries by a Constitution is not denied.
The que tion iR merely whether the Constitution of 18:18 did in
fact contain such a definition of the bou11daries of .r icaragua
a to preclude their adju tmeut by an ordinary treaty.
"The provi ion of that Constitution, respecting boundaries,
are as follow :
"' rti le 2. The territory of the State i the ame a was
form rly given to tbe Province of icaragua; its limit being
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so far as appears, to comply with this provision of the Constitution. Tlrn statement that the boundary is, 'on the Southeast, the State of Costa Rica,' defines nothing. What were
the limits of Costa Rica in 1838, was a matter of dispute. No
precise decision was possible, and I have alread;v: expres~ed my
opinion that the evidence laid before the Arbitrator 1s altogether too vague to afford grounds for any satisfactory judgment. The Constitution of 1838 therefore did not fix the
boundaries of Nicaragua definitely.
"These views are strengthened by a consideration of tbe
evidence adduced on the part of Costa Rica to prove acquiescence by Nicaragua for ten or twelve years ju the validity of
the Treaty. I do not regard such acquiescence as a substitute for ratification by a second Legislature, if such bad been
needed. But it is strong evidence of that contemporaneous
exposition which has ever been thought valuable as a guide in
determining doubtful questions of interpretation.
"I conclude therefore that the first ground of objection
stated by Nicaragua is untenable.

"The second ground of objection urged by Nicaragua to the
validity" of the Treaty, is that it bas not been ratified by the
Government at San Salvador, so as to give effect to the gua~antees on behalf of that Government of the tenth article of
the Treaty.
·
"It is argued, in support of this objection, that the guarantee of the mediating Government against hostilities on the
River and Lake was of great importance to Nicaragua; that it
might well have been the controlling consideration in the mind
of the negotiator of the Treaty that led him to agree to the relinquishment of claims to great tracts of territory; that the failure of San Salvador to ratify this Treaty took from it one of
the chief considerations moving to Nicaragua; and that the
consideration never haviiig taken effect, the Treaty never became of valid or binding force. It is added that this was, in
effect, a tripartite Treaty, and unless all the parties became
bound, neither of them was.
"In my opinion this argument is unsound. The Treaty was
not tripartite, but was between Costa Rica and Nicaragua
only, wi~h an indepe11dent and separable clause of guarantee,
as to a ~mgle feature of the arrangement, on the part of San
Salvador. Without the guarantee, the Treaty was complete
as between the two principals, if they saw fit to accept it in
that hape. The non-ratification by the Republic of San Salvador wa known to the Government of Nicaragua when ratifications were exchanged with Costa Rica. It follows therefore that Nicaragua never lost any of the considerations which
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induced her to consummate, by an exchange of ratifications,
the negotiations for the Treaty.
"The facts may be briefly recalled.
"On the 15th April 1858 the Treaty of Limits was signed.
In form it is a Convention agreed upon by the representatives
of Costa Rica and Nicaragua, and declares that they having
exchanged their respective powers, 'which were examined by
Hon. Senor Don Pedro R. Negrete, exercising the function of
fraternal mediator in these negotiations,' had agreed to and
adjusted the terms of the Treaty. The Treaty itself, after reciting the desire of Costa Rica and Nicaragua for peace, fixes
the boundary line between them; provides for a survey of the
line, and for the common use and defense of the Bay of San
Juan del Norte and Salinas Bay, and of that portion of the
San Juan River on which Costa Hica borders; grants the use
in common of the Punta de Castilla until Nicaragua recovers
full possession of all her rights in the Port of San Juan del
Norte; forbids the levying of custom duties at Punta de Castilla while San Juan de] Norte remains a free port; defines the
jurisdiction over, and right of navigation on, the waters of
the San Juan River; secures existing contracts of canalization
or public transit made by tbe Government of Nica.r agua, and
regulates the execution of future contracts; and neutralizes
the Port and River of San Juan and the Lake of Nicaragua
in the event of war between Costa Rica and Nicaragua. Then
follows this :
"' Article X. The stipulation of the foregoing article (that
relatin g to neutrality) being essentially important for the proper
custody of both the Port and tl.Je River again~t foreign aggression, which would affect the general interests of the country,
the trict performance thereof is left under the special guarani ee, which in the name of the mediator Government, its
Mini ter Plenipotentiary herein present i ready to give, and
doe hereby give. in use of the facultie vested in him for that
purpo e by his Governm nt.'
" in Gl1 y, Co ta Rica and icaragua mutually give up all
laim a ain, t ach other, and 'the two contracti11g partie '
all laim for damage which either might have again t
b r.
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accessoire destine a assurer !'execution du traite principal.'
(Bluntschli, 430 note, Lardy's trans.) 'La garantie peut etre
comprise dans les stipulations annexees au traite principal
qu'on vent garantir, et devient alors une obligation accessoire.'
(Vattel, Droit des Gens, Ed. 1863, Liv. II, cb.16, §240; note by
Pradier Fodere, the editor.) 'Lorsque la garantie est destinee
a assurer l'inviolabilite d'un traite elle forme toujours une obligation et un traite accessoire (pactum accessorium ), meme quand
elle ferait partie de l'acte principal.' (Kliiber, Droit des Gens,
§158.) It follows that the clause of guarantee in the Treaty
of Limits is no part of t.he principal agreement, and that on
general principles the rest of the Treaty would not stand or
fall with this subsi<liary or accessory contract.
"The necessity for ratification by contracting powers may
be freely a<lmitted. But even conceding to it as high an importance as tlle execution of deeds by individuals, the failure of
a guaranteeing state to rat,ify will not necessarily invalidate
a treaty which the principal contracting parties have concluded
by an exchange of ratifications as between themselves.
,: The analogy of individual deeds may serve to illustrate
the point now under discussion. The case may readily be
imagined of a deed between two parties as principals with a
third party as guarantor. Leases of tbis character are not
infrequent. If such a deed were prepared by the agents of
the three parties, and if the two principal parties were to
sign, seal, acknowledge, and formally deliver to each other
duly executed duplicates of the deed, without waiting for the
signature of the guarantor, it is too plain for argument that
neither could subsequently object, and claim the right to
rescind, because the deed had not been executed and delivered
by the guarantor.
'' So in this case. The Presidents of Costa Rica and Nicaragua in person, on the 26th April 1858 formally exchanged
ratifications of the Treaty, without waiting for San Salvador.
The arguments now advanced by Nicaragua, as establishing
the invalidity of the Trea,ty, might p~rhaps have been urged
a reasons for refuRing to exchange the ratifications until San
alvador was ready to unite in the act. But the Government
of icaragua was silent when it ought to have spoken, and so
waived the objection now made. It saw fit to proceed to the
exchange of ratifications without waiting for San Salvador.
The Treaty was complete without Article X. To all the other
articles and stipulations it contained Costa Rica and Nicaragua alone might fully bind themselves. They did so, irrevocably, by a formal exchange of ratifications; and neither may
110w be liearcl to allege, as reasons for rescinding this completed
Treaty, any facts which existed and were known at the time
of its consummation.
"I conclude therefore that the second ground of objection
tated by Nicaragua is untenable.
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"Ill.

"The the third ground of objection urged by Nicaragua to
the validity of the Treaty is 'that the pretended ratifications
of the Treaty were exchanged before the Treaty had been submitted to the Congress of Nicaragua, and it was not approved
by the first 0ongre::-s of Nicaragua until after the expiration
of the forty days provided for the exchange of ratifications in
Article XII.'
'' It will be remembered that on the 5th February 1858 the
Constituent Assembly of Nicaragua passe(l a decree by which
the Executive was 'amply authorized' to treat with Costa
Rica 'without the necessity of ratification by the legislati_ve
power'; and that it was further. decreed that such treaties
of limits as the Executive might adjust should be final,if in accordance with certain separate instructions. Acting under this grant of power, the President of Nicaragua
concluded and ratified the present Treaty on the 26th April
1858, eleven days after its signature by the Plenipotentiaries,
without 'ratification by the legislative power.' On the 28th
of May 1858 the Constituent Assembly adopted a decree approving the Treaty; and this decree was signed by the President on the 4th June 1858.
"The argum011 t now presented by Nicaragua is twofold, and
rai es two points, .first, that the Treaty is in valid because ratifications were exchanged before approval by the Assembly;
and, second, that it is invalid becau 'e such approval was given
more than forty days after signature.
"
to the first of the e point , it would perhaps be enough to
·ay that Nicaragua can not now eek to invalidate the Treaty
on any mere ground of irregularity in the order of its own proeding . If its Legi lature did in fact approve the Treaty,
that i enough for the present purpose. Whether such approval wa expre sed before or after thee cha11ge of ratification L an immaterial matter now,-certainly so far as
icara u ·
ernecl.
ear that there wa any real irregularity
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authority so given was exceeded; and it can not be said, in
the absence of an express prohibition, that this mode of dealing
with the subject was improper.
".A.gain, the fact of the subsequent approval of the Treaty
by the .Assembly is satisfactory proof that that body approved
not only the terms of the instrument, but also the manner in
which the Executive had executed the authority conferred by
the decree of the 5th February 1858. The time and manner
of exchange of ratifications was before the .Assembly, and it
was fully aware that the time agreed upon for exchange had
passed. Its action, under these circumstances, shows that it
was of the opinion that the Treaty bad been legally and in due
time ratified by the President, in pursuance . of the special
powers conferred upon him.
"In any event~ all irregularities would St·em to have been
effectually cured by this subsequent approval of the Constituent .Assembly. Ratihabitio retrotrahitur, et mandato equiparatur, is a recognized maxim of municipal law; and the reasons
of that rule may fairly be regarded as applying to cases like
the present.
"That irregularities and defects in the formalities of ratification may be supplied and made good by subsequent acquiescence in and approval of the treaty, is laid down by Heft'ter
(Droit Iutemational, § 87 fin.):
'''Mais il est constant qu'elle (i. e., ratification) peut etre
supplee par des actes equivalents, et notamment par !'execution tacite des stipulations arretees.'
"And this opinion is cited by Pradier-Fodere in his translation of Grotius (Vol. IL, p. 270, note 1). See also Hall's International Law, page 276.
'' The second point-that the legislative sanction was not
given until after the expiration of the forty days :fixed by the
Treaty for the exchange of the ratifications-seems clearly
untenable. Costa Rica, and not Nicaragua, might have complained of this delay. .Assuming that subsequent legislative
approval was needed, Costa Rica might, if it had desired to do
so, have declared the negotiations at au end on the expiratfon
of the forty days. But it was p.ot bound to do so. It had a
perfect right to waive this limitation of time. Either party to
a Treaty may extend the time of the other, either by express
agreement or by acts indicating acquiescence. Nicaragua cannot be permitted to say, as she does in effect say in this branch
of her argmnent-'it is true that this Treaty was approved
unre ervedly by both the executive and legislative branches of
the Government; but such approval is worthless, as it was
expressed not forty but forty-three days after the signature of
the Treaty.'
"The fact of approval being established, the time of approval
is immaterial, provided the other party by its acquiescence has
seen :fit to waive delay.
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"I conclude therefore that the third ground of objection
stated by Nicaragua is untenable.
"And having examined in detail the three reasons urged by
Nicaragua for holding the Treaty invalid, and finding all tbese
reasons untenable, I conclude that the .Arbitrator should decide
iu favor of the validity of this Treaty."
The Award.
The award of the President was as follows:
"Grover Cleveland, President of the United States, to whom
it shall concern, Greeting:
"The functions of .Arbitrator having been conferred upon
the President of the United States by virtue of a Treaty signed
at the City of Guatemala on the 24th day of December one
thousand eight hundred and eig·bty-six, between the Republics
of Costa Rica and Nicaragua, whereby it was agreed that the
question pending between the contracting Governments in
regard to the validity of their Treaty of Limits of the 15th day
of .April one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, should
be submitted to the arbitration of the President of the United
States of Amerita; that if the .Arbitrator's award should determine that the Treaty was valid, the same awar<l should also
declare whether Uosta Rica has the right of navigation of the
River San Juan with vessels of war or of the revenue service;
and that in the same manner the .Arbitrator should decide, in
case of the validity of the Treaty, upon all the other points of
doubtful iuterpretation which either of the parties might find
in the Treaty and should communicate to the other party
within thirty days after the exchange of the ratifications of
the said Treaty of the 24th day of December one thousand
eight hundred and eighty six;
'And the Republic of icaragua having duly communicated
to the Republic of Co ta Rica eleve11 points of doubtful interpretation found in foe aid Treaty of Limits of the J 5th da.y of
pril one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight; and the
Republic of Co ta Rica having failed to communicate to the
Republi of icaragua auy poiut of doubtful interpretation
f und in be aid la t-mentioll d 1'reaty;
' nd both parti h~ in()' duly pre ·ented their allegation
and do um nt' to the rb1trator, aud l1aving tbereafter duly
pr nt d their r p ctive an ers to the alle ·ation of the
b r ar
provid<,cl iu the Treaty of th 24th day of Demb r n h u an 1 i li hunur d and ighty- L ·
n th
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"Now therefore I, Grover Oleveland, President of the
United States of America, do hereby make the following
decision and award:
"First. The above-mentioned Treaty of Limits signed on
the 15th day of April one thousand eight hundred and :fifty.
eight, is valid.
'' Second. The Republic of Costa Rica under said Treaty and
the stipulations contained in the sixth article thereof, bas not
the right of navigation of the River San Juan with vessels of
war; but she may navigate said river with such yessels of the
Revenue Service as may be related to and connected with her
enjoyment of the 'purposes of commerce' accorded to her in
said article, or as may be necessary to the protection of said
enjoyment.
·
"Third. With respect to the points of doubtful interpretation communicated as aforesaid by the Republic of Nicaragua,
I decide as follows:
"1. The boundary line between the Republics of Costa Rica
and Nicaragua, on the Atlantic side, begins at the extremity
of Punta de Castilla at the mouth of the San Juan de Nicaragua River, as they both existed on the 15th day of April 1858.
The ownership of any accretion to said Punta de Castilla is
to be governed by the laws applicable to that subject.
"2. The ceutral point of the Saliuas Bay is to be fixed by
,lrawing a straight line across the mouth of the Bay and determining mathematically the centre of the closed geometrical
figure formed by such straight line and the shore of the Bay
at low-water mark.
"3. By the central point of Salinas Bay is to be understood
the centre of the geometrical figure formed as above stated.
The limit of the Bay towards the ocean is a straight line drawn
from the extremity of Punta Arranca Barba, nearly true
South to the Westernmost portion of the land about Punta
Sacate.
"4. The Republic of Costa Rica is not bound to concur with
the Republic of icaragua in the expenses necessary to prevent the Bay of San Juan del Norte from being obstructed;
to keep the navigation of the River or Port free and unembarrassed, or to improve it for the common benefit.
·
"5. The Republic of Costa Rica is not bound to contribute
any proportion of the expenses that may be incurred by the
Republic of icaragua for any of the purposes above mentioned.
"6. The Republic of Costa Rica cannot prevent the Republic of Nicaragua from executing at her own expense and
within her own territory such works of improvement,provided
such works of improvement do not result in the occupation or
flooding or damage of Costa Rica territory, or in the destruction or serious impairment of the navigation of the said River
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or any of its branches at any point where Costa Rica is entitled to navigate the same. The Republic of Costa Rica has
the right to demand indemnification for any places belonging
to her on the right bank of the River San Juan which may be
occupied without her consent, aud for any lands on the same
bank which may be :flooded or damaged in any other way in
consequence of works of improvement.
''7. The branch of the River San Juan known as the Colorado River must not be considered as the boundary between
the Republics of Costa Rica and Nicaragua in any part of its
course.
"8. The right of the Republic of Costa Rica to the navigation of the River San Juan with men-of-war.or revenue cutters
is determined and defined in the Second Article of this award.
"9. The Republic of Costa Rica can deny to the Republic of
Nicaragua the right of deviating the waters of the River San
Juan in case such deviation will result in the destruction or
serious impairment of the navigation of the said River or any
of its branches at any point where Costa Rica is entitled to
navigate the same.
"10. The Republic of Nicaragua remains bound not to make
any grants for canal purposes across her territory without first
asking the opinion of the Republic of Costa Rica, as provided
in Article VIII. of the Treaty of Limits of the 15th day of
April one thousand eight hundred and :fifty-eigbt. The natural rights of the Republic of Costa Rica alluded to in the
said stipulation are the rights which, in view of the boundaries
:fl ed by the said Treaty of Limits, she posses es in the soil
thereby reco O'nized as belonging exclusively to her; the rights
which sbe po sesses in the harbors of San Juan del Norte and
aliua Bay; and the rights which she posses es in so much
of the River an Juan a lies more than three Engli h miles
b lo
tillo Viejo, mea uring from the exterior fortifi. ation
of th
ca tle as t he same exi.,ted iu the year 185 ; and
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that her consent is necessary, and that she may thereupon
demand compensation for the concessions she is asked to
make; but she ~snot entitled as a right to share in the profits
that the Republic of Nicaragua may reserve for herself as a
compensation for such favors and .privileges as she, in her
tum, may concede.
"In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and
have caused the Seal of the United States to be hereunto
affixed.
"Done in duplicate at the City of Washington, on
the twenty-second day of March, in the year one
[SEAL.] thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and of the
Independence of the United States the one hundred
and twelfth.
"GROVER CLEVELAND.

'' By the President:
"T. F. BA.YARD,
" Secrf3tary of State."
Though the foregoing award established the
validity of the Treaty of Limits of 1858, and
defi11ed the boundary thereunder, yet, when
the contracting parties came to consider the line thus determined, they were co11fronted with new difficulties. By interpretation of the Treaty of Limits, the President decided that
the boundary between the Republics of Costa Rica and Nicaragua began "at the extremity of Punta de Castilla, at the
mouth of the San Juan de Nicaragua River, as they both existed on the 15th day of April 1858," the "ownership .of any
accretion to said Punta de Castilla" to be '' governeu. by the
laws applicable to that subject." On the question thus presented the commissioners of the two republics were unable to
agree, it being perhaps practically impossible, owing to the
shiftings of tbe sands, to determine where Punta de Castilla,
which had since disappeared, actually lay in 1858. Another
difficulty arose out of the shifting of the mouth of the San J nan
River; and yet another out of the rules laid down in the award
for the determination of the center of Salinas Bay. 1 In this
dilemma the two governments accepted the mediation of the
Government of Salvador, through whose good offices they concluded at San Jose, April 8, 1896, a, convention for the demarcation of their boundary. By this convention another arbitral
proceeding is instituted. Each of the contracting governments
engages to appoint two engineers or surveyors for the purpose

Further Arbitration.

1

Mr. Rodriguez to M:r. Olney, December 26, 1896, For. Rel. 1896, 371.

5627-Vol. 2-62
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of tracing and marking the boundary "pursuant to the provisions of the treaty of April 15, 1858, and the arbitral award
of the President of the United States." When these commissioners may be unable to agree, it is provided that the point
or points in dispute shall' be submitted to a :fifth engineer,
named by the President of the United States; that this engineer "shall have ample authority to decide any kind of dispute
that may arise;" and that "his decision shall be final as to the
operation~ in question." 1 'l'he execution of this convention
has been duly begun.
1

For. Rel. 1896, 100-102.
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llAZIL AN D THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.

1, 9, 3 & 4. LlMITE ENTRE O BRAZIL E A REPUBLlCA ARGENTINA.

RCE TINE C.LAIM PRIOR TO 1888.
ARGENTIN E CLAIM SINCE 1888.

6 & 7. LIMITE ORJENTAL DA _l'RETEN<;AO ARGENTINA ANTES DE 1888.
7 & 10. LIM ITE ORIENTAL DA PRETEN<;AO ARGENTINA DESDH 1888.

9 • THE ARRl TRATOR IS INVITED TO AWARD ONE OF

l'ELO TRATADO DE 7 OE SET. DE 1889. 0 ARBITRO £ CONVJDADO A PRONUNCIAR-SE POR

' ANTONIO AND P.EP! RY-GUA 0, THE PRESENT BOUN DARY
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COMO PRETEND£ A REPUBLlCA ARGENTINA.

A. TERRITOR IO RECl.AMADO PELA REPlJBLICA ARGENTINA, FORMANDO A MA~OR Pl.RTE
AREA. 901 LEGUAS Q. OU

DA COMARCA DE PALMAS, ESTADO DO PARANA, E . U. DO BRAZIL.
11,827 MILHAS Il'iGL Q.

POPULACAO (1890), 6793, DOS QUAES 5763

BRAZILEIROS E SO

ES'fRANGEIROS, MAS NENHUM CIDADA.O ARGENTINO.

B. TERRITORIO DE MISIONES OCCUPADO PELOS ARGENTlNOS DEPOIS DA GUl!RRA DO
PA.RA.CU AT.

•

CHAPTER XLVIII.
THB MISIONES BOUNDARY: TRBATY BBTWEEN
THB ARGBNTINB REPUBLIC AND BRAZIL OF
SEPTEMBER 7, 1889.
.

By a treaty concluded at Buenos Ayres September 7, 1889, the Argentine Republic and
tion.
Brazil agreed to submit to the arbitration of
the President of the United States their respective claims to a
tract of territory popularly called Misiones. The dispute as to
the ownership of this tract grew out of a difference as to the
poaition of two rivers. It was admitted (1) that the divisional
line between the two countries began, at the north, at the
river l"">arana, opposite the mouth of the Igua9u, and followed
the course of the latter river for some distance eastwardly;
(2) that farther to the south it followed the course of the U ruguay, and (3) that between these rivers it was formed by two
connecting or practically connecting streams. But what were
the positions and courses of these streams f On this question
the two countries were unable to agree. Brazil maintained
that tbey were two streams called the Santo Antonio and
Pepiry-Gua9u. The Argentine Republic said that they were
two streams more to the east called the San Antonio-Guazu.
and the Pepiry or Pequiry-Guazu.. Brazil replied that the
streams claimed by the Argentine Republic under these names
were really the Ohapec6 and the Chopim, and that in 1888 the
Argentine Republic transferred one of the names still more to
the east, finally resting upon the rivers Chapec6 and J angada.
Of the territory thus bounded both sides claimed to have
had possession. Its area was upward of 30,621 square kilometers, or 11,823 English square miles, or 991.3 geographical
square leagues.
The office of arbitrator having been accepted
Representatives of by the President 1 the next step was the prepthe Argentine Ret·
d b' · ·
f
Tb· t k
public and Brazil. ara 10n an su m1ss10n o cases.
1s as
was committed, on the part of the Argentine
Government, to Dr. Don Estanislao S. Zeballos, envoy extraorTreaty ~f Arbitra-

1

For. Rel. 1892, 1, 3, 17, 18.
1969
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dinary and minister plenipotentiary of the Argentine Republic at vVashington.1
The preparation of the Brazilian case was committed to a
special mission, at the head of which was the Baron de RioBranco, son of the earlier Brazilian statesman of the same
name. 2
In due time the cases were presented to the arbitrator.3
Thi.~ case of the Argentine Republic opened
The Argentine Case. with an expression of the idea that the claim
of Brazil to the territory in dispute was an
imperialist claim, conceived before the birth of the republic
and maintained after that event by persons of imperialist sympathies, who lacked the spirit of republican fraternity. Proceeding, then,-to the merits of the matter, the .Argentine case
contendedThat Spain discovered and settled the terriSpanish Discovery t ory m
. d"1spute an d mam
· · t arne
· d possession
· of
an d Se ttl emen.
t

it against the aggressions of Portugal, sometimes peaceably and sometimes by force of arms, from the time
of its discovery till 1810.
Under this head the historical narration began with the bull
of Pope .Alexander VI. of May 3, 1493, and the Treaty of
Torde illas of June 7, 1494, by which the line of division between tlrn Portuguese and Spanish territories, as expressed in
tbe papal bull, was modified. It was maintained that under
these acts, and by :first discovery and settlement, the territory
in di 'p1_1te originally belonged to Spain, 4 forming a part of the
1
In addition to Dr. Zeballos the Argentine mission was at this time compo d of four s er taries and a technical adviser, viz, Sefior Don Aureliano
'arcia, Dr. D. Carlos .Aldas, Dr. D. Gregorio Uriarte, and Lient. Commander D. Rafa l Garcia Mansilla, and Col. George J. Rhode. The .Argentine
e wa sign d by Estanislao . Zel>allos, envoy extraordinary and
·
·
· ry of the .Argentine Republic, and the name of Josiah
it as of c un , el.
·
·
th re was associated in the special mis.Attached to th sp cial mi sion were
; enbor Domicio da Gama, se Tetary;
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region occupied by the Spanish forces in the sixteenth century.1 In the latter part of that century the Jesuits explored
the Rio de la Plata, and, attracted by the importance of the
region, began to concentrate their efforts upon it. On J anuary 30, 1609, Philip III. of Spain issued his royal cedula by
which Le provided that the Indians :should be subdued
by evangelical means. Another royal cedu:Ia of 1634 approved
the occupation by the Jesuits of the interior provinces, in
which the territory submitted to the arbitrator was situated. 2
During the seventeenth century Spain and Portugal entered
into various treaties, but the treaties did not, so the Argentine
case maintained, comprehend the territory in question; and
the King of Spain continued to legislate for it. 3 "The seventeenth century ended," said the Argentine case, "leaving
Spain the mistress and civilizer of the immense central regions of South America, of which the territory in controversy
was an integl'al part." The.Spanish possession was ''respected
by Portugal <luring the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
in conformity with the fundamental treaty of Tordesillas ;" and
if some of the acts of the Portuguese seemed to have violated
those boundaries, they "were properly accounted for by the
government at Lisbon." Portuguese colonization "advanced
very slowly from the coast of the Atlantic toward the region
of its boundary with territory of the Crown of Spain." 4
The eighteenth century, said the Argentine case, offered more
of interest. Ever since the seventeenth century the Jesuit
colonies on the north of the Rio Yguazu. bad suffered from the
1
His~oria del Puerto de Buenos Aires, by Eduardo Madero, Bnenos Aires,
1892, p. 89: The Conquest of the Rh·cr Plate; HL ·toria, Argentina del
Descnbrimiento, Poblacion y Conquista de las Provincias d el Rio de la
Plata, escrita por Rui Dias d e Guzman en el afio 1612; Herrera's Historia
General de las Islas Occidentales, decade 8, book 4, chap. 12; and various
manuscripts.
.
2
H istorin, d o Republica Jesuitica do Paraguay, d esde o descobrimiento
do Rio da Pmta ate nossos dias, anno 1861, pelo Conego J oao Pedro Gay,
Vicar io de San Borga nas Missoes Brazileiras, pnblishell in vol. 26 of the
Revista Trimcstral tlo Instituto Historico Geograpbico 6 Etnographico do
Bra,zil, fundado 110 Rio de J aneiro, debaixo da immediata protecc;iao de
S. M. I. o Senhor Dorn Pedro II.
3
Here the Argentine case r eferrell to the royal decree of December 16,
1617, dividing the province of Rio de la Plata i nto two parts, one of which
was said to embrace the territory in question~ anu to the royal decree of
November 6, 1726, expressly placing under the government of Buenos
Aires thirty Indian puebloB, which were allege<l to have included that
territory.
4
In support of this statement the Argentine case cited Gay, in the Revista do Insti_tuto Historico * " " do Brazil, XXVI. 762.
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hostilities of the hordes-of semisavages from the country under
the captaincy-general of San Vicente, in Brazil, who hunted
the Indians in the Spanish territories for the purpose of selling
them as slaves to the Portuguese colonies on the .Atlantic.
For the purpose of resisting these Mamelukes, as they were
called, the Jesuits decided to coucentrate their establishments
between the rivers Uruguay and Parana,, abandoning the thirteen towns they possessed north of the ~ guazu. This territory, however, continued under the legal dominion of Spain,
according to the Treaty of Tordesillas; and its depopulation,
far from prejudicing the exercise of Spanish soyereignty over
the territory between the Uruguay and Parana (including that
in dispute), in which the Jesuits took refuge, only confirmed it.
The frequent couflicts between the irresponsible hordes of the
Mamelukes and the peaceful Spanish colonists led the courts
of Spain and Portugal, continued the .Argentine case, to enter
in 1750 into a boundary agreement. By this transaction, which
was secret, Spain '' ceded to Portugal some of its central terri_tories, on the east of the Parana and northeast of the Y guazu;
and the Crown of Portugal renounced any pretension to possess
posts on the banks of the Rio de la Plata," where it had'' several times during two centuries· endeavored to secure a foothold by force," but without success. This transaction was, said
the .Argentine case, traced on a map, which was prepared by
the Portuguese Government before the treaty was reduced to
writing, and which was known as the Mapa de las Cortes, or
Map of the Courts. This map formed "another indestructible
judicial foundation for .Argentine right," for it showed that
the territory in dispute was included in territory which was
a kuowledged to have belonged to Spain. The secret treaty
of 1750 "gave up to Portugal tlieimmense lands of La Guayra
anc.1 oth r ituated on the ea t of the government of the Rio
d la lata.' But.it was not carried into effect, and the territ ry in di put remain d under the dominion of Spain.
h
e uit. ontinu d the rgentine ca e, ontrolled the
a mini tr ti u f lie ti iones, in the name of the Crown of
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republic were not abandoned. By instructions of Count .Aranda, minister of state of Spain, of March 1, 1767, it appeared
that the King delegated his entire authority to the viceroys,
presidents, and governors of the Indies and the Philippines. 1
The mayors and caciques of the thirty pueblos of Misiones
accepted the authority of the King, as exercised by his governors.2 The Guarani Indians, who "occupied the precise
territory now in controversey," submitted to the authorities of
Corpus. 3 By the celebrated royal cedula of .August 1, 1776,
creating the viceroyalty of the Rio de la Plata and appointing
Gen. Don Pedro de Ceballos commander in chief of the expedition sent out to expel the Portuguese from the colonies
which they had usurped on the coast of Brazil, in violation of
the Treaty of Tordesillas, it clearly appeared that the Jesuit
Misiones, which by the royal cedula of 1726 belonged to the
government of Buenos .Ayres, remained in 1776 subject to the
viceroyalty of the Rio de la Plata, of which Buenos Ayres was
the capital. 4 The campaign of General Ceballos "was a rapid
and successful one and the Portuguese were everywhere defeated." The dominion of the viceroy of Buenos Ayres "was
fully reestablished from the Cordillera of the Andes on the
west to the Atlantic Ocean on the east, and from the sources
of the .Amazon on the north to the Polar Sea on the south."
Ceballos ordered a general census to be taken, including'' the
pueblos of Corpus, on the Parana, and San Xavier, on the
Uruguay, * * * which * * * exercised municipal
jurisdiction over the disputed territory."
On October 1, 1777, said the Argentine case, a new boundary treaty-a celebrated document which affected all South
America-was signed at San Ildefonso, but it was not executed because the Portuguese engineers refused to recognize
the boundaries which it intended. For this reason the work
of marking the boundary was suspended in 1791, but during
the period from 1777 to 1800 the territory in dispute "remained
under the jurisdiction of Spain and was directly governed by
the viceroy of Buenos Ayres." No acts of jurisdiction, the
Argentine case declared, were exercised in the territory by
Brazil, nor did Brazil '' even pretend to discuss the matter
Brabo, 13 et seq.
Brabo, 101, 199.
3 Brabo, 255.
4 Virreynato del Rio de la Plata, por Dr. Don Vicente Quesada, Buenos
Aires, 1881, 42-46.
1
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until 1857 ." In 1856 Paraguay recognized "the Misiones and
the terri~ories situated to the east of the river Parana, among
which is the disputed territory, as belonging to the .Argentine
Republic by right and by its lawful acts of material occupation." This boundary between the .Argentine Republic and
Paraguay was afterward conclusively established by the triple
alliance between Brazil, Uruguay, and the .Argentine Republic of May 1, 1865, and the boundary treaty between the .Argentine Republic and Paraguay of February 3, 1876.
·
In 18 LO, said the .Argentine case, the city of
Argentine Possession
. di t·
Buenos
.Ayres declared the authon'ty of th e
an d Juns c ion.
King of Spain in South .America to be at an
end, and one of the first acts of the new government was to
turn out the royalist governor ofMisiones and replace him with
Col. Don Tomas de Rocamora, who was then living in the territory, at the city ofYapey-6.. In 1811 the Portuguese, under the
pretext of assisting the King of Spain, attempted" a new occupation of the territories contiguous to the mouth of the Rio dela
rlata and upon the Uruguay," from which they were dislodged
by Ceballos in 1762; and they "occupied the left bank of the
Rio de la Plata," which later belonged to Uruguay. The
Prince Regent of Portugal, Don Juan, however, seeing "the
impossibility of carrying out the enterprise," sent to Buenos
.Ayres a commissioner, Lieut. Col. Don Juan Rademaker, who
on May 12, 1812, signed a treaty by which the contracting
parties agreed to withdraw their forces into their respective
territories, the boundaries to remain as they were before the
Portuguese forces began their march toward the Spanish territory. By a decree of December 10, 1814, the national assembly at
Bueno, yre erected the city of Oorrientes and the pueblos of
Mi ion into the province of Corrientes. In 1816 the" forces
fr m Bueno yres operated in the territory of Mi ion es against
th Portngue e of ruguay, the revo]ted Indian , and tbe
smu l r . ' In tbe general constituent congress, which
mbl •<1 in th ci y of Tucuman on July 9 1816 and pro·laim d b incler nden · of the .Argentine n~tion, there were
n
the Pro incia Oriental, the old Spani h ounty
cip au 1 h 1lli ·ione , a int gral part of the new
n 1 16 or ngal < tt mpted aninva ion fthe pani h
bnt it
top d in ruguay; and in 1 18 the
1
Janeiro ne otiat d a treaty
h
nte , and Entre
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Rios" were acknowledged'' as belonging to Argentina." Subsequently the Argentine Government performed various acts of
possession and defense of the territory of Misiones. The general constituent congress of 1826 adopted a national constitution, among the signers of which were delegates from the
province of Misiones. The attempts of the Portuguese to
obtain a foothold on the Rio de la Plata were :finally defeated
in 1827, and by a treaty of peace between the Argentine
Republic and Brazil of August 27, 18~8, the sovereignty of
the former over tbe courses of the Parana and Uruguay was
confirmed "according to the titles and possession held by
Spain," though the province of .Montevideo was by an act of
"spontaneous sacrifice" decla.red independent. During the
long period of anarchy in the Argentine Republic which followed the war with Brazil the territory of Misiones continued
"under the direct government of the province of Corrientes."
The pueblos of Corpus on the Parana and San Xavier on the
Uruguay; ''exercised full jurisdiction over the territory submitted to the arbitrator." By the political constitution of
the State of Corrientes of 1864 the boundaries of the State
were declared to be: "On the east, _the Uruguay River; on the
north, the Parana River as far as the Pepiri-Guaz11 and San
Antonio Guazu." .And after citing various other jurisdictional
acts, the Argentine case quoted a national decree of March 16,
1882,organizing the territory of Misiones into five departments,
this decree being followed by the promulgation of various
administrative measures.
Having contended that Spain, and the ArPortugu~se Aggres- gentine Republic as Spain's successor, had
SlOllS,
. maintained a valid and effective title to the
territory ill dispute, the Argentine case discussed the" aggressions of the Portuguese on the territory of Spain" from 1596
to 1810. .After the foundation by the King ·of Portugal of the
captaincy-general of San Vicente, east of the line of the Treaty
of Tordesillas, '' the Portuguese and Mestizos," said the Argentine case, "settled the surrounding country, soon forming
a characteristic race, a sort of nomadic tribe of adventurers
and criminals." From the fact that their headquarters was
San Pablo, which was '' on the west of the captaincy of San
Vicente, upon the frontier of the Spanish possessions," they
were called Paulistas. "Properly speaking, they were subject
to no authority, for the Portuguese authorities were incapable
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of controlling them." The territory of the captaincy-general
of San Vicente became too narrow for them, and they invaded
the territory of Spain. At first they limited themselves to
attacking the Indians, but later on "their depredations covered a vast field of action," and they finally went west of the
Parana and threatened Asuncion. When the J~suitR began
in 1600 '' to organize their republic among the Guarani Indinns, the Paulistas prepared for hostilities, and from 1600 to
1650 their vandal acts assumed horrible proportions." The
Spaniards resisted them, and in 1645 the Jesuits sent commissioners to Spain, Portugal, and Rome for the purpose of seeking aid in their struggle with the invaders. The acts of the
Paulistas were condemned by the King of Portugal, and could
not be considered as a ground of national title, the possessory
right of Spain over the invaded territory remaining, though
the Jesuits were forced to retreat. But it was along the seacoast, from Y guape to Montevideo and La Oolonia del Sacramento, that the national usurpation of Spanish dominion was
attempted by the Portuguese. Till 1801 Spain "maintained
its dominion over the left bank of the Uruguay; that is to
say, over the seven JJ1.isiones called orientales (or eastern),
which were founded on the territory of its old provinces-del
Tape and del Campo." But, three months after the Treaty of
Badajoz, which closed the brief war between Spain and Portugal of 1801, "Portugal, without any previous declaration of
war, invaded the eastern Misiones of Uruguay, thus flagrantly
violating the boundary treaty of 1777 ." 1 The Portuguese attempts at usurpation continued till the treaty of peace of 1828,
heretofore mentioned, by which the Portuguese agreed to retire within the boundarie of 1777.
Treaties
Between
Having described the discoveries, conquests,
Spain and Portn- and posses ions of Spain, the Argentine case
gal.
di cu ed the treaties between Spain and Portug I from 1 9 to 1777.
h n Portugal, said the Argentine
aft r ha ing b n unit d to pain for more than half a
um d it.
ereignty, it ought to divide with
mini n of h ba in of the Rio d Ia Plata an l
r ·ti n f < fort on tb left ank of that reat
· · r in 1 , f, rt w,. r ct lat Oolonia de acraut jt ,
ptur d
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following year and the colony continued in the power of Spain.
This incident led to the conclusion of the provisional treaty of
1681, by the twelfth article of which Spain and Portugal .agreed
to adjust their boundaries on the line of the treaty of Tordesillas. In 1701, however, Spain, desiring to detach Portugal
from England, Austria, and Holland, entered into a treaty with
Portugal, ceding Colonia de Sacramento to the latter power. 1
Nevertheless, only two years later, Portugal joined the hostile
coalition a11d thus entered into a state of war with Spain. The
governor of Buenos Ayres attacked the colony, which in 1705
surrendered unconditionally. By the Peace of Utrecht of
February 6, 1715, the interests of Spain were sacrificed. The
Portuguese were allowed to regain the seat of the colony and
its territory; and in 1723, taking advantage of the war of the
Polish succession in which Spain took an active part, they sent
to the Rio de la Plata an expedition which attempted to found
a -settlement in what is now the republic of Uruguay. The
governor of Buenos Ayres, Gen. Don Bruno de Zavala, attacked
and expelled them and f5:mnded on the si.te of the Portuguese
settlement the city of Montevideo. In 1734: the Spaniards attacked the colony of Sacramento: These hostilities, however,
were soon ended. Portugal gained an important advantage
in the marriage of the Infanta Dona Barbara, sister of the Portuguese King, to the King of Spain, and secret steps were taken
toward the negotiation of a definitive treaty which was concluded in 1750. This treaty "made a regular exchange of territories and .fixed new rules for the lo,~ation of boundaries,
declaring null all those which had preceded it." It ·p rovided
that each party should remain in possession of what it held at
that time with the exception of what should be mutually conceded. Under this treaty, .said the Argentine case, Portugal
gained "enormous advantages, entirely disproportionate, and
in truth incomprehensible." The lands which the treaty gave to
Portugal'' included probably one-fourth of the South American
continent." But in none of the articles.were mentioned the
territories of Misiones, except that the seven Spanish settlements known in the diplomatic history of South America as
''los siete pueblos de las Misiones Orientales del Uruguay" (the
seven village of the eastern Missions of the Uruguay) which
lay on the eastern bank of the Uruguay were ceded to Portugal.
The remaining twenty-three pueblos of the thirty mentioned
1 Historia,

Geraldo Brazil, II. 774.
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in the royal cedula of December 28, 1743, remained with Spain,
and these included the territory in dispute.
The treaty of 1750, said the Argentine case,
Map of the Courts. was drawn with care; and it revealed "a generally exact knowledge of the places, woods,
and rivers selected to serve as boundaries." The whole matter had been "maturely prepared by Portugal herself and
reduced to the graphic form of a map, constructed in 17 49,
during the tedious period of the secret negotiations between
the two sovereigns." This map, on which were red lines showing the boundary, was the famous Mapa de las Cortes, or Map
of the Courts. Brazilians had not denied the existence of this
map, but they had "recently expressed doubts as to its authenticity.'' In the collection of treaties by Borges de Castro 1 a
"pretended copy'' of the map was published, "evidently altered in favor of Portugal." It altered the tributaries of the
river Uruguay, changing the name of the Uruguay-Pita,, one
of the "guides of tlle line of demarcation," to YriboM, and
transferring the name of the former to another river. It also
-bore on its back an inscription different from the true one. The
general opinion in the Argentine Republic was that the true map
bad disappearE>-d from the archives at Madrid during the occupation of Napoleon; jt bad been searched for in vain by Argentine a,gents at Madrid and Lisbon. But copies of it had
been found in France, Spain, and Portugal. It completely
sustained the Argentine claim.
By an additional treaty of January 17, 1751,
Treaty of1751. said the Argentine ca e, instructions were
adopted to govern the surveyors of the line
un ler the treaty of 1750. The surveyors were by these intructions divided into several detachments, the second of
wbi ·h wa. to run the boundary in the region in dispute. Its
itin rary, a trac d by the international compact, "evidently
a ,' aid the r ntin case, "a follow : Ilaving met at the
m nth f b
i uy and l1aving opened the Jlfapa de las Cortes,
h d
·hm nt wa to follow the red mark up be
un il it r , h cl b mo. important of it
astlin , t 1 upon that map, th
ruguay-Pita.
·till t 11 , ing up th
ruguay fr m the mouth
- i a th y w r
find
miu in upon th
f h form r
r ccwdalo ·o, r ·arrying
nd of th volume.
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much water, called the Pequiry or 'Pepiry." The surveyors,
however, failed in their task. Instead of following the Map of
the Courts, they closed it, and "accepted the childish remembrances of an Indian." They in fact traced a small stream,
which was situated downstream from the Uruguay-Pita, and
which they called the Pepiry. The stream they surveyed was
the Guarumbaca, and the Spanish commissioner" in a hesitating
and undecided way" signed the paper which declared it to be
the Pepiry or Pequiry of the treaty of 1750. On this '' gross
error" the Portuguese and Brazilians had founded" their unjust
claims. The true Pepiry was required, said the Argentine case,
to possess these characteristics: "1. It must empty into the
Uruguay above, that is to say to the east of, the rivf\r UruguayPita. 2. It must have a course SW. and NE. 3. It must be
a river caudaloso (of large volume) and not a small stream.
4. It must have a wooded island in front of its mouth. 5. It
must have a reef inside Qf its bar." The stream actually surveyed had "no reef near the mouth," but "there were a great
many beginning half a league a,bove its mouth;" it was not
above the Uruguay-Pita, which the surveyors confomided with
another to the south, then called Mberuy, and later Guarita;
and it was uot caudaloso, but carried very little water. The
surveyors violated both the letter aud the spirit of the treaties
and discarded the Map of the Courts.
The demarcation thus attempted possessed,
. .
;~ ~he said •t he Argentine case, '· an irremediable
1 0
organic vice; it was void. The Courts of
Portugal and Spain, for this and analogous reasons referring
to South America, agreed to nullify the treaty of 1750 and its
results." '11his was effected by a treaty signed at Pardo February 12, 1761, and Spain reg-aineu her rights under the papal
bull of 1493, the Treaty of Tordt"siJlas of 1494, and the possession maintained by her soldiers and colonists since 1516.
October 1, 1777, Spain and Portugul conTreaty of 1777. eluded at St. Ildefonso a new boundary treaty,
by which, said the Argentine case, Portugal
admitted that it had no right to claim jurisdiction over the
Rio de la Plata or the river Uruguay. In the third article,
which related to the territory in dispute, the treaty added to the
name Pepiry or Pequiry, which designated the boundary river in
the treaties of 1750 aud.1751, the quali.ficative Guazi'i, or large,
referring to it as the Pequiry or Pepiry-Guazu. This circumstance was "of vital importance." It excluded the small
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streamGuarumbaca as the boundary. The fourth article of the
treaty provided that the boundary from the Rio de la Plata
up to the Uruguay should be "a line drawn so that it shall
cover the Portuguese . settlei:pents up to the emptying of the
river Pepiry-Guazu into the Uruguay, and shall likewise save
and cover the Spanish missions and settlements of said Uruguay, which are to remain in the present state in wbich they
belong, to the Crown of Spain." The Spanish settlements
extended, said the Argentine case, as far as the river Uruguay-Mini on the northwest; on the southeast to the Matto
Castelhano, a large forest situated on the Rources of the
Uruguay-Pita; and on the north and west of the Uruguay to
the territory submitted to arbitration. In order, therefore, to
fulfill the requirements of the treaty and cover the possessions
of Spain, following the rivers of greatest volume, "it was logical and necessary to follow the banks of the river UruguayPita in its sources, then separating from them and going
toward the north to the Uruguay-Mini, and then toward the
Pepiry or Pequiry-Guaz(1 of the treaty of 1777." This interpretation was, tbe Argentine ca e maintained, confirmed by
the eighth article of the treaty, which read as follows: ·
''The possession of both Crowns, up to the entrance of the
river Pequiry or Pepiry-Guaz(1 into the Uruguay, having been
already pointed out, the high coutraeting parties have agreed
that the boundary line shall follow up the stream of the aforeaid Pepiry to its main ource and thence by the highest
ground, according to the rules stated in the sixth article,1
hall continue to find the waters of the river San Antonio
which drains into the Curitiba, otherwise called Y guazu."
Brazilian had, said the Argentine ca e, "pretended to find
in hi article some puerile foundation for their pretensions,"
be u e it gave the name of San Antonio to the tream whose
wat rshed orre ponded to tho 'e of the Pequiry or Pepiryform the boundary. Since 1759, when the urvey
r a.ty f 1750 wa made in the region in que tion,
b l'iv r n he nor h that hould corre pond to the Pepiry
ha l b n .. 11 d
utonio " heoretically," ' without auy
int nti u f ubordinating he boundary to the name . ' The
L p f tll
urt , hich wa never nullified, '' gave learly
c b1
w ri er a th ha i::; by which to trace the
rngna - it{t and above thi. the Pepiry or
1
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Pequiry-Guazu. It gave no name to the other river, nor did
it give it any impo:rtance, leaving it subordinate to the Pequiry
or Pepiry." Consequently the river called after 1759 the San
.Antonio ''ought to be found in the necessary proximity and
correlation of sources with the river which serves as the basis
of the drawing-the Pequiry or Pepiry-Guazti." This interpretation was furthermore confirmed by the sixteenth article
of the treaty of 1777, which required the demarcators of the
boundary to attend to th~ actual possessions of the parties.
Brazil had officially admitted the authority of the Map of the
Courts; and if this were followed, the sources of the "San
Antonio" should be sought, opposite to those of the Pequiry or
Pepiry-Gauzu, in the sources of the San .Antonio-Guazu, as
Oyarvide and the .Argentines maintained.
The treaty of 1777 was, said the .Argentine
Treaty of 1778. case, intended to be perpetual 1 and this intention was confirmed by the, Treaty of Guaranty
of 1778, which was of vital importance, since it guaranteed the
boundaries of the treaties of 1750 and 1777, declaring that the
contracting parties guaranteed to each other '' all the frontier
and adjacencies of their dominions in South .America, as it
has already been expressed." That which had "already been
expressed" was "the boundary line, the red mark of the Mapa
de las Cortes, which in the zone of the present dispute follows
the course of the river Pequiry or Pepiry in search of a river
'contravertiente' (i. e., one having its source opposite to the
former and adjacent thereto), which empties into the Yguazu
on the counter watershed."
The demarcators under the treaty of 1777 Demarcation of
_
1.
went
upon the ground in 1789, and in 1791,
1789 179
after "three years of fruitless discussion," submitted the matter, said the Argentine case, to the deliberations
of the two courts. The Portugues·e commissioners insisted in
running the boundary "along the arroyos, or small streams, mistakenly explored in 1759." The Spanish demarcators insisted
on following the rivers of the Map of thQ Courts. The survey
was unproductive of any other result than an increase of geographical knowledge aud the exposure of the errors of the
surveyors of 1759. Erroneous instructions were, the .Argentine
ca e maintained, given to the Spanish commissioners of 1789
by the viceroy of Buenos Ayres, Lieut. Gen. Don Juan Jose
Vertiz, who acted under the influence of Don Custodio de Saa
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y Faria, a; Portuguese officer, who appeared at Buenos Ayres
about that time and gained the confidence of the viceroy. The
Government of Spain "openly opposed the errors of its subordinate." The Spanish commissioners, after arriving on the
ground, "saw clearly that the viceroy of Buenos Ayres had
made a mistake." Even the chief Portuguese commissioner
betrayed a doubt as to the San Antonio of 1759, and admitted
that the San Antonio could be the frontier line only on condition that its sources were opposite to those of the Pequiry or
Pepiry-Guaz{1. 1 But when the Portuguese demarcators and
the Spanish demarcator "arrived at the true system of rivers,
geographically and legally considered," said the Argentine
case, "the chief of the Portuguese demarcators retreated and
contradicted himself, thus showing that be considered himself
defeated." Two of the demarcators, Oyarvide for Spain, and
Ohagas Santos . for Portugal, went to the head waters of the
Pepiry or Pequiry-Guazu in search of the river flowing into
the Y guazu, but, as Oyarvide stated in bis journal, the Portu·guese geographer refused to go farther and ab~ndoned Oyarvide in a desert reofon and at a great distance from the
place where tlrn provisions were stored. Oyarvi<le, however,
'' bravely continued his exploration, discovering the principal
ource of the San .A.ntonio-Guaz{1 and exploring it until he was
certain that it flowed into the Y guazu."
Having reviewed the attempts of pain and
The Utt Possidetis. Portugal to settle the boundary in question in
the eighteenth century, the .Argentine case
proceeded to con ider the relations of the Argentine Republic
and razil to the abj ct after 1 10. The .Argentine Republic
had aid the Argentine case, always maintained "that the
qu ·ti n t l>e d termiued was one of law,' and in this position
razil bad in varioa way concurred. What wa the prinipl oflaw appli abl to t lie que tion
panish .America had
i n h an w r. '' 11 the Republic ," aid the .Argentine
fr m
n zu le. t the l io de la Plata, have maintained
ha, &Orr pond d to the pani h po s ion
im
b ir me u ·ipation. They bav legally inherited
pain th ir t rrit rial patrimony, and have taken their
I
ion un l r h l> trndari agreed upon by Spain and
I rtug 1 iu b
f 1750 and 1777." The r public of
rritorio <le Ii ion , Republica Arg ntina, by
I
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-Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Paraguay, Uruguay1 anu Argentina had all set up those treaties again~t
Brazil as a basis for ascertaining their respective · boundaries.
That basis was the uti possidetis as delineated l>y the treaties.
The empire of Brazil ha<l involved itself in contradictions on
the subject. In its discussions with Venezueh1i, Ecuador, Peru,
and Uruguay it bad r~jected the treaties, while it ha<l accepted
them in its disputes with Paraguay and New Granada. On
the other band, in its controversy with France as to the boundary with French Guiana it forgot the deeds of its soldiers and
invoked the treaties made prior to the emancipation of South
America. In its dispute with the Argentine Republic, it had
at one time rejected and at another accepted the ancient
treaties ; but in 1891 the house of represfmtati ves, discarding
the entanglements of the imperial diplomacy, frankly and definitely admitted their validity.
The treaty of 1777, said the .Argentine case,
Treaty of 1857. legally governeu the boundary in question till
1
1857. 1 At that time the .Argentine Republic,
owing to the separation of the State of Buenos Ayres, was
divided, and the government of the confederation Lad its seat
at Parana. At tirnt ''untimely moment," the councillor Jose
Maria Silva Paranlws, 2 the minister plenipotentiary of Brazil
near the government of Parana, began a negotiation for the
settlement of the question of Misiones; and on Decem berl4-,
1857, a treaty was concluded by the second article of which it
was agreed "that the rivers Pepiry-Guaz11 and San Antonfo,"
which were to form the boundary, were "those which were recognized [in 1759] l>y the demarcators of the treaty of January
13, 1750, made between Portugal and Spain." This agreement
made "a deep arnl unfavorable impression on the Parana,."
A committee of the .Argentine senate reported the treaty favorably, but opposition soon developed, and the treaty was
1 The Argentine case argued t ha t the treaty of 1777 was not destroyed
by the war between Spai n and Portngn,J of 1801, for two reasons: (1) That
war cloes not ahrogate treaties which contniin permanent declarations of
riO'ht, such as those rel ating- to bonncl:iries and fisheries. On this point
the Argei1tine case c itc-d John Qnincy A<lamR, :is quoted in Wharton's Int.
Law Dig. II., ~ec.135. (2) That the peace of Badajo7,, wliich put an end
to the ,rnr, confirmed by its third article the preexisting boundaries
between 1he two Crowns in Europe and in Arneriea, except as to the town
of Olivenza.
~The first Baron Rio Branco.
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approved by the senate with an a,weudment to the effect
"that the rivers Pepiry-Guazu and San .Antonio," which were
designated as forming the boundary, were "those which are
foimd farther east with these names, accordiug to the operation referred to in the second article." This amendment "frustrated the easy victory of the Brazilian negotiator;" the action
of the senate "brought about the disapproval of the treaty l>y
the executive power," and "thef house of representatives deliberately indorsed the corrective action of the senate and sanctioned tlle modifica,tiou of the secou<l article." The amendment
effecte<l "a substantial modification" in the treaty,1 since the
eastern river:::; referred to were those flowing into the Uruguay
east of the Uruguay-Pita, the "Pequiry-Guaz(1 aud San .Antonio Guaz(1 of' Oyarvide, named arbitrarily Chapec6 and Yangada by the modern Brazilian writers." Yet the Brazilian
plenipotentiary "demanded in unequivocal terms the iuterchange of the ratificatious of the treaty as sauctioned by Congress." "The .Argentine president had", said the ease, ''ceded
the territory in dispute to Brazil on cond:ition that Brazil woul<l
put its armies, squadrons, and treasures un<ler liis orders, as
they were placed at the orders of the same Argenti11e geueral
for the overthrow of Rozas in 1852, so that he might attack
a.ud defeat the powerful State of Buenos .Ayres, then separated from the nation, aud which llad resumed independent
control of its foreign relations." Brazil "did not carry out its
promise of foruishing military assistauce, and Ge11eral Urquiza, condemned by congress and by tlie couutry, yielded."
The ratifications of the treaty were not exchanged.
"From 1857 to 18G5 Brazil did not," said tbe
Reopening of Con- .Argentine ca ·e '· bring up tlrn questiou of the
troversy in 1876.
. .
'
JJ1isiones.' Iu 18G5 the Paraguayan war begau,
h1 which the rrreuti11e Republic and Brazil became allie .
h war la t d for four year·; l>u.·t as soon as it was over "the
a: ut <.lip1omat of tlte empire exerted tlleir skill in intrigue
willl a vi w to ann .· >ararruay. From 1870 to 1875, howe er
· h l •o-al a .· p ct of th que tiou continu 1 d the ·ame.' But in
h
rg 11 in R public l>eiug 'demoraliz ,d by a rec nt
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On March 28, 1876, the Argentine Government proposed to the
Brazili:rn plenipotentiary the appointme11t of commissioners
who should "trace the frontier, bearing in miud tllat the demarcation of the dividing line should regard, as stipula.ted by the
goyeruments of Spain and Portugal on the 10th of October
J 711 , tbe preservation of that which each one possessed in
virtue of the treaty cited." "This meant," said the Argentine
case, ''t he application of the Mapa de las Cortes of 17 4U."
Brazil did not accept this proposition, but during the negotiations it was established (1) ''that the empire of Brazil feared
the inherited treaties as a royal law applicable to the territories
that had become independent from Spain and Portugal," and
(2) '' that the em~ire sustained the doctrine of uti possidetis "both of which ''points of view" were "favorable to the Argen
tine Republic." After the emancipation of the Spanish colonies "it became necessary to adopt a judicial criterion, and
that was the uti possidetis of 1810;" but it was "proved that
Brazil never possessed tho territory in dispute," which had, in
fact, been "held by Spain." "Between independent nations
tlie itti possidetis signifies the possession of territories by one
with the tacit or express consent of the other. It is tacit when
a country knows that its territory is usurped and does not defend it, nor protest against such aggression, either through
weakness or for any othet reason. It is express, when it is
authorized either by documents or international treaties, until
a final solution is arrived at." Applying this test, the Argentine case said that the possessions of Spain and Portugal in
the region iu questiou were established by the red mark on the
Map of the Courts, which was incorporated in the treaties of
1750 and 1777. Iudeed, Spain possessed territories much to
the east of that line. Nevertheless, the empire, notwithstanding its obligations to the Argentine Republic, maintained
in the uegotiations of 1876 an "unfriendly and astute attitude."
ot only was the Argentine proposal rejected, but the
negotiations were delayed by the imperial gov.ernment. Baron
de Ootegipe, then Brazilian minister for foreign affairs, affected
to insist on the ratifieation of the treaty of 1857, which '' was
unfavorable to Brazil," though he "made a show of being ignornnt ofit. If theArgentiue Government had proposed a ratification, * * * the empire would have rejected it," and have
continued its policy of delay.
.J.
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During the formidable civil war which began
in the Argentine Republic in 1879, B raz1'l , sa1·d
the Argentine case, made an unsuccessful attempt to occupy the dispnted territory; but after the federalization of Buenos Ayres the repnb1ic made great progress in
wealth and power. "Meanwhile Brazil was foJlowillg- an opposite roacl," and the monarchy was "beginning to decline."
Under these circm'nstances "it was imprudent to think of international adventures." Baron de Cot0gipe was put asitle, and
an opening was made for a compromise. In the Diario Ojicial
of Brazil of May 13, 1882, it was admitted that the rnilit;1ry colonies of the empire were outside of tbe territory in dispute ;1
and the Brazilian plenipotentiary at Buenos Ayres, the Baron
Araujo Gondim, acting under instrnctions, proposed'' the opening of negotiations for a definite adjustment of the questiou ."
"The negotiation was prolonged until 1884 without any result.
Brazil was gainiug time." A.t the end of 1884 the Argentine
plenipotentiary in Rio de Janeiro commu nicated to his government a paper prepared by the imperial minister of foreign affairs as a basis for a direct arrangement or compro :1-: ise, and
on t.Tanuary 5, 1885, he was instructed to negotiate for an equitable division of the territory 1 in accordance with the imperial
propo al. The imperial government, however, pursuing· its
traditional policy of delay, insisted on another exploration of
the territory, and a treaty for that purpose was igned in 1885.
It was full of errors, owing to ignorance of the natural cbaracteri tic of the territory, bat the surveyR were proceeded with.
In 1888, however, '' matter.' became worse in Brazil," and "the
Mi ion s question t11e11 entered a new period." "The Argentine overnment, perceiving at la t the double game which
bad pr ceded the nerrotiation of the treaty of po tponernent of
1 -15 had a,. nm d a ev •r and dignified attitude toward the
m1 ir, and on it. J art ·lo u all negotiation ." The new Arntin mini.'t r a Ri d ,Jan iro wa in truct d, if he should
in it <l t ro11fi r on th ,' ubject, to "decline all iuternnan<l to ,'ay hat an propo. al whi h th imperial governRenewed N egotiations.
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meut might be pleased to make should be presented through
its pleuipotentiary at Buenos Ayres. Subsequently be reported
tlJat tbe empire was inclined to arrange the matter, and the·
Argentine Government then proposed a, compromise on condition (1) that the negotiations should lie closed within thirty
days, and (2) that, if no direct settleme11t shoulu be made within
that time, a convention should l>e signe<l on the last day of the
stipulated term for the submission of the dispute to arbitration.
On September 7, 1889, the treaty of arbitration w·a s concluded,
lmt negotiations for a direct settlement afterward took place
at the suggestion of Brazil.
Such waR the state of the matter, said the
Act~on of th e ~raz.i.l- Argentine case, when on November 15, 1889,
1
ia: Republic.
the republic of tlle United States of Brazil
was proclaimed. The Argentine Republic was the first to
recognize it. 1 A "feeling of confraternity" was exhibited.
The minister of foreign relations of Brazil, Senor Bocayuva,
proceeded to ~Iontevideo to meet Seiior Zeballos, the minister
of foreign affairs of tLe Argentine Republic and its plenipotentiary ad hoo; aud they signed at tLe Uruguayan capital a
treaty for the division of tLe territory~ 'rhis treaty was
rejected by the "imperialist majorfty" of the house of deputies
of Brazil. The Brazilian Government subsequently made confidential overtures for a new settlement, but the Argentine
Goverumeut "resolved to insist that the matter should be
immediately submitted to the President of the United States
of America."
In a separate part the Argentine case disAlleged Possession
.
b Brazil.
cussed the ''pretended possess10u by the emY
pire of Brazil of the territory in dispute," and
nrniutained that tLc territory had siuce the middle of the sixteeuth century been iu the possession of Spain and her successorR. This state of things lasted, said tuc Argentine case,
till 1845. During the nineteenth century the Paulistas contiuued. "the same sort of life "~bich had scandalized huruauity
aud Portugal it~elf ever siuce 1560," smuggling and dealing
in slaves. In these expeditions '' the ad venturers of Sau Paulo
sometimes pa sed aero ' S the di~tl'ict::; adjacent to the territory
in dispute on the ea t," a.11d soldiers traversed the same region
when engaged in fight· with wild Indians. "Thus arose, i~1
183 , the ec,lony of Palrnas as a simple halting place on tLe
1

]

ecree of D 'cern her 3, 18 9.
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road of the Paulistas who traveled between tbe north of Brazil
and the littoral of the republics of Argentine and Urnguay."
"The imperial government at Rio de Janeiro was ignorant of
the existence of Palrnas for many years. The local government of San Paulo only supported it on account of rivalries
concerning boundaries with another Brazilian State, that of
Santa Catalina." It was not a '' national establishment," and
had no connection with the protection of the frontiers "against
another nation." "The boundary question did not [then]
exist." It had, said the Argentine case, been maintained by
Brazil in 1884: that the conquests of J>ortugal in 1801 included
the t erritory in dispute. But there was a declaration of the
Brazilian council of state, made in 1847 in respect of the
boundaries between th e empire a1,d Uruguay, which proved
that the alleged conquests made during the war of 1801 were
east of th e territory in dispute.1
In the first discussion between the Argentine Republic and
Brazil in regard to their boundaries, in 1856, the Brazilian plenipotentiary, said the Argentine case, "made no allusion to
Palmas, nor did he make any mention whatever of the existence
of Brazilian colonies within the territory in dispute. In reality
t hey did not exist." Th e " action of San Paulo was confined
to Palmas and the nearest districts, and the general belief was
tl1at Palmas was situated outside of tbe area embraced by the
que8tion of 1759 and 1789." .And so "matters continued, the
Argentine Republic possessing by inheritance from Spain
the territory in controver y, and asserting its rights by the law
r lati ve to the treaty of 1857 ." When, in 1863, news was
re eived at Buenos Ayres that "Brazilian employees from Palma. "charg d with the construction of a road from Palm,1,s to
Corri nt , "had r ally entered the territory in di pute ;, tbe
rg ntine U vernme11t jmmediately directed (1) that a prote t
h acl<lr . . d to the Brazilian Government; (2) that the go f
rri nt be dire<'tecl to make an inv tirration ;
th arm ~ f th republic be pr •pared for ervi
wa: pnh1i:h d in the memoir of the .Argentine
in <p
c·onc
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minister of foreign affa.irs for 1863. 1 At this time Brazil was
involved" in the internal struggles goiug on in the republic of
Uruguay," and as the r esult became involved in war with Paraguay. The Argentin e Republic beca'me the ally of Brazil, and
the formel''s denial to Paraguay of "permission fo c:·oss the
territory of J~isiones with its armies~, was the casns belli which
brought the Argentine R.epul>lic into the general conflict of
1865-1870.
Tbe territory of Misiones, sai d. the Argentine case,'' though
national from its very origin," had for many years been attached
to the local j urisd.iction of the province of Corrientes. By a
law of December 20, 1881, the Argentine congress confirmed
the national possession, and by a decree of March lG, 1882, a
new government was organized for the territory with the capital at Corpus, an old mission whieh was thereafter to be called
Ciudad San Martin. Though the Brazilian colony of CampoEre had been "advanced into the center of that territory,"
yet the admission of the Brazilian cabinet in the Diario Ojicial of May 13, 188~, heretofore referred to, that the Brazilian
colonies were outside of the territory in question, indicated
'' an occupation without any Jegal force, which would inure at
the proper time to the proper sovereignty."
The case of Brazil, after describing the geoThe Cas_e of Brazil: graphical features of the contested territory,
Question to be De.
.
.
state<l that lt formed the greater part of the
cided.
comarca, or judicial division, of Palmas, State
of Parana,, United States of Brazil; that by the Brazilian census of December 31, 1800, the comarca of Palmas contained
9,G0l inhabitants, of whom 9,470 were Brazilians and 131
aliens; that the contested. part of th0 comarca, then bad 5,793
inhabitants, 5,763 being Brazilians and 30 aliens; and that
among the latter there was 11ot a, single.Argentine citizen. By
Article V. of the treaty of arbitration the arbitrator was, said
the Brazilian case, to pronounce in favor either of the rivers
claimed by Brazil or of those claime<l. by the Argentine Republic, viz, the rivers Pepiry-Guagfl and Santo Antonio, "the
'The purport of the protest, which was dated l!'ebruniry 13, 1863, was
1hat "tho determination of tho houndary line, which mnst be drawn in
accordance with o.xistiug treaties, not having been made, " " " the
Argentino Government can not authori ze, byremaining silent , acts of possrs ion of Argentine territory, or of any territory that may b elong to the
Argentin<' Republic after the final determination of tho boundary line."
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present boundary of Brazil," or the rivers J angada (San
Autonio Guazu) and Ohapec6 (Pequirf-Guazu), "the boundary
claimed by the Arge11ti11e Republic."
The Pepiry-Guac;11 was, said the Brazilian
The Rivers Pepiry
k nown un d er t h e names of ·p ep1ry
· or
case,
.
an d Santo Antomo.
.
Pequiry when Portugal and Spam, by the
treaty of Madrid of January 13, 1750, determined the limits of
their possessions in South Amerka. The affluent of the Igua~f1
which was to complete. the divisional line was then unnamed.
It was surveyed and marked by the Portuguese aud Spanish
commissioner.sin 175D, who ealle<.l it the Santo Antonio, declaring that they reseryed for the Pepiry or Pequiry the first of
those names. From 1760, ho'i\·ever, the Pepiry began to appear
in the Portuguese maps under the name of Pepiry-Gua~'.1\ and
in the official Spanish maps sometimes by the latter name and
sometimes as the Pequiry. By the treaty of El Pardo of
February 12, 1861, Portugal and Spain ann ulled the treaty of
17.30. October 1, 1777, they concluded tho prelimi11ary treaty
of San Ildefonso, which was the last agreement brtwcen Portugal and Spain as to the limits of their po.' scssious i 11 South
America. In thi::; treaty the two affluents of tile ruguay and
the Igua9fl were respet:tively designated. as the Pcp:ry-Gnac;ft
or Pequiry, and the S. Antonio. The instructious given by the
Spani::,h Government to its commissioners stated that the
bonnda,ry wa to be traced aloug these same ri vers, as previously defined. But in 1778 "the Spani 'h commis ioners
di covered. on the right bank of the rnguay, al>oYe the conflu uce of the Pepiry-Guaiy1\ and therefore more to the ea t
and within the Portuguese territory, the ·mouth of another
riv r, which had already appeared, although witl1out a uarue
on th map: of tbe beginning of that century. Tben, on the
ba ,j' of a11 g d rror of the com mis 'ioners of the r,revion
cl mar !ati 11 th y ttempted to carry the boundary, 1wt aloug
th
piry- na~fL and th
ntonio," but along the river
<1i · · v r 1 in 77 to the head water ' of whatever riv r mi 0 ·bt
l> f und n th ppo it l p of t.lie int rveniug water l1ed
Igna~f1. Tb
ourc of thi river \\'hich wa
1 fi r th
anto Ant nio, w re not di -covered
pani:h ·ommi · ,j 11 r tben gav to it the nam
n nio- }u. z(L. To tl1 afflu nt of th
rugua
,
h m in 7 ' , h y g,w the name of P quir fllar.l~. 1 ~ PP •a.r •,l u ortngu · , , nd Brazilian m, ps f th
11
• l t hP 1gh ' n hand h' b •0 i1mi1w of h 11i11 t uth · 11-
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tury nuder tlie name of the Rio Caudaloso, but its Indian name
of Chapec6 finally prevailed. Till 1888, said the Brazilian case,
the Brazilian aud Argentine government~ in fact supposecl
that it was the river locally known as tlie Chopim, which flows
:uortheasterly and empties iuto tLe Jguagi'l above tLe mouth of
the Santo Autonio. The survey of 1888 showed tLat the S.
Antonio-Guaz-C1 of 1791 was really tlie .Jang-ada, which <liscLarges into tlrn Igaugfl much more to the east.
The questions raised by the Spanish com•.
BasesofDec:sion. missioners in 1788 had not, said the Brazilian
case, been solved, when the Kiug of Spain,
by his manifesto of February 28, 1801, declared war against
the Queen of Portugal, her kingdoms and dominious. The
treaty of peace concluded at Badajos, .J uue 6, ] 801, did not
restore either the status qiw ante bellum or tlie treaty of limits
of 1777. Portugal retained the territories it had. conquered in
Rio Grande <lo Sul, and they were, as _the Brazilian Government maintained, definitively incorporated iuto Brazil. On
this question, however, the two governments bad differed.
Brazil had always maintained that the uti possidetis of tLe
perio<l of the i1.1dependence of the South American nations and
such provisious of the treaty of 1777 as were not in conflict
with that uti possidetis were the ouly guides as to limits betwecu Brazil and tlie adjoi11ing states of Spanish origin. The
Argeutiue Governwent, on tlie other hand, had asserted that
the colonial uti possidetis could be invoked only in respect of
boundaries between the Spanish-American republics, and tllat ·
the treaty of' 17'77 was in fuli. force as to the l>oundaries between
Brazil and tl.te Argentine Republic. But as tl.te Brazilian and
Argentine Governrueuts were agreed that the principal boundaries of the two countrie~ were to continue to be formed by
the flu vial lines of tLe Uruguay and the Igua9i'l, tbe question
of the nullity or validity of the treaty of 1777 was of no practical importa.uce in the peuding coutroversy, since the war of
1801 in 110 way mo:lifie<l tlle extent of the domain of Portugal
or of Spain in the zone comprised between tllose two rivers.
Brazil l>ased its rights (1) upon the fact that, as early as the
seventeenth ce11 tury, the territory to the east of tLe river
Pequiry or Pepiry, afterward Pepiry-Guagfr, was under tbe
way of the Paulistas a11d formed an integral part of Brazil;
(2) upon the itti possidetis of the period of iudependence, wllich
wa. the same a. wa:-:; recognized by tbe Spanish missio11aries
wb 11, from the eveuteeuth until the middle of the eighteenth
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century, they maintained to the "·est of the Brazilian Pequiry
a post of observation to give warning of the movements of the
Paulistas, and which was" recognized by Spain in the treaty
of 1750, and admitted by the Argentine Government" clown to
1881; and (3) upon the special position of that territory, whicil
was indispensable to Brazil for purposes of security and defense, and for the preservation of inland communication between Rio Grande do Sul and the other States of the Brazilian
unio11. Brazil accepted, however, all the historical documents
upon which the Argentine Republic sought to found its claim,
viz, the treaties of 1750 and 1777, the i11structions issued to
the clema,rcating commissioners, and the so-called Map of the
Courts of 17 49.·
Brazil bad, said the Brazilian case, been repTreaty of Tordesillas. resented as the heir of Portuguese usurpations.
Some of the defenders of the Argentine cause,
recurring to the heated discussions of the colonial period, continued to speak of the celebrated meri<lian "line of demarcation." Pope Alexander VI. by his famous bull of May 4> 1493,
had divided the world by a meridian trace<l a lmndrcd leagues
to the west of the Azores a11d Cape Verde Islands, the lands
discornred to the east to belong to Portugal, and to the we ·t
to Spain. The treaty of Tordesillas of June 7, 149--l-, approved
by J>ope Julius II. (bull of .January 24, IG06), had placed tliiR
meridian 370 leagues to t he west of the Cape Vercle Islands.
The determination of this imaginary line gave rise till the
eighte nth century to many controversies, which it would be
u el ,·s to narrate. It nfficed to say that, according to what
w,, known at the pre ent day, a meridian 370 l eague we tor
th 'ape erde I land of Santo Antonio ,rould l>e in longitude
4 ° 3,1' 2,1" we t of r enwich, on the ]1ypotltesis, little fa,vorah] to lh'azil, 1 tbat there wc>re 16~ of tho c leagu to the
cl "r 2 and n t 15 a. olnmlms, merigo Ve ·pnc ·i, and o her
na ·g, t J'.' p, ni . h r in the ervic of pain r ckoned at the
im f h di, · v ry f the
w orld.:1 On th , ame bypothj
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eRis, the line in the opposite hemisphere would correspond to
131 o 24' 35 11 of longitude east of Greenwich. Counting the
leagues at the rate of 17i to the degree, as the Spaniards after-

ward wished, which was an anachronism. since such a rule of
computation did not exist when the treaty of Tordesillas was
concluded,1 the line west of Santo .Antonio would be 4 7° 29' 05 11
west of Greenwicb. 2
There was 110 donut, said the Brazilian case, that the Portuguese in Brazil occupied territory to the west of that Hoe, but
their occupation was effected in good faith during the seventeenth and the beginning of the eighteenth century, when reckonings of longitude could not be made with the same accuracy
as at tl..te present day, and the exact measure of an equatorial
dl·gree was not known. The old maps of South .America
located that continent much more to the east than it was.
Spain also overstepped her allotted hemisphere, as was shqwn
by her occupation of the Philippine Islands, which, as we1l as the
Moluccas, were within the Portuguese limits. It would, said
the Brazilian case, be "more loyal and dignified and truthful
to admit that both Portuguese and Spaniards were then acting in good faith, and to forget errors and contradictious which
11ave no connection with the preseut controversy." If the line
of demarcation bad, as the Spaniards maintained in the sixteeuth century, passed between ~Java and Sumatra, "nearly
the whole of South .America would be within the 180 degrees
of longitude attributed to Portugal." One of Spain's most
rellowned ministers of state, the Count de Floridablanca7
"recognized the inadvertence of those who, in tlie seventeenth
century, thought it possible to restore the line of Tordesillas." 3
Indeed it was, said the Brazilian case, from
Enlargement of Bra.
•
.li B
d .
1580
to 1640, wlule the Crow11s of Spam and
z1 an oun anes.
Portugal were united, that the frontiers of
Brazil, which were not even then defined, the true position of
1
Varnhagen, Examen de quelgucs points de l'Hi&toire Geographique du
Br<', •il, Pa,ris, 1858, p. 36.
2
These calcnbtions were made starting from the weHtern point of the
lAland of Santo Antonio, 17° 5' 30" north latitude and 27° 42' 30" of longitudo west from Paris (Greenwich west of Paris 2° 20' 14"). A league of
16ii- to the cqua,toria,l degree = 6.678m, 396. The 370 leagnes in latitndo
17° 05' 30" give :23t.' 13' 09" . The l eague of 17½ to the degree = 6.360m, 377.
In t he same latitude they give 22° 06' 48".
~Mcmorandnm presented to Cnrlos III. of Sp;iiu (October 10, 1788) by
Conni, de Floricfablanra (Vol. 59 of the Bil>lioteca de Antoros Espanoles).
Tnmscrihecl in Vol. IV. of the Case of Brazil, pp. 129-133, and translated
in Vol. III. pp.137-lJl.
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the liue of Tordesillas beiug unknown, begau to be enlarged.
June 14, 1637, Philip IV. of Spain, who was also Philip III. of
Portugal, created the captaincy of 0abo do Norte and annexed
it to Brazil, designating as its northern boundary the river
Vicente Pin9on, then ah;o known as the Oyapock. August 16,
1639, Pedro Teixeira, under the instructions of the Rame Kiug,
took possession of the left bank of the Napo, establishing
there the western boundary of the Portuguese domiuions,
north of the Amazonas. Coincidently, continued the Brazilian
case 1 "the Brazilians of S. Paulo, called Paulistas, continui11g their expeditions into the iutel'ior, drove out the Spaniards
and their Jes nit missionaries from the positions they occupied in territories considered to be within the Portuguese
demarcation, on the Upper Paraguay; to the east of the Parau{i, between the Paranapauema and the Igua9u; aud, more
to 1ilrn soutll, to tlle east of the Uruguay. The revolution for
the iudependeuce of Portugal in 16:l:O found Brazil increased
in the north by the territories that were a1rnex~d to it by the
King of Spain, to the west and ::;outh by those which bad been
conquered by the Paulistas." In the treaty of peace of February 13, 1668, by which the independence of Portugal was
recognized, '' nothi11g was ::;tipula,ted as to - boundaries iu
America. Article 2 provided for a mutual re~tor&itiou of the
tro11gltold ' conq111ered 'during the war,' tlle two kingdoms to
keep the 'bouudari es and frontier , they bad before the war.'"
In 16 0 tlle Portuguese, under in tructions from Lisbon, occupied the left bank of the river Plate, which they considered to
l,e the outlteru boundary of Brazil, and there founded, almost
oppo 'it Bueuos yre ·, 0olonia <lo Sacramento. Iu the same
Y ar hi ettle111ent wa , by order of the govemor of Bueno
yr
iz d by a uumerou army of Spaniard ' and Guarany
ln<lian ·. I◄ or hi · o · ·m-re11ce al'los II. of Spain 'ent to Li ·a · lli.· amua ,·a lor extraordinary, the Duke of Gioven·h, rg l to iv th fn11e ·t ati fa ·tion; a11<l l>y tl.Je
pr i i rn~ l tr ,at, f f,
7, 1681 0olouia wa ~ re~tol'ed to
l or u(l'al i u in a r' <l that the que tion of right ·houl<l h
'
111i11 • b
· mmi :ion 1-.,. Th old di cu ~iou a to tlie trn
I> .-i ic 11 f h m ri liau f
rde 'illa wa h
w i th n r : 11 It: ] mi 11 g h • "\ ar f th
u ,•
_,f
1 11i, , ain f 11 (1"'0,3) into th• p : : •i n of th
pa111an~ • .'Ih•' rat f
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the right within a year aud a half to offer an equivaleut, which
the King of Portugal might or might not accept, for the "territory and Oolonia" (article 7). The governor of Buenos Ayres
restored only Colonia and the land within cannon shot of the
fortress. The Portuguese Government contended that the
"territory and Colonia" included all the left bank of the river
Plate. In reality, the text of the treaty was not clear. From
1735 to 1737 the fortress was again besieged by the Spaniards;
but a Portuguese expedition from Uolonia occupied and fortified the bar of the Rio Grande do Sul and established the
rniljtary posts of Tahim, Ohny, and S. Miguel. In the ·territory of Rio Grande do Sal tuere alre,Hly existed, to the north of
the Jacuby, several Portuguese settlements :Junded by Brazilians of Laguna, Curityba, and S. Paulo. By the armistice
signed at Paris on March 16, 1737, the Portuguese and Spanish governments ageed to issue orders for the cessation Qf
hostilities in America, and to preserve the status quo till a
definitive settlement should be made.
These continual disputes and hostilities led
Treaty of 1750. the two governments to enter into the treaty
of Madrid of January 13, 1750, the first agreement between them in which appeared the Pepiry or Pequiry.
The apparent negotiator on the part of Portugal was Maj. Gen.
Thornaz da Silva Telles, Viscount de Villa Nova de Cerveira,
ambassador extraordinary at Madrid, and on the part of Spain
the minister of state, D. Joseph de Uarvajal y Lancaster;
but the actual exponent of the cause of Portugal aud Brazil
was the celebrated Brazilian statesman and diplomatist Alexandre de Gusmao. 1 It was resolved that in place of imaginary
lines, the boundaries should. be determined by rivers and
mountains, a.nd that each of the contracting parties "should
rema,in in possession of 1.chat it held at that date, excepting sueh
mutual cessions as might l>e made." Spain agreed, said. the
Brazilian case, to recognize "all the Portuguese possessions
fo America and to surrender the territory on the left bank of
tue Uruguay to the north of the Ibicuhy in exchange for
Oolouia, do Sacrame11to and the territory contested on the left
1
He wa then private secretary to King D . .Joiio V., a member of tbe
colonial c·o1rncil (.Min istro de 'o nselho Ultr:1111nrino), and a member of
the Royal _\C'ad emy vf History. H e had been se('l'etary to the PortngneAe
mba sy at Paris, and en,,oy extraordinary nt Rome. vVbile at the la tter
)lOSt he reftts(•d the title of prince which was offere<l to him by the Pope,
U~ was burn iu Santos in 1695, uull <lieu at Lisbou iu 1753,
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bank of the river Plate." Article V. embraced the western
boundary of the territory iu dispute, and was as follows:
~, From the mouth of the Ibicuf, the liue sha.11 run up the
course of the Uruguay until reaching the rh:er Pepiri, or Pequir~,
which empties itself by the ioe:stern bank of the Uruguay; _lin~ 1t
shcill continue up the bed of the Pepiri as far a,s the prm01pal
sou,rce thereof; from, which it sha,llfollow along the highest groun_d
to the principal hecid of the nearest ri,ver that mciJJ flow into the Rio
Grande do Curituba,otlierwise named the I.r;'tta.9u. The boundary
shall continue along the bed of the said river nearest to the
source of the Pepiri, and afterward, along that of the Igua9i1,
or Rio Grande do CuritulJa, uutil tlte poiut wliere the same
Igua9f1 empties itself l>y the eastern bank of the Parana; aud
from that mouth it shall go up the course of the Paraua, to tlrn
point where the Igurey joins it on its westeru bank."
The positions of rivers and mouutains were not, said t,be
Brazilian case, described iu the treaty, because they were
indicated in the map used by the pleuipoteutiaries, copies of
which were about to be given to the demarcating commissioners. The Pepiry or Pequiry was referred to merely as au
affluent of the right bank of the Uruguay, ca1led _iu the treaty
the western bauk, accordiug to tlte loca,l usage arisiug from
the fact that the general direction of tlie river there wa-s uorth
and south. The Pepiry or l">equiry was adopted as tlrn l>ouudary becam:;P,, among otl.Jer reasons, following the idea of choosing
iudisputable landmarks, it was, said the Braziliau case, ,:the
fir ·t important a,ftluent of the right bank of the Urug·uay immediately above its Great Falls (Salto Gra11de) . They preferred.
the tributary of the Igua9ft nearest to the Pepiry, not ouly
be ·au ·e it was uecc ' sary to seek in that region a natural liu e
in a 11ortllerly directiou, but also because this affluent would
certa,i nly have it· mouth a little above the Great Falls of the
I o-ua<'Ct ( alto ran<le do Igna\'fa). And i11 the Parana, wh u
h line had t incline to the we t, seeking the basin of the
I aragu
th y ·ho~, the Igurey, the first affluent belO\Y the
}r at I all: f tll
ran{1, ( alt Grand , do I arana), or alto
u ~c.1a .. ( 'atara ·t r the v ,n Pall·). In thi · manner
all.· of Ji
ru'"ruay lgua~ft, aud l'ara11{1
m · man uatural a11<l iu l ·tru ·til>le landmark .
h f ur b f h, point of deft · ion wa al ·o w 11
h • month of th
n re p ct t, th
ha,t hi · ri r
•all· ( alt
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from its head waters in a westerly direction, beuds rapidly to
_the south. .A.s, starting from that river, the ,divisional line
went toward the north seeking t]ie course of the Parana, the
choosing of affluents that should spe0dily connect the two
great fluvial boundarie::; was naturally suggested. To follow
beyoud the Great Falls a.nd the Pepiry, continuing up the
course of the -Uruguay, would be to change the direction entirely to the east, as the Argentines now wish to do, and therefore to turn more and more away from the objective, which was
the north aud t.he Para.n{t."
As to the manuscript map of 1749, called
th
· The Mc ap of e the ·Map of the Courts, the Brazilian case, far
ourts.
from rejecting it, claimed it as a Portuguese
map, prepared in duplicate in Lisbon, and sent from that capital to Madrid. To the two origirrn1s the plenipotentiaries
gave the name of ''Mappas Primitivos" (first maps), because
in 1751 three copies were made at Lisbon and three at Madrid,
to be exchanged and given to the demarca,tors of the boundary.
Of tlrn two originals, one bad been preserved in the French foreign office, and of this original a copy accompanied the Brazilian
case. Between the copies made at Lisbon and those made at
Madrid the1 e were variances which arose as follows: Ou the
originals there was a red line showing the limits of the coterminal Portuguese and Spanish dominions. This red line, beginning at Castilhos Grandes, ran to the head waters of the Rio
Negro, along which it proceeded to the Uruguay. Under tlle
treaty, however, the bomidary did not follow the Rio Negro, but
ran from its head waters to tbe source of the Ibicui. In the
three copies prepared at Lisbon the red line of the original was
preserved; in the three made at Madrid the red line was drawn
according to the treaty. When it came to exchanging the
copies, the plenipotentiaries of the two courts, in order to preserve a true record of the matter, signed a declaration marked
.A, which was indorsed on the originals, to the effect that the
maps so illdorsed were used in the negotiatiou of the treaty,
aud that the red line upon them was not in accord with the
treaty. On the three Lisbon copies they signed a declaration
marked B, which also stated that the red line in them was not
in accord with the treaty. Ou the Spanish copies they sigued
a detlaratio11 marked C, which merely stated that the red line
drawn upon them pointed out and passed through the places
where the demarcation was to be made. But in each of the
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. declarations; 011 the original~ as well as on the co1iies, it was
state<l. that the red line was to be observed only so far as it
was in conformity with the treaty. None of the three Spanish
copies, which, after the exchange, were deposited at Lisbon,
had been preserved there, but it was, sai<l. the Brazilian case,
doubtless from one of these copies that Borges de Castro obtained the Map of the Courts reproduced iu, tbe tbfrd volume
of his Colle9uo de Tratados, a circumstance which probably accouute<l for the variance between that map and the original~.
January 17, 1751 , the plenipotentiaries of
Instructions of 1751. Portugal and Spain signed at Madrid various
instruments, amoug which were (1) a treaty of
instructions to the commissioners charged with the markiug of
the boundary from the extreme south of Brazil to Matto-Grosso,
and (2) a protocol, also styled a treaty, warning the commissioners against the possible inaccuracies of the map used in the
discnssion of the question of limits. In none of the instruments was there any reference whatever to the Pepiry or to the
river Urnguay-Pita. The commissioners were directed in the
i11structio11s not to "take into cousitleration any sma11 portion
of territory, provitle<l the line is located by the most Yi ible
and lasting uatnral boundaries," an<l to ·' decide 011 and carry
out what may seem to them to be the best, provided they
attain tbe principal object, which is the execution of the treaty
with sincerity and good faith, without forced interpretation or
ex.cu e 1 and in a mam1er becoming the ervice of their maje tie ." In the protocol concerning the map there was the following pa, age:
' \Vuereas we have been governed by a, rnanm;cript geographical map in drawing up thii-i treaty and the in truction
l'or it:-; exe ·u tion; f'or thi reason a copy of the , aid map i to
b ,'npplie1l to each party of ·ommi.· ioners of each sovereign
for th •ir gni<hrn<·e all signed by u~, ina, mu ·h a8 by it, and in
a _cor<lan · with it, all tbe expre io □ , ar explaioed. \ e lik w1 , <l clar' th, although a cording- to the inf rmation of both
c urt: w ~1 ~,l, ll thingH not d in th , aid map as ye,ry prol>abl · adm1ttrng al. o hat . ome of the territories <lemar ·ate<l
h " 110 h · 11 Yi. i~ <l by per;on~ now 1i vi11g, and that th r,
h, v
c n alwn from the maps of trns worthy p r 'On who
h~v • ray 11 •(1 hrongh th m thongh, perhapR, with little, kill
> r I r · 11
l1<·1_n !>Y ,'k t ·Ii cn1 which ac onnt there mn,v be
·om• 1H ta~>lP. v~ nation. np nth gron11<1 b th in the, itnation ~
_,f m nntn111. ~ lHl in th ori<Yi11. antl •our e.•ofriv r and v n
m _h 1~am '· lf: om of th •111
·an . it i ·n ·tomary f r eaC'h
11
1011
m .\m •n ·, t
ive tu. m difler •nt name· or for tu r
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'reasons:_It is the will of the contracting sovereigns, and they
have agreed, that any varia,tion there may be shall not stay
the course of the execution, but that it shall proceed as, in
accordance with the treaty, the mind and intention of their
m~iesties is manifested in the whole of it, aud more particularly in Artieles VII., IX., XL, and XXII., according to which
the whole shall be punctually executed."
Commissioners to make the survey were
Special In st ructions appointed in 1751; and they were divided into
of 1758 and the
.
.
't·
t three parties, to the second of which was
I n t erpol a 10n as o
the Pepiry.
assigned the duty of marki11g the boundary
between the Uruguay aud the Ig-uagu. The
Portugue1:1e Government appointed as principal commissioner
in the southern division Gen. Gomes Freire de Andrada, afterward Oouut de Bobadella, and the Spanish Government the
Marquis de Val de Lirios. Meanwhile great opposition to
the treaty of limits-an opposition not relating to the present
territory in dispute-had arisen; and this and other causes
delayed the demarcation, so that tlle second party did not
begin its labors till 1759. The defenders of the Argentine
claim bad, continued the Braziliau case, constantly asserted
that in the special instructions given to these commissioners on
July 27, 1758, the river Pepiry was distinguished by these features: ''A full-flowing river, with a bushy island opposite its
mouth, a large reef within its bar, and that the latter is upstream
from the Uruguay-Pita." In the report presented . iu 1892 to
the Argentine congress, Minister Dr. Zeballos, relying on
inaccurate information, wrote as follows: '' The instructions
given to tlle demarcators charged to trace the lines agreed
upon, described tlrn river Pequiri in these terms: 'A fulltl.owrng river, with a wooded island opposite its mouth, a large
reef fronting its mouth, which mouth is upstream of the
Uruguay-PiM,, a southern affluent of the Uruguay."' Thefacts appeared to be that ou November 13, 1789, tlie Spanish
commissioner Alvear, while engag·ed in a survey hereafter to be
noticed, saiid, in an official letter addressed to his Portuguese
associate, Roscio, that tlie map of 1749 located the Pepiry
above the Uruguay-Pita, aud that in 1788 this Pepiry had
ueeu foulld "with the features that characterize it, being
full-fiozcing, with a wooded island opposite its mouth, and a la.rge
ret3f within its Hio1.1,th." Alvear did not speak of instructions;
be merely applied to the old Pepiry of tlrn treaty of 1750 the
feature characteri tic of tlle river diseovered in 1788, artfully
5627-Vol, 2--64:
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insinuatiug that in 17 50 the Pepiry was known by those features. This, however, led two other Spanish commissioners,
Jurado and Requena, to say, in 1800, in their report on the
question of limits: "The features by which in the said instruction and the map following it, drawn by mutual agreen,ent,
the Pepiri-Guaz"Cl was described, were: A full-flowing river,
with a wooded island iu front of its mouth, a large reef in fro11t
of its mouth, and ·that this mouth js upstream of the UruguayPit{t." Another Spanish report, written in 1803, inspired uy
the insinuation of 1789 and the addition of 1800, said: "A
full-flowing river, with a wooded island opposite its mouth,
a reef within its mouth, and situated upstream of the Uruguay-Puita." Subsequently Oyarvide, in a report written at
the beginning of tbis century, aud Oabrer in another finished
at BuE:'Il')S Ayres in 1835, reproduced the i11Yention of Alvear,
but did not venture to repeat the supposed passage of the
instructions of 1751 and 1758. The report of 1893 of the department of foreign affairs of the Argentine Republic, "adopting a supposed quotation by one of tLe numerous writer:, who
have discussed this question in the pres$," gave a differeut
wording from those of 1800 and 1805; '' and it is thus," co11tinued the Brazilian case, "tllat the invention of 178D, pa sing
through successive additions .and transformations, rt>acbes the
presence of the a,rbitrator in the final form in which it is about
to be destroyed."
T~e Brazilian ca ' O theu proceeded to show that in the special instruction~ given to the commissioners of the secoud
party on July 27, J 758,110 such pas ·ages as tho e above quoted
appeared. The a.g ~nt of Brazil had found in the arehive at
imaucas tb Spaui h text of the special instruction , of wbicli
h e produced. a duly anth nticated copy. It aid nothi1w a to
them uth f tll Pepiry being above the ru(l'uay-Pitft, uor a·
t auy i 'hrnd or P ,f. Tb.tv di ·appeared, aid the Brazilian
n of th two do ·ument
ou ·wliiclt the rgentine
1l it. ·a.· , th otll •r b ing th Map of Uie
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rafts they will have constructed there with the canoes, and they
shall ascenrl the Urugu.ay until tkey meet, on its western bank,
the mouth of the river Pequiri, or Pepiri, which they shall enter,
continuing itp its stream as far as its principal source, or as far
as the canoes can reach. ]from this point they shall · send a
party on foot to survey on the highest gTound the principal
head of the nearest river that flows into the Yguassu, upon
discovering which, if they find that the canoes can be carried
ou meu's shoulders, the commissioner of His Catholic l\.fajesty
shall send a canoe which shall return by the same river with
the information, and with the order that the boats which shall
be ready on the Paran{t go up that river at once to await them at
the mo uth of the Igna9(1, and in the mean time the provisions
and canoes shall be conveyed by land to the nearest rivet that
empties itself into the Y guassf1."
By t he fourth article the commissioners were instructed that
in the de.t ermination of "the principal heads" of the Pepiri,
aud of the river nearest it emptying into the Igua9u, they
should seek those whose waters were most abundant, but that
if the want of horses and baggage, or the necessity of having
their provisions and canoes carried on the shoulders of Indians
prevented such a determination, they should proceed in the
spirit of their general instructions (of 175.1) and do what was
equitable.
By artiele 5 they were to descend "the river nearest to the
Pepiri as far as its mouth in the Igua911," and to descend the
latter "as far as its Salto," when they were to proceed overland to the Parana.
Article 6 was a s follows:
'~Art. G. If the head of the river that empties into the
Igua9u, and which is believed to be near that of the Pepiri, is
not found, or if the distance between them is so great, or the
ground so rough that they think the canoes can not be conveyed overland, they shall take their observations at the spot
they are able to reach, and they shall return down the course
of the Uruguay as far as the village of Concepcion, or as that
of S. Xavier, whence they shall proceed overland to that of
La Candelaria, and, embarking there, they shall go up the
course of the Parana as far as the mouth of the Igua9u, which
they shall ascend as far as its Saito (falls), and carrying overland the canoes they may have taken with them, or building
others there, if they can not carry them, they shaJl go up the
latter as far as the mouth of some river that may be with a
sli ght difference in the same longitude in which they consider
the heads of the Pepiri: to be; and, navigating aloug it as far
as they cn,a they shall take the necessary observations in order
t.bat they may trace upon the map they are to construct a line
connectin · the two points observed,"
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By article 7 they were instructed to go "from the place which
they reach," down the stream in question and the Iguag1\ to
the mouth of the latter in the Parana.
An examination of the proceedings of the
Demarcation of 1759• ·
· 175 9 an d 17 60 wou 11
comm1ss10ners
rn
(.,· saH· l
.
1760 · t h e P ep1ry.
'
the Brazilian case, show that they exactly
carried. out tlleir instructions. February 1, 1759, they started
from San Xavier. February 5 they passed the mouth of the
l\1borore, tlle SpaniRh commissioners sayiug in their diary:
"It is also the extreme point reached by laud by tlle Iudians
of l\1isiones, who do not venture to go beyond it for fear of tlic
Oaribs." February 20 they passed the mouth of tlle Guanurnbaca. Next day they passed tlle mouth of the Paricay, tlie
Spanish commissioners recording that jt was '' the farthest
point reached by tlle Indians of some villages of Uruguay,"
when coming to gather rn1itl. As far as the Itacaray tlie commi sioners had several Indi an gui<l.es, but from tllat point on
only one, Francisco Xavier Arirapy. Leavillg tlle Great Fa1ls
of the Uruguay March 4, 1759, they reached. on the 5th, five
miles above those falls, the mouth of the Pepiry, which was
identified by the Indian guide. In view of the fact, however,
as the Spanish commissioners stated in their diary, that the
river so identified was not in the same latitude as the Pepiri
of the map of the courts, and, instead. of being above tlle
Uruguay-Pita, as represented on that map, was below it, the
commi sioners, "in order to ratify this map, and to remove any
sort of doubt which might be raised against the testimony of
the guide who was the only one, not merely among those present,
but anwng the inhabitants of all the villages of Misiones, who
coiild give any evidence, there not then rmnaining any other Indian
who had navigated the rive1· a.bove the falls," resolved to a cend
the ruguay on the following day and make a plan of tlle
·tion. Proceediug accordingly, they found on the oppo ite
bank of th
ruguay "about two and one-third league "above
h
epirf, a the pani 'h diary tated, "a large river which
b guid
aid wa t11e Uruguay-Pita, the farthe t point to
which hi knowledge ext nded."
fter a cending thi, river
fi r a • h rt di ·tan ·e the c mmi ,-ioners on March 6 returned to
h .,. ru uay which tb ya cendecl till interrupted bythefall .
II vin g t back u th th of .i\Iar ·h to the P piri or P quiry
th
mmi. i m 1-.· drew up and , icrned a formal declaration,
nizin and i<l II if iug th ,•tr am a,• the epirf of Artie!
f th r •at f limit . r hey al ·o mad a, cl aring iu tbe
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mi ddle of which they left a tree standing, on whieh they placed
a cross with the letters "R. F. Anno de 1759," carved on the
ar ms.
From this point a party was sent to ascend
The Santo Antonio. the Pepiry and discover the sources of the
stream :flowing in the opposite direction into
th e I g-ua911. March 29, this party came to a fork in the Pepiry,
wh ere the river divided into two branches. To the smaller
branch, coming from tlie northeast, they gave the name of the
P epiry-Mini. The larger branch, coming from the northwest,
they ascended till on March 31, 1759, they found the channel
obstructed by a fall. They had then traveled 24½ leagues from
the mouth of the Pepiry. They then decided to go back, and,
in accordance with article 6 of their special instructions, to go
down the Uruguay and ascend the Igua9Ct, in order to find the
river opposite the Pepiry. July 10, 1759, the commissioners
entered the Igua9-C1. Above the Great Falls of the Igua9u the
explorers found a stream whose sources they thought could
not be far from those of the Pepiry. It was decided that two
geographers should ascend this stream, to which was given
the 11ame Santo Antonio. In order however that other surveys
might not be delayed, the exploration of the S. Antonio was
ultimately left to the Spanish geographer, Francisco Millan.
He ascended the S. Antonio as far as the falls called Salto de
S. Antonio, afterward Salto Patricio. He continued his explorations beyond, but, finding need of assistance, which the
commissioners were then unable to give, was recalled. He had
then gone beyond the S. Antonio, and bad descended for some
distance a river which he supposed to be the Pepiry. He
retumed down the S. Antonio and rejoined the commissioners
December 30, 1759, at their encampment on that river. Maps
were made to show the work accomplished. '.rbe degrees of
longitude were not marked on them, owing to the lack of observations. But the Pepiry was marked on them as the PepiryGua9ft to distinguish it from its tributary the Pepiry-Mini, the
word gua91i meauing large, and the word mini small. It was
then customary thus to distinguish the principal river from its
aJfluent, where both had the same name. Thus, from 1760 the
old Pepiry or Pequiry came to be called the Pepiry-Gua9fi,
though it was also often called the Pequiry on Spanish maps.
To the demarcation of 1759 the Argentine
Objections to th e Government lrnd said the Brazilian case
D
'
°;_;;~~-t"ion °f objected, (1) that the
commissioners s~rveyed'
17 5
a fal e Pepiry, (2) t,h at they left their work
incomplete, and (3) that they mistook for the sources of the
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Pepiry, which Millau supposed that he bad found, tho!--e of
another river which flowed into the Parana. The second aud
third objections were well founded in fact, but nothiug of importance could be deduced from them. The only objection of
importance was the first, since the S. Antonio was indisputably the river which formed, with the Pepiry actually adopted,
the most natural direct line between the Uruguay and tlle
Igua~-f1. As to the first objection, it was to be observed that
the commissioner8 were instructed to adopt'' the most visible
and la3tfag natural boundary," without taking "iuto consideration ·any small portion of territory." lt had also been shown
that the description of the Pepiry which tlle. commissioners
were supposed to have disregarded-" a full-flowing river with
a wooded island in front of its mouth, a reef within its mouth
and upstream of the Uruguay-Puita''-was not in their instructions. Nevertheless, all these supposed features might
be found in the Pepiry of 1759, except its being above the
Uruguay-Pita.
The alle~ed passage in the commissioners'
The Bearing of the •
•
b avmg
·
b een s h own uo t t o ex1s
· t,
mstruct10us
Map of th e Cours.
t
the only other document on which the Argentine objection rested was, said the Brazilian case, the l\f ap of
the Courts of 1749. But this, too, supported the Brazilian
claim, since it could be shown that the commissioners of 1759
surveyed the Pepiry of the Map of the Courts, and that the
river of the recent Argentine pretension was much to the east.
In order to establish these positions the Brazilian case entered
into an hi torical examinatiou of the cartography of the region
h1 the sixteenth and ' eveuteenth centuries. The first document, 'aid the Brazilian ea e, in which mention was made of a
ributary of the Uruguay called the Pepiry wa La Argentina,
a chronicle of the proviuces of the river Plate written by the
Par guayan ui Diaz d Guzman, aud coucluded in 1612.
1'
·
·
an affluent of the right bank of the
r tlle nam, of the Pepiry was that
araguay pre ented to 1 ather Cara:ffa,
1 of the ociety of J e u from 1645 to
ed 11otldug favorable to one side or the
y prai ed by d uville, but at the time
ation in regar to the Upper ruguay
.n

, v d at m terllam by ~erarcl 'oe k, and publi hed in"\ ol.
tlu J.lajor of Johan Bla uw, Am t r lam, 16 ·2.
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was n·ry vague, as was shown by the fact that the Great Falls
di<l uot appear in it. The second map of the Jesuits came in
1722. 1 This map was engraved at Rome in 1726, and was dedicated to the pr~ect-general, Tamburini. In this map there appeared for the first time in the Upper Uruguay the Great Falls
and the rivers Urugiwy-Pita and Uritguay-Minf, affluents of the
left ba11k, besides other unnamed tributaries. It was therefore
the first map in which the positions of the Pepiry and the
Uruguay-Pita could be certainly determined, for, while it was
easy to confuse the names of rivers and to transfer them from
one to another, there was, said the Brazilian case, "only one
Salto Grande (Great Falls) in all the Upper Uruguay." None of
the maps from 1722 to 1750 embodied any new information as to
the course of the Uruguay, or as to the names and positions
of Hs affluents. In lW0 a second edition of the map of 1722
was 1iublisbed at Augsburg by Seutter. In 1732 Petroschi
engraved at Rome '' the third map sent fror>i Paraguay by the
,l esuits of that province, aud presented by them to Father F.
Retz, general prefect of the society." In 1733 d' Anville, basing
Lis work on the three maps of the Jesuits of Paraguay, composed his Oa,rte du Paraguay, appended to Vol. XXI. of the
Lettres Edifiantes et Ourieuses ecrites des Miss-ions Etrangeres,
par quelques Missionnaires de la Oompagnie de Jesus.2 In 1748
the map of South America by d'Anville was published. These
were, said the Brazilian case, the only maps between 172.2 and
1750 in which were given" the Uruguay, the Great Falls, the
Pepiry, the Uruguay-Pita or Pitita, and the Uruguay-Mini." In
all of them the Uruguay-Pita appeaTs below the Great Falls of
the Uruguay, as an affluent of the left bank, and, lower still, on
the opposite bank, is the Pepiry of the Jesuits. "Therefore,"
said the Brazilian case, ,~ the Pepiry of the Jesuits is a river
situated in the present Argentine territory of Misiones; it is not
the .Pepiry or Pequiry of the map of 1749, since this is the first
river abo1,1e the Great Falls, and still less can it be the Ohapec6
(Pequiry-Guazu of the Argentines) because this is much more
distant from the Great Falls (Salto Grande) and from the 1 At this point the Brazilian case discussed and pronounced erroneous
certain statements in the pamphlet by Dr. Zel>allos, ent itled Misiones, in
regard to the maps of G. Sanson (16G8), and Guillaume de l 'Isle (1703).
~" Le Paraguay I ou les RR. PP. do la Compagnie de Jesus I ontrepandu
lcurs Missions I par le Sr d.'Anville I Gf.ographe du Roi I Octoure 1733.1'
Tb!'rn is a Spanish edition, of 1757, of this map in the translation of the
Edifying Letters.
·
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Pepiry of the maps of the Jesuits and d'Anville." Moreover,
according to Father Pedro Lozano, chronicler of the Society of
Jesus in Paraguay,1 the Uruguay-Pita was a river u. hose rnouth
la,y below the Great Falls, and be also described the Pepiry as
being below those falls. It thus appeared that the Pepiry of
the Spaniards, like the Uruguay-Pita, of the Spaniards, prior
to 1749, was a stream below the Great Fam:. of the Uruguay.
In the Map of the Courts the Pepiry or Pequiry appeared as
a stream above those falls. This was accounted for by the fact
that this map was of Portuguese origin, an<l gave as tbe
Pepiry the Pequiry of the Brazilians of S. Paulo, the first river
above the Great Falls. On the same map, however, the mouth
of the Pepiry is above that of the Uruguay-Pita, while, ou tbe
ground, the commissioners of 1759, following the information
given by the guide Arirapy, found the Uruguay-Pita above
the Pepiry. This circumstance the Brazilian case explained
thus: In the maps of the Jesuits, both the Pepiry and the
Uruguay-Pita have their mouths below the Great Falls. 'Ille
Portuguese Government, in the map of 1749, while locating
the Pepiry or Pequiry, according to the information of the
Paulistas, above the Great Falls, made no change in the
position which the maps of the Jesuits and those of d'Anville
ascribed to the Uruguay-Pita. The divisional line did not
pass along the latter river, and hence its position on the map
was not a point of imporl ance or even of interest. After 17fi0,
the Jesuits of the missions gave the name of Pepiry to the
first river above the falls, no doubt preferring as a boundary
the Brazilian Pequiry or Pepiry, more to the east, to their old
Pepiry below the falls. In reality, when the commissioners in
1759 made their journey from S. Xavjer in search of the
Pepiry, all the old name of the affluent of thP- left bank of
th Uruguay, as given in the maps of the Jesuits and in the
<le:cription ' of Lozano, had been changed. The names Yaguarape, .1. 1.teord, > '. Jitan, Yribobci, and Uruguay-Pita were not
b n known below the Great FaUs. The cornmis ioners of
175 did not, aid th Brazilian ca e, change the po ition of
C]_uiry r Pcpiry of the Map of the Courts; but the nam,e
ruguay-Pit<7 hail changerl its place. It l1ad been tran. f, rr 1 fr m, river who
mouth, according to that map, wa 41
kil m t r , r
mil b low th Great Fal1 , to another which
i · ·b r 1 it lf "-'.J kilomet r , or 11. mil , above tho e fall
1

.;J.;J

1

lli t rr ofth,· 'ouqu

of Paraguay, Rio de fa Plata, and Tucuman.
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and above the mouth of the Pepiry. To this second UruguayPita, now the Guarita, the Spanish commissioners gave, after
1788, the name of Mberuy, removing then to another river more
to the east the name of Uruguay-Pita, and wishing, after these
two successive removals, to :find above the rnouth of the third
river of that narne the Pequiry, or Pepiry, whose mouth, according to the Map of the Courts, was indeed above an UruguayPita, but above the Uruguay-Pita of the rnaps of the Jesuits and
of d'A nville, which was below the Great Falls and below the point
where the Uruguay tiirns to the soitth. The position of the Pepiry, or Pequiry, was perfectly determined in the map of 1749
by the ''unalterable and immovable landmark of the Great
Fall s (Salto Grande)." The naJ]]e Uruguay-Pita was found
neither in the treaty of 1750, nor in the general instructious of
1751, nor in the general instructions of 1758; but, if the commissioners of 1750 had been charged with the survey of the
Uruguay-Pita, it would have been their duty to look for it
where the Map of tlle Courts located it, below the Great Falls,
especially as tlle names of places were so variable i11 that region. r.rhe really important point to be determined in the
demarcation of 1759 was, said the Brazilian case, whether the
Pepiry or Pequiry of the map of 174!1 was the Pepiry, afterward called the Pepiry-Guagfl, pointed ont by the Indian
A.rirapy and then surveyed, or whether it was the Ohapec6, to
which the Spanish commissioners after 1789 gave the name of
Pequiri-Guazfr. A. comparison of longitudes, said the Brazilian case1 gave the following results:
1

1. Longitude of the mouth of the Pcpiry-Guacu, the Bra-

zilian boundary:
(a) On the map of the Brazilian-Argentine Joint Com- W.of'Greenwicl1.

53°

48'

19"

(b) On that of 1749 of the Plenipotentiaries, according
to M. Emile Levn.sseur (No . 8 A) ____ . ____ . ____ . _____ 53°

mission (No.25 A) ----- - ____________________________

46'

22"

Difference between these two longitudes ____ .. _____
o0 01' 57"
2. Longitude of tho mouth of tho Chapec6 (Pcpiry-Guazu,
according to the Argentines), boundary claimed by the
Argentine Republic. (Map of tho Brazilian-Argentine
Joint Commission). ____________ ·----- ________________ 52° 59' 55"
Difference between this longitude and that of the mouth
of the Poquiry or Pepiry in the map of 1749 referred to
ab ove, according to M. E. Levasseur _. _______________ .
0° 46' 27"

"Therefore," said the Brazilian case, "the river which the
map of 1749 designates as the boundary is not the Ohapec6
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or Pequiri-Guazu, as the Argentine Republic asserts; it is the
Pepiry-Guagfa, the old Pequiry of the Brazilians of S. Paulo,
the boundary of Brazil since the XVII. century."
A comparison of the distances gave the following results:
KiloLeagues. Miles. meters.
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- -1- - -· - - - - - 1. Distance (along the windings of the rh-er) from the
Great .!!'alls of the Uruguay to the mouth of the Pequiry
or Pepiry, afterwards Pepiry - Guagf.l, the 13razilian
boundary:
JO. 2
(a) In the map of 1749 of the Plenipotentiaries . __ .. . _.
5. 5
1.8
(b) According to the diary of the demarcators of 1759
9. 2
(I l eague and ½l----- - _____ ............. ---· ........... .
5. 0
1. 6
(cl In the map of the Brazilian-Argentine Joint Com8. 3
mission _____ . . ___......... ---· ......... - - - . -- .. - - -- - - 4. 5
1. 5
2. Distance (along the windings of the river), accordiug to
the map of the Joint Commission, frl)m the Great Falls
of the Uruguay to the month of the Cbapec6 (the Pequiri-Gnaz1i of the .Argentines), the boundary daimed
149. 5
80. 7
26. 9
by tl.Je .Argentine Republic . . _.. . __ ...................... .

"Therefore," sai<l the Brazilian case, "the river aJoug whicl1,
in the map of 174:9, the re<l line passes which marks tbe boundary defined h1 the treaty of 17.':iO is the Pepiry-GuagfL which
Brazil defends, an<l not the Pequiri-Guazu of tbe Argentine
pretension."
ilaving thus answered all t he objections to
Treaty of_1777 ; De- the demarcation of 1759-GO, the Brazilian case
marcationofl 759·
d
1
proceeded to show that 1t was approve all(
60 Ratified.
ratifieu. in 1777. By a treatysigne<l at El Pardo
·F ebruary 12, 1761, the treaty of 1750 was annulled. This, a s
the Brazilian case maintained, was due on t he one hand to
the intrigues of the Jesuits, as well as on the other to the
reluctance of the Portugnese to ~mrreudeT Colonia do Sacramento. In 1762 war broke out between Spain and Portugal,
in con equence of European complications. By t he Peace of
Pari of 1 ebruary 10, 1703, it was provided tlJat, as to the
Portugue e colonie in America, the statits quo ante bellimi
·h uld be re tor <l. 'rhi ·tipulation, however, wa not carut in 'outh merica, and war between the two cro:wn
c ntinu d tb re. But in 1776 a comrnitte wa appointed, by
or 1 r f tb Kin · of pain to con ider tbe q tie.·tion of limit . . .
' hi
ommi t e ·on ·u]ted, an.ong otlier , ou Franci co de
Ar n <le th
pani h ommi · i011er under whom the Pepiry
din 1739· and it u eel in it d lib ·ompile<l and engra e<l b
i11g o pain.
· ·on
gal r
ltiug in t
im n ll
n o ·tob
, ,..,7.
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This treaty restored in the region now iQ. question the boundary of 17 50, and in so doing clearly _adopted the demarcation
of 1759-60. This might be seen, said the Brazilian case, by
placing side by side .Article V . of the treaty of 1750 and Article VIII. of tLe treaty of 1777, thus:
TRE.A. TY OF 1750.

Art. V. -From the mouth of the
Ibi cui, the Line shall run up the
course of th e Uruguay until reaching the River Pepiri, or .Pequiri,
which empties itself by the Western
bank of the Uruguay; and it shall
continue up the bed of the Pepiri as
far as the principal source thereof;
from which it sh all follow along the
highest groun d to the principal h ead
of tho nearest river that may flow
into the Rio Grande de Curitiba, othcrwise named Iguac,; u. The Bounda·r y shall contin ue along the bed of
the sa id river n ear es t t o the source
of the Pepiri, a nd, afterwards, along
that of the Igua9u, or R io Grande de
Cnritiba, until the point where the
same Iguac,;{t empties itself by the
Eastern bank of tb e Parnna; an<l.
, from that mouth it shall go up the
course of the Parana-, to the point
where the Igurey joins it on its
W estern bank.

TREATY OF 1777.

Art. VIII.-The domiuions of both
Crowns being already defined as far
as the entrance of the River Pequiri
, or Pepiri-Gua9u into the Uruguay,
the two High Contracting Parties
h ave agreed that the divisional line
shall follow up the course of the said
P epiri-Gua9u as far as its principal
source ; and thence along the highest
ground, nnder the rules given in
Article VI., it shall continue until it
m eets the waters of the River Santo
Antonio, which empties itself into
the Grande de Curitiba, otherwise
named Iguac,;u, running downwards
along the latter until it euters the
Parana by its Eastern bank, and
co ntinuing then ce up the said Paraua to the point where the River
Ygurey joins it on its Western bank.

Comparing these texts in tlie light of the fact that the deruarcators of 1759 gave to the Pepiry the designation of the
Pepiri-Gnagu, and called the connecting affluent of the Iguagu
the S . .Antonio, it appeared that the negotiators of the treaty
of 1777, Souza Coutinho on the part of Portugal aud tbe Count
de Floridablanca on t he part of Spain, fully adopted the demarcation of 1759, which had then been entered on various
maps, including that of Juan de la Cruz y Olmedilla of 1775,
compiLe<l. and engraved by order of the King of Spain.I Iu
1 The Brazilian case said that this map had been severely criticised by
Dr. Zeballos in the pamphlet Misiones, in which Olmedilla was said to be
merely an engraver. The Brazilian case quoted various testimonies as to
Olmeclilla's great r eputation as a geographer as well as engraver, an d adverte<l. to th e fact that a copy of his map, now in the rooms of the American Geographical Society at New York, was used by Humboldt in his
travels in So uth America.
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this map the distance between the sources of tbe Pepiry and
those of the S. Autonio was correctly given as about 17,500
metres, or 9k miles, almost exactly the distance founcl to exist
by the Brazilian-Argentine joint commission of 1887.
The instructions given by the Spanish GovSpanish Instructions
,
·
b
d
of
_
_
ernment
for the demarcat10n of tLe o~n ary
1778 1779
under the treaty of 1777 "definetl," sa1d the
Brazilian case, " with the greatest clearness the positions of
the rivers Pepiry-Gua9fl and S. Antonio," precisely as Brazil
claimed them to be. In order to establish this fact, the Brazilian case made a comparative aualysis of the diary of the
Spanish commissioners of 175D, the royal instructions of June
6, 1778, signed by the secretary of state for the Indies, Don
Jose de Galvez, and the instructions, drawn with greater
detail, by General Vertiz, viceroy of the provinces of the river
Plate, and approved by Carlos III. on January 6, 177D. The
last-named instructions, however, with a view to facilitate
the arrival of tlle commissioners "nt the mouth of the river
Pepiri-Guaz-C1," <l.irected them to "guide themselves by the course
of the river Uruguay-Pwitri, as fa.r as its confluence with the
river Urugua.y, because at the distance of two lea,gues and onethird, following the banlc of the river Urug1.1ay in a westerly
direction, the mouth of the river Pepiri will be founu on tue
opposite side." The specification of the distance of two and
one-third leagues between the mouth of the Uruguay-Pita and
that of the Pepiry-Gua~il clearly showed that the instructions
referred to the Uruguay-Pita whose mouth was surveyed in
1759, that is to ay, the second river to wliose mouth the name
of Uruguay-Pita wa::1 given.
The commissioners, however, at :fir t proProceedings of the ceeded by mi take down the old Trigoty,
Commissioners: which the Guaranis of Mi iones supposed to
The Pepiry-Guacu
. _
.
Identified.
- be the rugnay-P1ta, and, ha.vmg reached the
ruguay, proceeded down the latter in order
t find the r piry- ua~f1, whicli, according to their in trn ion . ;h ulcl bav been wo and one-third league down tream;
bu , , h ir tarting point wa. erroneous, th y di<l not reach
h rn
piry- u, <;ft, but went clown a far a the Apitereby,
a11C1 r urnin np:trearn, conclnd d tliat th riv r now call d
1a.
nta. wa th
piry- ~ua~fl . But, when they returned
t th ir prin ·ipal u ampm nt h . nrv or~, finding the diary
f b 1 mar ·ati n f 1"'50, l arn d that th y bad been mi led.
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The commissioners, Cabral (Portuguese) and Varela (Spanish)
t hen sent the surveyors, Saldanha (Portuguese) and Gundiu
(Spanish), back to search for the true Pepiry-Guagu, giving
them for that purpose an extract from tile diary of 1759. Saldanha descended the Rio de Picada (the old Trigoty and false
Uruguay-Pita), entered the Uruguay and proceeded downstream. Gun din, before descending the Uruguay, went upstream, and on .August 4 discovered a river at which he left the
in scription: " '1 c Deum, laudamus. August 4, 1788." On.July
26 Saldanba bad discovered the mouth of the true UruguayPita, and on the 28th that of the Pepiry-Gua9f1. .August 30,
1788, Gundin arrived and also recognized the river as the true
P epiry-Gua9f1 of the treaty, nailing to a tree a plate of copper
which Varela bad given him for that purpose, and upon which
were engraved tlie following words: "Hucusque auxiliatus est
nobis .Deus. Pepiri-Giiazi't, 1788." The inscription put up by
Saldanba on July 28 was this: "Sine auxilio tuo, Domine, nihil
siimus. Pepiri-GitasiL 1788." Thus, by common accord, was
the mouth of the Pepiry-Guagu of the treaty recognized.
But in the following year the Spanish comQuestion raised by missioner Varela raised said the Brizilian
the Spanish Com.
'
.
. .
.
case, the quest10n at last to be decided by
missioner m 1789 .
arbitration, by asserting that the demarcation
of 1759 was erroneous aud that the Pepiry or Pequiry of the
treaty of 1750 was the river discovered by Gundin .August 4,
1788, because that river was upstream of the Uruguay-Pita,.
In this w-ay there came to be a third Uruguay-Pita even more
to the east than the second, of 1759; and it was claimed that
the Pepiry-Guagu should. be transferred farther to the east.
This pretension gave rise to a heated discussion between the
second (or adjunct) commissioners, Roscio (Portuguese) and
Diego de .Alvear (Spanish). Tl.ie latter, under the instructions
of bis chief Varela, insisted upou a joint survey of the river
discovered. by Gundin, which the Portuguese called Caudaloso.
The principal Portuguese commissioner permitted the exploration to be made with a view to obtain the conseut of the Spaniards to a coruplete survey of the true Pepiry-Guagu. The
survey of Gundin's river was made by Cha.gas Santos (Portuguese) and Oyarvide (Spanish). The latter gave to the river
the name of Pequiri-Guazu, which was never recogujzed by
the Portuguese. .Alvear, in Lis instructions to Oyarvide of
November 17, 1789, directed th~ latter to "survey the river
1
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which we believe to be the true Pepiry-Guagfl, discovered by
our geographer * * * D. Joaquin Gundin," and to endeavor
to ascertain whether there was in the immediate neighborhood
"another river whose head waters lie near and can be connected
with those of our Pequiri, and which, flowing toward the uortb,
shall empty into the Igua9f1.," saying, in conclusion, "The
existence of such a river, which is very prob.able, may induce
the courts to choose it as a boundary instead of the San
Antonio." 1 Ohagas Santos accompanied Oyarvide only as far
as tbe source of the Rio Caudaloso or Pequiri-Guazu. Oyarvide, continuing, discovere<l , June 17, 1791, the sources of a
river -to which he gave the uame of San Antonio Guazu. Tl.le
survey of the S. Antonio of the treaty had been made by
Ohagas Santos and Oyarvide in 1788, and that of the PepiryGua9u, from its mouth to the source of an eastern branch, by
Joaquin Felix <la Fonseca (Portuguese) and Oabrer (Spanish)
in 1789. Cabrer fa bis diary stated that, being unable to find
the mark placed at tl.ie principal source of the S. Antonio, be
and Fonseca had concluded that the Pepiry-Guagi'l bad been
improperly named and that they wrote upon the copper plate
which Gund.in bad set up there the following words: "Pepiri
proedato nornine vocor, 1790." This, said the Brazilian case,
could not have been done with Fonseca's knowledge. He bad
po itive orders not to touch tbe inscriptions placed there in
1788. Veiga Oabn~l, in Lis report of the survey made by Fonseca, said nothing a to tbe "Pepiri proedato no mine vocor," nor
<lid it appear in tb.e report of Oahrer, transcribed by Oyarvide,2
uor was it quoted by Alvear in bis discussion with Roscio.
Oabrer, in faet, wrote hi diary many years after the conclusion of the urvey.
The Spanish Government did not, said the
Nonapproval of th e Brazilian ca ·e, commi to it comm is ion er
Spanish Governthe ta,k of correcting ' rron, of the previou ,
ment.
d marcation, audit never took into con idera1.ian e prop :ed l>y them in the line defined by tl.ie
f 1T7. Oyar ide, in bi Jllenwria, -aid : 'Tbe yeal'
·om without, auy olutiou of the contention a·
f be di i ·i nal lin from the Uru ·uay to tlrn
:,
n in hi , diary: "The ourt of Madrid
11 v r r pli
\ \ by, w d 11
kn w but it i ery ea to
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i11fer. Nor did they ever acknowledge Hie receipt of the plans
aud geographical maps which were sent there even in triplicate for information reganliug the demarcatiou.'·
Iu the region of the river Plate, sai<l tbe BraMisuse of th e Term zilian case, the controversy between Brazil and
" Misio:1es."
- ·
the Argentine Republic was commonly called
the question of Misiones, a designation which certain recent Brazilian writers bad adopted. From tbe Argeutine point of view
the designation was proper, since the controversy turned upon
the question what was to be the eastern boundary of the Argentine territory of Misiones; but from the Brazilian and historical
point of viewitwas improper, since the territory in dispute never
formed part of the old missions of the Society of Jesus in Paraguay, afterward called by the Spaniards Provinoia de Misiones.
In the seventeenth century the Spaniards of Paraguay founded
to the east of the Parana and north of the Ig-uagu, in the l'egion
called Provinoia de Guayra, two small cities, Guayra or Oiudad
Real and Villa Rica. At the beginning of the same century
the Jesuits of Paraguay began to convert the Guarany Indians
iu that region. The missions and cities of the Guayra were
bouuded by the Igua911 on the south and the Paranapanema on
the 11ortll, the Parana on the west, and the Serra dos Agudos
ou the east. Besides the missions of the Guayra, the Jesuits
had, in 1630, three missions to the west of the Parana, five
between the Pararni aud the Uruguay (including Assumpcion
d~l Acaraguay or Acarana, the uearest they had to the Pepiry),
aud three to the east of the Uruguay. In 1630 and 1631 the
Paulistas, led by Antonio Raposo Tavares, attacked aod destroyed, in the province of Guayra, the missions of S. Miguel,
S. Antouio, Jesus Maria, San Pablo, San Xavier, S. Pedro,
and Concepcion <l.e los Gualachos. "We have come," said
they, "to drive you out of all this region 1 because these lands
are ourf5, and not those of the King of Spain." Collecting then
at Loreto a nd S. Ignacio Minf the fugitive Indians of the other
missions, the Jesuits resolved to abandon the province of the
Guayra and to settle in the territory lying between the Parana
and the Uruguay. The transmigratiou of the i2,000 remaining
catechumens was effected in 1631, under the direction of Fr.
Montoya. In 1632 the Paulistas took Villa Rica and Oiudad
Real; and in the following year, when they were marching to
the mouth of the Iguagu, the missions of Santa Maria Mayor, ·
uear· the Salto Grande (Great FalJs) of that river, aud that of
tl.ie Natividad of the Acarn,ig were hastily evacuated. From
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1633 the Pauhstas remained masters of all the territory to
the east of the Paran{t and to the north of the Iguagu. In 1631
the Jesuits of Paraguay began to extend their settlements
to the east of the Uruguay, where they had, as before stated,
three missions. In 1636 tltey Lad fifteen, included between the
Uruguay on the west, the Ijuhy (then Iiuii), and the Serra Geral
on the Horth, tlie Ibicuhy (then lbicuity) and th.e Jacuhy (Igay)
on the south, and the Taquary (at that time Tebicuary) on the
east. All these settlements were taken by the Paulistas, under
the command of Raposo Tavares, or abandoned by the Jesuits
and their Indians after stubborn fights at J esus Maria and S.
Christoval in 1636, and at Caaro, Caazapaguagil, Caazap{tminf,
and S. Nicolas, in 1638. Retiring then to the west, the Jesuits
founded between the Uruguay and the Parau{t the missions of
Santo Thome, Apostoles, San Carlos, S. Jose, Candelaria, Martyres, S. Cosme, Sant' Ana, S. Nicolas, and S. Miguel. That of
Assumpcion, founded in 1630 on the right bank of the Uruguay
and of the Acaraguay or Acaraua, was trausferred in 1638 to
the mouth of the Mborore. The chronicles and accounts, either
printed or manuscript, of the Jesuits of Paraguay and those
of S. Paulo, in Brazil, all testified, said the Brazilian Case,
that i:-hortly after the Spaniards and their missionaries were
dri veu from the province of the Guayra, all the territory
bounded on the east by the Parau{t and on the soutli by the
Uruguay was under the sway of the Paulistas. After 1638
they freely overran all the lauds stretching to the south and
ea t of the Uruguay. Snbsequeutly they were occupied in the
discovery and working of gold mines in the interior of Brazil
(Mina Geraes and Go,raz) and in the we t (Matto Gro so).
The J e nits were thus able to return to the east bank of the
ruguay, removing thitlJer in 1687 the mi ions of S. Nicola,
a
uel, and -rea,tiug five others: S. Luiz Gonzaga,
(
:r:ia (1690), . Lorenzo (HHH), S. Juan Bauti:-1ta
' . 11g l (170G). After 170G, . aid tbe Brazilian
tern aud northern boundarie , of the pani hoc·upatio11 in the territory called Misione , never v,tried. To tlie
bit d by avage clo 'Cd all communication
in cli~pute. To the we:t and north of tl1e
01
ight l>a,uk, aud .,orpu , on the left,
th
lb n i11<.:e 11;-:1:1 the mo tad vanced
a1
11 1r ', t to tbe Brazilian frontier on
ir aft ~rward Pepiry- na~;ft. The affluent
tli · h u11 la,r of the 'paui h po e, ·iou , on
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the Upper Uruguay. Thence, upward, the Indians of Misiones
did not venture overland. In 1759 they still went up in their
canoes as far as the Itacaray, but in 1788 they no longer went
so near the Brazilian frontier. Until the middle of the eighteeuth century the Jesuits of Misiones maintained on the
Uruguay, near the Yaboti, or Pepiry-Mini- above the Itacaray,
but to the west of the Salto Grande of the Uruguay, and
therefore of the Pepiry or Pequiry-a post of observation to
ogive notice of the movements of the Brazilians of S. Paulo, or
Paulistas. The Spaniards of the second demarcation were
uuable to :find a single guide who knew the Uruguay above the
mouth of the Cebollaty (now 'rurvo ), much less the contest ed
territory. No document existed, said the Brazilian case, by
which, except when they went with the Portuguese to make
the demarcation under the treaties of 1750 and 1777, the presence of Spaniards in this territory during the three centuries
comprising the colonial period could be proved. ·
In some modern Spanish and Argentine
Route of Cabeza de maps, said the Brazilian case; the route was
Vaca.
erroneously marked along the Igmt9u of the
famous Spanish expedition led by A.Ivar Nunez Cabeza de
Vaca, adelantado and governor of the Rio de la Plata, which,
setting out at the end of 1541 from the coast of Santa Catharina, continued by land as far as the city of Asuncion of Paruguay, and reached its destination in the following year. On
Map VI. of the Atlas de la Confederation Argentine, by Martin
De Monssy, the course was marked along the northern bank of
the Igua9u; the Carta Geographica de la Provincia de Oorrientes, dated 1865, and the map of Cabrer of 1802, represented
it as passing along the southern bank, and therefore through
the contested t erritory. But, said the Brazilian case, on the
map of Oabrer itself there was a note by the author exactly
de~cribing the itinerary . . Both Brazilian and Argentine writers
had been led into error as to the route of the expedition by confusing two rivers of the same name-one the Pequiry, an affluent of the left bank of the Parana, and the other the affluent
of the right bank of the Uruguay. By the Commentaries of
Pero Hernandez, secretary to Cabeza de Vaca,1 it appeared that
1 Comentarios cle Al var Nunez Cabe9a de Vaca·adelantado y gouernador
de la prouincia del Rio <le l a Plata. Seriptos por Pero Hernandez scriuano
y secretario de la prnuincia. '~ " -.~ Valladolid, 1555 in 4° . The Congressional Library b a1:1 tl1ifJ edition, as well as a French translation, published i.n 1837, by Ternaux Compans.
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the expedition started from the river Ytabuc-C1, now Itapucfa,
on the littoral of Santa Catharin a, ascended the range of mountains called Serra do Mar, went through the table-land of Onrityba, crossed over from the left to the right bank of the Iguagu,
thence over the Tibagy (Tibagi), and, after foJlowing the left
bank of this affluent of the Paranapanerna, crossed several
rivers, among them the Peqii-iry, cm affluent of the Parana, and
continuing in a southerly direction, parallel to the course of the
latter river, reached the right bank of the Iguagfl immediately
above its Salto Grande (Great Falls). It then proceeded down
the Iguagu as fa"r as its confluence with the Parana, and crossed
the latter river and the Paraguay. The most ancient chronicler of Paraguay and the river Plate, Rui Diaz de Guzman,
had also correctly described the route of the expedition. The
Dutch and French cartographers of the sixteenth and seventeen centuries at once noted. on their maps of Paraguay the
rivers, settlements, and principal geographical and ethnographical names mentioned by Hernandez.1 Lozano stated iu
1745 that no Spaniards ever saw the Pepiry; 2 and the Pepiry
of Lozano and the Jesuits was a river below the Great Fall
of the Uruguay, rn the Argentine territory of Misiones. The
territory in dispute, declared the Brazilian case," was indisputably discovered by Brazilians, and was always au integral
part of Brazil."
The Argentine claim to the Brazilian terriDate of the Argen·
"
•
tory
to the east of the Pepiry-Gua~u
an d of
"5
tin e Claim.
the Santo Antonio was, saiu the Brazilian case,
of ve~y recent date. The ·Brazilian ca"'e reviewed the history
of the unratified Brazilian-Argentine treaty of limits of Deember 14, 1857, and maintained that, as the act of approval
of the Argentine cougre.'s referred to the rivers "lying more
to the ea t bearing tho e name [Pepiri-Gua~fL and Santo Antonio] a hown by the operation referred to in Article II. of the
1
mong oth rs the maps of Paragnay by Jodocus Hondius, J. Jansonius, and G. Bla,•u, in which the following names ar e met ·w ith, as fir t
iY n in the Oomentarios : Ytalmcit (Ytabncfl in the Oomenlarios), Anniriri
(Afiiriri), 'ipopay ( 'ipoyay), Tocanguazu (Tocanguac(t), Tibagf, Taquari,
Abangobf Tocangu,.ir (Tocangucir), in latitncle 2J0 30' according to the
omentarioSJ, J>iqniri affluent of the Paranu ancl the river Ygua~i\ Jo-ua90
vith 1
alto (} all ). All mod •rn histo~ians who have writte~ ~n the
~· 1> <lition have treat <1th 'ome11larios as the only inconte tal>le source of
1t1formation. (Historia Argentina, 1,or Luis L. Domingu z, 4th edition,
Bu1•110 - yr<· , 1 70 p. 5 ).
1Ii. t. <le fa on1it1i ta cl 1 Paraguay, Lib. I. ap. 2.
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sarne" (i. e., the rivers" which were surveyed in 1759 by the
delimitation commissioners under the treaty of January 13,
1750"), it must, in order to have any meaning at all, have
referred to the rivers actually surveyed and adopted, aR distinguished from the Pepiry of the Jesuits below the Great
Falls of the Uruguay. There were no rivers embraced in any
operation of 1759 east of those actually adopted-the rivers
defended by Brazil. It was not strange, therefore, that Brazil
should have insisted upon the exchange of the ratifications of
the treaty as approved by the Argentine congress. From 1859
to 1876 negotiations were suspended, but in the latter year
they were renewed. It was not however till 1881, declared
the Brazilian case, that the pretension of the Argentine Government was clearly defined. A decree of the Brazilian Government, No. 2052, of March 16, 1859, bad ordered two military
colonies to be erected to the east of the 0hapec6 and Chopim
in the province of Parana. In 1881 the minister of war took
measures to give it effect. Thereupon, a report having been
published to the effect that two colonies were about to be
established to the west of those rivers, the Argentine minister
at Rio de Janeiro made some oral representations on the subject. The incident did not give rise to any excbang·e of notes,
but it revealed the fact that the Argentine Republic considered the territory to the east of those rivers contestable, and
assigned as the eastern boundary of the Argentine pretension
the rivers· Chapec6 and Chopim. The Argentine Republic
thus revived the question raised in 1789 by the Spanish commissioners of the second demarcation.
..
Nevertheless, the Argentine Government
JJrazilian settle- ·
.
ments.
couJd no t , sa1'd th e B raz1.11an
case, h ave b een
ignorant of the settlements of the Brazilians
in those regions, since it had a legation at Rio de Janeiro, and
official documents made the facts public as early as 1841. In
1841 the president of the provmce of S. Paulo, Raphael Tobias
de Aguiar, aunounced in his report to the provincial legislative
assembly the occupation of Campo de Palmas by two expeditions from Curityba, then the chief town of a comarca forming a part of that Brazilian province. These expeditions
were preceded by three others, namely, one from Palmeiras
in 1836, uner the lead of Father Ponciano Jose de Araujo,
rector of that parish, and Jose Joaquim de Almeida, afterward a colonel in the national guard; and two from Guarapuava, having as leaders Jose Ferreira dos Santos and Pedro
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de Siqueira Cortes. In 1840 a company of the military police
of S. Paulo ('' Municipaes Permanentes") was detached to
Oampo de Palm.as under Capt. Hermogenes Carneiro Lobo.
This company was created by an act of March 16, 1837, of the
provincial legislative assembly of S. Paulo for the special purpose of occupying Campo de Palmas. 1 And the persons composing the different expeditions being in hot dispute concerning the division of the land, Lawyer Joao da Silva Carrao,
afterward minister of state and senator of the empire, and
Maj. Pinto Bandeira were chosen as ar.bitrators to settle the
difficulty. April 4, 1840, they started from Uurityba, and they
arrived at Campo de Palmas on the 28th of .May, remaining
there until August. In the same year Commander Carneiro
Lobo founded on the banks of the stream Cachoeira the village called from that time Capella de Palmas. Callipo Ere,
founded in 1840, was the most advanced post of the Brazilians
in the territory in dispute. In 1840 37 farms were established
in Campo de Palmas, which in 1850 had nearly 36,000 head of
cattle. In 1850 Campo Ere had 5 farms. The lands owned by
the farmers of that place were registered by the collector of
Palmas in 1855 and 1856. In 184:1 and 1844 Gen. Antero de
Brito, president of Santa Catharina, another Brazilian province, protested against the exercise of jurisdiction by the
authorities of S. Paulo in Campo de Palmas, maintaining tliat
all the territory to the east of the Pepiry-·Guagu and of the
Santo Antonio belonged to the province of Santa Catharina.
The protest of Santa Catharina became public and gave rise
to discussions. The report of the president of S. Paulo of
1841 wa also a public document, printed and di. tributed.
By the act of August 29, 1853, tlie general legislative assembly of the empire detached from the province of S. Paulo the
1
In tho Revista do Institu,to Historico e Geographico do Brazil (Review of
the Historical and Geographical Institute of Brazil), Vol. XIV. year 1851,
pp. 425 t 43 , i to be found an account, the translation of who e title is:
"An a count of the discovery of Campo de Palmas in the omarca of
oritiba, provin e of, . Paulo, of it colonization, and of some e,ent
which curred there to the pre cn t month of December 1850, written
and presented to the Historical Institute b y Senhor Joaquim Jos6 Pinto
Band ira.'
t parr 43 the following occurs: " " " " but as the provincial
a.- mbly, b ' a. law of 16th far ·h, 1837, had created a company of military police• (municipae permanente ), in order that it might make on the
part of ~h government the di. covery of the e plain , the government
rd •red it to b ·ent ther to protect the farmers ."
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comarca of Curityba, raising it to a province with the name of
Parana,, and the province of Santa Catharina claimed from
Paran{L the territory to the south of the Igua9u and to the
east of the Santo .Antonio and the Pepiry-Gua9u, which it
formerly claimed from S. Paulo. , By an act, No. 22, February
28, 1855, of the legislative assembly of Parana the settlement of
Palmas was made a parish. .Another act of the same assembly, of October 9, 1878, raised Palmas to a town. Later, by
other acts of the legislative assembly of Parana, Palmas was
raised to a comarca, and in this district a second parish was
created whose seat was the village of Boa Vista. .All these
public acts, said the Brazilian case, passed without protest
from the .Argentine Government.
For seventy years the Portuguese maps, then
Argentine Maps. Brazilian maps, and generally, all the foreign
maps, gave, said the Brazilian ca,se, as the
boundary between Brazil and the provinces of the river Plate,
afterward the .Argentine Confederation and Argentine Republic, the Pepiry-Gua9u and the Santo .Antonio, as claimed by
Brazil. The .Argentine Government not only remained silent,
but it even authorized or assisted in the publication of maps
which represented the divisional line as running along those
rivers, e. g., the Mappa de la Republica Argentina, by the
engineers .Allan and Campbell, dated 1855, "and printed by
order of the .Argentine Government;" the Oonjederacion Argentina, of 1863; the Provinci_a de Oorrientes, of 1865; the wellknown Atlas de la Confederation Argentine, by V. Martin de
Moussy, '' an indisputably official publication;" and the map
of 1875, made by the engineers .A. de Seelstrang and .A. Tourmente, at Buenos .A.y res, specially for the Argentine central
commission at the Philadelphia exhibition in 1876, and appended to a book which was profusely distributed at the time.
in the United States and in Europe by the agents of the .Argentine Government. These facts led the Argentine minister
for foreign affairs November 20, 1889, to request his colleague,
the minister of public instruction, "to order a strict revision
of the text-books of national geography," so that new editions
might be "in accord with the rights" of the republic. In
consequence, the .Argentine Government, November 20, 1889,
promulgated a decree denying the authority on questions of
limits of all maps that were not approved by its depart:uient
of foreign affairs.
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After briefly reviewing the prior negotiat·ions, t h e B raz1Tian case t ook up th e .t rea t·y
of September 28, 1885, for the survey of the
rivers Pepiry-Guagu, Santo Antonio, and Ol1apec6, and of the
Ohopim, supposed to be the .S an Antonio-Guazu of Oyarvide.
The joint commission entered upon its labors in 1887 and concluded them in 1890. It was then ascertained that the S.
Antonio-Guaz-C1 of Oyarvide was the river Jangada. The Argentine commission proposed to survey this river, but the
Brazilian refused, because the treaty and the instructions of
1885 designated the Ohopim. The Brazilian Government,
however, agreed that the survey should be made. September
7, 1889, was concluded the treaty of arbitration. Some days
after its ratification the republic was proclaimed in Brazil,
and, at the request of the Argentine minister at Rio de Janeiro,
the provi ional government agreed to the division of the contested territory, an idea favored by the government of Buenos
Ayres since 1881. January 25, 1890, a treaty which divided
the territory of Palrnas between the contracting parties was
signed at Montevideo by representatives of the provisional
government of Brazil aud representatives of the Argentine
Republic. In the Argentine Republic "this solution was
received with great enthusiasm." In Brazil "it produced a
sentiment of the deepest, grief, and raised unanimous and
vehement protest ." Thus, said the Brazilian case, according
to the phrase of an illustrious writer, the question of the territory of Palmas "passed through the great test of the Judgment of olomon." The special commissioners elected by the
Brazilian congres to report upon the treaty of Montevideo
recommended that it be rejected and that recourse be had to
arbitration. Thi report was approved at tbe sitting of Augu tr
4 1 91, by 142 aye to 5 noes.
February 6, 1 05, there wa delivered to th
The Award.
repre entative, of tue contending partie , at
the Department of State in Wa hington, by
r tar of tate, tlie following award of the President
, ,' arbitr, tor:
Concluding Obser-

vations.

'

.

h r '. t
n lncl di ept mber 7 1 9, between theArgenp pn~>lH· mHl 1!razil for the ,"ettl ment of a di:puted bouudc1u t1011 pr VHle , am ng other thing , a follow :
"'

~bo
Jnc1
he

RTICLE

I.

right that each one of the High

bav to th t rritory fo di put
within the term of nin ty day
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to be counted from. the ending of the survey of the land in
which the head waters of the rivers Chapeco or Peqiriguazu
and Jan gada, or San Antonio-Guazu are found. The said
survey is understood to end the day on which the com.missions
appointed by virtue of the Treaty of September 28, 1885, shall
present to their governments their reports and plans referred
to in Article IV. of the same treaty.
"'ARTICLE

II.

"' Should the time specified in the preceding Article expire
without an amicable solution being reached, the question shall
be submitted to the Arbitration of the President of the United
States of America, to whom the High Contracting Parties shall
address themselves· within the next sixty days, requesting him.
to accept that Commission.
'"ARTICLE

V.

"' The boundaries shall be established by the rivers that
either Brazil or the Argentine Republic has designated, and
the arbitrator shall be invited to decide in favor of one of the
Parties, as he may deem just, and in view of the reasons and
the documents they may produce.
"'ARTICLE

VI.

"' The decision shall be pronounced within the term of twelve
months, countingfrom the date of the presentationoftheexposition s, or from the latest one, if the presentation be not made
at the same time by both Parties. It shall be final and obligatory, and no reason shall be alleged to obstruct its enactment.'
"The High Contracting Parties having failed to arrive at an
amicable solution within the time stipulated as aforesaid, have,
in accordance with the alternative provisions of the Treaty,
submitted the controverted question to me, Grover Cleveland,
President of the United States of America, for Arbitration and
Award under the conditions in said 'rreaty prescribed.
"Each Party has presented to me within the time and in the
manner specified in Article IV. of the Treaty, an Argument,
with evidence, documents and titles in support of its asserted
right.
''The question submitted to me for decision under the treaty
- afore.-,aid is, which of two certain systems of rivers constitutes
the boundary of Brazil and the Argentine Republic in that
part of their adjoining territory which lies between the Uruguay and Y guazu Rivers. Each of the designated boundary
systems is composed of two rivers having their sources near
together and flowing in opposite directions, one into the Uruguay and the other into the Yguazu.
"The two rivers designated by Brazil as cons ti tu tin~ the
boundary in question (which may be denominated the Westerly l::;ystem) are a tributary of the Uruguay and a tributary of
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the Y guazu, which were marked, recognized and declared as
boundary rivers in 1759 and 1760 by the Joint Commission appointed under the treaty of January 13, 1750, between Spain
and Portugal, to locate the boundary between.the Spanish and
Portuguese possessions in South America. The affluent of the
Uruguay is designated in the report of those commissioners as
the Pepiri river (sometimes spelled Pepiry). In certain later
documents put in evidence it is called the l'epiri-Guazu. The
opposite river flowing into the Y guazu was named the San Antonio by the said Commissioners, and it retains that name.
''The two rivers claimed by the Argentine Republic as forming the boundary (which may be denominated the Easterly
System) lie more to the east and are by that Republic called
the Pequiri-Guazu (flowing into the Uruguay) aud the San
Antonio-Gliazu (flowing iuto the Y guazu). · Of these two rivers
last aforesaid, the first is by Brazil called the Chapeco and the
second the Jangada.
"Now, therefore, be it known, that I, Grover Cleveland,
President of the United States of .America, upon whom the
functions of Arbitrator have been conferred in the premises,
having duly examined and considered the arguments, documents, and evidence to me submitted by the respective Parties
pursuant to tbe provisions of said Treaty, do hereby make the
following decision and award:
"That the boundary liue between the Argentine Republic
and the United States of Brazil in that part ::mbmitted to me
for arbitration and decision, is constituted and shall be establi bed by and upon the rivers Pepiri (also called Pepiri-Guazu)
and San Antonio, to wit, the rivers which Brazil has designated
in the argument and documents submitted to me as constituting the boundary, and hereinbefore denominated the Westerly
Sy t m.
"For convenience of identification, these rivers may be further d cribed as those recognized, designated, marked and
d clared a the Pepiri and San Antonio, respectively, and a
the boundary river., in the year 1759 aud 1760, by the Spanish
and Portugu :e Oomrni ioners in that behalf appointed puruc11 to the tr aty of limit concluded January 13, 1750, between~ 'pain and Portugal, a i recorded in tbe official report
of b ,, id com mi ioner,. Tl1 mouth of the afflneut of the
ru uay h~:t afo_re ·aid, to wit, the Pepiri (also called Pepiriuaz(t) , b1 b, w~th the au ntonio, i, hereby determined to
b _th hom:ic.l~ry rn que tion, wa. r cko11 d and r ported by the
' 1d <· nu 11. :1011 r. who urv y cl it in 175!) to he one and onetl1ird 1 a u '· up:.>tre rn from t'lie Gr at Falls ( alto Grande) of
h
~rngua and two-third . of a 1 ague above a smaller
afl\n ! t n the
m
i<le ·all d by th ·aid omrni ·ioner
1i Yt~ , .
c· orcling t th map and r 'port of the urvey
Ill' l
m • ""by h
rar-ilian- rg utiu ,Joint ommi: ion
of he r aty c·onrhul ,(l ept mher 2 , 1 5'
.i r,,. 11 in ' H publi · and Brazil, the di tauce from
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the Great Falls of the Uruguay to the mouth of the aforesaid
P epir i (also ealled Pepiri-Guazu) was ascertained and shown
to be four and one-half miles as the river flows. ·T he mouth
of the affluent of the Yguazu last aforesaid, to-wit, the San
A ntonio, was reckoned and reported by the said commissioners of 1759 and 1760 to be nineteen leagues upstream from
the Great Falls (Salto Grande) of the Yguazu, and twentyth ree leagues from the mouth of the latter river. It was also
l>y them reported as the second important river that empties
itself on the south bank of the Yguazu above its Salto Grande;
the San Francisco, about seventeen and one-fourth leagues
above the Great Falls, being the first. In the report of the Joint
Survey rna<le in 1788 under the treaty of October 1, 1777,
between Spain and l'ortugal, the location of the San Antonio
with r efereuce to the mouth and the Great Falls of the Y guazu
agrees with that above stated.
" I n testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of tlrn United States to be affixed.
" Done in triplicate at the Uity of Washington on .the fifth
day of February in the year one thousand eight hundred and
nin ety-five, aud of the Independence of the United States the
on e h undred and nineteenth.
[SEAL.]

' ' GROVER CLEVELAND.

" By the President:
"W. Q. GRESHAM,
" Secretary of State."
February 6, 1895, the Baron de ' Rio Branco
announced the decision of the arbitrator to his
Award.
. dm
. rep1y, un der d ate
govern men t . Il e receive
of February 7, from Senbor Carlos de Carvalho, Brazilian minister for foreign affairs, the following telegram:
"The government has received wlth great satisfaction your
telegram announcing the favorable solution of Misiones question. Appreciating your work and that of tlrn special mission,
we congratulate you in the name of the country. Present
thanks to members of the mission."
On the same day the President of the republic, Senhor Prudente de Moraes, extended the thanks of the nation in the following terms: "In the name·of the Brazilian nation I thank
you for your never to be forgotten services for the recognition
of its rights."
Senhor Carlos de Carvalho also sent to Senor Garcia Merou,
the Argentine minister to Brazil, then at Petropolis, the following t elegram:
'' The question which has just been settled in a manner honorable to South American civilization, being eliminated from
Reception of th e
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the friendly relations between our two countries, the cultivation of those relations will receive a stimulus in the direction
of their highest utility, as is demanded by republican liberty
and counseled by the interest of both peoples, who will remain
more closely united by having a settled boundary line.
"I cordially press the hand of your excellency."
The Argentine minister telegraphed an appropriate reply, in
these terms :
"Accept my thanks for your telegram. I regard the que~tion under arbitration which has just been decided as a triumph of both our nations, which, equally strong, patriotic, and
virile, have sought on the ground of right and justice a noble
solution of .controversies which can never be definitively settled by the transitory and ephemeral right of force. This high
example given to the sister nations of America by the two
countries which, in civilization and power, stand at the head
of the South American continent, will in the future bear its
fruit as ·a n honorable international precedent.
"This long-standing controversy being ei1ded, nothing can
impede the union every day closer of our peoples, called to
great and prosperous destinies. I know the sentiments of
your excellency in this respect, as your excellency knows mine,
and, relying on them, I return the cordial pressure o~ your
hand extended to me, and repeat the expressions of my smcere
friendship."
February 12, 1895, President Moraes sent the following telegraphic mes age to the Presi<;ient of the Argentine Republic :
"A great popular meeting, attended by the Argentine mini ter, congratulates the two friendly nations on the peaceful
olution of the long-staudiug question of the Misiones. Accept
my own congratulations for such happy event; receive my
affectionate alutations."
'Ihe Pre iclent of the Argentine Republic replied:
" h fri ndly demon tration of the Brazilian people toward
ou
hich your ex ellency i HO kind a· to give me
no
· y re ponded to by the latter. Both people
b~
bowing to the world a practical application
of
nternational arbitration, aud he rgentine
na
in the deci ion of the high judge
to
ncient ·ontroversy was intru. t d
·o
· ·appearanc of the only po sible
a
rmer ~illy, with whi ·h its con. t.
it relation · with the tie of
fu
~
u f my , ntiment f affection
an
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The mass meeting above referred to -sent a message to the
Baron de Rio Branco, from which the following is an extract:
"The Brazilian and .Argentine Republics, in celebrating the
victory of peace and right by arbitration, are offering a great
a11<l fr uitft;i.l example to the other American nations. The
heart of the nation, thropbiug with joy, welcomes throughout
the country the glad news of the happy event which puts an
e11 d, in a manner so honorable to both nations, to a long-standin g eontroversy."
In the course of his reply, the Baron de Rio Branco said:

''lam sure that the award of the illustrious .American, who,
animated by an equal regard for both nations, has so carefully
and conscientiously exercised his functions as arbiter, has been
received with satisfaction in the Argentine Rep11blic, and that
this happy and honorable event will tend, as all Brazilians
desire, to tighten the bonds of friendship which unite us to our
former allies of Oaseros and Paraguay."
The representatives of the Argentine Republic and Brazil
expressed to the Secretary of State of the United States, in
official notes, their appreciation of the President's services as
arbitrator, and in due time conveyed in the same manner the
thanks of their respective governments. 1
By Article IV. of the treaty of arbitration,
Question as to the Ex- .
.
1t
was prov1. d ed t h at eac h contractrng
party
ch ange of Cases.
should, within twelve months from the day of
the receipt of the arbitrator's acceptance, present to him a
statement, or case, "accompanied by all documents and titles
tending to the defense of its right," and that, "this being done,
no further addition can be made, except at the request of the
arbitrator, who will have the right to order all necessary information." No stipulation was made for an exchange of cases;
but after the cases were presented the representative of Brazil
proposed to the representative of the .Argentine .Republic that
they should be mutually exchanged. This proposition was
1
Mr. Juan S. Attwell, charge d'affaires ad interim of the Argentine Repnblic at Washington, in a note of May 7, 1895, inclosed a copy of an
instruction to Dr. ZebfLllos from the minister for foreign affairs, in which
the latter said: "Altb ongh the decision cloes not favor the interests of this
go vernment, H is Excellency the President, accepting it as is required by
our agr~ement with the Government of Brazil, instructs rne to announce
to him [the President of th e United State8], through y our Excellency, his
acceptanre, and at the same time to return bis thanks for additional
service rendered to the republic."
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declined, on the ground that the treaty did not authorize it. 1
The representative of Brazil then applied, through the Department of State, to the arbitrator, asking him to direct an exchange of cases, on the ground that such exchange was proper,
if not essential, (1) in itself, in order to insure a certain and
satisfactory termination of the litigation, and (2) under the
treaty to enable the respective representatives to prepare themselves to give any information which the arbitrator might order.
On this application the arbitrator omitted to render any decision, and the exchange of cases was not made. The application was thus practically denied. In view of this fact it is
manifestly ad vi sab 1e, if an exch~nge of cases is desired, to make
an express provision for it in the treaty.
1 The representative of the Argentine Republic also replied that he had
on a previous occasion suggested that authority should be obtained for an
exchange, but that the representative of Brazil was not then inclined to
cooperate in the measure. The understandings of the two represent,atives
on this particular subject were not in accord, but this difference did not
affect the main question.

CHAPTER XLIX.
ARBITRATIONS

BEFORE UNITED
MINISTERS.

STATES

1. THE ORAV AIROLA BOUND.A.RY .

. By a convention signed at Berne December
31 1873 the governments of Italy and Switz'
'
.
erland agreed to submit the controversy between them as to the national ownership of the Alp of Cravairola to the decision of two commissioners and an umpire.
As umpire, Mr. George P. Marsh, United States minister at
Rome, was chosen, and he was authorized by his government
to accept the appointment. 1 Of the subject of controversy Mr.
Marsh gave the following description: 2
'' The Alp, a mountain pasturing ground of Cravairola, which
is the debatable district, is an irregular triangle, containing
about 4,500 acres, lying on the eastern slope of the mountain
cliain which forms the watershed between the Italian valley
of tlle Toceia, or Tosa, and the Swiss valley of the Maggia, in
the canton Ticino. The Tosa and the Maggia both empty into
Lago Maggiore, tue former near Pallanza, the latter near
Locarno. The height of the pastures of Cravairola above the
sea is from 4,500 to 9,000 feet, and they are accessible by rugged mule paths from the town of Crodo, in the Val Tosa, and
from tllat of Campo, in the Val Maggia, and the lowest passage from Crodo being over a ridge nearly 7,000 feet above that
village. The surface of _the Alp is everywhere steeply inclined
to the east, and much of it is bare rock, but it contains valuable pastures and a certain extent of evergreen forest. There
are 110 dwellings upon tbe Alp, except a few rude huts, occupied by the herdsmen and dairymen from the 24th of June to
the 8th, aud sometimes 15th, of September, the severity of the
climate rendering the district uninhabitable during the rest of
the year. From the Swiss village of Campo the lower limit
of tlle Alp may be reached by a path, barely practicable, in
three or four hours. The products of pastoral industry can
be transported over the crest of the mountain by men, and to
Subject of Controversy.

1
Mr. Fish, 'ec. of State, to Mr. Marsh, August 4, 1874, MS~. Dept. of
State.
2
Mr. Marsh to Mr. Fish, September 15, 1874. (For. Rel. 1875, II. 749.)
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some extent by mules; but the timber from the forest can be
carried to market ouly by :floating it down the torreut H,ovano,
which arises in the Alp, and thence by the river Maggia to tbe
lake."
Mr. Marsh's first meeting with the arbitraArbitral Proceedings. tors was held at Milan. It was there agreed
that , before entering upon any discussion, the
arbitrators, the umpire, aud the agents should visit the territory in dispute. They accordiugly traversed the Alp and inspected it, and returned to Milan by way of Val Maggia and
Lago Maggiore without haviug been forty-eight hours out
of the Kingdom of Italy. It was then arranged that the arbitrators should examine the testimony and the arguments, and
notify Mr. Marsh in case they should be unable to agree. Mr.
Marsh then left Milan, but soon received a telegram requesting
his return, as the arbitrators could not agree. He returned
September 16, 1874, and immediately entered upon bis duties
a& umpire. The proofs of the parties and the arguments of
the agents were laid before him, and lie devoted eight days to
their examination and the preparation of a decision, which he
pronounced in Italian on Wednesday, the 23d of September.
Mr. Marsh expected when his decision was
The Award.
pronounced to send an English translation ofit
to his government, but be omitted subsequently
to send either a translation or the original text. For the following authentic copy of the original I am under ob1igations
to the Italian Government and the United States embassy at
Rome:
1

LODO PRONUNZIATO DAL BOPRA-ARBITRO GIORGIO P. MARSH,
23. SE1'1'EJJ1.BBE 187-1.

Parere di Giorgio P. Marsh, arbitro supremo nel "0ompromi
arbitral concernant la fixation definitive de la froutiere
Italo- uis e at1 lieu dit: Alpe de Oravairola" conclu o trai
governi d Italia e della Svizzera, addi 31 Dicembre mille
tto 1tto ttanta-tre.
L O_nor v 1 Comm. Enrico Guirciardi, Senatore del Regno
d Itaha • l 11 revol • Con ·igliere degli Stati Hans Hold, Colo1

J

E I I -•

1,· ARBI'J.'RATION PRONOU CED BY TIIE Ul\H.CRE,
)lAR ·u, ' El'TEMBEH. 23, 1874.

EORGE

P.

pini~n of
org~ :p. , Ia~ h, umpire nuder th arbitral agreement con. rumg the 1l1•hmte fixm~ of the lta,lian-, ' wi s frontier at the plac
·; 11 ·cl: . lp if' Cr \rairola, ·oncluckcl bet we n the 1rovemment of Italy
and • w1tz1•rlaucl on tho 31::;t of December ono thousand eicrht
hundred
0
an 1 ·v nt r_ hr .
'J h Ilrmond,l 'onuni sion r Enrico Oniccia. rcli, ;' enator of the Kinaloua of Italy, and th llouorable 'oun ·illor of the , ' tate , Ilan llold,
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nello dello stato rnaggiore federale Svizzero, debitamente nomiuati dai respettivi governi d' Italia e della Confederazione
Svizzera, arbitri per la definitiva deterrninazione del Confine
Italo-Svizzero nel luogo detto A.lpe Oravairola, avendo per
me1,zo <l.i un istromento in data tredici luglio mille ottocento
settanta quattro ed in virtu del quarto articolo del suddetto
"Compromis Arbitral" scelto il sottoseritto come Arbitro
Sripremo pel caso ch' essi non potessero addivenire ad una
soluzione di detta questione; ed i medesimi atbitri avendo
debitamente dichiarata nel verbale e notificata al detto arbitro
suprema l' impossibilita in cui trovavansi di venire ad un accornodamento; il sottoscritto avendo accuratamente considerat,o gli argomenti e le prove addotte dalle alte parti contrattanti rnediante i loro rispettivi agenti, procede e pronunzia
sulla propostagli questione la seguente sentenza:
La q uestione sottoposta a questo Tribunale Arbitrale dai due
governi interessati e formolata come segue nel primo articolo
del Oompromis A.rbitral dietro l'autorita del quale il .Tribunale
agisce:
"La ligne frontiere susmentionnee qui [separe le territoire
italien du territoire de la Confederation Suisse] doit-elle, comme l'estime la Suisse, suivre le faite de la chaine principale en
passant par la corona de Groppo, Pizzo dei Croselli, Pizzo
Pioda, Pizzo del Forno-Pizzo del Monastero ;-ou bien doit. elle, comme l'estime l'ltalia quitter la chaine principale au
sommet desigue Sonnenhorn L1 2788m pour descendre vers le
ruisseau de la vallee de Campo en suivant l'arete s~condaire
nomme Oreta Tremolina [ou Mosso del Lodano 2556m sur la
carte suisse] rejoindre la chaine principale au Pizzo del Lago
Gelato" ,
Colonel of the Swiss federal staff, duly nominated by the respective governments of Italy and the Swiss Confederation, arbitrators for the definite
determination of th e Italian-Swiss frontier a,t the place called Alpe Cravairola, having, by means of an agreement dated July thirteen one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-four and in virtue of the fourth article of the
above-mentioned "arbitral agreement,' 1 selected the undersigned as umpire in case they could not reach a solution of the said question; and the
same arbitrators having duly declared in a report and notified the said
umpire that they found it impossible to reach an agreement; the undersigned having carefully considered the arguments and the proofs submitted by the high contracting parties through their respective agents,
proceeds anu pronounces on the subject submitted to him, the following
decision:
The qn~stion submitted to this A.rbitral Tribunal by the two interested
governments is formulated as follows in the :first article of the arbitral
agreement, by which authority the Tribunal acts:
Ought the frontier line above mentioned [which divides the Italian
territory from the territory of the Swiss Confederation] to follow, according to the opinion of Switzerland, the summit of the principal chain by
passing by the Crown of Groppo, Peak of the Croselli, Peak Pioda, Peak
of th e Furnace, Peak of the Monastery; or ought it, according to the
opinion of Italy, to leave the principal chain at the specified summit of
Sonnenhorn .d 2788m in order to descend towards the stream of the valley
of Campo b y following the secondary ridge called Creta, Tremolina [or
Mosso del Lodano 2556m on the Swiss map], to meet the principal chain at
the Peak of the Frozen Lake " f
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Non risulta chiaro al sottoscritto se le alte parti contratanti
abbiano inteso di autorizzare gli arb1tri a determinare una
linea di frontiera dietro considerazioni di mer a con venieuza
ov-vero se si aspetti che risolvano la questione secondo i principi dello stretto diritto. Egli e quiudi necessario esaminare
le considerazioni e gli argomenti da essi presentati tanto
riguardo alla convenienza quanto rispetto al diritto.
In prirno luogo adunque riguardaudo alla semplice convenienza e lasciando da, parte per ora la questione del diritto:
Nell' interesse della Svizzera si insiste ~ul fatto cue il territorio conteso e molto piu aceessibile dalla Valle Maggia che
non dal Val Antigorio, che quincti puo essere piu couveuientemente e pill vantaggiosameute amministrato dalle autorita
Svizzere che non dalle italiane, le quali non possono accedervi
che per tre mesi dell' anno, e clie in conseguenza tutti i diritti
e gl' interessi dei possidenti relativi si alle persone che alle
proprieta, possono essere piu efficacemente protetti dalle istituzioui e dalle autorita giudiziarie ed esecutive della Svizzera,
che non da quelle dell'Italia.
Si adduce inoltre cbe per mancanza di controllo le.gale e di
sorveglianza degli attuali occupanti il suo lo, le condizioni
fisiche del territorio corrono rapidamente a rovina, diminuendo
la estensione dei pascc,li e delle prnterie per la invasione dei
cespugli alpini, che secoudo le regole di una savia amministrazione debbono essere stirpati,-e per il continuo <lilu vio del
suolo dovuto ad un taglio indiscreto dei boschi che debbono
essere preservati, ed alla negligenza dei possessori nel prendere le oppol'tune misure per prevenire il male mediante nuove
piantagioni, rinzollando la terra sciolta intorno alle sorgeuti
It is not clear to the unclersigne<l whether the high contracting part_ies
have intended to at1thorize the arbitrators to determine a frontier hue
with a view to mere convenience or wliether it is expected that they should
solve the question strictly according to the principles of right. It is
therefore necessary to examine the considerations and arguments presented by them as well with regard to convenience as with respect to
right.
~n the .first place therefore, considering simply convenience a nd leaving
a id~ for the present the question of right:
In the interest of witzerland the fact is insisted on, that the cont sted territ?ry ~s much more acccssil,le from the Valle 11aggia, than from
th Val Ant1gor10; t hat therefore i t can ue more conveniently ancl more
advantageon_ ly admini tered hy the, wiss authorities than by the Italian,
tb latter b rn able to approach it only during thr e months of the year;
and ·on quently that all the ri ghts and inter sts of the reHidentfl, both
~st<_> pe_r 011 and a. to_ pr?~erty, can he more effectually protectPd by th e
10. t1tutions and the Judicial and ex •cutive authorities of Switzerland
than by tbo.-e of Italy.
It i al o alleged th, t for w, ut of legal ·ontrol an<l of oversight of the
·tl_H~l c·cup~n ?f the soil, the phy . i1·al condition of the territory is
rapte~ly cl~t norat10g, by thr cli,mnntion of the extent or pa ture ancl
~rra1.1og gronncl _, by th . i~va i<?n of Alpine bu he , which according to
the !·ul • of, w1 _o acl1~m1.·tra.t100 1 ought to he racli •a,te<l -aud by the
·onturnon 11 lu.!{10g of th soil due to an injnclic-ious cuttin"'
down of
0
for
!hat 01wh to he pre ·erve,l aucl to th u1·gli•rence of the ow ner,• in
11
t t k1u r proper moa uro · to pr v ·ut hP evil by new planting, settling
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e sulle rive dei torrenti e costruendo barriere nei letti dei
medesimi.
Di pit1 si osserva che soverchie ed irregolari flottazioni dei
leg11ami tagliati su quell' Alpe, giu nei torrenti pei quali le
acque si scaricano nella Maggia cagion.ano mediante le 1mmerose chi use un cumulo straordinario d' acq ue, le quali precipitandosi giu per la valle, quando si aprono le dette chiuse,
recauo grave ingiuria non solo alle sponde dei torrenti 11ell' A.lpe
stessa ma in magg,iore proporzione a quelle delle Rovana nel
Oomune di Campo.
Si aggiunge che l' azione di quel torrente produce gia effetti
dannosissimi sul regime della Maggia-che la violenza e le
devastazioni del torrente stesso vanno continuamente crescendo per le summentovate cagioni e si crede per:fi.no che una
sensibile influenza ne derivi sul letto del Lago Maggiore allo
sbocco della Maggia, quindi sulla navigazione di una parte del
medesimo.
Si iusiste poi sul fatto che questi danni gia tanto contrari
agli iuteressi della popolazione svizzera e del suo territorio
possono essere prevenuti solo mediante l' applicazione all' Alpe
di Oravairola dei moderni metodi concernenti l' economia forestale e la regolazione delle acq ue.
Or q uesto, dicesi, puo difficilmente esser fatto dal governo
Italiano, a motivo dell' inaccessibilita del territorio dalla parte
italiaua dei monti, e perche l' Italia non ha su:fficiente interesse
nel proteggere i boschi ed il suolo di quell' Alpe da costituire
un moti vo adequato al suo interveuto in siffatta impresa; ed
in:fi.ne perche la spesa per l' applicazione di tali misure fatta
dall' Italia sarebbe molto maggiore che se venisse compiuta
dalla Svizzera come parte del suo regolare sistema forestale.
the loose earth around the springs and the edges of the torrents and constructing barriers in the b ed s of the same.
It is moreover observed thn,t the excessiYe ancl irregular :floating of
timber, cut on those Alps, down in the torrents whose waters are discharged in ti.le Maggia occasions, owing to the numerous enclosnres, an
extraortlina. .·y accu mulation of water, the descent of which down through
the Yalley, when tho.:;e enclosures are opened, causes grave injuries not
ouly along the edges of the torrents iu the Alp itselt~ but in a greater proportion along those of the RoYana in the commune of Campo.
It may be adde,1 that the movement of that torrent a,lready produces
most damaging effects on the co urse of tne Maggi a, tllat the violence of the
torrent and its devastations are constantly increasing · for the abovementionecl causes, and that it is even believed that it has a sensible influence uµou the bed of Lake Maggiore at the mouth of the Maggia, and hence
upon Lue navigation of a part of the same.
The fact is insistec.1 upon that these damages, already so prejudicial to
the interests of the Swiss population and its territory, can be prevented
only by the application to the Alp of Cravairola of modern methods concerning forestal economy an1 l the regubtiug of the waters.
Now this, it is said, can harclly be done by the Italian government, on
account of the inaccessibility of the territory from the Italian side of the
mountains, ancl because Italy has no sufficient interest in the protection of
the forests and soil of these Alps to make it an adequate subject for her
internmtion iu such an undertaking; aUl1 lastly because tlle cost of the
applicatio1;1 of such measnres if taken by Italy woultl be fa,r beyonll their
cost to Sw1tzerlancl as a part of her regular forestal system.
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Forse non e fuori luogo l' osservare quiche quantunque la
Svizzera, nel caso ove il conteso territorio venisse assegnato
a11' Italia, non potesse addottare nessuna -misura di sicurezza
e di migliorarnento nei lirniti dell' Alpe medesima, pur nondimeno ne1 caso di tale assegnamento, il quarto Articolo della
converizione delle Isole Borromee dell' anno 1650 diventerebbe
nullo in virtu dell' articolo settimo della medesima convenzione
e cbe in conseguenza la Svizzera sarebbe libera di proibire la
:flottazione di legnami da quell' Alpe ed il loro passagio attraverso il territorio svizzero, e di dar forza a tale proibizione
colla confisca del legname stesso o con qualche altro mezzo
legale e cos1 proteggere le sponde della Rovana dai daliui proveuienti da quella cagione.
Per quanto concerne i fatti sovracitati convien ricordare cbe
nell' argomento dell' avvocato Scaciga deUa Silva, messo innanzi
dagli agenti italiani, si asserisce cbe la forza produttiva dell'
Alpeegiadirninuitadi una meta; e dallerelaziouidegliagenti
delle due parti risulta che la diminuzione e di gran lungamaggiore. Oltre a cio riesce evi<l.ente <l.a una superficia1e ispezioo e
del territorio e dei possessi del Oomune di Campo che i.danni
fisici, i quali sono risultati oppur si temono da una cattiva
amrninistrazione del suolo e dei boschi dell' Alpe, non sono
stati esagerati dai rapporti degli agenti della Svizzera.
Si suggerisce infine cbe dietro i principi genera1i della politica economia egli e convenientissimo che il conteso territorio
sia assegnato a coloro che possono trarre maggior profitto e
che l' Alpe di Oravairole sarebbe di maggior valore per gli
abitanti dei communi svizzeri adiaceuti di quel cbe pub e 'sere
per pos ·essori cosl. distauti como quelli di Orodo. E questo
Perhaps it is not out of place to observe here that though Switzerland,
case the contested territory should be assigned to Italy, could not adopt
any measure of safety or of improvement withiu the limits of these same
Alps, yet, in case of such an assignment, the fourth Article of the Convention of the Borromee Islands of the year 1650 would become annulled
in virtue of Article seven of the same CJonvoution, and, consequently,
'witzerlan<l would be free to prohibit the floating of timber from tho e
Alps across, wis territory, and to enforce such prohibition by the conti cation of ihe timber itself or by any other legal means, and thus to prote t the bau~cs of the Rovana from clam ages occurring from that cau e.
ln <:on11ect1011 with the above-mentioned fact , it is proper to remember
that rn the ar•rumc-nt of Lawyer Scacicra, della, ilva s ubmi tted by th
Itali: n a~ u_t : it i. as. ertecl that the productive po~er of the AlJJS i
al r arly d1mrn1i.he1l liy half· and from the reports of the aO'ents on both
8i<lc: it ~Pl?":ir . that the diminution has bec·n going on fof a long tim .
B ·1cl
it I v1cl ·nt by a supNticial in'lpection of the territory ancl of the
land1•cl prop rty of the Commune of 'ampos, that the phy ical damaae
that hay., r,, Hlt ·d or tho. e that are feared from a uad administration of
t~e :oil: n_d for<' t. of the Alp , have not been exaggerated in the report
of th • w1 ag ut..
r~i•! lJy it i . n~g _ t d that, aocorcling to the general principles of
pohtu:al 1·011omy 1t I mo t xpeclient that the conte ted territory hould
h 1 1~11 d to tho e who can d•riv~ the mo. t profit from it ancl that the
.1 1!~ of 'rnvairol: woul~l ho of greater value to tho inhabitant of adjacent
~ 1 commune , than 1t could be to owners so distant as those of Crodo.
ju
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argomento acquista maggior forza dalla gia fatta osservazione
che cioe stain potere della Svizzera di addottare severe misure
legali per la protezione del suo territorio ed in tal modo di
togliere ai legnami dell' Alpe ogni valore mercantile nelle mani
degli occupanti italiani.
Queste osservazioui, che sono qui imperfettamente adombrate
ed altri analoghi argomenti che si potrebbero addure, paiono
al sottoscritto di non lieve peso, eel egli e pienamente convinto
ehe se si potesse trovare un soddisfacente compenso pei comm ti eel i particolari italiani, occu panti ora l 'Alpe di Oravairola,
gli iuteressi dei due stati sarebbero e:ffettivamente promossi
dalla, cessione alla Svizzera della sovranita e della proprieta
clel territorio in discorso. Fortunatamente i due stati hanno
pochi o nessun interessi opposti oppur rivali; al contrario vi e
solidarieta d' interessi fra di essi. Oiascun dei due trae vantaggio dalla materiale prosperita e dal progresso politico e
sociale dell' a1tro; ed il rimuovere da essi ognj causa di dissentimento e di irritazione e altamente vantaggioso ad ambedue.
Se dunque risultasse chiaro che gli arbitri hanno la facolta di
diri gersi dietro considerazioni di mera convenienza e se essi
9d altri arbitri fossero autorizzati a fissare un compenso agli
attuali proprietari del suolo, il sottoscritto non esiterebbe nel
dire che la sovranita e la proprieta dell' Alpe devono essere
concesse alla Svizzera e che un giusto equiva1ente deve essere
accordato agli attuali occupanti per il trasferto della proprieta.
Mai termini del "Oompromis" non implicano in nessun modo
in se stessi un siffatto potere degli arbitri e l' assenza di ogni
provvedimento per il compenso degli attuali proprietari del
suolo conduce il sottoscritto a credere che l~ alte parti contratAnd this argument acquires greater force from the observation already
made, viz, that it is in the power of Switzerland to adopt severe legal
measures for the protection of her territory and by such means to deprive
Alpin e timber of any mercantile value in the hands of Italian residents.
These observations, h ere imperfectly sketched, ancl other analogous arguments which could be adduced, seem to the undersigned to be of no light
weight, and he is fully convinced. that if a satisfactory compensation could
be fonncl for the communes and the Italian private citizens, residing at
present in the Alp of Cravairola, the iI).terests of the two countries would
be effectivelr promoted. by the cess~on to Switzerland of the sovereignty
and ownership of the debated territory. Fortunately, the two countries
have few or no opposite or even rival interests; on the contrary, there is
solhlarity of jnter'ests between them. Each of the two d erives a<lvantaO"e
from the material prosperity and the political and social progress of the
other ; and the r emoval from them of any cause of dissension and irritation is highly advantageous to both.
Jftherefore it were clear that th e arbitrators had the power to follow considera t,ions of mere convenience, apd if they or other arbitrators were
author~zecl to fix a compell:sation for the present owners of the soil, the
un_ders1gned would not hesitate to say t hat the sovereignty and the ownership of the Alp ought to be ceded to Switzerland and a just equivalent
"'ranted to the actual resi<l.ents for the transfer of the property.
But ~he terms of the agreement do not in any w ay imply that such a
~ower 1s. confer:ed on the arbitrators; and the absence of any provision
for the rndemmty of the present owners of the soil induces the under-
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tan.ti non intendevano conferire ai loro arbitri una siffatta
autorita. Per di piu eopinione del sottoscritto cbe la estensione
delle istituzioni delle leggi e delle amministrazioui svizzere a
quel territorio mentre i proprietari del medesimo continuerebbero a rimaner soggetti del regno d' Italia, e risiedierebbero
per la rnassirna parte dell' anno in quel paese, condurebbe a
gelosie, dissensi e contese senza :fine e piu nocive all a pace ed
all' armonia dei due stati che con la presente poco sorldisfacente
condizione de.I territorio; e secondo tutte le probabiliM, darebbe
luogo a piu questioni internazionali di quel che qualunque
decisione di questo tribunale ne potrebbe sciogliere nei limiti
della sua competenza.
La questione di convenienza non puo quindi essere considerata qual base fondamentale per una decisione, ma puo solo
servire di criterio sussidario in mancanza di altri rnezzi per
arri vare ad una fondata conclusione.
Veniamo dunque alla q uestione di mero diritto.
E inteso amrnettersi che certi corn uni di Valdossola o piutosto
di una diramazione di detta valle, il Val .A.ntigorio, ebbero
1' incontestato possesso el' u sufrutto di certi parti dell' 'Alpe di
Crnvairola per circa qnattro secoli, e di altre parti del medesimo
per un periodo di tempo pin lnugo ancora, e cio sotto pretenionc di un titolo di assoluta proprieta sopra un suolo ac()uistato
con danaro, titolo accompagnato da varii atti nfficiali piu o
meno importanti dell' autorita pubbliche italiane, i quali atti
sono interpretati dagli agen1i italiani come prove dell' esercizio
della sovranita su quel territorio per parte dell' Italia.
Gli ag-enti della Svizzera reclamauo I' alto domiuio sull' .A.lpe
di Cravairola come parte del Val Maggio che i XII cantoni
signed to believe that the high contracting parties did not intend io
confer upon their arbitrators such authority. Fnrthermore, it is the
opinion of tbe under ignecl, that the extension of Swiss institntions, Jaw
and administration to the territory while the owners of the same continu ed to be abjects of tbe Kingdom of Italy and to reside for the most part
of the ye~u in 1hat country, wonlcl give rise to jealonsies, clissen ion and
~clles du,p11te , and would prove more hnrtfol to the pef1ce and harmony
o! the two ·ountri~s than the pre nt un atisfactor.v condition of tb_e t errito_ry; an<l accordmg to all probabilities woulcl give ri. e to more rnternat10nal question than any decision of this tribunal conlcl settle within
the limit: of it. omp tency.
·
Th qu tioo of convC'nien e cannot therefore be consi<lered as a fundam otal ha_,i. for a de ·i ion, bnt can only nvc as a ub idiary erit •rion in
·a , of fa1lnr of the mec ns to reach a well-ground •d conclusion.
\\ . n,,w l' ach th qu tion of mere right.
It J nnder toocl to h admitt •d that certain om11mneR of Valdo. ola, or
rath r . f a, part of that Ve 11 y, the Yal Antigorio, hacl the in cont table
po '· 1 n :incl u
of · rtain parts of the Alp of 'ravairola for n arly
t nr c nt_nri ancl_ of otbPr part.a of tb same for a p ,.i cl of time much
1 ng ·r • till, ancl this undn the <"laim of a tit] of absoJut owner bip oYer
Ian a _<Jnir d hyrn nC'y !l' titlo arcon,paniNl by va.rions ofl:i ·ial a<'t , mor
or l
1mp<!rtant, of Italian pnhlic anLboritie, whic-hac-t ar iuterpr ted
hy t~ I alt 11 :w nt. a proofs of the •xerci.· of sover i•Tuty over the
·rntory n thr 1>art f It ly .
. h a~ ,nt. of witz rlancl claim hi~b dominion ov r th Alp of 'ra.irol·
b LDT part f al )1• "gia. wbi<'h th : II. C'anton a ·quired b
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acquistarono per conquista nel 1513 e per trattato nel 1516 in
appoggio a si1fatta pretesa insistono sul principio di geografia
politica che, per lo meno in mancanza di evidenza del cont rario, lo sparti-acqua dev' essere preso come limite di giurisdi zione tra gli stati lirnitrofi e conseguentemente che la
<lenominazione "Veil Maggia" nel trattato del 1516 dev' essere
considerata come abbraciante tutti i baciui minori che sboccano nella valle principale.
Di piu essi pretendono che nelle circostanze del caso certi
procedimenti dell' anno 1554 per la determinazione dei limiti
orien tali dell' Alpe Oavairola costituiscono da se stesso un
riconoscimento obbligat.orio della sovranita e dell' alto dominio
della Svizzera sul territorio in questione.
Questi sono i punti cardinali presentati al nostro esarne.Altri argomenti minori ad.dotti dalle parti saranno indicati
nel corso della discussione.
Numerosi documenti sono stati presentati dalle rispettive
parti, i quali tutti sono stati ponderati, ma il sottoscritto ne
indicherf1, solo qui quanto gli parra avere una sostanziale relazione coll' argomento.
I documenti messi innanzi dall' Italia, sono:
"Sentenza del 1 ° luglio 1367 del Vicario di Matterello riullante per causa di reciprocita una vendita fatti al Comune di
Crouo di una parte di Cravairola."
"Istromento del 24 Febbraio 1406 di vendita di una parte
dell' Alpe Uravairola in territorio di Cravairola."
"Investiture del 10 giugno 1454 di tre parti dell' Alpe di
Collobiasco, iu territorio di Cravairola."
conquest in 1513 and by treaty in 1516, in support of which claim they
insist upon the principle of political geography that, at least in the absence of proof to tlrn contrary, the watershed must be taken as the limit
of jurisdiction between adjoining states, and consequeut,ly that the denomin ation "Val Maggia" in the treaty of 1516 must be considered as
embracing all the smaller basins that drain into the principal valley.
Moreover they claim that, among the circumstances of the case, certain
procee<l.ings of t he year 1554 for the determination of the eastern limits of
the CravairolaAlp, constitute in themselves a binding acknowledgment of
the sovereignty and of the high dominion of Switzerland over the territory
in question.
These are the cardinal points submitted to our examination. Other
minor arguments presented by the parties will be mentionecl in the course
of discussion.
Nnmerous documents have been presented by the respective parties,
which have all been studied, but the undersigned will only mention here
such as he consider s have a substantial r elation to the argument.
The clocnments l>ronght forward by Italy, are :
.
"J uclgment of the 1° of July 136'/ of the Vicar of Matterello, annulling
a sale made by the Commune of Crodo of a part of Cravairola, on the
gronnd of reciprocity."
"Deed of sale of the 24th of February 1406, of a part of the Cravairola
Alp in the t erritory of Cra.vairola."
"Conveyance on the 10th of .J nne, 1454, of three parts of the Alp of Collobiasco, in the territory of Cravairola."
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"Istromento del 20 aprile 1497 ove si legge: 'bitsco existente et jacente in et supra territorio et dominio de Orodo nell'
.Alpe Oravairola .'"
Questi documenti anteriori tutti alla conquista svizzera ed al
trattato <lel 1516 sono presenfati dagli agenti italiani allo scopo
di dimostrare per l' esercizio della giurisdizione e per legale
descrizione che il locus in quo era independente dalla giurisdizione del Val Maggia ed appartenente al Comune di CrodoL' Italia mette pure innanzi un fascicolo intitolato ''Jura Orodensium et Pontemaliensium contra Oampenses Vallis Madim"
contenente una relazione dei processi compiutisi nel 1554 per
:fissare i limiti dell' Alpe di Cravairola, nonche va,ri altri docnmenti relativi a tale delimitazione.
Gli agenti della Svizzera ne appellano all' istromento del 17
ruarzo 1420 per il quale una terza parte dell' Alpe di Oravairola "jacente in territorio Vallis Madim" fu venduta al
Comuue di Crodo; ed all' istromento dell' 8 Dicembre 1490 ?he
cede al Comune di Crodo l' Alpe di Uollobiasco "es1'.stente e situata nel dominio delli nomini di Valmaggia ove si dice in Oravairola."
La Svizzera sostiene che questi .t ermini implicano in se un
riconoscimeuto della giuridizione del Val Maggia, e adduce
iuoltre il trattato concluso uel 1516 tra Francesco I e la Confederazione El vetica nel quale il Val Maggia e reconosciuto
appartenere al1a Svizzera.
Essa si appoggia pure sopra un documento gia accennato,
intitolato: '' Copia positionis terminoru1n anni 1554," coutenuto
nel fascicolo intitolato: "Jura" referentesi alla determinazione
dei limiti orientali dell' Alpe di Cravairola, documento che gl!
Svizzeri dicono provare una sottomissione del Comune ch
''Deed of April 20, 1497, which reads: 'busco existente et jacente in et supra
tel'1'itorio et clorninio de Croclo in tho Cravairola Alp."'
The o docurnouts, all prior to the Swiss conquest and the treaty of 1516,
are P!e ent!'d _by_ t~e Italian agents for the purpose of provi~g by the
~xerc1se of .11u1sd1ct10n and by legal descriptions that the locus in quo was
rnd penllcnt of tile jurisdiction of the Val Maggia and belonged to tbe
ommune of l'rodo. Italy al o brings forward a pamplilet entitled "Jura
'1·ocle11~i1on et Pontemaliensimn contrn Carnpenses Vallis _Madia'," containing_
a r latt0n of the proceedings clnrinO' 155.tto define the limit of tho Alp of
'ravairola, besides var ions other dJcuments relating to snch clelimitation.
~he ag 1~ts of , witz rlancl app<'al to the <leed of March 17, 1420, by
whu·_h .~1. thml part of the Alp of Cravairoia ".facente in territorio Vallis
~uadw! was solcl to the commune of Uroclo · and to the deed of Dec mber
, 149 , which cecle to the Commune of 'crodo the Alp of Collobiasco
"e istfn!J and situated in the dontinion of the rnen of Valrnaggia, said to be in
rarnirola.
''Yit~er~:m_l maintains that these words imply an acknowledO"ment of
th .1n~1s1lwt1on of Val_ :\Iaggia, and aclduc<'s b esides th treaty concludecl
m 1516 h tween Fra.nc1 I. a.ncl the Hel,·<'tian Coufe<lerntion in which Val
l~f~ia i recognized as b<'louging to Switzerland.
, ,lh!s c 1~~tr.y also _relie. on a do 11ment already mentioned, entitled:
r opw, pos1t1onis te,·11unoru111 am1i J."j/j.J " contained in the pamphlet entitlrtl ",/u)'(1," r ferring to th d t rmi~ation of the ea ru limits of the
lp of Ura.vairola, which document the Swiss ~ay proves a submission of
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Crodo alla giuridizione di un tribunale Svizzero, in una materia
implicante l' alto dominio sul territorio in questione.
Essendo ammesso cbe soggetti del regno d' Italia sono in possesso di q uel suolo sotto la protezione dell a giuridizione italiana
conviene anzitutto esaminare le principali prove colle quali
questo diritto e impugnato dalla Svizzera e le testimonianze
contrarie a dette prove.
Nella" Copia positionis terminorum anni 1554," viene esposto
che "qucedarn d{fferentia, lis et qumstio juridica" erano sorte
tra le autorita di Crodo e quelle di Campo "causa et occasione
confinium Alpis Cravairolm ipsoritm de Crodo, et dorninii ipsorum, de Campo cumque fuerit, etc., quod litigando injure corcim .
Magnific. D. Christophormn Quintoni de Friburgo et Bonor.
Comm. Vallis Madire," etc., e che le parti vennero d' accordo
alla con clusione che alcuni cittadini di Crodo, nominati nel documento dovessero definire i limiti per mezzo di segni permane11ti, il cbe fit fatto. Nella sottoscrizione od attestato del
notaio il documento e chiamato "Instrumentum definitionis
dominii."
Si sostiene dagli agenti svizzeri che questi procedimenti sono
necessariamente un riconoscimento per parte del Comune di
Crodo della giurisdizione delle autorita svizzere sulla materia.
Su questo pun to bisogna osservare che benche '' la differentia et
lis ,., implichi la questione dei limiti dell' Alpe di Oravairola, non
siamo informati qual fosse 1a·natura della lite . Forsee stato
in origine un processo contro cittadini di Crodo arrestati sopra
territGrio preteso da Campo, a cagione della violazione del
medesimo ed in tal caso i magistrati Svizzeri di Campo dove
vano naturalmente insistere sul diritto di giurisdizione.
the Commune of Crodo to the jurisdiction of a Swiss tribnnal, in a matter
involving the high dominion over the territory in question.
It being admitted that subjects of the kingdom of Italy are in possession of the soil under the protection of Italian jurisdiction, it is proper,
first of allJ to examine the 11riocipal proofs with which this right is impugned by Switze1 land, and the testimony oppo8ed to these proofs.
In the "Copiapositionis tel'niinorum Anni 1554" it is stated that "qumdam
differentia, lis (}t qiuestio jnridica" had arisen between the authorities of
Crodo and those of Campo "causa et occasione confiniuni Alpis Crai;airolm
ipsoruni de Crodo, et dominii ipsormn de Campo cmnque fuerit, etc., quod litigando injure comm Magnific. D. Christophorurn Quintoni de Friburgo et
Honor. Comni. Vallis Madice," etc., and that the parties agreed to the conclusion that certain citizens of Crodo, named in the document, should
define the limits by means of permanent signs, which was done. In the
subscription or attestation of the notary the document is called "lnstrunient-uni definilionis d01ninii."
The Swiss agents contend that these proceedings are necessarily au
acknowledgement on the part of the Commonwealth of Crodo of the jurisdiction of the Swiss authorities in the matter. On this point it must be
o_bs~rvec~ that although '~ la differentia et lis 'J imply the question of the
limits of the Alp of Cravauola, we are not informed as to what was the
nature of the litigation. Perhaps it was original1y a suit against citizens
of 9rodo arrested on territory claimed by Campo, on acconnt of the violat10n of t~e same, and in that case the Swiss magistrates of Campo would
naturally msist on the right of jurisdiction.
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Molti altri supposti possono essere fatti per dimostrare che
una compa,rsa del Comune di Crodo dinnanzi un magistrato
Svizzero se puo essere presuntivamente none necessariamente
un riconoscimento della competenza di detto magistrato. In
que~to caso possiamo anche supporre che un componimento
amichevole era stato accettato percbe erano sorte deJle obbiezioni contro la giurisdizione del magistrato stesso. Comunque
sia stato, nessuna adiudicazione dell' oggetto in guestione
venne fatta dal magistrato. Ja vertenza essendo stata accomodata mediante un accordo tra le parti.
Nell' a bile ed igegnoso argornento degli agenti Svizzeri si
sostiene che l' espressione ipsorum di Orodo indica sernplicemente il diritto di proprieta, mentre Je parole "et dominii ipsorum hominium de Campo," siguificano la giurisdizione di alto
dominio e di piu che la stessa voce dominii nell' "Attestatu
Instrumentiirn de:ffinitionis dominii" e meramente espressione
casuale usata dal notaio, e non dalle parti, nel senso di sem•
plice proprieta.
Se questa costruzione puo essere sostenuta essa eimportante
come ammissioue de11a sovranita di Val Maggia per parte di
persone forse non autorizzate dai loro governi, ma pur tuttavia
probabilmente ben informate relativamente aJla effettiva giurisdizione. Mail notaio che sottoscrisse il docurnento, secondo
tutte le probabilita l' ha pure esteso ed e improbabiJe ch' egli
abbia usata quella espressione in due sensi diversi nello stesso
istrome.nto. Secondo i priucipi di legale interpretaz10ne, una
stessa parola usata pill cl' una vol ta dallo stesso scrittore nello
stesso istrornento dev' essere presa come avente sempre il
medesino significato, ammeno che il contrario apparisca dal
contesto. Nel caso attuale, il sottoscritto non trova nel conMany other suppositions could be made to demonstrate that an appearance of the ommune of Crodo before a Swiss magii.;trnte may constitute
a presumption bnt not necessarily an acknowledgment of the competency
of said magistrate. In this case we can also su ppose that a friendly ~rrangement b ad been accepted b ecause objection s had arisen to the junscliction of the magistrate himself. Howsoever it was, no indication of the
natnr of the question was made by the magistrate, the difference having
be<'n a.djust<'d by an acrreement among tlie parties.
In the ahl ancl ingenions argnrnent of the wi., agt>nts it is averred
that th<' exp res ion ipxonwi di C1·odo indicates simply the right of proprietorship while th<' words '' et clominii ipsonon ltorni11i111n de Gampo,". ignify
~h juri ·dic·tion of high dominion, and moreover that tl1e same word clominii
m th~ ".tlttel/latu Instrumentmn de.Oinitionis clominii'' is merely a asual expr<' 1011 _n cl by the notary and not by the parties, in the sense of simple
wner. l11p.
If thi constru tion can lle sustained, it is important as an admis ion of
~b over i1:,111ty of Yal 1a~gia on the 11art of p •rs9ns p 'rbaps not autbor~z c~ h~' t_he1r governm nt , bnt fitill probably w 11 informed a to effective
Jnn cl1 t1on. Bnt the notary, who snhsnibecl the <locnment, actording to
: 11 probabiliti s also c•xt n<lecl it, an<l it is improhabl that be '\\'Ould
bavl' u cl tb l' ame e.·pre sion in two different i-en, e in th 1rnme clocum nt. A cord in to the prin ·iples of leg-al int rpretation, th e ame word
u rl mor than one l,y the amf' writer in the same clocnru nt mu t be
t:ik •n a h:\\'ing- alwa): the . antP. meaning, nnl s th contrary appear
fr m the context. In the pre eut case, the under igned does not find in
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testo una ragione suf.fi.ciente per credere cbe il notaio intendesse
di usare la voce dominium in diversi sensi nei due periodi nei
quali essa ricorre; quindi egli ebbe in mente di parlare di alto
dominio nell' attestatu.
Seo-uendo q uesta interpretazione i procedimient in q uestione
assu~erebbero l' aspetto di un tentativo di un·a finale definizione
della questione di sovranita territoriale e di giurisdizione.
Ma iudependentemente da cio i.l sottoscritto opina che come
queRtione grammaticale le parole Alpis Oravairolm e dominii
sono nella stessa categoria, essendo ambedue genitivi posti
dopo conjinium, il primo indicante nominatamente un certo
territorio, ed il secondo segnante un' altro territorio mediante
un terrnine descrittivo che indica semplicemente terre di propriett'1i senza nessuna a,llusione alla sovranita e senza includere
a:ffatto il primo tratto di territorio. Con altre parole, l' Alpe
di Cravairola e una porzione del suolo situato da un lato dei
limiti, ed il dominiurn de Campo e un' altra porzioue di suolo
situata dall' altro lato dei medesimi limiti. In fatti da-ll' esame
dei diversi documenti addotti e di altri dello stesso periodo ii
sottoscritto non trova che risulti alcuna differenza bene stabilita tra territor-ium e dominium. Questi vocaboli ·sembrano
essere stati usati indistintamente nel senso di proprieta o di
sovranita secoudo l' argomento ed in conformita col contesto
degli atti.
Ma q nalunque sia la costruzione grammaticale od il sen so
logico della parola, quale e usata in questo documento, il
fasciculo Jura contiene altri documenti di grande importanza
tendenti a dimostrare che qualunque fosse il sentimento che
nutriserro le parti di questa transazione relativamente al valore
the context a sufficient reason for believing that the notary intended to
use th e worcl dorniniu,m in different senses in the two parngrnphs in which
it occurs; therefore if be meant to speak of alto dominio in the body of
the deed, it must be supposed that he was alluding to alto dorninio in the
attestatit.
According to this interpretation, the proceedings in question would
assume the aspect of an attempt at a final definition of the question of
territorial sovereignty and jurisdiction.
But, independently of this, the undersigned opines that as a grammatical
question the words Alpis Cravairolm e dominii are in the same category,
bein~ both genitives placed after conflniurn, the first indicating by name a
certain territory, and the second designating another territory by means
of a descriptive term which simply indicates land by its ownership, without any allusion to the sovereignty ancl without including in fact the first
tract of territory. rn· other words, the Alp of Cravairola is a portion of
the soH situated on one side of the boundary, and the dorniniurn of Campo
is another portion of the soil situated on another side of the same boundary.
In fact, from the examination of the several documents submitted and
from others of the same period the undersigned finds no well-defined difference between territoriurn and dorninium. These words seem to have been
nsed indiscriminately in the sense of ownership or of sovereignty according to the argument and in conformity with the cont.ext of the acts.
But whatever may be the grammati ca.l construction and the logical
sense of th e word which is used in this document, the pamphlet Jura contain s other documents of great importance tending to demonstrate that,
whatever was the opinion entertained by the parties to this transaction
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di essa, i loro superiori, i respettivi governi di Milano e della
Svizzera, le diedero il valore di una convenzione internazionale
per la fissazione dei limiti della giurisdizione territoriale tra i
due stati.
L' istromento che segue la copia Partitionis nel fascicolo
Jura, e una communicazione ufficiale del governo Milanese al
Commissario o Podesta di Domodossola in data 16 febbraio 1555.
Essa stabilisce che " gli Ambasciatori delli Signori dei XIII
Cantoni Svizzeri, * * * si sono doluti come alli mesi p_a~sati alcuni di quella terra e sua giurisdizione sono audat1 m
Valle Maggia, giurisdizione di predetti Signori, e violentemente
hanno strappato alcuni termini posti ctlli conjini tra l' una_~
l' altra giurisdiZ'ione e piantati piu oltre di quello erano soht1
stare."
·
Ora in questa frase i termini sono evidentemente quelli piantati nel mese di giugno dell' anno anteceden te, cioe i limiti tra
l' alpe di Cravairola e le terre del Comune di Campo, e l' iina e
l' altra giurisdizione puo difficilmente signi:ficare a1tro che la
giurisdizione della Svizzera esercitata dalle autoriUL del Val
Maggia e limitata a ponente dei termini posti nel 1554 e la
giurisdizioue di Milano esercitata daJle autorita di Domodossola e limitata a levante dei medesimi termini.
Nell' ordine del tempo segue un communicato ufficiale del
governo di Milano diretto "all' egregio j urisconsulto Oastili~neo
ed al Podesta di Domodossola" relativo alla disputa '' inter
Domodossolanos subditos nostros et homines Vallis Madim subditos Helvetiorum de jinibus."
us to its value, their superiors, the respective governments of Milan and
of Switzerland, gave it the value of an international convention for the
definition of the limits of the territorial jurisdiction b etween the two
countries.
The document t hat follows the Copia Partitionis in the pamphlet Jura,
is an official communication from the Milanese government to tbe Commissary or Mayor of Domodossola, dated February 16, 1555. It set s forth
th:tt '' t h e Ambassadors of the Lords of the XIII , 'wiss Cantons have coro:pla~ne_d ~ in tho preceding months, that parties from that land and i~s
,1m·1sd1ct10u :vent to Valle lVfaggia, Ull(ler the jurisdiction of the a foresaid
Lord. , and v10lently tore down certain terminal posts placed on the confine11 between one and the other jut·isdiction and planted them beyornl the
plac where they formerly stood."
Tow, in th~s S<'ntence, the terminal posts were evidently those planted in
the m?n,th oi_ ,Jnne of the prccecling year. that is, the limits hetwoen the
Alp ot r_a.v'.1-1r?l~ and the lands of the Commune of Campo, and "one f:L?id
tit othe1·J11ns~1 ctwn" <·an liardly mean other thau thejuri diction of, w1tzN~a1~cl,. x ::1 ed l>y the_ an_th?ri~ies of Ya! 1\-Iaggia and w t of the p_o~ t
pl.1c <l 1u lo. !, au1l th_ .1_11nschct10n of Milan, exer ·i ·eel by the authontie
f Dornoc~o ola ancl lumtecl to th ea~t of th ese same posL.
Ac·cordmg to clat th 'l'O follows an official commnnication from the
govnument of , Jilan adclre eel "to the Nrninentjttrisconsnll Uastilioneo and
to th l'ocl fa ( la •or ) f lJomodossola." relative to tho C'onte t "inter
Don orln ~ola nos sululito11 11011tro1J ct homines Vallis ,Vadia• subdilos lleltetiorun~ de Jin~i_11 11 • Thi. i. follow <l by five or ix other communication of
h Y :ar ~- ·'. > f~om the am so_ur atHl on th sam su hj ct, all insi tin a
0
!1 th r. t:thli hm ut of th lmnt of 135-1 and all using the same expres1on to 1u(hcate tho contending parties.
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Seguono cinque o sei altre communicazfoni dell' anno 1556
della stessa sorgente e sullo stesso argomento, tutte insistenti
sul ristabilimento dei limiti del 1554 e tutte serventiesi della
stesse espressioni per indicare le parti litiganti.
Fra questi ve n' e uno (N° 14) del 19 giugno 1556 .in cui si
allude alla " Oontroversia .finium inter dictum Commune Grodi
et Commune loci di Campo" e si usano le espressioni ''fines inter
ipsa Communia" e "termini inter ipsa Oommunia."
E cosa molto rimarchevole che in nessuna di queste carte,
tranne quella del 1554, e neppur fatta menzione dell' Alpe 0ravairola, ma la controversia e sempre indicata come concernente
i limiti, non gia di possessi esteri di 0rodo, ma dei rispettivi
comuni; e come gia fu detto le lagnanze degli Ambasciatori
svizzeri delli 16 febbraio 1555 iudicavano espressamente i termini posti nel 1554 come limite tra le rispettive giuridizioni.
Da questi fatti pare risultare chiaramente che sebbene non sia
·evidente se le parti immediate de la transazione la considerassero come argomento di cosl grave importanza, i due governi
supre)Ili del Val Maggia e del Val d' Ossola nel mezzo del secolo XVI e per circa cento anni <lopo con veni vano nel ritenere
l' accordo del 1554 come una definitiva fissazione dei limiti tra i
loro rispettivi territori.
Non v' ha prova che in occasione della transazione del 1554
una pretensione di giurisdizione sia stata fatta innanzi dalle
autorita di Val Maggia o dei XIII Cantoni, ne apparisce che in
alcnna epoca prima o dopo quella data fino all' anno 1641, la
Svizzera abbia asserita una supremazia qualunque o l' alto dominio sopra q uel territorio. Ma ·per altra parte risulta cbe i
governi dei due paesi convennero nell' accomodamento del
1554, come definitivo.
Among these, there is one (No. 14) of June 19, 1556, in which allusion is
made to the "Controversia jiniilm intei· ·dictum Comrnime 01'ocli ct Commune
loci di Campo "; and the expressions ''fines inter ipsa Gomrnunia" anq "termini inte1' ipsa Gommiinia" are used.
It is very remarkable that in none of these maps, except the one of 1554,
is mention made of t he Alp of Cravairola, but the controversy is al ways
described as concerning the limits, not of possessions foreign to Crodo, but
of the respective communes; and, as already stated, the complaints of the
Swiss ambassadors of the 16th of February, 1555, mention particularly the
terminal posts placed in 1554 as limit between the resp ective jurisdictions.
From these facts it seems clearly to result that, although it is not evident
that the immediate parties to the transaction considereLl it as an argument
of great importance, the two supreme governments of the Val Maggia and
the Val d'Ossola, iu the middle of the XVIth century aud for ne\1,rly one
hundred years after, agreed to retain the covenant of 1554 as definitely
fixing- the limits between their respective territories.
.
There is no proof that at the time of the transaction of 1554 a claim of
jurisdiction was made by the authorities of Val Maggia or by the XIII
Cantons, nor does it appear that at auy T)eriod before or after that date till
the year 1641, ~hat Switzerland asserted any supremacy or high clominion
over that territory. But on the other hand it appears that the governments of the two countries accepted the settlement of 1554 as definitive.
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In relazione con questo fatto di nessun reclamo per parte della
Svizzera, egli e bene notare un' analogo stato di cose relativamente al governo di Val Maggia. Nessun documento d i qual-siasi natura e prodotto dai registri del Val Maggia, e non vi e
prova cne il Comune di Campo in verun tempo del periodo
storico sia mai stato possessore dell' Alpe di Cravairola.
Havv1 uua probabilita meramente intrinsica che in qualch~
rernota eta queil' Alpe sia stata proprieta di quel comune ed 1
due documenti nei quali l' Alpe e descritta come appartenente
al dominiurn di Val Ma,ggfa aggiungono forza a quest~ supposto. Ma_questi documenti non sono atti nei quali 11 Val
Maggia sia stato parte attiva e non vi ha in essi aleuna pro~a
pos1tiva di sorta, dimonstranti che le autorita cli Val Magg1a
abbiano mai esercitato o reclamata la giurisdizione sull' Alpe
di Uravairola fl.no al 1641. Euna supposizione molto probab1le
che in quei tempi rozzi in cui generalmente prevaleva la legge
del piu forte, e pochi proprietari potevano mostrare qua}cbe
titolo delle loro terre o della lorn giurisdizione, salvo il titol?
di possesso, il trasferrimento del suolo ad abitanti di Val Ant1gorio fosse considerato come implicante con . se, ancbe _la
sovranita. E per quanto abbiamo i rnezzi di saperlo, la Sv1zzera sembra esi;;ere convenuta in questo punto di vista per pru
di cenLO anni dopo l' acquisto di Val Maggia.
.
.
Nel 1641, Oswaldo di Schiaffnsa, Cornmissionario, Bahvo di
Val Maggia, o per ordine dei suoi superiori o per motivi per:
sonali, non si sa, convoca un' assemblea di clelegati clei Corn um
di Crodo, di Pontimaglio, e di Campo per comporre le differenze
sorte relativamente all' Alpe di Oravairola. Dietro questa
In connection with the fact that no claim was made by Switzerland, it
is wen to notice an analogous state of things relative to the government
of Val Maggia. No document of any nature whatever is produ r,ed from,
the r ecords of Val Maggia, and there is no proof that tll e Commune of
Campo was at any time in the historic period in possession of the Alp of
Cravairola.
There is a merely intrinsic probability that in some remote age this Alp
may h_ave b een the property of that comm une and the two documen~s
whern1 u the Alp is described as belonging to the dominium of Val l\faggia.
add for e to this snpposition. But these documents are not acts to wLich
Val 1I~ggia was_ an active party, an,l there is in them no positive proof of
that ktn<l, bowing that the authorities of Val .Mao-o-ia ever exercised or
·1aimecl jnrii-diction over the Alp of Cravairola till 1641. 1t is a very
probable suppo ition that in those rough times during which the ]aw of
tl e Rt~on o- • t generally prevailed, and f w owners conld show title-deeds
~ t~ 1r l:~ucl or_th ir .iu~is<lictiou, sa,ve the title of po. ses ion, the transf. rrm ~t ~h~ soil ~o the ~nhabitu.nts of Val Autigorio may have b een consul r lL ,t. 111 it 'lf 1_rupl11u g al o the soverei rrn ty. And a far a we have
th~ m an . of k_nowin~ 1 , witznland seems to have acquiesced in thi
point ~f vi w for more than a hundred years from th acquisition of Val
I g~1a.
In 1611, walcl of • _r.haffha:asen, ommis. ioner, Bailiff of Val Maggia,
wb th r by rel r of h1. upertors or for per onal rea. on no
e know ,
allr·,_1 : n a mhly of the <I 1 ,rat fl of the ('omn1nue. of Crodo Ponti.m :tg,ho a_ucl 'ampo to a lju t th"' differ n ·e. ari. ing in relation to the Alp
of mvauola. Pursuant t this convocation c rtaiu citizens of Crodo
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convocazione alcuni cittadini di Crodo e di Pontimaglio convennero con Jui e co' suoi compagni sull' Alpe addi 2. ottobre
1641 e dichiararono ch' essi non erano autorizzati dai loro Uomun i, ma che avrebbero fatta relazione ai medesimi, accioche
un a <lelegazione fosse nominata per trattare l' argomeuto. In
quella occasione il 0ommissario Oswaldo ''in faccia ai sudditi
di A11tigorio ha protestato che la giurisdizione sopradetta dell'
Alpe e sua e che non puo ne deve tralasciarne gli atti clie si
giu<licheranuo necessari peril mantenimento della giurisdizione
dei suoi Ill 111 i Signori dei XII Cantoni della. Serenissima Republica Eivetica." Questo come fu osservato, e il primo reclamo
form ale conosciuto di sovranita su quell' Alpe per parte <lella
Svizzera. Se esso fu fatto dietro orcline della Svizzera e non
fu fatto merameute personale del Commissario, si ha diritto di
sup porre che gli archivi della Svizzera forniscano la prova del
fat to; ma nessuna prova di questo gen ere viene presentata.
Questo reclamo fu sovente ripetuto duranti gli anni seguenti
e ne risultarono un maggior eccitamento ed una crescente irritazione. Non e necessario seguir la storia di questi fatti,
perocche nel 1650, una conveuzione tenutasi alle isole Borromee
dalle autorita dei due governi riconobbe i limiti del 1554, fece
varie concessioni alle due parti, e specialmente questa, di autorizzare il popolo di 0rodo a trasportar i legnami dell' Alpe per
mezzo della Hovaua nel Val Maggia, provvedimento, osservasi,
a:ffatto superfluo se quell' Alpe fosse stato territorio Svizzero.
Un' altro provvedimento trattava in sostanza tutte le dispute
e risse anteriori come non avvenute, ed infine un' articolo concepito in questi termini: "E questaprovvis'ione abbi a durare sin
tanto sarlt deciso il punto della giurisdizione sopra la detta .A.lpe
al quale per nessuna delle dette cose s' intende jr,1;r pregiitdizio."
and of Pontimaglio met him and his companions on the Alp ou the 2 r1 of
Octolrnr lo41 and declared that they were not authorized by their communes, bnt that they would make a report to them, in order that a delegation might be named to discuss the subjer,b. On that occasion, Commissioner Oswald '' in the presence of the subjeets of Antigorio, protested that
·the jurisdiction over the Alp was his, and that h e could not and nmst not
neglect the acts that wonld be j ndged necessary for the maintenance of the
jurisdiction of his illustrious Lords of the XII Cantons of the Most Serene
Helvetian Repnblic.n This, as has beon observed, is the :fir::it formal claim
that is known of the sovereignty of the Alp by Switzerland. If' this was
done in obedience to orders from Switzerland and not merely personally
by the Commissioner, it wonld be right to suppose that the archives of
Switzerlantl could furnish the proof the fact; but no proof of this kind
h as been presented.
This claim was often repe ated during the following years and the resu1t
was :t greater excitement and a growing irritation. It is not necessary to
follow the history of th ese.facts, because in 1650 a convention held at the
Borromean Islands, by the authorities of the two governments, recognized
th e limits of 1554, made several grants to the two sides, and especially
this one, of authority to the people of Crodo to carry the timber ot the
Alp by means of the Rovana into Val Maggia, a provision, it must be
observed, entirely superfluous had this Alp been Swiss territory. Another
provision did away with suits growing out of all previous quarrels and
riots; and l astly an arti cle conceived in these words: "And this provision
shall last till the point of the jurisdiction over the said Alp is decided,
and no prejudice is intended to any of the above mentioned cases."
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11 sottoscritto comprende il termine provvisione come applicantesi a tutta la materia della Oonveuzione e non gia ad un
articolo o ad alcuni articoli particolari. La convenzione nou
decise nulla relativamente alla giurisdizione, ma lascio la questioue come la trovo, e naturalmente questo punto, nello stato
in cui trovavasi allora, dev' essere giudicato dietro i fatti e le
leggi connesse alla storia precedente.
Dopo il 1650 vi furono altri nmnerosi tentativi, piu o meno
serii d ' ambo le parti di sta,bilire una giurisdizione sul conteso
territorio, ma nell' opinione del sottoscri.tto, essi non hanno un
carattere abbastarn~a concludente per isciogliere materialmente la causa ne da un lato ne dall' altro, e dobbiamo riferirci
per una decisione ai diritti delle parti., q uali erano all' epoca
della Oouvenzione del 1650.
Riepilogando.-L' evi.denza del ti.tolo dell' Italia consiste nell' ·
acquisto del suolo prima del 1500 da Oomuni ora appartenenti
.al reg no d' Italia e nell' incontestato posses8o del territorio per
parte dei medesimi Oomuni fl.no al giorno d' oggi; in certi atti
di giurisdizione che dicousi essere stati compiuti dalle autorita
uffi.ciali di Domodossola relativamente al suolo dell' Alpe, atti
cbe si allegano non gia come concludenti nella loro natura, ma
che SOllO considerati come presunzioni di qualche va.Jore per la
evidenza del fatto, :fi.nche non sieuo confutati; nei procedimeuti del 1554, del 1555 e del 1556, che dicesi trattiuo della
:fi.ssazionedei termini per una delimitazione territoriale e giurisdiziona]e, e sieno stati accettati come tali da ambedue i governi per quasi un secolo senza questione, e :finalmente nell'
assenza di q ualsiasi reclamo di alto dominio o di giurisdizione
per parte della Svizzera o dei suoi dipendenti prima dell' anno
The undersigned understands the term u provision" as applying to the
whole snhject matter of the Convention, and not only to one or several
particular artides. The convention decided nothing in relation to jurisdiction, but left the question just as it found it, and naturally, this point,
in the state in which it tllen was, must be judged by facts and by the laws
couuected with its preceding history.
After 1650 other numerous attempts, more or less serious, were made on
both ides to establi ha jurisdi ·tion over the contested territory, but in
t~e opiniou of the undersigned th '.Y do not pos8ess a sufficiently concluSl\'e d1aracter to affect the ca e materially either one way or the other,
ancl we must _refer for a deci8ion to the rights of the parties, such as they
w re at the ttme of the Convention of 1650.
_Recapitulali~,i.-T~ evidence of the titlr of Italy consists in the acquis1t1on of thA soil p_r v10us to Hl00 by communes now belonging to the Kin~d ill of Italy, or 10 the incont •stable possession of the territory by the e
au~e ·omm11!H'S np to the pre ent day; in certain acts of juri diction
wh1<:h are ·a rd t have heen accompli heel by tho official authoritie of
modo. ola, rel'.itiv_e to t~10 soil of the Alp, ac·ts which are alleged to be
not only <·onrln 1ve 1n thou natnr •, bnt whiC'lJ. are al o con iclerecl to afford
~trou~ pr . 11111ptiv ev idence of the fact, so long a they are not r fat ed·
1n th proc· edlllg of 1551, 15:":5 and 1556 which treat of the definiLiou of
the limit hy a. t•rritorial autljnri dictio~al delimitation, and which w r'
a· •f'pt •d a_ . tH'h _by hoth governm nt for nearly a century without pr t; anu finally m the absence of any claim of high dominion or j urisdic-
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1641, quando l' A.lpe era in possesso dei comuni italiani per
interi ~ecoli.
Il diritto clella Svizzera e fondato: sopra considerazioni di
convenienza; sull' allegato principio di geografia politica, Secondo il quale i limiti degli Stati limitrofi nei paesi montuosi
sono determinati dallo · spartiacqua; sulla conquista del 1513
e sul trattato del 1516 riconoscente il Val Maggia, di cui fa
pa rte l' A.lpe di Cravairola, come appartenente alla Svizzera; e
sui provveclimenti per lo stabilimento dei limiti tra l' Alpe di
Oravairola e<l. il comune di Campo.
Dietro considerazioni di tutti quei punti, il sottoscritto e di
parere :
In primo luogo: Che H titolo dell' Italia al territorio in questiou c e stabilito prima facie dalle considerazioni sovranotate e
qui ndi valevole, ammenoche sia confutato da prove addotte
dalla Svizzera.
I n secondo liwgo: Benche ragioni cli convenienza e di mutuo
interesse consiglino la cessione dell' Alpe di Cravairola alla
Svi½zera, pur nondimeno per le ragioni gia espresse gli arbitri
non sarebbero giusti:fi.cati nell' assegnare quel territorio alla
Con federazione sopra questa sola base.
In terzo luogo: Che il principio geografi.co della divisione
politica dei territori clietro lo spartiacqua o displuvio non e
abbastanza generalmente riconosciuto dalle leggi pratiche
internazionali Europee per costituire un fondamento inclipendente di decisione nei casi conteRtati. Egli e vero che geogra:fi.camente una grande vallata include i suoi rami minori, ma
nel discorso ordinario il nome di valle, q-uanclo si tratta di un
flume considerevole, e generalmente ristretto _a l ramo principale, le valli laterali tributarie avendo al solito i loro propri
tion from Switzerland or its dependencies previous to the year 1641, when
the Alp had been possessed by Italian communes for whole centuries.
Th e right of Switzerland is founded: on considerations of convenience;
on the alleged principle of political geography, according to which the
limits of bordering States in mountainous regions are determined by the
watershed; on the conquest of 1513 and on the treaty of 1516, which recognizes Val Maggia, of which the Alp of Cravairola is part, as belonging
to Sw itzerland; and its provisions for the establishment of the limits
between the Alp of Cravairola and the Commune of Campo.
Considering all these points, the undersigned is of opinion:
F-irstly : That the ·title of Italy over the said t erritor y is established
prirnct facie by the above considerations and therefore valid, unless it is
refntecl by proof's adduced by Switzerland.
Secondly: Though reasons of convenience and of mutual interest advise
the cession of the Alp of Cravairola to Switzerland, nevertheless, for the
r easons already expressed, the arbitrntors would not be justified in assigning tba,t territory to the Confederation merely on this basis alone.
Thirdly: That the geographical principle of the political division ofterritori es according to the watershed is not generally enough r ecognized in
the practical intern ational law of Europe to constitute an independent
ua,lis of decision in contested cases. It is true that geographically a laro·e
val ley includes its minor 1.,asins, but in ordinary parlance the word '' v:i'lley," ':h~n nsed ~ith r eference to a large river, is generally res·t ri cted to
th e prmcipu.l basm, the lateral tributary valleys having usually their own
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nomi; quindi una tale designazione non include necessariameute le valli minori, ma dev'· essere interpretata seco11do il
possesso od altre circostanze se queste esistono. Corne fu detto
non v' e prova di alcun reclamo formale per parte della Svizzera
relativamente alla sovranit.a sull' Alpe, come parte del Val
Maggfa, prima dell' asserto di giurisdizione di Oswaldo nel
1641, e se nel periodo mediovale, attraverso il quale si esten_de
la storia dell' Alpe di Cravairola, e stato ricevuto come pr1_ncipio di legge che le valli tributarie debbono seguire la grnnsdizione della corrente principale delle acque, non si puo spiegare perche il Comune di Campo non ha reclamata la sov~anita
di Cravairola, come appartenente al suo proprio territono, ~e,l
periodo, in cui i Uomuni italiani l' acquistarono. Ma non VI e
indizio di simile reclamo in nessun tempo sino a un secolo
dopo la definizione dei limiti del 1554.
·
In quarto luoqo: Che sebbene in un senso scientifico la valle
principale di un flume abbracci quelle dei suoi tributari, pure
questi termini, quando sono usati jn istromenti pubblici, spe:
cialmente in qnelli di antica data, debbono essere interpretat1
secondo il seuso e l' uso contemporauei. Il sottoscritto uo11
vede nessuna prova che alcuna delle parti del trattato del
1516, quindi di nessun periodo rnsseguente prima del 164~,
considerasse Ji Alpe di Cravairola come incluso nella de~10m1:
llazione di Val Maggia, e cbe al contrario la mancanza d1 ogm
reclamo di sovranita della Svizzera e del Comune di Uampo
sul suolo sitnato geograficamente nel Val Magght, ma posseduto e goduto da corpi morali forestieri prima.f<ICie mostra all~
evidenza che la Confederazione ed il Comune di Campo non SI
ritenevano investiti di tale sovranita, in alcun tempo, prim ache
siffatto reclamo fosse assunto da un ufficiale Svizzero nel 1641.
proper name ; h ence such a designation does not necessarily inclndc_minor
valleys, :1rnt mu t be interpreted according to poRsessiou and other r1~·cumstance 1f any xist. As stated, there is no proof of any formal claim on
t~e part of witzerland, relative to tbe sovereignty over tbe Alp , as pa~t
of Val Maggia,, previous to the assertion of jurisdiction by O waltlo m
16H; and if in the meclimval period, throuo-'h which the l1istory of tbe
A~p of 'ravairola extencls, it was accept di:, as a principle of law, that.
tributary va_ll ys rnnst follow the juris<li<'tion of the principal curr~nt of
the_ wat •rs, 1t annot be exp laiue<l why the C'ommnne of 'a.mpo did not
clam~ tb ov r i!{uty o~· Crava.irola as belcmg-in~ to it own territory, at
th_c t1m wh _n th ltali:m Comrnnnes ac<Jnired it. Hut there 1 no !r3;c
of nc·h a ·laun at any tun e till a century after the defiuition of tbe hnnt
in r:;L
. Fourthl.'f: That al hou~h, in a scientific sen e the principal Yalley of a
riv r_ mhra <·. tho e o!· it tribnturie. y1·t tbes word , when n!--ed in
publi '_d (•nmrut.. pcc1 ll_v in tho:e of ancient <late, nrn t be interpreted
acconhu~ t tho con~ mporan ouH n ·e ancl h<'DS . Tbe nud er igned e
110 p1 of ~hat an.y ot tile partfrs to thr. treat.,· of 1516, or of an_y ul) e~111 •11 pn1ocl pn:".100. to IGJ 1, con. icler •d the .\ Ip of ('ravairola a included
m th ~•·no11~111: ti n_of \ al ~faggia· hnt, on th contrary, the ah. •n e of
any ·la1111 o_f . ov re1gnty 1,y, witz •r]ancl or hv the Commune of 'ampo
0Y!•r Ii 011 g1•_0:..rr: phi ·ally !litnat1·d in Vnl ~Iag-~ia, but po
·.eel an 1
!1.IO\'NI hy foreign moral hodi . how. pri111(1 J11l"i1·, that the onf I a111
t11?11 n l t_h,· '01111111m1} or 'ampo cli,l 11ot c·on. iclc•r tb 111 . <·Ive
inv ted
·1 h th nght of tll'h , O\'nei«11h· a any tim • before irnch claim wa put
I r · ml hy a. wi ollidnl in 11,li.
·
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In qitinto luogo: Clle i procedimenti del 1554, che il sottoscritto e costretto d' interpretare in armonia coi correlativi documenti ufficiali del 1555 e 1556, tendono piuttosto a negare che
non a stabilire il diritto della Svizzera alla sovranita del territorio in questione, ed a mostrare, che i limiti da essi stabiliti
erauo considerati dalle parti immediata,mente interressate e
dai loro rispettivi governi coi;ne una delimitazione territoriale
e giurisdizjonale.
Sul1' insieme della questione il sottoscritto e di parere che
per usare le espressioni del 001npromis: '' La ligne frontiere qui
scpare le territoire italien du territoire de la Confederation
Suisse (Canton Tessin), au lieu dit Alpe de Cravairola, doit
quitter la chaine principale des montagnes au sommet designe
Sonnenhorn, pour descendre vers le ruisseau de la Vallee de
Campo et en suivant l'arete secondaire nommee Creta Tremolin a (ou Mosso del Lodano sur la carte suisse) rejoindre la
chaine principale au Pizzo del Lago Gelato" * * * ed egli
pronunzia sentenza conforme.
In conclusione, il sottoscritto si onora d' esprimere il suo
alto apprezzamento per l' abilta,, la moderazione el' imparzialita
spiegate da tutti i componenti l' arbitraggio, come pure i suoi
sinceri ringraziamenti per la continua cortesia e considerazione
manffestategli da tutti coloro con cui il suo ufficio lo pose in
coutatto.
Dato in Milano in duplicato 23 Settembre 1874.
(Fto.)
GEORGE P. MARSH.
F~fthly: That the proceedin~s of 1554, which the undersigned is obliged
to interpret as in harmony with tlle corresponding official documents of
1555 or 1556, tend rather to negative than to establish the right of Switzerland t o t he sovereignty of the territory in question, and to show that
the limits established by the parties immediately interested were considereu by them and their respective governments as a territorial and jurisdictional delimitation.
On the whole question, the undersigned is of opinion that, using the
expressions of the Agreement: '' The frontier line that divides the I tali an
territory from that of the Swiss Confederation (Canton Tessin), at the spot
called the Alp of Cravairola, must leave the principal chain of mountains
at the summit called Sonnenhorn, and descend towards t he stream of the
Valley of Campo and following the secondary ridge called Creta Tremolina
(or Mosso del Lodano on the the Swiss map) to meet the principal chain
at the Peak of the F rozen Lake," * " -i. and he pronounces his decision accordingly.
In conclusion, the undersigned has the honor to express his high appreciation of the ability, moderation and impartiality displayed by all the
members of the arbitration, and also his sincere thanks for the continued
courteousness and consideration manifested towards him by all with whom
his office brought him into contact.
Given at Milan in duplicate September 23, 1874.
Signed :
GEORGE P. MARSH.
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La presente copia e conforme all' originale conservato nell'
arehivio <lel ministero degli affari esteri del Regno d' Italia.
Roma, 6 Dicembre 1894.
·
II direttore degli archivi.
lS.]
G. GoRRINI.
Execution of the
Award.

January 4, 1875, the Swiss Federal Council
made the followrng decree:
"LE CONSEIL F EDERA.L SUISSE.

''Vu le Oompromis passe entre le Oonseil federal et le Gouvernment Italien, du 31 Decembre 1873, relatif a le frontiere
Italo-Suisse au lieu dit 'Alpe de Orava'irola;'
"Vu la sentence du sur-arbitre, Mr. Marsh, Ministre des
Estats-Unis a Rome, eu date du 23 Septembre 1874, qui porte:
'La ligne frontiere qui separe le territoire Italien du territoire
dela Uonfederation Suisse (Canton du Tessin) au lieu d1t '·.A.lpe
de Oravairola," doit quitter la ehaine principales des montagnes
au sommet designe "Sonnenhorn ," pour descendre vers le ruisseau de la vallee de Campo et, en suivant l'arete secornlaire
nommee Oreta Tremolina (ou "Mosso del Lodano" sur la carte
Suisse,) rejoindre la cha'ine principale au "Pizzo del Lago
Gelato; '"
"Arret e du Cons. fed. cone. la frontiere sur l' Alpe de Orava'irola.
"Vu l'art. 2 du Oompromis arbitral, 1 qui statue: 'Les hautes
parties contractantes admettront la senten ce arbitralequi intervien<lra et r econna'itront comme definitive la ligne frontiere qui
elle aura determinee;'
"Et l'art. 8 du meme Oompromis en ces termes: 'Les hautes
Parties contractantes s'eugagent ,\ proceder aussitot que faire
se pourra a !'execution du jugemeut arbitral,'
".A.RRftTE:

"Art. 1°r. La ligne frontiere determinee par la sentence arbitr:3-] _<l~ M. Mar h, du 2:3 Septembre 1874, est reconuue comme
d ,fimt1 ve, cette 'entence etant admise et devant entrer en
rigu ur d ce jour.
Tbe pr_ . n copy conform with the original, preserved in the archives
of th ~11111 try of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Italy.
1 om~. December 6, 1 9-1.
The dir ·tor of the archiv s.
G. GORRINI.
[, ral Min. of For. Af.J
1
oir 1 ecueil oiliciel des loi , tome XI, page 516.
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"Art. 2 e.me. Le present arrete sera insere-au Recueil Officiel,
et l'original de la sentence arbitrale depose aux arehi ves federales.
"Berne, le 4 Jan vier 1875.
"Au nom de Conseil F ederale Suisse,
'' Le President de la Confederation:
"SCHERER

"Le Chancelier de la Confederation:
" SCHIESS.''

May 17, 1875, the President of the Swiss Confederation and
the Italian minister at Berne signed the following protocol to
carry the award into effect:
"Les Soussignes, Monsieur le Senateur L.A. Melegari, Ministre d'Italie en Suisse, et Monsieur J. Scherer, Presi<lent de
la Confederation Suisse, a cela dument autorises, reeonnaissent et declarent, a,u nom de leurs Gouvernernents respectifs,
que la sentence arbitrale, rendue a Milan, le 23 Septem bre
1874, par Monsieur Marsh, Ministre des Etats-Unis d'Amerique a Rome, surarbitre nomme, en la forme convenue dans
le compromis signe a Berne le 31 Decembre 1873, pour fixer
de.finitivement la frontiere Italo-Suisse au lieu dit 'Alpe de
Cravairola,' sentence dont suit le dispostif:
"' La ligne-frontiere qui separe le territoire du Italien du
territoire de la Confederation Suisse (Canton du Tessin) au
lieu dit "Alpe de Cravairola" doit quitter la chaine principale
des montagnes au sommet designe "Sonnen horn," pour descendre vers le ruisseau de la vallee de Campo, et, en suivant
l'arete secondaire nommee "Creta Tremolino" (ou "Mosso del
Lo<lano" sur la, carte Suisse), rejoindre la chaine principale au
"Pizzo del Lago Gelato: " '
"Est devenue, en vertu de !'Article II. du dit compromis,
obligatoire pour Jes deux Etats coiltractants, lesquels, par consequent, s'engagent a faire proceder, dans l'annee et aussitot
que faire se pourra, par le moyen de delegues speciaux, a la
collocation des bornes sur la ligne-frontiere de.finitivement tracee dans le dispositif de la sentence arbitrale precitee.
"Fait a Berne, le 17 Mai 1875.
'' [L. S.] MELEG.A.RI.
'' [L. S. j SCHERER." 1
1 When Mr. Marsh rendered his award he stated to Senator Guicciardi,
in order to save any possible embarrassment growing out of the provisions
of the Con stitution oftlie United States, that be could not accept from the
respective governments any compensation, gift, or other material acknowledgmen t of his services, and begged that none might be offered. (For.
Rel. 1875, II. 754.) Both governments, however, afterwards requested
him. to accept testimonials, the Italian Government offering him an ornamental table, and the Swiss a pocket chronometer. Congress authorized
Mr. Marsh to accept these presents (act of February 12, 1876, 19 Stats. at
L. 415), and they were duly received by him. (Mr. Marsh to Mr. Fish,
March 101 1876, MSS. Dept. of State.)
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2. CASE OF CO'l'ESWORTH & POWELL.

..

.

By a convention of December 14, 1872,
G reat. B r1tam
• • an d Co1om b"ia agree d t orefier t o
arbitration the claim of Messrs. Ootesworth &
Powell, British subjects, against the Government of Colombia.,
arising out of certain acts connected with the administration
of justice in the city of Barranquilla, State of Bolivar, between
the years 1858 and 1860. It was provided that the arbitration
should be conducted by two commissioners, one to be named
by the Government of Colombia and the other by Her Britannic Majesty's charge d'affaires in Bogota, or, in his absence, by
the British acting consul-general in charge of Her Britannic
Majesty's legation. Before proceeding to business the commissioners were required to name some third person to act as
umpire, to decide any point on which they might differ in
opinion; and if they should be unable to agree on such a person, it was stipulated that the selection should be made by
the person in charge of the French legation in Bogota. The
commissioners were specially charged to decide two questions:
(1) Whether the Government of Colombia was bound to grant
indemnity to the claimants; and if so, (2) what amount should
be paid, both principal and interest. The amount so awarded
Colombia agreed to pay in "hard cash" within twelve months
from the date of the award. The commissioners were to enter
upon their duties at Bogota on the ratification of the convention by the Colombian congress. They were authorized, if
they so de ired, to hear "one counsel for each party."
The facts on which the claim in question was
Origin of the Claim. based may briefly be stated. It appears that
in 1855 Cotesworth & Powell, merchants of
London, ntered into a contract or contracts with the firm of
owl , ower c
o., of Barranquilla and Bogota, con i ting
of th firm of Powle Brother & Co., of London, and Samuel
. ower and Miguel iva , of ew Granada, for the purcha ·e
f to a
n j oint account, Cote worth & Powell supplying the
fond .· whil
le. , ower
Co. made the purcha es, forward d th tobacco, and hared the pro.fit . In 1857 Powle
r h r
. the ondon branch of Powle , Gower & o.,
f il cl nd thi ' ent wa soon followed by the bankrupt y of
h h u at arrau uilla. Cote worth r Powell at once di P t h d n a ent to ew "ranada to prot ct their intere t.
Il .-u · · d ind ing so at Bogota, but not at Barranquilla.
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It was alleged that the judge at Barranquilla having cognizance
of the case, one Clemente Salazar, in collusion with the local
assignees in bankruptcy of Powles, Gower & Co., made away
with the property of the claimants; that he sold 300 cases
of the tobacco to bis own secretary; that he forced his way
into the sick room of the claimants' agent, and, over the protest
of the English consul, seized the bills of' lading of certain cargoes of touacco, sent them to England, and received the value
for them; and finally, that he disappeared suddenly from Barr anquilla, carrying with him all the papers relating to the suit
which was then before him and thus rendering it impossible for
t he claimants to prove their case. It was further alleged that
he had previously been arraigned by his own countrymen upon
charges of bribery and forgery in similar cases, and that he bad
been convicted, pardoned, and restored to his place. · For his
conduct in the present case be was condemned in costs in March
1862, but judgment could not be executed against him, as he
pleaded the general amnesty act of March 1860. This plea was
admitted on the ground that the amnesty included civil as well
as criminal actions, and he was thus relieved of all the consequences of his conduct. .Hence, though the supreme court of
the State of Bolivar declared the claims of Coteswo~th &
Powell to the assets of the Barranquilla house well founded, it
was impossible to recover anything.
The grounds on which the British Govern_ment demanded
repar ation were (1) the denial of justice by reason of the judge's
violent and illegal acts, (2) the condonation of bis offense by
the amnesty, and (3) the tolerance in official position of a person of his infamous reputation.1
A commission under the convention of DeConstitution
of the cem b er 1 4, 18 7·,
2 was orgarnze
· d at B ogotw
.r.. •
m
• •
Comm1ss1on.
.
the early sprmg of 1873. It was composed of
Dr. Schumacher, German minister resident at Bogota, on the
part of Great Britain, and Dr. Ancizar, a distinguished citizen
of Bogota, on the part of Colombia. The subsequent transfer
of Dr. Schumacher to the United States before any decision
bad been rea_ched , and the continued ill health and final resignation of Dr. Ancizar, prevented final action on the case, and
rendered the appointment of a new commission necessary.
Under these circumstances General Salgar, once Colombian
1 Mr. Scruggs, United Stat es minister at Bogota, to Mr. Fish, Sec. of
State, January 5, 1875, For. Rel. 1875, 417.
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minister to the United States, afterward president of the
republic, and at the period in question governor of the State
of Oundinamarca, was named as the new commissioner on the
part of' Colombia; and Mr. Scruggs, minister of the United
States at Bogota, was invited to accept the post of commissioner on the part of Great Britain. Mr. Scruggs, being ·
urgently solicited to do so, accepted the trust and reported the
fact to his government. 1 Mr. Fish sanctioned Mr. Scruggs's
acceptance, with the statement that it would have been preferal>le to have awaited the consent of the Department of State
before consenting to act. The case as stated involved, said Mr.
Fish, important principles, and as the result, whatever it might
be, might in the future be made applicable to similar claims
of fon~igners against the United States, he expressed the
hope that Mr. Scruggs would give the subject bis best attention. l\Ir. Fish further stated that, without wishing to bias
Mr. Scruggs's judgment in advance, the claim and some of its
features resembled that in the case of the Caroline againt Brazil. He inclosed a copy of the Attorney-General's opinion in
that case. 2 The convention was duly ratified by the Colombian congress, and the arbitrators entered upon their duties.
In November 1875 Mr. Scruggs reported to
Award.
his government that the commission had closed
its labors on the 5th of that month, and had
delivered duplicate copies of its award, which found that the
Colombian Government should pay the sum of $50,000, which
was supposed to_cover the actual loss of the claimants. General Salgar concurred both in the award and in the opinion
which Mr. Scruggs had prepared. Both parties appeared to
be ati tied with the result.a The Colombian minister for foreign affair expre eel the President's high appreciation of the
' intelligence, tudiou care, and known good faith" exhibited
by the arbitrators. 4 The British Government made similar
acknowled 0 ·ment and tendered to each of the arbitrators a
' ilver ink taud, with a uitable in ·ription from the Queen
f r at ritain. ' Thi te timonial was accepted by General
alc,ar, and an appli atiou wa made by the Department of
at t
ngr
for authority to enable Mr. Sctugg to take
or. el. 1 75, I. 417.
F or.l el.1 r,I.423.
3
• fr. crngg.
o fr. Fi b , ..... ov. 7, 1 75, M
4
Dec. 1, 1 75, Ibid.
1

2

. D pt. of

tate.
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similar action. The resolution passed the Senate, but in the
Bouse, owing, it was stateu, to a misapprehension, it was indefinitely postponed. 1
The decision and award of the commission was published in
Spanish in the Diario Oficial of Bogota on December 18 and 21,
1875, and was signed by both commissioners. The original
English text, as prepared by Mr. Scruggs, is given in his opinion below. In this opinion the respom;ibility of Colombia was
placed not upon the abuses of judicial authority in which the
claim originated, but upon an amnesty by which the offending
officials were relieved of personal liability for their wrongful
acts. The opinion was as follows:
"This is a demand for indemnity for losses caused by ::i,lleged
delays in awarding justice, by denials of justice, and by acts of
notorious injustice occurring under the judicial administration
of Colombia, in the years 1858, 1859, and 1860. The case may
be briefly stated as follows:
'' In October 1855 the mercantile firm of Powles, GowP-r &
Co., consisting of the firm of Powles Brothers & Co., of London, an d Samuel J. Gower and Miguel Rivas, of New Granada,
was established in Barranquilla. The Barranquilla house thus
constituted subsequently established a branch house in Bogota.
"Between Powles, Gower & Co., of New Granada; Cotesf
worth & Ppwell, of London, and Powles Brothers & Co., oLondon, there were three several contracts, dated respectively
January 14, May 2, and May 2j, 1856. These contracts, each
separate and distinct from the others, were signed in London
by Powles Brothers & Co. for and on behalf of their Barranquilla partners, Powles, Gower & Co. Their object was
the f'.s tablishment of a separate business or incidental partnership for the purchase and sale of tobacco; the accounts
and transactions of which to be distinct from the ordinary
business of the three mercantile houses named, and to be
known as 'accounts in participation.' 2
'' Powles Brothers & Co. failed November 1857; and soon
thereafter Cotesworth & Powel] sent an agent to represent
their iuterests in New Granada. This agent was recognized
by the Barranquilla house, who delivered to him the assets
pertaining to tbe incidental partnership.
"Meantime the Barranquilla house failed as a consequence
of the failure of its London partners; and on the 13th of February 1858 the judge of tbe circuit court of Barranquilla took
cognizance thereof in proceedings in bankruptcy.
1 Mr. Fish to Mr. Scruggs, March 22, 1876; Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Fish, May
17, 1876: MSS. Dept. of State.
2 See Cuaderno 3, p. 155.
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"A series of incidental proceedings followed in which the
claimants took part. The circuit and provincial courts of Barranquilla, the superior court of the State of Bolivar, and the
supreme court of the Confederation, all took cognizance of the
various questions arising therefrom. During its different stages,
the alcalde of the district, the prefect of the department of
Savanilla, the attorney-general of the State, the governor ~ud
the general assembly of the State, all :figured in the proceedmg.
"In July 1859 a local revolution broke out in the State. The
legitimate governor abandoned Carthagena, the capital, and
retired to Mornpox. One Nieto assumed the prerogatives of
chief executive and laid seige to Mompox. In August follow,ing the judge of the Barranquilla district absented himself,
taking with him the papers relating to the bankruptcy case of
Powles, Gower & Co. Many of those documents were never
returned.
'' The revolution terminated in December 1859. In January
1860 a new state constitution was formed under which the
laws of amnesty of March 3, 1860, and January 3, 1863, were
enacted. Upon the first was based the decisions of the court
of last resort of the State of April 17, 1860, and May 8, 1860,
as also that of the provincial court of Barranquilla of May 1,
1860. Upon the second, the sentence of the superior tribunal
of the State, of May 11, 1863, was predicated.
"All these judicial decisions affected the interests of t~e
claimants. The first dismissed the proceedings instituted
again st the judge of first instance for the illegal abstraction
and sale of certain goods pertaining to the incidental partnership, pending action for their possession . By the second, or
that of May 8, 1860, the criminal prosecution of the same
judge, for the alleged crimes of robbery and falsification of
documents, was set aside. By the third, or that of May 1,
1860, all proceedings against the assignee (syndico), for crimes
and irregularities during the period of his office, were dismi ed. By the fourth, or that of May 11, 1863, the irregularitie and crimes of the ju<lge of first instance, and his abuses
of the judicial authority to the prejudice of the claimants,
were d clared comprehended in the amnesty laws of the State.
"In Septemb r 1 60 tbe State of Bolivar entered into a compa t of union with that of Cauca against the ew Granadian
C n£ derati n; and the two State thus confederated adopted
th n me of' nit d State of ew Granada.' A the result of
lJ
poli ical hanO"e the l gislation of the tate was frently banged r ulting in more or le. onfu iou.
uring bi · nfu ion the claimant first a ked for redre
hr U"'h he riti.·h lega ion in Boo·ota .
.' n
· mber 1 2 their a toruey made written representati n . b nati 11ai ~e utiv , a ·king reparation for damages
T_ nl rn ., f~om
la rn awarding ju tic , from denial of ju t1 · , ~ u fr ill
1' notoriou · iuju tice; allegiug that all
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appellate revision of unjust sentences, and all further redress
before the legal tribunals, had been taken away by the
amnesty laws. To this a response was given promising means
of satisfactory redress.
"In March 1864 the attorney for claimants made a third
representation in consequence of not having received a final
decision upon bis former petition. And .in April 1865 the
national executive decided that Colombia was not obligated
to indemnify the claimants for damages and losses sustained
by them on account of any misconduct on the part of individuals
or subordinate officials in the State Bolivar.
"In January 1867 a fourth representation was made by
their attorney, asking a reconsideration of the decision of April
1865. Tbe reconsideration was had; and in October 1871 tlle
minister for foreign affairs announced that the decision of April
1865, would be adhered to.
"In November 1871 a demand for reclamation (sic) on behalf
of the claimants was made upon the Colombian Government by
Her Britannic Majesty's diplomatic agent in Bogota. The discussion which followed resulted in an agreement to refer the
whole matter to arbitration.
"In December 1872 a convention of arbitration was signed
by the plenipotentiaries of the two governments. This was
sanctioned by a law 1 of the Colombian congress of April 9,
1873.
"Dr. Ancizar, a distinguished citizen of Bogota, was named
arbitrator by the Government of Colombia; the German minister resident, Dr. Schumacher, was appointed on the part of
Great Britain; and Drs. Salas and Rubio were retained as
counsel respectively for the governments of Colombia and
Great Britain.
"The recall of Dr. Schumacher and the resignation of Dr.
Ancizar, before any decision had been reached rendered the
organization of a new commission necessary. The new commissioners, consisting of the Honorable Eustorjio Salgar, an
ex-President of the republic, as Colombian arbitrator; the
undersigned, minister resident of the United States of America,
as British arbitrator; and the Honorable Casimir Troplong,
charge d'a:ffaires of France, as umpire, in case of disagreement.,
were installed some months since. Dr. Rubio appeared as
counsel for the claimants, and the Honorable Ramon Gomez,
attorney-general of the nation, appeared for the Oolombian
Government.
"Such, in brief, is the origin of this case; a controversy
extending through a period of nearly eighteen years, and contemporary with some of the most notable political events of
the country. Many of the most important papers are missing.
Others have accumulated which have little relevancy to the
1 Law

26 of 1873.
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question at issue; and these, together with the voluminous
pleadings of counsel, ha-ve swelled the mass of documents to a
magnitude almost bewildering.
'' Before leaving Bogota, Dr. Schumacher prepared, as the
result of his study of the case, a compreheusive abstract of the
great mass of documents submitted, as well as a copious index
to the local statutes bearing upon the subject. This has been
found of incalculable assistance in arriving at a clear and succinct history of the case, and, upon careful comparison with
the original documents, to be remarkably accurate. It is to be
regretted that one so patient and thorough in research, and so
learned and able as Dr. Schumacher, could not have remained
to complete a labor for which he is so eminently fitted.

"I.
''The preamble to the convention of December 14, 1872,
announces as the object of this arlJitration 'the putting of an
end to the claim of Messrs. Cotesworth & Powell, British
subjects, against the Government of Colombia, arising out of
certain acts connected with the administration of justice in
the city of Barranquilla, State of Bolivar, between the years
1858 and 1860.' Consequently, the following acts are not the
objects of this investigation:
"1. Those not connected with the administration of justice;
for example, legislative acts not connected with the judicial
administration;
'' 2. Those not connected with the administration of justice
in Barranquilla;· that is to say, judicial sentences having no
connection with the administration of justice in that city; an~,
''3. Those not connected with the judicial administration m
Barranquilla during the years 1858, 1859, and 186'0; such, for
instance, as may have occurred before or subsequent to the
time mentio11ed.
"Tbe convention, then, involves a consideration of the following propo ition, as the primary question to be clec:ided:
"Whether there were acts connected with the administration
of justice, in the place and during the time mentioned, which,
under the law of nations, obligate the national government
of Col mbia to indemnity nonre.Jdent Briti b subjects for
damageR aud lo,
suffered by them in con equence thereof . 1
' To <l cicl thi que'tion, the arbitrators, being wholly inde-p !lden t of botll governments, mu t be the o]e judge of the
ev1 l n pr ut d. They can not, for instance, be expected to
al int on,'icl ration do ument which, in their opinion <lo
n t m rit onficl nee. But all docum nts and copie of docum ut 1 med worthy of creel nee hould be carefully con.' 1dr 1 · likewi · all in ·id ntal writing, relating to or in expla,naconv ntion of Dec· ·mb r 14, 1872; also .Article III
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tion of the legal papers connected with the history of the case,
or which may serve to explain the contents of papers that may
h ave been lost or destroyed without fault of the claimants.
"As mere bad administration of justice is not, in itself, just
ground •for reparation, it becomes necessary to investigate
separately, and one by one, each act alleged in evideuce of the
cibuse of the judicial authority; acts alleged in proof of positive denial8 of justice; charges of uudue delays in awarding
justice; sentences and rulings of the courts contrary to the
laws of the country; and other acts alleged in proof of notorious
'injustice.
'' Should these facts be clearly established, it must furthermore appear, in order to make the nation responsible, that the
claima,nts exhausted every means of obtaining redress before
the tribunals of the country; and that, all judicial recourse
and appellate revision of unjust sentences being closed against
them, they appeal as a last resort, through diplomatic chan.
nels, against the nation itself. 1
"In order therefore to simplify the case as much as possible,
we shall arrange the allegations preferred under six general
heads as follows:
"F-irst. Abuse of judicial authority in the bankruptcy proceedings against Powles, Gower & Co.;
" Second. Abuse of thejudicial authority in regard to certain
property claimed as pertaiuing to the incidental partnership;
"Third. Abuse of the judicial authority in depriving the
claimants of certain documents -pertaining to the incidental
partnership;
" .Fourth. An inquiry into the nature and legal character of
this incidental partnership, by which certain ' accoun.ts in
participation' were created;
"Fifth. The revolution and amnesty, and the bearing of
each upon the questions involved in this reclamation; and,
lastly,
"Sixth. The rules of international law and precedents applicable to the case under consideration.
"We shall proceed to the examination of each in the order
named.
"II.
" .A.BUSE OF THE .JUDICIAL .A. UTHORITY IN THE BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS AG.A.INST P OWLES, GOWER & CO.

'' This charge may be ·considered in the following order:
"1. Failure to cite the absent creditors;

"2. Failure to publish sentence of classification;
''3. The sentence excluding the claimants;
"4. The appeal therefrom, and its consequences;
1
Phillimore, Law of ations, vol. 2; see also opinic.n of United St ates
Attorney-General, in the case of the Caroline.
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"5. In utility of the new proceedings ordered; and,
"6. Criminal proceedings against the judge and the assignee.
''We shall consider:
"1. The failure of the judge to cite absent creditors.

"The first stageofthe bankruptcy proceeding against Powles,
Gower & Co., of Barranquilla, comprehends the time from! ts
commencement, on the 13th of February 1858, to that rn which
the attorney of Cotes worth & Powell took part therein, November 4, 1858, a period of over eight months. The facts are
as follows:
'' Clemente Salazar, judge of the Barranquilla district, took
cognizance of the bankruptcy of Powles, Gower & Co., Februciry 12, 1858. On the next day he declared the firm in a state
of bankruptcy, a,nd nominated an assignee (i:;yndico) and a
treasurer (depositario ). On the 1st of July following be cited
the creditors to meet on the 12th day of the same month.
"The meeting of creditors took place on the day named, and
Manuel Suarez Fortoul was elected assignee. No steps were
taken, however, looking to the collection and placing of the
assets of the bankrupt estate under bond. In default of such
action, this became the duty of the judge, 1 who nevertheless
failed to do so. On the same day the judge issued a decree
opening the proceedings to proof.
"September 7, 1858: The time when the judge is said to have
ordered publication of proof's, setting the time, 20 days, f~r
pleadings, etc. There is no evidence, however, that this writ
was made known by means of an edict as provided by the laws 2
of ew Granada then in force. On the 12tlt of October following the judge approved the accounts of the treasurer, Mr.
E. A. Isaacs, and on the 4th of November following the attorney of Cotesworth & Powell presented his authority in court,
a king to be considered a party to the bankruptcy proceeding.
"With regard to the citation of creditors, only the following
facts are adduced:
'' On the 5th March 1859 Cotes worth & Powell's attorney
wi. hed to enter appeal from a sentence of the court, but found
the offic~ cl? ed.:1 Sub equently the appeal was entererl by
the partie mtere ted, and in consequence of this appeal on
the 0th of December 18Hl the superior tribunal of the State
a_n11ull_ d all the proc edings in bankruptcy, for want of citation f ab n er dit rs. 4
' ( ) \ it_h r ga~d to omplaints made by the claimants of
a, ,
·. nrrmg pr10r to _o ember 4, 185 , the counsel _for
( 1 m 1~ , ay thev are unJu t, because previous to that time
1

Art. ~9, Law of Jnne 14 1 4.
Art . . · L. of ,Jun 13, 184.3.
3
'n:ul rno, 11 p. 1 .
◄ u dl·ruo 11, p. 92.
2
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they were not parties to the suit. 1 Dr. Salas contends furthermore, t hat the claimants were not interested parties until
April 1862, the time when the new proceedings were opened.2
The honorable the attorney-general of Colombia maintains
substantially the same opinion. 3
"Great deference is due to the opinions of both the learned
counsel named; but the position here assumed by them can not
be admitted as correct. The administration of justi...le, guaran- ·
teed to all persons living in a civilized country, interests all.
It especially interests all parties who are either mediately or
remotely affected by it. To illustrate: If the sentence of a
judge, given in a suit of A versus B, be illegal or manifestly
unjust, and in its consequence directly affecting the interests
of O, t he latter may ask a revision of the proceeding; and
this although he may not have had previous occasion or necessity to t ake part in the suit. In the present case, the claimants were not bound to take part in the proceeding which led
to t he decision. Therefore if irregularities had taken place, in
the bankruptcy proceeding, before the date mentioned, they
directly affected the interests of the claimants; and for this
reason t hey had a right to demand that justice be administered
according to the laws of the country.
" Moreover, if in the present case positive crimes had not
been committed, very great irregularities had taken placeirregularites involving the liability of the judge. Such, in fact,
was t he opinion of the superior court of the State of December 30, 1861. That tribunal not only pronounced the whole
bankruptcy proceeding null ab initio-mentioning, among other
causes of nullity, the failure to cite absent creditors-and ordered a new convocation of creditors and a new proceeding de
novo, but likewise condemned the judge who made the unjust
sentence of classification to the payment of costs. It is clear,
therefore, that the want of citation in this case affected all the
creditors of the bankrupt estate, and especially those who had
not presented themselves,
"It is admitted by the Colombian minister for foreign affairs,
the Honorable R. Rocha Gutierrez, in his reply to the first demand by claimants for reparation, that in the decree opening
the proceedings in bankruptcy the absent creditors were not
notified as provided by the law. 4 He insists, however, that
such informality does not incur responsibility to the government further than its duty to annul the procP-edings for the
purpose of correcting the evils referred to.
"This opinion of the distinguished gentleman would be correct, were the evils reparable in the manner indicated. But
Dr. Salas, Alegato, p. 54.
Dr. Sa,l as, Alegato, p. 77.
3
Dr. Gomez, Alegato, pp. 41-2.
4
Art. I V. L. 13, R. G. p.142.
1

2
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this was not the case with respect to the claimants. The property in dispute had been sold, and the proceeds either done
away with or else illegally portioned among the few favored
creditors. In either case, there was no redress, as subsequent
decisions of the higher tribunals show.
"2. Failure to publish sentence of classification.

"The second stage of the bankruptcy proceeding comprehends the time from the day in which the attorney for claimants
took part therein, to that in which the sentence of classification was decreed, a term of nearly one month. The facts are
as follows:
"On the 4th of N oveniber 1858 Cotes worth & Powell's attorney presented his credentials in court and asked to be considered a party to the proceeding. The next day, becoming party
to the suit, be entered claim for £~,618 16s. 9d., complaining
that the writ announcing classification of creditors had n~t
been published; that there had been provided no safe deposit
of bankrupt assets, as required by law; 1 that the records of
the court did not contam the monthly statements of the
assignee, as provided by law, etc. 2
"The sentence of classification of creditors is dated November 1.9, 1858. Three days thereafter claimants' attorney asked
that publication of proofs be made. The judge's decision
~hereon, if ever rendered, is missing. Five days later t1!-e
judge declared the sent~nce of November 19th executed, or is
said to have done so. There are no proofs, however, of ~be
time of the publication of this decree. In December followmg
the clerk of the court exhibited to claimants' attor11ey what
purported to be a copy of an edict said to have been published,
declaring the entence of November 19th executed.
"The above facts appear to be established, although the
evidence is somewhat conflicting. There is no proof that the
decr:ee of September 7, 1858, ordering publication of proofs,
settmg time for pleadings, etc., was ever publi bed. On the
contrary, there i circ11m 'tantial evidence that it wa not publi h~fl a the law required, and this i supported by the affidavit of Jo ~e Luis Leon, Arriola, Macias, anu Duncan.
' 3.

t
.
.

entence e:rcluding the clairnants.

7th had been publi. hed it
age of the proceeding the
cling the ·laimant a comtat . f, however tbe writ
ent nc of ovemb r 19
1
Art. 102:-, 'ocli "'o de ( 'om r io, of 1 .-3.
· Art. 1 2 , 'odigo <l 'omer ·io, of 1 - 3.
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1858, was so much the more notoriously unjust, since the attention of the judge had been called to this defect.
"The sentence of November 19th referred to declared that,
altllough the attorney of Ootesworth & Powell had petitioned
to be considered a party to the bankruptcy proceedings, and
had solicited the payment of £2,618 16s. 9d., as common creditors, such claim could not be recognized, because besides having been made after the term for the convocation of creditors,
the claim itself was unsupported by proof.
'' (B) The first reason here given for excluding the claimants,
to wit, that 'the application had been made after the tiuie fixed
for the meeting of creditors,' is not admissible. Article 43 of
the law of June 13, 1843, then in force, provided for the
admission of any and all creditors in whatever stage the case
might be found when presenting themselves.
'' The second reason given for the exclusion of claimants, to
wit, that their demand 'was destitute of all documentary
proofs,' is equally fallacious. It is clearly provided, in Article
28 of the law above cited, that proofs may be presented up to
the time of citation for sentence. This citation, although said
to have been made November 2, 1858, was in all probability
never made. Such, in fact, is tho presumption, supported by
circumstantial evidence. Consequently, tho reasons given for
the decision of November 19, 1858, failed to show that the
judge had the right to exclude the claimants.
"It is said that the sentence above referred to was published the day after its delivery. But no evidence exists that
the publication was ever made. The counsel for Colombia
seems to attach little or no importance to this point. He evidently overlooked the fact that the law already cited 1 provides
expressly that all such sentences shall be made public by
means of an edict; and that such edict must be posted on the
court-house door for the term of at least five days.2
'' That such publication was never made scarcely admits of
doubt. .A.JI the circumstances of the case, as well as niuch of
the direct evidence, render any other opinion impossible. The
disorderly condition of the tribunal at the time; 2 the great
confusion in which all the papers were found; 3 the fact that
many of the most important documents had been taken away
by the judge, and left at other places; 4 that the prefect of the
department had warned the judge to desist from such practices; 5 and that the judge's salary had been suspended, because he refused to comply with a plain official duty, 6 are
circumstances unfavorable to any other presumption. Moreover these circumstances derive additional significance from
the fact that the attorney for claimants, on the 12th January
1

Art. 13, L. June 13, 1843.
Art. 10, Law, June 13, 1843.
3
Cuaderno 7.

2

Cuaderno 7, pp. 53, 49, 7.
Cuaderno, pp. 53, 49, 7.
6 Cuaderno 11, p. 23.
4

5
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following, asked that investigation be made respecting the
publication of all the decrees relating to the bankruptcy case
of Powles, Gower & Co. from September 7th to November
20th, 1858; that accordingly, two unsuccessful efforts were
made by the prefect to make this investigation; that these
efforts were unsuccessful because the judge practically defeated them; 1 and that the prefect finally declared such invesgation impossible by reason of the continued absence and
perversity of the judge.2
"All these circumstances, almost conclusive of themselves
that publication was not made at the time and in the manner
indicated, are corroborated by the affidavits of Goenaga, the
clerk of the court, Benavidez, Ramon, and others. 3
'' It is contended by the counsel of Colombia that these affidavits are worthless. In support of this position, article 36
of the law of December 31, 1857, is cited. That article says
only that 'no one cau be compelled to testify against himself;'
it does not say that ·testimony already given, voluntarily
against himself, has no value.
"4. The appeal from the sentence of November 19, 1858.

"The claimants' attorney petitioned for appeal from the sentence above named, January 15, 1859. Up to June 21st of the
same year, the court took no action upon this petition. The
judge had issued a decree, but its contents were unknown; 4
an d the attorney asked in vain that this decree (whatever it
was) be made known to the assignee. In July of the same
year, the attorney compla.ined that his representation of January preceding had been wholly disregarded.5 In August
following, he prayed decision upon his petition of June 21,
1859. Two days afterwards, tlie judge, without giving any
deci ion, absented himself from bis office and duties.
' ub equently, the superior court of the State admitted an
appeal, by certain creditors of the bankrupt estate, again t
the sentence of ovember 19, 1858. In this appeal, claimant '
attorney cooperated, presenting his papers in court, and askin , in cou equence of the appeal which had been admitted,
tl1at all previous adjudications made to various creditors be
d lar cl null. 6
"Thi · re ·ulted in the decision of December 30, 1861, which
a we have already seen, annulled the entire proceeding in
banhupt from it very commencement ; ordered a new proediug a new convo<iation of creditors, and condemned Judge
1

uad rno 12, p. 21.
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Salazar to the payment of costs. This was after a lapse of
t hree years, ten months and seventeen days from the tiwe of
the bankruptcy 1 of Powles, Gower & Oo.
"5. lnutility of the new proceeding.

'' In order to sustain the case at this stage, it should be
premised that the assignee, Manuel Suarez Fortoul, bad resigned in August 1859; that his resignation had been accepted;
and that one year thereafter, that is to say, in August 1860,
the attorney for claimants petitioued tbe court to appoint a
new assignee, since the creditors bad failed to elect one.
"On the 12th March 1862, the provincial court of Barranquilla ordered a new convocation of creditors. 2 On the 26th
of t he same month, the clerk of the court certified that there
were no first accounts of the late assignee, Manuel Suarez
Fortoul. 3 The meeting of creditors took place June 12, 1862;
nearly four years after the :fir&"t meeting, under the former proceeding.1 on· the 18th July 186~, the new assignee,Mr. Jacobo ·
A. Correa, made affidavit that be neither had in his possession
nor knew who did have, any sums of money or assets belonging to .t he bankrupt estate; tbat there were .no goods, assets
or effects of any kind in his possession pertaining to said estate,
nor h ad he ever received any; and that he never received any
statement, account or explanation of the disappearance of any
good s, assets or effects pertaining to said bankrupt estate from
bis predecessor. 4 This affidavit referred to the assets of the
incidental partnership or 'joint account,' as well as to those
pertaining to the bankrupt estate proper of Powles, Gower &
Oo. 4
"After October 2, 1862, when the new assignee presented a
statement of the general condition of the assets, or rather the
absence of all assets, it does not appear that there was ever
another meeting of creditors. AH the objects of litigation
having disappeared, with no one to render an account of, or to
be held responsible for their disappearance, the proceeding
seems to have been abandoned as useless.
.
'' 6. Criminal charges and proceedings.

"Meantime, criminal proceedings had been instituted against
Judge Salazar and the clerk of his court for falsehood and
· deception in posting the edict announcing the sentence of
November 19, 1858.1 These charges were preferred in due form,
December 2, 1858, by claimants' attorney, before the Honorable
,

See p ost.
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Buenaventura Salgado, then judge of the second district.
'l'be attorney, it appears, held himself in readiness to establish
tbe truth of these charges. 1 Subsequently, Jose A. Benavidez
and Luis Ramon made affidavits to the same effect. Very soon
thereafter, Judge Salazar's salary was suspended.
'' In February 1859 claimants' attorney pl"'titioned the judge
of the second district to continue the criminal i11vestigation. 2
He had previously asked for certified copies of the affidavits
of Benavidez and Ramon; 3 and some days after this he an11om1ced that alterations had bf\en made in those affidavits by
the clerk of the court in collusion with Judge Salazar.
"This resulted in a commission by the prefect to the alca1de,
to ascertain the whereabouts of the clerk who bad the custody
of the papers referred to. The clerk was found con("ealed in a
private house, under a bed, and wrapped up in a counterpane.
From thence he was conducted to the court romp, where ·he
delivered certain papers, but r~fused to deliver up the affidavits. When the last-named documents were delivered, some
days later, the attorney-general and the claimants' attorney
noted certain alterations wliich bad been made in tbem. 4
"Tlie judge of the second district opened proceedi11gs against
Judge Salazar and the clerk for the crimes of alteriiig and falsifying public docnmeuts; 5 but three days there.after, that is
011 the 20th December 1858, the judge of the seeond di ' t1fot,
who had cogniznnce of the case, was separated from the discharge of. his official duties. Meantime, all the papers in the
case had been delivered by him to the accused, Judge Salazar
of the circuit court, who had reclaimed tbem. 6 The attorneyge11eral protested before the g-oYernor of the State, and very
oon thereafter Judge Salazar, who still had possession of the
papers, absented himself.
"Claimants' attorney appealed to the governor of the State.
This eems to have been unheeded. In June 1860 the attorney-general and the tribunal of the second district declared
that the papers had been lo t. 7 Nine day, later the governor
commi:-- ioned au officer to demand the papers of Judge alazar; but alazar made affidavit that they were not in bis po.:. iou. 8 The re ult was that tlley were never produced. 7
"(H) It i apprehended that there can be but one opinion
r p cting th · judicial conduct above de cribed. It. ~eem, to
b _almo t without precedent in the modern annals of judicial
1
na1l1·rno 7, p. 25.
- :uadnno , p. 2 .
:i Cnaclcrno 7, p. 8 .
◄ 'n:ul mo 7 pp. 10 71-73 et fler1.
r, na<lerno 7, p. 121.
•· 'nac1,•rno 11, p. 11 · and 'ua<lerno 7 pp. "7, 4 to 55.
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corruption. That there was a clear violation of the penal code
of the State, by the judge of the second district in delivering
the papers to one of the accused parties, admits of no doubt. 1

"III.
" .ABUSE . OF THE JUDICIAL .AUTHORITY IN REG.A.RD TO CERTAIN PROPERTY CLAIMED AS PERTAINING TO THE 'JOIN'l'
ACCOUNT' OR INCIDENTAL PARTNERSHIP.

"We have sAen 2 that, in consequence of the incidental partnership, created by the three severa,l contracts 3 between Powles
Brothers & Co., of London; Powles, Gower & Oo., of Barranquilla, and the claimants, the Barranquilla house delivered to
the agent of the latter certain goods pertaining to the' joint
account.'
" These goods were afterwards embargoed, first by certain
creditors of the bankrupt house in New Granada, and then by
the assignee of the bankrupts, as belonging to the common
mass of assets. This gave rise to an action for their possession; and it is of the judicial proceeding connected with this
act ion that complaint is made, and which forms the main
basis of this reclamation. We shall, therefore, consider,
" 1. The embargo by certain creditors;
" 2. The embargo by assignee of the bankrupts;
" 3. The action for possession; and,
" 4. P ending such action, the illegal abstraction and sale of
the embargoed goods by the assignee.
'' 1. Embargo by certain creditors.

"And first, with reference to the embargo by certain Granadian creditors, the facts are as follows:
" On the 23d February 1858, E. A. Isaacs & Co., of Barranquilla, pointed out or libelled, upon their own responsibility,
cert ain quantities of tobacco which had been delivered to
Cotesworth & Powell's agent as belonging to the incidental
partnership, but which the informants claimed as belonging of
right t o the common mass of bankrupt assets. The informants
took the usual oath provided in such cases, thereby subjecting
themselves to the usual liabilities, should their embargo not be
made good. The court admitted this action; and, in March
following, others of the New Granadian creditors became sureties to the informers. 4
"In J anuary 1859, Isaacs & Co. withctrew their embargo,
asked that the goods be released, and that they themselves be
.Articles 98-1-137 and 138 P en al Code.
Supra.
3
Cu aderno 3, pp . 1 to 4.
4
Cuaderno 6, p. 52, and Cuaderno 11, p. 123.
1
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exonerated from all liability incurred in consequence of the
procedure. This petition was granted by the judge, without
hearing the other parties interested. 1
"On the 5th March followin g, the attorney for claimants
went to the tribunal for the purpose of entering appeal from
this sentence, but found the office closed. 2 He subsequently
asked that the informants be put under bond etc., according
to legal usage in such cases. On the 1st of June thereafter,
Isaacs & Co. entered exceptionR to the authority of claimants'
attorney. 3 . The attorney answered the exceptions on the 10th
of the same month.
"On the 20th of June of the same year, Judge Salazar,
decided that the attorney for claimants had no power to interfere; because, as he said, his power as attorney comprehended
only the ordinary and indispensable acts for the transaction of
business; but not cases requiring more diligence, such as the
present. This sentence was not notified.
" On the 3d August 1859 the attorney for claimants asked
decision (sic) of the court respecting the exception to his powers, made in this case. He asked this in order that his clients
might follow the legal course prescribed in such cases. 4 Two
days afterward, the judge ceased to discharge his official duties,
and no decision bad been rendered.
"On the 30th January 1860 the claimants' attorney petitioned the prefect of the department to institute measures for
compelling Judge Salazar to deliver up the documents pertaining to the case. 5 On the 10th June, of the same year, the
sentence of June 19, 1859, was notified; that is, one year after
its delivery! On the 8th March 1861 the superior court of the
State revoked tb1s sentence.
"In February 1862 claimants' attQrney entered suit against
Isaacs & Co., before the provincial court of Barranquilla, for
damages re ultir g from their embargo of certain goods pertaining to the incidental partnersbip. 6 In March following, that
tribunal decided that the attorney had no power to institute
uch proceedings. The attorney took an appeal to the superior
ourt of the tate. The last-named tribunal confirm2d the
ntence of the court below, April 2, 1862, without giving any
r a "on th refor. The supreme court rendered a similar deciion, , une o, 1 62.
' (D) ln regard to the proceeding abov related it may be
n ted
' 1_. That the ~nte_nce exonerating I aac & Co., without
h rmg th par 1e mtere ted, wa illegal and. notoriou ly
1
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unjust. This is admitted by the Honorable R. Rocha Gutierrez,
in one of his official notes, as minister for foreign affairs. He
insists, however, that inasmuch as the attorney for the claimants was finally admitted under the decision of the superior
court revoking the sentence of the inferior judge, justice was not
denied. 1 But the question here raised is technically whether
there had been an abuse of the judicial authority, resulting in
damages unremediable by ordinary legal process. There was,
moreover, a delay of nearly one whole year in notifying an important sentence, thus showing the claimants to have been kept
in ignorance of the proceeding which directly affected their
interest ; and,
·
"2. That between the sentence of the superior tribunal of
March 8, 1861, and that of April 2, 1862, by the same tribunal,
there is a direct and irreconcilable contradiction. One recognized the authority of the claimants' attorney to bring- action;
the other as expressly denied it. Dr. Sa.las, one of the counsel for Colombia, insists that this contradiction is more apparent than real; but his opinion is evidently based upon a mistake
respecting the date of the first sentence, which is 1861, and not
1862.
'' 2. Embargo by the assignee.
"In January 1859, when Isaacs & Co. had withdrawn their
embargo, Manuel Suarez Fortoul, as assignee of the bankrupt
estate, pointed out the same and other lots of tobacco, demanding their embargo as pertaining to the bankrupt estate. This
embargo was admitted by the judge, Clemente Salgar. The
attorney for claimants protested, declaring that an assignee
bad no such authority under the commercial code of New
Granada.2
'' This protest appears to have been tota11y disregarded by
the judge. In consequence, he was charged by the attorney
with wilful neglect of duty. On the 10th of April following,
the attorney renewed his protest, and asked decision of the
court upon the proposition whether an assignee could lega11y
make such an embargo. 3 This petition being likewise disregarded by the judge, the attorney repeated it on the 5th June
following. 4 No action was still taken, and on the 19th July
following the attorney renewed his petition, which being· yet
disregarded by the judge, was again renewed on the 3d of
August of the same year. 5 Indeed, it does not appear that
the court ever decided the point raised, or took any serious
notice of the claimants' petition.
1

Cuaderno 11, pp. 12 to 120; Cuaderno 1, p. 16.
Cuaderno 8, p . 67; Cuaderno 10, p. 12.
3 Cuaderno 10, p. 12.
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"(E) The honorable the attorney-general of Colombia deduces 1 that, because assignees are charged with the defense
of all the rights of the bankrupts, as prescribed in article
1005 of the Oodigo de Oomercio of 1853, they are therefore competent to embargo goods and effects not embraced in the mass
of assets.
"This deduction does not seem to be supported by the spirit
of the law cited; because,
'' 1. Neither in the law of June 13, 1843, nor in the Codigo
de Comercio of 1853, is there found among the attributes of
the assignee (syndico) any authority to make such embargoes.
On the contrary, that authority is clearly reserved to the creditors themselves, who, in all such cases, must proceed upon
their own responsibility; and,
"2. The article of the code cited by the attorney-general
says only that ' es atribucion del sindico la detensa de todos
los derechos de la quiebra, y el ~jercicio de las acciones y excepciones que le competan;' but this is .conceived to refer to
the goods and assets actually pertaining to the bankruptcy,
and not to those out of the common mass of assets; and .finally,
because,
.
'' 3. An assignee can not institu.t e any species of judicial proceedings whatever for the business or interests of the bankrupt
estate without previous authority from the judge; 2 and, in
the case under consideration, this condition was not complied
with.
"Consequently the undersigned is of opinion that the decisfon of the court admitting the embargo by the assignee, and
the failure or refusal of the judge to hear the claimauts, or to
decide upon their petition challenging the authority_ .of the
assignee to make such embargo, involved in its consequences
a denial of justice.
" 3. The action for possession.

'' In con equence of the embargo above referred to, the claimant eut,ered a,ction for possession February 24, 1859.3 Meantim , ome of the .r ew Granadian creditors of tlrn bankrupt
bou e solicited the xportation and sale of the embargoed
t bacco, theu tored in Barranquilla. 4 Without bearing t.be
·laimant , the judge decreed the ,"ale of certain lot · of tobacco,
lik wi und e mbargo, then tared in the district of amCarm n and an Juan Nepomuceno; good pertaining
n ident ~ artner hip, and consequently the object of
, po · e ory a ·t10n by the claimau t . 4
1
Dr. omez's legato, pp. 35 and 3 .
• Art. 1022, Cocligo cle omArcio.
3
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"The claimants entered appeal in March 1859. In June
following, they notified the superior court of the State that their
appeal had not been permitted to take regular course. 1 This
notification was repeated in July of the same year. 2
'' The provincial court of Barranquilla decided January 27,
1862, that the goods and assets of the 'joint tobacco account'
were the exclusive property of the incidental partnership; and
that this partnership owed 0otesworth & Powell, of London,
the sum of £6,682 2s. 3d., with interest thereon from the date
of the failure of Powles, Gower & Co. 3
'' The assignee appealed, which was however withdrawn
eight days afterwards; 4 and on the 17th of February the
sentence was declared executed.
"4. Illegal abstraction and sale of the embargoed goods, pending
action for their posses.c;ion.

"Many of the documents relating to this stage of the suit,
are missing. Those submitted prove the following facts:
"In September 1858, the attorney for claimants asked that
Vicente Palacio make oath relative to the sale of certain
tobacco, pertaining to the joint account then under embargo,
at the instance of the assigi1ee. Two weeks afterward, Senor
Palacio made affidavit, affirming that such sales had been
made.
"On the 12th of February 1859, Dr. Jose E. Bermudez made
affidavit that he had held in bis possession 4,792 pounds of the
tobacco which bad been embargoed by the assignee; but that
subsequently he bad placed the same to the order of Juan
Cotren, by direction of the assignee. 5
'' On the 8th of February of the same year the assignee
asked that the sale of this tobacco be authorized; 0 on the
same day he took from the warehouse in Barranquilla several
packages of tobacco, then the object of the possessory action,
and shipped them to Santa Martha. Ou the day following, the
judge ordered the assignee to take care to maintain in security,
and. in goo<l condition, all the goods pertaining to the bankrupt
estate. 7 This is alleged to have been a false or feigned <lecree.
'' A few days later, the claimants' attorney iuformed the
alcalde of the district of this abstraction and removal by the
assignee; 11 and five days later be also notified the attorneygeneral of the district to the same effect. 9 In March following,
be complained to the attorney-genera.I of the delay in the administration of justice on the part of the alcalde. 10 Up to the 8th
of April of the same year, 1859, the alcalde had taken no
1
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action upon the information given, although he had been repeatedly urged to do so. 1
"On the 21st May 1859 the attorney-general of the State
delivered an opinion that the abstraction and removal of the
tobacco, pending action for its possession, was a fraudulent act
on the part of the assignee; that for this act Judge Salazar
was responsible as an accomplice; that both he and the assignee
ought to be suspended from their respective functions; and ,that
the offices of both should be opened to inspection by the prefect of the department. The attorney-general closes his opinion
in this language: 'This is not the first time that the chief public .
minister of justice has been under the necessity of demanding
the punishment of Judge Clemente Salazar for crimes in the
execution of his judicial functions.' 2
"The investigation here recommended was ordered by t he
superior court of the State on the 10th of June following. 3
"An attempt at investigation was made in July of the same
year; and in January 1860 the prefect returrn'd the papers
relating to the case to the superior court of the State.
'' In February 1860 an order was issued by the last-named
tribunal, at the instance of the attorney-general, for the investigation of the circumstances connected with the abstraction and
removal of the tobacco named; 4 and, pending this investigation, the amnesty law of March 3, 1860, was e11acted. 5
"On the 17th .April 1860 the superior court decided that the
act of abstraction and removal of the tobacco from Barranquilla to Santa Martha, pendin g action for its possession, was
a criminal offense and punishable as such; that for such offense
both Judge Salazer and the assignee, Suarez Fortoul, were
responsible; that whether both were principals, or whether
one was the accomplice of the other, in either case the penaltie were embraced in the law of amnesty of March 3, 1860;
and hence that all proceedings against the judge be dismissed. 6
"It L said that the tobacco thus abstract ed from the warehou e in Barranquilla and removed to Santa Martha was sold
to the highe ·t bidder, although the judge had not cau ed such
ale to be adverti ed. 7 Many creditor of the bankrupts protest d against the illegality of this sa.Ie.8 James Wilson, one
of the creditor ,prote ted before the British consul at Barranuilla.9 Diogenes E. de Ca tro, the reputed purcha er, testifi d that 3 package of tobacco had been sold, July 22, 1859. 10
Tb attorn y i r claimant a, ked for autbenticated copies of
h l aper r 1 ing to tl.Ji sale. He wa told by the clerk of
the cour hat all the paper were mi ing. 11 In Jauuary 1 60
'uaderno 10, p. 11.
• 'uad rn B, p. 4.
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tb e reputed purchaser, De Castro, testified to the sale, saying
tbat the tobacco had been shipped on account of his mercantile firm 'De Castro & Son.n
"(F) One of the counsel for Colombia 2 intimates quite plainly
that the loss of the papers pertaining to this transaction was
not in consequence of the judge's absence, neglect, or official
corruption; but that the claimants were interested in their loss,
in tile hope of recovering damages, etc. The counsel, however, fails to adduce any proof showing probable ground for
th is sus picion. Indeed, there does not appear the slightest
foundation for the insinuation made by him.
"It is also maintained by the counsel for Colombia,3 first,
that tbe removal of tbe tobacco was a legitimate act in the administration of the bankrupt estate; and, second, that even
though it were not, it was at most an irregular act of the assiguee, who isJ not a government official in a strict technical
sense.
"Besides being in the very face of t,he sentence of the superior court of the state of April 17, 1860, 4 this opinion is fallacious for the following reasons:
"1. The tobacco in question was embargoed in Barranquilla; _aud in consequence there was pending an action for its
possession. The very gist of the controversy was, whether this
tobacco bl-'longed to the bankrupt estate,· and therefore to the
common mass of assets; or whether it was tbe property of the
claimants exdusively, and therefore to be delivered to them.
U11til this question was decided, the property in dispute could
not be treated by the assignee as other goods pertaining to the
mass of bankrupt's assets.
' ' 2. This tobacco ought to have been deposited in some
secure place, under lock and key; the judge should have bad
one of the keys in bis possession, and tile treasurer the otber. 5
If tbe former failed in bis duty in this respect, by not demanding one of the keys; or if, having the key, be permitted the
illegal abstraction, shipment, and sale, he thereby became an
acco1np1ice.
"According to the opinion 6 of the Honorable R. Rocha
Gutierrez, minister for foreign affairs, it is only necessary to
consult the memorials and other documents isstrnd previous
to the sale of the 338 packages of tobacco, and the commercial
code, 7 in order to be satisfied that the sale was not clandestine.
We find, however, upon examination of the vouchers,8 that the
contrary is proven.
Cuaderno 8, p. 78.
Dr. S:Has, p. 144.
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"The honorable the attorney-general of the nation excuses,
if be does not justify, this abstraction and sale on the ground
that the tobacco was in a damaged condition. 1 But, a<lmittiug
the goods to have been in a coudition liable to damage, their
remornl and. sale should have been according to the legal
forwalities provided in such cases. So far from this having
been the case, the removal was without the knowledge or consent of the parties most interested, and over the repeated protests of otlier; whilst an examination of the papers relating to
wliat little is known of .the sale, shows that transaction to have
been more or less clandestine; nor were the proceeds ever
satisfactorily accounted for.

"IV.
"ABUSE OF 'fHE JUDICIAL .A.UTHORI'l'Y IN ORDER TO DEPRIVE CLAIM.ANTS OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS PERTAINING
'l'O '.l'HE INCIDENT.AL P.A.RTNER~HIP, ETC.

'' This charge comprehends,
"1. The Hlegal dispossession of the documents; and,
"2. Injustice in relu::-ing to re::;tore them.
"With regard to the first, the facts are as follows:
"Julian Osorio representeu to the court, December 21, 1858,
tb:it Ootesworth & Powell's attorney was in possession of certain docume11ts which related to him, aud he therefore dem~n<le<.l their exbibition. 2 Without hearing the defendant, the
judge 011 the same day ordered the documents to be produced. 3
Tl1e dPfenuant represented that he bad not received them
through Osorio, nor from any other person in his name; but
tllat about September 1, 1858, be hau received various papers·
from a Senor Sarnmm, an em ployee of the Carmen establishment of Powle~, Gower & Uo.
"Tlie judge, however, ordered the defendant to exhibit the
document .4 This was ou the 15th January 1859. A few
day. later, Tiberiu 0. Araujo was named cl~rk of the court
cul interim. Tlie defell(lant entered objectioH, under the then
exi.'ting law.5 Ile al 'O entered an appeal from all the proceeding-., bad up to that time, in reference to the docurneuts in
qu tion. The deckion of tl1e judge, if ever given, is mi~sing. 6
nth i ► th of F l>rnary of the ame year, the defen(lant
,'nbmitt <l am morand um of the document then in his po ' e .·i n. 7 In .:\fan·lt following Osorio repre, ented that be wa the
wneroftb lo ·um 11t name<l. Two day afterward , t heju<lge
1
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decreed that defendant submit the documents mentioned in biR
memorandum of February 15 precedi11g. 1
' • This decree was notified to the defendant two days afterwards, when he entered written refusal and exceptions. Tue
decisiou of the court on these points is missing. Afterwards,
it seems that the defendant presented some of the documents;
th e judge a~keu for the others. Defendant appealed; tbeju<lp:c
said he ,vould decide upon the motion for appeal at some
future time, but that the documents must be delivered beforehand. Defendant then asked to be protected in tbe po~session of those already presented; the jndge said be would
decide that point some other time. Finally, in compliance with
the order of the judge, the defendant presente<l the others;
whereupon the court immediately adjourned. Defendant refu sed to sign the record, because the documents had not been
returned to him. Re also protested before the public notary.
T he documents, however, remained in Judge Salazar's possession ;2 and on the day following, the defendant publisbeu a card
charging him with spoliation c:tnd robbery.
" It also appears that 011 the day after Osorio's original representation, that is to say, on the ~2nd December 1858, the
assig;nee, Suarez ,Fortoul, informed the court that Cotesworth & Powell's attorney was in possession of various docu ments which Osorio had given in pledge to the baukrupt
house ; he therefore asked tllat they be embargoed and deposited in his possession. 3 The judge said be would decree the
embargo when the documents should be specified.
" On the 17th March 1859, Osorio represented that the
documents in question had been in his possm,sion; that be
bad been violently deprived of them, etc., and he therefore
p~titioned their return to him. 4 In support of this representation. be produced the affidavits of Bustillo, Hilario Rivas,
and Adolfo Perez, made in San Juan Nepomucei10 March 2,
1859. The judge, without bearing the defendant, issued the
following decree:
"' March 18, 1859: The court considering that, inasmuch as
Osorio had been violently dispossessed of the documents in
question, decrees their delivery to him "without appea,l by the
defendant,"' etc. The judge then delivered them to Osorio.
"2. The cwtion for their restitution.

"The claimants' attorney, who had petitioned the return of
the documents, eharged the judge before the prefect of tbe
department with the crimes of falsification, spoliation, and robbery. Criminal proceedings were instituted against him before
Cuaderno 9, p. 33.
Cuaderno 8, p. 9, etc.
3
Cuad erno 9, p. 7; Cuaderno 11, p. 14.
4
Cuaderno 9, p. 44.
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the superior court. That tribunal decided that the crimes alleged had not been committed.
"ln the civil action for restitution, an appeal was :finally
admitted before the superior court. In its sentence of April
16, 1861, that tribunal held that, since the circuit court of
Barranquilla had reserved its decision respecting the rjght of
possession until after the documents in dispute should be exhibited, the question should be referred.
.
"This resulted in a decision by the provincial court of Barranquilla, May 16, 1861, that the attorney of Cotesworth &
Powell could not be protected in the possession of the documents. The court was, however, of opinion that Judge Salazar had unlawfully dispossessed the attorney of his papers; and
that, when the object of their exhibition in court should be
subserved, they should be returned to the defendant; nevertheless, the decision of March 18, 185U, · should be respected
regardless of the consequences, etc.
"From this singular sentence, an appeal was taken to the
superior court; and, in a decision rendered June 18, 1861, that
tribunal affirmed the opinion of the court below.
"This led to the accusation of the judge of the superior
court, a Senor Nunez, before the general assembly of the State.
Charges were preferred under article 561 of the code of New
Granada,,1 but the general assembly declared the accusation
unsupported.2
"An effort was next made to appeal from the sentence of
June 18, 1861. This was unavailing; the motion for appeal
being admitted by Heither the supreme court of the State, nor
that of the Confederation.
"(G) The preceding facts show three distinct actions with
reRpect to the documents in dispute, namely: one for the exhibition in court, one for po session by the assignee, and a counter
action for pos eRsion Ly Osorio. The :first, though an ordinary
pro e s, prepared the way for the reclamatory action. Hence
the deci ion of March 18, 1850, if connected with the exhibitory
action, wa unjust. There was also an abuse of the judicial
authority in deciding an important question without hearing
th. d feuda11t .. There wa a denial of justice in the judge's
r tu 'al to con 1der [a] motion for appeal by the defendant.
b a t rn y challe11ge of the clerk ad interim was legally
mad · ·•tit w, · ill gally di:regarded.
h a ;ion (or po 'e .'ion i nterpo ed by the as ignee inve t
·a with little or no additional importance. We have alr a ly
n that all ·u ·h action by a,n a ignee are of very
u tful l alit .3
The o::e. ory a ·ti n brought by O orio wa not notified
11
fi ucl nt· thi , a au act of notorious inju tice. It
n

ranadina, p. 20 .

. 0.

102 Codigo de 'omercio · s e post.
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appears, moreover, that the affidavits produced by Osorio referred not to facts but to mere legal opinions; the case was not
therefore made out as alleged in the declaration. ln addition
to this, Osorio contratlicts one demand by the tf';rms of auother
subsequently made. It is even doubtful whether the documents referred to in the affidavits named were the same which
bad been produced in court, in consequence of the exhibitory
action. 1
"Both the provincial court of Barranquilla and the superior
tribunal of the State, denied justice to the defendant by declaring it impossible to protect him in the possession of his
papers; because the sentence appealed from, based as it was
upon the interdictory action, was irregular and unjust for want
of citation.

''THE INCIDENT.AL PAR'l'NERSHIP.

"The contracts establishing this partnership, as we have
already seen, 2 were dated in London, January 14, May 2, and
May 22, 1856. 3 They were signed by Powles Brothers & Co.,
of London, for and on behalf of their New Granadian partners,
Messrs. Powles, Gower & Oo. 4 Each contract was drawn up
in the form of a 'Memorandum of agreement,' and was duly
registered by a public notary in London, November 14, 1857. 5
"In accordance with these agreements, large quantities of
tobacco had been purchased on joint account, by the Barranquilla house, with funds supplied by Ootesworth & Powell.
By the terms of the agreement, the profits and losses resulting from this trausactiori were to be shared in equal moieties
by the two contracting parties.u
. "When the Barra11quilla house failed in consequence of the
failure of their London partners, this tobacco, as we have
already seen, was turned over to an agent of Cotesworth &
Powell. The judicial proceedings growing out of the embargo
of this property, first by certain Granadian creditors, and then ·
by the assignee of the bankrupt house, have been detailed at
length in the preceding pages. But, as those proceedings
form perhaps th.e principal ground for this reclamation, it may
be welJ to examine briefly the nature of the incidental partnership itself. We shall therefore consider,
"1. Whether the contracts were bona fide;
"2. Whether they were legal; and,
'' 3. When and how the partnership formed by them was
dissolved.
1

4

2

5

See Cuaderno 9, pp. 8 to 95.
Introduction.
3
Cuaderno 3, pp. 1 to 4.

Cuaderno 3.
Cuaderno 3, P1>· 1 to 6.
6
Cuaderno W., 3 and 11.
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,:1. Were the contracts bona fide?

"One of the counsel for the Colombian Government 1 intimates, in many places, that these coutracts were feigned for
the purpose of defrauding the Granadian creditors. In support of this insinuation, he asserts that the claimants made
registration of them only the evening before the failure of the
London partners of the Barranquma house. He also adduces
the circumstance that certain bills of exchange, drawn by
Edward Ross as agent of Powles, Gower & Co. in Jiron,
were. against Powles Brothers & Co., instead of Cotesworth
& Powell.2
"The undersigned must be permitted to express surprise
that such an argument as this should have been advanced by
the learned counsel. There does not appear the shgbtest
foundation for his suspicions. He is even mistaken respecting
the time of registration, which was two days prior to the
failure of the London partners of Powles, Gower & Co., and
not the evening before that eveut. And when it is borne in
mind that the books of the baukrupt house, the contracts and
the correspondence between the parties and the otlrnr papers
submitted all show that Cotesworth & Powell had real and
practical internsts in possession, the notarial act referred to js
of easy explanation without involving any presumptions of
fraud.:i The claimants had advanced large sums of money
with which tobacco had been purchased in New Granada ·upon
joir.t account. It was natural, therefore, that from the moment
of any intimatio11s of failure by Powles Brothers & Co., the
claima,uts hould have taken every reasonable precaution to
protect their iutere t .
'' In regard to the bills of exchange drawn by Ross, we fail
to perceive in that circumstance an y evidences of a fraudulent
tran action. The contracts under consideration gave the Barranquilla hou e the authority to draw from time to time upon
ote worth & Powell; but they certainly did not prohibit
th m from drawing upon their own partuer in London; nor
w r th y obliga,t d by the agTeemeut to execute all their drafts
again 't Cote worth and I ow ell.
1

'

2. Were the contracts legril?

" h la:V· 4 of ew ranada th n in force expre ly proI cl for Ju. ·t n h ·011tract. of incidental partuer hip a
th
und r · n 'i<l ration. But the counsel for Uolombia 5
1

1

1
6

•

as.

hi Al gato.
om z s legato.
's ar~nment n thi point, . ·o. 2, ~ To. 9.
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maintains that they were not binding upon the Barranquilla
house ; first, becauRe the firm name of Powles Brothers &
Co. had not been use,l; and second, because there is no written
evidence of a commh,sion to Powles Brothers & Co. fro.m
Powles, Gower & Co.
"'f he~e reasons are not well founded; because,
"1. The firm of Powles, Gower & Co. was formed, as we
have seen,1 by Powles Brothers & Co., of London, of the on~
p art, and by Samuel S. Gower and Miguel Rivas, of New
Granada, of the other part, under written agreement dated
October 2i, 1855, and iu accordance with the laws of New
Granada. 2 It was both legal aud natural, therefore, that, in
Lo ndon, Powles Brotll~rs · & Co., as the only resident partners, should use the firm name tliere in the same manner that
the managing partner in New Granada, Samuel S. Gower,
used it in Barranquilla.
"~- A special commission, from one to the other, was not
necessary to enable the respective partners to use their :firm
name. Their acts are binding upon the firm without this,
under the laws of New Granada. 3
"3. When a,nd how the incidental partnership was dissolved.

"This incidental partnership ceased, of course, from the
date of the bankruptcy of Powles Brothers & Oo. and of their
Barranquilla partners. This appears from the sentence of a
New Gra11adian court 4 which declares:
"l. Tha-t between Powles, Gower & Co., of New Granada,
and Cotesworth & Powell, of London, there had existed an
incidental pa,rtnership since the date of January 14, 1856; and
"2. 'rhat this incidental partnership was dissolved in December 1857, in consequence of the failure of Powles Brothers
& Co.
"This decision was in accor<l.auce with the commercial laws
of New Granada, as may be seen by reference to articles 319
and 290 of the Oodigo de Comercio of 1853. 5

"VI.
"'l'HE REVOLUTION AND THE AMNESTY.

"Tliese have a most important bearing upon the questions
submitted in this case. The first because it has been made a
gTound of defense by the counsel for Colombia, the second
Introduction.
Art. 252, Codigo de Comercio, 1853.
3
Art. 234, Cocligo de Comercio.
4 Provincial Court l'f Barranquilla, January 27, 1862.
6
See also Story's Commercial Law.
1

2
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because it forms the chief if not the only reason for making
this reclamation an international question. We shall therefore
consider,
"1. The revolution.
''The counsel for Oolombia 1 characterises the revolution in
Bolivar, as a 'political situation which exempts the national
government of Oolombi,1, from all responsibility, for want of
those obligations which bind it to other nations,' etc., and as
rendering the national government 'irresponsible for damages
suffered by strangers voluntarily within . the belligerent territory,'2 etc.
"These opinions of the learned counsel are applicable to a
state of war between the two nations interested; but, in the
present case, there was no such war. Pacific relations between
Colombia and Great Britain had not been interrupted. But if
they had been, British subjects in Colombia would have still
retained all their rights under existing treaties 3 and international polity, until official publication of war had been made. 4
And such publication, we may as well remember, could have
been made only by the national authorities. The State of
Bolivar, even had it been so inclined, which however does not
appear to have been the case, could not have changed the relationship between the two countries; because Bolivar was an
integral member of the national entity of Colombia, without
any international character or any species of foreign relations
whatever.
"Moreover, the points raised by Dr. Salas are inapplicable;
because,
"1. Even admitting that, between the months of July and
December 1859, the condition of political affairs in Bolivar
was uch as to render the administration of justice uncertain
or impossible, this could only have delayed justice until the
re toration of peace and order. This took place. as we have
already een, in December 1859; after which time, the war
?oul.d be ~o longer allPged as an excuse for delay in awarding
JU t1ce, till le s in mitigation of positive denials of justice, or
for act of notorious injustice.
' .:.. The frequent and illegal 5 absence of the judge can not
b e~cu ed under the plea of political di order; because, at
the 1m , ther wa no direct peril to life in Barranquilla, nor
a hat ju<li ial circuit in a tate of war.
' n l it may be added in thi connection, that the absence
f th jn
fr rn hi place of official duty, without providing
I
1
3
4

6
'

l -

ublico," pp.13, 33 35.
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any sub~titute, was aggravated by the fac~ ~hat he carrj. d
with him many huportant documents_ pertannng: to thfa ~: 1\
an<l nm·er returned tltem, nor ~eµos1ted tbem 1n ~ P
d
8 afety; thus depriving ~l.i_e cl_a1m:3-nts of the ordrnary an
uecessary means of obtammg JUStICe.
"2. The amnesty.

"The amnesty laws of the State, of March 3, 1860, and January 3, 18U3, resulted in judicial sentenees, as w~ _have ._'': n
wliich v irtua1Iy closed the courts of appellate rev1s10n agam t
the claimants. Tlie facts are as follows:
.
,, 1. By tlie decree of April 17, 1860, the superior tribunal f r
the State released both the judge of first instan ce and th
assig11ee from the consequeuces of their crimes a!1d misdem auors; declaring the acts of both comprehended m the amn '
of March 3, 1860. 1
•
•
. "2. By Hs s_ent~nce of May 1, 1860_, the pr?vmmal co_u r f
Barranq uillad1sm1ssed all the proceedmgs agamst the as 1gn
Suarez Fortoul, for the same reason.2
'' :1. In like mannn, the same tribunal by its sente11
f
May 8, lSuO, dismissed the action brought against. ex-Jmlg·
Salazar for robbery and falsification of documents. But in
tliis cai::i.e, the court held that the accused was not 11ece, aril
released from civil responsibility~ under tbe l a w of fareh · .
1860. Bence, on the 30th December 1861, the same tribunal
condemned ex-Judge Salazar to the paym ent of co t .rnd
darnagt1s cansed by bis illegal and corrupt decisions and ruling
which letl to the nullity of the whole bankruptcy proc din ·.
From this sentence an appeal was subsequently tak n b
Salazar; and,
.
"4. On the 11th of May 1863 the superior tribunal of th
State decided that the sentence condemning Salazar to tb
paym e11t of coRts and damages was' in consequence of b 1 Yi
lation s of law;' that, whether such violations be considered a
veritable crimes or as mere irregularities, they were in ei h r
case, compr~ bended in th_e amnestY: of J a11uary 3, 1' '63. Th
court, tht>r~tore, decreed bis release from all civil responHibili .
"(H) It 1~ asserted by out: of the counsel for Colombia 3 tbn
the ~rnnesty laws upon which these judicial senteuces w r
pred1~ated, w~re enacted by_ the State legislature while in op n
reb~l11on agamst the public order; to which (rebellion) tb
nat10n al government succumbe<.l before it could be supp
d
etc. To whieh we observe,
,
re e
"1. That the rebellion terminated in December 1 59. Thi
was two months b efore the first, or more than two years b £ ,
the last, amnesty law was passed.
or
1

Cuaderno 11, pp. 66, 67.
Cuaderno 11, p. 131.
3 Dr. Salas, Alegato as l)rinte(l p
1:5627-Vol. 2--69
' . a.
2
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"2. If the learned counsel's assumption be admitted with
respect to the amnesty of March 3, 1860-which however is
not possible-then that of Ja11uary 3, 1863, upon which the
main decision rests, still remains.
"3. If it were possible to waive this point, and admit the
assumption of the couusel with 1 espect to both laws, we should
be coutronted Ly tlrn propositi011, whether it was not tl1e duty
of the national govermne11t to annul .-111 illegal acts committed
in 'open rebellion against public order,' whenever its authority
was reestablh,Led.
· '' It has been well said by Dr. Rubio,1 the counsel for Great
Britain, that' the rebellion triumphed; that the 11ational constitutional convention acknowledged as valid all the acts of tlle
revolutiouary legislature of Bolivar; and the amnesty Jaws of
tlie State were among the acts thus recognized and adopted.'
The undersigned qnite agrees with him, therefore, that the
nation accepted all the consequences of those acts.
'· Bnt it is maintained both by Dr. Salas a11d by the honorable the attorney-general of tlie nation,2 that the sentence of'
May 11, l8ti3, does uot necessarily prove that the amnesty laws
deprived the claimants of a11y rig-1..it to iustitute civil actions
for damages against individuals who may have wrought them
injury.
"'l'liis opinion seems to be supported by the reasons given
for tlie dech-,ion of the provincial court of May 8, 1~60. It
should Le borne iu mind, however, that that decision was based
upon tl1e law of l\larch 3, rn60; whilst tliat of May 11, 1863, .
was founded upon tbe new law of January 3, 1803; tliat one
deciRion, which was 11ot appealable, t0nstrued the law of 1863
to embrace the civil consequences of the crimP; tuat the same
tribu11al has uever so constmed the law of 1860; and hence
that the reasous gfren for the one can have no application
with re, pect to the otlier.
'' With regard to tlie decision of April 17, 1860, exempting
the jn<lge aud assiguee, tl,e counsel for Co1omuia 3 contends
that it wa, appealaule. This opinion is erroueou~, because,
"1. 'fbere i no higher tribunal within the State, to which ·
app al might be taken;
. "2. There wa no 1~ational court of appellate reviRion at that
tune~
far a tlie State of Bohvar was concerned, in consequ uce of the political cbauge,; Lut,
" ~L If there had be 11, au appeal would have been wholly
u le, · becau ewe have ju t st·en that the national tribunal,
uu<lt>r the t rm of t~e reorga1iized government,, would have
hacl n th _r alteruat1Ye than in recognizing both the amne ty
1 w of Boh var a legitimate and in full force. 4
1
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"VII.
·

'' THE RESPONSIBILITY.

"Having examined at some length the leading facts connected with the administration of justice, in the locality and
duri ng the period named in the convention, 1 in cases in which
th e claimants were interested, it 011ly remains to determine
whether the facts proven render the national goverument of
Colombia responsible. We should therefore, consider:
"1. The con<litio11s under which one government becomes
responsible to another for wrongs occurring under its judicial
ad ministration; and,
"2. Whether, in the present case, the facts proven fulfil
these conditions.
' ' .First, theu, with regard to the rights and duties of foreigners, the undersigned deduces the following principles:
'' 1. If a nation annexes any spedal co11dition to the permission to enter its territory, it should take measures to acquaint foreig11ers with the fact when they present themselves
at the froutier. But when admitted, strangers should obey
the laws of the place; and, ill return for such obedience, they
are entitled to the protection of the laws. All dbputes, therefore, between themselves or between them and the .natives,
should, where such provision is made, be determined by the
tribunals, and according to the laws of the place. 2
"2. Every nation should provide just alld reai;;onable laws
for the administration of justice; and it is equally a duty to
provide means for their prompt and impartial execution.
Reasonable diligence should be exercisecl in securing competent and honest judges. This done, the nation has no further
concnn than to see that they do not neglect their duties. 3
'' 3. The judiciary of a nation should be respected, as well
by other nations as by foreigners resident or doing business
iu the country. 4 Therefore, every definitive sentence of a tribu11al, regularly pronounced, shoul<l. be esteemed just and executed as such. As a rule, when a cause in which foreigners
are interested, bas been decided in due form, .the nation of the
defendants can not bear their complaints. It is ouly in cases
where justice is refused, or palpable or evident inju:--tfoe is
committed, or when rules and forms have been openly violated,
or when odious distinctions have ueen made against its subjects, that the goverument of the foreigner can interfere. 5
'' 4. 'fhe granting of amne~ty and pardon is one of the attributes of SO'rereignty, resulLing from the very nature of gov1

Convention of Arbitration, December 14, 1872; see Preamble, etc.
Vattel's Law of Nations, Chittyis 4th ed., p. 172; Phillimore's Law
of Nations, vol. 2, ch. 2.
3
Vattel, Law of Nations, pp. 77, 78.
'Wheaton, Elements of International Law, pp. 196, 197.
6
Vattel's Law of Nations, p. 165.
2
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ernment. But in the exercise of this prerogative, there should
be no other object than the greater good to society. Justice
should be reconciled with clemency; pity for the unfortunate
should never banish care for the public safet.y. 1
"5. One nation is not responsible to another for the acts of
its individual citizens, except when it approves or ratifies them.
It then becomes a public concern, and the injured party may
consider the nation itself the real author of tlie injury.2 A 11d
this approval, it is apprehended, need 110t lrn in express terms;
bnt may fairly be inferred from a refusal to provide means of
reparation when such means are possible; or from its pardon
of the offender, wllen such pardon necessarily deprives the
injured party of all redress. 3
"6. According to the old authorities, 4 a judicial sentence
notoriously unjust, to t,Jie prejudice of a stranger, entitles bis
government to interfere for reparation even by reprisals. The
authority of the judge was not considered to be of the same
force against straug·ers as against citizens, because the latter
were concluded by the sentence, though it be unjust; they
could not lawful1y oppose its execution nor by reprisals recover
their rights 'by reason of the contro1ling efficacy of the authority under which they live;' whereas stra11gers had t!Je
power of reprisal, although it was considered unlawful to exercise it so 1011g as their rights might be obtained by the ordinary course of ju~tice. 5
"7. This doctrine, however, has been greatly modified. 5 According to modern standard authorities, a the nation to which ::i,
foreigner belongs may interfere for bis protection only when
he receives positive maltreatment, or when he has been denied
ordinary ju tice in a foreign country. 'In the former case,
immediate reparation may be insisted upon. In the latter, the
interference is of a more delicate character;' and, in order to
be justifiable, all means of legal redress 'afforded by the tribunal of the country in which the injury occurred,' mnst have
been exbau ted. 7 The ground for interference is fairly laid
when tho "e tribunals are uuable or unwilliug to eutertain and
adjudicate tl1e grievance. But even tbe11 'it behooves the
gov r~1m_ent in terfering to have the grratest eare,first, that the
comm1 .·1011 of wrong· b clearly establi, bed; aud, second, that
th r fu al of th tribunal to decide the case at i sue, be no
1
·l arly tabli b d.' 8
1
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"8. No demand can be founded, as a rule, upon mere objectionable forms of procedure or the mode of administering jm;tice
in the courts of a country; because strangers are presumed to
consider these before entering in to transactions therein. 1 Still,
a plain violation of the substance of natural justice, as, for
example, refusing· to hear the party interested, or to allow him
opportunity to produce proofs, amounts to the same thing as
au absolute denial of justice.
_
'' 9. Nations are responsible to those of strangers, under the
conditions above enumerated, first, for denial~ of justice; and
second, for acts of notorious injustice. The first occurs when
the tribunals refuse to hear the complaint, or to decide upon petitions of complaiuant, made according to the estaulished forms
of procerlure, or when undue and iuexcusable delays occur in
rendering judgmeut. The secoud takes place when sentences
are pronounced. a11d executed in open violation of law, or which
are manifestly iniquitous.
"10. With respect to the case under consideration, the undersigned concludes that the Government of Oolombia is responsible to that of the claimants, if justice l1ad been denied them,
or if they have been the victims of notorious injustice, in cases
admitting of 110 douut; provided all modes of appellate revision were exhausted, and the executive power, representing the
11ation (irrespective of its internal distribution of governmental
fu11ctions) to foreign powers, had notice of the fact and refused
redress. We should therefore consider:
"2. Whether the facts proven fulfil the above condit-ions.

"That there were, in the locality and during the time mentioned in the convention of arbitration 2 undue delays, many
irregularities, repeated refusals to hear the parties or to decide
upon their petitions; positive violations of law in dictating
sentences, and even gross criminal conduct on the part of the
judge, in certain lawsuits in which the claimants were interested, and greatly to the detriment of their rights and interests,
appears from the foregoing investigation. But for the sake of
convenience, the facts may be briefly summed up as follows:
"1. In the first stage of the proceeding in bankruptcy against
Powles, Gower & Co., the failure of the judge to cite the
absent creditors was among the irregularities which, four
yea_rs_ ~fterwards, caused the nullity of the whole proceeding
ab initw.
'' 2. In the same proceeding, the sentence of classification
besides being itself illrgal, was never .legally notified. As ~
~onsequence, t~e sentence.of November 19, 1858, was unjust for
1llegally exclutlrng the cla1mants as common creditors· even if
it had been legally notified, which was not the case. '
1

2

Phillimore, vol. 2, chs. 1 and 2.
Preamble to Convention of December 14, 1872.
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"3. The nullification of the entire proceeding in bankruptcy,
nearly four years after its commencement, ancl after all tlle
assets bad been either squandered or illegally partitioned, and
when there were no means of their recovery, involved m1due
delay, positi-ve denials of justice and gross criminal conduct on
the part of the judge and assignee.
'' 4. In the first criminal proceeding against this judge and
his secretary, for falsitication _of legal documents, the Humarios
were lost or <;J.estroyed, and the investigation defeated, in cons~quence of an open violation of law by the judge having cognizance of tlle case.
"5. The sentence releasing Isaacs & Co. from all reRponsibility, resulting from their embargo of goods pertaining to tbe
incidental partnership, wa~ a deuial of justice; because made
without llearing the claimants as plaintifls in tlle ::.uit Tlle
delay of nearly one whole year in not1tying an important judicial seutence, was inexcusable. The exclusion of claimants'
attorney, or rath<>r tne judge's refu:--al to de<·ide upon his petition, was a denial of justice. 'l'he conflict between the <lecisious of the same tribunal is not accounted for; nor has it ever
been attempted, except unuer misapprehension as to dates.
'' 6. 'l'i.Je sentence recog11izi11g the pretensions of the assignee,
to embargo goods not among tne bankrupts' assets, was of very
doubtful legality. 'l'his, however, could never have ariHen
among the causes of complaint, ba.d not tbe ju<lge refused to
hear the parties interested, on their petitions repeatedly and
formally made, tbm, denying them ordinary justice. Tile d<1cree
of sale of certain embargoed goods stored out of Barranq ui11a,
pending action for their possession, aud without liearillg ti.Je
parties, was a de11ial of jnstice if not notorious injustfre.
'' 7. The secre!i abstractiou, appraisement, removal, and sale
of certain embargoed goods stored in Barra11quilla, pending
action for their po~sP sion, was at least an irregular and illegal
ac_t on tlie part of the as~ignee and the judge, if not grossly
cmni11al on the part of both; eRpeciall.v as this was <lone ove.r
toe prot st of uch of the parties iuterested a~ l1appeI1ed to
su. P<'Ct the fact, and a the proceeds of the sale were never
ati:factorily accounted for.
" . In the exhibitory action by Osorio, tbe ~ entence of
March 1 , 1~59, wa unju t; becau. e the documents :--lionl<l.
bav bePn prev1ou 'ly returned. Tbe jurlge' refusal to bear
tb_
f 11dant_wa a <.lenia,1 of ju. tice. The ame is true of hi
fat1ur t n t1fy the d fendant of Osorio's counter a ·tio11 tor
.
bilst the object of litigation were yet in po ·e ·
·
1 11 of tb ourt.
b jndg ' ab. euce from hiR place of official duty, at
11<1 uudn t.h <·ir ·um tance, nam d wa a violation
w Grau c.lian law .
or can uch ab. 'ence b excu, d
r miti . t d o_n ~b gronnd of pnliti ·al di 'Ord r, becau e life
n t 111 , nl rn th Barranquilla di trict at th time. His
b nc
a
pe i ll pr Judicial to the claimants, since he
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carried with him the most important papers relating to their
suit, and neither deposited them in a place of saff'ty nor ever
returned them; thus depriving the claimants of the ordinary
and necessary means of obtaining their rights before the tribunals.
" 10. The amnesty laws of the state took away from the
claim ants all appellate recourse, and all means of redress
before the authorities at Bolivar. By subsequently adopting
t hose laws, the national government of Uolombia rendered
recourse to its trilmnals equally useless. The chief executive
of the nation was duly informed of these facts; but, after consillerable delay, finally refused to provide means for reparation.
"The undersigned considers, therefore, tuat the facts proven
in th is <"a~e clearly fall within the couditions which render cne
gove1 nment responsible to another for wrongs occurring un<ler
its judicial administration. Bence, in regard to the preliminary question propounded in Article HI. of tbe cpnvention of
December 14, 187~, he is left no [otberj alternative than to
decide it in the affirmative. He places this responsibility of
Colombia soleiy upon the consequences of the amnesty, thus
adhering, as be conceives, to the well-established principle in
intern ational polity, that, by pardoning a criminal, a nation
assn 111es the responsilJility for his past acts.
'·This involves ilo humiliation to the Uolombian people and
nation, be<·ause every nationality, however enlightened may
be it s people, however admirable all(l just its political aud
j udicial systems, is far from being sufficiently perfect to preve11t exceptional cases of judicial corruption, or groRs crimi,1al
co11 d nd on the part of its liigh officials. Bh;tory, both aucieut
and modern, alJuudantly attests that every nation, from the
b u111bl e:--t to the greateRt, l1as bad its experiences in this line;
au d , wbil::;t ColomlJia has bPen juRtly noted for its geuerous
bo~pitality to strangers, it woul<l. be remarkable indeed were
it t o claim exemption from the ordinary frailties of common
hum anity. On tue contrary, to her credit an<l. honor, both at
borne an<l abroad, Colomuia has Jully Tecog11ize<l the principle
bere iuvolve<l by her decree of 181i8, awarding imlemuity,
u n<ler preciRely similar circumstances, to a foreigner residing
in Barranqmlla. 1
'' BOG01' A, ..August 1875."
3. CHILEAN-PERUVIAN ACCOUNTS.

B y a protocol signed at Lima March 2, 1874, Chile and Peru
agrel'd to submit to arbitration the controversy pending
between them in relation to tlie :1ccon:ntR or tLeir expenditures
on account of the allied squaurou during the war with Spain
1
Executi ve de cr ee "f December 7, 1868, awar<ling Mr. Joy, a British
subject, indemnity LfoJ. losses] resulting from the amnesty laws of 1863.
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of 1865. Under this protocol Mr. C. A. Logan, then minister
of tlte United States at Santiago, was requested to ~ct as
arbitrator. 1 His government having given its consent,2 he
entered upon the discharge of his duties in the foilowing October.3 He rendered his award April 7, 1875. 4 It was as follows:
"SENTENCE A.ND AWA.RD OF THE A.RBITRA.'J'OR IN THE MA.T~ER
OF THE CHILE-PERU ALLIANCE.
"TREATY OF ALLIANCE, OFFENSIVE AND
BE1'WEEN CHILE AND PERU.

DEFENSIVE,

'''Whereas the respective plenipotentiaries have stipulated
at this capital, on the 5th day of December 1865, betwt·en the
republics of Uhi1e and Peru, the following treaty of a11iance,
offensive aud defensive, viz:
"' In the name of Almighty God, the republics of Chile and
Peru, in preRence of the danger by which America is meuaced
and of the violeut aggression aud unjust pretensions with which
tlie Spani1-1h Goverument bas begun to attack tl.ie diguity and
sovereignty of both, have ag-reed to enter iuto a treaty of
alliauce, offensive and defensive; for which purpose they have
nominated pleuipoteutia,ries, ad hoc: th us, on the part of UlJ ile,
Seftor Domingo Santa Maria; and on tlrn part of Peru, the secretary of foreign affairs, Sefior Toribio Pacheco; wl10~ having
deemed tlJeir respet·tive powers sufficient, proceeded to frame
the preseut preliminary treaty:
"' ART. I. The republics of Uhile and Peru stipulate between
themRt'lves tbe most iutimate allian1·e, offen -ive an<l defe11sive,
in order to reptil the prni:-e11t aggression of the Spanish Government, as well a" any otuer from the s-ame governmeut that
may be directed against the indepeudence, tbe sovereignty, or
the <lemocratic in titutions of both repuulics, or of any other of
tbe outh American conti11ent; or that may have originated in
unju t claim deemed such by both natio.n , and which may not
b ad auced ac<·or<li11g to the principles of internati011al law,
or whi ·h may be di. po ed of in a way co11trary to , aid law.
' ' RT. II. ~ 01· tl10 pre, ent a11<l by the prt>seut treaty, the
republi<· of Chile and Pern oblige them .·elves to unite Ruch
na al for e a th y have or may in future have dispo,ahle, in
oru r to ppo with tb m uch pani ·h maritime force8 a:;; are
e or may ue found on tile water of the Pacific, whetl.ier
lo ·ka<ling the port of one of, aid republic , a now happen ,
or f hotb a. it may 11appen, or in auy other way committiug
ho tiliti again t 'hil or Peru.

.

,

o. 57, April 1, 1874,
o Ir. Logan, fay 8, 1874.
o. 112, ·tober 9, 1874.

tate.
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"'ART. III. The naval forces of both republics, whether
they operate together or separately, shall obey, while the present war provoked by the Spanish Government lasts, tlle government of that republic on whose waters said naval forces be
stationed.
·
"' 1'he officer of highest rank, and in case of there being
many of the same rank, the senior among them, who may be
com nianding auy of the combined squadrons, will assume command of tllem, provided such squadrons operate together.
"' Nevertheless, the governments of both republics may
confer command of the squadrons, when they operate together,
upon the llative or foreign officer they may think most skillful.
'·'ART.IV. Each one oft.he contracting republics on whose
wat"rs the combined naval forces may happen to be, on account
of the present war against the Spanish Government, sllall defray all kin<ls of expenses necessary for the main teuance of the
squadron or of one or more of its ships; but at the termination
of t he war, both republics shall nominate t"o commissioners,
one on each side, who shall make the definite liquidation of the
expenses incurred anu duly vouched, and shall charge to each
of the republics half of the total amount of said expenses. In
the liquidation, such partial expenses are to be comprised for
payment, as may have been made by both republics in the
maiutenance of the squadron o:r; one or more of its ships.
"' AR'L'. V. Both contracting partit>S pledge themselves to
invite the other American nations to adhere to the present
treaty.
"'ART.VI. The present treaty shall be ratified by the governments of both republics, and the ratifications shall be exchanged at Lima within forty days, or sooner if possible.
"' In faith whereof the plenipotentiaries of both republics
sign and seal the presellt treaty.
'' 'Done at Lima on the 5th day of Decem bcr, 1865.
" ' DOMINGO SANTA MARIA.
" ' TORIBIO P .A.CHECO.

''' Therefore the present treaty having been approved by
decree of this date, I have ratified it, holding it as a national
law, and pledging for its observance the national honor.
1
' 'In faith whereof I sign tlle present ratification
sealed with
t he seal of the republic and countersigned by the'secretary of
state for foreign affairs, at Lima, on the 12th day of January

1806.

" ' MARIANO IGNACIO PRADO.
" 'TORIBIO P .A.CHECO.
"ACT OF EXCH.A.NGE OF RATIFICATIONS.

" 'The undersigned, Domingo Santa Maria envoy extraordinary a1;1d. minister plenipotentiary of the RJpublic of Chile,
a11d T~nb10 Pacheco,. secretary for foreign affairs for the
Republic of Peru, havmg met in the office of the bureau of
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foreign relations at Lima, for the purpose of exchanging the
ratitications of the treaty of alliance, offensive aud defe11sive,
done at Lima on the 5th of December 1865, and after exhibitiug their respective full powers, wliieh were found to be in good
a11d due form, they carefully compared the two texts of said
treaty, and finding them exact a11d agreeing bP-tween themselvt.. s a11d with the original, they effected said exchange.
"' In faith whereof, the undersigned sign the present act of
excha11ge, and seal it with their seals, at Lima, on the 14th of
January 1806.
" ' DOMINGO SANTA MARIA.
" ' TORIBIO PA CHECO.'
'' BASES OF THE LIQUIDATION OF THE ALLIED . ACCOUNTS.

'' Upon a carefnl consideration of the termR of tlie treaty of
alliance, o:ffe11sive and defemdve, between Peru and Uhile,
ht•reto pretixed, the arbiter iR of the opinion that the liquidation of the accounts of the allies must be made upon the followi11 g bases:
'' First. To consider the treaty of alliance as operative from
tbe 5th of December 1865, ancl the vessels then a11d thereafter
place<l at the diKposal of the allied governments, HS being u11<ler
the common expense from that date, to the cessation of their
servicP..
'' Second. To place only such vessels upon the common expense as formed tlle a11ied fleet proper, viz: The Amazonas,
Apurima,c, U'Ylion, America, Bua.scar, Independencia., Esmeralda,
Maip1£, Oovadonga, Abtao, Va.ldivia, Arauco, aud Nuble.
4
' Third.
To regard a Yessel as being upon the common
expense as soon as she was fitted to serve tlie cau~e, and was
e11ten•d 1-10 to serve it, upon the prescribf'd field of operations,
viz: the waters of the Pacific, bordering tlte coasts of Peru and
'hile.
'' Fourth. To regard all kinds of expenses (apart from those
of original equip111e11t) nece:-.sary for tlie maintemwce of the
allie<l ve:-.~els iu a condition of effective service as belonging to
the common ex})euse, including therein the sums paid for !)roper
tra11 port ervice.
.
' ifth. To regard a valid the Calvo-Reyes liqni<lation of
SP pt mber 15, unu, in so far as it re ts upou the ba ' e::; herein
et for h.
ixtb. To r gard the 31Rt of October 1867 as terminating
omm n expeu: for such v el a remai1,ed in :-.nvice
h J) ri d; and thP <lat when ave el wa.' withdrawn,
by ·, ptur r ntire i ability for forth r K rvicP, a, the date
b n he · mm n xp n: !tall ct1ast> a~ to the i--aid v ~el.
n h. T re ar 11othi11g: ;i ,' h i11g dn from one party
h r upon · ·ount of prize-captures made by either,
iu the a. e of the 1'halaba.
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" Eighth. To regard nothing as being due from one party to
the other upon account of interest, until a balance of indebtedness is determined a11d default of payment occurs.
'' Ninth. To regard the decision of minor incidental questions
as r esting upon the general principles of law and equity, these
being fully treated of in another portion of this judgment.
" In accordance with the foregoing bases the allied service
must be computed as follows:

"Perm.1ian vessels.
'' Frigate Amazonas, from December 5, 1865, to January ~6,
1866.
" Frigate Apurimac, from December 5, 1865, to October 31,
1867
" Corvette Union, from December 5, 1865, to October 31, 1867.
" Corvette America, from December 5, 1865, to October 31,
1867.
" Monitor Huascar, from the 6th of June 1866 (the time of
reaching Chiloe) to October 31, 1867.
'' Frigate lndependencia, from the 6th of June 1866 to October 31, 1867.

'' Chilean vessels.
"Corvette E8meralda, from December 5, 1865, to October 31,
1867.
.
"Steamer Maipu, from December 5, 1865, to October 31,
1867.
"Schooner Oovadonga, from December 5, 1865, to October
31, 1~67.
"Steamer Abtao, from November 20, 1866.
'' Steamer Valdfoia, from April 5, 1867, to October 31, 1867.
"Steamer Arauco, from April 5, 1867, to October 31, 1867.
"Steamer Nuble, from June 1, 1867, to October 31, 1867.
"In conformity with the preceding bases of liquidation, it
h as been found that the Government of Peru is indebted to
t.be Government of Uhile, upon account of the expense of the
allied fleet, in the sum of $1,130,000.
"Tlie arbiter, not havmg been furnished with an exact
statement of the amou11t of money paid by the Peruvian
Government to the Government of Uhile, in abatement of its
illdebte<h1ess, it must be understood that the foregoing statement of iudebtedne8s is to be reduced to the extent of the
payments upon account made by the Government of Peru to
the Government of Cliile. 1
"It would have been more in accordance with the desire of
the arbiter, if the allies bad been able to agree, in a formal
1 It seems that the payments on account by Peru amounted to $654,000,
thus leaving a balance in favor of Chile of $476,000. (For. Rel. 1875, I.
188.)
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manner, upon a few briefly stated interrogatories, which should
em brace the questions at issue between them, and have
required bis simple opinion thereon.
"From the singularly intricate nature of the case, however,
with its very numerous ramifications, this was found to be
impossible; and in the protocol agreeing to tl10 reference to
arbitration, the arbiter was invested with the additional
faeulties of a judge, and requested to give his opinion in the
formal manner of a legal sentence. This he has endeavored
to do, as briefly as possible, consiste11tly with a fair expression
of the reasons which have moved him to the formation of his
opinions, and with the expressed desire of the parties; together
with an act of simple justice to himself, which is, that in the
di::-charge of duties so exteusiye, so responsible, and so very
delicate in character, be sufficiently acquit himself of any
possible imputation of being dogmatic, arbitrary, or careless,
in the making of bis sentence.
"With these remarks the following observations are submitted as the bases upon which the arbiter's conclusions have
been reached :
" OBSE~V.A.TIO NS.

"The treaty of alliance, offensive and defensive, between
Chile and Peru as against Spain, was signed on the 5th day
of December 1865, and was ratified, according to tlie requirements of the instrument, on the 14th of J anua.ry 1806.
"In reference to the a11iance, it is to be observed tbat it was
equal; and to the treaty, tliat, embarking the allies in a common cause, and requiring them to act with all their actual
strength, however uuequal their real strength, it was also
equal. (Vattel, 6th Am. ed.198.)
"Considering the treaty in reference to its validity, it is to be
remarked that it has all the elements, and is accompanied with
all the requisite formalities, of a valid international contract,
no a11egation to the contrary l>eiug made by either party.
"Considered in reference to its construction, it may be said
to b indefinite, and iu one sense incomplete, and therefore
omewbat arnbiguou . It i indefinite or incomplete for several r a on~; tbe principal of which are, that no specific meni n i made a to bow many vessels and bow many men each
ally ball furnL h; wben they ball be furni bed; what class of
xp •n e ball b on id red as common to the a.llie and what
a p -ial · wh n lie e ommon xpen e' ball begin to accrue,
~c. · n l i i both in omplet and ambiguous in Article IV.
ro idin :£ r the nltirnat ettlemeut of the accounts between
b lli .
. .
b i rin ipal P?int of <lifter nee growing out of tbe
1tl. r n ·
t · n tra t10n of tll tr •aty, it aPI ears to the
arh1 r b m b
mpri d un<l r th foll wing head :
t th full co
ancl pr ci e date of ecoming
f b
y ratiti d January 14, 1 G6, a bearing
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upon the question, when the expense attached to each vessel
began to accrue as comm·o n expense; as well as the number of
vessels employed in the alUance.
·
" Second, as to the particular class of expenses which should
be borne by the parties in their separate and in their allied
capacity.
"Third, as to the exact character and full powers of the
commissioners appointed by the allies, and under the provisions of Article IV.
"Fourth, as to t _h e validity of the agreements made April
8th and l~th, 1869, by the commissioners Oalvo aud Reyes,
fix ing the bases of liquidation, together with the partial
adjustment of September 15, 1870.
"Fifth, as to when· the period of common expense, pertaining to the individual vessels of the alliance, terminated.
"Sixth, as to the division of the prize-spoils."
"FIRST.

,, As to the full scope and precise date of becoming operative of
the treaty ratified Jan1.iary 14, 1866, as bearing upon the qiiestion when the expense a-ttached to each vessel began to accrue as
cornmon expense, as well as the number of vessels embraced in
the alliance.
"A. AT WHAT PRECISE DATE DID THE TREATY BECOME OPERATIVEf

"It was signed by the plenipotentiaries December the 5th
1865, and the ratifications were formally exchanged January
14, 1866.
"It therefore became operative from the former date. · ('The
exchange of ratifications bas a retroactive effect, confirming
the treaty from its date.' Lawrence's Wheaton, page 3:J6.)
"B. WHAT WAS THE SCOPE OF THE TREATY IN RELATION TO EMBRACING
ACTS OF THE PLENIPOTENTIARIES ANTECEDENT TO ITS ACTUAL DATE f

"This question, raised by one of the parties with the view
of computing the common expense from a much earlier date
than the formation of the treaty, viz, the 17th of October 1865,
would become of importance under a certain state of facts.
On th e 16th of October 1865 Seiior Don Domingo Santa Maria,
a s confidential agent of Chile in Peru with full powers, addresRed a note to the minister of foreign relations of Peru,
S ei1 or Don Juan Manuel La Puente, stating bis desire to procure the assistance ot the naval and land forces of Peru against
Spain, which latter had already declared hostilities against
Chile, by blocking its ports; and soliciting a personal audience,
to lay the matter of his mission before him.
'' lt appears by the record that this interview took place on
October 17; that, as a result of the interview, the Peruvian
Government, through its minister, issued orders that four Qf
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its vessels . should at once proceed to Chilean waters, un~er
order of that government, to assist in repelling the Spa111sh
attack; that the Peruvian minister addressed Se11or Santa
Maria with an official note, dated October 17, 1865, advising
him of the fact, aud inviting the latter, if he desired to frame
any treaty with Peru, to state it, and concluded by remarking
upon 'this note, together with the documents referr~d to_,'
(meaning the order placing the ves~els named at the d1spos1tion of the Chilean Government with the decree of war against
Spaiu,) 'being the preliminary of the iutiµ1ate alliance, defensive and offensive, which is established henceforth between
both nations.'
"On October 18, 1865, Senor Santa Maria addressed an official
note to the Peruvian minister, acknowledging the patriotism
of Peru; accepting the order and tlle assistance, and co11cluding as follows: ''fhe undersigned perfectly understands that
the first foundation of the treaty of alliance, offensirn and
defensive, for opposing Spain, which ought to exist between
Peru and Ohile, is already stipulated; but, nevertheless, he
thinks it would be convenient to frame some other ~tipulations
to render the proceedings of both governments during the war
they are engaged in, more ex1,editious.'
"On the 5th of December 1865 Senor Santa Maria, upon the
part of Chile, and Seiior Toribio Pat·heco, upon the part of
Peru, formally framed a11d signed the treaty of that date.
"'fhe conclusion from this statement of facts is clear. The
official prelimillaries recited are to be considered as part of the
treaty, and under it the vessels A mazonas, Apurimac, America. and Union would be considered upon the common expense
from October 17, 1865. ('All mere verbal communicatious'and, by unavoidable corollary, written communications-' preceding the final signature of a written convention, are considered as merged in the instrument itself.' Lawrence's Wheaton,
Gtu Am. ed., page 318.) ('All communications, wiitten or verbal, be.tween the parties to a treaty, preceding its signature,
all(l relating to the subject thereof, are merged in the treaty.'
Field, Outlines of an International Code.)
'' But the record how that, however good the intention in
~be matter of di~patcbing the ve sels named mny have been,
it wa not done by rea ·on of iuternal difficulties connected
with a change of gov rnment by that republic; that tlle said
, I di~ not b
me 'di po able' for the purpo es of the
tr
. until a_ mu h lat~~ dat . There having been uo actuc1l
c ll:1Plta!1 w1 h tu pm or lett r ofthe treaty until the <late
f 1t 1gn ur
b latt r 1 u t be considered as the true
t r ·ug oint of h alli

m n that the treaty did
numb r of ve 1 which
the alliance at it forma-
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tion, together with provisions as to the means of entry of new
vessels, as from time to time tllen became available. The
omission to do so proper a tllillg can only be explaine<l by con~
sidering the great autl alarmiug danger the allies were threat
ened with in the presence of so large and powerful a fleet a f
Spain then hatl upon their coasts.
"In the face of such .n opponent all considerations of men
m OIH'Y were sunk by the allies before the inexorable necessity
of pressing every available means into service to avert the
comm on danger.
" The question raised in this connection is one of the two so
winely separating the allies, and upon its decisiou rests the
issue of a very large sum of money. It is proper, therefore,
t o consider it with the utmost care and tinder all the lights
possible to be thrown upon it. An attentive reading of the
treaty will justify the following analysis:
" Article l stipulates an alliance for a certain purpose, viz,
'In order to repel the pre~ent aggression;' etc.
" Article 2 prescribes the means for the effective carrying
out of the purposes of the alliance. It is agreed that both
republics shall unite such 'naval forces' as at the time (i. e.,
the date of the treaty) they had 'disposal>le' (disponibles), or
might in future (i. e., during t4e life of the treaty) have 'disposable,' for a definite purpose (i. e., 'to oppose with them
such ~panish maritime forces), etc.
·' The simple language of the text of the two articles would
seem to settle the whole question. The allies were-threatened
with the devastation of their seaports by a powerful Spanish
fleet as a measure 'of aggression of the Spanish c+overnmeut.'
In the inability of either republic to cope alone with so powerful a foe, it was agreed to make common cause against the maritime forces of Spain upon the waters of the Pacific, and unite
certain 'na,val forces,' which are exactly defined by the treaty
(all those which were disposable), for the purpose of opposing
with them these 'maritime forces,' etc. In this the maxim of
streng th in uuion was intended to be illustrated and its benefits achieved.
"Tue idea involved comprehends two points: First, to unite
the disposable vessels ot the republics; and second, with such
disposable vessels so united, to 'oppose the Spanish maritime
forces, whether blockading their ports, or in any other .way
committing hostilities against them.' The logical conclusion
is t hat tile allies contemplated the formation of a fleet, which
might successfully cope with the Spanish fleet and thwart
its designs. This interpretation gives a force to the alliance
which, by creating a substantial entity, makes the article operate to a g reater extent than the mere resolution to unite their
efforts by contributing all their forces as the incidents of the
war might successively call them into action. This general
idea of contributing an effective fleet seems plainly indicated
by the treaty in its parts and in its entirety. If, however,
there might be a reasonable doubt from the text as to whether
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it was contemplated forming a fleet to act in concert against
the Spanish forces, or whether it purposed to unite all of the
vessels .of each country and place them upon the common
expense during the war, it must be dispelled by one word in
the article-the word disposable (disponibles).
'' This word is restrictive iu its signification. No other' naval
forces' than those which are disposable are to be united by the
allies. Two distinct classes of naval forces are recognizedthose disposable and those not disposable. Those disposable
are to be united· under tbe treaty for a certain purpose; while
the undisposable are reserved for another purpose. What can
that purpose be, ls it not manifestly for tbe individual protection of each country, Wliat other consideration coulu r~nder them undisposable for the purpose of the alliance, Why
unite only the disposable 'naval forces,' if it were intended to
embrace all of the naval forces of both countries and place
them upon the common expeuse~
"If the reference to the disposable' naval forces' thus united
be followed through the treaty, it appears to confirm the above
constrnction in a conclusive manner.
"Article III prescribes that the naval forces referred to in
article second shall obey that government upon whose waters
they be stationed, and this whether they operate together or
separately; thus providing for the contingency of the fleet, Lefore combined, being required to separate by the exigencies of
the war, and act upon different waters. This article also provides for the assumptiou of the supreme command of the
united squadron or naval forces of both republics by the officer of the highest rank, in case they operate tog·ether; but
reserves the right to confer command upon any officer the governmeut may think most skillful when they act in combiuation;
thuR preserving t,he idea of a single body directed by a single
officer, except in the event of their not operating together.
"Again, article fourth prescribes that 'each government
upon whose waters .the combined naval force may happen to be
shall defray all kinds of expenses,' etc. The adjective combined
ha here a pedfic rnea,ning, relating to the act of aggregation,
au<l. con i tently preserves tlie idea of the treaty.
'It can not signify an idea,l union, while physical distinctness
exi t . A material thing i. treated of, the maintenance of' the
combined naval forces.' It were superfluous to say that a gov~rnm nt would naturally pay the expen es of its own ships on
1t own water ; and the provision must be intended. to meet
th •a, e of tlle hip of one of the republics on the waters of
~he tber; and thi consideration, coupled with the obvious
imp rt of the word combined, carrie the whole question with it
and 11 into exi tence a ub tautial and material fleet of war
1., hich in their operation may find themselves upon
th
. t r of one or the other of the republics whose gov rnm nt 1 t pr ide for their maintenance.
' 'fo gather the fragments of the different article and put
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them in a sentence so they shall tell their own story, it may be
said that the dii:;pusable naval forces of both republics shall be
unite<l. for the purpose of opposing the maritime forces of Spain
on the waters of the Pacific; their commaud shall be in trusted
to a certain officer when tlrny act in coml>ination; and, by inference, to the person naturally commanding them when they do
not; and the cost of maiutaining these comhined naval forces
shall be borne by that government upon whose waters they
may happen to be. No warrant is to be found in the treaty for
the di vision of expenses upon any other basis than this.
'' T he disposable and combined naval forces of both republics shall l>e maintaiuecl by that government upon whose waters
th ey happen to be, aud the <livision of expenses is to be made
at the teriuiuation of the war. No other expense is common.
" Though possessing only a corroboratory value, but ten<ling
to show the intention of the parties to the treaty, it may be
said, in general terms, that every document of the government
officials of the time, presented to the arbiter, bears out the
corn;;tr uction of a single combined :fleet, created by the allies,
for t he purpose of opposing the Spanish fleet.
" Sefior Pacheco, one of the m;,i kers of the treaty, writes a
note to the minister of Peru in Chile, under date of November
2, 18G7, in which the charader of the Callao, as an allied veRsel , is denied; and the allied squadron, which, it is stated, was
stationed at Chiloe, in May 181'.So, is deHignated by the specific
meution of the vessels at that time composing it; thus plainly
giviug the allied s 1uadrou a 'local habitation and a name.'
And iu this connection, another fact may be reft>rred to. The
Callao and Sachaca were, by decree of the Peruvian Government, trarn;;ferred to a private company, on the 31st of December 1.-.;60. for the purpose of 'facilitating the coasting trade'
of one of the allies. Had these ves~els con~titute<l part of the
allied fleet, whose expenses were to be borue in cornmou by
the all ies, the act of withdrawing them by one ally, without
the rnnsent of the other could hardly . be considered · proper.
The tr{'aty of alliance was a pact between two powers, whereby,
for certain mutual inter~sts at stake, it was stipulated tliat the
parties should uuite their dispo~able naval forces for their
common defom,e. Each relied upon the a~sistance and good
faith of the otlier, and neither party could violate bis agreements withont annulling the contract. An alliance constituted
upon the right to withdraw one or more of tlie contributed
elements whenever the interests or caprice of either party
might dictate, would have no strength, moral or physical. lt
is not probable that either of the enlightened nations, parties to
the coutract. would place itself and its fortunes at the hazard
of such a chance. Quite as specific as the note of Senor
P acheco before referred to, is the expression contHined in an
agreement between the minister of foreign rPlations of Chile
and the envoy extraordinary of Peru, under date of April 17,
6627-Vol. 2-70
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18116, by which a dh,tingnished vice-admiral is intrusted with
the~ comma11d iu chief of tue naval forces which the governments of Obile a11d Peru unw control, or may be able to dispose of, dnri11g the actual war.'
"Agai11, a prize couve11tio11 was held by the representa.tives
of the two republics, on the 26th of December 11'oo, by which
certain rules for tlte distribution of prizes were agret>d npon,
the followi11g words forming part of article fourth: 'Provi<led,
the capturing- ve.-;sel makes a part of the allied squadron; but
if the capturing vessel do not bel1111g to the allit•d sq 11adron,
but have re11rnined <letaclrnd to the private service of 011e of
the co11tracti11g- parties,' etc ; thus, at once, preservi11g the distinct e11tity of the allied squadron, a11d the rete11tion of certain
vessels for the private service of either party under the bead .of
undispo8able. I his convention w,ts nut ratified through 11onnecessity, but has a11 iruportance as showing uuderstanding
aud iute11tio11 at the time.
'' Furtlte,-. ill tlie prnto<'ol signed by the minister of foreign
relations of Uhile, aud the euvoy extraordiuary of Peru in
Uhile, nuder diredion of their respective governments, dated
October f>, 186 7, it wa:-; plaiuly agreed to dissolve the allied
sqnadro11 by pla<·i11 g the Peruvian division forming part of it
umler com111a11<1 of its own gover11me11t.
''Of tliis prnto<·ol four ler1<lmg poiutR are to be observed:
'' 1. That the alliance it--elf sltould remain intact.
"2. Tlt;1t plaeiug the Peruvian division under orders of its
own goverurneut should operate to dissolve the common
expense.
·
''3. That, should the enemy again call the allies into action,
the mutual expeuse arrang·ement for the naval di vi:-do11s of Peru
and Uh de un<ler con ·ideration should form the subject of a new
ag1 eeuw11t.
''4. Tl.lat profound 8ileni;e is maintained as to the common
expen e C<~asing in regard to vN;sels not under the orders of
Uhile; arnl he11ce, if all the naval vessels of one of the allies
bad be n u1Hler the common expense, as claimed, they would
~till reuiaiu , o, no mncliticatiou of the treaty in regard to them
bavi11g ever bt>en rnade.
"Tlii:-1 ag-re mc11t between Sen.ores Pardo anrl. Fontecilla,
wher by the common ex pen, e was co11Ridered termiuated, bas
au i111porta11t ig11itica11ce. a ~ bowing the interpretation given
t the tr aty in thi re, p ct by those ge11tlemen. This interpre!a I n
11ly inclivi lnal opiuion, ·to be ur , and tbere lore i
111 110
con ·lu iv ; but nevertl.iele, it ha corroborative
alt1 a
howi11 the u11dt•r.'ta11dit1g of the maker of the
tr at .\'tho· who were co-a<·tor, in the vent of the time.
' 'l_ li , ol 'ul>.i ct of the agre me11t, it i admitted, was to
t _rm111 t th
omm n
p 11 .· a,·count of the allie'; and it
1ll b b: rvr l that hi was don not by a direct agreement
! r111inat , aicl mm n a con11t, bnt by tbe stipulation tllat
1 ~• n1111 • •. ry for
h P rnvhrn naval <livi ion incorpo~
d lilt the all1 u uaclr n t coutiuue longer under orders
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of the Chilean Government,' the said division should, from the
date of the agreement, be considered as under orrlers of
the P eruvian Governmt>nt; but, for reasons which do not appear , it was further stipulated that, notwithstanding the said
division was placed uuder orders of its own government, its
expenses should be common until the first day of November
following.
" There can be no mistake as to the understanding of the
makers of the agreement in regard to the constitution of an
alli ed squadron proper, whose expenses only were to -be common. The placing of the 'Peruvian naval di vision incorporated
in t he allied squadron,' under orders of its own government,
terminated tlle common expense at a certain date.
"No other common expeuse is provided for; the designation
of t hose vessels wllose expense had been common is specific,
v iz: 'The Peruvian naval division incorporated i11to the allied
squadron, under orders of the Chilean Government.' This
construction rnu.-;t be accepted; there is but one alternativeth at of cousidering ti re common expense account a s existing to
t h-is day. Tile latter proposition, as involving a conceded absurrl ity, leaves only tLe former for adoption.
F urther, the documents are copiou~, proving that the commissioueri-l, Calvo and Reyes, acted consta11tly under instruction:-, from their governmeuts, in tlle liquidation ma.de by them;
while tileir work shows conclusively that tlley ente · tained no
idea of creating a community of expense in regard to any
other ve:-;sels than those specifically defined in their joint
liq ui(lation.
"Piually, no claim to the contrary by either party anywhere
appears, until the supreme decree of the Government of Peru,
J UllA 3, 1H69.

HThese com,iderations convey to the mind of the arbiter the
una,·oi1la.ble conviction that tile treaty of alliance substantially
establislied only two things: First, tllat the two republics
enteied iuto a league to defend tLemselves, and back each
other to tlie extent of tilefr ability, against Spain.; and second,
that as the coutest was expected to be of a naval character,
a11d 1wither of tile allies possessed a fleet large enough, or
strong enough, to cope witll the Spanish fleet, they stipulated
to p ut s uch vessels together a~ tliey could dispose of compatibly with their irnlividual interests and safety, to oppose the
Spa11ish fleet; and that the expense account of the vessels
composiug the allied fleet should be borne by the allies in
common.
"D. AT WH AT TIME DID THE COMMON EXPENSJ<; BEGIN TO COVER VESSELS
WH I CH ENTERED THE ALLIANC E SUBSE QUENTLY TO THE DATE OF THE
TREATYf

"In the absence of specific mention upon this point recourse
must be had to the general structure and spirit of the treaty.
In the solution of the question two points must be kept prominently in view: First, the vessels which were to be embraced
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in the alliance; and second, the field of operations prescribed
by the treaty.
"As regards the first, it appears that such naval forces as
the republics then had, or might in the future have at their
disposal, were to be embraced in tht alliance; and accordingly
vessels were added to the combined forces by both parties, as
from time to time they became available.
"As regards the second point, it must be carefully observed
that those naval forces were to be united for a particular purpose, about which there can be no doubt whatever-this purpose
being 'in order to oppose with them such Spanish maritime
forces as are to be or may be found on tbe waters of the Pacific,
whether blockading,' etc. Here the field of hostile operations
is limited to the waters of the Pac~fic, and, by fair and. logical
induction from the concluding seutences of the article, to those
portions of the Pacific .bordering the coast of the allies.
Therefore, except through the most extensive interpretation,
it would not be within the terms of the treaty to transfer the
allied fleet to the coast of Spain or the waters of the Atlantic;
nor could any vessel properly belong· to the alliance uutil she
was not alone ready for service, but ready for service upon the
field of action, so plainly prescribed by the treaty. Whenever, therefore, a vessel belonging to either of the allies was
ready for service upon such parts of the waters of the Pacific
as rendered her of 'ubstantia.l aid to the common cause, and
brought her under the direction of the naval chief of the allied
:fleet, she became an allied vessel under the stipulations of the
treaty.
"SECOND.

'' As to the particular class of expenses which should be borne by
the parties in their separate and in their allied capacity.

"The language of article fourth of the treaty, eems plainly
enough to illterpret the meauiug of its maker . The particular
government upon whose waters the naval forces uuiterl or combin d in a mutual cau e, under article second, may happen to
be, hall defray all kinds of e.xpenses necessary for the maintenance of the quadron or one or more of jt ship . The word
maintenance ha no technical ·ignification in thi relationship,
meaning im, ly the upholding, upporting, a11d keeping up of
ea h particular ve eJ, that it might su tain it attitude of
b Uiger ncy. H nee, it provision , the pay of it men, its
fu 1, i ammunition the repair nece ary to maintain it in it
lliger nt ·apa ·ity, etc., are l gitimate item belonging to the
mmon xr n . It mu t be remarked, however, that while
h w rran i ujiciently exteu 'iv to cover very item nece h ac ompli hment of the purpo e named, there
r t
n au b rity fi r levyiug xp n upon the c mmon
hich did not go the maintenance above spoken of.
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Neither would it be proper to compute the expenses of original
equipment, outfitting, etc., of such vessel as common expense,
these being considered the contribution of each nation to the
common cause, and in furtherance of the common safety, under
the t reaty, which regarded the strength of both republics as
being equal, though in fact it may not_have been so. As no
sharp liue of division can be drawn as to the class of expenses
which, while necessary uuder the head of maintenance, at the
same time added a permanent value to a particular vessel, the
determination as to such cases must fall within the domain 'o f
equity.
"Nor can it be inferred from the treaty that the loss of the
excl usive property of one or the other, in conflicts with the
enellly, was to be reimbursed by the allies. The alliance was
considered equal in that 110 mention was made of the respective
vessels each was to furnish, the forces being considered equal
for t he purposes of the alliance, as before remarked . . The vessels of each, such as they were, and however acquired, were
embarked in the common cause; and the dange_r to each republic being equal, as repeatedly stated in the papers accompanying t he formation of the treaty 7 and by the treaty itself, each
nation assumed the risks and casualties of the war from
necessit,y, the ouly expenses which were considered as common
between them being those connected with the maintenance of
the squadron, or one or more of ~ts ships.
·" -THIRD.

" A s to the exact character and full powe.rs of the commissioners,
appointed by the allies, under the provisions of Article TV.
'' The difference between the allies upon this point seems
r adical and irreconcilable; but, it would appear from a careful
consideration of the language of article fourth, taken in its
usua l a11d accepted sense, together with the established usage
pertaining to :mch agents, that there should be no difficulty in
arriving at th e true solution of the question.
" The word commissioner (Latin, comittere, to intrust to) is
usua lly applied to an agent, who bas a commission or warrant
t o perform some special business, or particular branch of duty.
When employed by one government, in the transaction of busi11ess with another, it usually falls within this definition; and
in such cases, the warrant or power of the officer should exactly express the nature and extent of his commission. 1 Vattel
1
" L es comniissaires, envoy es a l'etrariger, ont dans cette qualite aucune des
p rerogatives des rninistres p u blics, rnais le ti fr e de miriistre leur peut et1·e con J ere ainsi que cela la prati que quelque fois pour des commissaires ayant
mission de r egler de delimitations de fronti ers ou de proceder a des liquidations. C'est don e a leur const.itua nt a prrciser le caractere official dont
il entend les revetir." Martens' Guide Diplomatique, p. 62.
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contends that an agent sent with credentials on public business becomes a public minister, his title, whether it be deputy,
commissioner, or other, making no difference in the case. The
real question between the allies, however, is not as to the pr_ecise diplomatic character of the commissioners, provided for m
article fourth, but the exact power conferred upon them by
that article. It is a fair comitruction of the article that, having ascertained the amount of the expense incurred, they were
to make report to the two republics, for approval or ratification; or did the article invest them with· authority to make a
final settlement between the parties 1
"'rhere can be no question that it was the intention of the
allies to bear each an equal portion of the expense of the allied
fleet, and the appointment of the commissioners was a simple
provision for arriving at the total amount of the legitimate
expense, that each of the republics might pay the one-half.
Their whole duty was to make the definite liquidation of the
expenses incurred and duly vouched, and cLarge to each republic half of the total amount of said expenses. (' Los cnales
pradicaran la liquidal"ion definitiva de los gastos hechos y
debidamente justificados y cargaran a cada uua de ellas la
mitad del valor total a que estos gastos asciendan.')
"TLe commissioners were authorized by the article to do
two things, and only two things: First, to make the definite
liquidation of the expenses incurred and duly vouched, a11d
seco11d, to charge each of the republics one-half of the total
amount of said expenses.
"As regards the first duty, there can be no double-interpretation. Bouvier in his Law Dictionary defines Jiquidation as
'a fixed and determinate valuation of things, which befoi-e were
uncertain.' They were, then, to ascertain the expe11ses incurre1l, according to the proper vouchers. AftP-r having·done
thi , as the second branch of their duties, they were to charge
one-half of the amount of the expenses so ascertained to each
republic. The verb to charge has here no technical meaning
in tbe ab ence of other stipulations, and mu t be taken in its
usual ense.
cconling to Webster, it signifies 'to place to
the , ·ount of, as a debt; to make re.. ponsiule for.'
"Th · mmi ioner , then, were expres ly authorized by the
tr aty
.· rtain the wb le expen e, and to put one-half the
t~l
~1e a ·co_unt f each. republic, a a debt. These were
h ir p ·1~. dut~e a comm1 iouer , and the absence of any
her c n<l1t1011 m the treaty 'how that th ir a t were to be
fiual. If he word ' hall charge Lave not tbi
.
th .Y have nou ; and, having none, there can be no
! ul 111 fl ·t. Bene , ac · rding to a re ognized rule of
rnt rpr t i n h t i nifi. ation hould be adopted which will
rmit b pr · i n to perat .
Intl
~ o n ~ app ar that any co trary understanding
~
nt rt rn d by 1th r p rt , until th prot 1 f the cont r n·
n h Ohil an ·barg
ii r God i, and the
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Peruvian minister of foreign relations and of :finance, was
signed on November 6, 1869, when Senor Angulo made the
statement, apparently acquiesced in by Senor G-od_oi, that the
liquic.lation of the commis:-.ioners required the :final approbation
of both governments. 'fhis, boweYer, was some seven months
after the commissioners, Calvo and Heyes, ba<l. signed the agreeme11ts fixing the basis for the regulation aud li4ui<latiou of the
accounts; in the second of these agreements, dated April 13,
18t;9, it appears tllat Senor Ualvo had been under instructions
fro m his government as to what items should be allowed;
while subsequeut papers show that both commb1sioners in
t heir settlement referred continually to their respective gover ume11ts.
"In the interpretation
this portion of the treaty, usage,
a s to the ofucials denominated commissioners, may also have
a corroborative bearing. 1 Without goiug further than the
example of the United :::,tates, in its relations with other powers,
it lllcty ue saic.l that the resort to cowlllissio11ers lrns l>een a
frequent method of settling differences as to boundaries, the
determination of amounts of money to be paid, etc. (See the
t r, aty with Great Britain of October ~8, 17U5, providing for the
appointm1:1nt of three sets of C'Om111is~ioners, whose awards, on
th e different subjects submitted to them, were to be final; the
treaty of Ghent, February 17, 1815, appointing commissioners
to deci<lo the boun<lary liues, whose awa, d 'vVaR to be :final; with
Great Britain, January l 0, 1823, to ascertain amou11t of i11demnity to be p;iid for loss of Rlaves, unc.ler the de.ci~i<m of the
Emperor of the Ru~~ias,. the award of the <'Om missionerR to be
final; tlie claims convention with Denmark, June 5, 1830, the
treaty not Rpecifyi11g that the awanl shoul~l be fin a I, but being · so regarded; the claims co11ve11tion with Mexico, April 7, 1840;
the claims conve11tion with l\lexico, February 1, 18H9; the
boundary conv,·ntio11 with Mexico, May ~10, 18-!K, the awarrl of
the co1111n1ss1oners in a.Il being :fi.11al; the claims convention
with Great Britain, July 26, 1853; with New Gra11ada, November 5, 18u0; with Costa Rica, November n, 1861; with Ecuador,
July !ti, 1864; with Venezuela, April 17, 1867; and the celebrate,! treaty of Washington, June 17, 1871; all of the~p, providing for the appointmeut of ·commissioners whose award was
to be considered ti11al.)
'' Retereuce may also be made to a claims convention between
the Uuit1:1<l States and Peru, April 18, 18fi3; a11d one J nly 4,
186f); both providing for the appointment of commis::;ioners
whose award was to be considered fi.11al.
"These example.H certainly go far toward establishing a clear
usage of snbmitting que:-1tions of difference to tlrn decision of
co111miHsioner8, wbo~e <lecisions have always been HC(·epted as
:final-in all instances, save one, by a special article, however,

of

1 "A clear usage is the best of all interpreters between nations."
limore, vol. 2, p. 72.

Phil-
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which does not appear in the treaty of alliance of December 5,
1865. In the face of such -precedent, and in consideration of
the simple duties of the allied commissioners, as mere aitditir1,g
officers, the omission can not be material. 1
''Tue expectation that the duties of the allied commissioners were to be simply those of an auditory and arithmetical
character is legitimately inferable from the spirit of tlie treaty
as a whole, aud the failure to make any provision for tlie appointment of an umpire to decide cases of disagreemt>nt, "·bile
the omission to insert a rese1·vation that their acts should be
subject to the approval of both governments sbows that they
were iuvested with full and final power to audit the indebt, dness aud specify the balance of money due from one to the
other of the allies.
"FOURTH.

"As to the validity of the agreements made April 8th and _12th,
1869, by the cornmissioners, Calvo and Reyes,jixin,q the ba.~is of
liquidation; together wUh the partial adjustment, September
15, 1870.
"From the foregoing consideration it must be clear that the~e
acts of tlrn commissioners must be considered valid, but with
a most important rt1servation. It is a well-est;11Jlisl1ed principle of international law that after a treaty, posses~i ng- ,di of
the elements of validity, has lwen forma1ly executed. it c,m
only be altered or amt1nded b3fore its proper expiration l>y the
same authority and under the same formality of procedure, as
the original; and especially is it not permissible for either party
to interpret its provisions according to his own faucy. In tue
di charg-e of their daties under artfrle fourth, the eo111missioners must, of necessity. keep themselves ·trictly withiu the
scope of tlie treaty, in doing which their acts 111u~t be l1eld
bi11ding upon tile allie ; but in departing from which their
acts are null to the precise extent of tile departure. In tlle
difficulties of ettlement which presented rhe111st1lve~ tlie co mmi ioner , in a pirit of mutual couce:--~ion, hig·l.ily crt>clitaule
to.their ?e ~ire for amity a11d fair dealing, saw tit to ruake cP-rtam arlntrary arrangement , a , for in:-.t,wce, that a <·ertaiu
cla
f exp n e.' of particular ve 'els shoulrl be<Ti11 at acertain tim , a11d ertain otll r at a certain other ti111e· all of
whi ·b a l> in out ide of the proper construction 'of tile
t.r a~y c uld ouly_ b . made valid by a ubmission to an<l rnti fi abon f t~ prmmpal . H nee the partial liCJuidatio11 by
th . mm1 • ·1011 r of th dnt Sept mber rn, 1870, <·an 0111.r be
b I go d
far a it onform it~t>lf to what i::i U!'lieved to IJe
lt tru in ri retati u h re lai I down.
(T
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an<l antbority of u~age in the interpreurb that 11ston1ary ·lan ·e,, thonrrb not
iu cl tb r in is, in it· pirit, a.pplicable
illimor , vol. 2, p. 77.
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"FIFTH.

" As to 1chen the period of common expenses pertaining to the
individual vessels of the alliance terminated.
" The withdrawal of the Spanish forces from tbe contest wjthout t he execution of a formal treaty of peace, led the allies to
the conclusion of a convention, fixing the 31st day of October
18H7 as a date whereupon the common expense account should
cease. Hen·ce, those vessels serving tbe allied cause continuously up to that date are to be considered upon the common
expense until it was reached; while those serviJ1g only a portion of the time could be so reckoned only to the cessation of
their service.
''SIXTH.

"As to the division of the prize spoils.
" Under this construction of the treaty, the allies derived no
common benefit from the captures in the Atlantic by the ironclads Huascar and Independencia,,'because these vessels had
not reached the Pacific, and hence could not belong to the
alliP<l flpet.
'' Neither did the Callao belong to the allied fleet when she
captured the Guiding Star, and therefore the actual captors
werd alone entitled to the prize.
1
' As regards the Thalaba,, captured by the Covadon_qa, the
capture must be considered j<;>iut. The allied fleet was at an chor in t110 · bay of Valparaiso, and the Covadonga was dispatched by the commander to make the capture, which, although
it did not occur within actual sight of tile rest of the fleet, yet
clearly falls within the general laws of prize entitling the whole
squadron to joint partieipation, when a capture is made by one
or more of its vessels, not upon a separate and detached service,.
and close enough to the squadron to be considered as but one
of the outstretched arms of the latter. 1
"THE DECISION OF MINOR INCIDENTAL ~UESTIONS.

"The Paquette del Maule.-This vessel was a transport, and
t hou gh clJartered by one of the allies prior to December 5, 1865,
the datA of the treaty, she passed into service as a transport
to the allied fleet, as near as can now be detPrrnined, about
Deeem ber 30, ltS65. No evidence, at least, bas been preRented
to t he arbiter that she served the common.cause prior to that
date. As a transport to the combined fleet, tbe division of her
expenses is legitimate, the transport service being absolutely
11ecessary under the head of maintenance, as defined in the
treaty. The documentary evidences are sufficiently copious to
show that, when captured, she was on a service directly beneficial to one of the allies, with the full knowledge a~d at least
1

Phillimore, 3d, 498.
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tacit consent of its representative. No objection was made by
him at the proper time, either to the terms or service of the
vessel, and the right of objection is therefore lost. The expenses of the vessel, as well as her loss, are divisible by the
allies from December 30, 1865.
.
'' Enlistments.-These can not be considered divisible under
the head of maintenance. The spirit of tlie treaty contemplates
a co11trilmtion, by each nation, of certain eflicie11t warlike elements. Ship~ unmanned can not be so considered; a11d recruiting at the common expense w~$ not provided for by the treaty.
Tliis item 1s thrown out of the liquidation, and eacb ally charged
with bis own expenses in this direction, so far as it has been
possible to ascertain them.
"Rxpenses of repairing at Ohiloe.-Tbe note of Senor Galvez,
dated December 4, 1865, promising to repay, immediately, the
expense of repairing the four vessels Rent to Uuiloe, must be
cousidert·d part of the treaty, by a rule before stated. Hence,
the ally owning the ·ships must bear the expenses exclusively.
Had the account been presented, and default of payment
occurred, interest could have been claimed upon the amount.
Under the circumstances, it can not be allowed .
'' Surplus supplies.-lf a surplus of supplies was drawn by one
oftheallies,itwas bythe knowledgeaud actoftheotlwr, who,
failing to object or protest at the proper time, has lost the
remedy.
"Wa,ges of court-martialed officers.-Wben tbeRe left the service of the principal (the allied tleet) by their own act, they had
no claim to recompense for services unren<lerrd. 'l111e local
law of one of the allies, allowing half. pay to court-martialed
officers, ean not uind the other in the absence of a mutual
agreement.
"Difference in coin.-If one of the allies paid the salaries of
the men of the other in a coin twenty-five per cent more valuable than the howe coin of tlie latter, it does not appPar that
the latter had any agency or direction in it; and, as being the
act of the former, he can not take advantage of his own wroug.
The difference has not been allowed.
"Voyage of a minister from one country to another.-Tbis bad
no conne<·tion contemplated by the treat_y with 'the maintenance of the allied quadron, or one or more of its ships,' and
ha, not b n allowed.
"The Apurimac, after leaving the allied jfeet.-Tbis veRsel
wa
nt to P rn for repair , which could not be made in Chile
ith the knowledg and con , ent of both partie . Under tl,e
plain provi ion f the treaty av Rel was not compt 1led to be
dil y pr .- nt with the allied fl t in order to constitute a
~rt f it, th ·onting ncy f paration being expre ~ly proid for: nor an any claim agam t her RE>aworthine. lie at
tbi 1 t
b wa ace pted aR an allied e el by both
P ru for repair , aud the objection now urged
1
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should have been made at that time. The failure to do this
places the objectors in the position of taking an advantage
after the fact. Her expense is computed as common to October 31, 1867.
" The coal account.-The expense of maintenance in the way
of fuel is common. No human intelligence could have foreseen
the exact amount of fuel to be required during an undetermined
period and by an unknown number of consumers. The provision must be large enough to cover the contingency. As
both parties incurred a joint expense in the amount purchased,
both should share the profits of the residue. It is therefore so
computed in this liquidation, the result being arrived at as
accurately as circumstances have permitted. Coal consumed
in the private use of one of the parties has been put to his
exclusive account.
" The matter of ca.nnon received by one ally from the other.This quest.ion, carrying with it a large claim, has received the
serious atteution of the arbiter, and, from a most careful
pernsal of tbe dorument from which be dei-ives his powers, be
can arrive at no other conclusion than that it is not within his
facu lties to decide the question. His whole authority is 'to
adjus t the pending questions on which the Peruvian and
Obilt->a11 commissioners are not agreed in tbe arrangement and
liqu idation of the accounts of tlte allied squadron, referred to
by the pact of alliance of the 5th of December 1865;' and further, ' to decide all the rest which may exist, or which, in the
course of judgment, may arise from the same accounts' (i. e.,
the accounts of' the allied squadron). The transactions referred
to b ad no connection with the allied squadron or its accounts,
which were to be borne in common; but seem to the arbiter to
involve a question of international ethics, easily arranged,
with which, under his present authority, he can not intervene,
or pronounte a bir1di □ g judgment, should he do so.
" The General L erzundi.-So far as this vessel is connected
with the transaction of the cannon between the allies, the
arbiter, as before stated, can give no valid judgment; but as
it plainly appears that she 'was afterward sunk at the mouth
of the Huito Ohannel by the common ag-reement of a council
of war, composed of Chilean and Peruvian officers, in order to
save the l'fe of the squadron,' she certainly falls within the
scrutiny of tbe arbiter, and strict equity would demand that
her loss be imputed to the common account, which is accordingly doue in this liquidation.
'' The Callao a.s a transport.-Though this vessel did not
belou g to the allied :fleet, yet it has been conclusively shown
that she performed important transport service to the fleet,
an d compen sation as such, while actually engaged in the service, has been allowed in this liquidation.
' ' C. A. LOGAN."
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4. BRITISH-HONDURANEAN MIXED COMMISSION.

By the C(lnvention between Great Britain and Honduras,
signed by Sir Charles Lennox Wyke and Senor Don Francisco
Cruz at Comayagua, November 28, 1859, by which Great Britain recognized the sovereignty of Honduras over the Bay
Islands and over the district occupied by the Mosquito Indians
within the frontier of Honduras, whatever that frontier might
be, it was agreed (Art. IV.) that as BritiRh subjects had by
grant, lease, or otherwise theretofore obtained from the Mosquito Indians interests in various lands situated within the
district in question, the Republic of Honduras should respect
and maintain such interests; .and further that the contracting
parties should, within a year after the exchange of the ratifications of the convention, each appoint a commissioner in
order to investigate the claims of British subjects "arising
out of such grants or leases, or otherwise." All British subjects whose claims the commissioners should pronounce to be
valid, were to be "quieted in the possession of their respective
interests in said lands." It was stipulated (Art. V.), besides,
that the commissioners should " also examine an<l decide upon
any British claims upon the Government of Honduras that
may be submitted to them other than those" above d·escribed
"and not already in the train of settlement;" and the Republic
of Honduras agreed "to carry into effect any agreements for
the satisfaction of British claims already made but not yet carried into effect." 1 But a the commissioners might be unable
to agree, it was provided that, upon their meetiug, which was
to take place in Guatemala city, they should, after making
a pre cribed declaration, but before proceeding to any other
bu ine , "name some third person to act as arbitrator or
umpire in any ca e or cases in which they may them elves
diffi r in opini u." If they hould be unab]e to concur iu t1rn
l tion ea ·h ide wa to name a per on and a lot was to be
a ·tin a h ca. e of difference. 2
In
i I a ch of July 6, 1862,3 Mr. E. 0. Crosby, mini ter of
. 13.
1ent of the claim of BritiAh subj ts
aty betwe n
eat Britain and i aragua,
· \: yke and efior Don edro Zel don at
y which the v reignty of icaragua was
occ-npied by the fo qui to Indian "within
( r. < nd For. • tate Papers, L. 96.)
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the United States to Guatemala, reported that the joint commission authorized by the treaty of November 28, 1859, was
then in session at Guatemala city, and that the commissioners,
Mr. James Macdonald on t,he part of Great Britain and Mr. ·
Leon Alvarado on the part of Honduras, had jointly invited
him to act as umpire. He suggested that he be authorized to
comply with their request. Mr. Seward replied that the Presiden t cheerfully consented to bis assuming the functions of
umpire; 1 and Mr. Crosby, having received this permission,
accepted the trust and entered upon the performance of its
duties.2 His only report to his · own government of bis proceedings as umpire was made while he was still acting in that
capacity. In that report, which bore date November 21, 1862,3
he said:
'' Since my last communication to your department 4 I have
been engaged as umpire in deciding important claims submitted to me by the mixed commission between Honduras and
Great Britain, now sitting here.
'' One of the::;e clams embraces a tract of land of about eight
million acres, and supposed to be in the Olancbo district of
Honduras. I have found this claim so fraudulent and unworthy that I have felt constrained to declare it to be void."
5. THE DUNDPNALD CLAIM.

In 1869 the British minister at Rio de Janeiro presented to
the Government of Brazil a claim of the Earl of Dundonald
for services which his father, Admiral Lord Cochrane, had
rendered to Brazil during her war of independence. The
Brazilian Government l1ad paid considerable sums to Lord
Cochrane, as well as to bis widow and son; but some of hif.,
claims remained unsettled. Among these were demands for
prize money, as well as for interest on arrears of pension, the
arrears themselves having been paid. On these matters,
which were embraced in the claim presented by the British
minister, the two governments were unable to agree. The
British minister then proposed arbitration. The Brazilian
Government assented, and suggested the envoys of the United
States an~ Italy at Rio de Janeiro-Mr. James R. Partridge
1 Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Crosby, August 7, 1862.
(MSS. Dept. of
State.)
2 Mr. Crosby to Mr. Seward, September 21> 1862.
MSS. Dept. of State.
3 MSS. Dept. of State.
4 October 21, 1862.
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and Baron Cavalchini-as arbitrators, with power to name an
umpire in case they should be unable to agree. 1 Mr. Partridge
asked the consent of his government to accept the trust, and
it was granted. 2 In October 1873 the two arbitrators agreed
upon and rendered an award. The claim as presented to the
arbitrators, with the compound interest demanded by the agent
of the claimant, amounted to about £1,:!00,000. The claimant
bad offered to settle in 1860 for £44,000. The arbitrators
allowed him £38,675. 3
Mr. Partridge to Mr. Fish, No. 112, May 21, 1873, MSS. Dept. of State.
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Partridge, June 23, 1874, MSS. Dept.
of State.
3 For. Rel. 1874, pp. 70, 72, 73.
1

11

CHAPTER L.
GENERAL ARBITRATION.
From time to time in the history of the Unite.d States various
propositions have been made looking toward the establishment
of a system for the amicable adjustment of all differences bet,rnen nations. The senate of Massachusetts in February 1832
adopted, by a vote of 19 to 5, resolutions expressive of the opinion that "some mode shouhl be established for the amicable
and final adjustment of all international disputes, instead of
resort to war." In 1837 a resolution of similar purport was
pas:--ed by the house of representatives of the same State .
m1animou~ly, and by the senate by a vote of 35 to 5. .About
this time a11 agitation began for the convoking of a congress of
nations, for the purpose of establishing an international tribunal for the adjustment of differences. 1 A resolution recommendatory of this idea was adopted by the legislature of
Ma-,sacbusetts in 1844, and by the legislature of Y ermont in
18.,2. 2 In February 1851 Mr. Foot, from the Committee on
Foreign Relatious, reported to the Senate of the United States
the following resolution:
"Whereas appeals to the sword for the <letermination of natfonal controversies are always productive of immense evils; and whereaR the spirit
and enterprises of the age, but more especially the genius of our own
Government, the habits of our people, and the highest permanent prosperity of our republic, as well as the claims of humanity, the dictates of
enlightened reason, and the precepts of our holy religion, all require the
adoptiou of every feasible measure consistent with the national honor and
the security of our rights, to prevent, as far as possible, the recurrence of
war hereafter: Therefore,
1

See Prize Essays on a Congress of Nations, Boston, 1840.
See, for various memorials, resolutions, and legislative expressions,
Poore's Descriptive Catalogue of Government Publications, 336, 341, 342,
366, 367, 372, 376, 377, 388, 404, 487, 523, 526, 598, 622, 627.
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"Resolved, 'fhat in the judgment of this body it would be proper and
desirable for the Government of these United States, whenever practicable, to secure in its treaties with other nations a provision for referring to
the decision of umpires all future misundel'.standings that can not be satisfactorily adjust ed by amicable negotiation, in the first instance, before
a resort to hostilities shall be had. "

Two years later Senator Underwood, from the same committee, reported a resolution of advice to the President"To secure, whenever it may be practicable, a stipulation in all treaties
hereafter en t ered into with other nations, providing for the adjustment
of any misunderstanding or controYersy which may arise between the
contracting parties, by r eferring the same to the decision of disin terestecl
and hnpartial arbitrators, to ue mutually chosen."

May 31, 1872, Mr. Sumner introduced in the Senate the following resolution: 1
"Whereas by international law and existing custom war is recognized
as a form of trial for the determination of differences between nations; and
"Whereas for generations good men have protested against the irrational character of this arbitrament, where force instead of justice prevails, and have anxiously sought for a substitute in the nature of a judicial
tribunal, all of which was expressed by Franklin in his exclamation,
'When w ill mankind be convinced that all wars are follies, very expensive,
and very mischievous, and agree to settle their differences by arbitration f' 2 and
"Whereas war once prevailed in the dermination of differences between
individuals, between cities, between counties, and between provinces,
being recognized in ali these cases as the arbiter of justice, but at last
yielded to a judicial tribunal, and now, in the progress of civili zation, the
time ha come for the extension of this humane principle to nations, so
that their differences may be taken from the arbitrament of war, and, in
conformity with these examples, submitted to a judicial tribunal; and
"Wh r as arbitration has been formally recognized as a substitute for
war in the determination of differences b etween nation. , being e pecially
recommended by the con 7 ress at Paris, where were assembled the repres ntativ of England, France, Russia, Pru sia, Anstria, Sardin ia, and
Turkey, :ind afterward adopted by the United tat es in formal treaty
with ;reat Britain for th det rmination of differences ari ino- from depredati n of Briti h crui ,r , and also from opposing claims with regard to
th au .Juan boundary; and
"Wb r a it become important to consider and settle the true charact r f thi be11efi nt triuuual, thus commended and adopted, so that its
authority and c mplet n :s a a sub titute for war may not be impaired,
but trength n d and upheld, to the end that civilization may be ad vane d
and, ar b limited in it sph r : th r fore,
"1. R solrcd, hat i11 th d t rruination of international differences
arbitr tion h uld b ·om a. sub. ti tut for war in reality a in nam , and
ork, ~'V . 2.
orks of .F ranklin, 476.
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therefore coextensive with war in jurisdiction, so that any question or
gr10vance which might be the occasion of war or of misunderstanding
between nations should be considered by this tribunal.
"2. Resolved, That any withdrawal from a treaty recognizing arbitration, or any refusal to abide the judgment of the accepted tribunal, or any
in terposition of t echnicalities to limit the proceedings, is to this extent a
disparagement of th e tribunal as a substitute for war, and therefore hostile to civilization.
"3. Besolved, That the United States, ha,ving at heart the cause of peace
everywhere, and hoping to help its permanent establishment betweeu
nations, h ereby recommend the adoption of arbitration as a just and practical method for the determination of international differences, to be
maintained since·rely and in good faith, so that war may cease to be
r egarded as a proper form of trial between nations."
·

In 1874 a resolution in favor of gener_a l arbitration was
passed by the House of Representatives.
Of all the memorials and petitions presented to Congress on
the subject of international arbitration, the most remarkable
were tl10se submitted in 1888, in connection with the communication made to the President and the Congress of the United
States in that year by ~33 members of the British Parliament
urging the conclusion of a treaty between the United States
and Great Britain, which should stipulate '' that any differences or disputes arising between the two governments, which
can not be adjusted by diplomatic agency, shall be referred to
arbitration." This communication was reenforced by petitions
and memorials from a great number of associations and private
individuals from Maine to California. In the city of New York
a public meeting was held to welcome a deputation of Englishmen who had come hither to present the communication; and a
resolution was adopted, pursuant to which the mayor appointed
a committee of five citizens, composed of MeRsrs. David Dudley Field, Andrew Carnegie, Morris K. Jesup, Charles A. Peabody, Dorm an B. Eaton, and Abram S. Hewitt, to urge upon
the President and Congress tlie making of such a treaty as
tliat described. The committee had an interview with the
Committee on Foreign Relations and prepared a memorial
wbich was laid before Congress. 1
On June 13, 1888, Mr. Sherman, from the Committee on
Foreign Relations, reported to the Senate a joint resolution
requesting the President"To invite, from t ime to time, as fit occasions may arise, negotiations
with a,ny government with which the United States has or m ay have
diplomatic rel ations, to th e end that any differences or disputes arising
1

S. Mis. Doc. 14.1, 50 Cong. 1 sess.

5627-Vol. 2-71
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between the two governments which can not be adjusted by diplomatic
agency may be referred to arbitration, and be peaceably adjusted by such
means."

Colonel Frey, then Swiss minister to the Uuited States, on
.A pril 1, 1883, addressed to Mr. Frelinghuysen, Secretary of
State, a confidential inquiry as to the possibility of concluding
between the two countries a general treaty of arbitration .
Mr. Frelinghuysen replied that, while sharing the conviction
of the President of the Swiss Confederation, that recourse to
such a measure for the settlement of differences between the
two countries would probably be unnecessary, the President,
inasmuch as "such a treaty would respond in vriuciple to the
general policy of this country in past years," was '' disposed
to consider the proposition with favor."' September 5, 18-R3,
Colonel Frey submitted a draft, of a treaty, the receipt of which
was acknowledged by Mr. Frelinghuysen on the 26th of the
same month. This draft, which was adopted by the Swiss
Federal Council July 24, 1883, was as follows:
"1. The contracting parties agree to submit to an arbitral tribunal all
difficulties which may arise be tw een them during the existence of the
present treaty, whatever may be the cause, the nature or the object of
such difficulties.
·
"2. The arbitral tribunal shall be composed of three y,ersons. Each
party shall designate one of the arbitrators. It sha,11 choose him from
among those w ho are neither citize11s of tbe state nor inhabitants of its
territory. The two arbitrators thus chosen shall themselves ·hoose a
third arbitrator; but if they should b e unable to agree, the third arbitrator shall be named by a nentral government. This government shall
be designated by the two arbitrntors, or, if they can not agree, by lot.
"3. 'fhe arbitral tribunnl, when called together by the third arb itrator,
hall draw up a form of agreement whi ·h shall determine the object of the
litigation, the ·ompo ition of th tribuual and th duration of its powers.
The agr rnent shall be sigued hy the representatives of the parties and
by the arbitrator .
"4. The arbitrators shall cl termine their own procedure. In orcler to
cur a.ju tr ult, they shall makt• use of all the means which they may
de m nee a.ry, th contracting parti eogagin~ to place them at their
1i ·po al. Thei11 judgment sh.ill lJ come exe ·ntory one month after it
ommnuicati n.
"5. 1h ·ontractiog partirs bind themselves to observ ancl loyally to
carry out the arhitral ut n .
'
it
r maininforceforap rioclofthirtyyears
aft
1
tiou . If notice of it abro•ration i not
.h
h
b e tbir i h year, it hall r main in force
f r
d
ars au,t o on.
1

)Ir. Fr ·liu rhny

n to 'olonel Fr y, April 11, 1 3.
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The pendency of these negotiations was referred to in the
President's annual message of 1883, but they were never
brought to a conclusion. 1
November 29, 1881, Mr. Blaine, as Secretary of State, addressed an instruction to the ministers of the United States to
the various American nations, directing them to invite the
governments of those countries to particivate in a congress to
be held in the city of Washington November 24, 1882, "for the
purpose of considering and discussing the methods of preventing war between the nations of America." 2 Owing to the condition of affairs in a part of Sout,h America and to the fact
that no provision had been made for the payment of the expenses of such a conference, the invitation was afterward
withdrawu.:1 The project, however, was afterward revived
and enlarged in 0ongress, 4 and an act was passed authorizing
the calling of the International American Conference, which
assembled in Washington in the autumn of 1889. Amoog its
various acts this conference on April 18, 1890, adopted the following report of the committee on general welfare:
"I. PLAN OF ARBITRATION.

"The delegates from North, Central and South America, in conference
assembled :
"Believing that war is the most cruel, the most fruitless, and the most
dangerous expedient for the settlement of internation al differences;
"Recogn izing that the .grow th of ruoral principles which govern political societies has created an earnest desire in favor of the amicable adjustment of such differences;
"Animated by tho conviction of the great moral an d_material benefits
that peace offers to mankind, and trusting th at the existing conditions of
the respective nations are especially propitious for the adoption of arbitration as a substitute for armed struggles;
"Convinced by reason of their friendly and cor~lial meeting in the present conference tlrn,t tho Amerfoan republics, controlled alike by the principles, duties and responsibilities of popular government, and bound
1 "We have granted a subsidy of 1,000 francs, for the year 1894, to the
International Bnreau of Peace at Berue on the grouu<l. of the humane
object which it pursues. Upon the r eciuest of the bureau t,he political
division has procured for it official documents r elating to international
arbitrations which havo taken place since th e commencement of this cen tury." Rapport du Department des Affaires Etrangeres [ of Switzerland],
1894, p. 38.
2 For. Rel. 1881, 13.
3
Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Osborn, August 9, 1882.
4
See Report of Mr. McC r eary, from the Committee on Foreign Affairs,
April 15, 1886, H. Rep. 1684, 49 Cong. 1 sess.
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together by vast and increasing mutual interests, can, within the sphere
of their own action, maintain the peace of the continent, and the good
will of all its inhabitants;
"And considering it their duty to lend their assent to the lofty principles of peace which the rnost enlightened public sentiment of the world
approves,
"Do solemnl y recommend all the governments by which they are accredited to conclude a uniform treaty of arbitration in the articles following:
"ARTICLE

l.

"The republics of North, Centrnl, and South America h ereby adopt
arbitration as a principle of American International Law for the settlement of the differences, disputes or controversies that may arise between
two or more of them.
"ARTICLE II.
"Arbitration shall be obligatory in all controversies concerning diplomatic and consular privileges, boundaries, territories, iutlemnities, the
right of navigation, and the validity, construction and enforcement of
treaties.
'I ARTICLE

III.

"Arbitration shall be equally obligatory in all cases other than those
mentioned in the foregoing article, whatever may be their origin, nature,
or object, with the single exception mentioned in the next following article.
"ARTICLE

IV.

"The sole questions excepted from the provisions of the preceding articles arc those which, in the j udgmeut of any one of the nations involved
iu the controversy, may imperil its independence. In which case for such
n ation arbitration shall be optional; but it shall be obligatory up on the
adversary power.
"ARTICLE V.
"All controversies or differences, whether pending or hereafter arising,
shall be submitt cl to arbitration, even though they nay have originated
in ccnrrences antedating the present treaty.
"ARTICLE

VI.

" o que tion hall b revived by virtue of this treaty, concerning which
a. definite agre meut shall alread y have heen reached. In such cases arbitration ball ho re ort cl to only for the ·ettlement of questions concerning
be validity , int ·rpr •tation or enforcement of such arrreernent ·.
"

RTICLg

VII.

shall not he limited or eon fined to Ameri an
ny governm nt may serve in the capacity of :irlJitrator which
maintain friendly r lation with the nation opposerl. to the one selcctinO'
it. '. b offi
f arhitrator may a.1. o be cntrustod to tribunal of justice,
~ . 1 n ific ho<li , to public officials, r to privat individuals, whether
·1t1i n or n t f tbe tatei; sel ctiug them.
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VIII.

"ARTICLE

"The court of arbitration ma,y consist of one or more persons. If of
one p erson, he shall be selected jointly by the nations concerned. If
of several persons, their selection may be jointly made by the nations
concerned. Should no choice be agreed upon, each nation showing a distinct interest in the question at issue shall have the right to appoint one
arbitrator on its own behalf.

IX.

"ARTICLE

""\Vhenever the court shall consist of an even number of arbitrators,
the n a tions concerned shall appoint a,n umpire, who shall decide all
questions upon which the arbitrators may disagree. If the nations interested fail to agree in the selection of an umpire, such umpire shall be
selected by the arbitrators already appointed.
"ARTICLE

X.

"Tlle appointment of an umpire, and his acceptance, shall take place
before the arbitrators enter upon the hearing of the questions in dispute.
"ARTICLE

XI.

"The umpire shall not act as a meml,er of the court, but his duties and
powers shall be limited to the decision of questions: whether principal
or in cidental, upon which the arbitrators shall be unable to agree.
"ARTICLE

XII.

"Should an arbitrator or an umpire be prevented from serving by reason of death, resignation, or other cause, such arbitrator or umpire shall
be r eplaced by a substitute to be selected in the same manner in which
the original arbitrator or umpire shall have been chosen.
"ARTICLE

XIII.

"The court shall hold its sessions at such place as the parties in interest
may agree upon, and in case of disagreement or failure ~o name a place
the court itself may determine the location.
"ARTICLE

XIV.

"When the court shall consist of se,,eral arbitrators, a majority of the
whole number may act, notwithstanding the absence or withdrawal of
the minority. In such case the majority shall continue in the performance
of their duties until they sh~Lll have reached a final determination of the
questions sulnnitted for their consideration.
"ARTICLE

XV.

"The decision of a majority of the whole numbor of arbitrators shall
be final both on the main and incidental issues, nnless in the agreement
to arbitrate it shall have been expressly provided that unanimity is
essential.
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XVI.

"The general expenses of arbitration proceedings shali ue paid in eqnal
proportions by the governments that are parties thereto; but expenses
incurred by either party in the preparation and prosecution of its case
shall be defrayed by it individually.
"ARTICLE

XVII.

"Whenever <lisputes arise, the nations involved shall appoint courts of
arbitration in accordance with the provisions of the prececling articles.
Only by the mutual anrl free consent of all such nations may those provisions be disregarded and courts of arbitration appointed under different
arrangements.
"ARTICLE XVIII.
"This treaty shall remain in force for twenty years from the date of the
exchange of ratifications. After the expiration of thnt period, it sha,ll
continue in operation until one of the contracting parties shall have notified all the others of its desire to terminate it. In the evvnt of such notice
the treaty shall continne obligatory upon the party giving it for one year
thereafter, l,ut the withdrawal of one or more nations shall not invalidate
the treaty with respect to the other natiuns concerned.
"ARTICLE . XIX.

' ' Thi s treaty ball be ratified by all the nations approving it according
to their respective constitntional methods; and the ratifications shall be
exchanged in the city of Washington on or before the 1st day of May,
A. D.1891.
"Any other nation may accept this treaty and become a party thereto by
signing a copy thereof and depositing the same with th e Government of
the United States; whereupon the said government shall communicate
this fact to the other contracting parties
"In te, timony whereof, the undersigned plenipotentiaries have hereunto
affixe<l thr ir signatures and seal .
"Done in the city of \Vashington, in - - copies, in English, panish
and Portugue , on thi - - day of the month of---, one thou and
igbt hundrecl and ninety.
"II. RE 'O)fME TDATION TO EUROPEAN POWERS.

"The International .Lim riran Co11ference resolves: That this conference,
having r comm n<l d arb itration for the ettlement of di ·pntes among tho
republic of Anwrica, b g leave to express tbe wish that controYersics
1> tw n them and the nations of Enrope may be settled in the same
fri n,11 • maun!'r.
''It i fnrtb r r comm<'nded that tbe government of each nation herein
r 'llr
nt d commuoicat tbi wi 11 to all friendly powers.
· IlI. TIIE RI IIT

F , OXQ E T.

"Wh r a th Int rnational American onferenc fe ls that it would
fall hor of th mo t exalt cl ·on,·eption of it mi sion were it to ab ta.iu
fr m tnbo<l~·io" it pa ·ilic and fraterual sentin1e11t in <leclarations tend-
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ing to promote national stability and guarantee just international relations
amon g the nations of the continent: Be it therefore
"Reso lved, 'l'hat it ea,rnest1y recommenrls to the governments therein
represented the adoption of the fo1lowing declarations:
"First. That the principle of conquest, shall not, during the continuance
of the treaty of arbitration, be recognized as admissible under American
public law .
"Second. That all cessions of territory made during the continuance
of the treaty of arbitration shall be void, if made under threats of war
or th e presence of an armed force.
"Third. Any nation fr9m which such cessions shall be exacted may de,.
mand that the validity of the cessions so made shall be submitted -to arbitratioL.
" Fourth. Any renunciation of the right to arbitration made under the
conditions named il1 the second section shall b e null and void." 1

Mr. Blaine, in his farewell address to the conference, on
April 19, 1890, referring to the preceding plan of arbitration,
.said:

"If, in this closing hour, the conference had but one deed to celebrate,
w e should dare call the world's attention to the deliberate, confident, solemn dedication of two great continents to peace, and to the prosperity
which lias p eace for its foundation. We hold up this new Magna Charta,
which abolishes w ar and substitu res arbitration between the American
republi cs, as the first and great fruit of the International American Conferen ce. That noblest of Americans, the aged poet and phila.nthropist,
Whittier, is the first to send his salutation and his benediction, declaring:
'! 'If in the spirit of p eace the American conference agrees upon a rule
of arbitration which shall make war in ,this hemisph ere well nigh impossible, its sessions will prove one of the imoct'-il'jlJ.'Qrt&int~events in the history of th e world,"'
; , . / £;:, i'o' /', ~ :~ ~ ,'
July 8, 189&,/l.TuJ,i:rti:ef)'cli.'Ohaml)~r of D~pdtf;s ~~animously
resolved: ,, The' dliahlbocN~<i11teef t\6 gfo~,4 rnrqenj; ,tQ ne~otiate,
as soon as possible, a permanent tr'eaty•M· arTuitr4ati:on,bet~p.e'a :, ,,
the French Republic and the Republic of the ·dnited 's tat~! V:'
of America." 2
' (

C

The two following arbitr"ations were completed too late for
the insertion of the awards in their proper place:
Ernesto Cerruti, a native of Italy and a
Case of Cerruti. retired officer in the Italian army, went to
Colombia in 1868 and settled there. In 1870
he became a consular agent of Italy by appointment of the
Italian consul-general at Panama. In 1871 he resigned his
1
2

S. E x . Do~. 224, 51 Cong. 1 seas: pp. 2-6.
For. Rel. 1895, I. 427.
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commission in tbe ItaUan army, and in the same year contracted a marriage in Colombia. In 1872 he imported into
the country a quantity of arms and munitions of war under a
contract made with a special delegate of tbe State of Cauca,
of which Gen. Jeremias Cardenas was tben president de facto.
Previously to making this contract, but in the same year,
Cerruti formed a commercial firm, under the name of E.
Cerruti & Co., with Generals Cardenas, Hurtado, and Landaeta. This firm was continued with some changes in its
constitution in 1879 and 1884. During tbe political troubles
in Colombia in 1876 and 1877 Cerruti rendered some services
to the government of Cauca, and furnished it with muuitions
of wa.-r and various other articles. In 1882 he ceased to be a
consular agent of Italy, and in the same year supported the
candidacy of Gen. Tomas Rengifo for the presidency of Cauca.
This and other acts of Cerruti aroused in a part of the population a feeling of antagonism toward him-a feeling inspired
by political, religious, and personal differences, and accentuated by the fact that his partners were eminent in political
and military affairs. This feeling produced its natural result
in the disturbances in Colombia in 18M and 1885. He was
charged with being a partisan in these disturbances, and with
giving active support to one party as against the other. The
estate on which he lived was occupied and pillaged. The property of bis .firI:Q. was-•~~qu-2stered. His real estate was seized
in like maimer. H,e-: 11im ~Jf•was finally arre~ted and beld for
trial on crirnit1al "charges. A, fP,W da!ys, fiifte;,\i',~t<l, however, he
wa re:eas~µ p11~n -~~-8' pet:~ mpi0:r'~/'d.e~riauci ~l the commander
~f the. Italtair( ,w.ar t hip FLavio Giojn, who supported his de!NLod•by landing an armed force. This incide11t caused a severance of diplomatic r lations between Italy and Colombia.
TlJe renewal of uch relations was brought about through the
g d offi e f Spain, under whose mediation a protocol bewe n olombia and Italy wa concluded on May 24, 1886.
hi pr t c l olombia agreed to restore to Cerruti bis real
i t in that c untry, and it wa tipu1ated that every other
f hi.· h uld b ubmitted to the mediation of the Span0

red to decide (1) whether erruti
utral alien, (2) whetber he had
lon crin O' to alien in Colombia,
wa c1ue to him. It wa prohoulcl be found to b due, tllo•
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amount of it, as well as the terms of payment, should be submitted to a mixed commission, to consist of representatives of
Italy, Colombia, and Spain, and to sit at Bogota. With reference to the renewal of diplomatic relations, it was agreed that
such renewal should take place on the day on which the protocol t:\hould be approved by the two governments; that each
should send a diplomatic representative to the other; that the
Italian minister should go to Colombia in a naval vessel,
between which and the land batteries a salute of twenty-one
guns sbould be exchanged at the port of Cartagena.
The Spanish Government as mediator held it to be practically admitted by tile convention that Cerruti had not lost his
Italian uationality. Did he lose his rights as an alien by unneutral conduct, There could be no doubt, said the mediator,
that an alien had no right to meddle in political affairs, and
espeeially in political rebellions; but the rights of the government might be secured by the expulsion of the alien or the
application to him of the penal laws. But if he was allowed to
remain in the country unmolested, if bis alleged improper or
unlawfnl acts remain unpunished, the question seemed to have
become one of politics rather than of law. The authorities of
the· state of Cauca neither expelled nor condemned Cerruti,
but declared him guilty and sequestered bis property before
submitting his acts to the judicial power. It was under these
circumstances that the Italian Government came to his aid.
The Government of Colombia, itself, said the mediator, admitted in the diplomatic correspondence that the proceedings
ag·ainst Cerruti in the state of Uauca were not authorized by
law, but were undertaken in disregard of the national laws
and without legal evidence to sustain the charges made
against him. The mediator therefore found that Cerruti was
entitled both to the restoration of his property and to damages resulting from illegal procedures.
The opinion of the mediator was rendered January 26, ·1888.
The Colombian Government accepted the results of the mediation, though it did not admit the correctness of all the mediator's p·rernises, either of fact or of law; and a mixed commission
was organized at BogoM,, in accordance with the third article
of the proctocol, for the purpose of determining the amount of
the indemnities due t.o Uerruti. His claims, however, were not
presented to the commission; and, three weeks before the time
fixed for its expiration, it suspended its sessions because there
-;.as no business before it to require their continuance. The
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Italian Government excused Cerruti's failure to appear and
prei:;ent his claims on the ground that the agent of Colombia
before the tribunal bad declared bis government's intention
not to accept the award. A long diplomatic correspondence
ensued. It fiually resulted in the conclusion on August 18,
1894, of another protocol by which the governments of Italy
and Colombia agreed to submit all the claims of Cerruti for
the l oss and damage of his property in the state of Uauea
during the political troul>1es of 1885 to the arbitration of the
President of the U uited States. The claimant was represented
before the arbitrator by the ~lessrs. Coudert Brothers, of New
York; the Colombiau Government by Mr. Calderon Carlisle, of
Washington. The arbitrator rendered on March ~, 1897, the
following award : ·
''A-u·ard of the President of the United States under the protocol
conclitded the eighteenth day of Aiigust, in the year one thousand
eight hundred and ninety/our, between the Government of the
Kingdom of Italy and the Government of the Repitblic of
Ool01nbia.
"This Protocol, concluded August 18, 1894, between the
Kingdom of Italy and the Republic of Colombia, was ent(' rl'<l
into for the purpose of putti11g an end to tlie snbjects of disa
gre m nt between the two GoYemments growing out of tLe
claim of Signor Erne.sto Cerruti against the Government of
Colombia for los~es aud damagei, to his property iu the State
(now Department) of Canca in tbe said Re.pnhlic during tile
political troubles of 1885, and for tl.Je fort her purpose of ma king
a j u.·t di poRition of said claims. By tLe terms of the l 'rotrn·ol
ach Governm llt agreed to submit to arbitration the matters
and claims above referred to for the purpose of arriving at a
ettlemeut thereof as l>etween the two Governments, and tl1ey
joi11ed in a king me, Grover Cleveland, President of the 11ited
of merica, to acc<>pt tlte po itiou of Arbitrator in the
c
nd di charge ti.le <lutie pertaining thereto a a friendly
a
b th Govemrne11ts, ve ting in me full power, authority,
and juri,dic:tion to do a11d p rform and to cau e to be done and
d all thing without any limitation what ·oever wliicb,
dgm nt, mio-bt b 11 ce ary or conduci\·e to the attain.
·
r of the end and purpo, es

e.
tocol, the two GovernUerru ti, a one of the
ul)Jnitt d t me witlliu
cument,· and vidence
t .
I, Gr v r 1 veland,
rica, upon wliorn tbe
rr d , af r :aid: llav1
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ing duly examined the documents and evid~~ce submi~ted by
the re1:-pective parties pursuant to the prov1s10ns of said Protocol, and having considered the_ nrguments addressed to me
in relation thereto, do hereby demde and award:
~, 1. That the claims made by Signor Ernesto Cerruti against
the Republic of Colombia for los:::.es of and damages to the real
and personal property owned by him irnlivi(lually in the said
State ofUauca, a.11d the claims of said Signor Ernesto Cerruti for
injury sustained by him by reason of losses of and damag·es to
bi's i11terest in the firm of E. Cerruti and Company, are proper
claitUs for international adjudication.
"2. That tlte claim submitted to me by Signor Ernesto Cerruti for per:-:1onal damages resulting from imprisonment, arrest,
enforced SPparation from his family, a11d sufferings and privatious en dured by himself and family is disallowed. I therefore make uo award ou account of this daim.
"3. Tbe claim of Signor Ernesto Cerruti for moneys expended
and obligations iucnrred for legal expenses in the preparation
and prosecution of ·t his clairu, including former and present ,
proceedings, i~ disallowed by me.
''4. I award for losses and damages to the individual property of Siguor Ernesto Cerruti in the State of Cauca, and to
hi~ interest in the copartnership of E. Cerruti and Company,
of which he was a member, including interest, the net sum of
sixty thonsa11d pounds sterling, of which sum ten thousand
having been already paid, the Government of the Republic of
Colombia will, in ad(1ition, pay to tbe Government of the Kingdom of Italy,for the nse of Signor Ernesto Cerruti, ten thousand
pouuds sterling thereof within sixt.y days from the date hereof,
and the remainder, being forty thousand . pounds, within nine
monthR from the date hereof, with iuterest from the date of
this award ar the rate of six per cent per annum, until paid,
both paymeuts to be made by draft, payable in London, England, with exchange from Bogota at the time of paynient.
"5. Jt·being my judgment that Signor Cerruti is, as between
himself and the Government of the Republic of Oolombia,
wl.lich I find has by its acts destroyed bis means for liquidating
the debts of the copartnersbip of E. Cerruti and Company for
which be may be held personally liable, entitled to enjoy and
be protected in the net sum awarded him hereby, I do, under
tLe protocol which invests me with fu11 power, authority, and
jurisdiction to do and to perform and to cause to be done
and performed all things without any liinitation whatsoever
wliich in my judgment may he necessary or conducive to the
attaiument in a fair and equitable manner of the ends and
purposes which tbe Protocol is intended to secnre, decide and
adjudge to the Governme11t of the Republic of Colombia all
rights, legal and equitable, of the said Signor .Ernesto Uerruti
in anrl to all property, real, personal, and mixed in the Departmen~ of Uauca and which_ bas been called in question in thi:-; proceed mg, and I further adJudge a11Cl decide that tbe Government
of the Republic of Colom!Jia shall guarantee and protect Signor
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Ernesto Cerruti against any and all liability on account of the
debts of the said copartnership, and sha11 reimlmrse Signor
Ernesto Cerruti to the extent that he may be compelled to pay
such bona fide copartuership debts duly establiHhed agai11st all
proper defenses which could and ought to have been made, a.ud
such guaranty and reimbursement sliall include all necessary
expenses for properly contesting such partnership debts.
"In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United StateR to be affixed.
"Done in duplicate at the city of vVashingtou on the second
day of March, in the year one tliousancl eight hmidred and
ninety-seven, and of the Independence of the United States the
121st.
[Seal of the United States.]
GROVER CLEVELAND.
"By the President:
"RICH A.RD OLNEY,
"Secretary of State."
Colombia, while acknowledging her obligation to pay the
indemnity found by tlte arbitrator to be due to the claimant,
ha protested against that part of tbe foregoing award which
on the one baud adjudges to her the rights of the claimant to
property in Cauca, but on the other requires her to guarautec
him again. t liability for partnership debts and to reimburse him
for payments and expenses on that score. The protocol provided that the arbitrator, when he should have qualified himelf to enter upon his duties, should '' become vestecl with full
power, authority, and jurisdictfon to do and perform, and to
can e to be done an<l performed, all things without any limitation what oever, which in bis judgment may be neces ary or
•onducive to the attainment in a fair and equitable manner of
th ncl and purpo e Yfhiell thi agreement is inteu<led to
cure.'
The arbitrator wa. tben required to proceed to examine and
d ·icle (1) which, if any, of the claimant's demand were
' r rop r
• • for int rnational adjudication," and (2)
whi ·11 if any w r ' proper • • • for adjudieatio11 by the
t rrit ri, l rourt of 'olombia.' As to claims of the fir t clas ,
he wa. r CJ nired t determine "tlle amount of indemnity, if
an
hfrh the C'laimant • • • i. entitled to receive from
11
ov rum n f' ol mbi, through diplomatic action;" a
f th
·ond ·la , he wa dire ·te<l, aftel' a~ceraini ng ha the b 1 ng d in that category, to "take no
n: upon th m. By the
, tipulation
olombia
maintain •d 11, t h p wer, f be arbitrator were expre ly
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limited to the award of a specific indemnity on any international claims, and that he was equally precluded from dealing
with any matter cognizable by the Colombia courts or from
imposing on the government any contingent liabilities.
· .
At page 961, Vol. I., of this work reference
Behring se_a ~amage was made to tlle organization of a mixed comComm1ss10n.
.
.
mission for the settlement of claims growmg
out of the fur-seal controversy. The commissioners were so
fortunate as to reach a decision without resort to an umpire.
Their award 1 was as follows:
"Whereas by a convention •between the United States of
America aud Great Britain, signed at Washington on February 8, 189G, it was, among other matters, agreed and concluded
that 'all claims on account of injuries sustained by persons i11
whose behalf Great Britain is entitled to claim compensation
from the United Sta,tef::, and arising by virtue of' a certain
treaty between the Uuited States and Great Britain, signed at
Washin gton on February 29, 1892, the award and the :findings
of the tribunal of arbitration constituted thereunder, as also
certain additional claims specified in the preamble of the convention first above mentioned, should be referred to two commissioners, one of whom should be appointed by the President
of the United States and the other by Her Britannic l\f~jesty,
and each of w-hom should be learned in the law, and it was
further agree<l and concluded in the convention first herein
named, that said commissioners should determine the liability
of the United States, if any, in respect of each claim, and
assess the amount of compensation,if any, to be paid on account
thereof;
"And whereas the President of the United States of America appointed. the Honorable William L. Putnam, a judge of
the circuit court of the United States for the first circuit, one
of said commissioners, and Her Britannic Majesty appointed
the Honorable George Edwin King, a justice of the supreme
court of Canada, the other of said commissioners; and we, the
said commissioners, having met at Victoria, in the province of
British Columbia, Canada, on the twenty-third day of Novem-'
ber, A. D. 18a6, and our respective powers having been found
to be duly authenticated, and each of us having duly taken the
oath prescribed by the convention, proceeded jointly to the
discharge of our duties thereunder; and having hea.rd and
examined on oath or affirmation every queRtion of fact not
found by tlie tribunal of arbitration under tlie treaty between
the United States of America and Her Britannic Majesty
signed at Washington on the 29th of February 1892, and ha/
ing received all suitable authentic testimony concerniug the
1

, •

Doc. 59, 55th Cong. 2cl sess. The total amount awarded is $473,151.26.
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same, and being attended by counsel on behalf of the United
States and by counsel ou behalf of Great .Britain, who were
duly beard before us, aucl having impartialiy and carefully
examined the questions submitted to us:
"Now therefore we, the said commissioners, do hereby determine, adjudge, and award as follows:
'' Tue rate of interest awarded by us is six per cent per annum, being the statutory rate at Victoria, British Columbia,
during the period covered, but being less than the current rate
thereat.
"As to the claim in respect of the vessel Carolina, it is determined that the United States are liable to Great Britain in
respect thereof, and we assess the amount of compensation to
be paid on account thereof to Great Britain on behalf of the
owner, master, officers, and crew of the vessel, as follows:
Thirteen thousand three hundred and forty-one dollars a11d
seventy-two cents ($13,341.72), with interest from September
10, 1886, until this day, amounting to nine thousand and twellty
dollars arn1 seventy-one cents ($9,0'..!0.71), and makiug a total
of principal and interest of twenty-two thousand t!Jree hundred an<l sixty-two dollars and forty-three ceuts ($2~,362.43).
"As to the claim in respect of tlle vessel Thornton , it is adjudged and determined that the United States of America are
liable to Great Britain in respect tl1ereof, a11d we assess and
award tlle amount of compensation to be paid on accom1t
thereof to Great Britain on behalf of the owners, master, officer , and crew of the vessel, as follows, tbat is to Ray, thirteen
thou, and five uuudred and twenty-one dollars aud ten cents
( 13,5~1.10), with interest from Septembee 10, 1886, until this
day, amounting to nine thousand one hundred and forty-two
dollar and fifty-three cents (!fi;H,142.53), and making a total
of principal a11d intere t of twenty-two tuousand six uundre<l
and ixty three dollar~ and sixty-three cents ($22,6o3.G3).
\
to the ·laim in re pect of the vessel Onward, it is ad,iudg d aud. determin cl that the ,..nited States of America are
liabl to Gr at Britain in re pect thereof, and we a ses and
award the amount of comve11c ation to be paid on acconnt
tb r f t Gr at Britain, on behalf of the ownen-1, ma ter, offic r' and er w f the Ye' 1 (excltL ive of the 11et intere't of
l xaucl r 1 l L an who at the time of the com·entiou wa a,
i iz n t he uited tate. and domiciled therein aud liaR o
r main ,1 ), a follow ,', th, ti to ay, 11ine thou a11d three bundr cl and , v n y-. 'ix d liar ( !>,376), with intere. t from ept m r 1 l 6 ntil thi .· day amounting to six thou and tliree
h£un 1r
, ncl thir . - 11i11 dollar arnl s venty-fonr cent
(· ':>n.,.. ): , n l m, kin CT at tal of prin ·ipnl and intere, of the
nm f fL'
n b U,'a11 l ven hnnclr d and fifteen dollars and
·
nt •-f ur · n . (· 15 ,..1.3.7 ).
: ,
th c·l:iim ill r · l et of th v · l Fa ·01.wite it i
ac1juclrr <l a1ul <l ·t unin <l ha th
nit <l 1' tat of dierica
, r Hahl· to
ritain in r p ·t thereof, alld we a , e ·
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and award the amount of compensation to be paid on account
thereof to Great Britain, on behalf of the owners, master, officers,
and crew of the vessel (exclusive of the net interest of said
.Alexander McLean) as follows, that is to say, three thousand
two huuclred and two dollars ($3,202), with interest from Septen1ber 10, 1886, until this day, amounting to two thousand one
hundred and sixty-five dollars and eight cents ($:3,165.08), and
making a total of principal and interest of the sum of :five
thousand three hundred aud. sixty-seven dollars and eight cents
($5,367.08).
".As to the claim in respect of the vessel W. P. Sayward, it
is adjudged and determined that the United States of .America
are liable to Great Britain iu respect thereof, and we assess and
award tbe amount of compen~ation to be paid on account
thereof to Great Britain, on behalf of .the owners, master, offi·cers, and crew of the vessel, as follows, that is to say, twelve
thousand five hundred and thirty-seven dollars aud fifty cents
($1~,567.50), with interest from September 10, 1887, until this
day, amountiug to seven thousand. seven hundred and twenty:fi ve dollars and twenty-two cents ($7,725.22), and. rnakiug a
total pri11cipal and. interest of the sum of twenty thousand
two hn11dreu. and sixt.y-two dollars and seventy-two ce11ts
($20,~62. 7j),
''As to the claim in respect of the vessel Anna Beck, it is
adjudged and determined that the United States of .America
are liable to Great Britain iu respect thereof, and. we assess
and award the amount of compensation to be paid on account
thereof to Great Britai11, on behalf of the owners 1 master, officers, a11d crew of the vessel as follows, that is to say, twentyone thousand six hundred and ninety-two dollars and :fifty
cents ($~1,692.50), with interest from September 10, 1887, until
this day, amounting to thirteen thousand three hundred and
sixty -six dollars and nineteen cents ($13,36f>.19), making a
total of principnl and iuterest of the sum of thirty-five thousand and fifty-eight dollars a11d sixty-niue cents ($ :35,058.69).
"As to the claim in respect of the ve~sel Alfrerl Adarns, it is
adjudge(l aud determiued -that the United States of .America
are liable to Great Britain in respect thereof, and we assess
an<l. award tbe amount of compensation to be paid on account
thereof to Great Britain on behalf of the owners, master, offiCl'rs, and crew of the vessel, exclusive of the net interest of
.Alexan<l.er Frank, who at the time of the convention was a
citizen of the United States and domicile.cl therein, an<l bas so
remained, as follows, that is to 1-ay : Ten thousand one hundred and twenty-four dollars, with interest from September 10,
1887, uutil this day, amounting to six thousand two hundred
and thirty.eight <1ollars aud seven cents ($6,238.07), and making
a total of pri11cipal and i11terest of the sum of sixteen thousand tl1ree hundred and sixty-two dollars and seven cents
($16,36~.07'.
► 'As to th e claim iu resvect of tbe vessel Grace, it is adju<l.ged
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and determined that the United States of America are liable
to Great Britaiin iu respect thereof, and we assess and award
the amouu t of compensation to be paid on account thereof to
Great Britain, on behalf of the owners, master, officers, and
crew of the vessel, as follows, that is to say, tweuty six
thousand two lmndrcd and thirteen dollars and fifty cents
($'.W,213.50), with interest from Se1>tember 10, 1887, uutil tldH
day, amounting to sixteen thousand one hundred and twei1tyfive dollars and sixty-seven cents ($16,125.u7), and making a
total of principal aud interest of forty-two tlJOusand three lrnndred and thirty-nine dollars and seventeen ceuts ($42,3:-19.J 7) .
''.As to the claim in respect of the vessel Dolph'in, it is adjudged and determined that the United States of America are
liable to Great Britain in respect thereof, and we assess and
award the amou1tt of compensation to be paid on account
thereof to . 'ireat Britain, on behalf of the owners, master,
omcers, a11d crew of tlrn vessel, as follows, that is to say, tbirtyoue thousand four hundred and eiglity-four dollars ($31,484),
with illtt•rest from 8eptemller 10, 18B7, until this day, amounti □ g to th~ sum of nineteen thom;;and three lmndred and ninetyniue dollars a11d thirty-eight rents ($1!),399.38), and making a
total of principal ancl interest of the sum of fifty thousand
t•in-ht hundred a11d eighty-three dollars and thirty-eight cents
($-50, 83.38).
"
H to the claim in respect. of the vessel Adci, it is adjudged
and det ~rm ined that the U11ited StateH of America a,re liable
to :treat Britain in re. pect thereof, aud we assess and award
the amount of compensation to be paid on account thereof to
Great Britain, on behalf of the owners, master, officers, and
·r w of the vessel, as follows, that is to say, twenty thousand
nine hundred and two dollars and sixty-nine ceuts ($20,902.69),
with interest from September 10, 1887, until this day, amounting to twelve tbou, and eight hundred and eighty dollars and
11
cent ($12, .,80.01), and makillg a total of principal a11d
intere t of the um of thirty-three thousand even hundred
and eighty-two dollar and seventy centR ($:~3,782.70).
"A to tl.Je claim in re pect of the ves 'el Triumph, warned or
eizerl ug-u t 4-, 1 '7, it is ad,iudged and determined that the
nited tate of merica are liable to Great Britain in respect
th r of, and. we a e and award the amount of compensation
to be p, id on account tllereof to Great Britain, on behalf of
th own r , master, offi ·er , aud er w of the ves el, a follow.that i to , ay, ev nte"n bunc1re<l and fifty dollar ( 1,750), with
int r t from ept mber 10, 1 c 7, until tb1s day, amounting· to
one thou, a11d aud. eventy-eight dollars and twenty-nine cent
( 1 - ' •...-H), and makin'..!· a total of prineipal and intere. t of the
um of t, o thou and eig·bt lmudred and twenty-eight dollar
, n twenty-11ine cent ( ~, 2 .29).
t the claim in re pect of the ve sel ,Juanita it is ad.ju lg d and cl t rrnined tha the nited tate.· of merica are
lia le t ~ r at Britaiu in re:pcct thereof, and. we asse and
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award the amount of compensation to be paid on account
tl.lereof to Great Britain, on behalf of the owners, ma ter, offi.
cers, and crew of the vessel as follows, that is to say, eleven
thousau d four hundred and ninety-tbree dollars ($11,493), with
interest from September 10, 1889, until this day, amounting to
five thom,and seven hundred and two dollars and forty-four
cents ($5,702.44), and making a total of principal and interest
of the sum of seventeen thousand one hundred and ninety-five
dollars a11d forty four cents ($17,195.44).
"As to tbe claim in respect of the ve ·sel Pathfinder, seized
or warned J uly 29, 1889, it is adjudged and determined that
the United States of .America are liable to Great Britaiu in
respect thereof, and we assess and award the amount of compensatiou to be paid on account thereof to Great Britain, on
behalf of the ow11ers, master, officers, and crew of the vessel,
as follow s, that is to say: Thirteen thousand ev~n hundred
and ninety-six dollars ($13,796), with interest from Jeptember
10, 1889, until this day, amounting to six thousand ejght hundred and forty-five dollars and twelve cents ($6,845.12), and
making a total of principal and interest of tbe sum of twenty
thousan d six hundred and forty -one dollars and twelve cents
($20,641.12).
"As to the claim in respect of the vessel Triumph, seized
or warned July 11, 1889, it is adjuged and determined that the
United States of America are liable to Great Britain in respect
thereof, -and we al-\se~s and award the amount of compensation
to be paid 0 11 account thereof to Great Britain, on behalf of
the owne.rs, master, officers, and crew of the vessel, as follows,
that is to say, fifteen thousand four hundred and fifty dollars,
with interest from September 10, 1889, until this day, amounting to seven thousand six hundred and sixty-five dollars and
seventy-seven cents ($7,665.77), and making a total of principal
and interest of the sum of t,we11ty-three thousand one hundred
and fifteen dollars and seventy-seven cents ($23,115.77).
"As to the claim in respect of the vessel Black Diamond,
seized or warned July 11, 1889, it is adjudged and de~ermine<l
that the United States of America are liable to Great Britain
in respect thereof, and we assess and award the amount of
cornpensatiou to be paid on accou11t thereof to Great Britain,
1>1J behalf of the owners, master, officers, and crew of the vessel, as follows, that is to say, fifteen thousand one hundred
and seventy-three dollars ($15,173), with interest from Ser. tember 1 0, 1889, until this day, amounting to seven thousand
five hundred and twenty-eight dollars and thirty-two cents
($7,528.32), and making a total of principal and interest of the
sum of twenty-two thousand seven hundred and one dollars
and thirty-two cents ($22,701.3:.>;).
"As to the claim in respect of the vessel Lily, it is adjudged
and determined that the United States of America are liable.
to Great Britain in respect thereof, and we assbSS and award
the amount of compensation to be paid .on account thereof to
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Great Britain, on behalf of the owners, master, officers, and
crew of the vessel a~ follows, that is to say, eleven thousand
seven hundred and thirty nine dollars ($11, 7:;39) with interest
from September 10, 188U, until this day, amounting to five
thousand eight hundred a11d thirty-two dol1ar1S and forty-eight
cents ($5,832.48), and making a total of principal and interest
of the sum of seventeen thousand five hundred and seventyone dollars and forty-eight cents ($17,5 7 1.48) .
"As to the claim in respect of the vessel Ariel, it is adjudged
and determined. that the United States of America are liable
to Great Britain in respect thereof, a11d we assess and award
the amount of compensatio11 to be paid on account thereof to
Great Britain, on behalf of the owners, master, officers, and
crew of the vessel, as follows, that is to say, forty-uine hundred and fifty do1lars ($4,950), with interest from September
10, 1889, until this day, amounting to two thousand four hundred and fifty-six dollars and three cents ($2,456.03), and making
a total of principal and interest of the sum of seven thousand
four hundred and six dollars and three ceuts ($7,406.03).
"As to the claim in respect of the vessel Kate, it is adjudged
and det.ermiiied that the United States of America are liable
to Great Britain in respect thereof, and we assess and award
tlte amount of compenl:iation to be paid on account thereof to
Great Britaiu, on behalf of the owners, master, officers, aml
crew of the vessel, as follows, that is to say, tltree thousand
and fifty dollars ( 3,050) with interest from September 10, 188!),
until thi day, amounting to oue thousand five hundred and
thirteen dollars and thirty-01,e cents ($1,513.31), and making a
total of principal and interest of the sum of four thousaud five
hundred and sixty-three dollars and tbirty-oue cents ($4,563.31).
"As to the claim in respect of the vessel Jllinnie, it is adjudged
and determined that the United States of America are liable
to Great Britain in respect thereof, and we assess a11d award
th aruount of eompen . ation to be paid on account tliereof to
Great Britain, on behalf of the owners, master, officers, and
crew of the ves el, as follows, that is to say, eighty-four hundred and sixty dollars ( 8,460), with interest from September
10, 18 9, until this day, amounting to four thousand 011e hundred and ninety- even dollars and fifty even cents ($4,197.57),
and making a total of principal and interest of the um of
tw lve thou and , ix hundred and fifty-seven dollar and fifty·even • nt ( 12,657.:>7).
to the claim in re 1 ect of the ve ~el Pathfinder, eized
Ic r<·h 27, 1 !JO, it i acljudged and determined that the United
tat of meri a ar liable to Great Britain in re. pect thereof,
< 11d w
a.. e . a11d award the amount of ompeu ation to be
paid n accoun tber of to Cheat Britain, on behalf of the
own r. · ma:t r officer and rew of the e el, a foll w
that i to < , igh bundr d dollar. ( · 00), witll inter t from
.M~ r ·h .:.17, 1 90, uu il thi.· day amounting to three hundr d
au<l v uty d llar aud ixty even ceuts l \HO.u7), and mak-
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ing a total of principal and inter t of tb um f 1 e11 hun dred and seven ty dolJars a11<l 'ixty- v u c nt ' ( ··11,0.67).
"As to the claim in respect of the ve 1 Hand re,·, i i
adjudged and determined that there i no liabilit
n th p, rt
of the United States of America in respect f uch claim.
'.'As to the claim in respect of the ves l Winnifred, it i
a<lJudged and determined that the United tate of m ric,
are liable-to Great Britain in respect thereof~ and we a '
aud award th e a mou11t of compen ation to be paid on account
thereof to Great Britaiu, on behalf of the owners thereof, a
follows, that is to say, three thousand two hundred and eighty
three dollars and five cents ($3,283.05), with interest from July
27, 1892, until this day, amounting to one thousand and sixtyo~e d?Il~rs and fifty two cents ($1,061.52), and making a total
of prmc1pal and interest of tlie sum of four thousand three
hundred and forty-four dollars and .fifty-seven cents ($4,344.57) •
. "As to the claim in respect of the vessel Henrietta, it is adJudged and determi11ed tliat the United States of America are
liable to Great Britain in respect thereof, and we assess aud
award the amount of compensation to be paid on account
thereof to Great Britain on behalf of the owners, master, officers, and crew of the vessel, as follows, that is to say, nine
thousand five hundred and ninety-nine dol1ars and eighty-five
ee~ts ($9,599.85), w.ith interest on twenty-four hundred and
thirty-seven do1lars from September 2, 1892, until tllis day,
and :UPOn the balance from February 17, 1894, until this day,
rnakmg the eutire interest two thousaud four hundred and
twenty-one dollars and 11ineteen cents ($2,421.lD), making a
total of principal and intere8t of tlle sum of twelve thousand
and twenty-one dollars and four ceuts ($ J2,021.04) .
. "As to the claim in respect of the vessel Oscar and Hattie, jt
1s adjudged and determined that the United States of America
are liable to Great Britain in respect thereof; and we assess
and award the amount of compensation to be paid on account
thereof to Great Britaiu, on behalf of the owners thereot; as
follows, that is to say, two thousand two hundred and fifty
dollars ($2,250), with interest from August 30, 1892, until this
day, amounting to seven hundred and fifteen dollars and five
cents ($715.05), and making a total of principal and interest of
the sum of two thousand nine hundred and sixty-five dollars
and five cents ($2,965.05).
"As to the personal claim s we adjudge and determine that
t he United States of America are liable on account of the folJowiug pen;;o11s, and as ess a11d award the amount of compensation to be paid to Great Britain on account of each of them, as
follow :
"Daniel Monroe, ma ter of th Onicard, the principal sum of
three thou · a nd dollar ( , ,000), with intere t from eptember
10 1886 to thL day, making a total amount of five thou and
and twe~ty- ight dollar ' a11~l fift · ut ( ~,(L8.~0):
.
"Jolrn Margotich, mat of lJ On,card, th prrnc1pal um of
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tw nty-five hundred dollars ($2,500), with interest from September 10 1 G, to this day, making a total amount of four
th u and bne hundred and ninety dollars and forty-two cents
(, 4,JH0.42).

'' !Jans Guttormsen, master of the Thornton, the principal
• um of three thousand dollars ($3,000), with interest from Sept mber 10, 1886, to this day, making a total amount of five
tll u and and twenty-eight dollars and fifty cents ($5,028.50).
"IIarry orman, mate of the Thornton, the principal sum
f tw nty-fi.ve hundred dollars ($2,500), with interest from Sept mb r 10, 1 G, to this day, making a total amount of four
th u and on hundred and ninety dollars and forty-two cents
(, ,lU0.42).
"Ja,m ' Ogilvie, master of the Carolina, the principal sum
of thr e th u and dollars, with interest from September 10,
L G, to thi clay, making a total a,mount of .five thousand and
tw nty- i ·ht dollars and fifty cents ($5,028.50).
' Jam ' Blake, mate of the Carolina, the principal sum of
tw nty-five huudr d dollars ($2,500), with interest from Sept mb r 10, 1 6, to thi day, making a total amount of four
h u,, nd one hundred and ninety dollars and forty-two cents
(·

,190.42).

",Jam D. arre11, master of the Dolph-in, the principal
. nm f t,vo th u and dollars ($J,000), with interest from Sflpt mb r 1 ,
7, to thi day, makiug a total amount of three
h n, a11 l a11d two hundred and thirty-two dollars and thirtyhr c II t. · ( ,23-",33).
J lrn l il1y, mate of the Dolphin, the principal sum of fift 11 hunclr <l dollar ( l,fi00), with interest from September
1 1 < 7 t hi da , making a total amouut of two thousand
f. nr hundred and twenty-four dollars and twenty-five cents
(· ,4JL'.35) .
.'
org I. e ey, ma ter of tbe W. P. Sayward, the prin1p, 1 , nm f tw thou and dollars ($2,000), with interest from
pt mb rl0,18 7,tothi day,makingatotalamountofthree
lJ n n 1 wo hundred and thirty-two dollars and thirty-three
: n . (· · 2' ~.3' ).
. ing, mate of the W. P. Sa,ywarrl, the principal sum
u lrandr J ll llar ( 1,500), with interest from Seµtem7
bi day, making a total amount of two tbouf 1r lmn re and twenty-four dollars and twenty-five
· n .-(,·- 2 •-" ).
ui
1 Tl n ter of the Anna Beck, the principal sum
f
!h 1 < ~ d llar (, 2,000), with interest from September
m· krn
otal amount of three thousand two hunr,, l <.ncl Lil' •-tw
llar and thirty-three cents ( 3,232.33).
" ..J 1 ha 1 I ~ , mate of the Anna Beck, the principal sum
f fif n h n ' l . ollar ( 1, 00), with intere, t from Septemt b1 da, , making a total amount of two thou1
t ur b lll lr 1 and w oty-four dollar and twenty-five
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"W. Petit, master of the Grace, the principal sum of two
thousand dollars ($2,000), with interest from September 10,
1887, to this day, making a totai amount of three thousand
two hundred and thirty-two dollars and thirty-three cents
($3,232.33) .
. "0. A. Lundberg, mate oftbe Ada, the principal sum of one
thousand dollars ($1,000), with interest from September 10,
1887, to this day, making a total amount of one thousand six
hundrerl and sixteen dollars aud seventeen cents ($1,616.17).
"As to 'costs in Sayward Case,' it is adjudged and determined that there is no . liability on the part of the U ni1ted
States of America in respect of such claim.
"Her Majesty also presented for our consideration the following claims, that is to say, in behalf of the Black Diamond,
warned l>y the collector at Unafaska on July 1, 1886, and also
in behalf of James Gaudin, master of the Ada, as to each of
which we determine and award that we have no jurisdiction,
aud we dismisR the same.
"Made in duplicate and signed by us this seventeenth day
of December, A. D. 1897.
"WILLIAM L. PUTNAM,
" Commissioner appointed by the
President of the United States.
"GEORGE E. KING,
"Commissioner a,ppointt:Jd by Her Britannic Madesty.
"Respecting the claims n;ienlj9nr!l iµ toe ,award of the commissioners as having been r,rekM'tetf 61~ JM,1ia1f of Great Britain and dismissed as not beiRg·'. wdJhincourjurrsdiction, namely,
the claims of the Black Diamond, arising in the year 1886, and
the perspn;&l :~"rtitlt 'of ,:fa-n1'tls ·.GaQ'diil.'' tl'ie', ~oiprnt~sfoi,cr'oi~fh /\
,r,: , 'Jj <+~h < ( <
(, < ✓
,_fch em' , f oni
( , t,-i;.
h ( I!.• ( '
'+-!-..' { ,
pursuanue:
qL:.'-'t-1-~ ~l,A;Irll-\UWq,tIQ.n
to. ,t_
..,,:..rn
,1nei11<Suairy,
of State t'or the U11ited States and Her Britannic Majesty's
ambassador at Washington, dated at Washington, January
26, 1897, and appearing in the protocol of February 2, 1897,
beg to report as follows:
"We find that damages were sustained by the owners, master, officers, and crew of the Black Diamond, in connection
with the notice given by the collector of customs at Unalaska
on July 1, 1886, to the arnouut of :five thousand dollars ($5,000),
with interest at the rate of six per cent per annum from September IO, A. D. 1887.
"And as to t 1 e personal claims of James Gaudin, master of
the Ada in 1887, we report that the amount of damage sustained by him was one thousaud doJ.lars l $1,000), with interest
at the rate of six per cent per annum from September 10, 1887.
"December 1 7, 1897.
"WILLIAM L. PUTNAM,
'' Commissioner appointed by the
President of the United States.
"GEORGE E. KING,
"Commissioner appointed by Her Britannic Majesty."
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